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"In addition to being a big money maker and a presentation most pleasing to my patrons, I've found
that CinemaScope installation in my theaters has solved the product shortage, at least for me," was part
of the enthusiastic report of Trueman T. Rembusch, of Syndicate Theaters of Indiana, former president
of National Allied, to The Film Daily this week.
"In any town where I have two theaters there has been an enormous problem of finding at least 300
pictures to show," Rembusch claimed, "but with CinemaScope in one theater, with its attendant long
run, I can pick and choose to find the best pictures available for my other house.
"CinemaScope has been an agreeable surprise to me. My Mode Theater in Columbus, Indiana is
the first of our theaters to be equipped. We have used the Ballantyne Co.'s equipment throughout excepting, of course, the screen, since we had to have the Miracle Mirror screen to show 'The Robe'."
Patrons

Delighted

"Our patrons are delighted with the stereophonic sound and so am I. I've fooled around with electronics and sound reproduction practically all of my adult life," Rembusch continued, "and this sound
system is so good as to be almost unbelievable. There is none of the 'hiss' associated with optical sound
systems and it is a bit surprising when there is no sound emanating from any of the speakers to find that
there is absolute silence in the theater — just nothing except what sound the audience itself makes. This
is the ultimate to me — there may be some improvements made but as far as I am concerned this is it.
"As an instance of how much I like the equipment I have placed orders with the Ballantyne Companj
to equip five more of our theaters, starting with the Vogue Theater in Elwood. The Vogue is a long
narrow house seating a bit less than 400, but the success of our equipment in the 700 seat Mode, als(
long and narrow, convinces me that it will be even better, if possible, in the Vogue.
"Of course, 'The Robe' is an outstanding attraction but just to give you an instance of how valu
able the new equipment and the film means even to a theater so small as the Mode, we grossed mor
on opening day (Thanksgiving Day) than we average for a four day week end, even with outstandin
pictures."

Wall

To

Wall

Screen

Rembusch told this reporter that the Mode theater was only 28 feet wide, wall to wall, but th<'
the CinemaScope screen was 26 feet wide, with the curved traveler becoming part of the wall decor;
tion on each side of the theater when completely opened. Rembusch is convinced, he stated, that almo
any theater of any size or any shape could profitably install complete CinemaScope equipment includir
stereophonic sound, if a careful engineering survey indicates that complete structural changes of tl
theater arc not necessary.

ffEMBUSCH

Secretary

as reported by THE FILM DAILY, Dec. 4, 7 953
°'

ff'e board o; '.'""^f-"Ang shovvl

Even when "I" beams had to be removed or changed he thought that the investment would be worth
'^hile, particularly in view of the large flow of product in the offing.
For the smaller theater such as the ones he operates in the two theaters in Columbus and Elwood,
embusch is convinced that the sound-head must be easily interchangeable from a pent house to a rack
}r3 channel stereophonic sound, because it eliminates an additional cost of about $4,000.
The Mode Theater, completely equipped, but without contract labor costs ran "quite a bit" under
9.000, including lenses, screen, curtain, track and motor to operate the curtain, speakers (about 20
nits) and all necessary booth equipment.
Installation in the Vogue Theater, although a considerably smaller house, would not be much less,
[■embusch estimated, since most of the equipment was basic. Only the number of auditorium speakers
rould affect the diflFerence in cost if any occurred, he said.
No

Amperage

Increase

"The picture in the Mode Theater is 26 feet wide by IOI/2 feet high," Rembusch said, "and we
urn only 45 amps using our Peerless Magnarc lamps. We have an 88 foot throw and get a perfect pic'oire. We saw no reason at all to step up amperage, particularly since the anamorphic lenses allow more
ight to reach the screen," he said.
"One thing that very few people in the industry seem to realize, is that with our Ballantyne equipnent we can run both 3 track stereophonic sound when the magnetic reproducer is used in a rack, and
.t the same time use the optical sound system, if it is desired to do so to achieve a particular dramatic
•Ifect. This is very important to us, too," he said, "since we can do things the non-equipped theater
annot hope to do.
3 Years Amortization?
"I'm very glad we equipped our first theater," he declared, "and I'm very sure that the Internal
Revenue bureau ^vill allow us to amortize the equipment over a 3 year period. Obsolescence for most
heater equipment is very quick and very high," he said, "and from past experience I'm pretty sure I'm
ight — and of course, it should be that way.
"Nobody in his right mind will predict just what the results of CinemaScope productions will be,"
i^embusch declared, "but in about two months we should come pretty close to predicting at least what
he next year or so will bring. The public likes it— I certainly like it and as the returns to the box office
:ontinue to be high I'm sure that more and more theaters are going to spend the money to install the
;quipment to make it possible for them. I hope all of them are as successful with it as we are."
Rembusch, long an exhibitor leader of national stature, until recently was president of Indiana Allied
is well as a member of COMPO's triumvirate.

Exclusive

Lester

Interview:

Martin

Mr. Lester Martin is the holder of a substantial block of Columbia Pictures stock,
who has intruded upon the management in
recent weeks to demand that the company's
backlog of films be liquidated (via sale to
television) for the benefit of stockholders.
We believe the activities of Lester Martin are misguided. We feel that Mr. Martin
lacks knowledge of our industry.
We

think Mr. Martin's moves are designed primarily for his own financial benefit, without full regard for the welfare of

employees, or the company's customers. We
regard the intervention of such "outsiders"
as a danger to the future of our business.
To learn more of Mr. Martin's thinking
and plans than he has revealed publicly,

B , Leonard Coulter
Lester Martin threw his considerable weight hark so far
lliat his swivel chair assumed an almost horizontal position.
He said. '"The thing we object to is the ethereal thinking oT
Harry and Jack Cohn and tiie kind of money they and some o.f
the other members of the board are taking out of the Columbia
Pictures Corporation. Why. one year thev took more out of
the company than it earned in net j)roht. W e don't think we
stockholders are getting a fair shake. Look at the salaries ihev
draw ; look at their expense accounts".
By '"we". Martin meant himself and his advisor, an accountant and attorney named William (iellin. who was sitting
in tile room during our conversation, (jellin explained lo mr
that he was associated with Mr. Martin in his business. He
;'dded. "it's time somebody taught them a lesson and brought
ihem out of their ethereal thinking" — thai word again — "and
(Iow[i to earth".
At the nsk ol also being accused of ethereal thinking I
asked Martin whether he realized that the business of making
and distributing motion pictures was a highly specialized one.
a costly one. and one demanding a wide circle of personal
contacts and involving a high degree of competition.
He politicly iiruslied my questions aside. "After all", he
said, "we're in busine'ss too. aren't we?" — as though the
manufacture and merchandising of cotton voiles wasn't muc!i
different from anything else.

-"Do you" I asked, "dispute the principle that the cliii f
oflTicers of a company as important as Columbia Pictures are
entitled to big money? You're highly jtaid. aren't you?"
jNLirtin seemed slightly sur|)rised at the turn of our conversation, "'ies". he said, ignoring the first |)art of my question. ''I'm so highly paid that when things are not so good I
forego a year's salary".

Speaks

Leonard Coulter arranged to interview him
exclusively for FILM BULLETIN. He found
Martin and his associate, William Cellin, on
the 47th floor of the Empire State Building,
in a suite draped with assorted fabrics, occupied bythe Consolidated Textile Co., Inc.,
with which are associated the Lynchburg
Cotton Mills, the Ella Cotton Mill and the
Winsdor Print Works.
It should, perhaps, also be noted that Mr.
Martin controls an investment corporation
of his own, and that in the past he has concerned himself, as a stockholder, with the
affairs of the Phillips-Jones Corporation, the
Bates Manufacturing Company and the New
England Public Service Corporation.
Below is a factual report of the interview
with stockholder

Martin. — Editor's Note.

"But. as it hap|)ens ". I argued. "Columbia is doing very
v\ell. Don't you think you've picked the wrong time to challenge the management? "
Mr. Gellin hastened to interrupt. "Oh"', he said, "we're
not challenging the management. e want to helj) the company. We're not professional agitators. We're investors. \^ e
just want to fuid out where our money goes".
"But you have challenged the company". I pointed out.
"^ ou have taken action against it in the courts. ^ oii're involved ina legal fight ".
Gellin said. "We don't want to talk about that. We don"t
wanl lo prejudice our legal position. And we have no intention of staging a proxy battle. W e don"t want to go into th-'
l:lm production business; we don't wish to take over the
.■-tudios. or anything like that, but why should thev use onr
money on extravagancies? There's .-omething wrong with the
management of a company when they pay such high salaries
and expense accounts ".
1 turned to Lester ^Martin again. "You seem to have the
impression that everyone employed in the film business gets
astronomical salaries. Do you know that there are some film
company emjjloyees — in |)ress book dej)artments. for instance
— who get no more than S75 or S85 a week?""
"^ ou mean, employed bv Columbia?"'
"\es. and other comjianies. too; bigger conipani(v than
("olumbia '.
"I')ut do these jieople do executive work? "
'"Perhaps not executive work"". I said. " but work of
\ ital importance in selling pictures to exhibitors".
Martin seemed pu/zled. "What's a press book?" he
asked, and 1 couldn't belj) feeling that it was rather a|)palling
fC.ont'mued an Piige 12 i
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Theatre Enterprises, Inc.. Petitioner, v.
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.. et al.
IJanuary 1. 1954.]
Mr. JrSTiCK Clark delivered the opinion of the Court.
Petitioner hrought this suit for treble dainanges and an
injunction under 1 and 16 of the Clayton Act.' alleging
that resi)ondenl motion picture producers and distributors" had
violated the antitrust laws " by conspiring to restrict "firstrun" ' pictures to downtown Baltimore theatres, thus confining
its suburban theatre to subsequent runs and unreasonaf)!e
"clearances." ' After hearing the evidence a jury returned a
general verdict for respondents. The Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit affirmed the judgment based on the verdirl.
201 F. 2d 306. We granted certiorari. 315 V. S. 963.
Petitioner now urges, as it did in the Court of Appeals,
that the trial judge should have directed a verdict in its favor
and submitted to the jury only the question of the amount of
damages. Alternatively. |)elitioner claims that the trial judge
erred by inadequately instructing the jury as to the scope and
( fleet of the decrees in l'n<ted Stales v. Paramount Pictures.
Inc. et al.. the (Government's prior equity suit against respondents." We think both contentions are untenable.
The opinion of the Court of Appeals contains a complete
summary of the evidence presented to the jury. W e need not
lecite that evidence again. It is sufficient to note that |)elilioner
owns and operates the Crest Theatre, located in a neighborhood shoj)ping district .some six miles from the downtown
.chopping center in Baltimore. Maryland. The Crest, possessHill the most modern improvements and appointments, opened
on February 26. 1919. Before and after the opening. j)elitioner. through its president, repeatedly sought to obtain
first-run features for the theatre. Petitioner approached each
respondent separately, initially requesting exclusive first-runs,
later asking for first-runs on a "day and date" basis.' But re^•[)ondents uniformly rebuffed petitioner's efforts and ahered
to an established policy of restricting first-runs in Baltimore
to the eight downtown theatres. Admittedly there is no direct
evidence of illegal agreement between the respondents and no
conspiracy is charged as to the indei)endenl exhibitors in Baltimore, who account for 63^^ of first-run exhibitions. The \arious respondents advanced much the .<ame reasons for denying
■ 38 Stat. 731, 737, 15 U. S. C. §§15, 24.
are: Paramount Film Distributing Corp., Loew's Inc.,
RKO-Respondents
Radio Pictures.
Inc.. Twentieth Centurv-Fox Film Corp., Universal
Film Eichanqes, Inc., United Artists Corp.,
Warner Bros. Pictures Distributing
Core..
Warner
Bros. Circuit Management Corp.. Columbia Pictures Corp.
• Sections I and 2 of the Sherman Act, 26 Stat. 209, as amended 15
U.
C.S. 5§ I, 2. and 5 2 of the Clayton Act, 38 Stat. 730. as amended.
15 S.U.violation.
C. § 13. Petitioner has dropped the allegation of a Clayton
Act
exhibitions
a feature
in a given
next
the firstbeingarea,
second-run
in thatof area,
first exhibition
the successive
being are
run' '"Runs
United States v. Paramount Pictures Inc
subsequent, and so on . . .
et al., 334 U. S. 131, M4-I45, n. & II948I.
"A clearance
period
of time,
In license
tracts, which mustis the
elaose
between
runsusually
of thestipulated
same feature
withincon-a
oarticular
area
or
in
soecified
theatres."
United
States
v.
Paramount
Pictures, Inc., et al., 334 U. S. 131,144, n. t, II948I.
"64 F. Supp.
323 U.II944I,
F. Supp.
11944),
and repart,119501.
334
S. 131 70II948I.
85 F.53Supp.
881 reversed
II949I affirmed
339 U. S.manded In974
■ A first-run "day and date" means that two theatres exhibit a firstrun atbeen
the granted,
same time.the Had
request for
a day would
and date
run
Crestpetitioner's
and a downtown
theatre
havefirstexhibited the same features simultaneously.
- Rhal. Conspiracy and the Anti-Trust Laws, 44 III. L. Rev. 743 11950)
Page «
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Ruling

Decisian
petitioner's offers. Among other reasons they asserted that
day and date first-runs are normally granted only to noncompeting theatres. Since the Crest is in "substantial competition" with the downtown theatres, a day and date arrangement would be economically unfeasible. And even if respondents wished to grant petitioner such a license, no downtown
exhibitor would waive his clearance rights over the Crest and
agree to a simultaneous showing. As a result, if petitioner
were to receive first-runs, the license would have to be an exclusive one. However, an exclusive license would be economically unsound because the Crest is a suburban theatre, located
in a small shopping center, and served by limited public trans|>ortation facilities: and. with a drawing area of less than
one-tenth that of a downtown theatre, it cannot compare with
those easily accessible theatres in the power to draw patrons.
Hence the downtown theatres offer far greater opportunities
lor the widespread advertisement and exploitation of newly released features, which is thought necessary to maximize the
o\erall return from subsequent runs as well as first-runs. The
respondents, in the light of these conditions, attacked the
guaranteed offers of petitioner, one of which occurred during
the trial, as not being made in good faith. Respondents
Loew's and W arner refused petitioner an exclusive license because they owned the three downtown theatres receiving their
first-run jjroducl.
The crucial question is whether respondents' conduct toward petitioner stemmed from inde])endent decision or from
an agreement, tacit or express. To be sure, business behavior
is admissable circumstantial evidence from which the fact
finder may infer agreement. Interstate Circuit. Inc. v. United
Slates, 306 1:. S. 208 ( 1939 ) ; L nited States v. Masonite Corp.,
316 U. S. 265 (1942) ; United States v. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 321 H. S. 707 (1944); .American Tobacco Co. v.
United States, 328 U. S. 781 (1946) ; United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., et al.. 334 U. S. 131 (1948). But this
(^ourt has never held that proof of parallel business behavior
conclusively establishes agreement or. phrased differently, that
■■such behavior itself constitutes a Sherman Act offen.se. Cir( iimstantial evidence of consciously parallel behavior may
have made heavy inroads into the traditional judicial attitude
toward conspiracy;" but "conscious jiarallelism"" has not yet
read conspiracy out of the Sherman Act entirely. Realizing
this, petitioner attemjits to bolster its argument for a directed
\erdict by urging that the conscious unanimil)' of action by
respondents should be "measured against the background and
findings of the Paramount case." In other words, since the
same n'sjjondents had conspired in the Paramount case to imI'.o.M' a uniform system of runs and clearances without ade'luate explanation to sustain them as reasonable restraints of
trade, use of the same device in the present case should be
legally equated to conspiracy. But the Paramount decrees.
c\en if admissable. were only prima facii' ev idence of a con>piracy covering the area and existing during the j)eriod there
involved. Alone or in conjunction with the other proof of
ihe |»elitioner. they would form no basis for a directed verdict.
Here each of the respondents had denied the existence of any
(Continued on Page 7 J

Myers^
Vietv
Don't try any funny stuff, A. F. Myers
ivarned distributors who might be tempted
to ride the Crest decision to waive decree
regulations. Acclaiming the ruling, which
upheld distributors' right to deny first-run
product to naborhood theatres, as a confir
mation of Allied's stand, the Allied general
counsel held that it was a blow to the competitive bidding procedure as practiced.
"While the Court did not expressly so

o/ Oecisiawt
sXMe, I think the rest of Allied's contention
follows as a corollary that bidding is essential only when an independent exhibitor
demands pictures on a run formerly monopolized by a circuit theatre and the refusel to
sell is a hangover of conditions condemned
by the Supreme Court in the Paramount
case," Myers declared. "However, our distributor friends should not get the idea that
the way has been cleared for a resumption

will not be affected.''

THE CREST DECISION
(Continued frum Page 6)
collaboration and in addition had introducd evidence of the
local conditions surrounding the Crest operation which, they
contended, precluded it from being a successful first-run
house. They also attacked the good faith of the guaranteed
offers of the petitioner for first-run pictures and attributed
uniform action to indix idual business judgment motivated by
the desire for maximum revenue. This evidence, together w itii
other testimony of an explanatory nature, raised fact issue>
requiring the trial judge to submit the issue of conspiracy ! )
the jury.
Petitioner next contends that the trial judge, when instructing the jury, failed to give sufficient weight to the Paramount decrees. The decrees were admitted in evidence pursuant to § 5 of the Clayton Act.' which ]jrovides that a final
judgment or decree rendered against a defendant in an equil\
suit brought by the United States under the antitrust laws
"shall be prima facie evidence against such defendant in an\
suit or proceeding brought by any other {)arty against such
defendant under said laws as to all matters respecting which
said judgment or decree would be an estoppel as between tli;parties thereto . . . Exercising his discretion to choose the
|)reci.se manner of ex|)laining a decree to the jurv." the trial
judge instructed that:
". . . (Tjhese same defendants had. at a time previous to
the opening of the Crest Theatre, conspired together in
restraint of trade in violation of these same .Anti-Trust
laws, in restricting to themselves first run and in establishing certain clearances in numerous places throughout
the I nited States. Thus, these proven facts, I instruct
you. become prima facie evidence in the present case,
which the plaintiff may use in support of its claim that
what the defendants have done since those decrees, in
the present case in Baltimore, is within the prohibition of
tho.se earlier decrees. However, this is only prima facie
evidence. There was not before the Court in the prior
case the present factual situation which is before you now
with respect to Baltimore theatres. Therefore, it is still
necessary in the present case, in order for the plaintiff to
recover, for it to prove to your satisfaction, by the weight

Levy's
Yietv
■' ".\ major victory for distribution" was the
characterization of the Crest decision made
by Herman M. Levy. It "strengthens the
distributors' position at a time when theatres
in general are pathetic victims of a sellers'
market," the TOA general counsel declared,
and "widens the 'no-man's land' area that has
been developing rapidly between first run
and subsenuent run operations."

of discriminatory practices against independent exhibitors and in favor of presently or
formerly affiliated theatres such as were condemned in the Paramount case because, if
they do, the decrees in that case will supply
the necessary proof of conspiracy."
The decision, he feels, will eliminate
"flimsy cases involving only parallel action,
but cases involving overt acts of conspiracy
or which button onto the Paramount case

of the credible evidence, that these defendants, or some of
them, have conspired in an unreasonable manner to keep
first run exhibitions from the plaintiff, or have conspired
to restrict plaintiff to clearances which are unreasonable."
These instructions, petitioner argues, were "so superficial anJ
>o limited as to deprive petitioner of any of the benefits conferred upon it" bv ^ 5.
Vi e cannot agree. The trial judge instructed, in effect,
that the Paramount decrees alone could not support a recovery
by petitioner: additional evidence was required to relate the
I"resumed Paramount conspiracy to Baltimore and to the
claimed damage period. The reasons for this are clear. The
Paramount decrees did not rest on findings, nor were the findings based on evidence, of a particular conspiracy concerning
restrictions on runs and clearances in Baltimore theatres; yet
such a conspiracy is the nub of plaintiff s claim. The Paramount case !n\ol\ed a conspiracy found to exist as of 1945.
w hich w as enjoined no later than June 25. 19 lo:" but the conspiracy alleged here involves a claimed damage |)eriod running from February 1949 to March 1950. Indeed, the rele\ ancv of Paramount to the instant case is slight. W c need not
pass on respondents" contention that petitioner was entitled to
no benefit at all from the earlier decrees. \^ e merely hold that
|)etitioner was entitled to no greater benefit lluiii the trial
judge ga\e it.
AlJ'.rmed.
Mr. Ji stice Black would reverse, being of opinion that
the trial judge s charge to the jury as to the burden of proof
resting on petitioner deprived it of a large part of the benefits
intended to be afforded by the prima facie cx idence pro\ ision
of ^ 5 of the Clayton .\ct.
Mr. JrSTH e Dolgi.as withdrew from the case after its
submission and took no part in this decision.
"38 Stat. 731. IS U. S. C. § 14; Note. 45 Harv. L. Rev. MOO 11952).
Emich Motors Corp. v. General Motors Corp.. 340 U. S. 558 ll?5l).
41 Yale L. J. 417 II9S2).
'-The 1944 decree of the three-judge District Court enjoined the defendents. inter alia, from conspiring wilh respect to runs and clearances.
The decree was stayed by Mr. Justice Reed pending the appeal to this
Court. The stay expired, by its own terms, when the Court rendered its
decision on May 3, 1948. But this decision, remanding the case to the
District Court f^r further consideration, in no way altered the lower
court's
as to897.
runs Hence,
and clearances.
334 provisions
U. S. 131, of144-148;
F. Supp.findings
881, 885,
the injunctive
the 194485
decree concerning runs and clearances were left intact. Following this
Court's decision, the order on mandate was entered in the District Court
on June 25, 1948.

aS Oeeisian
The effect of the decision, which gives distributors the privilege of restricting first run
showings to downtown theatres, increases the
"already tremendous discretionary powers"
in distribution, said Levy, warning that it
can be a "dangerous instrument, and it behooves the distributors to watch carefully
that this additional discretion is not abused.''
Xor, he adds, should distribution interpret it

as an "indirect M:,g.gestion that com])ctitive
bi(ldin;x between theatres for first run is
either permissable or advisable." Compulsory bidding, he feels, should be used only
in dispelling threat of liti.gation.
The TO.\ counsel char.ged that "distribution policies over tlic past few years have
resulted in the subsequent run operator slowly becoming 'the forgotten man' of the inFILM BULLETIN
dustry."
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Long, Long. Trailer"

Su^iKCM "RoUh^ O O O
Millions of video followers of "1 Love Lucy" give this
ready-made market. Rating in family houses might even
be higher. Values lov/er for class and action spots. Contains same entertaining formula of comedy and sentiment
that endeared Lucille and Desi to millions of TViewers.
Comedy-romance of couple who spend their lioneymoon touring the Southwest in a luxurious trailer is
loaded with laughs. Humor is built primarily on the
star's hilarious misadventures which give them every
opportunity to dispense their inimitable brand of slapstick comedy leavened with heartwarming situations.
Because her new husband Desi Arnaz is continually
travelling around the country. Lucille Hall talks him
into buying a trailer so that they will still have a home
of their own. When they inadvertently buy the largest
home on wheels available, rib-tickling complications
begin popping by the minute. Troul:)les pile up and
eventually the trailer becomes a threat to their brief
marriage. Spritely byplay is backgrounded with eyecatching .\nsco colored shots of rugged western scenery.
Best selling angles are the Ball-Arnaz marquee and
the opportunity of "Lucy" fans to see their favorites all
dressed uj) in color. Aeil
MGM. 103 Minutes. Lucille Ball. Deil Arnaz, Marjorie Main, Keenan Wynn.
Producer, Pandro S. Berman. Director, VIncente Minnelli.

Crisp, Business-wise Analysis
of the New Films

"Paratrooper"

ScoUhc^

1^cUi4if O

O

O

RaHng applies to action houses and where war films arc
acceptable. Less elsewhere. Weakest in family and class
market. Ladd name the major factor in film's draw. Exciting training and raid scenes good for exploitation.
\\'orlcl \\'ar II Technicolor drama heavy on interesting training and exciting adventure, light on emotional and romantic impact. Best sequences are in rigors
of Paratroopers' develoivment from green frightened
rookies to steel-nerved air-ground soldiers, mass jumps,
forays into enemy territory. Tale never quite comes off
dramatically in picturing Alan Ladd as former .American paratroop officer hiding past to join British unit.
Deception stems from fear of becoming officer because
he had once issued order that caused buddy's death. He
overcomes obsession when forced to take command in
enemy territory and successfully carries out mission.
Tepid romance with \\'AAF Susan Stephen inconsequential. Plenty of thrills, however, in various raids,
and l)lasting way out of a minefield, using bazooka to
blow up a path. Ladd and thrills should sell this strong
to the action trade. Leo Genn will help for the class
market. W ar theme carries stigma for family spots. Pkil
Columbia. 87 Minutes. Al:;n Ladd, Leo Genn. Susan Stephen, Harry Andrews,
Donald Houston, Anthony Bushell, Patric Doonan, Stanley Baker, Lana Morris.
Producers, Irving Allen and Albert R. Broccoli. Director. Terence Young.

"Saadia"

Programmer best suited for action fans. Rating may lessen
in general situations, especially subsequent runs. Interest
generated by star names, exotic exploitation values, and
Technicolor will be off-set by adverse word-of-mouth.
.\dventure drama set in modern day Morocco is
saddled with a pedestrian script. Story of doctor Mel
I'errer's efforts to combat sui)crstitious native beliefs in
witchcraft falls short of promising lieginning. Threesided romance between I'errer. Morrocan sheik Cornel
Wilde and native girl Rita (iam is dissipated by multitude of loose ends and obscure implications. Occasional
brushes with hill bandits i)r()vide spurts of exciting
shooting action, but the pace is slow over most of the
route. W hile administering to desert tribes. Ferrer
meets (iam. a native girl supi)osedly under the spell of a
witch. She helps him in his work and when hill bandits
gain possession of vaccine needed for an outbreak of the
plague, (lam single-handedly rides to their camp and
steals the medicine after killing the chief. The clima.\
finds flam marryin.g W ilde after she is released from ti e
«. vil ^pell of the witi-h. Ap/7
MGM. CO Minutes. Cornel Wilde. Mel Ferrer. Rita Gam. Michel Simon. Cyril
Cjsdcli, V/anda Rothj. Producer and director Albert Lewin.
Page 3
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"The

Limping

Man"

British-made mystery melodrama OK program fare for
action spoTs. Disappointing ending will hurt.
Maintains interest until letdown at finish. Inevitable disappointment when tense situations are revealed
as a dream is big drawback here. Good action and suspense in tale of American coming to rejoin long-lost love
in Britairi. Upon disembarking in London, fellow-passenger is killed by a limping man. Dead man is found
to be blackmailing girl, and American joins police in
search, ending up in London music hall chase where
p.iagician is learned to be culprit cornered by hero.
Latter then wakes up in plane to find it all a dream. Pity
is that it could have come off so much better without the
1 bony dream device. Lloyd Bridges, as the American,
is sole name, but others are good, especially .Moira
Lister as the girl. Alan W heatley and Leslie Phillips as
thoroughgoing Scotland \'ard men. Charles de Laut;;ur's direction holds suspense until denouement. /Vi.7
Lippert.
72 Minutes.
Bridges.
Moira Robert
Lister. Alan
Wheatley,
LesleyDonald
Ph'lli-ji, Helene
Cordet.Lloyd
Rachel
Roberts,
Harbin.
Producer
Gin;burg. Director. Chirles de Lautour.

"The

Glenn

StMUCM,

Miller

I^oUh^

O

Story"
O

O

"King

G

of the Khyber

ScoUhc^

^cUck^

O

Rifles"
O

O

O

A goldmine in Technicolor. Will rank with 1954's top
qrossers. Combines brilliant acting, good music, clean
humor and heart-touching sentiment in perfect entertainment for every type of audience. A long-run, big-money,
prestige-producing show.

One of season's big grossers. CinemaScope makes the
difference. Tyrone Power-Terry Moore names assure additional draw. Enough here for any market. Not as strong
for highly discriminating class trade because of undistinguished story, but wide screen makes scenes breathtaking.

Here's a winner from Universal. "The Glenn Miller Story" will be in the running for Academy honors.
The story is warm, human, sympathetic, but never mawkish. Famed band leader Glenn Miller was an ordinary

Third of the CinemaScope productions from 20thFox proves value of medium to raise so-so story to boxoffice winner. .*~^cript flaws nullified by overwhelming
scope of the anamorphic lens. Plenty of action, empha-

sort of guy. But Anthony Mann's unusually fine direction, the unstinted production by Aaron Rosenberg and
(outstanding performances by Jimmy Stewart as Glenn

.-■ized by C'Scope, in tale of Indian-British officer battling prejudice in own army and rebellion of natives in
mid-19th Century India. Romantically, complications

— the trombonist with "a sound in his head" — June .\1lyson as his wife, Henry Morgan and George Tobias,
cram it with entertainment. Other notable contributors

have the half-caste in love with commandant's daughter :
dramatically, his struggle with chief of the rebels, erswhile boyhood friend. Grandeur of backgrounds, efi'ectiveness of battle scenes, given striking power by CinemaScope. will be talking points. So, too, scene in which
I'ritish captives strapped to posts are speared by galloping horsemen in gruesome game. I'ower. Moore and
Michael Rennie well cast, perform convincingly. Phil

include Louis Armstrong. Frances Langford. Ben Pollack and the Modernaires. Photographv director William Daniels deserves highest commendation. The
music by an all-star group assembled by Music Director
Joseph Gershenson is tiptop.
This abounds in exploitation angles. The great
(ilenn Miller music, his tragic death, the Stewart-Allyson names, plus the famous musical personalities in
the cast. Leon

20th Century-Fox. 99 Minutes. Tyrone Power. Terry Moore, Michael Rennie,
Guy Rolfe, John Justin. Producer. Frank P. Rosenberg. Director, Henry King.

"The

Universal. SO'/j Minutes. James Stewart, June Allyson, Charles Drake, George
Tobias, Henry Morgan, Frances Langford, Louis Armstrong, Gene Krupa, Ben
Pollack. Producer, Aaron Rosenberg. Director, Anthony Mann.

"His Majesty

French

Su^utc^

Line" (3D)

l^atu^

O

Q

O

May better this rating on strength of publicity whipped
up by censorship controversy. Revealing costumes and
now famous Jane Russell dance will have word-of-mouth
buzzing. Eye-popping fashion show sequence big draw
for fern audiences. Backed by typical Howard Hughes

D'Keefe"

^eulKC^ 'RiUOu^ O O O
Good returns in general market on Lancaster draw and
expjoitaJables. Will be big where action is preferred.
Class audience will be bored by incredible story and
trite turns. On-locating filming lends pictorial interest.

exploitaHon — a la "The Outlaw"— grosses should jump
way above the film's actual entertainment value. 3D effective though not used as gimmick.
If the Breen office hadn't denied Jane Russell's first
.^D film a Code seal and resultant fanfare in its St. Louis

Burt Lancaster has a film tailored to his physical
talents in bizarre story of the islands. Episodic tale has
plenty of the Lancaster acrobatics and blood-letting to
delight his fans. Story takes Lancaster as a ship captain set adrift by mutineers landing on South Pacific
island where he makes his physical prowess known in
tififs with natives. Lust for loot from the island's co])ra
takes him to various spots in Orient, all replete with
fights, but brings him back with half-caste wife to the
original island where he becomes "king". Raiding
traders and another island maiden cause complications,
^but clima.x rallies natives and wife to His Majesty.
Beautiful scenery in Technicolor, eye-ai)neal of loa?)
Rice and Tessa Prendergast help. Barn

business, topping even her big number in "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes". ^lary McCarty. Broadway hit star,
helps hypo musical and dramatic jKjrtions. Top honors
,go to Michael W olfe and Howard (ireer for their bangu]) costuming. Technicolor and 31) arc both good. AUcn

V/arncr Dros. 09 Minutes. Burt Lincaster, Joan Rice, Andre Borell, Abraham
Sofaer, Archie Savage, Benson Fong, Teresa Prendergast, Lloyd Berrell, Charles
Horva h, Philip A!-.n. Producer, Harold Hecht. Director, Byron Haskin.

RKO Radio. IC2 Minutes. Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland, Arthjr Hunnicutt,
Mary McCarty, Joyce McKeniie, Paula Corday, Scott Elliott, Craig Stevens.
Prodjcer, Edmund Grainger. Director, Lloyd Bacon.

/^aUtt^

O

O

O

O

TOPS

O

opening hadn't made headlines, boxoflfice chances of
"The French Line" would have been only a bit above
average. A talky script and trite story are i)rincipal
handicaps. On the plus side, however, arc some beautiful set and costume trappings, dazzling show girls,
torrid song-selling by Jane Rus^ell and a fine off-beat
performance by Gilbert Roland. Story line re\ amps old
chestnut about wealthy girl posing as working slave to
find a man who can love her for herself. Miss Russell
proves herself one of the top song and dance gals in the

O
O

GOOD

O

O

AVERAGE
O
POOR '
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The Censorship Story
Movie censorship, both within and outside
the industry hogged the headlines over the
past fortnight. Sam Goldwyn had a hassle
with "the MPAA over changes in the Production Code; the U. S. Supreme Court
looked at two pictures to determine whether
they should be outlawed and whether freedom of the movies it as jutifiable as freedom
of the press under the First Amendment;
various individual pictures were banned by
local authorities, and one picture broke all
boxoffice records when it played without a
Code seal.
The Goldw>'n fracas started with a letter
to MPAA president Eric Johnston that "the
time has come" to bring the Code "up to
date". Goldwyn, one of the initiators of the
Code, maintained the need for self-regulation,
but pointed out that "the world has moved
on" since the Code's inception 25 years ago
and il at "to portray life honestly on the
screen requires a greater degree of latitude,
within the bounds of decency, than exists"
undrr the Code." He asked that a meeting
of all producer signatories be called to discuss the matter.
Johnston's reply was a model of diplomacy. He promised careful attention to the
suggestion from a moviemaker "so experi
enced and eminent as yourself", praised
Goldwyn's "reaffirmation" of the Code's
principles, reminded him of the MPAA
board's support of the Code, and asked for
Ciold\v\n's "specific and detailed recommendations to bring the Code up to date."
Goldv.yn thereupon said he would present
the "specific and detailed recommendations"
at a meeting of the producers. Johnston insisted that only the board could act on Codi;
changes, again invited Goldwyn to put his
■uggestions before the MP.\A. I,ast Wed
nesday, Johnston told newsmen that seven
of the companies had reaffirmed their faith in
the Code. Notable exception was RKO,
who>e "French Line" is plaving with )ut a
seal.
Meanwhile, in Washington, the Supreme
( ourt went to the mo\ics to determine
\vhctlKr the I'rench "La Ronde" was rightfully banned by New York censors and "M"
by Ohio blue-i^encillers. Oral argument was
due to follow. The MPAA ITO of Ohio
entered a joint brief on behalf of "M" asking the Court to rule slate censorship of
movies unconstitutional. "Motion pictures,"
they averred, "as part of the press, cannot
remain liali slave and half free." i?esides, the
brief said, ccn>^orship iTni)oses an inordinate
economic burden ui)on the "usual and custf):nary pursuits" of theatrcmcu's business.
Television in Ohio, on the other hand, 1 ad
tnore than hall of its films either nexer suhinittid to censors or, it cut for theatres,
•~hown
the I rief.unexpurgated on '\'\\ .iccording to
.\ lersL'y Cit\ manager dared a count\ ban
on " I'he Moon Is I'.liu" and f)pcne(l the film
last week. In an earlier defi, he had been
ordered arrested but was freed when a Hud
son County grand jury found no cause for
Pjqp 13
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action. Police again raided the theatre Wednesday to halt the film and arrested inanager
.Arthur Manfredonia. P>ut they sat through
the entire picture before taking action.
In Elizabeth, N. J., police halted the showing of "Moon'' a few moments after it had
opened at the Ritz Theatre, and the manager.
Cleinent P. Murphy, was arraigned.
In St. Louis, RKO's 3D "French Line",
denied the Code Seal because of Jane Russell's costume and dance, nevertheless played
the Fox Theatre and racked up a house
record gross ($57,000) in its first six days.
RKO, as a member of the MPAA, is liable
to suspension from the organization, as well
as an automatic $25,000 find for permittin\r
an un-Sealed film to be played.
In Canada, a theological controversy was
precipitated with the banning of "Martin
Luther'' by the (Juebec censorship board on
the grounds that it would antagonize Montreal's predominantly Roman Catholic populace. Protest was filed by the Canadian
Church Press Arsociation, a Protestant
editors' group headquartering in Toronto,
claiming "grave injustice" to those of the
Protestant faith, as well as non-Protestants
who wished to see it.
Memos
REMINISCENT OF the French quota on
.American films, the Italian film industry
went to bat for legislation requiring Italian
movie theatres to increase the minimum
playing time allocated to local product SOVr ,
from the present 80 days to 120 days annually. Move was made to allow playoff of
greatly increased number of Italian films
(1953 production investment $50,000,000).
"JULIUS CAESAR" (M(;M) nosed out
N. V. Film Critics winner "From Here to
Eternity" (Columbia) and "The Robe"
f20th-Fox) in the General Federation of
Women's Clubs 1953 10-bcst selections. Best
actor was Jaincs Mason for "Caesar"; actress Leslie Caron for "Lili" and director
Fred Zinnemann for "Eternity".
RKO'S JIMMY GRAINGER has finally
crystallized the company's releasing schedule
at least for the fore part of 1954. He named
11 new pictures, nine of them in Technicolor
and three in 3D, and nine reissues that
stretches into July.
METRO

BEGAN celebrating its 30th Anniversary Jubilee with launching of its first
CincmaScope production, "Knights of the
Round Table". Some interesting figures:
Leo has graced screens with some 1600 feature pictures; has expanded from 40 acres,
26 buildings and si.x glass stages to 187
acres, 195 buildings and 30 soundproof
stages. Studio chief Dore Schary, announcing a "minimum of 18-20 big-scale films" for
'54, notes that "while the trend is to fewer
pictures, MGM's schedule will be kept elastic
to meet any production situation or exhibitor
de-iian 1 that should arise".
GROSSERS: UA's "The Conquest of Everest" topped the New York Fine .Arts house
record by 20 jier cent in its third week and

the fourth looks like it will better the preceding stanza . . $57,000
. RKO's in"The
Frenchsix Line"
did a fantastic
the first
days
at the Fox Theatre in St. Louis, biggest sixday gross in the house's history. It had to
be moved over to the Missouri Theatre because of a previous stage booking at the Fox
REPUBLIC SALES chief C. Bruce Newbery was plenty busy in a hectic nationwide
jaunt and will continue to be in regional
meetings with division and branch managers
on plans for the beginning of the company's
Jubilee Year. Biggies discussed were "Jubilee Trail", "Hell's Half Acre" and "Johnny
STANLEY-WARNER Philly zone manager
Ted
Schlanger outlined a three-point plan to
Guitar".
his managers to curb teenage vandalism: (1)
Eviction and refusal of admission to ringleaders, unless accompanied by parents. (2)
Managers to work closely with neighborhood
organizations, particularly PTA and social
service groups, concerned with teenage problems. (3) Proper distribution of the service
staff for adequate coverage to watch potential sources of trouble.
A HALF YEAR aggregate of $434,910 was
paid to Warner directors and the three top
ofiicers, the WB proxy statement reveals.
Men paid were Harry M. Warner, Jack L.
\\ arner, Samuel Schneider, Benjamin Kalmenson, Albert Warner, Robert W. Perkins,
Stanleigh P. Friedman and Samuel Carlisle,
in order of amounts ranging from $52,000 to
$25,000. Stock (common) holdings showed
509,974 shares among the Warner brothers
plus 40,750 held in a trust.
SPYROS SKOURAS, Max Youngstein and
Si Fabian will be the big draws at the 20tli
anniversary dinner of Variety Tent 13 in
Philadelphia tonight (11) at the BellevueStratford Hotel . . . Affair will honor Ralph
Preis, retiring Chief I'arker and induct incoming Chief Norman Silverman.
People
Joseph Bernhard, veteran exhibition and
distribution executive, has been named consultant on management relations for the
Stanley Warner chain. He was formerly
with Warners, both theatres and film company, president of Film Classics and Cinecolor, and most recently, in independent production . . . Sidney Franklin, Jr., former
M-Ci-M producer, has been engaged by
.Allied Artists as story editor . . . Perry
Lieber became a grandfather when son
Charles sired a son Ronald Charles at the
Good Samaritan in Hollywood . . . Republic's
"Man of the Month" for November was New
Orleans branch manager Leo V. Seicshnaydre . . . Treasury department citations
went to Fox West Coast's Charles Skourss
and United Artists Theatres Fred Stein for
"outstanding service to the Government in
presenting the case of United States Defense
Iionds'' . . . Theatrical producer Arthur
Klein joins Spyros Skouras and Charles
Boasberg as co-chairman of the Amusements
Division for the Greater New York Councils'
I>oy Scouts fund raising campaign . . .
Buyer-Booker chief Ray Smith was named a
\'ice i)residcnt of Jamestown .Amusement
Co., and assistant to president Gerald Shea.
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By Philip R. Ward
X^'HATS AHEAD I\ 1954? If recession comes, as almost
unanimously presaged by the nation's leading economic and
financial experts, the motion picture industry may hardiv
know it. There are amjile signposts to indicate that the cineni i
world will almost certainly run counter to the genera^ trends
throughout the economy and enjoy its most lush year since
the bonanza days of 1916-17. This applies to the film companies much more than to the theatre interests, in \ icw of the
fact that a "seller s market" now definitely preyails in thi-~
industry.
Chief reason for o|)limism is that Hollywood, unlike the
balance of American business, stands retrenched, regroup'-d
and refreshed for the fight ahead. This is the normal and
healthy aftermath of an industry that has come to grips with
old man slump for the past f\\t years, while the others sailed
along with record profits. In other words, it has a long head
start on the road to recoyery. like a soldier wounded early i:i
battle. At long last, the trade will jiass its bitter cup of tea for
others to sip.
O
0
THK B1(;(;KST HKAT Hollywood will enjoy over other industries isin the field of economy measures. The prodigality
once associated with film production has \anished from the
scene. There will be no return of the old lime e\tra\ agance-^.
despite the eye-opening array of o|)ulent films, and climbing
profits. The hard learned discovery that good shows can be
made as cheaply as bad ones, may ultimaleK make a rockribbed conseryatiye of Hollywood. In the meantime, as the
others go through the tortured processes of cost-trimming, thr
industry will breeze happily along in trim, tight condition,
thoroughly schooled in the art of b()nc-dee|) c( onomies all
across the board.
O
O
THE POSSIBILITY Of LOSSES in trade through uiu mploynient among industrial \\orkers will be compensated by im|)ro\('ment in the economic fortunes of another — possibly
more responsive group molivewise — the fixed income classes.
This includes white collar workers largely, school teachers,
government employees and security holders. This entire body
represents a relatively discriminate movie audience. Producers
take note.
O
0
MOST ECONOMISTS foresee the ranks of unemployed swelling to four or h\e million as the decline in business volume
tajces hold. Coinersely. employment will actually increase in
Hollywood, as the uncertainties fraught in :>D and other te( hnological imio\ations vanish. Peak employment should develop as early as March or April, based on the ambitions
roster of j)roducl earmarked for that |)eri()d. Independently
financed films should also be nourishing by mid-year. addin<r
to the employment rolls.
A tightening in pun basing jiouer. recession s most |ier-

sonal sym])tom. may well work to the industry's benefit. Soft
dollars traditionally find their way to luxury goods, vacations
and travel. A hardening of the dollar, even to the extent of
five percent, will put these items just out of the reach for
nianv. Thus, interest will increase in many of the popular
I'riced amusements, motion jiictures among them. Sports and
the theatre may jirosper equally. Business dip is not expected
to be so sharp as to closet the public in its home to be entertained solely by T\ .
O

0

A ERANK \ lEW on lowering, let alone repeal, of the 20 percent Eederal .\musement Tax. must be pessimistic. Despite
much talk. Administration promises, and heavy pressure by
industry groups. Vt hite House braintrusters will tell Congress
to observe the currently high grosses rung uji in fir.-<t and
second run situations as proof that the industry does not need
relief any more than. say. the fur business. If a cut is to be
won. it will be accom|)lished only by the same kind of
thorough grass-roots fight that was made by movie interesis
last year — and w ith no loophole left unplugged.
O
O

THIS IS THE SEASON of surveys and post-morleni;. on the
linaiicial |)ages. and all of them record the whopping increments in the state of film securities. Dow -Jones results showindustrial stocks off 11 percent from close of 1952. but movie
i-sues rose over 2 percent. About two-thirds of all busine-^s
categories finished lower this year. Standard and Poor shows
amusem.ent stocks as placing 19th among over 100 share
( lassifications.
0
o
THE CHAlxT BELOW indicates the percentage of net gain
and loss of securities among 10 imjiortant motion jticture
companies. No report was made of results in W arner Bros..
Inc.. Stanley Warner or Paramount Theatres owing to their
new capitalization in \95^ :
LOSSES
ADVANCES
Allied Artists
91%
Columbia
66%

2%
eus
I,„
\ational Theaters
...72%
IIKO Theaters „
36%
20th Cent. Fo.x
_ 58%
I nirersal
34%

mount
Para
RKO
Pictures
lleiiuhlic

INDUSTRY STOCK RISE

T'r
27'/c
17%

.30.8%

Although Loews shows little change over 1952. trading
volume began quickening at year's end and continues with
narrow, but nonetheless impressive gains. Market reaction is
ill harmony w ith opening of company's first CineniaScope film.
"'Knights of the Round Table." Early returns from first runs
in \^ cities .*how this feature running 12 percent over Loew>'
last
this super-grosser.
issue as one to "Quo
watch. Vadis ". Imi)royed j)roduct w ill mark
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LESTER

Columbians

Dissident

MARTIN

Stochholder

Speaks

(Continued from Page 5)

to meet newsworthy film personalities and to participate in

for a man seeking to impose a change of policy on a film com(lany's management to be so ignorant of the most elementary
aspects of its operation.

what we call 'junkets' — trips to out-of-town premieres, and so
on. I can't say that I have noticed any costly junkets by Columbia. Pve never seen evidences of extravagance"'.
A smile spread over Lester Martin's face. He tinkered
with his telephone for a second or two and said, "So Columliia doesn't spend as much as the other companies on expensive junkets, eh? Well, perhaps that's the trouble. Perhaps
they'd be better off if they did".

I couldn't resist asking, at this stage, whether he was
playing a lone hand or was acting in concert with other stockholders.
e went into this on our own", he said: "entirely on our
own. and for our own benefit".
"Then you're not co-operating witli other slorkholders?"
"-\o". answered Martin. "Other stockholders have heard
about what we are trying to do. and have been in touch with
us. They've written us. or telephoned, but we've done nothing
about it. We haven't even answered them".
William Gellin interrupted again. '"The worst mistake
Columbia made", he said, "was to accuse us of being professional stockholder agitators; and their second greatest mistake was in getting the biggest prosecutor in the country !o
represent them — Judge Pecora".
I couldn't quite follow the logic of Gellin's argument
about Judge Pecora — because Mr. Pecora has for some time
been a partner in the law firm of Schwarz and Frolich. Columbia's general counsellors for many years.
Martin himself added that if he were just an agitator he
wouldn't have had to buy 55.000-odd Columbia shares at a
cost of three-quarters of a million dollars. "I'd have ju^t
picked up a few thousand shares."

I didn't pursue this matter much farther, though it struck
me as extraordinary that Martin, who only a few minutes
earlier was complaining of Columbia s "ethereal thinking"
should
be protesting that perhaps its thinking wasn't
ethereal now
enough.
Gellin got into the act again, mentioning by name another
lllm company, quoting it as. in his judgment, the best-managed
concern in the business. Once again I failed to appreciate Mr.
(iellin's logic. Perhaps accountants have a special variety of
their own. How. in an inspirational business like movie-ma.k(•!!ice?
ing. can slick management alone produce success at the boxI reminded Gellin that the company he had mentioned
made pictures of an entirely different kind from Columbia's.
It followed a more speculative policy. Its overseas affiliations
were unusual: in short, any such comparison was inconclusi\e.
"Tell me ", said Lester Martin. "How does the rest of the
film industry regard our dispute with the management of

In support of Martin's contention thai he wasn't just a
trouble-maker, Gellin handed me a photostat of the New York
"Law Journal's" recent report of a decision by the Hon. Isidor
Wasservogel. Special Referee silting in the Su|)reme Court, on
questions referred to him by the Appellate Division. The
essence of those questions was whether or not Lester Martin
was acting in good faith in requesting permission to examini(Columbia's books and records, for the purj)ose of protecting
his investment in the company, or for some foreign purpose.
This document showed, among other things, that Mr.
Wasservogel had found in favor of Lester Martin.

Columbia?"
I answered "1 have not noticed any tremendous excitement. ' If Martin was disappointed by this frank rej)ly he
showed no sign of it. but made one or two remarks about the
brothers Harry and Jack Cohn which were in poor taste.

"Does that mean you will not |)roceed to insjiect the company's books?"
"Oh, no," (ieliin answered. " l iie Hcferec s finding no^^
has to be legally confirmed. That's the next move. " He weni
on to explain the processes of law.
I j)ointed to a paragraph in llie rej)ort. in uliicli the
iieferee had recorded an allegation by Lester Martin that he

We don't think this is the wrong time to act. 'From Here to
Llernity' is a wonderful picture. "Sadie Thompson' will make
a lot of money. 1 think Columbia will have a good year. But
the time to look after your iinestments is when things are

considered Columbias' corporate expense to be excessive.
"Perhaps you don't understand ". 1 said, "how important
i! is for the major film comj)aiiies and their executives to ha\ i'
the goodwill of the Press. Their promotion, exploitation and
publicity d<-|)artments have to spend a good deal of money to
gi\c till- I'icn^ (i|)p()rtMnitics to sec and re\ leu a!! new \\\m>.

"Exactly what are you after?"' I asked, preparing to leave.
Martin, resting his shirtslee\ed arms behind his head,
answered succinctly. "We're not charging the company with
malfeasance or corruption. We're not challenging the management. All we want is to find out where the money goes.

"But wliat an' you after?"'
Lester Martin said. "W e think tin' company sliouKi s|)inoff some of its nominal assets to a new corporation for the
benefit
of the stockholders" — a reference presumably, to the
good".
>ale of Columbia's backlog to television.
'"Supposing the company agrees: what llien?
■"Well then ". Martin answered, ""if it ])roves worth our
while. tna\l>c we"l! get out of the movie indnstr\' altogether".
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LINE-UP
OF 'JUBILEE'
FEBRUARY

THE

T ABLE "(owsc./,.
ROUND
{In Color Magnificence) • Robert Taylor, )
Ava Gardner, Mel Ferrer

to ^ive your

"THE

LONG,

RELEASES!

LONG

TRAILER"
(Ansco Color)
Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz
MARCH

^\

JANUARY

"EASY
TO LOVE"
{Technicolo'r)
Esther Williams, Van Johnson, Tony Martin

CHAMP"
ESSEE
TENN
(Ansco Color) • Shelley Winters
MARCH

JANUARY
"QUO
VADIS"
Greater In WIDE SCREEN • (Technicolor)
Robert Taylor, Deborah Kerr, Leo Genn
JANUARY
"GIVE A GIRL A BREAK"
[Technicolor) • Marge and Gower Champion,
Debbie Reynolds
JANUARY

"ROSE
MARIE"
{CinemaScope) «
(In Color Glory) • Ann Blyth, Howard Keel,
Fernando Lamas
APRIL

"GYPSY

COLT"
(Ansco Color)
Donna Corcoran, Ward Bond, Frances Dee, * -^1^
and Gypsy
, .^HL
APRIL

Red
Skelton
ROB
BERY"

"RHAPSODY"
(TeMcolor)
Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio Gassman
APRIL

FEBRUARY

"FLAME

"SAADIA"
{Technicolor)
Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer,
Rita Gam

FLESH"
(Technicolor)
Lana Turner, Pier Angeli
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GREAT
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DIAMOND

THESE

CURRENT

4,

AND

THE

PRODUCTIONS!

"MOGAMBO" (Technicolor)
□ark Gable, Ava Gardner

"KISS ME KATE" (Amco Color)
Kathryn Grayson, Howard Keel, Ann Miller

"ALL THE BROTHERS WERE
VALIANT" (Technicolor)
Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Ann Blyth

"TAKE THE HIGH GROUND!"
{Ansco Color) . Richard Widmark. Karl Maldea.
Elaine Stewart

"ESCAPE FROM FORT BRAVO"
(Ansco Color) • William Hoiden, Eleanor Parker,
John Forsythe

"TORCH SONG" (Technicolor)
Joan Crawford, Michael Wilding

THE ACTRESS"
Spencer Tracy, Jean Simmons, Teresa Wright

"HALF A HERO"
Red Skelton

"TERROR ON A TRAIN"
Glenn Ford, Anne Vernon

AND

MANY

MORE

OUTSTANDING

M-G-M

ATTRACTIONS!

GREAT

EVENT

TO

LAUNCH

M-G-M's

7UBILEI

M-G-M's

GREAT
IN

FIRST

PRODUCTION

CINEMASCOPE!
M-G-M's presents in CinemaScope •'KNIGHTS OF
THE ROUND TABLE"' (In Color Magnificence)
starring Robert Taylor • Ava Gardner • Mel Ferrer
with Anne Crawford • Stanley Baker • Screen Play by
Talbot Jennings, Jan Lustig and Noel Langley • Based on
Sir Thomas Malory's "Le Morte D' Arthur" • Directed
by Richard Thorpe • Produced by Pandro S. Berman

NEXT

FROM

M-G-M

IN

CINEMASCOPE

"ROSE MARIE" fCo/or)
Ann Biytli, Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas

"BRIGADOON"U
nsco Color)
Gene Kelly, Van Johnson, Cyd Charlsso, Elaine Stewart

'THE STUDENT
PRINCE" Un^coCo/or)
Ann Biyth, Ed mund Purdoni, John Ericson,
Louis Calljern, and the singing voice of x^lario Lanza

"BRIDE FOR SEVEN BROTHERS"
iA nsco Color)
Jane Powell, Howard Keel, Jeff Richards

AND

THESE

BIG

FUTURE

"EXECUTIVE
SUITE"
William Holden, June Allyson, Barhara Stanwyck,
Fredric March, VTalter Pidgeon, Shelley Wi nters,
Paul Douglas, Louis Caihe rn

"BETRAYED"
fCo/or;
Clark Cable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature

ATTRACTIONS!

"BEAU BRUMMELL"
(Color)
Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Ustinov
"CREST OF THE WAVE"
Gene Kelly, Jeff R tcharas
"INVITATION TO THE DANCE"
(Technicolor) * Gene Kelly, and All-Star Cast

"JULIUS CAESAR"
Marlon Brando, James Mason, John Gielgud, Louis
Calhern, Edmond O'Brien, Greer Carson, Deb orah Kerr
"HER TWELVE
MEN"
Greer Carson, Robert Ryan

M-G-M

"VALLEY OF THE KINGS"
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker
"PANTHER
SQUADRON
Van Johnson, Walter Pidgeon
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By JAY ALLEN
ALLIED

ARTISTS

1954 "Most Important"
In AA History— Broidy
ALTHOUGH NONE OF THE SOUND
stages was occupied at Allied Artists at the
turn of the New Year, big things appear to
be in the offing for this company in 1954.
President Steve Rroidy, in an exclusive
interview with FILM BULLETIN, summed
up the year's prospects as follows: "In recent
months we have been blueprinting our 1954
production schedule, and we have done it
with the knowledge that the coming year
will be the most important in our corporation's history. We have ambitious plans, and
these plans reflect the wide variety of motion
picture entertainment we will produce durint;
the coming next twelve months.
"In addition to the employment of CincmaScope. some of our pictures will be made
in three-dimension."
Budgets on the new product will surpass
those of any previous year, as the company
invests more heavily in important story
properties, and reaches out for "top name
talent" with which to cast the stories.
Final plans were completed earlier this
month for joint Anglo-American production
of "The Black Prince," to start in May, as
AA's first CinemaScope feature. Walter
Mirisch, executive producer with the company, will personally produce the film in
England in Technicolor. Robert Clark, the
managing director in charge of production
for Associated British Pictures will handle
all of the foreign arrangements.
As of this writing, nothing has definitely
been scheduled for January filming, although
casting conferences are underway on a half
dozen pictures which are expected to be
launched within the first 60 daj-s of the
New Year.
COLUMBIA
Columbia's Top Problem;
Top Many Big Ones At Once
COLUMBIA GREETS THE NEW
year with quite a different outlook than it
did in 1953, when the company was torn by
internal strife; the quality of its pictures was,
at best, only run-of-the-mill; and financial
returns on releases were far from encouraging.
Thanks largely to such boxoffice hits as

"From Here To Eternity" and "Miss Sadie
Thompson", this company is now in the
enviable position of trying to reshuffle its
1954 releases, so as not to allow the year's
earnings
to go
high.back
"Caine
for example,
will too
be held
until Mutiny,"
the Fall,
or, possibly, 1955, because it would be more
profitable to release such a potential boxoffice bonanza in another fiscal period.
On the production front, Columbia entered
1954 with one picture shooting, and three
more slated to start within this month. At
least three of the four can be considered important productions. However, the company's biggest pictures for the year won't
start shooting until around the first of March
when two CinemaScope features — "The
Pleasure Is All Mine" (Betty Grable, Marge
& Gower Champion) and "The Long Grey
Line" (Tyrone Power), are scheduled to get
underway. Directors on these two top line
films will be H. C. Potter and John Ford,
respectively.
The one picture now before the cameras is
"The Human I'east" ((ilenn Ford, Gloria
Grahamc, Broderick Crawford) — Lewis J.
Rachmil producer, I'rit/ Lang director.
Other sound stages will be lighted later this
month with the start of: "Gunslinger" (Dana
.\ndrevvs. Donna Reed), Technicolor — Harry
Joe Brown producer, .Al Werker director;
"The Killer Wore .A I'.adgc" (Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey) — Jules Schcrmer producer, Richard Quine director; and "Pirates
of Tripoli" (not yet cast) — Sam Katzman
producer, \\ illiam Castle director.
In Februar\-, P.ryan I'oy will launch
"P.
lined O,
up. \\'.". The cast is currently being
Among other big projects coming up later
in the year are: "Joseph and His Brethren,"
for which the studio recently paid Louis B.
Mayer $200,000 for a completed script; "The
Shrike," Jose Ferrer's Broadway hit, which
the star will personally produce, direct and
play in; and "Mary Magdalene," a Biblical
epic.
A new 3-feature deal lias been closed between Columbia and Warwick Productions,
which has completed three Alan Ladd
starrers for this company. First two on the
new pact will be CinemaScope productions:
"Cockleshell Heroes", from the Reader's
Digest yarn about a British Commandos
unit, and "Prize of Gold", Max Catto's novel
about the theft of gold bullion from the
London-Berlin airlift. R. C. Sherriff will do
the screenplay and Mark Robson will direct
the latter. Both C'Scope films will be made
abroad.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

Schary's "Elastic" Policy
May Up '54 Program To 24
DESPITE AN EARLIER ANNOUNCEment that ilGM's 1954 slate would account
for only 18 films, Dore Schary is now talkin terms of as high as 24 pictures for the
Speaking of his company's plans for 1954,
Schary
told FILM BULLETIN: "While
year.
the trend is toward fewer pictures, MGM's
schedule will be kept elastic to meet any production situation or exhibitor demand that
should arise.
"Fewer pictures will mean that each will
be designed for extended engagements, with
important stories, all-star casts and in media
that keeps in mind the requirements of every
exhibitor, big or small. Some will be filmed
in CinemaScope, all in wide screen with
stereophonic
Asked whatsound."
he thought would happen in
the battle of the dimensions during '54,
Schary said: "There can be no substitute for
top stories, talent and showmanship. What
was basically true during the past year will
be true the coming year. A 'Julius Caesar'
or a 'From Here to Eternity' in black and
white and standard screen would be boxoffice attractions in any medium."
He summed up the overall industry situation on this highly optimistic note: "The
picture business is now working hard and
will prove, as it has proven time and again
in the past, that with the world's greatest
pool of creative entertainment talents moving ahead with faith, courage, vision, and
always with work, it's horizon is unlimited."
A new musical, featuring a cavalcade of
Cole Porter music, has just been added to
the MGM slate for 1954, with Gene Kelly set
to star and Arthur Freed to produce.
Four pictures are shooting at the present
time: "I'.eau Brummel" (Elizabeth Taylor,
Stewart Granger), on location in England —
Sam Zimbalist producing, Curtis Bernhardt
directing, in color; "\ Bride For Seven
Brothers" (Jane Powell, Howard Keel, Jeff
Richards, Russ Tamblyn) in CinemaScope,
Ansco Color — Jack Cunmiings producer,
Stanley Donen director; "Brigadoon" (Gene
Kelly, Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse, Elaine
Stewart), CinemaScope, Ansco Color —
Arthur Freed producer, Vincente Minnelli
(Continued on Page 18)
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REPUBLIC
(Continued from Fupe IT)

Production Costs Doubled

director; "Student Prince" (Ann I'.Iyth, Kdnuind Purdoni), C ineiiiaScope, Ansco Color
— Joseph Pasternak producer, Richard
Thorpe director.

To Meet Quality Goal
REPUI5LIC HAS SCHEDULED 20
tojj pictures for 1954, representing an investment oi more than twice the amount of
money ever before allocated by that company for a single
slate. points out that
President
Herbertyear's
J. Vatcs

"The P. O. W. Story" (Ronald Regan,
Dewey Martin, Steve Forrest, fJscar Honiolka), which jjroducer Henry I'erman and
director Andrew Marton are now editing, is
slated to roll soon.
Jack C'umniings has been assigned to produce F. Scott I-'itzgerald's story, "Babylon
Revisited," slated to be one of Metro's biggest for '54. Filming is slated to get underway in Europe early this spring, with Elizabeth Taylor starred and Richard Urooks
directing.
PARAMOUNT
"New

Faces" Paramount's

Big Scheme

For New Year

NEW FACES WH.L I'.E THE KK^'note of Paramount's 1954 program, Don
Hartman has revealed. Someone might ask:
Is this l^aramount's answer to CinemaScopc ?
Spurred on by the success of Audrey Hepburn, Paramount toppers plan to use at least
one new face in every production on its '54
slate. Rather than build this new talent
through a succession of minor roles, the
studio will launch them in top roles, surrounded by established jjlayers. Of course,
personalities like Miss Hepburn don't come
along every week.
Hartman hurries to point out, however,
that the term "new faces" should not be construed to mean untried talent. Paramount
hopes to corral at least moderately established talent from such other fields as the
stage, radio and television. An example is
Julius La Rosa, who makes his picture debut
in Paramount's forthcoming "Here We Go
Again," which Robert Emmett Dolan will
produce.
Pine-'i"homas has announced that it will
contribute four features during the next year,
starting off with "Run P"or Cover," which
will roll in February or March.
The next Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis vehicle
will be a venture involving Hal Wallis,
Joseph Ha/en and Paramount. It has been
tentatively titled, "The I'.ig Top" and will b<:
fdmed in Technicolor, using the Clyde 15eatty
Circus. Lensing is slated to start in Phoenix,
Ariz., on I-'ebruaryl 5, Wallis producing.
Three features are currently in work:
"Rear Window" (James Stewart, Grace
Kelly, Wendell Corey, Thelma Ritter), in
Technicolor — Alfred Hitchcock producerdirector; "Concjuest of Space" (Walter
Brooke, Eric I'lemming), Technicolor —
George Pal producer, Byron Haskin director; and "The Bridges at Tr)ko-Roi"( William
H olden, (irace Kelly, Mickey Rooncy, I'Vederic March), Technicolor — P(rlberg and
Seaton producing, Mark Hobson directing.
P<q* U
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four pictures have already been completed
in this iiigh budget category, with another
now in i^roduction, and still another due to
start within the next iTionth. The four recently completed — all at a cost of more than
$1,5(K),()(K) each, are: Gwen P.ristow's "Jubilee
Trail" (Vera Ralston, Forrest Tucker), Trucolor; "Johnny Guitar" (Joan Crawford),
Trucolor; William A. Seiter's "The CJutcast"
and Frank Lloyd's "The Shanghai Story",
i'lu- top budgeter now before the cameras in
England, is "Trouble in the Glen" (Margaret
Lockwood, Forrest Tucker, Orson Welles,
Victor McLaglen), Trucolor, being lensed by
Herbert Wilcox in Scotland.
On the future schedule is "The Big
Whisper," to be made by Virginia Van Upp
in Germany, and a new John Ford production which will cost at least $2,5()0,Of)(J.
Commenting on the 1954 outlook for Re"I
BULLETIN:
Yates toldall I'lLM
want topublic,
assure
exhibitors
who cannot
afford the cost of 4-track stereophonic sound
e(|uipment that Republic's policy calls for
the use of only one conventional sound track
with our 1953-54 product, and that we will
do nothing which might necessitate exhibitors installing expensive theatre equipment.
"It is my opinion that simplification of
jjroduction and reproduction equipment for
jjroducers and exhibitors alike is on the way
and that 1954 will definitely settle the matter
of standardized screen dimensions once and
for all. Producer and exhibitor alike can
then work with the comforting knowledge
of what is practical for them and what will
best attract the i)ublic. Republic will follow
whatever trend the exhibitor and iiublic
Tw(.> minor films are slated to start here
demand."
this month: "Thundering Wagon Wheels"
(Rex Allen), Harry Keller directing for Associate producer Rudy Ralston, and Richard
Goldstone's "Tobor" (Charles Drake, Karin
I'.ooth) — Lee Sliolcm directing.
RKO
RKO Outlook Brightens,
15 Readying, 3 Shooting
I'lF i Kl-.\ 1- 1; A LT' R ICS IN VARIOUS
stages of preparation have been assigned to
RKO's seven contract producers. In addition, deals for two new outside pictures have
just been signed — giving RKO its most
hopeful outlook in many months.
Three pictures are now shooting: "The liig
Rainbow" (Jane Russell, (iilbert Roland),
Technicolor — Harry Tatelman producer,
John Sturges director; "Susan Slept Here"
(Dick Powell, Debbie Reynolds), Techni-

color — Harriet
Tashlin director;
Payne, Lizabeth
P.enedict liogeaus
rector.

Parsons producer, Frank
"Desperate Men" (John
Scott), Eastman color —
producer, Allan Dwan di-

The outside films are: "The Saint's Girl
Friday" (Louis Hayward) — Julian Lesser
producer, .Seymour Friedman director, from
a story by Leslie Charteris; and "The Girl
Rush" (Rosalind Russell), to be produced
next summer by Frederick Brisson.
Dick Powell is set to make "The Long
Wire" and "The Conquerors," after he
finishes his acting stint in "Susan". The
thirteen other properties in preparation are
divided between producers Edmund Grainger, Irwin Allen, Sam Wiesenthal, Robert
Sparks, Parsons and Tatelman.
Filming will resume in March on "The
Americano" (Cilenn Ford, Ursulla Thiess,
Arthur Kennedy, Cesar Romero), which
Robert Stillman will complete for RKO release. This was partially filmed around mid1953 on location in Brazil, but had to be
closed
ficulties.d<jwn after running into financial difKirk Douglas has been signed for the starring role in Walt Disney's "20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea" which will be filmed in CinemaScope in the Bahamas, starting this
month. Peter Lorre will play one of the top
featured parts. Richard Fleischer will direct.
Although not committed for RKO release, it
will probably go out through this company.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Zanuck Sure CinemaScope
Will Become Standard Form
THE COMINC; OF 1954 FINDS 20TH
Century- h"ox on a much more solifl footing
than at any time during the year just past.
From Darryl Zanuck right on down, there
is an ojitimistic feeling that the big gamble
in Cinema.Scope has paid off.
Comineiiting on the present situation for
FILM BULLETIN, Mr. Zanuck said: "The
advent of 1954 finds our company with a full
complement of the new year's program ready
for release. There arc ten of these, and all in
the revolutionary new Cinema.Scope process.
All of our pictures to be produced in '54, and
in the future, will of course continued to be
photographed and projected by the C'inemaScope process.
"We contemplate a schedide of 12 to 14
pictures to be produced in 1954. And we
believe that CinemaScope in the coming year
will become the standard method of motion
picture presentation. The growing adoption
of Ait by
studios
our belief."
newother
system
for strengthens
reducing CinemaScope
pictures to standard size has been perfected
by 2()tli-Fox technicians, and is now being
made available to all studios which are either
now making, or have commitments to make
pictures in this particular anamorphic process. As a residt of this new deveh^pment, it
will no longer be necessary for studios to
lens duplicate standard versions of their
CinemaScope features — thereby accounting
for considerable savings. However, Fox, itself, will not reduce any of its own features
(Continued on Page 19)

(Continued from Page 18)
to the 1.75 to 1 ratio which is made possible
through the new "shrinking" process.
FILM BULLETIN hears that Warner
Brothers plans to make all of its CinemaScope features available in standard prints.
Although there has been no definite announcement, itis believed the same will be
true for Columbia, Universal-International
and MGM.
.\n important new musical production has
just been a<lded to the Fox production slate,
with the signing of Oscar Hammerstein II
to do a screenplay on his Broadway hit of a
few season ago, "Carmen Jones". Otto
Preminger will produce and direct the film,
starting in late spring or early summer. An
all-Negro cast will be used for the production, and most of the filming will be done on
location in Chicago and South Carolina.
One CinemaScope production is being
lensed at the present time, although at least
two Panoramic Production features for Fo.x
release are slated to get underway this
month. The Fox feature now filming is
"Garden of Evil" (Gary Cooper, Susan Hayward), Technicolor — Charles Brackett producer, Henry Hathaway director. Leonard
Goldstein's two January starters will be
"Gamble of Natchez" (Dale Robertson,
Debra Paget) — Robert L. Jacks producer,
Henry Levin director; "The Raid (Van Heflin) — Jacks and Levin again producing and
directing.
UNITED

ARTISTS

C'Scope, Vistarama To
Give
8 Anamorphs
In '54
TWO UAMORE
ANAMORPHIC
TYPE
features for United Artists release are scheduled to roll within the next 30 days — one in
CinemaScope, the other in Vistarama. With
at least si.x more already slated for 1954
production, it seems evident that UA will be
able to contribute its share of product for
exhibitors who have made the costly installations for this type of motion picture.
The CinemaScope feature due for February filming is "Sitting Hull," a W. R. Frank
production in Eastman Color, to be directed
by Sidney Salkow. The entire production
will be lensed on location in Mexico. Al
Zimbalist and Jack Rabin are contributing;
the Vistarama venture, titled "King Dinosaur". This will be followed in March by
another Zimbalist film, "Babyface Nelson",
also in Vistarama.
Chester F>skine, who just finished "Witness to Murder" (Barbara Stanwyck, George
Sanders, Gary Merrill), for UA release — has
alspi slated two more features for the next
eight months, although neither is now slated
for anamorphic lensing.
Producer Lesser Samuels and director
Victor Saville have completed shooting on
their Italian-made inde, "The Long Wait"
(Anthony Quinn). Dubbing is scheduled to
start later this month.
The only feature currently shooting, with

a definite UA releasing commitment, is:
"Bronco Apache" (Burt Lancaster, Jean
Peters) — a Lancaster-Harold Hecht production, Hecht is producing, Robert Aldrich
directing.
UA's e.xploiteers, under direction of Ala.x
^"oungstcin, are planning a big campaign on
"Wicked Woman" (Richard Eagen, Beverly
Michaels), a Clarence Greene-Russell Rouse
production, due for release shortly.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
2 CS, 3 Others To Go
Before Cameras

By March

WI THIN THE FIRST TW^O MONTHS
of '54, Universal-International will have five
features shooting — two in CinemaScope, all
but one in Technicolor.
Three are before the cameras at the
present time, with another pair starting later
tiiis week. Now in production: "The Black
Shield of F'alsworth" (Tony Curtis, Janet
Leigh, David Farrar, Barbara Rush, Herbert
Marshall), in CinemaScope & Technicolor —
Robert Arthur producer, Rudolph Mate director; "Sign of the Pagan" (Jefif Chandler,
Jack Palance, Ludmilla Tcherina, Rita Gam,
Jefif Morrof), CinemaScope & Technicolor —
Albert J. Cohen producer, Douglas Sirk director; "Playgirl" (Shelley Winters, Barry
Sullivan, Gregg Palmer, Richard Long, Colleen Miller) — Albert J. Cohen producer,
Joseph Pevney director.
Next to roll will be "Bengal Rifles" (Rock
Hudson), Technicolor — 'Ted Richmond producer. This will be followed by "Dawn at
Socorro" (Rory Calhoun) — William Alland
producer, George Sherman director.
A March 1 starting date has been assigned
to the following two features: "Spring Song"
('Tony Curtis, Bert Lahr) — Ross Hunter
producer, and "i'o Hell and Back" (.Audie
Murphy) — .-Xaron Rosenberg producer, Jesse
Hibbs director. The former will mark
Curtis' debut as a song and dance musical
comedy star, and is being accorded a Class
AA budget. "To Hell and Back," incidentally, is Murphy's own life story.
Rory Calhoun has been signed by I'-I to a
seven-year, non-exclusive contract, calling
for two pictures per year.
U-I has decided to rc-issue "Hamlet"
(Laurence Olivier), which won five Academy
awards and more liian 50 international
honors, five years ago. Bookings start January 15, marking L^-I's first re-issue in almost
seven years.
Alfred E. DalT, ciiief distribution executive
of this company, in a statement to F"ILM
BULLETIN, expressed high hopes for the
studio in its first year under the guidance of
YA Muhl. Said Daff: "Confidence, responsibility and reliability will form the foundation on which our 1954 activities will be
based. 'This faith symbolizes our faith in the
future and our obligation to give exhibitors
sufficient product of the highest cjuality. By
adhering to this policy, I am sure that 1954
will surpass all previous years."

WARNER

BROTHERS

WB Tops H'wood Activity
With 5 C'Scopes Shooting
THIS IS THE BUSIEST STUDIO IN
town at the turn of the New Year — with five
top-budget features shooting — all in CinemaScope and WarnerColor. Final pre-production work is also underway on the $6,000,000
"Helen of Troy" epic, which is now slated
to roll around February 1.
Sure to figure in plans for the coming year
is Mervyn LeRoy who is moving back onto
the lot after ending his association with
MGM last month. It was at Warner's that
LeRoy made his mark as a director beginning in 1928 and continuing into the 1940's
when he turned out pictures such as "Little
Caesar," "Anthony Adverse" and a flock of
musicals.
Jack Warner, in summing up for FILM
BILLETIN 1954"s prospects for Warner
Brothers, declared: "The new high standards
of motion picture production which we have
aimed at and achieved in the past year will
be the measure of our product in 1954. We
intend to follow with vigor and decision a
program of making screen entertainment of
such scope and quality as has never been
seen before.
"We are determined to do our part in making 1954 a rewarding year for the exhibitors,
and a year of accomplishment and prosperity
for the entire industry.
"Although we will make fewer pictures in
1954, we will spend more money on them,
by obtaining superior talent and greater
properties — and by putting into them production values that will be repair many times
over in greater entertainment and greater
boxoffice
returns."for Warner Brothers release
Now shooting
are: " .\ Star Is Born" (Judy Garland, James
Afason, Jack Carson), entering its third
month of production — Sid Luft producer,
George Cukor director; "Lucky Me" (Doris
Day, Phil Silvers, Robert Cummings), also
nearing the three-month mark — Henry
Blanke producer. Jack Donohoe director;
"Ring of Fear" (Clyde Beatty, Mickey Spillane, Pat O'Brien) — Robert M. Fellows producer, James Edward Grant director; "The
High and the Mighty" (John Wayne, Claire
'Trevor, Laraine Day) — Fellows producing,
William A. Wellman director; "The Talisman" (Virginia Mayo, Rex Harrison, George
Sanders)
— Henry Blanke producer, David
I'uitler director.
On the basis of films already announced
for 1954 production, it appears that the Warner slate will likely carry one of the highest
over-all budgets of any studio in town — challenged only by 20th Century-Fox and MGM.
Discussions relating to Warner production
of a Cinerama picture are also very hot
again, with an announcement expected on
the subject almost any day now. S. W. (Si)
Fabian, of the Cinerama organization, recently spent several days on the coast conferring with Jack Warner on such a project.
One of the next big pictures slated to roll
is "Mr. Roberts," based on the Broadway
hit of a few seasons past.
(Continued on Page 23)
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Report
Technical

on
Progress

Equipment which prevents damage to
sound tracks and reproduction caused by
magnetized parts contacted by the magnetic
sound track in film machines has been developed by Altec Service corp. and turned
over to 20th-Fox engineers for release to the
entire theatre field. The magnetic problem
had been threatening the success of stereophonic sound. In announcing Altec's demagnitizer kit, chief engineer E. S. Seeley
said the development was made "in the
interest of the entire industry as a contribution to the successful use of magnetic
sound tracks in theatres."
*
*
*
A camera attachment which does away
with laboratory processing to obtain the dissolve effect on film has been introduced by
Hecht-Lancaster productions. It is being
used on "Bronco Apache," Burt Lancaster
starrer for UA release. Called an "in-camera
dissolve," the attachment is a joint invention
of director Robert Aldrich and special effects
man Lee Zavitz, who are both working on
"Bronco".
The device fits either an N. C. or B. N. C.
camera and uses a circular ground glass
which obtains dissolves by revolving from a
transparent to an opaque segment. It is reported the technique is capable of many distortion effects formerly obtained through
laboratory chemical processes. The inventors claim that with dissolves costing approximately $80 each in film laboratories, the
new method will save thousands of dollars
on the average film.
*
*
*
The Ampex Corp. of Redwood City, Calif,
is marketing a low-priced, three-channel
stereophonic sound system designed for theatres up to 1500 seating capacity. Known as
the Master series and priced to sell for $3995,
the system features 30-watt amperage in
each channel. For larger houses, Ampex is
making the more powerful Deluxe and Super
series. Spyros S. Skouras, of the Circuit
Construction Corp. is sales chief for the
equipment. According to Ampex engineer
Ross Snyder, the Master series boasts a
safety feature which enables two speakers to
carry sound from three tracks should one
fail. Also, one speaker could carry all three
tracks if any two speakers should fail. Operators desiring a fourth channel can obtain it
for approximately $300.
*
*
*
A stereophonic sound system which uses
a sipgle optical track was revealed in London
by Arthur M. Loew, president of Loew's
International Corp. The system, named
Perspect-A-Sound, reportedly takes sound
from the single optical track and distributes
it through the center and side screen speakers. Loew claims only a small piece of
equipment is required in the projection
booth and "there is no necessity to make any
changes in standard projection sound heads."

viewpoints

r^TUDIO
$IZ€-aPS
((^oniirmed from Page 19)

1

INDEPENDENTS
BING'S

TV

BUST

The television medium, with its insatiable
appetite for talent, has for some time now
been making with the proper glitter and gold
to lure some of Hollywood's fair-haired boys
and girls away from their mink-lined swimming pools and into the electron dens of
CBS, NBC and the allied fraternity. Just
about all of moviedom's top musical stars at
one time or another have given it a go before
the TV cameras.
Up until the other Sunday, the one outstanding exception was Bing Crosby. Ever
since the cathode ray tube first cast its glow
across the living rooms of the nation, audiences have been waiting the appearance of
Der Bingle. When the great moment finally
came, other networks could have been showing unexpurgated versions of "Ecstacy" for
all anybody knows, because it's a good bet
that everyone who watched television that
night was tuned into The Groaner's debut.
Hut alas and alack, the ensuing half-hour
resulted in the biggest let-down since Samson pulled the pillars out from under the
temple of the Phillistines. Hut it wasn't because the Crosby vocals lacked any of their
usual appeal. The floppola was compounded
of a number of other factors.
For one thing, the show wasn't done
"live," which soured it for a large segment
of viewers who are beginning to turn up
their noses at films and kinescopes. Hut the
most obvious fault was the vacuum which
surrounded Mr. C. Now, Crosby can never
be accused of turning in a high-strung, livert ire performance. He is a subtle and relaxed
style. But if he had been any more relaxed
in his appearance for General Electric, he'd
have been unconscious.
Not even Jack Benny's guest spot did
much to spruce up the action. It was obvious
however, that at least someone connected
with the show had been consulting his Ouija
board. In the d\ing minutes, Sherry North,
a real loose dame, popped in with a Minskytype tap dance in an effort to awaken Dad,
who by this time was in leaning back in his
easy chair sleeping off the effects of Sunday
dinner. Needless to say, little short of Mari
lyn in the altogether could have saved the
day at this point.
As the last strains of whcii-the-hlue-of-theiiight-meets-the-gold-of-the-day drifted into
obscurity, someone in the room ciuoted these
immortal lines:
Somewhere the sun is shining.
Somewhere the children shout.
Hut there is no joy in Mudvillc,
Der Bingle has struck out.

Inde Mushrooming

Mirrors

Optimism Within Industry
NEW INDEPENDENT PRODUCtion companies continue to spring up like
mushrooms in Hollywood, reflecting the opindustry. timistic viewpoint being felt throughout the
One of the most promising new companies
is that headed by Paul Gregory, who has
gained wide recognition in the legitimate
theatre field during the past two years, with
such stage hits as "Don Juan In Hell", "John
Brown's Body" and "The Caine Mutiny
Court Martial". Gregory plans to make two
theatrical films per year, starting with "The
Night of the Hunter," based on the David
Grubb novel, which he recently purchased at
a price of $75,000. Filming is expected to
get underway around the first of July, with
Charles Laughton probably directing, as he
has for most of Gregory's stage presentations.
Another new independent project which
ranks high on the list of Hollywood's major
productions plans for 1954 is "45 Minutes
I'Vom Broadway," a re-make of the George
M. Cohan classic, to be produced by Gayle
Gitterman, executive producer of Motion
Picture center, and Al Freedman, formerly
associated with Louis B. Mayer in an executive capacity. The new inde organization
has secured a commitment to film the production in CinemaScope & Technicolor, with
Mickey Rooney and Jan Clayton probably
starred.
Frank P. Rosenberg, who recently left
20th Century-Fox to enter the independent
ranks, has purchased from Fox the rights to
"The Steeper Cliff," a David Davidson novel.
Still another new independent company
has been formed by Jane Russell and her
husband. Bob Waterfield, to be known as
Russ-Field Corp.
Other productions which have just been
set, include: "The White Orchid," to be produced in Mexico by Reginald Le Borg's
Cosmos Company, in Eastman color,
"Featherbrain" (Joanne Dru), to be produced and directed by Frank Rashlin from
his own original screenplay; and "Walk
With the Devil", to be made in Italy next
summer by Mark Robson and Harry Lenart.
Currently shooting are: "A Bullet Is W'aiting" (Jean Simmons, Rory Calhoun, Stephen
McNally, Brian Aherne), Technicolor — Howard Welsch producing, John Farrow directing; "Kerry Drake" (William Lundigan,
Martha Vickers, Arline Judge) — a Les Hafner production, Seymour Friedman directing; "The Naked World" (Lex Barker, Eva
Gabor, Robert Hutton), an American Pictures production — Albert Zugsmith producer,
Alfred E. Green director; and a Cinerama
production, "The Thrill Of Your Life,"
which Louis de Rochemont is producing,
Robert L. Hendick and Philippe De Lacey
directing.
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"QUO

T€$

What the Newspaper Critics Sag Moot New Fiks

JV. Y. CHiics
Ciie^ C^Scape
Effects
af
^Khyber
Rifles'"
King
has
staged
his
action
very
well
indeed,
and
the climax is a
Twentieth Century-Fox's latest entry in the CinemaScope
parade, "King of the Khyber Rifles" was roundly applauded by welter of violence."
the N. Y. critics, mainly for panoramic entertainment provided by
Granting the film a Good ^fovie Meter Rating, the Post's
the anamorphic process. Several of the scribes opinioned that
director Henry King made the best use of the new medium to Archer W insten is impressed with C'Scope writing, "it widens
very nicely to include a gorgeous expanse of mountain peaks,
date in filming this Technicolor production.
desert terrain, or galloping horses. This gives it considerable
breadth
and sweep, approximating the epic manner if not the
The Time's Bosley Crowther was impressed by CinemaScope
for the first time saying, "At last, they have got themselves a
fiction that is sufficiently picturesque and action-crammed to fill substance."
In the World-Telegram & Sun, Alton Cook opinions that the
out and justify usuage of the giant-sized Cinema.Scope screen."
film "gives Tyrone Power's zest for head-long adventure full
Of director King, Crowther writes he "has taken full advantage
scope." He feels that "director Henry King has done a crafty
of the extreme panoramic frame . . . Indeed, it is evident that he job
of concealing the lulls in his story between its spurts of sharp
has studied the problems of CinemaScope and has found pretty
excitement. This is a Grade A tall story."
ways of overcoming the ponderous strictures of the oversized
Rose Pelswick, of the Journal-American, writes it is a "bangscreen."
up adventure yarn in any medium. But in CinemaScope it's even
more so, for the anamorphic treatment and the huge screen
"A lot of action in spectacular mountain settings," pens Otis
L. Guernsey, Jr. in the Herald Tribune. He finds that the "picture
heighten immensely the film's sweeping spectacle and vigorous
offers an assortment of thrills ... a lot of good old-fashioned susaction." In her opinion it is a "fast moving film . . . and produced
pense." Guernsey also singles out the director saying, "Henry
on the grand scale."
"HERE COME
Paramount

THE GIRLS'

"Here is an act that Bob Hope has done
many times, and it is about the same as usual
. . . But the material fails to support him in
the manner to which he is often accustomed."— Guernsey, X. Y. Herald Tribune
"Witless and labored film . . . Loaded with
costly production . . . the dreary fact is that
. . . the essential substance of this film ... is
about as hackneyed and barren as a comedy
skit can be." — Crowther, X. Y. Times
"Resources of Hope's mischievous talent
are too vast to leave any script entirely in
the lurch. He has not been able to salvage
much more than his own presence from this
one, thought." — Cook, X. Y. World-Telegram
"Good (Movie Meter Rating) ... If you're
in the mood for so much gay nonsense, it's
family trade fare." — Thirer, X'. Y. Post
"Rollicking comedy-with-music in Technicolor."— Pelswick, X. Y. Journal-American
•MISS SADIE THOMPSON'
Columbia

(3D)

"Rita Hayworth tops her glamorous film
career with the best performance she has
ever given." — Cameron, X. Y. Daily Xews
"Thoroughly and oddly shampooed version
. . . Miss Hayworth sells a song . . . her
highly personalized renditions . . . done to
various wriggling of her torso, are not calculated to soothe the nerves of men." —
Crowther, X. Y. Times
"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . probably as good a performance as Rita has ever
given ... At the snapper-climax, the material is iiandled too rapidly and cautiously
to be effective." — Winsten, X. Y. Post
"Highly entertaining drama-wilh-music . . .
bounces along at a lively clip." — Pelswick,
X. Y. Journal-American
P«q« 34
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"Typical brand of Rita Hayworth entertainment and should hit the same level of
popularity as all her other films . . . she is
aiming strictly at being a box office dynamo."
— Cook, X. Y. World-Telegram
'HEIDI'
United Artists
"Rendered with care and affection into a
leisurely sensitive film . . . Likely holiday
offering
for the young." — Crowther, X. Y.
Times
"Winsome and expressive miss (for title
role) . . . Actors around her are mostly caricatures of good and evil, played in harsh
tones without shading . . . too disturbing to
make their appeal primarily to children."—
Cook, X^. Y. World-Telegram
"Charming . . . Spun out with an endearing
gentleness."
— Pelswick, X. Y. JournalAmerican
"Trips along merrily on the sunn\- side of
the street . . . English dialogue dubbed onto
the sound track, and for once the substitute
English voices have done a good job." —
Guernsey, X. Y. Herald Tribune
"Holiday bill for youngsters a 'natural'
. . . .Appealing story."- — Thirer, X^. Y. Post
'ALL
MOM THE BROTHERS

WERE

VALIANT'

"Lavish sets, huge cast, yet a pleasant intimacy in the telling . . . Old-fashioned as it
is in tempo, the picture is lusty and tangy in
flavor." — Thirer, X. Y. Post
"Adventure on the simplest level . . . whaling scenes are excellent, and the minor emotional problems of the characters arc never
allowed to obstruct the action." — Guernsey,
X. Y. Herald Tribune
"Robert Taylor and Stewart Granger are
glum antagonists as the embattled brothers

. . . Fists fiy faster than the box office change
machines are likely to jingle." — Cook, X. Y.
World-Telegram
"Plenty of high-seas adventure . . . Reluctantly, we must inform you that it is brashly
artificial, at best, and not in the loftiest tradition of romantic performance and cinematic style." — Crowther, X. Y. Times
'THE
WarnerEDDIE
Bros. CANTOR

STORY'

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Largely
composed of sugar and spice, which is what
movie biographies are made of. And the
spice is not really sharp . . . Depends largely
on local color, nostalgia, and, most of all,
songs, more
W'insten,
X. songs
Y. Postand then a few more." —
"Simply an album of Cantor numbers,
every one a joy to hear again, with an indifferent imitation of Cantor thrown in." —
Guernsey, X. Y. Herald Tribune
"Assembly line success story . . . Little of
the magic that endowed this luminary with
genuine brilliance over the years . . . Brasselle's delineation of Cantor ... is obviously
Times
meticulous but exaggerated.'" — Weiler. X. Y.
"Hrasscllc has the Cantor speaking voice
and mannerisms, the eye-rolling and the
delivery all down pat . . . Spun out in a series
of diverting episodes." — Pelswick, X. Y.
Journal -.'\mcrican
"Mr. Skolsky was so high on the success
of his Jolson film, he obviously was trying
to make the Cantor story as close a duplicate
as po.ssible. They follow almost precisely
the same tine . . . During the songs, Keefe is
excellent . . . when it comes to presenting
Eddie in offstage character, the picture
strikes fiasco." — Cook, X. Y. World-Tele-
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Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
FILMS REATTRACT PUBLIC
Allied Caravan of la., Neb. & Mid-Central
The movies hav^e really had a banner year
as far as giving the public something to talk
about. Not that pictures have been head and
shoulders above those of other years, (although we are not one of those who insists
they've been worse either) but we've really
been making front pages and getting into
drawing rooms the past 12 months. To sight
a few of the things that has put the movies
back on the agenda of the conversationalists
take a look at some of these: 3-D, Poloroid
glasses, Cinerama, Phone-Vision, Skiatron,
Telemeter, CinemaScope Anamorphic lenses.
Stereophonic sound, Wide-Screen, Metallic
screens, etc. Not to mention the adverse advanced admissions, slap down on tax repeal
and, in Iowa, Bank Night. (Incidentally, did
you notice how the la. state's "great" newspaper gave a lot of front page stuff on the
cease and desist on Bank Night, but not a
word on the workable plan adopted and
passed by Att. Gen.i^)
All in all the movies haven't fared so badly this year in getting attention from the
press and public, especially when we consider it in light of all the normal scandal
monger type that goes hand in hand with
this industry. The result, in some quarters
and according to some sources, has been a
bit of a re-awakening in the public as to the
value of movies. There have even been, in
some quarters a re-opening of a few closed
theatres. This has not resulted in any definite movement in that direction and theatres
still continue to close, but it might be a ray
of hope signifying a dawn may be in the
ofifing. Certainly now is no time to give up
if you can cut it a little longer. The tax
battle is due to come to head again after the
first of the year and chances are just as good
or perhaps better than they were last summer. We've wallowed in the trough about
long enough to constitute a bottom of a
cycle in this industry. Sureh' the upturn will
come. Stick with it.
UNIQUE 3D TEST
ATO of Indiana
The Wyandotte Theatre in Detroit, Michigan, seems to be uniquely suited for a test
of the relative merits of different projection
techniques. The Wyandotte Theatre has
two auditoriums but only one box office.
Recently the theatre played "The Stranger
Wore A Gun", in the 3D version in one
auditorium and in 2D in the second. There
vvas no special advertising and no "test" was
announced — simply the statement that customers could have their choice of 2D or 3D.
After passing the box office, 7 out of every
10 patrons chose to pay an extra dime for
viewers and see the 3D version. Ti would appear that this experiment had fewer "variable factors" than in most such experiments
and that many people still like the idea of
3D if given a good picture and proper projection.

BETTER

LATE THAN NEVER
ATO of Indiana
A letter, dated December 7, from Mary
Castle to Trueman Rembusch, explains why
fans who were promised autographed photos
are still waiting. "I couldn't be inore embarrassed. This is in answer to your letter
of October 22, 1952! I was in Europe for six
months doing a picture and prior to that,
moving all over town. Upon my return from
Europe, great stacks of mail were delivered
to mc by various studios — everything had
been forwarded from one spot to another,
instead of being held or someone advising
me about it. This week is being spent autographing pictures and they will go out to all
the names you sent. Please give my apologies to anyone who might have thought I
was uncooperative. Thanks so much for
sending along the names and the best of luck
you."
toHIRING

HOUSE MANAGERS
ITO of Ohio
With managers becoming harder and
harder to find, we are going to have to do
something to train new ones. A few years
ago, every manager you met had started as
an usher and worked his way up. The draft,
high wages in factories, low salaries in theatres and long hours have made the work less
attractive. Once before I made a suggestion
along this line which I have seen adopted.
Let the manager work regular business hours
from nine to six, for example. Pay him a
decent salary and make his responsible for
selling the theatre to the public. He probably should visit the theatre briefly on Saturday nights and Sundays when it is doing
business but let him off most of the evenings.
Then start breaking in an assistant who
may be a bank clerk, a school teacher, a
municipal employee or in some other unrcmunerative occupation. This man will be
glad to work at night to learn a new business and augment his income. He should be
responsible enough to keep the house in
order, can check the cashier out, etc. If a
vacancy occurs in managerial ranks, the
salary of the manager should appeal to him
together with the shorter hours he would
enjoy. This is one way to introduce new,
experienced help into our business.
MORE

ON PRODUCTION
Western Theatre Owners

Why don't the Guilds of Hollywood go
into the picture making business themselves?
All the talent needed is there in abundance
so wli\- don't they band together and produce There is a great market for good pictures and by producing they can provide jobs
for talented people who need work. If the
Guilds don't take advantage of the present
situation and start making pictures at a reasonable cost, then exhibitors will have to.

and they will, by necessity, stay clear of
Hollywood.
I have talked to some of those very fine
talented people who are now unemployed
and have asked them why they didn't go
into production. While they admitted they
could get all the talent necessary on a profitsharing basis they feared the stumblingblock of success would be the distribution of
their pictures. They brought out that no
major distributor would handle their film.
So what? Make the films and the exhibitors
will guarantee distribution.
bo as not to have my thoughts misunderstood in this matter, will say I have been
thrilled with the quality of pictures which
are coming from Hollywood and the grosses
on the pictures have been better than on so
many in the past. If the present Producers
deem it advisable to make only multi-million
dollar productions, which they have every
right to do in this free country, they should
not be criticized. But, the average theatre
needs more pictures than are now being produced .. . smaller budget pictures which can
be sold at reasonable film rentals and someone must fill the gap. It's up to either the
people who are in production or the exhibitors will have to turn to making them.

C'SCOPE ASPECT RATIOS
Allied Caravan of la.. Neb. & Mid-Central
Questioning from the floor at TOA convention as to findings from the survey by
the Society of Motion Picture and Television
P'ngineers brought the answer from the
Chairman of the Theatre Engineering Committee, Mr. Ben Schlanger, that over one
half the theatres in the country could not
accomodate a picture with an aspect ratio
greater than 1.9:1. In other words the survey showed that the majority of theatres
could not show pictures at the 2.55:1 ratio
and still have them look like something.
Trueman Rembusch reports that he and two
others changed the aspect ratio on "The
Robe" to 2:1 and lost none of the dramatic
effect in a small house. He said in fact it
was far superior in that particular house than
the 2.55:1 ratio.
TURNABOUT
IS FAIR PLAY
ATO of Indiana
Some months ago we received a letter
from Charles Reagan advising that it was
Metro's policy to give every possible assistance to problem theatres, particularly in
small towns. After quoting Mr. Reagan's
letter, every response we received indicated
that Metro had lived up to this pledge
wherever called upon. Now we note that
M G-M is celebrating their 30th Anniversary
Jubilee from January 1 to April 30, 1954.
This is not a drive in the sense of the word
that the Indianapolis Exchange is competing
with any other territories, but we do understand that there are awards for all personnel
based on billing;', during the period.
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Music Hall Ad Campaign
Clinches C Scope Arrival
If there's any question in anyone's mind
that CinemaScope has arrived, it is dissipated
by the spectacular newspaper campaign
given its introduction at the world's largest
theatre — Radio City Music Hall. Starting
almost two weeks in advance of the opening
of Metro's first C'Scope production, "Knights
of the Round Table," a series of display
teasers inundated the New York newspapers.
The title and the stars, no mean draw on
their own, were almost eclipsed by the news
that "CinemaScope Is Coming to Radio City
Music Hall!" Taking only a brief breath
before New Year's Day to concentrate on
the Holiday show, "Easy to Love," the advertising was blown up to huge proportions,
agaiti with the word that C'Scope was to be
inaugurated in the biggest movie i-.f.use in
t'.e woild.
The Music Hall, of course, draws audiences from every corner of the countr\-.
Those who don't know about C'Scope and
the millions who haven't seen it will hear
about it from their neighbors who visited
New York, where going to the great theatre
is a must. The prestige lent to CinemaScope
by the ads pointing to the Music Hall's
adoption of the anamorphic wide-screen process is a gilt-edged bond for its universal
acceptance.
Entire Fox

Kniigltts
of the
Hoxittd Table
ROBERT TAYLOR AVaTaRDNER ,t MEL FERRER
_ -ANNE CR.WFORD- STANLEY BAKER
■^•.RKHARO THORPE- •HMwPANDI^ aSEKKAN

visits to CinemaScoped theatres to huddle
with managers on methods of maintaining
top level CS performance. Latest developments in various aspects of anamorphic presentation, including stereosound, will be discussed, as well as the presentation of the
medium to new audiences via the company's
Progress Reports and special introductory
messages. The magnificent technical and
selling job done by 20th-Fox on its baby
goes on apace.
3D Martin

& Lewis

Pics

To Sell "Money from Home"
One of the better gimmicks in Paramount's promotion for the Martin & Lewis
3Der, "Money from Home", is the company's
arrangements with Life Like Pictures, Inc.
for theatres to distribute 3D photos of the
stars in a scene from the Technicolor comedy. Samples of the photos and accompanying "magic viewers" to give the depth effect
are being sent to exhibitor customers by the
Paramount branches. Set is packaged in an
envelope
suitable for imprint of theatre's
sales
message.

Three of the advance ads used for the
debut of CinemaScope at Radio City
Music Hall with M-G-M' s "Knights of
the Round Table". Note the stress on
the inaugural of the process at the
world's largest theatre, rather than on
film and stars.

Amusement Page Mish-Mosh
Decried By Newspaperman
The "elaborate confusion" of the average
newspaper amusement pages is taken to task
by Dallas Wood of the Burlingame Advance
and,
believe, ads
in utter
justification.
at thewe massed
on the
amusement"Glance
page,
and you find a confused merger of heavy
rules and black type arranged in artistic
violence. There is obvious effort to make
every typographical detail stand out above
all others. It is remindful of the line from a
Gilbert & Sullivan operetta that 'when everybody is somebody, nobody is anybody". Thus,
each of those competitive efforts is canceled
by the overshadowing effect of the total of
theA others."
reader, he notes, can't even determine
quickly where one theatre's ad ends and the
adjoining one begins, and often has to search
for the name of the theatre in the melange ot
type
Cruxand ofart.
the trouble is the method of copy
preparation. When the ad writer designs his
copy on a blank sheet of paper, of course it
stands out against the expanse of white. In
a welter of other type and pictorial matter, it
is lost. The answer. Wood feels, is simple
type
andfocus.
more white space to draw the
read'-^r's

Goldman "Wicked Woman"
Bow To Get The Works

Force To Aid

Theatremen Showing C'Scope
The 20th-Fox sales and exploitation forces,
in toto, have been mobilized to insure proper
presentation of CinemaScope pictures. Under
1 the plan, division and branch managers,
I salesmen, field exploitation men and the
home office executives will make periodic

aciteraent. piaion. mtririe. eonfiet
ajid iplendor o( the Ap of Chii-aby.
Id itsT»ble".
MlectioBM-G-M
of "Knichta
Oft» Tt»
Round
m»tion
thebhiifs
perfect
rtory
for icapicture
wonden,»udieBC«
the ultimate
perfectioa
of•copethe (ornew CnemkScopel
minele medium. trul>' % k/v

Hollywood world premiere of ^'Knights of the
Round Table" required special guards as well as
police to prevent surging crowds from mobbing
the host of celebrities attending.

W illiam Goldman's knack for taking something less than an epic and making it pay off
in fantastic proportions via showmanship —
the Philly exhibitor did a land-office business
with "Vice Squad", far surpassing the house
average in a tlieatre that plays top product
(Continued on Page 28)
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Viewpoints
(Continued from Page 27)
— will be applied to another UA film,
"Wicked Woman," world premiering Jan.
20 at the Goldman. The Greene-Rouse production will tret the same all-out newspaper,
radio-'r\', and display push as he gave the
earlier film, with a co-op assist from UA.
There'll also be p.a.'s, interviews and special
events worked in cooperation with UA field
ace. Max Miller.
fnterestin;.'; highlight of the "Vice Squad"
campaign: So effective was the Goldman display and advertising that I'A issued a pressbook supplement with the Goldman campaign as its basis.

PresshDok

Diskers

Go All Out

For "Glenn Miller Story"
Plenty f)f activity afoot for Univcrsal's
"The Glenn Miller Story", earn^arked for
the biggest promotion in company history.
Decca liecords and its subsidiary. Coral
Records, arc planning one of their most intensive promotional campaigns for the sound
track albums and other recordings by Victor
Young and by Sidney Torch and their orchestras in England. The traditional disk
jockey fondness for Miller's works should
insure a record play (no pun intended). The
Award

Many tlicatremcn arc apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship — the pressbook.
For that reason, we devote this space in each issue oj FILM BULLETIN to recognize those presshooks thai best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to —
BENEATH

HOW

HIGH

THE

12-MILE

REEF

CAN GlNiMAA^rt

Aspire?

to touch
the stars
and penetrate
the ocean's
depths„.;^mk

- "ew realm of
■ nneiit never photoIn the third pressbook on a CinemaScope picture 20th Century-Fox has repeated the
exciting qualities that featured the campaign manuals on "The Robe" and "How to Marry
a Millionaire". A king-size 32-page selling approach has been evolved by Charles Einfeld
and his boxofficcrs that should aid showmen in making this a boxoftice hit. The ads, 19
pages of them, are tailored for a variety of theatre situations. Especially eflfective are the
large display jobs (portions of top and bottom of a 5-col., 203-line ad are shown).
Outstanding also are the presentations of how to launch "12-Mile Reef" in "CinemaScope style"; three pages of publicity features (and you can add a fourth with Terry
Moore's recent publicity in Korea); three TV cards and two complete radio campaigns;
a wealth of exploitation stunts and an elaborate display of the posters and accessories
available from National Screen. Like CinemaScope, this pressbook is an exciting experience.
never

you entertaiia
possible unfil now!

MOORf

BERGEN
SLASH

AD
MAY

RATE
BE

IT

An opportunity to rid themselves of the abnormally high amusement page advertising rates
has been affored exhib'tors with the Bergen
(N.J.) Evening Record's revolutionary reduction
of amusement advertising January I to regular
rates. In his announcement of the change,
editor-publisher Donald G. Borg contended that
theatre operators should not be victims of advertising discrimination, that movie copy is as
much "news " as any other material In the paper.
The added interest in Hollywood columns and in
other movie copy, he feels, should not penalize
the movleman.
Several questions will determine whether other
newspapers will follow publisher Borg's example:
Will tive
theto place
paper more
gain by
the theatreman's
display
advertising? incenWill
the publisher enlarge the section with more
movie copy? Will exhibitors take the opportunity to sell their product more advantageously
without paying more? Will bigger ads advance
movlegoing ?
If the answer to all or some of these queries
is yes, there can be no doubt that this will be
the first chink in the armor of the publishers that
has withstood continued assaults by exhibitors
on the discriminatory rates. And if that chink Is
in the neighborhood of their pocketbooks, the
entire armor may fall apart.
While there is a great responsibility placed
upon the Bergen area exhibitors to take advantage of the reduced rates, there is also a responsibility onthe part of the distributors who
co-operate with theatremen on newspaper advertising. Success in Bergen will redound to the
benefit of the Industry as a whole.
platter spinners of Iowa have formed a
"Salute to Glenn Miller" committee, are
seeking a "Queen" for the "Glenn Miller
Day" ceremonies at the Clarinda, Iowa birthplace of Miller on Wednesday (13th). Star
James Stewart, Governor William Beardsley,
state and civic leaders and some 40 disk
jockeys will head the group participating in
the invitational premiere.
Wile Reminds

of Basics,

Offers New Selling Hints
Ohio's Hob Wile, in his year-end I TO bulletin, reminds of some showmanship essentials, offers a few new suggestions. Some of
the ills: (1) Don't sell every picture as the
biggest, best, most colossal; there is something to sell in every picture, choose it carefully. (2) Don't keep a standing line like
".Always Two Big Features" on marquee; it
gets both dirty and irksome to public; the
marquee is one of your biggest selling
factors. (3) Don't leave blank spaces; if
XSS misses up occasionally, a local sign
I>ainter olT
cankiddopatronage
the job because
quickly. they
(4) pay
Don'tso
slough

ROLAND
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little;
they're tomorrow's adult admission
moviegoers.
(Continued on Page 29)

(Continued from Page 28)
Among the do's: (1) More bill posting;
even if it doesn't sell that particular picture,
it reminds people of moviegoing, helps all
theatres. (2) Drive-ins that use "closed for
the season" in off-time should change to
"See you in the Spring" or, better yet, "Attend your favorite indoor theatre and come
back and see us in the Spring". (3) Give
your manager regular hours at a decent
salary and break in some unremunerative
white-collar man on part-time; if you lose
your manager, you have a trained man to
replace him, either permanently or until you
get another manager. (4) Be enthusiastic
about your merchandise; if you aren't, ho'v
can you expect your public to be.

Bayonne Preview for Nuns
Pays Off in Big Kid Trade
Once again we have evidence of the value
of properly directed previews. Nyman Kessler, manager of the S\V De Witt Theatre in
Bayonne, N. J., inviteil 60 nuns to a private
showing of "Little Boy Lost" one week prior
to opening. They appreciated the gesture,
and so did the Monsignor of the Catholic
Churches in Bayonne. The sisters spoke to
the children of their various schools about
the film and the resultant turnout of kids at
the house was a revelation.
Another rewarding gesture by Kessler was
to have 30 young boys and girls of the Hudson County Parental Home as his guests on
opening day.
Exliibitor Sfiows So

Schine theatres zone manager Harry Unterfort
arranged this street stunt jor the Syracuse opening of ''Heidi". The jreshly -laundered goat toured
the downtown shopping district and stunt landed
in local papers.
"Heidi" Kid Preview-Party
Makes Big Splash in N. Y.
Taking full advantage of the natural showmanship possibilities in "Heidi" in attracting
children via a kids' preview, United Artists
and producer Lazar Wechsler really did it
up brown at the Little Carnegie in New
York. Over 400 youngsters were brought by
representatives of N. Y. news fan magazines,
wire service, radio & TV stations, and national magazines to the invitation preview
and party luncheon. As gifts for the kiddies,
manufacturers supplied copies of the Grosset
and Dunlap edition. Howdy Doody ice creain
cups, various Swiss candies, even a pair ot
goats, counterparts of Heidi's friends, and
an Alpine-costumed accordionist were arranged by the sponsors to supply color.
While all this was obviously on a scale
that could be done only in the large metropolitan cities, a smaller version could serve
the saine purpose in any town. An invitational preview of offsprings of newspaper
and radio people, social leaders, heads of organizations and other opinion builders is sure
to grab local newspaper and air space, as
well as world-of-inouth.

Parents Can Sleep
A couple of stunts by Iowa theatremen,
sent us by Leo Wolcott, should serve showmen generally. Creston manager Earl Douglas used a gimmick (you can file for next
year) that worked just fine. He ran a kiddie's
morning show at 10:30 a.m. New Year's Day
with an ad framed to imply that last night
migiit have been a little rough on the parents
and it would be wonderful if the kid were
out from under foot that morning so that
Mom and Pop could get back to bed for a
while. Hawarden's Harry Lankhorst worked
an attention getter by painting a show title,
playdate and theatre on the bottom of a wash
tub, filling it with water and set a kid to fish
in it. If you were passing by, could you keep
from looking into the tub to see what he
was fishing for?

At "Eddie Cantor Story" Paramount premiere,
top: Mr. and Mrs. Keefe Brassellc. Ben Kalmenson. Lower, m.c. Robert .4lda and mobs of curious.

BRIEFS
20ih-Fox used TV big to sell "King of the
Khyber RiHes" and "Beneath the 12-Mile
Reef" over New Years. Spot announcements
plugging the two C'Scope films bracketed
the New Year's Eve program and both the
Rose and the Cotton Bowl games over
WNBT . . . On "Reef", Fox has arranged
for 10.000 window cards to be distributed by
the Sponge Institute of America to homefurnishing and department stores. Film and
stars Robert Wagner and Terry Moore are
featured . . . UA's documentary thriller, "The
Conquest of Everest" is getting a valuable
boost via 1,000.000 letters sent by the Book
of the Month Club announcing book of the
same title as the April selection, with prominent mention of the film. Publisher E. P.
Dutlon is carrying similar plugs in newspaper and national mag co-op ads, plus
counter displays and bookstores, department
stores and libraries . . . Allied Artists will
have five million four-page illustrated heralds
for its campaign on "Riot in Cell Block 11"
. . . Former newspaper boy Randolph Scott
managed to get in a few blurbs for his WB
starrer, "Thunder Over the Plains" in an address before some 700 Hollywood CitizensNewsboys.

Boston Fenway manager John Blass with display
tieing in "Hondo" with TV's "Big Payoff" show.

Scotch bagpipers stopped Broadway traffic for
premiere of "King of the Khyber Rifles".
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

'RIPPER'
UNCORKS
An excellent A
set of stills, suitable for blowups or

PALANCE
SHOWMANSHiP

LOBBY

ANGLES!

DISPLAYS

use as is, point up both the Palance menace and the
beauty of the dolls in striking terms. Don't fail to go
through them carefully before planning your campaign.
Notable also are the ads, calculated to play up all
three angles. The vengeful Palance with his knife at
the throat of the music-hall girl, the star's terrifying
features, the stills, and the girls all work in combination with the "Jack the Ripper" startler to spotlight
the shock value the picture is trying to sell. A portion
of one of the ads is shown here. The same is true of
the posters, as can be witnessed by the 24-sheet at
lower left. Imagine this one blown up to full proportions.

HAND OUT

What should be one of the most helpful sections
of the pressbook is the detailing of the showmanship

INVITflT'"
Leonard GOLDSTEIX'S Panoramic productions
initial effort for 20th Century-Fox release "Man in the
Attic", capitalizes on three important exploitables. The
first is the name of Jack Palance, a delineator of menace whose popular draw has grown with each of his
pictures to lift him to star status. The guy with the
"velvet steel" voice and iron-chiseled looks has made a
telling mark in "Panic in the Streets", "Sudden Fear"
and "Shane" and it wouldn't hurt to remind patrons of
his roles in those films. His pull with the action fans
has given him a ready-made audience. Palance's role
in this remake of the 1944 "The Lodger" is a natural.
And remember, it's the part that made a great attraction of the late Laird Cregar.
Next is the chillingly fascinating story of the notorious Jack the Ripper from the famous Marie I5elloc
Lowndes novel. The name of the psychopathic night
murder of beautiful women has become synonymous
with brutal killings. The ads i)lay up the name, in
some cases more than that of the star.
Third, and always sure-fire, are the l)eautiful
victims of Jack the Ripper, with the loveliest of all,
Constance Smith, barely escaping the murderer's knife.
The Can-Can beauties in the London Music Hall,
headed by Miss .Smith, are a must for every type of ad
or display.

angles (top left) that the enterprising theeatreman can
do without too much trouble or expense. Among the
lobby displays, for instance, is suggested a dancing doll
display, worked with a revolving machine, or a marionette, costumed as Constance Smith against a background of Palance in menacing mood. Another could
be the display of various murder weapons used by notorious killers, possibly borrowed from a museum, or
24.SHEET
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from a police arsenal. How about assigning a "bobby''
to guard them?

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of the issue

The terrified Constdnce Smith faces Jack (the Ripper)
Palance as the anguished killer is torn between love and
his urge to kill. (Inset) Miss Smith as the music-hall
dancer, typifies the sort of victims the Ripper sought.

MAN

IN

THE

ATTIC

The world-known .story of Lonclon'.s gaslight
era killer, jack the Ripper, is told once again
on iiini in 20th-Fox's "Man in the Attic".
Taken from the Marie Belloc Lowndes thriller, "The Lodger", it is placed in London's
W'hitechapel district, its famous Music Halls
and Scotland Yard's Chamljer of Horrors — the
lllack Museum. .Story concerns a young medical patliologist, ap])arently working in an attic
(luring the day and going out nightly on unknown missions. It turns out that his twisted
mind is concentrated on killing beautiful girls.
After he has done away with a half dozen,
Scotland Yard uses his love for the beauty he
has next chosen as a victim to traj) him and
drive him to his death.
Hugo Fregonese directed for producer
Robert L. jacks. Co-starred with jack Palance
are Constance Smith and Byron Palmer.
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ICnow
Mr.

Your

Product,

Exhibitor.

Film

Bulletin

This

THIS

Feature

Is

Designed to Give You All
The Vital Details on
Current

Coming

ALLIED

IS

YOUR

PRODUCT

New

Features

ARTISTS

November
FIGHTER ATTACK Sterling Hayden, Joy Page, J. Carroll Nal:h. Director Lesley Selander. Producer William Caliban. Jr. War melodranna. Shot down in Italy
during WW II. Annerican flyer joins guerillas. 80 min.
JACK SLADE Mark Stevens. Dorothy Ivialone. Director
Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Western
melodrama. U. S. Marshal uses badge to become ruthless killer, is finally killed in gunfight with former
friend trying to bring him to trial. 90 mIn.
VIGILANTE TERROR Bill Elliott. Director Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Sheriff,
suspected
of a gold-robbing
gang,
turns
outlawoftobeing
unveil brains
real culprit.
70 mIn.
December
PRIVATE EYES Bowery Boys. Director Edward Bernds.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Comedy melodrama. When one
of the Boys develops mind reading power, the others
form a detective agency to capitaMie on the gift, uncover a fur theft 9ang. 64 min.
TEXAS BAOMAN Wayne Morris. Director Lewis D. CoJlins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Young
sherifflater
tracks
down outlaws,
who
sacrifices
hit life tofinds
>aveleader
son. ist2 his
mIn.father,
January
GOLDEN IDOL, THE Johnny Sheiffield. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle melodrama. Bomba, accidentally in possession of a valuable statue, fights motley
group seakinn the treasure. 71 min.
WORLD FOR RANSOM Dan Duryea, Gene Lockhart,
Patrick Knowles. Director Robert Aldrlch. Producers Bernard Tabakin and Aldrich. Suspense melodrama. Adventurer foils kidnap plot involving nuclear scientist. 80 min.
YUKON ducerVENGEANCE
Kirby Director
Grant, Monte
ProWilliam F. Broidy.
WilliamHale.
Beaudine.
Melodrama. Disguised Canadian Mountie uncovers
mystery mail robberies committed by trapper using
trained ci*nt bear. 68 min.
February
BITTER CREEK Bill Elliott. Director Thomas D. Carr.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Out to avenge
death of his murdered rancher brother, Elliott pick<
up friends and sweetheart who save him in the
showdown battle. 72 min.
HIGHWAY DRAGNET Richard Conte, Joan Bennett,
Wanda Hendrix. Director Nathan Juran. Producer
William F. Broidy. Suspense melodrama. Hitch-hiking
ex-Marine becomes involved In murder, becomes object
of a five-state manhunt. 80 min.
RIOT IN CELL BLOCK 11 Neville Brand, Leo Gordon,
Carlcton Younn. Producer Walter Wanger. Director
Den Sienel.andPrison
niot spreads
until
Governor
Statemelodrama.
Militia areJailcalled
In to quell
the prisoners. 80 min.
March
PARIS PLAYBOYS Bowery Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Hunii Hail is
sent to Paris believed to be a French scientitt, concocts
a formula that proves even more potent than the
original scientist's. 66 min.
LOOPHOLE Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Hughes. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Comedy drama. Bank teller, $S0,000
short in his accounts, tracks dowTi phony bank examiner, recovers loot and job. 78 min.
April
PRIDE OF THE BLUE GRASS
Lloyd Bridges, Vera Miles.
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes Goeti.
Racetrack drama. Filmed in color. Ambitious racehorse trainer coes bi'^ time, comes to earth when kid
jockey rides horse trainer had saved to victory.
Coming
ARROW IN THE DUST Technicolor. Sterling Hayden,
CoUen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goett. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory,
is regenerated.
min. through
CHEYENNE CROSSING Wayne Morris. Director Lewis
D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
DRAGONFLY SQUADRON John Hodiak, Barbara Britton, Bruce Bennett. Director Lesle/ Selander, Producer
John Champion. War drama. Rigid disciplinarian takes
over Korean airfield before invasion, is wounded in air
attack, but his trained flyers come to the rescue. 60 min.
GHOST de
OF Carlo,
O'LEARY,Barry
THE Fitzgerald.
Technicolor.Ccmcdy.
David Niven,
Yvonne
Irish
fantasy with comic flavor. 80 min.

COLUMBIA
November
GUN FURY 3D Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Donna Reed.
Director Raoul Walsh. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil.
Western melodrama. Civil War veteran sets out to find
fiancee, kidnapped by a Texas gang after a holdup.
Four way romance complicates matters. 83 min.
LAST OF THE PONY RIDERS Gene Autry. Director
George Archainbaud. Producer Armand Schaefer. Western. Former Pon-' Express rider Autry fights the diehards holding back the stage and the telegraph. SI min.
PARIS MODEL Marilyn Maxwell, Paulette Goddard, Eva
Gabor. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Alfred E.
Green. Comedy drama. Four episodes based around
newly designed
dress,
"NudewhoAtwear
Midnight,"
amorous
adventures
of girls
creation. detailing
81 min.
PRISONERS
OF
THE
CASBAH
Technicolor.
Gloria
Grahame, Cesar Romero. Producer Sam Katiman.
Director
Richard Bare. Costume melodrama. Intrigue in Algiers,
culminating in a wild battle in the Casbah. 78 min.
December
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Director Spencer G. Bennet. Jungle melodrama. Jungle
Jim tangles with mad scientist drugging animals. 68 min.
NEBRASKAN, THE 3D Technicolor. Phil Carey, Roberta
Haynes. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
F. Sears. Western. Army scout tries to get fair trial
for Indian cal accused of murdering chief. 68 min.
January
BAD FOR EACH OTHER Charlton Heston, Lizabeth Scott.
Director Irving Rapper. Producer William Fadiman.
Drama. Young doctor out of Army Is misled into an
easy life as a society medico by wealthy spoiled divorcee, but mine explosion uncovers his true worth when
he risks his life to save trapped workers. 83 min.
DRUMS
TAHITIDirector
3D Technicolor.
Dennis O'Keefe,
Patricia OF
Medina.
Wilfiam Castle.
Producer
Sam Katzman. Coitume melodrama. Americao in Tahiti is persuaded to smuggle in rifles to overthrow
French rule. Marriage of convenience turns out to be
real thina. desp'rfe hurricanes and volcanic eruptions.
EL ALAMEIN Scott Brady. Director Fred F. Sears. Producer Wallace MacDonald. War melodrama. An American
Montgomery's
forcesvictory
returnswonto there
El Alamein
relive inwith flashback
the great
and findto
the girl he had loved. 67 min.
MISS SADIE THOMPSON 30 Technicolor. Rita Hayworth, Jose Ferrer, Aldo Ray. Director Curtis Bernhardt. Producer Jerry Wald. Melodrama with music.
the Somerset
of "entertainer"
aFrom
tro.oical
island whoMaugham
becomes story
Invotved
with a batch onof
Marines and fanatical, hypocritical missionary. 9! min.
PARATROOPER Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Leo Genn. Director Terence Young. Producers Irving Allen, Albert
R. Broccoli. War melodrama. Training of Paratroopers
in Britain climaxed by attempt to take German stronghold in Africa. Interwoven Is love story between Ladd
and newcomer Susan Stephen. 87 min.
Coming
BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor. George Montgomery. Director William Cattle. Producer Sam Katzman. Western drama. Spit and polish officer tries to
run
fort inwhathostile
by the "book".
After
learning
real Indian
fightingterritory
is, he succeeds
in arranging
peace with cunning redskin leader.
CAINE MUTINY. THE Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray, Robert
Francis. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy destroyer.officer,
Bogart plays
a neurotic
executive
MacMurray
is thecaptain,
prissy Johnson
Keefer, the
Ferrer
the defense attorney for the mutineers and newcomer
Francis the Princeton lad who gets a ship of his own.
CHARGE OF THE LANCERS Technicolor. Paulette Goddard, Jean Pierre Aumont. Director William Castle.
Producer Sam Katzman. Romantic adventure. Lancers,
aided sianbynavalnewbasecannon,
take supposedly
impregnable
at Sebastapol
during Crimean
War. RusFATHER rectorBROWN
Alec Guiness.
Robert Hamer.
Producer Joan
VivianGreenwood.
Cox. ComedyDidrama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
HELL BELOW ZERO Alan Ladd. Director Mark Robson.
Producers Irving Allen, Albert Broccoli. Sea adventure.
Murder and the elements combine to make complications for x-Navy skipper in the Antarctic.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMEJtlCAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones,
Cliff. Director
Vittorlo
Sica.
ProducersMontgomery
David O. Selznick
and de SIca.
Drama.de Made
In Italy, film.
("Bicycle Thief") de Sica's first English
language
IRON GLOVE, THE Technicolor. Rober tStack, Ursula
Thiess. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Historical adventure drama. Swashbuckler built
around Stvarts and Windsors battle lor British throne.
FILM BULLITIN — YOUR PRODUCT

IT SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU Judy Holllday, Peter
Lawford. Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Comedy.
Girl,name
yearning
for onfame,
invests sign.
her
savings
to have her
in lights
Broadway
Resultant fame and furor disillusions her, drives her
into arms of young idealistic photographer. 87 min.
JESSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor. Brett
King, Barbara Lawrence. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Western melodrama. Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
out to cet the loot of the notorious bandit. In showdown battle, Daltons are wiped out and money turns
out to be Confederate bills.
MAD MAGICIAN. THE 3D Technicolor. Vincent Price,
Mary Murphy, Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy. Horror melodrama. Illusion genius,
prevented by his boss from using his creations as a
stage magician, murders, him, assumes his identity.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey, Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment of rifles to outpost completes his mission despite harrassing by Apaches, treachery and romance.
MIAMI ducerSTORY,
THE Barry
Sullivan,
ProSam Katzman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience
to expose crime syndicate.
SARACEN CLADE, THE Technicolor. Ricardo Montalban,
Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle.
13th century
swashbuckler withCostume
Montalbanmelodrama.
in a vendetta
to avenge
his
father's murder, going to the Holy Land in Crusades.
SPEEDY SHANNON Mickey Rooney. Director Richard
Quine.
Jonie into
Taps.a holdup
Drama. gang
A pint-sized
auto
mechanicProducer
is inveigled
by a pretty
girl.
Girl
repents
as
she
falls
in
love
with
the
guy,
aids
him in breaking up the gang.
WILD ONE, THE Marlon Brando. Director Laslo Benedek.
Producerterrorize
Stanley town
Kramer.
Melodrama.
Bandforce
of hotrodders
until indignant
citizens
law
to clamp down. Eventual regeneration of ringleader
comes through love and innate decency. 79 min.
I. F. E.
November
WHITE
HELL
OF
PITZ
Hans Albers.
Producers H. R. Sokal PALU,
and F.THEA. English.
Mainz. Director
Rolf
Hansen. Documentar:'. New version of famous mountain-climbing thriller shot in Alpine peaks. 98 min.
December
LURE Gassman.
OF THE SILA
English.
Mangano.
Vittorio
Producer
Dino Silvana
De Laurentis.
Director
Duilio Coletti. Melodrama. Story of vendetta in
mountainous
recion
of Ital-.'
in which74 Mangano
avenges
death Siia
of her
mother
and brother.
min.
TIMES
GONE
BY
Subtitled.
Gina
Vittorio De Sica. Director Alessandro Lollobrigida,
Blasetti. Drama.
Six short story classics each suggesting an aspect of
the earthy, lust'.', sentimental character of the
Italian people. 106 min.
GOLDEN COACH. January
THE Technicolor. English. Anna
Mannani. Delphinus February
Hoche production. Director Jean
Renoir. Drama. 105 min.
GREATEST
LOVE.
THE English.
Bergman,Director
Alexander Knox.
Ponti-De
Laurentis Ingrid
production.
Roberto
Rossellini.
Drama.
Story
of
a
woman's
search
for meaning in her life. !I6 min.
SENSUALITA
English. Eleanora
Drago.Fracassi.
PontiDe Laurentis production.
DirectorKossi
Clemente
Drama. "Bitter Rice"Coming
story of two men and a girl in
the wheat fields of Ital:'. VI min.
DESTINATION MATRIMONY Subtitles. Eduardo De
Filippo,tion.Titina
Fili.npo.employee
Savanzati-Titanus
producComedy. DeMunicipal
takes bribes
for
issuing special permits. With the money he tries to
marry his daughters to rich men. 96 min.
LIPPERT
November
MAN FROM CAIRO, THE George Raft, Gianna Maria
Canale. Producer Bernard Luber. Director Ray H.
Enright. Mystery drama. American adventurer in North
Africa teams with nicht club sincer to solve mystery
of missing gold cache. 82 min.
December
LIMPINGducer Donald
MAN.GinsbercTHE LloydDirector
Bridges,Charles
Moira deLister.
ProLautour.
Murder drama. American traveler in London witnesses
a killing, becomes involved in a mystery that winds up
at a variet'.' theatre where a magician is revealed at
the "Limping Man" killer. 76 min.
TERROR STREET Dan Duryea, Elsy Albiin. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Montgomery Tully. Murder
drama. Air Force pilot is suspected of killing his wife,
has 36 hours to prove his Innocence and exposes a
blackmail ring responsible for tha murder. 83 min.

LIPPERT (Continued)
January
BLA'CK
GLOVEProducer
Ale« Nicol,
Summerfield.
der drama.
MichaelEleanor
Carreraj.
Director MurTerence Fisher. Jaii trumpet star is suspected of killing
a blonde singer, but after many fights, threats of vioattempted poisoning, he pins the blame
on the lence
realand anslayer.
HOLLYWOOD THRILL-MAKERS James Gieason. Bill
Kenry. Producer Maurice Kosloff. Director Bernard
Ray. Adventure drama. Small town boy comes to
Hollywood as a stunt man. marries and quits the game,
ofbuthisfirst
bestperforms
friend. a daring plane crash to aid widow
9UEEN OF SHEBA Leonora Ruffo, Gino Cervi. Producer Mario Francisci. Director Pietro Francisci. Biblical spectacle. Queen of Sheba leads her armies
against
In Jerusalem,
1000 B.C.,
captured Solomon's
and makes forces
her esca.oe.
After a battle
and anIs
avalanche, she Is freed of "marriage" vows to pagan
gods and marries Solomon's son.
WHITE FIRE Scott Brady, Mary Castle. Producers
Robe.-t S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director John Gilllng.
Mystery
Ship'sfindsofficer
seekingmiied
missing
suspecteddrama.
of murder
the latter
up inbrother
smuggling ring, and with help of a night club singer rounds
up the rian7 and proves his brother's Innocence.
February
FANGS OF THE WILD Charles Chaplin, Jr., Anslow
Stevens. Producer Robert L. LIppert, Jr. Director
Will lam Claxton. Murder drama. Boy and his dog are
only witnesses to a cold-blooded killing in the woods.
Boy's story Is not believed until the murderer's wife
establishes
truth, causing a chase in which the lad's
life is tfireatened.
WE WANT A CHILD Ruth Brejnholm, Jorgen Reenberg.
Directors
Alice girl
©'Fredericks,
Lau Lauritien.
Married young
desiring child
cannot haveDrama.
one,
while her best friend has an unfortunate affair and
bears an unwanted child. Finally young wife becomes
expectant and audience witnesses actual birth of baby.
March
COWBOY, THE Eastman Color. Producer-director,
Elmo Nyilllams. Documentary feature. Photographed
in color on actual Southwest locations, story relates the
American cowbov's true life from pioneer days to now.
Coming
BLACKOUT Dane Clark., Belinda Lee. Producer Michael
Carreraj. Director Terence Fisher. Murder drama. A
down-and-out war veteran Is offered a $1000 mystery
fOb b/ a i'<r\
whoseveteran
father until
Is later
murdered, throwing
suspicion
on the
he establishes
that the
qirl's mother was responsible for the killino.
HEAT
Nicol,KenHillary
AnthonyWAVE
Hinds.Alex
Director
Hughes.Brooke.'
Murder Producer
drama.
Faithless wife allows husband to drown a young novelist, an unwitting accessory, keeps silent but tells police
after widow illti him.

METHD-GDLDWYN-MAYER
November
ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT Technicolor.
Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Ann BIyth. Producer
Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic
Sea Saga. Two brothers fight for the love of a woman
while on whaling expedition in the South Seas. 95 min.
KISS ME KATE 3D Ansco Color. Kathryn Grayson.
Howard Keel, Ann Miller. Producer Jack Cummlngs.
Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Play-withlna-play dramatization of a Broadway show based on
Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew". 10? min.
December
EASY TO LOVE Technicolor. Either Williams, Van Johnson. Ton/ Martin. Producer Joe Pasternak. Director
Charles Walters. Aquatic Musical. Romantic trianql*
in Cypress Gardens amid colorful swimming and
water-skiing productions. 94 min.
ESCAPE FROM FORT ERAVO Ansco Color. William
Holden. Eleanor Parker. Producer Nicholas Nayfack.
Director JohR Sturges. Western melodrama. Adventure
in Civil War period dealing with rebel prisoners in a
Union stockade located in the desert. 98 min,
January
GIVE A GIRL A BREAK Technicolor. Marge and Gower
Champion, Debbie Reynolds. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical comedy. Three young
actresses fight for starring role in Broadway musical
when the name star wal-':s out. 82 min.
GREAT DIAMOND ROBBERY.
Red Skelton, Cara
Williams. Producer Edwin H. THE
Knopf. Director Robert
Z. Leonard. Comedy. Young diamond cutter dreams
of locating his long lost family and getting chance to
cut a, fabulous diamond. Phony family materializes and
♦ricks the diamond cutter into stealing the gem. 69 min.
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE CInemaScope Color
Magnificence. Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner. Producer
Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard Thorpe. Historical
adventure
Talehisofturbulent
King Arthur's
ascension
the
throne drama.
of England,
reign and
eventualto
death,
complicated
by
his
wife
Guinevere's
love
for the kni'jht Lancelot.
February
LONG. LONG TRAILER. THE Ansco Color. Lucille Ball,
DesI Arnai, Marjorie Main, Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Comedy. Trials and tribulations of famih/ life in a trailer. 9& min.

SAADIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer, Rita
Gam. Producer-director Albert Lewin. Costume melodrama. East-meets-West
In the Morrocan
desert. 82 storv
min. of love and violence
March
ROSE MARIE CinemaScope-Kodacolor. Ann BIyth,
Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas. Producers Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. and Lawrence Wein^arten. Director
Mervyn LeRoy. Musical outdoor drama. Romance and
murder In the Canadian north woods Involving a beautiful 'jlrl, a trapper and a nnountle.
TENNESSEE CHAMP Ansco Color. Shelley Winters.
Dewey Martin, Keenan Wynn. Producer Sol Baer Fielding. Director Fred M. Wilcox. Comedy. Prize fighter
who believes the Lord Is In his corner and his slick
manager become Involved with a blond bombshell along
the Mississippi river-front.
FLAME AND THE FLESH
Technicolor. Lana Turner,
April
Pier Angell, Carlos Thompson.
No other information.
GYPSY COLT Ansco Color, Donna Corcoran, Ward
Bond, Frances Dee. Producers William Grady, Jr. and
Sidney Franklin Jr. Director Andrew Marton. Drama.
A spirited black colt refuses to accept separation
from t.he little i;Irl who raised him.
RHAPSODY Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor. VlHorlo Gassman. Producer Lawrence Welngarten. Director Charles
Vidor. Love story. A beautiful woman In Europe holds
the lives and music careers of two young artists in her
hands. Background ofCoclassical
ming music.
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boultlng. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments oet a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive.
EXECUTIVE SUITE William Holden. Barbara Stanwyck.
June Allvson. Frederic March. Walter PIdgeon. Paul
Douglas. Other information not available.
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys' room
schoolwith
copes
with the problem of sharing her
living
13 males.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason, Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Joseph L. Manklewlcz. Historical
drama. A:sassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Cassius et al. 121 min.
PARAMOUNT
November
BOTANY BAY Technicolor. Alan Ladd. James Mason.
Patricia Medina. Producer Joseph Sistrom. Director
John Farrow. Historical adventure. American aboard
British ship bound for Australian colonization foments
conflict to remove tryanny of cruel captain. 94 min.
FLIGHT TO TANGIER 3D Technicolor. Joan Fontaine,
Jack Palance, Corlnne Calvet. Producer Nat Holt. Director Charles M. Warren. Action melodrama. Soldier
of fortune outwits international black market operators in Tangier. 90 min.
December
HERE COMES THE GIRLS Technicolor. Bob Hope.
Arlene Dahl, Tony Martin, Rosemary Clooney. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Claude BInyon. Comedy-musical.
The oldest chorus boy on Broadway accldently becomes
a star when leading man drops out because of a murder threat, thus becoming object of killer. 78 min.
January
CEASE
FIRE
3D.
Gl's
Korea.
Producer
Wallls.In
Director Owen Crump. In War
drama.
PatrolHalaction
final day of fighting in Korea. 75 min.
FOREVER FEMALE Ginger Rogers, William Holden,
Paul Douglas. Phoducer Pat Duggan. Director Irving
Rapper. Comedy. Maturing stage actress fights to
keep her hold on youth by playing young roles. Her
ex-husband producer hopes to remarry her, but plans
are complicated when she falls for playwright. 93 min.
JIVARO Technicolor. Fernando Lamas, Rhonda Fleming. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Edward Ludwig.
Adventure-drama. A pretty American girl goes to find
her sweetheart in the Amazon jungle. Is aided by jungle
trader
whom she falls In love after learning
of
death with
of fiance.
February
ALASKA SEAS Robert Ryan, Jan Sterling. Producer
Mel Epstein. Director Jerry Hopper. Adventure drama.
Salmon fishermen plagued with thieves robbing their
traps, break the gang when the sweetheart of the fishing fleet becomes Involved with one of the thieves.
MONEY FROM HOME 3D Technicolor. Dean Martin.
Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director George
Marshall.debted toComedy.
a boofrie Horscplayer
kinc. Orderedbecomes
to fix heavily
a race into
pay off he calls In Co
veterinary
Interne
pal
who
blows
mi
ng
up plot. 100 min.
CASANOVA'S
NIGHTPaul Technicolor.
Bob Norman
Hope,
Joan Fontaine. BIG
Producer
Jones. Director
McLeod.anova isComedy.
Hope,
mistaken
for
the
lover
Cashired to test the faithfulness of another
man's fiancee.
FILM BULLETIN — YOUR PRODUCT

ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
In Ceylon, falls In love with his foreman and plans to
run away with him. Plague strikes, her lover dies, and
In crisis she finds she still loves her husband.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Zetterling. Producers and directors Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist In
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
marriage finds the female psychiatrist has same complex, becomes involved In spy plot and murder.
NAKED JUNGLE Technicolor. Eleanor Parker, Charlton
Heston. Producer George Pal. Director Byron Haskin.
Adventure drama. South American plantation owner
considers his mail-order wife too eleqant for rough
jungle life. She proves herself when plantation is attacked by hordes of soldier ants.
RED GARTERS Technicolor. Rosemary Clooney, Jack
Carson, Guy Mitchell. Producer Pat Duggan. Director
George Marshall. Western musical comedy. Fanciful
yarn
revolves
Mitchell's
arrivalKiller
In California
town to
avenge around
death of
his brother.
turns out
to be best friend of Mitchell.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Sllvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarlnl.
Ulysses as ta-ken from the Odessey.
REPUBLIC
December
CHAMP FOR A DAY Audrey Totter, Charles WInnlnger,
Hope Emerion. A:sociate Producer-Director William
A. Seiter.
Action melodrama.
youn';theheavyweight
finds
his manager
missino, and A risks
danger of
tangling
with
a
gang
of
local
gamblers
secret of his disappearance. 9C min. to uncover the
RED RIVER SHORE Rex Allen. Producer Rudy Ralston.
Director spected
HarryrancherKeller.
Western.
Allen by
discovers
a re-a
is plotting
a swindle
reporting
fake oil discovery on his ranch and selling shares
to fellow-citizens.
January
TRENT'S LAST CAST Michael Wilding, Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles. Produced and directed by Herbert WIlcoi.
Mystery
C. Bentley's
famous
detective.
Philip
Trent,drama.
suspectsE. the
widow and
the
secretary in the death of a financial tycoon, uncover*
plot within a plot. 90February
min.
'CRAZYLEGS
Hirsch,
Lloyd Francis
Nolan, Lyon.
Joan Vohs.
Producer Hall EIroy
Bartlett.
Director
Sport
drama.
Life
of
All-Amerlcan
"Crazylegs"
Hirsch
from
his hloh school football days up to his present starring
role with the Los Anneles Rams. 87 min.
SEA OF LOST SHIPS John Derek, Wanda Hendrix.
Walter Brennan, Richard Jaeckel. Action melodrama.
Two young me who have grown up together fall out
because of a girl, but are reunited In flahtinq ihe
dangers
the arctic
while on Ice patrol with the
U. S. Coastof Guard.
85 min.
March
FLIGHT
NURSEV/arJoan
Leslie,Air Forrect
Tucker.assigned
Directorto
Allan Dwan.
drama.
Force nurse,
Korean duty, at first more Interested In locating her
sweetheart than In doino her duty. Is molded by war
Into woman of heroic and responsible stature. 90 min.
GERALDINE John Carroll, Mala Powers, Stan Freberg.
Producer Sidney Picker. Director R. G. Springsteen.
April
Comedy with music. Tin
Pan Alley publicity girl discovers younc collece music Instructor with golden
voice, interested only Coming
in folk songs, eventually Interests
him In popular music and a marriage license. 90 min.
HELL'S HALF ACRE Wendell Corey, Evelyn Keyes,
Elsa Lanchester. Associate producer-director John H.
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
In 1941
crime-ridden past destroys hope for
the
revivalbutof his
marrlac?.
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of making if railroad crossed her land.
JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie,
Forrest Outdoor
Tucker. drama.
Associate California
producer-director
JosephandI.
Kane.
trader meets
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic complications when shj learns he has a son by unmarried
Soanlth C'rl.
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey. MargaretWilcox.
Lockwood,Drama.
Forrest Respectable
Tucker. Producer-director
Herbert
schooner captain
tries to save cirl and Iltegltlmate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she Is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy.
OUTCAST. THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Youn';
wa^esDirector
ran'je Bill
war Witney.
against
unscruoulous uncle to recover stolen heritage.
SHANGHAI
STORY. Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love Inmentaiding
people
against Red
police.of Shanghai's International Settle-

REPUBLIC (Continued)
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN Technicolor.. Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker, Orson Welles. Produced and
dirv-..ted by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure romance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Ouletstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
chamoion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when a orivate road they had always used is closed
by ths owner.
WOMAN IN THE FOG Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally. Associate producer-director William Seiter.
Drama. Woman newspa.ner owner is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans to get revenge by ruininn life of their daughter.

RKD
November
D:CAME)tON NIGHTS Technicolor. Joan Fontaine,
Louis Jourdan. Producers M. J. Frankovich and Wm!
Szekely. Director Huco Freoonese. Costume comedy.
Boccaccio, in love wilh beautiful woman whose memory
of her late. aaeH husband orevents new romance, attempts to win her love throu':h his stories. 87 min.
January
KILLERS FSOM SPACE Peter Graves, Barbara Bestar.
Producer-director W. Lee Wilder. Science fiction.
Nuclear scientist prevents
invaders from another planet. the cono.uest of Earth by
February
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES IGoldwyn Re-release).
Myrna Loy, Frederic March. Teresa Wright, Dana
Andrews. Producer Samuel Goldwyn.
Director William Wyler. Drama. 170 mins.
FRENCH LINE 3D Technicolor. Jane Russell, Gilbert
Roland. Producer Edmund Grainier. Director Lloyd
Bacon. Musical corned:'. Jilted at the altar because
she has too much money, Texas millionairess takes
cruise on Liberte. Incocnito. she sets out to find husband who will love her for herself alone.
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER IReissuel. Loretta
Young, Robert Mitchum. William Holden.
ROB ROY Technicolor. Glynis Johns, Richard Todd. Producer Perce Pearce. Director Harold French. Disney
live-action costume drama. From Daniel Defoe story
of Scottish hero who led rebellion against tyranny of
British governors unfil King George I relieved the situat Ion in admiration for Rob Roy's exploits.
SHE COULDN'T
SAY NOSparks.
Robert Director
Mitchum,Lloyd
JeanBacon.
Simmons. Producer Robert
Comedy. Poor-IIttle-rich-girl learns people in Arkansas
town saved t'3r life when she was a baby. Her secret
money
townspeople disrupts their barter-system
economy.gifts89tomin.
VALLEY OF THE SUN I Reissue ) Lucille Ball, James Craig.
March
CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor. Anne Baxter Steve
Cochran. Producers Frank and Maurice King. Director
Kurt Neumann. Melodrama. Struggle of a "ounq girl
to free herself from
her fascination for a carnival heel
who causes h^r high diving partner's death. She does
and carny strong
man kills heel in a ferris-wheel chase.
DANGEROUS MISSION 3D. Victor Mature Piper
Laurie, Vincent Price, Wm. Bendlx. Producer Irwin
Allen. Director Louis Kin;. Melodrama, Girl, after
witnessing a murder, hides out in Glacier National
Park
does. results with police trying
killer Chase
beforekiller.
to findto herescape
ENCHANTED COTTAGE (Reissue). Dorothy McGuire
Robert Younr Herbert Marshall.
TALL IN THE SADDLE IReissue). John Wayne.
April
MR. B'.ANDING
HIS DREAM
Cary Grant, MyrnaBUILDS
Loy, Melvyn
Douglas.HOUSE (Reissue)
SAINT'S GIRL FRIDAY Louis Hayward, Naomi Chance.
Producern-tJulian
Lesser. Mystery comedy-drama. Other
details
available.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetzlaff. P.omantic adventure.
Further adventures of Sinbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson & Forrest, Price & St. Cyr.
THE WON'T
ME (Reissue) Susan Hayward,
Robert
Young, BELIEVE
Jane Greer.
Coming
BADMAN S TERRITORY IReissue) Randolph Scott.
BIG RAINBOW Technicolor Jane Russell Gilbert Roland. adventure
Producer Harr.-drama.
Tatelman. Director John Sturges.
Romantic
DESPERATE MEN Technicolor. John Payne, Dan Duryea,
drama. Producer Benedict
Scott. Western
Lizabeth Director
Allan Dwan.
Bogeaus.
GUNGA DIN (Reissue! Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Producer-director John Ford.
SPANISH
Henreid . MAIN IReissue) Maureen O'Hara, Paul
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Revnolds. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlin. Romantic comedy.
THING, THE IReissuel Producer-director Howard
Hawks. Science-fiction melodrama.

20TH

CENTURY-FOX
November
HOW TO nicolor.
MARRY
A MILLIONAIRE
CinemaScope
TechMarilyn Monroe,
Betty Grable,
Lauren Bacall,
David Wayne. Rory Calhoun. Cameron Mitchell. Producer Nunnally Johnson. Director Jean Negulesco.
Comedy. Three penniless models rent ultra swank
penthouse to capture rich husbands with resultant
comedy of errors finding and marrying for love. 96 min.
INFERNO (Also 3D) Technicolor. Robert Ryan, Rhonda
Fleming,rector R.William
Lundinan.RichProducer
Baker. Drama.
wastrel,W.leftBloom.
to die Di-in
desert by scheming wife and her lover, becomes a
man
to survive
ravagesin ofstruggle
conscience.
83 min.and leaves plotters to
December
BENEATH THE 12-MILE REEF CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert Wagner, Terry Moore, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Robert Bassler, Robert D. Webb. AdventureDrama. Perils of sponoe divers interwoven in story of
father-son relation:hip. clashes between sponge-fishermen, and young romance. 102 min.
MAN C.1AZY Neville Brand, Christine White. Producers
S. Haromn.formation nP.
Voran. Director !. Lerner. Other inot available.
MAN IN THE ATTIC Jack Palance, Constance Smith,
Byron Palmer. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Hugo
Fregonese. Mystery melodrama. Psychopathic boarder
commits ni^ht murders, with pretty women as his victims. About to kill a girl he has fallen in love with,
the twisted mind uncoils and takes own life. 82 min.
January
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM (Reissue) Gregory Peck, Vincent
Price,
Roddy
McDowall.
Producer137Joseph
kiewici. Director John Stahl. Drama.
min. ManKING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES CinemaScope Technicolor. Tyrone Power. Terry Moore. Producer Frank
Rosenberg. Director Henry King. Adventure drama.
Half-breed British officer in 19th century India becomes
0 deserter to demonstrate his right to equality in the
Army and in romance with General's daughter. 99 min.
THREE YOUNG TEXANS Technicolor. Mitzi Gaynor,
Jeff Hunter, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Henry Levin. Western drama. Friendship between pair of cowboys and cirl becomes imperiled when one is sus.oected of train robbery. Turns
out other is guilty, February
is killed after repentance. 78 min.
HELL AND HIGH WATER CinemaScope Technicolor.
Richard Widmark, Bella Darvi, Cameron Mitchell, David
Wayne. Adventure drama. Touch ca.ptain and motley
crew
use submarine
on special
missionoftoex-U.
thwartS. asailors
conspiracy
to start World
War
III by an atomic bomb incident.
SIEGE AT RED RIVER. THE Technicolor. Van Johnson,
Joanne Dru. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union
cavalry troo.i train sets off net of intrigue and heroism
involving Confederate who turns out to be Union spy.
March
GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,
Anne Bancroft, Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist, finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death.
NIGHT PEOPLE CinemaScope Technicolor. Gregory
Peck, Broderick Crawford Rita Gam. Producer-directorcan Nunnally
Ameriofficer inJohnson.
Berlin toMelodrama.
untangle redEfforts
tape ofto annegotiate
return offather
youngcomplicates
soldier kidnapped
by Reds.
wealthy
by attempting
briberyG.l.'s
and
of two peo.ole wanted by Communists for return
ofbarter
his son.
Coming
RIVER OF NO RETURN CinemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum, Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor adventure romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, exconvict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guide
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the
rapids, Indians and the elements.

UNITED

ARTISTS

November
CAPT. JOHN SMITH AND POCAHONTAS Pathecolor.
Anthony Dexter, Jody Lawrance. Producers Aubrey
Wlsberg, Jack Pollexfen. Director Lew Landers. Historical drama. Based on the famous Incident wherein
the Indian princess saves the life of British captain,
then
i:
instrumental
annihilation.
75 min. in preserving Jamestown from
SHARK RIVER Color Corp. of America. Steve Cochran,
Carole Matthews. Producer-director John Rawlins. Adventure melodrama. Cha:e through the Everglades in
post Civil War days wilh murderer and his brother
as the prey. 80 min.
SONG OF THE LAND Color Corp. of America. Narrated by Marvin Miller. Documentary. Filmed by
naturalists, tells of ife of the nearly extinct California
condor and evolution of our planet which caused
his extermination. 71 min.
FILM BULLETIN — YOUR PRODUCT

STRANGER ON THE PROWL Paul Muni. Joan Lorring.
Melodrama.
in Italy,withbecomes
derer in questStowaway
for food. lands
Attachment
young murboy.
whom he saves from death, leads to his doom. 82 min.
December
CAPTAIN'S PARADISE. THE Alec Guinness, Yvonne de
Carlo. Producer-director Anthony Kimmins. Romantic
adventure drama. Sea captain dividing his romance
between his wife in Gibraltar and girl In North Africa,
ends double life when storm shows him the futility
of his course. 77 min.
YESTERDAY AND TODAY Narrated by George Jessel.
Producer-director Abner J. Greshler. Documentary.
History ofmade
the movies from "flickers" of 1893 and the
progress
history. 57 min. to today. Includes top stars of film
January
ALGIERS (Reissue) Charles Boyer, Hedy Lamarr. Prodrama. Wan'^er.
95 min. Director John Cromwell. RomanticWalter
ducer
CONQUEST
THE Technicolor
Documentary.
Depiction of OFtheEVEREST.
1953 expedition
under Col.
Hunt that
scaled Mt. Everest. 78 min.
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN Robert Morley, Maurice
Evans, The D'Oyly Carte Opera Company. Producers
Frank' Musical
Launder, biography.
' Sidney Gilliatt.
Gilliatt.
Story ofDirector
the famedSidney
operetta
team, their beginnings and differences. 105 min.
Globe
Harlem
Clark,Sports
GO M.Dane
MAN,Anton
GO,
Producer
Leader.
drama.
StoryTrotters.
of the
famed Negro basketball team. 82 min.
William LunRIDERS TO THE STARS Super-Cinecolor.
Carson. Producer
Marshall, Richard
Herbert
digan,
Ivan Tors.
Science-fiction
adventure.
Other information not available. 81 min.
Egan.
WOMAN Beverly Michaels, Richard Rouse.
WICKED
Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell induces
barglrl,
Melodrama. Loose woman takes job as
her.
owner to leave his boozy wife and run off with
February
she makes new setup. 77 min.
When plans are upset,
CEACHHEAD PatheColor. Tony Curtis, Frank Loveioy.
Mary Murphy. Producer W. Koch. Director Stuart
Helsler. Action drama.
MAN BETWEEN, THE James Mason, Claire Bloom, Hildegarde Neff. Producer-director Carol Reed. Suspense
drama. volvedSpies,
Innocent
in plot tosecret
stem police
flow ofand
refugees
frompawns
westerninsector
of
Berlin
to
Allies'
area.
Mason,
used
by
Reds,
overcomes blackmail threats to rescue kidnapped
British girl. 100 min.
OVERLAND PACIFIC SuperCineColor. Jock Mahoney,
Peggie Castle. Producer Edward Small. Western.
PERSONAL AFFAIR Gene Tierney, Leo Genn. Producer
Darnborough.
Antony
Drama. Small
town BritishDirector
teacher Anthony
is accusedPellssier.
by his
disWhen latter
girl.
school
with
affair
wife of having
min.
82
appears, teacher is suspected of murder.
Silvers,
TOP BANANA Color Corp. of America. andPhilBen PesAlbert Zucsmith
Rose Marie. Producers Green.
comedy. Filmed
Musical
Alfred a E.stare play.
Directorit were
kay.thou^'h
as
:how within a show
has Silvers as funniest man on TV. fond of girls and
autographs. When real love hits, he is bounced around
by c'irl andendssponsor,
entertainer
rifts. but his basic desire to be an
MarchDany Robin. ProducerACT OF LOVE Kirk Douglas,
director
Anatole byLitvak,
Drama.
French soldier;
refu'^ee they
girl
is
compromised
American
occupation
fall in love, are separated by police; girl, mistakenly
believes American has forsaken her, goes to her death.
CEAT THE DEVIL Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones,
Gina Lollobrigida. Producer-director John Huston.
Drama. An assorted croup on tramp steamer become
involved In intrl'sue. murder and romance in search for
uranium. Filmed in Mediterranean area. 82 min.
CAMELS WEST PatheColor. Rod Cameron, Joanne Dru.
John Ireland. Producer Edward Small. Adventure drama.
GOLDEN MASK, THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Wanda
Hendrix. adventure.
Producers Aubrey Baring. Maxwell Setton.
Romantic
SCARLET SPEAR, THE Technicolor Morasi, John Bentley.
Martha Hyer. Producer Charles Reynolds. Directors
George Breakston, Ray Stahl. Adventure drama.
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE PatheColor.
Dan O'Herllhy.
Producers
Dancigers,
AprilOscar
Ehrlich.
Director Luis
Bunuel.
Adventure
drama. Henry
From
Daniel
Defoe's
classic ofhis the
sailor and
the
native
who became
man shipwrecked
Friday.
HEIDI Elsbeth Sigmund, Heinrich Gretler. Producer
Lazar Wechsler. Director Luici Comencini. Drama.
Taken from famed children'st story by Johanna Spyri
of the I'^ve
between a little Swiss oirl and her grandfather. 98 min.
LONE
GUN, THEEdward
GeorgeSmall.
Montgomery,
Dorothy
Malone. Producer
Director Ray
Nazarro.
MALTA ducerSTORY
Alec
Guinness,
Jack
Hawkins.
ProPeter De Sarigny. Air-war drama.
WITNESS TO MURDERComing
Barbara Stanwyck, George Sanders,
Gary
Chester Erskine. Director
Roy Rowland.Merrill.
SuspenseProducer
Melodrama.
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Gina
Vassarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
established that all males over 20 must be married.
Lollobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vlttorio
GOG Color
Corp.
of America.
Constance Dowllng
Herbert
Marshall. Richard
ProducerEgan,
Ivan Tors.
Director Herbert L. Strock. Science-fiction drama.

UNIVERSAL-INTL
November
BACK
TO
GOD'S
COUNTRY
Technicolor.
Rock Director
Hudson,
Steve Cochran. Producer Howard
Christie.
Joseph Pevney. Outdoor melodrama. Schooner captain and wife harrassed in the frozen North by thieves
triyng to steal fur cargo. 78 min.
GLASS
THE 2D-3D.
G. Robinson,
Forsythe.WEB.Producer
Albert Edward
J. Cohen.
Director John
Jack
Arnold. Murder mystery. Whodunit set against background of television studio. 81 min.
VEILS OF BAGDAD, THE Technicolor. Victor Mature,
Mari Blanchard. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director
George Sherman. Costume adventure. Cham.oion of
Ottoman empire fights again:t despots from Bagdad
attempting to conr.uer the land. 82 min.
December
TIIM:B1EWEED Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Lori Nelson,
Chill Wills. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Nathan
Juran. Western. Murphy, accused of cowardice when
wagon trainonus.
he is79 guarding
is massacred by Indians,
overcomes
min.
WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME Technicolor. Donald
O'Connor,
Janet Leigh.
Producers
Ted RichmondLeonard Goldstein.
Director
Lloyd Bacon.
Musical
comedy. Younn clarinetist :tands to inherit fortune if
he becomes operatic star, makes his mark instead
in concert ball jaii. 95 mm.
January
OOriDER RIVER Technicolor. Joel McCrea, Yvonne De
Carlo. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director George
Sherman. Western drama. Confederate officer steals
gold from Union mint to buy supplies in Mexico
for the
Southern army, causing bloodshed. 8! min.
FORBIDDEN Tony Curtis, Joanne Dru. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Rudolph Mate. Melodrama. Racketeer goes to Macao to find a slain hoodlum': widow
who has evidence of gangleader's crimes. 85 min.
WAR
ARROW
Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara, Jeff
Chandler.
Producer
John W. Rogers. Director George
Sherman. Western. Cavalry officer sent
from Washington to put down Indian uprising finds the tribes are
being led by supposedly dead cavalryman. 78 min.
February
GLENN MILLER STORY. THE Technicolor. James
Stewart. June Allyson. Producer Aaron Rosenberg.
Director Anthony Manin. Biopic with music. Highlights of the life of the late, great bandleader lost in
an air accident over English Channel.
TAZA, SON OF COCHISE 2D-3D. Rock Hudson. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Western.
Apache chief i: forced to fight other redskins trying
to bring peace between his people and the white men.
March
CREATURE FROM THE ELACK LAGOON 3D. Richard
Carlson, Julia Adams. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Fantasy melodrama. Geologist
discovers creature
which is half man, half fish and
forms an expedition to capture it.
RIDE
CLEAR OP DIABLO Technicolor. Audie Murphy
Dan Duryea.
Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Murphy returns home to avenge
murders of his father and kid brother.
SASKATCHEWAN Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Shelley
Winters. Producer Aaron P.osenberg. Director Raoul
Walsh. Outdoor drama. Canadian mountie rebels
against
his commanding officer to save survivors of
Indian attack.
AprilJohn Payne, Dan Duryea,
FOrtT LARAMIE Technicolor.
Mari Blanchard. Producer Ted Richmond. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Outdoor drama. Trouble-shooting soldier
is construction
sent to Wyoming
Territory to clear work stoppage
on
of railroad.
MA & PA KETTLE AT HOME Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modern home, go
back to dilapidated farmhouse so that oldest boy can
win contest on typical farm life.
YANKEE PASHA Technicolor. Jeff Chsndlcr, Rhonda
Fleming. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pe vney. Coitume adventure. Frontiersman Chandler
fights half-way around world to save woman he loves.
Coming
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audie Murphv, Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when gold miners
break treaty with Indian: to obtain ore-beating ground.
FAR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet, Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tag with gold, love and sudden death.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis Piper Laurie.
Producer Will iam Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer develops sport car
to save failing auto company, succeeds when he wins
cross country race.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Mariorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
P.ock Hudson, Agnes Moorchead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming a doctor devoting himself to humanity.

TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. !n forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleagured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing renegade whiteman who incites the savages.
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November
CALAMITY JANE Technicolor WarnerPhonic sound.
Doris liam
DayJacobs.
Howard
Keel,David
AMyn Butler.
McLerie.Musical
Producer
WilDirector
western.
Fabulous Calamity Jane in friendly feud with Wild Bill
Hickok,as the
brings
entertainer's
maid
real bac':
thingfamed
is transformed
into stage-struck
pretty girl,
ends u.T marrying Wi!:^ Bill. !0! min.
DIAMOND QUEEN. THE Color. Fernando Lamas, Arlene
Dahl, Gilbert Roland. Producer Frank Melford. Director John Brahm. Romantic adventure. Pair of Frenchmen in India perilous
to get diamond
for Louisadventures
XIV's coronation
go through
and romantic
to accomplish mission. 80 min.
KEY LARGO IReissuel Humphrey Bogart, Edward G.
Robinson, Lauren Bacall, Lionel Barrymore. Producer
Jerry Wald. Director John Huston. Drama. 101 min.
TREASURE OF SIERRA MAD:iE (Reissue) Humphrey
Bogart,rectorWalter
John Huston.Huston.
Drama. Producer
126 min.Henry Blanke. DiDecember
THR;E sailors and a GIRL Technicolor. Jane Powell,
Gordon MacRae, Gene Nelson. Producer Sammy Cahn.
Director Roy Del Ruth. Musical comedy. Three gobs,
designated by submarine crew to invest $50,000, plunge
into show business, manage to bring flop show into
Broadway hit. 95 min.
THUNDER OVER THE PLAINS WarnerColor. Randolph
Scott, Lex Barker, Phyllis Kirk. Producer David Weisbart. Director Andre de To'h. Western. Union Captain harrassed by carpet-bag politicians on side of
law, takes action when friends and his wife are put
in peril. 82 min.
January
EDDIE CANTOR STORY. THE Technicolor. Keefe Brasselle, Marilyn Erskine. Producer Sidney Skolsky. Director Alfred E. Green. Musical biography. Life of Eddie
Cantor from his beginnings as entertainer at 13, success in the Follies, eventual recovery from illness to
entertain for charity. I!4 min.
HIS MAJESTY
O'KEEFEHarold
Technicolor.
Lancaster,
Joan
Rice. Producer
Hecht. Burt
Director
Byron
Hasl'in. Action drama. Victim of a mutiny, sea captain is set adrift, lands cn South Pacific island, becomes white ruler using democratic methods to
unite warring factions. 88 min.
HONDO 3D WarnerColor. John Wayne, Geraldine
Page. Producer Robert Fellows. Director John Farrow.
Western drama. Lone U. S. Cavalry scout, unhorsed
in Indian battle, comes to Western town, befriends
widow and young son. paves way for romantic and
dramatic complications. 83 min.
February
BOY FROM OKLAHOMA. THE WarnerColor. Will
Rogers, Jr., Nancy Olson. Producer David Weisbart.
Director Michael Curtii. Western comedy drama. Young
cowboy seeking to be lawyer unwittingly becomes
Sheriff, humbles llilly the Kid, captures outlaws, finally
leaves for law apprenticeship. 88 min.
COMMAND. THE WarnerColor. Guy Madison, Joan
Weldon James Whitmore. Producer David Weisbart.
Director David Butler. Western drama. Youmj doctor
takes over command of trocp train in Wyoming territory, brings it to safety through raids and disease.
March
CRIME WAVE Sterling Hayden, Gene Nelson, Phyllis
Kirk. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Andre de Toth.
Crime melodrama. Record of reformed convict involves
him in hotduo plot, but with aid of understanding detective, and innate honesty, is freed from past.
DUFFY OF SAN pUENTIN Louis Hayward, Paul Kelly,
Joanne Dru, Maureen O'Sullivan. Prison drama.
PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE WarnerColor. Karl
Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Patricia Medina. Producer
Henry Blanke. Director Roy Del Ruth. Murder melodrama. Series of murders in turn of the century Paris
with beautiful girls as victim of sadistic zoologist studying "animal" reflexes.Coming
DIAL M FOR MURD:R WarnerColor. Ray Milland,
Grace Kelly, Robert Cummings. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Murder melodrama. Hu;band plots death of
wife wh-im
he marrie:'
money. murderer.
Original plan
backfires when wife
kills herforwould-be
Husband
makes. self-defense killing look like premeditated murder.
RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Wayne Morris. Producer Ted Sherdeman. Director
Andre de Toth. Western. Stagecoach guard, victim of
odd circumstances, clears hi: name, wipes out outlaws.
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, Joan Weldon.
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas.
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten foot ants terrorize the
Southwest until their nest is discovered and wiped out.
FILM
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NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member National Fill?} Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

ORDER

NOW

Expendable 3-D Glasses
that are adjustable
A prompt order will reserve your
POLAUTE glasses
and insure delivery jor future bookings.
HIGHWAY
EXPRESS LINES,

INC.

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-0100
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Member National Film Carriers
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ARTISTS

r OF LOVE
.itvak Prod. Starring
las and Dany Robin
d by Benagoss Inc.

(CHHEAD
by Technicolor
ing Tony Curtis
rey Schenck Prod.

IBAL ISLAND
D. Starring Lex Barker
rd Small Production

ADVENTURES

ROBINSON
CRUSOE
in PatheColor
Starring Dan O'Herlihy
BEAT

THE

DEVIL

John Huston's Production, starring
Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones,
Gina Lollobrigida

CAPTAIN JAN
Based on the best seller
Produced and Directed by
Brian Desmond Hurst

ZY HORSE
in Color
'd Small Production

rBER PASS
Technicolor. Starring
gon. Dawn Addams
vard Small Prod.

CROSSED SWORDS
in PatheColor. Starring Errol Flynn
and Gina Lollobrigida

KING

BRONCO
APACHE
Color by Technicolor, Widescreen
Starring Burt Lancaster.
A Hecht-Lancaster Production
CAPTAIN

KIDD

his

THOUSAND
WIVES
in Color. An Edward Small Prod.
OVERLAND

HELLO
ion Welles. Produced
ed by Orson Welles

TO

THE

PACIFIC
Color Corp. of Amer., Widescreen
Starring Jack Mahoney, Peggie
Castle. An Edward Small Prod.
RING

DIAMOND
in 3-D. Starring Dennis O'Keefe
Produced by Steven Polios

PERSONAL
AFFAIR
Starring Gene Tierney,
Leo Genn, Glynis Johns
A J. Arthur Rank Presentation

AROUND

SCREAMING

E STARS
. of America. Starring
Jigan, Richard Carlson,
hall. An Ivan Tors Prod.

SATURN
Eastman Color, 3-D, Widescreen
With electrically animated puppets.
A Nassour Bros. Prod.

EAGLES
Starring Rod Cameron, Tab Hunter
An Edward Small Production

OF INDIA
:hnicolor, Widescreen
el Wilde, Jean Wallace
by Raymond Stross

THE BAREFOOT
CONTESSA
Color by Technicolor
Starring Humphrey Bogart, Ava
Gardner, Edmond O'Brien. Written,
Dir., Prod, by Jos. L. Mankiewicz

AIN'S
CAPT
THEPARA
DISE
Starring Alec Guinness and Yvonne
de Carlo. A Lopert Films Release

)LDEN MASK
echnicolor. Starring
and Wanda Hendrix
by Aubrey Baring
\axwell Setton

THE LONG
WAIT
By Mickey Spillane. Starring
Anthony Quinn and Peggie Castle
Produced by Victor Seville

CHALLENGE
THE WfLD
in Eastman Color. Produced and
Directed by Frank O. Graham
GOG
Color by Color Corp. of Amer. 3-D
Starring Richard Egan, Constance
Dowling, Herbert Marshall
Produced by Ivan Tors
NEW YORK
CONFIDENTIAL
A Greene-Rouse Production
Presented by Edward Small
RETURN

MALTA
STORY
Starring Alec Guinness
A J. Arthur Rank Presentation

TO

TREASURE
ISLAND
in PatheColor, Widescreen
Starring Dawn Addams, Tab Hunter
An Edward Small Presentation
SITTING BULL
Color by Color Corp. of America
Starring Dennis Morgan, Boris Karloff
Produced by W. R. Frank

THE

THE

A

CAMELS WEST
in PatheColor. Starring
Rod Cameron, Joanne Dru
An Edward Small Presentation

AND

SULLIVAN
Color by Technicolor. Starring
Robert Morley, Maurice Evans
A Lopert Films Release

AS

' STRANGER
*
From the novel by Morton Thompson
Produced by Stanley Kramer

and

the SLAVE GIRL
Color Corp. of America. Starring
Anthony Dexter, Eva Gabor. Prod,
by Aubrey Wisberg— Jack Pollexfen

SOLOMON
and

NOT

THE CONQUEROR
Color by Technicolor. Produced
and Directed by Robert Rossen

GILBERT

CHIEF

DERS

ALEXANDER

OF

CONQUEST

OF

EVEREST

Prints by Technicolor
Full-length feature documentary
THE
Starring
Produced
A

MAN
BETWEEN
James Mason, Claire Bloom
and Directed by Carol Reed
Lopert Films Release

MILLION

THE

THE

IND NOTE
by Technicolor
g Gregory Peck
r Rank Presentation

PURPLE PLAIN
Color by Technicolor
Starring Gregory Peck
A J. Arthur Rank Presentation

SCARLET SPEAR
Color by Technicolor
Starring Martha Hyer
Produced by Charles Reynolds

WILLIAM TELL
PatheColor, in CinemaScope
Starring Errol Flynn
Produced by J. Barrett Mahon

TIMBUCKTU

TWIST OF FATE
Starring Ginger Rogers
Produced by Maxwell Setton

TIME

OF

CUCKOO
by Technicolor
rt Films Release

!A CRUZ
Tnicolor, Widescreen
Cooper, Burt Lancaster
ncaster Production

TOP

BANANA

Color by Color Corp. of America
Starring Phil Silvers
and the Original New York Cast

Color by Technicolor
An Edward Small Production

YELLOW TOMAHAWK
Color Corp. of America. Starring
Rory Calhoun and Peggie Castle
A Schenck-Koch Production

WICKED
WOMAN
Starring Beverly Michaels and
Richard Egan. A Greene-Rouse Prod.
An Edward Small Presentation

THE

STORY

OF

WITNESS
TO MURDER
Starring Barbara Stanwyck,
George Sanders and Gory Merrill
Produced by Chester Erskine
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Century-Fox!

ALL

THE

ABOUT

NEWS

M-G-M's

ANNIVERSARY

IS

GREAT!

Everybody's getting into M-G-M's
parade !

"Jubilee"

The exhibitors of America agree it's the biggest
opportunity in years to capitalize locally on an
enthusiastic nationwide celebration!
And M-G-M's saying it with pictures!
M-G-M's great CinemaScope attraction
"KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE"
(in COLOR magnificence ! — Robert Taylor, Ava
Gardner, Mel Ferrer) is terrific at Music Hall,
N.Y., and is a sensation in every engagement!
Hundreds of theatres are getting set to launch the
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz comedy smash "THE
LONG, LONG TRAILER" (gorgeous in COLOR!)
for WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY on the wave
of a million-dollar advertising, TV and promotional saturation !
And already the Coast is buzzing with golden
whispers about the industry's FIRST BIG MUSICAL in CINEMASCOPE, M-G-M's wonderful COLOR-glorious "ROSE MARIE" (Ann
Blyth, Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas.) Followed
by two great attractions filmed in authentic locations abroad: the thrilling Technicolor romance
"RHAPSODY" (Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio
Gassman) and the powerful Technicolor drama
"FLAME AND THE FLESH"
Pier Angeli, Carlos Thompson.)

NEW

HEIGHTS
FOR

KNIGHTS!
"The finest and by far
the most entertaining
and spectacular of any

film to date." —Zunser,
Cue Magazine

(Lana Turner,

And everything you've heard about M-G-M's
coming "EXECUTIVE SUITE" is true. One of
the all-time Greats, each role enacted by a top
star! (William Holden, June Allyson, Barbara
Stanwyck, Fredric March, Walter Pidgeon, Shelley
Winters, Paul Douglas, Louis Calhern.)
That's just a part of what is destined to be
M-G-^'s Biggest Year!
i

The

Censorship

The judgments are reversed. Joseph
Burstyn v. Wilson, 343 U. S. 495.

^ The key issue of political pre-censorship's constitutionality
was not resolved. The silence of the Supreme Court majority,

In these few drab, colorless words, the Supreme Court of
the United States overruled the lower courts of New \ ork and
Ohio in upholding censor boards that sustained a ban on the
films, "M" and "La Ronde". Although several miles of newsprint have been consumed to date in hailing the monumental
consequence of this decision, the entire decree consists, soaking wet, of the mere re-citation of a precedent case. This, plus
a highly impassioned minority view, is the sum total of its
language. The pot of political pre-censorship — contrary to the
shouts of trade and lay press headlines — has not yet boiled
over. The occasion, we feel, is something less than historic.
Out of all the clamor, this conspicuously singular fact
remains: nothing has fundamentally changed in the letter of
censorship doctrine since the "Miracle" case. What has
changed, temporarily, is the climate in which the various state
boards of censorship will now operate — until their state legislatures write laws clearly defining the basis for censorship.
Meanwhile, amid the confusion, these inferences seem
most logical :
' L ntil further legal tests are made, political censorship by
the states will continue, only with the restrictions set forth in
"The Miracle" decision.

The

Minority

View

-Mr. Justice Douglas, with whom Mr.
Justice Black agrees, concurring.
The argument of Ohio and New York
lliat the government may establish censorship o\cr moving pictures is one I cannot accept. In 1952 Minnesota passed a
law aimed at suppressing before publication any "malicious, scandalous and
defamatory newspaper." 'Jhe Court,
speaking through Chief Justice Hughes,
struck down that law as violating the
I'ourtecnth .Amendment, which has made
tile I'irst .Xinendment applicable to the
States. J'hc "chief purpose" of the constitutional guaranty of liberty of the press,
said the Court, was "to prevent previous
restraints upon publication."
The history of censorship is so well
known it need not be summarized here.
Certainly a system, still in force in some
nations, which required a newspaper to
submit to a board its news items, editorials, and cartoons before it published them
could not be sustained. Nor could book
publishers be required to submit their
novels, poems, and tracts to censors for

on

Ruling

plus the citation of the "Miracle" decree, infers that the decision was based solely upon the vagueness of State statutes in
classifying objectionable themes. The minority concurrence
(text in full on this page) pleaded for motion pictures the
same freedoms and immunities as are enjoyed by the press,
books, theatre, television and other opinion-making agencies,
but a specific ruling to this end will have to be forced from
the court majority by another legal action.
^ Unsettled is the establishment of an uncompromising list of
standards upon which future examination of film subject
matter can be made. All that can be presently deduced is that
the use of such words as "immorality" and "harmful" are so
indefinite and nebulous as to be unconstitutional in their application tothe banning of films.
^ WTiere all this leaves the censor right now is hard to say.
He has hardly any choice but to interpret the existing, uncertain statutes as best he can. Most of them have asserted
that the ruling does not destroy their right to shelve material
dealing with "obscene" or "indecent" themes. But even this
position is unclear and challengeable. In that twilight zone
between what some call "adult" entertainment and downright
vulgarity is a multitude of perplexities, subject to varying
human standards and conflicting values.

Censorship

clearance before publication. Any such
scheme of censorship would be in irreconcilable conflict with the language and
purpose of the First Amendment.
Nor is it conceivable to ine that producers of plays for the legitiinate theatre
or for television could be required to submit their manuscripts to censors on pain
of penalty for producing them without approval. Certainly the spoken word is as
freely protected against prior restraints
as that which is written. Such indeed is
the force of our decision in Thomas v.
Collins, 323 U. S. 516, 540. The freedom
of the platform which it espouses carries
with it freedom of the stage.
The same result in the case of motion
pictures necessarily follows as a consc<iutnce of our holding in Joseph Burstyn,
Inc. v. WUson, 343 U. S. 495, 502, that
motion pictures are "within the free
speech and free press guaranty of the
I'irst and I'ourtccnth Amendments."
Motion pictures are of course a different medium of expression than the
public speech, the radio, the stage, the

novel, or thedraws
magazine.
But the
I~irst
.•\mendment
no distinction
between
the various methods of comnmnicating
ideas. On occasion one may be more
powerful or efTective than another. The
movie, like the public speech, radio, f>r
television, is transitory — here now and
gone in an instant. The novel, the short
story, the poem in printed form are permanently at hand to reenact the drama or
to retell will
the story
overmost
and excitement
again. W'hicii
medium
give the
and
have the most enduring effect will vary
with the theme and the actors. It is not
for the censor to determine in any case.
The First and the Fourteenth Amendments say that Congress and the States
shall make "no law" which abridges freedom of speech or of the press. In order
to sanction a system of censorship I
would have to say that "no law" docs not
mean what it says, that "no law" is qualito mean "some" laws. I cannot take
that fiedstep.
In this Nation every writer, actor, or
producer, no matter what medium of expression he may use, should be freed from
the censor.
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THOSE

FAT LEGAL FEES, arising from anti-trust litigations, which have encumbered operating statements of film
companies for the past decade, should be pruned-down somewhat this year. Furthermore. jeo])ardy from triple-damage
c!aim3 is likewise reduced. By ruling that '"parallel business
behavior"' does not constitute violation of Sherman Act, the
Supreme Court clearly narrowed the limits of possible damage
actions. The case in question turned on the position of eight
distributors in refusing to sell a "first run " fdm to the Crest
Theatre in suburban Baltimore. Opinion was that similarity
in sales jjolicy is not enough to prove conspiracy.
O
0
BEST GAIN IN STOCK MARKET for 1953 was rung up by
Allied Artists. Issue appreciated better than 90% over its
close of 1952. and continues to sail merrily along, despits current paucity of product. Standstill in production stems from
maturation [)ains as studio enters the transition between minor
and major league operations. A thorough re-orientation of
])olicy and objectives is now underfoot. Company is seeking
to initiate a program of profit-participation schemes involving
some of the top production talent and screen personalities in
the business. (See Studio Size-Ups Section this issue for
details ) .
0
0
THE SLAPPING DOWN of censorship doctrine in New York
and Ohio by the same high court, might have broad economic
significance, if you infer from the decree that later judgments
may lead to abolition of political pre-censorship entirely.
Foreign producers, mainly French and Italian, are clucking
like hungry hens over the prospect of dumping some of their
goods, heretofore considered salacious, on the New York artnouse markets. This will be a gravy-train ride, since this particular stockj)ile of films dates back as far as five years, and
costs have been recouped on the non-American runs.
0
0
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX may alter its capitalization by
buying into the market and retiring a block of common stock.
The reduction in film inventory has improved the company's
cash position and makes this move possible. I'nder this plan,
a.ssuming current profits hold or improve, dividend rate t-.s
well as market value of outstanding shares will be hypoed considerably throughout "51. Similarly, a continuation of heavy
irading volume on a smaller number of shares will induce the
issue to respond more galvanically. All in all. it looks to

ivhole. Decca, which already holds more than 60% of I niversal's outstanding common shares, now offers a stock-swap:
two shares of Decca for one Universal. L^niversal earnings
of Decca's total income for
two-thirds
at least
will
1953.represent
which should
amount
to two million.
O
0
LOEW'S is PEGGED FOR PRICE APPRECIATION by
several New York firms. This corner concurs, as it has before,
on condition that '54 releases show improvement over last
vears' fare. At 14, issue is still undervalued, with 30 films on
tap for the fiscal year, 24 in color. While the year long net
dipped to 85 cents per share from 91 cents, the first quarter of
the new fiscal period (ended Nov. 26) shows per share earnings of 22c, compared with 6c for the prior corresponding
0
O
period.
IN THIS THE GOLDEN AGE of stockholding bellyachers,
comes news as refreshing as an August breeze. Stanley-Warner's first annual affair come and left with nary a squeal of
pain. Profits, to be sure, are on the upswing. Company earnctl
a net $523,117 after all charges in its last quarter after suffering deficits in its two prior operating periods. Since the corporation began business on March 1, 1953 in line with the
anti-trust decree, there is no clear basis for comparing its
lecent profitable quarter with similar period last year. But
President S. H. Fabian reports a gain in receipts between the
'52 term and the last report.
An upbeat prognosis highlighted Mr. Fabian's annual re])ort. He credited last year's technical revolution as the chief
benefactor for the new bull market in motion pictures. Cinerama— of which SW controls 90% was extolled by him as paving the way "for the development of an entirely new motion
0
O
picture industry".
INCIDENTAL INFORMATION for would-be stock investors:
A prominent New York Call house (for the Breen Office, a
dealer in stock options) is offering "calls" on 20th-Fox stock
at 2014 for $300.00 per 100 shares. Term expires April 19.
The "call " and its companionpiece, the "put", are tricky, little
known devices that enable investors to bet on the future without shelling out for the cost of the stock. In buying a call yon
contract for an option to buy stock at a future date at a price

traders like 2()th's best 'year
Osince '16.O

set at the time of the contract. Therefore, if you're bullish on
20th. you can make the difference between 23^/4 (201/4 phis
S300) and anything higher, between now and the expiratioji
dale. In taking a put, you contract to sell later on at todays

mer(;er i',etween decca and IM\ERSAL PICTl RF.S becomes more and inon- certain as the disk com|)any
(ontituies its appan nt (•am|)aign to swallow the film-maker

|>rice, so you're betting on a drop. If things go the wrong way
for you, the option is not exercised, and the worst vou do is
lose the cost of the put or call contract.
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By JAY ALLEN
ALLIED

ARTISTS

\A Seeks Major Status
(ia Talent Deals, Financing
THE SWITCH-OVER TO A REAL
iiajor studio operations continues apace here.
A'ithin the past two weeks. AA executives
lave been re-aliRning upper echelon personlel. expanding bank credits, shf)pping for
luality story properties, and dickering with
ome of the town's top talent — clearing indiating that the big push is on.
Sidney Eranklin, Jr.. former Md.M prolucer, has been engaged as the studio's new
tory editor, to help corral the superior type
»f properties the company aims to produce in
he future. A new one year loan pact with
he Security-First National Hank of Los
Angeles sets up a revolving loan of $1,2.^0,lOO, plus guaranteeing tip to $5()<).()fM) on
lank loans to independents releasing through
\ Talent negotiations are underway with
h outstanding names in the industry as
lark Gable. Humphrey Bogart, Joan Craword, and directors John Huston, William
V'yier and Billy Wilder. It is understood
hat president Steve Hroidy is offering .Mlicd
lock options, lucrative profit-participation
eals and more than .^0 per cent financing as
he lure to pull in this outside talent lor inde
roduction on the lot.
Broidy is also known to he talking with
he heads of various other studios on possible
Dan-outs of top contract talent.
Undoubtedly, the tremendous amount of
etail work entailed in >;uch a metamorphisis,
ccounts for the production letup at the
tudio since the turn of the New Year. As
f this writing, no definite starting date has
n scheduled on any forthcoming produc:i.
■scripting got underway, this week, on
>weet Violence," an original by Peter
•rooke, purchased earlier in the month.
'oke is also doing the screenplay, with
liard Contc set to <tar.
COLUMBIA

matic-type shows — but only those which
have won wide-spread acclaim through their
Broadway runs.
With "Pal Joey" already set for early
Spring production, Harry Cohn recently acquired the rights to "Picnic", the Broadway
smash of the current season, and he is on
the verge of closing a deal for rights to
"Can-Can", the Cole Porter-.Abe Burrows
musical. At least three or four other stage
hits are under consideration.
Color also will play a more important role
in executing the new program, with a high
percentage of the forthcoming program
slated for tinting. Toward that end. Columbia has just started installing equipment to
process Eastman color negatives in its own
lab. which, heretofore, liandled nothing but
black and white.
Three features are in production at Columbia at the present time, with a fourth slated
to roll this week. Now filming are: "The
Human I'east" (Glenn For<I, Gloria Grahame, Broderick Crawford) — Lewis J. Rachmil producer, Fritz Lang directi>r: "Gunslinger" (Dana .Andrews. Honna Reed).
Technicolor — Harry Joe Brown pro<lucer, Al
Wcrker director, and "The Killer Wore .A
Badge' (Fred MacMurray. Phil Carey) —
Jules Schermer producer, Richard Quine director. The new entry, coming up late in the
week, is a typical Sam Katzman opus, "Pirates of Tripoli," to be directed by William
Castle.
.\X a recent press conference in Hollywood, producers Irving .•Mien and Cubby
Broccoli revealed that their new three-picture slate for Columbia release will be aimed
at providing "global pictures for global release". As such, they intend to travel all
over the world in making the film.s — first of
which is currently being readied for production. Titled "Crock of (laid," it will be directed by Mark Robson, who also handled
the megging on their final 1953 production.
"Hell Below Zero" (.Man Ladd). The second
feature for 19.=^4 will be "Cockleshell Heroes".
LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

lage Hits Play Big Roll

Deal with Guild Tips

1 Future Production Plans
OLUMBLA. PERHAPS MORE THAN
other studio in town, will draw heavily
■n hit properties from the Broadway
— 'C, in executing its new production pro• rn. This includes both musical and dra-

Sale of More Films to TV
INDICATIONS THAT ROBERT L.
Lippert intends to continue selling his o! 1
theatrical films to TV can be found in a new
proposal which he ofTered earlier this month
.AFL Film Council—
to the Hollywood

whereby all unions and guilds would shar-j
in the gross receipts from such sales.
Lippert's plan calls for the inde producers
to hold first call on the financial returns from
such sales, in order to recoup their production costs. He favors putting a percentage
of the balance into a common kilty to be
distributed among the various unions an'l
The plan has been turned over to a special
guilds.
study.
committee of the Film Council, for further
Lippert also discussed the matter of overseas filming with the guild representatives,
pointing out that easier financing is the chief
reason for increased foreign production. He
said that the independents are finding it
easier to secure backing for overseas projects, because such films automatically are
placed under foreign government subsidies.
"If these foreign government subsidies were
taken away," he declared, "this production
would stop immediatel\-." He assured the
union leaders that there is no saving in overseas production, because of the inferior skill
of the foreign craftsmen.
Lippert Productions is still in the midst of
a complete production shutdown. However,
five films have been set for February release.
They are: "The Queen of Sheba," a William
W. Pizor-Bernard Luber production; "White
Fire" (Scott Brady, Mary Castle); "Hollywood Thrill-Makers" (James Gleason);
"Glack Glove" (.\lex Nicol), and "We Want
.\ Child," a special exploitation feature.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
14 Features to Roll
By Aug.; 5 Now Shooting
FOURTEEN FEATURES ARE SLATed to go before the MGM cameras between
now and .August 31 — the end of the current
fiscal year, according to Dore Schary. They
will roll at the rate of about two per month,
in order to maintain a consistent level of approximately five pictures shooting at all
times.
Included in this January to .August schedule are: "I'll See You .Again," a cavalcade
of .American youth over the past 15 years;
".Athena" (Jane Powell, Janet Leigh, Debbie
Reynolds); "My Most Intimate Friend"
(Lana Turner, Eleanor Parker); "Deep In
My Heart" (Jose Ferrer); "Many Rivers To
Cross" (Robert Taylor); "Love Me Or
Leave Me" (.Ava Gardner);
(Continued "The
on PageGlass
10)
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Slipper" (Leslie Caron); "Babylon Revisited" (Elizabeth Taylor); "Jupiter's DarliiiK"
(Esther Williams, Howard Keel); "The
Case of the Journeying r>oy" (Greer Garson); an untitled Cavalcade of Cole Porter
music, starring Gene Kelly; "Green Fire"
(Eleanor Parker); "Bad Day at I'.lack Rock"
and "The King's Thief"— the latter two still
to be cast.
Topping the productions for the remaining
four months of the year will be three lavish
CinemaScope spectacles: "Ben Hur," "The
Female" (Ava Gardner) and "The Prodigal".
Schary said all 46 of MGM's contract
actors and actresses will be used in casting
the year's program.
Five pictures are now in production. They
are: "Beau Brummel" (Elizabeth Taylor,
Stewart Granger) color, shooting in England
— Sam Zimbalist producer, Curtis Bernhardt
director; "Valley of the Kings" (Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Carlos Thompson).
Technicolor — Robert Pirosh producer,
Robert Surtees director; "A Bride For Seven
Brothers" (Jane Powell, Howard Keel) CinemaScope & Ansco Color — Jack Cummings
producer, Stabley Donen director; "Brigadoon" (Gene Kelly, Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse), CinemaScope & Ansco Color — Arthur
Freed producer, Vincente Minnelli director;
and "Student Prince" (Ann Blyth, Edmund
Purdom, Louis Calhcrn), CinemaScope
Ansco Color — Joseph I'asternak producer,
Richard Thorpe director.
PARAMOUNT
New Filming Process Seen
Par's
to CinemaScope
THE Answer
ANNOUNLEMKNT
TO THE
Hollywood press that Paramount has come
up with an improved method for filming
motion pictures was promptly interpreted by
many industryites as a further indication
that this company intends to remain one of
the few holdouts against CinemaScope in its
1954 production program.
The Paramount system, as described in
glowing terms by distribution chief A. W.
Schwalberg, will allow more flexibility in
camera angles, increase the scope of scenes
and provide better definition and clarity than
any method yet shown. Schwalberg said the
process will be unveiled some time this year.
A surprise development was the cancellation of Nat Holt's contract with the company. The parting was reportedly amicable,
Holt having requested it, in order to seek a
new releasing outlet where he would be
greater autonomy in ijroducing his films.
Holt still has two pictures to go on his
present deal.
March starting dates were pencilled in on
tw'o features for the 19.S4 Paramount slate.
On Marcli 1, jiroducer Samuel Briskin in
scheduled to start the cameras rolling on
"Strategic Air Command" (James Stewart,
June Allyson), with Anthony Mann directing. Later in the month, .Alfred Hitchcock
will launch "Catch A Thief" (Gary Grant)
on location in the south of France.
Pogt 10
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A re-make of the 1936 hit, "Anything
Goes," which starred Bing Crosby and Ethel
Merman, has been added to the 1954 schedule. No casting has been set, as yet, although Bobby Dolan has been handed the
producer assignment.
Only two pictures are shooting at the
studio at the present time: Hal Wallis' "Rear
Window" (James Stewart, Grace Kelly,
Wendell Corey, Thelma Ritter) — Hitchcock
directing and producing; "The Bridges at
Toko-Ri" (William Holden, Grace Kelly,
Fredric March, Mickey Rooney) — a Perlberg-Seaton production, directed by Mark
Robson. Both are in Technicolor.
On February 15, Hal Wallis will start
filming "The Big-Top," the new Martin and
Lewis comedy, with a circus background.
REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC
Completed

8 of 22 Top

Features Set Cost Record
REPUBLIC SAYS IT WILL RELEASE
22 "deluxe attractions" in 1954, plus a total
of seven medium-budgeters starring Judy
Canova or Rex Allen. Eight of the top features are already completed at a record expenditure for the Valley company.
To exploit this product, Herbert J. Yates
is setting up a record budget, reported to be
$4,700,000 for advertising and promotion.
Launching the 1954 schedule is "Jubilee
Trail" (Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie, Forrest
Tucker), which was premiered recently in
New Orleans. Other completed product,
covered by the $15,000,000 expenditure referred to above, are: "Johnny Guitar" (Joan
Crawford, Sterling Hayden, Mercedes McCambridge), "Hell's Half Acre" (Wendell
Corey, Evelyn Keyes, Elsa Lanchester),
"The Outcast" (John Derek, Joan Evans),
"Laughing Anne" (Wendell Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker), "The
Shanghai Story" (Ruth Roman, Edmond
O'Brien, Richard Jaeckel), "Trouble in the
(jlen" (Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker,
Orson Welles), and "Make Haste to Live"
(Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally).
Edward Lustig has been signed by Republic as associate producer-director, to
assist in carrying out the company's ambitious program for the year. His first assignment will be "Rebel Island," from an
unpublished novel by Adele Comandini.
RKO
Reissues Comprise Half
Of Releases for 6 Months
TEN NEW FEATURES AND TEN
reissues will be released by RKO during the
first six months of 1954. Three will be in
3D, and all but two in Technicolor.
Currently in production are: "Susan Slept
Here" (Dick Powell, Debbie Reynolds) —
Harriet Parsons producer, Frank Tashlin
director; "The Big Rainbow" (Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland) — Harry Tatelman producer,
John Sturges director; and "Four Desperate
Men" (John Payne, Dan Duryea, Lizabeth
Scott) — a Benedict Bogeaus production, di-

rected by Alan Dwan. All are in Technicolor and all will be printed by the so-called
Tushinsky process, which allows for proper
framing on wide screens up to an aspect
ratio of 2 to 1.
The normal print is made from the original negatives, whereas the larger ratios will
be achieved through conversion steps utilizing the Tushinsky equipment.
Howard Hughes, after being fined $25,000
for violation of the producer's code, has
withdrawn his controversial "French Line"
from release. A revised version was submitted to the Breen Ofifice, and again reProducer-writer Irwin Allen and producer
jected.
Sam Wiesenthal checked off the lot, in what
many believe may be the preface to another
economy drive in the Hughes-controlledi
plant.

20TH

CENTURY-FOX

'Oklahoma' in CinemaScope
Is Basis for Deal with Magna
WHILE MANY OBSTACLES STAND
in the way of the pending deal between 20thFox and the Magna Corp. for distribution
rights to "Oklahoma", first scheduled production in the Todd-AO 65 mm. process, observers in Hollywood feel that it will eventually be worked out. Basis of this opinion
is the desire of Spyros Skouras to obtain the
great Rodgers and Hammerstein musical
success for CinemaScope production as well.
The run of the Todd-AO production
would probably be limited to some 30 to 5C
theatres, with comparatively minor return to
20th for its distribution. But the value of
"Oklahoma", and possibly other RodgersHammerstein shows, in CinemaScope is the
bait that is keeping 20th interested, despite
some unfavorable terms being demanded by
Mike Todd and other Magna officials.
One Fox CinemaScope feature and two
Leonard Goldstein Panoramic features are
shooting at the present time: "Garden ol
Evil" (Gary Cooper, Susan Hayward, Richard Widmark), CinemaScope & Technicoloi
— Charles Brackett producing, Henry Hatha
way directing; "The Gambler From Nat
chez" (Dale Robertson, Debra Paget, Kevir
McCarthy) — Leonard Goldstein producer
Henry Levin director; and "The Raid" (Vai
Heflin, Anne Bancroft) — Robert L. Jack;
producer, Hugo Fregonese director. Botl
Panoramic productions are in Technicolor
The start of "Pink Tights" (Marilyn Mon
roe, Dan Dailey, Frank Sinatra), schedulee
for January 19, had to be postponed aftei
Miss Monroe refused to report for work
following a contract hassle and her marriagi
to Joe DiMaggio. At this writing, no nev
starting date had been set, although Fox of
ficialsmore
contend
two
weeks.that it won't be delayed ove
Panoratnic has two new features sche
(luled to roll in February: " .\ Matter of Lif^
and Death" (no cast) — Robert Jacks pro
ducer, Harry Horner director; and "Hawl
of
the Desert" (Cleo Moore) — Robert Webl
director.
Vanessa Productions will also get under
(Continued on Page 12
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Maiy Murphy -Robert Keith
Screen Play by JOHN PAXION • Directed by lASLO BENEDEK
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way within the next week to ten days on
the CinemaScope feature, "Bride Wore Pajamas" (Vanessa Brown), for Fox release.
Robert Franklyn will produce the Technicolor comedy.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Xuckoo' to Introduce
Another New Screen Process
UNITED ARTISTS PROMISES TO
have one of the year's top exploitable releases in the Ilya Lopert-David Dean production of "Time of the Cuckoo," which will
start filming in May, with Katharine Hepburn starred.
The picture, to be based on the Arthur
Laurents Broadway play, will make the
initial use of a new photographic process
called Mobilia, which is reputed to utilize
different picture sizes and aspect ratios on
the same film. We are seeking more details
on this.
"Time of the Cuckoo" is to be filmed on
location in Venice, Italy, with Lopert producing and Lean directing. The same team
is set to make a musical version of "Beauty
and the Beast" for UA release later in the
year. It will be based on a screenplay by
S. N. Behrman and will be filmed on location
in Austria.
UA toppers William Heineman and Max
Youngstein have been in Hollywood since
the middle of the month conferring with inde
producers who have pictures coming up for
United Artists release. The conferences will
cover the following pictures: "Bronco
Apache" and "Vera Cruz," Harold Hecht
and Burt Lancaster productions; "New York
Confidential," and "Wicked Woman," made
by Clarence Greene and Russell Rouse;
"Long Wait" produced by Victor Saville;
"Beachhead" and "Yellow Tomahawk," produced by Aubrey Schenck and Howard
Koch; Chester Erskine's "Witness to Murder", and Edward Small's "Lone Gun,"
"Camel's West," "Overland Pacific," and
"Khyber Pass".
While here, they closed a deal to release
Reginald Le Borg's "The White Orchid"
(Peggy Castle, William Lundigan), which
rolls next month in Mexico, in Eastman
Color.
Most recent feature completed for UA was
Lancastcr-Hecht's "Bronco Apache" (Burt
Lancaster, Jean Peters). Technicolor, which
Robert Aldrich directed.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
More Producers, Directors
Signed; 3 Features Rolling
I' X 1 \ ■ I-. R S . \ L- 1 X T i : R X A T I ( ^ N A I, H A S
been corralling new producer and director
talent to line up it 19.S4 program of 34 productions.
Howard Pine, son of Bill Pine and, for the
past two years production manager for Paramount's Pine-Thomas unit, boosted the L^-I
Page 12
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producer roster nine, signing a long-term
contract. Others in that category are: William Alland, Robert Arthur, Howard Christie, Albert J. Cohen, Ross Hunter, Ted Richmond, Aaron Rosenberg and Stanley Rubin.
Probably the busiest of the lot will be
Rosenberg, who has been assigned nine films
on the year's slate. First of his projects will
be "The Galileans," a Biblical story based
on a novel by Frank J. Slaughter, probably
to be filmed in CinemaScope & Technicolor.
Laslo Benedek and Richard Carlson have
been added to the director ranks. Benedek
will direct "Bengal Rifles" (Rock Hudson,
.•\rlene Dahl), which rolls this week — Ted
Richmond producing, in Technicolor. Carlson is scheduled to take on his first megging
assignment on "Shadow Valley", which will
roll around mid-year.
Arthur Lubin also returns to the U-I lot
next month to direct another in the "Francis" series, titled "Francis Joins the WAC's"
(Donald O'Connor). Ted Richmond again
will produce.
Walter Lantz is doing some expanding in
the shorts department, adding new members
to his staff and new cartoon characters to
his menagerie for an increased output during
the year. Tex Avery has been appointed executive producer and Mike Maltese moves in
as story editor.
Three pictures are shooting on the lot at
the present time: "The Black Shield of Falsworth" (Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh), CinemaScope &Technicolor — Robert Arthur producer, Rudolph Mate director; "Sign of the
Pagan" (Ludmilla Tscherina, Jeff Chandler),
CinemaScope & Technicolor — Albert J.
Cohen producer, Douglas Sirk director; and
"Dawn at Socorro" (Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie, David Brian), Technicolor — William
Alland producer, George Sherman director.
WARNER

BROTHERS

One Track Sound on WB
LIKE MGM, WARNER
Cinemascopes;
'Helen' BROS.
to GoHAS
served notice that its CinemaScope features
will be made available with single sound
track, as well as track magnetic stereophonic
sound. "The Command" (Guy Madison) is
WB's first CinemaScope release.
Three features are before the Warner
cameras at the present time, although the
editing department is working at capacity
with seven films being scissored. Shooting
are: "A Star Is Born" (Judy Garland, James
Mason), CinemaScope & Technicolor — Sid
Luft producer, George Cukor director — now
Hearing its 100th day of shooting; "Lucky
Me" (Doris Day. Robert Cummings, Phil
.Silvers, Nancy Walker, Flddie Foy, Jr.),
CinemaScope & WarnerColor — Henry
I'.lanke producer, Jack Donohue director; and
"The Talisman" (Virginia Mayo, Rex Harrison, George Sanders — Henry Blanke producer, David Butler director.
Director-producer Mervyn LcRoy has returned to the Warner lot, where he started
his picture career almost 25 years ago, and
he has been handed a group of top literary
properties — both novels and plays — from

which to select his first picture. He is
rumored to be receiving a percentage of the
profits on all pictures which he makes under
his new long-term pact.
The next big production scheduled to roll
is "Helen of Troy," to be filmed on location
in Italy — starting in mid-February. No casting has been announced as yet, although
Robert Wise is set to direct. There has been
some talk that Mervyn LeRoy may take
over as producer of "Helen".
INDEPENDENTS
A

NEW

TREND

SEEMS

TO

BE

shaping up for Hollywood's host of independent producers, whereby financing will
be much easier to obtain during 1954 than
it was last year. Several indies with whom
FILM BULLETIN'S Hollywood stafif has
been talking, all declare that new sources of
revenue are beginning to open up — albeit the
investors are still more cautious than they
were in the lush days of the '40's.
The Security-First National Bank of Los
Angeles, which almost completely dropped
out of the field of motion picture financing,
last year, is again talking deals with established producers. The Pathe Laboratories
also is increasing its revolving fund for inde
financing. United Artists and Republic both
are in a position to offer greater financial
assistance than in the past. In addition,
several new eastern sources are being tapped
for the first time in nearly five years.
So it isn't too surprising that new independents continue to spring up almost everv
week. Moreover, most of the projects of
these new companies are far more ambitious
than
field. any ever before undertaken in the inde
Dena Productions, headed by Norman
Panama, Mel Frank and Danny Kaye, is
planning one picture per year, starting next
summer with a comedy of the medieval era.
to star Kaye. Another deal was just closed
between actor Robert Cummings, directo;Frank Tashlin and writer Duncan Underbill
to produce "Horseman in the Sky," a biopic
of the late Tommy Hitchcock. It will be
made in the early spring, with the X'ew York
banking firm of Lehman Bros., providing
part of the film's $2,000,000 budget.
Shelley Winters and Jack Palance will star
and participate in the film version of "So
This Is Love," a current best-selling pocketbook novel by Sam Ross. Richard Carlson
is yet another actor entering the inde production field with "Love By Force," in which he
will co-star with Barbara Stanwyck.
Wesley I^arry and Edward L. Alperson
start production this week on the first of
their six-picture slate, under terms of a
recent pact with Color Corp. of America.
The first picture is an untitled western starring Bill Williams and Tim Holt. Howard
Welsch is also about ready to start filming
his second feature starring Jean Simmons,
although it. also, has not yet been titled.
Writer-director Walter Doniger has been
signed to direct "The Sea Is A Woman,"
which Tom Gries will produce for Allan
Howling Productions, starting within the
ne.xt two nionths,

PIN

POINT

REVIEWS

"Knights of the Round Table"
Su^Ote^ l^cUuu^ Q Q O O
Superlative anraction for all types of houses. Star and
production values, spectccu'ar battle scenes, dramatic
qualities will elicit strong word-of-mouth. Coupled with
Metro ballyhoo, fame of King Arthur legend, and CinemaScope, to which it lends itself beautifully, this can't miss.
Metro's initial CinemaScope production is a triumph
for both Leo and the anamorj^hic system — and a boxoffice winner for exhibitors. Technically, it is best of the
C'Scopers so far, catching pomp and panoply of the
period, and all the traditions of the legend against
breathtaking backgrounds that fit in perfectly with
period. Producer I'andro Herman and director Richard
Thorpe, crammed a wealth of excitement into the film.
[Performances are topnotch. Robert Taylor dominates
as .*>ir Lancelot, with fulsome support from Ava (lardner
as a regal though voluptous tiuinevere, Mel Ferrer as
majestic Arthur who lets friendshij) and love for his
])e()ple triumph over prescribed law. Tale has Arthur
proving his right to British throne by withdrawing great
sw'ord Rxcalibur, fighting enemies of British unity,
finally dying on battlefield to preser\ e hmgland, after he
has banished his true right arm. Lancelot, because of the
love between the latter and Queen (iuinevere. Barn
l.l-G-M. 115 Minutes. Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner, Mel Ferrer, Anne Crawford, Stanley Baker, Felix Aylmer, Maureen Swanson, Gabriel Woolf, Anthony
Forward. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard Thorpe.

Crisp, Business-wise Analysis
of the New Films

"Man

Programmer for dual bills in action spots and naborhoods.
Story and off-beat treatment holds most appeal for teenagers. Sex and juvenile delinquency provide exploitation
values for ballyhoo houses.
Low-budget drama produced in semi-documentary
style. Three teen-age girls rob a small town druggist of
fortune he made bootlegging corn whiskey. They flee
to Hollywood, rent a luxurious home and go on wild
spending sprees. Suspense is generated when druggist
learns of their approximate location and begins tracking
them down. Mild action and romance stems from individual exploits of girls in which one tries to find
thrills, the other two love and happiness. Tragic climax
comes when druggist locates girls and learns money is
gone. Method of bridging action by oft'-screen narration
slows plot developments. Cast of unknowns give
routine performances.
Pressbook features ad lines, "Brazen? Cheap? Bad?
IVomiscuous? . . . Do you write girls like these off with
names like that !" "Too young to know when to stop
... a story scrawled across the conscience of a nation in
the flaming lipstick of youth." Phil
20th Century-Fox. 79 minutes. Neville Brand, Christine White, Irene Anders,
Coleen Miller, John Brown. Producers Sidney Harmon and Philip Yordan.
Director Irving Lernar.

"Juhilee
"The

Boy

From

Crazy"

Trail"

Dklahoma"
'BCUCKCA4, I^CUCK^^ O

Rating applies to general market. Grosses will be better
in family and small town houses, where homely humor
should be best received. Meandering pace weakens it for
action fans. Best selling angle is performance of Will
Rogers, Jr. emulating style of his famed father.

O

O

Rai'inq based on big exploitation campaign by Republic.
Cest returns in action spots; wealtcst for discriminating
trade. Popularity of novel, cotor, action, characters are
exploitables. Word-of-mouth potential on negative side.

W'aruerColor production builds a fair amount of
chuckling comedy on situation involving a non-guntoting sheriff who cuts down his adversaries with bits of
country ])hilosophy and an unerring lasso. Rogers, en-

Republic's most ambitious effort, on its own, seems
destined for a good-enough reception where it is given
benefit of high powered exploitation. Soap-opera type of
story and a rambling script fail to captialize talents of
a good cast. Principal characters, for the most part, are

route to a i)osition in his uncle's law office, stops off at
small cattle town, which is dominated by crooked mayor
.\nthony Caruso. Rogers is attracted to tom-boyish
Nancy ()lson, daughter of recently-murdered sheriff.
Caruso, thinking the newcomer is a weakling because he

unsympathetic : \'era Ralston is a barroom entertainer
running from a murder rap; John Russell as Miss Leslie's husband taking her back to his California home
where he has an illegitimate child (mother & baby go to
their death over a cliff ) : Ray Middleton as a stern, ruth-

can't use a gun, ofi'ers him the job of sheriff. Rogers
amazes everybody, including ( )lson, by maintaining law
and order, out-bluffing Hilly the Kid, and finding the
killt'r of former sherifi.

less autocrat; Pat ()'Brien as a sot, a former army doctor trying to forget his shame; Barton MacLane as a
drunken holy roller reformer. Only Forrest Tucker and
Joan Leslie, as romantic interest, are appealing. Several
good action sequences and best Trucolor yet are assets.
Miss Ralston, strikingly gowned, handles musical portions with vivacitv. Barn

I'ressbook features the ad lines, '"Scared of guns — •
and afraid of gals. What kind of sheriff are you?" . . .
"\\ arm-hearted story of the no-gun sheriff who stopped
'em all — with a grin for ammunition." ^'f^il
Warner Bros. 88 minutes. Will Rogers, Jr., Nancy Olson, Lon Chaney, Anthony
C;ruso, Wallace Ford. Producer David Weisbart. Director Michael Curtii.

Republic. 103 minutes. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie. Forrest Tucker, John Russell, Ray Middleton, Pat O'Brien, Buddy Baer, Jim Davis, Barton MacLane,
Richard Webb, Martin Garralaga. Producer-director Joseph I. Kane.
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EXHIBITORS

FORUm

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
ON

ASPECT RATIOS
ITO of Ohio

&

3D

If your first CinemaScope picture is "Howto Marry a Millionaire" or some other picture than "The Robe" you will want to use
the introduction that Fox provides which
shows how CinemaScope works. It starts
out on the narrow screen and then opens up.
But if you played "The Robe" or your opposition played it, you will probably not wish
to use this introduction. Fox is insisting that
exhibitors use it; we doubt that the company
can compel this. Many exhibitors now cut
off the trailers showing casts on the ends of
pictures.
Trueman Rembusch of Indiana reports
that he has played "The Robe" in a 2 to 1
ratio without losing any of the effect of the
picture. The ratio is achieved with aperture
plates and lenses and Rembusch states that
it is a much more desirable ratio in those
narrow theatres where the height is too
limited by the 2:55 to 1 ratio.
The recent releases in 3-D have been far
superior to the early ones. However, we
wish the distributors would be as liberal
with CinemaScope as they are with 3-D.
"Kiss Me Kate" is now playing some subruns in Columbus in 2-D. "Redheads From
Seattle" is playing first run in 2-D although
it was made in 3-D. The Wall Street Journal
recently reported that there is not a single
3-D picture in production. Producers are apparently awaiting the results of "Miss Sadie
Thompson", "Hondo", "French Line" and
"Cease P'ire".
MORE

ON PERCENTAGES
Allied Caravan
Bennie Berger, Pres. of North Central
Allied said the other day that the objective
of his organization this year is to convince
distributors to eliminate "must" percentage
in small town and subsequent runs and "return to the old style of selling pictures".
Bennie said, "the attempt to get the same
percentage terms from suburban situations
and small grossing theatres as from large
grossing houses is not only asinine, but also
destructive". — Amen, Brother! When Al
Sindlinger indicated in Boston at the
Allied convention that trying to talk logic
at certain levels of distribution was just
as impossible as trying to talk logic to
the treasury department, he must have had
something like "must" percentages in mind.
"We have a policy" is not only the one-sided
motto of the treasury dep't, but has long
been the rule and guide to glue-footed thinking of distributors who unbendingly demand
impossible terms from situations grossing
from 1 to 3 hundred dollars on pictures.
It doesn't seem to make a helluva lot of
difference to the "must" percentages addicts,
and addicts seems to be the word for it, that
Joe Smith grosses $140 to $160 bucks for
three, four or five days on some super-epic
on two of his best playing dates (Sat. &
Sunday, of course!) and they get 50-70%
Page 14
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and Joe gets the boot. Joe, if you think Air.
Gluebrain gives a damn if you buy shoes for
Junior or not, you better sharpen up your
thinking. Mr. Gluebrain just don't give a
damn for Junior or you either. Mr. Gluebrain has a policy. 50%, or if he's a real
eager beaver and devoted to the stockholder^
— (and scared of his job unless he makes
lottsa dough, for the company) 70%.
Getting percentage with a distributor is
like giving dope to an addict. A little isn't
enough, and when once tasted his appetite is
insatiable, he wants it every time he passes
a Dr.'s office — you are the Doctor, boy. Just
keep giving it to him. He'll turn on \ou.
Sure, distributors have to make money, but
their own claims verify 80% of their domestic revenue come from 20% of the large theatres. Just why is it they have to give the
knife to the insignificant little fellow when
the extra few bucks between profit and loss
means so little to them and so much to himi'
To set a national, unbending, uncompromising, unequivocal, untouchable and — damn
near un-constitutional policy on given pictures, forcing you to either play them at no
profit or a loss or leave them out and let
your customers be deprived of seeing the
pictures indicates that either distribution is
set to force their asinine will on you to uphold their "policy", or they just don't give
a damn about you. Maybe there really is no
way to be friend."! in this business.
CONDITIONED SALES
Allied Caravan
"I recently wrote to Mr. Ben Kalmenson,
General Sales Manager for Warner Bros,
complaining of the way certain pictures had
been forced on me on conditional sales when
I was negotiating for a deal. You will be
interested in the following letter which I received from Mr. Kalmenson. Incidentally, it
looks like some of these reports forwarded
to the Senate Committee on Small Business
in the past couple of months have horn some
fruit." (The letter follows:)
"I have just learned you claim that a few
weeks ago a Warner representative attempted to 'force' you to license for your
Theatre certain Warner pictures you did not
want.
I want you to know that any attempt by a
Warner representative, if made, to force you
to buy pictures which you did not want was
unauthorized and in violation fif specific instructions issued by me.
"N'ou may be guided by what I say here in
your business relations with our Company.
iMirthermore, if you are at this time interested in any specific picture or pictures, please
advise me as quickly as possible and 1 will
make certain that prompt negotiations take
I)lace with you for them."
(Signed) Benj. Kalmenson
There, you have it boys. We've been needing something concrete like this out in these
parts for quite some time. You know how
to make this company policy work. Just save
this and use it if you have to.

To be realistic about this thing, it is not
logical to expect a representative of a distributor not to make an honest efifort to sell I

all his product. He wouldn't work long nor '
feed his family if he didn't sell most of his
company's film. Don't confuse an honest
effort on the salesman's part with forcint;
However, if forcing or refusal to sell except i
on conditioned sales is present you have the |
facilities through
your association and
through the government to stop those tactics. walk
Don't be onout-bargained,
someone
you either. but don't lei
CURBING THE KIDS
ITO of Ohio
One member has advised us that the doorman at his theatre makes it a point to*
"know" every young boy who comes to the/
theatre with any degree of regularity. As a
result, when one of them gets out of hand,
he says to the boy in substance, "If you don't
behave yourself I will be compelled to go
to
" naming a clergyman or some
person whom the boy would not like to have
known about his misbehavior. In most cases,
reports this member, this procedure has the
desired efifect. At any rate, this particular
theatre, a neighborhood house in a medium
sized city, has no vandalism
AUDIENCE SURVEY
Allied Caravan
W e took a surve\- here at Elnia during the
month of November on attendance. Have
been too busy the past 5 weeks carrying
silver dollars to the bank (O Yeah!) to compile the findings. ]5ut, now we've done it.
Not that you're so interested in Elma, but
they might be true in your town too. Percentages oftotal attendance in the following
categories follow:
Over 50 yr.'s old
12%
Teen agers
25%
Dates
4%
Women
Men
Families

_

23*";
26%
9%

Total
99%
This shows several things. One, that tin
women audience that has always meant so
much to movies has been lost in an orgy of
blood, swords, pirates, Indians, war, murder,
cowboys and baseball. Two, that teen agcr^
though noisy, scatterbrained, etc., constitute
a valuable part of your present and future
business. TV is not holding them, and with
them and the generation of kids coming on
with TV as ordinary to them as was radio to
our getieration, the future of the movies inot all black. Three, that families were ;i
smaller part of my patronage than I'd
thought. I'our, that a fairly healthy percentage of over 50 group was still available.
Five, that this totals only 99%, indicates that
the survey was both fairly accurate and thai
1 nuist have about 1% of my trade walkinc
in, coming on passes or made up of blind
checkers.

Ftill
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Correspondence

Justice

BtMsiness

&)

ter months of investigating motion picture trade practices last year, the Senate
Small Business Committee issued a report on
its findings. Among its recommendations
was one urging the Department of Justice to
keep an eye open for violations of the antitrust decrees entered against the major film
companies, particularly with regard to prerelease and price-fixing practices.
Some interesting correspondence has
passed between Senator Andrew
pel, chairman of the Committee,

Senator Schoppel's letter dated
last Nov. 3, to Assistant
Attorney General Barnes:
"On August 3, 1953, the Senate Small I'.nsincss Committee issued its report on the
Problems of the Independent Motion Picture
Exhibitors. in the re|)ort two important
recommendations outlined the means by
whicii economic conditions in tlic motion
picture industry coidd be greatly improved
and then maintained. I'"irst, the Committee
suggested that a voluntary system of arbitration be devised for adoption by the industry. Second, the Committee urged 'a more
forceful and more vigilant policy on the part
of the Antitrust Division of the Department
of Justice in assuring compliance with the
decrees resulting from the extensive litigation against the major motion picture
companies.'
"At this time, the Monopoly SuI)Conimittcc which conducted the motion picture
hearings, believes that the public interest requires that a study be made of the manner
in which the Committee recommendations
have been followed by the interested parties.
Accordingly, the Subcommittee is observing
closely the efforts which are being made by
exhibitors and distributors to formulate a
satisfactory arbitration system. Further, the
Subcommittee deems it appropriate to request the Antitrust Division to submit a report describing its progress towards assuring compliance with the consent judgments.
"Among the questions which the Subcommittee believes should be treated in the Antitrust Division's report are these:

Department

F. Schoepand Assis-

Committee

PRICE-CONTROL

tant Attorney General Stanley N. Barnes, in
which the latter set forth the Justice Department's views on enforcement of the decrees.
While A. F. Myers, general counsel of
Allied States Association, has said that Mr.
Barnes' letter "does nothing to dissipate the
fog that is slowly enveloping Washington",
we believe industryites will find the statements of Messrs. Schoeppel and Barnes of
interest. Below are reproduced the full text
of both letters and a statement by Mr.
Schoeppel. — Editor's Note

"1. What disposition h.as been made of the
Reuben Shor case?
"2. What conclusions has the Division
reached in respect to the pre-release practice? Is price-fixing involved in the pre-release practice?
"3. Does the Division consider it advisable
to petition for amendment of the consent
judgments ?
"4. How many complaints have been received frf)m exhibitors since July 19.S3? What
percentage is this of Division's workload?
".r What is the number of personnel currently assigned to motion-picture matter'
"6. Does the Division now contemplate
using Sec. 6(c) of the FTC" Act in order to
enforce compliance with the consent judgments?
"7. Has the Division ordered a review of
the complete transcript of the motion-picture
hearings? If so, have any violations of the
judgments been noted?
"Thank you for your courtesy and cooperation in this matter."
Mr. Barnes reply to
17:
Sen. Schoeppel, dated Nov.
My dear Senator Schoeppel:
This is in further reply to your letter of
November 2. 1953 concerning the Antitrust
Division's enforcement of the judgments
entered in the case entitled United States v.
Paramount Pictures Inc., et al.
\nu have asked what disposition has been
made of the Ruben Shor case. As was indicated in the Division's statement sent to you
on June 17, 1953, as soon as we had seen the

trade press accounts of the exchange of telegrams between Walt Disney Productions
and Mr. Shor relating to the admission
prices
by Mr.in Shor
for I'etcr
Pan at being
two ofcharged
his theatres
Cincinnati,
we
promptly- wrote to RK(/) concerning this
matter. RKO advised us that the telegram
to Mr. Shor was sent by Walt Disney Pioductions without the knowledge or consent
of RKO. We were also advised that on receipt of our letter RKO made inquiry to the
Disney organization about the telegram and
was advised that no further action had been
taken by Walt Disnej- Productions with respect to the matter. Mr. Shor testified before
your Committee that "The one week's run
of Peter Pan in my theatres was completed
without hearing further from cither RKO or
Walt
Productions."
RKODisney
also advised
us that because of this
incident and because of a statement made by
Samuel Goldwyn concerning admission
prices to be charged for Hans Christian
Andersen, a picture which Mr. Goldwyn produced and RKO distributed, about which we
also had written RKO, and because of
certain testimony before your Committee
which RKO felt indicated that misunderstandings existed concerning their selling
policies, it was making a review and study of
the entire subject in which counsel for
Samuel Goldwyn and Walt Disney Productions were participating. Shortly thereafter
RKO advised us that they had issued new
instructions to their sales organization which
again emphasized that there were to be na
agreements or understandings with exhibitors with respect to admission prices.
(Continued on Page 16)
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Mifgrnes
Cites Dangers
at Pre
(Cuntinued from Page 15)
Hence the admission prices an exhibitor expects to charge and the evaluation of the film
Mr. Shor testified that with respect to
Hans Christian Andersen RKO proposed to rental the distributor may reasonably expect
license the picture to him on the basis of a to derive are related. Therefore when a distributor asks an exhibitor for this informastipulated sum for each adult and for each
tion
for
the purpose of evaluating the exchild admitted to see the picture instead of
hibitor's
bid this does not, without more, conon a basis of either a flat sum or a percentstitute the fixing of admission prices, for the
age of the gross receipts. Air. Shor had also
information is germane to such an evaluwritten to us about this. We already had
ation. However, the exhibitor cannot be resecured a copy of the new instructions issued
quireil to charge the admission prices which
by RKO to its sales personnel which prohe advised the distributor he proposed to
vided, in part, as follows:
charge. That would be the fixing of minimum admission prices.
"You are hereby instructed hereafter to
solicit proposed exhibition contract covering
It, of course, is quite true that what the
the motion pictures "Peter Pan" and "Han
e.xhibitor states his proposed admission
Christian Andersen" in the manner and upon
prices will be will have a bearing on whether
the terms, and only in the manner and upon
or not he will be the successful bidder, but
the terms, set forth below. In negotiating
this is because what he is really offering the
each such contract you must advise the exdistributor for its picture depends in subhibitor that the contract is subject to the apstantial part on what he will charge his paproval of the producer of the picture and that
trons.
It is also quite true that though the
the exhibitor is free to charge such admission
ehxibitor is contractually free to change his
prices as he wishes.
mind, the exhibitor will normally be im".'\. Preferred Licensing Method. You
pelled by considerations of good faith and
must use your best efforts to solicit such
even
of
self-interest in maintaining good discontracts on the basis of a license fee for the
tributor relationships to charge the prices he
picture equal to the aggregate of certain
says
he
will charge even though he is not
stated amounts for each child and for each
contractually
bound to do so. The dilemma
adult admitted to each performance of the
arises from the manner in which motion picpicture. The contract provision covering the
tures are marketed.
license fees which you are to use in this reKnowledge or lack of knowledge of adgard is as follows:
mission prices on the part of the distributor
"The license fee for the Picture licensed
cuts
across
one other provision in the judghereunder shall be an amount equal to the
ments entered in the Paramount case. The
aggregate of c for each child (12 or less
years of age) admitted to any performance,
distributors are enjoined "From licensing
any feature for exhibition upon any run in
of c for each adult admitted to matinee
any theatre in any other manner than that
performances, and of c for each adult adeach license shall be offered and taken theamitted to evening performances of the Picture.
tre by theatre, solely upon the merits and
without discrimination in favor of affiliated
"It is the earnest hope of RKO and o both
the producers of the above-mentioned pic- theatres, circuit theatres, or others." Let us
suppose that three exhibitors have submitted
tures that substantially all exhibition conbids
for an especially desirable picture and
tracts may be negotiated by you on the abovethat
the
theatres expect to raise their admisdescribed Preferred Licensing Method."
sion prices in varying amounts. If the disIn connection with our over-all study relatributor has no information whatsoever contive to the pre-release of motion pictures we
cerning the admission prices which the exhave considered whether this manner of prichibitor propose to charge, the distributor
ing motion pictures on the part of a distribuwould have to evaluate the bids as best it
tor is proper. It is our considered opinion
could, but there might be considerable likethat it does not constitute the fixing of minilihood that the best of the bids would not
mum prices for admission by the parties to
the license agreement and hence it is a have been accepted. Yet the distributor on
the basis of the information available to it
proper method by which to determine the
may
have acted with complete objectivity.
film rental to be paid by an exhibitor to the
distributcjr.
I'he distributor could hartlly be charged with
The Division has given a great deal of discrimination in any instance where the
study to the pre-release practice and to significant differences between the bids lay
in the different admis.'^ion prices which the
whether the fixing of admission prices and
exhibitors concerned have decided upon but
unlawful clearances are involved in the prehave not comnumicated to the distributor.
release practice. We do not believe that the
pre-release of a given picture necessarily in- Yet once the picture had been played the unsuccessful bidders might very well have good
volves the fixing of admission prices or the
cause to feel that their bids in the light of
granting of unlawful clearances but we do
the admission prices they had intended to
believe that there are dangers in the practice
and we therefore wish to elaborate on this charge for the picture were better than the
bid actually accepted and that therefore they
matter considerably.
had, in fact, been discriminated against. .Also
Pictures of any degree of merit are almost
an exhibitor could possibly obtain an advanwithout exception licensed on the early runs
tage over his competitors by disclosing his
on the basis of a percentage of the box office
proposed admission prices without any prodreceipts. The admission prices which the exding from a distributor whatsoever.
hibitor charges have an important and direct
bearing on the amount of such receipts.
In the case of usual pictures the distribuPage 16
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^ Releases
tor knows that the exhibitor will in all prob
ability charge his usual admission prices. Th
distributor knows or can easily find out wha
such usual admission prices are. The admis
sion jjrice problem arises in the case of th
high production cost picture which the dis
tributor feels has unusual merit and whicl
the distributor has therefore undertaken to
market specially.
The judgments entered in the Paramoun'
case enjoin a distributor from giving thi
licensee (the exhibitor) a contractual right
known as clearance not to have a picturt
shown for a period of time in a theatre
which is in substantial competition with tiulicensee's theatre in excess of what is reasonably necessary to protect the licensee in
the run granted. Such judgments also enjoin
the granting of clearance between theatres
not in substantial competition. The judgments do not provide that a run in one theatre must be followed by a run in any other
theatre. Thus whether the pre-release practice involves the granting of excessive clearances between theatres in substantial competition or of clearances between theatres
not in substantial competition depends on
whether there are agreements between the
distributors and the exhibitors licensing the
pre-release runs that the picture will not be
shown for a period of time in other theatres.
Since the distributors when pre-releasing a
picture have refrained from specifying how
long a time must elapse between the pre-release run of the picture and other runs in
other theatres, it cannot be categorically
stated in the absence of proof of such an
agreement that the pre-release practice involves the granting of improper clearances.
We would now like to turn to what we
believe to be the dangers in the pre-release
practice. Some exhibitors have earnestly
contended that they are subjected to pressure
by distributors to fix their admission prices
at certain levels for pre-release pictures, and
that if they resist such pressure they are invariably unsuccessful in their efforts to license the picture. Whenever any picture is
pre-released there is a serious danger that
conduct may take place from which agreements between the distributor and exhibitors
relating to admission prices can fairly be
implied.
While the concept of clearance in tin
Paramount judgments contemplates the ex
istence of an agreement between the distributor and the exhibitor to whom the prior
run has been licensed, there may be circumstances in which agreements to grant improper clearances could properly be implied
in law. As in the case of admission prices,
whenever any picture is pre-released there i>
a serious danger that conduct may take place
from which agreements between the distributor and exhibitors relating to when the
picture shall be licensed on other runs can
fairly be implied.
During approximately the last two years
the number of pictures pre-released has increased. This is of some concern, for such
increase accentuates the dangers we have
referred to. It accentuates them because the
(Continued on Page 20)
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"WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME" • Color by TECHNICOLOR • Siorring DONALD O'CONNOR • JANET LEIGH with BUDDY HACKETT
lORI NELSON • SCAT MAN CROTHERS • KATHLEEN LOCKHART • GEORGE CLEVELAND • Directed by LLOYD BACON • Screenplay by DON McGUIRE
ond OSCAR BRODNEY
• Co -Producer LEONARD GOLDSTEIN
• Produced by TED RICHMOND
• A UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

Jivaro

"The Command*'
^u^iHC^ l^atiH^ O O
Pinc-ThoT3as oroducHon suitable only as dual bill fare in
ac?ion market. OrlginalEy intended as 3D release, being
distributed in 2D. Offers little for discriminating trade.

First Western in CinemaScope should realize top grosses
in action market and good business generally. Impetus of
strong pre-selling campaign on CinemaScope, plus WarnerColor, serves to offset lack of marquee names.

Routine story and uninspired filming of girl who
goes into jungles of Peru to meet her fiancee, presum-

Frontier story concerns Cavalry medical ofiicer Gu}Madison, who assumes leadership of his troop, two infantry companies and civilian wagon train when Cavalry
commander is killed. Pace is slow in opening reels dur-

aljly the ow ner of a ])lantation. P^ernando Lamas, jungle
trader, befriends Rhonda Fleming and tries to shield her
from fact her boy friend. Richard Denning, is really a
drunken sot obsessed with finding lost Indian treasure.

ing telling of Madison's problems with soldiers who resent being led by doctor. Hard-hitting action is pro\ ided by Indian battles, ambushes and scare of smallpox
ci)idemic. Madison saddled with responsibility of convoying wagon train across wild Wyoming territory,
turns in eflfective performance as he vancjuishes redmen
and wins respect of his troops. Mild romantic angle is
supplied by pert Joan Weldon as nurse in wagon train.
Climactic smashing Indian battle is enhanced by CinemaScope. into one of the best actions ever filmed.

F"ilm is slow and talky as it deals with P^leming's mooning over Denning. Pace picks up when it is learned that
Denning was attacked by headhunting Jivaro Indians.
Lamas, by this time in love with Fleming, sets out to
ascertain if Denning is still alive. Accompanied by the
girl and a couple of renegades whc) are interested in the
treasure, Lamas eventually finds the body of Denning.
Hard-hitting action develops when Lamas is attacked by
headhunters and most of his party are wiped out.
Through it all, the sexy Miss Fleming is filmed to good
advantage, but romantic angle is mild because Lamas

Typical catchline: "The First Story of the American Frontier in CinemaScope!" Madison will be remembered by kiddies as star of T\' show. "Wild Bill
Hickock." Neil

doesn't get to first base until the last reel.
Exploitation gimmick for ballyhoo houses in beautiful
girl stranded in jungle with loA e-hungry men and headhunting savages. AV/7

Warner Bros. 49 minutes. Guy Madison, Joan Weldon, James Whitmore, Carl
Benton Reid. Producer David Weisbart. Director David Butler.

Paramount. 91 minutes. Fernando Lamas. Rhonda Fleming, Brian Keith, Lon
Chaney, Richird Denning. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Cdward Ludwig.
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Comedy hit will strain b.o. records in some situations.
Rating higher for sma]l townj end rural situations. Mildly
amusing small-town tele wiil require smart selling. Title
and stars (Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons), on which
boxoffice will lean heavily suggest something far from
homespun comedy characterizing film. Action fans, accustomed to Mitchum type fare, will be disappointed.

Appeal angled at sophisticates and masses alike. Best returns in metropolitan areas, where Holliday name and
dialogue subtlety will register most strongly.

Light comedy in rural \ ein about a suddenly-rich
girl who returns to her Arkanasa hometown tt) repay
kindnesses and causes havoc with her generosity as freeloaders flock to the borough. Ample suiiply of amusing
situations and characters to jilease the mass clientele.
Director Lloyd Bacon maintains leisurely pace, milks
the D. D. Beauchamp screen])lay for chuckles, jean
Simmons shines as the heiress who turns the town

vein of "Born Yesterday". Writer Garson Kanin and
director George Cukor, both of whom worked with Judy
in her initial success, have collaborated again on gay,

Judy Holliday 's scatter-brained shenanigans, an
olTbeat script, crisp dialogue and smart direction give
Columbia and exhibitors another boxoffice winner, in

adult comedy that runs gamut from belly-laughs to
chuckles, with touches of pathos interspersed. Tale has
Judy as smalltown nobody coming to New York fired
with desire to make a name for herself, .'^he spends her
whole bundle on a billboard ad emblazoned with her

to])sy-turvy. Mitchum is solid as the doctor who befriends the bewildered girl and finally ])ersuades her to
become his wife. Casting, from .\rthur l lunnicutt as the

moniker, is launched into fame and romantic complications via amazing exploitation stunts and public's gullibility, finally gets her guy in a sky-writing message
pleading to be just a wife. Performances are on high
level, with Judy dominating, Peter Lawford in his best

genial village drunk, ICdgar Buchanan's storekee])er.
Wallace FordV \eterinarian. and the rest of the players
is well calculated, b'.xploitation of the Mitchuni-Simmons names should be careftdly handled on basis of
their ])ast films. /''/)//

role, and introducing a real "find" in newcomer Jack
Lemmon. who wins the gal. Cukor's direction kee])s
]>ace livelv : Kanin's script is full of surprises. Phil

RKO Radio. 88 minutes. Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons, Arthur Hunnicutf,
Edgar Buchanan, Wallace Ford. Producer Robert Sparks. Director Lloyd Bacon.

Columbia. 87 minutes. Judy Holliday, Peter Lawford, Jack Lemmon, Michael
O'Shea, Vaughn Taylor. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George Cukor.
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Stereosound Vs. Mixer
The value of stereophonic sound for CinemaScope showings will be tested, finally, in
the four quarters of the U. S. The issue was
forced to a head by Walter Rcade's exhibition of "The Robe" in Community Theatre
in Morristown, X. T., using a mixer to funnel the four tracks into a single horn, resulting in an injunction threat by 20th CenturyFox. An llth-hour conference between
Reade, who is also president of TOA, and
Spyros P. Skouras in the latter's office the
night before the scheduled Trenton State
Superior Court hearing on the injunction
warded off legal action, however. Comparative tests, to be held in the ne.xt 30 days,
were agreed upon in the East, Midwest,
South and Far West, with mi.xer vs. stereosound in competitive theatres in each area.
In a formal statement following the meeting with Skouras, Reade "regretted his
showing of "The Robe" in Mooristown without approval of 20th-Fox. "My intent was to
have a test to determine whether CinemaScope productions could be shown satisfactorily and with full impact upon the public
without the use of full stereophonic sound
installations," he said. Decision will be made
by a committee of representatives of equipment manufacturers. Fox, other companies
producing C'Scope films, and exhibitors from
TOA.
Reade promised
not toofplay
P'ox
CinemaScope
films in those
his any
theatres
not equipped with stereosound. He noted,
however, that Skouras had consented to the
previously booked and advertised showings
in Perth Amboy and Kingston.
In a press conference, prior to Rcade's
meeting with Skouras, Fox distribution head
Al Lichtman had claimed that the Morristown showing, which had advertised stereophonic sound, was "misleading the public",
tended to deteriorate the effect of C'Scope,
and was a breach of contract by Reade.
Questioned whether use of stereophonic
sound was in the contract, v. p. Charles Einfeld interjected that even if not. Fox's widely
heralded policy that stereosound was part
and parcel of CinemaScope was common
knowledge in the trade. Lichtman stated his
intention of redrafting contracts to include
the stereosound requirement. The question
of contractually mandatory stereosound now,
is academic, pending the result of the mixer
tests in comparison with full stereosound.
Initial official break in the CinemaScope
hassle over stereosound requirements by CS
distributors came the week before with Warners' Ben Kalmenson announcement that
"The Command" will be available in single
track sound, as well as the four tracks.
The Warner policy was hailed by Wilbur
Snapfr, president of Allied, who urged exhibitors to install screen and lens because
"all theatres will eventually have it." The
WB approach, he said, while it "doesn't go
all the way in providing regular prints for
the theatres without a special lens and
screen, it does much in a positive direction
that will aid exhibition."

All-Exhibitor Arbitration
Arbitration among all exhibitors, surprisingly enough, was suggested by Si Fabian,
head of Stanley Warner Theatres, at a Variety Club meeting in Philadelphia. He called
establishment of an arbitration system "indispensable," urged "a single organization,
run on a policy accomodating itself to the
needs of exhibitors, which arbitrates disputes
at low cost and by-passes expensive law
suits. "This," he declared, "could be a great
step forward and does not depend upon producer or distributor, but upon us." The circuit head, however, stressed that he was
"asking for unity (among exhibitors), not
uniformity. This is a competitive business.
It will be healthy and sound as long as reasonable competition exists. But competition
in which exhibitors cut each other's throats,
competition in which exhibitors destroy each
other, in the long run, doesn't benefit distribution either."
Fabian also took the producer-distributors
to task for "sapping the strength of theatres
instead of supporting the efTorts of theatres
to survive." Development of the movie industry was made possible by the size of
theatre audiences, not film percentages, he
said.

Tax Campaign COMPO Bulls-Eye
The COMPO .governing committee, its
sights set exclusively on the campaign to
rid the industry of the Federal admissions
tax, decided to spend its funds "only on projects that are likely to further the tax campaign." the committee declared. In the renewed effort, the organization's press relations set-up will be expanded considerably.
COMPO will engage Washington and New
York contact men to further press relations.
They also plan an ad campaign in Editor &
Publisher

on tax repeal isn't
by Congress
.Action until
expected
late February or early March,
and possibly later, according to a joint statement by Tax Repeal Committee co-chairmen
H. A. Cole and Pat McGee. Prospect of
early action by Congress, they said, was
clouded by expectations of a "highly controversial" session. "Don't lose heart" McGee
cautioned if no action is taken. COMPO is
"watching the situation closely. '
Film Shortage Again

Complaints of a print shortage once
again reared its head in a bulletin from National Allied president Wilbur Snaper. "In
spite of thousands of theatre closings," says
Snaper, "prints become less accessible than
ever." He blames part of the situation on
fewer prints and "a shortage of product
through equipment." "If prior runs have
CinemaScope and 3D equipment," he claims,
' subsequent runs may find themselves without pictures for weeks on end." Reissues, he
says, "can do nothing but harm as a diet."

3D to 2D
Exhibitor uprisings against "3D only" pictures had their effect on showings of "Miss
Sadie Thompson," causing Columbia to release the Rita Hayworth starrer in standard
form as well. Two factors influenced the
decision, Columbia sales chief A. Montague
declared: (1) the large number of theatremen who are not equipped for 3D but want
to book the film, and (2) the "surprising
results" in the Richmond, Va., controlled
day-and-date runs in both 2D and 3D. Montague said, "Those theatres playing it in 2D
registered remarkably close to those high
grosses." The nearly equal strength in 2D
showings,
"importantin factor"
in
makinghe said,
the was
film anavailable
either
medium.
In Philadelphia, "Sadie" dropped the third
dimension after one day at the Goldman
Theatre. Owner William Goldman monitored the film in 3D, had every member of
the theatre's personnel who came in contact
with the ticket-buyers question the patrons.
Overwhelming reaction, he said, was in favor
of standard presentation.
Reverberations also echoed to Paramount,
with the announcement by distribution head
Al Schwalberg that the Martin-Lewis starrer,
"Money from Home", originally scheduled
for 3D only in keys, will also be available in
standard form.
People
Columbia added two new vice-presidents
at its recent board meeting in which all officers were re-elected. Elevated to veeps were
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., ad-publicity head, and
Leo Jaffa, also a v. p. of Columbia International . . . .Another important addition to
Columbia's executive statT was the appointment of Larry Grabum to West Coast assistant to Lazarus . . . Maurice Bergman, U-I
public relations chief, adds to his duties that
of home office studio representative to search
out talent and literary properties . . . Max
E. Youngstein takes over chairmanship of
in the industry's
committee
the
1954ad-publicity
Brotherhood
Week campaign
. . .
Spyros S. Skouras, executive v.p. of Skouras
Theatres Corp. will chairman the national
exhibitors committee for the drive . . . Barney Balaban will head Xew York State activities in Crusade for F"reedom campaign,
aimed at bolstering Radio Free Europe
broadcasts to the Kremlin-dominated millions . . . William J. McShea succeeds the
late Aage Schubart as manager of RKO
branch operations . . . President Si Fabian,
executive v.p. Samuel Rosen and all other
officers of Stanley-W arner Corp. were reelected at SW's board meeting last week . . .
Ben Kalmenson named two new Warner
branch managers: William Twig moves from
Boston to Pittsburgh and Minneapolis salesman Herbert T. Blass heads the Des Moines
office . . . Morris Krim, father of UA president Arthur B. Krim, succumbed to a heart
attack Jan. 13. He was 83.
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Scha^ppel
(Continued from Page 16)
opportunity fcr conduct resulting in express
or implied agreements between distributors
and exhibitors relating to admission prices
and the time when a distributor will license
other runs is obviously increased. Moreover
it also accentuates them because the very
fact that a large number of pictures are being
pre released, which play at only advanced
admission prices and which are licensed for
other runs only after a period of time substantial y inexcess of when they would normally play on such runs, tends to establish a
pattern of doing business on the part of the
distributors which of itself furnishes some
basis for inferring a purpose to enter into
agreements with exhibitors to fix admission
prices and to grant improper clearances.
You have asked whether the Division considers it advisable to petition for amendments of the consent judgments. The courts
have been reluctant to amend judgments
entered in antitrust suits without a very
strong showing of a change of circumstances
or that the amendments are necessary to effectuate their basic purposes. We are doubtful that on the basis of the operation of the
judgments so far such a showing could be
made.
With reference to your inquiry concerning
the number of complaints received from exhibitors since July 1953, the number is approximately seventeen. A number of these
found, upon review, to rewere
s
complaint
late to matters to which the judgments could
not be regarded as applicable, and which
properly should be left for determination by
negotiation between the parties concerned.
Due to the many difTerent phases of our
work which are not capable of exact comparison, we are unable to estimate in any
realistic manner what percentage of the Division's work load such complaints constitutued.
You have asked about the number of personnel currently assigned to motion picture
matters. In addition to the judgments
entered in the Paramount case, judgments
have been entered in the cases entitled
United States v. Schine Chain Theatres, Inc.,
United States v. Crescent Amusement Co.,
Inc., and United States v. Griffith Amusement Co. These cases concerned violations
of the antitrust laws on the part of a number
of large theatre circuits. In addition, there
are three cases presently in the litigation
stage involving motion picture matters. One
of these, United States v. Alliance Theatre
Corporation, et al., relates to allegedly illegal restraints of trade and monopolization
with respect to motion picture exhibition in
Terre Haute, Indiana; another, United States
v. National Screen Service Corporation, et
al., relates to alleged monopolization and attempted monopolization of the manufacture
and distribution of trailers, which are motion
picture films of short duration advertising
forthcoming exhibition of full length feature
films at motion picture theatres, and of socalled film accessories (posters, signs, still
pictures, colored sheets and other advertising matters) used by exhibitors to advertise
tiieir current feature films and the feature
Pd9« 20
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Vaicos
Hape
far Arbiiraiian
4200 cease and desist orders to enforce ani
films to be shown in their theatres in the
future; and the third. United States v.
it indicated that funds available to it for en- j
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation, et forcement activities are, just as in the cascj
of the Antitrust Division, limited. If the
al., relates to an alleged conspiracy to preFederal Trade Commission were requested
vent 16 mm feature films from being exto make investigations and recommendations
hibited in competition with established
motion picture theatres.
concerning judgment problems arising under
Five attorneys are currently spending all the judgments entered in the Paramount
case, this of course would add to the personor substantially all of their time, another atnel problems of that agency.
torney is currently spending about seventyYou have asked whether the Division has
five percent of his time, still another attorreviewed the transcript of the motion picney is currently spending at least half of his
ture hearings. The Division carefully foltime, and three attorneys are spending varylowed such hearings. The transcript of the
ing portions of their time on the abovetestimony of all witnesses was read and we
described motion picture matters. One atalso endeavored to examine the exhibits as
torney has been and continues to spend substantially his full time on matters relating to they were submitted. Some of the witnesses
made allegations which, if supported, would
the judgments entered in the Paramount
case.
tend to indicatev iolations of the judgments.
On the other hand, testimony offered in refThe Division, of course, does not have an
utation, ifsupported, would tend to indicate
unlimited staff which is available for assignment to motion picture matters, especially in that such violations of the judgments had
not occurred. A great deal of the testimony,
view of the Division's over-all responsibility
though relating to distributor-exhibitor relato enforce the antitrust laws generally
tions and the conduct of distributors in relathroughout the economy. On the basis of
the personnel we now have we believe at tend to indicate violations of the judgments,
did not indicate conduct violative of the
least a fair share of such personnel have been
judgments;
and a great deal of the testimony
assigned to motion picture matters.
related to matters which cannot properly be
You have asked whether the Division now
considered judgment problems.
contemplates using Section 6(c) of the
Sincerely yours,
Federal Trade Commission Act in order to
STANLEY N. BARNES
enforce compliance with the consent judgAssistant Attorney General
ments. We are not presently contemplating
*
*
*
proceedings under Section 6(c) and I shall
endeavor to explain our reasons for this.
Statement by Senator Schoeppel,
The first of the jujdgments in the Parareleased January 13:
mount case was entered on November 8,
1948, and the last of such judgments was
Senator Andrew F. Schoeppel (R. Kanentered on February 6, 1952. The Antitrust
sas), Chairman of the Monopoly Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Small
Division has now had considerable experience in enforcing such judgments. In addiBusiness,
today made the following statement :
tion, during the last fifteen years the Division
has acquired a very considerable background
"1 am today releasing a copy of a letter
of factual data, information and experience
from Judge Stanley Barnes, Assistant Atwith respect to the types of problems arising
torney General in charge of the Antitrust
in the motion picture industry, as well as
Division. Judge Barnes' letter is in reply to
with respect to the background of many of a letter of November 2, 1953 from me in my
the situations with respect to which judt;capacity as Chairman of the Monopoly Subment problems arise. Also, personnel in the
com it e , inwhich our group asked a series
Division have had a great mans- dealings
of questions which evolved out of our Comwith exhibitors, distributors and the court
mittee hearings on trade practices in tlic
which has jurisdiction of the Paramount
motion picture industry held last year. Our
case. This has enabled the Division to handle
questions, in the main, dealt with matters
judgment problems with an expedition and
relating to certain trade practices in the
efficiency which the personnel of an agency
motion picture industry, whether such practices are lawful, and the enforcement of
lacking that background could only duplidustry.
cate with difficulty and over a very considercertain judgments in the motion picture inable length of time.
In addition, the Division is enforcing the
"The reply from the .Antitrust Division
speaks for itself. It has been the subject of
three judgments entered against large exhibitor circuits which we have already reextensive study by the members of the Comferred to. It attempts to correlate problems
mittee, the staff of the Small Business Committee and myself.
of enforcement arising under those judgments with the Paramount judgments and
"In filing its final report last year, the
endeavors to keep all these judgments in Committee emphasized that it is clear that
mind when confronted with policy or in- most of the problems between distributors
and exhibitors in the motion picture industry
terpretation problems under any of them.
Moreover, questions under these judgments
are intra-industry problems in which the
must at times be evaulated in the context of
h'ederal Government should not be directly
involved. 1 understand that serious attention
policy situations involved in enforcing or
negotiating judgments in other fields.
is again being given to working out arbitration methods and, personally, I hope they
The Federal Trade Commission pointed
out to your Committee that it now has some
are not long delayed."

/

I (Continued from Page 22)
Host of Tie-Ups By Disney
Pr^rr,^^;,in
Fnr 'Rnh Rnv'
"Jubilee Trail" Premiere
Sets New Orleans Agog
"The most spectacular event in Xcn
i Orleans
was the
way
ParamountmotionGulfpicture
Statehistory'"
theatres
Gaston

and was given photo and feature coverage in
some 300 papers throughout the country . . .
For the older clientele, Beverly Michaels,
^•■hr, ;«
(leliciouslv bad in L'A's "Wicked

M-G-M Winds Up 'Lucky T
Contests; Cost Around $21,000
Metro
woundwith
up aits total
"Lucky
7" showmanship contests
of $6200
in cash
to 22 winners and payment in full for the
winners' campaigns. Latter figure was undisclosed; approximation in the trade, however, ranged around $15,000 for the campaigns. In its recap, of the entire campaign,
Metro's record shows that individual theatremen, despite financial limitations, outscored circuit representatives in the final
tally. Cash prizes in each of the seven contests, which were concluded with campaigns
on "Easy To Love", were $500 for theatres
in the over 100,000 population category; $250
in the 10,000-100,000 group and $100 for
those servicing under 10,000 population
towns.

IBureau characterized Republic's world pre'miere of "Jubilee Trail" on Jan. 15th. The
(gala affair was so eflfective that Dureau tele' phoned Herbert J. Yates in California the
•morning after opening day to report that
crosses at the Saenger Theatre had broken
all attendance records of any picture that
had played the house at regular admissions
since 1952.
The big shindig began with one of the
largest star contingents in premiere history
parading down famed Canal Street, renamed
by Mayor de Lesseps Morrison, "Jubilee
Trail", proceeding through the thronged
streets to the Saenger. In addition to the
^tars — Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie, Forrest
Pucker, John Russell, Ray Middlcton and
Pat O'Brien (and giant Buddy Haer featured in the film). Republic biggies president
^ Htcs and his assistant William Martin Saal.
ilcw in from the Coast for the festivities.
Sales director C. Bruce Xewbcry headed the
list of executives, which included southern
division manager Walter L. Titus. Jr.. and
Ins branch managers. In the parade also
were Gwen Bristow. author of the best seller
from which the picture was made, and her
lui-band Bruce Manning, who scripted.
Prior manned
to opening
stars and
writers
boothstheon ^'atcs,
Canal Street
for
March of Dimes participation. They made
ati average of seven T\" and radio appearances daily, interspersed with newspaper
interviews, and autograph sessions. Even
Governor Robert F. Kennon and his family
l aine in from Baton Rouge for the opening.;,
aired on radio and T\' in front of the theatre.
Record

Air-TV

Chains Boost 'High Water'
Preem for March of Dimes
At Republic's world premiere of "Jubilee Trail ",
biggest !n New Orleans history, top, Louisiana
Governor Robert Kennon and the missus with
president Herbert J. Yates and his'n, Vera Ralston, who stars in the film. Bottom, huge crowds
that braved rain, to witness arrival of stars
at the Saenger Theatre.
studios. .\nd therein. incidcntall> , lies a tale
of how exploitation multiplies. The .Arthur
Murray officials were so impressed with the
wa.\- the program built them up, they volunteered 100 extra gift certificates to be used
as giveaways by the theatre and backed the
tie-up with two ads in local newspapers.
()ther ozone plugs included disk jockey
interviews with .Aldo Ray on radio and T\',
a private screening for the platter-spinners

Sendoff

For 'Sadie' in Cleveland
Manager Howard Higley, of the AlliMi
Theatre in Cleveland gave "Miss Sadie
Thompson" a T\'-radio sendoff unprecedented in the city's movie history. Higley
tied up virtually all of the key air shows,
many of them as long as three weeks in advance of opening, with plugs for the film
and playdate. Key show was the video stint
by Ward Marsh, noted amusement editor of
the Plain- Dealer. Marsh used a "Sadie
Thompson" quiz, a "Sadie Thompson" charade and the regular National Screen trailer
backed" with music from the film. .Another
local TV favorite, Maggie Wulf, had a "look
alike" contest running daily for 10 days
before opening with various shots of La
Hayworth in the film and viewers invited to
send snapshots of themselves in similar
poses. Among the prizes offered were free
dancing lessons from the Arthur Murray

20tli-Fox's world premiere of the CinemaScope "Hell and High Water" to reach the
nation via a March of Dimes benefit debut
at the Roxy, has received full cooperation
pledges from the RKO, Skouras and Brandt
circuits. The chains will engage in a batch
of activities heralding the debut — and selling
tickets — with cross-plug trailers, lobby cards
and displays to plug the event . . . \'alue of
proper screenings was proved once again to
gain important backing when L'A had a
special viewing of "Beachhead" for the U. S.
Marines. Following the Marines refusal to
cooperate on the film while it was being
filmed on location in Hawaii, a screening of
the completed film for the big brass was arranged in Washington. Result: Defense Department and Marine officials reversed themselves, gave full approval to the film as "a
terrific picture" that "will help the Marines".
Joseph's AMP
Hints on New
Merchandising and
screen techniques, a

A Talk Gives
Systems Selling
promotion of the new
problem as anxiously

eyed
by the — nation's
as a bride's
first cookies
and too exhibitors
often as leaden
— was
the topic of John Joseph's remarks to
.AMPA's showmanship school. W'hile Joseph,
who is advertising-publicity director for
Cinerama,his reported
the be
deluxe
system'sto
results,
findings on
should
of benefit
all showmen.
For one thing, the initial film had no stills
available. The attraction had to be sold in

Eye-attracting poster for 20th-Fox's "Beneath
the 12-Mile Reef" engagement at the Roxy on
display at the Going Places Bureau of the
Brooklyn Eagle.

copy orto by
someit to
faked
art attention.
of Cinerama's
action
bring
public
The
triple-strip film couldn't be lined up properly
for still effect to get "useable art" in the ads.
(Continued on Page 22)
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tar Arbitration
4200 cease and desist orders to enforce and
films to be shown in their theatres in the
future; and the third. United States v. it indicated that funds available to it for en- '
opportunity ftr conduct resulting in express
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation, et forcement activities are, just as in the case,
or implied agreements between distributors
of the Antitrust Division, limited. If the
and exhibitors relating to admission prices al., relates to an alleged conspiracy to preFederal Trade Commission were requested
\ent
16
mm
feature
films
from
being
exand the lime when a distributor will license
to make investigations and recommendations
hibited in competition with established
other runs is obviously increased. Moreover
7
— .
— — j_
i^ioit^^ji pressuring''''oF'' patrons — people seem
handles the L nierama' accoUni, tne e"nect oi
movie showmen are concerned. Texas theatrea new sensation was compiled in words and
to be glad to have assistance in buying
men, steeped in the tradition of leadership that
tickets." It's as old as show business, really.
composites to demonstrate that "Cinerama
characterizes the Lone Star Stale, have always I
was a film with a new dimension, that this
Give 'em what they want, make 'em want it been aware of the showmanship that has brought
dimension put you — the spectator — right in and get 'em to go out of their way to get it.
world-wide fame to this fabulous area. ShowIf it's good enough- — Cinerama, Cinemathe picture."
men everywhere would do well to focus their
Scope,
3D,
stereophonic
sound,
properly
"You can teach an old dog new tricks — or
at least new variations of old tricks . . . The
used, and e.xploited — is the hypo that will eyes on Texas for tips.
selling of it to the public is even with tlie have the new processes bringing the public
Let's take the example of the Wallace Theatre
new tricks, based on publicity and advertisinto the theatre, be it a mass or a class at- Circuit. This outfit holds regular meetings with
traction.
ing techniques all of us must learn to sucits managers, under direction of general manOne other point — and listen carefully —
ceed," Joseph said. He also pointed to the
ager Royce E. Blankenship, decides on the best
effect of "group sales". In this direction, he "We approach groups on a service basis and
course to follow, both with respect to product
found, Sunday papers offer better readerthe results have been worth the effort."
ship and higher circulation. However, properThere's something that can apply to any
and promotion, following an exchange of Ideas
showmanship effort.
among the men who know their public at first
ly timed and placed radio & T\' spots have
I Continued on Page 23)
been a strong factor in local saturation camhand. At their recent meeting In Lubbock headquarters— which Included the chain's engineers,
home office staff, personnel heads, bookkeepers,
and assistants In various departments — the dis- j
cusslon centered about phases of showmanship ;
PrGsshook
Award
the average theatreman wouldn't normally turn
his head to consider. The morning session spot- j
lighted a short training film made by Fllmack !
Miiny llicalremeii are apt to tahe jor granted that invaluable aid to showmanship — the pressbook.
Fur that reason, we devote this space in each issue oj FILM BULLETIN to recognize those pressTrailer Co., "Courtesy Is Contagious". The film
so impressed the managers that every one asked
books thai best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to —
that the subject be shown to their employees to
improve operation. And how many Individual
HIS MAJESTY O'KEEFE
theatremen would have ihought of this Important
adjunct to showmanship, much less arrange for
A lot of hard work
BURT
the screening?
here. If took two years
LANCASTER and
to make 'HIS
O'KEEFE'
withMAJESTY
its
h.» Fiji-friend
Showmanship in the movie industry Is a mulltgel clubby
splencjors
and
mysteries
headed
animal. Through meetings of this sort
fighting it out for
oF the Fiji Islands where
the island throne
Parfof
are
the
tousled
heads, that may have been negit was filmed.
Bjl ISIAND
the exciting
BURT LANCASTER is a
lected, shampooed and brought to new life.
F^UBAHB
lost island trader from
goings-on
•HIS
AAAJE5TYin
Savannah,
Ga. ofwho10,000
becomes
ruler
O'KEEFE'.
barbarous
warriors.
It's a fabulous
Spectacular excitement,
story
—
and
real.
Filmed in the
splendors
and
a real,unlimited,—
real treat!
Fiji Islands by
From WARNER BROS.
WARNER BROS.
HIS
Color by TECHNICOLOR.
'HIS maJesIy
a^aJesIy
(Cjntinued from Pa^e 16)

..F^ H tte f^^s Ftp ls(s& tiist fead sen
■y' ■) '^ '^^^^
O'Kerit ttst tete sim a mws. ^a»re ranera !
Burt
Lancaster
«
mwW%

TXNCLR

As off-beat as the picture, the ads
for Warner Bros. "His Majesty
O'Keefe", are the distinguishing
feature of an ingenious and imaginative pressbook. Of especial note
are the series of teasers (two are
pictured above) and display ads in
a similar vein — plenty of white
space, provocative copy and art
that virtually force the reader to
look. Another type, such as that
shown in the 4-col. ad at left, is
available for another kind of audience, featuring romance, action and
"The primitive Maiden Dance of
.Abandon".
Hurt Lancaster's draw also gets
special play, featuring his role as a
"natural", his past, successes and
means of exploiting the star.
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Babs Borman, Parisian authority on love (for
of UA's
opening
real)
in
Los ballyhooed
Angeles with
a series
of 30 "Act
livelyofTVLove"
and
radio dissertations on her favorite subject. Her
export views drew heavy newspaper coverage.
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Host of Tie-Ups

By Disney

For 'Rob Roy' Nat'l Promotion
The ever-live Disney merchandising divi-ion has set up several national promotions
i\,r Walt's all-live RKO Radio release, "Rob
Rogue," which bows in
Roy, The
INew
York Highland
at the Criterion on Feb. 4. Five
jof the top Mutual

Broadcasting

Co. air

jshows have been enlisted in a unique tie-up.
'For each time the theatre runs a strip plug•ging one of the shows, the station will give
commensurate time, crediting both picture
and playdate. Another tie is with the Hrt>wn
Shoe Co., one of the nation's largest manulacturers of women's shoes. Ads featuring
star Glynis Johns will appear in fan and
r\'-radio mags, and will also be used on a
co-op basis by the 3900 dealers who carry
.the line. Other tie-ups include Kaylon'>
avomen's pajamas (5000 retail outlets); Rob
I\ 'v's boy's shirts (6500 accounts), with co]i newspaper and postal campaigns, and a
special promotional
kit; Radiant home
vireens (4000 retailers), with ads in U. S.
Camera, Fsquire, National Geographic and
\arious newspapers, as well as local dealer
cuunter displays.

and was given photo and feature coverage in
some 300 papers throughout the country . . .
For the older clientele, Beverly Michaels,
who is so deliciously bad in UA's "Wicked
Woman", flew into New York from Hollywood for a series of p.a.'s preceding the
world premiere at Philadelphia's Goldman
Theatre January 20, where she'll be in the
flesh . . . Jimmy Stewart is doing plenty of
leg work for Universal's "The Glenn Miller
Story". Following his participation in the
"Glenn Miller Day" ceremonies in Clarinda,
Iowa, the star proceeded to Miami for the
world premiere, then to Washington, New
York, Boston, Detroit and Chicago for
similar stints. Among the other appearancers
for the Miller biopic are Col. Ed Kirby (Ike's
chief of radio-T\' during World War II). a
close associate of Miller, and instrumental in
bringing his life story to the screen, who will
visit 20 cities between Jan. 4 and Feb. 18 and
Miller's manager, Don Haynes, who is touring the West on behalf of the film . . . Pat
Crowley, who makes her starring debut in
Paramount's "Forever Female," is on a 35citv tour of the U. S.

On the P. A. Circuit
The 12-day lu-rsonal api)earance tour by
Ill-year-old Swiss miss F,lsi)cth Sigmund,
who stars in United Artists' "Heidi" and was
tluwn here to exploit the show, is considered
by U.\ one of its most successful promoli^ns. The engaging youngster returne<l to
liir native Switzerland after a whirlwind tour
ili.ii ijlugged the film to an estimated 23 million T\' and radio listeners and more than
1.^ million newspai)er readers. .She appeared
.11 17 AHC. CI'.S and XHC network shows.

Special display featuring transparencies from
Columbia's "Miss Sadie Thompson" in lobby of
Los Angeles Pantages Theatre.
BRIEFS

N a t i o nwi d e interest was captured in the galaxy
of stars who appeared to honor
the immortal
"banjo-eyes" at
the "Eddie CantormiereStory"
prein Warners
Beverly Hills Theatre. Above, Eddie greets kids from Educational
Alliance who were guests of Paramount Theatre
m N. Y. He is an alumni of the guidance center.

Grosses on L'.A's "Go, Man, Go!" reflected
the strong advance backing for the 100iheatre territorial saturation sendofT in Nebraska and Iowa. Advance bally was supplied by the p.a. tour of the Harlem Globetrotters, star Dane Clark and owner Abe
Sperstein, who built the basketball team into
one of the world's greatest sports attractions.
Special screenings for sports staffs of local
ct llcges and high schools was good for additional prc-opening interest, grabbing plent.\tif space in school papers.
In a co-op with Chicago businessmen's
State Street Council, Eddie Cantor taped institutional spot announcements to be heard
over the city's {our local major stations 120
times before "The Eddie Cantor Story"

Variety of stunts characierized N/Ietro's first
CinemaScoper, "Knights of the Round Table":
Top, star Mel Ferrer with mounted Knights who
led parade to Radio City Music Hall opening;
Center, from left, at the racetrack where the
panoplied horses paraded; one of the thousands
of shopping bags distributed by supermarkets
for the New Orleans opening, and, right, in the
same city, boy reading one of the multitude of
comic books distributed to school children.
Bottom, Knights held a parade at the East-West
football game in San Francisco, sponsored by
Shrlners and telecast.
o|)ens Jan. 29. Spots plug, picture, playdate
and the famed business section.
V \ has retained ace publiciteer and advance man for Ringling Bros, circus Frank
I'raden to do a seven-state promotion junket
lor ".Act of Love". His month-long swing
will bally the film in Boston, Washington,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Atlanta, New Orleans and Dallas with a solid
slate of newspaper, radio and TV activities.
That tie-in Metro has with the Redman
Trailer Co. in connection with "The Long,
Long Trailer" swung into high in Chicago
Jan. 18, following a briefing by MGM exploitation manager Emery Austin. The 29city tour wiii wind up in New "S ork, Feb. 26.
Itinerant group will consist of starlets Perry
Sheehan and Kathryn Reed, Redman rep
Dan Heath and Elliott Foreman of Metro's
NY press field staff.
Look for those Disney "chalk-talkers", you
showmen in New England, who'll be on a
month's tour on behalf of "Pinocchio's" 200
playdates in the area. A trio of artists are
demonstrating the Disney cartoon techniques
in theatres, on TV and radio, schools, hospitals, etc. We caught one of them, Roy
Williams, who's Disney's story editor and
chief animator, and it's really an entertainment experience to see the artist whip up a
finished drawing in seconds, using a delightful platter for sound.
FILM BULLETIN
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MGM

Celebrates

30

Jtthllee

YEARS

Year

YOUNG

In the next four months or more, a mighty
motion picture company will celebrate its
30th Anniversary in the industry with a
Jubilee profjram in keeping with the new
era in movies. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has
contributed, as much as any other film company, to the growth of movie business over
the past three decades to build the industry
into one of the top enterprises in the nation.
Now it's starting on another leg of its mammoth career in what is still a young industry.

company for the quality product so vital in
this day of increasing discrimination.
The men at M-G-M who are responsible
for production, distribution and merchandising worked jointly on the Jubilee program.
President Nicholas M. Schenck, studio chief
Uore Schary, distribution head Charles M.
Reagan, ad-publicity vice-president Howard
Dietz and their aides huddled in Hollywood
in day and night sessions, each contributing
opinions based on years of e.xperience and

both wisely and well. It has shown that it
rides with progress and that, when Leo puts
his paw to it, he can do as well or better
than any other moviemaker.
The lion's line-up is calculated to offer
variety and quality to suit cver\- taste, lieginning with "Knights", a spectacular adventure-romance historical drama, the other
forthcoming Jaimary release is a comed\.
"The Great Diamond Robbery," starriiiL'
Red Skelton, and introducing a new eyeful,

With the rest of the industry, M-G-M
stands poised on the threslihold of a newera in its career of supplying screen entertainment to the public. Theatremen are looking toward Leo for an important portion of
that supply, especially in keeping with the
new technological developments that have
revolutionized the movie industry. MGM
was the first to join 20th Century- Fox in the
making of CinemaScopc pictures. Its experimented with three-dimensifjn, and with wide
screen. It has tread cautiously in the strange
areas. (Jnce familiar with its surroundings,
thratremen are dci)ending on the mighty filni

the know-how that raised them to their lofty
posts. The ensuing list of pictures is the
result of an effort calculated to offer screen

Cara Williams, who'll be heard from in the
future.
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entertainment
in keeping with M-(i-M's
record.
Metro's choice of "Knights of the Round
Table" to lead off its 30th Anniversar_\- is
both fitting and significant. This, its first
CinemaScopc production, is a majestic spectacle in keeping with the bigness of the reputation that M-G-M has earned over the past
three decades. "Knights" proves that the
company has a keen ajipreciation of the new
medium's potentialities and has embraced it

h'ebruary brings to the screen the most
popular Mr. and Airs, on television, Lucille
liall and Dcsi Arnaz, in "The Long, Long
Trailer", a comedy in Ansco Color of a pair
of newlyweds who bite off more than xhcy
can chew when tlie\ lake their honeymoon
in
a gigantic
trailer. desert
Also romantic
in l'"ebruary
".'^aadia",
Technicolor
dramais
starring Cornel Wilde, Mel I-"errer and Rita
("The Thief") Gam.
Metro's second CinemaScoper, "Rose
Marie" in Kodacolor, with Ann Blytli, Ho-

EXECUTIVE SUITE

ward Keel and Fernando Lainas, makes
Friml's famed operetta, with its immortal
songs, romance and violence in tlie C anadian
woods, the big March attraction. The month
will also see "Tennessee Champ", in Ansco
Color, with Shelley Winters, Keenan Wynn
and Dewey Martin starred in an off-beat
serio-comic story of a religion-filled yoiini<
man who takes to the fight ring to earn
enough money to build a church — and converts his conniving manager in the process.
Going into April is another assorted trio,
;i romantic tragedy, a musical love gtorj-,
and a girl-loves-horse heartwarmcr. The
first, filmed in Italy in Technicolor, co-stars
l.ana Turner and Pier Angeli with a pair of
Italian favorites, I'onar Collcano and Carlos
I'hompson. Lana's a wicked woman who
uses her beauty to make her way, but finally
>acrifices her own desires to save the love of
I young girl. "Rhapsody," also in Techni:olor, is a love story of a beautiful, spoiled
rich girl torn between her loves for two
,'reat musicians, a pianist and a violinist.
Starring Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio Gassman
md John Eric^on, the romantic drama is
ilayed against a background of the classics
nusically, and the Swiss Alps visually. The
.verlasting appeal of a child's love for an
I inimal is the backbone of "Gypsy Colt", an
Ansco Color film with noiina C orcoran as
he young girl.
I Already laden with awards in its pre-rceasc engagements is the specially handled

II

THE LONG, LONG TRAILER

"Julius Caesar," starring Marlon Brando,
James Mason, Louis Calhern, Greer Garson,
Deborah Kerr, John Gielgud and other superlative players. The great Shakesperean
drama is being carefully handled by Metro
to insure a prestige buildup in its early playoffs as a prelude to its general release.
A look at the future gives more promise of
the same variety and quality. For instance
the multi-starred "Executive Suite", a
"Grand Hotel" type of film. Seven top-notch
stellar lites are featured: William Holden,
June Allyson, llarbara Stanwyck, Fredric
Afarch, Walter Pidgeon, Shelley Winters and
Paul Douglas in this drama of romance,
comedy and tragedy interwoven by the death
of one man. There is also "Invitation to the
Dance", a Technicolor musical telling several
stories in ballet form, starring Gene Kelly,
Nora Kaye, and outstanding ballet artists.
And there is "Betrayed", filmed in Holland
atid England in Technicolor, with the imliosing trio of stars, Clark Gable, Lana
Turner and AHctor Mature.
In editing stages, with shooting completed
arc the Ansco C'olor "Her Twelve Men"
(Greer Garson-Robert Ryan); "Beau Brummcl", Ansco Color, (Stewart Granger-Elizabeth Taylor); "Panther Squadron 8", Ansco
Color (Van Johnson-Walter Pidgeon-Louis
C'alhern), and "Crest of the Wave" (Gene
Kelly-Jefif Richards).
\ CinemaScope boom is in prospect for
the future. Of five currently shooting, three
arc in the anamorphic process, "A Bride for
Seven Brothers", (Jane Powell - Howard
Keel), "Brigadoon" (Ciene Kelly-Cyd Charissc) and "The Student Prince" (Ann BlytliF.dnumd Purdom). Apparently, Leo feels
that operettas and musicals are well-suited
to the medium. Those who saw the demonstration of CinemaScope, with the "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" sequence featuring
Marilyn Monroe doing "Diamonds Are a
Girl's Best Friend", will be inclined to agree
with this policy.
Comedy, Musical, Drama, Melodrama,
Costume films are the order of the Jubilee
months. A notable exception is the absence
of oaters. The recent flood of westerns from
other companies is sufficient for the market,
Metro seems to feel.
Leo's roar that "We're Selling It With
Pictures!" is backed with a huge publicityadvertising-exploitation campaign to the
public in newspapers, on radio and TV, in
national magazines, and through stunt^
aimed at titillating the moviegoers' interest.
.All of Metro's 33 branch offices have been
schooled in a program to aid exhibitors in
selling the pictures. The insignia on the first
page is a special button worn by theatre
ushers and Metro exchange employees
throughout the world to foster the event.
Displays in the form of birthday cakes, banners, trailers, and a host of accessories are
being set up to remind the public and thcatreirfen of the celebration.
Accessories shipi)cd to exchanges for the
Jubilee include giant valances, huge 8-foot
-taiidccs and 40x60 cardboard displays for
use in theatres as well, paper pennant
streamers and one sheet posters, newspaper
slu-s in mat form, special stills and even a

INVITATION TO THE DANCE
press book to publicize Leo's 30th birthday.
Radio and 'FV activities are buzzing. "Impromptu" interviews, contests and spots are
arranged. In a special note to exchangemen,
exploitation director Emery Austin counsels:
"You fellows are adept at getting radio-TV
time for visiting firemen. Make a switch —
if you don't have outsiders to plant on the
air, plant yourself. Work out a 'script' for
disk jockeys, news commentators, et al to
ask you questions which will enable you to
tell of the big pictures coming, the thousands
of theatres joining in the jubilee. Figure out
angles to please each broadcaster and fit into
his or her formula. Prepare for the talks so
they won't be too, too ad lib." Theatremen
and branch managers, local movie editors,
chamber of commerce officials, all made fine
fodder for the interview" mill.
The company also has a pair of editorials
for planting in local papers that should hypo
moviegoing generally, as well as offering
stary.
congratulations to M-G-M on their anniverAletro's launching of its Jubilee year is
truly to be welcomed by the industry. The
giltsure
edgeto that
has encircled
the those
lion's emblem
is
be recalled
by both
who go
to the movies and those who may have forgotten the great entertainment the theatres
have to offer.
The Jubilee, it is to be hoped, will again
l>rove that M-G-M stands for "More Good
Movies".

ROSE MARIE
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EXPLOITATION

A

PICTURE

NEW

GAL

LOVE

W R"KI-:i) \V()M.\x\. both in real life
and in the drama have held a fascination for people ever since Eve ^oi
Adam to take a bite from the apple.
Through Jezebel. .Salome, Lucrezia
r>orgia. Lady Macbeth, Lorelei, and
countless other evilly scheming minds
behind beautiful outsides, their fanieor notoriety — has become immortal. ( )f
those that were made into movies, tht y
drew crowds galore. Bette Davis in
"< )f Human Bondage" and "Jezebel",
Anne Ilaxter in "(niest in the House"
and "All About ICve." Marilyn ]Monn)e
in "Niagara", all made either new stars
or brought them to boxoffice heights.
These and others that come to theatremen's minds arc worth while remembering— and exploiting — in the selling
of the Russell Rouse-Clarence Green
him for United Artists. "Wicked \\oman", starring P>everly Michaels as the
venomous, sex-laden beauty. Therein
lies another pair of exploitation angles.
First, there is the star, who registered in "Pickup" in a similar role.
Trade paper reports describe her as
"oozing sex with her every tiiovement
. . . Sultry looking, gorgeous hunk of

SHE
uses sex
? the vva\
a h(XH.iluni
uses
a loaded
gun!...

They calkJ lier":<'h'/,rtl'
hilt
llwy didii V kuonthe half of it!

STARRING
BEVERiy iCKLS
CLARENCE &Rt£N£
D.retWrf i>y (ilJSSEtL ROUSt
S r,nor. fo- ri.» CiARf MCE
G«EFN£ end ftUSi£u '('■rvjOE

THEATRE

YOU

4

The newspaper ads for "Wicked Woman" are a
model of effective simplicity. The ad pictured
above 4-col, 210-IInes, is certain to arouse pique
in readers. Same layout is used in the 3-sheet,
the 14x36 insert card and for the cover of the
6x9 herald. Below, the flash teaser throwaway,
also good as herald, available as 8x10 still, can
be reproduced by offset, using reverse side for
playdate and theatre ad. Makes a good blowup
for lobby display.

sexy feminity," and other such.
Another is the prestige and off-beat
quality of the Rouse-Green combo,
makers of "The Well" and "The Thief".
How the sex and violence can be exploited to the full is brought out with
tremendous effect in the United Artists
pressbook and in the wealth of sock
stills, many of which are used to superlative effect in the advertising. The
latter is stark and arresting with the
-Michaels allure and the vicitius manhandling she receives (see stills at
right) as the art, and two catchlines
predominating in the head copy: "She
Uses Sex the Way a Hoodlum Uses a
Loaded Gun!" and "She Lives Up to
iCveryadsScarlet
Letter ofin ller
Name fullI"
The
are duplicated
striking
ooK>r in the lithos pictured on the
])rcssbook's back cover.
The pressbook also highlights several "Wicked Woman" stunts, including a news])aper contest naming history's wicked woman from photograi)hs, a set of four pulsating door
panels, special art stills, excellent for
l)l()wups and an engrossing Sunday feature on the schemes of modern jezebels
w ho prc'\ on innocents.
Ever since Cagney pushed a grape-Q^
fruit into Mae Clark's pretty face,
male stars have been manhandling glamorous gals. Here Richard Egan works
from one extreme to another in his
treatment of Beverly Michaels.
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EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of the issue
WICKED
The blonde siren of the surprisingly lucrative
"Pickup". Beverly Michaels, has ventured deeper
into the realm of sex and sock with "Wicked Woman", the Greene-Rouse production for UA. The
voung producer-director-writer team, ("The Well",
"The Thief"j again collaborating on the screen])lay, have turned out an exciting movie about a
girl with a i)eautiful face and body who, as the ads
say, "uses sex the way a hoodlum uses a loaded
gun." The tall, platinum-topped voluptuary is seen
as a gal with plenty behind her who comes to a
small town to pick up a fast buck and a new guy.
She sets her sights on Richard Kgan, a barroom
owner with an alcoholic wife, lands a job as a
waitress in his saloon, uses her physical charms to
get him to ditch his wife and business, takes the
loot and run off with her. Her scheme backfires
when an amorous lodger, Percy Helton, threatens
ex])osure if she doesn't give, and she winds up taking a beating, packing her bags and going off to
new conquests.
The legs belong to Beverly Michaels, the leer to
Percy Helton in the dingy boarding room scene.
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Features

ARTISTS

November
FIGHTER ATTACK Sterling Hayden, Joy Page, J. Carroll Nai:h. Director Les.e-.' Selander. Producer William Caliban, Jr. War melodrama. Shot down in Italy
during WW II, American flyer joins guerillas. 80 min.
JACK SLADE Mark Stevens, Dorothy Malone. Director
Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Western
melodrama. U. S. Marshal uses badge to become ruthless killer, is finally killed in gunfight with former
friend tr-.'inn to brino him to trial. 90 mln.
VIGILANTE TERROR Bill Elliott. Director Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Sheriff,
suspected of bein'j brains of a gold-robbing gang,
turns outlaw to unveil real culprit. 70 min.
December
PRIVATE EYES Bowery Boys. Director Edward Bernds.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Comedy melodrama. When one
of the Boys develops mind reading power, the others
form a detective agency to capitalize on the gift, uncover a fur theft rvang. 64 min.
TEXAS BADMAN Wayne Morris. Director Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Youn'j
sheriff tracks down outlaws, finds leader is his father,
who later sacrifice: hi; life to »ave son. 42 min.
January
GOLDIN IDOL, THc Johnny Sheffield. Producer-Director l-ord Beebe. Jungle melodrama. Bomba, accidentally in possession of a valuable statue, fights motley
group seekin; the treasure. 71 min.
WORLD FOR RANSOM Dan Duryea, Gene Lockhart.
Patrick Knowles. Director Robert Aldrich. Producers Bernard Tabakin and Aldrich. Suspense melodrama. Adventurer foils kidnap plot involving nuclear scientist. 80 min.
YUKON ducerVENGEANCE
Kirby Director
Grant, Monte
ProWilliam F. Broid/.
WilliamHale.
Beaudine.
Melodrama. Disguised Canadian Mountie uncovers
mystery mail robberies committed by trapper using
trained C'ant bear. 68 min.
February
BITTE:< CREEK Bill Elliott. Director Thomas D. Carr.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Out to avenge
death of his murdered rancher brother, Elliott picks
up
friendsbattle.
and sweetheart
who save him in the
showdown
72 min.
HIGKV/AY DRAGNET Richard Conte, Joan Bennett.
Wanda Hendrlx. Director Nathan Juran. Producer
William F. Broidy. Suspense melodrama. Hitch hiking
ex-Marine becomes involved in murder, becomes object
of a five-state manhunt. 80 min.
RIOT IN CELL BLOCK 11 Neville Brand, Leo Gordon,
C^rleton Youn-;. Producer Walter Wanner. Director
Dsn Sie^el. Prison melodrama. Jail riot spreads until
Governor and Siate Militia are called in to quell
the prisoners. 80 min.
March
DRAGONFLY SQUADRON John Hodiak, Barbara Britton, Bruce Bennett. Director Lesle.- Selander. Producer
John Champion. War drama. Rigid disciplinarian takes
over Korean airfield before invasion, is wounded in air
attack, but his trained flyers come to the rescue. 80 min.
PARIS PLA\B3YS Bowery Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director Wi.liam Beaudine. Comedy. Hunti Hall is
sent to Paris believed to be a French scientist, concocts
a formula thit proves even more potent than the
original scientist's. 66 min.
LOOPHOLE Barry Sullivan. Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Hu';hes. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Comedy drama. Bank teller, $50,000
short in his accounts, tracks oowti phony bank examiner, recovers loot and job. 78 min.
A pril
A:!R0W IN THE DUST Technicolor Sterling Hayder,
Colcen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goeti. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMijor's
territory,
is regenerated
min. through
FILM

YOUR

PRODUCT

PRIDE OF THE BLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges, Vera Miles.
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes Goeti.
Racetrack drama. Filmed in color. Ambitious racehorse trainer noes bi" time, comes to earth when kid
jockey rides horse trainer
had saved to victory.
Coming

FATHER rectorBROWN
Alec Guiness,
Robert Hamer.
Producer Joan
VivianGreenwood.
Cox. ComedyDidrama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
HELL BELOW ZERO Alan Ladd. Director Mark Robson.
Producers Irving Allen, Albert Broccoli. Sea adventure.
Murder and the elements combine to make complicaCHEYENNE CROSSING Wayne Morris. Director Lewis
tions for x-Navy skipper in the Antarctic.
D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
HUMAN BEAST. THE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahjme,
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lann.
GHOST deOF Carlo,
O'LEARY.BarryTHE Fitzgerald.
Technicolor. Comedy.
David Niven,
Yvonne
Irish INDISCRETION
OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
fantasy >"i*h comic flavor. 80 min.
Jones,
Clift. Director
Vittorio
Sica.
ProducersMontgomery
David O. Selinick
and de Sica.
Drama.de Made
in Italy. ("Bicycle Thief") de Sica's first English
language film.
COLUMBIA
IRON GLOVE. THE Technicolor. Rober tStack, Ursula
Thiess. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Historical adventure drama. Swashbuckler built
November
around Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne.
IT SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU Judy Holliday, Peter
GUN FURY 3D Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Donna Reed.
Director Raoul Walsh. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil.
Lawford. Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Comedy. Girl, yearning for fame, invests her
Western melodrama. Civil War veteran sets out to find savings
to have her name in lights on Broadway sign.
fiancee, kidnapped by a Texas gang after a holdup.
Resultant fame and furor disillusions her, drives her
Four way romance complicates matters. 83 min.
into arms of young idealistic photographer. 67 min.
LAST OF THE PONY RIDERS Gene Autry. Director
JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor. Brett
GeDrge Archainbaud. Producer Armand Schaefer. Wes- JESSE
Lawrence.Western
Directormelodrama.
William Castle.
Protern. Former Pon^' Express rider Autry fights the die- King, Barbara
ducer Sam Katzman.
Supposed
hards holding back the stage and the telegraph. 59 min.
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
PARIS MODEL Marilyn Maxwell, Paulette Goddard, Eva
theDaltons
loot of are
the wiped
notorious
In showGabor. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Alfred E. out to downcetbattle,
out bandit.
and money
turns
Green. Comedy drama. Four episodes based around
out to be Confederate bills.
newly designed
dress,
"NudewhoAtwear
Midnight,"
MAD MAGICIAN, THE 3D Technicolor. Vincent Price,
amorous
adventures
of girls
creation. detailing
81 min.
Mary Murphy,
Eva Horror
Gabor. melodrama.
Director JohnIllusion
Brahm.genius,
ProPRISONERS OF THE CASBAH Technicolor. Gloria Graducer Bryan Foy.
hame, Cesar Romero. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
prevented
by
his
boss
from
using
his
creations
as
a
Richard Bare. Costume melodrama. Intrigue in Algiers,
stage magician, murders, him, assumes his identity.
culminating in a wild battle in the Casbah. 78 min.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey, Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
December
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
KILLER APE Jchnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Di- shipment of rifles to out.nost completes his mission derector Spencer G. Bennet. Jungle melodrama. Jungle
spite harrassing by Apaches, treachery and romance.
Jim tangles with mad scientist drugging animals. 68 min.
MIAMI ducerSTORY.
THE Barry
Sullivan,
ProSam Katzman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
NEBRASKAN. THE 3D Technicolor. Phil Carey, Roberta
Haynes. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience
F. Sears. Western. Army scout tries to get fair trial to expose crime syndicate.
for Indian pal accused of murdering chief. 68 min,
SARA'CEN ELADE. THE Technicolor. Ricardo Montalban.
Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swashJanuary
buckler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge his
BAD FOS EACH OTHER Charlton Heston, Liiabeth Scott. father's murder, going to the Holy Land in Crusades.
Director Irving Rapper. Producer William Fadiman.
Drama. Youn" doctor out of Army is misled into an SPEEDY SHANNON Mickey Rooney. Director Richard
Jonie into
Taps.a holdup
Drama. gang
A pint-sized
auto
easy life as a society medico b;' wealthy spoiled di- Quine.
mechanicProducer
is inveigled
by a pretty
vorcee, but mine explosion uncovers his true worth when
girl.
Girl
repents
as
she
falls
in
love
with
the
guy,
aids
he risks his life to save trapped workers. 83 min.
him in breaking up the gang.
DRUMS OF TAHITI 3D Technicolor. Dennis O Keefe,
WHITEtor PhilFEATHER
Reed,Lewi;
Robert
Francis.Western.
DirecPatricia Medina. Director William Castle. Producer
Karlson. Donna
Producer
Pachmil.
Sam Katzman. Co:tume melodrama. American in Ta- Doctor
at
frontier
Arm-.post
incur'
enmity
of
fellow
hiti is persuaded to smuggle in rifles to overthrow
officers when he administers to hostile Indian:.
French rule. Marria^-; of convenience turns out to be
ONE. THE Marlon Brando. Director Laslo Benedek.
WILD
real th'nc. despite hurricanes and volcanic eruptions.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Melodrama. Band of hotEL ALAMEIN Scott Brady. Director Fred F. Sears. Pro- rodders terrorize town until indicnsnt citizens force law
ducer Wallace MacDonald. War melodrama. An Amerito
clamp
down.loveEventual
regeneration
of min.
ringleader
comet
through
and innate
decency. 79
Montgomery's
forcesvictory
returnswonto there
El Alamein
relivecan inwith flashback
the great
and findto
the nirl he had loved. 67 min.
I. F. E.
MISS SADIE THOMPSON 3D Technicolor. Rita Hayworth, Jose
Ferrer,
Aldo
Ray.
Director
Curtis
Bernhardt. Producer Jerry Wald. Melodrama with music.
December
the Somerset
of "entertainer"
aFrom
tro.nical
island whoMaugham
becomes story
invotved
with a batch onof LURE OF THE SILA English. Silvana Mangano, Vittorio Gassman. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
Marines and fanatical, hypocritical missionary. 91 min.
Duilio Coletti. Melodrama. Story of vendetta in
PARATROOPER
Technicolor.
Alan
Ladd,
Leo
Genn.
Dimountainous
Sila recion of Ital/ in which Mangano
rector Terence Young. Producers Irving Allen, Albert
avcnnes death of her mother and brother. 74 min.
R. Broccoli. War melodrama. Training of Paratroopers
TIMES torioGONE
Subtitled.
Gina Lollobrigida
, Vitin Britain climaxed by attempt to take German strongDe Sica. BYDirector
Alessandro
Blasetti. Drama.
hold in Africa. Interwoven Is love story between Ladd
Six
short
story
classics
each
suggesting
an
aspect
of
and newcomer Susan Coming
Stephen. 87 min.
the earthy, lusty, sentimental character of the
Italian people. 106 min.
January
BAIT Cleo Moore, Hugo Haas, John Agar. DirectorGOLDEN COACH. THE Technicolor. English. Anna
producer Huco Haas. Outdoor drama. Old prospecMagnani.
Dclphinus
Hoche production. Director Jean
tor
marries
prett'.^irl
and
involver
her
in
plot
to
min.
murder his young partner with whom he shares a Renoir. Drama. 105 February
rich gold striKe.
BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor. George MontAlexBergman.Director
THE English.
LOVE.
GREATEST
WilliamSpitCa:tle.
Producer
production.
Laurentis Ingrid
Ponti-De
ander Knox.
man. gomery.
WesternDirector
drama.
and polish
officerSamtriesKatz-to
search
woman's
a
of
Story
Drama.
Rossellini.
Roberto
for meaning in her life. !I6 min.
run
fort inwhathostile
by the "book".
After
learning
real Indian
fightingterritory
is, he succeeds
in arranging
peace with cunning redskin leader.
Rossi Drago. PontiEnglish. Eleanora
SENSUALITA
De Laurentis production.
Director Clemente Fracassi.
CAINE MUTINY. THE Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Coming
Drama.
"Bitter
Rice"
story
of
two
men and a girl in
Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray, Robert
the wheat fields of Italy. 91 min.
Francis. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea dran>a. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy de- ANITA GARIBALDI Italian. Saubtilcs. Anna Magnani,
stroyer.officer,
Bogart plays
a neurotic
exRaf Vallone. Directors Goffredo Allessandrini, Franco
ecutive
MacMurray
is thecaptain,
prissy Johnson
Keefer, the
Ferrer
Rosi. Drama. Stor.' of Garibaldi's battle to unite Italy
the defense attorney for the mutineers and newcomer
mid-l9th
wife'sdeath.
lo-alty95andmin.bravery
Francis the Princeton lad who gets a ship of his own.
inin the
cause,Century
causingandher histragic
DESTINATION MATRIMONY Subtitles Cduardo Do
CHARGE OF THE LANCERS Technicolor. Paulette Goddard, Jean Pierre Aumont. Director William Castle.
producSavanzati-Titanus
Filippo.employee
Filippo,tion.Titina
Producer Sam Katzman. Romantic adventure. Lancers,
Comedy. DeMunicipal
takes bribes for
aided sianbynavalnewbasecannon,
take
supposedly
impregnable
Rusissuing
special
permits.
With
the
money
he
tries
to
at Sebastapol during Crimean War.
marry his daughters to rich men. 96 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
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LIPPERT
November
MAN FROM CAIRO, THE George Raft. Glanno Maria
Canale. Producer Bernard Luber. Director Ray H.
Enright. Mystery drama. American adventurer in North
teams
ofAfrica
missing
goldwith
cache.nicht82 club
min. singer to solve mystery
December
tIMPING MAN, THE Lloyd Bridges. Moira Lister. Producer Donald Ginsberg. Director
de Lautour.
Murder drama. American traveler Charles
in London witnesses
a killing, becomes involved in a mystery that winds up
at a variet.' theatre where a magician is revealed as
♦he "Limping Man" killer. 74 min.
TEMOR STREET Dan Duryea. Elsy Albiin. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Montgomery Tully. Murder
drama. Air Force pilot is suspected of killing
his wife,
has 36 hours to prove his innocence and eiposes
blackmail ring responsible for the murder. 83 min. a
January
■LACK GLOVE Alei Nicol. Eleanor Summerfield. Murder drama. Producer Michael Carreras. Director Terence
Jazz
star is suspected of killing
a blonde Fisher.
singer, buttrumpet
after many
fights, threats of violence
and
an
attempted
poisoning,
he pins the blame
on the real slayer.
HOLLYWOOD THRILL-MAKERS James Gleason Bill
Henry. Producer Maurice Kosloff.
Bernard
Ray. Adventure drama. Small townDirector
boy comes to
Hollywood as a stunt man. marries and quits
the game,
but
of hisfirst
bestperforms
friend. a daring plane crash to aid widow
9UEEN OF SHEBA Leonora Ruffo. Gino Cervi. Producer Marro Francisci. Director Pietro Francisci Biblical spectacle. Queen of Sheba
leads her armies
against
in Jerusalem,
1000 B.C.
captured Solomon's
and makes forces
her escape.
After a battle
and anis
avalanche, she is freed of "marriage" vows to pagan
gods and marries Solomon's son.
WHITE FIRE Scott Brady, Mary Castle. Producers
Robert S. Baker, Monty Berman, Director John Gilling
Mystery drama. Ship s officer seeking missing brother
suspected of murder finds the latter miied up in smuggling rina, and with help of a niaht club sinqer
up the ?an-: and proves his brother s Innocence. rounds
February
FANGS OF THE WILD Charles Chaplin. Jr. Onslow
Steveni. Producer Robert L. Lippert,
Director
William Claiton Murder drama. Bov and Jr.
dog are
only witnesses to a cold-blooded killing in his
the woods
Boy's stor;- truth,
is not causinn
believeda until
wife
establishes
chase thein murderer's
which the lad's
life IS threatened.
WE WANT A CHILD Ruth Brejnholm Jorgen Reenberg
Directors
Alice girl
O' Fredericks, Lau Lauritzen. Drama.
Married young
child cannot
while her best frienddesiring
has an unfortunate have one,
and
bears an unwanted child. Finally young wifeaffair
eipectant and audience witnesses actual birth ofbecomes
baby.
March
COWBOY, THE Eastman Color. Producer-director
feature.storyPhotographed
inElmo
colorWilliams.
on actual Documentary
Southwest locations,
relates the
American cowboy's true life from pioneer days to now.
Coming
BLACKOUT Dane Clark. Belinda Lee Producer Michael
Carreras. Director Terence Fisher.
Murder drama. A
down-and-out war veteran is offered a $1000 mystery
|0b
b.' a clrl
whoseveteran
father until
is later
murdered, throwing
suspicion
on the
he establishes
that the
girl's mother was responsible for the killinn.
HEAT WAVE Alex Nico(. Hillary Brooke. Producer
Anthonv Hinds. Director Ken Hughes. Murder drama.
Faithless wife allows husband to drown a young novelan unwiHin';
accessory, keeps silent but tells police
afterist, widow
jilts him.

METHO-GDLDWYN-MAYER
November
ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT Technicolor
Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger. Ann BIyth. Producer
Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic
Sea Saga. Two brothers fight for the love of a woman
while on whaling eipedition in the South Seas 95 min
KISS ME KATE 3D Ansco Color. Kathryn Grayson.
Howard Keel, Ann Miller. Producer Jack Cummings
Director George Sidney. Musical comedy Play-withina-play dramatization of a Broadway show based on
Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew " (09 min.
December
EASY TO LOVE Technicolor. Esther Williams. Van Johnson. Ton.- Martin. Producer Joe
Director
Charles Walters. Aquatic Musical.Pasternak.
triangle
in Cypress Gardens amid colorfulRomantic
swimming
and
water-skiing productions. 94 min.
ESCAPE FROM FORT tRAVO Ansco Color. William
Holden Eleanor Parker. Producer Nicholas Nayfack.
Director John Sturges. Western melodrama. Adventure
in Civil War period dealing with rebel prisoners in a
Unon stockade located in the desert. 98 min.
January
OIVE A GIRL A BREAK Technicolor Marge and Gower
Champion. Debbie Reynolds. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director
Stanley Donen. Musical comedy. Three young
actresses fight for
Broadway musical
when the name star starring
walis out.role82inmin.
FILM

G2EAT DIAMOND ROBBERY,
Red Skelton. Cara
Williami. Producer Edwin H. THE
Knopf.
Robert
Z. Leonard. Comedy. Young diamond Director
cutter dreams
of locating his long lost family and getting chance
cut a fabulous diamond. Phony family materializes andto
tricks the diamond cutter into stealing the
gem. 69 min.
OF THE ROUND TABLE CinemaScope Color
KNIGHTS
Magnificence
. Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner. Producer
Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard Thorpe. Historical
adventure drama. Tale of King Arthur's ascension to
the throne of England, his turbulent reign and eventual
complicated
death,
Lancelot.by hi$ wife Guinevere's love
for
the kni-ht
February
LONG,Arnaz,
LONG TRAILER, THE Ansco Color. Lucille Ball,
Desi
Marjone Main. Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Director Vincente Minnelli.
Comedy. Trials
lations of family life in a trailer. 94 min. and tribuSAADIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer, Rita
Gam. Producer-director Albert Lewin. Costume melodrama. East-meets-West
in the Morrocan desert. 80 story
min. of love and violence
March
ROSE
MARIE
CinemaScope-Kodacolor.
Ann BIyth,
Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas. Producers
Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. and Lawrence Wein-jarten. Director
Mervyn LeRoy. Musical outdoor drama, Romance and
murdertiful girl,
in athetrapper
Canadian
woods 102
involving
and north
a mountie.
min. a beauTENNESSEE CHAMP Ansco Color. Shelley Winters,
Dewey Martin, Keenan Wynn. Producer Sol Baer Fielding. Director Fred M. Wilcox. Comedy. Prize fighter
his slick
who believes the Lord is in his corner and
manager become Involved with a blond bombshell along
the Mississippi river-front. 73 min.
FLAME AND THE FLESH
Technicolor. Lana Turner.
April
Pier Angell. Carlos Thompson. No other information.
GYPSY COLT Ansco Color, Donna Corcoran. Ward
Bond, Frances Dee. Producers William Grady. Jr. and
Sidney Franklin Jr. Director Andrew Marton. Drama.
A spirited black colt refuses to accept separation
from the little ^irl who raised him.
RHAPSODY Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor. Vlttorlo Gassman. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director Charles
Vidor. Love story. A beautiful woman in Europe holds
the lives and music careers of two young artists in her
hands. Background of Co
classical
mingmusic. 115 min.
CaEST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boultlng. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments Qet a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive.
EXECUTIVE SUITE William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck,
June Ally:on Frederic March. Walter Pldneon. Paul
Douglas. Drama. Effect the death of a riresident of
a lar^e
firm has
the fir:'
six Greer
vice-oresidents.
HER
IWELVE
MEN onAnsco
Color.
Garson. Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys' room
schoolwith
copes
with the problem of sharing her
living
13 males.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
Mora Kaye Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason, Greer Garson. Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Joseph L. Manklewicz. Historical
drama. A:sassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Casslus et al. 121 min.
PARAMOUNT
November
BOTANY BAY Technicolor. Alan Ladd, James Mason,
Patricia Medina. Producer Joseph Sistrom. Director
John Farrow. Historical adventure. American aboard
British ship bound for Australian colonization foment;
conflict to remove tryanny of cruel captain. 94 min.
FLIGHT TO TANGIER 3D Technicolor. Joan Fontaine
Jack Palance, Corinne Calvet. Producer Nat Holt. Director Charles M. Warren. Action melodrama. Soldier
of fortune outwits International black market operators in Tangier. 90 min.
December
HERE COME THE GIRLS Technicolor. Bob Hope
Arlene Dahl. Tony Martin, Rosemary Clooney. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Claude Blnyon. Comedy-musical.
The oldest chorus boy on Broadway accldently becomes
a star when leading man drops out because of a murder threat, thus becoming object of killer. 78 min.

February
ALASKA SEAS Robert Ryan, Jan Sterling. Producer
Mel Epstein. Director Jerry Hopper. Adventure drama.
Salmon fishermen plagued with thieves robbing their
traps,ing fleet
break
the gang
when with
the sweetheart
the fishbecomes
involved
one of the ofthieves.
MONEY FROM HOME 3D Technicolor. Dean Martin.
Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director George
Marshall. Comedy. Horseplayer becomes heavily indebted to a boo.'^ie kino- Ordered to fix a race to
pay off he calls in Coming
veterinary interne pal who blows
up plot. 100 min.
CASANOVA'S
NIGHTPaul Technicolor.
Bob Norman
Hope,
Joan
Fontaine. BIG
Producer
Jones. Director
McLeod.
Comedy.
Hope,
mistaken
for
the
lover
Casanova Is hired to test the faithfulness of another
man's fiancee.
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
in Ceylon, falls in love with his foreman and plans to
run
away shewithfinds
him.shePlague
strikes,
lover dies, and
in crisis
still loves
her her
husband.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Zetterling. Producers and directors Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in
Paris undergoes psychonanalysls to overcome a fear of
marriage
finds Involved
the female
psychiatrist
same complex, becomes
in spy
plot and has
murder.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin. Jerry Lewis.
Janet Lelc*!- Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly announces th3t Jerry Lewis is dyln^ of radiation poisonand he is niven one last flinn at life by reporter
Janeting Leigh.
NAKED JUNGLE Technicolor. Eleanor Parker, Charlton
Heston. Producer George Pal. Director Byron Haskin.
Adventure drama. South American plantation owner
considers his mail-order wife too eleoant for rough
jungle life. She proves herself when plantation Is attacked by hordes of soldier ants.
RSD GARTERS Technicolor. Rosemary Clooney, Jack
Carson, Guy Mitchell. Producer Pat Duggan. Director
George Marshall. Western musical comedy. Fanciful
yarn
revolves
arrivalKiller
in California
town to
aveni^e around
dealh ofMitchell's
his brother.
turns out
to be best friend of Mitchell.
SABRINA FAIR Humphrey Bonart. Audrey Hepburn,
William Holden. Producer and HIrector Billy Wilder.
Comedy.
Two fh?
rich returr.
brof-sr":fromfalla f-'r
chauffeur's
daughter after
year"-.^ir
in Paris.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston.
Nicole ducerMaure..
Robert Youn';.
ProMel E.ostine.ThDmas
DirectorMitchell
Jerry Hoooer.
Melodrama.
American .ollot stranded in Peru join: a rencrade in
searching tor lost Inca treasure.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Mario
Camarini. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric feats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye. Rosemary Clooney Vera-Ellen. Producer Robt.
E. r^olan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical. Two World
War !! buddies team as entertainers after war. become Involved with sister act whic^ threatens their
plans for Broadwav show.
REPUBLIC
December
CHAMP FOR A DAY Alex Nicol Audrey Totter, Charles
Winninger, Hope Emerson. Asso. producer-director William A. Selter. Action melodrama. A young heavyweight
finds his manager mlssln-^, and risks the danger of
tangling with a gang of local gamblers to uncover the
secret of ha disappearance. 9? min.
RED RIVER SHORE Rex Allen. Producer Rudy Ralston.
Director Harry Keller. Western. Allen discovers a respected rancher is plotting a swindle by reporting a
fake oil discovery on his ranch and selling shares
to fellow-citizens.
January
TRENT'S
LAST Welles.
CAST Michael
Margaretby Lockwood, Orson
ProducedWilding.
and directed
Herbert
WilcOx.
Mystery
drama.
E.
C.
Bentley's
famous
detective, Philip Trent, suspects the widow and
the
secretary in the death of a financial tycoon, uncovers
plot within a plot. 90February
min.
CRAZYLEGS EIroy Hirsch. Lloyd Nolan. Joan Vohs.
Producer Hall Bartlett. Director Francis Lyon. Sport
drama.
All-American
hiirschstarring
from
his high Life
schoolof football
days up"Craiylegs"
to his present
role with the Los Angeles Rams. 87 min.
SEA OF LOST SHIPS John Derek. Wanda Hendrix.
Walter Brennan. Richard Jaeckel. Action melodrama.
Two young me who have grown up together fafl out
because of a girl, but are reunited in fighting the
dangers of the arctic while on ice patrol with the
U. S. Coast Guard. 85 min.

January
CEASE
Gl's in War
Korea.
Producer
Wallis.in
Director FIRE
Owen3D.Crump.
drama.
PatrolHalaction
final day of fighting in Korea. 75 min.
FOREVER FEMALE Ginger Rogers, William Holden,
Paul Douglas. Phoducer Pat Duggan. Director Irving
Rapper. Comedy. Maturing stage actress fights lo
keep her hold on youth by playing young roles. Her
ex-husband producer hopes to remarry her. but plans
are complicated when she falls for playwright. 93 min.
JIVARO Technicolor. Fernando Lamas, Rhonda Flem- FLIGHT NURSE Joan March
Leslie, Forrect Tucker. Director
ing. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Edward Ludwig.
Dwan. War drama. Air Force nurse, assigned to
Adventure-drama. A pretty American girl goes to find Allan
Korean
duty,
at
first
more interested in locating her
her sweetheart in the Amazon jungle, is aided by jungle sweetheart than in doing
her duty, is molded by war
trader with whom she falls in love after learning
Into
woman
of
heroic
and
responsible stature. 90 min.
of death of fiance.
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REPUBLIC (Continued)
April
CERALDINE John Carroll,
Mala Powers, Stan Freberg.
Producer Sidney Picker. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Comedy witti music. Tin Pan Alley publicity girl discovers youn-^ collece music instructor with golden
voice, interested only in folk songs, eventually interests
him in popular music and a marriage license. 90 min.
Coming
HELL'S
HALF
ACRE
Wendell
Corey, EvelynJohn
Keyes,H.
Elsa Lanchester. Associate
producer-director
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
in 194! but his crime-ridden past destroys hope for
the revival of marriage.
JOHNNY GUrTAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of making if railroad crossed her land.
JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie,
Forrest Outdoor
Tucker. drama.
Associate California
producer-director
JosephandI.
Kane.
trader meets
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic complications when she learns he has a son by unmarried
Soaniih C'ri.
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Herbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable schooner captain
tries to save C'rl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims bo".
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally. Associate producer-director William Selter.
Drama. Woman news.oa.ier owner is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. Sh? could have saved him and he
plans to get revenge by ruinlnn life of their daughter.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director Bill Witney.
Western.
war against
unscruoulousYoun^
unclewesterner
to recoverwaoes
stolenran':;e
heritage.
SHANGHAI
STORY,
THE
Ruth
Roman,
Edmond
Richard Jaeckel. Associate producer-directorO'Brien,
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
against Red
police.of Shanghai's International SettleTROUBLE IN THE GLEN Technicolor.. Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker, Orson Welles. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure roriance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had alv/ays used is closed
by the owner.
RKD
November
D'CAMERON
NIGHTS
Joan and
Fontaine,
Louis Jourdan. ProducersTechnicolor.
M. J. Frankovich
Wm.
Szekely. Director Huco Freoonese. Costume comedy.
Boccaccio, in love with beautiful woman whose memory
of her late, aaed husband orevents new romance, attempts to win her love throunh his stories. 87 min.
January
KILLERS FROM SPACE Peter Graves, Barbara Bestar.
Producer-director W. Lee Wilder. Science fiction.
Nuclear scientist .orevents the conquest of Earth by
invaders from another planet.
February
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES IGoldwyn Re-release).
Mvrna Loy, Frederic March, Teresa Wrioht, Dana
Andrews. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director William Wyler. Drama. 170 mins.
FRENCH LINE 3D Technicolor. Jane Russell, Gilbert
Roland. Producer Edmund Grainier. Director Lloyd
Bacon. Musical comed^'. Jilted at the altar because
she has too much money, Texas millionairess takes
cruise on Liberte. Incocnito. she sets out to find husband who will love her for herself alone.
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER (Reissue). Loretta
Young, Robert Mitchum. William Holden. 93 min.
ROB ROYducer Perce
Technicolor.
Todd.Disney
ProPearce. Glynis
DirectorJohns,
HaroldRichard
French.
live-action costume drama. From Daniel Defoe story
of Scottish hero who led rebellion against tyranny of
British governors until King George I relieved the situation in admiration for Rob Roy's exploits.
SHE COULDN'T SAY NO Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons. Producer Robert Sparks. Director Lloyd Bacon.
Comedy. Poor-little-rich-girl learns people in Arkansas
town saved her life when she was a baby. Her secret
money
townspeople disrupts their barter-system
economy.gifts89tomin.
VALLEY OF THE SUN (Reissue) Lucille Ball, James
Craig. 84 min.
March
CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor. Anne Baxter. Steve
Cochran. Producers Frank and Maurice King. Director
Kurt Neumann. Melodrama. Struggle of a young girl
to free herself from her fascination for a carnival heel
who
causes strong
her high-diving
partner's
death. Shechase.
does
and carny
man kills heel
in a ferris-wheel
DANGEROUS MISSION 3D. Victor Mature, Piper
Laurie, Vincent Price, Wm. Bendix. Producer Irwin
Allen. Director Louis Kin'j. Melodrama. Girl, after
witnessing a murder, hides out in Glacier National
Park to escape killer. Chase results with police trying
to find her before killer does.

FILM

ENCHANTED COTTAGE (Reissue). Dorothy McGuire,
Robert Young, Herbert Marshall. 91 min.
TALL IN THE SADDLE leissue). John Wayne. 87 min.
MR. BIANDING BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE (Reissue)
Cary Grant, Myrna Loy,April
Melvyn Douglas. 94 min.
PINOCCHIO (Reissue). Disney.
SAINT'S GIRL FRIDAY Louis Hayward, Naomi Chance.
Producer
Mystery
comedy-drama.
Saint
even
scoreJulian
withLesser.
namblers
for curder
and ruination
of youths.
SON OF SINBAD 30 Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Lill St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetzlaff. Romantic adventure,
further adventures of Sinbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson & Forrest, Price & St. Cyr.
THEY
BELIEVE
ME 95(Reissue)
Susan Hayward,
Robert WON'T
Young, Jane
Greer.
min.
Coming
DADMAN'S TERRITORYIRelssue) Randolph Scott 98 min.
SPANISH
(Reissue) Maureen O'Hara, Paul
Henreld. 100MAIN
minutes.
THING, THE (Reissue) Producer-director Howard
Hawks, Science-fiction melodrama. 87 min.
STATIONS WEST (Reissue) Dick Powell. 92 min
GUNGA DIN (Reissue) Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen,
Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. Producer-Director John Ford.
I 1 7 minutes.
LOST
PATROL
off, Glenn
Ford. (Reissue)
73 min. Victor McLaglen, Boris KarlBIG RAINtOW Technicolor Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland. adventure
Producer Harr,-drama.
Tatelman. Director John Sturges.
Romantic
DESPERATE MEN Technicolor. John Payne, Dan Duryea,
Liiabeth Scott. Producer Benedict Bo^eaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding clliien accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlln. Romantic comedy.
2DTH

CENTURY-FDX
November
HOW TO nicolor.
MARRY
A MILLIONAIRE
CinemaScope
TechMarilyn Monroe.
Bettv Grable,
Lauren Bacall,
David Wayne, Rory Calhoun, Cameron Mitchell. Producer Nunnally Johnson. Director Jean Negulesco.
Comedy. Three penniless models rent ultra swank
penthouse to capture rich husbands with resultant
comedy of errors finding and marrying for love. 96 min.
INFERNO (Also 3D) Technicolor. Robert Ryan, Rhonda
Fleming,rector R.William
Lundigan.RichProducer
Baker. Drama.
wastrel,W.leftBloom.
to die Di-In
desert by scheming; wife and her lover, becomes a
man In struggle to survive and leaves plotters to
ravages of conscience. 83 min.
December
BENEATHnicolor.THE
12.MILE
REEFMoore,
CinemaScope
TechRobert Wagner, Terry
Gilbert Roland.
Producer "obert Bassler. Director Robert D. Webb.
Adventure-drama. Perik of fponce divers Interwoven
in stor.' of father-son relations'-ip. clashes between
sponge-fishermen, and youn-^ romance. 102 min.
MAN CRAZY Neville Brand, Christine White. Producers
S. Haromn.formation nP.
Voran. Director !. Lerner. Other inot available.
MAN IN THE ATTIC Jack Palance, Constance Smith,
Byron Palmer. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Hugo
Fregonese. Mystery melodrama. Psychopathic boarder
commits ni^ht murders, with pretty women as his victims. About to kill a girl he has fallen in love with,
the twisted mind uncoils and takes own life. 82 min.

NIGHT PEOPLE CinemaScope Technicolor. Gregory
Peck, Broderick Crawford. Rita Gam. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama. Efforts of an American officer in Berlin to untangle red tape to negotiate
return
youngcomplicates
soldier kidnapped
by Reds.
wealthy offather
by attempting
briberyG.l.'s
and
barter
of
two
people
wanted
by
Communists
for return
of his son.
PRINCE VALIANT CinemaScope
Technicolor. Robert
prilLeich.
Wagner, James Ma:on. A Janet
Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway. Romantic adventure. Vikinc kino overthrown by traitor Is civen sactuCo
ming
son overthrows
the traitor.
ary
by Kinn Arthur.
Years
later ths dis.o'osed king's
RIVER OF NO RETURN CinemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum, Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor adventure romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, exconvict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guide
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the
rapids, Indians and the elements.
UNITED

ARTISTS

November
CAPT. JOHN SMITH AND POCAHONTAS Pathecolor.
Anthony Dexter. Jody Lawrance. Producers Aubrey
Wisberg, Jack Pollexfen. Director Lew Landers. Historical drama. Based on the famous incident wherein
the Indian princess saves the life of British captain,
then
is instrumental
annihilation.
75 min. in preservinn Jamestown from
SHARK RIVER Color Corp. of America. Steve Cochran,
Carole Matthews. Producer-director John Rawlins. Adventure melodrama. Chase throunh the Everglades in
post Civil War days with murderer and his brother
as the prey. 80 min.
SONG OF THE LAND Color Corp. of America. Narrated by Marvin Miller. Documentary, Filmed by
naturalists, tells of ife of the nearly extinct California
condor
and evolution
his extermination.
71 min.of our planet which caused
STRANGER ON THE PROWL Paul Muni, Joan Lorring.
Melodrama. Stowaway lands in Italy, becomes murderer in quest for food. Attachment with young boy.
whom he saves from death, leads to his doom. 82 min.
December
CAPTAIN'S PARADISE, THE Alec Guinness, Yvonne de
Carlo. Producer-director Anthony KImmlns. Romantic
adventure drama. Sea captain dividing his romance
between his wife in Gibraltar and girl in North Africa,
when storm shows him the futility
ofendshis double
course. life
77 min.
YESTERDAY AND TODAY Narrated by George Jessel.
Producer-director Abner J. Greshler. Documentary.
History
the movies
from "flickers" of 1893 and the
progress of57made
history.
min. to today. Includes top stars of filn>
January
ALGIERS (Reissue) Charles Boyer, Hedy Lamarr. Producer
Walter
Wan'jer.
mantic drama. 95 min. Director John Cromwell. RoCONQUEST OF EVEREST, THE Technicolor Documentary.
Depiction of the 1953 expedition under Col. Hunt that
scaled Mt. Everest. 78 min.
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN Robert Morley. Maurice
Evans, The D'Oylv Carte Opera Company. Producers
Frank Launder, Sidney Gilliatt. Director Sidney Gilllatt. Musical biography. Story of the famed operetta
team, their beginnings and differences. 105 min.
GO,
MAN, Anton
GO Dane
Clark, Harlem
Producer
M. Leader.
DirectorGlobe
JamesTrotters.
Wong
Howe. Sports drama. Story of the rise of the famed
Negro basketball team, their rise under Abe Saperstein
(Clark) from a iaiopy-traveling barnstorming outfit to
one of the world's greatest sports attractions. 82 min.
RIDERS digan,
TO THE
William
LunHerbert STARS
Marshall,Super-Cinecolor.
Richard Carson.
Producer
Ivan Tors.
Science-fiction
adventure.
Other
information not available. 81 min.
WICKED
Beverly Michaels,
Richard Rouse.
Egan.
Producer WOMAN
Clarence Greene.
Director Russell
Melodrama. Loose woman takes job as bargirl, induces
owner to leave his booiy wife and run off with her.
When plans are upset,
she makes new setup. 77 min.
February

January
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM (Reissue) Gregory Peck, Vincent
Price,
Roddy
McDowall.
Producer137Joseph
kiewlcz. Director John Stahl. Drama.
min. ManKING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES CinemaScope Technicolor. Tyrone Power. Terry Moore. Producer Frank
Rosenberg. Director Henry King. Adventure drama.
Half-breed Britich officer in 19th century India becomes
a deserter to demonstrate his right to equality in the
Army and in romance with General's daughter. 99 min.
THREE YOUNG TEXANS Technicolor. Mitzi Gaynor,
Jeff Hunter, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Henry Levin. Western drama. Friendship between pair of cowboys and cirl becomes imperiled when one Is suspected of train robbery. Turns
out other is guilty, is killed after repentance. 78 min.
BEACHHEAD PatheColor. Tony Curtis, Frank Loveioy.
February
Mary Murphy. Producer W. Koch. Director Stuart
Heisler. Action drama.
HELL AND HIGH WATER CinemaScope Technicolor.
Richard Widmark, Bella Darvi, Cameron Mitchell, David
MAN BETWEEN, THE James Mason, Claire Bloom, HllWayne. Adventure drama. Touch captain and motley
degarde Neff. Producer-director Carol Reed. Suspense
crew of ex-U. S. sailors use submarine on special
drama.
Spies, secret police and innocent pawns inmission to thwart a conspiracy to start World War
volved In plot to stem flow of refugees from western
III by an atomic bomb incident.
sector
of
to Allies'threats
area. toMason,
used kidnapped
by Reds,
overcomesBerlin
blackmail
rescue
SIEGE AT RED RIVER, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson,
Joanne Dru. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director
British girl. 100 min.
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union
OVERLAND PACIFIC SuperCineCoior. Jock Mahoney.
cavalry troop train sets off net of Intri'^ue and heroism
Peggie Castle. Producer Edward Small. Director Fred
involving Confederate who turns out to be Union spy.
Sears. Western. Battles and intrigue In the laying of
the
March
West railroad
Coast. through hostile Indian country to the
GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,
PERSONAL AFFAIR Gene Tierney, Leo Genn. Producer
Anne Bancroft. Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
Antony
Darnborough.
Drama. Small
town BritishDirector
teacher Anthony
is accusedPellssier.
by his
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist, fina lly carries her atop roller coaster and both
wife of having affair with school girl. When latter dismeet their death.
appears, teacher is suspected of murder. 82 min.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
TOP BANANA Color Corp. of America. Phil Silvers,
Rose Marie. Producers Albert Zu'jsmith and Ben Peska;'. Director Alfred E. Green. Musical comedy. Filmed
as though it were a stace play. :how within a show
has Silvers as funniest man on TV, fond of girls and
autographs. When real love hits, he is bounced around
by Qirl and sponsor, but his basic desire to be an
entertainer ends rifts.
March
ACT OF LOVE Kirk Douglas, Dany Robin. Producerdirector Anatole Litvak. Drama. French refu'^ee girl
Is compromised by American occupation
they
fall in love, are separated by police; girl,soldier;
believes American has forsaken her, goes to mistakenly
her death.
BEAT THE DEVIL Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones,
GIna Lollobriglda. Producer-director John Huston.
Drama. An assorted croup on tramp steamer become
involved In Intricue. murder and romance in search for
uranium. Filmed in Mediterranean area. 82 min.
CAMELS WEST PatheColor. Rod Cameron, Joanne Dru,
John Ireland. Producer Edward Small. Adventure drama.
GOLDEN MASK, THE Technicolor. Van Heflln, Wanda
Hendrix. adventure.
Producers Aubrey Barinn, Maxwell Setton.
Romantic
SCARLET SPEAR. THE Technicolor Morasi, John Bentley,
Martha H'/er. Producer Charles Reynolds. Directors
George Breakston Ray Stahl. Adventure drama.
April
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE PatheColor.
Dan O'Herlihy.
Producers
Danclgers,
Ehrlich.
Director Luis
Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. Henry
From
Daniel
Defoe's
classic
of
the
shipwrecked
sailor
and
the native who became his man Friday.
HEIDI Elsbeth SIgmund, Heinrlch Gretler. Producer
Laiar Wechsler. Director Luici Comencini. Drama.
Taken
famed children'st
storycirlby and
Johanna
Spyri
of
the from
l^ve
between
a little Swiss
her grandfather. 98 min.
LONE GUN, THE George Montgomery, Dorothy Malone. Producer Edward Small. Director Ray Naiarro.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer Peter De Sarigny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst.
Air-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta In World
War II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exin locating enemy convoy, sealing fate of Nazis'
Afrika ploitCorps.
WITNESS TO MURDER Barbara Stanwyck, George Sanders, Gary Merrill. Producer Chester Erskine. Director
Roy Rowland. Suspense Melodrama.
Coming
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, GIna
Vassarottl. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
established that all males over 20 must be married.
Lollobriglda. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vittorio
GOG Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan, Constance Dowlin';, Herbert Marshall. Producer Ivan Tors.
Director Herbert L. Strock. Science-fiction drama.

UNIVEflSAL-INTl
November
BACK
TO
GOD'S
COUNTRY
Technicolor.
Rock Director
Hudson,
Steve Cochran. Producer Howard
Christie.
Joseph Pevney. Outdoor melodrama. Schooner captain and wife harrassed in the frozen North by thieves
triyng to steal fur cargo. 78 min.
GLASS WEB, THE 2D-3D. Edward G. Robinson, John
Forsythe. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Jack
Arnold. Murder mystery. Whodunit set against background of television studio. 81 min.
VEILS OF BAGDAD, THE Technicolor. Victor Mature,
Marl Blanchard. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director
George Sherman. Costume adventure. Champion of
Ottoman empire fights againit despots from Bagdad
attempting to con'-.uer the land. 82 min.
December
TUt/BLEWEED Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Lori Nelson.
Chill Wills. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Nathan
Juran. Western. Murphy, accused of cowardice when
wagon trainonus.he Is79 guarding
is massacred by Indians,
overcomes
min.
WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME Technicolor. Donald
O'Connor,
Janet Leigh.
Producers
Ted RichmondLeonard Goldstein.
Director
Lloyd Bacon.
Musical
comedy. Younn clarinetist stands to inherit fortune if
he becomes operatic star, makes his mark instead
in concert ball jazz. 95 mm.
January
BORDER RIVER Technicolor. Joel McCrea, Yvonne De
Carlo. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director George
ShernisTn. Western drama. Confederate officer steals
gold irom Union mint to buy supplies in Mexico for the
Southern army, causing bloodshed. 81 min.
FORBIDDEN Tony Curtis, Joanne Dru. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Rudolph Mate. Melodrama. Racketeer rjoes to Macao to find a slain hoodlum's widow
who has evidence of gangleader's crimes. 85 min.
WAR
ARROW
Technicolor.
MaureenDirector
O'Hara,George
Jeff
Chandler.
Producer
John W. Rogers.
Sherman. Western. Cavalry officer sent from Washington to put down Indian uprising finds the tribes are
beinc led by supposedly dead cavalryman. 78 min.
FILM

February
GLENN MILLER STORY, THE Technicolor. James
Stewart, June Allyson. Producer Aaron Rosenberg.
Director Anthony Manln. Biopic with music. Highlights of t.he life of the late, creat bandleader lost in
an air accident over English Channel,
TAZA, SON OF COCHISE 2D-3D. Rock Hudson. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douc'as Sirk. Western.
Apache chief i: forced to ficht other redskins trying
to brin'j peace between his people and the white men.
March
CREATURE FROM THE CLACK LAGOON 3D. Richard
Carlson, Julia Adams. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Fantasy melodrama. Geologist
discovers creature which is half man, half fish and
forms an expedition to capture it.
RIDE CLEAR OF DIABLO Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Dan Duryea. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse
Murphy
murdersHibbs.
of hisWestern.
father and
kid returns
brother. home to avenge
SASKATCHEWAN Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Shelley
Winters. Producer Aaron P.osenber-:. Director Raoul
Walsh. Outdoor drama. Canadian mountie rebels
against
h-: commandin-^ officer to save survivors of
Indian attack.
FORT LARAMIE Technicolor.
Jchn Payne, Dan Duryea.
April
Marl Blanchard. Producer
Ted Richmond. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Outdoor drama. Trouble-shooiing soldier
is sent to Wyoming Territory to clear work stoppage
on construction of rai'road.
MA & PAbride.KETTLE
AT HOMEWilson.
Marjorie
Main,Charles
Percy KilProducer Richard
Director
Lamont. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modern home, go
back to dilapidated farmhouse so that oldest boy can
win contest on typical farm life.
YANKEE PASHA Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Rhonda
Fleming. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Co:tume adventure. Frontiersman Chandler
fights half-way aroundCoworld
to save woman he loves.
ming
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audie Murphv, Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when cold miners
break treaty with Indian: to obtain ore-beatinn ground.
FAR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corlnne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberc- Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tac with cold, love and sudden death.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Younc automotive designer develops sport car
to save fallinc auto company, succeeds when he wins
cross country race.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles co to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the runnlnc of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Slrk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming a doctor devoting himself to humanity.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflln, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. !n forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleagured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing renecade whiteman who incites the savaces.
WARNER

January
EDDIE CANTOR STORY, THE Technicolor. Keefe Brasselle,tor Marilyn
Erskine. Musical
Producerbiography.
Sidney Skolsky.
Alfred E. Green.
Life of DirecEddie
Cantorcess infrom
his
beglnnincs
as
entertainer
at_Illness
13. suc-to
the
Follies,
eventual
recovery
from
entertain for charity. !!4 min.
HIS MAJESTY
O'KEEFEHarold
Technicolor.
Lancaster.
Joan
Rice. Producer
Hecht. Burt
Director
Byron
Haskln. Action drama. Victim of a mutiny, sea capbeisland,
Pacific
Soulh
on
lands
adrift,
tain is ;et
comes whitefactions.
ruler usinc
unite warring
88 min.democratic methods to
HONDO 3D WarnerColor. John Wayne, Geraldlne
Page. Producer
Directorscout,
Jchn unhorsed
Farrow.
Western
drama. Robert
Lone U.Fellows.
S. Cavalry
in Indian battle, comes to Western town, befriends
widow and young son. paves way for romantic and
dramatic complications.
83 min.
February

BOY FROM OKLAHOMA, THE WarnerColor. Will
Weisbart.
Producer
Olson.
Nancy
Rogers, Jr.,
drama. Young
comedyDavid
Western
Curtii.
Michael
Director
cowbo" seekinc to be lawyer unwlttlncly becomes
captures
jlily the Kid,. 88
Sheriff',
min. outlaws, finally
law apprenticeship
leaves forhumbles
Guy
COMMAND, THE ClnemaScope, WarnerColor.
Producer
Whltmore.
James Butler.
Joan Weldon.
Madison,
drama.
Western
David Weisbart. Director David
of troop tram in
Young doctor ta':es over command
94 mms. brines it to safety through raids
disease.territory
and
Wyoming
March
CRIME WAVE Sterling Heyden, Gene Nelson. Phyllis
Kirk. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Andre de Toth.
Crime melodrama. Record of reformed convict Involves
him in holdup plot, but with aid of understanding detectlce, en'* Innate hones*. . Is freed from past. 74 min.
DUFFY OF SAN pUENTIN Louis Hayward, Paul Kelly.
Joanne Dru, Maureen O'SuTlvan. Prison drama.
PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE 3D WarnerColor Karl
Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Patricia Medina. Producer
Henry Blanke.
drama. Series ofDirector
murdersRoyin Del
turn Ruth.
of the Murder
century meloParis
with beautiful cirls asComing
victim of sadistic zoologist studying "animal" reflexes.
DIAL M FOR MURDER 3D WarnerColcr. Ray Mllland,
Grace Kelly, Robert Cummlncs. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Murder melodrama. Hu;band plots death of
wife whom he married for money. Original plan backfires when wife kills her would-be murderer. Husband
makes. self-defense killing look like premeditated murder.
RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Wayne Morris. Producer Ted Sherdeman. Director
Andre de Toth. Western. Stagecoach guard, victim of
odd circumstances, clears his name, wipes out outlaws.
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whltmore, Joan Weldon.
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas.
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot ants terrorize the
Southwest until their nest Is discovered and wiped out.

BROTHERS

November
CALAMITY JANE Technicolor WarnerPhonic sound
Doris liam
DayJacobs.
Howard
Keel,David
Allyn Butler.
McLerie.Musical
Producer
WilDirector
western.
Fabulous Calamity Jane in friendly feud with Wild Bill
Hickok,as the
brin::?
entertainer's
maid
real back
thing,famed
is transformed
into stage-struck
pretty girl,
ends u:> marrvinc Wild Bill. !01 min.
DIAMOND QUEEN, THE Color. Fernando Lamas, Arlene
Dahl, Gilbert Roland. Producer Frank Melford. Director John Brahm. Romantic adventure. Pair of Frenchmen in India to cet diamond for Louis XIV's coronation
go throuch
and romantic adventures to accomplishperilous
mission. 80 min.
KEY LARGO IRelssue) Humphrey Bogart, Edward G.
Robinson, Lauren Bacall, Lionel Barrymore. Producer
Jerry Wald. Director John Huston. Drama. 101 min.
TREASURE OF SIERRA MAD?.E (Reissue) Humphrey
Bogart,rectorWalter
John Huston.Huston.
Drama. Producer
126 min.Henry Blanke. DiDecember
THREE SAILORS AND A GIRL Technicolor. Jane Powell,
Gordon MacRae, Gene Nelson. Producer Sammy Cahn.
Director Roy Del Ruth. Musical comedy. Three gobs,
designated by submarine crew to invest $50,000, plunge
into show business, manage to bring flop show into
Broadway hit. 95 min.
THUNDER OVER THE PLAINS WarnerColor. Randolph
Scott, Lex Barker, Phyllis Kirk. Producer David Weisbart. Director Andre de Toth. Western. Union Captain harrassed by carpet-bag politicians on side of
law, takes action when friends and his wife are put
in peril. 82 min.
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YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member Xational Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7. Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

ORDER

NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses
that are adjustable
A prompt order ivill reserve your
POLALITE glasses
and insure delivery for future bookings.
HIGHWAY
EXPRESS LINES,

INC.

Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-0100
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Member National Film Carriers
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"High Costs" is piping the tune, and your costS'ofliving are following merrily... and blindly... along.
You'll find, by examining their path in the
Bureau of Labor Statistics reports of the period
from 1939 to 1952, that your high-cost-o f-living .. .
including FOOD, FUEL, RENT and CLOTHING

costs

have raced upwards to a 92.8% peak. Then look at
Exhibitors Digest findings of an increase in your
THEATRE

EOUIPMENT

and SUPPLIES of 98.9% for

about the same period . . . You can easily see just
how much you've paid this piper!
Your dollar sings a different tune, however,
when you note the negligible increase, IF ANY,
you've received from NSS, during the same period.
Compare all your costs with the LOW

COST,

Service-With-A-Smile Policy of the Prize Baby.
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PROMETHEUS:

Charf/es

Cade
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BOUND

By JOHN A. VIZZARD
Member Production Code Administration
O

SIZE-UPS
STUDIO
Fox Firm on Stereophonic Sound
Is Hughes
Big Name

Readying Sale of RKO?
Deals Reported Set by AA

The Complete

Production

Story

THE

800

MILLION

BIG

TALK

READERS!

of 76 National Publications will see PUBLICITY
and PICTORIAL

FEATURES

on

PROM

"The Glenn Miller Story" during the months of
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Florida at height of
tourist season...
January

19th!
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APPEARANCES!
JAMES

STEWART,
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Colonel Kirby,

and other personalities close to
Glenn Miller will make personal appearances
in virtually every major city in the nation!
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Library of Congress
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DECCA
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and CORAL

plugging Miller music

albums! Also "Love Theme" released by MGM,
CAPITOL, and RCA VICTOR! PLUS...
^^^.^
Free promotion kit to every Record and Song
^ -^^h^ Shop in nation from National Association
— of Music Merchants !
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LISTENERS!
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to 45 National Radio

will view 30 National
TV shows plugging

programs
all about

will hear
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EYES!

"The Glenn Miller Story"

"The Glenn Miller Story !'»'
or
GLENN

MILLER

50th Anniversary

IIILLER

JUBILEE!

Celebration at Clarinda, Iowa

(Miller's birthplace). Governor, army and air
force officials attending this event January 12-13
... a highlight for national publicity !

**HALL

OF

FAME!"

Downbeat Magazine's Annual Award
goes to Glenn Miller at brilliant Jamboree
...Chicago Stadium, February

19th!
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in advance.

see for itself this magnificent
own.
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filming of the best-seller.
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powerfully

It is

behind

to the screen

JUNE

WALTER

PIDGEON,

CALHERN,

daring.

sold hundreds

HOLDEN,

M-G-M

was

was

SHOWS!

of a towering skyscraper where beauty's wiles and man's cunning are in
conflict, where office wives play their secret game and the fight for power

love is reckless

Lehman

unusual
long

TRADE
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to the nation

industry
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something
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of thousands

with
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BARBARA
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■ Based on the novel by Cameron
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JAGGER

of copies and
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cast of stars: WILLIAM

STANWYCK,

WINTERS,

NINA

is still going

PAUL
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DOUGLAS,

MARCH,
LOUIS

(Also Tim Considine - Screen Play by Ernest

Haiiiey • Directed by Robert Wise • Produced by John Houseman)

of "EXECUTIVE

SUITE."

TABLE"
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good news for the entire industry.
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BOUND

By JOHN A. VIZZARD
Member Production Code Administration
The question is this : \\'hether Hollywood's Production Code functions under a messianic mandate to protect audiences from reality ; the reality out of which they
come, and into which they return?
For example, one will not find in films any mention
of dope addiction, white slavery, or sex perversion; despite the fact that daily newspapers, which invade the
sanctuary of the living room, are filled with discussions
of these subjects, with a candor that would g:ive Freud a
neurosis.
Neither will the average movie-goer find any reference to abortion, birth control, or venereal disease; although the United States army, and governmental
health services are not too lofty to give these socially important questions an airing. The theory is that light
and fresh air are the two things these evils cannot tolerrate. Like toadstools they flourish in the dark.
Blocking access to the screen to subjects like these
is both spinsterish and romantic. On the one hand, it
smacks of the wishful thinking of an old maiden aunt,
who pats her young charge on the head and admonishes :
"Never mind, honey. Just ignore that leering old ma:;,
and he will go away."
Unfortunately, the grosser excesses of human nature can no more be wished out of existence, than can
human nature itself. Ever since the fall of man in the
(iarden of Eden, the perfectionists are saddled with the
unpleasant and untidy fact that coarse sin is going to be
an integral part of the world in which we live.
On the other hand, the concept of a world in which
virtue always triumphs and no base vice exists is dangerously romantic. .Maturity is only to l)e gained by
equating the mental outlook with reality as it is. It is
no wonder that the screen is fre(|uently accused of naivete. .An instrument like the Code keeps it at the level
of per])etual childishness.
Commercial

Consideration

It seems almost impertinent to introduce the commercial consideration in the midst of this c|uestion ; but
in fact it is not. Motion pictures are fal)ulously expensivei commodities. The average "A" film would be
equivalent, roughly, to the cost of a ten story apartment
building. Consequently, they are not made just for the
joy of making them. They are churned out of great factories, on a mass scale, in a highly competitive industry ;
and any legitimate source of revenue has to be e.x])lored

b}- a business hungry for raw materials. It is highly conceivable that a story based on, say, the evils of abortion,
might be a valuable social deterrent to this crime, and a
rich source of hard-to-come-by dollars.
The artistic considerations are not impertinent. A
.-tory like, say, "Moulin Rouge", which wanders frankly
through the back alleys of human life, and introduces
the sordidness of prostitution alongside the beauties of
artistic achievement, is not only good entertainment,
but, esthetically, is highly revealing of human nature.
Such a gain is not easily had : not easily foregone. Why
is it impossible to think that the same cannot be done,
for instance, in the case of a story invoh ing white slavery, asubject forbidden by the Code?
Is Pegasus to be made a perpetual pack-ass in the
cause of a black-an_d-white pattern of morality?
What has the Code to answer to these charges?
They are being levelled against it as an instrument aldustry.most daih', in quarters both within and without the inFirst of all, before engaging' the central question, it
i.- necessary to scotch one fraudulent notion on which it
rests, and which is assumed with a gratuity that is
simply unthinking. This is the idea that certain depravities will automatically vanish, once the spotlight of
public attention turns its merciless glare on them. This
is fully as romantic as the notion that they can l^-e disregarded into oblivion.
For one thing, there are certain evils that will always be with us, attention or no attention. Is it necessary to point to that occupation that is commonly referred to as "the oldest profession"?
Enlightenment is good. But it is necessary to recall
that during the last war the greatest and most concerted
program of instruction in the problems of veneral disease
was indulged in by the armed forces. If information
were all that were needed, v.d. would have vanished. W e
know that the opposite is tragically true. In addition,
we now have more widespread knowledge, thanks to the
scurrying solicitude of certain sections of the press, on
the subject of narcotics smuggling and narcotics addiction than we have ever had in history. Yet the problem
continues to increase, rather than decrease.
(Continued on Page If)
PROMETHEC S: In Greek mythology: he stole fire from
heaven and delivered it to mankind, thus becoming the
founder of civilization. For thus defying the gods, he was
chained to a rock where eagles fed on his liver for ages.
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Academy

Award

Winner

NOW]
Availabh

• ••directed if.^.
on location in Africa and Europe, topping
anything he's ever done before, including
"Moulin Rouge" and "African Queen"!

Academy

Award

for

Winner

HUMPHREY

BOdI

Academy

Manh

Bookingsi
. • • stars in it . . •
the Academy Award adventurer,
in his biggest adventure of all!

Award

Winner

• •• co-stars in it...
a great actress in the most chaUenging
role of her career!

. . • smolders
in it...
a torrid new talent
makes her American
debut in a role as
fiery as the
Mediterranean sun!

SANTANA PICTURES
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HUMPHREY BOGART
JENNIFER
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GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA
And
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HUSTON'S production ol
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by a high-powered,
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showmanship
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1
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PETER LORRE • EDWARD UNDERDOWN,
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"rJ
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i
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GROSSES!

"Top
SuUhcm,

Banana"

^<uu^

O

"Saskatchewan'
O

O

ScidiKc^ 'RatcH^ O O O
Good action, outstanding on-location (Canada) photography, and the Ladd-Winters names bodes good reception
in action huoses. Will register strongly with kids and nottoo-particular clientele. Discriminating trade will be
amused with fantastic story, obvious heroics.

Rating will hold in metropolitan houses, especially where
stage musical hit was shown or notices made impression.
Risque lines and suggestive "business" will cut into returns
from family market. Scarcity of musical numbers, accent
on Phil Silvers' brand of comedy, bodes mixed reaction.

Big-scale outdoor production filmed in Canada has
plenty ingredients to satisfy at don market. Beautifully

Harry Popkin's experiment in filming a stage musical, just as it might have been jjresented in a Broadway theatre, should appeal to the metropolites, but may
puzzle the average moviegoer, especially if the Phil

filmed in Technicolor, catching Canadian terrain's awesome eyefulness, film builds under Raoul Walsh's direction to climactic Indians-vs.-Mounties battle. Alan

Silvers' burlesque-type delivery doesn't register.
Camera usually works the full stage, rather than the
technique normally associated with film presentation,
and Silvers can be orchids or spinach, depending on individual taste. He constantly dominates the showw ithin-a-show as a TV comedian whose love-life and
career is threatened when he falls for a model who becomes a star in his show, turns her affections to the

Ladd's dead-pan accomplishments here should sit weli
with his fans — rescue of Shelley W inters from Indian
attack, mutiny against his commanding officer to lead
stranded band of Mounties out of hostile Indian territory, destruction of countless redskin marauders, escape
from guardhouse to bring arms to friendly Indians for a
last ditch fight against invading Sioux who have ambushed Mounties' battalion, and a dozen more such
heroics. Outdoor production, photography, hordes of

tenor. When tragedy threatens, he turns to his burles(|ue format (shown in flashback), re-establishes his true
love — the theatre. Original cast, featuring Rose Marie,
Danny .Scholl. Judy Lynn and the others perform well,
with pulchritude and production scenes caught in glowing color by Color Corp. of .America. While a lot of the
off-color stuff has been cut or toned down, there's still
plenty of the originalleft. Barn

extras, real class in Aaron Rosenberg's production. Gil
Doud's script,, however, limits players to uni-dimensional proportions. Wide-screen projection should be used
wherever possible to point up background scenes. Barn
Universal-International. 86 Minutes. Alan Ladd, Shelley Winters, J. Carroll
Naish, Hugh O'Brian. Robert Douglas, George Lewis. Richard Long, Jay Silverheels, Antonio Moreno. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Raoul Walsh.

Unifed Artists. 100 Minutes. Phil Silvers. Rose Marie, Danny Scholl, Judy
Lynn. Jack Albertssn, Johnny Coy, Joey Faye. Herbie Faye. Walter Dare Wahl,
Producers Albert Zuqsmith and Ben Peskay. Director Alfred E Green.

"Ride

Clear

ScuCkc^
"CrimR

"Dragnet" technicpie, should be good bet as top dualler.
Film kicks off brutally with gas station hold-up in which
l)oliceman is killed in gunfight. Killers are escaped con-

O

his defense. Duryea's performance pulls film above
routine category by providing warped characterization
of a killer-comedian which is highly entertaining. En-

Nelson because he once was killers' j)rison mate, dood
suspense, smash ending when the bank robbery blows

gaging romance grows out of
with sheriff's daughter, Susan
Abbe Lane provides break in the
couple of torchy songs and low

up in convicts' face through a tip given Hayden by Nelson should leave patrons hoppy.
• ' .Sex and sin angles mentioned in ])ressb(M)k are
secondary to \ iolence, suspense and action. Phil

O-

TOPS

O

Murphy's relationship
Cabot. Dancehall girl
shooting action with a
cut gowns that should

have the gallery gang's eyes popping. Neil
Universal. 80 Minutes. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea, Susan Cabot, Abbe Lane,
Russell Johnson, Paul Birch. Producer John W. Rogers. Director Jesse Hibbs.

Warner Bros. 74 Minutes. Sterling Hayden. Gene Nelson. Phyllis Kirk, Ted de
Corsia, Charles Buchinsky. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Andre de Toth.

O

O

helping Murphy are really the killers. Suspenseful action begins sparking when the sheriff, hoping to get rid
of Murphy sends him to capture local gunman, Dan
Duryea. Murphy surprises everyone by out-drawing the
killer and bringing him in alive. Duryea, a fascinating
character, takes a liking to Murphy, eventually dies in

victs seeking place to hole U]). h'x-con Gene Nelson and
wife Phyllis Kirk are involved when one of the killers
seeks refuge in their apartment, dies of wounds sustained
in hold-up. Strong performance is registered by Sterling Hayden in role of detective who puts pressure on

O

^€itut^ O

boost Audie Murphy's steady, strong boxoffice draw.
Special selling angle is Duryea's badman performance.
Well-blended Technicolored mixture of gun-fist
action, humor and sex. Uncluttered plot involves the
return of Audie Murphy to avenge the murders of his
father and kid brother. Cards are stacked against him
l)ecause the sheriff and town lawyer supposed to be

.Authentically filmed crime melodrama, done in

O

Diablo"

Good for action houses. Proper exploitation plus favorable word-of-mouth could turn up surprising grosses in
general runs also. Old formula packs new punch. Should

Wave"

Rating is for general dual bill market; will be higher for
action houses. Good angles for upping grosses in ballyhoo spots by exploiting current news tie-ins. Violence,
suspense, fast pace, and forceful characterizations hypo
otherwise roMtine story.

^u4iHC44, ^oUiHf

Df

O

O

GOOD

O

O

AVERAGE
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By JAY ALLEN

ALLIED

ARTISTS

Participation Deals Lure
Big Names for AA Toppers
ALLIED ARTISTS' xVEW PARTICIpation deals with outside producers, directors
and acting talent, is being eyed in Hollywood
as an important factor in the studios resolution to hypo its quality product. Universal
started it with offering top stars 50 per cent
profit-sharing contracts two years ago.
Actually, AA goes much further than U-I
in offering enticements to corral new creative talent. Participants will be given a substantial share of the profits in their individual product, and part ownership in their pictures, plus stock in the company. Amount of
the latter will be determined by the number
of pictures each makes.
The plan was devised to assist high salaried talent in spreading its earnings over a
greater period of time to benefit on income
taxes.
Although none of the actors, producers
and directors mentioned in the last issue of
Size-Ups has actually signed one of the new
contracts at this writing, it appears certain
that at least four of them will do so within
a matter of a few days. According to FILJiI
bulletin's information, John Huston,
P.illy Wilder, Clark Gable and William Wyler have all given verbal agreement to the
deals, are only awaiting legal counsel.
To further carry out its program of securing top names for its future product, AA is
working out a deal with Associated British
Pictures. Already the company has secured
a commitment with the British firm for the
services of Audrey Hepburn, who has a
three-picture contract there. Next in line
will be development of a stock company,
also along the lines of the one set up at U-l,
to build new stars.
According to the best available information. Allied prexy Steve Broidy hopes to
have the transition well enough underway lo
resume production on the lot by early
March.
COLUMBIA
Columbia

Gets Goetz;

'Guys & Dolls' First of 3
HARR^■ (OHX PULLKI) oi l- TIM',
coup of the month by signing up William
Goetz to produce his slate of important independent production for Columbia release.
Pag* 8
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Goetz had been sought after by most of
the companies in the business. Right up
until the minute that his Columbia deal was
announced, most Hollywoodites were convinced that he would affiliate his independent
company with either Paramount or Warner
Brothers.
The former Universal production chief will
headquarter at Columbia, has three important vehicles set: "Guys and Dolls," "The
Maurice Chevalier Story", with Danny Kaye
in the title role, and "Dawn in the Sky,"
starring James Stewart.
First of the three films to roll, "Guys and
Dolls," will be in CinemaScope with, reportedly. Betty Grable and Jane Russell in
the feminine starring roles, and — hold your
hat.s — Clark Gable and Bob Hope likely
prospects for the two top male spots. Goetz
reportedly paid $300,000 for the property,
plus a participation in the film's gross over
and above $4,000,000.
Columbia is reported to be planning a big
increase in CinemaScope productions, following recent conferences between Harry Cohn
and executive producer Jerry Wald. At least
ten films have already been slated for the
process, including: "Joseph and His Brethren," "Mary Magdalene," "River to the
Sun," "Reminiscenes of a Cowboy," "West
Point Story," "My Sister Eileen," "Pal
joey." "Franz Liszt," "Guys and Dolls".
I'our pictures are shooting on the lot at
the present time, with at least two slated to
roll during the remainder of February, three
in March, and one or more in April.

are: "The Human Beast"
Now shooting
(Glenn
Ford, Gloria (irahame, I5roderick
Crawford) — Lewis J. Rachmil producer,
Fritz Lang director; "The Killer Wore A
Badge" (Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey, Dorothy Malone) — Jules Schermer producer,
Richard Quine director; "3 Hours to Live"
(Dana Andrews, Donna Reed), in Technicolor— Harry Joe Brown producer, Al Weikcr director; "The Law vs. Billy the Kid"
(Scott Brady, Betta St. John) — Sam Katzman producer, William Castle director.
C"oming up later in the month are: "Pirates of Tripoli" ((jeorge Montgomery. Patricia Medina) — Katzman producer, Felix
b'eist director; "Those Reported Missing"
(not yet
cast) — Byron I-'oy producer, Lew
Seller
director.
March starters will be: "The Long Grey
Line" (not cast) — John Ford directing, and
"The Bandits" (not cast) — Lewis J. Rachmil producer. In .April, the cameras will roll
on: "Pfft" (Judy Holliday ) — I'red Kolilmar
producer.

LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Reciprocal Pact Gives
Lippertl2, Broidy TV Rights
ROBERT L. LIPPERT AND WILliam F. Broidy have inked a two-way deal —
I'roidy will produce twelve features for Lippert release and, in turn, takes over the television sales of all Lippert pictures, including
over 100 features.

The Broidy productions will carry budgets ranging from $100,000 to $350,000, according to a joint statement issued by the
two principals. First is scheduled to go before the cameras in April. No definite stories
or castings had been decided upon at the
time FILM BULLETIN went to press.
Broidy's 12 films will augment Lipperf's
regular product, making a total of 24 features to be delivered to Lippert franchise
distributors during the new year.
Official Films will represent Broidy on
sales to TV. Official, in turn, has retained
Tom Corrodine and Associates to do the
actual marketing of the films in eleven western states. TV sales began with signing of
the pact.
In addition to the 100 old features, Broidy
takes over 170 musical shorts, 39 Blackstone
magic short subjects and 26 girl wrestling
shows.
Although neither Lippert nor Boidy would
confirm it, FILM BULLETIN'S Hollywood
staff is informed that Broidy will eventually ■
be named to an executive post with the Lip- |
pert distribution set-up.
I
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

1953-54 Lineup Completed;
8 Set for Cameras

|

Thru May

ITS ENTIRE SLATE FOR THE 195354 releasing season scheduled for completion
by March 1, Metro launched its 1954-55 producing schedule with eight pictures scheduled for the cameras in March, April and
May.
Meanwhile,
production machinery
seems to be grinding to a temporary halt.
No new films are slated to roll until March
8, leaving only two in production this month
— one on the home lot, the other in England.
Currently filming are "Bridagoon" ((jene
Kelly, Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse, Elaine
Stewart) in CinemaScope and Ansco Color
— Arthur Freed producer. Viiicente Minelii
director; and "Beau Brumniel" (Elizabeth
Taylor, Stewart Granger) in Ansco Color —
(Continued on Page 9)
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Sam Zimbalist producing, Curtis Bernhardt
directing in England. I'otli are set for March
completion.
New product to get underway in Spring
include five CinemaScopers: "Jupiter's Darling" (Esther Williams, Howard Keel) — producer George Wells, director George Sidney; "Green Fire" (Stewart Granger, Grace
Kglly) — producer Armand Deutsch, director
Andrew Marton; "Many Rivers to Cross"
(Robert Taylor) — producer Jack Cummings;
"Deep In My Heart" (Jose Ferrer) — producer Arthur Freed, director Stanley Donen;
"I'll See Vou Again" (Elizabeth Taylor) —
producer Jack Cummings, director Richard
Brooks; on the standard slate: "King's
Thief" (Edmund Purdom) — producer Edwin
H. Knopf, director Gottfried Rcinhardt;
"Athena" (Jane Powell, Janet Leigh, Debbie
Reynolds) — producer Joe Pasternak, and an
original by Dore Schary with an all-star cast.
Those just moved from the sound stages
to the editing department are: "\'alley of
the Kings" (Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker.
Carlos Thompson), Technicolor — Robert
Pirosh producer, Robert Surtces director;
and "A Bride For Seven Brothers" (Jane
Powell, Howard Keel, JefT Richards), Ansco
Color and CinemaScope — Jack Cummings
producer, Stanley Donen director.
In addition to the above, director (iottfried
Reinhardt has been completing a few added
scenes for "Betrayed" (Clark Gable, Lana
Turner, Victor Mature), shot almost in its
entirety in Holland and England.
It now seems evident that C"lark (iable will
not be re-signing with the studio when his
current pact expires, late this month. Stewart Granger has been assigned to take over
his role in "Green Fire".

A re-make of Paramount's old 1936 hit,
".Anything Goes," has been placed on producer Bobby Dolan's slate, for late spring
filming. Danny Kaye is being paged to take
over the starring role, played by Crosby in
the original.
Hal Wallis' "Money From Home" (Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis), which went in to 3D
release on February 3. will also be made
available in 2D, starting March 4. according
to an announcement by Al Schwalberg,
president
company. of Paramount Film Distributing
Only picture the company has in production is "The Bridges At Toko-Ri" (William
Holden, Grace Kelly. Frederick March,
^lickey Rooney). in Technicolor. PerlbergSeaton producing, Mark Robson directing.
REPUBLIC

In Light Shooting Schedule
PARAMOUNT. WITH ONE PICTURE
in production at present, has set tentative
starting dates on five more films between
now and the end of May. With the exception of March, when two pictures arc slated
to roll, the line-up will follow a one-pcrmonth schedule.
Next to go will be "The Big Top" (Dean
Martin-Jerry Lewis), which Hal Wallis will
handle on location in Arizona beginning
February 16. March films, both Technicolor,
are "Strategic Air Command" (James Stewart, June Allyson) — Samuel Briskin producer, Anthony Mann director; and "The
Country Girl" (Bing Crosby, William Holdcn) •— Perlberg-Seaton production witii
George Seaton directing.
Alfred Hitchcock's "Catch A Thief" (Cary
Grant), rolls in April, with (irace Kelly
being sought for a co-starring role. The
May starter will be "Angel's Cooking"
(Humphrey Bogart) — Pat Duggan producer,
Michael Curtiz director.

CENTURY-FOX

Fox Seen Holding Firm

Ones Prepare for Release
REPUBLIC IS IX THE MIDST OF A
production lull that will not be broken before
mid-March. Nothing has been shooting on
the lot for more than a month, aside from
the T\' films that are made there, and the
principal activity is in the editing and scoring departments. Finishing touches are
being added to "Johnny Guitar'' (Joan Crawford, Sterling Hayden), and "Make Haste
To
Live" (Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally).
During the past two weeks, C. Bruce Newbcry, sales vice-president has been visiting
the studio for talks with Herbert 'S ates on
forthcoming product and sales policy.
RKO
Another Deal to Buy Out

Rules

20TH

Lull Continues; Too Big

PARAMOUNT
One-Per-Month

Long Wire," (John Wayne) which Dick
Powell will produce, and possibly direct.
Powell launched into full scale preparation
on the picture late last month immediately
after finishing his acting stint in another
RKO release, "Susan Slept Here". He has
already obtained a starring commitment
from John Wayne for "The Long Wire",
Robert Mitchum and Jane Russell have received bids for other starring roles. Barring
last minute snags. Powell hopes to get the
picture into production by the first of March.
He is also set to produce three other films
for RKO during 1954.
"Susan Slept Here." which stars, in addition to Powell. Debbie Reynolds and Anne
Francis, is being rushed for a May release.

Hughes Reported in Offing
RUMCJRS HA\K BEEN FLYING
thick and fast in Hollywood, that Howard
Hughes is getting new offers for his controlling stock in RKO. Milton Gettinger, New
"S'ork attorney who handles motion picture
loans made by the Chemical Bank and Trust
Company, is representing the would-be (and
yet anonymous) purchaser.
About a year ago Gettinger made a previous offer for the Hughes stock in the production-distribution company. At that time,
he reportedly offered to close a cash deal,
but receive a flat turn-down. Gettinger has
consistantly declared that he was acting only
for himself, but most insiders insist that he
really speaks for an eastern syndicate.
Undoubtedly there are a lot of RKO minority stockholders who would welcome a
change of ownership, in view of the continued lag in production under the Hughes
administration.
As of the time FILM BULLETIN went
to press, there was nothing shooting on the
lot. and only one picture tentatively set to
roll in the near future. Coming up is "The

OnWORDING
Stereosound
C'Scope
IN THE for
NEXT
FOX COXtracts for use of four-track stereophonic
sound indicates that test or no. the company
will maintain its stand on its CinemaScope
films.
Three weeks ago a letter went out to all
branches, instructing them to include an
iron-clad clause in all contracts for CinemaScope bookings, specifically stating the type
and amount of equipment which must be
used. The clause reads: "CinemaScope anamorpliic projection attachment, proper wide,
curved CinemaScope screen and stereophonic
sound equipment, including magnetic sound
head and at least three loud speaker systems
located behind the screen, each working
through our own amplifier system, must be
A similarly adamant stand on the condiemployed."
tions under which Fox will approve the financing and distribution of Magna Theaters'
"Oklahoma", appears to have stalemated that
project, though reports continue that huddles
are still going on. Mike Todd, the head of
Magna, is now discussing a similar deal with
Warner Brothers, but, at last reports, was
encountering equally discouraging demands.
Panoramic Productions, originally formed
to turn out a slate of ten films for Fox release, is now preparing a new slate of ten
more pictures, according to Leonard Goldstein. Panoramic prexy. At this writing,
none of the properties had been selected, but
plans are being rushed to get the first of the
new films into production by late ilarch.
Thus far, Panoramic has completed six pictures, with two more currently before the
cameras. The pair yet remaining on the
original deal are: "A Matter of Life and
Death," rolling next week, and "Hawk of
the Desert," which goes toward the end of
the month.
With the recent completion of the CinemaScope and Technicolor production, "Garden
of Evil" (Gary Cooper, Susan Hay ward,
Richard Widmark) — producer Charles Brackett, director Henry Hathaway, only the
two Panoramic productions are now in work
on the Fox lot: "The Gambler From Natchez" (Dale Robertson, Debra Paget, Kevin
(Continued on Page 10)
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McCarthy), in Technicolor — Leonard Goldstein producer, Henry Levin director; and
"The Raid" (Van Heflin, Anne Bancroft,
Richard Boone), also in Technicolor —
Robert L. Jacks producer, Hugo Fregonese
director.
Fox's next CinemaScope feature, "The
Egyptian" (Marlon Brando), gets underway
this week — Darryl Zanuck producing, Alike
Curtiz directing, in Technicolor.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Total Hecht-Lanchaster
Product May Go to UA
THERE IS A STRONG POSSIBILITY
that UA will take over the release of all
future Hecht-Lancaster productions. Discussions have been underway on the matter
for over two weeks, with UA prexy Arthur
Krim: board chairman Robert Benjamin;
Coast representative Robert Blumofc, and
Hecht and Lancaster participating in the
conferences. UA already has a releasing
deal with the inde producers for two films:
"Bronco Apache", recently completed, and
"Vera Cruz," which rolls on February 22.
Only picture now in production which
holds u definite UA releasing commitment is
"The Barefoot Contessa" (Humphrey Bogart, Avt Gardner, Edmond O'Brien, Valentina Cortesa), a Technicolor feature being
filmed in Italy by Figaro, Inc. — Joseph L.
Manckiewicz director. "Vera Cruz" (Gary
Cooper, Burt Lancaster) will be the next to
roll. James Hill has been set as the producer. Also going into production this
month will be W. R. Frank's "Sitting Bull"
(John Litel, Douglas Kennedy), to be filmed
in Mexico, in CinemaScope — Sidney Salkow
directing.
On the March schedule are: Greene-Rouse
Productions' "New York Confidential" (not
cast), to be directed by Russell Rouse; Edward Small's "Screaming Eagles" (not cast)
— to be directed by Fred Sears, on loanout
from Columbia; and "Knights of Sherwood
F"orest", an Aubrey Schenck-Howard Koch
color production, for which Rory Calhoun
is being paged.
Ivan Tors has expanded his activities for
the year, with two new science-adventure
features to be added to the two already
scheduled for 1954 delivery, "The Helicopter
Story" and "Ten Miles Up".

W ith the start of two new films during the
final week of January, the studio now has
four pictures in production. The are: "Sign
of the Pagan" (Jef? Chandler, Jack Palance,
Ludmilla Tscherina, Rita Gam), in CinemaScope and Technicolor — .A.lbert J. Cohen
producer, Douglas Sirk director; "Dawn at
Socorro" (Rory Calhoun, Piper Laurie,
David Brian), in Technicolor, William AIland producer, George Sherman director;
"This Island Earth" (Bart Roberts, Faith
Domcrgue), also Technicolor — AUand producing, Joe Newman directing; and "Bengal
Rifles" (Rock Hud.son, Arlene_Dahl, Ursulla
Thiess), Technicolor — Ted Richmond producer, Laslo Benedek director.
Coming up later in the month is "The
Matchmakers" (Marjorie Main, Chill Wills,
Rudy Vallee), a follow up to the Ma and Pa
Kettle series — Robert Arthur producer,
Charles Lamont director.
In March, production will get underway
on Audie Murphy's biopic, "To Hell and
Back," with Murphy starred, and Jesse
Hibbs directing. There is a good possibility
that "Tracey Cromwell," one of the studio's
most important properties, may also get
underway during March. Negotiations arc
underway at the present time to borrow
Lana Turner from MGM for the starring
role, possibly opposite her husband, Lex
Barker.
For later in the spring, the studio has
scheduled "Son of Destry," sequel to the
19n0 hit, "Destry Rides Again," and "Song
of Bali," a South Sea island yarn. "Destry"
will be the first producer assignment for
Stanley Rubin, under his recently signed
contract at U-I. Albert J. Cohen will produce "Bali".
WARNER

BROTHERS

'Dragnet' Show Filmed
By Mark VII for Warners
TELEVISION'S TOP RANKING
"Dragnet" program will be released by W'arncrs in Technicolor. Due to go into production within the next 60 days. Film will be
produced by Mark VII, Ltd., the same outfit
that makes the TV series. Jack Webb will
be starred, as he is on the TV show.
This marks the first time that a major
studio has taken a hit video show intact for
screen translation. Stanley Meyer will produce with the director to be announced at a
later date.

Four Shooting, Another Set

A $1,200,000 budget has been set for the
production of Warners current top property,
"Mr. Roberts," which goes before the cameras in late May or early June, with Marlon
I'>rando starred. Leland Hayward, who produced the Broadway hit, will duplicate his
chores for the filmed version.

Gives
February Quintet
IX A LETTER ACCOM PAX V I NG ITS
annual report to stockholders, the board of
directors reaffirmed the previously announced
schedule of 34 pictures — 24 of them in Technicolor— for the current fiscal year.

The first casting for Warner's $6,0()0,0()()
"Helen of Troy" production has just been
announced, although the plum role of Helen
is still u)) in the air. Nial MacGinnis, who
appeared in "Martin Luther," will play King
Mcnclaus, and British actor Stanley Baker
is .'Nchillcs. Robert Wise will direct. WB

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
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claims
in Italy.film will get underway late this month
Casting is also underway on "Battle Cry,"
story of the Marine Corps, which Raoul
Walsh will direct, starting next month. Aldo
Ray and James Whitmore have been cast,
with Tab Hunter and Guy Madison likely
additions.
Three pictures are currently shooting at
the studio, all in CinemaScope and color. ".\
Star Is Born" (Judy Garland, James Mason.
Jack Carson), Sid Luft producing, George
Cukor directing, goes into the fourth month
of production; "Lucky Me" (Doris Day, Phil
Silvers, Robert Cummings), producer Henr\
Blanke, director Jack Donohue, is well intri
its third month. Other feature now shooting.
"The Talisman" (Virginia Mayo, Rex Harrison, George Sanders), has been shootint;
since December 10, with David Butler directing for producer
Blanke.
"Star" is in
Technicolor
— the Henry
other two
in WarnerColor.
INDEPENDENTS
Schenck

to Finance If

Magna
Fail
MAGNA 'Oklahoma'
THEATERS' Talks
PRODUCTION
of "Oklahoma," isn't to be sidetracked, it
seems. Joseph M. Schenck, one of the owners of Magna, has recently floated a $1,000.
000 loan for the film, and is prepared to in
vest $420,000 of his own money, if negotiations by Magna with 20th-Fox and Warners don't jell. This would bring the total
investment in Magna Theaters to $3,100,000.
of which $1,700,000 came collectively from
United Theater circuit, Mike Todd, Rogerand Hammerstein, and one undisclosed
silent partner.
Bob Cohen, the Nassour Brothers and
Herman Cohen have just signed co-produc
tion deals with Anglo Amalgamated Films.
British concern. Each of the pictures to b
turned out under the agreernent will star on
British and one American star. Goldstein ■
committed to produce three films, whiK
Cohen and the Nassours will contribute tw >
each.
Biggest inde picture to be announced this
month is one to be produced by Leland Hayward and Billy Wilder, based on the famous
trans-Atlantic flight of Charles Lindbergh.
It will be titled, "The Spirit of St. Louis",
with Wilder doing the script and handling
the direction, Hayward producing. No starting date has been set.
Sam Wiesenthal has reactivated his Olympic Productions in association with George
P>agnall, and is lining up a slate of three
films — starting with "Bitter Sage", based on
the Frank Gruber novel. Wiesenthal is
negotiating with Gregory Peck for the stellar
assignment.
Other new companies formed this month
include one headed by actor Steve Cochran,
for the filming of "Come Next Spring," a
Monte Pittman story; another with Russ
Leslie and Joe Kirkwood at the helm for a
KirkI'nder Par,"
"Cupid Johnston
golf story,
wood and Johnny
set towith
star.
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ALEC GUINNESS • YVONNE DE CARLO • CELIA JOHNSON
with Charles Goldner • Miles Malleson • Bill Fraser • Nicholas Phipps
AN ANTHONY KIMMINS PRODUCTION • Screenplay by ALEC COPPEL and
NICHOLAS PHIPPS • PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY ANTHONY KIMMINS
A Lopert Films Release • Distributed thru United Artists
lould do hefty gross!"— Variety
onderfully funny!"
he tills should jingle
lerrily!"

— Time

—Ind. Film Journal

ure to be one of Guinness'
iggest money-makers!"
—M. P. Herald
right, frisky, pungent
— Filmfare!"
Daily
'ne of the merriest of the
lischievous Guinness films!"
—N.Y. Times
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in oil First engagements!

SYRACUSE-Eckel; BOSTON-Astor; DAYTON-Art; NEW HAVEN-Llncoln; CHICAGOZiegfeld; STAMFORD-Plaza; LOS ANGELES-Ritz; HARTFORD-Art; MEMPHISWarner; NEW YORK-Paris; CLEVELAND-Stillman; DENVER-Esquire; BUFFALOCinema; SALT LAKE-Tower; RICHMOND, VA.-Lee; MILWAUKEE-Strand; SAN DIEGO
-Mission; ROCHESTER-Cinema; SEATTLE-Blue Mouse; SAN FRANCISCO-United
Artists; KANSAS CITY-Vogue; PHILADELPHIA-Studio; CINCINNATI-Guild; HOUSTON
-River Oaks; DALLAS-Esquire; FT. WORTH-Bowie;

reat fun on all counts!" — Cue
natural for long runs!"
— Soxoff/ce

DETROIT-MadisoR; ST. LOUIS— Shady Oak, Pageant; SPRINGFIELD-Art.
NOW
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*

PORTLAND, ORE.-Guild;

for hundreds
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up!
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What the Newspaper Critics Say Ahont New Films

iV.
Critics
Cheer
CaiumbitM^s
'Mi Shauld
H€Bppen*
Ciiving the film a Good Plus Movie Meter Rating, the Post's
The opening of Columbia's Judy Holliday starrer, "It Should
Happen to You," had the N. Y. critics polishing up their choicest
Irene Thirer chortles "Holliday holiday . . . with the blond and
compliments. Without exception, reviews echoed with the plaubeguiling Judy turning in another captivating performance in a
dits "tickling and touching entertainment," "clever and amiable
new, merry, mirthful, oflF-beat picture." She gives it her unremovie," and "fun-extra special". The scribes conceded that this
strained sanction writing, "It's all a lark: it's satirical, it's slapfilm is tailored to Holliday's talents.
stick,
it's
fun-extra special. You'll find it ... a 2D black-and"Neat piece of comic contrivance that will contribute to the
white
any
size
screen DELIGHT."
joy of man," commends Hosley Crowther in the Times. He feels
the film was handled "with intelligence, compassion — and lots of
"Hilarious, derisive comedy," applauds Alton Cook in the
gags . . . precisely the right business for the brilliantly droll Miss
World-Telegram & Sun. "Customers have an hour and a half of
Holliday." Crowther's final approbation is "once more they have
blissful delight ahead of them," he opinions. Cook wryly suggests
brightened superbly a winter season of comparative comic
to the theater-goer, "Steel yourself to the prospect of becomin:^
drought."
one
of the happiest people in town."
The Herald Tribune's Otis L. Guernsey, Jr. finds it a "pleasant bout of whimsy . . . comedy as bright and comfortable as
Rose Pelswick of the Journal-American pulls out all stops
Miss Hollidaj-'s personality." Devoting most of his attention to cheering, "Delightfully wacky film of birdbrain gal . . . the dizzy
blonde of 'Born Yesterday' scores again." She pens that "dotted
the star he says, "Nothing in her seems deliberate, and yet everywith amusing dialogue and spun out at a lively clip, the film is
thing she does is funny . . . she is the most sensible screwbail
tailored to Miss Holliday's talents."
going and it is a joy to have her around."
'BOTH SIDES OF THE LAW
Universal (Rank)
"Pretty policewomen get themselves involved in a jewel robbery . . . night club raid
and rescue a tot that had crawled out on a
top window ledge. It all makes for lively
melodrama." — Pelswick. N. Y. JournalAmerican
"Lucid and informative without being particularly exciting. — Weiler, N. Y. Times
"Highly melodramatic film . . . never a
dull moment . . . but the matter becomes a
bit tiresome to a foreign audience." — Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune
"Full of warm sentiment and bursts of
strong excitement. This goes high on the
recommended list." — Cook, X. \'. WorldTelegram
'KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND
MGM (Cinemascope)

TABLE'

"Good plus (Movie ^Meter Rating) ... as
CinemaScopic material, it might be called a
natural, but not quite up to the mark of 'The
Robe'. Taken as costume pageantry of English history ... it makes closest comparisons
with 'Ivanhoe'." — Winsten, N. Y. Post
"Spectacular is the word . . . top-drawer
pageant, packed with scenes of swashbuckling adventure that are enormously enhanced
by the CinemaScope process." — Pelswick,
N. Y. Journal-American
"King Arthur never had it better . . . some
of the best-staged, large-scale medieval
battles since 'Ivanhoe'. Only Nero of 'Quo
Vadis' lived in more lavish luxury and splendor."— Cook, N. \. World-Telegram
"Lavish plaything ... a bit of everything
from Sir Thomas Malory to Roy Rogers in
this fanciful movie version of a Dark Ages
myth." — Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune
"Don't look for something in the mood of
Tennyson's 'Idylls of the King' or Malory's
'Morte d'Arthur' . . . the poetic eloquence
and grandeur of those distinctly literary
works have been replaced by a sweep of
Pdg« 12
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graphic action and romantic symbols that is
straight
Hollywood." — Crowther, N. Y.
Times
■FOREVER FEMALE'
Paramount
"Whole thing is played with much more
gusto than is contained in the slightly pallid
script . . . (Crowley) has vigor, vivacity and
pretty features, but she also has a voice that
twangs." — Crowther, N. Y. Times
"Routine movie act with a lot of personality and a few laughs." — Guernsey, N. \ .
Herald Tribune
"Belongs right up in the upper brackets
. seems a good gamble ;a the moment to
guess that here (Crowley) is the major new
star of 1954." — Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram
"Light, bright and slickly produced . . .
amusing dialogue and performances highli.ght the film . . . tempo is brisk and the
principals handle their roles ably." — Pelswick, \. Y. Journal-.^merican
"(lood (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Less
lhan a triumph . . . AAA produce which has
been in the warehouse long enough to lose
its first freshness but not long enough to be
thrown out, marked down, or smell sour." —
Winsten, N. Y. Post
'THE WILD ONE'
Columbia
"Debauched and frightening view of a
small but peculiarly significant and menacing
element of modern youth . . . Tough and engrossing motion i)iclure." — Crowther, N. ^'.
Times
"Study in terror . . . tense and taut drama.
It's coiTipletely ofif-beat, with the accent on
brutality." — Pelswick, X. \'. Jonrnal-.American
"Strange, tense little film . . . grim, humorless piece of business, calculated to rouse
terror." — Bently, N. ^'. Herald Tribune
"Might have been a strong treatment of

juvenile problems if it had not been allowed
to slip so far away from credibility. Thej
flaw centers mainly around the unshaded)
over-emphasis of the Brando performance."
— Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram
'CRIME WAVE'
Warner Bros.
"Bang-up melodrama . . . hard-hitting
cops-and-robbers thriller." — Pelswick, X. Y
Journal- American
"Exciting version of a familiar tale . . .
well-brewed dish of suspense and gunpowder."— Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram
"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . routine
crime considerably beefed up by the sur-|
prisingly
performances." — Winsten,
N. Y. Post good
"By shuffling some standard ingredients j
. . . film manages to look a good deal better j
than it is." — N. Y. Times
i
"Not much superior to the average police
melodrama seen on the television set at
night." — Pihodna, N. 'N'. Herald Tribune

'PARATROOPER'
Columbia
"Criterion's balcony sitters . . . predominantly male, husky and clearly spellbound,
well forward about half the time." |
—perched
N. Y. Times
\
"Well-made, well-played war drama." —
Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American
"Best, though familiar by now, sequence^
are the detailed processes a trainee must endure to become a paratrooper . . . Skirmishes
are staged with a graphic ferocity." — Cook,
X. \'. World-'Telegram
"Unwieldy mass of realism, melodrama
bune
and romance." — Pihodna, X. "S". Herald Tri- j
1
"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Movie i
fans who are partial to pictures having to do
with training and warfare, will find this e s
citing
Thirer, fare,
N. Y.with
Post a ring of authenticity." — .

eXHIBITORS

FORUm

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

CENSORSHIP LAW
ITO of Ohio
The decision of the United States Supreme
Court in the "M" case was a very narrow
one. There seems to have been a bit of confusion when it was announced. The facts
are these. The court, in a per curiam opinion
(unanimous — for the entire court) overruled
and held that "M"
the State Supreme Court
could not be barred from exhibition in this
state. Justices Black and Douglas, concurring in this decision, issued a concurring
opinion in which they said that the guarantees of the free press prohibit any censorship
of motion pictures. However, since this was
not a majority opinion, the decision per
curiam applies.
There seems to be no way to make the
Supreme Court decide the broad issue. There
is only one other possible way of doing so.
We would have to find a completely inocuous
picture, show it in a number of theatres without submitting it to censorship and attempt
to have a number of exhibitors arrested for
violation of the law. The penalty is only a
small fine. If the exhibitors were all acquitted, the result would simply be that in
the jurisdiction of the particular Municipal
Court where they were tried, censorship
would be illegal. If one were convicted, however, the case could be appealed, first to the
Court of Common Pleas in the County concerned, thence to the State Supreme Court
and finally to the United States Supreme
Court.
TESTING

The expense of this would be heavy. Resides, we would have to find some distributor
of a picture of the type we suggest, who
would be willing to risk not only the expense but the possibility that he would not
get full distribution of his picture in the
state. If the picture were subsequently submitted for censorship and passed, the question would no longer be moot when brought
before a higher court and would be subject
to dismissal on that ground.
It is admittedly a difficult situation. Ikil
this seems to be the only way in which the
law can be tested.
MORE

ON STEREO-SOUND
ATO of Indiana
Indiana Allied members who have installed
stereophonic sound and who have queried
their patrons and seriously studied the
results, are firmly convinced that stereophonic sound adds a great deal to the enjoyment of a motion picture. VVe have just
about decided that "I like it", and "It means
nothing", are just matters of personal taste,
and t)iat so far there is no scientific answer
to which way most patrons feel. But it does
seem a shame, where there is such difiference
of opinion, that all drive-ins and the many
indoor theatres that cannot aflford stereophonic sound, must be deprived of all the
t-Tfal product that is being released in CineniaScope.

up PLAYING THE PERCENTAGE
BMI VS. ASCAP
North Central Allied
ITO of Ohio
BMI has announced that it is going to colThose of you who have been in the busilect from theatres using its music. The rates
ness for a long time remember the days
up
when salesmen and branch managers used to
will be way under ASCAP's however. Here
is a comparison:
sell pictures on percentage and tell the exIndoor Theatres BMI ASCAP
hibitor to under-report the grosses. This
Up to 600 seats per vr.
hasn't been done to our knowledge for a
7.50
601-1200 seats per vr.
long time.
10.00 $15.00
to
$ 5.C0
1201-1500 seats per yr.
Today, if you must play percentage picOver 1500 seats
15.00
48.00
tures, please remember that you can easilj'
be checked without your knowledge. In
Drive-ins*
Up to 200 cars _..
some cases, the distributors will not press
7.50
201 to 400 cars
you for slight under-reporting at the time it
$36.00
401 to 500 cars
$ 10.00
5.00
takes place, but will hit you with a big bill
15.00
Over 500 cars
all at once. Preserve your reputation as a
60.00
to
*Fee for more than 26 weeks of operation.
businessman. If you play percentage picOne-half for 26 weeks or less.
tures, give the distributor every cent he is
entitled to.
It is obvious that no theatre can pay both
fees nor should it. For those who are not
paying ASCAP, we recommend that a BMI
HONING AN OLD SAV^
license be taken only after it is requested by
Allied Caravan
BMI. The BMI organization says it will
have 132,000 active copyrights available to
Full\' realizing that it is first necessary to
exhibitors for intermission, overture and exit be able to procure merchandise at a price
music. As a part of its service, it will supply
that will allow a mark-up that will make a
to exhibitors full programming facilities and
profit when it is turned, it is nevertheless the
complete information on its recorded music.
most important job of every theatre to make
itself attractive enough physically to revive
the spirit of romance that accompanies
TAXES, TV & TERMS
nio\ics when the patron first sets foot in
Allied Caravan
\our hou;e. It is hard to do in these times.
The way of taxes, 'I \' and most distribulUit if are to continue to thrill and bring back
tors with a small, independent theatre is bethe .American public, we have got to do it in
yond any reasonable comprehension! Take
■showcases that look new, neat, clean and
my own theatre in an Iowa town of some
attractive.
The atmosphere must be roman2680 people; never a really good show town,
tic. The American public is conscious of a
but a nice place to live, play golf and raise a
yearly new model in their cars, refrigerators,
family. Fair years, poor years, lush war
T\'
sets, clothes and vitamin tablets. If the
years; they sort of balanced out — neither
theatre looks today just like it did in 1945
pro— T\'thenetwork
bad —ofuntil
very good,
grams hit usor out
Ames
last day of the public has had a pretty long time to "get
'jsed to it". Doing something the public can
September, 1950, now 3 ^ years ago. Quite
see and use is as good an investinent as
a number of T\' sets in town already, so it
something
notice
rapped us for 30"^^ immediately and it never
decorations, they
carpet,just
seats,hear.
etc., They'll
before they
do
let up '.'xcept for sl.ort periods in the suma picture of different dimensions.
mers; rather it bit deeper, steadily — but, let's
let the tax returns tell the whole stor\-. In
1951 we grossed $38,700 and made a net
BUILDING FUTURE BUSINESS
ITO of Ohio
profit of $3,090; in 1952 our gross slid to
$32,113 and we lost ^3,332; and in 1953 the
Sure, kids are a headache. The\' wreck the
gross went on down to '$27,221 with a loss place. They make so much noise, adults
of just $5,785.35! During these 3 years we
can't enjoy the picture. They pay so little it
paid ol' Uncle Samuel just over $13,000 in
doesn't pay to cater to them. But looking at
admission taxes, which of course went down
it the long range way, it does. The kids of
as the gross dropped.
today are tomorrow's youths. Today's
But our film rentals — that's another story!
From 24.5% in 1951, this little item went to youth's are tomorrow's young married
couples. Today's young couples are tomor28.59^ in 1952, and on up to 34.2% in 1953.
row's old folks. Who makes up the bulk of
In other words, while our receipts went
your audience now? The answer to this
down about a third or $11,520, our film
question should determine your policy. Some
rentals went up 10''/. ! Now that's progress,
theatres have revived the student price for
the kind of progress that fattens the corhigh school kids. We are not the only ones
porate profits of the film companies, as it
with this problem. The most backward inhas from their recent reports all up, while
dustry in this countr\ — the railroads — have
mc — well I ought to be broke! That I am
lately allowed kids under 12 to travel free
not broke isn't the distributors' fault; they
tried — hard! No wonder Ike said, as he and those up to 16 at half fare. Price is not
important to adults who are earning money.
pocket-vetoed the tax bill last summer, that
To high school kids whose earnings are
"not all segments of the movie industry are
meager, if any, a small concession will help.

in trouble!"
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PHDMETHEUS:

HOLLYWOOD

(Continued from Page 5}
The argument that the entertainment screen can be
used as a great social weapon in the destruction of such
])roblems as abortion, v.d., prostitution and the like,
savors of so much wistful day-dreaming. It is occasionally urged by am averick picture maker who has pretty
pictures of the profits to be garnered from the lurid and
the sensational. If the motives of these men are as pure,
and as altruistic, and so devoted to the betterment of
society as they protest them to be, why do we never
have a picture based on, say, the problem of heart disease, the greatest social menace of all?

Code's Philosophy
At any rate, getting down to fundamentals, let us
examine the Code philosophy of screening out certain
categories of evil, like an undesirable dross, from films.
In the minds of many people lurks the suspicion
that the tendency to shy away from forbidden themes is
traceable to a virginal squeamishness about facing up to
the ugly "facts of life". This shadowy conviction is
based on a misconception of the structure of the Code
Office itself.
What is forgotten is that the Code is a document
produced by the Producers. It was created by the picture makers, is financed by them, and could be abolished
]jy them by simple fiat. The authority that is enjoyed by
the Code Office is derived from the motion picture com]>anies alone, and the Code staf¥ can deal only with those
elements of morality, decency, and propriety which are
inserted into the Code by the producers themselves.
Derivatively, therefore, one who charges that the
Code operates in a messianic mood to protect audiences
from "reality" is saying that it is the motion picture industry as such which labors under this compulsion. Such
a concept is ridiculous on the face of it.
For Better or Worse?
.Sam Goldwyn has recently been applauded for calling for Code revisions which will bring it into step with
"changing times". This sage old picture maker did not
explain whether times were changing for better, or for
worse. On the heels of his demand, the cjuestion is beginning to be asked whether the Code authorities have
an open mind about revisions. The question is not pertinent. W hether the Code people have an open mind or
not, they have neither the authority nor the responsibility to change one perior or one comma in the Code.
They are not custodians of the Code, any more than they
are custodians of public morals. The Code custodians
are the presidents of the major motion picture com])anies. The Code authorities have only been entrusted
with the job of administering it.
Aside from this, the fact that the average first-class
film costs as much as a ten story apartment building has
an ini])ortant bearing on the ultimate content of films.
In order to mass produce such an item, and make money,
it is necessary to rely on a mass audience. The so-called
"mature" audience which supports the product of the
legitimate stage is not nearly large enough. According
Page 14
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to "Variety" the total audience for all stage production-^,
both on Broadway and on the road for the year 1951 was
twenty-five million paid attendances. The motion picture industry must play to more than twice this total
each week in order to stay alive !
Mass audiences mean family audiences. What are
proper themes for exclusively mature audiences may be,
and are, completely unfit for family audiences. Common
sense alone tells us that if mothers of families once get
the idea that neighborhood theaters are filled with subjects like sex-perversion, abortion, dope addiction, and
venereal disease, the picture house will quickly lose, and
irrevocably, its appeal as a place to which people can go
"en famille". This, of course, would be financial suicide.
Next, what the dreamers and purists, who argue in
favor of a completely undestricted screen, overlook, is
the rudimentary fact that films are a vehicle for giving
simple currency to certain classes of vice, which in due
course makes them seem more familiar and commonplace. From there, it is only a short step to regarding
them as less noxious, more acceptable.
"Vice is a monster of so frightful mien.
As to be hated needs but to be seen ;
Yet seen too oft, familiar with her face.
We first endure, then pity, then embrace."
The Code takes this axiom of worldly wisdom into
account. It states, in its section dealing with sins of
sex: "Pictures shall not infer that low form of sex relationship are the accepted or common thing." Note
how it aligns the key words "common" and "accepted"
side by side.
There is a further, practical angle to this same consideration. Despite the protests of some people that it is
salutary to flush evil out of the cellars in which it lurks,
there is the counter consideration which only impossible
idealists would fail to take into their calculations. That
is the fact that by bringing certain topics up for uninhibited inspection, it is possible to focus the attention
of the curious and the irresponsible on them, and to
morbidly stimulate their imaginations in a socially destructive manner.
Films on Dope
The motion jjicture industry has gilt-edged evidence of how this can happen. Take the case of dopeaddiction and dope smuggling.
In the first instance, the Code contained a clause
barring from films all references to narcotics whatsoever. After two decades of keeping an iron-clad lid on
this subject, however, it entertained an invitation from
the Commissioner of Narcotics of the U. S. Treasury
Dept., Mr. 11. j. .\nslinger, to open up the screen to
certain types of stories which would show government
agents tracking down dope criminals across the world,
in collaboration with the agents of other nations. The
])icture which resulted was Columbia's "To the Knds of
The theme was found to be cominerciallv e.xciting,
the Earth".
(Continued on Page 15)
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By Philip R. Ward

A.\ ANCIENT Chinese proverb says, "The dogs hark,
but the caravan rolls on". And so with Hollywood. It",
the first five weeks of 1954, motion picture securities
continue to wheel uphill, but at a slightly less acceler
ated rate than the jet-propelled finish of 1953. As of
this writing, FILM BULLETIN Cinema Average
shows 11 key movie issues at a seven year high of 137.625, u]) 2.49r from the 134.375 reading of December 31.
That the entire group moved higher by three and
one (|uarter points takes on added luster as it was registered in the fact of stiff profit-taking among selected
cinemas. Twentieth Century-Fo.x, reportedly anticipating record foreign earnings, and Universal hit year
peaks then dipped sharply as gain-realizing set in.
Sharjjest advances were recorded in the theatre issues,
led by Stanley W arner, uj) one and a half.
In the early and middle terms trading volume al)ated mildly as share-buyers paused long enough for
breath-catching and an api)raisal of their gain positions.
Board's brightest performer on the on-again-ofF-again
period was Loew's, which at 14j4 shows no resistance to
added advance. Of the other film shares only .\llied
Artists weakened in the late weeks after ringing uj) the
top gain among cinema issues throughout 1953. Elsewhere easy tones ruled with Columbia, Fox and National Theatres unchanged, and Republic, Paramount and
RKO Pictures fractionally higher. The gains made in
late '53 have been securely consolidated and the entire
slate seems accurately api)raise(l at the higher levels.
O
FOR

THE FOURTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR Universal turns up with im])roved earnings. And for the
third successive year it has dished out more in income
and excess profits taxes than the sum total of its net
profit. Company earned $2,616,356 or $2.35 per share
for the fiscal year ended Oct. 31. 1953 compared with
$2,307,701 and $2.15 per certificate in the preceding year.
Not in the least displeased by this. L'ncle Sam billed
Universal for some $3,S()3,000 in Internal Revenue coin.
0
THE

MICKEY

MOUSE

COMPANY

IS ONE TO
WATCH. Walt Disney Productions ( selling Over-theCounter) has come alive on toj) of an enchanted operating statement that reports net i)er share earnings at 79
cents, up ten cents from the year before. Much of this
rise is attrilaitable to revenue from its rousing "Peter
Pan" success, but its currently attractive, low cost inventories should sustain improvement. Climbing twcj
and a quarter points to its current level of IDs. the
- issue wins the blue-ribbon award for the highest percentage gain so far this year.

THE NEW WARNER BROS. PICTURES CO. IS
DOING OKAY. Its report card for the quarter ended
November 28 shows that operations netted $765,225, or
30 cents a share on sales volume of $15,823,398. In the
corresponding term last year, after
come from theatre sources, the figure
agement officials predict that net for
ending February 28. will exceed the

eliminating net inwas S741.000. Manthe second quarter
$592,000 rung up a

year ago.
PROMETHEUS
(Continued from Page 14 J
and soon several other films, delving into the wily labyrinth of dope smuggling, were made in quick succession.
( )ne such would be 20th Century-Fox's "Slattery's HurOn the basis of the experience afforded l)y these picricane".tures, the Commissioner quickly reversed his stand.
W riting to the executive producer of a small, independent film corporation, he stated :
"Our practical experience has been that the shotving
of pictures on the very highest level designed to supress the abuse of narcotics drugs has actually resulted
in the creation of drug peddlers and addicts. If you
embark on a program of this type, you must prepare
yourself to accept a situation ivhere juvenile addicts
ivill say that they got their first inspiration to experiment ivith narcotics drugs from your material. Recently one youthful addict ivho had been educated about
narcotics teas writing a thesis in psychology on the
evil effects of narcotics use when apprehended. '
In another instance, the Commissioner informed the
Code olifice of the case of a young man, at university
level, who was in deep financial straits, and who got the
idea of the easy money to be made in dope trafficking
from a Hollywood motion picture. He entered the field,
and when ])icked up by the Treasury agents, was a dope
addict, along with his girl friend.
At the behest of Commissioner Anslinger, the whole
topic of narcotics was once again closed to the screen.
It is significant to note that the film industry is the only
medium of entertainment in the country which imposes
this restraint on itself.
The principle fact remains. This is that there are
certain areas of human conduct, and human depravity,
which simply do not lend themselves to indiscriminate
e.Kploitation in entertainment films. Bitter experience
corroborates this dictate of common sense. This is the
final reason why Hollywood keeps a discreet distance
from them.
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Sullivan TV
Metro

Show

Hosts

Jubilee Pics, Stars

Sullivan's " I'oast of the Town" is going all-out for Metro-Cioldwyn-Mayer's 30th
Anniversary, hch. 14 program, originating
from Los Angeles, salutes the 30th Jubilee
celebration with appearance of a huge roster
of Metrolites. Lionel liarrymore, oldest star
at the studio will introduce 'I'aina Elg, newest addition to the MGM fold. Due to entertain are Ann I'lyth, Howard Keel, Ann
Miller, Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds and
Vera-Ellen. Gucsters will be Pier Angeli,
Louis Calhern, Van Johnson, Gene Kelly
and Keenan Wynn. Other big names are to
appear if available. Ainong features of the
popular Sunday nitc TV show will be highlights of Jubilee attractions — "Knights of
the Round Table", "Hxccutive Suite", "Rose
Marie", "The Long, Long Trailer" and
others, practically covering Leo's star list,
live or on films.
On The P. A. Circuit
Will Rogers Jr. is on a personal appearance
campaign to plug Warners' "The Boy from
Oklahoma" in its 615-theatre saturation sendoflf in the midwest, to aid both picture and
March of Dimes. I'ig stops were Tulsa,
where he also worked with press, radio and
TV, then on to Kansas City to be principal
speaker at a civic MOD dinner and premiere
of the film . . . RKO's reissue of Sam Goldwyn's "l^est Years of Our Lives" takes
Teresa Wright from her family for a p. a.
tour which began in Boston on Jan. 28, climaxed in Washington for the premiere at
the Keith's Theatre. For the preem, stars
Myrna Loy and Harold Russell, and ace
director William Wyler will be on hand as
well. Thence Miss Wright goes on to New
York for a one-week stint on radio-TV ainl
newspaper interviews . . . Blonde beauty
Dany Robin, who co-stars with Kirk Douglas in Anatole Litvak's UA biggie, "Act of
Love," began a 10-day tour last Wednesday
(3) in Washington. She'll go on to Los
Angeles, then to Chicago and iiit New York
in time for tiie Astor Theatre premiere on
Lincoln's i'irthdav.
Over 100.000 of
these cards for use
in rahs. 10,000 in
N. y. taxis (done,
were issued for the
Sam Goldivyn reissue of "Best Years
of Our Lives" in n
tie-up with the National Taxi Cat)
Safety C.ouniel.
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iJiewpomts
The

Personal

Approach

hi the v/elter of gimmicks and panaceas for
bringing back that "lost audience", one obvious
approach for naborhoods and small towns, particularly, seems to have been by-passed — the
personal touch. The value of a theatre manager's smiling greeting and chatting with his
patrons in the lobby or rear of the house, a
cheerful cashier and doorman, pleasant ushers,
clean rest rooms and other desirables are recognized and observed by good showmen. But these
credits are shared only by those who have come
into the theatre. What about those who have
forgotten what a movie house looks like?
One device to bring back the strayers lies
right at the manager's elbow — his telephone,
and that pack of postcards in his top right hand
drawer. We'd like to advance this suggestion:
What about a telephone call to, let us say, a
hundred families in the neighborhood in the
name of the theatre manager, asking when they
had last attended the theatre and inviting the
infrequent and non-moviegoers and their families
to be his guests on a special night. A postcard
follow-up to these people, signifying the number to be admitted, would be their ticket of admission to the theatre. The film to be shown
that evening should be carefully selected, preferably on wide screen, or possibly, one of the
better 3D attractions, to point up the contrast
in entertainment offered by the theatre and that
offered by the "giant" 2 1 -inch TV screen. The
theatre should be in spit-and-polish condition,
personnel alerted for utmost courtesy and service. A special reserved section might be roped
off for the invited guests to enhance the elegance of the occasion.
Cost of such a stunt would be comparatively
negligible in view of the long-term benefits that
could accrue in the wake of the action. The
naborhood spots and small town theatres depend
largely on an intimacy with their patrons, a
negligible factor in the downtown areas of the
metropolis. The would-be customers who are
uninitiated into the new strides in movie entertainment— and there are a surprising number —
couldn't resist a personal invitation to be an
honored guest at the movies.

your driver is careful and courteous. ..sit back and relax

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
FOR THE BEST RIDE OF rOUR LIFE
A Samuel Goldwyn Production— Starring
mm lOY . niMK MARCH • DAHA ANDftWS
TmSA WmHT ' VIKIMIA MAYO
February S. I9B4

I

Jimmy Stewart's tour for Universal' s "The
Miller Story" starting with the Miami 3-theat
debut shows the star with top, from left. Worn
tco's Sonny Shepherd, Universal's Al Daff, Miltt,
R. Rackmil, Edward Muhl and producer Aari\
Rosenberg. Center, Stewart brings mobs to ti\
Florida houses for the world debut. Bottoi\
models who worked 10 of the busiest street ci
ners in stunt with local disk jockey.
Music

Merchants

Give Top

Co-op To "Glenn Miller Stor)
It'll be "Glenn Miller Week" in New Yoil
City by proclamation of the National AssJ
of Music Merchants, beginning with til
Broadway debut of "The Glenn Miller Stor'f
at the Capitol Theatre, Feb. 10. There
plenty of Miller stuff on the disk jockt
shows these days, but it will be multiplic
increasingly as the picture begins its pla
dates.
Jimmy Stewart, on tour for the film, wi
handed a special citation by Gen. Carl
Spatz, national director of the Air Force A
sociation, citing the Universal-Internation
production. Stewart's key-city appearance
have thebrought
brougl':
out
bigwigstheandcrowds
a nice flocking,
hunk of space
each city's newspapers.
j

AdLive:! '
Years'
'Best Years
Unique
Campaign
on "Best
of Our
will be highlighted by a unique ad in natioi'
al Sunday Supplements covering a circul;
tion of 22,000,000. There's no mention of tl;
picture in the iieadline, no art, and sole a]
(Continued on Page H
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(Continued from Page 16)
pearance of title is carried in body of copy
in quotes. Headline reads. "How Many Big
Moments Can a Man or Woman Have.''"
Theme is that those who saw the .Academy
.Award winner before will enjoy the experience again and those who haven't, have a
treat ahead of them. It's big-scale, undertoned for extra effect. It appeared in the 27
papers carrying .American Weekly Jan. 31, in
the 33 handling This Week on Feb. 7, the
Atlanta Journal-Constitution and Denver
Post. Jan. 24, and in the Kansas City Star,
Feb. 7.
The Preems
Tiiere'U be bug-eyed monsters on San
I'rancisco's main streets for the world premiere of RKO's science-fiction startler,
"Killers from Space", at the Golden Gate
Theatre, Feb. 10th. They'll have eyes about
three times the size of humans' orbs to ape
the film's horror-invaders. Entire 'Frisco
area will be covered with TV trailers heralding the film . . . Paramount's Texas world
premiere of "Red Garters" in Austin received ma.ximum coverage from Lone Star
State newspapers and the syndicates. Cute
Hetty Virginia Lee, descendant of General
Robert E., presided over the festivities,
which saw stars Guy Mitchell and Pat
Crowley, and featured players participating
in the ceremonies . . . The "Hell and High
Water" debut at the Roxy Feb. 1 was given
a saturation radio ad campaign, with five
New York stations carrying some 200 spot
announcements over the weekend preceding
opening of the CinemaScope pic . . . Broadway premiere of Republic's "Flight Xurse"
at the RKO Palace was a colorful affair, with
the First .\ir Force Band from Mitchel
l-'icld, color and honor guards, flight nurses
and .Air Force big brass. Whole thing got
swell advance on radio and TV with p.a.'s
on both and special clips from the film on
video.

THE

EMPLOYEES
OF

SAVAR

Publishers Plug 'Caine';
8-Month Publicity Seen
Columbia, girding itself for one of the top
campaigns in its history for "Caine Mutiny"
is getting a special assist from Doubleday
publishers. Book outfit is coming out with a
95-cent edition, illustrated with 16 pages of
photos from the picture, and both covers
crediting the film. Handsome reprint edition
of the Herman \\'ouk best seller, one of the
most expensive ever in the soft-cover market,
was spurred by the recent tie-in with Signet's
75-cent edition of "From Here To Eternity*',
which has already topped the 2-million
mark. Doubleday is furnishing special posters, window cards, streamers, counter displays, etc. for the nation's bookstores and
newsstands. Letters have gone out to a thousand wholesale distributors.

Dagmar (whitehat) is in the spotlight on stageconch carrying celebrities down Broadway for the
Paramount Broadway opening of Warners' first
CinemaScope film. "The Command". Others arriving by stagecoach included Denise Darcel.
Martha Ray. Phyllis Kirk. Jerry Lester, Lisa Kirk,
Maggie McNellis. Latin Quarter beauties and
other special guests.

AND
THE

ASSOCIATES
4t

''Wicked Woman" world debut at the Goldman
Philadelphia: (top) Manager John Plunkett wit
14-foot color blow-up iihich highlighted flas
front: six "newsgirls". who distributed a specie
edition of city's tabloid, with front page devote
to news format for the pictv.re, at subway station^ ,
bus stops, key interesections and departmen
stores. Over 20.000 copies were bought and paifor by I .4 to publicize film. Stunt was brainchiU
of fieldman Max Miller.
Journal-American Contest
The nio\ies' friendliest newspaper ch.ain i
at it again. Hearst's New York Journal
.American, is oflFering $1000 in cash prizes t
the public for choice of outstanding picture
and players in 1953. .Awards will be present
cd at a big party in Hollywood, with star-,
and film execs to add glamor. The Journa^^
success with its first contest last year ani
prospects for this year indicate that it will bt!
an annual event. Added feature to hypo in-|
terest is a daily award of 15 pairs of ticket>
to a current movie hit. Contest is getting
extra push through truck posters, newsstanili
display cards, radio and TV. The Journal
carried a series all last year on the theme
that "movies are better than ever", featuring
scenes from current pictures, often on the
front page. Another year-long project was
based on "Let's Go To The Movies". The
Journal continues to prove its staunch support for the industry

CORPORATION

MOURN THE LOSS OF THEIR FOUNDER,
LEADER,
PRESIDENT AND
FRIEND

SAMUEL

VARBALOW

Another one for the Journal.
(Continued on Page 1'^
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PUBHC FIGURE '
yiany llicdtrcmeu arc (tpt to take jor granted that invaluable aid to showmanship — the pressbook.
I'or that reason, we devote this space in each issue oj FILM BULLETIN to recognize those pressliooks that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to —
IT SHOULD

HAPPEN

I he sparkling rlialoguc and zcsty situains that charactcri/c(l "I'loiii ^'esterday,"
( play and tiliii tliat hiniinlit fame to liid>
iiHiday, brightens "It Should HapinMi io
ou. " And no wonder, (iarsoii KaninV i)en
id George ( ukor's niegaphonc are once
?ain the star's guiding ligiits in "It Should
appcn To ^'()u." The (Oluinbia outfit h.is
lught the same vivacity in their advertising
id exploitation. Highlight is Judy's dimit shenanigans and the dialogue sparklers,
he light-hearted love sequences, the star's
intastic manner of getting her name in
ghts and the resultant conse(|uences are
iven a high-flung tease rcampaign in the
aper on the film. The ads, (three sniper
cm them are shown above), are largely in
'artoon form to jiroject the film's bubbly

film opened at the Roxy. Feb. I. with all proceeds going to fight polio.

YOU

flavor, give easy readability.
Lines like "Men? I don't mind the way
they ac't . . . it's just that they think they're
entitled!", or "What does a man mean when
he says a -.girl like me is over il — from the
neck down?" are used for their titillating
(|uality. .So are illustratic)ns of Judy in a
bubble bath, with her pair of courters and
the siluations iiuolved are teasingly worked
to a turn.
There is a batch of exploitation angles that
look like they can't miss, worked in to grab
angles for both large metropolitan houses
and the small town trade. Make sure you go
through this pressbook thoroughly. Every
inch is i)acked with ideas. A bow to Paul N.
Lazarus, Jr., and his staff for their ingenuity
and imagination in concocting these b.o. aids.

There's plenty of showmanship overseas, too. Huge
36-foot figure of Doris Day straddles the boxoffice of the Cineac Theatre in Amsterdam. Holland, for the performance of "Calamity Jane".
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March of Dimes poster boy Georgie Redmond
sells tickets to the formal benefit world premiere
of 20th-Fox's "Illel and High Water" to Celeste
Holm and columnist Earl Wilson. CinemaScope
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

'Jubilee

Characters,

Trail'

Novel

Off

Offer

Beaten

Track

Angles

A variety of interestiui; characters, lively action and music, and the fame
of the (nven Bristow Literary (hiild best-seller give Republic's "Jubilee Trail"
an assortment of ])egs on which slnnvmen can hang their exploitation. It should
be known right off the bat that, despite the title (maintained on the basis of
the novel's poi)ularity ), this is not a musical western in the usual interpretation. There are some zesty musical numbers, lavishly done, and a western background filmed in the best Trucolor, yet, but it is the human clashes, physically
and spiritually, that dominate the screenplay. A much higher quota of appeal
than usual is aimed at the women, and the showman would do well to make
this point.
Kev in the web of personalities that mesh in the plot is Vera Ralston as a
dance hall entertainer and barroom girl, fleeing from an unwarranted murder
rap, to do good in her naughty way. Others for descriptive blowups are Joan
Leslie, sweet young newly wed returning to her husband's (John Russell) home
to be faced with tragic consequences ; Forrest Tucker, quiet man of strength
who is always there when needed; Ray Middleton as Russell's brother, whose
ruthless ambition to rule an empire causes his l)rother's death and suicide of unwed mother and baby ; Pat O'Brien, trying to drown out a past of shame in
drink ; Buddy Baer as "Handsome Brute", giant of a man in heart and body,
but midget in brains, and several others. The pressbook displays the characters'
catchlines in a tie-up for a book display shown below that could very well adorn
a lobby to excellent advantage. Also pictured is a special set of stills for front
blowups and use in lobbies.
Pressbook features a widespread book promotion, tied in with the Literary
(iuild selection, bookstores, libraries and author Gwen Bristow. The publishers,
including Pocket Book editions, are giving the film a strong backing as well.
Worthy of mention also are the stills which capture the dramatic, musical
and action features efTectively.
Republic's New Orleans' sendoff with a gala premiere that brought all the
stars, company toppers and municipal and state bigwigs to the affair, biggest
movie preem in the city's history. Covered by radio, T\' and the syndicates,
j)ublicity was nationwide.

Th« BlilU )llualrat*d oU9t complete or •lament material for
•ll*CllV* blow-up UM
Photo of Lobby B
imss
Pholo of InMil Cord
PSolo of One-Sheet Potter
Ari Work Pbolo
All Work Photo (Upn9hl)
Atk lor Front Sol el five (i) ittlU in ordering from your
Motional ScTo«n brtxnch. or ordor bj number

BOOK

DISPLAY

|

You can mak* an all«n(ion-9«ltin9 diiploy br uilng a btow-up o( lh» book photo, together with
■tllU of Ih* itan with id«nhfytng charae1«r coptteni. and K«n*i from lh« piclur* Your copy could
b« Ev»ry On» Oi Cwon BrUlow's Wondvrlul C>iorocl»n Com*« to Vivid Ul« In 'lubil** Traill" '
StiUj or* availabU on erd«r from your NotioBa] Scrom branch;
1««}-SI3 BoakSlOl
CiMraclM St tl Dvkl (!)

A(l mats pictured in the pressbook art
angled at scope, the novel's popularity and
the variety of characters. Principal illustra
tion in most is figure of \'era Ralston ir
dance hall costume, calculated to draw th(
male eye. Prominence of the two fcmalt
leads is pointed up also, to catch interest ol
Note empliasis
the distaff
rather
than side.
the western
angle. of "drama"
Hook promotion is closely tied in with th<
film. In addition to the suggested display a
left, bookstore promotions have counter anc
window displays. A "living Hook" bally i'
suggested, blowing up the jacket photo foi
tlic front and using stills or a blow-up of thi
otie-sheet on a box slotted for vision.
Other promotions outlined in the prcs.s
book include costumes, music, a map dis
play showing stars and the '{"rail they trans
versed, and a special synopsis set of stills.
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Music, action, drama, and beauty aru
well pictured in the stills, such as
those shown here. At top. Vera Ralston
performs for John Russell and saloon
keeper Jim Davis to the obvious disapproval of holy roller Barton MacLane; left, Pat O'Brien uses dead Indian as shield in attack while Forrest
Tucker blazes away in background; below, left, O'Brien removes arrow from
Joan Leslie's arm as anxious husband
Russell and Miss Ralston try to lend
aid; bottom, the pair of feminine stars
in lavish New Orleans restaurant.

JUBILEE

TRAIL

Republic has cliosen (Iwen Bristow's novel of a heterogenous grou]) making their way from New ( )rleans to the
\\ est Coast in the early Nineteenth Century. The ingredients of ])()pular historical novelism, ])eople with hiddeii
pasts, clash of personalities, struggles of pioneers against
greedy white men and fighting redmen. derelicts living down
their pasts, romantic complications, and e\en the death of
an unwed mother taking her baby with her over a cliff are
some of the ingredients that go into "Jubilee Trail". I'ruce
Manning's script has \ era Ralston as a saloon entertainer
befriended by Eastern newlywed Joan Leslie, en route with
husband John Russell to his home in California, unknowing
that he has sired a child with an aristocratic Mexican girl. Meanwhile, his
power-seeking brother. Ray Middleton, has arranged a marriage with the girl's
])arents, assuring him control over the Southern California territory. Stepping
into the picture is Russell's partner, I-'orrest Tucker, who, with Miss Ralston
and a host of assorted characters, succeeds in working the tangled web into a
happv ending. Into the proceedings are worked fist and gun battles. Indian
clashes, murders, comedy, four musical numl^ers and the triumph of right over
evil. Throughout Miss Ralston's ample and well-arranged proportions in
kaleidoscopic costumes are caught by the Trucolor cameras to wide-eyed effect,
losejjh Inman Kane was associate producer and director for Herbert J. Vates.
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Code Under Fire
Their backs humped by recent pressure
for changes in the Production Code, Motion
Picture Association of America toppers, the
filiTi company presidents, indicated they
would not yield to pressure groups, but
might consider certain amendments to bring
the Code in line with "changing times".
One of the burning issues involved also
was type of advertising. The pot began boiling again with the ads on "Act of Love",
which appeared after the Code Administration had accorded its Seal to the picture. Ad
Code head Gordon White frowned on such
copy as "There is only a thin line between
an act of sin and an Act of Love". It also
served to re-focus the spotlight on UA v. p.
Max Voungstein's letter to MPAA president
F.ric Johnston, charging his company was
a victim of "discrimination" by the Code
Administration, although not a party to the
Code. Most recent hassle concerned RKO,
which is a Code signatory, and company's
decision to release "The French Line" after
cuts were submitted and found unsatisfactory by the Hreen (Jffice.
Meanwhile, in the wake of the Supreme
Court decision on "La Ronde" and "M", ruling out local censorship on practically everything but obscenity, there were more repercussions. In Albany, a bill was introduced
asking for a State Supreme Court jury trial
on pictures banned by the New York Board
of Regents. State Senator Fred Aloritt, who
had previously sponsored a similar bill on
stage presentations, urged that "the public
be the last arbitrator or judge."
The "category system" was another possibility. N. "S". State censor head Dr. Hugh
Flick called for picture classifications ranging from "family" to "under very restricted
conditions". What these might be, and enforcement provisions, weren't quite clear.
10,000 CS Houses

in 54

20th-l-"ox is angling for greater liaison with
exhibitors on CinemaScope planning and
programming, but the stereophonic sound
issue was carefully sidestepped in the twoday meetings Al Lichtman held with his
sales staff. The print bottleneck, said the
distribution chief, will be broken by March
15 and all houses equipped for CS can expect full servicing of prints, including short
subjects.
About l.iOO theatres are now equipped, and
some UK) orders per week are being received
by equipment dealers. An increase is expected in the coming inonths and 10,000 theatres should be ef|uipped for the process by
the end of 19.S4, Lichtman predicted.
Sales agenda was concerned with spring,
summer and fall releases, including the trio
of standard Panoramic Productions' films.
Nine forthcoming CS pictures climaxed by
Darryl Zanuck's "The Egyptian", due for a
F'all worlfl debut, were <liscussed.

TOA Hits 'Must ' Stereosound
TO.A's board of directors lashed out at
mandatory equipment requirements by producers, pinpointing particularly stereophonic
sound, at their Washington meeting last
week. Top issue was the right of the exhibitor to "run his theatre in whatever way he
wishes". Obvious reference was to any film
company's demands for specific equipment
for CinemaScope product, especially the
stereophonic sound requirement. Alfred E.
Starr, E. D. Martin and Herman Levy were
named as a committee to "guard these exhibitor prerogatives".
President Walter Reade's report to the
TOA boarfl, noting that he was speaking as
a "fellow theatre owner and not as a President of TOA," described his "very successful" showing of "The Robe", using a "mixer"
(channeling the four tracks of stereophonic
sound into one central speaker), the subsequent P'ox injunction against such showing
and his conference with Spyros Skouras,
which resulted in the latter's agreement to
mixer vs. multisound tests within 30 days.
I^eade felt that "the sums necessary for the
installation of stereophonic sound is not
warranted" and that this "must be forcefully
brought
Fox." it seemed,
Results toofthetheattention
proposedof tests,
weren't going to alter Fox's stereosound
stand. From FILM BULLETIN'S West
Coast office came the report that the studio
was firm on the stereosound issue. Al Lichtman's directive to his sales force to alter
contra».ls to include the multi-sound equipment as a requirement in playing CinemaScope films, added credence to a no-stereosound, no-play stand.
Arbitration Bid Again
Another bid by distributors to meet with
thcatremen for an industry arbitration systein was disclosed last week. MPAA president Eric Johnston was authorized at a distributors' committee meeting to send a
letter to exhibitor leaders outlining the film
companies' position on arbitration and the
extent of its support.
BROTHERHOOD WEEK
Look for that kit on ideas for
Brotherhood week, Feb. 21-28, and the
striking campaign manual — it's loaded
with inspiring tiiaterial. Amusement
division committee, with Emanuel
Frisch as national chairman, includes
Max E. Voungstein, Sol A. Schwartz,
Eugene Picker, Harry Brandt, Morey
(ioldstein, Spyros P. Skouras, Harry
Arthur, Jr., John Balabaii, (ieorgc
Bowser, Bob O'Donncll, Robert W.
SarnofT, Mrs. Martin Beck, Richard
Walsh, C. Walton Anient, William J.
Curiuan and I!nrtoii Robbins.

Drive-ins Demand Single Soun
Following a tumultuous meeting in Ci
cinnati, drive-in operators demanded singl
channel sound for CineinaScope pictur(
calling "absurd" any requirements for stere
sound in drive-ins. A wire to Spyros
Skouras, asking him to rescind the polic
claimed that advice of "experts" and thf
own knowledge of the business assured tht
that cost would be prohibitive and in-r
reception would not be improved.
The drive-in owners' stand was consider
a vital factor in 20th-Fox', and possib
other companies', attitude on mandate
stereosound. The 4000 outdoor houses coi |
prise a hefty market that could mean t
difference between profit and loss on mai
pictures, SMPTE president Herbert Barm
said at the meeting. He cautioned the driv
in men, however, to "be prepared to accei
wherever practicable, innovations which a I
clearly in the interest of the industry as I
whole."
I
The Fox
same toppers
day, Skouras,
Al Lichtman
other
witnessed
and put thiai'
OK on a two-speaker drive-in C'Scope dei
onstration at the International Project
Corp. laboratory in Bloomfield, N. T. Spea
ers are at left and right of the car and ea
carry two of the four sound tracks. Prese
posts can be used, but require modificatioij
I
Allied Stock Survey
Pursuing further its proclaitTied intenti'
of "buying into" film companies to give e'
hibitors a voice in management, Allied Stat
Ass'n has circularized its membership to fi
amount
stock holdings by its exhibitors
the eightofmajors.
j
General counsel A. F. Myers urged qui 1
action on return to assure satisfactory co|
5-6 in Cincinnati.
sideration
by the organization's board F( j
Added

Tax Effort

Though "encouraged" by recent talks wi
Treasury Secretary Humphrey and Congn
sional leaders, COMPO tax repeal campai '
leaders Col. H. A. Cole and Pat McG|
warned that "any continuation of the leth;;
gy and complacency that is evident throug
out the country on the part of industry m\
can defeat us."
j
The hard-workitig campaigners called
(a) approach to all legislators not yet co '
mitted and (b) verification of those co|
mitted. Constant pressure and vigilance v'
necessary, i)articularly to prevent defeat "
default if tax legislation becomes enmesli
in intra-Congressional controvery such
was witnessed for a period last year." E\
partial relief, reduction to 10% as indicai
by House Speaker Martin, is threatei
without such action, COMPO warned.
(Continued on Page .
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Report

an

Technical

Metro's new sound device, Perspect-ASound, which uses a single optical sound
track to produce stereophonic sound, is reported to be available only for use in the
foreign market. Why it will not be allowed
domestically was not made known. Meanwhile, MGM officials are close-mouthed
about the company's position in the dispute
between stereo and non-stereo sound advocates. An earlier report that Metro CinemaScope product would be made available with
both single and multiple sound tracks could
not be confirmed.
The system, developed by Fine Sound,
Inc., makes it possible for houses without
stereophonic sound equipment to reproduce
all sound from one speaker. Conversely,
theatres with stereo installations can obtain
full directional sound with the same print by
using the Perspect-.A-Sound integrator unit.
The integrator units will be manufactured
by Fairchild Aircraft and Instrument corp.
of New York. The system requires recording of three standard stereo sound tracks
onto one standard size optical track. Standard sound tracks can also be re-recorded
for stereo effect.
«
*
*
The single film strip 3D projection system which has been knocking at industry
doors lately, was practically assured of admittance when Polaroid Corp. and Technicolor inked an agreement for production of
an entirely new 3D film, called Vectograph,
which requires only one projector and no
other attachments. The process uses the
entire frame, for each of the two images required for 3D, by superimposing them. Each
image is polarized by means of special dyes,
eliminating the need for polarizing filters on
projector lenses. When this Vectograph film
is available, it will be possible to show 3D
on any standard 2D setup. Audiences will
still require polarizing glasses.
Under the pact. Technicolor will make
color stereo prints on Vectograph-base film
provided by Polaroid. One drawback is the
reported cost factor. Present 3D film costs
are about 11 cents a foot. Vectograph prints
it is estimated, now cost nearly twice that
price.
Several companies, such as Moropticon,
Nord, and Norling have had single strip processes on the market for some months, but
they all require special attachments which
tnust be rented by exhibitors or obtained
through the purchase of 3D glasses.
*
*
*
An all-medium seamless screen reported to
produce greater light reflection at reduced
amperages is being marketed by the TransLux corporation. Named the Luxuria Seamless, the screen is available in one-piece sizes
up to 90 feet in lengtk and 50 feet in height.
It is made with a plastic base and is uniformly perforated for use with any sound
system. Available in medium, wide, and
extra wide viewing angles, the screen has already been installed in 35 theatres ranging
from 500 to 3000 seats.

THIS

Progress

Motiograph, Inc. is producing an in-car
speaker with special weather-resistant features claimed to double the life of speaker
co"es. Within the shell, the unit is protected
by a taut linen cover impregnated with a
water-and-dust-proof chemical which the
company reports will prevent moisture, grit
and dust from damaging the cone.
*
*
*
The Open-Air Development Co. demonstrated a new drive-in theatre screen which
promises to revolutionize the open-airers.
Known as the Twi-Nite screen, its reflective
capacity will permit the advancing of starting times up to two hours earlier. The company reports that product in all new processes can be shown on the screen and good
projection is possible for pictures up to 115
feet in width. It is claimed the Twi-Nite requires no painting since it is made from an
all-weather non-corrosive metal.
*
*
*
The DeVry Corp. of Chicago has come
up with a new process which provides more
light from projectors. The technique eliminates the lens shutter, substituting a Xenon
gas lamp which produces high frequency
flashes usually provided by the shutter. It is
said the new lamp develops five times the
light of standard projector bulbs. The unit
could prove to be an important adjunct to
the showing of 3D films, which requires
large light sources. Applied to TV films, it
is claimed the DeVry unit will permit the
televising of color film with the same clarity
of live shows.
*
*
*

THE

MADE
NEWS!

f Continued from Page 22)
Record Fox Foreign Biz
Spyros Skouras has done more than any
other single individual to "rejuvenate the
foreign
market forchief
American
20thFox International
Murray films,"
Silverstone
declared upon his return from a 60,000-mile
world tour. "The Robe", he said figures to
top $25,000,000 in grosses (outside the U. S.
& Canada) by the end of 1954. While 1953
was the best overseas year for Fox, Silverstone expects the current year far to exceed
it.
Some 600 theatres overseas are equipped
for C'Scope currently; 5000 are expected by
the end of '54, he reported. Fox is encouraging manufacture of CS equipment under
license in various countries to preclude holdups due to dollar shortage.
BOTV Sets Rates
With the Harlem Globetrotters set as a
continuing attraction, beginning Feb. 18,
Box Office Television, Inc. set up specific
rates for theatre telecasts. Requirements are
upping prices 50%, guarantees ranging from
$250 up to 1500 seats to $650 over 3000 seats,
plus 30c per seat sold. No additional charge
will be made for theatres that have a local
loop open at date of performance. Where
no loop is available, theatre will supply its
own loop, but BOTV will allow a pro-rata
credit up to $250 to be deducted only from
the seat-sold amount. Contracts have gone
out to the theatres.

Twentieth Century-Fox's research and development division, headed by Earl I. Sponable. has initiated a policy of issuing a series
of special reports to exhibitors on recommended projection practices for the exhibition of CinemaScope pictures. Material distributed will be compilations of information
gleaned from field experiences with pictures
filmed in the new dimension, and conferences
with major service and equipment companies. The recommendations are intended
to provide better exhibition at lower costs.
The first letter to exhibitors deals with:
(1) Picture damage; (2) Splices, and (3)
Sound damage due to initial installation adjustment practice and maintenance. The service wi!l also answer exhibitor queries on
theatre problems, and will offer advice on
up-to-date projection procedures.
*
*
»

charge of West Coast operations. He's been
representing the company in the all-important liaison with UA's inde producer lineup
. . . Walter Branson, RKO ass't general
sales manager, is temporarily assuming the
duties formerly held by foreign head Alfred
Crown . . . Mortimer Wormser was named
a vice president of Columbia International in
addition to his duties as ass't treasurer and
secretary of the foreign affiliate . . . George
L. Rubens, 56, manager of the Royal Theatre and executive of the Keamco Corp., succumbed to a heart ailment behind the wheel
of his car en route to work . . . Samuel Varbalow, 62, veteran New Jersey circuit man,
was another victim of heart trouble . . .

The Ballantyne Company has developed
standard prefabricated wing sections of 8
and 12 feet widths which will convert Boyer
outdoor screen towers for wide screen projection. The company reports it is also
equipped to convert present Boyer screen
towers to giant curved screens through
changes that can be made on the site of
present BallantjTie towers. R. S. Ballantyne,
company president, said the simple design of
the Boyer tower, plus the fact it is prefabricated, places conversion costs within the
range of the average drive-in operator.

Harry Goldsmith, veteran in UA's foreign
service, was named sales supervisor for
Britain, Europe, Middle East and South
Africa; Rube Perlman takes over as Latin
.American supervisor . . . UA's Arnold M.
Picker is on a round-the-world trip to aid
the year-long 35th Anniversary drive . . .
Fred Lutkin has been named business manager of RKO's ad-publicity-advertising dept.
. . . Jules Livingston is Republic's new
branch manager. Ray McCafferty succeeds
Livingston as St. Louis branch head . . .
Edmimd Grainger has left his post as film
buying-booking chief for RKO Theatres.

People
Robert A. Blumofe is the new UA v.p. in
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Features

ARTISTS

December
PRIVATE EYES Bowery Boys. Director Edward Bernds.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Comedy melodrama. When one
of the Boys develops mind reading power, the others
form a detective agency to capitallie on the gift, uncover a fur theft gdnrj. 64 min.
TcXAS BACMAN Wayne Morris. Director Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Young
sheriff tracks down outlaws, finds leader is his father,
who later sacrifice: hi: life to »ave son. 62 mIn.
January
GOLDEN IDOL, THE Johnny Sheffield. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle melodrama. Bomba, accidenin possession
of a valuable
group tallyseeking
the treasure.
71 min.statue, fights motley
WORLD FOR RANSOM Dan Duryea, Gene Lockhart,
Patrick Knowles. Director Robert Aldrich. Producers Bernard Tabjkin and Aldrich. Suspense melodrama. Adventurer foils kidnap plot involving nuclear scientist. 80 min.
YUKON VENGEANCE Kirby Grant, Monte Hale. Producer William F. Broid.'. Director William Beaudine.
Melodrama. Disguised Canadian Mountie uncovers
mystery mail robberies committed by trapper using
trained ciant bear. 68 min.
February
BITTER CREEK Bill Elliott. Director Thomas D. Carr.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Out to avenge
death of his murdered rancher brother, Elliott picks
up friends and sweetheart who save him in the
showdown battle. 72 min.
HIGHWAY DRAGNET Richard Conte, Joan Bennett,
Wanda Hendrlx. Director Nathan Juran. Producer
William F. Broidy. Suspense melodrama. Hitch-hiking
ex-Marine
becomes
involved80 inmin.murder, becomes object
of
a five-state
manhunt.
RIOT IN CELL BLOCK 11 Neville Brand, Leo Gordon,
Carleton Younn. Producer Walter Wanrjer. Director
Don Siei^el.andPrison
riot spreads
until
Governor
Statemelodrama.
Militia areJailcalled
m to quell
the prisoners. 80 min.
March
DRAGONHY SQUADRON John Hodiak, Barbara Britton, Bruce Bennett. Director Lesle;- Selander. Producer
John Champion. War drama. Rigid disciplinarian takes
over Korean airfield before invasion, is wounded in air
attack, but his trained flyers come to the rescue. 80 min.
PARIS PLAYBOYS Bowery Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Hunti Hall is
sent to Paris believed to be a French scientist, concocts
a formula that proves even more potent than the
original scientist's. 66 min.
LOOPHOLE Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Hughes. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Comedy drama. Bank teller, $50,000
short in his accounts, tracks dovm phony bank examiner, recovers loot and job. 78 rrrin.
April
ARROW IN THE DUST Technicolor. Sterling Hayder,
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goeti. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory,
is regenerated.
min. through
PRIDE OF THE BLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges. Vera Miles
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes Goetz.
Racetrack drama. Filmed in color. Ambitious racehorse trainer ijoes biij time, comes to earth when k'd
jockey rides horse trainer had saved to victory. 7! min.
Coming
DESPERADO, THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr, Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
GHOST de
OF Carlo,
O'LEARY,Barry
THE Fitzgerald.
Technicolor.Cemedy.
David Niven,
Yvonne
Irish
tAntasy "'•♦h comic flavor. 80 min.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
FILM

November
GUN FURY 3D Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Donna Reed.
Director Raoul Walsh. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil.
Western melodrama. Civil War veteran sets out to find
fiancee, kidnapped by a Texas gang after a holdup.
Four way romance complicates matters. 83 min.
LAST OF THE PONY RIDERS Gene Autry. Director
George Archainbaud. Producer Armand Schaefer. Western. Former Pony Express rider Autry fights the diehirds holding back the stage and the telegraph. 59 min.
PARIS MODEL Marilyn Maxwell, Paulette Goddard, Eva
Gabor. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Alfred E.
Green. Comedy drama. Four episodes based around
newly designed
dress,
"NudewhoAtwear
Midnight,"
amorous
adventures
of girls
creation. detailing
81 min.
PRISONERS OF THE CASBAH Technicolor. Gloria Grahame, Cesar Romero. Producer Sam Katiman. Director
Richard Bare. Costume melodrama. Intrigue in Algiers,
culminating in a wild battle in the Casbah. 78 min.
December
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Director Spencer G. Bennet. Jungle melodrama. Jungle
Jim tangles with mad scientist drugging animals. 68 min.
NEBRASKAN, THE 3D Technicolor. Phil Carey, Roberta
Havnes. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
F. Sears. Western. Army scout tries to get fair trial
for Indian pal accused of murdering chief. 68 min.
January
BAD FOR EACH OTHER Charlton Heston, Liiabeth Scott.
Director Irving Rapper. Producer William Fadiman.
Drama. Youn<3 doctor out of Army is misled into an
easy life as a society medico by wealthy spoiled divorcee, but mine explosion uncovers his true worth when
he risks his life to save trapped workers. 83 min.
DRUMS
TAHITI
3D Technicolor.
O'Keefe,
Patricia OF
Medina.
Director
William Castle.Dennis
Producer
Sam
Katzman. Costume melodrama. American in Ta.'iiti is
persuaded to smugnie in rifles to overthrow French
rule. Marriage of convenience turns out to be real thing,
despite hurricanes and volcanic eruptions. 73 min.
EL ALAMEIN Scott Brady. Director Fred F. Sears. Producer Wallace MacDonald. War melodrama. An AmeriMontgomery's
forcesvictory
returnsyronto there
El Alamein
relivecan inwith flashback
the great
and findto
the riirl he had loved. 67 min.
MISS SADIE THOMPSON 3D Technicolor. Rita Hayworth, Jose Ferrer, Aldo Ray. Director Curtis Bernhardt. Producer Jerry Wald. Melodrama with music.
the Somerset
of "entertainer"
aFrom
tropical
island whoMaugham
becomes story
invotved
with a batch onof
Marines and fanatical, hypocritical missionary. 9! min.
PARATROOPER Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Leo Gsnn. Director Terence Young. Producers Irving Allen, Albert
R. Broccoli. War melodrama. Training of Paratroopers
in Britain climaxed by attempt to take German stronghold in Africa. Interwoven Is love story between Laod
and newcomer Susan Stephen. 87 min.
February
CHARGE OF THE LANCERS Technicolor. Paulette Goddard, Jean Pierre Aumont. Director William Castle.
Producer Sam Katiman. Romantic adventure. Lancers,
aided by new cannon take supposedly impregnable
naval base at Sebastaool during Crimean War. 74 min.
WILD ONE, THE Marlon Brando. Director Laslo Benedek.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Melodrama. Band of hotrodders terrorize town until indignant citizens force law
to clamp down. Eventual regeneration of ringleader
comes through love and innate decency. 79 min.
JESSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor. Brett
King, Barbara Lawrence. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katiman. Western melodrama. Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
out to Qei the loot of the notorious bandit. In showdown battle, Daltons are wiped out and money turns
out to be Confederate Coming
bills. 65 min.

FATHER BROWN Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. D
rector Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Coi. Corned
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical prie:
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven fc
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-bustinc
HELL BELOW ZERO Alan Ladd. Director Mark Robsor
Producers Irving Allen, Albert Broccoli. Sea adventurf
Murder and the elements combine to make complies
tions for x-Navy skipper in the Antarctic.
HUMAN EEAST, THE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lann.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN
WIFE Jennlfe
Jones,
Clift. Director
Vittorio
Sica
ProducersMontgomery
David O. Selznick
and de Sica.
Drama.de Mad
inlanguage
Italy, film.
("Bicycle Thief") de Sica's first Englis |i
IRON GLOVE, THE Technicolor. Rober tStack, Ursul
Ihless. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Kati
man. Historical adventure drama. Swashbuckler buil
around Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne
IT SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU Judy Holliday, Pete
Lawford. Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohl
mar.
Girl,name
yearning
for onfame,
invests sign
he
savingsComedy.
to have her
in lights
Broadway
Resultant fame and furor disillusions her, drives he
Into arms of young idealistic photographer. 87 min. 1
MAO MAGICIAN. THE 3D Technicolor. Vincent Price l
Mary Murphv, Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Pro
ducer Bryan Foy. Horror melodrama. Illusion genius
prevented by his boss from using his creations as
stage magician, murders, him, assumes his identity.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey, Douglas Kennedy
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to brine
shipment of rifles to out.oost completes his mission de i
spite harrassing by Apaches, treachery and romance
MIAMI Sam
STORY.
THE Barry
Sullivan,
Pro
ducer
Katiman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experiencf.
to expose crime syndicate.
SARA'CEN
BLADE,Producer
THE Technicolor.
RicardoDirector
Montalban
Betta
St. John.
Sam Katiman.
Wll
Ham Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swash
buckler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge hi:
father's murder, going to the Holy Land in Crusades.
DRIVE A CROOKED ROAD Mickey Rocney. DIrectoi
Richard
Qulne. Producer
JonleIntoTaps.
Drama. gang
A pint-sizf
auto mechanic
Is invelnled
a holdup
by i
with th(
love
In
falls
she
as
repents
Girl
cirl.
pretty
guy, aids him in breaking up the gang.
Reed, Robert Francis. Direc
WHITE FEATHER Donna
tor Phil Karlson. Producer Lewi: Rachmil. ofWestern
fello*
frontier Arm/ .nost Incurs enmity
at
Doctor
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
I. F. E.
December
Silvana Mangano, Vit
LURE OF THE SILA English.
De Laurentls. DIrectoi
torlo Gassman. Producer Dino Story
of vendetta ir
Melodrama.
Coletti.
Duillo
Slla region of Italy in which Manganc
mountainous
avenges death of her mother and brother. 74 min. ^
Gina Lollobrigida, Vit
TIMES GONE BY Subtitled.
torio De Sica. Director Alessandro Blasettl. Drama
Six short story classics each suggesting an aspect oi
of the |
.
sentimental character
106 min
people. lusty,
Italianearthy.
the
January
DESTINATION MATRIMONY Subtitles. Eduardo De
producSavaniatl-Tit
Filippo.employee
Fllippo,tion.Titina
for
takesanusbribes
Comedy. DeMunicipal
With the money he tries fc
permits.
special
Issuing
marry his daughters to rich men. 96 min.
GOLDEN COACH, THE Technicolor. English. Anna
Hoche production. Director Jean
Delphinus
Macnani.
105 min.
Renoir. Drama.
AleiBergman,Director
THE English.
GREATEST
production.
Laurentls Ingrid
Ponti-De
ander Knox.LOVE.
Drama.
Rosselllni.
Roberto
min. of a woman's search
life. 116Story
In her February
meanin'^
for

PontiDrago.Fracassi.
Rossi
English. Eleanora
SENSUALITA
Clemente
Director
production.
De Laurentls
Coming
Drama.
"Bitter
Rice"
story
of
two
men
and
a
girl
in;
the wheat fields of Ital/. 91 min.

BAIT Cleo Moore, Hugo Haas, John Agar. Directorproducer Huco Haas. Outdoor drama. Old prospector m.arries prett.' cirl and involver her in plot to
murder his young partner with whom he shares a ANITA GARIBALDI Italian. Subtitles. Anna Magnani,
rich gold strike.
Raf Vallone. Directors Goffredo Allessandrini , Franco
BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor. George MontRosi. Drama. Story of Garibaldi's battle to unite Italy
gomery. Director William Ca:tle. Producer Sam Katzin mid-l9th
wife'sdeath.
loyalty95andmin.bravery
the cause,Century
causingandher histragic
man. Western drama. Spit and polish officer tries to In
run
fort
in
hostile
Indian
territory
by
the
"booir".
After
learning what real fighting is, he succeeds in arranging
peace with cunning redskin leader.
LIPPERT
CAINE MUTINY, THE Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray, Robert
Francis. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
December
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
ProMoira deLister.
Bridges.Charles
Herman Wouk. of a mutiny aboard a U S Navy de- LIMPINGducer Donald
THE LloydDirector
MAN.Glnsber';.
Lautour.
stroyer.officer,
Bogart plays
a neurotic
exMurder drama. American traveler in London witnesses
ecutive
MacMurray
is thecaptain,
prissy Johnson
Keefer, the
Ferrer
a killing, becomes involved in a mystery that winds up
the defense attorney for the mutin^rs and newcomer
at a variety theatre where a magician is revealed as
Francis the Princeton lad who gets a ship of his own.
t\\t "Limping Man " killer. 74 min.
BULLETIN— THIS
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LIPPERT (Continued)
ERROR STREET Dan Duryea. Elsy Albiin. Producer
-♦hony Hinds. Director Montgomery Tully. Murder
ama. Air Force pilot is suspected of killing his wife,
ti 34 hours to prove his innocence and exposes a
■ ackmail ring responsible for the murder. 83 min.
January
LACK GLOVE Alex Nicol, Eleanor Summerfield. Murer drama. Producer Michael Carreras. Director Ter-ce Fisher. Jazi trumpet star is suspected of killing
Dionde singer, but after many fights, threats of vio-ce and an attempted poisoning, he pins the blame
the real slayer.
OLLYWOOD TH:?ILL-MAKERS James 6leason, Bill
5nry. Producer Meurice Koslcff. Director Bernard
ay. Adventure drama. Small town boy comes to
lollywood as a stunt man. marries and quits the game,
jt first performs a daring plane crash to aid widow
• his best friend. 60 min.
/HITE fire Scott Brady, Mary Castle. Producers
obert S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director John Gilling.
lystery drama. Ship s officer seeking missing brother
jspect'ed
finds ofthea latter
mixed singer
up in rounds
smug■\q ring, ofandmurder
with help
night club
•he gang and proves his brother's innocence. 82 min.
February
>UEEN OF SHEBA Leonora Ruffo, Gino Cervi. Projcer Mario Francisci. Director Pietro Francisci. Bibjcal spectacle. Queen of Sheba leads her armies
'gainst Solomon's
in Jerusalem,
1000 B.C.,
laptured
and makes forces
her escape.
After a battle
and anis
valanche. she Is freed of "marriage" vows to pagan
and marries
Solomon's
son. 9V min.
VEods WANT
A CHILD
Ruth Brejnholm,
Jorgen Reenberg.
Sirectors
Alice
O'
Fredericks,
Lau Lauritien.
Carried
young
girl
desiring
child
cannot
haveDrama.
one,
/hile her best friend has an unfortunate affair
and
ears an unwanted child. Finally young wife becomes
ipectant and audience witnesses actual birth of baby.
March
o
THE Eastman Color. Producer-director,
b'WBOY,
timo Williams Documentar/ feature. Photographed
n color on actual Southwest locations, story relates the
^me^ican
cowboy's
true life
from Chaplin,
pioneer days
toOnslow
now
r-ANGS
THE WILD
Charles
Jr., Director
•tevenstOFProducer
Robert
L. Lippert, Jr.
/William Claxton. Murder drama. Boy and his dog are
;infy witnesses to a cold-blooded killing in the woods.
|Joy'$ story truth,
is not believed until the murderer's wife
fstablishes
ife is threatened. causin'; a chase in which the lad's
|I^LACKOUT
Dane Clark,
Belinda
Lee. Murder
Producerdrama.
MichaelA
.Carreras. Director
Terence
Fisher.
'Jown-and-out
war veteran
isis offered
a $1000 throwing
mystery
ob b;' a -^irj
whose
father until
later
murdered,
luspicion
on the
veteran
he establishes
that the
pirl's mother was responsibly for the klllin".
April
[
HEAT WAVE Alex Nico), Hillary Brooke. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Ken Hughes. Murder drama,
-aithless
wite allows
husbandkeeps
to drown
novelsf an unwitting
accessory,
silent abutyoung
tells police
j^ter widow jrits him.
METHD-GQLDWYN-MAYER
November
ill THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT Technicolor,
tobert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Ann BIyth. Producer
Jandro S. Berman. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic
>ea Saga. Two brothers fight for the love of a woman
rwhile on whaling expedition in the South Seas. 95 min.
IKISS ME KATE 3D Ansco Color. Kathryn Grayson,
|Howard Keel, Ann Miller. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Play-within[a-play dramatization of a Broadway show based on
jShakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew". 109 min.
December
j
|EASY TO LOVE Technicolor. Esther Williams, Van Johnrson, Tony Martin. Producer Joe Pasternak. Director
jOhaMes Walters. Aquatic Musical. Romantic triangle
'm
Cypress productions.
Gardens amid
colorful swimming aRd
water-skiing
94 min.
ESCAPE FROM FORT ERAVO Ansco Color. William
Holden, Eleanor Parker. Producer Nicholas Nayfack.
Director John
Sturges. Western melodrama. Adventure
in
Civil War period dealing with rebel prisoners in a
Union
stockade located in the desert. 98 min.
January
GIVE A GIRL A BREAK Technicolor. Marge and Gower
Champion Debbie Reynolds. Producer
Jack Cummings.
young
Three musical
comedy.
Musical
Donen.
^'r\rl.°/ 5 ?"'«V
Broadway
in
role
starring
'^^^ star
wh.
when
tW name
walks out. 82 min
GREAT DIAMOND ROBBERY.
Red Skelton Cara
wil iams. Producer Edwin H. THE
Knopf. Director Robert
„, '-eo"?'-d. Comedy. Young diamond cutter dreams
rni V,^'^, his long lost family and getting chance to
Phony family materializes and
Wi, k
' ' , j "'^ diamond cutter into stealing the gem. 49 min.
ulJrJi^^ ROUND TABLE CinemaScope Color
p/nH V"n"
^^^'o'' Gardner. Producer
Th!: ? Bsi-man Director Richard Thorpe. Historical
th.
.k,"''*
.T'
.
'^^'^
^'""i Arthur',
ascension
to
rne throne of England, his°'turbulent
reign and
eventual
?„V.u'
,'=?'"P'i<:«»ed
by
his
wife
Guinevere's
love
'or the knight
Lancelot. 115 min.
February
LONG. LONG TRAILER. THE Ansco Color. Lucille Ball,
Main Producer
•^*'''0'"'e
r>\rl . "w'
tribuTrials S.andBerman.
Comedy. Pandro
Minnelli.
Ut:^„.
latio.
ns of family life
in a trailer. 94 min
FILM

SAADIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer Rita
Gam. Producer
-director Albert Lewin. Costume 'melodrama East-meets
min. of love and violence
in the Morrocan desert.-West80 story
March
ROSE MARIE CinemaScope-Kodacolor. Ann BIyth
Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas. Producers Arthur
Mornbiow, Jr. and Lawrence
Wein^arten. Director
Mervyn LeRoy. Musical
drama. Romance and
murder in the Canadian outdoor
woods Involving a beautiful girl, a trapper and north
a mountie.
102 min
TENNESSEE CHAMP Ansco Color. Shelley Winters
Dewey Martin, Keenan Wynn. Producer Sol Baer Fielding. Director Fred M. Wilcox. Comedy. Prize fighter
who believes the Lord
in his corner and his slick
manager become involvedis with
a blond bombshell along
the Mississippi river-front. 73 min.
EXECUTIVE SUITE William
Holden, Barbara Stanwyck
June Allycon. Frederic April
Walter Pidoeon
Douglas. Drama. EffectMarch.
the death of a presidentPaulof
a larne firm has on the first 4 vice-presidents. !04 min.
GYPSY COLT Ansco Color. Donna Corcoran Ward
Bond. Frances Dee. Producers William Grady Jr and
Sidney
Franklin Jr.colt
Director
Marton.' Drama
Atrom
spirited
refusesAndrew
the littleblack
girl who raised
him.to72 accept
min. separation
RHAPSODY Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor Vittorlo Gassman. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director Charles
Vidor. Love
A beautiful woman In Europe holds
the lives and story.
music Comiof two
youno
in her
hands. Background ofcareers
classicalngmusic. 115 artists
min.
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kell". Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boultlng. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments cet a workout during the development ofa new torpedo explosive
FLAME AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner
Pier Anqeh, Carlos Thompson. Producer Joe Pasternak
Director Richard Brooks. Rmantic drama. Beautiful giri
drifting around world
from one love affair to another
becomes involved m web
of intri-ue and romance.
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the problem of sharing her
13 males.
living room
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed.
Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealingDirector
in romance
drama,
comedy
and
pathos
told
entirely
through
the
medium of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern. Marlon Brando, James
Mason. Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Joseph
L. Manklewlcz. Historical
drama. Aisasslnation of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Cassius et al. 121 min.
PARAMOUNT
November
BOTANY BAY Technicolor. Alan Ladd, James Mason,
Patricia Medina. Producer Joseph Sistrom. Director
John Farrow. Historical adventure.
American aboard
British ship bound for Australian colonization foments
conflict to remove tryanny of cruel captain. 94 min.
FLIGHT TO TANGIER 3D Technicolor. Joan Fontaine,
Jack Palance, Corinne Calvet. Producer Nat Holt. Director Charles M. Warren. Action melodrama. Soldier
of fortune outwits international black market operators in Tangier. 90 min.
December
HERE COME THE GIRLS Technicolor. Bob Hope
Arlene Dahl, Tony Martin, Rosemary Clooney. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Claude BInyon. Comedy-musical.
The oldest chorus boy on Broadway accidently becomes
a star when leading man drops out because of a murder threat, thus becoming object of killer. 78 min.
January
CEASE
Gl's in War
Korea.
Producer
Wallis.in
Director FIRE
Owen3D.Crump.
drama.
PatrolHalaction
final day of fighting in Korea. 75 min.
FOREVER FEMALE Ginger Rogers, William Holden,
Paul Douglas. Phoducer Pat Duggan. Director Irving
Rapper. Comedy. Maturing stage actress fights to
keep her hold on youth by playing young roles. Her
ex-husband producer hopes to remarry her, but plans
are complicated when she falls for playwright. 93 min.
JIVARO Technicolor. Fernando Lamas, Rhonda Fleming. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Edward Ludwlg.
Adventure-drama. A pretty American girl goes to find
her sweetheart in the Amazon jungle, is aided by iungle
trader with whom she falls in love after learning
of death of fiance.
February
ALASKA SEAS Robert Ryan. Jan Sterling. Producer
Mel Epstein. Director Jerry Hopper. Adventure drama.
Salmon fishermen plagued with thieves robbing their
traps, break the gang when the sweetheart of the fishing fleet becomes Involved with one of the thieves.
MONEY FROM HOME 3D Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director George
Marshall.debted toComedy.
a boogie Horseplayer
kinc- Orderedbecomes
to fix heavily
a race in-to
pay off he calls in veterinary interne pal who blows
up plot. 100 min. Coming
CASANOVA'S
NIGHTPaul Technicolor.
Bob Norman
Hope,
Joan
Fontaine. BIG
Producer
Jones. Director
McLeod.anova IsComedy.
Hope,
mistaken
for
the
lover
Cashired to test the faithfulness of another
man's fiancee.
BULLETIN
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ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
In Ce-.'lon. falls in love with his foremjn and plans to
run
away shewithfinds
him.shePlague
strikes,
lover dies, and
in crisis
still loves
her her
husband.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye. Mai
Zetterling. Producers and directors Norman Panama
and Mel vin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in
Paris undergoes psychonanalysls to overcome a fear of
marriage finds the female psychiatrist has same complex, becomes involved in sp:- plot and murder.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin. Jerry Lewis.
Janet Lei';h. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenl.' announces that Jerry Lewis is d'-inr of radiation poisonand he is given one last flinn at life by reporter
Janeting Leigh.
NAKED JUNGLE Technicolor. Eleanor Parker. Ch^rltcn
Heston. Producer George Pal. Director Byron Haskin.
Adventure drama. South American plantation owner
considers his mail-order wife too eleqant for rouch
iungle life. She prove: herself when plantation is attacked by hordes of soldier ants.
RED GARTERS Technicolor. Rosemary Clooney. Jack
Carson, Guy Mitchell. Producer Pat Duggan. Director
George Marshall. Western musical comedy. Fanciful
yarn revolves around
Mitchell's
arrivalKiller
in California
town
or
his brother.
turns cut
to be tobestavenge
friend dealh
of Mitchell.
SABRINA FAIR Humphrey Bogart. Audrey Hepburn.
William Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
Comedy.
Two rhe
rich return;
brothersfromfalla for
chauffeur's
daughter after
'.ear'heir
in Paris.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston.
Nicole Maure.', Thomas Mitchell, Robert Younn. Producer Mel Epstine. Director Jerr.- Hopper. Melodrama.
American .pilot stranded in Peru :oln: a renegade in
searching for lost Inca treasure.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Sllvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontlSpectacle.
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarini.
Ulysses as ta.ken from the Odessey.
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye,
Producer
Robt.
E. Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney.
Michael Vera-Ellsn.
Curtiz. Musical.
Two World
War !! buddies team as entertainers after war, become involved with sister act which ttireatens their
plans for Broadwav show.
REPUBLIC
December
CHAMP FOR A DAY Alex Nicol. Audrey Totter, Charles
Winninger. Hope Emerson. Asso. producer-director William A. Seiter. Action melodrama. A young heavyweight
finds his manacer missin'^, and risks the danner of
tangling with a gang of local gamblers to uncover the
secret of hU disappearance. 92 min.
RED RIVER SHORE Rex Allen. Producer Rudy Ralston.
Director Harry Keller. Western. Allen discovers a respected rancher is plotting a swindle by reporting a
fake oil discovery on his ranch and selling shares
to fellow-citizens. 54 min.
January
TRENT'S
LAST Welles.
CAST Michael
Margaretby Lockwood. Orson
ProducedWilding,
and directed
Herbert
Wilcdx.
Mystery
drama.
E.
C.
Bentley's
famous
detective, Philip Trent, suspects the widow and
the
secretary in the deaih of a financial tycoon, uncovers
plot within a plot. 90February
min.
CRAZYLEGS
Hirsch,
Lloyd Francis
Nolan, Lyon.
Joan Sport
Vchs.
Producer Hall EIroy
Bartlett.
Director
drama.
Life
of
AM-American
"Crazylegs"
Hirsch
from
his hirh school football days up to his present starring
role with the Los Anneles Rams. 87 min.
SEA OF LOST SHIPS John Derek, Wanda Hendrix,
Walter Brennan, Richard Jaeckel. Action melodrama
Two young me who have grown up together fall out
because of a girl, but are reunited in fighting the
dangers of the arctic while on ice patrol with the
U. S. Coast Guard. 85 min.
March
FLIGHT NURSE Joan Leslie. Forrect Tucker. Director
Allan Dwan. War drama. Air Force nurse, assigned to
Korean duty, at first more interested in locating her
sweetheart than in doinn her duty, is molded by war
into woman of heroic and responsible stature. 90 min.
GERALDINE John Carroll, Mala Powers, Stan Freberg.
Producer Sidney Picker. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Comedy with music. Tin
Pan Alley publicity girl discovers youn*^ college April
music instructor with golden
voice, interested only Coming
in folk songs, eventually interests
him in popular music and a marriage license. 90 min.
HELL'S HALF ACRE Wendell Corey, Evelyn Keyes,
Elsa Lanchester. Associate producer-director John H.
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
in
crime-ridden
the 194!
revivalbutof his
marriage.
91 min.past destroys hope for
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antlrallroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of making If railroad crossed her land.
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REPUBLIC (Continued)
JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie,
Forrest Outdoor
Tucker. drama.
Associate California
producer-director
JosephandIKane.
trader meets
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic complications when she learns he has a son by unmarried
Spanish girl. 103 min.
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Herbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable schooner captain
tries to save C'rl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. Wnen she is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuIre. Stephen McNally. Associate
producer-director
Drama.
Woman news.oa.ner
owner is William
confrontedSeiter.
with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans to get revenge by ruining life of their daughter.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek. Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Younc
wa^esDirector
ran^e Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to rec-over stolen heritage.
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love Inmentaiding
people
against Red
police.of Shanghai's International SettleTROUBLE IN THE GLEN Technicolor.. Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker, Orson Welles. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure roriance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Ouletstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the .neo.ole whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the owner.
RKO
November
DECAMERON NIGHTS Technicolor. Joan Fontaine,
Louis Jourdan. Producers M. J. Frankovlch and Wm.
Szekely. Director Huco Freoonese. Costume comedy.
Boccaccio, in love with beautiful woman whose memory
of her late, aaed husband prevents new romance, attempts to win her love through his stories. 87 min.
January
KILLERS FROM SPACE Peter Graves, Barbara Bestar.
Producer-director W. Lee Wilder. Science fiction.
Nuclear scientist prevents the conquest of Earth by
invaders from another planet.
February
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES (Goldwyn Re-release).
Myrna Loy, Frederic March, Teresa Wright, Dana
Andrews. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director William Wyler. Drama. 170 mins.
FRENCH LINE 3D Technicolor. Jane Russell, Gilbert
Roland. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Lloyd
Bacon. Musical comedy. Jilted at the altar because
she has too much money, Texas millionairess takes
cruise on Liberte. Incognito, she sets out to find husband who will love her for herself alone. 102 min.
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER (Reissue! . Loretta
Young, Robert Mitchum, William Holden. 93 min.
ROB ROY Technicolor. Glynis Johns, Richard Todd. Producer Perce Pearce. Director Harold French. Disney
live-action costume drama. From Daniel Defoe story
of Scottish hero who led rebellion against tyranny of
British governors until King George I relieved the situation in admiration for Rob Roy's exploits. 87 min.
SHE COULDN'T
SAY NOSparks.
Robert Director
Mitchum,Lloyd
JeanBacon.
Simmons. Producer Robert
Comedy. Poor-little-rich-girl learns people in Arkansas
town saved her life when she was a baby. Her secret
money
townspeople disrupts their barter-system
economy.gifts89tomin.
VALLEY OF THE SUN (Reissue) Lucille Ball, James
Craig. 84 min.
March
CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Steve
Cochran. Producers Frank and Maurice King. Director
KurtfreeNeumann.
Melodrama.
Strugglefor ofa carnival
a young heel
girl
to
herself from
her fascination
who
causes
her
high-diving
partner's
death.
She
does
and carny strong man kills heel in a ferris-wheei chase.
DANGEROUS MISSION 3D. Victor Mature, Piper
Laurie, Vincent Price, Wm. Bendix. Producer Irwin
Allen. Director Louis Kin^. Melodrama. Girl, after
witnessing a murder, hides out in Glacier National
toParkfindto herescape
beforekiller.
killer Chase
does. results with police trying
ENCHANTED COTTAGE (Reissue). Dorothy McGuire.
Robert Young, Herbert Marshall. 91 min.
TALL IN THE SADDLE (Reissue). John Wayne. 87 min.
A pril
MR. BLANDING BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE (Reissue)
Cary Grant, Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas. 94 min.
PINOCCHIO (Reissue). Disney. 87 min.
SAINT'S
Hayward,
Naomi Chance.
Producer GIRL
JuiianFRIDAY
Lesser. Louis
Mystery
comedy-drama.
Saint
even score with gamblers for curder and ruination
of youths,
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetzlaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of SInbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson S Forrest, Price & St, Cyr.
THEY
BELIEVE
ME 9SIRelssue)
Susan Hayward,
Robert WON'T
Young. Jane
Greer.
min.
FILM

Coming

Coming
BADMAN'S TERRITORY(Reissue) Randolph Scott 98 min.
SPANISH 100MAIN
Henreld.
minutes.(Reissue) Maureen O'Hara, Pau(
THING, THE (Reissue) Producer-director Howard
Hawks, Science-fiction melodrama. 87 min.
STATIONS WEST (Reissue) Dick Powell. 92 min
GUNGA DIN (Reissue) Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen,
Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. Producer-Director John Ford.
I I 7 minutes.
LOSTGlenn
PATROL
off,
Ford. IRelssue)
73 min. Victor McLaglen, Boris KarlBIG RAINEOW Technicolor Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland. adventure
Producer Harr.-drama.
Tatelman. Director John Sturges.
Romantic
DESPERATE MEN Technicolor. John Payne, Dan Duryea,
Lizabeth Scott. Producer Benedict Boneaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding
accusedby him.
of murder and daughter of
cattle baron citizen
who stands
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlin. Romantic comedy.
2DTH

CENTURY-FDX
November
HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE CinemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe. Betty Grable, Lauren Bacall,
David Wayne, Rory Calhoun, Ca meron Mitchell. Producer Nunnally Johnson. Director Jean Negulesco.
Comedy. Three penniless models rent ultra swank
penthouse to capture rich husbands with resultant
comedy of errors finding and marrying for love. 96 min.
INFERNO (Also 3D) Technicolor. Robert Ryan, Rhonda
Fleming, William Lundinan. Producer W. Bloom. Director R. Baker. Drama. Rich wastrel, left to die in
desert by scheming wife and her lover, becomes a
man in struggle to survive and leaves plotters to
ravages of conscience. 83 min.
December
BENEATH THE 12-MILE REEF CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert Wagner, Terry Moore, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Robert Bassler. Director Robert D. Webb.
Adventure-drama. Perili of sponoe divers Interwoven
in storv' of father-son relationship, clashes between
sponge-fishermen, and younn romance. 102 min.
MAN CRAZY Neville Brand, Christine White. Producers
S. Haromn, P. Voran. Director !. Lerner. Documentary
drama. Teenage girls seek glamour and excitement In
Hollywood after stealing bootlegger's money. 79 min.
MAN IN THE ATTIC Jack Palance, Constance Smith,
Byron Palmer. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Hugo
Fregonese. Mystery melodrama. Psychopathic boarder
commits nirjht murders, with pretty women as his victims. About to kill a girl he has fallen In love with,
the twisted mind uncoils and takes own life. 82 min.
January
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM (Reissue) Gregory Peck, Vincent Price,
RoddyJohn
McDowall.
Producer137Joseph
kiewicz.
Director
Stahl. Drama.
min. ManKING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES CinemaScope Technicolor. Tyrone Power, Terry Moore. Producer Frank
Rosenberg. Director Henry King. Adventure drama.
Half-breed British officer in !9th century India becomes
a deserter to demonstrate his right to equality in the
Army and in romance with General's daughter. 99 min.
THREE YOUNG TEXANS Technicolor. Mitzi Gaynor,
Jeff Hunter, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Henry Levin. Western drama. Friendship between pair of cowboys and nirl becomes imperiled when one is sus.oected of train robbery. Turns
out other is guilty, is killed after repentance. 78 min.
February
HELL AND HIGH WATER CinemaScope Technicolor.
Richard Widmark, Bella Darvi, Cameron Mitchell, David
Wayne. Adventure drama. Touch captain and motley
crew
use submarine
on special
missionoftoex-U.
thwartS. asailors
conspiracy
to start World
War
III by an atomic bomb incident.
SIEGE AT RED RIVER, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson.
Joanne Dru. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union
cavalry troo.o train sets off net of intrii^ue and heroism
involving Confederate who turns out to be Union spy.
March
GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,
Anne Bancroft, Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist, finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death.
NIGHT PEOPLE CinemaScope Technicolor. Gregory
Peck, Broderick Crawford, Rita Gam. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama. Efforts of an American officer in Berlin to untangle red tape to negotiate
return
youngcomplicates
soldier kidnapped
by Reds.
wealthy offather
by attempting
briberyG.l.'s
and
barter of two people wanted by Communists for return
of his son.

RIVER OF NO RETURN CinemaScope Technicolor. Marl
lyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum, Rory Calhoun. Produce
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor ad
venture romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, ei
convict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guidf
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling th(
rapids, Indians and the elements.
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN CinemaScope Tec^
nicolor. Clifton Webb, Dorothy McGuIre, Jean Peter;
Maggie McNamara. Director Jean Nei^uiesco. Romanti,
comedy. Three American cirls workinn in Rome tos
coins in Wishing Fountain. After each travels rock>
road, dreams come true.
UNITED

ARTISTS

November
CAPT. JOHN SMITH AND POCAHONTAS Pathecolor
Anthony Dexter, Jody Lawrance. Producers Aubrey
Wisberg,toricalJack
Director
Landers.
Hisdrama. Pollexfen.
Based on the
famousLewincident
wherein
the Indian princess saves the life of British captain
then is instrumental
annihilation.
75 min. in preserving Jamestown fror
SHARK RIVER Color Corp. of America. Steve Cochran,
Carole Matthews. Producer-director John Rawlins. Ad
venture
melodrama.
days Chase
with through
murderer theandEverglades
his brothe iaspostthe Civil
prey. War
80 min.
SONG OF THE LAND Color Corp. of America. Nar
rated by Marvin Miller. Documentary. Filmed b
naturalists, tells of ife of the nearly extinct Californ ;
condor and evolution of our planet which cause:
his extermination. 71 min.
STRANGER ON THE PROWL Paul Muni, Joan Lorring
Melodrama. Stowaway lands in Italy, becomes murderer in quest for food. Attachment with young bov
whom he saves from death, leads to his doom. 82 mir
December
CAPTAIN'S PARADISE, THE Alec Guinness, Yvonne de
Carlo. Producer-director Anthony Kimmins. Romantic
adventure drama. Sea captain dividing his romance
between his wife In Gibraltar and girl In North Africa,
ends double life when storm shows him the futility
of his course. 77 min.
YESTERDAY AND TODAY Narrated by George Jessel
Producer-director Abner J. Greshler. Documentary
History
of the movies
from "flickers" of 1893 and the
progress
history. 57made
min. to today. Includes top stars of filn^
January
ALGIERS (Reissue) Charles Boyer, Hedy Lamarr. Producer
Walter
Wanger.
mantic drama. 95 min. Director John Cromwell. RoCON9UEST
THE Technicolor
Documentary.
Depiction of OFtheEVEREST,
1953 expedition
under Col.
Hunt that
scaled Mt. Everest. 78 min.
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN Robert Morley, Mauri^t
Evans,
The D'OylySidney
CarteGilliatt.
Opera Company.
Producer:
Frank Launder,
Director Sidney
Gil
llatt. Musical biography. Story of the famed operetta
team, their beginnings and differences. 105 min.
GO. MAN, GO Dane Clark, Harlem Globe Trotters
Producer Anton M. Leader. Director James Wong
Howe. Sports drama. Story of the rise of the famed
Negro basketball team, their rise under Abe SapersteinI
(Clark) from a iaiopy-traveling barnstorming outfit to
one of the world's greatest sports attractions. 82 min
RIDERS TO THE STARS Super-Cinecolor. William Lun
digan,
Herbert
Marshall, Richard
Carson. Producer
Ivan
Science-fiction
matlon Tors.
not available.
81 min. adventure. Other infor
WICKED WOMAN Beverly Michaels. Richard Egan
Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse
Melodrama. Loose woman takes job as bargirl. induces
owner to leave his boozy wife and run off with her
February
When plans are upset,
she makes new setup. 77 min
BEACHHEAD PatheColor. Tony Curtis. Frank Loveioy.
Mary
Producer
W. Koch. Director Stuart
Heisler.Murphy.
Action drama.
89 min.
MAN BETWEEN, THE James Mason, Claire Bloom, Hil-i
degarde Neff. Producer-director Carol Reed. Suspense
drama. Spies, secret police and innocent pawns Involved in plot to stem flow of refugees from westerr
sector of Berlin
to Allies'threats
area. toMason,
used kidnappec
by Reds
overcomes
blackmail
rescue
British girl. 100 min.
OVERLAND PACIFIC SuperCineColor. Jock Mahoney
Peggie Castle. Producer Edward Small. Director Fred
Sears. Western. Battles and intrigue in the laying ofl
the railroad through hostile Indian country to the
West Coast. 73 min.
PERSONAL AFFAIR Gene Tierney, Leo Genn. Produce'
Antony
Darnborough.
Drama. Small
town BritishDirector
teacher Anthony
Is accusedPellssle'
by h^
wife of having affair with school girl. When latter dls
appears, teacher Is suspected of murder. 82 min.
TOP BANANA Color Corp. of America. Phil Silvers,
Rose Marie. Producers Albert Zugsmith and Ben Peskay. Director Alfred E. Green. Musical comedy. Filmed
as though it were a stage play, show within a show|
has Silvers as funniest man on TV. fond of girls andj
autographs.
When
real but
love his
hits, he Is bounced around!
by
girl andends
sponsor,
entertainer
riffs. 100
min. basic desire to be an;

PRINCE VALIANT CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, James Ma:on. April
Janet Leinh. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway. Romantic adventure. VIklna kino overthrown bv traitor Is oiven sactuary
bv Kinrj Arthur.
Years later the disposed king's
son overthrows
the traitor.
BULLETIN— THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
March
ICT OF LOVE Kirk Douglas, Dany Robin. Producerdirector Anatole Litvak. Drama. French refugee girl
s compromised by American occupation soldier; they
all in love, are separated by police; girl, mistakenly
relieves he has forsaken her, goes to her death. 108 min.
JEAT THE DEVIL Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones,
SIna Lollobrigida. Producer-director John Huston.
Orama. An assorted croup on tramp steamer become
nvolved in intrieue. murder and romance in search for
iranium. Filmed in Mediterranean area. 82 min.
CAMELS WEST PatheColor. Rod Cameron, Joanne Dru,
John Ireland. Producer Edward Small. Adventure drama.
GOLDEN MASK. THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Wanda
Hendrix. Producers Aubrey Barinn, Maxwell Setton.
Homantic adventure.
SCARLET SPEAR, THE Technicolor Morasi, John Bentley,
Martha Hyer. Producer Charles Reynolds. Directors
Seorge Breakston, Ray Stahl. Adventure drama.
A pril
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE PatheColor.
Dan
O'Herlihy.
Producers
Dancigers,
Ehrlich. Director Luis Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. Henry
From
Daniel
Defoe's
classic
of
the
shipwrecked
sailor and
the native who became his man Friday.
HEIDI Elsbeth SIgmund, Heinrich Gretler. Producer
.Laiar Wechsler, Director Luici Comenclni. Drama.
.Taken
famed children'st
storygirlby and
Johanna
Spyri
of the from
love
between
a little Swiss
her grandifather.
98 min.
LONE
GUN, THEEdward
GeorgeSmall.
Montgomery,
Dorothy
Malone. Producer
Director Ray
Naiarro.
Western. Marshal cleans out band of rustlers and wins
love of girl preyed upon by outlaws.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness. Jack Hawkins. Producer Peter De Sarigny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst.
Air-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta In World
War II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exiploit inCorps.
locating enemy convoy, sealing fate of Naiis'
:Afrika
WITNESS TO MURDER Barbara Stanwyck, George Sanders, Gary Merrill. Producer Chester Erskine. Director
Roy Rowland. Suspense Melodrama.
Coming
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn. Glna
Vassarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama. Adventures of pair of very elinlble bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
jestabllshed that all males over 20 must be married.
•Lollobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vlttorio
GOG Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan, Constance Dowllnn, Herbert Marshall. Producer Ivan Tors.
Director Herbert L. Strock. Science-fiction drama.

UNIVERSAL-INTl
November
BACK
TO
GOD'S
COUNTRY
Technicolor.
Rock Director
Hudson,
Steve Cochran. Producer Howard
Christie.
jJoseph
Pevney.
Outdoor
melodrama.
Schooner
captain and wife harrassed In the froien North by thieves
Itrlyng to steal fur cargo. 78 min.
GLASS WEB, THE 2D-3D. Edward G. Robinson, John
Forsythe. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Jack
Arnold.ground Murder
of televisionmystery.
studio. Whodunit
81 min. set against backVEILS OF BAGDAD, THE Technicolor. Victor Mature,
Marl Blanchard. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director
George Sherman. Costume adventure. Champion of
Ottoman em.oire finhts against despots from Bagdad
attempting to conc.uer the land. 82 min.
December
jTUMBLEWEED Technicolor. Audle Murphy, Lori Nelson,
iChill Wills. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Nathan
Juran. Western. Murphy, accused of cowardice when
wagon train he is guarding is massacred by Indians,
'overcomes onus. 79 min.
WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME Technicolor. Donald
O'Connor,
Janet Leigh.
Producers
Ted RichmondLeonard Goldstein.
Director
Lloyd Bacon.
Musical
comedy. Young clarinetist stands to inherit fortune if
! he becomes operatic star, makes his mark Instead
in concert ball jaii. 95 mm.
January
BORDER.RIVER Technicolor. Joel McCrea, Yvonne De
Carlo. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director George
Sherman. Western drama. Confederate officer steals
gold from Union mint to buy supplies in Mexico
for the
Southern army, causing bloodshed. 8! min.
FORBIDDEN Tony Curtis, Joanne Dru. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Rudolph Mate. Melodrama. Racketeer ooes to Macao to find a slain hoodlum's widow
who has evidence of nannleader's crimes. 85 min.
WAR
ARROW
Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara, Jeff
Chandler.
Producer
W. Rogers. Director George
Sherman. Western. John
Cavalry officer sent
from Washington to put down Indian uprising finds the tribes are
beinn led by supposedly dead cavalryman. 78 min.
February
GLENN MILLER STORY, THE Technicolor. James
Stewart, June Allyson. Producer Aaron Rosenberg.
Oireclor Anthony Manln. BIopIc with music. Highlights of the life of the late creat bandleader lost in
an air accident over English Channel. I 16 min.
FILM

TAZA, SON OF COCHISE 2D-3D. Rock Hudson. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Western.
Apache chief forced to fight other redskins to bring
peace between his people and the white men. 80 min.
March
CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON 3D Richard
Carlson, Julia Adams. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Fantasy melodrama. Geologist
discovers creature which is half man. half fish and
forms an expedition toe capture it. 89 min.
RIDE CLEAR OF DIABLO Technicolor. Audle Murphy,
Dan Duryea. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse
returns80home
murdersHibbs.
of his Western.
father andMur.oh.'
kid brother.
min. to avenge
SASKATCHEWAN Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Shelley
Winters. Producer Aaron P.osenbero. Director Raoul
Walsh. Outdoor drama. Canadian mountie rebels
against
his commanding
officer to save survivors of
Indian attack.
88 min.
A pril
MA & PA KETTLE AT HOME
Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modern home, go
back to dilapidated farmhouse so that oldest boy can
win contest on typical farm life. 81 min.
RAIL ENDS AT LARAMIE Technicolor. John Payne, Dan
Duryea, Marl Blanchard. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jesse HIbbs. Outdoor drama. Trouble-shooting
soldier Is sent to Wyoming Territory to clear work
stoppage on construction of railroad. 82 min.
YANKEE PASHA Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Rhonda
Fleming. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. world
Costume
around
to saveadventure.
woman heChandler
loves. 84 fl-hts
min. half-way
Coming
BLACK HORSE CANYON Technicolor. Joe McCrea,
Marl Blanchard. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse Hlbb:. Western. Wild stallion escanes stock
ranch and lives In hills. Efforts of clrl rancher to recapture horse toareherthwarted
by neighbor until roving
cowboy comes
aid.
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH. THE CinemaScope
Technicolor. Tony Curtis Janet Leich David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rud.' Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Kin- Henry IV Is defeated
by young
night whose family had been unjustly executed for treason.
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audle Murphy. Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when no'd miners
break treaty with Indians to obtain ore-beatinn ground.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corlnne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays ta<3 with cold, love and sudden death.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer develops sport car
to save failinn auto company, succeeds when he wins
cross country race.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles co to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Slrk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming a doctor devoting himself to humanity.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin. Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. !n forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleagured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing renecade whiteman who incites the savaces.
WARNER

HRDTHERS

January
BrasTHE Technicolor. Keefe DirecEDDIE CANTOR STORY. Producer
Sidney Skolsky.
Erskine. Musical biography.
selle.tor Marilyn
Alfred E. Green.
Life of Eddie
Cantor from his benlnnlnns as entertainer at 13, sucI!4 min. recovery from Illness to
charity. "eventual
for Follies,
entertain
cess In the
HIS MAJESTY O'KEEFE Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
Joan Rice. Producer Harold Hecht. Director Byron
of a mutiny, sea capHaskin. Action drama. VictimSouth
island, be-to
Pacific methods
on democratic
lands
adrift,
tain is set
usinc
ruler
white
comes
unite warring factions. 88 min.
HONDO 3D WarnerColor. John Wayne, Geraldlne
Page. Producer Robert Fellows. Director John Farrow.
Western drama. Lone U. S. Cavalry scout, unhorsed
befriends
in Indian battle, comes to Western fortown,
romantic and
and young son. paves way
widow
dramatic complications.
83 min.
February

Will
BOY FROM OKLAHOMA, THE WarnerColor.
Weisbart.
David
Producer
Olson.
Nancy
Jr.,
Rogers,
Young
drama.
Director Michael Curtlz. Western comedy
cowbo" seekin" to be lawyer unwittingly becomes
outlaws, finally
captures
Kid, 88
SlUy the hip.
Sheriff!
leaves forhumbles
law apprentices
min.
e. WarnerColor. Guy
COMMAND, THE CinemaScop
James Whitmore. Producer
Madison Joan Weldon.
David Weisbart. Director David Butler. Western drama.in
of troor) train
Young doctor tal-.es over commandsafety
Hhrourh raids
and
disease.territory,
94 mins. brin-^s it to
Wyoming
March
CRIME WAVE Sterling Hayden, Gene Nelson, Phyllis
Kirk. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Andre de Toth.
Crime melodrama. Record of reformed convict Involves
him in holdup plot, but with aid of understanding detectice, and innate honesty. Is freed from past. 74 min.
DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN Louis Hayward, Paul Kelly,
Joanne Dru,
O'Sullivan.
New
warden
cleansMaureen
up corrupt
prison Prison
5. stem drama.
wHh inside
help from framed prisoner.
PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE 3D WarnerColor Karl
Maiden, Claude Dauphin. Patricia Medina. Producer
Henry Blanke.
drama. Series ofDirector
murdersRoyin Del
turn Ruth.
of the Murder
century meloParis
with beautiful ■^Iris as Coming
victim of sadistic zoologist studying "animal" reflexes.
DIAL M FOR MURDER 3D WarnerColor. Ray Milland,
Grace Kelly.
Cummln^s.Huiband
Directorplots
Alfreddeath
Hitch-of
cock. MurderRobert
melodrama.
wife whom he married for money. Original plan backfires when wife kills her would-be murderer. Husband
makes. self-defense killing look like premeditated murder.
RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Wayne Morris. Producer Ted Sherdeman. Director
Andre de Toth. Western. Stagecoach guard, victim of
odd circumstances, clears his name, wipes out outlaws.
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, Joan Weldon.
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas.
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot ants terrorize the
Southwest until their nest Is discovered and wiped out.
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member ^alional Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

November
CALAMITY JANE Technicolor WarnerPhonic sound.
Doris Day Howard Keel. Allyn McLerie. Producer William Jacobs. Director David Butler. Musical western.
Fabulous Calamity Jane In friendly feud with Wild Bill
Hlckok.as the
brines
entertainer's
maid
real bacl^
thinnfamed
is transformed
into stage-struck
pretty girl,
ends ur> marrvino Wild Bill. !01 min.
ORDER
NOW!
DIAMOND QUEEN, THE Color. Fernando Lamas, Arlene
Dahl, Gilbert Roland. Producer Frank Melford. Director John Brahm. Romantic adventure. Pair of Frenchmen In India to cet diamond for Louis XIV's coronation
Expendable 3-D Glasses
go through
and romantic adventures to accomplishperilous
mission. 80 min.
that are adjustable
KEY LARGO IRelssue) Humphrey Bogart, Edward G.
Robinson, Lauren Bacall, Lionel Barrymore. Producer
Jerry Wald. Director John Huston. Drama. 101 min.
A prompt order will reserve your
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE (Reissue! Humphrey
POLAUTE glasses
Bogart.rectorWalter
Huston.
Producer
Henry
Blanke.
DiJohn Huston. Drama. 124 min.
and insure delivery jar future bookings.
December
THREE SAILORS AND A GIRL Technicolor. Jane Powell,
HIGHWAY
Gordon MacRae, Gene Nelson. Producer Sammy Cahn.
Director Roy Del Ruth. Musical comedy. Three gobs,
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
designated by submarine crew to invest SSO.OOO, plunge
Into show business, manage to bring flop show Into
Broadway hit. 95 min.
Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-0100
THUNDER OVER THE PLAINS WarnerColor. Randolph
Washingfon,
D. C: DUponf 7-7200
Scott, Lex Barker. Phyllis Kirk. Producer David Weisbart. Director Andre de Toth. Western. Union CapMember Xational Film Carriers
tain harrassed by carpet-ba^ politicians on side of
law, takes action when friends and his wife are put
In peril. 82 min.
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MANTA

Vice-President and General Manager, Indiana-Illinois
Theatres. 40 years an outstanding exhibitor and showman. Member of the Board of Directors of Allied Theatres
of Indiana. Member of Council of Motion Picture Organizations (COMPO). Contributing member of Theatre Owners ofAmerica (TOA). Operator of 23 theatres in Indiana
and Illinois, ranging in capacity from 301 to 2063 seats.
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JONES

President. Star Theatres. Inc. For 25 vears a leading
Ohio exhibitor. Member of National Allied. Member
of Independent Theatre Owners°of Ohio and a former
vice-president of ITOO. Circuit includes Star (540
seats), Upper Sandusky; Carey (329 seats); Indiana
Trail Drive-In, Carey.
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The producer of the industry's greatest musicals
world the First Great Musical in CinemaScope.
Launched
Month"

by

a terrific ad

Column

zines (13 million
LOOK

[combined

reaching

campaign
more

than

readership). Followed
readership

*'ROSE MARIE"
has been
stone in movie annals.
love

of more

with

songs,

truly worthy

of a FIRST!

by Two-page

scenic

the company

M-G-M's

people

and

famed

full pages

Spreads

splendor,

preview

East and

to bring the

"Picture

The

in LIFE

big advertising
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Of

in all fan maga-

in 4 -Colors

26 million). Plus other
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is naturally

with

93 million

than

acclaimed

Overflowing

starting
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and

plans.

as a major
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brilliant color, this thrilling romance

^

M-G-M presents in CinemaScope • Photographed in Eastman Color • "ROSE MARIE" • starring
ANN BLYTH . HOWARD KEEL • FERNANDO LAMAS • Bert Lahr • Marjorie Main • with Joan
Taylor • Ray Collins • A Mervyn LeRoy Production • Screen Play by Ronald Millar and George Froeschel
Based on the Operetta "Rose Marie" • Book and Lyrics by Otto A. Harbach and Oscar Hanimerstein II
Music by Rudolf Friml and Herbert Stothart • Directed by Mervyn LeRoy
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DOOMED?

Crave concern has been voiced for some time now in certain sectors of the industry about the future of the great mass of subsequent-run and small town theatres. Several thousand have closed their doors, and it is freely predicted that many more must go.
Although there are encouraging exceptions here and there, the surviving sub-run situations, appear to be struggling against a strong tide that threatens to engulf them.
What is to be the fate of the neighborhood and small town houses.' If they can
be saved, how is it to be done? No one is better qualified to answer these $64 questions
than the exhibitors who operate them. FILM BULLETIN has asked a representative
cross-section of theatre operators throughout the country to give the industry the benefit of their views.
In summary, the general tone of the response is down-beat, but there is also to be
gleaned from the opinions of the experienced theatremen who responded to our inquiry
some interesting and heartening evidence that certain brands of aggressive exhibition
are swimming

upstream

with powerful strokes of showmanship. — Editor's Note.

PRODUCT, HARMONY
NEEDED
FOR SURVIVAL, SAYS READE

FILM RENTALS, SHORTACE
DOOM SMALL TOWN
HOUSES

In the final analysis the small exhibitor is really a great
buffer between distribution and the big first run. downtown
theatre.

It is my opinion that very few of the neighborhood houses
w ill manage to pull through. Most of these theatres are in rundown physical condition and that, together with the film
rentals demanded by the film companies, in my opinion means
their doom.

Someday, somehow, all of us in our industry, probably
out of desperation, will realize that we can work together in
harmony and achieve an advantageous business relationship.
Frankly. I don't see it on the horizon, but 1 think that it must
( ome because it is the only thing that can save most, if not all
of us.
In the meantime, unfortunately. I do feel that there will
be a continuing percentage of failures, or passing out of the
picture, of some small theatres. No particular pattern to it. no
|)articular part of the country. At the same time, however, my
opinion is that new theatres will be built and there will be
more new theatres. Just where, just how. I can t predict, but
I know this, that the tremendous grosses we are realizing from
good product proves the thesis that there is still a tremendous
audience potential for pictures. The run-of-the-mill. so called
old hat stuff is going to be relegated to the ash can. Just how
thi> will come about. I'm neither smart enough to say. nor do
I think that we can sit back and pro])hesv what our business
will be like a year from now. But quality films will be made,
<juality theatres will be built. Competent producers and competent exhibitors will remain on the scene on both the local
and the national level for many, many years.
WALTER READE. JR.. President
Walter Reade Theatres. .\ew York

It is also my opinion that many of the small towns now
operating will fall, not only because of television moving in,
but also on account of excess film rentals and a shortage
created by the CinemaScope. which the real small towns could
not afford to buy.
There is no question but that it is a case of survi\al of
the fittest, and even with the 20<'f tax eliminated, in my
opinion there w ill still be hundreds of theatres closed.
GLEN W. DICKINSON
Mission. Kansas

MODERN, WELL-LOCATED
THEATRES OK— RHODEN
"is the Smaller subsequent-run theatre doomed?''
Mv answer is "\es
However, we must restrict it to the
smaller theatre as I feel that a well-located, modern, suburban
theatre is not doomed! At the moment in Kansas City, many
of the fringe-type suburban theatres are closed: if not full
time, thev are closed four days a week. As we check these
theatres over we find they are the same group of theatres that
were in trouble prior to \^ orld \^ ar 2. but due to the war
(Continued on Page 16)
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Stock-Buy Plan Crows
Allied's plan to buy stock in film companies to guarantee a flow of product
and have a voice in production was
given a vote of confidence via a questionnaire sent out to Allied members. A. F.
Myers reported that initial returns found
some $300,000 invested or pledged. What
with the invitation to non-Allied members to join in the exhibitor stock-purchase plan, estimated returns came close
to $2,000,000 before the final accounting.
A special Board meeting has been set
for Feb. 26-27 to formulate the plan and
set sights on companies to be involved.
Committee named to investigate the
stock plan has new Allied president Ben
Marcus, Trueman Rembusch (who
started the ball rolling), C. E. Nolle.
Rube Shor, Horace Adams and Bennie
Berger, who will meet for two days preceding the Board session to line up
presentation.
Oscar Nominees
Oscar Derby entrants were unveiled
last week by the Academy for its 26th
Annual Awards. In the principal categories:
Best Picture: "From Here To Eternity" (Col.), "Julius Caesar" (MGM),
"The Robe" (20th-Fox), "Roman Holiday" (Para.), "Shane" (Para.)
Best Actor: Marlon Brando, "Julius
Caesar"; Richard Burton, "The Robe";
Montgomery Clift, "Eternity"; Burt
Lancaster, ditto; William Holden, "Stalag 17".
Best Actress: Leslie Caron, "Lili";
Ava Gardner, "Mogambo"; Audrey
Hepburn, "Roman Holiday"; Deborah
Kerr, "Eternity"; Maggie McNamara,
"Moon Is Blue".
Best Director: Fred Zinnemann
("Eternity"), Charles Walters ("Lili"),
William Wyler ("Roman Holiday"),
George Stevens ("Shane"), Billy Wilder
("Stalag 17").
Winners will be revealed Alarch 25 in
a nationally televised show of the ceremonies from the RKO Pantages Theatre
in Hollywood.
BROTHERHOOD

WEEK

lirotherhood Week, which began
yesterday (21), has traditionally been
a favorite campaign in the movie industry. As in its entertainment, the
ideals and objectives of brotherhood
and lasting harmony among all races
and creeds is close to the hearts of
moviemen. The industry campaign
under the chairmanship of f.manuel
Frisch has been deftly publicized by
UA's Max Youngstein.
'I'hc advance work has been done.
'I'his
is the week
makework.
it payAnd
off
in furthering
its to
future
have yi)U filled out your membership
card in Brotherhood?
Page 6
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STEREOSOUND

ISSUE

Cinemascope's cauldron, heated by the stereophonic
sound issue, bubbled furiously last fortnight. Mixer
tests for one-speaker sound were called off ; drive-in
operators were castigated by Lichtman for "vilification" of Spyros Skouras and their condemnation of
the new two-speaker system for cars; more opposition
to stereosound was encountered by Skouras in England; exhibitor anti-trust litigation was being planned;
a report that Metro had aligned itself with 20th-Fox
on stereosound requirements for its C'Scope features.
Up to this time, of companies releasing for CinemaScope, only Warners had committed itself on the
stereosound issue, announcing that it would make its
CS product available in single-track sound as well.
The "mixer" tests, scheduled by Walter Reade, Jr.,
and Myron Blank were called off after a meeting
with Lichtman. The Fox sales chief claimed "it was
never the intention of the demonstrations to determine whether 20th Century-Fox would abandon its
stated policy of not permitting showings of CinemaScope pictures without full stereophonic sound.
Rather, they were scheduled to demonstrate the superiority of the complete stereophonic installation
over ordinary or 'mixed' sound. We are at all times
willing to hold theatre sound tests in order to prove
this superiority."
Reade's version was that Fox had an unequivocal
position on stereosound. Tests were abandoned because it was an "utterly futile cause," he said.
Lichtman blasted the drive-in convention's booing of Skouras causing Alex Harrison, representing
the company, to resort to threat of a private trade
press conference if he couldn't be heard on the floor.
"Here is a man," said Lichtman, "jeopardizing his
health and his life working, as he has been, 18 and
20 hours a day for the betterment of the theatres."
He also took the drive-in conventioneers to task for
condemning the in-car two-speaker system without
witnessing the demonstration (held in Bloomfield, N.
J. at the time of the convention). A published report
that drive-in operators would get C'Scope pictures
without stereosound, Lichtman declared, was without
basis.
Lichtman, on an upbeat note, revealed that 1600
theatres were C'Scope-equipped at the time, with current installations at the rate of 100 per week.
Speaking to exhibitors in London, Skouras maintained his stand on stereosound, but relaxed on
screens, saying that the British-made Stableford and
Harkness screens were acceptable for CS showings.
As in his previous talks, Skouras was acclaimed for
his sincerity, especially when he announced that both
J. Arthur Rank and John Davis, leading British theatremen, had nixed the stereosound installation requirements. The Rank organization had planned 70 CS installations, but refused to go for mandatory stereosoimd on all.
Threat of legal action was indicated in A. F. Myers
report to the Allied States Ass'n board. Clearances,
upped admissions and withholding of product was
suggested in the Allied general counsel's report, which
called the Fox stand "disastrous".
On the same line, the TOA stand upholding the exhibitor's right to control his equipment installation
was deemed "completely proper" by Fox's Lichtman.
He claimed the same prerogative for his company,
however, "to produce and market its pictures in such
a manner that will continue to serve the best interests
of the public, the industry and ourselves."

Arbitration Bid
Despite Allied's snub of arbitration at
its Cincinnati board meeting, MPAA
president Eric Johnston extended a formal invitation to exhibitor leaders for a
"fresh endeavor" for an industry arbitration system — without film rentals included, it was specified. Distributors
proposed
thatdistributors
"since neither
exhibitors nor the
were the
bound
by
the drafts submitted in 1952, the present
conferees start from scratch."
The Johnston letter went to Allied's
Ben Marcus, TOA's Walter Reade, Jr.,
ITOA's Harry Brandt, MMPTA's
Emanuel Frisch, SCTA's Harry Arthur.
Each was asked to have two officers or
members of his organization and counsel
at the meeting. Time of the meeting
was set "within 60 days" from date of
the letter, Feb. II. Copy of the letter,
Johnston notified, was sent to the U. S.
Attorney General and to the Senate
Small Business Committee.
Allied's adamant stand on film rentals
as part and parcel of any arbitration system, coupled
withrentals
the distributors'
fication that the
issue be leftspeciout,
made it clear that whatever arbitration
system might be decided upon, would
not involve a great mass of exhibitors.
That is, unless one group or the other
has a change of heart.
Code

Defense

\\ ith movie censorship stories grabbing headlines there was a rush to defense of the Production Code, following
criticism and request for changes in
various quarters. Eight film company
presidents who are bound to the Code,
reffirmed their faith in it. No "sweeping
changes" are necessary, they claimed.
"Nothing in the Code has ever prevented the making of superlative, artistic and dramatic entertainment within
the normal standards of decency and
morality," the joint declaration said,
noting that "Fundamental principles of
the Production Code are not subject to
change with the passage of time." Conspicuous by its absence in the list of
signatories was RKO president James
R. Grainger, now in the throes of a split
with the Code .Administration after banning of "The French Line".
E.xhibitors lent their support too.
UPT's Leonard Goldenson, among
others, termed the Code "sound" and a
force for preservation of the industry.
He urged all the chain's theatres to "refrain" from playing pictures without a
C ode seal.
Outside, too, was evidence of support.
Sen. Edwin C. Johnst)n (D.. Col.) urged
better
understanding
the "campaign"
to
undermine
the Code,of inserted
into the
Congressional Record an appeal b\L'nited Church Women of New \ov\<
(Continued on Past' M))
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ALLIED

ARTISTS

'Class' Product Awaits
Inking of Important Deals
DESPITE ALLIED ARTISTS' AXnouncement that it will conscentrate strictly
on "clasis"' productions during 1954, the
company continues to turn out mediumbudfreters, marking time until several important deals can be consummated. One is
now before the cameras, and another rolls
next month — both starring Wayne Morris.
.Although all parties concerned insist that
negotiations are progressing smoothly, no
papers have yet been signed on the pending
deals reported last issue, between .AA and
William Wyler, Hilly Wilder, John Huston
and Clark Gable.
"Two Guns and .A Badge" rolled ten days
ago — Vincent M. Fennelley producing, Lewis
D. Collins directing. Immediately upon completion of this film, Morris starts "The Desperado", which P'ennelly will also produce.
"Radge" is expected to wind around February 26, with "Desperado" getting the green
light on March 1.
Producer Lindsley Parsons has acquired
the rights to the Staturday Evening Post
story, "I Put the Finger on Waxey Gordon,"
as the next Mark Stevens starrer. He expects to get the picture into production early
this summer.
AA has set one of its biggest advertising
budgets in recent years a fat $350,000 for
ballyhooing "Riot in Cell Block 11," Walter
Wanger's new film which opened at the
Mayfair Theatre in Xew York on February
18. Company has allocated $350,000 for
newspaper, radio and television advertising
on the picture.
Release of "Mr. Potts Goes to Moscow, '
a British-made feature, has been moved up
to March 14, in a general re-shifting of release dates. Other new release dates are:
"Paris Playboys" (Bowery Boys), March 7;
"Dragonfly Squadron" (John Hodiak, Barbara Britton), March 21 and "Loophole"
(Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone). Mar. 28.
COLUMBIA

Half of '54 Films Cued
For CS; Lanza Pact Pending
C(JLL"MlilA'S AMBlilOLS PLANS
for 1954 include the filming of at least half
of the year's ])roduct in CinemaScope, and
the casting of some of the industry's most
important names in its rapidly growing lineup of high-iindget musical productions.
I'irst of the films scheduled for Cinema-

Scoping is "The Pleasure Is All Mine"
(Betty Grable, Marge & Gower Champion,
Jack Lemmon), which rolls this week, with
Technicolor tinting — Joni Taps producer, H.
C. Potter director. The others set, but not
yet casta re: "Speak to Me of Love", to be
filmed on location in Paris, starting April,
Jerry Wald producing, Xorman Krasna directing: "West Point," a John Ford project
to roll in March; "Joseph and His Brethren"
a May starter; "My Sister Eileen'" (probably
starring Rosalind Russell), to roll in June;
"Pal Joey", an .August entry; and "Richard
the Lion-Hearted ' in September. Still others
will be added later on, according to a Columbia spokesman.
.Although it is still a top secret, FILM
BL LLETIX learns that deals are almost
ready for signing with both Judy Garland
and Mario Lanza to head up at least one
picture each during the year. It is not known
v.hat properties they will star in, but there
l"as been some talk that Miss Garland may
possibly take over the femme lead in "Pal
Joey". .Another possibility is "Speak to Me
of Love." the Wald-Krasna project.
In addition to its own important line-up
of 1954 productions, Columbia has just taken
over the release of "The End of the Affair"
(Deborah Kerr), based on the Grahame
Greene novel — to be produced in England by
David Rose and David Lewis. .An early
summer starting date has tentatively been
set.
Three productions are currently before the
cameras. They are: "The Killer Wore A
Badge" (Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey) —
Jules Schermer producer, Richard Quine director: "3 Hours to Kill" (Dana .Andrews,
Donna Reed) — Harry Joe Brown producer,
.Al Werkcr director; and "Pirates of Tripoli"
(George Montgomery, Patricia Medina), in
Technicolor — Sam Katzman producer, Feli.x
Feist director.
LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Releases From Backlog
Until Broidy Production Bows
LIPPERT PRODLC ITOXS, WITH
enough pictures in the can to carry out a
two-per-month releasing schedule through
June, is temporarily marking time until Williim F. Broidy can get into production on
his new commitment of 12 pictures. Present
plans call for the first of these films to get
underway in .April, with two more to follow
in quick succession. .After that, they will
likely rf)ll at the rate of approximately one
per month, for the remainder of the year.
P.roidy has a sizeable backlog of properties.

but, as yet, has made no definite selections
on which will be filmed, or when.
Xext film to roll in England, in late March,
under Lippert's co-production deal with
James Carreras' Exclusive Films, will be
"Race F'or Life" (Richard Conte), a yarn
dealing with the racing craze that has taken
European countries by storm, since the war.
-An exploitation picture, "We Want a
Child," filmed in Denmark, has recently been
acquired by the company for road show release. Xo definite date has been set on the
film, but it is expected to play its first dates
around the first of April.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Eight To Roll in Spring
CinemaScope Set for Five
METRO'S PRODUCTIOX RECESS,
reported last issue, will go into effect around
March 1, but will be only a temporary lull,
according to studio head Dore Schary. Starting the first of .April, Schary plans to get the
studio back into full scale production, with
eight new films slated to roll in a 60-day
period. Five of these eight, which, incidentally, launch the 1954-55 producing schedule, are earmarked CinemaScope lensing.
In order to cut down on overhead during
this period of inactivity, all employees not
directly involved in pre-production work on
the eight pictures scheduled for .April and
May will be asked to go on vacation. They
will receive two weeks on pay, two without.
It is expected that less than one-third of
the approximately 1500 employees will be
effected by the recess. This low percentage
is partially due to the fact that three of the
new films are slated to go into rehearsal on
the lot, during March.
The octet to go before the cameras in
-April and May are: "Jupiter's Darling"
(Esther Williams, Howard Keel), in CinemaScope— George Wells producer, George
Sidney director; "Green Fire" (Stewart
Granger. Grace Kelly), CinemaScope — Armand Deuisch producer, Andrew Marton director: "Many Rivers to Cross" (Robert
Taylor), CinemaScope — Jack Cummings
producer, no director set as yet; "Deep in
My Heart" (Jose Ferrer), CinemaScope —
-Arthur Freed producer, Stanley Donen director; "Babylon Revisited" (Elizabeth Taylor, \'an Johnson), CinemaScope — Jack
Cummings producer, Richard Brooks director; "King's Thief" (Edmund Purdom) —
Edwin H. Knopf producer, Gottfried Reinhardt director; an original story by Dore
Schary, with an all-star cast — Charles Vidor
director; and "Athena" (Continued
(Jane Powell,
JanetS)
on Page
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Leigh, Debbie Reynolds) — Joseph Pasternak
producer.
Scripts are also completed on the following films slated to roll later in the year: "In
Missouri." "St. Louis Woman," "Moonfleet," "Scarlet Coat," "Love Me or Leave
Me," and "Bad Day at Black Rock".
Final editing and recording on the two
lone pictures now in work, will be completed
within the next week. They are: "Brigadoon"
(Gene Kelly, Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse,
Elaine Stewart), CinemaScope and AnscoColor — Arthur Freed producer, Vincente
Minnelli director; and "Beau Brummel"
(Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Taylor), Eastman color — Sam Zimbalist producer. Curtis
Bernhardt director.
PARAMOUNT
Studio Picks Up Steam
Activity To Boom In March
THE NEED FOR QUALITY PROduct is evident here. With a few exceptions
general run of film has been mediocre, and
especially so in view of CinemaScope competition.
Studio has been coasting along with only
one picture shooting during most of the
month, but is beginning to pick up steam
again, and will be only slightly behind Universal-International asthe busiest studio in
town during March.
The lone picture before the cameras during the earlier part of the month was "The
Bridges at Toko-Ro" (William Holden
Grace Kelly, Frederic March, Mickey Rooney), Technicolor, William Perlberg and
George Seaton producing, Mark Robson directing. Last week, Hal Wallis rolled "The
Big Top" (Martin & Lewis, Joanne Dru,
Zsa Zsa Gabor), Technicolor, on location in
Arizona — Joseph Pevney directing on loan
out from Universal-International. Film
carries a $L5(X),()()0 budget.
This week, filming gets underway on
"Country Girl" (Bing Crosby, William Holden, Grace Kelly, Gene Reynolds), one ot
the major productions on this year's slate.
Perlberg producing, Seaton directing. Next
in line is "Strategic Air Command" (James
Stewart, June Allyson), in Technicolor —
Samuel Briskin producing, Anthony Mann
directing. Tentative plans call for the use of
the new Paramount Lazy-8 filming process,
on both "Country Girl" and "Strategic Air
Command". As with "White Christmas"
(Bing Crosby), recently completed, the two
new entries will also be filmed in the conventional process.
George Pal and Paramount terminated
their producer pact this month, following a
long association. Paramount has two of his
films in the can, at the present tirne, awaiting 1954 release. These are: "Naked Jungle"
and "Conquest of Space".
Producers Bill Pine and I'ill Thomas are
talking with Joan Crawford about taking
over the starring role in their upcoming protluction of "Lucy Gallant," one of the two
P«qt 8
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Bills most costly westerns to date. By
March 1, P-T will have four scripts completed for spring and summer filming: "Run
For Cover," "Blue Horizon," "Chubasco"
and the above-mentioned "Lucy Gallant".
No starting dates have been set.
REPUBLIC
Top Budget Reissues Edited
Aimed At Easing Film Shortage
REPUBLIC HAS STARTED RE-EDITing a group of its past releases, dating as far
back as 1941, to be re-issued for lower halves
of double bills, ostensibly to help solve the
current product shortage in the industry.
Only the higher budgeters are included in
the groups being readied for re-issue, according to studio spokesmen. All of the features
are being re-titled. To avoid any charges of
misrepresentation, the company plans to
clearly indicate in the advertising copy that
they are re-issues.
Primarily, the sales pitch on this group of
pictures will be directed toward the small
town exhibitors who are feeling the most
severe pinch as a result of Hollywood's retarded production program and lack of
equipment for new processes.
Among those re-edited are: "The Red
Menace," which has been retitled, "Underground Spy"; "The Hit Parade," to go out
as "I'll Reach For A Star"; "Earl Carroll's
Sketchbook," now "Stars and Guitars"; and
"That Brennan Girl," re-titled "Tough Girl".
Film rights were purchased by the company this month to the Maurice Walsh novel,
"Spanish Lady," as a starring vehicle for
Vera Ralston. Prexy Herbert Yates plans
to film the story abroad, possibly in Scotland, in Trucolor. No producer or director
has been assigned to the property.
Only picture now in production at the
studio is "Thundering Wagon Wheels" (Rex
Allen), Rudy Ralston producing and Harry
Keller directing. The Rex Allen starrers are
the only series westerns remaining on the
Republic slate, since the new class policy.
RKO
Hughes Deal Rocks Coast;
Wayne Starrer Rolls in March
HOWARD HU(iHES HAS OUTDONE
even his reputation for dramatic behaviour,
with his surprise offer to buy up the total
stock of RKO Pictures, at the astounding
figure of $6 per share. Probably no announcement inrecent years has stood Hollywood so completely on its ear.
Only two theories have been put forth in
Hollywood as possible explanations for
Hughes' move. One is that he want to offset
the tremendous profits from his tool company with RKO's losses for tax purposes.
The ntiier explanation stems from Hughes'
own personality. He is and always has been
a lone wolf in business transactions. Harassment by stockholders, many believe, has
prompted him to keep the studio idle for so
long, and that he'would inmiediately launch
into ftdl scale pr xhu l inn once he got total

control. They contend that he has so much
wealth in his own name that he can afford to
go to these extremes to even the score with
his antagonists.
Only one picture has been in production
for RKO this month, "The Big Rainbow"
(Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland), which Harry
Tatelman produced and John Sturges directed. Next to roll will be "The Long
Wire" (John Wayne), which Dick Powell
will direct, starting in March. Final script
has been completed and approved, awaits
only final casting, to get underway.
"The Girl Rush" (Rosalind Russell), has
just been budgeted at $2,500,000 by producer
Frederick Brisson for RKO release. It will
be in Technicolor, is tentatively set for a
June
start. Bogeaus expects to start the
Benedict
cameras rolling on his inde, "Black Pearl
and the Woman," some tiiue in April. Lizabeth Scott is up for the lead in the picture.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Fox to Strict CS Product
If Panoramic-RKO Deal Set
THE LIMITED NUMBER OF STANdard type films which have been supplied to
20th-Fox by Leonard Goldstein's Panoramic Productions, may be discontinued, leaving
Fox releases totally in CinemaScope. Barring some unforseen break-down in negotiations, Panoramic will very shortly move
full
blessing.
into the RKO stable — apparently with Fox's
The current negotiations call for RKO to
purchase outright from the Westwood company, all remaining unreleased pictures being
produced under the Panoramic banner. This
would include eight of the original ten pictures contracted for by Fox, the other two
films already having been released.
According to top sources on the Fox lot,
no attempt will be made to corral substitute
films produced in the standard medium.
Evidently, Fox executives are completely assured of CinemaScope future.
The current $2,000,000 damages suit against Marlon Brando for his failure to report
for "The Egyptian" makes it certain that
the star will be replaced, but it has thrown
the production schedule here into a snarl,
what with shelving of "Pink Tights" for
four weeks when Marilyn Monroe took off.
In the rneantime, the sound stages are dark
and a reshuffling of schedules is apparently
in order.
Brando, holing up in New York, was
served with the suit papers last Tuesday
(16). Fox complaint charged violation of
two contracts — one for an exclusive deal prohii)iting him from working for other companies, and a subsequent deal for his services in "The Egyptian". Studio spokesmen
said that at the time Brando took his powder,
he and co-stars Jean Simmons, Gene Tierney
and Victor Mature had gone through wardrobe fittings, were even starting rehearsals.
I'inancial losses incurred by Fox due to delay in filming had reached $1,500,000 to date
of suit, company counsel claimed. Suit also
asked an injunction against
the actor's
( Continued
on Pagv pro10)
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Emphasis on Top Names

fessional appearance for any other compan\(luring term of contract.
Set for filming later in the year is '"The
Conqueror", story of Alexander the Great,
with Frank Ross set to produce, his first
chore since "The Robe'".
Director assignments were announced during the past two weeks on two other top Fox
productions for the year. Jean Negulesco
will meg "Woman's World" for producer
Charles Brackett, and Henry Koster takes
over direction of "Desiree," previously slated
for Anatole Litvak. Julian Blaustein will
produce, with Jean Simmons starred.
Next to go before the Fox CinemaScope
cameras is "Broken Lance" (Robert Wagner, Jean Peters), which rolls on location in
Nogales, Ariz., March 1— Sol C. Siegel producer, Edward Dmytryk director. «

Studio Busiest Lot in Town

UNITED

ARTISTS

50 to 60 Films for '54
Only Six in Anamorphic Process
UNITED ARTISTS 1^ PRACTICALLY
assured of having between 50 and 60 pictures for release during 1954, according to
Arthur Krim and Robert Benjamin, who
have just completed one of their whirlwind
trips to the coast to line up additional product.
In corralling this voluminous slate, Kriin
and Benjamin say they have tried to include
every type of picture to make suitable product available to all theatres. They believe
that this policy will prove to be the salvation
for hundreds of exhibitors who are not yet
ready or able to convert.
At the present time, it appears that there
will be some half dozen CinemaScope features on the program. ^
During their visit, Krim and Benjamin
signed final papers on a new deal with Ben
Hecht and Burt Lancaster. Pact is for two
years, calls for an unspecified number of
films with an overall budget of more than
$12,000,000. This supersedes the previous
pact, but includes the seven films already
slated under the old agreement: "Bronco
Apache" (Burt Lancaster, Jean Peters) and
"Vera Cruz" (Gary Cooper, Burt Lancaster),
both completed, and the following still lo
be made, "Gabriel Horn." "Trapeze," "The
Way West," "Operation Heartbreak" (to be
filmed in England in association with Michael I'lalcon and J. .Artluir Rank), and
"Marty".
Two pictures currently are in production:
"The Barefoot Contcssa" (Humphrey Bogart, Ava Gardner, Edmond O'Brien, Valentina Cortesa), in Technicolor, shooting in
Italy — a Figaro production, Joseph L. Manckiewicz director; and "White Orchid" (William Lundigan, Peggy Castle) — a Cosmos
production, Reggie LeBorg producing and
directing.
To roll shortly for L A release will be W.
K. Frank's CinmeaScope production of "Sitlin;.; Bull", to be lensed in Mexico.
Pjg* to
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ALTHOUGH U-I WILL CONTINUE
to build its own stock company of young
players, the emphasis is now shifting to top
boxofifice names to head up the~ casts of important 1954 productions.
In line with this adjustment, a process of
sifting out some of the contract players has
been underway for the past month. Several
options have been dropped, but there are
still 40 players on the contract rolls, and the
talent department is continuing to scout NewYork shows for outstanding new actors and
actresses.
Negotiations are currently underway to
borrow Susan Hayward for "The Galileans"
and Lana Turner for "Tacey Cromwell," as
part of the "big-name'" policy.
Studio is also readying an April start
for "Captain Lightfoot" (Rock Hudson) to
be filmed in Ireland — Douglas Sirk directing;
a musical based on the life of Benny Goodman, on order of "The Glenn Miller Story,"
and a thriller based on the Brink robbery
case. For the latter property, U-I has just
outbid all other studios on the rights to the
Collier's magazine story, "They Stole $2,500,000". Aaron Rosenberg will produce.
The producer roster has been swelled to
ten in order to handle this line-up. Sam
Marx, former MGM producer and one-time
stor\- editor under Irving Thalberg, is the
latest to join the producer ranks at the
valley lot.
Current activity makes U-I busiest in
town. Now shooting are: "Sign of the
Pagan" (Jefif Chandler, Jack Palance, Ludmilla Tscherina), CinemaScope, Technicolor
— Albert J. Cohen producer, Douglas Sirk
director; "Dawn at Sorocco" (Rory Calhoun, Piper Laurie, David Brian), Technicolor, William Alland producer, George
Sherman director; "This Island Earth" (Bart
Roberts, Faith Domergue), Technicolor, Alland producer, Joe Newman director; "Bengal Rifles" (Rock Hudson, Arlene Dahl),
Technicolor, Ted Richmond producer, Leslo
Benedek director, and "The Matchmakers"
(Marjorie Main, Chill Wills), Robert .Arthur
producer, Charles Laniont director.
WARNER

BROTHERS

'Helen' Waits on Femm

Lead

'Battle Cry' Rolls on Location
WARNER'S lUG (.NK. "HKLEN OF
Troy" is finally just about ready to get going. Casting the feminine star for the title
role is all that is holding up the start of the
top-bu<lgeted (reportedly $6.()(K),()00) production, still slated to roll in early March. .As
FILM BULLETIN went to press, Cyd Charisse appeared to be the most likely candidate for the part, provided MGM will agree
to the loan-out. Jeanne Grain, who tested for
the part earlier, is another strong possibility. Director Robert Wise has just planed
home from Rome, where he has been laying

ground-work for the CinemaScope production, and will supervise final casting t^sts.
"Battle Cry" (Van Heflin, Aldo Ray,
James Whitmore, Tab Hunter), another
CinemaScoper, has just gotten underway on
location at Vieques Island off Puerto Rico.
Raoul Walsh is directing. The $2,000,000
production is about U. S. Marines in the
South Pacific during World War I..
Other pictures shooting are: "A Star Is
Born" (Judy Garland, James Mason, Jack
Carson), CinemaScope, Technicolor — Sid
Luft producer, George Cukor director; and
"The Talisman" (Virginia Mayo, Rex Harrison, George Sanders), CinemaScope and
WarnerColor — Henry Blank producer, David
Butler director. Completed, "Lucky Me"
(Doris Day, Phil Silvers, Nancy Walker,
Robert Cummings), also in WarnerColor
and CinemaScope — before the cameras since
November 5. Jack Donohoe directed for producer Henry Blanke.
INDEPENDENTS

Financing May Ease in '54
Inde Future Activity Bright
INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION,
like that of the major studios, is at its lowest
ebb in many months. However, several important productions have recently been slated
for filming later in the year — among them
biopix based on the lives of Charles Lindbergh and Connie Mack, and a series of films
to be financed by a group of exhibitors.
Fred Schwartz, head of the Century Circuit and Edward Fabian, son of S. H. Fabian,
head up the exhibitor group which will attempt to hypo Hollywood's output by entering the production field. They have just
commissioned Philip A. Waxman as producer to line up three properties for the
venture. The project is not yet far enough
along to announce any definite schedule as
to number or cost of films to be produced,
but plans should begin to crystallize within
the next few weeks when Schwartz is scheduled to visit Hollywood to study the situation at first hand.
The Lindbergh biopic, to be produced
jointly by Leland Hayward and Billy Wilder
will likely be lensed in the Todd-AO process if negotiations with Magna Corp. which
owns the process, are successful. Hayward
will handle the production reins, with Wilder
set to write and direct.
March 2 has been set as the starting date
on W. Lee Wilder Productions' "The Snow
C reature," science-fiction feature, to be filmeil
on locations in Washington and Oregon.
Wilder will produce and direct. No cast has
yet been set.
Olympic Productions has been reactivated
by producer Sam \\ iesenthal, and two high
budget westerns have been slated for 1954
filming. Both are based on novels by Frank
Gruber — one of which, "Salt River," is not
due to go on the bookstalls until May.
Wiesenthal is currently negotiating for
Montgomery Clift to take over the starring
role in "River,'' and expects to announce the
star
withinof a the
few other
days. property, "Bitter Sage,"
I
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Howard

Hughes

—

The popular conception of Howard Hughes as a philandering, meandering eccentric, hellbent on a Texa^buck binge in movie pictures is now thoroughly dissipated. The RKO boss stands revealed as an absolute
wizard, and a benevolent old ogre to boot. From where
we sit, his proposal to convert RKO into a lone-wolf film
operation is the happiest, most gratifying stroke of financial engineering in years. It's been some time since a
cinema stock stratagem has — in one fell swooj) — so irrefutiably advanced the cause of 1 ) the buyer, 2 ) the seller,
3) the industry at large.
Here's how Hughes appears to fare: Contrary to popular impression, he will be out of pocket only $15,916,758 in winding up with 100% control, not the announced
523,489,478. Mr. Hughes currently holds some 1.2 odd
million shares, so if he writes out a check covering the
entire physical plant, $7,572,720 difference reverts right
back to him. Moreover, his present holdings — of which
855-^^ was acquired from Floyd Odium's Atlas Corp. in
1948 — were picked up at around an average i)rice ot
S4.75, or an ai)i)roximate total of 5 million. Therefore, if
the asset values are accurately appraised, Mr. Hughes is
due to get 23.4 million in jjroperties for about 21 million.
lUit there's more. Most recent balance sheet figures
show close to 6 million in cash and other quick asset>,
which Mr. Hughes could immediately pocket, if he so
chose. Then there's the RK( ) film library, which many
observers predict would bring over 15 million from the
hungry T\' stations.
Up to this point, the foregoing li(|uidation could recoup every dollar expended, leaving him with about 5
million or so in bricks and mortar and other assets on
the credit side. Furthermore, the very corporate structure, stripj)ed of all properties, would represent another
valuable gift l)y virtue of it long time deficit biography.
Mr. Hughes may well apply over 20 million in losses to
offset the profits of such of his other interests as Trans
World Airlines
interest), Hughes Tool Co.,
Hughes Aircraft Co.. (irand Prize IJrewery.
By means of the ta.x maneuver. Uncle Sam ends up
tooting the bill for Mr. Hughes' singular dominance over
the business. If it hanjjens that you're making too much
money these days, you might phone Mr. 11. with an
offer of your own. l-'rankly we don't think he'd sell. The
inscrutable Texan strikes us these days as a rather determined, openly impatient operative, straining at the
l)it to get RK( ) back on its arches. W e envisage no danger of liquidation or resale. If recovery and reconstruc-

Financial

Wizard

tion is Howard's motive, and we honestly think it is. the
backlogs will stay in the company's vaults, at least for
the next few years. For Mr. Hughes is too crafty a
trader to cut-up his company to spite his bankroll.
The real frosting on the deal is the windfall to his
fellow shareholders. W'e like a guy who can turn a buck
for both himself and his associates. No one is left hurting. The 86.00 price appears to be reasonable and even
generous reflection of per share equity. The inventories
may be carried at a low figure, but even at twice the
price there would have been no improvement in the preproposal market jjrice which the big board appraised
around $3.00 per share. The fact of matter is that virtu ally every stockholder who has bought-in since the entry
of Mr. Hughes into the company, is coming out with
more than his investment, a market situation heretofore
impossible under the company's past and present performance. Two important investment sources have actually calculated net worth at closer to 17 million than
23.4, which means a truer value would be $4.50 per share.
A few dissidents can still be heard. Some claim the
assets are bemg stolen, that they are worth four times
the Hughes price. This contention appears to be grossly
extravagant. Even if true, the company would have ti>
be liquidated piece by piece to realize the price. These
I)ersons purchased RKO for speculative purposes based
upon operations, not to reap a killing on the chance of
auction.
The blessings to the industry are self-evident. Overall
morale will be improved by building up one of the community's financially run-down members. The continuing spectacle of RKO deficits has had a rather depressing effect on the financial aspects of the business at
large. The elimination of those locust-plague damage
actions, which have served to distract official thinking
away from the sound stages, and the benefits of a tight
one-man control will liring about added direction and
purpose to RKO's future. We look for the Hughes com])any to assume the role of pace-setter within the next
^everal years.
Mr. Hughes is a fighter, and although we have argued
aljout his policies and methods in the past, his strength
of conviction must be admired. He's got a talent for
that sorely lacking (juality called Showmanship. He sets
the i)ublic talking, and in the entertainment business
that's money in the bank.
Some operators function best in private. Mr. Hughes
is among them. W'e wish him well.
FILM BULLETIN February 22, 1954
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■Riot In Cell Block
^iMitcM

l^ettitK^ O

O

"Red

11"
O

Garters"

O
^U^lHCM, T^CltiH^ O O O
*
Novelty earns this rating for deluxers and class spots.
Dubious for sub-runs. Off-beat western musical with

One of best prison drama yet. Smash for action houses.
Exploitation, critical acclaim, word-of-mouth will make it
strong everywhere. Will dip in class and family spots.

stylized stage technique will elicit plenty word-of-mouth,
both good and bad. Problem show for general audiences.

Walter \\'anger has done a masterful job in combining suspense entertainment with authenticity. Result is
a melodrama loaded with exploitation possibilities, so
realistic and intriguing that any audience will be capti\ated, action fans will eat it up. Filmed on location at
Folsom State Prison in California, professional actors
are mingled with the actual convicts to give truly documentary flavor. Excellent script traces plan of a jailbreak from inception to climactic riot that will have
patrons on edge of seat. No punches are pulled in showing up evils of corrupt prison system — politics involved,
bad food, mixing of reforming prisoners with psychopaths and confirmed criminals. Xeville Brand as ringleader is outstanding, others perform credibly through-

No one can deny that "Red Garters" is different. A\'hat
its entertainment value will be, however, isn't as definite.
There'll be variations in types of theatres and in each
audience. It's a western musical satire filmed in highly
stylized stage manner, using brightlv painted sets that
suggest backgrounds, and unique lighting effects. Unusual presentation initially draws keen audience reaction
l)Ut lack of diversity begins to pall after midway point.
Take-off on westerns in broad satiric style has emphasis
on comedy and music, ljut is practically devoid of action.
Screenplay follows adventures of Guy Mitchell, epitomy
of western heroes, coming to a wild but happy town to

out. Don Siegel's direction from Richard Collins screenplay builds film into roaring intensity without ever flagging interest.
Pressbook points up raw violence, ads push audience

skullduggery, a near lynching, comic ending to a shootit-out battle. There'll be plenty of talk to hypo b.o. pros-

avenge his brother's death. Resultant series of events,
all in comedy vein, includes a triple romance, political

pects for houses catering to those who seek "different"
film entertainment, but it could lay a big fat egg for the
general market. Wax
Paramount. 91 Minutes. Rosemary Clooney, Guy Mitchell, Jack Carson, Pat
Crowley. Producer, Pat Duggan. Director, George Marshall.

participation in the "Boiling Frenzy" of a prison riot — ■
"You sweat out every second, etc." Phil
Allied Artists. 80 Minutes. Neville Brand, Emile Meyer, Frank Faylen. Producer, Walter Wanger. Director, Don Siegel.

"Tennessee

"Duffy of San

Champ"

Prison melodrama especially OK for action spots, although scarcity of rough stuff will disappoint. Lack of
names, obvious story are serious handicaps for other markets, but should serve well as dualler generally. Exploitables in prison reforms, off-beat romance.

Values stemming from humorus story and characterizations best for family trade. Fair action draw can be built
on prize fight angles. Least appeal for class audiences.
Shelley Winters, Keenan Wynn are marquee assets. Best
cue for bally is religious boxer who believes the Lord
is in his corner.

( )ne of the better prison pictures in its class, but
meagerness of action, reliance of script on personalities,
episodic quality, main l^arriers to outstanding action
house success. Key character is Warden Clinton Duffy,
played by Paul Kelly, who took over San Quentin for
presumably 30 days, used a new broom that kept him
there for 50 years. Story concentrates on his early reforms during test period — eliminating stool-pigeon system and harsh treatment of prisoners, institution of
mass movies, female nursing, personal attention to problem cases. Latter is centered on Louis Hayward, bitter,
trouble-maker unjustly jailed by crooked lawyer; Hay-

Story hinges on one-punch wonder who believes fistic
ability was given him as means of carrying gospel to
sinners. In actionful opening, Keenan Wynn saves
Dewey Martin from Mississippi River grave as both are
escaping from separate crimes. Martin, believes he has
mission in life and thinks fight manager W^ynn was sent
I'im by divine province. Since Wynn's present pug is
punchy, Martin represents a new meal ticket and \\'ynn
glibly convinces the bov not to give himself up for a
supposed killing. Fair amount of mirth is generated as
Wynn brings Martin along through series of fights.

ward's ultimate regeneration through the warden's kindnesses, climactic guarding of the lawyer's life, (threatened by hundreds of others he has sent to jail ) when latter
liecomes an inmate. Romantic conflict between FlayV. ard and Jcianne Dm as the first female nurse has i)ro\(icati\e angles, (iood selling points in revolutionary

Shelley Winters, Wynn's wife, checks in with humorous
role sniping at husband's larcenous exploitation of Martin. I'est contril)Ution is I^arl Molliman's characterization of ])unchy mouth-organ ])laying ex-fighter. High
spot of fight action is Martin's final match when he finds
out ])revious ones had been fixed. /'/(//

I t forms, "true-life" story. Barn
Warner Bros. 78 Minutes. Louis Hayward, Paul Kelly, Joanne Dru, Maureen
O'Sullivan. George Macready, Horace McMahon, Irving Bacon. Producers
Walter Dcniger Berman Swarti. Director Walter Doniger.

MGM. 73 Minutes. Print by Technicolor. Shelley Winters. Keenan Wynn,
Dewey Martin, Earl Holliman. Dave O'Brien, Charles Buchinsky. Producer, Sol
Baer Fieldinq. Director, Fred M Wilcox.
^tuiK€A4. l^atUf
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"Rhapsody"
"Hell and High Water" (CinemaScope)
ScuutcM ^(sUiHf O O O
Adventuresome melodrama will lean heavily on support of
action trade. Widmark name, CinemaScope draw, of
course, widens market. Fantastic story may be hard to
take for the discriminating, but action fans, particularly,
and audiences generally will go for exciting highjinks.
Another instance uf CinemaScupe's enhancement of
lilni entertainment. Incredible story holds attention,
reaches several high points in si)ectacular ettects. including underwater battle between submarines, commandotvpe raid, and climactic atom bomb explosion, given
overwhelming effectiveness in C'Scope. Tale has ^\ idmark, as former submarine man. commissioned by grouj)
of international individuals to ca])tain a private sub to
arctic waters to foil i)lot l)y Reds to drop an atomic
Ijomb and blame it on the L'. S. Scientists Bella Darvi
and X'ictor Francen. along for guidance, are romantic
and dramatic foils, i'lenty of excitement in both underwater scenes and terrain action ; romantic thread is obvious l)ut well i)layed. with newcomer Darvi showing
promise, ."^anuiel Fuller's direction invokes unusual
degree of jjlausibility from unlikely plot. Technicolor
])roduction is on high plane.
Fressbook stresses action with emphasis on submarine
battle, atom blast, characters and. of course, Cinema-

Su^UtC^

I^CltCHf O

O

O

Rating applies only to deluxe market where lush Technicolor production, excellent classical music, pretty good
marquee, plus strong pre-selling will attract fairly strong
grosses. However, routine script and performances will
disappoint generally, and cool word-of-mouth will create
problem for subsequent runs. Slightly above-average business prospect in family situations. NG for action spots.
Romance of poor-little-rich-girl and violinist who
dedicates his life to music is not geared to the distinguished atmosphere generated by the music of Tschaikowsky and Rachmaninoff. Set principally in Zurich
Switzerland, the film is a conflicting mixture of fine
music and shallow soap opera. Elizabeth Taylor, continental playgirl falls in love with poor but talented
musician N'ittorio Gassman. His career is almost ruined
1)ecause he neglects his violin for Taylor. l)ut he recovers
in time to become the toast of Furope. On the rebound,
Taylor marries aspiring pianist John
away from music. W hen she later
a chance for life with (iassman, she
to his former genius, planning then

b'ricson, turns him
learns there is still
helps Fricson back
to divorce him. In

>tead she finds he is the one she really loves. \'iolin and
piano solos recorded by Michael Raliin and Claudio
.\rrau. respectively, are dubbed and faked effectively.

Scope. Ad headlines "Cinema.*^coi)e I)roi)s an .\tom
Bomb of Super-C harged l-'xcitement I"

Tschaikowsky's violin cencerto in D major is hi.gh
spot of film. AW

20th Ccntury-Fo)i. 103 Minutes. Richard Widmark, Bella Darvi, Victor Francen,
Cameron Mitchell, Gene Evans, David Wayne. Producer, Raymond A. Klune.
Director, Samuel Fuller.

MGM 115 Minutes. Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio Gassman, John Ericson, Louis Calhern. Producer, Lawrence Weingarten. Director, Charles Vidor.

"The
'Creature from the Hhick LafjDDn' (3D
Seuute^ ^<ztc4t^ O O O

Naked

Jungle"

2D)

This rating is for 3D version: 2D less. Top exploitation
values in horror-meller. Ballyhoo and action houses can
have a field day where properly sold.
Well-made fantasy chiller is sure to give thrill-fans their
money's WDrth. i",s])ecially effective use of 31) gimmicks
makes this a natural for dei)th presentation anywhere.
Will register in action si)ots in any dimension. Tale
centers around disco\ ery of prehistoric half-man. halffish along .Amazon River. Loads of cliills and excitement in efforts by grouj) of scientists to study the monstrosity, gruesome killings by the "gill-man", and an
eyeful in Julia .\dams. logically shown in skimjjy, revealing togs. There'll be plenty of hairs raised in the
underwater scenes, where skin divers battle with the
Hionster, his kidnai)i)ing of the girl and last minute
rescue, resulting in his destruction in a swamp. \\ here

Tropical melodrama, with climactic science-fiction twist,
lias elements that will both attract and repel various audience groups. Romantic aspect will appeal to ferns, but
they'll shy away from terrifying invasion of huge ant
army. Latter element, however, will be exploitable draw
for action market.
Peculiar combination of entertainment elements make
this Technicolor romance-adx enture melodrama neither
fish nor fowl, but with enough exploitables in each direction to warrant attention, l-'irst half of i)icture has romantic angle stressed in strained relations between
rugge<l .^outh .\merican plantation owner ( Charlton

shown in
h'xi)loitation can bring this uj) to smash
business in action houses ; big grosses elsewhere. W ill
make good dualler in standard.
Shock and sex are featured in the pressbook. dood
use can be ma<le of i)revious horror personalities. Both
and 31) selling is shown. /'/(//

lleston) and his elegant "mail-order" bride (Eleanor
Parker). Latter portion concentrates on battle against
an invasion by billions of ants, wiping out everything,
including humans, in their course. The female element
will be attracted bv the intital phase, while action fans
will squirm through slow pace. Latter, however, will
go for the gruesome insect invasion, while the former
will get uncomfortable shivers in these scenes. Producer deorge Pal. an expert in si)ecial effects, makes the
ant scenes ones to rememlier — or forget — but a talky.
trite scrii)t is all too evident in the early portions. Mil

Universal-international. 79 Minutes Richard Carlson, Julia Adams, Richard
Denning, Antonio Moreno. Producer, William Alland, Director, Jack Arnold.

Paramount. 95 Minutes. Eleanor Parker, Charlton Heston, Abraham Sofaer,
William Conrad, Romo Vincent. Producer George Pal. Director, Byron Haskin.
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( Cuntinited from Page 5)
boom business these theatres were opened and flourished for
several years, and now they are in trouble again.
However, this time the impact on the fringe houses is
more severe because they have lost their business because of
television competition and not because of bad business conditions.
In Kansas City where we are now experiencing our first
year of several channels of TV, we feel it very strongly. In the
past three years there are 13 average-type suburban theatres
closed. This represents about one-half of the theatres in that
category and my opinion is they will not re-open.
The fact that most of these theatres were in financial difficulty prior to W orld War 2 causes me to believe that these
theatres were doomed because of two reasons: Obsolesence
and television competition. We find our well-located, wellequipped, modern theatres doing good business on good attraction, and we feel they will improve as our new picture
techniques are made available able and as the newness of television wears off.
May I say that I admire your publication. Film Bulletin,
very much. It has a great many very helpful, constructive
articles and it holds a high place in the estimation of our office.
E. C. RHODEN
Fox Midwest Amusement Corporation
Kansas City, Mo.
SOME
AIDED

CLOSED, OTHERS
BY CONCESSIONS

I go along with the thinking that the subsequent run is
doomed, that there is no future for the average neighborhood
house and that many of the small theatres in small towns are
going out of business unless the distributors recognize tht>
very definite problem that exists in these little towns and the
subsequent run houses and do something about it in the matter
of film rental.
At the moment we ha\e se\en theatres closed and in ail
instances the theatres remaining oj)en are liehind last year s
gross receij)ts and without concessions in the smaller towns
we are definitely out of business.
We have recently gi\en away one of our small town
houses to a former manager. We could not take it any longer.
This manager can be successful and make a reasonable salary
in that small town providing the twenty percent government
tax is eliminated. The admission price in these small towns is
sixty cents for adults and twenty cents for children.
CHAS. R. GILMOUR. I^rcsidnu
(iihnillnr Enterprises. Inc.
Denier. Colorado
SUB-RUNS

LOSING

MONEY

In our circuit we only have one neighborhood theatre in
a rather large town which for years was very |)rofital)le, but
during the past year or year and a half this theatre has practically lost money every week. We have only two or three
small sub.sequenl run theatres and our experience in lh<-se
theatres has been the .same.
(,l l,F .STATES CIMCriT EXECI TIVE
Poqe 16
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DDDMED?
GOOD
BRIGHT

OPERATIONS

HAVE

FUTURE— PAT

McCEE

Looking at the problem objectively, I entertain considerable skepticism for the future of the out-moded neighborhood
theatre of uncertain vintage. I think the future is bright for
well located theatres, either completely modernized or completely new and which give their patrons everything possible in
the way of comfort and perfect projection of the most modern
type, and using the latest perfected equipment. I think that the
future is bright for the above type of operation whether first
or sub run. operated by energetic, aggressive showmen who
must at the same time be businessmen enough to operate withman.

out waste. Ad\ ertising isn't merely spending money and show manship must at the same time be that of a prudent business-

There is no question that some theatres in over-seated
situations will have to be converted to other commercial ventures. Itis my hope that the elimination of the Federal excise
tax will enable a large number of theatres to re-finance themselves and modernize in the above way. I could use up a lot
of space in stressing smoking privileges, a living room comfort which must be transferred to the theatre, 40 inches of
space back to back for seating so that patrons must not jump
up and down to allow the passage of others, the use of CinemaScope and stereophonic sound, proper presentation and
programming; but most showmen know" what I am talking
about without going into detail.
PAT McGEE
Cooper Foundation Theatres
Denver. Colorado
THALHIMER
FOR

NABES,

SEES NEED

SMALL

TOWNS

Whether or not the smaller subsequent-run theatres and
theatres in small towns are doomed, depends — in my opinion
— largely upon the producer of films, and whether or not new
type equipment suitable for small theatres can be installed at a
leasonable price.
Most of the cities of this country are talking about decentralization ofdowntown areas, and many of the properts
owners and large stores in downtown areas are worried about
the falling off of their business in these areas, and are trying
to offset it by putting branch stores in properly poj)ulated
neighborhoods — close to their customers.
It would, therefore, seem logical that the theatre-going
public would want to see good motion picture shows in theatres that are convenient to their homes, just as they apparently
prefer to shop in good stores that are equally convenient.
Therefore. I do not believe good, well-located subsequenlrun or neighborhood and small town theatres are doomed. On
the contrary. 1 think they can and will ( ontiiiue to fill a useful
place in this industry.
It seems to me all of the ihealres in this country must
keep u|) with modern de\ clopments of projection, sound, etc.
and that the producer-distributors owe a very deep obligation
to a.ssist these theatres in staying in business during the period
of time that the industry is changing over to a more modern
way of doing business.
(Conliniicd on I'ape Hi)
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(Continued from Page 16)
If the industry as a whole is to survive and be successful,
it must learn to work together in mutual understanding of the
overall problems, and the following seems to be a minimum:
1. The exhibitor must keep his theatre properly modern
and up to date in every way. He must really merchandise his
product to be a real showman. He must be alive, wide awake
and on the ball. He (the owner or manager) must be a factor
in his community or area.
2. The equipment manufacturer must develop and produce up-to-date equipment in quantity so as to deliver it at a
price the small theatres can afford to pay. and sell it on reasonable terms.
3. The producer should endeavor to make sufficient product of a type and quality that will keep the conventional and
drive-in theatres in proper supply, and make them available
promptly to small towns and subsequent-run theatres.
4. The industry as a whole should work and cooperate
together in research regarding advertising, production, distribution methods, proper clearance, and showmanship. It is a
common industry problem and needs the combined best efforts
of production, distribution, exhibition, equipment manufacturer, trade journals and everyone directly and indirectly connected with this business.
MORTON G. THALHIMEK
Neighborhood Group of Motion Picture Theatres
Richmond. Va.

BETTER

HOUSES

WILL

FLOURISH,

SAYS

M. FINE

1 am wholly in accord with your statement relative to the
impending doom of the smaller subsequent-run theatres, and
also as to the future of the average neighborhood theatre.
It is my opinion, based on my many years as an exhibitor,
that the better neighborhood theatres showing good pictures,
and keeping up with the trend of the times using 3D. CinemaScope, etc. will not only continue to sur\ive but will flourish
in the years to come.
M. S. FINE
Associated Theatres. Cleveland

CINEMASCOPE

IS ANSWER

I believe that if the release of pictures is in the proper
order, that the subsequent theatre can still survive and
show a good profit. We are equipping our neighborhood
houses with CinemaScope and we are going to run all the
CinemaScope attractions in our three neighborhood houses in
(name of city) and if we weren't optimistic that the theatres
can still do business, we wouldn't go to all the expense of installing the equipment that is necessary.
As far as using my name, I would rather you didn't, bul
i am just giving you my own personal opinion as to the neighborhood houses that we have in (names of three Eastern
cities), and we believe they still can make a good profit if
given the right attractions.
EASTERN INDEPENDENT CIRCUIT OPERATOR
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DOOMED?
SEES FEWER THEATRES,
BUT KEY NABES STRONG

The small subsequent run theatres will have a very difficult time existing, not only from the ravages of television,
but from the uncompromsiing position the distributors take
about terms of their pictures on the late runs, regardless of
the number of people who have already seen the picture in
prior runs. For that particular reason I believe that there will
be fewer and fewer neighborhood theatres. I do feel first runs
will continue to exist and get stronger as the neighborhood
operation decreases. Key neighborhood theatres can stand the
tarriff and will continue to operate, some in a very successful
manner and others on a get by basis. Our greatest problem at
this time is not lack of attendance but the unliveable terms
quoted and insisted upon by the various distributors.
JOSEPH BLUMENFELD
Blumenfeld Theatres
San Francisco

MUST KILL' PATRONS
WITH KINDNESS— WOLF
The great interest shown by the public in wide screens, in
CinemaScope, in good 3-D pictures, has sent patrons to the
first run houses in recent months in sufficient numbers to
make the first run operation profitable. True, our operating
costs have reached such a high point that the profits are, in
most cases, not satisfactory. By that I mean the exhibitor does
not have enough left to properly compensate him for his big
investment. Still, the larger grosses and even the small profits
are encouraging.
Most of the successful pictures enjoy such large runs in
the first run or downtown houses that there is not too much
left for the subsequent run when the pictures arrives in the
neighborhood. Thus, the neighborhood theatre still has a long
hard road to travel. Here again, in my opinion, the neighborhood theatre has a chance for survival, but it must be particularly well operated and the patrons must be "killed with kindness" on every visit. I have the feeling that the steady television viewers will diminish as the months go along and that
many of these can be again induced to attend the neighborhood. After the first terrific thrill of the big screen produc tions has subsided, there is no reason why the neighborhood
hou.se with a big screen should not be able to again operate
|)rofitably. This will take awhile, however, at least until the
excitement of seeing the big pictures quickly is not a "must"
in the minds of the moviegoers. I do not think that all of the
neighborhood houses can survive as there will not be as manv
moviegoers as we had previous to TV, but I do feel that the
better neighborhood houses will again one day be able to operate at a profit.
The old outmoded small theatre, or "store show'", has no
future. I feel that only the good ihcalres that are well operated and present their shows in the modern manner can make
the grade. It is my opinion that the average small town that
used to support four theatres will eventually support two theatres. Which theatres will survive will depend on the manner in
(Continued on Page 19)
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(Continued I rum Page 18)
which the exhibitor handle?^ them. I. also, feel that the distributor must recognize the plight of the average exhibitor to a
greater extent than he has so far. What the distributor does
in this direction will in a great way determine the number of
subsequent run and neighborhood theatres that can stay open.
MARC J. WOLF
Y & If Management Cur p.
lndiiina<)oUs. Ind.

WOLCOTT
TO

SAVE

LISTS
SMALL

NEEDS
HOUSES

That the smaller subsequent theatre is doomed — thai
there is no future for the average neighborhood movie house
— and that only the first runs and key runs will survive th'
lavages of TV and other factors, is the generally accepted
belief, even by numbers of the exhibitors in these categories.
And we must admit these last two years have brought forth
nothing to disproNf that theory in this area.
Out here on the Great Plains the last six months have
seen many new TV stations; the ra|)id spread of TV has made
its impact upon practically all our theatres. As TV saturation
increases, theatre attendance is reduced on a 2-to-l ratio.
From the record, it appears that the destructive impact of
TV upon mo\ ie theatres levels off only after 7 to 8 years, apparently with the coming of adulthood, admi.ssion-wise. of a
new generation relatively immune lo TV ; certainly not
married to it! This is a long time; too long for many small
theatres. 06 more Des Moines territory theatres dosed up to
January 2Hth. The outlook is not bright.
However, in answer to your question - a 861 question if
1 ever saw one! — let it be recorded that 1 believe many of our
.small theatres can be saved, can survive. IF they can be afforded the following outlined help:
1. Flimination of the Federal admissions ta\ on movie admis-

sion and retention of all. or nearly all. this 20''^ by the
theatres.
2. A steady (low to loj) quality |)roducl capable of attracting
profitable number of |)atrons back lo the theatres.

3. More CinemaScope quality pictures such as •'Robe." "'.Millionaire". '"Round Table", and elimination of the present
financially im|)Ossible and unnecessary (IS equipment ret]uirements by 20lh Century-Fo\.
I. Flimination of all practices lending to cause withholding
of new pictures from the small exhibitors beyond reasonable dates, such as pre-releasing. must-percentages, impossible film rental demands, extending clearances, advanced
admission jirices which are poisonous and destructive in
small theatres, and the like.
5. Sym|)alhelic understanding and helj) as needed on film
rentals by the distributors.
6. Tenacity and u ill-to-win: the ability or the development of
the ability lo fight it out. on the pari of ihe exhibitors
themselves.
LFO F. WOLCOTT
Allied ITO of Iowa & .\ebruska
Cooi)cr Foundation Theatres

DOOMED?
CINEMASCOPE
SMALL

SAVED

MY

HOUSES— REMBUSCH

In August. 1953. after a veto by President Eisenhower of
the Mason Bill I was faced with a very difficult decision.
Namely, should I dismantle my smaller theatres and turn them
into store rooms? What with the 20^^ admission tax. declining grosses due to television and the public s apathy generally
to even fine motion pictures, and the acute product shortage. I
felt I had no choice but to dismantle my small houses.
In the Spring of 1953 I had heard about CinemaScope
and stereophonic sound but was unimpressed. Costs of instal ation ofCinemaScope. construction problems as related to
wide screen, and the unknown box-office potential of the medium frankly, left me cold. Around the first of September I was
in New York to attend a COMPO meeting and while there
entered into a lively argument with Al Lichtman of Fox over
what 1 though were exaggerated claims for CinemaScope. Al
urged me while there to visit their office and discuss CinemaScope with one of their engineers, a Mr. Bragg. I went to the
1' ox home office and w hile w aiting in Bill Gehring's office Al
came in and the three of us immediately got into a hot argument over the potential of CinemaScope. Finally Al said.
"Have you seen the process?" I had to admit that I had not.
He said, "How in the hell can you express an opinion unless
you have seen and heard CinemaScope?" Al had a good point
and 1 admitted 1 had better hold my peace until I had wilnessed a demonstration. Mr. Bragg, the Fox engineer, entered
ihe room and took me to see a demonstration of CinemaScope
in their screening room and then spent over an hour with me
going over and explaining the equipment. After witnessing
ihe demonstration and talking to Mr. Bragg I decided to hold
off dismantling my small theatres. Why? Because I saw a
strong glimmer of hope for the small theatre if CinemaScope
( ould be installed successfully in such a house and a big if.
not then answered, would the public buy it at the box-office?
Ihe last if. would the public buy il. was answered first. The
first if. could it be installed successfully in a small house, look
longer and a lot of hard work.
We selected the Mode Theatre. Columbus, Indiana, a 750
seal house only 28 feel wide. By using a new type of screen
curtain gimmick which returns the curtain along side of the
walls, we were able to install a 26 ft. by 13 ft. screen after doing about $17,500.00 worth of remodeling to stage proscenium, air conditioning and heating ducts, and changing one
exit. I might say here, one of the trade papers misquoted me
on costs |)ublished. after a telephone interview. (They mistakenly quoted the cost of anamorphic len-ses and stereophonic
sound before installation, of about S9.500.00. as total cost. )
We opened "'The Robe" in the Mode Theatre on Thanksgiving
Uav and grossed just a few dollars under $7,000.00 after playing the picture thirteen days. The house average for such
playing lime had been about $1,600.00 "Millionaire" followed in shortly after, and in nine days grossed a little over
$ i.000.00 Prior to the opening in the Mode Theatre we had
already started remodeling the Vogue Theatre, Elwood, .sealing 382. By coincidence its width was within two inches of
the width of the Mode so we were able to install a 26 ft. by
13 ft. screen in this house also. "The Robe"
opened
in this
(Continued
on Page
22)
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* Translation:

Judy means that business for Columbia's "It Should Happen to You" has been sensati( .ai
at Loew's State, New York and at the Stanley, Philadelphia.
COLUMBIA
JUDY
SHOULD

PICTURES

HOLLIDAYin
HAPPEN

co-starring PETER

LAWFORD

and introducing JACK
Story and Screen
Produced

presents

by FRED

with

michael

LEMMON

Play by GARSON

KOHLMAR

TO

KANIN

• Directed by GEORGE

CUKOR

YOU!

o'Shea

6XHIBITORS

FORUm

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

ON DRIVE-IN MEET
ATO of Indiana
'l"he National Allied Drive-In Convention
and the annual Allied Board of Directors
Meeting which took place in Cincinnati last
week have received wide coverage in the
trade press. But here are sorr.e of our notes
that we carried back from the meetings:
FHIL SMITH (Who has operated drivein theatres for 17 years) "Prior to 1940 the
drive-ins played no major product. Metro
broke the log jam in 1940 and I have assurance that Metro will make their Cinema
Scope product available to the drive-ins in
this season ahead.
HER P. BARNETT (President of the
Societv of Motion Picture and Television
Kngineers) "Many new announcements still
to come of things promised 'to revolutionize
the industry' . . . Total gross figures on pictures mislead if they do not take into account
the portion that was contributed by the first
runs in the large cities. They do not reveal
how all classifications of theatres are faring.
No element of exhibition can be eliminated
without serious harm to the entire industry
. . If a drive-in is now operating with the
possible screen area, the C'Scope
largest
ratio will either reduce that area, which is
undesirable, or involve large expenditures for
new towers, etc. Stereophonic sound means
sound associated with the picture — which is
contrary to drive-in technique. More than
one speaker in a car would be multiple
source sound hut not stereophonic sound . . .
Stereo sound must emanate from the proper
point in the picture. Sonic of the multiple
source sound technique for drive-in seems so
involved that the patron would have to bring
his car in the night before for wiring . . .
CinemaScope is assured a place in the future,
but to push it on every theatre in the country, regardless of conditions, is harmful to
the industry. At the same time, theatres that
cannot utilize a new technique must accept
those innovations that contribute to the over
all good of the industry . . . Personally, I
would very cautiously study the installation
of stereophonic sound in a theatre less than
30 feet wide. Its advantage would also dc
pend on the shape of the house because long
and narrow houses are not as effective as
relatively wide houses. The curvature of a
screen is an academic question unless the
iitire audience can see and realize that the
screen does curve . . . New improved techniques may give new life to 3D depending
upon the policies of the studios and public
NOTES

acceptance.''
BOB HOFF (Sales Manager of Ballantyne Co. and past President of T.E.S.M.A.t
As a result of his company's research, has
concluded that there is no feasible method of
true stereophonic sound for drive-in theatres.
Also, does not believe that screen towers
need to be curved. His company has a
"mixer" on the market and Mr. Hoff says
that the results achieved through use of the
mixer are very effective. The four magnetic

tracks furnish a definitely superior sound
quality.
RUMORS AND HEARSAY— Al Lichtman has said that drive-ins will get Fox product whether or not Fox has the solution
for their theatres. Last \car drive-ins contributed $8million in film rentals to Fo.x . . .
Announcement of the new system by Paramount is imminent. It is expected to be presented as the most superior projection system of all . . . A single track test of "The
Robe" was presented in a private New York
test, with half the film stereo and half single
track. I'osley Crowther of the New York
Times said that the single track was more
effective and that the sound from outlets
away from the screen was superflous and
disillusioning. (But, on the other hand, we
note in the trade papers that Loew's who
has previously been opposed to surround
speakers, have now ordered the auditorium
outlets for 100 of their theatres) ... At least
two theatres have completed engagements on
"The Robe" using mixers without the
knowledge of Fox.
ALEX HARRISON (Assistant to Spyros
Skouras) The Fox system for two speakers
in each car can be accomplished without additional wiring. Most drive-ins provide two
wires to each car — one is for the light on a
speaker post, which can be utilized for the
second channel. Exhibitors should thank
God for Spyros Skouras. (Afany drive-in
operators at the convention contradicted
both of these statements.)
TELEMETER PARADOX
North Central Allied
Telemeter envisions such fabulous potentials as a $5,000,000 gross on a world
scries; $5,000,000 gross on a Rose Bowl foothall game; a $10,000,000 gross on a heavyweight championship fight; a $5,000,000
movie paying for itself in one night. Paramount has indicated that franchise deals will
be oflfered to exhibitors with the exhibitors
participating in the financing of Telemeter
within their areas in order to share in their
:: tnrus. They made it clear, however, that
the exhibitor would share only on motion
picture entertainment and would not participate in receipts from special events such as
sports.
All is not "sweetness and light" with "Pay.^s-You-See" television. Comedies are not
enjoyed in the living room as much as in the
theatre. The tiny television screen leaves
:iometliing to be desired. Home distractions,
such as telephones and visitors spoil the enjoyment of a program. Many people can
watch one performance for the price of one
admission. Movies still have to be good to
lure a subscriber from free television. Competition between unsimilar methods may be
keen in larger communities.
Exhibitors can't stick their heads in a hole
:is does the ostrich in hopes that this danger
will pass. Be alert, read well, look for the
main chance,

WEST COAST BUSINESS
Allied Caravan of la., Neb. & Mid-Central
Excerpts from report by Pres. Al Myrick
on trip to West Coast:
Concerning the closed theatres. In L. A.
area it is estimated that closed theatres had
a seating capacity of 100,000 while the theatres replacing them have a capacity of 156.000. All the replacements are not Drive-ins.
However, the new theatres are in more desirable locations. Business appears to be
good, especially where admission prices are
reasonable. .About like everywhere else. If
you have the pic, biz is yood, if you are
playing a dog it's lousy.
Maybe they are creating better programs
than we do. For example, they had "Escape
to Ft. Bravo" & "Take the High Ground" on
a double-bill. "Black Fury" plus "Here to
Eternity" plus a $1,000 Bank Night on another. "Kiss Me Kate" and another feature,
plus $2,700 Bank Night on a third, etc. Most
admissions were rom 40c-60c. I saw long
lines at these theatres and also the Drive-ins.
Apparently they are doing business, but look
over their bookings. Can you buy these pictures so as to double them? (Some I can't
buy
— period, to say nothing of doubling
them.)
ON ORGANIZATION
Allied Caravan of la., Neb. & M!d-Central
It is incomprehensible to this writer that
such an insignificant item as COMPO dues
should create such consternation and hardship among some exhibitors. Happily there
are only a few who have not paid up to now.
but there is always a few "feet draggers" in
every group. After all, if you can't afford
such a membership in the only concentrated
group that is organized to remedy the only
salvation you have to remain in business, you
had better turn the key now and get out.
.Any theatre that cannot afford COMPO is
all through now.
Whether or not we are over-organized
with organizations, as is the American tendency, is a question. Whether, COMPO,
Allied. TO.A or any one single organization
should emerge and steer policy for exhibitor
groups is questionable. We keep hearing
demands
for one
group.
We don't
have to strain
too exhibitor
hard to hear
demands
for
one political part, one church, one predominating governing body for all branches of
American life. Personally, it seems a little
safer to us to keep the avenues open for dissenting opinion in whatever field of endeavor
we enter. If you don't like the policy of one
group there remains an alternative. If you
don't get the kind of representation from one
body that you desire there is always another
channel you can follow. And do you think
you can stand alone? You aren't any bigger
noise as an independent exhibitor than you
are as an independent voter. You go along
with the group best representing your aims
and wishes. .Alone you are just a little penny
firecracker. In organization you becoine a
bomb.
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^Continued from Page 19)
house early in January and in eleven days grossed a little
over $1,000.00 The house has been averaging about $800.00
per week. Construction costs on changing the proscenium, air
conditioning, heating ducts, relocating blower and deep well
air washer to roof, amounted to approximately $12,000.00
We have found that the 2.55 ratio of CinemaScope did
not receive public approval in the Mode, a narrow house, so
when we played "Millionaire" we ran it at a 2 to 1 ratio.
We accomplished this by filing the apertures to their extreme
vertical limits and using the minimum lens necessary to fill
the vertical portion of the screen. We lost only about a foot
on either side of the picture. The public's reaction was terrific: all commented on how much better the picture was on
"Millionaire" than it was on "The Robe". The Vogue, Elwood, engagement of "The Robe", needless to say. was on a 2
to 1 ratio. However, wide houses, in my o})inion. should employ the 2.55 to 1 ratio.
After our success with "The Robe " and "Millionaire
we had used up our available capital and went to our bank
{ind showed them the results of our engagements with CinemaScope. We quoted grosses in Indianapolis on the five CinemaScope pictures that had played there. We asked to borrow sufficient money to equip one house in each of our towns. The
bank went along, we got our loan, and construction and installation isunder way in our other situations.
Now it would be ridiculous to say that "The Robe" gross
or "Millionaire" gross are any criteria of grosses on CinemaScope pictures in the future. I believe a poor CinemaScope
picture will do jjoorly at the box-office but not as poorly as a
picture in the regular medium. Good average pictures in CinemaScope should do far better than good average pictures have
been doing.
In my opinion, the motion picture industry in 1953-5 I is
in the same position as the record companies were in 1946-17.
The record companies had. like the motion ])icturc industry,
for years been selling the same old product in the same old
way — result, grosses on records went to hell. Then came the
45 rpm's, the 33-1/3 rpm's and Hi-Fi. and don't forget the
latter, and sales boomed and continue to boom, even during
a period when another enlertainnicnt medium was zooming,
namely. Tele\ ision. and while the motion picture industry with
its old picture ratio and old 9.000 cycle optical sound was skidding down hill. It is predicted than in 1951 the record reproducer manufacturers will sell over $3()().()()().0()0.00 worth
of Hi-Fi equipment (Newsweek, Uecemher 21 I. Which
doesn't sound like the public all likes tin ear entertainment.
Which also brings me to stereo|)honic sound. .Stereophonic
sound allows reproduction in the theatre from 50 lo 25.000
c)(les. Overtones of all musical instruments are more natural.
Ihen too. the three am|)lifiers and s|)eakers in stereophonic
sound are not drixcn as hard to obtain (he same sound Icm'I
as the single speaker and amplifier are dri\(-n in the old optical sound system, which system is limited lo 9.000 cycle reproduction due to the grain of the film iuid in niosl llieatrcs.
due to poor mainleriaiH c of e(piipmcnt. is around 5.000 cycles.
I'm sorry to say.
Without CineinaScope I could look for\\,ird lo conv cri iiig
a minitruuTi of (i\c liualres lo store rooms. Filher admission
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tax. the low grosses, or the lack of available new product
would force the closings. After all. in my towns I have usually
used 312 jjictures a year. This year it was predicted that there
will only be 240 pictures released. Of the 240. 50 will be in
(CinemaScope leaving me 190 pictures to fill 312 play dates.
With CinemaScope 50 pictures on longer runs — a week average— I'll have 190 jjictures to choose from to fill 152 plav
dates in my other theatre, and I can hold on until the 20^f
admission tax comes off and once more become an income tax
paying citizen.
It is still not all profit by any means. The costs of installing CinemaScoj)e in the smaller theatres are proportionately
higher than in the larger grossing houses. But there is one
thing you can bet your last dollar on. The motion picture industry will cea.se to exist unless full advantage is taken of the
new electronic and photographic processes. Half measures,
such as putting three channels of stereophonic sound through
one amplified are abortions of the system and can result in
only distortion of the sound at a slight saving in costs. The
|)ublic at the box-office, not the exhibitor, distributor, or producer, has cast the die in favor of CinemaScope. Brother exhibitor, it's do or die and I for one don't choose to die.
TRUEMAN T. REMBUSCH
Syndicate Theatres. Inc.. Franklin. Indiana
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On the fate of small town and subsequent run small theatres. Iam sorry lo say I am afraid many of them will soon
fall by the wayside.
Competition for the amusement dollar is terrific. Shois
Business has not been good of late and the little fellow has not
the money to refurbish his house or to buy the new gadgets.
Even though 3D and wide screens have been of little actual
value in small situations, the small theatre still must keep up
with new developments or suffer the consequences. At the
moment I am of the opinion C'Scope would not keep him in
the running, even if he could buy it. which he can not at this
time.
All the blame is not to be laid at the door of the film producers for this plight. However, they are to blame for the
serious shortage of good film at this time and are to blame for
allocating their film in higher brackets than they have in lh>'
past for like quality.
T. C. BAKER
.'iffilidted Theatres. Inc.. Indianapolis, hid
GOOD
SAVE

HOUSEKEEPING

CAN

SUB-RUNS— WAXMAN

Please let me explain that, whih' I have been directly in
exhibition as a buyer and booker for thirty five theatres in
weslern Michigan for the past fourteen years, my baptism and
the approach lo mv present status followed twenly one years
in distribution.
The smaller subse(]ueiit-run theatres need not be doomed
(Continued an f'ape 31/
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Only Half Finished
Tlu- importance of stars .uninn into tlic
hinterlands to do a selling jol) for their pictures was pointed up by Jimmy Stewart
after a three-week tour of the country on l)clialf of "The Glenn Miller Story". Their
jobs are '.'nly partly finished wlicti filming is
completed, the gangling favorite believes.
And the stars owe it to themselves and the
industry to shoul<ler some of tlie selling in
today's competitive market. "'Such ])articipation in the selling activities would serve a
two-fold purpose." says Stewart. "The star-would get a tremendous morale boost whih'
at the same time learning a great deal from
mixing with the public. .And they would
send boxoffice figures soaring."
Without mincing words, Stewart compared
the stars' function in a movie with that ol
the animals in a circus parade. "C rowds of
people see the elephants, the lions, the colorful characters, so they want to go to the big
>how. When we go on the road, we employ
the same psychology.
The "(ilcnn Miller" tour, he says was an
eye-opener on star tours. Jimmy met and
talked to exhibitors, press and i>ublic in tlic
various cities and was amazed at their enthusiasm for everything pertaining to Hollywood. "And I'll bet most of those people
arj- now interested in 'The Glenn Miller
Story'," he added, "'{"hat's why stars should
hit the road more. If they did, we wouldn't
have to worry too much about the future ot
our industry."
Those are the words from a star who
travelled 8(X)() miles f)n behalf of a movie he
made, spent all his waking hours in doing a
selling job. Our liat is off to James Stewart,
not only for the selling jr he did, hut for
the inspiration he may have given l<> the
other Hollywood personalities to do the
same.

Morgue
RUE
Warn erColor warner bro:
and
ion
Dimens
m 3
Dimensional eftect is created wiien display
lights up in full color, bringing the phantom
Sock WB Display
to view (above, right). .Available in limited
Those Warner displays are getting fancier
quantity, with light cord and flasher, display
is being sold by Warners at below cost price
with each picture. Beginning with the superof $15.96 from local exchange or directly
dupcr used for "The House of Wax," the
from home office. If exhibitor were to preW r. display men hr.ve been creating a scries
pare individually, says the company, cost
of eye-catchers for their exploitation pictures
would be around a hundred dollars.
that theatremen have been grabbing for,
"Phantom" saturation opening in Clevesince most couldn't he duplicated locally for
land, Cincinnati and Indianapolis areas on
many times the cost. Their latest, for the 31)
l'"eb. 24 is getting a big assist from TV-radio
"IMiantoTU of the Rue Nforgue". is a fivc-fooi
and newspaper campaign. Leading stations
illuminated sliadow box (above) designed to
feeding from each of the cities are bombardgi\e a startling depth effect. Display is 3,"i
ing the airways with a series of 16 special
feet w ide. 1 M> feet deep, and can be raised to
I'urbank studio-prepared TV trailers and a
any dcsire<l height simply by standing it on
batch of radio spots. Special newspaper prochairs or bo.xes covered with crepe paper or
motion and publicity campaign will coincide
with radio-TV barrage in participating tercloth, or even suspended on wall or out front
ritories. And look for that kit WB has on
with special gromet> included with display.
"Phantom" with extension of the pressbook
features.
MGM

Even the ihi'iilremen are tivinp sold hy the pair oj
MGM starlets. Kathryn Reed (left) and Perry
Sheehan. on the road for '"The Long Long Trailer". Signing is Bill Barker of Co-Of) Booking
Service. Omaha, looking happy in Vincent Flynn.
MGM Omaha resident manager.

Jubilee Manual

Nostalgia and progress, the "good old
days" and the great new prospects are combined in Metro's 30th Anniversary Jubilee
Ijressbook. Obtainable at the MGM exchanges, itfeatures the great names of yesteryear that gave Leo his dominant position
in the star system — the beauties, "Thirty
N'ears Of Glamor," from Renee Adoree in
1924's "The Big Parade" to the present —
scenes from epochal Metro films in the three
decades. A special spread is devoted to 11
"Jubilee" picture scenes with mats and copy.
There's a raft of "string-around-the-finger"
suggestions for exploitation stunts for local
pinpointing. If you're a Metro customer,
grab one from your local exchange before
the supply runs out.
(Continued on Page 24)
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Viewpoints
tax.
the
low
gross
'Caesar' Herald
would force the clo
Charles Whittlcr, retired
ad executive of
Metro has a striking four-page tabloid <^ays grossed a little
NOT ALL ARE 'MOST'
used
312
pictures
a
"Julius Caesar," fine for a herald hypo. Froveraging about S800.00
will only be 240 p Young & Rebicam, and winner of the 1953 adpage is a gruesomely arresting shot of bleeding the proscenium, air
vertising award of Printers' Ink magazine, was
ing Caesar (Louis Calhern) with knife in f Slower and
CinemaScope leavi
deep
speaking: "Starting no later than tomorrow,
back, gasping "Ea tu, ISrutc:^" to Brut^ . . ^lo nnn nn well
W ith CinemaScopt
each of us might seek to present each product
(James Mason), with scarehead ..Caes^«mately S12.000.00
age
—
I'll
have
19(
we
serve in such a way that ihe public will have
Slain!". Inside is written with tongue-i;io of CinemaScope did
dates in my other
cheek, using current news format (includir^<^*> .America
complete
confidence in the product, in what wp
.
.
.
ii
is
d
pinuie
uotn
young
and
?AT:rP.w house, so
"inquiring photographer" and letters to the old will love for its music, the while it presay about it and in the company that makes it.
editor) to get authenticity. Back page has
sents a pattern of devotion to home and high
If we do this honestly and widely enough and
space for theatre imprint and playdatc. Great
gimmick, and it's going out free to theatres
playing the picture.

'Stranger' Zooms
Skyrocketing book sales of "Not .\s .\
Stranger", Morton Thompson's frank novel
of modern medicine that Stanley Kramer
will film for United Artists, have reached
the select nmlti-million-copy class. What
with discriminating audience growth, it's a
natural for book tie-ups and UA has helped
this angle along by sending ct)pics of the
original to editors throughout the nation. It
reached first place on the national best-seller
list of the NY Times within three weeks
after publication, bodes a success rivalling
" The Caine Mutin\".

Presshook

principles."
Short Plugs Feature
Columbia is making a one-reeler starring
popular Patti Page singing two tunes from
i:s feature release, "Indiscretion of an
American Wife". Gimmick in this is that
the short, titled "Autumn in Rome," will also
be especially useful as a prologue to the feature to help create thematic mood and will
be available to all theatres for their playdatc
of "Indiscretion." To emphasize importance
of the subject, Columbia has assigned William Cameron Menzies, a top producer-director, and ace cameraman James Wong Howe
to the reel. Sounds like a good idea for an
integrated program.
f Continued on Page 26)

Award

Many thcatrcmcn arc apt to take jar granted that invaluable aid to shoiumanshi,y~the presshook.
For that reason, we devote this space in each issue oj FILM BULLETIN tu recognize those presshooks that hcst serve the needs oj theatre shoivmen. In this issue, the Presshook Award goes to—
ROB ROY
PICTURES
Compactness and boldness have
0«DE> MlIS im NtTIOKIL SCtEfK S!I«IC[
characterized RKO's prcssbooks. In
the ir manual on Walt Disiie\''s
"Rob Roy, the Highland Rogue", it
is especially evident. Each of the
categories, beginning with the allimportant accessories (on inside
cover), then the "facts" — cast,
credit, synopsis, selling points — to
i
supply the theatreman's pertinent
information, and right on through
20 pages to the posters, each department isconsolidated to permit
the showman to choose his exploitation weapons.
Ahove. part oj the pictures page demonstrating mats and
Departme
nts include press cop}.
coin uvailahle. Below, romance, action and drama, as well
l)ictures, features, ads (including
as Disney s "Pecos Bill" short, arc plur.gcd in one oj the ads.
e.xact lineage), a special ad supplement for houses playing the film
FURIOUS ACTION
with the Disney short. "Pecos Bill",
exploitation, TV & radio campaign,
I TO SET YOUR
national ads and tie-ups.
HEART AFLAME!
•■.specially noteworthy: ilie |)ic
A nun of bound\ttt d^rin^
lure page, with mats shown for alland • woman of ilfrprng Urt
c«ugtil in J iirugglf ihjr
audience appeal, exploitation ideas,
rojrcd through Scotland •
nu lhods of utilizing tie-ups and the
hilli 10 rock « nation!
"how"
shell. of selling the show in a luilThis. presshook is in line with the
line in the FM review: ".Something
liir ever\((nc!"
Pdqe 24
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long enough, widespread confidence in advertising will burgeon and grow."
Never before, said the ad sage, had the need
for gaining the public's respect and trust in advertised products been so great. In the fight for
the American way of life and a free world, the
people "pit truth against deceit, honesty againMr.
Whittier has his point — and well taken,
st duplicity."
too — and he could find strong support for his
argument in the new developments in motion
picture advertising techniques. They have grown
in dimension, just as have the screen and the
processes this past year. Look at the campaigns
on the top-drawer films for verification, the
honest ingenuity that sold CinemaScope, and
the other new systems. They're as new and fresh
— and adult — as the motion picture screen has
become. The movie men, inspired by the audience's discriminating demands have met the'r
obligation of giving substance to ihe claims for
the new look in movies. They have gone a lonr)
way in restoring public faith in movie advertisin, just as the movies' industrial revolution has
done.

Milton >ihu(iiti. manager oj the \) (Criterion
with lohhy display announcing the hig If OR-TV
tie-up jcr "Roh Roy" run. Theatre ran B OR
trailer uhout contest in exchange jor Tl pliig^
in lO-din stunt.

Buck up, brother . . . aud look at the bright side
... of the "good neiv clays" just ahead! . . . There's
a whole new era in motion pictures on the horizon
...with CINEMASCOPE,
STEREOPHONIC

3D, WIDESCREENS

SOUND

setting the pace! . . .

And some new HIT PICTURES,
been setting some

and

too . . . that have

ERS, ACCESSORIES and special display items . . .
that herald the coming of this new era in motion
picture history!
Look ahead, brother . . . and start selling
what you've got coming . . . some BIGGER and
BETTER Movies ... in a BIGGER and BETTER
way!

netc records . . . and breaking

some old ones! . . . Aud the PRIZE

BABY's

keep-

ing right in step, too, brother . . . with the TRAIL-

Sell the Bigger
Bigger SHOWMANSHIP!

mmmi,\cyi€m
service
\J pftufBPBr Of ntfrnousmr

SHOWBUSINESS

with

(Continued from Pa^r 24)
Which 'New Face'?
"New I'accs", 20th-l'"ox's new C inemaScope film based on tlic Broadway liil musical which opened at ihe Roxy I'ch. 19. yol
special boosts from a contest based on the
theme of the movie — "Which new face of
I he past year has the best chance to reach
stardom, and why?" and an impressive array
of Gotham's music store windows, featurin;;
displays and a public address hookup plugging the songs. Considering the Big City's
millions of visitors, from all over the country, the "new faces" an,glcs, their voices and
!ianies arc being carried into every corner of
the U. S. The "New Faces" — Ronny Graham, Kartha Kitt, Ribcrt Clary, Alice (ihostley.

'Rob Roy Ballys
The "Rob Roy" showing at the Criterion,
in its third week, got a special hypo via a
three-pronged campaign using newspapers,
comic books and 'VX. Through the dailies,
theatre invited all people whose names were
Rob Roy or Helen Mary MacGregor to be
its guests; Dell Comic Books tied in witli
special blow-ups of the "Rob Roy" comic
book co\er and a tic-in poster on newsstands, subway counters and in Woolworlli
stores; video tie-up was efTected with WORrV for its "High 'I'ension" show in which
theatreture and
runs
a T\'both
trailer,
station
theatre
before
and plu.gs
after picthe
daily half-hour program during film's run.
Prizes to show-listeners included a two-week
vacation for two in I'lorida, mink collar-andcuff set, wrist watch.

'Queen' Hypoes 'Miller'
Capitol Theatre opening of "The (ilcnn
Miller Story" on Broadway was an impressive day-long ceremony beginning at 9:30
a.m. with renaming of Broadway street sign
in front of the house as "Glenn Miller
Square", with Manhattan borough president
and lovely Beth Miller, a former Memphis
disc jockey who was named "Queen of
Clcnn Miller Week", as ])rincipals. Noonday crowds heard the 1st Army Air I'orcc
liand give out with the famed tunes in front
of the theatre. Same was heard in the evening with \arious top band leaders taking
the baton. While models roamed the midtown area with tuned-in portable radios,
seven disc jockeys saluted Miller and the picture. Show was plugged on 30 record airshows for the lOth-day period preceding the
Feb. 10 opening. More than .SO record store
windows were plugging the Decca album
from the sound track.

Glittering New York premiere for Astor opening
of [fniied Artists^ "Act of Love". At top. UA
president Arthur B. Krim and board chairman
Robert S. Benjamin with Benagoss Producticns'
Mrs. Germaine Gossler. Below, huge front display and crowds. Lobby ceremonies went over a
556 Mutual network, were recorded for European
transmission by Voice of America.

Business and humanitarianism don't usually mix, but star Guy Madison is managing
Krnp/uisis nil "l<i< <il boy" was laid by Paul Slayer.
lJurfee (Full River. Mass.) manager, for "Eddie
Cantor .^tory". Record-breaking business resulted,
including 1500 kid customers in to see the youngster who portrays Cantor as a boy.
On

.4l ihr lush "llt'll and Hiffli tt tiirr" iircmivrf in
thr Roxy. rrowds thai were pulled hy the adviini r
liulilirity (above) and Bella Darvi arriving with
Plato Skouras for the red-carpeted event.
P«g« 2&
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Produced »ni Directed by
mduc'm
tHYROilNaNATOlELITVAIC

The Frequencies

Tribute to M-G-M's 30th Anniversary
Jubilee was paid by top variety showmaster
I-",d Sullivan on his "Toast of the Town",
I'eb. 14. Emcee traveled to Hollywood for
this one, managed to squeeze in some 25 live
stars and comers on Metro's roster as well
as preview scenes from "Executive Suite"
and "'The Long, Long 'J'railcr". Co-host in
the hour-long show was Dore Sehary, Metro
studio chief, whose horseplay with Sullivan
was one of the highlights . . . l'"or the next
five weeks, three Warner pictures and several stars will be plugged on the Ralph Edwards "'Truth or ( onsequences" network
airwavcr. hirst will be "The Command,"
with star (iuy Madison selecting names of
listeners to be called on the i)hone by V.dwards during the program . . . Set to follow
arc "His Majesty (J'Keefe" and "'I'he l^oy
Inini < )klahnma" . . . Allied Artists will use
the 26-station ^ ankee network for its New
England saturation campaign for opening of
"Kiot in Cell I'lock 11", beginning with a
week's acKaiUv- before initial booking heb.

's
the combination. 'J"he
star travelled
P. A.young
El Camino Real, California's historic Mission
'Trail, by motorcade and by horseback on
behalf of the Heart Association Fund. Riding tlie sorrel he used in Warners' "'The
Command", Madison headed Heart Fund parades through cities along the route . . .
Lucille I'all and Dcsi Arnaz returned to New
\'ork together for the first time since tiicy
became top TV stars to appear at Radio
City Music Hall for opening of MGM's "'The
Long, Long Trailer" . . . 20th-Fox' "Hell
and High Water" stars, Richard Widmark
and Bella l)ar\i, maintained I'ox' precedent
of bi.g-name appearances at each of their
CinemaScope Broadway openings. Newsreels and a corps of newspaper and wire service lensmen recorded their arrival for the
red-carpet aflfair . . . "Glenn Miller Week"
c|ueen I'eth Miller, prominent in the I'-l
film's debut in New York, is touring Philadeliihia, Pittsburgh and ^'oungstown oti a
similar stint ... As a matter of fact, U-I has
a raft of personalities on the road for its
pictures. In addition to Jimmy Stewart and
Beth .Miller, ( dl. Ed Kirby and Don Hayncs
are working on "(ilenn Miller;" Audie Murphy for "Ride Clear of Diablo"; Miliccnt
i'atrick (sketch artist who helped create the
"Gill-Man") for "( reature from the Black
Lagoon" and Ish-'Ti-Opi, .Apache chieftain
for "Taza, Son of Codiise".

TV

BLUES

A recent issue of Time magazine reporfed
this item: "TV broadcasting may be nearing the
saturation point. The Federal Communications
Commission, in a survey of 83 TV stations in
operation since April 1952. reported that only
16 have an overall profit; the rest are in the
red, with 67 taking losses of from $2,100 to
$14,770 a month."
During the next 30 days, 35 new TV emporiums will begin dispensing their electronic wares
in 31 cities across the country. If these new
stations follow the trend of their predecessors,
only seven of them will be showing a profit come
1956. Even this estimate might be a little high.
Economists are predicting a recession in coming
months. If 67 out of 83 TV stations couldn't
make it out of the red during the golden days of
'52, '53, then what chance have these newcomers in the face of the threatening business
slowdown 7
If the deck isn't stacked against them, there
are still a couple of jokers around to provide
some harassing obstacles. Compatible color
television, first heralded as some sort of video
cornucopia, promises to help these budding
video outlets like a brother-in-law with a boarding-house reach. Take the cost of one color
camera. It lists for a tidy $85,000. And this is
just a single item in a costly, complex operation.
Still another bugaboo lurks behind the technical term, "ultra-high frequency". This is the additional segment of the broadcast band opened
to television stations, over a year ago, when the
FCC lifted the bars on new station construction.
Most new stations will have to operate on UHF.
which poses additional problems for the TV
newcomers.

During the FCC ban on new stations, set
manufacturers only made TV receivers to handle
the conventional very-high frequency range.
Most present sets can't tune in UHF without the
installation of an adapter. Even today, only
about one-third of the new sets are being produced with all-channel tuners. The result: Apathetic audiences are slow to convert to UHF reception In areas having VHF stations. In such a
situation, advertisers are shunning UHF time.
At the end of 1953 there were approximately
350 television stations operating in the U. S.
According to estimates prepared by McCannErickson for Printers' Ink, almost $689 million
was expended on TV advertising in 1953. With
business In general apparently tightening its belt,
it seems doubtful that TV advertising revenues in
1954 will top last year's. Obviously, with more
stations opening every week, either the pie will
be
cut In smaller pieces or somebody will go
hungry.
Anyone Interested in a red ink and aspirin
concession 7 — NEI L

Report
Technical

on
Progress

Bausch & Lomb Lens Production
Rauscli iS: L.omb reports the production
C'iiienia!^copc i)rojcction and camera lenses
will reach a total of 4,(M)() by May 1, the first
anniversary of the optical firm's conversion
to the anamorphic lenses. Retooling plant
facilities last spring at the direction of 2()th
t entury-Fox, H&L has already turned out
.?.610 projection and 227 camera lenses, with
all deliveries ahead of schedule.

New RCA Dyna-Lite Screen
\ new vinyl plastic alumiiuim-pigmentcd
all-purpose screen, reported to bring out the
best in color, black-and-white, 2D, 3D or
wide-screen films is being marketed by RCA.
Designated the Dyna-Lite Silver Screen, it
is claimed to be flame-proof, tear-proof, and
highly moisture-resistant. A special metallic
coating api)lied after the screen is fabricated
provides a uniform reflection surface for 3D
projection.
According to .A. J. Piatt. RCA theatre
cc|uipment sales manager, the seams are iniperceptable being sealed by means of electronic equipment which leaves the entire
seam area smooth, flat, and in the same plane
as the rest of the screen surface. The screen
is fabricated to order in all sizes up to 30 b\'
60 feet, either perforated or unperforated.
Radiant Promotional Display
A large, colorful cloth banner display is
being made available by Radiant Screen
company to exhibitors who wish to promote
.-Xstrolite wide-screen installations to the
public. The banner is 10 feet wide, 2^2 feet
deep and is grommeted for easy hanging on
marquees or in lobbies. Executed in brilliant
colors, the banner makes an attractive eyecatcher to capture attention of passers-b.v.
Altec Stereosound Report
.Mtec reports that a surprising number of
its 7.^0 stereosound installations were in
small theatres, as low as 400 seats. Biggest
stereosound equippcr, Altec says installation
rate is going at 50 a week, with orders running around 60 weeklv.
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

THE STORY
OF A
LOVE
I-\
THAT MADE
WONDERFUL
MUSIC !
All the rhythm...
the romance.. .the songs
and the
The romantic element is combined with
Glenn Miller's f^reat music in the theme
above, used in all phast^^ the promotion.
It appears in the ads. music sheets, disiilays.
local point of co-op ads and accessories.

Immortal

THE

The smash campaign on "The Glenn Miller Story", including the greatest
pre-selling job in Univcrsal's history has been integrated into a pressbook in
which exhibitors will find a bonanza of ideas and inspiration. Capitalization of
the music, the stars, the story of a "a love that made wonderful music" (left) ) is
caught in a 32-page manual distinguished for its utility. It kicks off with the
magazine campaign, totalling 57,000,000 color ads in national publications
throughout the first two months of 1954; stresses the record and juke box sales
by millions of teenagers; exploitation of the Decca album on disk jockey shows;
how to work in his songs and performers into TV and radio, even including a list
of former members of the band and where they can be contacted for p.a.'s.
Among the stunts shown are a co-op page suggestion with a rebus contest, ideas
for openings, etc. Huge variety of ads features musical and romantic angles,
happiness that the now-mythical band leader gave to the world.

Music

Man

&

IT W.\S A N.\TL'RAL for ju.st alujut evcry)ve. Young and old know and lo\ e the legend
md music of Glenn Miller. The elders thrilled
to his music-making in their younger days and
will never forget his tragic death in World
War II : their offspring have relived his music

JUNEfALOSON
■'^■GLENN
MILLER

on radio and juke-boxes. There is a uni\ersal
audience, and no showman worthy of the name
should miss out on this one. There are the
great Miller hits; a heart-tugging, soul-warming story ; big star names in James Stewart ansl
June Allyson. guest stars like Louis Armstrong, France.s Langford, (iene Krupa. The
.Modernaires and more. Universal's all-out
cani])aign, pre-selling and in co-op. should be
the clincher.

IlovetKatman.

ADS
Romance, music and
the warm story of
the film are highlights in the variety
of ads. Note the **of}
the movie page''' and
provocative *7 Love
That Man* copy.

PRESSBDQK

—.

We'RE

His

Romance

MUSIC PROMOTION
Little iRcd be added to the popularity of Glenn
Miller's music, but plenty is in order for i)luggint;.
Melodies he made famous arc in tlic pressbook,
which features a special music promotion spread
desiuiicd for utmost penetration. Among suggestions :

Sell your music stores on idea of all coming in
on a co-op page with your ad in center, pointing
out that combination will create demand for recordings and sheet music.
Get local band leaders, radio and TV stations to
lake ad space in the name of tlicir disk jockeys
who'll be playing the Glenn Miller tunes, distribute the sheet music to them, as well as at local
night spots, hotels and dime store pluggcrs.
^. . n«s uww MO NHHK manST
HI muaOncRn Y" Contact local juke box operators to feature
%^
Milhr records; wherever possible snipe juke-boxes
ONE-SHEET
w ith ;i lie-in sticker.

"OFF THE

MOVIE
WE
WANT PAGE"^52fs^?^
EVERYONE TO
KNOW ABOUT ALL OF THE
WONDERFUL ENTERTAINMENT.
ALL THE WONDERFUL LIVING
IN THE GLENN MILLER STORY!
Mayb«
remember'
the craiyjroayears.,
the good
time*.,
(aod
the bad)...
the wietful dream
that a boy ehared
with
and howhis Kirl...
it sadden^,
miraculously
came
to set
■ nationtrue...
dancing,
singing, listening
to a sound new in
music
besutifulthatandwasgood
and bow it met
great
as the falFillmeDt
world
flamed with war.
Today,
you love
music that
will his
live
as long as hearts
are young, and
always,
rememberyou a will
lovs story
great in its simplicity
...so vsry hitman io
its simpls grestnest.

The voluminous special ex- )
ploltatlon kit (going to more
lhan 1000 iheatres) gives
showmen a publicity, promotion and exploitation bonanza
on the film. Available from
U-l home office.

U. S. Air Force has alerted\
its local commands to cooperate with exhibitors showing the picture — bands, parades, equipment. Contact
them for openings,
radio-TV ^
interviews,
etc.

jC Look for those co-op ad'Sw
suggestions in the pressbook
and kit. Plenty of outlets
for tic-Ins with songs made
famous by Miller, naturals
for the off-the-mo% ie-pago
ad draws.

Full color 40x60 cut-out
standee CNSS supplies)
for lobby. For best
effect, display it against
draped backgrcund.

EXPLOITATION
PICTirRE
of the issue

THE

GLENN

He was a trombonist with ■"music in his head". Dm lie had
something else that few musicians arc privilcticd to attain, a
"tcel" for music. It's what, to a person who plants in the .uround
i> known as a "gardener s thumb". I'lucVed from his audience
at the heij;ht of his career in a plane that dove into the 'Inglisii
Channel during World War II. Major Glenn Miller left a musical legacy that has now made him a m_\th. L'ni\ersal relives his
great music and romance in .Aaron Rosenberg s production, with
James Stewart as the beloved musician, and Miller's own music

MILLER

STORY

on the sound track. The him takes Miller back to 1925, when
he wins a job with Hen Pollack's Californians. his brief reunion
with his college sweetheart (June .Mlyson), a long-distance
phone proposal, their idyllic marriage, and his struggle to organize aband. His "new sound" makes his the top music-man
in America and. at the height of his career, he enlists in the .Air
Corps to become one of the greatest morale-boosters in the
ETO. The tragic end comes when he disappears over the English Channel en route for a special Christmas show in Paris, but
the music he created is still an apex of modern American jazz.
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(Continued from Page 6)
against efforts to "destroy or weaken
the program of self-regulation."
Meanwhile, Eric Johnston said I\K()
is being allowed a "reasonable" time to
appeal the automatic $25,000 penalty by
MPAA on "The French Line" showing
without a Code seal.
Elsewhere on the censorship front,
UA's "Wicked Woman" was banned in
Memphis, and, in the wake of the recent
Supreme Court decision, a bill restricting censorship only to "obscenity and
indecency" was introduced in the Maryland General Assembly.
Kickback

on Leo TV

Show

Metro's 30th Anniversary Jubilee,
which star-spangled Ed Sullivan's full
hour on the network "Toast of the
Town" TV show, had some sour repercussions. Both L. B. Mayer and David
O. Selznick lashed into Dore Schary,
who represented the studio on the show,
for not giving them their due in recounting Metro's development. Mayer, who
helped found M-G-M, was "outraged"
over Schary's ommission of proper credit
lor him (Mayer) and Irving Thalberg;
Selznick bristled at "implication" thai
the present setup was responsible for
"Gone With the Wind". Schary, in an
address at an admen's luncheon, paid
tribute to both Thalberg and Mayer,
claimed that Selznick was "properly
credited" on the show as the producer
of GWTW, and that time limitation.^
prevented full credits. We wouldn't
know because we didn't see the show.
We were in a movie house at the time.
Six Fox CS to June
An even dozen features, si.\ in CinemaScope, will make up 20th-Fox' releases between l-ebruary and June.
There will also be nine C'Scope shorts
during the five-month period. C'Scopers
include: "Hell and High Water" (Feb.),
"Xight People and "New Faces" (Mar.).
"Prince Valiant" (.Apr.), "River of No
Return" (May) anrl " Three Coins in the
I-'ountain" (June).
Four More Leo's for Hall
M-G-M, off to a hot start, on it.s .?()tli
Anniversary Jubilee with "Knights ot
the Round Table" at the Music Hall,
now has four more i)ictures booked consecutively atthe nation's top showplace.
Next to hit the Hall will be " The Long,
Long Trailer," followed l)y "Riiapsody",
"Rose Marie" and "E.xecutive Suite".
Looks like Leo will better his own
impressive J5-week total at the naticjn's
Hall in 1953, with nine M-(i-M pictures
playing an aggregate of 35 weeks.

MYERS' ANNUAL REPORT
A new optimism — and a new set of problems — was
evident in A. F. Myers' report to the Allied States
Ass'n in Cincinnati.
The brighter outlook was spurred by a perked-up
boxoffice in the wake of the new processes, a decrease
in "old style" pre-releases, the "break" by Warners
from mandatory four-track sound in CinemaScope
presentation, good prospects for tax relief, both in
the admissions tax field and individually and corporatively, and unity among exhibitors to oppose equipment requirements, especially on CinemaScope. (The
latter, however, was open to question in light of subsequent developments that swa circuit operators withdrawing from demands for one-track tests, endorsement of 20th-Fox's stand on mandatory stereosound
and other murmurings on the question.)
Many of the problems that confronted theatremen
in 1952, and before, are still dangling — product shortage, competitive bidding, upped admissions, clearances. While introduction of the new media during
1953 has among most exhibitors eclipsed these,
focussed attention on new headaches, Myers called it
"only a passing phase" based on novelty appeal.
The pre-release "menace," he felt, is still present,
"though clothed in a different garb", with 20th-Fox'
policy that all CinemaScope films be played with
four-track sound. "This has the effect (with a few
notable exceptions), of restricting its films to those
key theatres that customarily play on pre-release," he
charged.
Myers called Fox' stand "calamitous", believed it
threatened "to make the disaster complete" by urging
other companies to adopt the C'Scope restrictions.
He charged Metro with aligning with Fox on the
stereosound issue, lauded Warners for its "independence of the 'new trust'," dubbed Paramount " a
silent giant whose plans are still a mystery."
The "vicious cycle" of extended runs and reluctance
to produce to prevent inventory losses, it was claimed,
"spells disaster" for the subsequent run and small
town exhibitors. Those theatres getting the initial
benefit of new processes are "living in a fool's paradise," Myers declaimed. Once novelty appeal is lost,
he said, the public will again demant entertainment
value, as with conventional pictures. "And when firstruns again become normal," Myers added, where are
they going to find replacements for the pictures that
will hold up for only one or two weeks?" The film
problem, he concluded, isn't the "exclusive worry of
any one class o fexhibitors."
Allied's solution? (1) Exhibitors enter production,
or (2) a nationwide campaign to promote attendance
to make the producers' market economically feasible.
Myers invited all other exhibitors organizations to
join in Allied's plan for exhibitor inffuence in production via stockholdings. He asked for an all-out promotional campaign to combat the functions of each
medium, with institutional advertising, under COMPO's guidance, in a "great united push, not for any
particular medium or picture, but for motion picture
entertainment, dis'.inct from and superior to all other
forms of entertainment."

Hughes Sued Again
Howard Hughes' attempt to buy up
all of RKO's stock tripped up against
another minority stockholders' suit in
W'ilinington's Chancery Court. Injunction action was filed by Louis Schiff and
Jacob Sacks of New York to halt the
sale, charging that Hughes was getting
"assets in excess of $97,000,000 . . . for
theRKO
mere board
sum of has
$23,489,478".
recommended that
stockholders accept the Hughes offer of
$6
per share.forA March
stockholders'
is scheduled
18 on the meeting
deal.
Plaintiffs have litigation currently
pending in New York courts charging
mismanagement by Hughes, asking an
accounting of RKO funds and requesting appointment of a receiver for the
company. Damages to the firm, it was
alleged, top the $38,000,000 mark.
People
20th Century-Fox president Spyros P.
Skouras was named Industry Man of
the Year by the Variety Club of Baltimore . . . Republic elected Moray Marcus v. p. of its international corp . . . The
fourth grandchild (a girl) has been presented to Earle Sweigert, Philly U-I
sales mgr by his daughter Mrs. (Major)
Howard D. Reinert, jr., of Pittsburgh
. . . James L. Ecker is Republic's new
Salt Lake City branch mgr . . . Walter
E. Branson has been appointed gen mgr
of RKO Pictures foreign operations . . .
Milton M. Scheiderman joins UA as
managing director in Japan succeeding
Robert M. Lury, who resigned effective
CALLOW C'RAMA AD CHIEF
Everett C. Callow was named
ad-publicity director for Cinerama
last week, replacing John Joseph
who joins the Hilton Hotel organization March 1. Callow, formerly
ad-pub chief for Stanley Warner
Theatres Philadelphia zone, has
been with the or.ganization since
1929, will headquarter in X. V.
1\1). 28 . . . RKO rheatres chief Sol A.
Schwartz accepted motion picture division post of the N.Y. Arthritis and
Rheumatism Foundation. His ad-pub
director
succeeds
Maurice Harry
BergmanMandel
as i)ress
chairmanU-l'sof
CO.MPO . . RKO Winnipeg branch
mgr. Meyer Nackimson is moving over
to till' same post in Toronto, leaving the
job to Barry Myers who is moving up
from salesman . . . I EE's Jonas Rosenfield, jr. named Charles Leonard west
coast i).r. director for the company . . .
Uei)ublic's L..\. branch mgr Jack Dowd
was named Man of the Month for January 1)\ sales chief C. Bruce Newbery.
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THE

SUB-RUN

(Continued jrom Page 22)
IF the exhibitors can afford to modernize: to keep abreast of
the ever-changing techniques: to jiay attention to his own
|)hysical good-houseiceeping : and to become more active willi
his local Service Clubs, and to be honest with himself in dealing with his potential patrons as well as with those with whom
he does business.
There is definitely a future for the average neighborhood
house, only providing the distributors realize that, without the
average neighborhood houses they cannot themselves long
continue to produce and distribute the calibre of product with
which to serve the bigger theatres.
While it appears that the producers and distributors alike
seem to be aiming only at the survival of the first-runs and
key-run theatres, they have not, on a national level made anv
concerted effort from within to overcome those factors which
have been proven futile to try to overcome from without. '"If
vou can't lick 'em — join 'em" might well be applied to our
industry's present situation in this regard.
I know how imperative it is for the j)roducers and distributors tomake and distribute pictures aimed only at the
big-city and first-run key-city patronage.
I know, too, that the bread-and-butter type of picture
which is strictly for the small-town and city sub-run public, is
similarly not acceptable to the first runs in the big cities and
key-towns.
Good housekeeping — modernization and whatever newtechniques are essential to the survival of the small situations,
can only be made possible if and when the producers and distributors serve up the kind of merchandise which can be sold
in the individual community lo Mr. iL Mrs. John Q. Public.
The film rental factor is today creating a terrific hardship on virtually e\ery exhibitor — but given the projjcr pictures this factor will automatic ally adjust itself. Remember. I
have not once said we are not getting good jiroduct. either
from a production standpoint or from the application of new
technology. lJut 1 repeat good product that can t be sold to
the public serves no one's purpose.
CLIVE I{. WAXMAN
Independent Exhibitors Theatre Senire
(irnnd Rnftidsi Mii h.
THOSE

WITH

KNOW-HOW

PROMOTION
WILL

SURVIVE

\\ ilh all the many problems facing the exhibitor today,
perhaps the greatest threat of all. is the small sub theatre. During the war years you will find that these sub run theatres
mushroomed over the country. Now they find themselves overbuilt with television and drive in theatres presenting stiff competition. .Many have already closed, many more will close this
>ear. I believe that the number of sub run theatres that will
continue in operation will be limited in number to those exhibitors who have the know-how in promotion, exploitation
and who are getting out and fighting for the amusement dollar
rather than sitting behind their desks and moaning — "television iskilling me".
Our theatre operation is fortunate in one respect. We
operate in towns of between 2500 and 8000 population,
further, we are one theatre town with no theatre opposition.

DOOMED?

Hut even with these advantages, we have found the going to
be pretty rough with the advent of the new medium. Personall. I feel that television itself is not the direct cause of the
decline in B.O. receipts in some of our towns.
We have found that there never has been a picture made
that will sell itself. Consequently, we are doing everything possible in promotion, exploitation. We are running Jalopy Xites,
Vacation Nites. Dusk Till Dawn Shows, anything new and different to get our patrons back in the theatre habit. Thus far,
these gimmicks have proven quite successful with us.
I think also, that it is time that the distributors make an
initial step and work various co-ops for small town exhibition.
Certainly on a tip picture they should share in the advertising.
Their press books, various mats and etc. should concentrate
more in building small town advertising.
Also, we must learn to keep up with the times. I can remember when the theatre was the center of attraction in any
town. Flashy fronts, lovely interior and a beautiful building.
W e've lost contact. \^ e must begin a renovating program to
put the theatre back in its rightful place. Certainly, the abolition of the 20*;/( excise tax on admissions will be a welcome
event because it will then give many exhibitors, including myself, some necessary and vital capital to begin investing in
this program.
SOI THERN
FUTURE

'SMALL TOWN"

IS NOT

EXHIBITOR

BRIGHT

I will not care to have my name used, but for what benefit
it will be I will briefly give you my opinion to the questions
you asked.
I do not believe the small, subsequent-run theatre is
doomed as such, but many will close and for those remaining
open the going will be tough.
There is a future for the average neighborhood movie
house, but I do not see this future as very bright. So much depends on the location and the community in which the theatre
is operated.
Other theatres will survive and prosper beyond the firstrun and key-runs the ravages of television and other factors,
but the larger theatres will be less affected in the future for
several reasons. Most of them have already felt the full impact
of television and are on the swing back to normalcy. Also, it
appears that production in Hollywood is already slanted towards the large town and key-run operation.
SOUTHEASTERN CIRCITT EXECUTIVE
BOOM

FOR

1st RUNS,

KEYS

In my opinion the small and even a\erage neighborhood
movie theatre does not have an encouraging future. There
are. no doubt, some rare exceptions, but I believe the future in
general is not bright.
There is no doubt in my mind as to the future of the first
runs and key runs. They will survive the ravages of television
and other factors. In fact, with the new techniques being developed and the assurance of really outstanding feature attractions,sincerely
I
believe the best period of our business
lies ahead.
NORTHWEST CIRCUIT OPERATOR
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ARTISTS

December
EYES Bowery Boys. Director Edward Bernds.
PRIVATE
Producer Ben Schwalb. Comedy melodrama. When one
of the Boys develops mind reading power, the others
capitalize on the gift, unform acoverdetective
a fur theft agency
(>ang. 44to min.
TEXAS
BADMAN Vincent
Wayne M.
Morris.
Director
Lewis D.Younq
CoJlins. Producer
Fennelly.
Western.
sheriff tracks down outlaws, finds leader is his father,
who later sacrifice: hi: life to »ave son. i2 min.
January
GOLDEN IDOL, THE Johnny Sheffield. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle melodrama. Bomba, accidentally in poisessjon of a valuable statue, fights motley
group seekin'^ the treasure. 71 min.
WORLD FOR RANSOM Dan Duryea, Gene Lockhart,
Patrick Knowles. Director Robert Aldrlch. Producers Bernard Tabakin and Aldrich. Suspense melodrama. Adventurer foils kidnap plot involving nuclear scientist. 82 min.
YUKON ducerVENGEANCE
Kirby Director
Grant, Monte
ProWilliam F. Broidy.
WilliamHale.
Beaudine.
Melodrama. Disguised Canadian Mountie uncovers
mystery mail robberies committed by trapper using
trained <:iant bear. 48 min.
February
CITTER CREEK Bill Elliott. Director Thomas D. Carr.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Out to avenge
death of his murdered rancher brother, Elliott picks
upshowdown
friends battle.
and sweetheart
who save him in the
74 min.
IIICHWAY DRAGNET Richard Conte, Joan Bennett,
V/anda Hendrix. Director Nathan Juran. Producer
V/illiam F. Broidy. Suspense melodrama. Hitch-hiking
e>-Marine becomes involved in murder, becomes object
of a five-state manhunt. 71 min.
RIOT IN CELL CLOCK 11 Neville Brand, Leo Gordon,
Cjrieton Youn';. Producer Walter Wanger. Director
Den Sie'^el.andPrison
riot spreads
until
Gcvernor
Statemelodrama.
Militia areJailcalled
in to quell
the prisoners. 80 min.
March
DaACONFLY SQUADRON John Hodiak, Barbara Britton, truce Bennett. Director Lesle;- Selander. Producer
John Champion. War drama. Rigid disciplinarian takes
over Korean airfield before invasion, is wounded in air
dttjck, but his trained fl/ers come to the rescue. 84 min.
PARIS PLAYBOYS Bowery Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Huntz Hall is
sent to Paris believed to be a French scientist, concocts
a formula that proves even more potent than the
original scientist's. 42 min.
LOOPHOLE Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Hui:hes. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parson:. Drama. Bank teller, $50,000 short in his
accounts, track- down phonv bank examiner, recovers
loot and iob. 80 min.
A pril
ARROW IN THE DUST Technicolor. Sterling Hayder,
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goeti. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory,
is regenerated
min. through
PRIDE OP THE BLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges, Vera Miles
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes Goeti
Racetrack drama. Filmed in color. Ambitious racehorse trainer noes bii3 time, comes to earth when kid
jockey rides horse trainer had saved to victory. 71 min
Coming
DESPERADO, THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
GHOST de
OF Carlo.
O'LEARY,Barry
THE Fitzgerald.
Technicolor.Csmedy.
David Niven,
Yvonne
Irish
fantasy -'•♦h comic flavor. 80 min.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris Director
Lewis D Collins Producer Vincent M Fennelly
FILM

December
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Director Spencer G.
Jungle melodrama.
Jim tangles with madBennet.
scientist drugging animals. 48Jungle
min.
NEBriASKAN, THE
Technicolor. Phil Carey Roberta
Haynes. Producer 3D
Wallace MacDonald.
Director Fred
F. Sears.
scout tries to get fair trial
for Indian Western.
pal accusedArmy
of murdering
chief. 48 min.
January
CAD
FOR
EACH
OTHER
Lizabeth Scott.
Director Irving Rapper.Charlton Heston,
William Fadiman.
Drama. Younn doctor out Producer
of Army is misled into an
easy life as a society medico b:' wealthy spoiled divorcee, but mine explosion uncovers his true worth when
he risks his life to save trapped workers.
83 min.
DRUMS
OF
TAHITI
3D
Technicolor.
Dennis
O'Keefe
Patricia Medina. Director William Castle. Producer
Katzman. Costume melodrama. American in TahitiSarriis
persuaded to smuggle in rifles to overthrow French
rule. Marriage of convenience turns out to be real thing,
despite hurricanes and volcanic eruptions. 73 min,
EL ALAMEIN Scott Brady. Director Fred F. Sears. Producer Wallace MacDonald. War melodrama. An AmeriMontgomery's forces returns to El Alamein to
relivecan inwith flashback
the great victory won there and find
the cirl he had loved. 47 min.
PARATROOPER Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Lee Genu. Director Terence Young. Producers Irving Allen. Albert
R. Broccoli. War melodrama. Training
of Paratroopers
in Britain climaxed bj attempt to take German stronghold in Africa. Interwoven li love story between Laad
and newcomer SusanFeStephen. 87 min.
bruary

INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones, Montgomery Cliff. Director Vittorio de Sica
Producers David O. Selznick and de Sica. Drama. Made
in
Italy, film.
T'Bicycle Thief'l de Sica's first English
language
IRON GLOVE, THE Technicolor. Rober tStack, Ursula
Thiess.
Director adventure
William Castle.
Sam Katzman. Historical
drama. Producer
Swashbuckler
built j
around Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne.
MAD MAGICIAN, THE 3D Vincent Price, Mary Murphy,
Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy. 1
Horror melodrama. Illusion cenius prevented by his
boss
creati'^n?
as a state magician, ]
murdersfromhim,usin:
assumes his
identity.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey, Douglas Kennedy. {
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment of rifles to out.oost completes his mission despite harrassing by Apaches, treachery and romance.
MIAMI Sam
STORY,
THE Barry
Sullivan,
Producer
Katzman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience:
to expose crime syndicate.
i
SARA'CEN
CLADE.
THE
Technicolor.
Ricardo
Montalban
Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wi|. '
liam Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swashbuckler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge hii
father's murder, going to the Holy Land in Crusades.
DRIVE A CROOKED ROAD Mickey Rooney. Director
Richard
Quine. Producer
JonieintoTaps.
Drama. gang
A pint-size'
auto mechanic
is inveigled
a holdup
by a,
pretty
cirl.
Girl
re.nents
as
she
falls
in
love
with
th€|
guy, aids him in breaking up the gang.
WHITE
Reed,Lewi:
Robert
Francis. Western
Dircc I
tor Phil FEATHER
Karlson. Donna
Producer
P.achmil.
Doctor
at
frontier
Arm.'
post
incurs
enmity
of
fellovt
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
I. F. E.

CHARGE OF THE LANCERS Technicolor. Paulette Goddard, Jean Pierre Aumont. Director William Castle.
Prod ucer Sam Katzman. Romantic adventure. Lancers,
aided by new cannon, take su.oposedly impregnable
naval base at Sebastapol durinn Crimean War. 74 min.
MISS SADIE THOMPSON 3D Technicolor. Rita Hayworth, Jose Ferrer, Aldo Ray. Director Curtis Bernhardt. Producer Jerry Wald. Melodrama with music.
the Somerset
of "entertainer"
aFrom
tro.oical
island whoMaugham
becomes story
involved
with a batch onof
Mjrines and fanatical, hypocritical missionary. ?l min.
JiSSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor. Brett
King, Barbara Lawrence. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Western melodrama. Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
out to ';et the loot of the notorious bandit. In showDaltons are
out to down
be bjttle.
Confederate
bills. wiped
45 min.out and money turns
March
BAIT Cleo Moore, Hugo Haas, John Agar. Directorproducer Hu;o Haas. Outdoor drama. Old prospector marries
prett.- partner
cirl and with
involver
plot toa
murder
his youmj
whomherhe inshares
rich gold strike.
BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor George Montgomery. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Western drama. Spit and polish officer tries to
run fort inwhathostile
by the "book".
After
learning
real Indian
fightingterritory
is, he succeeds
in arranging
peace with cunning redskin leader.
ir SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU Judy Holliday, Peter
Lawford. Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Comedy. Girl, yearning for fame, invests her
savings to have her name in liijhts on Broadway sign.
Resultant fame and furor disillusions her, drives her
into arms of young idealistic photographer. 87 min.
WILD ONE. THE Marlon Brando. Director Laslo Banedek.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Melodrama. Band of hotrodders terrorize town until indignant citizens force law
to clamp down. Eventual regeneration of ringleader
comes through love and
Coinnate
mingdecency. 7t min.

December
\
LURE OF THE SILA English. Silvana Mangano, Vit j
torio
De Laurentis.
Directoi'it!
Duilio Gassman.
Colatti. Producer
Melodrama.Dino Story
of vendetta
mountainous Sila region of Italy in which Manganc
avenges death of her mother and brother. 74 min.
TIMES GONE BY Subtitled. Gina Lollobrigida, Vit
torio De Sica. Director Alessandro Blasetti. Drama
Six short story classics each suggesting an aspect o
the earthy, lusty, sentimental character of thi
Italian people. 104 min.
January
DESTINATION MATRIMONY
Subtitles. Eduardo D<
Filippo,
Titina
De
Filippo.
Savanzati-Titanus
produc'
tion. Comedy. Municipal employee takes bribes
fo !
issuing special permits. With the money he tries t<'
marry his daughters to rich men. 94 min.
[
GOLDEN COACH. THE Technicolor. English. Ann.,
Magnani.
Delphinus
Hoche
production.
Director
Jeai
Renoir. Drama. 105 min.
{
GREATEST LOVE. THE English. Ingrid Bergman, Alex|
ander Knox. Ponti-De Laurentis production. Directoi
Roberto
Rossellini.
Drama.
for
meaning
in her February
life. !I4Story
min. of a woman's searcl|
SENSUALITA
English. Eleanora
Drago.FracassiJ
Ponti'
De Laurentis production.
DirectorRossi
Clemente
Drama. "Bitter Rice"Coming
story of two men and a girl ii|
the wheat fields of Italy. VI min.
'
ANITA GARIBALDI Italian. Subtitles. Anna Magnani;
Raf Vallone. Directors Goffredo Allessandrini, Franc<i
Rosi. Drama. Story of Garibaldi's battle to unite Ital
in mid-l9th
wife'sdeath.
loyalty95andmin.braver
in
the cause,Century
causingandherhistragic

LIPPEHT
CAINE MUTINY, THE Technicolor Humphrey Bogart,
Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray, Robert
Francis. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
December
Kramer Sea dram^. From the famed best-seller by
LIMPING
MAN,
THE
LloydDirector
Bridges,Charles
Moira deLister.
Pre
Herman Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy deducer Donald Ginsberc
Lautour
stroyer. Bogart plays a neurotic captain, Johnson the exMurder drama. American traveler in London witnesse
ecutive officer, MacMurray is the prissy Keefer, Ferrer
a killing, becomes involved in a mystery that winds u
the defense attorney for the mutineers and newcomer
at a variety theatre where a magician is revealed a
Francis the Princeton lad who gets a ship of his own.
file
"Limping Man " killer. 74 min
FATHER BROWN Alec Guiness. Joan Greenwood. DiTERROR STREET Dan Duryea, Elsy Albiin. Prodtce
rector Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
Anthony
Hinds. Director Montgomery Tully. Murde
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for drama. Air Force pilot is suspected of killing his wife
has
34
hours
to prove his innocence and exposes
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
blackmail ring responsible for the murder. 83 min.
HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
Mark "^obson. Producers lrvin'7 Allen, Albert Broccoli.
Sea a'^venture. Murder an*^ elements combine to make
January
complication for x-Nav.' s'-ip'^er in the Antarctic.
BLACK GLOVE Alex Nicol, Eleanor Summerfield. Mui
HUMAN BEAST, THE Glenn Ford. Gloria Grahame,
der drama. Producer Michael Carreras. Director Tei
ence Fisher. Jaiz trumpet star is suspected of klllin
Broderick Cravforr'. Director Fritz ' an^. Melodrama.
Korean war ve*eran become^ involve'^ with married
a blonde singer, but after many fights, threats of vie
woman w^o sells herself an':^ becomes a partner In on
lencethe and
attempted poisoning, he pins the blam
real anslayer.
murder to achieve selfish ends
BULLETIN — THIS
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LIPPERT (Contmuad)
IhOUTWOOO THRIU-MAKEIS Jamas Glaaton. Sill
IHanry. Producar Maurica Kodoff. Oiractor Barnard
tay. Advantura drama. Small town boy comat to
Hollywood at a itunt man, marriat and quits tha qama,
but first parformt a daring plana crash to aid widow
of his best friand. iO min.
WHITI FItE Scott Brady, Mary Castla. Producers
Robart S. Baiter, Monty Barman. Director John Gilling.
Mystery
Ship'sfindsofficer
seekingmixed
missing
suspecteddrama.
of murder
the latter
up inbrother
smuggling ring, and with help of a night club singer rounds
up the gang and proves his brother's innocence. 82 min.
February
9UEEN ducerOFMarioSHEBA
Leonora
Ruffo,
GinoFrancisci.
Cervi. ProFrancisci.
Director
Pietro
Biblical spectacle. Queen of Sheba leads her armies
against Solomon's
in Jerusalem,
1000 B.C.,
captured
and makes forces
her escape.
After a battle
and anis
avalanche, she is freed of "marriage" vows to pagan
qo4i
and marries
Solomon's
son. 99 min.
WE WANT
A CHILD
Ruth Breinholm,
Jorgen Reenberg.
Directors
Alice
O'
Fredericks,
Lau Lauritien.
Married
young
girl
desiring
child
cannot
haveDrama.
one,
while her best friend has an unfortunate affair
and
bears an unwanted child. Finally young wife becomes
expectant and audience witnesses actual birth of baby.
March
FANGS OF THE WILD Charles Chaplin, Jr., Onslow
StevensL Producer Robert L. Lippert, Jr. Director
William Claxton. Murder drama. Boy and his dog are
only witnesses to a cold-blooded killing in the woods.
Boy's story Is not believed until the murderer's wife
establishes
truth, causing a chase In which the lad's
life
is threatened.
BLACKOUT Dane Clark, Belinda Lee. Producer Michael
Carreras. Director Terence Fisher. Murder drama. A
down-and-out war veteran Is offered a $1000 mystery
. I iob
by a girl
whoseveteran
father until
is later
murdered, throwing
suspicion
on the
he establishes
that the
i girl's mother was responsible for the kllllnfj.
A pril
I,* COWBOY, THE Eastman
Color. Producer-director,
Elmo Williams. Documentary feature. Photographed
in color on actual Southwest locations, story relates tha
American
cowboy's
life Hillary
from pioneer
days Producer
to now.
HEAT WAVE
Alex true
Nicol,
Brooke.
Anthony Hinds. Director Ken Hughes. Murder drama.
Faithless wife allows husband to drown a young novelist, an unwitting accessory, keeps silent but tells police
after widow jilts him.
11)1* METRD-GQLDWYN-MAYER
December
EASY TO LOVE Technicolor. Esther Williams, Van Johnson, Tony Martin. Producer Joe Paiternak. Director
Charles Walters. Aquatic Musical. Romantic triangia
in Cypress Gardens amid colorful swimming and
water-skiing productions. 94 min.
ESCAPE FROM FORT BRAVO Ansco Color. William
Holden, Eleanor Parker. Producer Nicholas Nayfack.
Director John Sturges. Western melodrama. Adventure
In Civil War period dealing with rebel prisoners in a
Union stockade located in the desert. 98 min.
January
GIVE A GIRL A BREAK Technicolor. Marge and Gower
Champion, Debbie Reynolds. Producer Jack Cummlngs
Director Stanley Donen. Musical
Three young
actresses
fight for starring role comedy.
Broadway musical
when the name
star walks out. 82inmin.
GREAT DIAMOND
THE Red Skelton. Cara
Wil hams. Producer ROBBERY.
Edwin H. Knopf. Director
Robert
Z. Leonard. Comedy. Young
diamond cutter dreams
of locating his long lost family and getting chance
cut a fabulous diamond. Phony family materlallies andto
tricks the diamond cutter Into stealing
the gem. 49 min.
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE CInemaScope Color
Magnificence. Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner. Producer
Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard Thorpe Historical
adventure drama. Tale of King Arthur's ascension
the throne of England, his turbulent reign and eventualto
death,
complicated
for the knight
Lancelot.byI 15hij
min. wife Guinevere's love
February
LONG, LONG TRAILER. THE Ansco Color. Lucille Ball,
Desi Arnai, Mariorle Main. Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Director Vincente Minnelll. Comedy. Trials and tribulations of family life In a trailer. 94 min.
SAADIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer, Rita
Gam. Producer-director Albert Lewin. Costume melodrama. East-meets-West story of love and violence
in the Ki^orrocan desert. 80 min.
March
ROSE MARIE CinemaScope-Kodacolor. Ann BIyth,
Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas. Producers Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. and Lawrence Welnnarten. Director
Mervyn LeRoy. Musical outdoor drama. Romance and
murdertiful girl,
In athetrapper
Canadian
woods 102
Involving
and north
a mountle.
min. a beauTENNESSEE CHAHP Ansco Color. Shelley WI nters,
Dewey Martin, Kecnan Wynn. Producer Sol Baer Fielding. Director Fred M. Wilcox. Comedy. Prize fighter
who believes the Lord is in his corner and his slick
manager
becomeriver-front.
Involved with
a blond bombshell along
tha Mississippi
73 min.
April
EXECUTIVE SUITE William
Holden, Barbara Stanwyck.
June Allyion. Frederic March. Walter Pidgeon, Paul
Douglas. Drama. Effect the death of a president of
a laroe firm has on the first 6 vice-oresidents. 104 min.
FILM

©YP$Y COLT Ansco Color, Donna Corcoran Ward
Bond, Frances Daa. Producers William Grady Jr. and
Sidney Franklin Jr. Oiractor Andrew Marton. Drama.
refuseshim.to 72 accept
colt raised
Afromspirited
the littleblack
girl who
min. separation
RHAPSODY Technicolor. Eliiabath Taylor. Vittorio Gassman. Producer Lawrence Waingartan. Director
Vidor. Lova story. A beautiful woman in EuropeCharles
holds
the lives and music careers
miofngtwo
hands. Background of Co
classical
music.young
115 artists
min. in her
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John
and temperaments
Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican
get a workout
velopment of a new torpedo explosive. during the deFLAME AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner,
Pier Angell, Carlos Thompson. Producer Joe Pasternak.
Director Richard Brooks. Rmantic drama. Beautiful girl
drifting around world from one love affair to another
becomes Involved in web of Intrl'^ue and romance.
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher In a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the problem of sharing her
living room
13 males.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason, Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Joseph L. Manklewici. Historical
drama. A:sassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Cassius et al. 121 min.
PARAMOUNT
December
HERE COME THE GIRLS Technicolor. Bob Hope
Arlene Oahl, Tony Martin, Rosemary Clooney. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Claude BInyon. Comedy-musical.
The oldest chorus boy on Broadway accidently becomes
a star when leading man drops out because of a murder threat, thus becoming object of killer. 78 min.
January
CEASE
Gl's In War
Korea.
Producer
Wallls.In
Director FIRE
Owen3D.Crump.
drama.
PatrolHalaction
final day of fighting In Korea. 75 min.
FOREVER FEMALE Ginger Rogers, William Holden,
Paul Douglas. Phoducer Pat Duqqan. Director Irving
Rapper. Comedy. Maturing stage actress fights to
keep her hold on youth by playing youTig roles. Her
ex-husband producer hopes to remarry her, but plans
are complicated when she falls for playwright. 93 min.
JIVARO Technicolor. Fernando Lamas, Rhonda Fleming. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Edward Ludwig.
Adventure-drama. A pretty American girl goes to find
her sweetheart in the Amazon jungle. Is aided by jungle
trader with whom she falls In love after learning
of death of fiance. February
9t min.
ALASKA SEAS Robert Ryan, Jan Sterling. Producer
Mel Epstein. Director Jerry Hopper. Adventure drama.
Salmon fishermen plagued with thieves robbing their
traps,
break the
annrj with
when onef-e ofsweetheart
fleet becomes
Involver'
the thieves.of 78fishing
min.
MONEY FROM HOME 3D Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallls. Director George
Marshall.debted toComedy.
a booMe Horseplayer
kino. Orderedbecomes
to fix heavily
a race Into
pay off he calls in veterinary Interne pal who blows
up plot. 100 min.
March
NAKED JUNGLE Technicolor. Eleanor Parker, Charlton
Heston. Producer George Pal. Director Byron Haskln.
Adventure drama. South American plantation owner
considers his mail-order wife too elegant for rough
jungle life. She proves herself when plantation is attacked by hordes of soldles ants. 95 min.
RED GARTERS Technicolor. Rosemary Clooney, Jack
Carson. Guy Mitchell. Producer Pat Duggan. Director
George Marshall. Western musical comedy. Fanciful
yarn
revolves
arrivalKiller
in California
town to
avenge around
death ofMitchell's
his brother.
turns out
to be best friend of Mitchell. 91 min.
AprilTechnicolor. Bob Hope,
CASANOVA'S
NIGHT
Joan
Fontaine. BIG
Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman
McLeod.anova IsComedy.
mistaken
for the ofloveranother
Cashired to Hope,
test the
faithfulness
man's fiancee.

Coming
■LIPHANT WALK Technicolor. Eliiabath Taylor. D«n«
Andrawi. Producar Irving Aihar. Director William
Oiatarla. Drama. Girl married to taa plantation owner
in Caylofl. falls in lova wHti hit foreman and plant to
run crisis
away thewithfinds
him.shePlague
#rikai,her her
lovar diet, and
in
still loves
husband.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaya, Mai
Zetterling. Producers and directors Norman Panama
and Malvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquiit in
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
marriage
finds involved
the female
psychiatrist
same complex, becomes
in spy
plot and has
murder.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Lei-rh. Producer Paul Jones. Director Nornvan
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly anis dylnn
poisonJaneting Leigh.
and nounces
he thatIsJerry
given Lewis
one last
fling ofat radiation
life by reporter
SABRINA FAIR Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
William Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
Comedy. after
Two she
rich return;
brothersfromfalla for
chauffeur's
daughter
yeartheir
In Paris.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Nicole ducerMaurey,
Mitchell,
Robert Young.
ProMel Epstlne.Thomas
Director
Jerry Hopper.
Melodrama.
American pilot stranded In Peru ioin; a renegade in
searching for lost Inca treasure.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontISpectacle.
OeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarlni.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. BIng Crosby, Danny
Kaye,
Producer
Robt.
E.
Oolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney.
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtlz. Musical.
Two World
War !!comebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war,
beInvolved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show.
REPUBLIC
December
CHAMP FOR A DAY Alex Nicol, Audrey Totter, Charles
Wlnninger,
HopeAction
Emerson.
Asso. producer-director
William A. Seiter.
melodrama.
A young heavyweight
finds his mananer missing, and risks the danger of
tangling
a gang of loc.al 90gamblers
secret of with
his disappearance.
min. to uncover the
RED RIVER SHORE Rex Allen. Producer Rudy Ralston.
Director Harry Keller. Western. Allen discovers a respected rancher Is plotting a swindle by reporting a
fake oil discovery on his ranch and selling shares
to fellow-citizens. 54 min.
January
TRENT'S
LAST Welles.
CAST Michael
Margaretby Lockwood, Orson
ProducedWilding,
and directed
Herbert
WIIc6x.
Mystery
drama.
E.
C.
Bentley's
famous
detective, Philip Trent, suspects the widow and
the
secretary in the death of a financial tycoon, uncovers
plot within a plot. 90February
min.
CRAZYLEGS
HIrsch,
Lloyd Francis
Nolan, Lyon.
Joan Sport
Vohs.
Producer Hall EIroy
Bartlett.
Director
drama.
Life of football
All-Amerlcan
Hirschstarring
from
his high school
days up"Crazylegs"
to his present
role with the Los Angeles Rams. 87 min.
SEA OF LOST SHIPS John Derek, Wanda Hendrix,
Walter Brennan, Richard Jaeckel. Action melodrama.
Two young me who have grown up together fall out
because of a girl, but are reunited in fighting the
dangers of the arctic while on ice patrol with ihe
U. S. Coast Guard. 85 min.
March
FLIGHT
NURSE
Joan
Leslie,Air Forrect
Tucker.assigned
Directorto
Allan Dwan. War drama.
Force nurse,
Korean duty, at first more Interested In locating her
sweetheart than In doing her duty. Is molded by war
Into woman of heroic and responsible stature. 90 min.
GERALDINE John Carroll, Mala Powers, Stan Freberg.
Producer Sidney Picker. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Comedy with music. Tin
Pan Alley publicity girl disApril
covers young college music Instructor with golden
voice. Interested only Coming
In folk songs, eventually interests
him in popular music and a marriage license. 90 min.

HELL'S HALF ACRE Wendell Corey, Evelyn Keyes,
Elsa Lanchester. Associate producer-director John H.
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
In 1941 but his crlme-rldden past destroys hope for
the revival of marriage. 91 min.
MARCH SUMMARY
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
March will sm a total of 31 features
love of gunman who helps her against group of antlrallroad ranchers Is worth more than money she
released, qive or take an independent film
dreamed of making If railroad crossed her land.
here or there. Included will 15 in color,
JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie,
Forrest Outdoor
Tucker. drama.
Associate California
producer-director
JosephandI.
Kane.
trader meets
two in Cinemascope and five in 3D.
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic complications when she learns he has a son by unmarried
Spanish girl . I 03 min.
^
es
ur
erns; the
nt
ve
Ad
5
is as follows: 4 Westduc
l
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, Marprols; t, medibresea.k-de
ofica
garetWilcox.
Lockwood,Drama.
Forrest Respectable
Tucker. Producer-director
Her; es
s
ADr
amtoastyp
3 Co
2 Mus
L17
bert
schooner captain
tries to save girl and Illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she Is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy.
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REPUBLIC (ConHnued)
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally. Associate
producer-director
William Seiter.
Drama.
Woman newspaper
owner is confronted
with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans to get revenge by ruining life of their daughter.
OUTCAST, THE Trucoior. John Derek, Joan Evans. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director Bill Witney.
Western.
war against
unscrupulousYoun'j
unclewesterner
to recoverwa^es
stolenran'^e
heritage.
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
of Shanghai's International Settleagainst Red
police.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker, Orson Welles. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure ronance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the owner.
RKD
January
KILLERS FROM SPACE Peter Graves, Barbara Bestar.
Producer-director W. Lee Wilder. Science fiction.
Nuclear scientist prevents the conquest of Earth by
Invaders from another planet.
February
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES IGoldwyn Re-release).
Myrna Loy, Frederic March. Teresa Wright, Dana
Andrews. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director William Wyler. Drama. 170 mins.
FRENCH LINE 3D Technicolor. Jane Russell, Gilbert
Roland. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Lloyd
Bacon. Musical comedy. Jilted at the altar because
she has too much money, Texas millionairess takes
cruise on LIberte. Inco'^nlto. she sets out to find husband who will love her for herself alone. 102 min.
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER (Reissue). Loretta
Young, Robert MItchum, William Holden. 93 min.
ROB ROYducer Perce
Technicolor.
Todd.Disney
ProPearce. Glynis
DirectorJohns,
HaroldRichard
French.
live-action costume drama. From Daniel Defoe story
of Scottish hero who led rebellion against tyranny of
British governors until King George I relieved the situation in admiration for Rob Roy's exploits. 87 min.
SHE COULDN'T
SAY NOSparks.
Robert Director
Mitchum,Lloyd
JeanBacon.
Simmons. Producer Robert
Comedy. Poor-IIttle-rlch-girl learns people in Arkansas
town saved her life when she was a baby. Her secret
money
townspeople disrupts their barter-system
economy.gifts89tomin.
VALLEY OF THE SUN (Reissue) Lucille Ball, James
Craig. 84 min.
March
CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Steve
Cochran. Producers Frank and Maurice King. Director
KurtfreeNeumann.
Melodrama.
Strugglefor ofa carnival
a young heel
girl
to
herself from
her fascination
who
causes
her
high-diving
partner's
death.
She
does
and carny strong man kills heel In a ferris-wheel chase.
DANGEROUS MISSION 3D Technicolor Victor Mature,
Pioer Laurie Vincent Price. Wm. Bendix. Producer Irwin Allen. Director
Kin-.outMelodrama.
after
witnessing
a murder,Louishides
in GlacierGirl,
National
Park to escape killer. Chase results with police trying
to find her before killer does.
ENCHANTED COTTAGE (Reissue). Dorothy McGuire,
Robert Young, Herbert Marshall. 91 min.
TALL IN THE SADDLE (Reissue). John Wayne. 87 min.
April
MR. BLANDING BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE (Reissue)
Cary Grant. Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas. 94 min.
PINOCCHIO (Reissue). Disney. 87 min.
SAINT'S
Hayward,
Naomi Chance.
Producer GIRL
JulianFRIDAY
Lesser.Louis
Mystery
comedy-drama.
Saint
even score with gamblers for curder and ruination
of youths.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetilaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of SInbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson & Forrest, Price 4 St. Cyr.
THEY
BELIEVE
ME 95IRelssue)
Susan Hayward.
Robert WON'T
Young. Jane
Greer.
min.
Coming
BADMAN'S TERRITORY I Reissue) Randolph Scott 98 min.
SPANISH 100MAIN
Henreld.
minutes.(Reissue) Maureen O'Hara, Paul
THING, THE IRelssue) Producer-director Howard
Hawks. Science-fiction melodrama. 87 min.
STATIONS WEST (Reissue) Dick Powell. 92 min
GUNGA DIN IRelssue) Cary Grant, Victor McLaqlen,
Douglas
Fairbanks. Jr. Producer-Director John Ford.
117 minutes.
LOST
PATROL
off, Glenn
Ford. IReissue)
73 min. Victor McLaglen. Boris KarlDIG RAINBOW Technicolor Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland. adventure
Producer Harr.'drama.
Tatelman. Director John Sturges.
Romantic
FILM

DESPERATE MEN Technicolor. John Payne, Dan Duryea,
LIzabeth Scott. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citiien accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlln. Romantic comedy.
20TH

CENTURY-FDX
November
HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE CInemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe. Betty Grable, Lauren Bacall,
David Wayne, Rory Calhoun, Cameron Mitchell. Producer Nunnally Johnson. Director Jean Negulesco.
Comedy. Three penniless models rent ultra swank
penthouse to capture rich husbands with resultant
comedy of errors finding and marrying for love. 96 min.
INFERNO (Also 3D) Technicolor. Robert Ryan, Rhonda
Fleming, William Lundlgan. Producer W. Bloom. Director R. Baker. Drama. Rich wastrel, left to die in
desert by scheming wife and her lover, becomes a
man in struggle to survive and leaves plotters to
ravages of conscience. 83 min.
December
BENEATH THE 12-MILE REEF CInemaScope Technicolor. Robert Wagner, Terry Moore, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Robert Bassler. Director Robert D. Webb.
Adventure-drama. Peril; of sponce divers interwoven
in stor.' of father-son relationship, clashes between
sponge-fishermen, and youn'3 romance. 102 min.
MAN CRAZY Neville Brand, Christine White. Producers
S. Haromn. P. Voran. Director !. Lerner. Documentary
drama. Teenage girls seek glamour and excitement in
Hollywood after stealing bootlegger's money. 79 min.
MAN IN THE ATTIC Jack Palance. Constance Smith,
Byron Palmer. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Hugo
Fregonese. Mystery melodrama. Psychopathic boarder
commits nlnht murders, with pretty women as his victims. About to kill a girl he has fallen in love with,
the twisted mind uncoils and takes own life. 82 min.
January
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM (Reissue) Gregory Peck, Vincent Price.
RoddyJohn
McDowall.
Producer137 Joseph
klewici.
Director
Stahl. Drama.
min. ManKING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES CInemaScope Technicolor. Tyrone Power. Terry Moore. Producer Frank
Rosenberg. Director Henry King. Adventure drama.
Half-breed British officer in 19th century India becomes
a deserter to demonstrate his right to equality In the
Army and In romance with General's daughter. 99 min.
THREE YOUNG TEXANS Technicolor. MItii Gaynor.
Jeff Hunter, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Henry Levin. Western drama. Friendship between pair of cowboys and nirl becomes imperiled when one is suspected of train robbery. Turns
out other is guilty. Is killed after repentance. 78 min.
February
HELL AND HiGH WATER CInemaScope Technicolor.
Richard WIdmark. Bella Darvl, Cameron Mitchell, David
Wayne. Adventure drama. Touch captain and motley
crew
use submarine
on special
missionoftoex-U.
thwartS. asailors
conspiracy
to start World
War
III by an atomic bomb incident. 103 min.
MISS ROBIN CRUSOE Pathecolor. Amanda Blake.
George Nader. Producer-director Encene Frenke.
March
NEW FACES CInemaScope Eastman Color. Ronny Graham, Eartha KItt. Producer Edward Alperson. Director
Harry Horner. Musical.
NIGHT PEOPLE CInemaScope Technicolor. Gregory
Peck, Broderick Crawford. Rita Gam. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama. Efforts of an American officer in Berlin to untangle red tape to negotiate
return
youngcomplicates
soldier kidnapped
by Reds.
wealthy offather
by attempting
briberyG.l.'s
and
barter of two people wanted by Communists for return
of his son.
RACING ELOOD Color. Bill Williams. Jean Porter.
Producer-director W. Barry.
KID FROM OUTER SPACE. THE George WInslow,
Charles Coburn, SprlnnApril
Byington. Producer Leonard
Goldstein.
PRINCE VALIANT CInemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, James Maton. Janet Leich. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway. Romantic adventure. Vii;lna kino overthrown by traitor is c'ven sactuary
bv Klnn Arthur.
Years later the disposed king's
son overthrows
the traitor.
SIEGE AT RED RIVER, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson,
Joanne Dru. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union
cavalry troop train sets off net of intrloue and heroism
involving Confederate Coming
who turns out to be Union spy.

RIVER OF NO RETURN CInemaScope Technicolor. Mari
lyn Monroe, Robert MItchum. Rory Calhoun. Produce
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor ad
venture romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe. e»
convict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guid<
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling th(
rapids, Indians and the elements.
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN CInemaScope Tech
nicolor. Clifton Webb, Dorothy McGuire. Jean Peters
Maggie McNamara. Director Jean Neoulesco. Romantic
comedy. Three American ^jlrls working in Rome tosi
coins in Wishing Fountain. After each travels rocky
road, dreams come true.
UNITED

ARTISTS

November
CAPT. JOHN SMITH AND POCAHONTAS Pathecolor.
Anthony Dexter. Jody Lawrance. Producers Aubrey<
Wisberg,toricalJack
Director
Landers.
Hisdrama. Pollexfen.
Based on the
famousLewincident
wherein
the Indian princess saves the life of British captain. '
then
is instrumental
annihilation.
75 min. in preserving Jamestown from
SHARK RIVER Color Corp. of America. Steve Cochran,
Carole Matthews. Producer-director John Rawlins. Adventure melodrama. Chase through the Everglades in
days with murderer and his brother >
aspostthe Civil
prey. War
80 min.
SONG OF THE LAND Color Corp. of America. Narrated by Marvin Miller. Documentary.
Filmed by
naturalists, tells of ife of the nearly extinct California ,
condor and evolution of our planet which caused
his extermination. 71 min.
STRANGER ON THE PROWL Paul Muni, Joan Lorring.
Melodrama. Stowaway lands In Italy, becomes murderer In quest for food. Attachment with young boy,
whom he saves from death, leads to his doom. 82 min.
December
CAPTAIN'S
PARADISE, THEAnthony
Alec Guinness.
Carlo.
Producer-director
Kimmins. Yvonne
Romanticde j
adventure drama. Sea captain dividing his romance
between his wife in Gibraltar and girl in North Africa,
endshis double
when storm shows him the futility
of
course. life
77 min.
YESTERDAY AND TODAY Narrated by George Jessel
Producer-director Abner J. Greshler. Documentary.
History
of the movies
from "flickers" of 1893 and the
progress
history. 57made
min. to today. Includes top stars of film
January
ALGIERS (Reissue) Charles Boyer, Hedy Lamarr. Producer
Director John Cromwell. Romantle Walter
drama. Wamjer.
95 min.
CONQUEST
THE Technicolor
Documentary.
Depiction of OFtheEVEREST,
(953 expedition
under Col.
Hunt that
scaled Mt. Everest. 78 min.
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN Technicolor. Robert Morley.
Maurice Evans. The D'O.ly Carte Opera Co. Producers
Frank Launder, Sidney Gllllatt. Director Sidney Gilliatt. Musical biography. Story of the famed operetta
team, their beginnings and differences. 105 min.
GO, MAN, GO Dane Clark, Harlem Globe Trotters.
Producer Anton M. Leader. Director James Wong
Howe. Sports drama. Story of the rise of the famed
Negro basketball team, their rise under Abe Saperstein
IClark) from a jalopy-traveling barnstorming outfit to
one of the world's greatest sports attractions. 82 min.
RIDERS Herbert
TO THE STARS
William
Lundigan,
Marshall,Super-Cinecolor.
Richard Carson.
Producer
Ivan
Science-fiction
matlon Tors.
not available.
81 min. adventure. Other InforWICKED WOMAN
Beverly Michaels, Richard Egan.
Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse.
Melodrama. Loose woman takes job as barglrl. Induces
owner to leave his boozy wife and run off with her.
February
When plans are upset,
she makes new setup. 77 min.
BEACHHEAD PatheColor. Tony Curtis, Frank Lovejoy,
Mary Murphy. Producer W. Koch. Director Stuart
Heisler. Action drama. Four Marines invate small Japheld
island
^o obtain olans of minefield durinn World
War II.
89 min.
MAN BETWEEN, THE James Mason, Claire Bloom, Hlldegarde Neff. Producer-director Carol Reed. Suspense
drama.
innocent
volved in Spies,
plot tosecret
stem police
flow ofand
refugees
frompawns
westerninsector
of
Berlin
to
Allies'
area.
Mason,
used
by
Reds,
overcomes blackmail threats to rescue kidnapped
British girl. 100 min.
OVERLAND PACIFIC SuperCineColor. Jock Mahoney.
Peggie
Castle. Producer
Edward
Small.In Director
Sears. Western.
Battles and
Intrigue
the layingFred
of
the railroad through hostile Indian country to th»
West Coast. 73 min.
PERSONAL AFFAIR Gene TIerney, Leo Genn. Producer
Antony Darnborough. Director Anthony Pelissier.
Drama. Small town British teacher is accused by his
wife of having affair with school girl. When latter disappears, teacher is suspected of murder. 82 min.
TOP BANANA Color Corp. of America. Phil Silvers,
Rose Marie. Producers Albert Zucsmith and Ben Peskay. Director Alfred E. Green. Musical comedy. Filmed
as
a stane
a show
has though
Silvers itaswere
funniest
man play,
on TV.show
fondwithin
of girls
and
autographs. When real love hits, he is bounced around
by i\t\ andendssponsor,
but min.
his basic desire to be an
entertainer
rifts. 100

GOSILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,
Anne Bancroft. Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist, finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death.
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
Oebr 1 Pdcet. Michael flennie. Producer Leonard
Goldstein .
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
March
ACT OF LOVE Kirk Douglas, Dany Robin. Producerdirector Anatole Litvak. Drama. French refugee girl
is compromised by American occupation soldier; they
fall in love, are separated by police; girl, mistakenly
believes he has forsaken her, goes to her death. 108 min.
BEAT THE DEVIL Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones,
Gina Lollobrigida. Producer-director John Huston.
Drama. An assorted c^oup on tramp steamer become
involved in intrieue, murder and romance in search for
uranium. Filmed in Mediterranean area. 82 min.
SOUTHWEST PASSAGE PatheColor. Rod Cameron,
Joanne Dru, John Ireland. Producer Edward Small.
Adventure drama.
GOLDEN MASK. THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Wanda
Hendrii. Producers Aubrey Barinn, Maxwell Setton.
Romantic adventure.
SCARLET SPEAR, THE Technicolor Morasi. John Bentley,
Martha Hyer. Producer Charles Reynolds. Directors
George Breakston, Ray Stahl. Adventure drama.
April CRUSOE PatheColor.
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
Dan O'Herlihy.
Producers
Dancigers,
Ehrlich.
Director Luis
Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. Henry
From
Daniel
Defoe's
classic
of
the
shipwrecked
sailor and
the native who became his man Friday.
HEIDI Elsbeth Sigmund, Heinrich Gretler. Producer
Laiar Wechsler. Director Luici Comencini. Drama.
Taken
famed children'st
storyoirlby and
Johanna
Spyri
of the from
love
between
a little Swiss
her grandfather. 98 min.
LONE GUN, THE George Montgomery, Dorothy Malone. Producer Edward Small. Director Ray Nazarro.
Western. Marshal cleans out band of rustlers and wins
love of girl preyed upon by outlaws.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer Peter De Sarigny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst.
Air-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in World
War II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exin locating enemy convoy, sealing fate of Nazis'
Afrika ploitCorps.
WITNESS TO MURDER Barbara Stanwyck. George Sanders. Gary Merrill. Producer Chester Erskinc. Director
Roy Rowland. Suspense Melodrama.
Coming
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Gina
Lollobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vittorio
Vassarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
established that all males over 20 must be married.
GOG Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan, Constance Dowlinc, Herbert Marshall. Producer Ivan Tors.
Director Herbert L. Strock. Science-fiction drama.

UNIVERSAL-INTl
December
TUK<BLEWEEO Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Lorl Nelson.
Chill Wills Producer Ross Hunter. Director Nathan
Juran. Western. Murphy, accused of cowardice when
wagon
trainonus.he is79 guarding
is massacred by Indians,
overcomes
min.
WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME Technicolor. Donald
O'Connor,
Janet Leigh.
Producers
Ted RichmondLeonard Goldstein.
Director
Lloyd Bacon.
Musical
comed,-.
Young
clarinetist
stands
to
inherit
he becomes operatic star, makes his markfortune
insteadif
in concert ball jazz. 95 mm.
January
E0RDE:1 river Technicolor. Joel McCrea, Yvonne De
Carlo.
Cohen. Director
Sherman.Producer
Western Albert
drama.J. Confederate
officerGeorge
steals
gold From Union mint to buy supplies in Mexico for the
Southern army, causinc bloodshed. 81 min.
FORBIDDEN Tony Curtis. Joanne Dru. Prod uccr Ted
Richmond. Director Rudolph Mate. Melodrama. Racketeer noes to Macao to find a slain hoodlum's widow
who has evidence of oannleader's crimes. 85 min.
WAR
ARROW
Technicolor.
MaureenDirector
O'Hara,George
Jeff
Chandler.
Producer
John W. Rogers.
Sherman. Western. Cavalry officer sent from Washington to put down Indian uprising finds the tribes are
bein.'j led by supposedly dead cavalryman. 78 min.
February
GLENN MILLER STORY, THE Technicolor. James
Stewart. June Allyson. Producer Aaron Rosenberg.
Director Anthony Manin. Bio.oic with music. Highlights of the life of the late, creat bandleader lost in
an air accident over English Channel. I 16 min.
TAZA, SON OF COCHISE 2D-3D. Rock Hudson. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Western.
Apache chief forced to fight other redskins to bring
peace between his people and the white men. 80 min.
March
CREATURE FROM THE ELACK LAGOON 3D Richard
Carlson. Julia Adams. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Fantasy melodrama. Geologist
discovers creature which is half man. half fish and
forms an expedition toe capture It. 89 min.
RIDE CLEAR OF DIABLO Technicolor Audie Murphy.
Dan Duryea. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse
Western. Muroh." returns home to avenge
murdersHibbs.
of hit father and kid brother. 80 min.
FILM

SASKATCHEWAN Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Shelley
Winters. Producer Aaron Rosenbern. Director Raoul
Walsh. Outdoor drama. Canadian mountie rebels
against
his commandinn
officer to save survivors of
Indian attack.
68 min.
AprilMariorie Main, Percy KilMA & PA KETTLE AT HOME
bride. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lament. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modern home, go
back to dilapidated farmhouse so that oldest boy can
win contest on typical farm life. 81 min.
RAILS INTO LARAMIE Technicolor. John Payne Dan
Du ryea, Marl Blanchard. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jesse Hlbbs. Outdoor drama. Trouble-shooting
soldier is sent to Wyoming Territory to clear work
stoppage on construction of railroad. 82 min.
YANKEE PASHA Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Rhonda
Fleming. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. world
Costume
around
to saveadventure.
woman heChandler
loves. 84 fights
min. half-way
Coming
BLACK HORSE CANYON Technicolor. Joe McCrea,
Marl Blanchard. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse Hibb:. Western. Wild stallion escapes stock
ranch and lives in hills. Efforts of cirl rancher to recapture horse toareherthwarted
by neighbor until roving
cowboy comes
aid.
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH. THE CinemaScope
Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Janet Lcich David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Kint Henry IV is defeated
by young
night whose family had been unjustly executed for treason.
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when cold miners
break treaty with Indian: to obtain ore-beatinn ground.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman. Corlnne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg;. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Drivin- a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tan with cold, love and sudden death.
FIREMAN
CHILD Hugh
O'Brian,Le:Spike
Jones.
Producer SAVE
HowardMY Christie.
Director
Goodwins.
Comedy.
Grou,->
of
zany
firemen
cope
with
problems
trading in old fire hor:es for mechanized equipment. of
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Younn automotive designer develops sport car
to
failingrace.
auto company, succeeds when he wins
crosssavecountry
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Mariorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles co to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the runninc of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman.
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Slrk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming a doctor devoting himself to humanity.
PLAYGIRL Shelley Winters. Barry Sullivan. Producer
Albert J. Cohen. Director Joe Pevney. Drama. Small
town
■:lrl racket.
in New York becomes involved in murder and
call girl
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin. Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. !n forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleagured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing renecade whiteman who incites the savaces.
WARNER

BROTHERS

HIS MAJESTY O'KEEFE Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
Joan Rice. Producer Harold Hecht. Director Byron
mutiny, sea capHaskin. Action drama. Victim of aPacific
island, been South
lands
adrift,
tain is tet
methods to
democratic
using
ruler
white
comes
unite warring factions. 88 min.
HONDO 3D WarnerColor. John Wayne, Geralo:ne
Page. Producer
Directorscout,
John unhorsed
Farrow.
Western
drama. Robert
Lone U.Fellows.
S. Cavalry
in Indian battle, comes to Western town, befriends
widow and young son. paves way for romantic and
dramatic complications.
83 min.
February
r. Will
BOY FROM OKLAHOMA, THE WarnerColoWeisbart.
Producer
Olson.
Nancy
Rogers, Jr.,
drama. Young
comedyDavid
Western
Curtiz.
Michael
Director
cowbo" seeking to be lawyer unwittingly becomes
outlaws, finally
captures
Billy the Kid,
Sheriff,
ip. 88
leaves forhumbles
law apprenticesh
min.
e, WarnerColor. Guy
COMMAND, THE CinemaScop
James Whitmore. Producer
Madison Joan Weldon,
drama.
David Weisbart. Director David Butler. Western tram
doctor takes over command of troop raidsin
Young
and
disease.territory,
94 mins. brings it to safety through
Wyoming
March
CRIME WAVE Sterling Hayden, Gene Nelson, Phyllis
Kirk. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Andre de Toth.
Crime melodrama. Record of reformed convict involves
him in holdup plot, but with aid of understanding detectice, and innate honesty, is freed from past. 74 min.
DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN Louis Hayward. Paul Kelly,
Joanne Dru,
O'Sullivan.
New
warden
cleansMaureen
u.p corrupt
.prison Prison
s.stem drama.
wilh inside
help from framed prisoner.
PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE 3D WarnerColor Karl
Maiden, Claude Dauphin. Patricia Medina. Producer
Henry Blanke.
drama. Series ofDirector
murdersRoyin Del
turn Ruth.
of the Murder
century meloParis
with beautiful girls as victim of sadistic zoologist studying "animal" reflexes.
LUCKY
ME Robert
CinemaScope
WarnerColor. Doris Day,
Phil Silvers,
Cummings.
April
RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Wayne Morris. Producer
Ted Sherdeman. Director
Coming
Andre de Toth. Western.
Stagecoach guard, victim of
odd circumstances, clears his name, wipes out outlaws.
DIAL M FOR MURDER 3D WarnerColor. Ray Milland,
Grace Kelly,
Cummings.Hu:band
Directorplots
Alfreddeath
Hitch-of
cock. MurderRobert
melodrama.
wife whom he married for money. Original plan backfires when wife kills her would-be murderer. Husband
makes. self-defense killing look like premeditated murder.
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, Joan Weldon.
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas.
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot ants terrorize the
Southwest until their nest is discovered and wiped out.

YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member .^n^^d^^i/ Film Carriers

November
CALAMITY JANE Technicolor WarnerPhonic sound.
Doris Day Howard Keel. Allyn McLerie. Producer William Jacobs. Director David Butler. Musical western.
Fabulous Calamity Jane in friendly feud with Wild Bill
250 N. Juniper Street
Hickok,as the
brings
entertainer's
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823
maid
real back
thingfamed
is transformed
into stage-struck
pretty girl,
ends u.p marrvinc Wild Bill. !01 min.
DIAMOND 9UEEN, THE Color. Fernando Lamas. Arlene
Dahl, Gilbert Roland. Producer Frank Melford. Director John Brahm. Romantic adventure. Pair of Frenchmen in India perilous
to get diamond
for Louisadventures
XIV's coronation
go through
and romantic
to accomplish mission. 80 min.
ORDER
NOW!
KEY LARGO IReissuel Humphrey Bogart, Edward G.
Robinson, Lauren Bacall, Lionel Barrymore. Producer
Jerry Wald. Director John Huston. Drama. 101 min.
TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE (Reissuel Humphrey
Bogart,rectorWalter
Expendable 3-D Glasses
John Huston.Huston.
Drama. Producer
126 min.Henry Blanke. DiDecember
that are adjustable
THREE SAILORS AND A GIRL Technicolor. Jane Powell,
Gordon MacRae, Gene Nelson. Producer Sammy Cahn.
A prompt order will reserve your
Director Roy Del Ruth. Musical comedy. Three gobs,
designated by submarine crew to Invest $50,000, plunge
POLALITE glasses
into show business, manage to bring flop show into
and insure delivery for future bookings.
Broadway hit. 95 min.
THUNDER OVER THE PLAINS WarnerColor. Randolph
Scott, Lex Barker. Phyllis Kirk. Producer David WeisHIGHWAY
bart. Director Andre de Tofh. Western. Union Captain harrassed by carpet-bag politicians on side of
law. takes action when friends and his wife are put
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
in peril. 82 min.
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-0100
January
EDDIE CANTOR STORY, THE Technicolor. Keefe BrasWashington. D. C: DUpont 7-7200
selle.tor Marilyn
Erskine. Musical
Producerbiography.
Sidney Skolsky.
Alfred E. Green.
Life of DirecEddie
Member National Film Carriers
Cantorcess infrom
his
beginnings
as
entertainer
13. suc-to
the Follies, eventual recovery fromat illness
entertain fcr charity. !li min.
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DISASTER

Honorable Dw ight D. Eisenhower
The \\'hite House
W ashington, D. C.
Dear Mr. President :
Some 5.0C0 disaster areas cry out to you for help.
For some years they have held themselves afloat despite
a cumbrous load of unjust, unremitting; taxation. They
have shouldered the burden in a sj^irit of self-sufficiency,
self-counsel and dignity. Over 6,CC0 of their compatriots have floundered, gasped and slipped noiselessly
under, Xow the survivors no longer can find hope from
within. The help must come directly from the Congress
and from you, Mr. President.
We urge that you approxe the Reed Bill, reducing
the present e.xcise rate on motion picture theatre admissions from 2Q^'( to 10''r, If. in the counsel of your own
good wisdom, you deem the wholesale slash of all excise
taxes an unsound measure, we ask a special tolerance of
our own industry.
In your August, 1''53, statement of rejection you
cited four ])rincipai reasons for with-holding a])pro\a!
of the excise cut. May we, at this ini])ortunate time, be
granted the liberty of rebuttal :
^ THI-: (;0\'KRNMK.\T CANN(^T .\FF( )R1) Till-:
LOSS Oh" R1-:\1-:.\L'I-:. is it the i)olicy of good
government, Mr. President, to extract income at suc'i
a rate as to create inexorably the conditions of ruin
and foreclosure? Is it good government to ask an industry to pay out of all proportion to its very capacity Is it good government to force a situation
whereby ultimately all revenue whatever will be cut
ofi, for the ])ayee will ine\ itably vanish from the
scene? Income from theatre admissions have dropped
from $306,000,000 in PMC to $200,000,000 today. The
gross sales of movie theatres have slid from $1,:C0,000,000 to $1,100,000,000 in the post-war years. It is
irrefutably to the advantage of the Federal (iovernment to lower the admissions tax, if only to stabilize
and hold a still important source of needed revenue.
It is far wiser to assess half a coin, than have none.
1. RI:LIFF to MOTION PICTURE THEATRES
ALONE WOULD Bl': UNFAIR TO OTHER DISTRESS INDL'STR11-:S. Is it a discriminatory prac, tice to withhold aid from tlie sufiering \ ictims of ;i
tornado di.saster in the South. sim])ly I)ecause New
York is in need of better housing? Hel|) must be
granted where it is most urgently required. This is
the very essence of fair play and practical administration. To wait for that moment when everyone can
benefit at once, will be to wait too long. Many, long
i)efore. will have been driven ])ernianently from the
market place. The industries mentioned in the Reed

^tate4

AREA!

3. NOT

ALL SEGMENTS OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY ARE IN DISTRESS. Can wc
say, Mr. President, that a cancerous liver does not
endanger the total human organism? The troubles of
the theatres cannot be separated from the physical
condition of the film maker. If the buyer is important,
the seller cannot produce. It is true that a certain
segment of the exhibition interests is prospering, the
large, first-run theatres. Put the mass of small, independent houses, comprising some Wr of the whole,
are in eminent peril. They represent the overwhelming volume of total receipts and tax pavments. just
as the rank and rile tax payers contriI)ute far more
than the chosen few. Moreover, the small theatrenian,
like his brother entrepreneurs of other small business,
represents the very keystone of our free-enterprise,
incentive system. Are we to leave him adrift in a sea
of disillusionment?

4. THE
NEW

DISTRESS ARISES P.ASICALLY FROM
FORMS OF COMPETITION. This is a surface impression. The movie ])eople lived with radio
and the stage, and they can live with, and e\en contribute to, television. The predicament does not arise
from neglect, mismanagement or the ineptness to
meet outside challenges. I he nul) of the problem is
not competition, but the helplessness to compete on
an equal footing. While other consumer goods and
services climbed 25 to 50 ])ercent and higher, theatre
admissions adxanced only II percent. And a disprojjortior.ate amount of the cost of a movie ticket is
consumed in taxes.

Motion i)ictures are an opinion-moulding, informational and morale-building force. Yet it would be a national spectacle if newsi)apers. magazines, radio or telec.'.sts were similarly taxed on the consumer level. Theatres ask only the o])portunity of equality.
In short, one wing of an important American industry lies crii)pled and bleeding. If it were wounded, like
a soldier in its nation's defense, it would be discharged
from active duty. P>ut in economic warfare, the battle to
keep open the doors goes on. Should not the Government regard sympathetically the disintegration of millions in brick and mortar, in emi)loyment, in the life's
work of many citizens.
In the rejection message to which we referred earlier, it was also said that you would recommend a reduction when Congress reconvened in lanuary, 1954. We
full well appreciate your concern for the general welfare
and the commonweal ; we trust that you. Sir, apjireciate
the extenuating circumstances of our particular trouble.
u'.hI we ])etitit)n your synii)athy.
Respectfully,

I'ill are ailing in varying degrees. The motion i)icture is running the highest fe\ er of all.
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LOS ANGELES -Rialto, Ritz Theal
7 SMASH
WEEKS
NEW YORK-Astor Theatre
SMASH
OPENING
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P
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OF

SIN AND

AN

ACT

OF

:TI0NS INC present'.

i with George MatHiews • Robert Strauss • Richard Benedict '^A
An Anatolc Litvak Production • Introducing [
Serge Reggiani • Gabnelle Dot;iat • Fernand ledou« • Barbara Laage • Produced and D. reeled by

LOVEI

MANCIE
BULLETIN
19 5 4
MARCH
By Philip R. Ward
THE BULLS ARE TAKING 0\ ER with a gathering
intensity, as though they never heard of the Ides of

COLUMBIA— Will not retire its preferred at S12.-. or
for that matter, at all. At least not for the moment.

March. And here's why : upbeat financial developments
are almost daily snapping off with the pop ! i)op ! pop I
of a string of Chinese firecrackers. Roth cinema shr'.rf-holders and brokers are getting that light-headed feeling
again, and for the first time in seven years the hornrimmed, walnut-panelled wing of the investment fraternity is talking Hollywood. The performance of industry
.stock issues is but one index of the rejuvenesence, but
it still makes mighty good reading. FILM BULLETIN
has developed a market average based solely upon the
action of a group of representative film-making and exhibition shares. Care was taken not to include issues
that would reflect earnings of other industries, such as
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres. The chart
below records gain from first of year:

Ilrokers claim the senior issue may disappear in mid-

- FILM

BULLETIN

CINEMA

DEC. 31. 1953
Film Companies
Exhibition
Averages

LOEWS — Management anticipates fiscal first half net
to exceed corresponding 1953 term. Per share net should
be 58 cents. 48 cents was run-up last year. Reduction in
pension fund contributions will leave a little more cake
t(> be cut up among shareholders this time next year.
Should benefit market price also, as earnings-to-price
latio will improve. The brokers like this one.
O
O
PARAMOUNT— Market is appraising this issue up-

FEB. Iclose)

ward, as result of ballyhoo of its \'ista\"ision system.
.Merits of new filming process still open to question. It
is doubtful that this company will prosper through

111.625
22.750

113.750 120.625
23.875 25.125

I 34.375

137.625

145.750

Some whooping increments were rung-up in I'ebruary,
led percentagewise by RK( ) Pictures, of course. There
was some nice i>lay in Columbia. Eox, and Paramount.
Stanley Warner in the exhibition .group began to reflect
Cinerama earnings, as it bolted two dollars. All in all,
the combined list showed a rise of eight and one-eightli
points over January, as compared to three and one
(|uarter gain for that month over the close of 1953. The
reading over the whole of the young year reveals movie
stocks up a total of ll.v?/.^ points.
O

at least keeping head with the prior period's mammoth
total, and the company looks like a solid capital-gain bet.
O
O

-

AVERAGE

JAN. Iclosel

summer when year's top potential ( stemming from
grosses on big films, including "The Caine Mutiny"),
may be realized. In the meantime, current earnings are

O

NUTSlllCLL (. ( )MMEXTS from W all Street and elsoyhere on the current and future state of cinema issues:
ALLIED ARTISTS— .N)me rumlilings of impatience
among shareholders, awaiting crystalization of plans for
the breakthrough into major-league operations. ()r:e
source has it that studio is meeting difticulty in lining
up the "big" team it had on blueprint. Should meet no
resistance in getting approval of a preferred stock issue,
or in its placement. Profit picture will brighten when
take is in on "Riot in Cell Block 11". destined to be biggest grosser in company history.

\ istaX'ision to the same degree as 20th did by means of
CinemaScope. Superficially, Paramount will derive no
added income (other than boxoftice from its own \ ista\ ision films) from industry-wide employment of the
process. Disappointing product may cause the stock to
lag behind other major companies in '54.
O
O
20TH

CENTURY-FOX— Now in the oil producing
business. Its exploration well should be named CinemaScope itl. Studio must share income with drilling contractors, aswell as another outside source, but the happy
fact is that there is enough acreage to put down another
10 to 15 wells. Moreover, costs are tax-write-oft's. and
17y2'^c of the earnings are completely free of Internal
Revenue's long arm. Oil and CinemaScope and "The
Robe" and . . . ! It should happen to you 1
0
O
UNIVERSAI Is being drawn into the Decca fight.
latest l:)attleground of the mismanagement mongers. The
record company owns about 60''f of the film-maker, and
this equity represents one of the shrewdest buys in
vears, as Universal earnings far outrank those of its
parent. George L. Lloyd, an ousted director is challenging President Rackmil's conduct of affairs as well as his
salary. From this corner, Mr. Lloyd appears to have less
than one lame leg to stand on. The film company is our
current choice as the best cinema stock buy. Its tax
position is infinitely improved this year, and grosses
from the "(ilenn Miller Story" alone should produce a
recf>rd earnings statement.
FILM BULLETIN
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M-G-M
THEY'RE

PICTURES

FAVORITES

TOP
AT

THEM

THE

ALL!

MUSIC

HALL!

"Mogambo" started the Hit Parade in
October, launching a new M-G-M record of
8-pictures-in-a-row at the famed
Now

"THE

LONG,

LONG

Music Hall !

TRAILER"

is

delighting audiences of the world's most
famous theatre, with a terrific line-up of
other big M-G-M hits to follow one after
another. On Broadway and across the nation
it's a happy celebration as M-G-M's
Anniversary rolls merrily along!

SALUTE
"TOAST

TO
OF

ED

30th

SULLIVAN'S

THE

TOWN

"

Approximately 50,000,000 people heard and saw
the M-G-M Anniversary Show, Sunday night, Febf 1*^0 Gr, . "^^or

Now Playing !
THE

ruary l4th, on CBS-TV's hour-long show! Never
before has any company's line-up of pictures
received such visual selling to the nation! M-G-M
takes this opportunity to express gratitude to a
great showman, Ed Sullivan, for a magnificent job!

LONG

LONG
TRAILER

OTl

EXEC

E

SUIT

-307,

William Holden, June Allyson, Barbara Stanuyck,
Fredric March. Walter Pidgeon, Shelley Winters,
Paul Douglas, Louts Calhern

STUDIO

SIZ6-UPS

CxciuJttJe ^BDLLETIM

9eatufe

By JAY ALLEN
ALLIED

ARTISTS

AA Product Famine Looms
As Talent Deals Fail To Jell
ALLIED ARTlSrS PRODLCTIOX
continues at a snail's pace, with only an occasional low-biul.uct film iroing into production, and this company will soon face a product famine unless several films are rushed
into work.
None of the deals for some topfli.nht talent
has been si.ttned thus far. W hen and if a
contract is signed, it will probably be with
William W ylcr, whose first project would
undoubtedly be "(iullivcr's Travels," which
he has been preparing for some time. Other
deals are much more remote.
One film rolled in February, and ani^itlier
is set to get underway in March — both of
them in the quickie class, which .A.-K is presumably trying to get away from. The Fci>ruary starter, which will complete filming
any day now, is "Two Guns .And .A l^ad.ce"
(Wayne Morris) — Vincent M. Fennelly producer, Lewis D. Collins director. On March
12, producer Ben Schwalk will grcenlight his
production of "The Bowery Boys Meet the
Monsters" (Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall) — F^dward Bcrnds directing.
Louis Hayward's independent produciniL;
company, .A.F..^., has given the company a
two-month extension from .April 1 to June
1 to select a story for the star. "Royal
African Rifles" was the first picture to be
made under the present contract between
Hayward and AA.
Due to the surprising grosses being racked
up by Warner Bros, re-issuc package of
"Public Enemy" and "Little Caesar", .Allied
is preparing an immediate national re-release
of two of its outstanding crime features,
"Dillinger" and "The Gangster". The package has already opened in theatres in San
FVancisco and Los .Anuclcs.
COLUMBIA
26 Big Ones Set For '54
Nearly Half in CS, 22 in Color
A PROGRAM ol" 2b lOI'-iaDGKI"
productions— possibly as many as 10 to 12 i;i
CinemaScope and 22 in Technicolor — has
just been launched by Columbia for 1954
filming. UnquestionabLv, this is the most
ambitious program in the history tif the
company.
The schedule includes three films to be delivered by William Goctz Productions, three
ho-.'A Warwick Productions, and one from

l^avid Rose, but does not include product
.-oming from Sam Katzman. Harry Joe
Brown and Bryan Foy
Most costly production on the '54 slate is
■ Joseph and His Brethren," which production chief Jerry Wald will personally produce in CinemaScope, W illiam Dieterle directing. Wald will also produce the CinemaScope feature, "Speak to Me of Love," which
his ex-partner Xorman Krasna wrote and
will direct, starting May 11.
Leading olT is CinemaScope-Technicolor
production "Three For the Show" (Betty
Grable, Marge & Cjower Champion, Jack
Lenimon), which got underway ten days ago
with
Jonie Taps producting. H. C. Potter directing.
Next to roll will be "The I'andits" (Glenn
I-"ord and possibly Barbara Stanwyck), based
on the Collier's magazine serial, "Smoke
X'alley." Lewis J. Rachmil producing, Rudy
Mate directing. Set for Technicolor tintinc,
it will go before the cameras on March 1.
On March 22, "Mister W est Point" (Tyrone
Power, Maureen O'Hara, Robert Francis)
gets underway, Robert .Arthur producing,
John Ford directing. It will be filmed on
location at the C. S. Militarv .Academy, also
in Technicolor.
Others scheduled are: "Pfft" (Judy Holliday. Jack Lemmon), starting .April 12 — Fred
Kohlmar producer, Mark Robson director;
"Reminiscences Of .A Cowboy" (Montgomery Clift). in Technicolor — based on the
Frank Harris novel; "Fanfare For Elizabeth'' in CinemaScope and Technicolor —
from the Edith Sitwell novel; a Technicolor
musical version of "My Sister Eileen" (Judy
Holliday. Marge & Gower Champion, Jack
Lemmon) — H"red Kohlmar producer; "Pal
Joey" (possibly starring Tallulah Bankhead)
probably in CinemaScope and Technicolor —
Kohlmar again producing ; "Jubal Troop," in
Technicolor — Lewis J. Rachmil producing,
from the Paul W'ellman novel; "The Franz
Liszt Story" and "River of the Sun," both
W illiam 1"". I-""adiman productions.
William Goetz has scheduled "Guys and
Dolls" as his first inde for Columbia release
— provided he retains the rights to the
property, which are now being disputed. He
hopes to get the production before the
cameras on March 15. He was to start the
Maurice Chevalier biopic this Spring, also,
hut will probably substitute another property, in view of the State Department's recent
turn-down on an .American visitor's vi.'^a for
the F"rench star.
W arwick's three pictures on the '54 slate
are: ".A Prize of Gold," in CinemaScope;
"Cockleshell Heroes," and an untitled .Arctic
story. Rose's Briiish producticm will be
"End of the .Affair" (Deborah Kerr), to be
filmed in black and white.

LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Production Starts March 29

THE FIRST PICTURE TO GO INTO
TV Campaign Tagged For 'Sheba'
production for Lippert this year will be Exclusive Films "Race For Life" (Richard
Conte), Mickey Delmar producing, Terence
Fisher directing, which rolls March 29 in
London. This is an auto racin.g story being
scripted by Richard Landau.
-A $35,000 national budget for television
exploitation has just been set on "Queen ot
Sheba" (Paulelte Goddard). which is going
into national release. The campaign will include aline of open end T\' trailers, ranging
in length from ten seconds to one minute.
The trailers v>ill be made available, without
cost, to all exhibitors.
Lippert credits the T\' campaign used
during the nine-week run of "Sheba" in New
York, as a major contributor to the film's
success.
One picture now in production for Lippert
release is "The Deadly Game" (Lloyd
Bridges), shooting in England — Robert Dunbar producer, Dan Birt director.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Two CS Films Roll Overseas
Pair Set For Culver in April
MGM RESUMES PRODUCTION THIS
month, following a three-week recess, with
two CinemaScope films scheduled to roll on
overseas locations. They will return to the
Culver City for interiors in early April, at
which time more productions are scheduled
to get underway.
The first picture, "The Last Time I SawParis" (Elizabeth Taylor, Carlos Thompson)
is due to start on March 24. in the French
Capitol — Jack Cummings producer, Richard
Brooks director. Five days later, filming will
get underway in South America on "Green
Fire" (Stewart Granger, Grace Kelly, Paul
Douglas) — .Armand Deutsch producer, Andrew Marton director.
The two pictures slated to start on the
home lot in April are: ".Athena" (Jane
Powell. \'era-Ellen, \'ic Damone) — Joe Pasternak producer, Richard Thorpe director;
and "Jupiter's Darling" (Esther W^illiams).
There is a strong possibility that a third
feature will get underway in April. It is
"Many Rivers to Cross"' (Robert Taylor,
Eleanor Parker)— Jack Cummings producer,
Roy Rowland director.
Ronald Xeame, prominent British director,
(Continued on Page 8)
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size-ypr:
(Continued from Page 7)
has been selected by Dore Schary to direct
"Highland Fling" (Spencer Tracy), which
is to be filmed in Scotland, this summer.
Xicholas M. Schenck, president of Loew's
Inc., decided to back up 20th Century-Fox,
by demanding that all theatres showing
MGM's CinemaScope product must be fully
equipped with CinemaScope screens and
stereophonic sound. Schenck in making the
announcement, declared: "CinemaScope is
great, and stereophonic sound is a part of its
greatness." Schenck hinted, however, that
his company may allow its CinemaScope pictures to play in houses which do not have
the full equipment— after they have played
all of the theatres which have made the installation.
Robert Pirosh has checked ofif the MGM
lot after completing a five-year writer-director contract with the company. His latest
chore for the studio was "Valley of the
Kings" (Eleanor Parker, Robert Taylor).
one-picture-per-year non-exclusive contractA
is being discussed by the principals, at the
present time.
PARAMOUNT
Heston in Xommandments'
Production Level Near Normal
WITH THREE IX PRODUCTIOX,
and a fourth due to start next week, studio
is maintaining more nearly normal shooting
levels than most of the other studios in town,
during the current all-time low production
level. The pictures now working are: "Mambo" (Silvana Manjano, Michael Rennie, Vittorio, Shelley Winters, Katherine Dunham),
first of the Ponti-De Laurentis films to be
made in Italy under the recently signed contract with Paramount; "The P.ig Top" (Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa
Gabor), in Technicolor— Hal Wallis producer, Joseph Pevney director; and "Country
Girl" (Bing Crosby, Grace Kellv, William
Holden) — Will iam Perlberg producer,
George Scaton, director.
Starting on March 15 will be "Strategic
Air Command" (James Stewart, June Allyson), in Technicolor — Samuel Briskin producer, Anthony Mann director.
Cecil P.. DeMille has announced Charlton
Heston for the role of Moses in his multimillion dollar re-make of "The Ten Commandments," which rolls in October. This is
the first casting for the picture.
REPUBLIC
Allen Mishap Darkens Lot
Serial, Western

Rolls Soon

PK(Jl)L'( TIOX IS AT A COMPLETE
stand-still on the lot, due to the cancellation
of "Thundering Wagon Wheels," which was
to have starred Rex Allen. The star suffered
a broken leg in a skiing accident two weeks
ago, and will be unable to report back to
work before .April.
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"The .Alamo," top Republic property originally purchased as a John Wayne starrer,
several years ago, has been reactivated and
placed on Frank Lloyd's schedule, as the
second of three productions he will direct for
the studio.
The story is being completely re-written,
with Warren Duff assigned to do the screenplay. Shooting is planned for mid-July, with
much of the filming to be done on Texas locations.
Another high-budget western. "Silver
Rock," a Luke Short novel which ran as a
serial in Collier's magazine, has been handed
to producer Joseph Kane for summer filming. Kenneth Garnet is doing the screenplay.
Kane will also produce "The Vanishing
American," which Alan LeMay is scripting
from the Zane Grey novel.
Dudle.\ Pictures Corp., which recently
completed "Tobor the Great," a sciencefiction feature for Republic release, will turn
out a sequel. "Tobor Returns," which is to
be put in work almost immediately. The
decision to make a sequel was reached following first screenings of the original, which
won high plaudits. Charles Drake and Karen
Booth, who appeared in the original, will
also star in the sequel.
A serial, "The Man With the Steel Whip"
(Richard Simmons), relights the Republic
soundstages, this week — Franklin Andreon
serving as associate producer and director.
The star of the serial recently completed
"Flight Xurse" for Republic.
RKO
Powell May Be Studio Chief
If Hughes Becomes Sole Owner
IF AXD WHEX HOWARD HUGHES
secures the sole ownership of RKO Pictures,
there is a strong possibility that Dick Powell
may be named studio production chief, with
considerably greater power in the selection
of properties, than Hughes has ever before
delegated to one of his assistants.
.Although neither of the principals will
confirm that such an agreement has been
made, both are willing to admit that they are
discussing it.
As evidence of the high esteem in which
Hughes holds Powell, it has just been announced that the latter will direct as well as
produce "The Conqueror" (John Wayne,
Susan Hayward), which goes before the
RKO cameras on April 1.
Final decision on whether or not Hughes
bid for total ownership of the company will
be accepted, is due on March 18, when the
stockholders are scheduled to again convene.
The Louis Schiff-Jacob Sachs legal action to
stop the sale, begins hearings today (March
8) in Delaware — with a decision expected to
be handed down in about five days.
Although there no pictures in jjroduction
at the present time, for RKO release, two
independents are set to go before the cameras within the next few days. They are: "The
Snow Creature" (Peter (iraves), to be produced and directed by W. Lee Wilder; and
"Syndicate" (Laiice l-'uller), a King Bros,
production. Xo producer or director has

been set for the latter.
The Goldstein brothers, Leonard and Bob.
may be reunited at RKO, if current negotiations materialize, according to a highly reliable source. Although the deal collapsed
for RKO to buy up eight of the 10 Panoramic productions which Leonard Goldstein
made for 20th-Fox, it still appears likely that
he will move his future base of operations to
the Hughes-owned studio. The deal being
discussed with his brother Bob, calls for a
group of films to be produced in England.
The last time the two brothers were working
for the same studio was at Universal-International.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Studio Resumes

Activity

As Tracy-Widmark Starrer Starts
20TH-FOX. WHICH HAS BEEX
plagued by more than its share of casting
troubles, finally got back into production
last week, after a two-week layoflF which resulted from Marilyn Monroe's walk-out on
"Pink Tights" and Clarion Brando's exit
from "The Egyptian".
Ending the production recess, was "Broken
Lance" (Spencer Tracy, Richard Widmark,
Robert Wagner, Jean Peters), which rolled
on location last week at Nogales, Ariz. — Sol
C. Seigel producing, Edward Dmytryck directing. The company will return to the
studio for five weeks of shooting, after the
three-week Xogales stint. This is Widmark's
last
Fox. film under a seven-year contract with
Henry King and a crew of technicians are
cnroute to Africa to film backgrounds for
Susan Hayward starrer, "Untamed", ilain
production on the film is due to kick-off at
the studio in July. Scheduled to start in
April is a cave-man film, "Saber Tooth," and
an adaptation of Annemarie Selinko's novel,
"Desiree," starring Jean Simmons. Slated to
go before cameras in early May is Irving
Berlin's "There's Xo Business Like Show
Business," (Ethel Merman, Dan Dailey,
Mitzi Gaynor, Johnnie Ray).
After filing a $2,000,000 damage suit against Brando, Darryl F. Zanuck cast Edmund
Purdom in "The Egyptian," on loan-out
from MGM, where he recently completed
"Student Prince". Zanuck is personally producing the picture, which also stars Jean
Simmons, Gene Tierney and Victor Mature
— Michael Curtiz directing. "Pink Tights" is
still being held in abeyance, pending further
discussions with Miss Monroe, who recently
returned from a honeymoon trip to Japan. If
she continues to hold out on the assignment,
probably either Jane Russell or Sheree Xortli
will be named as her replacement. Miss
Xorth has just been signed to a term pact
by the studio, and will receive a big build-up,
patterned along the lines of the one used to
promote the Monroe.
For execs, on the basis of latest tabulations, have assured exhibitors making CinemaScope installations, that they can expect
the film companies to turn out a minimum of
65 releases in the process for the current
calendar year. Of these, seven are now i'".
(Continued on Page ^)

(Continued from Page 8 J
release. 12 are being edited, six are before
the cameras, and an additional 40 are in various stages of preparation. Those currently
in release include five from Fox. and one
each from MGM and W arners. Of the dozen
being edited, six are Fox pictures, four are
from MGM. and two from Warners. Of
those now filming 20th and U-I account for
two each; and MGM. Warners and Colwrnbia
one each.
UNITED

ARTISTS

UA Maintains Hot Pace
With Five Before Cameras
UNITED ARTISTS IS IX THE
unique position, this month, of having more
independent films in production, than any of
the town's major studios.
They are: "The Purple Plain" (Gregory
Peck. Mauride Denham). J. Arthur Rank
production being lensed in Technicolor, on
location in Ceylon — John Mryan producer,
Robert Parrish director; "The Barefoot Contessa" (Humphrey Bogart. Ava Gardner), a
Figaro production in Technicolor, shooting
in Italy — Joseph L. Manckiewicz producerdirector; "The White Orchid" (William
Lundigan, Peggie Castle), a Cosmos prodduction in Eastman color, shooting in Mexico — Reginald LeBorg producer-director;
"Sitting Bull" (Dale Robertson. J. Carrol
Naish. Mary Murphy), a W. R. Frank production in color and CinemaScope — Frank
producing, Sid Salkow directing; and "\'er;i
Cruz" (Gary Cooper, Burt Lancaster, Mari
Blanchard), a Hecht-Lancaster production in
Technicolor for wide screen projection —
James Hill producer. Robert Aldrich director.
A sixth production. "Case File. F.B.I." is
slated to roll on March 17 — Jules Levy and
Arthur Gardner co-producers. It is to be
made in association with Edward Small. L A
has also acquired L'. S. and Canadian distribution rights on the prize-winning film.
"White Mane", and will release it as a combination with "Heidi." starting later this
month.
Paul Gregory, whose legitimate theatre
productions of "Don Juan In Hell," "The
Caine Mutiny Courts Martial" and several
others, have won him such wide acclaim, is
entering motion picture production with a
filmed version of the David Grubb novel.
"Night of the Hunter." for L A release. No
cast or starting date has definitely been set,
but FILM BULLETIN is informed that
ChaHes Laughton will likely direct — with
Robert Mitchum starred.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

'Miller' Heads For Top Gross
Lot Beehives To 12-Month High
C-l SEEMS HKADKl) IXIX' IHE
brightest year in its history. "The Glenn
Miller Sttiry" shows promise of reaching a

S7. 000.000 domestic gross, topping the previous domestic high of 85.500,(500 turned in
by "The Egg and I." Backing this up will
be the forthcoming CinemaScoper "The
Black Shield of Falworth" (Tony Curtis,
Janet Leigh). The company is also predicting big things for its second anamorphic production "Sign of the Pagan".
Despite the fact that production is slightly
behind schedule for the first two months of
1954. the studio remains at the top of the list,
insofar as major production is concerned.
Activity is at a 12-month peak with five pictures rolling and 32 writers working on an
additional 31 crispts.
Pictures now in production are: "The
Island Earth" (Jeff Morrow. Faith Domergue. Bart Roberts. Lance Fuller), in Technicolor and wide screen — William Alland producer, Joe Newman director; "The Matchmakers" (Marjorie Main. Chill Wills) —
Robert Arthur producers. Charles Lamont
director; "Bengal Rifles" (Rock Hudson.
Arlcne Dahl. L'rsulla Thiess). Technicolor
and wide screen — Ted Richmond producer.
Laslo Benedeck director; "Francis Joins the
.AC's" (Donald O'Connor, Julia Adams.
Chill W ills, Mamie Van Doren)— Ted Richmond producer. Arthur Lubin director; and
"The Tight Squeeze" (Sterling Hayden,
C.loria Grahame. Gene Barry) — Ross Hunter
producer. Jerry Hopper director.
On March 15. camera work starts on the
musical. "Three Gobs in Paris" (Tony
Curtis, Gene Nelson) — Albert J. Cohen producing. Richard Quine directing, in Technicolor.
In addition, the studio has set Jose Ferrer
to direct and star in the film version of his
1952 Broadway hit, "The Shrike," which won
the year's Pulitzer prize, .^aron Rosenberg
v.ill produce the drama, which is slated to
get underway this summer.
Jeanne Grain's first picture under her new
five-year, one-a-year U-I contract will be
"Dolly Hessian," which Ted Richmond will
produce. No starting date has yet beet set
on the film, but it is expected to get underway in the Spring.
WARNER

BROTHERS

Fonda Stars in 'Mr. Roberts'
Wayne-Fellows Add One to Slate
HENRV FONDA HAS BEEN SIGNED
for the starring role in the Warner Brothers
production of the hit play. "Mr. Roberts,"
which is being prepared for spring filming
in CinemaScope and WarnerColor. He replaces Marlon Brando, who was originally
announced for the role, but dropped after
Fox filed a $2,0(X).000 damage suit against
him for walking out on "The Egyptian". Leland Hayward will produce as he did the
I'.ruadway stage version.
Wayne-Fellows Productions, with two
more pictures already scheduled for filming
this year, has just added "Track of the Cat,"
an outdoor suspense melodrama, based on
the Walter Van Tilberg Clark novel. William Wellman will direct the picture, rolling
early this spring.
The filming of two lavish musical numbers

will wind up production on "A Star Is
Born." (CinemaScope-Technicolor) which
has been working since Oct. 12. Producer
Sid Luft and direc'or George Cukor are putting stars Judy Garland and Jack Carson
through rehearsals for the numbers at the
present time. Actual filming of the routines
to be completed by mid-month.
Two other pictures are currently before
cameras. These are: "The Talisman" (Virginia Mayo. Rex Harrison. George Sanders),
in CinemaScope and WarnerColor — Henry
Blanke producer. David Butler director; and
"Battle Cry" (Van Heflin. Aldo Ray. James
Whitmore, Tab Hunter. William Campbell),
also CinemaScope and WarnerColor. filminv,'
on location in Puerto Rico — Raoul Walsh
director.
Although Warners still insist that filming
will get underway in Italy on "Helen o*
Troy." not later than March 15 — few people
in the trade feel that there is any chance
that the cameras can possibly start turning
before April. There still has been no casting
for the title role, nor for any of the top supporting roles. There is a strong likelihood,
however, that Guy Madison may draw the
part of Paris, with Lex Barker considered
his closest competition.
^loulin Productions has set a co-production deal with Associated British Pictures
for filming of Moby Dick," in England, with
Warners handling world distribution. John
Huston will produce and direct, with Gregory Peck starred. The film will be lensed in
CinemaScope and color. Shooting starts in
June at ABC's Elstree studios. Ray Bradbury and Huston are doing the screenplay of
the Herman Melville classic.
INDEPENDENTS
Indes Find New Bankrolls
Old Stand-bys Remain Cautious
IF THE AVAILABILITY ( F FINANcing for independent production can be taken
as any criterion, it would appear that the
movie industry is in a much liealthier contlition that it has been in several years. Producers report new avenues of finance are
being opened up all the time, and although
the old stand-by bankroUers are still exercising great caution, it is now possible for
any reputable movie-maker with a good
package to obtain adequate backing.
Topping the list of film financers are
Chemical Bank and Trust Company of New
York. Chesapeke Industries and Bankers
Trust Company of New York. Others active
in the field are: Security-First National of
Los Angeles, Bank of America, Union Bank
and Trust Company, and Deluxe Laboratories.
Like the majors, independent production is
considerably below par this month, with
only a half-dozen films in work. However,
new deals are being announced for later this
spring, indicating that most available rental
space will be taken up in Hollywood by the
indes, by early summer.
Of the si.v features now shooting, all but
two have releasing commitments. The two
exceptions are: "A Matter of Life and
(Continued on Page 241
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ANSWERS

REPUBLIC'S

DESIRES

By leo; ard coulter

defined, settled policy. That, basically, is the ])urpose of the
trip I am undertaking.

In L . S. motion picture circles Herbert
\ ates. President of R( public, has begun to assume the role of moviedom's lone wolf. Where
angels fear to tread he
steps boldly. He has
expressed himself forcibly, for instance,

"I don't expect to get the information I need from an
a.mchair 'somewhere in Europe'. I am going out into the
field. I plan to meet with British exhibitors, both large and
small, in our provincial branch towns. I shall do the same in
Ilaly, in France and in Germany. If we find that the public
wants movie entertainment in a new or different medium, be
it wide screen or 3D — and I still believe a good picture es])ecially tailored for 3D can make a great deal of money —
then we shall provide that new form of entertainment."
Herbert \ ates knows only too well that most of the big

about the industry's
future relationship
with television. He has

money spinners of the past few months have been high-cost
pictures. He is prepared to do battle with the spenders, and

been aggressively outspoken about wide
screen and the third di-

this may denote a new trend in the affairs of Republic. "When
there is an abundance of big pictures on the market", he
believes, "the boxofRce soars. When there is a boxoffice famine
there is a drop in receipts. Everyone making pictures today is
conscious of the fact that films can no longer be produced on

mension. Those who are concerned with the day-to-day operation of Republic Pictures sometimes quake when "the boss '
delivers himself of opinions on these and similar matters, for
he never finesses or wraps up his words in fancy phrases.
Before he set off on his current visit to Europe, he had
Republic's home offices in a whirl. "Big Bill" Saal, \ates'
chief aide-de-camp, describes the trip as "a mission of inquiry'. He says it has three main purposes:
ill To confer with Herbert Wilcox on the editing of
"Trouble in the Glen " and lo set up, with him. merchandising
arrangements in the international field;
(2) To survey European exhibitor and public reaction to
A'ide screen, 3D, stereophonic sound and CinemaScope, with a
*'iew to adjusting Republic production policy;
(3) To consider extension of the present arrangement
with Wilcox. "We intend to continue to be associated with
Wilcox", Vates himself says. "It is a very happy arrangement".
At the risk of letting a few cats out of the bag I imagine
an elaboration of Bill Saal's three |)oints would not come
amiss at this stage of the game, and perhaps the clearest way
of presenting it is in the form which Herbert ^ ates himself
would use in an interview.
He would say at the outset, I 1 ('lie\e: " Things have been
happening in this industry so fast that 1 feel myself compelled
to study their effects at first-hand: lo get a |)icture 1 cannot
])0Cfibly visualize from my office on the (^oast.
"Frankly, we at Re|)ublic. because of the confusion within
the industry itself, brougiit about by new forms of presentation, have been carrying on for several months on a day-today ba: ii^. That is an inefTlcient way of doing business. I
clc'.c! I the hit-or-miss te chnique. \\ c luue lo have a clearlyPjcjo 10
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an assembly-line basis. They must be hand-tooled".
In support of this contention he cites some of Republic's
own product, just completed at a cost of more than $15 millions: "Jubilee Trail" (Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie, Forrest
Tucker), "Johnny Guitar" (Joan Crawford), "Make Haste to
Live" (Dorothy McGuire. Stephen McNally), "Laughing
Anne" (Wendell Corey. Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker)
and "Troubles in the Glen" (Orson Welles, Margaret Lockwood ) . Promotion campaigns for these pictures, and for "The
Outcast" (John Derek. Joan Evans) and "Shanghai Story'
(Ruth Roman, Edmond O'Brien) will keep pace with the increase in production budgets, he promises.
Though Yates has shrewdly stayed close to the market
for Westerns, those perennial international favorites, he has
no intention of concentrating on them. "We have been searching the publishing field thoroughly '. he says, "for best-selling
novels. We have been combing the world for established boxoffice stars, and we have engaged, among others, Joan Crawford. Mercedes McCambridge. Dorothy McGuire. Elsa Lan< hester, W endell Corey, Margaret Lockw ood and Orson
Welles.
"Our ( om|)leted line-up for 1954". Yates adds, "w ill include atop-budget picture to be directed by John Ford. We
also have "The Life of Richard Wagner' and 'The Passion
Play' scheduled for ambitious production. Mickey Roonev
will star in a fast-paced comedy called 'The Mighty Melvin";
" The Great H-Bomb Robbery' is an adventure spectacle based
on a story suggested by the New ^ ork columnist and broadcaster Bob Considine and there will also be a science-fiction
lliriller called ' Tobor"."

(Continued on
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O
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Bright comedy among best of Danny Kaye offerings. Star
sparkles throughout with smash comic ballet sequence to
send 'em all out happy and enthused. Should be top
grosser everywhere with appeal to both highbrows and
mass market. Kaye name, hilarious spy nip-ups with murders and mix-ups galore should leave everyone happy.
Danny Kaye's remarkable versatility as an entertainer
is caught resoundingly in this Norman Panama-Melvin
Frank Technicolor production for Paramount. Film
maintains a frantic pace in comic sequences, pleases with
a couple of good musical numbers (though surprisingly
few for a Kaye film), leavens the high-key proceedings
with romance for an all-around show with universal appeal. Highly involved tale about a ventriloquist who
becomes the dupe of spy and counter-spy elements, falls
in love with his (female) psychiatrist and, innocently,
finds himself a hunted "Ripper"' as bodies fall all around
him, allows Kaye full vent to his unique talents for huge
audience enjoyment. Final scene, where Kaye is trapped on a ballet stage, is a masterpiece of comic invention. It should have audiences rolling in the aisles, and
will send them out with glowing words.
Kaye draw, exploitation values, new star Mai Zetterling potential, and big word-of-mouth portent one of the
ijig grossers of the year. Earn
Paramount. 103 Minutes. Danny Kaye, Mai Zetterllng. David Burns, Toren
Thatcher, Abner Bibernnan. Producer-directors. Norman Panama & Melvin Frank.

Faces"

Su^utc^

I^oUk^

Low budget mystery suitable for dual bill in action houses.
Enough gun-fist action and sex to satisfy undiscriminating
whodunit addicts. Nothing here for class or family spots.
Fseudo-burles(]ue of whodunits. Follows slick pattern
familiar t(j followers of author Leslie Charteris' hero,
"The Saint". This time Simon Templar (Louis Hayward) is in England investigating death of young society girl. Action begins to pop when trail leads to crooked
gambling ring which is bleeding the scions of wealthy
families. The Saint, beset by jjolice, the gang and assorted females, handles all in usual dashing or deadl}'
style according to s])ecilic situation. With a few smart
<|uii)s, kisses, and bullets, he breaks the ring and gains
devotitjn of beautiful society girl who aided him along
the way. Situations often border on fantastic.
Usual sex-action elements are the selling angles for
bally houscv. I'hil
RKO. 74 Minutes. Louis Hayward, Naomi Chance. Producer Julian Le5fer.
Director, Seymour Friedman.
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Rating applies to big-city key-run houses. Lower generally. Filmed as on stage, sprightly musical comedy poses
problem for houses not catering to audiences accustomed
to stage musical format. Ovc all b.o. picture spotty. Exploitation values in Eartha Kitt's jukebox popularity
CinemaScope and songs.
Several individual musical and comedy sequences are
outstanding in 20th-Fox's first musical in CinemaScope.
However, there is virtually no story, the skits and musical numbers being strung together loosely on a thin
thread of plot about troubles in getting a show started.
.Some are outstanding, particularly those in which torch
singer Eartha Kitt gives out with songs like "Monotonous", "C'est Si Bon", "Bal Petit Bal". Ronnie Graham
and Paul Lynde handle a few comedy sequences beautifully, particularly in a satire of "Death of a Salesman",
with both participating; Graham giving out with "bop"
lingo as a musician at a Congressional investigation, and
Lynde sparkling in a skit as an explorer relating his experiences. The lengthly series of unconnected sequences,
with story tossed in haphazardly, serves to drain audience interest. Phil
20th Century-Fox. 98 Minutes. Eartha Kitt, Ronny Graham, Paul Lynde, Robert
Clary, Alice Ghostly. Producer, Berman Swarti Ifor Edward L. Alperson).
Director, Harry Horner.

"Ma

and

Pa

SuUhcm
"Saint's Girl Friday"

(CinemaScope)

Kettle

^€Uut^

at Home"
O

O

O

This rating applies to hinterlands where Kettle series is
strong. Routine "Kettle" comedy with Ma and Pa on familiar territory. Plenty of slapstick and a nice touch
of sentiment. Strictly for the family trade. Should
gross average for the series.
^Li and Pa and their LS rollicking kids bring it to life
in a story that gains pace steadily. The humor gets
right down to such basics as eggs in hats, toads in the
Ijath and hens in the bed. A little boy-meets-girl flavoring adds savor to the dish. Characterization by Marjorie Main and IVrcy Kill)ride is good as usual. Able
l acking comes from Alan Mowbray. Ross Elliott, Brett
Halsey and Alice Kelley. The last two compete in an
essay com])C'tition about farm life. Pa Kettle fixes up
his tumbledown farm with paint and cardboard, befort
the judges arrive, so that it will look something like
Brett's descri])tion. F>ut it rains. The cardboard falls to
])ieces. In the end, however, the judges realize the Kettles are the warm human beings described in the essay,
and the i)air are awarded a joint prize. Coulter
Universal-International. 81 Minutes. Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride, Alice
Kelley, Brett Halsey, Alan Mowbray, Oliver Blake, Stan Ross. Producer,
Richard Wilson. Director. Charles Lamont.

"Rose

Marie"

Su4utc^

"Casanova's

(CinemaScope)

IRcUcH^ O

Q

Big

Night"

O

Colorful, though slow-moving, remake of famed romantic
musical. CinemaScope enhances values. With deluxe

Inept comedy leans heavily on Hope name, strong cast,
for b.o. prospects. Unfavorable word*of -mouth, lack of

photography in Eastmancolor, Friml's ever-popular music
enough to reach higher levels in all but action spots.
Good exploitation possibilities.

script values, slapstick that doesn't come off, make li
doubtful for most locations. May go slightly above rating

Based on the celebrated "Rose Marie" operetta by
Arthur Hanimerstein Avhich wowed Broadwayites in the
twenties and earned world acclaim for Nelson Eddy and
Jeanette MacDonald on its screen bow. Major attractions are the music. Cinema.'^coj)e ])resentation and eyehlling scenes, includiut;' spectacular dance number.
Script, however, too old and obvious to hold interest.
Story is only slig-htly chaiig-ed — Mounty finds backwoods gal, takes her under liis protective wing, turns
her into a "lady", finally loses her to a romantic trapper
after Keel engineers his release from execution by Indians and from a murder rap by the Canadians. Keel as
the Mounty hero whose love is unrequited and Ann
Blyth as the girl, give melodious ])erf()rmances of those
oldtime favorites, "Rose Marie ', "Indian Love Call" and
"I Have the Love", among others. ( iood supi)ort is
added by Fernando Lamas and Bert Lahr. Leon
MGM. I0& Minutes. Ann Blyth, Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas, Bert Lahr,
Marjorie Main. Producer, Mervyn LeRoy. Director, Mervyn LeRoy.

"E.xecutive
ScUUtC^

O

Intriguing study of personalities and motivation built
around struggle of business executives to become top
dog when company president suddenly dies. Tresented
in semi-drawing room style with rare insight, director
Robert Wise and cast have peeled veneer off segment of
big business world. Adult audiences will be held in tight
dramatic grip as ambitions, i)etty desires and frustrations of each character are laid bare. Physical action has
been effectively .supplanted by astutely handled dialogue
and emotion. Pace is sure and rapid never lapsing into
riat, slow .sequences which so often i)lague films of this
kind. SekUmi does one film contain this outstanding
strjng of fine performances. Leading the parade is Fredric March as company comptroller with adding-machine
heart, and \\'illiam Holden who feels there is more to
big business than just making money. L'susal background music is eliminated. Natural sound effects arc
substituted giving dei)th and realism to story. Ac//
MGM. 104 Minutes. William Holden. June Allyson, Barbara Stanwyck. Frederic
March, Walter Pidqeon, Shelley Winters, Paul Douglas, Louis Calhern, Dean
Jaqqer Nina Foch. Producer John Houseman. Director, Robert Wise.
O

O

O

O

Paul Jones. Hope's frantic efforts to make something of
the proceedings are labored. Balance of cast, names like
Joan Fontaine, Basil Rathbone, John Carradine are stymied by the screenplay. Story has Hope as a timid tailor
who is persuaded to impersonate Casanova to prove the
love of a duke's fiancee, Dalton. He has to bring back
her petticoat as evidence of unfaithfulness. Fontaine,
as his "chaperone", eventually becomes his true romantic
as the girl is proved honorable. Hope scores in some
sequences: impersonating a noblewoman in a dance: a
gondola musical romj) : in a comic duel. But too many
attem])ts at laughs fail to bring a snicker. Unusual de])arture. a i)air of endings, one with Hope being beheaded, the other as a living hero, ask the audience to make
the choice. Fliil

O

Well-made star-stocked drama tailored for discriminating
audiences. Rating may be higher in class houses. Gooc
grosses indicated for key runs. Critical acclaim, wordof-mouth will make it strong everywhere except in actior
market. Values stem from unusual combination o(
excellent performances.

^u4iKe44^

Bob Hope and a host of fine players, who should have
known better, are fouled up by a fantastic script and
loose direction in this period Technicolor production by

Paramount. 85 Minutes. Bob Hope, Joan Fontaine, Audrey Dalton, Basil Rathbone, Hugh Marlowe, Arnold Moss, John Carradine, John Hoyt, Hope Emerson, Lon Chaney. Producer, Paul Jones. Director, Norman Z. McLeod.

Suite"

1^CltiK<^ O

in early engagements, but just doesn't have it for holding
up in subsequents.

TOPS

O

"Phantom

of the Rue

Morgue"

Su4C4ee44 IRatcKf O

O

(3D-2D)
O

Top exploitation values and expert use of 3D merit this
rating for what would otherwise be an ordinary horror
film. Will register strongly in action spots, should do well
enough in general run where bally is exerted. Lack of
marquee names, violence, make it light for family market.
Standard horror film, based on b-dgar Allen Poe's
classic, "Murders in the Rue Morgue", has been enhanced by wise use of 3D (a la "House of ^^'a.x") good
W'arnerColor. and a batch of exploitation angles that
augurs above-average reception generally and could
reach hit proportions in action houses, where exploited,
lilood-hungry fans will find enough gore and violence
to satisfy their desires, l)ut it may be too strong for the
average entertainment-seeking fans* stomachs. Also, the
tale's familiarity, worked over in countless previous
films, won't sit well with the discriminating trade. Mad
scientist, gorilla, beautiful female victims, wild animals
let loose, etc., are used in the old-hat story. Exploitation
values, however, along with the 3D effectiveness, should
push it well above its standard prospects.
Warner's has a topflight pressl)ook capitalizing the
shock values in the ads and exploitation stunts. .\eil
Warner Bros. 83 Minutes. Karl Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Patricia Medina,
Steve Forrest, Allyn McLerie. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Roy Del Ruth.
O O

GOOD

O

O

AVERAGE.
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THE

GREATEST

AMERICAN

DRAIt

3
FLORINDA
Beautiful, courageous, gay,
vivacious . . . born to be
adored bv all men

,

G«e«^^-^»*°:

GARNET
Sweet, mild-mannered . . .
but with a yearning for
romance and excitement^

JOHN IVES
A man of great charm . . .
his love of the trail threatened by a new devotion.

OLIVER HALE
Young and reckless . . .
could face anything but
the wrath of his brother.

HERBERT

J. YATES

presents

CHARLES HALE
Autocratic, calculating . . .
with a selfish ambition to
rule a new empire.

HANDSOME BRUTE
A magnificent giant whosf
great strength was neve
used in violence.

TEXAS
A reformed drunk, loyal
and lost ... he could help
all except himself.

SILKY
A gambler with a love for
elegance . . . shrewd, but
always a gentleman.
A REPUBLIC

\ Dfltn ■ Associate Producer aodfc

Screenplay by BfllCe Manning • Based on il
PICTURE

L!NCE"GONE

WITH

THE

WIND"!

Inde Counsellor Rodgers
The good news that Bill Rodgers was
resuming his industry activity — though
not with the company he worked with
for 34 years — was revealed in one of
those informal straight-from-the shoulder trade press chit-chats that has endeared the former MGM vice-president
and sales chief to the fourth estate.
Rodgers will offer his services and experience as "counsellor and advisor" to
all comers, including exhibitors, who
wish to work in production-distribution
— except representatives of the presently
established film companies. He is already in negotiations with an exhibitor
.Allied) planning a producgrouption (not
venture.
Rodgers, who had been acting in a
consultant capacity with Metro since his
semi-retirement and was due to stay on
through the Spring, "accelerated" an
amicable parting with the company,
upon termination of his contract March
1, to open his own business. He said he
was approached by the exhibitor group
to become board chairman, but refused
because it might endanger his independent activities. He has set up temporary
headquarters at 630 Ninth Ave. in New
York, he said, and will establish a permanent office at Rockefeller Center in
the soon-to-be vacated Disney offices.
Views on trade matters:
Arbitration: Would like to see it, but
feels that all ehxibitors should be represented. "Arbitration without Allied will
work where there is no competition, but
I personally don't think it will be successful in a long pull."
Product: Value is in good pictures no
matter what the process or the cost.
"There is a market — and a helluva good
market — for pictures that have merit no
matter what theatre they play." Long
runs do not "milk product; actually they
enhance its value for subsequents.
Sliding scale: "The principle is good
as long as the base is right . . . The intelligent way to sell pictures . . . except
in some small town situations."

Skouras Voices Optimism
Hack in the U. S. after a five-week
trip through Europe promoting CinemaScope, Spyros P. Skouras declared that
he was confident that the motion picture industry was well on its way in its
competitive battle against Television.
"I believe the movie industry has
passed its worst situation in relation to
television and is now overcoming it by
better quality films and new devices, including CinemaScopc, lor jjrescnting
these films," the 2(hh-\'<>x president said.
Pdge 16
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Allied Defers Arb. Bid
HOUSE GROUP OK'S 10%
Outlook for complete repeal of the 20 per cent Federal admissions tax dimmed, but a 50 per cent cut in
the levy seemed probable in view of the House Ways
and Means Committee quick action in unanimously
approving the Reed Bill last week to reduce current
excise taxes to 10 per cent on virtually all highertaxed items except tobacco, liquor, gasoline and automobiles. Despite the President's sour view of the
measure, estimated to knock a billion dollars off tax
revenue from the various industries affected, his press
statement, following the initial House Committee vote
that sometimes it's necessary to "swallow castor oil"
along with pleasant doses, indicated there would be
no veto.
The bill will be considered in the House this week
and a speedy passage was predicted. If passed by
both houses, the cuts will be effective April 1.
In view of the speed with which the House Committee worked, what course COMPO's tax repeal efforts would take was not immediately evident, although itwas expected that the battle for total elimination of the tax, would be switched to the Senate.
"We'll keep plugging", COMPO counsel Robert W.
Coyne promised. There are 6,127 theatres now operating in the red, he said, and close to 5000 are losing
over 11 cents on the boxoffice dollar, so that a 10 per
cent tax would still leave the great majority of the
struggling houses in a loss state. At the time of the
veto message last November, Coyne said, 2000 theatres would be forced to close in the next year without tax relief. "Over 1000 have already closed," he
noted, "and yet the number of operating theatres in
the red has "increased."
Some 25 motions were offered by Democrats to
amend the measure, among them one by Rep. Cooper
(D., Tenn.) to exempt from Federal tax all movie admissions under 50c, with a 10 per cent levy on those
higher. In an early vote, the measure was barely defeated by a tie, 12-12, with Noah Mason (R., 111.),
who had sponsored the original admissions tax repeal
bill, refraining from voting. In a subsequent ballot.
Mason joined with Republic bloc to bar the 50c exemption. Only Republicans to vote for the Cooper
amendment were Simpson (Pa.) and Baker (Tenn.).
Principal argument was that if a single exception
were made, there would be a flood of demands from
other groups pleading distress.
A COMPO spokesman said that while the battle to
repeal the tax will be carried on, their alternate objective will be to "get the best deal possible".
Committee's majority report said the measure's effect would be to "stimulate business and employment
not only in those industries directly affected, but also
in other industries, since consumers will pay less for
many of these taxed items and will have more money
available for other purposes." This would apply particularly tothe movie business, with theatres centered
in a shopping district as a special hypo for business
in the area. This has been one of the major arguments presented by COMPO in its tax repeal fight to
offset the Treasury's fear of loss of a choice revenue
plum.
Other industries affected by the reduction in tax
rates are furs, toilet articles, jewelry, luggage, leather
goods, photographic equipment, food and drink in
cabarets, electric equipment, club dues and initiation
fees.

Eric Johnston's invitation to theatremen for a meeting with distributors on
an arbitration system — without film rentals as part of the deal — was picked up
promptly by four of the theatre groups
solicited: notable exception was Allied.
Following the latter's board meeting in
New York, A. F. Myers said that the
proposal was considered, but careful
preparation of the reply would preclude
any immediate action by the organization on arbitration.
TOA approached the proposed meeting "with great optimism and in a spirit
of complete cooperation," named Si Fabian, Mitchell Wolfson and Herman
Levy as its delegates. ITOA and Metropolitan MPTA of New York also
agreed to the meeting. Last of the quartet to accept. Southern California Theatre Owners Ass'n, noted that some
phases of film rental deals should be
considered in the plan. In a letter to
Johnston, SCTOA chairman Harry C.
Arthur, Jr., cited claims of improper
dealings bylationshipeither
party, to
suchadmission
as "reof film rentals
prices and the extent to which the distributor or exhibitor may go in relating
the two."
Production

Code

Issue

The production code hassle remains
in the limelight, even extending its scope
to areas outside the industry. Sen. Andrew F. Schoeppel (R., Kans.), chairman of the Senate Small Business subcommittee came out in favor of those
producers who uphold the code.
Referring to attempts to bring the
code up to date he said, "Just how decency and morality and good taste are
modernized is difficult to understand."
He urged all phases of the industry, as
well as the public, to deal only with
code-approved films.
Meanwhile. RKO apparently found
difficulty
without a in
sealbooking
and for "French
the third Line"
time
opened negotiations with officials of the
PC A.
Samuel Goldwyn advocater of streamlining the code, then stirred up a few
sparks when, in an address at the annual Screen Writers Guild awards dinner, he said that MP.-\.\ president Eric
Johnston "assured me . . . that he would
call a meeting here of all interested producers to discuss the entire question."
Johnston, who was attending the Brazilian film festival emphatically refuted
Goldwyn saying, "I have told you, and
I repeat now, that if you have specific
suggestion to change the Code, you
should put them in writing and I would
submit them to the board for its consideration."

(Conlinuvd on Page 22)

THREE

Tushinsky

to

NEW

TECHNIQUES

Paramount

Last week was an exc iting, if confusing, one in the course
of the technological revolution that has gripped the motion
picture industry. At press time, all the facts were not in. but
enough was known to make exhibitors hold their dizzy heads.
No less than three new processes burst upon the scene.
Most widely heralded (and apparently the least important I
was Paramount's VistaVision. The others were the Tushinsky
lens and the Gottschalk lens.
VistaVision appears to pro\ ide a clearer, more sharply
defined version of the standard blown-up |ticlure. It does not
seem to be directly competitive to CinemaSco|)e in that it is
not anamorphic and. therefore, does not have the exciting
panoramic scope of the 20th Century-Fox process.
Walter Reed. Jr.. TOA president, who viewed \ istaVision. as well as the operation of the Tushinsky lens and the
t/ottschalk lens, issued a report late last week, which follows
in summary :
TUSHINSKY LKNS — In order lo u?e an exjjanding prismatic lens, such as the Tushinsky one. it is essential that the
prints be optically printed by the Tushinsky method. This
method i> different from conventional print making.
The Tushin.*ky lens i> attached lo (he con\fntioiial Icn^.
It i> about half the size of a shoe box. and has an attached dial
that has notches in it for purpo!4- of adjustment so as to be
able lo achieve the various aspec t ratios. The allachmenl is
made by means of a collar. For all intents and purposes, except where a most unusual situation exists, ihere is no need lo
( hange existing apertures, the primary IcMises. the height of
-creens. or the light source. Naturally, it is recommended,
lhat a good quality screen be UM-d in order to obtain the maximum light source.
The test included the scrc-ening of old product, of current
releases, and of new pictures. Tremendous versatility was displayed. Visualize, if you will, a |)icture of an interior close-up
on a con\enlional or old screen ratio, which, as the movement increases, or goes to an exterior shot, the entire screen
opens up lo 2:55. 2:1. or o:l. Incidentally, while the Tushinit is not recommended
sky lens can easily give a ratio of
because of the light loss and because of non-adaptability lo the
;»verage theatre.

I was particularly impressed with what could be done
with old films and with new films printed in new ratios, particularly as lo cartoons. 1 was informed that while pictures
can be printed in any asjH'ct ratio they are going to be recommended in three sizes: regulation. 1.75:1. and 2:1. with emphasis on 2:1. It is important lo kc-ep in mind lhat there is
great flexibility on both sides of these standards through the
use of ihe ru>hin.>iky lens.

to

Gottschalk

\^ hen questioned about stereophonic sound. Mr. Grainger was emphatic in stating that it will not be required for
pictures using the Tushinsky process.
e were advised that the Tushinsky interests plan rapid
production of these lenses: that there will be wide distribution
of the lenses through an independent organization already in
existence: that the approximate cost will be S700.00 a pair;
that 5.000 pair of lenses can be available within a six month
period: and that in the event other companies do not make
pictures w ith the Tushinsky process a lens rental plan w ill be
devised.
In my opinion the Tushinsky lens achieves unusual depth
of focus, fine definition, no distortion, and is able lo project
m any aspect ratio, including 1 :66 and CinemaScope.
\ IST.W ISION — Paramount has developed a new camera,
commonly know n as the Chinese or Lazy 8 camera. hen a
picture is made by this camera and is projected by means of
conventional prints in an aspect ratio of 1 :85 there is a tremendous improvement in motion picture entertainment. \^ e
saw several scenes from the Danny Kaye-Bing Crosby picture.
■■\^ bite- Christmas." some scenes from "The Big Top. " the
Martin and Lewis picture, and some other test film. L nqueslionably. the process gives a fine quality picture, unusually
good depth of focus, and eliminates a great deal of the grain
commonly seen in existing pictures when one gets close lo the
sc reen. \^ ith the big light source in the studio, and w ith th:large screen, and by the use of different size apertures, we
were able to see the picture in normal size. 1 :75. 1 :85. 2:1 and
2 :55. One must bear in mind that some additional lenses may
be required in some theatres in order to project the 1 :85.
Mr. ^ . Frank Freeman was very complimentary about the
use of the Tushinsky lens with this process and indicated that
he felt lhat exhibitors would do well lo acquire an expanding
j)rismalic lens. In his opinion, the Tushinsky lens was a fine
expanding prismatic lens.
V( e questioned Mr. Freeman concerning the use of stereojthonic sound and we were told that Paramount will not require the use of stereophonic sound under any conditions.
(;OTTSCHALK LENS— \^ e observed some tests of the Robert
Gottschalk lens, which is similar in all respects to the Tushinsky lens, described earlier. However, the lens has not been
completed to the point of being able lo demonstrate
bility of it to the same extent that the Tushinsky lens
were advised bv the in\eiUor. Mr. C/Ottschalk. that
difference between the two lenses was in the optical
used, and in their grinding. \^ e were informed lhat
lenses will be available for approximately .Sl.lOU.
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Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
TECHNICOLOR CUTBACK
ITO of Ohio
The New York Times of Feb. 18 carries
the following dispatch from Hollywood.
"The Technicolor Motion Picture Corp. will
lay off 330 of its 2300 employees beginning
March 1. Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus. president
and general manager, said the cutback was
being "reluctantly taken due to decreased
production'. He asserted that the company
had as many orders for film processing on
hand now as it had at this time last year,
but that studios were not requesting as many
prints for theatrical distribution."
This is real evidence that the distributors
are cutting down on their print orders. They
can no longer use the excuse that Technicolor holds them up. — Robert A. Wile, Secretary.
MORE

ON CENSORSHIP
ITO of Ohio
Several theatre owners have asked us how
they can guard against being closed up by
the police or pressure groups if censorship is
abolished.
The answer is that no exhibitor will have
to worry about any picture which has an
i[P.\A or Breen Office Production Code
seal. Ohio is the only state, to our knowledge, which has ever banned a picture with
a code seal. The ^ilotion Picture Association
and the distributor of the picture will defend any attempt to close a theatre showing
a picture with a seal.
Pictures without a seal will have to be
closely examined and screened by any exhibitor who wants to play them. He should
also protect himself with a clause in his contract that the distributor will be responsible
for any damage caused by the closing of the
theatre.
However, there is little police censorship
in those states which do not have a state
censorship so there is no reason to believe
that there will be any in Ohio. Each exhibitor will have to weigh the possibilities of
action on a ])icture which does not have a
I'roduction Code Seal in the light of his
knowledge of his own community.
.■\t the moment, of course, the question is
academic. We still have censorship. Stories
in the Columbus newspapers this week indicated that many pictures previously banned
here have been resubmitted in view of the
Supreme Court decisions in the "M" and
"La Ronde" cases. The P)Oard is weighing
its list of banned i)ictures in the light of the
decisions. Two f)r three weeks hence, it may
release " The Outlaw", "The Moon Is I51ue"
and others. It also might continue its ban
on these films. Meanwhile, it is still illegal
to show them lure.
"Striporama" was banned this week by
the I'.oard. This is the kind of picture you
would have to worry about if ccnsorsliip
were abolished. Von would have to screen it
yrmrsclf to sec whether it fitted your community. Chances arc this would get few
bookings in Ohio, even if iiermittcd.
Page 18
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3D VIEWER SURCHARGE
ITO of Ohio
The distributors have long tried to collect
a percentage on the surcharge on 3-1)
glasses. First to come to its senses on this
subject, as far as we know, is Paranxount.
Contracts on "Money From Home" have
the following clause: "The percentage terms
to which the distributor is entitled shall
apply to the full box office admission price.
Where glasses are sold separately the percentage terms shall not apply to the receipts
from such sale."
FLAT

RENTAL SKYROCKET
ITO of Ohio
Those of you familiar with Caravan know
that the symbol "F" refers to flat rental.
lOOF means top flat rental. 125F means 25%
over top flat, 50F half of top flat, etc. .A.
Rocky ilountain Allied Bulletin reports that
in the wide open spaces "Samson & Delilah",
"Shane" and "Greatest Show on Earth" are
being offered at 2.50F. Caravan adds, "This
is interesting mainly as a retreat from the
must percentage policy, for 250 is a lot of F.
The Rocky Mountain boys may spend a lot
of time in the clouds leaping from jag to jag
hut they know how to bring these high flying pictures down to earth. Now let us hope
for some 150F deals which should be the
first stop on the way down from Pike's
INSURANCE COVERAGE
Peak."
ITO of Ohio
.Abram F, Myers, Allied's general counsel,
advises us to warn you that at least one insurance company claiming almost universal
coverage of theatre property, does not actually cover concession goods. This applies to
fire insurance only. He suggests that you
check your policies and/or your agent to
make sure that stocks of popcorn, candy and
ice cream are covered.

LETTING TAIL WAG DOC
Theatre Owners of Oklahoma
,\ TOA committee is challenging the attitude of other companies, using the license,
and demanding that they serve exhibitors on
their present systems. This challenge is not
a threat but carries with it instructions to go
to the Department of Justice and the Senate
Small Business Committee for relief in case
of refusal despite the past unsatisfactory experience with government. But it's just that
desperate !
Such an attitude is unusual to TOA but it
points up the extreme seriousness of today's
situation. Exhibition is at the road's en^l
unless something is done. Our investments
total many times that of production and distribution and we can not let the tail continue
to wag the dog.
New production is one answer. Already
plans are under way for new pictures. ^lany
valuable stars are idle and both ready and
willing to afford their talents to sincere exhibitor groups. One companj- has Katherine
Hepburn and Alec Guinness set for both
foreign and domestic releases in the ne.xt few
months with others to follow. The promise
a 30*;^ cut in distribution costs as one incentive.
The present system of pre-releasings and
continuous flow of high percentage pictures
is rapidly dr\ing up the chances for sur\ival of the little theatres.
Reading this into action you are advised to
consider the using of product from some of
the lesser companies. If availability is limited and ])ictures are too expensive for profit,
your eagerness to keep up with the parade
may be economic suicide. Any continuance
of the existing uncertainty can only divide
and conquer us.
SHORTS REISSUES
Allied Caravan of la.-Nebr.
AN EXHIBITOR

USEFUL

THEATRE GADGET
ITO of Ohio
Fonedek, demonstrated to us this week appears to be a most useful article in a theatre.
When the i)honc rings, the cashier simply
places it in the cardie of Fonedek. The
gadget amplifies the voice so that the user
has both hands free. We can see that a theatre cashier might find this very useful since
she could answer ])hone inquiries and at the
same time sell tickets. Fonedek is comi)letely self-contained, requires no wiring tt) anything, can be moved at will. It uses an A
and B battery. Each should last about 6
months; the former costs 27 cents to replace, the latter $2.75. The price of Fonedek
is $59.95. The manufacturer has lent us one
and if you want to see it, let us know.
It should be particularly useful, too, for
the man who makes film deals on the telephone. He can ha\e any number of people
listening who will be witnesses to what is
said on the t)lher end.

WRITES

"I am getting sick of the continued rtissuing of shorts and cartoons by every dis
tributor in the business. It is impossible to
keep accurate account of every short you've
played in the past five years, but the kids
will do it for you. It is getting to be more
than I like to take to have kids coming out
about every two or three shows and reminding you with a slight inference that you're
l)ulling
on them
thatsad
they've
seen thatsomething
old cartoon
before.and The
part
of it is that we jiay full price for these old
prims and the distributor makes full price
piolil from something that has once been
li([ui(lale(l. .\ re-issued feature is usually
half-price or less, why not shorts? Sure, yon
have to have so many minutes running time
in shorts and the price is no higher than it
they seen
were atnew,
the should
fact that
they've
been
your but
theatre
justify
our
demanding a cheaper price on re-issued
shorts". — Well, that's indeed a L:ood point.
Let's go to work on it.

he adventures
forbidden
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revolt to free an American beauty he loved
from the hidden harems of that fabulous land!
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What the Newspaper Critics Sag Aboat New Films

iV.

Critics

Caal

ia

Para's

The opening of Paramouiit's Martin & Lewis starrer "Aloney
From Home" was given a cool reception by the New York critics.
Seen in 2D and Technicolor (it's also available in iY)), the film
raised comments of "slow," "uninspired," and "all too familiar."
One scribe ventures the opinion that even M&L fans may be disappointed.
Bosley Crowther. of the Times, observes that "it got away to
a slow start at the Paramount." He feels that the film is a
strangely indifferent attraction in which the boys work hard at
lots of gags but succeed in sustaining a burst of slapstick only at
the end." Crowther points out "we're afraid Mr. Lewis runs too
much to effeminacy, which is neither very funny nor tasteful."
"Nothing new has been added except Technicolor," pens
Otis L. Guernsey, Jr. in the Herald Tribune. "Even the avid fans
of the Martin-Lewis ginger ale comedy may find 'Money From
Home' a bit flat, as though the stuff had been watered to get a
few more ounces out of the same old bottle." Guernsey feels
"there is a limit to what the comic can do with pure absurdity,

•THE GLENN MILLER STORY'
Universal-International
"Not since 'Yankee Doodle Dandy' . . .
have we seen as appealing and melodic a
musical biography as this charmer ... A
wonderful achievement." — Crowther, N.Y.
Times
"Running through the whole picture is a
spirit of eager enthusiasm that lifts it far
above the usual level of musical biographies."— Cook, N.Y. World-Telegram
"Extraordinarily fine job of picture-making. . . Rhythmic drama with compelling sincerity."— Pelswick, N."^'. Journal-American
"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .
Makes you share his ups and downs, now
tapping your foot . . . now dropping a tear
of fame and glory." — W'lnhis ascent
... inN.Y.
sten,
Post
"Nice product — persuasive, fresh and often
vibrant . . . Admirable thing is, how cleverly
the music was fitted into the biographical
facts." — Beckley, N.Y. Herald Tribune
•TOP BANANA'
United Artists
"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .
May be a picture designed for certain tastes,
but the guess of this department is that it's
a fairly inclusive taste, say, 85 percent of the
alive
and kicking population." — Winsten,
N.Y. Post
"Chromium-plated burlesque show . . .
bumptious, incredibly rapid action and dialogue are so admirably fitted to the style and
delivery of Phil Silvers that I found it and
him irresistibly funny." — Beckley, N.Y. Herald Tribune
"There is gaiety and bounce in 'Top 15anana'. It is a very amusing mess of film." —
("rowther, N.Y. Times
"I-'ilm smash . . . Silvers is nothing short
of
can terrific." — Pelswick, N.^'. Journal- Ameri"You go to 'T(jp Banana' prepared to settle
P«g* 20
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^3€aney

Fratn

Mame^

and it looks ... as though the Messrs. Martin and Lewis have
come pretty close to it."
The Post's Irene Thirer reduces the film to a Fair Plus Movie
Meter Rating saying "It is not the boy's best." She opinions "it
seemed to this viewer that Lewis, whose comic talents we do respect, never before made so many faces, not acted so like a moron,
with out being too, too, amusing."
"Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis have been short changed on
humor in their latest movie script," says Alton Cook in the
World-Telegram & Sun. He believes that "even the popular wiles
of this strenuous pair are not likely to draw a proper bundle of
laughter." Pointing out that this is the eighth M&L picture in
less than four years he observes "At that pace quantity is sure
to overshadow quality."
The Journal-American's Rose Pclswick sticks strictly to the
facts saying it's a "slapstick movie . . . made to order for the
M&L enthusiasts." In her opinion, the film "gives the zany pair
plenty of opportunity to bounce in and out of slapstick gags."

for Phil Silvers and that's all — but it is quite
a settlement in boisterous, bouncing laughter."— Cook, N.Y. World-Telegram
'NEW FACES"
20th Century-Fox
"Intimate, confidential, witty; wide
photography brings you into even
intimacy with the performers than
Tribunesible in a theatre." — Guernsey, N.Y.

screen
greater
is posHerald

"Grand entertainment . . . gives every
member of the audience a front row scat." —
Pelswick, N.Y. Journal American
"Regaling the Roxy audiences with an almost unbroken parade of musical numbers
. . . rates a cordial welcome." — Cook, N.Y.
World-Telegram
"Surprise of the new year . . . Show lands
in the lap of the customers even more personalized than before." — H. H. T., Times
"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .
CinemaScope proves an excellent medium for
bringing the legit revue to the picture public
. . . You see all, hear all — just as thougii
you'd bought a top-priced ticket at a stageshow theatre." — \\ instcn, N.Y. Post
'DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN"
Warner Bros.
"I'^inc melodrama of prison life." — Pelswick, Journal-American
"Abandons the explosive violence of other
prison pictures to tell the love story of a
convict and a nurse." — Cook, World-Tele"This sort of romantic impulse . . . looks
gram
like the silliest sort of eye-wash in the most
hackneyed sort of prison film." — Crowther,
Times
"l'"air i)Ius (Movie Meter Rating) . . .
Could be authentic in every detail, and yet,
so threadbare is the subject that it seems to
have been worked over for halt a century
witlniiU i)ause." — Winsten, Post

'HELL AND HIGH WATER'
20th Century-Fox
"Wonderful fare for the segment of the
audience that debates whether to see a movie
or curl up in a comfortable corner with a
comic book." — Cook, World-Telegram
"Good (M ovie dieter Rating) . . . Overdose of magnificence does not prepare one
properly for the juvenile adventure quality of
this story . . . Action is melodramatic to an
extreme degree . . . essentially a seahor>-c
opera." — ^\'insten, Post
"Pictorial span and potential of Twentieth
Century-Fox' CinemaScope . . . have been
largely expended and wasted on a ridiculously melodramatic talc." — Crowther, Times
"Transparent orgy of melodrama at sea
. . . .'\verage ration of action, but its drama
is limited to a few minor sensations of violence."— Guernsey, Herald Tribune
■ACT OF LOVE'
United Artists
"l^ilm is a fine and strongly moving but
eventually irksome tracing of a plain romance."— Crowther, N.Y. Times
"Good plus (Movie ^letcr Rating) . .
Jumps to the top of the list on the basis of
reactions to Dany Robin's acting and Anatole Litvak's hurdling of a depressing theme
. . . Npt the kind of picture that pleases
larger audience." — Winsten, N.Y. Post
"Does not quite sell itself as a tragic romance, but it reaches through and around
the love afTair to offer trenchant dramatic
comments on a much more vital problem of
human
Tribune affairs." — Guernsey, N. Herald
'{"elegram
"I'ilm inspire<l by pure integrity, working
with a sure hand on a theme of incredibly
righteous tragedy." — Cook, X. \ . World"Colorful film . . . artistically pluitographed and handled adaptation." — Pclswick,
N.Y. Journal-American
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NEWSPAPER

Allied Board Meet-ing
Two burning issues, product shortage
and stereosouiul, were again spotlighted
as National Allied wound up its two-day
board of directors meeting in Xcw ^'ork
with the following results.
(1) Independent producers are to be
encouraged to increase production until
Allied can obtain a voice in production
through its stock purchase plan.
(2) 20th Century-Fox and Loew's.
Inc. were condemned for mandatory
stereophonic sound on C'Scope pictures
"regardless of tiic appropriateness of
theatres for such installation or their
ability to pay therefor."
(3) l)rive-In conventions will be held
annuall\- under .Allied sponsorship with
the 19.^5 convention to be in St. Louis,
Feb. 7 to 10.
Multi Aspect Ratio Lens
W hile Paramount was demonstrating^
Vista\'ision, brothers Irving and Joseph
Tushinsky announced a film processing
system, called SuperScore, which will
convert standard films for showing on
CinemaScope screens. The system requires variable anamorphic projection
lenses which will permit showing of pictures in aspect ratios ranging from 2.66
to 1 down to 1.33 to 1. The Tushinsky
lenses are now in production and it was
announced they will be available in
quantity to exhibitors in May for approximately $350 each. A rental deal is
also being contemplated.
The Tushinskys, who have been conducting their experiments at the RKO
.Studios, claim SuperScope will:
(1) Permit converting of old films into .CinemaScope ratio and, inversely
con\ert present anamorphic pictures
from the 2.66 to 1 aspect ratio to lower
conventional in any ratio down to standard.
(2) Permit exhibitors complete flexibility in determining the size of the picture in relation to the size of his theatre
without making costly alterations.
(3) Requires no functional changes in
production equipment.
RKO Stockholder Suits
KK(J Pictures, bedeviled by stockholder suits ever since Howard Hughes
offered to buy the company's assets for
$6 a share, finally found the actions all
hinging on the outcome of today's (8)
trial in \V'ilmingtf)n. Minority stockholders have been trying to block the
sale claiming the assets are worth more
than Hughes is ofTering. .Actions were
ITeld in' abeyance wlien RKO counsel
agreed^'to
available
examinalionmake
president
JamesforR.pre-trial
(irain■A^r; J, Miller Walker, v.p.; William H.
CTark, treasurer, and (jarrelt \'an Wagn<'r,'*c6mi)troller.
"'in- 22
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AID ENLISTED

Newspapers were, at long last, solicited in the
movie industry's battle to overcome the discriminatory Federal admissions tax, and for general support.
COMPO learned the hard way, when, despite an
overwhelming vote in Congress, the Mason Bill was
killed by a presidential veto last year, largely because
of unfavorable reception in the editorial columns.
Now, the industry will present its case, on the tax
and other facets of industry workings in a series of
26 ads in Editor & Publisher, bible of the newspaper
business.
First of the ads (below) started it off. Concurrently, COMPO special counsel Robert W. Coyne, in a
special interview, noted that in addition to the ads,
exhibitors are being asked to call on editors and publishers to clear up the misunderstandings so evident
in the columns.
"We do not ask for publicity but for understanding," Coyne said. "We feel that those newspaper
editors who criticized the elimination of the 20 percent tax, supposed to expire six months after the end
of the war, but still in effect nine years later, had not
been briefed by the industry on conditions." He noted
that Congress members were apparently aware of the
distress situation created by the closing of 600 motion
picture theatres since 1946, with 5000 more operating
in the red. Now newspapers will get the same documented reports from the industry.
He said that publishers themselves had suggested
that the industry "tell its story" to newspaper people
in E & P. "They tell us, with the frankness of friends,
that we may be good at ballyhoo, but as an industry,
our press and public relations are strictly awful."
Copy in the ads will be "straightforward prose of a
well-edited newspaper, rather than the inflated, overdramatized rhetoric so often used in advertising."
Coyne welcomed comments on the ads from industryites, asked for ideas for incorporation in the series.
He cited the newly-formed COMPO Press Relations
Committee — chairmanned by Harry Mandel, RKO
Theatres — as "carefully chosen to guide" the campaign.
Our
TOLD

newspaper

us TO tell YOU

friends
OUR

STORY

Several of our publisher
dustry come to visit with you once a week.
friends have suggested it The motion picture industry has plenty to
would be a good idea for discuss. For, notwithstanding the advent
the motion picture indus- of powerful new competition, the criptry to tell its story to all
pling effects of a de.structive tax and the
publishers and editors by
means of advertisements changes in American mores, we continue
in Editor & Publisher.
to be one of the country's leading industries. We're full of energy and ideas. And.
They tell us, with the frankness of friends, we might add, we continue to be newsthat we may be good at ballyhoo, but as
worthy and also able to pay our adveran industry, our press and public relatising bil s.
tions are pretty awful.
At thethings
moment
among
To prove it, they point to numerous stories other
— withwe'rethe concerned
20 percent— Federal
or adverse editorial comment which they admission tax, which the law provided
themselves know to be based on misinfor* was to die si.\ months after World War
mation or misunderstanding of f^cts.
II ended.
We want to acquaint you with some of
"The newspapers want to help you, not the
effects of this tax. We shall
hurt
you," they
they knjtw
fell us.the"Butfacts.
they Why
can't notdo showdestructive
it unless
you that this levy not only has damaged our business: it has cast its blight
stores in the neighlKirhood of empty
tell them?" their advice, we are .starting — over
Following
theatres,
over real estate values, has even
w'ith this
page — wea shall
seriestalkof about
adverti.sements
in which
our cost newspapers advertising revenue.
busines.<4. Not as press agents, but as rep- See you. then, next week — and for many
res nta ives ofan important American in- weeks to come in this same space.
The Council of Motion Picture Organizationt, Inc.
150' BroxJwiy. N»w York )6, N, Y.

Stereosound Issue
The stereosound issue waxes hotter
both at home and abroad with neither
side showing signs of giving ground.
rO.A, who usually avoids involvement
in distribution issues, announced it will
oppose distributors who insist stereophonic sound be a requisite for Cinema-Scope showings. Upsetting tradition,
TOA says it will seek relief through the
Justice Depariment if its demands are
ignored.
.Spyros P. Skouras, doing a little
trouble-shooting abroad, ran into a
stonewall when the J. Arthur Rank organization refused stereo-sound installations beyond the 75 theatres now committed. John Davis, Rank's managing
director ofTered to equip additional theatres for CinemaScope with conventional
sound, but was turned down. The Foxpresident thereupon announced the company will take competitive bids beginning with "Reyond the 12-Mile Reef".
TV Novelty Dims
Television passed out of its novelty
period throughout most of the country
during 1953, according to a report by the
Radio- Electronics-Television Manufacturers Association. Jerry N. Jordan of
X. \\'. .'\yer and Son, who made the survey for RETMA based his conclusions
on the fact that during last year "Nearly every industry it was supposed to '
hurt turned upward in income."
People
Walter E. Branson's promotion from
RKO assistant sales manager to head "i
foreign operations signalled a realign
nient of the organization's sales upper
echelon, reduced to three divisions. Herbert G. Greenblatt, former midwest district manager was upped to central division head and J. Herbert Maclntyre to
western di\ision manager. Nat Levy
remains as chief of the east and south
divisions. Harry Gittleson, moves up
Ironi sales administrative manager to
the vacated llranson post . . . Herb
Steinberg was stepped up to Paramount
national exploitation manager (he was
formerly in charge of home ofHce publicity) and Burt Champion takes over
his spot. Sid Mesibov, who handled the
exploitation chores, will now work on
national tienps and si)ecial promotions
. . . Sid
Rechetnik,
trade The
press lucky
contact, took
the nuptialW'l!plunge.
gal is Raisa Sachs . . . Stanley Prenosil,
veteran newspaper man, has been hired
as N^' press contact in COM PCs new
press relations setup . . . Edwin W.
Aaron, 59, 20tli-l-'ox western sales manager died at his home. l"eb. 20. Alex
Harrison was named as temporary western headDowning
. . . Radiowill
Citychairman
Music Hall's
Russell
the
Dinner Committee for the X\' \'ariet\
tent's first annual Heart .Award, honoi ini; William J. German for his charitable
work, |)ariicuhirl\ in combatting epilei>
•«y . . . Stephen Bosustov was renamed
president
and ofhoard
chairman of Cniti- 1
i'roduclions
.America,
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THIS

RECORD BUSINESS: Doubled the gross of any previ(
U-l picture at Broadway -Capitol Theatre, Detroit.
RECORD BUSINESS: Set all-tlme house record, Cent
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.

<r^.
^

RECORD BUSINESS: set all-time house recJ
Lucon Theatre, East Lansing.
)

RECORD BUSINESS: Set all-time
house record, Capitol Theatre* Ka
mazoo.
RECORD BUSINESS: Set all-time
house record, Franklin Theat
Saginaw.
RECORD BUSINESS: Set all-time
house record. Family Theatre, Monr
RECORD BUSINESS: Set all tlme
house record. Strand Theatre, Fl
RECORD BUSINESS: Set all-time
house record for regular admission fl
Strand Theatre, Pontiac.
^^i^ CUUiCington
Out-grossed
Wa
Theatre, Mississippi
Bay City. Gambler,
IN
BOT
H
Out-grossed Mississippi Gambler and B
of the River, Riviera Theatre, Port Hut

JVhat

Herbert

Yates

(Continued from Page 10)

astic. '"I have spend a good deal of time studying all the
factors in the situation, including television, and I m as confident as ever I was about our future."'
But when the conversation turns to more specific aspects
of the prospects for the current year, you uncover some very
strong convictions. One of them is that Herbert Yates is still
not convinced that stereophonic sound is of major consequence as a box-office attraction. "Although we're investing
twice as many dollars on top productions during 1954", he
says, "I want to assure all exhibitors who cannot afford the
cost of four-track stereophonic sound equipment that Republic's policy calls for the use of only one conventional sound
track and that we will do nothing which might necessitate exhibitors installing expensive theatre equipment."
Xevertheless. Herbert ^ ates is not blind to the confusion
that has resulted from the use of various aspect ratios and
screen dimensions. As a businessman interested in producing
a highly marketable product, he is as anxious as anyone for
simplification of production and reproduction equipment and
of standardized screen sizes. "I have an idea."' he adds, "that
we are already on the way to such standardization, and that
we may have solved the problem by the end of 195 I— or soon
after."'
Meantime, until the situation has been clarified, he is not
planning to make any pictures in 3D or 'Scope. Only product
suitable for exhibitors with standard or wide vision screens
will be made by Republic. "We intend to use onlv one conventional improved sound I rack."
hy ". he asks pertinently, "should exhibitors be called
u|)on to spend money on costly gear which mav be obsolete in

Deatli" ( Ricardo Montalbaii. Anne P.aniroft), a Leonard Goldstein production,
wliicli will likely end up on the RKO roster,
and ■■Tile White r)iiliid" (William LnndiKun, I'enKie (.'a>tlc), in Kastnian C olor, Reginald I.eBorK producer-director.
Robert licrfiinan, former Rhode Island exhibitor and now a P.everly HilN fmancier, is
embarking on independent production some
lime this sprin^i. .-\t present, he is nejjotiatinj;
with the dance team of Cliiquita and Jolin>on for the riuhls to their life story, as his

I^ike

Ta

Knanv

a few month? Good pictures don't need any radical dimen-

When you ask Yates about the outlook he waxes enthusi-

f^Tai5i0TlZ€:UP*Si:
f Continued from Page 9)

IVauM

sional gadgets to make them boxoffice."
Herbert ^ ates" idea of a wide vision screen is one giving
an a.spect ratio of from 1.33 to 1 up to 1.85 to 1. This means
photographing in a 1.66 to 1 ratio. \^ ith a film so shot the
exhibitor can project in any ratio he desires, within the limit*
mentioned above, by using one set of wide-angle projection
lenses and merely changing the aperture plate in the booth.
Nothing of consequence is lost in wide-angle projection of
such specially-made 1.66 to 1 films, allowance having been
made in the studio for the cropping at top and bottom which
automatically results from elongation of the picture on the
.^creen. so that important subject matter shall not be lost.
Although he is not keen to discuss television, \ates is
still of opinion that its potentialities can be exploited for motion pictures, and that producers and exhibitors alike will
sooner or later discover means of running in double harness
with it. In saying this he is merely expressing the view that a
showman s aim should be to embrace every available form of
showmanship, to think in terms of expansion rather than contraction.
Though his remarks on television has been misunderstood, and frequently misquoted, most observers in the motion
picture industry agree with his views, but are too nervous to
express themselves for fear of causing offence. If \ ates, on his
visit to Europe, seems a little uncerain of where destiny is
likely to take the film business within the next few months, it
will not be because he lacks conviction, but because, despite
his convictions, he is determined to find out for himself how
far his ideas conform to those of the people who buy his product. If they don t conform. \ ates won t launch a worldwide
crusade of conversion. He will go back to Hollywood to make
the kind of pictures that sell.

initial film. The dancers were members of
liie Polish underground who fled frm behind
the Iron Curtain when a Russian ballet
master ordered the fcmme half of the team
to Russia.

Gordon Lockerbie. They have a slate of
three pictures currently in preparation.
Probably the next independent film to roll
will be "The P)andit," which F.dgar L'lmer
will direct for the newly incorporated Joseph

Jane Russell and her husband, Bob Waterfield, are setting up a i^rogram of six iiide
films, in which Miss Russell will star. A
side deal has also been made with William

Schafter Company. I'inancing is already
completed, and filming will get underway
aroiuid March I.t. Casting was not set at the
time I'ILM HI'LLK TIX went to press.
John Ford is talking with writer James
\\ arner P.ellah about acquiring film rights to

(ioetz,
woidd
Dolls."
Russell

whereby Miss Russell's company
share in the profits of "Guys and
which Goetz is planning, with Miss
starred.

.\nother new inde ])rodiu-tion company is
(j-L Productions, headed by l)a\i(l I. ope/,
Atloine\

Max

l-"ink, Clarence

Kurist and

P.ellah's best-selling novel, "The \'aliant Virginian." Ford would produce the film as an
inde in the Shenandoah \'alley, where the
Ci\il War story is located. Bellah will <lo
the screenplay if the deal goes through.
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He means Excitement... Action... Adventure and Business!
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SHOWMANSHIP

RISES HIGH.

This awesome

12-foot papier mache display on U-I's "Creature
from the Black Lagoon" (3D or 2D) being un- PN
loaded from plane that brought it from Hollywood for premiere at Capitol Theatre, Detroit.

X^iewpoints
Bow

to the Prize Baby

Next t!me you get grumpy about National Screen Service's
job to the Industry take a look at the survey results disclosed by
Allied's Col. H. A. Cole in the NSS Dallas office. Exacting research by Texas COMPO revealed reported exhibitor complaints at less than one-twentieth of one per cent, with a staff
of 77 employees handling 66,584 items to service Texas theatremen during January. These included trailers and ad accessories,
but not heralds, window cards and special exploitation pieces.
Principal reasons for failures were similar titles, code numbers,
transposition of booking data to billing and shipping records,
transportation difficulties. Biggest Item, however, was the failure
of exhibitors to return trailers and accessories promptly, often
in badly damaged condition. So a bow to NSS for a tough job
well done.

Hypo Kid Patronage
Increase of kid i)airoiianc — our bij.; audience of the future — nets a boost in a pair of
ITO of Ohio items in a recent bulletin. One
suRge.sts a tieup with VTA for a month pass
to all-A students attending schools in the
area, and a week pass for those getting no
less than I' grades. Schools publicize the
promotion on bulletin boards and in classroom announcements. ITO also spotlights
Columbia's kiddie package program sold at
a nominal jirice tor early bird matinees on
Saturday — a western, a serial or Stooges
comedy and three cartoons. One-sheets are
available gratis. Stress is on undoubted increase in concession business.

'Best Years' Air Saturation

P. A. Circuit

Manager Larry ('ai)lane of the RKO Missouri Theatre in Kansas City, for "I'est
Years of Our Lives" worked a saturation
radio and screening campaign aimed at teenagers that resulted in all-out support from
public and parochial high schools. Logically

Allied Artists' "Riot in Cell P.lock 11",
had producer Walter Wanger on the road
for an eight-day swing through seven Texas
key cities. His trip took him to Dallas, Fort
Worth, -San .Antonio, Austin, Houston,
15eaumont, and Corpus Cliristi for interviews by press, radio-T\', exhibitors and
penologists . . . Meanwhile, in Hoston, Neville Brand, who toplines the cast for "Riot",
was going over several airwave appearances
and meetings with the press to hypo the
Hub openings at the Paramount and Fenway 'I'heatres and 148 other New England
houses. He also worked for the Red Cross
l^rivc, en route, for the kick-off campaign
. . . Stars of Columbia's "\fiami Story",
I'arry Sullivan and Adele Jergetis, are
scheduled for a flesh appearance at the
Miami debut on .\pril \, then go on a p. a.
lour for other openings.
In The Mags

assuming that the young people hadn't seen
the i)iclure. Caplane and Ralph Banghart,
RKO fieldman, held a special screening for
e(litr)rs of high school newspapers, with a
discussion period following and special material for the newspapers distributed, insuring a complete and erudite coverage in the
scholastic journals. Discussion was tape-

LOOK
WEST POINTS
OF THE

MrMAT HAttU INMATfS MOT'

UNDERWORLD

I uo-imgi' layout in Look extolling It alter U anger's prison picture jor Allied Artists. "Riot in Cell
Hlork II." uith If anger authoring the story and Look's own comments on realistic production.

Jeanmaric, who made a screen splash in
"Hans Christian Andersen", hit the covers of
Look and Newsweek on the stands simultaneously. Parisian critics' acclaim of the
ballerina as a "firecracker in tights", her impressive movie debut, and current stage
smash appearance in "Girl in Pink Tights",
which spurred Newsweek to label her "New
Broadway Darling", bodes' great things for
several forthcoming movie stints . . . Look's
current issue, incidenfially, has a big batch
of movie stuff: Third and final edition of the
Howard Hughes story; ads on Republic's
"Jubilee Trail" (2 pages), on UA's "Beat the
Devil" (2 pages with { Continued
^farch theatre
on Pageplay28)
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(Continued from Page 27)
dates throughout the country), page featurinti Rhonda Fleming in "Jivaro" for Brach's
TolTee, and Colgate Comedy hour ad stressing Look's Annual Movie Awards presentaton on March 7. Special Look feature ha'^
hot newcomer Sheree Xorth in forthcoming
Martin & Lewis "Living It L'p" summer release for Paramount as an attention-grabber
. . . April issue of TV Life features Rosemar\- Clooney on cover and a feature showing her working on "Red Carters" . . . Life's
March 1 issue has a three-page feature on
CnivcrsaTs "The Glenn Miller Story" that'll
sell plenty of extra tickets. Headlined
"Mixed Emotions Promise a l>ox-Offico
Hit," spread tells of universal appeal, shows
iti infra-red photos how "some people bounce
. . . some cuddle . . . and some just have a
good cry." Says Life: ".\11 of it spells out
such surefire boxoffice that its producer
( L'nivcrsal ) expects it to gross $10 million
and be its all-lime top money maker" . . .
Same issue carries a spread on Alarilyn
Monroe in Korea — as though she needed the
publicity . . . Life's popular steady initial
feature, "Speaking of Pictures", has an openout three page photo highly reminiscent of
CinemaScope . . . Incidentally, noteworthy
by its absence, not a single inch of Life
carries movie advertising or even a tie-in ad.

'Robe' B'way

Re-run Pitch
Re-opening of "The Robe" on Broadway
had, as a special selling feature, a pitch to
some 5000 members of the clergy, school
principals and leading women's groups in the
New York area. Letters went out to these
opinion-makers, detailing the significance of
the film to their respective groups, with
special discount tickets for students of parochial and high schools.
'Pinocchio' Reissue

Campaign
Intensive campaign on "Pinocchio" reissue in New England is paying of?. RKO
gave the Disney film one of the biggest campaigns on a re-release yet in that territory.
Some 900 First National food markets were
tied in with distribution of a million "Pinocchio" masks and cutouts, plus advertising in
every daily newspaper in New England ana
via radio-TV. Three teams of "chalk-talkers"
from Disney worked a full month on a
sevcn-days-a-week schedule of personal appearances. Result: Memorial Theatre, Boston, topped $30,000 the first week, one of its
biggest stanzas in recent history; Providence's Albee topped $17,000, way above
normal, and holdovers were indicated everywhere.

"Top Banana" bally at the Broadway Victoria had
sweatered models with outsized banana replicas
and famous cap worn by star Phil Silvers in the
burlesque number doing street and lobby stunts,
with Phil abetting stunts inside in a chin-to-chin
session with J. Fred Muggs. Garroways TV pal
in a monkeyshine discussion about show business.

'Top Banana'

Cameron
• your best guide
to movie going

Displuy hoard in jull color heralding U B's first CinemaScoper
''The Command" at< the llet Theatre. Boston. Display standapproximately 30 X 40 feet.
Fair of displays for I 's "Clenn
Miller Story": (Top) Record player
display for Cleveland's RKO Palace:
( lower ).\. Y. Daily Xews posters
liir stihivaY Itallv.
I nit/ue contest in
keeping with Vniversafs "Genevieve"
was arranged in coop with Revell Hobhy Model Kits to assemhle antique car
cutouts and identify
year and model.
It inner s receive
model cars which
Clem Perry and Celeste Holm display.
Paq* 2>
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Co-op uith Sew Moon Trailers and Philip
Morris resulted in touring unit, with uniformed callers as guide fur inspection tour.

Campaign

Big doings on L'nited .\rtists' "Top Banana" campaign. The all-media drive was
kicked off in a two-week advance of its
Broadway opening at the Victoria with star
Phil Silvers in New York for a series of
newspaper, radio-TV interviews and guest
spots, among them, "Strike It Rich" and E'l
Sullivan's "Toast of the Town". On the
latter, some five minutes of footage from the
picture was beamed to an estimated 20,000,000
T\'iewers to boom interest throughout
the country.
Special Broadway preview lured top showbusiness personalities. Hosted by Silvers,
affair drew big news coverage, capping a 10day series of publicity breaks for both star
and picture in columns, features, photo layouts. City-wide tie-in with an ice cream
company
Banana*'windows
streamers
25(X) drug had
store"Top
and dealer
and ina
fleet of 45 trucks and posters.
Girl-and-Dog Stunt
If you can pass up looking at an exotic
blonde walking two huge collies witli matching outfits (yes, the dogs were dressed, too),
you
might asexploiteers
well be dead.
That's
the wayso
Paramount
figure,
anyway,
they arranged for a three-day stunt to have
a model and her- canine escort <listributi'
"money from home'' on behalf of the MartniLcwis film of the same name which opened
at the Broadway Paramount. Gals distributed
thousands of bills with message: "Hurry
with the money to tiic lobby of the Paramount Theatre — If the number on this bill
(Continued on Page 29)

I Continued from Page 28)
is listed' on the Lucky Xumber Board, you
may win a beautiful pedigreed puppy or two
passes to see 'Money From Home'." Tie-up
was arranged with Gimbel's pet shop to
donate the pup.
Eigen's Kiss of Death
Cleo Moore's kiss of death for Jack Eigen
(their five-minute marathon buss on Eigen's
Lliicago TV show caused his firing) was
capitalized by the Holiday Theatre for opening of her Columbia starrer, "Bait". The
blonde bombshell appeared in person on
opening day for an hour in the morning and
in the evening to dish out kisses to all
comers at the theatre.
Memos
Stanley Kramer's fortlicoming production
of "Not As A Stranger" for United Artists
release is getting better and better as a boxoffice prospect. The dynamic Morton
Thompson novel skyrocketed to the top of
the best seller list on the N. Y. Times ratings
in three weeks, gained runner-up position on
the Saturday Review's poll of most popular
library books within four weeks of publication. VA can really have a field day on
this one . . . Capitalizing on the national tieup with Life Savers to exploit ^[etro's "Kiss
.Me Kate," Ed Lamoureux, manager of the
Palace in Windsor, Canada, swung a deal
with the candy outfit for several thousand
-aniples enclosed in Glasccnc envelopes imprinted with tie-in copy. Theatre employees
handled the distribution . . . There'll be ?0
lines of "Prince \'aliant" merchandise displayed at the Toy Fair this month in several
top Gotham hotels to herald the release of
20th-Fox's CinemaScope epic in April, \ arious "licensees" are holding meetings witli
department and chain store buyers and promotion executives to develop merchandising
programs . . . That lively Shea Theatres outfit has a neat gimmick that should hypo Universal's "Ma and Pa Kettle at Home" grosses
in New Hampshire, Mass. and Ohio. Cash
awards will go to theatres on basis of comparative increases over previous pics in the
Kettle series and the managers are really
scurrying . . . .Another L'-I contest, for "The
Glenn Miller Story", conducted by the Capitol on I'roadway. ha^ the Webster Corp.
picking up the t.ili f t pri/es

Some of the crouds that are mobbing the star
tours of Lurille Ball and Desi Arnaz for their
swing on behalf of Metro's "The Long. Long
Trailer". Scene here is Times Square appearance
on behalf of the Heart Fund.

AT THE MOVIES

1

^£AO PROM
Bottom (jp
TWO SAMPLES OF ADS SIMILAR TO
BURMA SHAVE SIGNS - NEAR HIGHWAYS
FOR OUTDOOR ADVERTISING

NERVES AJAR?

Burma-Share type of road signs recommended
by ex-exhibitor Mrs. Blanche M. Sauyer to sell
" Rela.tation" in the movies to drivers and their
families. Mrs. Sawyer suggests a "Hadacor
style campaign using "Vitamin /?" ffor rest
and relaxation) as basis. "Corney". she admits, "but corn uas the only ingredient added
to Hadaccl to skyrocket it into a million-

OUT

OF PEP ?

START

dollar business."
Pressbook

Award

—
' T-r-T-TTTTTN

Many theatrcmcn are apt to take for grunted that imaluable aid to shoumunship — the pressbook. For that reason, ue devote this space in each
issue of FILM Bl LLETl.X to recognize those pressbooks that best serve the
needs of theatre shotcmen. In this issue, the Pressbook .Award goes to —
PHANTOM

OF

THE

RUE

MORGUE

The shock type of promotion that made "House of ^ ax" a boxoflice winner
ha.-i been applied by Warners to its new thriller, "Phantom of the Rue Morgue".
The pressbook captures this in its ads, displays, herald, publicity mats and
copy, and the lithos pictured therein. The top-of-marquee display, for instance,
is a simple mounted cut-out in full color from the 24-sheet, certain to have heads
turninf:. Startling in its effect is another of those WB displays, for the first
time utilizing a giant illuminated shadow-box with a blinker to give an alternating dimensional effect at fractional cost to exhibitors from WB exchange or
home office display department. Another featured display is an illuminated 16 '
X 19 ' 31) color-photo frame, with figure moving as viewing position changes.
Display is designed for interchangeable photos, and if ordered with frame ( from
Paul Hesse Studios in Hollywood) arrives complete with electric cord and bull).
Ads ( right I feature the terror of the huge marauder, beautiful victims, the
"Can It Be Human?" teaser. The 3D line is carefully inserted for removal from
mat where played standard.
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PICTURE

O.So( To
k front display,'Riot'
using uniquf
1B£Add
iS«!UKE fSESJV
t-shect (\>. conihined
with 3OCA PRiSOK 910 V
-hect and special copy (Bi prison wal!
l)ackground paper, available with ( E •
and withoiU bars (C) at low cost, an.l
overhead hanncr ( I) t . using cut-out
letters from \arious i)ostcrs. depending
on size.
Special 4-sheet (available at A A exchange for 80c) has plenty of other
uses: a- advance lobby piece: boarilmounted, back-to-back on street poles:
in store windows; posted on fences,
W alter Wanger's pseudo-documentary film of "the boilbarricades,
circus-style; at each end of
ing frenzy of a prison riot" has already been classed as one
marquee. It could also be used in sandof the finest dramas in its class ever made by those who have
wich style as walking display.
seen "Riot in Cell Block 11". Some dub it the best yet. With
Radio-TV campaign pre- \^
this one. Allied Artists has truly embarked on its promised
pared by Terry Turner of"■quality" picture program.
fers three free trailers and
hile it's a natural for the action market, critical acspots for airwave
radio
15
claim will be a big factor in selling the picture to general
promotion. The video
audiences. (Columnists (Parsons: "tremendous excitement
group has two 60-second
and one 20-second spot,
and tension"!, l^xhibitors (Bob O'Donnell: "tremendous imwith theatre name and
pact . . . terrific suspense"), authorities (Warden \\. H.
playdate space over silentBannon: "Most factual and entertaining prison picture I
end footage to keep film
action visible. Important
among radio spots is a
Critics,

Ads,

womens.
of he
grouptc
's angle ^
>^ pi

have ever .'^een."). verify this in the pressbook quotes. Perhaps even more pertinent is the kudo by Ruth Waterbury.
Photoplay Magazine and L. A. Examiner drama critic: "Has
unique appeal to all women." Special selling to the ladies is
a "must" in this action block-buster. A screening for women's clubs and other female opinion-making groups could
be an im|)ortant aid in this direction.
Pressbook dej)icts the \ioIence ihcme in shock style,
stresses the personal involvement \\ ith the screen action,
'jTers a wealth of ideas for stunts and displays.
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Wallop
■ WW
ARE IN THE
SCORCHING CENTER OF
PRISON
RIOT!

eance '^'CK.

pacK on a veng

O. newspaper
Special 4-page
on
.stockherald
catchesprinted
violence
and excitement in typical tabloid style.
Hack page leaves ample s|iacc for theatre and playdate, plus localized selling
message. They run .'s6.2.5 per thousand,
uilh sjiccial Hat imprint price of >fl()
lor minimum order of ,5000. Heralds
are available from Rodgers & McDonald.
2621 W. 54th -St., Los Angeles 4:5, arc
delivered folded.
In addition to usual distribution, tabloid herald can be used as an insert
with daily or weekly nabe papers:
"newsboys" on bu.sy street corners with
"Extra!" yells as they hand them out:
as (lackage stulTers in markets and department stores: in sports arenas, re,<taurants, car parking lots. etc. Timeliness, using direct headlines from \arious ncw.-papers on recent prison breaks
as documentary type bally (outlined in
|ii t»b()()k. a(l(l> Id (■ITci ti\ciii-~> I ,

LITHOS
Im|)r(■>^i\f■ set of posters
and a<<<'ssoiics fraliiics
llif iiiol) scenes and tin'
"■ 1000 caiifd Ininians" who
n"\olt against iiUolcralilr
pris'in conditions. \ iolt-ncc
and aiulii'nlicjly (Joniinatc.
as typiKed in the sixslirct (left I.

ADS

imCELlBio^JI
MOT M OU MOI II

\<U attain masterly effect ol
lilms high voltage action and
o
ludience participation. "'^ on are in the
(•(•liter . . ." dominates the long ads, designed to ca|iture special attention on
ihe amusement page. I'roxocative copy
and art (left I feature bulk of newpapi'i ad l op) .

ll

EXPLOITATION

Riat

With

a cast of unknowns

in

and thousands

PICTURE

of the

CMBlack

of inmates

of Folsom

Issue

11

State Prison, Walter

Wan-

ger*s on location shooting at the California big house for "Riot in Cell Block 1 1 has achieved
an authenticity and shock effect rarely, if ever, caught in a prison picture. Stills catch the
violence that characterizes the film. At top. State Militiamen attempt to quell the rioters.

Center, Neville Brand (left) and shirtless Leo Gordon brutally change the mind of a reluc- ,
tant rioter. Below, the jailbreak nears success as Brand becomes the first to surmount the
prison enclosure. At close, rioters are overcome, the ringleader Brand gets 30 years added
to his sentence, prison life returns to normal, but new

prison reforms

loom

in prospect.
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ARTISTS

December
PRIVATE EYES Bowery Boys. Director Edward Bernds.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Comedy melodrama. When one
of the Boys develops mind reading power, the others
form acoverdetective
capitallie on the gift, una fur theft agency
9ang. 44to min.
TEXAS BADMAN Wayne Morris. Director Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Younq
sherifflater
tracks
down outlaws,
who
sacrifice:
hi: life tofinds
saveleader
son. is62 his
min.father,
January
GOLDEN IDOL, THE Johnny Sheffield. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle melodrama. Bomba, accidentally in possession of a valuable statue, fights motley
group seeking the treasure. 71 min.
WORLD FOR RANSOM Dan Duryea, Gene Lockhart,
Patrick Knowles. Director Robert Aldrlch. Producers Bernard Tabakin and Aldrich. Suspense melodrama. Adventurer foils kidnap plot involving nuclear scientist. 82 min.
YUKON VENGEANCE Kirby Grant, Monte Hale. Producer William F. Broid;'. Director William Beaudine.
Melodrama. Disguised Canadian Mountie uncovers
mystery mail robberies committed by trapper using
trained ciant bear. 68 min.
February
BITTER CREEK Bill Elliott. Director Thomas D. Carr.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Out to avenge
death of his murdered rancher brother, Elliott picks
up friends and sweetheart who save him in the
showdown battle. 74 min.
HIGHWAY DRAGNET Richard Conte, Joan Bennett,
Wanda Hendrlx. Director Nathan Juran. Producer
William F. Broidy. Suspense melodrama. Hitch-hiking
ei-Marine becomes involved in murder, becomes object
of a five-state manhunt. 71 min.
RIOT IN CELL BLOCK 11 Neville Brand, Leo Gordon,
Carleton Youn^. Producer Walter Wanger. Director
Den Sle'^el.andPrison
Hot spreads
until
Gavernor
Statemelodrama.
Militia areJailcalled
in to quell
the prisoners. 80 min.
March
DRAGONFLY S9UADRON John Hodiak, Barbara Britton, Bruce Bennett. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
John Champion. War drama. Rigid disciplinarian takes
over Korean airfield before Invasion, is wounded In air
attack, but his trained fl-.'ers come to the rescue. 84 min.
PARIS PLAYBOYS Bowery Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Huntz Hall is
sent to Paris believed to be a French scientist, concocts
a formula that proves even more potent than the
original scientist's. 62 min.
LOOPHOLE Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Hughes. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Drama. Bank teller, $50,000 short In his
accounts, tracki down phony bank examiner, recovers
loot and job. 80 min.
A pril
ARROW IN THE DUST Technicolor. Sterling Hayden.
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander Producer
Hayes Goetj. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory,
is regenerated
min. through
PRIDE OF THE BLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges. Vera Miles.
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes Goeti.
Racetrack drama. Filmed in color. Ambitious racehorse trainer coes bio time, comes to earth when kid
jockey rides horse trainer had saved to victory. 71 min.
Coming
DESPERADO, THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
GHOST de
OF Carlo,
O'LEARY.Barry
THE Fitigerald.
Technicolor.Csmedy.
David Niven.
Yvonne
Irish
fantasy "-'th comic flavor 80 min.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D Collins Producer Vincent M Fennelly.

FILM

January
BAD FOR EACH OTHER Charlton Heston, Liiabeth Scott
Director Irving Rapper. Producer William Fadlman.
Drama. Younrj doctor out of Army is misled into an
easy life as a society medico by wealthy spoiled divorcee, but mine explosion uncovers his true worth when
he risks his life to save trapped workers. 83 min,
DRUMS
OF TAHITI
3D Technicolor.
O'Keefe,
Patricia Medina.
Director
William Castle.Dennis
Producer
Sani
Katiman. Costume melodrama. American in Tahiti is
persuaded to smuggle in rifles to overthrow French
rule. Marriage of convenience turns out to be real thing,
despite hurricanes and volcanic eruptions. 73 min.
EL ALAMEIN Scott Brady. Director Fred F. Sears. Producer Wallace MacDonald. War melodrama. An American with Montgomery's forces returns to El Alamein to
relive
in
the great
victory won there and find
the nirl heflashback
had loved.
47 min.
PARATROOPER Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Leo Genii. Director Terence Young. Producers Irving Allen, Albert
R. Broccoli. War melodrama. Training of Paratroopers
In Britain climaxed by attempt to take German stronghold In Africa. Interwoven li love story between Lacld
and newcomer Suian Stephen. 87 min.
February
CHARGE OF THE LANCERS Technicolor. Paulette Goddard, Jean Pierre Aumont. Director William Castle.
Producer Sam Katiman. Romantic adventure. Lancers,
aided by new cannon, take supposedly impregnable
naval base at Sebastapol during Crimean War. 74 min.
MISS SADIE THOMPSON 3D Technicolor. Rita Hayworth, Jose Ferrer, Aldo Ray. Director Curtis Bernhardt. Producer Jerry Wald. Melodrama with muilc.
From
the
of "entertainer"
a tropical Somerset
island whoMaugham
becomes story
invotved
with a batch onof
Marines and fanatical, hypocritical missionary. 91 min.
WILD ONE, THE Marlon Brando. Director Laslo Benedek.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Melodrama. Band of hotrodders terrorize town until indignant citizens force law
to clamp down. Eventual regeneration of ringleader
comes through love and innate decency. 77 min.
March
BAIT Cleo Moore, Hugo Haas, John Agar. Directorproducer Huco Haas. Outdoor drama. Old prospector marries pretty i^irl and involver her In plot to
murder his young partner with whom he shares a
rich gold strike. 79 min.
BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor. George Montgomery. Director William Ca:tle. Producer Sam Katzman. Western drama. Spit and polish officer tries to
run
fort
in
hostile
by the "book".
After
learning what
real Indian
fightingterritory
is, he succeeds
in arranging
peace with cunning redskin leader.
IT SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU Judy Holllday, Peter
Lawford. Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Comedy. Girl, yearning for fame, invests her
savings to have her name in lights on Broadway sign.
Resultant fame and furor disillusions her, drives her
into arms of young idealistic photographer. 87 min.
JESSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor Brett
King, Barbara Lawrence. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Western melodrama. Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
out to cet the loot of the notorious bandit. In showdown battle, Daltons are wiped out and money turns
out to be Confederate bills. 45 min.
MAD MAGICIAN, THE April
3D Vincent Price, Mary Murphy,
Eva Gabor. Director John
Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy.
Horror melodrama. Illusion cenius, prevented by his
boss from usin? hi; creations as a stage magician,
murders him, assumes his identity.
Coming

INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones, Montgomery Cllft. Director Vlttorio de Siea.
Producers David O. Selinick and de Sica. Drama. Made
In Italy, film,
("Bicycle Thief") de Sica't first English
language
IRON GLOVE, THE Technicolor. Rober tStack, Ursula
Thiess. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katiman. Historical adventure drama. Swashbuckler built
around Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment of rifles to outpost completes his mission despite harrassing by Apaches, treachery and romance.
MIAMI ducerSTORY,
THE Barry
Sullivan,
ProSam Katzman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience
to expose crime syndicate.
SARA'CEN
BLADE,Producer
THE Technicolor.
RicardoDirector
Montalban,
Betta
St. John.
Sam Katzman.
William Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swashbuckler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge his
father's murder, going to the Holy Land in Crusades.
DRIVE A CROOKED ROAD Mickey Rooney. Director
Richard
Oulne. Producer
JonleintoTaps.
Drama. gang
A plnt-siie
auto mechanic
is inveigled
a holdup
by a
pretty
"irl.
Girl
repents
as
she
falls
in
love
with the
guy, aids him in breaking up the gang.
WHITEtor PhilFEATHER
Reed,Lewis
Robert
Francis.Western.
DirecKarlson. Donna
Producer
Rachmll.
Doctor at frontier Army post incurs enmity of fellow
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
I. F. E.
December
LURE torio
OF Gassman.
THE SILA
English.
Mangano,
VltProducer
Dino Sllvana
De Laurentis.
Director
Duillo Coletti. Melodrama. Story of vendetta In
mountainous Slla region of Italy In which Mangano
avenges death of her mother and brother. 74 min.
TIMES torioGONE
Subtitled.
GIna Lollobrlglda,
VltDe Sica. BYDirector
Alessandro
Blasetti. Drama.
Six short story classics each suggesting an aspect of
the earthy, lusty, sentimental character of the
Italian people. 104 min.
January
DESTINATION MATRIMONY Subtitles Eduardo De
Filippo, Titina De Fili.opo. Savaniatl-TItanus production. Comedy. Municipal employee takes bribes for
issuing special permits. With the money he tries to
marry his daughters to rich men. 94 min.
GOLDEN COACH, THE Technicolor. English. Anna
Magnani.Drama.
Delphlnus
Hoche production. Director Jean
Renoir.
105 min.
GREATEST
LOVE,
THE English.
Bergman.Director
Alexander Knox.
Ponti-De
Laurentis Ingrid
production.
Roberto
Rosselllnl.
for
meaning
in her Drama.
life. 114Story
min. of a woman's search
SENSUALITA
English. April
Eleanora
Drago.Fracassi.
PontiDe
Laurentis production.
DirectorRossi
Clemente
Drama.
"Bitter
Rice"
story
of
two
men
and
a
girl
In
Coming
the wheat fields of Italy. 9! min.
ANITA GARIBALDI Italian. Subtitles. Anna Magnani,
Raf Vallone. Directors Goffredo Allessandrini, Franco
Rosi. Drama. Story of Garibaldi's battle to unite Italy
mid-l9th
wife'sdeath.
loyalty95andmin.bravery
inin the
cause,Century
causingandher histragic
MY HEART
SINGS
Subtitles.
Ferruccio
Tagliavini.
Director Mario Mattoli. Comedv with music.
Two petty
renegades discover young elactrian with fine operatic
voice p lace him under contract and plot to exploit
him with operatic impressarlo.

CAINE MUTINY, THE Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart.
LIPPERT
Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray, Robert
Francis. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy deJanuary
stroyer.officer,
Bogart plays
a neurotic
exBLACK GLOVE Alex Nicol, Eleanor Summerfleld. Murecutive
MacMurray
is thecaptain,
prissy Johnson
Keefer, the
Ferrer
der
drama.
Producer
MichaelstarCarreras.
Director
Terthe defense attorney for the mutineers and newcomer
ence Fisher. Jaii trumpet
is suspected
of killing
Francis the Princeton lad who gets a ship of his own.
a blonde
singer,
but
after
many
fights,
threats
of
violence and an attempted poisoning, he pins the blame
FATHER rectorBROWN
Alec Gulness,
Robert Hamer.
Producer Joan
VivianGreenwood.
Cox. ComedyDi- on the real slaeyr. 80 min.
drama. British made, with Gulness as whimsical priest
THRILL-MAKERS James Gleason, Bill
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for HOLLYWOOD
Henry. Producer Maurice Kosloff. Director Bernard
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
Ray. Adventure drama. Small town boy comes to
Hollywood as a stunt man. marries and quits the game,
HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
but first performs a daring plane crash to aid widow
Mark "obson. Pro^'ucers Irvin': Allen, Albert Broccoli.
of his best friend. 40 min.
Sea a-^venture Mur-r'cr and elements combine to make
complication for x-Navy s'-ior'er in the Antarctic.
WHITE FIRE Scott Brady, Mary Castle. Producers
Robert S Baker, Monty Berman. Director John Gilllng.
HUMAN BEAST. THE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame.
Broderick Crawfor'^ Director Fritz lane Melodrama.
Mystery drama. Ship's officer seeking missing brother
Korean war ve'eran becomes Involved with married
suspected
of murder finds the latter mixed up in smugwoman who sells herself and becomes a partner in
gling ring, and with help of a night club singer rounds
murder to achieve selfish ends
up the gang and proves his brother's innocence. 82 mm.
IS YOUR PRODUCT
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LIPPERT (Continued)
February
Ruffo, Glno Cervi. ProOUEEN OF SHEBA Leonora
BibFrancisci.arnnies
Director Pietroleads
ducer Mario Francisci.
her
Sheba
lical spectacle. Queen of
Is
B.C..
1000
,
Jerusalem
in
forces
aqainst Solomon's
and makes her escape. After a battle and an
captured
pagan
to
;' vows
avalanche, she is freed of "marriage
son. 99 mm.Jorgen Reenberg.
Solomon's
and marries
qods
Ruth Brejnholm,
A CHILD
WE WANT
. Drama.
s, Lau Lauritien
O' Frederick
Alice girl
Directors young
cannot have one,
desiringan child
Married
unfortunate affair and
while her best friend has Finally
young wife becomes
bears an unwanted child.
expectant and audience see actual birth of baby 76 min.
March
FANGS OF THE WILD Charles Chaplin, Jr., Onslow
Stevens. Producer Robert L. Lippert, Jr. Director
William Claxton. Murder drama. Boy and his dog are
only witnesses to a cold-blooded killing in the woods.
Boy's story is not believed until the murderer's wife
establishes
truth, causino a chase in which the lad's
life is threatened.
BLACKOUT Dane Clark, Belinda Lee. Producer Michael
Carreras. Director Terence Fisher. Murder drama. A
down-and-out war veteran is offered a $1000 mystery
job b;' a i;irl whose father is later murdered, throwing
suspicion on the veteran until he establishes that the
girl's mother was responsible for the killino.
April
COWBOY, THE Eastman
Color. Producer-director,
Elmo Williams. Documentary feature. Photographed
in color on actual Southwest locations, story relates the
cowbov'sWAVE
t.'ue
daysBrooke.
to now. Producer
tl min.
HEAT
Ales from
Nicol,pioneer
Hillary
Anthony Hinds. Director Ken Hughes. Murder drama.
Faithless wife allows husband to drown a young novelist, an unwitting accessory, keeps silent but tells police
after widow jilts him.
Coming
DEADLY GAME, THE Lloyd Bridges. Producer. Robert
Dunbar. Direct'rr Dan Bir*. Mvsterv drama. American
novelist in southern Spain becomes involved in murder,
blackmail anrf smua-led microfilm of secret formulas.
WOMAN WITH A GUN Paulette Goddard. Producer
Michael Carrera". Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
drama. Hu'band returns after four-year memory loss
to trv and
murder
him. find which of wife's three suitors tried to
METRD-GDLDWYN-MAYER
December
EASY TO LOVE Technicolor. Either Williams. Van Johnson. Tony Martin. Producer Joe Pasternak. Director
Charles Walters. Aquatic Musical. Romantic triangle
in Cypress Gardens amid colorful swimming and
water-skiing productions. 94 min.
ESCAPE FROM FORT CRAVO Ansco Color. William
Holden, Eleanor Parker. Producer Nicholas Nayfack.
Director John Sturges. Western melodrama. Adventure
in Civil War period dealing with rebel prisoners in a
Union stockade located in the desert. 98 min.
January
GIVE A GIRL A BREAK Technicolor. Marge and Gower
Champion, Debbie Reynolds. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical comedy. Three young
actresses
fight for
role82inminBroadway musical
when the name
star starring
walks out.
GREAT DIAMOND ROBBERY. THE Red Skelton, Cara
Williams. Producer Edwin H. Knopf. Director Robert
2. Leonard. Comedy. Young diamond cutter dreams
of locating his long lost family and getting chance to
cut a fabulous diamond. Phony family materlaliies and
♦ricks the diamond cutter into stealing the gem. 69 min.
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE CinemaScope Color
Magnificence. Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner. Producer
Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard Thorpe. Historical
«lventure
Tale hisof turbulent
King Arthur's
ascension
the
throne drama.
of England,
reign and
eventualto
death,
complicated
by
his
wife
Guinevere's
love
for the knight Lancelot. 115 min.
February
LONG, LONG TRAILER, THE Ansco Color. Lucille Ball,
Desi Arnai, Mariorie Main. Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Comedy Trials and tribulations of family life in a trailer. 96 min.
SAADIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer, Rita
Gam. Producer-director Albert Lewin. Costume melodrama. East-meets-West story of love and violence
in the Morrocan desert. 80 min.
March
ROSE MARIE CinemaScope-Kodacolor. Ann BIyth.
Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas. Producers Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. and Lawrence Weinoarten. Director
Mervyn LeRoy. Musical outdoor drama. Romance and
murder in the Canadian north woods involving a beautiful girl, a trapper and a mountle. 102 min.
TENNESSEE CHAMP Ansco Color. Shelley Winters,
Dewey Martin, Keenan Wynn. Producer Sol Baer Fielding. Director Fred M. Wilcoi. Comedy. Priie fighter
who believes the Lord is in his corner and his slick
manager become involved with a blond bombshell along
Hie Mississippi river-front. 73 min.
April
EXECUTIVE SUITE William Holden. Barbara Stanwyck.
June Allyton. Frederic March. Walter Pidgeon. Paul
Douglas. Drama Effect the death of a president of
a larne firm has on the first 6 vice-presidents. 104 min.

FILM

GYPSY COLT Ansco Color. Donna Corcoran. Ward
Bond. Frances Dee. Producers William Grady. Jr. and
Sidney Franklin Jr. Director Andrew Marton. Dramj.
A spirited black colt refuses to accept separation
from the little girl who raised him. 72 min.
May Taylor. Vittorio GassRHAPSODY Technicolor. Eliiabeth
man. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director Charles
Vidor. Love story. A beautiful woman in Europe holds
the lives and music careers of two young artists in her
hands. Background of classical music. 115 min.
FLAME AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Una Turner,
Pier Angeli, Carlos Thompson. Producer Joe Pasternak.
Director Richard Brooks. Rmantic drama. Beautiful qtrl
drifting around world from one love affair to another
becomes involved in web of intrigue and romance.
STUDENT PRINCE. THE CinemaScope Eastman Color.
Ann
Eric son.
Producer
ArthurBl-.-th
Freed.Edmund
DirectorPurdom,
VincenteJohnMinelli.
Musical.
Film
ming
version of Romberg's Co
operetta.
BEAU BRUMMEL Technicolor. Stewart Granger. Elizabeth Ta-.lor. Pro'!'ucer Sam Zimbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. r>-ama. lOther information not available.)
BETRAYED
Clark Gable.
Lana Turner. Victor Mature.Technicolor.
lOther information
not available.)
ERIDE FOR SEVEN BROTHERS, A CinemaScope Color.
Jane
Powell.
Howard
Keel.Outdoor
Producer Musical
Jacl- Cummings.
Director
Stanley
Donen.
Comedy.
Keel marrle* Powe'l and ta'-es her into the hills of
Oregon where 'he is faced with prospect of living with
his six semi-civilized brothers.
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments net a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive.
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson. Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman, Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the problem of sharing her
living room
13 males.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando. James
Mason, Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Joseph L. Mankiewici. Historical
drama. Assassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Cassius et al. 121 min.
PANTHER
SPUADRON
Van Johnson,
Walter
Pidneon Louis
Calhern8 Ansco.
Frank Loveiov.
War drama.
Nav ■ fi-:''ter sruadron in Korea overcomes tremendous
odds t-> brin-r back one of its blinded pilots
VALLEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor,
Elean'-r Parker. Producer, Sam Zimbalist. Director R.
Pirosh. lOther information not available.)
PARAMOUNT
December
HERE COME THE GIRLS Technicolor. Bob Hope
Arlene Dahl, Tony Martin, Rosemary Clooney. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Claude Binyon. Comedy-musical.
The oldest chorus boy on Broadway accidently becomes
a star when leading man drops out because of a murder threat, thus becoming obiect of killer. 78 min.
January
CEASE
Gl's in War
Korea.
Producer
Wallis.in
Director FIRE
Owen3D.Crump.
drama.
PatrolHalaction
final day of fighting in Korea. 75 min.
FOREVER FEMALE Ginger Rogers, William Holden,
Paul Douglas. Phoducer Pat Duggan. Director Irving
stage actress fights to
Rapper. Comedy. Maturingplaying
young roles. Her
on youth by
keep her hold
ex-husband
producer hopes to remarry her, but plans
are complicated when she falls for playwright. 93 min.
Technicolor. Fernando Lamas, Rhonda FlemJIVAROing. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Edward Ludwig.
Adventure-drama. A pretty American girl goes to find
her sweetheart in the Amazon jungle, is aided by jungle
trader with whom she falls in love after learning
of death of fiance. 91 min.
February
Producer
ALASKA SEAS Robert Ryan, Jan Sterling.
Mel Epstein. Director Jerry Hopper. Adventure drama.
Salmon fishermen plagued with thieves robbing their
break the aonn when f-e sweetheart of fishing
traps,
fleet becomes involved with one of the thieves. 78 min.
MARCH SUMMARY
March will see a total of 35 features
released, give or take an Indepefldent film
here or there. Inchided will be 17 in
color, three in CinemaScope and four
in 3D.

As to types of product, the break-down
is OS follows: 5 Westerns; 4 Adventures:
20 Dramas: 3 Musicals; 3 Comedies.
BULLETIN-THIS

IS
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MONEY FROM HOME 3D Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director George
Marshall.debted toComedy.
a bookie Horseplayer
kinc Orderedbecomes
to fix heavily
a race into
pay off he calls in veterinary interne pal who blows
up plot. 100 min.
March
NAKED JUNGLE Technicolor. Eleanor Parker, Charlton
Heston. Producer George Pal. Director Byron Haskin.
Adventure drama. South American plantation owner
considers his mail-order wife too eleaant for rough
jungle life.
She proves
tacked by hordes
of soldiesherself
ants. when
95 min.plantation is atRED GARTERS Technicolor. Rosemary Clooney, Jack
Carson, Guy Mitchell. Producer Pat Duggan. Director
George Marshall. Western musical comedy. Fanciful
yarn to
revolves around
Mitchell's
arrival in California
town
of
his 91brother.
to be bestavenge
friend death
of Mitchell.
min. Killer turns out
CASANOVA'S
NIGHTPaul Technicolor.
Bob Hope,
Joan Fontaine. BIG
Producer
AprilJones. Director Norman
McLeod.anova isComedy.
Hope,
mistaken
for
the
Cashired85 tomin.test
the faithfulness ofloveranother
Coming
man's fiancee.
CONQUEST
SPACE Georce
Technicolor.
Eric Fleming.OFProducer
Pal. Walter
DirectorBrooke,
Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Marc from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
in Cevlon. falls in love with his foreman and plans to
run away with him. Plague strikes, her lover dies, and
in crisis she finds she still loves her husband.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Zetterling. Producers and directors Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
marriage
the female
has same
plex, <?etsfinds
involved
in sry psychiatrist
plot and murder.
103 commin.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Leich. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
mistakenl'/ anDr. Dean
Taurog. nouncesComedy.
that Jerry Lewis
is dyinnMartin
of radiation poisonhe is given one last fling at life by reporter
Janeting and
Leigh.
SABRINA FAIR Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
William Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
chauffeur's
brothersfromfalla for
rich return:
Two she
Comedy.
daughter after
yeartheir
in Paris.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Nicole Maurey, Ihocnas Mitchell, Robert Younn. Producer Mel pilot
Epstine.
Directorin Jerr.Hopper.a renecade
Melodrama.in
American
stranded
Peru join:
searching for lost Inca treasure.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Sllvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiS.oectacle.
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarini.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye,
Rosemary
Producer
Robt.
E.
Dolan.
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Ellon.
C^jrtiz. Musical.
Two World
War !!comebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war.
beinvolved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show.
BEPUBLIG
December
CHAMP FOR A DAY Alex Nicol, Audrey Totter, Charles
Winninger,
HopeAction
Emerson.
Asso. producer-director
William A. Seiter.
melodrama.
A young heavyweight
finds his manager missino, and rislis the danger of
tangling with a gang of local gamblers to uncover the
secret of his disappearance. 90 min.
RED RIVER SHORE Rex Allen. Producer Rudy Ralston.
Director Harry Keller. Western. Allen discovers a respected rancher is plotting a swindle by reporting a
fake oil discovery on his ranch and selling shares
to fellcw-citizens. 54 min.
January
TRENT'S LAST CAST Michael Wilding, Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles. Produced and directed by Herbert Wilc6x.
Mystery
C. Bentley's
famous
detective,
Philip
Trent,drama.
suspectsE. the
widow and
the
secretary in the death of a financial tycoon, uncovers
plot within a plot. 90February
min.
CRAZYLEGS
Hirsch.
Lloyd Francis
Nolan. Lyon.
Joan Vohs.
Producer Hall EIroy
Bartlett.
Director
Sport
drama.
Ail-American
Hirschstarring
from
his hioh Life
schoolof football
days up"Crazylegs"
to his present
role with the Los Angeles Rams. 87 min.
SEA OF LOST SHIPS John Derek, Wanda Hendrix,
Walter Brennan, Richard Jaeckel. Action melodrama.
Two young me who have grown up together fall out
because of a girl, but are reunited in fighting the
dangers of the arctic while on ice patrol with the
U. S. Coast Guard. 85 min.
March
FLIGHT NURSE Joan Leslie, Forrect Tucker. Director
Allan Dwan. War drama. Air Force nurse, assigned to
Korean duty, at first more interested in locating her
sweetheart than in doing her duty, is molded by war
into woman of heroic and responsible stature. 90 min.

PRODUCT

REPUBLIC (Continued)
April
GERALDINE John Carroll,
Mala Powers. Stan Freberg.
Producer Sidney Picker. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Comedy covers
withyounijmusic.
Tin
Pan
publicity
discolleoe music Alley
instructor
with girl
golden
voice, interested only in folk songs, eventually interests
him in popular music andMaaymarriage license. ?0 min.
JUBILEE ntAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie.
Forrest Tucker. Associate producer-director Joseph I
Kane. Outdoor drama. California trader meets and
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic complications when she learns he has a son by unmarried
Spanish girl. 103 min.
Coming
HELL'S HALF ACRE Wendell Corey, Evelyn Keyes,
Elsa Lanchester. Associate producer-director John H.
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
in 1941 but his crime-ridden past destroys hope for
the revival of marriage. 91 min.
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of making if railroad crossed her land.
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Herbert Wilcoi. Drama. Respectable schooner captain
tries to save c'rl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen Mc
Nally. Associate
producer-director
Drama.
Woman newspaper
owner is William
confrontedSeiter.
with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans to get revenge by ruining life of their daughter.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director Bill Witney.
Western.
war against
unscrupulousYoun^
unclewesterner
to recoverwanes
stolenran'^e
heritage.
SHANGHAI
STORY. Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
against Red
police.of Shanghai's International SettleTOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake. Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of lO-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in foiling enemy agent's .olot to
steal
secret formula.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker, Orson Welles. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure roriance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the peo.ole whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the owner.
UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Don Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes involved with cold hoard and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle in the desert.
RKQ
January
KILLERS FROM SPACE Peter Graves, Barbara Bestar.
Producer-director W. Lee Wilder. Science fiction.
Nuclear scientist prevents the conquest of Earth by
invaders from another planet. 71 min.
February
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES IGoldwyn Re-releasel.
Myrna Loy, Frederic March, Teresa Wright. Dana
Andrews. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director William Wyler. Drama. 170 mins.
FRENCH LINE 3D Technicolor. Jane Russell, Gilbert
Roland. Producer Edmund Grainoer. Director Lloyd
Bacon. Musical comed:'. Jilted at the altar because
she has too much money, Texas millionairess takes
cruise on Liberte. Incognito, she sets out to find husband who will love her for herself alone. 102 min.
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER (Reissue). Loretta
Young, Robert Mitchum, William Holden. 93 min.
ROB ROYducer Perce
Technicolor.
Todd.Disney
ProPearce. Glynis
DirectorJohns,
HaroldRichard
French.
live-action costume drama. From Daniel Defoe story
of Scottish hero who led rebellion against tyranny of
Britishation igovernors
George
I relie/ed
n admiration until
for King
Rob Roy
s exploits.
87 min.the situSHE COULDN'T
SAY NOSparks.
Robert Director
Mitchum,Lloyd
JeanBacon.
Simmons. Producer Robert
Corned/. Poor-little-rich-girl learns people in Arkansas
town saved her life when she was a baby. Her secret
money
townspeople disrupts their barter-system
economy.gifts89tomin.
VALLEY OF THE SUN (Reissue) Lucille Ball. James
Craig. 84 min.
March
CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Steve
Cochran. Producers Frank and Maurice King. Director
Kurt Neumann Melodrama. Struggle of a young girl
to free herself from her fascination for a carnival heel
who
causes strong
her high-diving
partner's
death. Shechase.
does
and carny
man kills heel
in a ferrls-wheel
FILM

DANGEROUS MISSION 3D Technicolor Victor Mature,
Piper Laurie, Vincent Price. Wm. Bendix. Producer Irwin Allen. Director Louis Kln^. Melodrama. Girl, after
witnessing a murder, hides out In Glacier National
Park to escape killer. Chase results with police trying
to find her before killer does. 75 min.
ENCHANTED COTTAGE I Reissue I. Dorothy McGuire,
Robert Young, Herbert Marshall. 91 min.
TALL IN THE SADDLE (Reissue). John Wayne. 87 min.
MR. BLANDING BUILDSApril
HIS DREAM HOUSE (Reissue)
Cary Grant, Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas. 94 min.
PINOCCHIO (Reissue). Disney. 87 min.
SAINT'S
Hayward.
Naomi Chance.
Producer GIRL
JulianFRIDAY
Lesser. Louis
Mystery
comedy-drama.
Saint
even score wi*h gamblers for murder and ruination
of youth. 68 min.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetilaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of Sinbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson S Forrest, Price & St. Cyr.
THEY
BELIEVE
ME 95(Reissue)
Susan Hayward,
Robert WON'T
Young, Jane
Greer.
min.
Coming
CADMAN'S TERRITORY (Reissue) Randolph Scott 98 min.
BIG RAINBOW Technicolor Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland. adventure
Producer Harr;'drama.
Tatelman. Director John Sturges.
Romantic
DESPERATE MEN Technicolor. John Payne, Dan Duryea,
Lizabeth Scott. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citizen accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him.
CUNGA DIN (Reissue) Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen,
Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. Producer-Director John Ford.
I 1 7 minutes.
LOSTGlenn
PATROL
off,
Ford, (Reissue)
73 min. Victor McLaglen, Boris KarlSPANISH
(Reissue) Maureen O'Hara, Paul
Henreid. 100MAIN
minutes.
STATIONS WEST (Reissue) Dick Powell. 92 min
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlin. Romantic comedy.
THING. THE (Reissue) Producer-director Howard
Hawks. Science-fiction melodrama. 87 min.
2DTH

CENTURY-FOX
December
BENEATHnicolor.THE
12-MILE
REEFMoore,
CinemaScope
TechRobert Wagner, Terry
Gilbert Roland.
Producer P.obert Bassler. Director Robert D. Webb.
Adventure-drama. Peril; of sponce divers interwoven
in stori' of father-son relationship, clashes between
sponge-fishermen, and vounn romance. 102 min.
MAN CRAZY Neville Brand, Christine White. Producers
S. Haromn. P. Voran. Director !. Lerner. Documentary
drama. Teenage girls seek glamour and excitement in
Hollywood after stealing bootlegger's money. 79 min.
MAN IN THE ATTIC Jack Palance, Constance Smith,
Byron Palmer. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Hugo
Fregonese. Mystery melodrama. Psychopathic boarder
commits niciht murders, with pretty women as his victims. About to kill a girl he has fallen In love with,
the twisted mind uncoils and takes own life. 82 min.
January
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM (Reissue) Gregory Peck, Vincent
Price.
Roddy
McDowall.
Producer137 Joseph
kiewicz. Director John Stahl. Drama.
min. ManKING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES CinemaScope Technicolor. Tyrone Power. Terry Moore. Producer Frank
Rosenberg. Director Henry King. Adventure drama.
Half-breed British officer in 19th century India becomes
a deserter to demonstrate his right to equality in the
Army and in romance with General's daughter. 99 min.
THREE YOUNG TEXANS Technicolor. Mitzi Gaynor,
Jeff Hunter, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Henry Levin. Western drama. Friendship between pair of cowboys and olrl becomes imperiled when one is suspected of train robbery. Turns
out other is guilty. Is killed after repentance. 78 min.
February

RACING CLOOD Color. Bill Williams, Jean Porter.
Producer-director W. Barry.
RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE Reissue. George Mont,
gomery. 56 min.
SCUDDA
HOO-SCUDDA
Walter Brenne.
95 min. HAY Reissue. June Haver
STREET
WITH 91NOmin. NAME Reissue. Richard Widmark,
Lloyd Nolan.
KID FROM OUTER SPACE. THE George Winslow.
Charles Coburn, SpringApril
Byington. Producer Leonard
Goldstein.
PRINCE VALIANT CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, James Maion. Janet Leich. Producer Robert
May
Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway.
Romantic adventure. Vikino kina overthrown by traitor is civen sactuary
by King Arthur.
Years later the disposed king's
son overthrows
the traitor.
SIEGE AT RED RIVER, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson,
Joanne Dru. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union
cavalry troop train sets off net of intrigue and heroism
Involving Confederate who turns out to be Union spy.
GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,
Anne Bancroft, Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist, finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death.
RIVER OF NO RETURN CinemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum. Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin.
Director
Otto entertainer
Preminger. Monroe,
Outdoor adventure romance.
Barroom
exconvict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guide
a raft down a treacherous
mountain
river,
battling
the
Coming
rapids, Indians and the
elements.

PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
Debra Pa^et. Michael P.ennie. Producer Leonard
Goldstein .
THE FOUNTAIN CinemaScope TechTHREE COINS
nicolor. CliftonINWebb, Dorothy McGuire, Jean Peters,
Dorector Jean
Siecel.American
McNamara.
Maggie
girls
comedy.Sol Three
f.r>manticProducer
Ne^ulesco.
coins in Wishing Fountain. After
to5s
P-ome
In
working
each traveU rocky road, dreams come true.

UNITED

ARTISTS

December
de
CAPTAIN'S PARADISE, THE Alec Guinness, Yvonne
Kimmins. Romantic
Carlo. Producer-director Anthonydividing
romasce
his
adventure drama. Sea captainand girl in North Africa,
between his wife in Gibraltar
when storm shows him the futility
double life
ends
of his course.
77 min.
Narrated by George Jessel.
YESTERDAY AND TODAY
Producer-director Abner J. Greshler. Documentary.
movies from "flickers" of 1893 and the
History of the
history.
min. to today. Includes top stars of filn
progress 57made
January
Boyer, Hedy Lamarr. ProALGIERS (Reissue) Charles
Wanner.
ducer
drama. 95 min. Director John Cromwell. RomanticWalter
Documentary.
THE Technicolor
CONQUEST of OFtheEVEREST.
Hunt that
under Col.
1953 expedition
Depiction
scaled Mt. Everest. 78 min.
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN Technicolor. Robert Morley,
Maurice Evans. The D'Oyly Carte Opera Co. Producers
Frank Launder, Sidney Gilllatt. Director Sidney Gilliatt. Musical biography. Story of the famed operetta
team, their beginnings and differences. 105 min.
Globe Trotters.
Clark, Harlem
GO Dane
MAN, Anton
GO,
Producer
M. Leader.
Director James Wong
Howe. Soorts drama. Story of the rise of the famed
basketball team, their rise under Abe Saperstem
Negro
(Clark) from a jalopy-traveling barnstorming outfit to
one of the world's greatest sports attractions. 82 min.
Am. William LunRIDERS TO THE STARS Color Corp ofCarson.
Producer
Marshall, Richard
digan, Herbert
Science-fiction
Ivan Tors.
mation not available.
81 min. adventure. Other inforWICKED WOMAN Beverly Michaels, Richard Egan
Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse.
Melodrama. Loose woman takes job as bargirl. Induces
owner to leave his boozy wife and run off with her.
When plans are upset,
she makes new setup. 77 min
February

HELL AND HiGH WATER CinemaScope Technicolor.
Richard Widmark. Bella Darvi, Cameron Mitchell, David
Wayne. Adventure drama. Touch captain and motley
crew of ex-U. S. sailors use submarine on special
mission to thwart a conspiracy to start World War
111 by an atomic bomb incident. 103 min.
MISS ROBIN CRUSOE Pathecolor. Amanda Blake,
George Nader. Producer-director Eugene Frenke. 75 min. BEACHHEAD PatheColor. Tony Curtis, Frank Lovejoy,
Producer W. Koch. Director Stuart
Murphy.
Mary
March
Helsler.
Action
drama. .nians
Four ofMarines
invate
smallWorld
Japheld
Inland
♦o obtain
minefield
during
CRY OF THE CITY Reissue. Victor Mature, Shelley
War
II.
89
min.
Winters. 95 min.
MAN BETWEEN, THE James Mason. Claire Bloom, HilNEW FACES CinemaScope Eastman Color. Ronny Gradegarde Neff. Producer-director Carol Reed. Suspense
ham. Eartha Kitt. Producer Edward Alperson. Director
pawns insecret police and Innocent
drama volvedSpies,
Harry Hr»rner. Musical Fi'min-: of B'way show. 98 min.
from western
In plot to stem flow of refugees used
NIGHT PEOPLE CinemaScope Technicolor. Gregory
by Reds,
area. toMason,
to Allies'threats
sector of Berlin
rescue kidnapped
blackmail
Peck, Broderick Crawford, Rita Gam. Producer-direcovercomes
British girl. 100 min.
torcan Nunnally
Johnson.
Melodrama.
Efforts
of
an
Ameriofficer in Berlin to untangle red tape to negotiate
OVERLAND PACIFIC Color Corp of Am. Jock Mahoney,
Fred
Small.in Director
Edward
Castle. Producer
return
youngcomplicates
soldier kidnapped
by Reds.
Peggie Western.
wealthv offather
by attempting
briberyG.l.'s
and
Sears.
Battles and
intrigue
the laying of
barter of two people wanted by Communists for return
the railroad through hostile Indian country to the
of his son
West Coast. 73 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
' PERSONAL AFFAIR Gene TIcrney, Leo Genn. Producer
Antony Darnborough. Director Anthony Pelissier.
Drama. Small town British teacher is accused by his
wife of having affair with school girl. When latter disappears, teacher is suspected of murder. 82 min.
TOP BANANA Color Corp. of America. Phil Silvers,
Rose Marie. Producers Albert Zunsmith and Ben Peskay. Director Alfred E. Green. Musical comedy. Filmed
as thouoh it were a staoe play, show within a show
has Silvers as funniest man on TV. fond of girls and
autographs. When real love hits, he is bounced around
by c'rl and sponsor, but his basic desire to be an
entertainer ends rifts. 100 min.
March
ACT OF LOVE Kirk Douglas, Dany Robin. Producerdirector Anatole Litvak. Drama. French refui^ee girl
is compromised by American occupation soldier; they
fall in love, are separated by police; girl, mistakenly
believes he has forsaken her, goes to her death. 108 min.
( BEAT THE DEVIL Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones,
Gina Lollobrigida. Producer-director John Huston.
Drama. An assorted i;roup on tramp steamer become
involved in intricue. murder and romance in search for
uranium. Filmed in Mediterranean area. 82 min.
GOLDEN MASK. THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Wanda
Hendrix. Producers Aubrey Barino. Maxwell Setton.
Romantic adventure.
SCARLET SPEAR. THE Technicolor Morasi, John Bentley,
Martha Hyer. Producer Charles Reynolds. Directors
!I Georne
Stahl.becomes
Adventure
drama.in tribal
Commissioner Brea'ston
of African Pay
liiifrici
involved
rite in whic'^ kin-; of tribe performs arduous ouest.

^
I
1
II
I
II
;
I

April CRUSOE PatheColor.
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
Dan
O'Herlihy.
Producers
Dancigers.
Ehrlich. Director Luis Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. Henry
From
Daniel Defoe's classic of the shipwrecked sailor and
the native who became his man Friday.
HEIDI Elsbeth Sigmund, Heinrich Gretler. Producer
Lazar Wechsler. Director Luici Comencini. Drama.
Taken
famed children'st
storyoirlby and
Johanna
Spyri
of the from
love between
a little Swiss
her grandfather. 98 min.
LONE
GUN, THEEdward
George Small.
Montgomery,
Dorothy
Malone. Producer
Director Ray
Naiarro.
Western. Marshal cleans out band of rustlers and wins
love of girl preyed upon by outlaws.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer Peter De Sarigny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst.
Air-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in World
War It backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exin locating enemy convoy, sealing fate of Naiis'
Afrika ploitCorps.
WITNESS
MURDERProducer
BarbaraChester
Stanwyck,
George
Sanders, GaryTOMerrill.
Erskine.
Director
Roy Rowland. Suspense Melodrama.
Coming
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Gina
Lollobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vittorio
Vassarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
established that all males over 20 must be married.
GOG 3D Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan. Constance Dowlinc, Herbert Marshall. Producer Ivan Tors.
Director Herbert L. Strock. Science-fiction drama.
KHYBER PASS Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan
Da wn Addams. Director Seyrrtour Friedman. Adventure
drama. Officer in British Lancer* In India prevents
capture of new machlnecuns and massacre of garrison.
SOUTHWEST PASSAGE PatheColor. Rod Cameron,
Joanne Drudrama.
John Ireland. Producer Edward Small.
Adventure

UNIVERSAL-INTl
December
TUMBLEWEED Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Lori Nelson.
Chill Wills. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Nathan
Juran. Western. Murphy, accused of cowardice when
wagon
he is79 guarding
is massacred by Indians,
overcomestrainonus.
min.
WALKING MY BACY BACK HOME Technicolor. Donald
O'Connor,
Janet Leigh.
Producers
Ted RichmondLeonard Goldstein.
Director
Lloyd Bacon.
Musical
corned.-. Youn-^ clarinetist stands to inherit fortune if
he becomes operatic star, makes his mark instead
in concert ball iaii. 95 mm.
I

January
BOaOEa RIVER Technicolor. Joel McCrea, Yvonne De
Carlo. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director George
Sherman. Western drama. Confederate officer steals
gold irom Union mint to buy supplies in Mexico
for the
Southern army, causing bloodshed. 81 min.
FORBIDDEN Tony Curtis, Joanne Dru Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Rudolph Mate, Melodrama. Racketeer noes to Macao to find a slain hoodlum's widow
who has evitfence of nannleacW '$ crimes. 85 min.
WAR;
Tcchnicojbbr Maureen O'Hara, Jeff
Chandler.ARROWProduced
John W. Rogers. Director George,
• Sherman.ington to putV/esterrT.
Cava'ryuprising
lofficerfinds
sentthefrom
down Indian
tribesWashare
- bein; led b.' supposedly dead cavalryman. 78 min.
FILM

February
GLENN MILLER STORY, THE Technicolor. James
Stewart, June Allyson. Producer Aaron Rosenberg.
Director Anthon-.' Manin. Biopic with music. Highlights of the life of the late, oreat bandleader lost in
an air accident over English Channel. 1 It min.
TAZA, ducer
SONRoss Hunter.
OF COCHISE
2D-3D.
RockSirk.
Hudson.
ProDirector
Dounlas
Western.
Apache chief forced to fight other redskins to bring
peace between his people and the white men. 80 min.
March
CREATURE FROM THE ELACK LAGOON 3D. Richard
Carlson, Julia Adams. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Fantasy melodrama. Geologist
discovers creature which is half man. half fish and
forms an expedition toe capture it. 89 min.
RIDE CLEAR OF DIABLO Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Dan Duryea. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse
returns80home
murdersHibbs.
of his Western.
father andMurph.kid brother.
min. to avenge
SASKATCHEWAN Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Shelley
Winters. Producer Aaron P-osenbern. Director Raoul
Walsh. Outdoor drama. Canadian mountie rebels
against
h's commanoinc
officer to save survivors of
Indian attack.
88 min.

HIS MAJESTY
O'KEEFEHarold
Technicolor.
Lancaster,
Joan
Rice. Producer
Hecht. Burt
Director
Byron
Haskin. Action drama. Victim of a mutiny, sea captain is tet adrift, lands on South Pacific island, becomes white ruler usinc democratic methods to
unite warring factions. 88 min.
HONDO 3D WarnerColor. John Wayne, Geraldine
Page. Producer Robert Fellows. Director John Farrow,
Western drama. Lone U. S. Cavalry scout, unhorsed
in Indian battle, comes to Western town, befriends
widow and young son, paves way for romantic and
dramatic complications.
83 min.
February

A pril
MA & PA KETTLE AT HOME
Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modern home, go
back to dilapidated farmhouse so that oldest boy can
win contest on typical farm life. 81 min.
RAILS INTO LARAMIE Technicolor. John Payne, Dan
Duryea, Mari Blanchard. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jesse Hibbs. Outdoor drama. Trouble-shooting
soldier is sent to Wyoming Territory to clear work
stoppage on construction of railroad. 82 min.
YANKEE PASHA Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Rhonda
Fleming. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevne-.'.world
Costume
around
to saveadventure.
woman heChandler
loves. 84 fichts
min. half-way
Coming

March
CRIME WAVE Sterling Hayden, Gene Nelson, Phyllis
Kirk. Producer Br.an Foy. Director Andre de loth.
Crime melodrama. Record of reformed convict involves
him in holdup plot, but with aid of understanding detectice, and innate honest-.-, is freed from past. 74 min.
DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN Louis Hayward, Paul Kelly,
Joanne Dru,
O'Sullivan.
New
warden
cleansMaureen
u.-> corrupt
prison Prison
system drama.
with inside
help from framed prisoner.
PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE 3D WarnerColor Karl
Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Patricia Medina. Producer
Henry Blanke.
drama. Series ofDirector
murdersRoyin Del
turn Ruth.
of the Murder
century meloParis
with beautiful cirls as victim of sadistic zoologist studying "animal" reflexes.

BLACK HORSE CANYON Technicolor. Joe McCrea,
Mari Blanchard. Producer John W. Rocers. Director
Jesse Hibb;. Western. Wild stallion escapes stock
ranch and lives in hills. Efforts of cirl rancher to recapture horse are thwarted by neichbor until roving
cowboy comes to her aid.
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH, THE CinemaScope
Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Janet Leich, David Farrar.
Producer Robert
Director
adventure.
Plot toArthur.
overthrow
Kinc Rud.Henry Mate.
IV is Romantic
defeated
by young
night
whose
family
had
been
unjustly executed for treason.
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audie Murphy. Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when cold miners
break treaty with Indian: to obtain ore-beating ground.
FAR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Drivin-; a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tan with cold, love and sudden death.
FIREMAN
CHILD Hugh
O'Brian,LetSpike
Jones.
Producer SAVE
HowardMY Christie.
Director
Goodwins.
Comedy. Grou.-» of lan.- firemen cope with problems of
trading in old fire hor;es for mechanized equipment.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer develops sport car
to savecountry
failin-jrace.
auto company, succeeds when he wins
cross
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles co to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorchead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming a doctor devotinn himself to humanity.
PLAYGIRL Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan. Producer
Albert J. Cohen. Director Joe Pevney. Drama. Small
town -^irl in New Yor)-. becomes involved in murder and
call girl racket.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Hefiin, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleagured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing rene-rade whiteman who incites the savaces.
WARNER

HROTHERS

BOY FROM OKLAHOMA, THE WarnerColor. Will
Rogers, Jr.,
Nancy
Olson.
Producer
Weisbart.
Director
Michael
Curtiz.
Western
comedyDavid
drama.
Young
cowboy seekin-; to be lawyer unwittincly becomes
Sheriff'
humbles
Eilly
the
Kid,
captures
outlaws,
finally
leaves for law apprenticeship. 88 min.
COMMAND, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Guy
Madison, Joan Weldon. James Whitmore. Producer
David Weisbart. Director David Butler. Western drama.
Young doctor tal.es over command of troo.T train in
and disease.territory,
94 mins. brings it to safety through raids
Wyoming

LUCKY ME CinemaScope
WarnerColor. Doris Day,
A pril
Phil Silvers, Robert Cummings.
RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott.
Wayne Morris. Producer
Ted
Director
Comi
ng Sherdeman.
Andre de Toth. Western.
Stagecoach
guard, victim of
odd circumstances, clears his name, wipes out outlaws.
DIAL M FOR MURDER 3D WarnerColor. Ray Milland,
Grace Kelly, Robert Cummings. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Murder melodrama. Hu:band plots death of
wife whom he married for money. Original plan backfires when wife kills her would-be murderer. Husband
makes. self-defense killing look like premeditated murder.
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, Joan Weldon.
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas.
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot ants terrorize the
Southwest until their nest is discovered and wiped out.

YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

ORDER

NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses
December
that are adjustable
THREE SAILORS AND A GIRL Technicolor. Jane Powell,
Gordon MacRae, Gene Nelson. Producer Sammy Cahn.
Director Roy Del Ruth. Musical comedy. Three gobs,
A prompt order will reserve^you^ /■■
designated by submarine crew to invest $50,000, plunge
into show business, manage to bring flop show into
and insure delivery for future bookings.
Broadway hit. 95 min.
-j
THUNDER OVER THE PLAINS WarnerColor Randolph
POLALITE glasses 'T't
Scott, Lex Barker, Phyllis Kirk. Producer David WeisHIGHWAY
bart. Director Andre de Toth. Western. Union Captain harrassed by carpet-bac politicians on side of
EXPRESS LINES, i^C. .
law, takes aition when friends and his wife are put
in peril. 82 Min.
"
'■ January
PjhilacJelphia, Pa.: kO^ust 4-0100
EDDIE CANTOR STORY. THE Technicolor. Keefe BrasWashington,
D;' C.i DUpont#7-7200
selle, Maril.-n Erskine. Producer Sidney Skolsky. Director Alfred, E. ^reen. t^usical biography. Life of Eddie,
Member National Fi(^ "Carriers
CanTorcess infrom
his becinnin-rs
enfertainer
13, suc-to
the Follies,
eventual asrecovery
fromat illness
entertain for charlt-y. I!4 min.
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THERE CAN BE NO GREATER
BOXOFFICE ATTRACTION FOR

EASTER!

20tli Cenfury-Fox presents
D

0
Color by

Technicolor -Deluxe

^0

Cinemascope^
In The Wonder of Stereophonic Sound!

v|,, 20th Century-Fox presents a CinemaScope Production PRINCE VALIANT
starring JAMES MASON • JANET LEIGH • ROBERT WAGNER • DEBRA PAGET • STERLING HAYOEN
W Produced by ROBERT L. JACKS • Directed by HENRY HATHAWAY • Screen Play by DUDLEY NICHOLS
■ / Color by TecHNICOLOR-DeLuxE • Based on King Features Syndicate's "PRINCE VALIANT" by Harold Foster
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By Philip R. Ward

L\Sir:R THE

ADMISSIONS

TAX

IIASSLI-. Late

last week a surprise development found the Senate I'ir.ance Committee revising- the House's excise tax l)ill.
providing- for elimination of the entire Federal tax on
admissioi s under CO cents. The House had previously
passed a measure that cut the tax in half, from 20 percent to 10, on all admissions. Senate hill, which is slated
to come up for vote by the latter ])art of this week,
would retain a 10 percent tax on admissions over (\-')
cents.
Ti e resi)on.-e to this unexjiected move must l;e a
hearty hallelujah! by the rank and Hie exhibitors, who
are in dire need of relief from the onerous tax burden.
They need the money for Cinema.Scoi)e. for stereophonic
sound, for lonji^-overdue rei)airs and renovations, and
for a little jjnjfit. The improvement in boxofilice receipts
has flavored the deluxe operations so far. but not much
of the increased attendance of recent months has seeped
through to the sub-runs. Passage of the Senate measure
will be a real shot in the arm for these situations.
O

THE BIG gi'ESTlON. Before there is any tossing of
hats in the air. exhibitors are warily trying to size up
the chances of the new tax bill in both houses of Congress, and. then, in the W hite House. There are a few
factors in its favor. The evenly matched j)olitical complement of the membership in both houses makes it
seem likely that the no-tax-below-60-cents measure will
get through comfortably, since Democrats have voted
for a full cut before, and Republicans ajjjjear detertnincd
to avoid being tagged as those guilty of continuing the
unpopular excise levy.
The President's view might very well be conditioned
by a desire to be conciliatory on excise taxes in order to
uin favorable action by Congress on other significant
tax legislation. Eisenhower avoided mention of excise
levies in his recent broadcast, concentrating on the more
inii)ortant ])ersonal and corporate income tax matter^.
O
FIRST RL X AND SLHL RBAX HOUSES, the two
categories that have best weathered the attendance depression will i)ick up new business, of course, but it may
be due more to aggressive promotion, improx ed ])roducl
and wide screen excitement than to lower prices. There
is some (juestion as to whether ])atrons u\ tiicse houses
are particularly sensitive to admissions changes.

Not so the marginal r.eighl;orhoods and small town
lheatre.^ where a tew pennies migl:t make the dilterence
between T\'. cards, other diversions, or the cinema. In
this realm the $64 questions are these : Is the cut enough
lo pull the.-n out of the red? \\"\\\ theatres retain old
prices and pocket the difference? Will theatres cut
prices in the hoi)e that volume will increase? How many
closed houses will reopen?
0
TH1-: 1:R1\'K-IXS will BEXEFIT. Traffic here ha.,
run consistently from good to better, and the price cut
should pep uj) grosses even more. Lower admissions
possibly would i)rove very real to the rural, large iamil\
and teen-age elements, all open-air devotees.
O
O
!X A CLIM.VTE OF POSSH-LE ADMISSIOX
CCT.*-^. it is well to reviev/. in capsule form, the status
of some major exhibition circuits:
ST.W LEV-WARNER— Subject of some nice market
]day in late week. Company is singularly blessed with a
virtually debt-free status. Its present quotation (14) is
less than one half of calculated book value, and while
ihis has never proved a valuable statistical tool in evaluating movie issues, the difference is eye-opening. After a
h.ost of barren earnings statements, company unexpectedly declared a 22 cents quarter, leaving 20 cents. Im])rovement reflects healthy Cinerama grosses, of which
.^-^tanley-W arner collects a substantial interest.
NATIONAL THICATRE.^— Shareholders were disappointed by recent report in which earnings showed
limited improvenient. However, it is vital to note that
income was jjloughed back in a calculated gamble that
>aw all of the top locations eciuijiped with CinemaScone
fronts, stereophonic sound ai)paratus and other newcontrivances. With some CO odd C.S. features on taj) for
the year, and considering its overwhelming acceptance
bv the public. National looks like a cinch to .-^^how a good
rei)ort for the current semester.
kKO

THEATRES— While a loss of $296.CC0 wa.^ re-

l)orted for 1953 ccnnpared to 1952's black ink figure of
Sl,0,^6.7CO. an ui)swing is indicated. Like the others.
RIn.() ex])ended liberally on cai)ital in-i])rovements, and
suffered losses on the sale of properties. The new cor.trolling group headed by Albert .\. List is now squarely
oriented in operations and you can look for systematic
gains over the ne.xt several reporting ])eriods.
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HOLD
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Hold plenty of time when you
book M-G-M's "EXECUTIVE

••^-O^^'

Idy riot is -

"°'<i faster H

,. , *

SUITE." Every advance preview for press and magazines
forecasts one of the year's
10 -Best! The best -seller is
even greater on the screen!
(lF/7/ww Hoi Jen, June Allyson, Barbara
Stanwyck, Frec/ric March, Walter Pidgeon,
Shelley Winters, Paul Douglas, Louis
Calhern, Dean Jagger, Nina Foch.)
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Ali^Gimmick
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By PHIL WAKI)
In far ofif fabled Hyderbad, 3-D was a calamitous success. Audiences bolted for the doors in panic, stanipedinjjf to safety in so great a rush that children were left
behind. Three natives of that Indian ])rovince were hospitalized bythe press of the crowd. Maratus, the storm
god. was surely disraught. For huge holders, you see,
crashed fearsomely and wondrously from the screen and
glistening sabers hurtled through space bent on dismembering the throng.
At the other edge of the world. Americans are finding
the Furies a mite more subdued. Little more than one
year of age. the onetime savior, the little ])olaroid gimmick, is the tired old man of Molh wood, one chubby
foot in the cradle and the other in the sepulchre reserved
for filmdom's annual messiahs. There is a gathering
head of evidence that unless wonder drugs are (|uickly
rushcd west, the days of its years are numbered. In
short, Hollywood has just about decided to give 3-L) the
old Deep Six.
Is .vD dead? The signs are everywhere. I'rom lUiri-ank to Broadway, in booking ottice and on movie-page,
from mar(|uee to money markets, they're writing off the
ojj^ical novelty and its extra-i)lane world as something
less than divine — last year's Angle of Recovery fallen
from grace. W ith dry-eyed, unthinking resignation,
they're kissing it off, the way horsemen retire their lame
stakers to the field, beyond study, beyond surgery, beyond hope.
l*!.\hibitors who once tripped over each other to be
first with the magical twin ciphers, now eschew the 3-D
mar(|uee slug as though it were a guarantine notice.
.Some even go the dizzy length of administering antitoxins with blatantly defensive announcements that

Feature

read — "First Time in 2-D," and "No Glasses Needed" —
to show that, along with clean washrooms and water
fountains, they run sane as well as sanitary houses.
Traditionally showmen are hair-trigger sensitive
?oids, and there is some justice in spanking them for
their wavering ways, liut they are, in the last analysis,
less the cause for a fading 3-D than merely reflection of
the pul)lic mind. The exhibitor's course is charted first
and last by what Joe Fan is buying in the market place
And the anti-3-D signals filled the air. They came in a
stereoi)h()nic roar of glass-gripes by a highly vocal segment of the movie public, followed by the high blown
aesthetic gripes of the critics and the art patrons. The
court of last resort, good old b.o.. fell short of justifying
the wht)le bloody trouble.
Has

It Paid Off?

Has 3-D paid its way? It has. But for the medium to
be merely self-supporting is to classify it as a sorry failure. Actually, the larger issue is this: what went wrong
with its once star-l)right future when the very mention
of its name (piickened the pulse and called for the un])acking of the SRO placard. To rationalize its presentation at all. 3-D must of necessity produce business of
the highest bracket. Good and average grosses are not
enough, for there is no evidence that 2-D can't do just
as well, or nearly so, without special equipment, goggle
fussing and the other bothers. Talk to any showman
today and he'll tell you what's wrong with 3-D in words
already too trite and overworked : the gloss of novelty
has rubbed off; the films are generally lousy in the 2-D
sense of the word : the public just lost interest.
Guessing what's wrong with 3-D has been popular
parlor sport almost as long as the medium itself. By
the time Hollywood unveiled only the second full length
[jolaroid film in its entire history, a veritable collectanea
(Continued on Page 6)
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(Continued from Page 5)

otherwise un()l)tainal:)le end. The rcjller coaster ride can

of pat cures and three-dimensional therapies had sprungu]). Improved spectator glasses has been a staple almost

hardly be classed as comfortal)le. but we'll be danged it
you can get the sensation without strapping yourself in
the car. Regrettably, in past and contemporary 3-D, the

from the very "Bwana Devil" start. And there
ziness and graininess and the unreal, almost
aspect of the players. But these were matters
mechanics, and the aesthetes knew it. They
sights on a more vulnerable target. A howl

was fuzdoll-like
of mere
set their
went up

over the "intrinsic quality" of the 3-D production themselves. The call was for better pictures.
In recognition of this call, Hollywood set about finding "more inspiring" story lines, put its stafifs to work
brightening up the polaroid entries with greatly improved production values, and, in short, went through
every motion needed in the fabrication of superior 2-D
presentations. The progeny of this labor was not unwelcome. Among them, such above average films as "Hondo." "Kiss Me Kate," and as a late starter, the cooly received but promotionally loaded "Miss Sadie Thompson." Only one thing was wrong: There wasn't a legitimate 3-D film in the pack.
Nevertheless, the feeling persisted that upon the boxoffice success or failure of these pictures, which b}Hollywood's own admission were of a superior stripe,
would ride the future fate of polaroid movies. Then, as
though unsure of its very wisdom in going ahead with
this trial and error business, several studios pulled an
11th hour hedge and offered the films in "flat" projection
as well. If the exhibitor was filled up with Freudian
anxieties before, he was about ready for the booby hatch
now.
2- D with 3-D Label

end has not justified the means. As a result today's
superior goggle merely modifies, does not remove the
medium's deeper weakness.
Hollywood's late capitulation to the cry for better
stories was a misdirected move. It did not strike at the
heart of the problem. The need was not for better 2-D
stories to be made in the 3-D medium ; the need was for
better 3-D material, material written, directed, designed
for the unique depth dimension.
Depth Itself Unimportant
Mere depth, itself, is not enough to sustain excitement
over the full length feature route. The deep vision of
things inside the window frame is but the partial (and
to a large extent, the minor) attribute of the gimmick's
full potential. This is not to discount the illusion of
depth which, for all its technical weaknesses does produce adiverting, if somewhat distorted, sense of reality.
But like many new sensory experiences, the excitement
soon palls with repetition.
3-D has been witlessly appraised. Its commanding
officers in the field, the producers, the directors, have
taken a curiously circumscribed view of the whole 3-D
phenonemon, measuring virtually every element by
means of a two-dimensional scale. They adjudge its
(Continued on Page 8)

Up from the Oozing Depths Beneath the City cc

Faced with 2-D pictures bearing the 3-D label, most
theatremen. especially in metropolitan areas, usually
decided to play it safe and go it straight 2-D. As a consequence, the Hollywood studios have discarded most
plans for further 3-D production, although a dozen or so
3- D pictures are awaiting release, and there are a few
promising ones among them, which we will make note
fjf later.
Where did 3-D go oft' the track, if, indeed its wheels
were ever on r Poor glasses, sloppy i)roduct, sorry stor^^
were no more than partial culprits, just as improved
goggles, development and scenario are no more than
partial cures. The discomfort of the eyepiece has long
been a mythical ailment, supported in fact by a large
body of evidence, including FILM BULLKTIX'S own
.survey of June 15, 1953, "W hat Does The Public Think
Of 3-D." Over and beyond the bellyaching of professional gripers, niyopics, astigmatics and maiden aunts,
there did (and ])robably still does) exist a strong sentiment among the rank and file in favor of 3-D movies.
They'll take the eye])iece with its minor annoyance as a
necessary if unc()mforta1)le means to a thrilling but
Page 6
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The ads on Warner Bros." "Phantom oj the Rue Morgue
emphasizes the "extension ', or gimmick, aspects of the
picture. Catchlines stress "attack" motif . . ."It Strikes!
. . . l-unges!". etc. Strong attack campaign has resulted
ill surprising first-run grosses on this current 3-0 entry.
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(Continued from Page 6)
value in terms of depth alone, as though this illusion itself is enough to justify the medium's employment. This
thinking once prevailed in connection with color. Today
some arc saying the same thing about ultra-wide screens.
The theory that ary one means of presentation in itself
is the sum answer is, of course, absurd. The final truth
is that any of these entertainment devices will work
profitably, providing that discerning use is made of their
full possibilities.
Study the case history of the mo\'ie third-dimension
and you will learn quickly why its growth was stunted..
.V grave error was committed b}- the film producers in
their judgment of 3-D. Hollywood miscalculated its
medium. What the public wanted was not depth, but
.\TTACK! The moxiemakers overlooked the fact thac
3-D's one uni(|ue attribute was the gimmick — its novel,
ccjrny, laugh-provoking, fear-inspiring, shocking ability
to attack the audience. But in 3-D's first 400 days the
ace weapon has been strangely silent. Like Lincoln's
Civil War generals, Hollywood's third-dimension producers simply would not attack.
To be a thing alive, a roaring, raging, inflaming force,
3-D must feed on attack, .\ttack the senses . . . attack
the body . . . attack the vitals . . . attack, bewilder, overpower, ravish, like the Roman hoards rushing the Huns.
The audience will love it.
Special Material Needed
What Hollywocjd's generals did not realize is that 3-D
is a thing apart, that its real dimension is not so much
de])th as it is extention, that story matters comparative1\' little, just so long as it possesses those special dimensions in plot, direction, art and photography to join the
added physical dimension of dejjth. \\'hat they muflfed
is the fact that the material must adjust to the medium,
ncrt the medium to the material. For 3-D is as different
from 2-D as still pictures to motion pictures, as silent to
talkies — an entirely new vista of the film-making arts.
Warner l!ros. ga\ e evidence, at the very outset of the
3-D craze, that they had a grasp of these principles by
their production of "House of Wax."' This film achieved
an elTective, albeit mincjr, degree of 3-D effectiveness,
and this was reflected accordingly at the boxoffice. Its
success was directly attributible to a faint but nonetheless partially evident understanding that the polaroid
glass is no lorgnette, that the nieflium is but a shade
above a carnival ])rank, a])pealing to the universal love
of buncombe, hokum, tomfoolery.
As f(ir most of the other so-called 3-1) ])iclures. of
which there some 30-odd. with the exception in a scene
here and a climax there, they might just as well Jiave
been i)ntjected "Hat" without an ounce of diminution in
Page 8
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story telling, conflict or audience identification — and
with a saving to exhibitor and public, to boot. For insufiiciency of attack is worse than none at all. It teases
:he appetite, and then ends up leaving it unsatisfied. The
occasional spear and the seldom spider is not sufficient
to make an audience content to wear the polaroids.
In the past lew weeks, there has been a sign here and
there that indicates a possible reawakening of trade interest in the depth medium. AVarner Bros., and Universal, always alert studios, each have a 3-D thriller currently showing in first-runs to rather surprising grosses.
"Phantom of the Rue Morgue" is the \\'arner entry, a
murdersome little melodrama that is making audiences
squeal with terror as a mad zoologist dismembers pretty
girls in his study of animal reflexes. U-I subject is
"Creature from the Black Lagoon,'' in which the "Gill
Alan" — half human-half fish — comes up out of the
depths to inflict scaly horror upon those who view the
mcmster.

What Is 'True 3-D'?
Neither of these productions can be called true 3-D,
ljut each has its share of attack gimmicks, and each is
liuilt on suitable 3-D plot material, factors that account
for the strong grosses they are rolling up. They could
have been real boxoflice bombshells if the attack had
been carried to the audience from start to finish.
How. then, do we define "true 3-D"?
True 3-D would be pure 3-D, or a film in which every
scene is calculated to utilize the depth medium ; otherwise you have a bastard combination of 2-D and 3-D.
which is neither fish nor fowl.
It is only a matter of time imtil some perspicacious
])roducer .senses the authentic function of the third
dimension and turns out a pure 3-13er that fully demonstrates the tactics and strategy of the medium. We freeiy predict that this enterprising indi\ idual will need a
fleet of Brinks' finest to carry home his take from the
theatres that exhibit that first real depthie.
He will ])robably develoj) a whole new school of technicians, film workers steeped in new ideas about a new
medium. Membership credentials will consist of original talent in telling a story via 3-D. 3-D direction. 3-D
])hotography. They will follow a few very simi)le i)rincijjles i)re(licated on capitalization of tlie intrinsic (|ua!
ities of the depth medium. They will plan and \i\ot every
jihase of the ])roduction to make the audience 3-D conscious, with the full realization that if a scene lacks attack it w ill be static. Let's take a look at these princi])Ies for .^-1 ) production :
1. The medium nuist be accejjted for what it is. ;'.
practical joke on the gallery, a stunt, a hell-raising,
(Conlinuctl on I'agf 9)
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(Continued from Page 8J
whoopee-making ball of corn. The theory of production
will be based on belief that the crowd wants to be fooled.
This is 3-D's legitimate mission. It is not now, nor was
it ever intended to be a mere depth substitute for ordinary standard-screen vehicles.
2. (Gimmicks take first priority. The wlu)le ])roductiou will be a gimmick. Story, performance, and other
values will be completely subordinated to the attack
motif. The attack on the audience is 3-D's rationale.
The i)lot is intended to coalesce the attack elements, as
a musical comedy l)ook holds together the various songs
and dances.
The audience must find no surcease from the evercoming hail of gimmicks. A constantly screaming
shouting, ducking crowd is all the critical acclaim 3-D
can ask. To achieve this measure of pulsing excitation
over a 90 minute stretch without allowing the viewer to
adjust to the hoax, calls for creative treatment at its
best. The director must endlessly search out fresh
angles of audience invasion. In short, the entire effort
nuist l)e one long tour de force of assault by extention
from the screen out inti) the audience. Leave them
breathless.

3-D's Authentic Stage
3. Think in term of back and forth rather than side
to side. 2-D is the place where traffic flows from left to
right or back the other way, but 3-D"s playground i-^
the world in "in and out". It's the difference between
watching tennis and handball. Telescope the boundaries of the screen from deep within its l)eaded surface
to out along the theatre's rear wall. The space between
is 3-D's authentic stage.
4. W rite the audience into the script. This is the cardinal rule ; without it. 3-D reverts to a toothless, impotent waste of time, money and opportunity. The spectator must become, as never before, a story character,
a target of every conceivable form of physical action,
social sting, and finally gratification, lie is the unseen
hero or heroine of the 3-D movie.
5. Last, this basic rule of thumb: an authentic 3-D
production could not be exhibited in 2-D, for it would
lie like showing a talking picture without sound.
As we have seen in these few i)rinciples, specialization
i."-" the hallmark of true attack 3-D. Xew creative skills
are called for in virtually every phase of this original
school of production. Hut special stress will be placed
upon writing, art direction and cinematography. The
special efl^ects people will no longer remain mere adjuncts to the total i)r()duction scheme, but they will be
essential technicians whose services are recjuired in each
and every foot of film. In tiiis exciting new field, stereo-

W hen the scaly "Gill-Man" emerges from the depths and
approaches
terrified
audience,
that s 3-D scenes
^'attackin 'the
at
its best, i niithe
ersaFs
ads plug
the underwater
3-D part of its combination 2-D, 3-D press book.
phonic sound will be an essential factor, too. Sound will
attack the listener's ear in the same ratio that the visual
assaults hit his eye.
How wide will be the range of subject matter? Films
of violence and horror are just right. Slapstick, zany
comedy should be a wow. W ar stories and some sport
themes should lend themselves to the medium. Science
fiction is a seven-come-eleven natural. Musical comedy
might be contrived for laughs. The rough and tumble
western could be effective, if the emphasis were put on
attack, rather than on scenery in depth.
This is our plan for attack 3-D. the new dimension of
assault for fun or for terror. The closer a film runs to
the lOO^^c attack pattern, the greater its boxoffice potential. This is the simple truth that escaped those who
have worked in the depth dimension so far.
All this is not meant to imply that 3-D would be a
staple of movie fare for every type of theatre. Frankly,
it must be regarded as a novelt}-, but one that might
very well have enduring boxoffice value if offered at
reasonable intervals.
Just some -100 days ago, the very promise of the gimmick snapped the boxoffice out of the doldrums and
alive to clinking coins. Suddenly, it became front page
stuff", and everyone started to hear less of "Lucy" and
more of lap-landing lions. Then came wonderful CinemaScope and other developments to excite public interest in movie-going. But 3-D, watered-down, spurious,
inept as it was, must rank as the vanguard of today's
prosperity cycle in motion pictures. ()ff this record
alone, it rates a new lease on life.
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SCTOA Asks Choice on SS
The stereophonic sound issue continued to boil. SCTA president Harry
C. Arthur hit the headlines in revealing
a letter to Spyros Skouras urging that
the public and exhibitors be allowed a
choice on stereosound. Admitting that
20th-Fox was "entitled" to market CinemaScope any way they saw fit — "If you
believe that stereophonic sound to be
really appreciated b\- the public reciuires
14 tracl s and 22 speakers, you are entitled to that practice, too" — Arthur felt
that Fox' requirements for smaller exhibitors faced with prohibitive installation costs are "exorbitant, arbitrary and
unfair."
"Some people in this nation still prefer
Chevrolets and Plymouths to Cadillacs
and Chryslers, notwithstanding the fact
they fully appreciate the many advantages they would enjoy by owning the
larger cars," he wrote. So, too, many
moviejToers' financial and practical requirements limit them to neighborhood
theatres and drive-ins. "To deprive
these patrons of CinemaScope purely
because of a theory that 4-track stereophonic sound is an integral part of the
operation, when in reality it is the visual
illusion that affords CinemaScope's major appeal, is to be guilty of favoritism.
To deprive smaller theatres of CinemaScope for the same theoretical reason,
is to take from them their bread-andbuttc! ."
SCTOA urged Skouras to "reconsider
your ultimatum, and judge from all
sides — via tests — the feasibility of onetrack sound with CinemaScope." Let
the results decide 20th-Fox' policy, was
the i)lea.
COMPO Facts in E. & P.
COMPO continued to work sturdily
to give recalcitrant editors facts on the
tax situation to prevent the uninformed
editorials that damaged last year's taxrepeal campaign. Third in a series of
full-page ads in Editor and Publisher,
"Half a Loaf Will Break the Camel's
Back", stated that, while the industry
was "not unappreciative" of the (Reed)
proposal for cutting the 20 per cent admissions tax in half, "the sad fact is
that a 50 percent reduction in the admission tax will not save 4,820 theatres
now staggering in the red."
In the most recent ad, "We have
plenty of customers, but . . ." COMPO
notes, the tax situation compels the exhibitor, in eflfcct, to admit free every
sixth ticket-buyer, and no legitimate
enterprise can long survive "such cockeyed economics" today. The Federal
lax, said the ad, has preeinitted the
natural increase in admission prices jtislilicd bv inllationarv conditions.
Page 12
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TAX IN SENATE
Officially, the admissions tax status was still a
question mark. While it was expected that the Senate
Finance Committee would report out the Reed bill
much as the House Committee did, the Senate group
after a closed meeting adjourned Thursday (18th)
with only the statement that no decision had been
reached. Chairman Milliken (R., Col.), however,
In a late news bulletin, relief to some 6000 theatremen operating in the red was in prospect as the
Senate Finance Committee last Friday (19)
amended the proposed 10 per cent excise tax bill
to exempt completely movie admissions under 60c
from the Federal Tax. A second amendment revised the proposal to tax admissions one cent on
every I Oc or 'major fraction thereof"; instead of
a penny tax on each I Oc.
Speaking from Washington, COMPO special
counsel Robert W. Coyne was enthusiastic, stating
that now real action was being taken to keep these
thousands of theatremen in business. He anticipated that the bill would be brought on the Senate
floor by Wednesday (24).
noted that it was expected that the excise tax reduction proposals, including the Federal ticket tax, would
be reported out the following day and would reach
the Senate "next week".
Meanwhile, COMPO filed a brief, calling attention
to the fact that 6127 movie houses are operating in
the red, and most could recoup if the ticket tax were
lifted. Only some 1300 would get any substantial
relief on an across-the-board 10 per cent tax, while
the others would continue losing money, COMPO
revealed. The all-industry group's plea asked for a
minimum of 51 cents on Federal-taxed movie admissions, in line with Sen. Schoeppel's (R., Kans.)
amendment to repeal the tax on movie admissions of
50c or less. Sen. Schoeppel, who has been in close
contact with the industry as chairman of the Senate
Small Business Committee, claimed that up to 3000
more houses will be forced to close if his amendment
is not adopted. Should the Finance Committee, fail
to accept, the Senator noted, he would introduce it on
the floor for a vote. Considering the number of Senators committed to repeal of the movie admissions
tax, it is not unlikely that such a move might be fruitful. Senate Finance Committee chairman Milliken
stated that he was "sympathetic" toward the 50c base,
but did not commit himself on its support.
House passage was quickly consummated after the
Ways and Means Committee put its stamp of approval on the Reed Bill. Rep. Lyle (D., Tex.) offered
a motion to exempt movie admissions 50c or less, but
it was defeated in a close vote, 213-200. Rep. Mason,
author of the original repeal bill, said he believed that
the industry should accept the 10% tax as a "step"
toward total reduction, after authoring the 50c amendment in the House.
You can use your present tickets after April
1, whether or not the Reed Bill becomes law.
Special counsel Robert W. Coyne obtained a
ruling from the Treasury permitting stamping
each ticket with new admission price and new
tax amount, after explaining that exhibitors
were unable to get new tickets printed in time
if the 10% tax is effective next month.

Movies Top National Index
Jack L. Warner took a swat at the
"pessimists, the calamity howlers and
prophets of doom" in the industry. Theatre business, the WB studio chief
claimed, is running ahead of the national retail index and "looking uj) every
.Addressing the American Cinema
Editors, Warner said the "new method.s
of attracting theatre-goers" is "meeting
and beating" the T\^ competition, that
otiier methods are in the process of development that face similar success.
Alajor
i)roblem,
he felt, was maintenday."
ance of production and providing good
pictures, a responsibility that "must be
shared by all creative talents . . . Th.'
someliine actor, the odd-moment writer
and some directors can — and sadly do —
throw roadblocks in the path of production." Their laxity, he noted, keeps
other studio employees from working.
Hughes Gets RKO
Howard Hughes obtained the sole
ownership of RKO Pictures Corp. last
week when the stockholders voted by a
majority of almost 30 to 1 to accept
Hughes' offer of nearly $24,000,000 for
the company's assets. There are still
several legal contests pending, but they
are not seen as any serious bar to
Hughes' ownership.
Schine Charged Again
The Justice Department tossed another suit at the Schine Chain, charging
the theatre circuit with violation of the
1949 anti-trust decree. Both civil and
criminal contempt actions were filed by
the Governmental agency.
Proceedings
Federal
District were
Courtbrought
against inthelUitt'alo
chain,
its five subsidiaries, J. Myer Schine,
Lewis W. Schine and John A. May.
("harge on the civil count were continuation of a "combination and conspiracy
to maintain local theatre operating
monopolies and to prevent others from
competing
the decree. with them" in \iolation of
(.'riminal complaint accused defendants of failure to rid themselves of 23 of
I he tlieatres ordered to be sold and
dc:ie(.- violations in licensing and booking of films, and resumption of control
o\cr theatres sold.
U-l Stockholder

Meet

Painting
a rosy
L'niversal's
profit
outlook
for picture
19.^4 atof the
annual
stdckholder nieetinii, Milton R. Rackmil re\eale<l that tiie company's first
(|uarter will be its best in "a great number of years," and grosses for the fiscal
year should top 1953's $7(),490.2.=;4.
Touching on the eoni])any's i)»)licics
for the new techniques, Rackmil said
(Conlinued on Page 20)
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By JAY ALLEN
ARTISTS

COLUMBIA

Ten to Roll Before June

Studio Hits Two-Year

ALLIED

One in C'Scope, 3 in T-color
ALLIED ARTISTS IS ISSUIXG L=;,000
~hares of new preferred stock to finance its
long-promised production splurge. The
Mock will have a ten dollar par value and
will be underwritten by the firm of Kmmaniicl, Deetjen and Company.
Fifteen pictures, eight of them in Technirolor and one in CinemaScopc, are in various
-tages of preparation, according to Walter
Mirisch, the company's executive producer.
Ten of the fifteen films are scheduled to go
before the cameras within the next three
months. One of these will be Allied Artists
first CinemaScopc feature, "W ichita," which
Mirisch will put into production personally
cm May 1. Starring assignments have not
been set.
Prior to this time, the company has used
Technicolor on only one film, "Arrow in the
Dust," which is set for an April release. The
;iresent slate, however, calls for use of Techlucolor on "Wichita"; "The Adventures of
Hajji Baba," for which Elaine Stewart has
been borrowed from MGM to star opposite
John Derek; and "The Annapolis Story,"
which will also feature "name" talent to be
borrowed from other studios. "Adventures"
is a Walter Wanger production, set to roll
on April 15, Don Weis directing, on loan-out
from MGM. Mirisch ])r()duces "The Annapolis Story," starting May 20.
The new slate got underway March 4,
with the launching of "The Desperado"
(Wayne ^fo^ris, James Lydon, Beverly Garland) — Vincent M. Fennelly producer,
Thomas Carr director. This was followed
by "Bowery Boys Meet the Monster" (Leo
Gorcey, Huntz Hall) — Ben Schwalb producer, Edward Bernds director.
Filming starts today (March 22) on
"Home From the Sea" (Jan Sterling, Neville
Brand) — Scott K. Dunlay producer, Lesley
Selander director.
TKe balance of the 10-picture program set
to go before the cameras between now and
June 1 are: "I Put the I-"inger on Waxey
Gordon," "Battle Star," "Wanted By the
FBI," and "Killer Leopard" (a Pioniba
yarn).
In preparation for Technicolor filming are:
"Legionnaire," a story of the FVench Foreign
Legion; "Yellow Knife," a Walter Wanger
production; "Poppaea" and "Persian Gulf,"
both on the schedule of Hayes (ioctz; and
"The Green Hills of Idaho," a Richard
Heermance production.

Peak

With Nine Lensing in March
COLUMIHA IS IX THE MIDST OF
its biggest production splurge in two years,
with seven pictures having already started
or scheduled to go during March. With two
others carrying over from February, the
studio will have nine films before the cameras— almost double the number at work on
any other Hollywood lot.
On March 15, two major CinemaScopc
productions were launched: "The Long Gray
Line" (Tyrone Power, Maureen O'Hara) —
Robert Arthur producer, and "Joseph and
His I'rethren" — Jerry Wald producer, William Dieterle director. Oddly enough, cast
toppers for the latter have not been announced, inasmuch as current filming consists of background shots being lensed on
location near Luxor, Egypt. Both "Gray
Line" and "Joseph" are in Technicolor.
On March 16, producer Wallace MacDonald rolled "The Black Dakotas" (Gary
^ferrill, Wanda Hendrix), in Technicolor —
Ray Xazarro directing. Starting today in
CinemaScopc and Technicolor is "The Bandits" (Glenn Ford) — Lewis J. Rachmil producer, Rudy Mate director.
Coming up later this month are two Sam
Katzman productions: "Bat Masterson, Bad
Man" (George Montgomery) — William
Castle director; and "Fighting With the
Texas
director.Rangers" (not cast) — Silencer Bcnnet
The two carry-overs from February are:
"Three I'or the Show" (Betty (irablc. Marge
& Gower Chamjiion, Jack Lemmon), in
CinemaScopc and Technicolor — Joni Taps
producer, H. C. Potter director; and "I Was
A Prisoner in Korea" (Robert Francis,
Diane Foster) — Bryan Foy producer, Lew
Seller director.
William Goetz cancelled his previously anof "Guys
andColumbia
Dolls,"
which wasnounced
to production
have been
his first
release, following a foul-up on the purchase
of screen rights. In last minute bidding,
Samuel Goldwyn topped the Goetz ofTer,
with a hid of $1,000,000 plus ten per cent of
the profits.
LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

One Shooting in England
Another Due to Start in April
ONE PR rURE IS CCRREXTLV IX
production ft)r Lippert release, with another
scheduled to start next month.
Xow

shooting

is "The

(Lloyd Bridges), a Hammer production,
being lensed in England — Robert Dunbar
producer, Dan Birt director.
In April, Exclusive Films will launch production on "Race For Life" (Richard Conte)
the first of several racing films scheduled by
Hollywood film makers. It will be readj^ for
release in early summer, which gives it a
good two-month advantage over such other
contemplated films on the same subject as
"The Racer", a 20th Century-Fox property,
and "The Streak," to be filmed independently by Jack Palance.
Robert L. Lippert, Jr., expects to have at
lease one of his properties ready for filming
by the end of April, although he had not
made a definite selection at the time FILM
BULLETIX went to press.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

C'Scoper Re-lights Studio
Production To Hit Norm by July
LEO COMES OUT OF HIS MONTHlong production hibernation this week to
embark on a new slate of pictures, which 28
writers are currently preparing. The tempo
will be slow, at first, with only one or two
pictures shooting at a time, but will gradually pick up speed by the last of May, with
a normal production flow expected by early
summer.
Teeing off will be "Green Fire" (Stewart
(iranger, Grace Kelly), which rolls March
2-1— Armand Deutsch producing, Andrew
Marton directing. It will be in CinemaScopc
and color, as are three of the next four
scheduled to follow.
"The Last Time I Saw Paris" (Elizabeth
Taylor, Van Johnson) will get underway
around April 1, in Technicolor — Jack Cummings producer, Richard Brooks director.
"Athena" (Edmund Purdom, Jane Powell,
Debbie Reynolds, Vera-Ellen), which was to
have started on April 5, has been set back to
May 4, to await the return of Purdom from
his loan-out to 20th Century-Fox for "The
Egyptian".
However,
"Jupiter's
(Esther Williams,
Howard
Keel, Darling"
George
Sanders), will be moved up to replace it.
The latter will be produced by George Wells
and directed by George Sidney, employing
both CinemaScopc and Technicolor.
An April starting date has also been set
for "The Glass Slipper" (Leslie Caron, Roland Petit, Ballet de Paris), which Edwin
Knopf will produce, in CinemaScopc.
Nineteen other properties being prepared
for filming during the next six months.
(Continued on Page 14)
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PARAMOUNT
VistaVision Film Asset
But
Not ISinNOC'Scope
THERE
DOUBT Class
THAT VISTA\'ision is a plus factor in the new movie
technology, but it's not in the same class
with CinemaScope insofar as providing a
revolutionary projection effect. Its greatest
value is that it gives remarkable clarity to
blown up pictures, but does not actually increase the scope.
"Strategic Air Command" Technicolor,
(James Stewart, June Allyson) — Samuel
Briskin producer, Anthony Mann director,
which went into production on March 15, is
being filmed in \'istaVision as Paramount's
third feature in the new process. The other
two are: "White Christmas" (Bing Crosby,
Danny Kaye, Vera-Ellen), which is already
completed, and "The Big Top" Technicolor
(Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis) — Hal Wallace
producer, Joseph Pevney director, before the
cameras.
One other feature is shooting on the home
lot, plus one in Italy, giving Paramount a
total of four films in production this month.
The foreign entry is "Alambo" (Silvana
Mangano, Alichael Rennie, Shelley Winters),
a Ponti-di Laurentis production, directed by
Robert Rossen. Shooting at the Marathon
Street studio is "The Country Girl" (Bing
Crosby, Grace Kelly, William Holden) —
William Perlberg producer, George Seaton
director.
John Derek has been signed to a term pact
by the studio, and will co-star with Humphrey Bogart in "Angels Cooking," which
rolls on May 17 — Pat Duggan producing,
Alichael Curtiz directing. This will be the
first teaming of the two stars since they
made "Knock On .^ny Door" for Columbia,
si.x years ago.
REPUBLIC
Activitiy At Standstill
Last Cowboy Star Leaves Lot
REPUl'.LIC WILL PLACE STILL
further emphasis on telefilm operations during the coming year, according to a statement just issued to all of the company's
stockholders. Republic's vidpix are made
under the banner of Studio City Television
Productions, Inc., which is surrently shooting a 52-film series tilled "Stories of the
Century."
The report infornietl stockholders that Republic, which thus far, has made no commitments for CjneniaScopc or any other new
process, will continue to i)i(lc its time until
"uniformity is reached within the industry
with respect to a particular technique."
Rex Allen ended his five year association
with the studio, two weeks ago, which seems
to bear out an earlier statement by Prexy
Herbert Yates, that low and medium budget
westerns are being discontinued by the coniPdqc 14
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jiany. Allen was the last of Republic's stable
nf sagebrush stars to remain under contract.
There is nothing shooting at the valley
studio at the present time, and nothing
definitely slated for the remainder of the
month. General feeling around the lot is
that there will be no resumption of activity
until Mr. Yates returns from his current trip
to Europe — probably around rnid-April.
RKO
Inde Films To Be Prominent
In RKO 1954 Release Schedule
IF AND WHEN HOWARD HUGHES
takes over the sole ownership of RKO, the
primary emphasis will be on distribution
rather than production, according to informed sources within the Hughes hierarchy.
Hughes has reportedly set his sights on a
releasing schedule of between 22 and 26 pictures for the coming year — of which more
than half will likely be contributed by independent producers. Leonard Goldstein's
Panoramic Productions is expected to account for approximately ten RKO releases,
the King Brothers and Benedict Bogeaus are
set for two each, Allan Dowling will make at
least one, and negotiations are now on with
Irwin Allen to sign a releasing pact for his
slate of two films.
Allen, who resigned from his writer-producer pact at the studio only a month ago,
has named his new independent company,
Windsor Productions. Ernest Scanlon, former treasurer of Cinerama, has been named
general consultant for the company. Allen's
two features for the year are to be filmed in
Technicolor.
Allan Dowling will start shooting March
29, on his upcoming production of "People
Like Us" (Linda Darnell, Dan Duryea) — to
be filmed at Republic studio for RKO release — Stuart Heisler directing. Hugh
Brooke, who wrote the story, will serve as
producer.
Benedict Bogeaus will launch the first of
his two features for RKO release, in late
April. Titled, "Where The Wind Dies"
(Cornel Wilde), it will be filmed in Eastman
color processed by Technicolor, and will use
the SuperScope (Tushinsky) process.
Despite Jane Russell's refusal to sign a
new exclusive contract with Hughes at the
time her old pact expired in February, it
now appears likely that she will agree to a
new five picture deal, which is currently in
negotiation. Meanwhile, however, she is going ahead with plans for her own independent company, which will release through
United Artists.

The most recent purchase was "The King
and I," the long-run hit of Richard Rogers
and Oscar Hammerstein II, which is to be
budgeted at $4,500,000. The Rogers and
Hammerstein teain were also set in the deal
to collaborate with Charles Brackett in producing the film version. At least part of the
footage will be filmed in Siam, which is the
actual locale of the story.
Another top musical hit from the Broadway stage, "Carmen Jones," has been set for
filming in June, Otto Preminger producing
it as an independent for Fox release. Oscar
Hammerstein has also been set to collaborate
on this project.
Rehearsals are already under way on
"There's No Business Like Show Business"
(Ethel nor),
Merman,
Dailey,is Donald
O'Conwhich Sol Dan
C. Seigel
producing
for
the Fox parade of musical extravaganzas.
Director Walter Lang expects to start filming the musical sequences around April 5.
Two features are now in production, "The
Egyptian" (Edmund Purdom, Jean Simmons, Victor Mature, Gene Tierney) —
Darryl F. Zanuck personally producing and
Michael Curtiz directing; and "Broken
Lance" (Spencer Tracy, Katy Jurado, Jean
Peters, Robert Wagner, Richard Widmark)
— Sol C. Seigel producer, Edward Dmytryk
director.
On
April 1, Leonard
Goldstein's
Panoramic Productions
will launch
its final
film in
the current 10-picture releasing deal with
Fox. It will be titled "Hawk of the Desert",
and will be directed by Robert Webb.
No cast has been set the time FILM
BULLETIN went to press. Another Panoramic feature, "A Matter of Life and Death"
(Ricardo ]\Iontalban, Anne Bancroft), wound
on location in Mexico, March 13 — Robert L.
Jacks producer and Harry Horner directing.
Other major CinemaScope pictures in
various stages of pre-production planning
are: "Pink Tights" (Frank Sinatra — Sol C.
"A Woman's World"
Siegel
(Clifton producing;
Webb) — Charles Brackett producing, Jean Negulesco directing; "Jewel of
Bengal" — Brackett producing; "Daddy Long
Legs" (Fred Astaire, Leslie Caron) — Sol C.
Seigel producing; "Prince of Players"
(Richard Burton) — Seigel producing; "The
Racers" (Kirk Douglas) — Julian Blaustein
producing, Henry Hathaway directing; "Desiree" (Jean Simmons) — Blaustein produc"Untamed" —
directing;
Koster and
ing, HenryP'riedlob
producers
Baclier, Henry King
directing, and "Saber Tooth" — Philip Dunne
producing.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Tops In Current Production
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Lush Musicals Head Program
Zanuck's 'Egyptian' Now Lensing
LUSH MUSICALS, BUDGETED IN
the multi-million dollar bracket are being
emphasized on 20th- Fox's new production
program, with important liroadway properties being added at the rate of about one per
month.

in C'Scope
Six
NO Shooting,
STUDIO INOne
TOWN
CAN CO.Mpcte with the impressive array of pictures
now in production for United Artists release, and that goes for quality of the films
as well as volume.
In all there are six hints shooting this
month for LW distribution, whereas none of
the majors will have more than four in
"The Purple
work. The line-up includes:
(Continued on Page
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plain" Technicolor, (Gregory Peck. Mauride
(Denham). a J. Arthur Rank production,
shooting in Ceylon — John Bryan producer,
Robert Parrish director; "The Barefoot Con•e>sa" Technicolor (Humphrey Bogart, Ava
irdner) — produced by Figaro, Inc., shooting in Italy — Joseph L. Mankiewicz proiducer-director; "The White Orchid" Eastman color (William Limdigan, Peggie
Castle), a Cosmos production shooting in
t Mexico — Reginald LeBorg producer-director; "Sitting Bull" CinemaScope and color
I Dale Robertson, Mary Murphy), a W. R.
Frank production — Sid Salkow director, also
filming in Me.xico and "Vera Cruz" Technicolor (Gary Cooper, Burt Lancaster, Denise
Darcel) a Hecht-Lancaster production —
James Hill producer, Robert Aldrich director.
The sixth production in the March line-up.
ase File F. B. I." (Broderick Crawford),
ts underway next week — Edward Small
producing. .Arnold Laven directing.
V.\ closed an important deal with the
I Russ-Field corp. for the release of si.x films,
three of which will star Jane Russell, over
the next three years. UA will participate in
the financing as well as the profits of the
productions.
Paul Gregory, producer of the current
Broadway hit, "The Caine Mutiny Court
Martial," signed a pact to produce "The
, Night of the Hunter" for U.A release.
I Robert Mitchum
will star and Charles
Laughton will direct the film which is schcI duled to start September 8.
Ivan Tors has upped his slate of pictures
r U.A. release from two to si.\ — all of them
be turned out in an 18 month period. .Art
Arthur, executive secretary of the Motion
Picture Industry Council, has joined the
Tors company as an e.xecutive associate, and
will take over production on part of the program. His first assignment will be to coproduce "Helicopter Pilot", which rolls on
May 3. The second film on the Tors sche' (iMle is "Ten Miles Up".
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Five-Six Monthly Schedule
To Be Maintained Thru Summer
U-I IS ONE OF THE BUSIEST
studios in town. Four pictures are currently
in production, with a fifth due to start later
this week. Present plans call for a steady
flow oif five to six pictures filming simultaneously throughout the spring and summer.
Among the new properties which have
recently been added to this year's schedule
t-: "The Lovely Delinquent," a musical
inedy about a stage star who is always
delinquent in her income taxes — to go before
the cameras this summer, Robert Arthur
producing; "The Troubled Stream," a
modern melodrama of New Orleans, also set
for summer lensing — William .\lland producing; ".Away All Boats." based on the
Kenneth Didson book about a landing at-

tack transport service during the war — •
Howard Christie to produce, and "Apache
Agent," based on \\'oodworth Clum's nonfiction book abut a government agent on the
San Carlos Indian reservation — to be produced by Aaron Rosenberg.
Pictures now shooting are: "Bengal Rifles"
Technicolor, (Rock Hudson, .Arlene Dahl) —
Ted Richmond producer, Laslo Benedeck
director; "Francis Joins the WAC's" (Donald O'Connor, Julia Adams) — Richmond
producer, .Arthur Lubin director; "The Tight
Squeeze" (Sterling Hayden. Gloria Grahame) — Ross Hunter producer, Jerry Hopper director; and "Goldfield" Technicolor
(Lex Barker, Mala Powers) — Ross Hunter
producer, Jesse Hibbs director.
On March 25, producer Albert J. Cohen
will launch his musical production. "Three
Gobs in Paris" (Lex Barker. Mala Powers)
to be filmed in Technicolor — Richard Quine
directing.
Jeanne Craine has been set for
ring role in "The Galilean," which
fore the cameras .April 10, as one
biggest productions of the year.
Sirk has been set to direct.
WARNER

the stargoes beof U-I's
Douglas

BROTHERS

'Helen' Rolls April 1st
Lindbergh Biopic Pact Signed
AFTER A LOT OF IXDECISIOX
and a number of delays, April 1 is the new
starting date set for Warner's multi-million
dollar production of "Helen of Troy." This
time, it looks like it will probably go. Italian
star Rossana Podesta has been signed for
the title role, with Jacques Sernas, the
French actor, set to take over the part of
Paris. Robert Wise in en route to Rome,
where he will direct the picture, to be filmed
in CinemaScope and WarnerColor.
.Another important production slated here
is Leland Hayward's independent production
of "The Spirit of St. Louis," biopic of
Charles Lindbergh. It had been rumored as
a Warner release, for some time, but papers

were script
signedandonlydirect
ten days
ago. toBilly
\\'ilderin
will
the film,
be made
CinemaScope and WarnerColor. An untitled
Western, starring Alan Ladd, is also set
with Gordon Douglas probably directing.
Randolph Scott will also star in an untitled western for the Burbank studio, to be
produced by David Weisbart and Jack Warner. Jr. The screenplay is being written at
the present time, by Herb Meadow.
"Moby Dick," which John Huston will
direct as a Moulin Production for Warner
release, is now being prepared for a June 1
start. The script, by Huston and Ray Bradbury, is nearing completion, and one camera
unit is assigned to accompany a whaling expedition oflF the .Azores, in mid-May. After
eight weeks of sea locations, the company
will shoot at the Associated British studio
in Elstree.
Warners have only one picture shooting
at the present time, and that is the Marine
Corps saga, "Battle Cry" (CinemaScopeWarncrColor (Van Heflin, .Aldo Ray) —
Raoul Walsh producer, Sid Hickox director.

INDEPENDENTS
Disney Plans New Series
Circuit Topper Backs Film Unit
WALT DISXEV HAS COMPLETED
plans to produce a new factual series of feature-length productions, to be released
through his recently formed Buena Vista
Film Distribution Company.
The films will be made at the rate of twoper-year, all in Technicolor, and at least a
portion of them in CinemaScope. These are
in addition to the "True Life Adventures"
which also were expanded to feature length
with "The Living Desert."
The first of the new series will be "Switzerland," and will employ the CinemaScope
process. Other countries to be covered in
the series include: Siaam. ^Morocco, Sardinia,
Holland, Portugal and Brazil, in addition to
the Xavajo Indian region of the United
States.
Fred Schwartz, president of the Century
Circuit Theatres, has set up a special financing unit to back two or three pictures per
year, which will be released through his own
distribution set-up. Arrangements have already been made with Joseph Kaufman for
financing of the first picture, "Long John
Silver," a sequel to "Treasure Island," to be
shot in color. Kaufman plans to roll the film
in Australia, in May.
Another new independent company which
promises to do big things is Copa Productions, recently formed by Tyrone Power and
producer Ted Richmond. Their initial film
will be "Lorenzo the Magnificent," to be
filmed in Technicolor, in Italy, this summer.
The script is by John Dighton. whose last
assignment was "Roman Holiday". Richmond is leaving his post at U-I, to devote
his full time to the independent set-up.
Hal E. Chester, whose last production was
the Warner release, "The Beast From 20,000
Fathoms," has also formed a new company,
.Alliance Pictures Corp., with Robert Franco,
European industrialist. They have purchased
as their first property, "The Weapon," a
melodrama by Fred Freiberger.
Other newcomers to the independent field
include: actor Steve Cochran, who plans to
start production this summer; Jerry Fairbanks, the well-known theatrical shorts producer, who is planning a full-length feature,
"Project Saucer." in color; and Budd Boetticher and Carol Case, who plan to make
"The Xumber One" — a story of bullfighting
— starting in late spring or early summer.
Only two independent pictures now :.t
production, are shooting without a releasing
commitment. They are: "The Bandit"
(.Arthur Kennedy), a Josef Schaftel production, directed by Edgar Ulmer, in Eastman
Color; and "The Snow Creature" (Paul
Langton, Leslie Dennison), produced and
directed by W. Lee Wilder.
Coming up next month are: "Tiger by the
Tail" (Larry Pargs), a Bob Goldstein production, to be lensed in England; and "Private Hell" (Ida Lupino, Howard DufT, Edmond O'Brien), a Filmakers production, to
be directed by Don Siegel.
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Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
PRINT PROBLEMS
ATO of Indiana
During World War II the distributors
were compelled to reduce their print quotas
by about 25% as a necessity of conservation,
but when the raw stock limitations were removed the distributors continued to operate
on a reduced number of prints in spite of the
advent of 4,000 drive-in theatres since that
time to make the shortage that much more
acute. For all these years one of the foremost complaints at any exhibitor meeting
has been the print problem which prevented
an exhibitor from booking his theatre in the
most judicious manner and prevented him
from dating pictures within the period that
he could still get some benefit from national
advertising and publicity.
Distributors are well aware of the extent
to which thousands of their customers are
penalized by being forced to play pictures
long after the public's "want to see" has died
away. Paramount abandoned its "A" and
"B" release territories because theatres in
half the country would be deprived of the
advantage of national publicity and "word
of mouth" advertising. Look how almost all
companies increase the terms on saturation
bookings of sometimes mediocre pictures because of the increased box office returns
from timely playdates. If our memory is
good, studies have proven that word of
mouth builds to a maximum in 6 to 8 weeks
and completely melts awa\' in about 26
weeks. Because of the improved returns it
would seem that it would be profitable to
the distributor as well as the exhibitor to
ha\e sufficient prints to liquidate every contract within a few months and still permit
the exhibitor to have sufficient latitude to
select playing time to the best advantage of
the picture.
In addition to the old hurts, exhibitors are
now paying an additional price for insufficient print quotas, and can look forward to
still further charges. Prints are jammed so
tight that it is becomming necessary more
and more frequently to resort to special delivery methods such as bus shipments. Plus
the added dangers of missouts, added transportation costs increase the theatre overhead.
Further, he is faced with a danger of higher
transportation costs on all his film delivery
because of the decrease in revenue to his
regular film carrier. For example, in a single
week recently, on just one truck route, a film
transit company lost $120.(K) in revenue due
to the necessity of special deliveries. And we
can estimate that if these shipments were
made by bus it costs the exhibitors involved
approximately $4(X).00. Now as long as the
film companies can continue to serve the
same number of contracts with fewer and
fewer prints the situation is never going to
be remedied. Our advice is this: Do not accept bus shipments except in a very few instances. To play some top pictures a little
earlier, it may be worth while. But on a
great many pictures you can well afford to
wait a few weeks more in order to avoid
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special shipping. In some cases you will
probably not need the picture at all if you
cannot get it delivered by your regular
carrier on a reasonable availability. The loss
of playing time and the slower liquidation of
contracts is the last way we know that you
can persuade the film companies to increase
their print quotas — a matter that has been
your constant complaint for years. Its a
decision that will be based on dollars and
cents return. Furthermore, it is good insurance to protect yourself from an increase in
your regular film transit rates.
BOUQUETS
ITO of TO
Ohio U-l, WB
These pages have often cast brickbats at
one film company or another and it is only
fair that occasionally, we should toss an
orchid or two where deserved. Not necessarily in order of importance, but strictly alphabetically. Universal and Warner Bros,
are at the moment deserving of orchids. Universal has shown its confidence in this business and its concern for the thousands of
small theatres and drive-ins which are its
best customers, by announcing a schedule of
34 pictures for the year. Warner Bros., contrary to the policy of 20th Century-Fox and
MGM to date has not only announced that
its CinemaScope
would
be available picture,
with one"The
track Command"
sound but
actually has prints in the exchanges. If you
are not equipped for CinemaScope but have
a wide screen, you can probably arrange to
borrow the lenses from a neighboring exhibitor when he is not using them. That's all
you would need if your screen is alreadylarge size.
REDS

IN HOLLYWOOD
ITO of Ohio
To bear out the contention of the industry
that there have been no pictures produced
with Communist propaganda and that the
industry has clean hands on this subject
here
is the
text of a dispatch from \\'ashington last
week:
"Washington, D. C. — No major world
wide industry today possibly employs fewer
communists than does the American motion
picture industry, the House Committee on
un-American Activities declared in its anThenual Committee
noted that when it first
report."
began its inquiry, there had been criticism in
Hollywood, but this opposition seemed "to
have stemmed from an honest misunderstanding, and as the cold bare facts of the
infiltration became known, a measure of
greater cooperation was afforded the committee in its work."
"It can be stated on considerable authority", the report pointed out, "That perhaps
no major industry in the world today employs fewer members of the Communist
party than does the motion picture indusPerhaps your own newspaper would like
to reprint this item, if it did not print it
originally.
try."

MORE
ON ofC'SCOPE
Allied Caravan
la. -Neb.
Same brains, same management and same
everything else makes CinemaScope pictures
as have been making pics for years. The
proportion of hits to duds will remain ever
the same. If "Ivanhoe" flopped 18 months
ago in 1.33 there is no reason to think
"Knights" will do a hand-stand just because
it's 3 or 4 feet wider and the knights rattle
their swords from the back wall. Alidwesterners don't like costumes, never have and
never will if you reincarnate Galahad himself and let him do a strip tease to "Women
Only". Big grosses are being piled up by
some CS productions. Some would pile it
up in any ration. Remember that these
grosses are being established by theatres
getting what to small towners are astronomical prices. Take "Robe" for example. I
think the gross is in the neighborhood of 18
million. That's a lot. But at $1.25 and $1.85
per throw that means only about 13 or 14
million people have seen it. That leaves atl
least 125 million potential viewers to see it'
yet. Granting that no pic ever is saturated
there's still a lot of revenue for Fox and you
and me if the picture could be shown in a
manner you and I could afford.
CS installations seems to be coming down
in price. We don't know any state figures,
but the last we've heard varies from 8-14
thousand bucks. As the matter stands at the
present it's not a matter of running up the
debt or being able to borrow the money. It's
a matter of liquidating the debt. With a
guarantee of 10% of gross for profit, or with
any of the other film terms that will naturally follow for a long time in CS (for we are
a predatory industry), just how many small
towns can pay off that equipment cost from
the profits of CS pictures. Many of us are
as big now with Wide-Screen as we can go.
How is CS going to improve on that? Will
some extra speakers make that much difference? We ran as much on a re-issue R.
Rogers as we did on "Take the High
Ground" in Wide-Screen, and a damn sight
more than on "Salome" and they both had J
three nights to Roy's two. Do your people I
want "spectacle" pictures? Aren't they morel
interested in "human" pictures?
'
We're not against progress. \\'c want the
industry to move, grow and prosper. It's a
question of if it does are we going to be able
to afford it.
I

ITO of Oh
io
FEATURETTES—
FOR
TV?
This is the title of a series of 3 reel fcaturettcs starring Paul Douglas, being released by Paramount. They are being handied as "features" with the terms to be
bottom bracket feature price (no percentage). If Paramount should be unsuccessful
in selling them to the theatres, they are
readily adaptable for television because of
their 27 minute length. Use your own judgmcnt about buying them. Until you hear to
the contrary, they are not being shown on
television.
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Show 'em the real McCoy! Actual scenes of
your coming 3-D attractions ... in the same

for the reels of 3-D transparencies

startling depth and natural realism of the pictures themselves !

The

Use VIEW-MASTERS

... in your lobby

at $1.85

per set of 3 . . . and Display Cards at 60c each.
best possible 3-D transparencies

major 3-D productions

for all

. . . supplied by N. S. S.t

will help sell your 3-D presentations!

(an extra one at children^ s height to avoid interference with adults), out front and away

The VIEW-MASTER has proven its sellability with more than 2,000 showmen from

from your theatre! SpeciaWy- designed steel
cabinets, with three viewers, each containing

coast-to-coast ... So get on the Showmanship

an identical set of seven 3-D scenes of the pic-

nearest N. S. S. Exchange

lure being advertised . . . permit three patrons

tion on the 3-D VIEWMASTER
Display Cabinet

at-a-time to preview

your coming

3-D attrac-

tions! VIEW-MASTER sells to you for only
$24.50

and

your only subsequent

costs are
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"Beat the Devil"
ScUCKC^ ^<siUh^ O O O
Melodrama, with unusual accent on comedy. Should hit
high grosses on basis of cast and director names and exploitation inearly runs. Will taper off in subsequents on
spotty word-of-mouth, some good, some bad. Class
houses best, on sustaining basis. Action morket bright on
Bogart name and sex angles. Poorest for family spots.
Odd combination of melodrama and sophisticated
humor will draw talk. While supplying plenty of action,
sex and clever dialogue, the involved and confusing
story and inept editing that leaves scenes hanging in
mid-air will leave average movie-goers unsatisfied. Class
audiences will relish the fun in the situations and dialogue, ifthey can overlook the story. John Huston's direction reaches high points of humor and suspense, but
often the laughs may come in the wrong spots. Filmed
in Italy, intrigue involves a heterogenous group aboard
a ship en route to Arabia, each concerned with besting
the other in grabbing up an area in Africa rich in uranium ore. Romantic complications involve a four-way entanglement among Bogart and wife Lollobrigida, Jennifer Jones and her husband, Edward Underdown.
Robert ]\Iorey heads an international gang, ruthless in
its efforts to get the ore-land.
Excellent pressbook, with "Bogart Meets His Match"'
and the Lollobrigida sex angles, and hot action and romantic scenes m.ake a sizzling series of angles. Barn

"Riding Shotgun"
SecdCHC^ IRatut^ O O

Rating is for action houses where Randolph Scott name
draws. Usual shooting-slugging paced to satisfy Western
fans. Realistic story treatment, WarnerColor, good characterizations should make it fair entry for general runs.
Plot has Scott hemmed

of Rogue

River"

Suitable as dtialler in action market. Run-of-the-mill cavalry-Indian story in Technicolor provides enough guntomahawk combat to satisfy undiscriminating Western
fans. No good elsewhere.
Adds nothing new to the plot in whicli l)oth government and Indians want peace, but a few self-seekers
keep the braves on the warpath. George Montgomery
arrives with cavalry troop on the Oregon frontier with
orders to end the Indian wars so territory may have
statehood. He tries to make a treaty with the local chief,
but is sabotaged by renegade Richard Denning who
stands to profit through Indian wars. Action flares
when Denning tricks cavalry into attaching. Montgomery eventually thwarts Denning and restores a lasting
peace. Though performances are competent they fall
into stereotyped mold. The romantic triangle involving
Martha Hyer provides only mild interest.
Pressbook keys bally to violence with, "The soldier
. . . killing for peace! The savage . . . killing for pride!
The civilian . . . killing for i)o\ver!" Phil
Columbia. 71 min. George Montgomery, Richard Denning, Martha Hyer. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle.
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in from all sides when he is

tricked by outlaws into leaving his post as stagecoach
guard. His position is complicated by subsequent shooting up of stage. Townspeople then believe Scott is in
league with l^andits. Mild romance is supplied by Joan
Weldon who is convinced the condemned man is innocent. Scott tries to warn the town that the stage holdup was really a trick to lure the sheriff and posse away
so the outlaws will have access to the local gambling
club. Mob psychology is well filmed as Scott is almost
lynched for his trouble. Heavy suspense is built as he
holds town at bay. Climax explodes as Scott manages to
foil outlaws in savage gun battle.
Pressbook plays up suspense angle with . . . "The six
most suspenseful hours a woman ever waited for a man''
and "A bullet at one end of town ... a noose at the
other." Neil
Warner Bros. 75 min. Randolph Scott, Wayne Morris, Joan Weldon. Producer Ted Sherdeman. Director Andre de Toth.

United Artists (Santana-RomulusI . 92 min. Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones,
Gina Lollobrigida, Robert Morley, Peter Lorre. Edward Underdown, Ivor
Barnard, Marco Tulli. Director John Huston.

"Battle

O

"The

Golden

Mask"

Moderately entertaining British-made melodrama. Good
color, on-scene N. African production, pair of American
stars, makes it suitable for program market generally. Too
slow-moving for action trade, but exploitable.
Intent on capturing the colorful North African scene,
this Baring-Setton Technicolor production is slowed
down in its action pace. Result is only medium entertainment values despite inherent story values. AX hile it
has an abundance of the color of Tunis, bazaar teeming villages, ancient ruins, the dramatic imjjact is superficial, though holding interest. Story has group of ar:haeologists in search of the golden mask of Moloch,
supposed to be a curse to anyone who touches it. Expedition isharried by thieves, desert raids, perils of the
tombs, but these are interspersed sparingly and sporadically. Romantic thread has Van Heflin as a journalistic
hanger-on who becomes involved with W anda Hendrix,
daughter of head archaeologist Eric Portnian. Finale
has expenditioners coming face-to-face with foe in tomb,
the latter dropping dead as he touches the treasure. IlefIm and Hendrix are major selling points to American
audiences, plus exploitation credits in story. Coulter

United Artists. 88 min. Vjn Heflin, Wanda Hendrix, Eric Portman. Charles
Goldner. Producers Aubrey Baring, Maxwell Setton, Director Jack Lee.

REVIEWS

Crisp, Business-wise Analysis
of the New Films

"World

"Night

for Ransom"

People"

(CinemaScope)

SculHc^ 'Ratuu^ O O O O
Excellent suspense meller with top b.o. prospects in any
CinemaScope-equipped house. Will register with discriminating audiences as well as action fans. Timeliness,
stars Peck and Gam, fine campaign by Fox, realism, all
make for big business everywhere, smash where exploited.

Well-done program metier should be satisfactory for the
duallers. Light marquee will hold it down in general runs,
but Buryea name will help in action spots. Exploitation
value in theme, title, location.
Adequate in its category— medium budget melodrama
— "World for Ransom" is a cut above the average spy
thriller programmer. Robert Aldrich's direction, good
performances, clean-cut, though familiar, script gives it
a bit more than its predecessors in the field. Tale is set
in Singapore, with Dan Duryea as an adventurer embroiled inkidnap plot of nuclear scientist. He's lured by
friend Patric Knowles and latter's wife, Marian Carr,
who work for international spy-leader, Gene Lockhart.
As law net tightens, Knowles goes berserk, kills those
involved, is shot down himself by Duryea, who has
joined forces with police. Bleak ending has the adventurer, spured by Carr, going ofif to new exploits. There's
enough suspense and action for general dual bookings,
but n.g. for first runs, except actioners.

First of the suspense melodramas in CinemaScope
comes off with a bang. Taut, intelligent script, excellent
direction, outstanding performances, make it a highscoring attraction in any situation. W^hile violence and
gore are held to a minimum, film builds high excitement
and suspense in story of American officer's attempt to
rescue young soldier kidnapped from western zone of
Germany by Reds, and held as hostage in exchange for
German couple wanted by the Russians. How Peck's
ingenuity and daring foil the Reds, though handicapped
by the soldier's anxious father (Brod Crawford), who
tries to use his wealth and political influence; treachery
in his own office, threat of creating an "incident", and
numerous side-threads, makes for edge-of-seat thrills.
Filmed in Germany in Technicolor, realism shines in
CinemaScope. Nunnally Johnson, who scripted, produced and directed, has paced the film expertly, injecting comic touches to both relieve and spotlight tension.
Plenty of exploitation values in theme, stars, timeliness,
and, of course, CinemaScope which heightens the values

Timeliness, "incredible" are featured in pressbook.
Exploitation around "one man holding the fate of the
world in his hand !", and "the earth we live on about to
explode !" offers values. Phil
Allied Artists. 82 min. Dan Duryea, Gene Lockhart, Patric Knowles, Marian
Carr, Reginald Denny, Nigel Bruce, Arthur Shields, Douglas Dunnbrille, Carmen
D'Antonio. Producers Robert Aldrich, Bernard Tabakin. Director Robert Aldrich.

immensely. Here's one that demonstrates how good
melodrama can be great in the new process. Wax
20th Century-Fox. 93 min. Gregory Peck, Broderick Crawford, Anita Bjork,
Rita Gam, Walter Abel, Buddy Ebsen. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson.

"Racing

Blood"
"Yankee

Best suited for children. Well-handled little story in
SuperCineColor contains enough heart-worming appeal
to make it good program fore in family market. Performance of child star Jimmy Boyd, plus good word-of-mouth,
should register fair-plus grosses in the hinterlands. N. G.
for action and class houses.

Pasha"

Rating will be higher in action market. Typical U-l exploitation film. Elements of sex-adventure, fair marquee.
Technicolor, bevy of Miss Universe beauties could turn up
satisfactory grosses in general. Values less in class houses.
Swashbuckling adventure involves the kidnapping of
Rhonda Fleming by Barbary pirates who sell her into

Story of a boy and a racehorse skirts much of the
hoak usually found in this type film. Jimmy Boyd
works as stable hand at a racing farm. When twin colts
are born, one of them is to be destroyed because of a defective hoof. Boyd saves the colt and secretly trains
him, along with the twin. Suspense is built at first on

Moroccan chief's harem. Action is fairly fast and bloody
when Yankee frontiersman Jefl: Chandler goes to her
rescue on a trail that leads halfway around the world.
While much of the tale is handled in routine style, there
are plenty of exciting chases, eye-popping harem girls
and enough colorful violence to keep the devotees of
derring-do at seat-edge. Discriminating audiences are
apt to be only amused by many of the fantastic events.
One bally angle not to overlook is the appearance of the

the boy's fear of discovery. Later, on fear that the colt's
hoof will never be strong enough to race. Humor and
heart-tugs are woven on Boyd's trials and tribulations
in nursing and training the colt. Boyd also checks in
Avith two appealing little songs, "Partners" and "Fa-Lalink-A-Di-Do". Bill Williams, in the role of a trainer,
be remembered by the small fry as TV's Kit
will
Carson.

Davey." Neil

much-publicized Mamie Van Doren, Universal's answer
to Marilyn Monroe, who mixes a few chuckles with her
sex appeal. Initial interest stemming from Edison Marshalls best-selling novel is another asset.
Pressbook features the ad line . . . "Every passionate
moment of the strangest adventure ever told." Leon

20th Century-Fox. 74 min. Jimmy Boyd, Bill Williams, Jean Porter, George
Clereland. Producer and director, Wesley Barry.

Universal-International. 83 min, Jeff Chandler, Rhonda Fleming, Mamie Van
Doren, Lee J. Cobb. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevncy.

Pressbook sells the picture with, "Thoroughbreds
Both ... a horse called Mr. Marker and a boy named
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(Continued from Page 12)
U-I believes conventional pictures will
be in use for a long time. Consequently,
the CinemaScope films made by the
company to date have also been filmed
in standard form. He emphasized that
Universal has always produced for mass
outlets and will continue to do so, since
only a comparatively few accounts are
now equipped for CinemaScope.
Stockholder-exhibitor Max Korr, of
Allentown, Pa., asked if Universal was
going to release its C'Scope product
with one track sound and was told,
"We'll announce that when we release
the first picture."
Responding to another question. Rackmil said the company has no TV production plans nor will it sell its old
films to the medium.
ANTA Show for Theatre TV
The star-studded 1954 American National Theatre and Academy Album
show will be available to exhibitors for
closed-circuit television on Thursday
evening, May 27, via Box Office Television, Inc. Album is an annual affair
w'hich presents vignettes from famous
plays and musicals and the performers
who appeared in the original roles. Current show will include stars Marlon
Brando, Danny Kaye, Fred Astaire,
Montgomery Clift, Gene Kelly, and the
producers, directors of their vehicles.
Since it is a charity affair, BOT is
presenting the show for closed-circuit
television on a non-profit basis. Exhibitors who carry the program, however,
will retain 75 cents for every seat sold
for the first 50 percent of the house, and
$1.00 per seat over the 50 percent mark.
HOT reports the admission price to be
charged will probably vary from $2.50
net to $3.50.
Okla. Grievance Commit-t-ee
The product shortage and what Oklahoma Allied termed "exorbitant" rental
demands by some film companies,
prompted the exhibitor organization to
set up a grievance committee to whicli
any independent theatreman in the area
can come for assistance. At Oklahoma
Allied's annual convention it was announced that, "As an organized group
we may offer a channel for some exhibitors who otherwise would be fighting
their battles alone."
UA Anniversary at Philly
The City of Brotherly Uove will be
the scene of United Artists' 35th Anniversary official celebration. The Philadelphia \'ariety Club will sponsor a testimonial dinner to UA at the P>ellevueStratford Hotel May 5, with film notables, entertainments greats and leading
exhibitors at the shindig. Honored also
will be veteran industryites with 35
years of service or inore.
Pag* 20
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ARBITRATIOK MEET WITHOUT ALLIED
Whatever arbitration system is set up, and apparently there may be such an apparatus negotiated soon,
involving distributors and exhibitors, it will be without Allied States Ass'n exhibitors.
Maintaining Allied's stand that film rentals be included in any arbitration system, president Ben Marcus wrote to MPAA president Eric Johnston declining the latter's invitation to participate in the proposed meetings on the subject. Immediately thereafter, Charles Boasberg, RKO sales head and chairman of the MPAA sales managers committee, expressed his regrets at Allied's abstaining, but proclaimed that the arbitration meetings would be held,
though no date set. TOA, ITOA (NY), SCTOA and
Metropolitan MPTA (NY) have accepted, the lastnamed as an "observer".
How effective any arbitration system without
Allied participation is dubious. In a recent statement,
William F. Rodgers shook his head at the possibility
that such a system would survive "in the long pull."
Rodgers, an expert in "Unity" movements, has long
been approached to head an all-industry arbitration
system, but has declined consistently. He fee?s, however, that an arbitration system is necessary.
In his letter to Johnston, Marcus said he had been
authorized to send copies of his letter, essentially a
substantiation of Allied's stand on arbitration proclaimed at the Boston convention. In addition to rentals, Marcus noted that Allied would not agree to any
plan that "countenances the pre-release of pictures
even on a limited scale," and that fails to prohibit
competitive bidding except on specific demand by exhibitors involved.
SUPERSCOPE

DEMONSTRATION

As far as exhibitors are concerned, all roads today
(Mar. 22) lead to the RKO 86th St. Theatre in New
York where the Tushinsky SuperScope process is being demonstrated. According to reports from a number of theatre organization leaders who saw SuperScope on the coast, they see this anamorphic process
as an adequate alternative for exhibitors unable or
unwilling to comply with 20th Century-Fox policy on
CinemaScope.
Allied leaders from all over the country have given
notice that they will be on hand for a look at the
Tushinsky lens. They include board chairman A. F.
Myers; Bob Clark of Oklahoma, and Sidney Samuelson of Philadelphia.
CENSORSHIP

REPORT

In Ohio . . . the censor board did a "reluctant"
about-face and announced that it would issue seals to
five pictures previously banned. They are: "The Outlaw," "Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye," "The Moon is
Blue," "Mom and Dad," and "Ways of Love." Censor
chief, Dr. Clyde Hissong said he expects distributors
of some 50 banned films to submit requests for their
release.
Albany
. the motion which
picture will
industry's
to Inside
track. .amendments
reviveefforts
New
York's censorship code, seemed snagged politically.
Legislators, confronted with an election year, apparently won't risk the ire of the church bloc which is
putting on the pressure for passage of the amendments.

soundJ. Yates
Stereo
Blasts
Yates
Republic
prexy
Herbert
struck out at the stereophonic sound
process in an address to the general
council of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association in London. He claimed
the cost was excessive, that many theatres were not built to use it effectively
and it offered little to the entertainment
value of a picture.
Briefs
Columbia is kicking off a "sales and
liquidation drive" this Friday (Mar. 26),
which it reports will involve the entire
field sales force of the company's 32
domestic branches. Sales chief, A. Montague, announced that the campaign,
flying tlie banner "Clean Up With Columbia", will have available for booking
a lineup of films headed by "From Here
to Eternity," "Miss Sadie Thompson,"
"Salome," and "It Should Happen to
United Artists has eleven releases in
first-run engagements in New York City
simultaneously, marking the first time in
the company's 35-year history that
many films have played in the Big
Town at one time.
You."
Allied
new 22)
\\'ashington,
D. C.Artists
office opens
today its(Mar.
at 913
New Jersey ave. NW. Milt Lipsncr is
branch manager.
RCA has put into production its first
commercial color TV receivers. Company president Frank M. Folsom said
production will be limited to small
quantities at first, and large-scale production ofblack-and-white receivers will
continue.
People
Max Youngstein will head the Ticket
and Promotion Committee of the First
Annual Variety Club Heart Award Dinner, according to the Dinner Chairman
Russell V. Downing . . . Fox distribution chief Al Lichtman announced the
appointment of Alex Harrison as the
company's Western Sales Manager succeeding the late Edwin W. Aaron . . .
Harry A. Romm, booking agent and
producer,
joins Columbia. as
studio's
eastern representative
. .theFrederick
Brisson, Independent Artists prexy,
named Al Vaughan ad-pub director of
the company . . . Republic N.Y. branch
mgr. Joseph Wohl was cited as the
company's Man of the Month for February . . . Ernest Pelson joins Moulin
Productions as exec assistant to president Alfred Crown . . . KKO's New
Ha\cn stalf is welcoming back branch
mgr. Barney Pitkin, after a long siege
in the hosi)ital, with a special drive . . .
Kermit C. Stengel, president of Crescent .•\musemcnt Co. of Nashville,
Tenn., was named "exhibitor of the
year"
in Look Magazine's
13th annual
Idm achievement
awards.

Exclusive
JACK
International

Interview

BEHESIN

Chief Barker, Variety Clubs

Q. At VuTiely Clubs Intcnutt'oniil Com cnlioii in Dallas,
March 22, you u ill hai r complvtcd two years as Chief Barker.
W hat do you ji-ct arc the hii^h points oj its progress in that
period/
A. Morr money lhaii ever before was s|)eiU for Variety charities by the 12 Tents and the International. In numerical
strength, the same story applies. Our meml)ershi|) has frrovvn
to better than lO.OOO members. We expect to grant charters
to two new Tents. Bombay. India and Jacksonville, Florida, at
the Dallas tlonx cntion. In addition, a new tent was set uj) in
Hamburg during my regime, and orgaiii/ational work has
been going on in sexcral other foreign countries to spread the
religion of \ ariety.
Q. Are you planning to make any reeoniinendations to the
Convention ?
A. I shall recommend that a |)crmanenl hcad(juarlers be .set
lip. |)referablv in W ushinglon. I). C... the acknowledged capital
of the free international v\orld today, or in the great metropolis of New ^ ork. where c\crv phase of show business is represented. There should also be a |)ermanent executive stall,
operating from these rpiarlers to make possible a smooth continuity in Variety International s work despite changes in the
official family from time to time. This is to preclude the confusion that must inevitably result when records, files, correspondence, and a lot of business that may not have possiblj
been put on |)aper. are suddenly switched from one city to another. With a central group controlling the functions, making
them.selves continually available for contact, certainly a much
more orderly and efhcienl ojjeralion would result.
Q. Is the entire film industry supporting I ariety':^
A. K\ery facet of the industry — production, distribution, exhibition— from the loj) executives to the humblest worker
should have their shoulders always to this wheel because its
truly the Heart and you can put a lower case ''h ' on that
one as well — of show busine.ss. I p to this point, however. I
( amiot honestly say everyone is pulling their share of the load.
W c owe mu( h to our fellow man. to our Maker, yes, and to
ea'h other, for the privilege of living in this wholesome and
IMoductivc country. And how better can we express it than
through the beautiful aims and j)urposes of Variety, which
spreads good-will for our industry.
Q. Do yon helieve Hollywood — the film produetion center oj
the world - should have a Tent ?
A. No. There would be an overlapping wilh the Los Angeles
Tent.
Q.

// hat makes Variety a unique organization?

A. Well, let's see what Variety is. A grouji of |)eoplc ail in
the same business- ciitcrlainmcnt. Thcv ll often fight among

Jack licresin. 62. /.s founder and fircsident nf AB(. Vcndirif;
Company. He and Ai.s wife and •iidckick. Helen, have two
daughters. Ruth and Madge, and four grandchildren. A
veteran of 46 years in show busine.ss. he is one of the original members of Tent ( Philadelphiu). leas Chief Barker of
that Tent. Iiccamc International Chief Barker two years ago.
thcmseUes. not just as com|)ctitors. but as buyer
trying to get the best deal; as a hoofer, or an actor,
er with hundreds trying to take their jobs or vice
worker and employer, each aiming to get the most
other. Can you name any other organization in the

and seller
or a singversa; as
from each
world, the

Rotary Clubs, the Kiwanis. the Guilds, business men's groups
— just any one with such a setup and such a unity of pur})ose
aside from self? Sure there are many charitable groups, but
their heterogeneous occupations, most of them without conflict in their livelihood, sets them apart from Variety, wherein
a huge incinerator of interests cools into a single unit when
the charity chips are down, regardless of business or personal
interests. And this is to help underprivileged children.
Q. W ill you tell us something about yourself. Jack?
A. Well, I started in show business in 1910 under Oscar
Hammerstein, the great — you know, the(Continued
ender. Then
I . 22)
..
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Interview

with JACK

BE RES IN

(Continued from Page 21)
Now, wait a minute. Forget about that. I don't want any
puffs for myself. I don't mind being puffed — if it's going to
help a little kid.
Q.

Ifotv many millions has Variety raised in 1952-53?

A. Look at this composite "Heart of Variety" report for that
period and you can see that close to two and a half million
dollars have been expended in the year 1952 on services to
humanity. (See bottom righthand column on this page.)
p. How many Tents have you now visited during your term
as Chief Barker?
A. I personally reached about 80 per cent of the Tents in
this country, as well as Mexico, London, Dublin and Hamburg.

charge, too. But I think the greatest heart kick I got during
my term in ofTice was when the parents of a handicapped child
in tke hospital kissed me for the help that kid got from the
particular Tent.
p. W ill you consider running for another term?
A. No. I think a man in two years can give the best that is
in him to the organization, then permit other men to come in,
particularly young men who can be inspired by being a leader
in Varietv. I shall, however, continue to be keenly interested
and active in this great work as long as there is a breath of
life in me.
p. W'hat does Variety mean to you, in a sentence?
A. Faith, Hope, and Charity, but the greatest of these is
spelled "V-a-r-i-e-t-y".

Q. Do you feel that Variety's functions should he expanded?
A. I believe that Variety should always have as its sole^
function its original mission — service. I believe it should stay
within its own bounds, the ones that were created when those
11 guys in Pittsburgh found an abandoned baby in a theatre
and started the work that has helped countless handicapped
and underprivileged children since 1928.
p.

Variety's Charities
The Great Heart of Variety contributed $2,446,098.63 to children's charities and the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital, the composite report for 195253 shows.
Leader in total amount spent by any one Tent
was Boston (226 members) with a whopping $414,737, all but $15,000 for other contributions, going

Hotv are the Humanitarian Award winners chosen?

A. By newspapermen. Original nominations are made by a
group of .100 editors over the country. Perhaps a dozen different names are first offered by the editors. The voting continues, narrowing the field down to three. The one first receiving amajority vote is the ultimate winner who will receive the award for that year at the Convention banquet. And,
incidentally, of the first 10 Humanitarian Award winners,
three have also won the Nobel Prize after receiving our award.

to its main charity, Children's Cancer Research
Foundation.
Miami (376 members) was runner-up with $266,766, all of it for Variety Children's Hospital.
Other leaders :
Philadelphia (388 members) with $232,812 for
Variety Club Camp & Infantile Paralysis.

What about this year? This year's award winner can't be revealed, ofcourse, until the night of the banquet.

Las Vegas (135 members), $125,900, mainly for
it School for Handicapped Children.

p. W^hal ivas your most exciting experience as Chief
Barker?

Dallas (788 members), $116,470, principally for
its Boy's Ranch.
Toronto (355 members), $105,779 for Variety

A. I guess it was my presentation of an honorary gold membership card in Variety to President Eisenhower at the White
House. I found him one of the most human individuals I have
ever met. The meetings with President Cortines of Mexico,
and Prime Minister do Valera of Ireland gave me a big
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Boys' Club.
The Will Rogers Memorial Hospital received
$120,000 from the International organization.
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Star Hypos 'LilV in 2nd Year
In its 53rd week at the 52nd St. Trans Lux
just of? Broadwaj', Metro's "Lili" topped by
several thousand dollars the gross for any

VC Benefit tor 'Night People'
Good example of tlic value of charity premieres, especially when stars are used and
publicized properly, came from Omaha
world debut of 20th-Fox' "Night People", at
the Orpheum. Sponsored and promoted by
the local Variety Club, an estimated 80,000
lined the streets for a torchlight parade
highlighted by stars Brodcrick Crawford,
Mitzi Gaynor and Thelma Ritter. Despite
tickets ranging from $5 to $25, the house
was packed. The Barker serves many purposes, including down-to-earth, practical
showmanship as well as the Great Heart of
A'ariety. How about your Tent for a benefit
premiere^
In a different vein, showman-wise, the
Broadway debut of "Night People" in addition to the usual festivities, had a good stunt.
A half dozen photographers, armed with
Polaroid cameras especially loaned for the
occasion by Willoughby's, Gotham's big
camera store, snapped the first 50 ticketholders with star Rita Gam, gave them the
finished prints immediately.

week in the past half year. Reason: Metro's
publicity of anniversary of first year, with
star Leslie Caron flying in for a p. a. for the
event. Pic, incidentally has topped $425,000
in its first year at the house.

'Go, Man

Dribbling Contest

Unique stunt was arranged for UA's "Go,
Man, Go!" at the New Y'ork Globe. Anyone
with a basketball was permitted to enter a
competition to determine who can dribble
consecutively the longest. As the UA announcement coyly puts it (and cleverly provocative) "The Globe Theatre will conduct
a scientific investigation in the unexplored
field of basketball dribbling to determine for
posterity how many consecutive hours a man
can dribble a basketball without rest. A'olunleers for this assignment will be chosen from
the civic-minded members of the public who
appear at the Globe . . ." Winner of the
marathon got a $50 cash prize and free admission to theatre.

Big Saturation on 'Siege'
Evidence that 20th-Fox itsn't concentrating completely on its CinemaScope product,
promotion-wise, is apparent in its saturation
campaign on Panoramic Production's Technicolor "Siege at Red River". Hundreds of
theatres in the Midwest, South and Southwest were benefited by the bally, which saw
producer Leonard Goldstein, Fox stars
Debra Paget and Jeffrey Hunter, flying to
the six exchange centers, Des Moines, Omaha, Oklahoma City, Dallas, Memphis ami
New Orleans, for p.a.'s, press interviews,
radio-TV, and stage appearances on opening
day in each of the key cities. Thousand line
2-color newspaper ads listed participating
theatres. The 6-city campaign will run for
four weeks, then film will get mass openings
in the Minneapolis, St. Louis and Kansas
City territories.
(More Shoumen on Page 24)

Jessel Boosts UA's 'Y <& T
Gcorgie Jessel, who appears in and narrates UA's "Yesterday and Today", took the
stump for the Broadway opening at the Embassy. His stint as barker and doorman had
the' crowds mobbing the house. A pair of
models, dressed as "Yesterday" and "Today"
didn't hurt. Neither did giveaways by Jessel
of Ballrite pens and Gemex watch bands.
The latter, incidentally has a big national
tie-in campaign on the film.
Catchline of tlie Issue
"\\ V didn't say nice people, we said
. . . Nighi People'-— NIGHT PEOPLE
(20th-Eox).

Lines at the Los Angeles Orpheum were boosted by the front display for RKO's "The French Line"
Photo showing banner blocking out portion of front sign is purely accidental.
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Memos
f
.an IIIK vw>
Stunley-W arner Philabally on
"Phantomdelphiaof
the WB's
Rue
Morgue" concentrated
on the sensational factors, depth dimension
at the Mastbaum. At
left, original ad was
amended to highlight
the 3D aspect and tieup with "House of
W ax". Right, a giant
reproduction of first
portion of Warners
blinker display.

W «|IIRM[II BROS

Big Philly S-W

'Phantom' Campaign
featured in the modified ads from the press
Staiilcy-\\ arner's campaign on "Phantom
book.
Newspaper ads plugged for eight days
of the Rue Morgue", under the supervision
of Philadelphia zone manager Ted Schlanin advance of opening, big radio-TV camgcr, is an indication of what ingenuity can
paign, and cross-plug trailers in S-W action
house nabes worked for a week in advance
do to liypo business. With the film normally
and all during the first week. Theatre front
playing medium-seating first-runs, Schlangcr
booked it into the huge 4400-seat Mastbaum
featured 3D, traffic side display had an 8' x
Theatre, one of the largest houses in the
12' blowup (above) of the 3'.^' x 5' special
display. Resultant business had New York
country, where "House of Wax" had made
calling for a rundown of the campaign.
its highly successful debut in the city. Publicity was tied in witii the previous film, the
Working closely with Schlanger were S-W
31) angle played up (see ad, above) and the
ad-publicity manager Irv Blumbcrg and
Mastbaum manager Larry Graver.
"sec it but don't rc\cal it" factor all were

No less than si.x pages are devoted to Gina
Lollobrigida ("Italy's Marilyn Monroe") in
Pageant Magazine. Feature includes scene?
and credits to UA's "Beat the Devil" and
IFE's "Times Gone By," as well as several
candids
. . .in Rob
Roy Biscuit
1200 outlets
the Cleveland
area Company's
were tied
in for Walt Disney's film of the same name
in a puzzle contest publicized in the press,
the supermarkets and groceries. Biscuit company absorbed entire expense of heralds.
Prizes were 100 passes to theatre and 100
free packages of cookies . . . Radio campaign
by 20th-Fox and Hearst on the C'Scope
"Prince Valiant," includes a specially recorded air chat between Robert Wagner and
Dcbra Paget on more than 240 stations on
Easter Sunday, April 10, to tie in with the
holiday' debut of the film. Fox' field exploitation stafi: has been alerted to make sure
radio tie-ups include local playdates . . .
Avenue Theatre ni 'Frisco, has a TV co-op
with Moose Lodge, arranged by manager
Frank Hughes, a Moose himself, that work-)
ed for six weeks in a talent contest. Finalists'
of each show are due for TV and movie tests'
. . . Another contest that is a natural for the
movie involved is the one arranged at the
Joy Theatre in New Orleans — a jitterbug
competition for "The Glenti Miller Story" in
conjunction with a block party on behalf of
local Crippled Children's Hospital fund. U-I
fieldman Al Cohan and manager Ed McKenna arranged the double-angled stunt in
front of the theatre, which drew plenty ol
attention to the show.
(More Showmen on Page 25)'

Four ways to sell V-I's "The Glenn Miller Story"; From top:
Decca Record tie-up in Kansas 5 & 10 for four-theatre opening;
Penobscot shoe co-op resulted in this window; Indianapolis Indiana Theatre manager Al Henricks promoted a disc jockey popularity contest;
record sales booth arranged by Elmer Pickurd. Stanley Theatre. Phila.

One of the striking
ads
on
20- Fo}
"Night People" as it (;;
peared in the 1\'Y Sundu
Times for the A'F Row

always
There's
FIRST
TIME...
and this
was the
first fime
GREGORy
PECK
sfood
before fhe
CiNEMASCOPf
cameras...

STARTS
FRIDAY
ROXY

"Ninhl People" confronted Crcjory Peck not only
with a story that chillcnited all his inlciu . . .
but put him before a new medium that wniiid so
tomplctcly encompass «vcr\ jcslurc. e\erv expression.
evcr> emotion, that it mu»t int%ilabl> exact superior
performance.
^'du "ill be the judjlc of ho« jirval a performance Mr.
Peck nivcs as he co-slars «iib llrmicriek Crawford, an
Academy A«ard winner in hii own ri([hl...thc exqiiiiiiv
Swedish star. Anita Kjork. especially selected to play the
clintvc • Moffx." woman o( ihc ihjd.iwji . . , jikI Ktia ( lani.

the
like "silent"
a silken beaut>
itloxe. of "Ihc I hicf' in a role that hu her
l or ilic hrsl lintc the manic cameras of CincmaScopc
put %ou in the dead center of ihe midniifht lonci of the
xioleni .\K;H I PtOPI-K of Berlin, tn drama brillianltv
canvassed hv writcr-direcior-pruducer .NunnalK Johns*..i.
(jocmaScope engulfs >ou bod> and soul, m the flesh and
fury of the most sinister underworld on earth -where
lo%c and hate are weapons, not emotions-where no one
is ttK> innocent to die. suddenl\. \iolentl> -where nothing
happens in the da\timc and c\er>lbin^ happens ai ni^hL

Colo' by tfCMNICOlOK ■ I" iho wonaof ol SlttfOPMONIC SOUND!
Pag« 24
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'^nr Metro's premiere of "Tennessee Champ" in
Mrmphis. the Goldsmith Department store turned
this window for a full ucek. featuring cutout
// N/ar Shelley W inters and full credit to theatr"
md playdate. Loew's State mgr. Arthur Groom
and MGM fieldman Jack Wiener set it up.

SHOT

PREMIUMS

One of Indiana AUied's members will give
away a pound of coffee to the first 50 housewives attending has theatre on March 24.
Wha; with the java prices today, there is
naturally a powerful incentive for the female
trade to visit the theatre. The important
factor here, it seems, is that the unusual premium offered could possibly draw in many
who have forgotten what it's like to be in a
movie house.
The premium gimmick, which flourished
in the early thirties, is, of course, not exactly
an innovation. The dish nights. Bingo, and
all the other variations of extras to pull 'em
in and keep 'em coming, practically went
out of existence in the lush war years and
many exhibitors have either forgotten them
or feel they can't afford them, what with
high rentals, increased costs, etc.

Tie-up with Beechnut, arranged by L .4 for \Y
.istor Theatre run of ".4ct cf Love", had pairs of
eyefuls like these distributing specially packaged
gum along Broadway, part of big-scale promotion
that covered main stem.

But the Hoosier theatreman's idea of an
extravagant one-time shot offers some possibilities. Once they're in the theatre and
are exposed to the new advances and quality
of today's motion pictures, especially in contrast with their living-room screens, there's
a doggone good chance they will become
regular moviegoers. If only a small fraction
are brought back, it will more than pay for
the original investment, not to mention the
increased
for tothat
have to beboxoffice
coffee, or
the day.
first It50,doesn't
or to
Dane Clark, uho stars in ( A s "l,i>. Man. Go!"
in a p.a. at the Globe. ^'Y'. on opening day. presented free haskethalls to first 25 amateur baskethall teams to buy tickets. Here. Clark gives ball
to one happy group.

THC SAG* OF OROURKE...
TMC MAN WHO BECAME A LEGEND
or THE WARRIORS HE UrO
AND or THE RENCCAOE
WOMAN HE CLAIMED /
IN THE

every ten h ticket-buyer; there are countless
variations of the premium idea.
Remember, however, that this can be used
only with a quality picture. Otherwise, the
entire purpose is defeated. Get them in first,
but first get them in right.

Pressbook

Simulated throne of "His Majesty U'Keefe" made
for a novel lobby stunt for the If arner Bros.-Burt
Lancaster starrer. Display icus arranged by Bob
Deitch for film's engagement at the Stanley
Theatre. Jersey Citv.

Award

SASKATCHEWAN
A compact, incisive pressbook, featuring a good

s
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Phantom,

3D

Made

For

Each

Other

Horror and 3D were obviously made for each other. There is little question of their compatibility after the boxoffice showing of "House of Wax," which used the 3D aspect so advantageously. Now, in "Phantom of the Rue Morgue,"
even more of the gimmicks, that registered so well in Warners' initial effort, are employed for sensational effect on audiences. This is an important selling point for the showmen who play it in third-dimension. Tying in the film with "the
makers of 'House of Wax'," make it even more potent for the boxoffice.
Shock and sex, with the 3D element almost obscured in the pressbook ads (above), share the spotlight. Warners
specifically did this to allow those theatres playing it in standard projection to eliminate the 3D portion from the ad mats.
Note the teasers (second and third from right), each stressing the shock aspect. Holdover ad is strictly for the 3D showings, wisely picturing a female wearing the glasses. The "Don't Reveal It" is another sure-fire angle.
ACCESSORIES
■FAVORITE PHANTOM'
Novelty stunt suggested for
Excellent variety of posters and accessories
are available. The 24-sheet pictured is a bold
eye-catcher that lends itself beautifully for use
as a top-of-marquee mounted rut-out. One-,
three-, and six-sheets are variations of the art .
shown in the ads above. Set of fluorescent
satin accessories are available for both 2D
and 3D use.

debut or during run is '"My Favorite Film Phantom" night. Invite local celebs to attend showing masquerading as film spook
characters — Dracula, Frankenstein, Jekyll & Hyde, etc. Could
be good for big newspaper play.
News FLASH

H
E
R

campaigns
IO-TV in several areas
^Radio and TV RAD
i)oosted business to surprising proportions in
early release. There are two spots for radio —
a one-minute and a 15-second spot on the same

"f

Mm

SCOPf

"NiHhc People" confronted Crcjory Peck noi only
uiih 1 siory that chillcnfed all his laleni . . .
hui pul him Kcfore a new medium thai **mild «>
complcicK encttmpass evcr> |cilurv. c\cri> cxprcstiim.
c*co emotion, that it muH inc«ilahl> i»act superior
per form ancc.
> ou will be the iud«»: of ho« Kri-at a performance Mr.
Pccl. |ti%ei at he co-Mars »ilh Kntdrnck (>av>ford. an
Academy Award winner m hi* own ri|thi...the exquisite
Swedish star. Anita Bjork. cipccialU selected lu p1a\ the
rlusivc"Hoff>.'won»«w>rifu-tlidd..w» . jnd Koa I ^am.

Colo> by ItCHNICOlO" ■ l« Ih. w»"
FILM BULLETIN

IT BE

HUMAN?
Pfcantem of the Rue Alorgue Sfriiej Agont/

record; For TV', on 16mm., a five-minute noncommercial scene clip; 10 one-minute and seven
20-second commercial clips. Not listed are three
special 10-second station breaks. Watch out,
however, for those that have abundant screaming; the stations are leary of them. They're all
obtainable gratis from WB's home ofifice.

/ ^ATC
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r«gt 2*

CAN

i
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TABLOID FLASH
Newspaper type herald is one
of the several ideas suggested for
press use. Art is akin to ad material, utilizes it in tabloid style
in mat, suitable for carrying a
merchant co-op or own theatre
ad — or both to pay cost of printside. ing and distribution — on reverse

PHANTOM
of the
HUE

MORGUE

wealth of those audience-attack elements
made "House of Wax" such a boxoffice
ess are evidenced in the terror niongering
intom of the Rue Morgue," Earners"
[t contribution to the 3D derby. The adapity of horror shows, especially suited to
coming-at-you" or "out-of-the-screen" gim;s, is realized more than ever before in
rather lil)eral filmization of the Edgar
n Poe story, "Murders in the Rue
gue." As one newspaper critic remarked,
stunts fly . . . Audiences . . . will shiver
ihtedly at being on the receiving end of a
e-throwing act (above) and having other
iles. not to speak of the big ape himself,
•d right in their laps." Additional notehy stunts have acrobats hurtling into the
torium and virtually a whole zooful of
lals loosed from their cages.

.V.---

aybe it isn't just as Poe pictured it in his
y of a mad scientist who makes an ape do
sadistic killings in gaslight era Paris, but
great stuff for 3D.
taring the depth aspect is this scene
cing the arm dangling from the top
he fireplace as the detective (Claude Duu\i) discovers another victim.

evidence of the "Phantom's"
Gruesome
I work
is discovered in the dismembered
\ains of another once-beautiful girl.

I
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Features

ARTISTS

December
PRIVATE EYES Bowery Boys. Director Edward Bernds.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Comedy melodrama. When one
of the Boys develops mind reading power, the others
form a detective agency to capitalize on the gift, uncover a fur theft gang. 64 min.
TEXAS BADMAN Wayne Morris. Director Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Young
sheriff tracks down outlaws, finds leader is his father,
who later sacrifice: hi: life to save son. 62 min.
January
GOLDEN IDOL. THE Johnny Sheffield. Producer-Director Ford Beebe. Jungle melodrama. Bomba, accidentally in possessjon of a valuable statue, fights motley
group seekin'; the treasure. 71 min.
WORLD FOR RANSOM Dan Duryea, Gene Lockhart,
Patrick Knowles. Director Robert Aldrlch. Producers Bernard Tabakin and Aldrich. Si'spense melodrama. Adventurer foils kidnap plot involving nuclear scientist. 82 min.
YUKON VENGEANCE Kirby Grant, Monte Hale. Producer William F. Broidy. Director William Beaudine.
Melodrama. Disguised Canadian Mountie uncovers
mystery mail robberies committed by trapper using
trained niant bear. 63 min.
February
BITTER CREEK Bill Elliott. Director Thomas D. Carr.
Producer Vincent M. Fenneliy. Western. Out to avenge
death of his murdered rancher brother, Elliott picks
up friends and sweetheart who save him in the
shvwdown battle. 74 min.
HIGHW/AY DRAGNET Richard Conte, Joan Bennett,
Wanda Hendrlx. Director Nathan Juran. Producer
William F. Broidy. Suspense melodrama. Hitch-hiking
ex-Marine
becomes
involved
in murder, becomes object
of a five-state
manhunt.
71 min.
RIOT IN CELL BLOCK 11 Neville Brand, Leo Gordon,
Carleton Young. Producer Walter Wanger. Director
Don Siegel.andPrison
rfot spreads
until
Governor
Statemelodrama.
Militia areJailcalled
m to quell
the prisoners. 80 min.
March
DRAGONFLY SPUADRON John Hodiak, Barbara Britton, Bruce Bennett. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
John Champion. War drama. Rigid disciplinarian takes
over Korean airfield before invasion, is wounded in air
attack, but his trained flyers come to the rescue. 84 min.
PARIS PLAYBOYS Bowery Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Hunti Hall is
sent to Paris believed to be a French scientist, concocts
a formula that proves even more potent than the
original scientist's. 62 min.
LOOPHOLE Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Hughes. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parson:. Drama. Bank teller, $50,000 short in his
accounts, tracks down phony bank examiner, recovers
loot and job. 80 min.
ARROW IN THE DUST April
Technicolor. Sterling Hayden,
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goetz. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory,
is regenerated.
min. through
MR. POTTS GOES TO MOSCOW George Cole, Nadia
Gray. Produced & directed by Mario Zamoi. Comedy.
Sanitary engineer mixes briefcases with atomic scientist
setting off chase through Russia and Europe. 93 min.
PRIDE OF THE BLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges, Vera Miles.
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes Goetz.
Racetrack drama. Filmed in color. Ambitious racehorse trainer noes bio time, comes to earth when kid
jockey rides horse trainer had saved to victory. 71 min.
Coming
DESPERADO, THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M Fenneliy.
GHOST de
OF Carlo,
O'LEARY.Barry
THE Fitzgerald.
Technicolor.Cemedy.
David Niven,
Yvonne
Irish
fantasy -'•♦h comic flavor. 80 min.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M Fenneliy.
FILM

January
CAD FOR EACH OTHER Charlton Heston, Lizabeth Scott.
Director Irving Rapper. Producer William Fadiman.
Drama. Younn doctor out of Army is misled into an
easy life as a society medico by wealthy spoiled divorcee, but mine explosion uncovers his true worth when
he risks his life to save trapped workers. 83 min.
DRUMS
TAHITI
3D Technicolor.
O'Keefe,
Patricia OF
Medina.
Director
William Castle.Dennis
Producer
Sam
Katzman. Costume melodrama. American in Tahiti is
persuaded to smuggle in rifles to overthrow French
rule. Marriage of convenience turns out to be real thing,
despite hurricanes and volcanic eruptions. 73 min.
EL ALAMEIN Scott Brady. Director Fred F. Sears. Producer Wallace MacDonald. War melodrama. An American with Montgomery's forces returns to El Alamein to
relive
in
the great
victory vrt>n there and find
the girl heflashback
had loved.
67 min.
PARATROOPER Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Leo Genu. Director Terence Young. Producers Irving Allen, Albert
R. Broccoli. War melodrama. Training of Paratroopers
in Britain climaxed by attempt to take German stronahold in Africa. Interwoven Is love story between Ladd
and newcomer Susan Stephen. 87 min.
February
CHARGE OF THE LANCERS Technicolor. Paulette Goddard, Jean Pierre Aumont. Director William Castle.
Producer Sam Katzman. Romantic adventure. Lancers,
aided by new cannon, take supposedly impregnable
naval base at Sebastapol during Crimean War. 74 min.
MISS SADIE THOMPSON 3D Technicolor. Rita Hayworth. Jose Ferrer, Aldo Ray. Director Curtis Bernhardt. Producer Jerry Wald. Melodrama with music.
the Somerset
of "entertainer"
aFrom
tropical
island whoMaugham
becomes story
invofved
with a batch onof
Marines and fanatical, hypocritical missionary. 91 min.
WILD ONE, THE Marlon Brando. Director Laslo Benedek.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Melodrama. Band of hotrodders terrorize town until indignant citizens force law
to clamp down. Eventual regeneration of ringleader
comes through love and innate decency. 79 min.
March
BAIT Cleo Moore, Hugo Haas, John Agar. Directorproducer Huco Haas. Outdoor drama. Old prospector marries pretty nirl and involver her in plot to
murder his young partner with whom he shares a
rich gold strike. 79 min.
BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor. George Montgomery. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Western drama. Spit and polish officer tries to
run
fort inwhathostile
by the "book".
After
learning
real Indian
fightingterritory
is, he succeeds
in arranging
peace with cunning redskin leader.
IT SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU Judy Holliday, Peter
Lawford. Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Comedy. Girl, yearninc) for fame, invests her
savings to have her name in lights on Broadway sign.
Resultant fame and furor disillusions her, drives her
into arms of young idealistic photographer. 87 min.
MAD MAGICIAN. THE 3D Vincent Price, Mary Murphy,
Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy.
Horror melodrama. Illusion nenius, prevented by his
boss from usinc hi: creations as a stage magician,
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
DRIVE A CROOKED ROAD
AprilMickey Rooney. Director
Richardmechanic
Ouine. Producer
JonieintoTaps.
Drama. gang
A pint-size
auto
is inveigled
a holdup
by a
pretty nirl. Girl re.oents as she falls in love with the
guy, aid: him in breaking up the gang. 82 min.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones,
Cliff. Director
Vittorio
Sica.
ProducersMontgomery
David O. Selznick
and de Sica.
Drama.de Made
in Italy, film.
T'Bicycle Thief") de Sica's first English
language
IRON GLOVE. THE Technicolor. Rober tStack, Ursula
Thiess.
Director adventure.
William Castle.
Producerbuilt
Sam around
Katz.
man. Historical
Swashbuckler
Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne. 77 min.
JESSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor Brett
King, Barbara
Lawrence.Western
William Castle.
ProMDirector
ay melodrama.
ducer Sam Katzman.
Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
out to downgetbattle.
theDaltons
loot of are
the wiped
notorious
In showout bandit.
and money
turns
out to be Confederate bills. 65 min.

CAINE MUTINY, THE Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray, Robert
Francis. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy destroyer. Bogart plays a neurotic captain, Johnson the executive officer, MacMurray is the prissy Keefer, Ferrer
the defense attorney for the mutineers and newcomer
Francis the Princeton lad who gets a ship of his own.
FATHER
BROWNHamer.
Alec Guiness,
rector Robert
Producer Joan
VivianGreenwood.
Cox. ComedyDi.
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting
HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
Mark .Robson. Producers Irving Allen, Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
complication for x-Navy skipper in the Antarctic.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner in
murder to achieve selfish ends.
SARA'CEN ELADE. THE Technicolor. Ricardo Montalban,
Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle.
13th century
swashbuckler
with Costume
Montalbanmelodrama.
in a vendetta
to avenge
his
father's murder, going to the Holy Land in Crusades.
WHITEtor Phil FEATHER
Reed,Lewi:
Robert
Francis.Western.
DirecKarlson. Donna
Producer
Rachmil.
Doctor at frontier Arm.' post incurs enmity of fellow
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
LIPPERT
January
BLACK GLOVE Alex Nicol, Eleanor Summerfield. Murderencedrama.
Producer
Michael
Director
TerFisher. Jazz trumpet
starCarreras.
is suspected
of killing
a blonde andsinger,
but afterpoisoning,
many fights,
threats
vioattempted
he pins
the ofblame
on the lence
real an
slaeyr.
80 min.
HOLLYWOOD THRILL-MAKERS James Gleason, Bill
Henry. Producer Maurice Kosloff. Director Bernard
Ray. Adventure drama. Small town boy comes to
Hollywood as a stunt man, marries and quits the game,
but first performs a daring plane crash to aid widow
of his best friend. 60 min.
WHITE FIRE Scott Brady, Mary Castle. Producers
Robert S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director John Gilling.
Mystery drama. Ship's officer seeking missing brother
suspected of murder finds the latter mixed up in smughelp of a night club singer rounds
gling ring, and with February
up the gang and proves his brother's innocence. 82 mm.

Leonora Ruffo, Gino Cervi. ProQUEEN ducerOFMarioSHEBA
Francisci. Director Pietro Francisci. Biblical spectacle. Queen of Sheba leads her armies
against Solomon's forces in Jerusalem, 1000 B.C., is
captured and makes her escape. After a battle and an
avalanche, she is freed of "marriage" vows to pagan
gods and marries Solomon's son. 99 min.
WE WANT A CHILD Ruth Brejnholm, Jorgen Reenberg.
Drama.
Directors Alice O'Fredericks, Lau Lauritzen.
Married young girl desiring child cannot have one.
and
while her best friend has an unfortunatewifeaffair
becomes
bears an unwanted child. Finally young
expectant and audience see actual birth of baby 76 mm.
March
BLACKOUT
Dane
Clark,
Belinda
Lee. Murder
Producerdrama.
MichaelA
Carreras. Director Terence
Fisher.
down-and-out war veteran is offered a $1000 mystery
job by a girl whose father is later murdered, throwing
suspicion on the veteran until he establishes that the
girl's mother was respon'ible for the killing. 87 min.
FANGS OF THE WILD A Charles
Chaplin, Jr., Onslow
Stevensu Producer Robertpril
Jr. Director
aL.y Lippert,
William Claxton. Murder M
drama.
Boy and his dog are
only witnesses to a cold-blooded killing in the woods.
Boy's story is not believed until the murderer's wife
truth, 71causing
establishes
life
is threatened.
min. a chase in which the lad's
Hillary Brooke. Producer
Nicol,
Alex
WAVE
HEAT
Anthony Hinds. Director Ken Hughes. Murder drama.
Faithless wife allows husband to drown a young novelaccessory, keeps silent but tells police
an unwitting
jilts him.
afterist,widow

rectored
Producer-di
Eastman ryColor.
THE Documenta
COWBOY.
Photograph
feature.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey, Douglas Kennedy.
SImo Williams.
Coming
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
locations, story relates the
Southwest
actual
color ontrue
incowboy's
life from pioi\e«r days to now. 69 mm.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment of rifles to outpost completes his mission despite harrassing by Apaches, treachery and romance.
MIAMI ducerSTORY.
THE Barry
Sullivan,
ProProducer, Robert
GAME. THE
DEADLY Dirertnr
Sam Katzman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
Mystery drama. American
Blrt Bridges.
Dan Lioyd
Dunbar.
Ex-gangster,
now
respectable,
uses
his
past
experience
in murder,
involved
becomes
Spain
southern
in
novelist
to expose crime syndicate.
blackmail and smua^i«d microfilm of secret formulas.
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LIPPERT (Continued)
WOMAN Wirn A GUN Paulette Goddard. Producer
Michael Carroras. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
drama. Hu:!^and refurns after tour-year memory loss
to tr.' and
murder
him. find which of wife's three cuitors fried to
METHD-GDLDWYN-MAYEH
December
EASY TO LOVS T«chnic»lor. Esther Williams, Van Johnson, Ton.' Martin. Producer Joe Pasternak. Director
Charles Walters. Aquatic tvlusical. Romantic triangle
in Cypress Gardens amid colorful swimming and
water-skiing productions. 94 min.
ESCAPE FROI^ FORT CRAVO Ansco Color. William
Holden, Eleanor Parker. Producer Nicholas Nayfack.
Director John Sturges. Western melodrama. Adventure
in Civil V/ar period dealing with rebel prisoners in a
Union stockade located in the desert. 98 min.
January
GIVE A GIRL A BREAK Technicolor. Marge and Gower
Cha mpion, Debbie Reynolds. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical comedy. Three young
actresses
fight for
role82inmin.
Broadway musical
when the name
star starring
walks out.
GREAT DIAMOND ROBBERY, THE Red Skelton, Cara
Williams. Producer Edwin H. Knopf. Director Robert
Z. Leonard. Comedy. Young diamond cutter dreams
of locating his long lost family and getting chance to
cut a fabulous diamond. Phony family materialiies and
tricks the diamond cutter into stealing the gem. 49 min.
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE CinemaScope Color
Magnificence. Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner. Producer
Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard Thorpe. Historical
adventure
Talehisof turbulent
King Arthur's
ascension
the throne drama.
of England,
reign and
eventualto
death,
complicated
by
his
wife
Guinevere's
love
for the knight Lancelot. 115 min.
February
LONG, LONG TRAILER. THE Ansco Color. Lucille Ball,
Desi Arnai, Mariorie Main. Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Director Vincente Minnelll. Comedy. Trials and tribulations of famil/ life in a trailer. 94 min.
SAAOIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer, Rita
Gam. Producer-director Albert Lewin. Costume melodrama. East-meets-West
in the Morrocan
desert. 80 story
min. of love and violence
March
ROSE MARIE CinemaScope-Kodacolor. Ann BIyth,
Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas. Producers Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. and Lawrence Waingarten. Dii-ector
Mervyn LeRoy. Musical outdoor drama. Romance and
murder in the Canadian north woods involving a beautiful cirl, a trapper and a mountie. 102 min
TENNESSEE CHAMP Ansco Color. Shelley Winters,
Dewey Martin, Kecnan Wynn. Producer Sol Baer Fielding. Director Fred M. Wilcox. Comedy. Prize fighter
who believes the Lord is in his corner and his slick
manager become involved with a blond bombshell along
the Mississippi river-fron'. 73 min.
April
EXECUTIVE SUITE William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck,
June Ally.on, Frederic March. Walter Pidgeon, Paul
Douglas. Drama. Effect the death of a president of
a larne firm has on the first 4 vice-presidents. 104 min
GYPSf COLT Ansco Color, Donna Corcoran, Ward
Bond, Frances Dee. Producers William Grady, Jr. and
Sidney Franklin Jr. Director Andrew Marfon. Oramo.
A spirited black colt refuses to accept separation
from the little girl who raised him. 72 min.
RHAPSODY Technicolor. Eliiabeth Taylor, Vittorio Gassman. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director Charles
Vidor. Love story. A beautiful woman in Europe holds
the lives and music careers
of two young artists in her
May
hands. Background of classical
music. 115 min.
FLAME AND THE FLESH Technicolor Lana Turner,
Pier Angeli, Carlos Thompson. Producer Joe Pasternak.
Director Richard Brooks. Rmantic drama. Beautiful girl
drifting around world
from one love affair to another
gets involved in web of intrloue and romance. 104 min.
STUDENT PRINCE. THE CinemaSeop. Eaitman Color
Ann
Ericion. Producer
ArthurBl.-th,
Freed.Edmund
DirectorPurdom.
VincenteJohnMinelli.
Musical. Film
version of Romberg's operetta.
Coming
•EAU BRUMMEL Technicolor. Stewart Granger. Elizabeth Tavlof. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Clrama. In England during Napoleonic era. dashing
reputation for revolutionary
fashions,cavalry
but cantain
personaloains
ambitions
lead to disaster.
BETRAYED Technicolor. Clark Gable, Lana Turner. Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved in espiona':e
during World
War II.and romance in occupied Holland
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John
and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican
temperaments net a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive.
HER TWELVE
MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson. Robert
Ryan.
Producer
John Houseman. Director Robert Z
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman
teacher in a
boys school copes with the problem of sharing her
living room with 13 males.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly Ballet Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.

FILM

JULIUS CAIISA:} Louis Cdlhern, Marlon Brjndo, James
Mason, Greer Gjrson. Dsborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Dircc^or Joseph L. Mjnkiewicz. Historical
drama. Aisassination of Caesar, wifh friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Cassius ct al. 121 min.
MEN OF THE FIGHTING LADY Ansco. Van Johnson,
Walter Pidoeon, Louis Calhern, Frank Lovejoy. V/ar
drama. Nav.- fichter ii-.uaHron in Korea overcomes tremendous odcis to hrina bac'. one of it blinded pilots.
7 ERSDES FO;^ 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Pro'-iucer Jac'-. Cummings.
Director Stanley Dt.nen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel r^arries Powe!! an- ta:-e! ."-.er into the hills of
Oreoon where fh3 is faced with prospect of living wiih
his six semi-civilized brothers.
VALLEY OF THS KIMGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor.
Eleanor Parker. Producer. Sam Zimbalist. Director P,.
Pirosh. Adventure ^rama. Youn^ arcHaolocist aids
beautiful cirl to carry on dead father's ambition ot
find lost tomb of Eo.'ptian Pharoah.
PARAMOUNT
December
HERE COME THE GIRLS Technicolor. Bob Hope
Arlene DaM, Tony Martin, Rosemary Clooney. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Claude Binyon. Comedy-musical.
The oldest chorus boy on Broadway accidently becomes
a star when leading man drops out because of a murder threat, thus becoming object of killer. 78 min.
January
CEASE
FIRE
3D.
Gl's
Korea.
Producer
Wallis.in
Director Owen Crump. in War
drama.
PatrolHalaction
final day of fighting in Korea. 75 min.
FOREVER FEMALE Ginger Rogers, William Holden.
Paul Douglas. Phoducer Pat Duggan. Director Irving
Rapper. Comedy. Maturing stage actress fights to
keep her hold on youth by playing young roles. Her
ex-husband producer hopes to remarry her, but plans
are complicated when she falls for playwright. 93 min.
JIVARO Technicolor. Fernando Lamas, Rhonda Fleming. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Edward Ludwig.
Adventure-drama. A pretty American girl goes to find
her sweetheart in the Amazon jungle, is aided by jungle
trader with whom she falls in love after learning
of death of fiance. 91 min.
February
ALASKA SEAS Robert Ryan, Jan Sterling. Producer
Mel Epstein. Director Jerry Hopper. Adventure drama.
Salmon fishermen plagued with thieves robbing their
traps,
break the
agng with
when onef'e ofsweetheart
fleet becomes
involved
the thieves.of 78fishing
min.
MONEY FROM HOME 3D Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director George
Marshall.debted toComedy.
a bookie Horseplayer
kinc- Orderedbecomes
to fix heavily
a race in-to
pay off he calls in veterinary interne pal who blows
up plot. 100 min.
March
NAKED JUNGLE Technicolor. Eleanor Parker, Charlton
Heston. Producer George Pal. Director Byron Haskin.
Adventure drama. South American plantation owner
considers his mail-order wife too elegant for rough
jungle life. She proves herself when plantation is attacked by hordes of soldies ants. 95 min.
RED GARTERS Technicolor. Rosemary Clooney, Jack
Carson, Guy Mitchell. Producer Pat Duggan. Director
George Marshall. Western musical comedy. Fanciful
yarn
revolves
Mitchell's
arrivalKiller
in California
town to
avenge around
death of
his brother.
turns out
to be best friend of Mitchell. 91 min.

KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Zetterling. Producers and directors Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
marriage finds the female psychiatrist has same complex, cets involved in spy plot and murder, 103 min.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Lei-h. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly announces that Jerry Lewis is dylni; of radiation poisonJaneting Leigh.
and he is given one last fling at lite by reporter
SABSINA FAIR Humphrey Ecgart, Audrey Hepburn,
V/illlam Holden. Producer and director Billy V/jIder.
Comedy. after
Two rhe
rich returnbro^hsrsfromfalla for
chauffeur's
daughter
year'h«ir
in Paris.
SECRET OP THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Nicola Maurey, Ihomas Mitchell, Robert Youno. Producer Mel Epstlnc. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
American
pilotloststranded
in Peru ioin: a renegade in
searching for
Inca treasure.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentls. Director Mario
Camarini. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric feats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Sing Crosby, D^nny
Kaye,
Producer
Robt.
E.
Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtiz. Musical.
Two World
War IIcomebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war,
beinvolved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show.
REPUBLIC
December
CHAMP FOR A DAY Alex Nicol, Audrey Totter, Charles
Winnlnger, Hope Emerson. Asso. producer-director William A. Seiter. Action melodrama. A young heavyweight
finds his manager missing, and risxs the danger of
tangling with a gang of local gamblers to uncover the
secret of his disappearance. 90 min.
RED RIVER SHORE Rex Allen. Producer Rudy Ralston.
Director Harry Keller. Western. Allen discovers a respected rancher is plotting a swindle by reporting a
fake oil discovery on his ranch and selling shares
to fellow-citizens. 54 min.
January
TRENT'S
LAST
CAST
Margaretby Lockwood, Orson Welles, Michael
ProducedWilding,
and directed
Herbert Wilcox.
Mystery
C. Bentley's
famous
detective,
Philip
Trent,drama.
suspectsE. the
widow and
the
secretary in the death of a financial tycoon, uncovers
February
plot within a plot. 90 min.
■CRAZYLEGS
Hirsch,
Lloyd Francis
Nolan, Lyon.
Joan Sport
Vohs,
Producer Hall EIroy
Bartlett.
Director
drama.
All-American
Hirschstarring
from
his hioh Life
schoolof football
days up"Crazylegs"
to his present
role with the Los Angeles Rams. 87 min.
SEA OF LOST SHIPS John Derek, Wanda Hendrix,
Walter Brennan, Richard Jaeck^l. Action melodrama.
Two young me who have grown up together fall out
because of a girl, but are reunited in fighting the
dangers of the arctic while on ice patrol wilh Ihe
U. S. Coast Guard. 85 min.
March
FLIGHT NURSE Joan Leslie, Forrect Tucker. Director
Allan Dwan. War drama. Air Force nurse, assigned to
Korean duty, at first more Interested in locating her
sweetheart than in dolnn her duty, is molded by war
into woman of heroic and Mresponsible
stature. 90 min.
ay

A pril
CASANOVA'S
NIGHT
Bob Norman
Hope,
Joan Fontaine. BIG
Producer
Paul Technicolor.
Jones. Director
McLeod.anova IsComedy.
Hope,
mistaken
for
the
lover
Cashired to test the faithfulness of another
man's fiancee. 85 min.Coming

GERALDINE John Carroll, Mala Powers, Stan Freterg.
Producer Sidney Picker. Director R. G. Springsteen.
April
Comedy with music. Tin
Pan Alley publicity girl oiscovers young collect music instructor with golden
voice, interested only in folk songs, eventually interests
him in popular music and a marriage license. 90 min.

CONQUEST
SPACE Georoe
Techivlcolor.
Eric Fleming.OFProducer
Pal. Walter
DirectorBrooke,
Byron
Haikin. Science fiction. Flioht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
ELiPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dane
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
in Caylon. falls in love with his foreman and plans to
run away with him. Plague f»rikes, her lover dies, and
in crisis she finds she still loves her husband.

JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie,
Forrest Outdoor
Tucker. drama.
Associate California
producer-director
JosephandI.
Kane.
trader meets
marries Eastern
girl
takes
her
West.
Romantic
complications when she learns
he has a son by unmarried
Coming
Spanish girl. 103 min.

HELL'S HALF ACRE Wendell Corey, Evelyn Keyes,
Elsa Lanchester. Associate producer-director John H.
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
in
crime-ridden
the 1941
revivalbutof his
marriage.
91 min.past destroys hope for
APRIL SUMMARY
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
The product outlook for April promises
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love
of gunman who helps her against group of antio minimum release of 32 features. Of
railroad ranchers Is worth more than money she
dreamed of making if railroad crossed her land.
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, Marthese, 14 w'lW be in color, two in CinemagaretWilcox.
Lockwood,Drama.
Forrest Respectable
Tucker. Producer-director
Herbert
schooner captain
Scope and two in 3D.
tries to save c'rl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
These 32 films fall into the following
avenges death and claims boy.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGulre, Stephen Mccategories: 14 Dramas; 6 Wesferns; 6
Nally.
Associate
producer-director
Drama.
Woman newspaper
owner is William
confrontedSeiter.
with
Comedies; 5 Adventures; 1 Musical.
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans to get revenge by ruining life of their daughter.
T
PRODUC
YOUR
IS
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REPUBLIC (Confmued)
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Youno
wa^esDirector
ranne Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritag*.
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien.
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
against Red
police.of Shanghai's International SettleTOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of !0-vear-old boy and
mechanical
man in foiling enemy agent's plot to
steal secret formula.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood. Forrest Tucker, Orson Welles. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure ronance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the .oeople whose livelihood is threatened
when c private road they had always used is closed
by the owner.
UNTAMED
HEIRESS
Jud-; with
Canova.
Barry.andComedy.
Judy
becomes
Involved
coldDonhoard
battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle In the desert.
RKD
January
KILLERS FROM SPACE Peter Graves, Barbara Bestar.
Producer-director W. Lee Wilder. Science fiction.
Nuclear scientist prevents the conquest of Earth by
invaders from another planet. 71 min.
February
DEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES IGoldwyn Re-releasel.
Myrna Loy, Frederic March. Teresa Wright, Dana
Andrews. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director William Wyler. Drama. 170 mins.
FRENCH LINE 3D Technicolor. Jane Russell, Gilbert
Roland. Producer Edmund Gralnner. Director Lloyd
Bacon. Musical comedy. Jilted at the altar because
she has too much money, Texas millionairess takes
cruise on Liberte. Incocnito, she sets out to find husband who will love her for herself alone. 102 mIn.
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER (Reissue). Loretta
Young, Robert MItchum. William Holden. 93 mIn.
ROB ROYducer Perce
Technicolor.
Todd.Disney
ProPearce. Glynis
DirectorJohns,
HaroldRichard
French.
live-action costume drama. From Daniel Defoe story
of Scottish hero who led rebellion against tyranny of
British governors until King George I relieved the situation in admiration for Rob Roy's exploits. 87 min.
SHE COULDN'T
SAY NOSparks.
Robert Director
MItchum,Lloyd
JeanBacon.
Simmons. Producer Robert
Comedy. Poor-little-rich-girl learns people In Arkansas
town saved her life when she was a baby. Her secret
money gifts89tomin.
townspeople disrupts their barter-system
economy.
VALLEY OF THE SUN (Reissue) Lucille BaH, James
Craig. 84 min.
March
CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Steve
Cochran. Producers Frank and Maurice King. Director
Kurt Neumann. Melodrama. Struggle of a young girl
to free herself from her fascination for a carnival heel
who causes her hinh-divino partner's death. 93 min.
DANGEROUS MISSION 3D Technicolor Victor Mature,
Pioer Laurie, Vincent Price. Wm. Bendix. Producer Irwin Allen. Director Louis Kin;. Melodrama. Girl, after
witnessing a murder, hides out In Glacier National
Park to escape killer. Chase results with police trying
to find her before killer does. 75 min.
ENCHANTED COTTAGE (Reissue). Dorothy McGuIre,
Robert Young, Herbert Marshall. 91 min.
TALL IN THE SADDLE (Reissue). John Wayne. 87 min.
A pril
MR. BIANDING BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE (Reissue)
Cary Grant, Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas. 94 min.
PINOCCHIO (Reissue). Disney. 87 min.
SAINT'S
GIRL FRIDAY
Louis
Hayward,
Naomi Chance.
Producer
Mystery
comedy-drama.
Saint
even
scoreJulian
with Lesser.
oamblers
for murder
and ruination
of youth. 68 min.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Llll St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetzlaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of SInbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson & Forrest. Price & St. Cyr.
THEY
BELIEVE
MEa95y(Reissue!
Susan Hayward,
M
Robert WON'T
Young, Jane
Greer.
min.
BADMAN'S TERRITORYIReissue) Randolph Scott 98 min.
DESPERATE MEN Technicolor. John Payne, Dan Duryea,
Liiabeth Scott. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citizen accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him.
SPANISH
(Reissue) Maureen O'Hara, Paul
Henreid. 100MAIN
minutes.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Tachnicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlin. Romantic comedy.
FILM

Coming
BIG RAINBOW Technicolor Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland. adventure
Producer Harr.-drama.
Tatelman. Director John Sturges.
Romantic
GUNGA DIN (Reissue) Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen,
Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. Producer-Director John Ford.
I I 7 minutes.
LOST
PATROL
off, Glenn
Ford. (Reissue)
73 min. Victor McLaglen, Boris KarlSTATIONS WEST (Reissue) Dick Powell. 92 min
THING, THE (Reissue) Producer-xlirector Howard
Hawks, Science-fiction melodrama. 87 min.
20TH

CENTURY-FDX

January
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM (Reissue) Gregory Peck, VinRoddyJohn
McDowall.
Producer137Joseph
kiewlcz.cent Price,
Director
Stahl. Drama.
m,in. ManKING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES CInemaScope Technicolor. Tyrone Power, Terry Moore. Producer Frank
Rosenberg. Director Henry King. Adventure drama.
Half-breed British officer in !9th century India becomes
a deserter to demonstrate his right to equality In the
Army and in romance with General's daughter. 99 min.
THREE YOUNG TEXANS Technicolor. MItzi Gaynor,
Jeff Hunter, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Henry Levin. Western drama. Friendship between pair of cowboys and nirl becomes Imperiled when one Is suspected of train robbery. Turns
out other Is guilty, is killed after repentance. 78 min.
February
HELL AND HiGH WATER CInemaScope Technicolor.
Richard WIdmark, Bella Darvl, Cameron Mitchell, David
Wayne. Adventure drama. Touch captain and motley
crew of ex-U. S. sailors use submarine on special
mission to thwart a conspiracy to start World War
III by an atomic bomb Incident. 103 min.
MISS ROBIN CRUSOE Pathecolor. Amanda Blake,
George Nader. Producer-director Eugene Frenke. AdTwist givencharacters,
"Crusoe" complicated
story by substituting
females asventure.leading
by arrival
of shipwrecked sailor. 75 min.
March
CRY
OF
THE
CITY
Reissue.
Victor Mature, Shelley
Winters. 95 min.
NEW FACES CInemaScope Eastman Color. Ronny Graham, Eartha Kitt. Producer Edward Alperson. Director
Harry Horner. Musical Fllminc of B'way show. 98 min.
NIGHT PEOPLE CInemaScope Technicolor. Gregory
Peck, Broderick Crawford, Rita Gam. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama. Efforts of an American officer in Berlin to untannle red tape to negotiate
return
youngcomplicates
soldier kidnapped
by Reds.
wealthy offather
by attempting
briberyG.l.'s
and
barter
of
two
people
wanted
by
Communists
for return
of his son. 93 min.
RACING BLOOD Color. Bill Williams, Jean Porter.
Producer-director W. Barry. Drama. Boy secretly trains
colt which was to heve been destroyed. Colt eventually becomes great racehorse. 76 min.
RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE Reissue. George Montgomery. 56 min.
SCUDDA HOO-SCUDDA HAY Reissue. June Haver,
Walter Brennan. 95 mm.
STREET WITH NO NAME Reissue. Richard WIdmark,
Lloyd Nolan. 91 min.
A pril Technicolor. Robert
PRINCE VALIANT CInemaScope
Wagner, James Ma:on. Janet Leich. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway. Romantic adventure. Vlklno kino overthrown bv traitor is niven sactuary
by King Arthur.
Years105later
son overthrows
the traitor.
min. the disposed king's
ROCKET MAN, THE George Winslow, Charles Coburn,
Sprin-: Byincton. Producer Leonard Goldstein,
involving Confederate who Is a Union spy. 81 min.
MaTechnicolor.
SIEGE AT RED RIVER, THE
Van Johnson,
y Goldstein.
Joanne Dru. Producer Leonard
Director
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union
cavalry troop train sets off net of Intrigue and heroism
involving Confederate who turns out to be Union spy.
GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,
Anne Bancroft. Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist, finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death.
RIVER OF NO RETURN CInemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert MItchum, Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor adventure romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, exconvict MItchum and his young son are forced to guide
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the
rapids, Indians and the elements.
Coming

THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN CinemaScope Tech
nicolor. Clifton Webb, Dorothy McGuire. Jean Peters
Maggie McNamara. Producer Sol Sieael. Dorector Jeai
Nei;ulesco. P.omantlc comedy. Three American girl
working in P.ome to^s coins
In Wishing Fountain. Aftei
each travel* rocky road, dreams come true.
UNITED

ARTISTS

December
CAPTAIN'S
PARADISE, THEAnthony
Alec Guinness,
Carlo.
Producer-director
Kimmins. Yvonne
Romanticde
adventure drama. Sea captain dIvidInQ his romance
between his wife In Gibraltar and girl in North Africa
endshis double
when storm shows him the futilit,
of
course. life
77 min.
YESTERDAY AND TODAY Narrated by George Jessel
Producer-director Abner J. Greshler. Documentary
History ofmade
the movies from "flickers" of 1893 and the
progress
history. 57 min. to today. Includes top stars of film
January
ALGIERS (Reissue) Charles Boyer, Hedy Lamarr. Producer
Walter
Wander.
mantic drama. 95 min. Director John Cromwell. RoCONQUEST OF EVEREST, THE Technicolor Documentary
Depiction of the 1953 expedition under Col. Hunt tha*
scaled Mt. Everest.
78 min.
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN Technicolor. Robert Morley
Maurice Evans. The D'Oyly Carte Opera Co. Producers
Frank Launder, Sidney
Director Sidney Gilliatt. Musical biography.Gilliatt.
Story of the famed operetta
team, their beginnings and differences. 105 min.
GO, MAN, GO Dane Clark, Harlem Globe Trotters
Producer Anton M. Leader. Director James Wong
Howe. Sports drama. Story of the rise of the famed
Negro basketball team, their rise under Abe Saperstein
(Clark) from a iaiopy-traveling barnstorming outfit to
one of the world's greatest sports attractions. 82 min.
RIDERS TO THE STARS Color Corp of Am. William Lundigan, Herbert Marshall, Richard Carson. Producer
Ivan Tors. Science-fiction. Scientiits, faced with obIn rockets
capturingstacle to aspace
metor travel
In flight.
81 min. find the answer b,
WICKED WOMAN Beverly Michaels, Richard Egan
Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse
Melodrama. Loose woman takes job as barglrl. Induces
owner to leave his Fe
boozy ua
wife and run off with her
ry new setup. 77 min
When plans are upset, br
she makes
BEACHHEAD PatheColor. Tony Curtis, Frank Lovejoy,
Mary M-urphy. Producer W. Koch. Director Stuart
Heisler. Action drama. Four Marines Invate small Japheld Island to obtain plans of minefield durinn World
War II. 89 min.
MAN BETWEEN, THE James Mason, Claire Bloom, Hildegarde Neff. Producer-director Carol Reed. Suspense
drama. _volvedSpies,
innocent
in plot tosecret
stem police
flow ofand
refugees
frompawns
westerninsector
of
Berlin
to
Allies'
area.
Mason,
used
by
Reds,
overcomes
British girl. blackmail
100 min. threats to rescue kidnapped
OVERLAND PACIFIC Color Corp of Am. Jock Mahoney,
Peggie Castle. Producer Edward Small. Director Fred
Sears. Western. Battles and intrigue In the laying of
the
West railroad
Coast. 73through
min. hostile Indian country to the
PERSONAL AFFAIR Gene TIerney. Leo Genn. Producer
Antony Darnborough. Director Anthony Pelissier.
Drama. Small town British teacher Is accused by his
wife of having affair with school girl. When latter disappears, teacher is sus.oected of murder. 82 min.
TOP BANANA Color Corp. of America. Phil Silvers.
Rose Marie. Producers Albert Zuosmith and Ben Peskay. Director Alfred E. Green. Musical comedy. Filmed
as though it were a stage play, show within a show
has Silvers as funniest man on TV. fond of girls and
autographs. When real love hits, he is bounced around
by oirl andendssponsor,
but min.
his bosic desire to be an
entertainer
rifts. IOC
March
ACT
OF
LOVE
Kirk
Douglas,
DanyFrench
Robin.refugee
Producerdirector Anatole Litvak. Drama.
girl
is compromised by American occupation soldier; they
fall In love, are separated by police; girl, mistakenly
believes he has forsaken her, goes to her death. 108 min.
BEAT THE DEVIL Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones,
Gina Lollobrigida. Producer-director John Huston.
Drama. An assorted croup on tramp steamer become
involved in intri*2ue. murder and romance in search for
uranium. Filmed In Mediterranean area. 82 min.
GOLDEN MASK, THE Technicolor. Van Heflin. Wanda
Hendrlx. Producers Aubrey Baring. Maxwell Setton.
Director Jack Lee. Romantic adventure. Archaeologist
and dauchter co to Africa In search of priceless mask
of Moloch, the god of revenge.
SCARLET SPEAR, THE Technicolor Moras!, John Bentley.
Martha Hyer. Producer Charles Reynolds. Directors
George Breai-ston. Pay Stahl. Adventure drama. Commis ioner of African district cets involved in tribal rit«
in which Hnn of tribe performs arduous quest. 78 mm.

ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE PatheColor.
Dan O'Herllhy.
Producers
Oscar Dancigers, Henry
Ehrllch.
Director Luis
Bunuel.
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
April Adventure drama. From
Debra Pac;et. Michael Rennle. Producer Leonard
Daniel
Defoe's
classic ofhis the
sailor and
the
native
who became
man shipwrecked
Friday.
Goldstein .
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS (Centinuad)
HIIDI Elsbtth Sigmund. Htlnrich Gretlcr. Prodscer
'.mr Wtchsler. Dirtctor Luigi Comcnclni. Drama.
famed chlldrcn'st
sforygirlby and
Johanna
Spyri
ofTaken
fhe from
love between
a liftle Swiss
her grandfather. 98 min.
LONE GUN, THE George Montgomery. Dorothy Malone. Producer Edward Small. Director Ray Naiarro.
Western. Marshal cleans out band of rustlers and wins
love of girl preyed upon by outlaws.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness. Jack Hawkins. Producer Peter De Sarigny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst.
Air-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in World
War 11 backnrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exin locating enemy convoy, sealing fate of Nazis'
Afrika ploitCorps.
WITNESS TO MURDER Barbara Stanwyck. George Sanders. Gary Merrill. Producer Chester Erskine. Director
Roy Rowland. Suspense Melodrama. 83 min.
Coming
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn. Gina
Loliobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vittorlo
Vassarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama. Adventures of pair of very elinible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
established that all males over 20 must be married.
GOG 3D Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan. Constance Dowlini;. Herbert Marshall. Producer Ivan Tors.
Director Herbert L. Strock. Science-fiction drama.
KHYBER PASS Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan,
Dawn Addams. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure
drama. Officer in British Lancers in India prevents
capture of new machinecuns and massacre of garrison.
SOUTHWEST PASSAGE PatheColor. Rod Cameron.
Joanne Dru. John Ireland. Producer Edward Small.
Adventure drama.

UNIVEHSAL-INTl
December
TUM8LEWEED Technicolor. Audie Murphy. Lori Nelson.
Chill Wills. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Nathan
Juran. Western. Murphy, accused of cowardice when
wagon trainonus.he is79 guarding
is massacred by Indians,
overcomes
min.
WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME Technicolor. Donald
O'Connor.
Janet Leigh.
Producers
Ted RichmondLeonard Goldstein.
Director
Lloyd Bacon\
Musical
comedy. Young clarinetist stands to inherit fortune If
he becomes operatic star, makes his mark instead
in concert ball jazi. 95 mm.
January
BORDER RIVER Technicolor. Joel McCrea. Yvonne De
Carlo. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director George
Sherman. Western drama. Confederate officer steals
gold from Union mint to buy supplies in Mexico for the
Southern army, causing bloodshed. 81 min.
FORBIDDEN Tony Curtis. Joanne Dru. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Rudolph Mate. Melodrama. Racketeer noes to Macao to find a slain hoodlum't widow
who has evidence of gangleader's crimes. 8S min.
WAR ARROW Technicolor. Maureen OHara. Jeff
Chandler. Producer John W. Rogers. Director George
Sherman. Western. Cavalry officer sent from Washington to put down Indian uprising finds the tribes are
be inn led b'/ supposedly dedd cavatryman. 78 m!n.
February
GLENN MILLER STORY, THE Technicolor. James
Stewart. June Allyson Producer Aaron Rosenberg.
Director Anthon/ Manin. Biopic with music. Highlights of the life of the late great bandleader lost in
an air accident over English Channel. I li min.
TAZA. SON OF COCHISE 2D-3D. Rock Hudson Producer Ross Hunter Director Douglas Sirk. Western.
Apache chief forced to fight other redskins to bring
peace between his people and the white men. 80 min.
March
CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON 3D. Richard
Carlson. Julia Adams. Producer William Alland. DiJack Arnold. Fantasy melodrama. Geologist
discoversrectorcreature
which is half man. half fish and
'orms an expedition toe capture it. 89 min.
RIDE CLEAR OF DIABLO Technicolor. Audle Murphy,
Dan Duryea Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Murphy returns home to avenge
rnydtri of his father and kid brother. 80 min.
SASKATCHEWAN Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Shelley
Winters. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Raoul
Walsh. Outdoor drama. Canadian mountle rebels
against hi; commanding officer
to save survivors of
Indian attack 88 min
April
MA i PAbride.KETTLE
AT HOME Marjorle Main Percy KilProducer Richard
Wilson. Director Charles Lament. Comedy Kettles leave ultra-modern home, go
back to dilapidated farmhouse
that oldest boy can
win contest on typical farm life. 81so min.
RAILS INTO LARAMIE Technicolor. John Pa^ne Dan
Duryea, Marl Blanchard. Producer Ted Richmond. Di'■*'!?'■
Outdoor Terrltorv
drama. Trouble-shooting
soldier Jesse
is sentHibbs
to Wyoming
to
stoppage on construction
of railroad. 81 min. clear work
YANKEE PASHA Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Rhonda
Heming. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
revne;'. Costume adventure Chandler fl'-hts half-way
around
world to save woman he loves. 8< min.
FILM

Coming
BLACK
HORSE CANYON Technicolor. Joel McCrea.
Marl Blanchard.
Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse Hibbi. Western. Wild
stallion escapes stock
ranch and lives in hills. Efforts of girl rancher
to recapture horse are thwarted by neighbor until roving
cowboy comes to her aid.
BLACK SHIELD, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Janet Leich. David Farrar. Producer Robert
Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic adventure. Plot
ti overthrow Henry IV Is defeated by younn knight
whose famil.- was unjustly executed for treason.
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunfirhter becomes involved
In family feud which resolves into one of the most
famous gun battles of the West.
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audle Murphy, Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when nold miners
break treaty with Indians to obtain ore-beating ground.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tag with gold, love and sudden death.
FIREMAN
CHILD Hugh
O'Brian,Le:Spike
Jones.
Producer SAVE
HowardMY Christie.
Director
Goodwins.
Comedy. Group of lany firemen cope with problems of
trading in old fire hones for mechanized equipment.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer develops sport car
to save falling auto company, succeeds when he wins
cross country race.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorle Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming a doctor devoting himself to humanity.
MAN WITH A MILLION Technicolor. Gregory Peck.
Jane Griffiths. rPoducer John Bryan. Director Ronald
Neame. Comedy. Poverty-stricken but honest man is
given million pound note to prove theory that merely
possessing It. but never spending It will bring him
good fortune.
PLAYGIRL Shelley Winters. Barry Sullivan. Producer
Albert J. Cohen. Director Joe Pevney. Drama. Small
town girl In New York becomes involved In murder and
call girl racket.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflln. Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleagured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing renegade whiteman who Incites the savages.
WARNER

HROTHERS

December
THREE SAILORS AND A GIRL Technicolor. Jane Powell.
Gordon MacRae. Gene Nelson. Producer Sammy Cahn.
Director Roy Del Ruth. Musical comedy. Three gobs,
designated by submarine crew to invest {50.000. plunge
Into show business, manage to bring flop show Into
Broadway hit. 95 min.
THUNDER OVER THE PLAINS WarnerColor. Randolph
Scott. Lex Barker. Phyllis Kirk. Producer David Weisbart. Director Andre de Toth. Western. Union Captain harrassed by carpet-bag politicians on side of
law. takes action when friends and his wife are put
in peril. 82 min.
January
EDDIE CANTOR STORY, THE Technicolor. Keefe Brasselle,tor Marilyn
Erskine.
Producerbiography.
Sidney Skolsky.
Alfred E. Green. Musical
Life of DirecEddie
Cantorcess infrom
his beginnings
entertainer
13, suc-to
the Follies,
eventual asrecovery
fromat Illness
entertain for charity. 116 min.
HIS MAJESTY
O'KEEFEHarold
Technicolor.
Lancaster.
Joan
Rice. Producer
Hecht. Burt
Director
Byron
Haskin. Action drama. Victim of a mutiny, sea captain Is tet adrift, lands on South Pacific Island, becomes white ruler using democratic methods to
unite warring factions. 88 min.
HONDO 3D WarnerColor. John Wayne. Geraldine
Page. Producer Robert Fellows. Director John Farrow.
Western drama. Lone U. S. Cavalry scout, unhorsed
In Indian battle, comes to Western town, befriends
widow and young son. paves way for romantic and
dramatic complications. 83 min.
February

March
CIIMI WAVE Sterling Haydcn. Gene Nelson. Phyllis
Kirk. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Andre de Tolh.
Crime melodrama. Record of reformed convict involves
him in holdup plot, but with aid of understanding detectice, and innate honest>y. Is freed from past. 74 min.
DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN Louis Hayward. Paul Kelly,
Joanne
O'Sullivan.
New
warden Dru,
cleansMaureen
u.o corruot
prison Prison
system drama.
with Inside
help from framed prisoner. 78 min.
PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE 3D WarnerColor Karl
Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Patricia Medina. Producer
Henry Blanke.
drama. Series ofDirector
murdersRoyIn Del
turn Ruth.
of the Murder
century meloParis
with beautiful girls as victim of sadistic zoologist studying "animal" reflexes. 84 min.
LUCKY ME CinemaScope WarnerColor. Doris Day.
May Producer Henry Blanke.
Phil Silvers, Robert Cummincs.
Director Jack Donohue. April
Musical
comedy. Show troupe
becomes stranded in Miami hotel. While working off
bill, they meet Broadway producer who helps them
back to bin time. !09 min.
RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott.
Wayne Morris. Producer Ted Sherdeman . Director
Andre de Toth. Western. Stagecoach guard, victim of
odd circumstances, clears his name. 84 min.
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Beatty,
Pat O'Brien,
Mickey
Spillane.
Producer Robert
miE.ng
M. Fellows.
Director Co
James
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus Is sabotaged by homicidal maniac.
BOUNTY HUNTER, THE WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Marie Windsor. Producer Sam Bischoff. Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff.
DIAL M FOR MURDER 3D WarnerColor. Ray Mllland,
Grace Kelly. Robert Cummings. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Murder melodrama. Husband plots death of
wife whom he married for money. Original plan backfires when wife kills her would-be murderer. Husband
makes. self-defense killing look like premeditated murder.
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY, THE CinemaScope WarnerColor. John Wayne. Claire Trevor. Laralne Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Weliman.
Drama. Passenqers and crew on plane bound from
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
feeling when face with prospect of death.
STAR ISland.BORN,
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason.
Jack Carson
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marries him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads disaster.
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, Joan Weldon.
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas.
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot ants terrorize the
Southwest until their nest Is discovered and wiped out.

YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member Sational Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

ORDER

NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses
that are adjustable
A prompt order uill reserve your
PO LA LITE glasses
and insure delivery for future bookings.

BOY FROM OKLAHOMA, THE WarnerColor Will
HIGHWAY
Rogers. Jr..
Nancy
Olson.
Producer
Weisbart
Director
Michael
Curtiz.
Western
comedyDavid
drama.
Young
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
cowboy seeking to be la-vyer unwittingly becomes
Sheriff'
Pilly the Kid, 88
captures
leaves forhumbles
law apprenticeship.
min. outlaws, finally
Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-0100
COMMAND, THE CinemaScope. WarnerColor. Guy
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Madison, Joan Weldon. James Whitmore. Producer
David Weisbart. Director David Butler. Western drama.
Member National Film Carriers
Young doctor
taV.es brings
over command
of troop
Wyoming
territory,
If to safety
throughira'in
raidsin
and disease. 94 mlns.
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Leonard Sillman's

Edward L. Alperson presents Leonard Sillman's NEW FACES in Glorious COLOR • Directed by Harry Horner • Co-Producer
Berman Swartfz • starring RONNY GRAHAM • EARTHA KIH • ROBERT CLARY • ALICE GHOSTLEY • Released by 20th Century-Fox
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Necessary

of Stereophonic

Issue
Sound

?

Q. Why do you regard stereophonic sound essential to CinemaScope exhibition?
A. CincniaSc()i)e is pattcnicd after Cinerama, of which
stere<)])h()nic sound is an integral component. Stereophonic sound ])rovides a marked sense of audience ])articipation and engulfment in screen action.
Q. It is generally conceded that stereophonic
sound is a plus-factor for larger theatres with
very wide screens, but what about a 500-seat
house with a 20-foot wide screen?
A. Exhii)itors and newspapermen alike have rei)orled
that CinemaScope is e\ en more efYective in small theatres. Installations in theatres as small as 2S0-seats ( tlie
Karolyn Theatres, New London, Ohio) have met with
the same proportionate hoxotiice success as theatres ot
2000-3(XX)-seats.
A. R. (luthrie, owner of the Karolyn Theatre, has disclosed that: "I'm under the impression that CinemaScope and stereophonic sound are better in the small
building- than in the large one, and several of my patron>
who had seen 'The Robe' in Cleveland. Detroit and other
of the larger cities told me they were very much more
impressed with it in my theatre than in the larger
housed. I'm very hai)py with CinemaScope and stereol)honic sound."
Mr. Trueman Rembush, reporting on a C"inemaScope
installation at his Mode theatre in Columbus. Indiana,
commented: "Our i)atrons are delighted with the stereophonic sound and so am 1. I've fooled around w ith electronics and sound reproduction practically all niy adult
life, and tiiis sound .system is so good as to be almost
unbeliev al)le. There is none of the 'hiss' associated with

o])tical sound systems and
there is no sound emanating
find that there is absolute
nothing excei)t what sound

it is a I)it surprising when
from an}- of the speakers to
silence in the theatre — just
the audience itself makes.

This is the ultimate to me — there niay be some imi)ro\-ements made but as far as 1 am concerned this is it." Following the installation at the Mode Theatre, a 700-seat
house. Mr. Rembush eipiipped smaller houses of his
(Continued on P(i!;c 10)
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EXHEBITORS

EVERYWHERE

ARE

SINGING

A NATIONWIDE

SENSATION!

M-G-M presents
THE FIRST GREAT MUSICAL

IN

ClNEM^COpf
In Color Glory
"ROSE

starring
MARIE"

ANN BLYTH • HOWARD KEEL • FERNANDO LAMAS
BERT LAHR • MARJORIE MAIN • with joan taylor . ray collin
A MERVYN LeROY PRODUCTION
Screen Play by RONALD MILLAR and GEORGE FROESCHEL
OpereHa "ROSE
MARIE"HAMMERSTEIN II
Book and Lyrics Based
by OTTOon the
A. HARBACH
and OSCAR
Music by RUDOLF FRIMl and HERBERT STOTHART
Photographed in EASTMAN COLOR • Directed by MERVYN LeROY

And

You'll

Be

Hearing

This:

( I Love You! ")
CAESAR"
JULIUS
Frisco, 12th Week • Los Angeles, 5th Month • Detroit, 9th Week • Wash., D. C, 9th Week
Philly, 9th Week • Dallas, 4th Week • Toledo, 2nd Week . Columbus 2nd Week.
SENSATIONAL
NEW
OPENINGS:
Pittsburgh, Milwaukee, Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse.
EXCELLENT BIZ: Akron, Canton, Reading, Denver. Ai/c/ more o)i the iiuiyl

( "I Love Youl"")
And Listen For Thh: "RHAPSODY"
3rd Week at Music Hall swell! Off to a solid start throughout the nation!

Wh0t
□

They'te
Mini
□
In the Movie Business

□

About
□
□
□

They're talking about the Wall Street Journal story
about the release of some "top-budget movies of fairly
recent vintage" to TV. The Bank of America, according
to the Journal, is about to turn over to the networks
some 30 big-name films it controls. The paper points to
Howard Hughes as the key to opening the gates wide,
noting that with complete control, he can offer TV a
thousand films from RKO's vaults. U he does, it adds,
it will give the green light to other companies for im-

"A Star Is Born." So far only the Warner people are
talking about it, but they tell you fervently that everybody inside and outside the business will be singing the
praises of the musical drama when it arrives this summer. They say the Radio City Musical Hall booked it
sight unseen on the strength of the raves emanating
from the Warner lot, where some 22 reels have been

portant product to T\'. Some say it's a plant by the networks to stampede film companies into selling to TV.
The 30 films (not named ) range, according to the
Journal, from 1946-49.
0
O

grosser of all time I" 0

Oscars on the air. They're tempering their high praise
of the Academy Awards on TV and radio with some
sharp and well-taken gripes against the numerous automobile commercials that kept intruding. Many felt that
the movie industry should have sponsored the show (a
year ago, FILM BULLETIN advocated similar action), with the commercials consisting of rushes from
forthcoming pictures. This, it is pointed out, would insure not onl)- two solid hours of entertainment without
the irritation of commercials, but an investment in
future product that would pay off many times the airtime cost.
O

O

VistaVision. A feeling persists in some quarters that
Paramount's opposition to real wide-screen filming (ie,
CinemaScope) is based on plans to hop on the subscription television bandwagon, if and when that entertainment form becomes an actuality. Now they're sa3Mng
that VistaVision, Paramount's system for obtaining
greater film definition is really another move in the direction of movies for TV. Getting a "live" look to film
has long been one of TV's major problems, and it is
quite possible that Vista\'ision will further the cause of
slot-TV.
O

O

Theatre reopenings. Some men in the trade believe it
quite -possible that the elimination of admission tax on
the under-50 cents scale will result in a reversal of the
4-year trend in theatre closings. They see some fringe
-situations relighting and making a renewed pitch for the
TV-weary to see a movie or two for a low price.

viewed. One WB executive calmly says " 'A Star Is
Born' will rival 'Gone With the Wind' as the greatest
O

Grosses. Sturdiest grosser around these days is
"Glenn Miller Story", which just rolls on and on in most
situations. A real happy entertainment . . . Surprise
click in early runs is Warner's 3-Der "Phantom of Rue
Morgue", which has given the goggle-makers a real
shot in the arm . . . "Red Garters" are not holding up
. . . "Act of Love", sold as Sex in N.Y., was given the
Great Love Story treatment elsewhere — with wonderful
l).o. results . . . AA's "Riot" is just that . . . "Rhapsody"
a listless tune . . . "Night People" is another solid CS hit.
O
O
Aspect ratios. Not only exhibitors are anxious for
some sort of standardization in the aspect ratio hassle.
Directors and technicians in Hollywood also are griping
bitterly. They say that it's fouling up composition
values, and distorting camera work, since they don't
know how much will be cut off and where, depending on
proportions used. The microscopic care taken to arrange a scene for the camera is wasted, they claim. And
where a screen is cut down on the sides from the original filming, a principal's nose may be the only part of
him showing if he is at one end of the scene ; if they allow for various proportions, they'll have meaningless
spaces on the print.
0
O
How now COMPO? Now that the tax fight has been
won, industry leaders are talking about the COMPO tax
group who were so instrumental in its success — Col. H.
A. Cole, Pat McGee, Robert Coyne, Charles E. McCarthy, Sam Shain and the others who waged the battle
on all fronts. COMPO has established itself as a potent
factor in the trade, one that should be maintained and
financed to do an effective industrywide job.
And, meanwhile, what about the suggestion that those
men who handled the tax fight be rewarded materially.
Every member of this business owes them a debt.

FILM BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trad* Pacer published every other Monday by Wax Publications. Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher. PUBLICATIONEDITORIAL OFFICES: 1239 Vine Street Philadelphia 7 Pa.. RIttenhouse 4-7424; Barney Stein. Managing Editor; Leonard Coulter. New York Associate
Editor; Richard N. Newton. Business Manager; Robert D. Lauder, Publication Manager; Robert Heath. Circulation Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 35 West 53rd
Street, New York 19, N. Y., Circle 4-9159; HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 459 Haverford Avenue, Pacific Palisades. Calif., EXbrook 5-5949; Jay Allen, Hollywood
Editor. Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR, $3.00 in the U. S.; Canada. $4.00; Europe, $5.00 TWO YEARS: $5.00 in the U. S.; Canada, $7.50; Europe. $9.00.
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By Philip R. Ward

A New England widow utterly shocked her broker
late last summer by placing an at-the-market order for
over ICOO shares of assorted motion i)icture shares. A
senior partner was quickly dispatched to her \\ a!i)o!e
home with a counter-portfolio of tax-free municipals,
high-grade industrials and well-thumbed copy of '"The
Art of Plain Talk." As things turned out it was the
aged lady of the speculative temj)erment who provided
the lesson in financial simplicity. Both her face and
words were etched with earthy wisdom of old Ma.-^sachusetts: "My family has always held that the sure.-t
rule in making money is this — buy low ; sell high. Kindly execute my order."
Simple to be sure. .\nd yet who cannot look over his
shoulder and deny that him securities were, indeed,
hottoni-hole depressed as recently as six months rg >.
Nor must we go back so far. A scant three months in
the past, on the last trading day of the old year, motion
])icture stocks had already served notice that their sixyear doldrum was at an end. Columbia, Universal. 20th
Century-Fox, .\ilied Artists had by then affected pronounced gains over their prices of a few months back.
The trigger mechanism was cocked before Loew's and
Stanley W arner moved. Others were riding high on
the momentum. .Knd so it went into the new year. The
industry-wide rise is plotted month-by-month in our
own specially calculated average below:
—

FILM

2. NEW TECHNOLOGY: Almost unrecorded in the
commentary on the business scene is the sudden shift in
competitive strife from without to within. A short year
ago, Hollywood banded together in a united front
against the public-snatchers from outside the trade. Today's exciting news is the struggle for supremacy of the
aspect ratios. Although individual fortunes are at stake,
this show of free, untrammeled competition inside the
business should prove the healthiest convelesence exercise. Both tiie public and the industry at large will l;f'
lieneficiaries.
3.
SELLERS
M.\RKET:
mostshortage
potent offactor
'ir.
favorA of
film company
earnings .\is the
supply
relative to gathering demand. Current policy now prevalent puts emphasis on fewer l)ut better presentation.-.
The inevitable t)utcome of this economic disequilibrium
is that him companies are finding themselves in an unexpectedly advantageous bargaining position. Thi.>,
lumped together with studio economies effected ali
across the board in recent year, will work toward rising

BULLETIN

Film Companies
Exhibition
Averages

CINEMA AVERAGES
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Iclosc)
Iclosel
Dec. 31. '53 Iclosel
1 1 I.62S 1 13.750 1 20.625 1 23.000
27.1 25
25.1 25
22.750
23.875

locked combat, and its full sting has been already felt
and evaluated in most sections of the country. Its destructive power, henceforth. e\en in the province of
color, will be limited to local skirmishes. In a climate of
rapproachment. both mediums will flourish, and there
are increasing symptoms that TV is being inexorably
forced into the role of wtjoer.

134.375
0

1 37.625

145.750

1 50.1 25

0

MOTION- ITCTURKS ISSCPIS ARE STILL GO(JD
liCYS. Despite the betterment of late, we believe film
issues are going still higher — considerably higher — and
look for the acceleration to last through the balance of
this year and well into next until a i)lateau is finally
reached. .\t that point, it will be the mission of the industry to conscdidate its advances and work toward sustaining its hold npon the public fancy.
Underscoring our faith are four conspicuous iactors:
1. L.\CK ( )1- \ lSim.i', l.MI'i:i)l.\lENTS: Tl.ere i.nothing on the comi)etitive scene — oi)en or imjjlied —
that a])i)ears to seriously threaten the future improvement of Hlin fortunes. Television has been engaged in

profits.
4.
ADMISSIONS T.\.N : While the benefit to exhil)itor.,
are obvious, film companies will feel no pain eithtr.
There are at least four avenues through which Hollywood will coast to high.er profits: (al ( ireater take (n
percentage films; lb) a broader market in which to sell,
on the almost certain theor\ that some closed theatre>
will reopen: ici an increase in competitive bidding resulting from reopenings, and as exhibitors grow more
solvent: (d.) a wider market for the mass film makers,
such as Columbia. Cni\ersal and United Artists.
O
O
.\ FINAL PR( )Ol" that movies are solidi}- on the como1 ack trail is the revelation that Paramount Theatres
l)ullecl almost the full weight of the oars earningswise i-i
the combined statement issued for .\ l!C-Param«';u!it
Theatres. It tb.ereljy joins L'niversal in supporting the
operations of outside partner companies.
BOY, IF YOUA'E (iOT THE D( )U(;H, buy a hunk of
vour own industry. You'll be underwriting your own
self-interest.
FILM BULLETIN
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To pass or not to pass the tax savings on to the
public ; that is the question. Thousands of theatremen
are facing the problem, a complex one, and no clear-cut
pattern appeared to have emerged within the first two
days following the President's signing of the new excise
tax law.
Street corner conferences in the exchange centers
fostered a variety of opinions. The views ranged from
no reduction to passage of the full tax cut to the ticketbuyer. Oddly enough, the two factions that were arguing "no cut" most vociferously were the first-runs and
the low-price sub-runs. Operators of the deluxers seem
to feel that those who desire to come into town for a
first-run movie will not be afifected one way or another
by a modest price reduction, and they contend that only
in the past few years have movie admissions reached
their proper range.
The late-run exhibitors, many of them operating in
the red, are not disposed to drop their prices because
they need the 20 percent to stay in business. Competitive
circumstances might very well force reductions in this
area, but it will be a sad day for many of the smaller exhibitors ifthey are to forego the additional income they
have been counting on.
Key runs and better class neighborhood houses, which
have maintained prices ranging between 50 and 75 cents,
appear to be the ones most likely to make drastic redtictions. Thinking only in terms of the Federal tax (not
figuring city levies), there is a substantial group of theatres that stand to profit competitively by bringing prices
down within the 50-cent tax-free scale. This is bound to
produce a chain eflfect on all theatres in the same area,
certainly on the subsequent runs.
An early check on the admission price situation indicated that the circuits are watching each competitor
carefully, and the independents are watching the circuits, as well as their inde competitors, with an alert eye
and ear. One chain executive told FILM BULLETIN,
"We have no general policy, unless it be to hold the
price line as far as possible. Each situation is being
dealt with individually. In some cases we have made
cuts of a few pennies to even out prices; in most cases
we have made no cuts at all." The public, he said, seems
to have been conditioned to expect no cut.
Public Reaction
If this latter view is correct, credit COMPO

for never

leaving this issue in doubt. The industry's campaign not
once committed a single theatre to reduction of its admission price if the tax were lifted. As a matter of fad.
COMPO bent over backwards to let the lawmakers
Page 8
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know that the film industry's battle to have the discriminatory levy repealed was based on arguments vital to
the stirvival of this industry itself — and its neighbors.
The facts were placed on a platter for Senators and
Congressmen. Their resultant overwhelming vote for
complete repeal, aided immeasurably by personal visits
by theatremen, indicated that an honest presentation was
the best method.
Pat McGee, COMPO tax committee co-chairman,
made no bones about it last April when he told the
House Ways S: Means Committee: "Maybe one (theatre) man will give it all back ; maybe his neighbor, the
man across the street, will try to give back part of it,
and perhaps some who are in a desperate state will retain it all and still struggle." McGee was praised by the
Committee "for not trying to kid us or kid the customers"— and only three Congressmen voted against the
Mason Bill last year and the Reed Bill this year.
Exhibitors who are worried about public and press
reaction would do well to present their case frankly.
Here's where COMPO can transfer its wealth of tax
fight experience locally. The recent series of ads in
Editor & Publisher, the newspaper industry's leading
trade journal, is representative of the movie case worked
up by the COMPO miracle men.
COMPO learned its lesson last year when it failed to
acquaint the newspaper people with the industry facts,
and a last-minute barrage of editorials in several of the
nation's leading newspapers knocked down chances for
repeal as the President pocket-vetoed the Mason Bill.
The current series in E & P has apparently made its
mark on the press. Take a simple statement of fact like
this : "Prevented from adequately raising their (the theatres) prices during inflation by the 20 percent Federal
admission tax, which acted as a ceiling, these theatres
have been operating at a loss for years. If they don't
keep for themselves the slight saving represented in the
admission tax cut they will have to go out of business."
Anyone in the industry knows this, but how many of
the editors and publishers who blasted the industry's attempt to get relief knew ? Or the public ? And how many
know today?
Especially now. with so many industries affected by
the excise tax cut, the public may look for price cuts.
The exhibitor who wants to present the facts has them
available in a booklet from COMPO. "The Motion Picture Industry's Case Against the 2£)^r Federal Admissions Tax", and from the regional COMPO leaders. He
can preclude the possibility of facing bristling customers by presenting the industry's case to the public. He
has the newspapers, radio and T\^ as media. And. incidental y, hehas a movie screen.
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MAGIC!

"HEIDI" wins GOLD MEDAL AWARDlEWYORK

PARENTS' MAGAZINE,
AS "OUTSTANDING f

[E CARNEGIE
FAMILY MOVIE!"
SPECTACULAR BOOK TIEUP!

lASH WEEKS!
And

Grosset & Dunlap, one of the nation's leading
publishers,
all out for
with ever
one
of the most isextensive
book"HEIDI"
promotions
placed behind a motion picture! 7 nevt editions are being distributed — a minimum of
4,000,000 copies — in a nationwide theatre
tieup. Posters and other material on the 7
books and the picture will be displayed in
91,720 traffic locations ranging from department stores to newsstands ... all keyed for
the Easter season!
Also 400 radio and 90 TV stations all over the
country will promote "HEIDI" with plugs and
spot announcements!
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cine Theatres In:

Produced

by LAZAR WECHSLER
Directed by LUIGI
Based on the book by Johanna Spyri
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Bath and

"Absolutely stunning! Moves one
to emotional raptures that are

inandaigua

seldom got from a film!"
-N. Y. TIMES

h> resulted in

>ligs throughout
n>chine circuit!

A rare and exciting film . . .
as proud and majestic
as its wild stallion ...

"Should fascinate child and adult
alike!"
-M. P. HERALD

KIDS! ADULTS! EVERYOME

A Film of Albert UnierUM
PrtJwM br Willitn L Snrd«f

GOES FOR THESE

PRIZE-WINNING, FAMILY-AFFAIR

FILMS!

LICHTMAN

INTERVIEW

Justify

Si^r^asauntl

(Continued from Page 3}
circuit,
the results.
-K)0-seat \'ogue Theatre. Elwood.
Indiana, including
with similar
Q. Do ycu believe that a theatre grossing, say,
$800 weekly can economically justify an outlay
of approximately $7000 for stereosound?
A. Stereophonic sound does not cost S70C0 ; equipment
is sold today for as low as $2900. Records show that
CinemaScope pictures are outgrossing by margins of 3-1
outstanding conventional films, and theatres which in
the past experienced SSOO weeks are now grossing as
high as S2400. The figure, to be unnecessarily conservative, can be set at S1600. This type theatre grossing over
SIOOO per week can certainly aft'ord S50 per week to
amortize CinemaScope equipment. This amortization
can be accomplished in less than 3 years, which is a fast
write ofif.
Q. It has been said that you feel 20th-Fox owes
an obligation to those exhibitors who have installed stereophonic sound to insist that ALL
theatres have it. Is this true?
A. Our position is strong in opposition to the l)astardization of CinemaScope. We are joined in this view by
exhibitors who have equipped nearly 3000 theatres in
the United States and Canada for the new medium.
These progressive exhibitors, who are reaping the benefits of a rejuvenated lousiness, certainly do not want this
condition reversed.
Q. If you were to drop the insistence on stereosound, wouldn't your move be justified on the
ground that those theatres having it enjoy a
competitive advantage?
A. \\'e believe it is up to theatres to work out their own
competitive advantages. Since CinemaScope films are
served only with stereophonic sound, we hope the exhibitor properly e(|uipped to show these important films
will continue to derive the benefits of his better presentation.
Q. It is generally believed that 20th CenturyFox has taken its firm stand on this issue because of commitments it made to equipment
firms in order to push fast delivery of equipment. Is this true?
A. Commitments were made to manufacturers at the
outset in order for stock to be bn hand to meet the immediate demands of exhibitors. However, the CinemaScope system is now so well established that manufacturers require no guarantee from us.
P»q» 10
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Expense"?

Q. Can the company be relieved of these equipment commitments?
A. Twentieth Century-Fox already has been relieved <
these commitments in the United States.
Q. What is the basis of your company's position on stereophonic soimd for drive-ins?
A. Our position on stereophonic sound for drive-ins
the same as for closed theatres: stereophonic sound is
necessary part of the CinemaScope process.
Q. But, can speakers in an automobile actually
simulate the effect of directional sound?
A. This question can best be answered by exhibitoi
who are utilizing stereophonic sound. Erick Petersoi
who is the first exhibitor to play "The Robe" in a driv(
in theatre, has stated that "stereophonic sound improvt
quality of sound 100 percent, besides giving very elTe^
tive directional sound.'' He installed a 2-speaker sour
system for his Motor \'u Drive-In, Salt Lake City. .M
Claude Ezell. who is equipping his drive-in theatres :
Texas with a single-unit 3-speaker stereophonic sour
attachment also has high praise for this marveloi
sound technique. In a wire to Mr. Skouras on March 2(
Mr. Ezell notes : ". . . was most startling and convincin
demonstration of your good judgement in demandir
stereophonic sound for drive-in theatres. The audien^
was astounded and amazed with the performance of tl
stereophonic drive-in speakers . . ."'
Q. To what degree do ycu regard the Tushinsky lens competitive to CinemaScope? To what
degree Paramount's Vista Vision?
A. \\'e have not seen any completed film utilizing tli
Tushinsky lens so comment on this point must be wit!
held. The Tushinsky lens is not regarded competitive t
CinemaScope because the fact remains that differei
printing methods are required to enable projection ■
films in aspect ratios other than in which they we:
originally photographed. Another point to be c(»i
sidered is the quality of prismatic lenses in projectii
CinemaScope. Prismatic lenses also have limitations
to focal lengths. As for N'istaVision. I ha\ e not seen i
Q. If you should become convinced that thousands of exhibitors will not install CinemaScope equipment until the "must" on stereophonic sound is removed, would you change the
policy?
.\. As announced at our press conference last Monda
within or 6 weeks, we will hold demonstrations in a
domestfc exchange areas and principal cities of tl

LICHTMAN

**W*

INTERVIEW

Will

\ot

Water

'vorld to show latest CinemaScope advances as well as
the wide difference between stereophonic and 1-track
sound. These demonstrations. I am confident, will settle
this controversy.
Q. Now, let's put the question this way: We
understand there are some 2300 CinemaScope
installations now. If Fox could sign up 10,000
new theatres — without stereophonic sound —
by the end of this year, would you consider
altering your position?

a long— not short — period. W'e will not water down this
exciting method of film presentation : rather we will
strive for improvements in the future. There have been
few technical advances in film production and exhibition
in many years. Now with stereophonic sound and CinemaScope's anamorphic lens we have a most flexible and
marvelous form in which to produce and exhibit our
products.

pany's attitude on stereophonic sound. How do
you feel about their attitude?

ALLIED CONTINUES
Continuing its intense opposition tu the turndsory policy on stereophonic sound. Allied
tales Association is boosting projection and
<und systems competitive to 2flth-Fux. A recent
lUetan by A. F. Myers on behalf of the organi\tions "U atchdog Committee^ contained the folwing opinions and recommendations:

CinemaSeope'*

A. \\'e are liked and disliked : but I am certain that most
negative feelings towards our CinemaScope policy are
predicated on installation cost factors — and cost factors
alone. This opposition is being answered in a dollars
and cents move on the part of equipment manufacturers
who have so reduced their prices as to enable installations at a price within the reach of all exhibitors.
Q. What is Fox's reaction to the nev/ Perspecta stereophonic sound system?

A. To illustrate how rapidly theatres are installing
CinemaScope equipment, your query lists 2300 theatres,
whereas there are appro.ximately 3000 theatres represented in latest dealer reports. It we considered CinemaScope an e.xpediency, a flash in the pan, we might
have a different point of view regarding stereophonic
sound. However, we are trying to improve business for

Q. We have heard many theatremen extol you
for leading the industry out of its depression by
courage and foresieht in introducing CinemaScope. But many exhibitors resent your com-

Dotvn

A. The cost factor of Perspecta Sound makes it more
expedient for use by distributors than for adoption by
exhibitors. Almost as expensive to install as stereophonic sound, the limitations of optical sound's range
and fidelity are inherent in Perspecta Sound.
Q. Mr. Lichtman, you said a complete CinemaScope installation can be made today in a small
theatre for as little as $5000, plus electrical and
other charges. WHAT SIZE theatre?
.\. The a\ erage small size theatre up to 1000 seats.
Q. Mr. Lichtman, you said Fox has helped arrange LONG-TERM CREDIT for those who
cannot afford cash outlay. WHAT TERMS?
A. In most instances, three to five years.
Q. Mr. Lichtman, you said Fox guarantees
every exhibitor a profit on every CinemaScope
picture. HOW MUCH PROFIT?
A. We guarantee a profit to every exhibitor on every
CinemaScope picture. The profit varies with each situation.

OPPOSITION

TO STEREOSOUND

their proem cjiie track uplical sound without expending a penny.

are
art
new
that

The thing to bear in mind is that any conversion to Perspecta sound is optional with
the exhibitor. In so far as Paramount and
Metro are concerned (except as to the
latter's CinemaScope pictures), you can continue right along with your old one-track
system and you do not need to convert to
Perspecta unless you think the investment is
warranted, or until you can afford to.
The unholy plan to force all exhibitors to
convert to CinemaScope with its trimmings
of stereophonic sound and Miracle Mirror
screens has been given the Humpty Dumpty
treatment and can never be put together

Perspecta is an optical sound system and
ot a magnetic system such as is involved in
'inemaScope. Kxhibitors not wishing to
lake an investment in sound equipment can
Jn these Perspecta prints with their present
iiuipment; that is, they can continue with

again.
.\llied has always insisted that tiic film
companies have no right to dictate to the exhibitors how they shall run their theatres. It
opposed the effort to force theatres to install
stereophonic equipment because of the coercion that was used.

As of today, the Tushinsky lens represents
le best buy for exhibitors desiring to make
ide screen presentations in either enclo>e<l
r open-air theatres.
The limiting words, "as of today,"
sed because this is a fast-developing
nd one never knows when something
•ill be announced that will excel! all
as gone before.

W e do not know how many more CinemaScope pictures, if any, Metro intends to
make. But with respect to its inventory of
such pictures, and any others it may produce, it"# stereophonic sound or no dice —
that is, if you are an .American.
But with respect to foreign exhibitors, it is
different. Overseas theatres desiring to play
Metro's CS pictures are required only to
convert to the cheaper Perspecta sound.
This, it seems to me, has the effect to
make second class citizens of the .\merican
independent exhibitors.
I do not see how this can be explained on
any theory except that there is a compact
between Fo.x and Metro, or between either
or both of them and the major circuits that
have installed stereophonic sound, to the
effect that the domestic commerce in CinemaScope pictures shall be burdened with
costly stereophonic sound as a means of
crippling the small independent theatres in
their efforts to compete with the circuits.
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"Make

ScUCHC^

Haste

to Live"

^€LtCM^ O

O

"Elepliant Walk"

O

This rating depends on exhibitors giving this good suspense meller exploitation it merits. In general runs, wellhandled soap-opera elements will appeal to women.
Values less in class market.

Rating will probably be higher in first runs on basis of
pre-selling campaign. Adverse word-of-mouth due to
slow hackneyed story apt to be unsurmountable after
openings. Exotic Technicolored Ceylon backgrounds,
Taylor name and sex angles are assets. Climactic elephant stampede will help in action spots.

Story of how woman copes with homicidal husband
when he finds her after 18 years in prison boasts smart

Excellent {production and cast wasted on ineffective

script and tight direction. Solid performances by Dorothy McGuire and Stephen McNally power drama effectively. McGuire had taken their baby to small town in
New Mexico to start new life after deserting her husband, who goes to jail for supposedly murdering her.
Plot builds suspense like slowly inflating balloon as
McNally seeks revenge. Femme audiences will be particularly gripped as he finds McCiuire and strikes at her
through now grown daughter, Mary Murphy. Action is
well-paced to sustain pall of violence. Nerve-tingling
tension eventually explodes in exciting chase climax
where McNally is killed.
Terror and suspense are selling angles in action market. McGuire name and dramatic elements should be

story of woman's fight to hold husband's love against influence of his dead father. Kicks oft' to promising start
when English teaplanter (Peter Finch) brings bride
(Elizabeth Taylor) from her London home to jungle
plantation. Impending doom generated by fact that elaborate mansion is built across trail leading to elephanr
watering hole. Taylor's romantic idyll soon becomes
snagged because she is the only white woman in the
area and her new home is little more than a playground
for the other teaplanters. Further complications stem
from traditions set up by Finch's dead father who once
ruled the plantation like a king. Illicit passion is little
more than hinted at when Taylor becomes frustrated in
attempt to make a home for Finch and she turns to plantation foreman Dana Andrews for help. Luifortunately,
these inherent dramatic ingredients are dissipated by a
series of overworked situations and a dearth of action.
Climax of stampeding elephant herd which demolishes
mansion is effective. Bart

stressed elsewhere. Pressbook features the line, "The
Story Of The Most Fearsome Secret That Ever Haunted The Frightened Soul Of A Woman!" Neil
Republic 90 Minutes. Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally, Mary Murphy,
Edgar Buchanan. Producer and director Williann A. Seiter.

"Carnival
StMUtC^

Paramount 103 Minutes. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana Andrews, Peter Finch. Abraham Sofaer. Producer Irving Asher. Director William Dieterle.

Story"

1^<!IUh<^ O

O

O

Good adult film with everything it takes for
in all situations. Thrills, suspense, violence,
provide exploitables. Hot word-of-mouth will
ing in subsequents. Bold handling of illicit
able for children.

b.o.
sex,
keep
love

"The

winner
drama
it rollunsuit-

Mad

Magician"

(3D -2D)

Rating can be upped in action market where shown in 3D
and boosted by exploitation. Lack of color and absence
of "audience attack" gimmick will retard this. Violence
and trick magic effects are the angles for bally houses.

Hard-hitting love afifair of beautiful high diver enhanced l)yintriguing backgrounds of American carnival
traveling in Germany. German girl Anne Baxter takes
carny job where she becomes involved with heel Steve
Cochran. Trying to escape the lust of Cochran, she
marries high diver Lyle Bettger who teaches her the
act. Emotions boil into violence when Baxter finds she

Although producer Bryan Foy, \ incent Price and
scripter Crane Wilbur all had a hand in the big shocker
"House of Wax", present effort turns up only run-of-themill horror thrills. Price again runs berserk, this time
because his attempts to become a magician are ruthlessly thwarted and he looses wife Eva Gabor in the bargain. Standard tale of revenge results in fair amount of

still can't resist the advances of Cochran. Passion and
action is well-paced. Diving scenes from a 100-foot

suspense and bloodletting. IVice's victims are fed into
trick buzz-saw crematorium and other fiendish devices
at a pace sufficient to satisfy thrill fans and juveniles.
Gabor and Mary Murphy throw enough curves to keep
the male element interested. Class and family audiences
will be unimpressed.
v3D and 2D pressbooks are available. Except for 3D

ladder provide high-voltage thrills. Bettger's murderous fall from the tower is spectacular from the standpoint of suspense and terror. Filmed in AVGA color,
with prints by Technicolor, carnival characters and atmosphere are efifectively captured. All performances
are first rate with I'axter checking in with one of the
best of her career.
Excellent pressbook stresses lust and passion with,
"Kiss Me . . . Kill Me . . . P>ut Don't Leave Me! Don't
. . . Don't . . . Don't . . ." /'Iiil

tag, there is no dift'erence between them. Both feature
ad line, "Sensational ! . . . The (ireatest Scream Session
Since 'I'rankenstein'." Phil

RKO 94 Minutes. Anne Baxter, Steve Cochran. Lyle Bettger. Producers Maurice
and Frank King. Director Kurt Neunnann,

Columbia 72 Minutes. Vincent Price. Mary Murphy, Eva Gabor, John Emery,
Producer Bryan Foy. Director John Brahm.

^(€4iHt44. 1^<UiMf
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Vn recognition
imagination,

of their

showmanship

and foresight, an honorary
award

has been voted to

the 20th Century-Fox
Corporation

Film

for introducing

CinemaScope.**
Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences

&
5
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V
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By JAY ALLEN

ALLIED

ARTISTS

April Triggers Large Slate
Two-A-Month to Roll Thru June
AFTER BEING VIRTIALLV SHIT
downi ior nearly 6 weeks. Allied Artists is
bestirring itself. By niid-.\pril the first two
films, on the 15-picture slate to start production by June 1. will be in front of the cameras. The remainder of the schedule wHll roll
at a rate of about one every two weeks
through the Spring months.
"Sons of the Xavy" (Jan Sterling. Neville
Brand) got away on March 22 — Scott R.
Dunlap producing. Lesley Selander directing. Next to roll will be "The Adventures
of Hajji Baba" (Elaine Stewart, John
Derek), a Walter Wanger Technicolor production, directed by Don Weis. Wanger has
set an .\pril 12 starting date.
Wanger's next production will be "The
Strange Case of Officer X." based on the
current municipal graft expose in Chicago.
The production will he filmed early this
summer.
Indicating still further improvements in
Allied .\rtists' operations, prexy Steve
Broidy has informed company stockholders
of a SI 16.000 net, before taxes, for the month
of January. The import of this figure can
be ascertained by comparing it with the
S361.871 profit before taxes for the six
months' period ended December 26. Broidy
plans to send similar interim reports to
stockholders from time to time, int'orming
them on all matters relating to production
and distribution.
Meantime, the stockholders, at a meeting
in Hollywood, voted 534,488 to 25,403 in
favor of the corporate change permitting an
increase in capital stock. The new issue, as
reported here preriously. consists of 150.000
shares of i'^i percent cumulative preferred
with a ten dollar par \-alue.

cameras this month, six are getting the anamorphic treatment.
Four of the six are already in production,
all using the Technicolor tint process. They
are: "Three For the Show" (Betty Grable,
Marge & Gower Champion. Jack Lemmon)
— Joni Tapps producer. H. C. Potter director; "Joseph and His Brethren" (cast to be
announced when current background shooting is completed) — Jerry Wald producer,
William Dieterle director; "The Long Gray
Line" (Tyrone Power, Maureen O'Hara) —
Robert .\ldrich producer. John Ford director, and "The Bandits" (Glenn Ford, Barbara Stanwyck. Edward G. Robinson) —
Lewis J. Rachmil producer. Rudy Male director. Two set for late April starts have
not been announced.
In addition to the CinemaScope features,
the following productions are either already
lensing, or slated to go within the next few
days: "The Black Kakotas" (Gary Merrill,
Wanda Hendricks), in Technicolor — Wallace
McDonald producer. Ray Nazarro director;
"Bat Masterson, Bad Man" (George Montgomery), also in Technicolor — Sam Katznian producer. William Castle director:
"Phfffft" (Judy Holliday. Jack Lemmon). in
Technicolor — Fred Kohlmar producer. Mark
Robson director; "Violent Men" (Randolph
Scott) — Harry Joe Brown producer; and
"Cannibal Attack" (Johnny Weismuller) —
Sam Katzman producer. Lee Sholem director.
Because of this uncommonly heavy shooting schedule, Columbia has been forced to
shift some of its production from the studio
to the Columbia Ranch — the first time sucn
a situation has arisen in more than a year.
William Cioetz Productions, which had to
cancel out "Guys and Dolls" after a mix-up
in purchasing the rights, has now scheduled
"The Man From Laramie" (James Stewart)
as its first film for Columbia release. It xnti
be filmed in Technicolor, starting in September. .\lso on Goetz 1954 schedule is an
untitled Danny Kaye starrer.
LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

COLUMBIA
Lot Tops in CS Production
Six Before Cameras This Month
COLUMBIA IS OUTSTEPPING ALL
other studios — even 20th Century- Fox — in
the number of CinemaScope features in production during .\pril. Out of a total of
eleven pictures which will be in front of the
P«9t 14
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Lippert To Release Under
Screen Art Label Starting July
BEGINNING IN Jl LV. LIPPERT
features will go out under the new releasing
label of Screen .\rt. it was disclosed just
prior to Robert L. Lippert's departure for
the company's annual sales convention in
Chicago. ■

Screen Art releases will include five pi
ductions from William F. Broidy. as partj
the 18-feature release slate being set up
the balance of 1954. In all. Broidy will
duce 12 pictures this year for Lippert.
least three will be assigned to Robert
Lippert, Jr., to be added to his own prod^
tion slate. His first assignments will
"The Big Chase," rolling this week (Ap
5) — .\rthur Hilton director; "The Black
rates," to start May 10. and "The Guns
ers."
lensed rolhng
in color.June 15. The latter wiU
.\lso set for production on young Lipj
own slate are: "The Lnholy Four" (Paide
Goddard), and "The Black Pirates."
starting has been set for either of these
features. In addition, Lippert. Jr.. has
taken an option on the Johnston McCnI^
novel. "The Whirlwind."
.\ deal was closed during the final daysl
March for Lippert to distribute the Rc
Gorman production, "Monster From
neath the Sea." It has been set for May |
lease.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYERI

'54 Product Slate Boosted
Seven Roll in April. Four in
METRO
H.\S BOOSTED
ITS \\
production program by one-third, with
new schedule calling for a total of 26
as against a previously announced slate]
18. The upswing in production, accor
studio chief Dore Schary, is due to the
expectedly high boxoflfice returns on
current releases as "The Long, Long Tr
er." "Rhapsody"" and '"Rose Marie.'
Seven major features are slated to go
fore the cameras this month, putting
abrupt end to the 30-day production layn
They are: "Green Fire" (Stewart Gr
Grace Kelly, Paul Douglas), in Gr
Scope and color — .Xrmand Deutsch pr
.\ndrcw Marton director; "The La*t Tit
Saw Paris" ( Elizabeth Taylor, Van Joh«
Donna Reed, Walter Pidgeon), Techn*
— ^Jack Cnmmings pri>dncer, Richard Br
director; ".\thena" (Jane Powell, 0
Reynolds. Vera-Ellen). CinemaScope
Technicolor — ^Joseph Pasternak pr
Richard Thorpe director; '"Jupiter"s
(Esther Williams, Ho«-ard Keel), in Te
nicolor — George Wells producer.
Sidney director; "Deep in My Heart"
(ComtimmeJ om Pmge

ow

play

to

every

greater

theatre

3~D

can

profits!

The combination of the Pola-Lite
3-D Single Track System and the
New Pola-Llte folding temple
glasses make it possible for
every theatre to play 3-D
pictures at 2-D cost.

||||

The Pola-Lite 3-D System
is the remarkable new development that projects a
3-D picture on a single strip of film with your normal
equipment. This means less expense because of
No extra projectionist
No special booth equipment
No unnecessary intermissions
No extra carbon or electricity expense
No two prints to go out of alignment
insures eye comfort.
The Pola-Lite Single TrackSystem permits you to
operate your show with the ease and economy
of regular 2-D exhibition.

Universal is leading the way with
two single track productions—
"Taza, Son Of Cochise" and
"Creature From the Black Lagoon"

For the first time a 3-D glass
like a normal glass— our
Folding Temple Glass
with luxurious FULL VISION
in beautiful light but rigid
plastic -a joy to wear in perfect
non-reflecting Pola-Lite
blue frames!
Also comfortable clip-ons for
those who already wear
spectacles.
(And still only lOc)
Your thcafrt can havt
Pola-Lif* 3-D Single
Strip Sytttm for only
$100.
Together with a minimum order of 6,000
Pola-Lite glasses in a
ptriod of one year!

Phone, Write or Wire :
A! O'Keefe, Pola-Lite,
19 Rector Street, New York 6,
N. Y. - WHitehall 4-2414
OR — Contact your local
National Film Service Affiliate

REPUBLIC
rSTUDIO
SIZ6-UPS
(Conlmurd Imm I'asf 14)
Ferrer, Helen Traubel) — Roger Edens producer, Stanley Donen director; "Many
Rivers to Cross" (Robert Taylor, Eleanor
Parker), Technicolor and possibly CinemaScope — Jack Cummings producer, Roy Rowland director; and "The Glass Slipper" (Leslie Caron, Michael Wilding), Technicolor
and CinemaScope — Edwin Knopf producer,
Charles Walters director.
Metro dealt the cause of stereophonic
sound a serious blow by announcing that all
its films, with the exception of those lensed
in CinemaScope will be available in Perspecta one-track directional sound system.
There is even a strong possibility that this
decision may be extended to cover CinemaScopers. In the foreign market, it has already been announced that the optical singletrack stereophonic sound will be used on the
company's total output, regardless of the
lensing process.
PARAMOUNT
Costly Camera

Conversions

Likely To Slow Use of V-Vision
REG.\RDLESS OF THE INDUSTRY'S
eventual reaction to VistaVision, it seems
luilikely that there will be any immediate
mass swing-over to the process, if only because of the limited number of cameras
available. Also, converting cameras will cost
more than $6,000, and requires considerable
time to make the changes. New cameras will
cost from $18,000 to $25,000.
The only VistaVision cameras now available are the four which Paramount has converted and is using on "The Big Top" (Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis,) and "Strategic Air
Command" (James Stewart, June Allyson).
However, Paramount toppers say they will
have other conversions rolling at the rate of
approximately two per month. All of the
cameras being converted here, will be capable of photographing in either color or
black and white.
The Technicolor Corp. is currently building six VV cameras for use by Hollywood
producers, but it will be mid-April before
the first two are completed.
In publicizing VistaVision, Paramount is
emphasizing that no stereophonic sound installations are necessary. However, of its
releases which will be available for directional sound transmission, all will use the
single-track Perspecta system.
In addition to the two VistaVision features mentioned, two other productions are
being lensed for Paramount's 1954 schedule:
"The Country Girl" (Bing Crosby, Grace
Kelly, William Holden)— William Perlbcrg
prr)duccr, (icorge Seaton director; and
"Mambo" (Silvana Mangano, Vittorio Gassman, Shelley Winters) — Ponti De Laurcntis
producer, Robert Rossen director.
Paq* U
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Starting Dates For Films
Await
Yates'RETURN
Return OF
fromHERBERT
Europe
PENDING
J. Yates from Europe for his company's annual stockholder meeting on April 9, no
definite starting dates have been set on any

features are currently being assembled
RKO release in a new short subjects se
to be known as "Marquee Musicals." '
first, "Two For The Record," starring Bei
Goodman, goes into release April 23. Oth
are: Jerry Colonna in "Casey at the B;
Frances Langford in "Once Upon a Wini
time"; the Kings Men in "The Martins ;
the Coys"; and the Andrews Sisters
"Johnny Fedora."

of the company's stockpile of scripts awaiting production. However, it appears that the
first to roll will likely be Virginia Van Upp's
"The Big Whisper," to be lensed in Berlin,
for Republic release. It will be filmed in
both English and German language versions.
One propertj' added for summer filming,
with John H. Auer set to produce and direct
is "Peg Leg Admiral." It deals with the
Rear Admiral John M. Hoskins, who became
one of the great heroes of World War II
after losing a leg in battle. The Defense Department, Navy and Air Force agreed to cooperate with Republic on the production,
which will be lensed in Hawaii.
Within the past month, 140 Republic features have been acquired for telecast by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., through the
Hollywood Television Service of Canada,
Ltd. A block of 100 pictures will be shown
over CBS outlets in Vancouver, Ottawa,
London and Sudbury, with the entire lot of
140 set for airing in Toronto.
RKO
Production Starts April 15
As Hughes Ownership Is Assured
NOW THAT THE STOCKHOLDERS
of RKO have overwhelmingly accepted
Howard Hughes' offer to buy up the assets
of the company at $6 per share, production
is about to start perking again at the longidle studio.
A $4,000,000 budget has been set on "The
Conqueror" (John Wayne, Susan Hayward),
which rolls on April 15^— Dick Powell producing and directing. The picture carries a
77-day shooting schedule. Story deals with
Ghenghis Khan's vast Mongol empire.
Allan Dowling, with one picture already in
production for RKO release, has just slated
a second to roll on May 7. Now shooting is
"Night Music" (Linda Darnell, Dan Duryea)
in Eastman Color — Hugh Brooke producer,
Stuart Heisler director. Another May starter
will be "The Sea Is A Woman," to be produced by Tom Gries and directed by Walter
Wanger.
Also coming up this spring is the Benedict
Bogeaus production of "Cattle (Jueen of
Montana" (Barbara Stanwyck) to be lensed
in Technicolor and SuperScope — the Tushinsky Brothers' new anamorphic process.
Independent Artists' "The Girl Ru>h"
(Rosalind Russell) gets an early summer
startinganddate,
and will be lensed in X'istaVision
Technicolor.
Six episodes from various \\'alt Disney

20TH
New

CENTURY-FOX

C'Scope Camera

Lenses

Give Product Startling Clari
SOME STRIKING NEW DEVEL(
ments in the CinemaScope process ^
shortly be made known to the trade. I
initial CinemaScope lenses, with which " I
Robe" and other early CS productions \v
photographed are now said to be as o
moded as the Model T Ford. In scope,
clarity, in flexibility, the new anamor|i
photographing lenses will be a revelatioi.
20th-Fox officials intend to bring l
wonders of improved CinemaScope effectij
ly to the attention of exhibitors and otJ
studios in a demonstration to be held SoJ
It is reported that the unsteadiness and la
of definition of first CS films has been elid
nated, and screening of clips from new m
ductions will demonstrate a startling supd
ority
lenses. of the new C'Scope photograpl
It is understood that so improved are t
lenses that Warner Bros, have been eager
obtain a set with which to shoot their i
portant "Helen of Troy."
Marilyn Monroe returns to the Fox pa
roll for a starring role in the Irving Her
musical, "There's No Business Like Sh
lousiness," The score for the multi-mil
dollar CinemaScope production is air
completed, and dance numbers involvi
Dan Dailey and Ethel Merman are alrea
underway. Soil C. Siegel produces the fil
with Walter Lang directing — starting in I
April or early May.
Two new productions were added to
1954 schedule earlier this month. They «
"Daddy Long Legs" (Fred Astaire, LeCaron), to be produced by Samuel En.
starting in September, and a full filniizat
of John H. Harris' "Ice Capades". A si
line will be developed for the latter, wli
will be produced by Leonard Goldstein ;i
Robert Jacks.
Fox has two pictures in production at
present lime: "Broken
Lance" (Spen
Tracy, Robert Wagner, Jean Peters, Ricii
Widmark, Katy Jurado) — Sol C. Siegel ]
ducer, l-.dward Diuytryk director, and " I
Egyptian" (Edmund
Purdom, Jean S
mons. \'ictor Mature, Gene Tierney^
Darryl I'. Zanuck producer, Michael Cur
director.
Next to roll uill be "L'ntanu-d" (not
cast), to roll within the next few days — I
Friedlob and William Bacher produc'i
Henry King directing.
(Continued on I'lic '
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Production Slowing With
)nly Three Films Now Shooting
LIKE MAJOR PRUDUCTIOX, INUEendeiit film-making has considerably slowed
■own in recent weeks — with the result that
Illy three other pictures are now in produci .n for UA release. All of them are being
limed outside of Hollywood.
They are:
I he Purple Plain" (Gregory Peck), shootnu in Ceylon — Technicolor, John Bryan prolucer, Robert Parrish director; "Vera Cruz"
I tdTy Cooper, Burt Lancaster, Denise Daril), a Hecht-Lancaster production in Techlicolor, shooting in Mexico — Harold Hecht
'T'lducer, Robert .A.ldrich director; and "The
i'andit" (Arthur Kennedy, Betta St. John),
II Kastman Color, shooting at Key West
■Studies — Joseph Shaftcl producer, Edgar
L'lmer director.
Producer Robert Bassler, who made a
luiinber of important films for 20th Century' \. signed Frank Sinatra to star in "Sudly" a suspense film due to start on .-\pril
13 in Hollywood for U.A. release. Sinatra
' obtained on loan-out from Fox where
i< under contract to star in the musical
I ink Tights."
I'here is a strong likelihood that L'nitcd
■ '^ts may not release the much-troubled
luction "Sitting Bull," after all. .Accordto word received just before press time,
-,uel Alcman, Jr., and his company, Tclc~ Productions, has completely taken over
W. R. Frank film, which stars Dale
'crtson and J. Carroll Xaish.
liroughout the four weeks of shooting on
I picture, the company has been plagued
by financial entanglements, bad weather, and
every other conceivable trouble. It is understood that director Sidney Salkow and .\Uman will meet with U.A execs within tin
next few days in discuss the present rclca>ing situation.
Max Fellerman has been named vice-president and general manager of Lopert Films
and Lopert Films Distributing Corp., and
will supervise bookings on all product released through United .Artists. Fellerman
left United Paramount Theatres last month.

pretty much with a grain of salt. It was expected that films in the category of "Glenn
Miller Story" and "Magnificent Obsession"
would be exceptions to the rule. However,
it now appears that this calibre of production will be maintained on at least 50 percent
of the upcoming slate.
.Among big future productions currently
being scripted are: "The Shrike," based on
the Broadway play, in which Jose Ferrer
will both star and direct; "Hannibal of
Carthage," recently placed on .Albert J.
Cohen's slate, and ".All That Heaven
Known," a new novel purchased as a starring vehicle for Jane W'yman.
W ith the start of "Three Gobs in Paris"
(Tony Curtis, Gloria DeHaven) — Technicolor, on March 26, L'-I now has four pictures shooting. "Gobs," marks the company's latest venture into the tunefilm field,
with .Albert J. Cohen producer, Richard
Quine director. Others shooting are: "Xevada Gold" (Lex Barker, Mala Powers),
Technicolor — Ross Hunter producer, Jess
Hibbs director; "Bengal Rifles" (Rock Hudson, Arlene Dahl), Technicolor — Ted Richmond producer, Laslo Benedeck director;
and "Francis Joins the W'.AC's" (Donahl
O'Connor, Julia .Adams, Chill W ills, Mamie
\'an Doren ) — Ted Richmond producer,
.Arthur Lubin director.
Lubin, incidentally, is leaving U-I following this latest "Francis" entry, to launch independent production later this year, possibly in England. He expects to make
"neadl»)ck" as his first indc, possibly starring Alec Guinness.
(iloria Grahame has been signed for a
four-picture pact with the company, on the
basis of her performance in the recently
completed "The Tight Squeeze." This brings
U-I's contract list to 38 players — the largest
of any studio in town.
WARNER
Warner

BROTHERS

Eyes Tushinsky Lens

Reaffirms Faith in 3D Medium

Trend Toward 'Class' Films

IT IS REPORTED THAT JACK WARner, with ten completed CincmaScopcrs in
the vaults, is considering the fostering of
Tushinsky's SuperScope lens for use in theatres showing W B anamorphic films. He
has also gone on record as still favoring 3D
filming and projection as a sound attentiongetter. In discussing third dimensional films
at a recent meeting of the .American Cinema
Editors, Warner said: "Time will prove that
— contrary to common opinion in Hollywood
— this imique system is far from being

Seems Assured in Coming Pics
\ LT H O U G H
U X I \- E RS A L- 1 XT E R■nal will continue to turn out a minimum
lie bread and butter pictures — a la "Ma
Pa Kettle," the sagebrushcrs and the
m type film.s — there is a definite trend
loping
toward
"class" productions,
i>ting big name casts, important literary
i'T 'pcrties, and million dollar budgets.
Most people in the industry have taken
the U-I annf>unc(tii(nt'i of "big pictures"

Greer (iarson, who recently terminated her
through."
long-standing pact with MGM, has just been
signed by W arners to star in "Strange Lady
in Town," which will be Mervyn LeRoy's
first picture since the producer returned to
Burbank. Frank Butler is doing the screenplay, and production is scheduled to start as
soon as other important roles can be cast.
.Among productions being planned for
spring and summer filming are: "East of
Eden." the .^teinback noxcl. for which James

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Dean. Xew York stage actor was recently
signed; "The Silver Chalice," \'ictor Saville
producer-director — possibly with \'irginia
Mayo starring; "Mr. Roberts" (Henry Fonda), Lelantl Hayward producer, and "Tall
Alan Riding," Xorman Fox novel just purchased for Randolph Scott. The latter will
be one of the highest budgeted westerns of
the year, perhaps filmed in CinemaScope.
Termination c>f Errol Flynn's pact with
the studio has been announced. Flynn has
been under contract with the company since
1934, although in recent years the arrangement has been a non-exclusive one.
"Born Yesterday" (Judy Garland. James
Mason), finally having been completed ten
days ago, Warners now has only two pictures lensing. They are: "Helen of Troy"
(Rosana Podesta, Jacques Sernas), in CinemaScope and WarnerColor, on location in
Italy — Robert Wise director; and "Battle
Cry" (\'an Heflin, Aldo Ray). CinemaScope
and WarnerColor — Raoul Walsh director.
INDEPENDENTS
Product Shortage Causes
Inde Companies to Mushroom
PKOHABLY AT XO TIME IX THE
hiytory of motion pictures has there been
more intense competition among distributors
for independent product with tO])-name stars.
As a result, new companies continue to
spring up like mushrooms — confident that
good releasing deals will he available.
Woolner-K. Ormond Co., is one of the
latest entries in the inde field, having just
been organized by Bernard Woolner, a
southern exhibitor, and producer-director
Ron Ormond. They plan to make three pictures this year, starting on May 27 with
"Thunder In the Swamp," for which background shooting has already begun. The
balance of the year's program will include
"Enchanted Isle," to be filmed in the tropics
and "Denver," a western adventure yarn.
Another new company, and one which w ill
specialize in low cost pictures for independent exhibitors, is headed by Hal R. Makelim, head of .Atlas Productions. His current
distribution organization is composed of 31
franchise holders, and it is possible that the
new company will come under the wing of
his already organized production set-up.
Hal Roach, Jr.. is also entering the theatrical production field under the banner of
H-R Productions, Inc. In the past. Roach
has concentrated on vidpix. Xo definite
schedule
company. has been announced for the new
Texas Pictures Corp., a new company recently incorporated by Luis .Alvarez, has set
up headquarters in Texas, and will launch
production within the next few weeks on
"Wetback," based on the Claud Garner
novel. .Alvarez is prominent in Latin American producer circles and was at one time associated with Mary Pickford and the late
Douglas Fairbanks.
Ivan Tors has added two new properties
to his independent slate — ".Afraid of Love"
and "Pogo".
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Tax Fight Ends — For Now
On April 1, several thousand theatre owners
found themselves in business again when President
Eisenhower, reluctantly, albeit finally (for a year
at least), put his signature on the much-belabored
excise tax bill. The vote was a landslide in Ixtth
houses, 72-8 in the Senate, 395-1 in the House.
Under the new tax set-up, effective until April
next year, movie admissions SOc and under are
free of Federal Taxes. Over the half dollar, there
is a 10 per cent levy on each 10 cents or fraction
thereof.
Majority of the houses were expected to keep
most of the tax savings for themselves to fill the
almost empty barrel they had been scraping to
keep alive, passing on a portion where prices could
be evened by pennies.
House dissenter was Rep. Marshall (D., Minn.).
In the Senate, the eight negatives were evenly
divided between both parties.
Disney Into TV
Disney Productions plunged into television in a
Multi-million dollar deal with American Broadcasting Co., (affiliated with United Paramount) for
a series of 26 weekly, hour-long shows, beginning
in October. Disney will continue to make pictures
for movieho'uses, but, unlike other studios that arc
producing for TV, with affiliates as pseudonyms,
he'll use the Disney label. I])eal also involves use
of a California amusement park, I3isneyland, both
for production purposes and as an admissioncharged tourist attraction. Roy Disney, who
negotiated the alliance with ABC, had previously
stated that when the studio enters the TV field, it
would use the medium to build audiences for its
theatre attractions. The series, to be sponsored, is
expected to run on Sundays in the choice 8-9 ]).ni.

SPYROS

P. SKOURAS

was

honored by Baltimore's Variety
Club as "Indus'.ry Man of the
Year." CHARLES EINFELD
and BILL GEHRING of 20thFox, JACK BERESIN, VCI exChief Barker and Governmental
luminaries decorated the dais.
WALTER READE, JR. revealed that TOA will go back to
Chicago for its annual convention this year, Oct. 31-Nov. 3, at
the Conrad Hilton Hotel, again
combined with TESMA and
TEDA.
ARTHUR

SILVERSTONE

was moved up to ass't general
sales manager of 20th CenturyFox, working with AL LICHTMAN and BILL GEHRING.
GLENN NORRIS fills Silverstone's spot as Eastern sales
manager.
LEONARD H. GOLDENSON reported an $8,996,000 consolidated net, including $4,516,000
fron capital gains. Last year, it
was $5,927,000, with $1,379,000
from capital gains.

Near — Chromatic

AMERICO ABOAF, Universal foreign sales, after a 3-week
survey in La'.in America, reported that 25 per cent of the
company's foreign revenue will
come from that area, the third
consecutive record year.

Color T\' for mass consumption "is closer than
some elements in the industry w-ould have the
.American believe," says Chromatic TV Labs president Richard Hodgson. Color tube manufacture
goal has been "upped drastically" from the 2.\()(l()
by the Paramount subsidiary.

MAX YOUNGSTEIN kicked
off the first of a series of local
t^lks re United Artists' 35th anniversary at Gulf States
Allied's
annual convention
in Miss.
The

Color TV

Variety Names Hoover
\'ariety Clubs International named George
Hoover of Miami as its new chief barker, succeeding Jack Beresin, and Dr. Karl F. Meyer as winner of the Hutnanitarian Award for his research,
in a successful polio vaccine, at its four-day 18th
annual convention in Dallas, March 22-25. Other
highlights: Grand Rapids, Mich., Tent 27 won the
Heart Award for most outstanding work on its
charity, Youth Commonwealth, Inc., to combat
juvenile delinquincy (I'arbara Stanwyck made the
presentatif)!! ) ; Attendance Award went to the Las
Vegas Tent, sf>me 50 strong who came by chartered plane; I'hiladelphia's Robert Adclman was
winner of best publicity story of the year. Other
officers elected: Jf)hn H. Rowley, 1st ass't Chief
Barker; George I'.by, 2nd ass't CI'; Ed I'.manucl.
Property Master; Jack Dumestre, Dough (iuy;
I'.cn (ioffstein, Press Guy; Rotus Harvey, Int i
Rep. at Large, and E/.ra Stern and l^dward Shafton, Int'l Fixers. Next year's confab was set for
Los Angeles.
Pdqc 18
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busy v.p. goes on thence to
Mexico City for production conferences.
Allied president BEN MARCUS has set up five regional divisions: IRVING DOLLINGER heads the Northeast;
TACK KIRSCH, Great Lakes;
HORACE ADAMS, South MidWest; BENNY BERGER,
North Central & Rocky Mountain; ABE BERENSON for
Mid-South ^: South-West.
JOHN J. SCULLY, U-I
North Atlantic district sales
manager for the past 10 years,
has left the company.
A. MONTAGUE paired up
Columbia's 32 exchanges into 16
compcti ive combinations for his
"Clean
salcr.
drive.Up With Columbia"

Hughes Gets RKO
Howard Hughes took over RKO Pictures Corp..
lock, stock and barrel, hurdling the last barrier
when a Wilmington, Del., Chancery Court dismissed a suit by two stockholders to prevent
Hughes' purchase of the total stock at $6 per
share. The $23,489,478 Hughes paid out for all-out
control includes, however, some seven and a halt
million dollars worth which he himself had held.
Fox Into Skiatron
Matty Fox took a giant step into "pay-as-yousec" TV with the announcement that he has acquired exclusive worldwide rights to Skiatron. Application for Federal Communications Commission
approval, Skiatron president-board chairman Fox
expected, would be filed before the end of May.
Attractions to be ofifered would include pretheatrc release movies, Broadway shows, sports
events, and other special events "which regular
television cannot afford," he asserted.
TOA Seeks Ad Cuts
TOA is surveying the newspaper anniscniciit
page ad rates in comparison with standard ads to
consolidate a campaign against the discriminatory
charges to theatres. The organization wants to get
an up-to-the-minute picture of hypoed theatre ad
rates. TOA emphasizes that this is not an "attack"
upon newspapers, but rather an effort to aid the
exhibitor obtain a more equitable deal as a "local
merchant."
mS Siiit Nixed
Dismissal of the Lawler-Pantzer anti-trust suit
against National Screen Service was affirmed by
U. S. Court of Appeals. The action was filed in
1949 by Mitchell Pantzcr and Charles Lawler, independent poster firm operators in Philadelphia.
District Court Judge Kirkpatrick dismissed the
suit last year.
NSS president Herman Robbins attributed the
\ictory to the "goodwill and friendship" of exhibitor associations, imi)ortant exhibitor leaders and
thousands of small-town, grass-roots exhibitors.
Oscars
The AcadiMiiN .Xwards this year proved that the
-16,000,000 'r\' and radio sets tuned in to tht lavish
proceedings at the Pantages Theatre in Los
.Angeles still hold a bountiful number of movie
fans and (2) the pitiless discomfort inflicted by
commercials on entertainment seekers. It was a
big-time production that made many T\'iewers
conscious of the movies once again — and a little
ashamed of the li\ ing-room apathy that ma\ have
caused them to bypass real entertainment.
.Ml in all, movies profited.
riie ()scars never held so true to form. Coliunbia's "l*"roni Here to Kternit>" captured eight
awards — best picture, supporting actor and actress,
direction, screiiiplav. hlack-whitc cinematography,
editing and sound, lust actor and actress awards
wdit to William Holden ("Stalag 17") and .Audri\ liepburu ("Roman Holiday"), both in Paramount pictures. Walt Disney virtually swei)t the
short subjects and documentaries departments
with four gold statuettes.

LENSES!

The

LENSES!

LENSES!

Technological

■'Competition, it is wonderful I" Thus does Allied's
Abram F. Myers hail the entry of all and sundrv competitors to CinemaScope. Hallelujah I
Though many theatremen already have made alliances, most of them are merely chafing and watching
the evershifting tide of battle in the technological war.
For some time. CinemaScope has held the field due to
its massive advertising campaign and to an undeniable
ability to commandeer big boxoflice grosses. As in all
wars, logistics are costly, and in this one many theatre
owners regard the required investment as excessive, or
feel prospective returns wouldn't justify it, althougli
I 20th-Fox presents some potent arguments t(j make its
I process seem worthwhile (See Page 3).
The big screen, in one form or another, is here to stay
and exhibitors on every level must make a move if they
are to survive. Since the Tushinsky brothers rolled their
) SuperScojje process onto the held, the action has perked
up considerably. Allied's Myers regards the Tushinsky
lens as the "best buy for exhibitor's." and sjjecifys that
I this applies "as of today ". Which just shows you how
fast movie technology is moving. .*>uperSco])e. at first
glance, appears to be a double-barreled solution to j)reI senting a wide-screen i)icture which will rival CinemaScope. Combining "squeeze" i)rints. standard jirints and
a wide-angle variable i)rojection lens. Sui)erScope is
capable of showing a jjicture in any aspect ratio up to
3:1. The one weak link in its armor is that, in making
prints, it does not film anamorphically and lacks the
actual scoi)e of a true anamorphic process. Super.*^cope*s
greatest asset to exhibitors is that its pr{)jection lenses
are variable (the size can be changed during the running
of a film), they are able to project CinemaScope. and
they cost only $700 a pair.
SuperSco])e's appearance in the battle has led 20th
Century- I-'ox to regroup to face the challenge. I'ox is
quick U) admit that early CinemaScopers lacked perfect
projection clarity and definition. In fact. "The Robe"
was started with only one of the three Chretien lenses
in existence — a $4,000,000 production in work witli one
lens! Rarl .Sponable, I'ox technical chief, said these
early faults were recognized and turned over to Bausch
& Lomb for correction, and the CS filming lenses have
gone through three stages of imi)rovement since "The
Robe". .*>ponable claims the new anamorphic photographing lenses are a revelation in scope, clarity and
flexibilitv.
\\ hile Fox approves SuperScoi)e lenses for use in
showing CinemaScope films, Sponable takes the position
that a variable ])risniatic lens cannot be as efficient as a
lens set for a fixed ratio. However, the advent of the
Tushinsky lens has been followd by a price reduction in
Bausch iS^ Lomb CS lenses from $1S00 down to Sll'>5
and $10'J,T for large and small pairs.
The sound-track issue has been the hottest s])ot in the
Technological War.
Many cleiiKnts in tlie industry

II Vi r

have been trying to blast Fox from its position on
stereophonic sound, with little success. The crux of the
problem resolves into a secondary engagement : magnetic versus optical sound tracks.
Backing up its policy of releasing CinemaScope films
only to situations equipped for magnetic stereophonic
sound, Fox maintains that its multi-track system is the
only true way of giving direction and dimension to
sound as if the source were actually present in the theatre. They firmly believe that the superior quality of
magnetic reproduction is a real boxoffice plus-factor and
worth the jirice exhibitors must pay.
Fxhibitor opposition to the Fox stand has led other
producers to cling to the optical system. This method
dates back 25 years, without change, and operates on the
principle of a light beam falling on a single visible sound
track of variable densities. While it is relatively inexl)ensive. it is limited in frecjuency and volume range in
com])arison to the magnetic system. MGM and Paramound (with Warners expected to follow) apparently
have decided it was still effective enough for present
needs and have adopted the optical Perspecta Sound.
This is a flexible process which can be used on either
one. or three-horn systems. Use of more than one horn
requires integrating equipment which costs about $900
plus installation. If speakers are also needed, the cost
mounts to $35(X)-$5000. At present. MGM plans to use
magnetic tracks on CS prints released domestically.
Desi)ite the criticisms. 20th-Fox remains firm in its
insistence on stereophonic sound. They point to the
])henomenal grosses rung up by CinemaScope films.
Applying the principal of spending money to make
money. Fox continues to stress that even the smallest
situation stands to gain by making C'Scope conversions.
In order to strengthen their position and bring doubting
theatremen aroimd to their viewpoint. Fox will hold
demonstrations in all exchange centers within the next
month to exhibit the advances made by new CinemaScope camera lenses.
Paramount remains the only major company not
ready to cash in on the CinemaScope bonanza. Meanwhile, this outfit places its faith in \"ista\*ision. a filming process which seems only to be a medium of relieving distortion of blown-up wide screen pictures. There
is no doubt that the method of shooting on doubleframed 35mm stock will contribute to the pictorial (juality of motion pictures, but in itself, A'ista\'ision does not
appear to be of sufficient magnitude to have any appreciable effect on theatre grosses.
So the Technological War continues. Unlike a shooting war, it will leave in its wake a revitalized indttstry,
so long as each new develotiment is for the good of the
general motion picture economy. The real dangers stem
from misre])resentation and deceit. Change often results
in turmoil, but at least the current movie revolution has
l)rought the industry out of its greatest slumj) in history.
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Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
SCOPE

IN SMALL THEATRES
Allied Caravan of la., Neb.
Last week this writer had the pleasure
with approximately 15 other exhibitors to
witness a showing of "The Robe" in Allied
member. Arlo Thompson's beautiful Lake
Mills, la. theatre. It was indeed a pleasure
to step into an attractive small town theatre
that showed every evidence of being the
kind of theatre we should all try to run.
Clean, eye-catching and well kept. Mr.
Thompson's installation should be seen and
heard by all exhibitors, for movies are on
the move. Consensus of opinion among those
viewing it was that the picture was very
good. There was some disagreement as to
aspect ratio and screen size, but Mr. Thompson said he w-as changing the ratio soon to
get a bit more height to the picture. Stereo
sound was good. And here, let me disagree
just a moment to elaborate on sound.
Opinions are strictly my own and do not
purport being "policy" or opinion of anyone
else. Quality of stereophonic sound is good.
To deny it is ridiculous. Magnetic reproduction is superior to optic and gives more
latitude. The main idea behind what might
appear to be hair-tearing madness about "insistence"' on Stereo Sound in CS installations
is, to most soberly reflect on the value to the
boxoffice of such sound. Any contribution
which might have been made over the years
by this writer to the information and assistance of members would be destroyed if we
implied that we are against progress. We
hope we can all have all of the best and
latest improvements for theatre operation as
soon as possible, but the thing to reinember
for most of us is that even though we are
"sold" when we ride in a Cadillac or Rolls
Royce, the majority of us have to keep running the old Chewy. Maybe if film rentals
had been a little more fair in the past, a lot
less 40 or 50% and more flats and proper allocations, the small towns would have that
nest egg to buy this inflated priced equipment being offered today. This has always
been a get-rich-quick industry.
A ATO
'B'of IS
A 'B'
Indiana
We know your opinion about Time magazine's picture reviews, but if you are paying
a firm 50% for a picture wc thought you
might be interested in even what Time has
to say. Their comment: "'Hell and High
Water' shows what a R picture looks like in
CincmaScope. It looks like a big, wide I?
picture. And worse luck, it is as long (103m)
as it is broad . . . The climax comes with an
'atomic explosion' which is colorful and
quite loud."
Which brings up the subject of how long
CincmaScope pictures will be sold at 50%
regardless of their story, dramatic or production values? It may be about time that
exhibitors get some specific revision figures
on C'Scope contracts instead of a not too
definite promise to take care of it if it falls
flat.
Page 20
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FLEXIBLE PRICE POLICY
North Central Allied
The motion picture business was once tremendously successful because of a flexible
price policy. Ability to pay was the philosophy in distribution and exhibition. Rut today, that has all been changed. The distributors know that while some theatres can pay
50% for a top picture, others can pay only
10 or 20%, but, today, 50% is an inflexible
policy on pictures for all theatres. Practically every company has knowingly departed
from the old "ability to pay" policy which
made show business great and all of its
branches successful. (In passing, we cannot
but note that Metro seems to be a conspicuous exception — at least they recognize the
folly and impossibility of percentage in the
smaller towns.)
I repeat. With the present high cost of
operation and greatly lowered box office
receipts the end is in sight for many exhibitors. He cannot afford to pay 50% terms for
the top pictures, and his public won't let him
get by with inferior product.
Our organization must make some definite
militant decisions at our convention May 10
and 11 in an effort to force the distributors
to return to a flexible sales policy which
recognizes differences between theatres. The
must 50% policy is destroying the exhibitors
and, eventually, will destroy the distributors.
We must save ourselves and, in doing so, we
will save the distributors from themselves.
— Renjamin Rerger
FAIR PLAY
Allied Caravan of la.. Neb.
Grapevine reports have it that a distributing company is finding "rather tough sledding" recently in moving any of its "nonsuperior" product to market. Exhibitors increasingly are taking to heart the strongly
worded resolution to the effect that "if the
best isn't good enough for me, I don't want
the junk". Turn about has always been considered fair play. It is going to be interesting to watch developments.
A recent miss-out in shipment of a feature
was caused by some mistake at Columbia's
Des Moines office and Mrs. Opal Canty was
left without the first night of a run. To rectify the mistake Columbia gave Mrs. Canty
another feature, plus a short at no charge to
help make up the loss of the night's run.
That's a nice gesture and keeps burning the
spark of hope that there are better ways of
running this business without resorting to
tooth and nail. Thanks, Columbia, for the
gesture.
SUB-RUNS DOOMED
la. -Neb. Allied
Mo Wax of I-"ilni ]?ullctiii wrote, asking,
"Are the Sub-Runs Doomed?" We replied,
taking issue with many; and believing that
many small theatres can be saved, can sur-

vive if— the 20 per cent tax is removed; ;
steady flow of top quality, salable product i;
provided in all processes; elimination of the
CS-SS impossible requirements; eliminatioi
of the withholding of top product from thesi
theatres by pre-releasing through new prfj
cesses or otherwise, upped and unreasonabli
rental terms, long and extended clearanceadvanced admission prices; and instead, fai
and equitable rentals, etc., by the distribu
ors, are needed. Plus the will to fight it on
and win, with all that means in good theatr<
operation, by the exhibitors themselves.
PRODUCER AID
North Central Allied
Do you remember "Champion" an'
"Home of The Rrave"? And do you remeni
ber the man who made them? His name wa;|
Robert Stillman, in case you've forgotten]
After his two big successes, Stillman formci
a new company and made two more pic
tures: "Try and Get Me" and "Queen For
A Day" — both UA releases. These last twc
pictures received very little playing time for
one reason or another, although they arc
both good pictures.
Today, frankly, Stillman is on his upper.';
The bankers are closing in on him and he
stands to lose everything he has, and that
goes for his life insurance and his home. Wc
have investigated thoroughly and what wc
have said is the unvarnished truth.
We want to help this fine producer salvage something of his life and career. UA is
cutting its distribution percentage drastically
(more than half). We urge every exhibitor
in the territory who can possibly do so, t(
book one or both of these pictures. You wili
be given very fair and equitable terms. Wc
ask you to buy the pictures at what you
ordinarily would pay for this type of product. In doing so, you will make a buck
yourself and you will be affecting most helpfully, the individual lives — the salvation — of
an entire family. And the man and the
family are strictly top drawer.
SCALE DEALS
ATO of Indiana
Some distributors take theatre overhead
into consideration in arriving at control
figures in scale deals. Other distributors
contend that they are not concerned with
theatre operating expenses and arrive at control figures only on the basis of gross potentials. In the event of any tax reduction,
exhibitors should seek to have their scale
revised upward a proportionate amount on
those scales that are established on ability I'
gross. For example, maintaining the saiiic
total admission i)rice after a 10% tax reduction will increase grosses automatically by
that amount. No greater number of tickets
have to be sold and the improved gross is
due in no part to any additional boxoflficc
values of the pictures.
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Naturally, this small town showing was vifith the following
admissions: Adults-Eve., $1.20, Mat., 90^... Children-50<,
with a discount for church organizations of all denominations
which cooperated in the campaign!
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35 West 45th St., New York 36, N. Y.-Tel. JUdsdn 2-1440
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"QUOT6S"

What

Newspaper Critics Sag Abou! New Films

Fox

C'Scoper
**Night
People"
Scores
With
iV. Y. Critiei
"Monument
of
imaginative
episode
and skillful acceleration
The arrival of 20th Century-Fox' latest CinemaScope producof
excitement,"
writes
Alton
Cook
in
the
World-Telegram & Sun.
tion "Night People" at the Roxy was roundly applauded by the
New York critics. Concensus is that this Technicolored Gregory
In his opinion, "An audience gets keyed up to the whoop-andholler pitch of feverish suspense." Turning to the producer-direcPeck-Broderick Crawford starrer is a good, fast-moving, sustor Cook says, "It is pure Johnson triumph."
pense-meller. Nunnally Johnson, who wrote, produced and diGiving the film a Good plus Movie Meter Rating, the Post's
rected the film was especially commended for an intelligent, and
Archer Winstcn finds that "This picture's real distinction, and
adult presentation.
this stands out with unusual clarity, is its styled, intelligence of
Hosley Crowther of the Times writes "it is first-rate compresentation, and adult absence of excessive explanation." Winmercial melodrama — big, noisy, colorful and good." Crowther
sten says this is "a picture so expertly made on all its levels that
you have to remind yourself that it is not a picture of major conthinks that "Johnson gets going with becoming speed and keeps
tent. Purely as entertainment, it scores one hundred per cent
his melodrama mounting right up to 'Stars and Stripes Forever'
at the end. En route, ht works in plenty of mystery, romance,
from beginning to end."
Otis L. Guernsey, Jr., of the Herald Tribune, notes the film
tension, sex and comedy."
"piles up suspense . . . script is slashingly written . . . action is
"Immensely exciting spy thriller," pens Rose Pelswick in the
Journal-American, "right out of the top drawer." She believes it paced like a rapier duel." He feels it "has the mysterious air and
is "ef?ectively filmed in CinemaScope and Technicolor in actual
staccato performance of a good spy thriller." Of the anamorphic
locales. And the striking realism of the backgrounds is matched
filming Guernsey opinions, "Except for some panoramas of Berlin, the subject is not particularly adapted to CinemaScope but is
by the absorbingly realistic theme, dialogue and performances."
She emphatically advises, "Don't miss this one."
smoothly presented in this medium."

•SASKATCHEWAN'
Universal-International
"As a consequence of his personal blandness, all the mounting adversities in this film
. . . seem no more than modest intrusions
upon the mighty potencies of Mr. Ladd . . .
This is too bad, because Universal went to
considerable pains to make this film not only
and big." —
dramatically
but N.Y.
pretty
Crowther.
Times eventful
"Movie is an ordinary account of raids,
diplomacy and heroism designed as a star
vehicle for the adventuring type." — Guernsey, N.Y. Herald Tribune
"Filmed with fascination for the glories of
Canadian mountain scenery and Shelley
Winter's low-cut dresses . . . Story follows a
well trodden path but at least the scenery
seems fresh and unexplored." — Cook, N.Y.
World-Telegram
"Fair (Movie Meter Rating) ... As usual,
Ladd is forced to extreme limits of daring,
invulnerability, kindness, and intelligence to
save the Crees, the Mounties, Canada, and
from their various fates." —
Shelley Winters
Winsten,
N.Y. Post
"Robust adventure yarn . . . gives its star
plenty of opportunity for deeds of derringdo." — Pelswick, N.Y. Journal-.Anierican
'GO, MAN.
United
Artists GO!'
"Spiced with a lot of colorful action by the
actual stars of the famous ball-juggling
team, this effort rates solid approval as a
creditable prrjfessional sports romance." —
Crowther, N.Y. Times
"History makes a pretty good story, in a
movie evidently designed for basketball
fans." — Guernsey, N.Y. Herald Tribune
"Even the merest tyro at basketball will
be stimulated by the polish these men bring
to the game." — Cook, N.Y. World-Telegram
"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Worthy
tribute to a basketball team that entertained
millions of people in person and will enterFiqt 23
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millions more on the screen." — Winsten,
N.Y. tainPost

RKO
'DANGEROUS

"Thoroughly entertaining sports film . . .
You don't have to be a basketball fan to
enjoy it." — Pelswick, N.Y. Journal-American

"iiundle of suspense and pursuits is keei
ing the patrons at the Holiday Theatre in
state of turmoil . . . All the events are pri
dictable but they manage to remain stirrin
just the same." — Cook, N.Y. World-Tel<

■BAIT'
Columbia
"Clevely filmed . . . story twirls its whiskers and purses its lips a bit too openly to
arouse much interest in its passionate intrigues."— Guernsey, N.Y. Herald Tribune
"Minor but stmuilating film experience."
— Cook, N.Y. World-Telegram
"Three-character problem play . . . Principals handle their roles satisfactorily." —
Pelswick, N.Y. Journal-American
"Fair (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Publicity
lends the picture an aura it doesn't deserve.
It's not that exciting, or sexy." — Winsten,
N.Y. Post
"I>revity of the title ... is a fair indication of the brevity of everything else in this
film." — Crowther, N.Y. Times
'HELL'S HALF ACRE'
Republic
"For those who enjoy fisticufifs, gunfire
... to the point where they do not demand
that such be set in a particularly credible
plot, this movie ought to be rewarding
enough." — I'eckley, N.'N'. Herald Tribune
"l-"air plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .
Welter of vvholl>- ordinary gambits of the
killeiii-hideni-cliasein school of movie-making for thrills." — Winsten, N.Y. Post
"Melodramatics are kept moving briskly
against colorful backgrounds." — Pelswick,
N.^'. Journal- American
"One long chase ... It is odd in a movie
to iiave a racketeer and adulterer as the most
sterling
character in the cast." — t"ook, N.^'.
World-Telegram
"Isn't halfway bad at all. In fact there
arc
moments
— N.Y.
Times when it's downright exciting."

MISSION'

"Hasn't the vitality or intelligence of
good comic-strip episode. It is a miserabi
dull
Timesand mixed-up fable." — Crowther, N.>
gram
"Has nowhere very important to go, bi
you can say this for it: it keeps moving an
it keeps its mind on its violent business."Guernsey, N.Y. Herald Tribune
"Series of chases which get a noble assi
from the scenic backgrounds." — Pelswic,
N.Y. Journal-American
"Fair (Movie Meter Rating) . . . pictur
is as pretty, empty and trite as a vacatio
postcard ... So cynically concocted out c
old used parts, you can only regret the wast
of scenery." — Winsten, N.Y. Post
RKO
'SHE COULDN'T

SAY NO'

" Teams that gifted Hritish miss, Jean Sim
nions and . . . Robert Mitchum in po; ^sibl
their thinnest assignments to date ... La
—boriously
N.Y. Times
arch and trite romantic comedy
"Xo bargain
as film
entertainment."
Pihodna,
N.Y. Herald
Tribune
"He sure you have your popcorn or soin
other corny accompaniments when you st
'She
Couldn't Say No'."— Cook. N.Y. World
Telegram
"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) .
leaden trifle . . . .Asks Roi)ert Mitchum am
Jean Simmons to perform chores for whic
they are not fitted. Not that anyone c\would be." — Winsten, N.Y. Post
"Pleasant comedy . . . mood is amiable a'
the dialogue diverting." — Pelswick. N.^
Journal- American

United Artists had aces back to back in this pair of Broadway spectaculars for "Act of Love" at the Astor and "Top
Banana" at the Victoria. Huge signs dominated the Times Square area, covering more than 5600 square feet.
UA

Plugs Local Level

United Artists' stepped-iip local promotion plans are evidence of the fine job tlic
company's fieldmen have done. The UA
decision for increased participation and cooperation with exhibitors on a local level
came after a field survey by I-'rancis M.
VVinikus. national ad-publicity director, and
Mori Krushen. exploitation manaRer, on
past and current field accomplishments
where local level selling was backed by the
company. The week-long pilot study, which
features a series of conferences with tt)p
circuit heads and leadinir exhibitors in the
Midwest, convinced the two executives that
local level promotion swells boxoffice returns to a point not usually appreciated by
the film companies, although UA has always
been a bug on this type of bally ever since
the present regiine was instituted.
The new program calls for an increase in

the newspaper ad outlay for 1954 of 25 per
cent, with pondingly
radioupped. and T\" promotion corres'Rose Marie' With

Tea

Coffee costs what they are: Loew's Theatres' Ernest I-".merling hit upon an idea to
I)lug "Rose Marie", Metro's second CinemaScoper, with 10(),(XM) streamers in restaurants, luncheonettes and food stores. Streamer advocates: "Drink tea! It's relaxing and
reasonable. See 'Rose Marie!' It's delightful, tuneful and in ("ineinaScope at Loew's."
Catchline of the Issue
"Kiss me . . . Kill me . . . But
Don't Leave Me! Don't . . . Don't
—CARNIVAL STORY (RKO)
. . . Don't."

Marines Take Miami
Picture 1200 marines in full battle dress
landing from amphibious boats on a beach,
covered by jet planes and helicopters, then
storming the city of Miami to "capture" the
Carib theatre, and you have an idea of the
epic promotion Unitetl Artists and the W'ometco chain staged for "Beachhead" for its
Miami opening at the Carib, Miami and
Miracle theatres. Police and fire departments were recruited for "defense" against
the "attack", sirens sounded and the whole
stunt was climaxed when the mayor "surrendered" to the leathernecks. Other stunts:
Marines with walkie-talkies canvassed the
city to select a local leatherneck "Queen",
who appeared on radio and TV shows to
plug the picture; Corps worked up an elaborate traveling exhibit of weapons and battle
f Continued on Piige 26)

Three dimensional
iruck display made hig
siAush in Los Angeles for
20th-Fox's at"\euopeningin ofCinemiiSrope
Faces"
the
Fox-ff itshire.

Metro duplicated and
elaborated its successiul "Gallant Bess" horse tour
ior "Gypsy Colt", stunting the
heautiful black stallion carried in this van through a
dozen towns on W est Coast.
Here, at the L. A. Egyptian.
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EXPLOITATm

Peck

PICTURE

In

CinemaScope

People'
in 'Night
Angles
Multiple
Gregory Peck in the first CinemaScope suspense melodrama; a story as timely as
today's headlines; vociferous critical acclaim; sex and action angles, 20th CenturyFox" top-drawer ad and TV-radio campaign — all these are combined in "Night People"
in Technicolor to give the showman bountiful grist for his exploitation mill. Peck, of
course, is the big draw, and, as Charles Einfeld and his boxofTicers have put it:
'"There's Always a First Time . . . and this was the first time Gregory Peck stood before the CinemaScope cameras," in one of the series of superlative ads they've cooked
up. The Berlin scene, with its hot story of the cold war, fdmed in Germany, makes a
"you are there" realism that can be plugged. Oscar winner Broderick Crawford oflers
bait for the action fans; new Swedish beauty Anita Bjork and Rita "The Thief"
Gam are additional cast lures.
The pressbook advises a postcard barrage to reach patrons directly ( with an upto-date mailing list) with a teaser message based on the catchline: "We didn't say
'nice people,' we said 'Night People'." Get opinion-makers in on this one, to facilitate
word-of-mouth. via screenings. All of it will be good.
ACCESSORIES
J I Lithos concentrate on Peck and dramatic vio\/ lence inherent in the CinemaScope action. The
24-sheet ( center I takes in both facets, six-sheet gives
CinemaScope & Peck top play, while herald (topi uses
art and stills to get across similar message.
ADS
/\ An excellent assortment of ads has captured
I— I the importance of the film and projected it
A NEW CONCEPT IN THE PRESENTATION
OF YOUR TRAILER FOR MAXIMUM EFFECT

in art and copy. Outstanding are the "First Time"
ads showing a CinemaScope take of Peck, citing
his previous film triumphs, the challenge of a
C'Scope performance that exacted superior performance, the story of the "Night People of the
Berlin underworld . . . where no one is too inno-

TRAILERS
y\ One of the hif:hlifj;hts of tiie campaign
I— I is the pair of trailers, one in C.inema.Scope, the other in standard ratio. Kffectiveness of a C'Scope trailer with a standard show
is enhanced when screen sweeps wide to show
full C'.Scope picture, plus stereosound. (Contrast often produces spontaneous applause.
Presshook suggests use of the standard trailer
for advance teaser effect, urges use of the
C'Scope trailer sul)se(|uently for greatest impact. 20th-Fox has conducted a series of tests
on such presentation, has found that it is highly successful and apparently intends to use it
on future C'Scope films. Best elTect is registered when, at end of standard reel, operator
switches to the (^Scope machine and slowly
opens the travelcfs for full scope of CS.
Pag* 24
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cent to die, suddenly . . . violently." Note also the
teaser (2-col.) which spotlights the catch-praise
"Night People, not nice people". Among others are
highlights of the stills, with action, sex and drama
combined on a CinemaScope screen montage. Rut
always it is Peck who dominates.

RADIO-TV
Importance of TV-radio selling
is emphasized as "regional selling"
at its best — "which means you buy
your time for your i)laydate."
riicre's a set of three T\' cards
for a 20-second spot, either slides
or
(checkuse),
T\' and
station
for
mostTelops,
convenient
a single
TV card for a 10-sccond spot.
Free radio transcription with 20-,
30- and 60-sccon(l spots is available from \'o->C home office.

Gregory Peck, on ramp, directs arrival of ambulance holding key figures in espionage plot, who have taken poison rather than be
returned to the Reds. His sergeant. Buddy Ebsen, is at Peck's left, new Swedish star Anita Bjork is grim blonde at left.
NIGHT
Nunnally Johnson, producer and scripter of such
)ast successes as "Grapes of Wrath", "Bedtime Story".
Tobacco Road" and "Three Came Home", among others,
las done it again with "Night People", first of the CinemaScop>e productions to be made
overseas. Acting
also in the capacity of director on
this one, Johnson
has fashioned a
tense, timely melodrama of today's
Berlin cold-war
hotbed. He transported a batch o;
American players,
headed by Gregory Peck and Broderick Crawford, to
'eck eyes Rita's Gams. Mats as well as stills
are available on both scenes.
Germany to get
startling realism
tor a rather fantastic but always credible and exciting

PEOPLE
film, concentrating on an incident that could have inflamed the cold struggle into another war.
The unusual tale begins with a young G. I. in the
Western Zone of Berlin being kidnapped by the Reds
after saying goodnight to his German sweetheart. It's up
to Peck, as U. S. Army Intelligence colonel, to get the
boy back without setting off the powder-keg. His job becomes really complicated when the soldier's tycoon
father, Broderick Crawford, arrives on the scene, threatening State Department action and attempting to use his
money in an effort to have his son released. His go-between, Anita Bjork, ostensibly working for Peck, but actually aRed agent, reports that the Reds will deliver the
boy upon receipt of a German couple hiding in the West
Zone. How Peck resolves this perplexing situation makes
for fast-moving, ingenious, adult melodrama, with CinemaScope to give it added punch.
Featured in the Cast are Rita Gam, the speechless
beauty of "The Thief," as Peck's secretary ; Walter Abel
as a doctor ; Buddy Ebsen for laughs as the colonel's sergeant, Casey Adams as a State Department stuffed shirt,
and Jill Esmond as the woman wanted by the Communists.
FILM BULLETIN
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(Continued from Page 23)
trophies, touring the city's high schools, and
drawing 'em in in theatre front stands; chartered planes flew "Beachhead" banners over
the city; a batch of models paraded the
downtown area distributing envelopes containing sand from Bougainville's beach,
where the famous World War II assault was
consummated. Obviously the Marines had
the situation well in hand.
Yates Likes Showmen

Contest

penetration, for subsequent openings. April
issue of Redbook gives the film Picture-ofthe-Month award, as do Cosmopolitan and
Seventeen. Family Weekly carries cover
and feature; Parents' Magazine gives it the
Gold Medal Award, and a host of fan mags
feature stars Janet Leigh and Robert Wagner on their April and May covers. It's also
noted by Fox that the mag campaign will
continue through August "to keep public
interest in 'Prince \'aliant' through all stages
of its release.'"

(More Showman on Page 27)

Stimulated by the results of its showmanship contest on "Quiet Man", Republic is
instituting an "International Jubilee Year"
showmanship competition to cover nine pictures: "Geraldine." "Jubilee Trail." "Laughing Anne/' "Johnny Guitar," "Trouble in
the Glen,'' "Hell's Half Acre," "The Outcast," "Make Haste to Live," and "The
Shanghai Story". Bossman H. J. Yates,
tickled with the "high standard" of the winning entries on "Quiet Man", gave the green
light for the Jubilee competition. There will
be three cash awards for best campaigns on
each of the nine pictures.
Big Push on 'Prince Valiant'
20th-Fox has set up what is probably its
heaviest ad-publicity campaign since "The
Robe" on the Easter bow of "Prince Valiant", CinemaScoper set for 213 simultaneous
openings. Tie-ups with King Features, syndicators of the Hal Foster "comic" strip,
Hearst Promotion Enterprises, ahd some 50
manufacturers of toys and children's clothing, arc in high gear. During April, May
and June, there will be a Ijarrage of magazine iiublicity, angled for record audience

Double bally for run of U-l's "Creature from th.
Black Lagoon" clicked for Jack Sanson, manage
of the Hartford Strand. Ten-foot blowup of thi
monster was used in lobby, and a walking "crea
ture" caused stir in street stunt.
Briefs
Aletro's "Executive Suite", next attractioi
at the Music Hall, received front cover <>
the March 28 Sunday Pictorial Review, ma..:
section of all the Hearst papers. Starstudded cast appears in caricatures b>
Jacques Kapralik . . . Rita Gam is' doing yeowoman work to bally 20th-Fox' "Xiglv
People", working p.a.'s at theatres, as we!
as radio and TV shows in each town . . .
"Night People" world premiere at the Orpheum.
Omaha, brought out 20th-Fox stars Thelma Ritter.
Broderick Crawford and Mitzi Gaynor from Hollywood. Manager Edward Schimmel greets the
stellar trio upon their arrival.

(ieorge Jessel. who narrates I A's "i esterday and Today." look liiin ul jnuti ,il theatre (right)
as barker and doorman to lure crowds to A'. Y. Embassy. Eye-catching models, appropriately costumed for both periods, prored no handicap for the stunt. At left, u ") esterdin" beauty hands out
imprinted balloons.
Page 26
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Jeff Chandler's doing a two-way stint on hi10-city tour, for Universal's "Yankee Pasha"
He's combining the promotion on the picture
with his first recording, "I Should Care" an
"More Than Anyone", working the T\ radio circuit with disc jockeys, as well as the
regular feature shows, and syndicated newspaper interviews . . . Parade, the Sunday
supplement with close to six million circulation, gives Judy Holliday two full pages
with credits to "It Should Happen To ^ ou "
and "Phfft". Latter the star's forthconiin.:
Columbia vehicle . . . RKO's "Carnival
.^tory", is getting the cross-trailer treatnicr.t
from I'.ssaness Theatres in Chicago. Picture ilel)uts at the Woods Theatre April 16,
w ith 11 other houses in the area showing tlic
trailer four days in athance of opening
three days during run . . . Lazar Wechsicr.
producer of "Heidi" for UA is on a 14-cit.\
nationwide junket to set up the slate of ad\ance promotion activities for the picture
W'echsler is concentrating on campaigns
adapted to each situation, huddling with cxliihitors, local exchangemen. and fieldiucii t
blueprint the iiromotion . . . (!ina Lollo
hrigida gets the cover and a four-page article
as the "Italian lollopalooza" in the Marc'i
2Qth issue of Tempo Magazine. Featurin :
her starring scene stills from "Beat tlu'
IH-vil". "I'.read. Love and Fantasy" ami
"Heanties in the Xight," publicity calls her
the "Italian ecpiivalent of I'ort Knox." (anii,
of course, Italy's Marilyn Monroe.)

Viewpoints
Pressbook

Award

Mail) ilifuticmcn are apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship — the pressbook.
Vor that reason, we devote this space in each issue of FILM BULLETIN to recognize those pressbooks i/idt best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to —
CARNIVAL STORY

P. A. GIMMICKS
We have always acclaimed the value ot
star appearances. The stars alone, just showing themselves to boost local openings, have
proven a big hyno to grosses. When, in addition, they employ a special gimmick to
plug their picture, it is especially worthy of
note. And that's what Phil Silvers did for
Me"
in Miami.
ea're bow of Warners' "Lucky
the three-th

The bespectacled star worked in "Lucky
Me" angle in scorts appearances that gave
the film nationwide publicity on radio, TV
and in the press. He first rocked the baseball world when he took over the microphone from announcer Mel Allen to broadcast the Yankee-Dodger game, avidly rooting for the Yanks and putting the horns on
the Bums. Result: the Yankees put an end
to the Dodgers' 11-game winning streak. A
few days later. Silvers found another stage,
the Miami Beach Auditorium where a pair
of heavyweights, Charley Norkus and Danny Nardico, were having it out. Silvers was
introduced from ringside, with proper credits
for the film, proceeded to root for Norkus
and his man won — and so did "Lucky Me".
These are personal appearances with a
kick, a twist, a gimmick that captures audience fancy. Moreover, they grab at a large
portion of that lost audience the industry has
been looking for. There should be more
of them.

WE'RE BOTH
BAD, BABY...
THAT'S WHY
WE'RE GOOD
FOR EACH <
OTHER! \

CARNIVAL
STORY
flint BflyTto-tnvtCOCHRjm

i; YOU WESE A UM SAiEJAu::

The RKO formiita for pressbooks — compact,
concise, dramatic and sexy where the latter factor
lends itself — is exemplified in the campaif,'n manual for "Carnival Story", starring Anne Baxter and
Steve t ochran. in Technicolor. Each of the aspects to be used by exhibitors — sales angles, accessories, publicity, press copy, mats, ad, exploitation, are set up in at-a-glance sections so that the
showman can pick and choose his campaign in the
least possible time.
Pressbook starts with a provocative set of accessories, carrying the theme of the ads, "Kiss me . . .
Kill me . . . but don't leave me" and then the
dwindling "don't . . . don't . . . don't . . ." (see ad
above) and "We're Both Bad, Baby . . . that's why
we're good for each other," (center, left). A full
page is given to the sales angles, citing the quality
stars, how to sell it to both women and men,
the carnival aspect, and several other values that
can be exploited. Then comes some exciting press
copy and the picture mats, in a single spreiid for
the newspaper campaign. The ads follow, with
lineage for each ad mat in an index; a special section is devoted to adaption of several of the regular ads for wide-screen use. .\ local co-op ad page
(left, bottom) sells the Carnival of Bigger Bargains with Baxter in carnival costume, and special
hints on working the picture into the white blocks
used by the merchant advertisers. Exploitation is
another example of tight copy, listing an unusually
varied series of stunts.

The U. S. Marines were enlisted by United Artists
and the W ometco chain for the three-theatre
debut of "Beachhead" at the Carib. Miracle and
Miami Theatres in the Miami area. At top
leathernecks "capture" the Carib after a beach
assult in landing craft, complete with air attack.
Left. Miami Police Chief Shepherd makes formal
surrender in front cf theatre. Right. Marine with
w.dkie-talkie and "Miss Beachhead", source of
feminine fire-power for the "invasion".
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February
CinER CREEK Bill Elliott. Director Thomas D. Carr.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Out to avenge
death of his nnurdered rancher brother, Elliott picks
up friends and sweetheart who save him in the
showdown battle. 74 min.
HIGHWAY DRAGNET Richard Conte, Joan Bennett,
Wanda Hendrix. Director Nathan Juran. Producer
WilTam F. Broldy. Suspense melodrama. Hitch-hiking
ex-Marine becomes Involved in murder, becomes object
of a five-state manhunt. 71 min.
RIOT IN CELL BLOCK 11 Neville Brand, Leo Gordon,
Carleton Youn-;- Producer Walter Wanger. Director
Don Sie'jel.andPrison
riot spreads
until
Governor
Statemelodrama.
Militia areJailcalled
in to quell
the prisoners. 80 min.
March
D.IAGONFLY SQUADRON John Hodiak, Barbara Britton, Bruce Bennett. Director Leslei' Selander. Producer
John Champion. War drama. Rigid disciplinarian takes
over Korean airfield before invasion, is wounded in air
attack, but his trained fl/ers come to the rescue. 84 min.
PARIS PLA\B3YS Bowery Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director Wi.liam Beaudine. Comedy. Hunti Hall is
sent to Paris believed to be a French scientist, concocts
a formula th^t proves even more potent than the
original scientist's, tl min.
LOOPHOLE Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Hughes. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parson:. Drama. Bank teller, {50,000 short In his
accounts, tracks down phony bank examiner, recovers
loot and job. 80 min.
ARROW IN THE DUST April
Technicolor. Sterling Hayden,
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goeti. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagonSO train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory.
Is regenerated.
min. through
MR. POTTS GOES TO MOSCOW George Cole, Nadia
Gray. Produced & directed by Mario Zamoi. Comedy.
Sanitary engineer mixes briefcases with atomic scientist
setting off chase through Russia and Europe. 93 min.
PRIOS OF THE CLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges, Vera Miles.
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes Goeti.
Racetrack drama. Filmed in color. Ambitious racehorse trainer coes bi? time, comes to earth when kid
iockey rides horse trainer had saved to victory. 71 min.
Coming
DESPERADO. THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
to free Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war,
youig
man is doublecrossed by friend and framed
for murder.
GHOST de
OF Carlo,
O'UEARY,Barry
THE Fitxgerald.
Technicolor.Ccmedy.
David Niven.
Yvonne
Irish
fantasy '-•'•h comic flavor. 80 min.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ex-convict Is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws.
COLUMBIA
January
BAD FOR EACH OTHER Charlton Heston, LItabeth Scott.
Director Irving Rapper. Producer William Fadiman.
Drama. Youno doctor out of Army Is misled into an
•aiy life as a society medico b;' wealthy spoiled divorcee, but mine explosion uncovers his true worth when
he risks his life to save trapped workers. 83 min.
MUMS
OP TAHITI
3D Technicolor.
O'Keefa,
Patricia Medina.
Director
William Castle.Dennis
Producer
Sam
Katiman. Costume melodrama. American In Tahiti is
persuaded to smuggle In rifles to overthrow French
rule.
of convenience
turnseruptions.
out to be 73realmin.thing,
despiteMarriage
hurricanes
and volcanic
FILM
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EL ALAMEIN
Brady. Director
Fred F. Sears.
Producer WallaceScott
MacDonald.
War melodrama.
An American
with
Montgomery's
forces
retutjis
to
El
Alamein
relive in flashback the great victory won there and findto
the cirl he had loved. 67 min.
PARATROOPER Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Leo Genn. Director Terence Young. Producers Irving Allen, Albert
R. Broccoli. War melodrama. Training of Paratroopers
in Britain climaxed by attempt to take German stronghold in Africa. Interwoven Is love story between Laod
and newcomer Susan Stephen. 87 min.
February
CHARGE OF THE LANCERS Technicolor. Paulette Goddard, Jean Pierre Aumont. Director William Castle.
Producer Sam Katiman. Romantic adventure. Lancers,
aided by new cannon, take supposedly impregnable
naval base at Sebastapol during Crimean War. 74 min.
MISS SADIE THOMPSON 3D Technicolor. Rita Hayworth, Jose
Ferrer,
Ray. Melodrama
Director Curtis
Bernhardt. Producer
JerryAldoWald.
with music.
From
the
Somerset
Maugham
story
of
"entertainer"
a tropical island who becomes involved with a batch onof
Marines and fanatical, hypocritical missionary. 91 min.
WILD ONE, THE Marlon Brando. Director Laslo Benedek.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Melodrama. Band of hotrodders terrorize town until indionant citizens force law
to clamp down. Eventual regeneration of ringleader
comes through love and innate decency. 79 min.
March
BAIT Cleo Moore, Hugo Haas, John Agar. Directorproducer Hu<;o Haas. Outdoor drama. Old prospector marries pretty oirl and involver her in plot to
murder his young partner with whom he shares a
rich gold strike. 79 min.
BAHLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor. George Montgomery. Director
WilliamSpitCaitle.
Producer
man. Western
drama.
and polish
officerSamtriesKatz-to
run
fort Inwhathostile
by the "book".
After
learning
real Indian
fightingterritory
is, he succeeds
in arranging
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
IT SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU Judy Holliday, Peter
Lawford, Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Comedy.
Girl,name
yearning
for onfame,
invests sign.
her
savings
to have her
In lights
Broadway
Resultant fame and furor disillusions her, drives her
into arms of young idealistic photographer. 87 min.
MAD MAGICIAN. THE 3D Vincent Price, Mary Murphy,
Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy.
Horror melodrama. Illusion cenius. prevented by his
boss from usinc hii creations as a stage magician,
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
DRIVE A CROOKED ROAD
Mickey Rooney. Director
April
Richard
Oui"*- Producer
JonieintoTaps.
Drama. gang
A pint-size
auto mechanic
Is invelcled
a holdup
by a
pretty oirl. Girl repents as she falls in love with the
guy, aid: him in breakino up the gang. 82 min.
IRON GLOVE. THE Technicolor. Robert Stack, Ursula
Thiess. Director William. Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Historical adventure. Swashbuckler built around
Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne. 77 min.
JESSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor. Brett
King, Barbara Lawrence. MDirector
William Castle. Proay melodrama.
ducer Sam Katzman. Western
Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
out to cet the loot of the notorious bandit. In showdown battle, Daltons are wiped out and money turns
out to be Confederate bills. iS min.
MASSACRE
CANYONMacDoflald.
Phil Carey,
DouglasFredKennedy.
Producer Wallace
Director
Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment of rifles to outpost completes his mission despite harrassing by Apaches, treachery and romance.
MIAMI ducerSTORY,
THE Barry
Sullivan,
ProSam Katiman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience
to expose crime syndicate.
Coming

INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennif.
Jones, Montgomery Clift. Director Vittorio de Sic
Producers David O. Selinick and de Sica. Drama. Mac
in
Italy, film.
("Bicycle Thief") de Sica's first Engli:
language
SARACEN BLADE. THE Technicolor. Ricardo Montalba
Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director W
liam Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swas
buckler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge h
father's murder, going to the Holy Land in Crusades.
THEY RODE WEST Donna Reed, Robert Francis. Dire
tor Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil. Wester
Doctor at frontier Arm." post incurs enmity of fello
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
L F. E.
March
MY HEART SINGS Subtitles. Ferruccio Tagliavini. C
rector Mariodiscover
Mattoli.young
Comedy
with with
music.fineTwooperat
pet'
renegades
electrian
voice, p lace him under contract and plot to expio
him with o.oeratic impressario.
SENSUALITA English. Eleanora Rossi Drago. Pont
De Laurentis production.
Director Clemente Fracass
April
Drama. "Bitter Rice"Coming
story of two men and a girl i
the wheat fields of Ital.'. 91 min.
AIDA Sub-titles. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell, Balli
Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Directc
CementeEgyptian
Fracassi.princess
Opera. and
Verdi's
tween
slavestory
girlof forrivalry
love bic
Egyptian GARIBALDI
officer.
ANITA
Italian. Subtitles. Anna Magnan
Raf Vallone. Directors Goffredo Allessandrini, Franc
Rosi. Drama. Stor;' of Garibaldi's battle to unite ltd
in the
mid-l9th
wife'sdeath.
loyalty95andmin.braver
in
cause,Century
causinnandher histragic
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP English Languag
Eleonora Duilio
Rossi Coletti.
Drago. War
Cossa,drama.
DeLaurentis
Director
Deals withProducer
the a
ventures
War
II. of Italian Navy assault boats during Wor
HUSBAND FOR ANNA, A English Language. Silver
Pampani. Producer D. F. Davanzati. Director G. C
Santis. Drama. Trials and tribulations of woman
search of love and husband.
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE Sub-titles. Marina Viae
Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director L. De Felic
Drama.tragically.
Story of love between two (5-year-olds whic
ends
LIPPERT
February
QUEEN
OF SHEBA
Leonora
Ruffo,
GinoFrancisci.
Cervi. Pr:
ducer Mario
Francisci.
Director
Pietro
Bit
lical spectacle. Queen of Sheba leads her armie
against Solomon's
in Jerusalem,
1000 B.C.,
captured
and makes forces
her escape.
After a battle
and i
avalanche, she is freed of "marriage" vows to paqi
gods and marries Solomon's son. 99 min.
WE WANT A CHILD Ruth Brejnholm, Jorgen Reenberc
Directors Alice O'Fredericks, Lau Lauritien. Dram;
Marriedheryoung
cannot affair
have on<an
while
best girl
frienddesiring
has an child
unfortunate
bears an unwanted child. Finally young wife become
expectant and audience see actual birth of baby 7i mir
March
BLACKOUT
Dane Clark,
Belinda
Lee. Murder
Producerdrama.
Michii '
Carreras. Director
Terence
Fisher.
down-and-out war veteran is offered a $1000 mysttr
job by a girl whose father is later murdered, throwl"
suspicion on the veteran until he establishes that th
girl's mother was responsible for the killing. 87 min.

CAINE MUTINY. THE Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart.
Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray, Robert
Francis. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea dranva. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy de- FANGS OF THE WILD Charles Chaplin, Jr., Onslc
stroyer.officer,
Bogart plays
a neurotic
exSteven*. Producer Robert
L. Lippert, Jr. Directc
ecutive
MacMurray
is thecaptain,
prissy Johnson
Keefer, the
Ferrer
April
the defense attorney for the mutineers and newcomer
William Claxton. Murder M
drama.
Bo^ and his dog ar
ay killing
only witnesses to a cold-blooded
in the vood)
Francis the Princeton lad who gets a ship of his own.
Boy's
story
is
not
believed
until
the
murderer's
win
FATHER rectorBROWN
Alec
Guiness,
Joan
Greenwood.
DiRobert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
life is threatened. 71 min.
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest establishes truth, causing a chase in which the lad'
In the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for HEAT WAVE Alex Nicol, Hillary Brooke. Product
Anthony Hinds. Director Ken Hughes. Murder dram*
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
Faithless wife allows husband to drown a young nove
HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
ist,
unwitting
accessory, keeps silent but tells poiic
Mark Robson. Producers Irvinn Allen, Albert Broccoli.
afteranwidow
jilts him.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
complication for i-Naw skipper in the Antarctic.
HUMAN DESIRt Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Friti Lang. Melodrama.
COWBOY. THE Eastman Color. Producer-direcH
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
Williams. Documentary feature. Photograph*!
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner in inElmo
color on actual Southwest locations, story relates th
murder to achieve selfish ends.
cowboy's ♦rue life from pioneer days to now 49 mir
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LIPPERT (Continued)
JNSTER FROM BENEATH THE SEA Anne Kimbell,
art Wade. Producer Roger Corman. Director Wyott
dung. Science-fiction. A girl skin-diver and scientist
one-man submarine brave shark-infested waters to
e a huge sea monster far under the ocean.
Coming
ADLY GAME. THE Lloyd Bridges. Producer. Robert
nbar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
relist in southern Spain becomes involved in murder.
i.ckmail and smuacled microfilm of secret formulas.
■ID TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hinds.
(ector Montgomery Tully. Mystery drama. Desperate
fsiness man hires thug to kill him so his wife can colt insurance. Changes his mind and barely escapes
ath. to learn that his wife was responsible for
< se call.
,CE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte. Mari Aldon. Proper Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
fima. Former auto racing champion quits big race
,en his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
•neback
and Prii. and wins back his wife by winning the
:GE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
"Joan of Arc."
who aspersuades
nythe toSpanish
resist Napolean.
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
Is and French rule prevails.
IHOLY FOUR. THj Paulette Goddard. Producer
chael Carr»rds. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
ama. Hu-band returns after four-year memory loss
■ rder
try and
him. find which of wife's three suitors tried to
lETHO-GQLDWYN-MAYER
January
VE A GIRL A BREAK Technicolor. Marge and Gower
ampion. Debbie Reynolds. Producer Jack Cummings
ector Stanley Donen. Musical comedy. Three young
■resses
fight tor
role82inmin.
Broadway musical
walks out.
star starring
en the name
:EAT DIAMOND ROBBERY. THE Red Skelton Cara
lliams. Producer Edwin H. Knopf. Director Robert
I Leonard. Comedy. Young
diamond cutter dreams
■locating
long lost family
and getting
chance andto
. a fabuloushis diamond.
Phony family
materializes
:k$ the diamond cutter into stealing the
gem. 49 min
IGHTS OF THE ROUND
CinemaScope Color
iqnificence. Robert Taylor.TABLE
Ava Gardner. Producer
-dro S Berman. Director Richard Thorpe. Historical
'enture drama. Tale of King Arthur's ascension to
throne of England, his turbulent reign and eventual
complicated
3th,
'he knight
Lancelot,by 115hismin.wife Guinevere's love
February
NG, LONG TRAILER. THE Ansco Color. Lucille Ball,
i Arnaz. Marjorie Main. Producer Pandro S. Berman.
ector Vincente Minnelli. Comedy. Trials and tribuons of family life in a trailer. 96 min,
ADIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde. Mel Ferrer, Rita
m Producer-director Albert Lewin. Costume melosma. East-meets-West story of love and violence
th« Morrocan desert. 80 min.
March
>SE MARIE
CinemaScope-Kodacolor.
Ann Arthur
BIyth.
Keel. Fernando Lamas Producers
rnblow. Jr. and Lawrence Weingarten. Director
"Z^"
Musical outdoorwoods
drama.involving
Romance and
rder in the Canadian
ul girl, a trapper and north
a mountie. 102
min. a beauNNESSEE CHAMP Ansco Color. Shelley Winters,
wey Martin. Keenan Wynn. Producer Sol Baer Field|. Director Fred M. Wilcox. Comedy. Prize fighter
o believes the Lord is in his corner and his slick
involved with
a blond bombshell along
>"fS*"'.
Mississippi river-front.
73 min.
April
ECUTIVE SUITE William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck
ne Allyson. Frederic March. Walter Pidgeon Paul
uqlas. Drama. Effect the death of a president of
•Dtl*
JS"^ Ansco
°"Color. * Donna
vice-preside
nts. 104 min.
PbY COLT
Corcoran
Frances Dee, Producers William Grady Jr.Ward
and
Marton,' Dramj.
Director
Franklin
ney
spirited
blackJr,colt
refusesAndrew
to
accept
separation
m the little girl who raised him, 72 min.
APSODY Technicolor, Elizabeth Taylor. Vittorio Gass" Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director Charles
or Love story. A beautiful woman in Europe holds
lives and music
of two young artists
'as Background ofcareers
classical
May music. 115 min. in her
^'"^^"^ ''"SH Technicolor. Lana Turner
...r^ Richard
d' V'^';'°»Brooks.
'^•'ompson. Producer
Pasternak,
ector
drama. JoeBeautiful
girl
"ing around world fromRmantic
one love affair to another
■iIhSONw'ftt"
romance.
104
min,
\,
"""^Id Reagan. Steve Forrest
A
Director Andrew Marton, War
ama. Army officer parachutes into Red prison camp
cnec* on stones of Communist atrocities. 82 min
Coming
«,''t"',"*^*!!^'Technicolor.
Stewart Granger EHzatn Taylor Producer Sam Zimbalist
Director C. Bernar. -irama in Ennland durino Naooleon
era dashcavalry captain ^alns reoutation for icrevoluti
"'ons. but personal ambitions lead to disaster. onary
™AVED Technicolor, Clark Gable. Lana Turner VicMature, Melodrama. Beautiful alrl becomes inr.!_ World
w •??'0"«':e
ring
War II. and romance in occupied Holland
FILM

C?.E3T OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloA.merican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive.
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson. Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the problem of sharing her
living room
13 males.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
dranna,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CA£&A!t Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando. James
Mason, Greer Garson. Dakorah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Jaseph L. Mankiewicz. Historical
drama. A:sassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Bruhjs, Castius et al. 121 min,
MEN OF THE FIGHTING LADY Ansco, Van Johnson.
Walter Pidgeon. Louis Calhern. Frank Loveioy. War
drama. Nav,' flrhter co.uadron in Korea overcomes tremendous ode's to brino baci- one of it blinded pilots.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Color
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Pro<fucer JacV Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Ko»J marries Powell and tates her into the hills of
Oregon where she is faced witti protpect of living with
his six seml-civillzed brothers.
STUDENT PRINCE. THE CinemaScope Eastman Color.
Ann BIyth, Edmund Purdom. John Ericson. Producer
Arthur Freed, Director Vincente Mlnelll. Musical. Film
version of Romberg's operetta,
VALLEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color, Robert Taylor.
Eleanor Parker. Producer. Sam Zimbalist. Director R.
Pirosh. Adventure drama. Younn archeolooist aids
beautiful
cirl ofto Egyptian
carry on Pharoah.
dead father's ambition ot
find lost tomb
PARAMOUNT
January
CEASE
Gl's in War
Korea.
Producer
Wallis.in
Director FIRE
Owen3D.Crump.
drama.
PatrolHalaction
'inal day of fighting in Korea, 75 min,
FOREVER FEMALE Ginger Rogers. William Holden.
Paul Douglas, Phoducer Pat Duggan. Director Irving
Rapper, Comedy. Maturing stage actress fights to
keep her hold on youth by playing young roles. Her
ex-husband producer hopes to remarry her. but plans
are complicated when she falls for playwright. 93 min.
JIVARO Technicolor. Fernando Lamas. Rhonda Fleming, Producers Pine-Thomas, Director Edward Ludwlg,
Adventure-drama. A pretty American girl goes to find
her sweetheart in the Amazon jungle. Is aided by jungle
trader with whom she falls in love after learning
of death of fiance. 91 min.
February
ALASKA SEAS Robert Ryan, Jan Sterling. Producer
Mel Epstein Director Jerry Hopper. Adventure drama.
Salmon fishermen plagued with thieves robbing their
traps,
break the
agnq with
when onet^-eofsweetheart
fleet becomes
involved
the thieves,of 78fishing
min,
MONEY FROM HOME 3D Technicolor. Dean Martin.
Jerry Lewis Producer Hal Wallis. Director George
Marshall Comedy. Horseplayer becomes heavily indebted to a bookie klna. Ordered to fix a race to
pay off he calls In veterinary interne pal who blows
up plot, 100 min,
March
NAKED JUNGLE Technicolor, Eleanor Parker, Charlton
Heston, Producer George Pal, Director Byron Haskin,
Adventure drama. South American plantation owner
considers
wife too
for rough
iungle life.hisShemall-order
proves herself
whenelegant
plantation
is attacked by hordes of soldies ants, 95 min
RED GARTERS Technicolor, Rosemary Clooney. Jack
Carson. Guy Mitchell. Producer Pat Duggan. Director
George Marshall. Western musical comedy. Fanciful
yarn to
revolves
Mitchell's
arrivalKiller
In California
town
avenge around
death of
his brother.
turns out
to be best friend of Mitchell. 91 min.

CASANOVA'S
NIGHTPaul Technicolor.
Bob Normaii
Hope,
Joan
Fontaine. BIG
Producer
Jones. Director
April
McLeod.anova isComedy.
Hope,
mistaken
for
the
lover
Cashired85 tomin.Coming
test the faithfulness of another
man's fiancee.
CpNQUEST
SPACE Georce
Technicolor.
Eric Fleming.OFProducer
Pal. Walter
DirectorBrooke,
Byron
Haskin. Science fiction, Flloht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor. Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
in Cevlon, falls In love with his foreman and plans to
run away
withloveshim.herPlague
and In crisis she
finds
she still
husband,strikes
103 min.
KNOCK ON WrOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye. Mai
Zetterllag. Producers a*d directors Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
marriage fU»^i the female psychiatrist has same conrv
pi«x, ge-ts ii»vo>v^d In spy plot and murder, 103 min.
LnriNG IT UP Technlcotor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Leich. Producer Paul Jones, Director Norman
T*ur9g, Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly announces that Jerry Lewis Is dyinn of radiation poisonand he n given one last fling at life by reporter
Jafreting Leigh.
SAniNA FAIR Humphrey Bogart. Audrey Hepburn,
William Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
Camedy.
Two she
rich return;
brothersfromfalla for
chauffeur's
daughter after
yeartheir
In Paris.
SEC8ET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
NIco^e ducerMaurey.
Robert Young.
ProMel Epstine.Thomas
DirectorMitchell.
Jerry Hopper.
Melodrama.
An\erlcan pilot stranded in Peru iolns a renec^de In
searching for lost Inca treasure.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentls.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarini.
Ulvsses as taken from the Odessey.
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Crosby. Di-nny
Kaye,
Producer
Robt,
E, Dolan,Rosemary
DirectorClooney.
Michael Vera-Ellan,
Curtii, Musical,
Two World
War I!comebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war.
beinvolved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show.
REPUBLIC
January
TRENT'S
LAST
CAST
Margaretby Lockwood, Orson Welles. Michael
ProducedWilding,
and directed
Herbert Wllcdx.
Mystery
C. Bentley's
famous
detective.
Philip
Trent,drama.
suspectsE. the
widow and
the
secretary in the death of a financial tycoon, uncovers
plot within a plot. 90February
min.
CRAZYLEGS EIroy Hlrsch, Lloyd Nolan, Joan Vohs.
Producer Hall Bartlett. Director Francis Lyon. Sport
drama.
Ail-American
Hlrschstarring
from
his
high Life
schoolof football
days up"Crazylegs"
to his present
role with the Los Angeles Rams. 87 min.
SEA OF LOST SHIPS John Derek, Wanda Hendrix.
Walter Brennan. Richard Jaeck^l. Action melodrama
Two young me who have grown up together fall out
because of a girl, but are reunited in fighting the
dangers of the arctic while on ice patrol with the
U. S. Coast Guard. 85 min.
March
FLIGHTDwan,
NURSEWarJoan
Leslie,Air Forrect
Tucker,assigned
Directorto
Allan
drama.
Force nurse,
Korean duty, at first more Interested in locating her
sweetheart than in doing her duty. Is molded by war
into woman of heroic and responsible stature. 90 min.
May
GERALDINE John Carroll, Mala Powers. Stan Freberg.
Producer Sidney Picker,
Director R. G. Springsteen.
April
Comedy with music. Tin
Pan Alley publicity girl olscovers young coHece music instructor with golden
voice, interested only in folk songs, eventually interests
him in popular music and a marriage license. 90 min.
UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Don Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes Involved with nold hoard and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle In the desert. 70 min.
JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston. Joan Leslie,
Forrest Outdoor
Tucker. drama.
Associate California
producer-director
JosephandI.
Kane.
trader meets
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic complications when she learns
he has a son by unmarried
Coming
Spanish girl. 103 min.
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HELL'S HALF ACRE Wendell Corey, Evelyn Keyes.
Elsa Lanchester. Associate producer-director John H.
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
In
crime-ridden
the 1941
revivalbutof his
marriage.
91 min.past destroys hope for
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford. Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of. If railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, MargaretWilcox.
Lockwood.Drama.
Forrest Respectable
Tucker. Producer-director
Herbert
schooner captain
tries to save C'rl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber When she is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy. 91 min.
PRODUCT

Coming
REPUBLIC (Continued)
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally. Associate producer-director William Setter.
Drama. Woman newspaper owner is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'SullIvan.
Western.ducer Yournj
wagesDirector
range Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage.
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tanglers-born beauty find excitement and
love Inmentaiding
people
of Shanghai's International Settleagainst Red
police.
TOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of !0-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in foiling enemy agent's plot to
steal secret formula.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood. Forrest Tucker, Orson Welles. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure romance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
<PuIetstays
Man".to
An
In Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the owner.
RKD
January
KILLERS FROM SPACE Peter Graves, Barbara Bestar.
Producer-director W. Lee Wilder. Science fiction.
Nuclear scientist prevents the conquest of Earth by
Invaders from another planet. 71 mIn.
February
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES (Goldwyn Re-releasel.
Myrna Loy, Frederic March, Teresa Wright, Dana
Andrews. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director William Wyler. Drama, 170 mins.
FRENCH LINE 3D Technicolor. Jane Russell, Gilbert
Roland. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Lloyd
Bacon. Musical comedy. Jilted at the altar because
she has too much money, Texas millionairess takes
cruise on LIberte. Incognito, she sets out to find husband who will love her for herself alone. 102 min.
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER IReissue). Loretta
Young, Robert MItchum, William Holden. 93 min.
ROB ROY Technicolor. Glynis Johns, Richard Todd. Producer Perce Pearce. Director Harold French. Disney
live-action costume drama. From Daniel Defoe story
of Scottish hero who led rebellion against tyranny of
British governors until King George I relieved the situation In admiration for Rob Roy's exploits. 87 min.
SHE COULDN'T
SAY NOSparks.
Robert Director
MItchum,Lloyd
JeanBacon.
Simmons. Producer Robert
Comedy. Poor-IIttle-rich-girl learns people in Arkansas
town saved her life when she was a baby. Her secret
money
townspeople disrupts their barter-system
economy.gifts89tomin.
VALLEY OP THE SUN IReissue) Lucille Ball, James
Craig. 84 min.
March
CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor. Anne Baxter. Steve
Cochran. Producers Frank and Maurice King. Director
Kurt Neumann. Melodrama. Struggle of a young girl
to free herself from her fascination for a carnival heel
who causes her high-dlving partner's death. 93 min.
DANGEROUS MISSION 3D Technicolor Victor Mature,
Piper Laurie, Vincent Price. Wm. Bendix. Producer Irwin Allen. Director Louis Kin^. Melodrama. Girl, after
witnessing a murder, hides out In Glacier National
Park to escape killer. Chase results with police trying
to find her before killer does. 75 min.
ENCHANTED COTTAGE IReissue). Dorothy McGuIre,
Robert Young, Herbert Marshall. 91 min.
TALL IN THE SADDLE IReissue). John Wayne. 87 min.
MR. BLANDING BUILDSApril
HIS DREAM HOUSE IReissue)
Gary Grant. Myrna Loy. Melvyn Douglas. 94 min.
PINOCCHIO IReissue). Disney. 87 min.
SAINT'S
GIRL FRIDAY
Louis
Hayward,
Naomi Chance.
Producer
Mystery
comedy-drama.
Saint
even
scoreJulian
withLesser.
oamblers
for murder
and ruination
of youth. 68 min.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson. Sally
Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetilaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of Sinbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson S Forrest, Price & St. Cyr.
THEY
BELIEVE
MEa95IReissue)
Susan Hayward,
Robert WON'T
Young. Jane
Greer.M
y min.
BAOMAN'S TERRITORYIRelssuel Randolph Scott 98 min.
DESPERATE MEN Technicolor. John Payne, Dan Duryea,
Lizabeth Scott Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citiien accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him.
SPANISH
IReissue) Maureen O'Hara, Paul
Henraid 100MAIN
minutes.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Taihlin. Romantic comedy.
FILM

Coming
BIG RAINBOW
Technicolor
JaneDirector
Russell,John
Gilbert
Roland. Producer Harry
Tatelman.
Sturges.
Romantic adventure drama.
GUNGA DIN IReissue) Gary Grant, Victor McLaglen,
Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. Producer-Director John Ford.
I 1 7 minutes.
LOST
PATROL
off, Glenn
Ford, IReissue)
73 min. Victor McLaglen, Boris KarlSTATIONS WEST IReissue) Dick Powell. 92 min
THING, THE IReissue) Producer-director Howard
Hawks, Science-fiction melodrama. 87 min.
eOTH

CENTURY-FDX

January
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM IReissue) Gregory Peck, VinRoddyJohn
McDowall.
Producer137 Joseph
kiewlci.cent Price.
Director
Stahl. Drama.
min. ManKING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES CinemaScope Technicolor. Tyrone Power, Terry Moore. Producer Frank
Rosenberg. Director Henry King. Adventure drama.
Half-breed British officer in 19th century India becomes
a deserter to demonstrate his right to equality in the
Army and In romance with General's daughter. 99 min.
THREE YOUNG TEXANS Technicolor. Mitzl Gaynor,
Jeff Hunter, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Henry Levin. Western drama. Friendship between pair of cowboys and girl becomes imperiled when one is suspected of train robbery. Turns
out other is guilty. Is killed after repentance. 78 min.
February
HELL AND HiGH WATER CinemaScope Technicolor.
Richard WIdmark, Bella Darvl, Cameron Mitchell, David
Wayne. Adventure drama. Touch captain and motley
crew of ex-U. S. sailors use submarine on special
mission to thwart a conspiracy to start World War
III by an atomic bomb incident. 103 min.
MISS ROBIN CRUSOE Pathecolor. Amanda Blake,
George Nader. Producer-director Eugene Frenke. AdTwist givencharacters,
"Crusoe" complicated
story by substituting
females asventure.leading
by arrival
of shipwrecked sailor. 75 min.
March
CRY OF THE CITY Reissue. Victor Mature, Shelley
Winters. 95 min.
NEW FACES CinemaScope Eastman Color. Ronny Graham, Eartha KItt. Producer Edward Alperson. Director
Harry Horner. Musical Filminc of B'way show. 98 min.
NIGHT PEOPLE CinemaScope Technicolor. Gregory
Peck, Broderick Crawford. Rita Gam. Producer-directorcan Nunnally
Ameriofficer InJohnson.
Berlin toMelodrama.
untangle redEfforts
tape ofto annegotiate
return
of
young
soldier
kidnapped
by
Reds.
wealthy father complicates by attempting briberyG.l.'s
and
barter
of two
people wanted by Communists for return
of his son.
93 min.
RACING BLOOD Color. Bill Williams, Jean Porter.
Producer-director W. Barry. Drama. Boy secretly trains
colt which was to heve been destroyed. Colt eventually becomes great racehorse. 76 min.
RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE Reissue. George Montgomery. 56 min.
SCUDDA HOO-SCUDDA HAY Reissue. June Haver,
Walter Brennan. 95 min.
STREET WITH NO NAME Reissue. Richard WIdmark,
Lloyd Nolan. 91 min.
April Technicolor. Robert
PRINCE VALIANT CinemaScope
Wagner, James Mason. Janet Leigh. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway. Romantic adventure. Vikina kino overthrown bv traitor Is given sactuary
by King Arthur.
Years105later
son overthrows
the traitor.
min. the disposed king's
ROCKET MAN, THE George WInslow, Charles Coburn,
Spring Bylngton. Producer Leonard Goldstein, Fantasy.
Orphan prevents the sale of orphanage to crooked
politician with the help of his own private Space Man.
SIEGE AT RED RIVER, THE
Van Johnson,
aTechnicolor.
y Goldstein.
Joanne Dru. Producer M
Leonard
Director
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union
cavalry troop train sets off net of Intrigue and heroism
Involving Confederate who is a Union spy. 81 min.

DEMETRIUS AND THE GLADIATORS CinemaScoJ
Technicolor. Victor Mature, Susan Hayward, Micha
Rennie, Debra Paget. Producer Frank Ross. DirecM
Delmer Daves. Historical drama. Begins where '"Tl
Robe" ended
tells instory
slavewhere
Demetrius
whol
Christian
faith and
is tried
the ofarena
he is forcl
to fight as gladiator.
1
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey HuntJ
Debra Paget. Michael Rennie. Producer Leonal
Goldstein. Costume adventure. Prince of Bagdad hell
people along the Nile throw off yoke of evil rull
and gains beautiful princess for his wife.
]
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN CinemaScope Tec
nicolor. Clifton Webb, Dorothy McGuire. Jean Peten
Maggie McNamara. Producer Sol Siegel. Dorector Jej
Negulesco.
.".omantlc
comedy.
Three American
giij
working
in P.ome
toss coins
in Wishing
Fountain. Afti
each traveU rocky road, dreams come true. I
UNITED

ARTISTS

I

January
II
ALGIERS IReissue) Charles
Boyer, Hedy Lamarr. Pr(M
ducer Walter Wanger. Director John Cromwell. Ra|
mantle drama. 95 min.
|l
CONQUEST
OF
EVEREST,
THE
Technicolor
Documentar^
Depiction of the 1953 expedition under Col. Hunt th^|
scaled Mt. Everest. 78 min.
|l
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN Technicolor. Robert Morlell
MauriceLaunder,
Evans. The
D'OylyGllliatt.
Carte Opera
Producei||
Frank
Sidney
DirectorCo.Sidney
Gill
llatt. Musical biography. Story of the famed operetlH
team, their beginnings and differences. 105 min. M
GO,
MAN, Anton
GO Dane
Clark, Harlem
Producer
M. Leader.
DirectorGlobe
JamesTrotterij
Wonil
Howe. Sports drama. Story of the rise of the fame<{
Negro basketball team, their rise under Abe Saperstei,
ICIark) from a jalopy-traveling barnstorming outfit t'
one of the world's greatest sports attractions. 82 min
RIDERS TO THE STARS Color Corp of Am. William Lun'
digan,
Herbert
Marshall, Richard
Produce'
Ivan Tors.
Science-fiction.
Scientists,Carson.
faced with
ob|
stacle
to
space
travel
in
rockets
find
the
answer
b<|,
capturing a metor in flight. 81 min.
WICKED WOMAN Beverly Michaels, Richard EganI
Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rousei
Melodrama. Loose woman takes job as bargirl, Induce:
owner to leave his boozy wife and run off with herj
When plans are upset,
she makes new setup. 77 nnin
February
BEACHHEAD PatheColor. Tony Curtis, Frank Lovejoy
Mary
ProducerFourW.Marines
Koch. Invate
Director
Heisler.Murphy.
Action drama.
smallStuari'
Jap
held island to obtain plans of minefield during Woric
War II. 89 min.
MAN BETWEEN, THE James Mason, Claire Bloom, Hi!
degarde Neff. Producer-director Carol Reed. Suspenst
drama. Spies, secret police and Innocent pawns in
volved In plot to stem flow of refugees from westerr
sector of Berlin
to Allies'threats
area. toMason,
used kidnappeoj
by Reds'
overcomes
blackmail
rescue
British girl. 100 min.
OVERLAND
PACIFIC
Color Edward
Corp ofSmall.
Am. Jock
Mahoney.'
Peggie Castle.
Producer
Director
Fredi
Sears. Western. Battles and intrigue in the laying ot'
the
railroad
through
hostile
Indian
country
to
the |
West Coast. 73 min.
PERSONAL AFFAIR Gene TIerney, Leo Genn. Producer
Antony Darnborough. Director Anthony Pelissier.
Drama. Small town British teacher is accused by hii
wife of having affair with school girl. When latter disappears, teacher is suspected of murder. 82 min.
TOP BANANA Color Corp. of America. Phil Slivers.
Rose Marie. Producers Albert Zugsmith and Ben Peskay. Director Alfred E. Green. Musical comedy. Filmed^
as
a stage
a show
has though
Silvers Itaswere
funniest
man play,
on TV,show
fondwithin
of girls
and;
autographs. When real love hits, he is bounced around
by girl andendssponsor,
but min.
his b-isic desire to be an
entertainer
rifts. 100
March
ACT
OF
LOVE
Kirk
Douglas,
DanyFrench
Robin.refugee
Producerdirector Anatole LItvak. Drama.
girl
Is compromised by American occupation soldier; they
fall In love, are separated by police; girl, mistakenly
believes he has forsaken her, goes to her death. 108 mm. ,
BEAT THE DEVIL Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones.
Gina Lollobrlgida. Producer-director John Huston I
Drama. An assorted group on tramp steamer become|
Involved
Intrleue.
murder and romance
uranium. InFilmed
in Mediterranean
area. in
82 search
min. fori
GOLDEN MASK, THE Technicolor. Van Heflin. Wandai
Hendrlx. Producers Aubrey Baring. Maxwell SettonJ
Director Jack Lee. Romantic adventure. Archaeologist,
In search
daughterthe gogodto ofAfrica
ofandMoloch,
revenge.
88 min.of priceless mask
Bentley,]
SCARLET SPEAR, THE Technicolor Morasl. John Directeri
Martha Hyer. Producer Charles Reynolds.
Corndrama.
Brealrston, Ray Stahl.getsAdventure
Georne
involved in tribal rite
missloner of African district
mm.
78
quest.
arduous
performs
tribe
of
in which king

GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell.
Anne Bancroft. Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeie
artist, finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death.
RIVER OF NO RETURN CinemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe. Robert MItchum. Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin.
Director
Otto entertainer
Preminger. Monroe,
Outdoor adOF ROBINSON
CRUSOE PatheColor.
A pril
venture romance.
Barroom
ex- ADVENTURES
Dan OHerlihy. Producers
Oscar Dancigers, Henry
convlct MItchum and his young son are forced to guide
Ehrllch.
Director
Luis
Bunuel.
Adventure
Fronj
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the Daniel Defoe's classic of the shipwreckeddrama.
rapids, Indians ?nd the elements.
the native who became his man Friday. 90 min.sailor and
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H )l Elsbeth Sigmund, Heinrich Gretler. Prodocer
Ur Wechsler. Director Luiai Comencini. Drama.
Ti n from famed children's! story by Johanna Spyri
o<fe ?c.
ie love
between a little Swiss girl and her grand98 min.
L leE. Producer
GUN, THEEdward
GeorgeSmall.
Montgomery,
Dorothy
MaDirector Ray
Naiarro.
V tern. Marshal cleans out band of rustlers and wins
Ic of girl preyed upon by outlaws.
Jack Hawkins. ProAlec Guinness,
STORY Sarigny.
M.TAPeter
Director Brian Desmond Hurst.
De
dT
A*ar drama. British attempt to hold Malta in World
V> II backorounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exlocating enemy convoy, sealing fate of Naiis'
pA •kainCorps.
V NESS TO MURDER Barbara Stanwyck,
George
SanDirector
Erskine.
d Gary Merrill. Producer Chester Woman
witnesses
R Rowland. Suspense melodrama.
(T der which she reports to police. Checking, police
<i no evidence of crime and woman is suspected of
b g insane. 83 min.
Coming
t UTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard Philipe. Gina Lollob ida. Franco-London producer. Rene Clair. Fantasyd na. Struggling music teacher finds his dreams of
tl past are wonderful escape from his oppressive life.
Cies to realiie "good old days" also have problems.
C>TAIN KIDD AND THE SLAVE GIRL Color Corp of
A.'rica. Anthony Dexter, Eva Gabor. Wisberg-Pollien production. Director Lew Landers. Adventure.
F ous pirate captain escapes gallows with aid of uny pulous nobleman who plans to doublecross Kidd
a thereby obtain his treasure hoard.
C>SSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Gina
Lsbrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vittorio
V.arottl. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
dna. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
Italian
dukedom
decree
has been
eri'rning
blishedtothat
all males
overwhere
20 must
be married.
€& 3D Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan. Cons' ce Dowlinn, Herbert Marshall. Producer Ivan Tors.
0 ctor Herbert L. Strock. Science-fiction drama.
KfBER PASS Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan,
C 'H Addams. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure
<!ma. Officer in British Lancers in India prevents
c ture of new machinecuns and massacre of garrison.
H6
WAIT. Samuels.
THE Anthony
Quinn,Victor
Peggie
Castle.Murder
Proc er Lesser
Director
Saville.
n tery. Amnesia victim returns home to find he is
y ted for murder. Missing link to his innocence is
t utiful girl and he work his way through a number of
t n before finding her and solving mystery.
kN WITH A MILLION Technicolor. Gregory Peck,
Je Griffiths. rPoducer John Bryan. Director Ronald
time. Comedy. Poverty-stricken but honest man is
c»n million pound note to prove theory that merely
f sessing it, but never spending it will bring him
t'd fortune.
Orson Produced
Welles, Michael
MacLiammoir,
Su1(HELLO
ne Cloutier.
and directed
by Welles.
(!JTHWEST
ma. FilmingPASSAGE
of Shakespeare's
famous
classic.
PatheColor. Rod Cameron,
. nne Dru, John Ireland. Producer Edward Small,
//enture drama.

UNIVEHSAL-INTL
January
IRDER RIVER Technicolor. Joel McCrea, Yvonne De
<"io. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director George
' rman. Western drama. Confederate officer steals
■ d from Union mint to buy supplies in Mexico for the
'ithern army, causing bloodshed. 81 min.
IRBIDDEN Tony Curtis, Joanne Dru. Producer Ted
Ihmond. Director Rudolph Mate. Melodrama. RacI eer goes to Macao to find a slain hoodlum's widow
'3 has evidence of gangleader's crimes. 8S min.
UR ARROW Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara, Jeff
'andler. Producer John W. Rogers. Director George
?rman. Western. Cavalry officer sent from Wash' ton to put down Indian uprising finds the tribes are
(jng led by supposedly dead cavalryman. 78 min.
February
ENN MILLER STORY, THE Technicolor. James
wart, June Allyson. Producer Aaron Rosenberg,
ector Anthony Manin. Biopic with music. Highits of the life of the late, areat bandleader lost in
air accident over English Channel. I 16 min.
ZA, SON OF COCHISE 2D-3D. Rock Hudson. Pro:er
Sirk. Western,
acheRoss'
chiefHunter.
forced Director
to fight Douglas
other redskins
to bring
ace between his people and the white men. 80 min.
March
EATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON 30. Richard
rison, Julia Adams. Producer William Alland. Di:tor Jack Arnold. Fantasy melodrama. Geologist
covers creature which is half man. half fish and
ms an expedition toe capture it. 89 min.
jJE CLEAR OF DIABLO Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
In Duryea. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
sse Hibbs. Western. Murphy returns home to avenge
rders of his father and kid brother. 80 min.
SKATCHEWAN Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Shelley
nters. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Raoul
alsh. Outdoor drama. Canadian mountie rebels
ainst
his commanding
officer to save survivors of
ii«n attack.
88 min.
FILM

MA & PA KETTLE AT HOME
Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride. Producer RichardApril
Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modern home, go
back to dilapidated farmhouse so that oldest boy can
win contest on typical farm life. 81 min.
RAILS INTO LARAMIE Technicolor. John Payne, Dan
Duryea. Marl Blanchard. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jesse Hibbs. Outdoor drama. Trouble-shooting
soldier is sent to Wyoming Territory to clear work
stoppage on construction of railroad. 81 min.
May Jeff Chandler, Rhonda
YANKEE PASHA Technicolor.
Fleming. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. world
Costume
around
to saveadventure.
woman heChandler
loves. 84 fights
min. half-way

March
CRIME WAVE Sterling Hayden, Gene Nelson, Phyllis
Kirk. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Andre de Toth.
Crime melodrama. Record of reformed convict involves
him in holdup plot, but with aid of understanding detectice, and innate honesh'. is freed from past. 74 min.
DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN Louis Hayward. Paul Kelly,
Joanne
O'Sullivan.
New
warden Dru,
cleansMaureen
u.r) corrupt
prison Prison
system drama.
with inside
help from framed prisoner. 78 min.
PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE 3D WarnerColor Karl
Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Patricia Medina. Producer
Henry Blanke. Director Roy Del Ruth. Murder melodrama. Series of murders in turn of the century Paris
with beautiful girls as victim of sadistic zoologist studying "animal" reflexes. 84 min.

FIREMAN
CHILD Hugh
O'Brian,Le:Spike
Jones.
Producer SAVE
HowardMY Christie.
Director
Goodwins.
Comedy. Group of zany firemen cope with problems of
trading in old fire horses for mechanized equipment.
PLAYGIRL Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan. Producer
Albert J. Cohen. Director Joe Pevney. Drama. Small
town girl in New York becomes involved in murder and
call girl racket.
Coming

LUCKY ME CinemaScope WarnerColor. Doris Day,
Phil Silvers. P.obert Cummlngs. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Jack Donohue. April
Musical
comedy. Show troupe
M
becomes stranded in Miamiayhotel. While working off
bill,
they
meet
Broadway
producer
who helps them
back to big time. 109 min.

BLACK HORSE CANYON Technicolor. Joel McCrea,
Mari Blanchard. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse Hibb:. Western. Wild stallion escapes stock
ranch and lives in hills. Efforts of girl rancher to recapture horse are thwarted by neighbor until roving
cowboy comes to her aid.
BLACK SHIELD, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Tony
Curtis, Janet Leigh, David Farrar. Producer Robert
Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic adventure. Plot
to overthrow Henry IV is defeated by young knight
whose family was unjustly executed for treason.
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunfighter becomes involved
in family feud which resolves into one of the most
famous gun battles of the West.
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audie Murphy. Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when gold miners
break treaty with Indians to obtain ore-beating ground.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tag with gold, love and sudden death.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer develops sport car
to
failingrace.
auto company, succeeds when he wins
crosssavecountry
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Mariorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming a doctor devoting himself to humanity.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleagured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing renegade whiteman who incites the savages.
WARNER

RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Wayne Morris. Producer Ted Sherdeman. Director
Andre de Toth. Western. Stagecoach guard, victim of
odd circumstances, clears his name. 75 min.
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Beatty,
Pat O'Brien,
Mickey
Spillane.
Producer Robert
miE.ng
M. Fellows,
Director Co
James
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus Is sabotaged by homicidal maniac.
BOUNTY HUNTER, THE WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Marie Windsor. Producer Sam Bischoff. Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff.
DIAL M FOR MURDER 3D WarnerColor. Ray Milland,
Grace Kelly, Robert Cummlngs. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Murder melodrama. Husband plots death of
wife whom he married for money. Original plan backfires when wife kills her would-be murderer. Husband
makes. self-defense killing look like premeditated murder.
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY, THE CinemaScope WarnerColor. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laraine Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Wcllman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on plane bound from
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
feeling when face with prospect of death.
STAR ISland,BORN,
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason,
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marries
him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads to disaster.
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore. Joan Weldon.
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas.
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot ants terrorize the
Southwest until their nest is discovered and wiped out.

BROTHERS

January
EDDIE CANTOR STORY, THE Technicolor. Keefe Brasselle, Marilyn Erskine. Producer Sidney Skolsky. Director Alfred E. Green. Musical biography. Life of Eddie
Cantor from his beginnings as entertainer at 13, success in the Follies, eventual recovery from illness to
entertain for charity. 114 min.
HIS MAJESTY
O'KEEFEHarold
Technicolor.
Lancaster,
Joan
Rice. Producer
Hecht. Burt
Director
Byron
Haskin. Action drama. Victim of a mutiny, sea captain is let adrift, lands on South Pacific island, becomes white ruler using democratic methods to
unite warring factions. 88 min.
HONDO 3D WarnerColor. John Wayne, Geraldine
Page. Producer Robert Fellows. Director John Farrow.
Western drama. Lone U. S. Cavalry scout, unhorsed
in Indian battle, comes to Western town, befriends
widow and young son. paves way for romantic and
dramatic complications. 83 min.
February
BOY FROM OKLAHOMA, THE WarnerColor. Will
Rogers, Jr., Nancy Olson. Producer David Weisbart.
Director Michael Curtiz. Western comedy drama. Young
cowboy seeking to be lawyer unwittingly becomes
Sheriff, humbles Billy the Kid, captures outlaws, finally
leaves for law apprenticeship. 88 min.
COMMAND, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Guy
Madison, Joan Weldon. James Whitmore. Producer
David Weisbart. Director David Butler. Western drama.
Young doctor takes over command of troop train in
Wyoming
and disease.territory,
94 mins. brings it to safety through raids
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DAWN ADDAMS
LEX BARKER
JOHN BENTLEY
JACQUES BERGERAC
CUIRE BLOOM
HUMPHREY BOGART
BRUCE CABOT
RORY CALHOUN
ROD CAMERON
RICHARD CARLSON
PEGGIE CASTLE
CHARLES COBURN
GARY COOPER
BRODERICK CRAWFORD
TONY CURTIS
DENISE DARCEL
YVONNE DE CARLO
ANTHONY DEXTER
KIRK DOUGLAS
CONSTANCE DOWLING

JOANNE DRU
RICHARD EGAN
GENE EVANS
MAURICE EVANS
ERROL FLYNN
EVA GABOR
AVA GARDNER
LEO GENN
ALEC GUINNESS
VAN HEFLIN
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WANDA HENDRIX
TAB HUNTER
MARTHA HYER
JOHN IRELAND
ADELE JERGENS
GLYNIS JOHNS
CELIA JOHNSON
JENNIFER JONES
PATRIC KNOWLES

BURT LANCASTER
GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA
FRANK LOVUOY
WILLIAM LUNDIGAN
JACK MAHONEY
DOROTHY MALONE
HERBERT MARSHALL
JAMES MASON
GARY MERRILL
BEVERLY MICHAELS
ROBERT MITCHUM
GEORGE MONTGOMERY
ROBERT MORLEY
MARY MURPHY
J. CARROLL NAISH
ANNA NEAGLE
HILDEGARDE NEFF
ROBERT NEWTON

ROBERT ALDRICH
GEORGE BREAKSTON
LUIS BUNUEL
MURIEL BOX
JACK CARDIFF
RICHARD CARLSON
RENE CLAIR
LUIGI COMENCINI
E. A. DUPONT
SEYMOUR FRIEDMAN
SIDNEY GILLIAT

FRANK 0. GRAHAM
ALFRED E. GREEN
STUART HEISLER
BRIAN DESMOND HURST
JOHN HUSTON
ANTHONY KIMMINS
MILTON KRIMS
LEW LANDERS
CHARLES LAUGHTON
ARNOLD LAVEN
DAVID LEAN

JACK LEE
REGINALD LE BORG
ANATOLE LITVAK
ARTHUR LUBIN
JOS. L. MANKIEWICZ
DAVID MILLER
RAY NAZARRO
RONALD NEAME

AUBREY BARING
ROBERT BASSLER
JOHN BRYAN
OSCAR DANCIGERS
• DARNBOROUGH
SARIGNY

PAUL GREGORY
HAROLD HECHT
JAMES HILL
BRIAN DESMOND HURST
JOHN HUSTON
ANTHONY KIMMINS
HOWARD W. KOCH
STANLEY KRAMER
FRANK LAUNDER

W.

LE BORG
CLA

lof)l

UA

HAS

THE

GREGORY
PECK
DENNIS O'KEEFE
JEAN PETERS
GERARD PHILIPE
ANTHONY QUINN
DALE ROBERTSON
DANY ROBIN
GINGER ROGERS
RUTH ROMAN
GLOHGL SANDERS
PHIL SILVERS
FRANK SINATRA
BARBARA STANWYCK
GENE TIERNEY
JEAN WALLACE
ORSON WELLES
CORNEL WILDE

EDMOND
O'BRIEN
DAN O HERLIHY

CAROL REED
ROBERT ROSSEN
RUSSELL ROUSE
ROY ROWLAND
SIDNEY SALKOW
VICTOR SAVILIE
HAROLD SCHUSTER
FRED F. SEARS
LESLEY SELANDER
RAY STAHL
HERBERT L, STROCK
ORSON WELLES

DENNIS
ROBERT O'KEEFE
PARRISH
ANTHONY PELISSIER

ANATOLE LITVAK
ILYA LOPERT
OTTO LUDWIG
J BARRET MAHON
NASSOUR BROS.
STEVEN PALLOS
BEN PESKAY
JACK POLLEXFEN
HARRY M. POPKIN
J. ARTHUR RANK
CAROL REED
CHARLES REYNOLDS
ROBERT ROSSEN

fffnrrerlrfffrd

RUSSELL ROUSE
lESSER SAMUELS
VICTOR SAVILLE
AUBREY SCHENCK
MAXWELL SETTON
EDWARD SMALL
RAYMOND STROSS
LAZAK
[R
IVAN TOR^
ORSON WLLLLS
HERBERT WILCOX
AUBREY WISBERG
ALBERT ZUGSMITH

brndurf

BIGGEST

h
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PRODUCTiri

ACT OF LOVE

SOUTHWEST PASSAGE - Color by PatheColor, 3-D
THE CAPTAIN'S PARADISE
THE CONQUEST OF EVEREST - Print by Technicolor
THE GOLDEN MASK - Color by Technicolor
THE LONE GUN - Color by Color Corp. of America
THE MAN BETWEEN

BEACHHEAD
Print by Technicolor
BEAT THE DEVIL
BEAUTIES OF THE NIGHT

Color by Techni'-^'

GILBERT AND SULIIVAN
HEIDI

OVERLAND PACIFIC - Color Corp. of America
PERSONAL AFFAIR
RIDERS TO THE

- ColorJHBtaMM^M^

«D*rur
APACHE
CANNIBAL ISL/^Nu

^^^^^r

CROSSEP '■-wnpn^ ''■•'leColor
GOG [
KHYBER PATROL - Color by Color Corp. of America
MALTA STORY
MAN WITH A MILLION - Color by Techiucuiur
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL
OTHELLO
RETURN TO TREASURE ISLAND
)lor

Technicolor

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST - Color by lechnicolor
CAPTAIN IAN
DATELINE INDO CHINA
KING SOLOMON & HIS THOUSAND WIVES - Color
KISS ME DEADLY
LILACS IN THE SPRING
MARTY
MY GUN IS QUICK
NOT AS A STRANGER
OPERATION HEARTBREAK
RETURN OF ZORRQ - Color

CREAMING
Cll
SITTING BULL - Color Coi
STAR OF INDIA - Color by Technicolor, Widescreen

CART. KIDD I THE SLAVE GIRL - Color Corp c
CASE FILE F.B.I.
CHALLENGE THE WILD
E<ntman Color

ALEXANDER THE CONQUEROR

THE SCARLET SPEAR - Color by Technicolor
TOP BANANA
Color by Color Corp. of America
WICKED WOMAN
Wl

THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

BAREFOOT CONTESSA - Color by Technicolor
BEACHCOMBER - Color by Technicolor
DIAMOND - 3 0
FIREBIRD - Print by Technicolor
HELICOPTER STORY -Color
LONG WAIT

THE PURPLE PLAIN - Color by Technicolor
THE YELLOW TOMAHAWK - Color Corp. of America
THE WHITE ORCHID - Color Corp. of America
TWIST OF FATE
VERA CRUZ - Color by Technicolor
WITNESS TO MURDER

RING AROUND SATURN - Eastman Color. 3-D
JANE RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
SUDDENLY
TEN MILES UP
THE GABRIEL HORN
THE NIGHT OF THE HUNTER
THE
THE
THE
THE

STOrY OF WILLIAM TELL - PatheColor. CinemaScope
SWORD OF ROBIN HOOD - Color
TIME OF THE CUCKOO - Color by Technicolor
WAY WEST

TIMBUKTU - Color by Technicolor
TRAPEZE

mm
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TIME

STRAND
RHODES
FENWAY
CENTER
CAROLINA
CENTURY
HOLLYWOOD
COLONY
PALACE
ESQUIRE
DES MOINES
HOLLYWOOD
FOUNTAIN SQUARE
ST. JOHNS
PLAZA
FOX BOULEVARD

10:00
10:30
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:30
2:00
11:00
9:00
2:00
9:15
2:00
1:30
9:00
10:30
2:00

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
PM
AM
AM
PM
AM
PM
PM
AM
AM
PM

TIME
THEATRE
CITY
MEMPHIS
WARNER
9:30 AM
MILWAUKEE
WARNER
9:30 AM
MINNEAPOLIS
UPTOWN
10:30 AM
NEW HAVEN
ROGER SHERMAN
10:00 AM
NEW ORLEANS
SAENGER
8:35 AM
NEW YORK
R.K.O.-86th ST
9:45 AM
OKLAHOMA
CRITERION
9:30 AM
OMAHA
STATE
9:45 AM
PHILADELPHIA
BROADWAY
11:00 AM
PITTSBURGH*
SCHENLEY
10:30 AM
PORTLAND
EGYPTIAN
2:00 PM
SALT LAKE
CENTRE
10:00 AM
SAN FRANCISCO ....PARAMOUNT
9:30 AM
SEATTLE*
EGYPTIAN
1:30 PM
ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS
1:00 PM
WASHINGTON
AMBASSADOR
10:00 AM
♦ - denotes 2D
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M-G-M presents In Color by Technicolor • LANA TURNER in "FLAME AND THE FLESH", co-starring
Pier Angeli • Carlos Thompson . with Bonar Colleano • Screen Play by Helen Deutsch • Based on a Novel
by Auguste Bailly • Directed by Richard Brooks . Produced by Joe Pasternak
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Event!

M-G-M's

30th

Anniversary

Jubilee!

Wh0f
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They'te
M'ln^
In the Movie Business

They're talking- about Allied's deal with Hal R. Makeiim for exhibitor-sponsored production of a dozen pictures. Some of the film boys, and a few theatremen, too.
have sharp comments to offer, such as: "But what kind
(if pictures?" Most exhibitors hail the move as a crack
in the iron-plated sellers' market they now face. Their
answer to the skeptics is: "A dozen features are a dozen
features. Even if no better than average (|uality, they
will give us some booking relief.*' The operator oi a
modest circuit of smaller theatres had his say in this
way: "In today's market the only j)ictures we make any
money on are so-called program pictures. Percentage
terms on the specials, real and alleged, leave us with a
|)ittance, if anything, above expenses. So gi\e us more
pictures on whicli we can make a buck."
0
O

□

Abouf
□
□

interest in Republic. If he does step out, Yates will not
remove himself from the movie picture. He will probably turn inde producer on his own. turning out two or
three topflight features yearly.
o

o

3D. The Pola-Lite 3D single-track projection system
has perked up activity in the depth-dimension field. This
simple and economical device, plus handsome boxoffice
figures on WB's "Phantom of the Rue Morgue" and
U-I's "Creature from the Black Lagoon", have raised
exhibitor interest to a higher pitch than at any time
since the first 3Ders appeared al)out one year ago.
0

0

Censorship. Students of the movie censorship problem say that the new New York State law will be
stricken down when the issue comes before the U. S.

20th's Sound Shows, in the series of nationwide
demonstrations next month to reinforce its claims of the

Supreme Court. Count on a test being made before long,

sui)eriority of stereophonic (magnetic) sound. 20th-l'\)X
will ])resent soiue i)owerful evidence \ ia cli])s from big

with the highest tribunal ruling that New Y'ork's position cannot l)e supported in the light of the First

upcoming CinemaScope prt)ductions. Company executives confidently tell you thev expect to convince many
theatremen that stereosound is a valuable factor when

.\mendment. (iovernor Dewey's message accompanying
the bill sounded so apologetic that it is suspected he
feels it cannot stand.

they display such choice tilms as "There's No Business
Like Show Business", "The h'gyptian", "The Broken
I.ance", "Ri\er of No Return" and ".\ Woman's
World', if the adverse sentiment against stereosound
can't be reversed, Spyros Skouras feels the industry will
chuck away a miglulx x aluable ])lus-factor for the boxoftice.
O

0

I'.right spots in Hollywood. "The Caine Mutiny", tis
said, will be a fine boxoffice comjjanion piece for "lUcrnity", the ])icture that made the Columbia people reappraise their ideas on how much money there is in the
world . . . "V era Cruz", CA's biggie starring I'urt Bancaster and Gary Cooper, looks like a wonderful anniversary gift for every exhibitor . . . With "A Star Is Born"
Warners will be reborn.
O

O

Yates' i)Ians. Despite the denials, they still insist that
II- J. Yates has a deal cooking to sell out his controlling

O

0

.Stereosound. Proponents of stereophonic sound claim
one of their strongest arguments will be presented by
revival of "The Jolson Story". Our witness at the sneak
preview reports the personal impression that the picture's entertainment value is increased "thirty-three and
one-third i)ercent" by the new sound. How he arrived
at the mathematical appraisal, we don't know, but you
can see that he was impressed.
O

0

The tax. Theatremen tell us the true test of the benefits accruing from elimination and reduction of the admissions tax will not be known until this week. The
Lenten season traditionally is poor boxoffice, and this
year is no exception, what with a dearth of topflight
product. However, Easter and the warmer weather
should give business a shot in the arm and then the 10
and 20 percent tax savings will start showing what
COM

P( )'s jol) means to exhibitors.
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THE

STUFF

OF HISTORY

The

Praxy

came oozing out of the

news over the past fortnight — though you'd never know
it in reading the face-value facts. The newspapers reported balloting in the Decca ])roxy fight as well as details of the Disney-ABC television union. Behind both
of these developments are implications as broad as the
CinemaScope screen and compelling enough to chart the
course of film-making for years to come.
THE DECCA BATTLE on the surface is but another
in the seemingly endless chain of attacks on management by outlander interests. In reality, it marks the end
of a short but noisy era in the Hollywood chronicle, The
Agitator Age. Its beginnings date back to the nadir of
the attendance depression in late 1952. At that point, the
earnings statements of film companies has reached low
ebb, dividends either suspended or paid out of surplus,
market values approaching the price of Chinese dollars.
In this atmosphere, stockholders reacted with historic
impetuosity. Executive decisions were challenged,
salaries impugned, removals demanded. A dazzling succession of intra-company tests for control filled the air.
most famous of which were Charles Green vs. 20th Century-Fox, Lester Martin vs. Columbia and recent
George L. Lloyd vs. Decca-Universal. In his unfathomable way. Howard Hughes completely reversed the
order of things by incredibly forcing the removal of the
stockholders. He sim])ly tired of their attacks.
At the Columbia meeting in December, one troubled
official was heard telling a lady shareholder, ''Mother,
do not raise your son to be a movie magnet." W hat few
tailed to realize was that the outlander plague is but the
natural aftermath of diminishing equities, reaching for
its precendent to the foreclosure years of the 19.^0's.
Many a fortune has been cheaply secured in bullying
control away from normally ct)mpetent hands in a twilight climate where disintegration seems just around the
corner.
T(» management's everlasting credit in each case, a
rallying jjoint was reached at the most crucial moments.
Twentieth Century dipjjed into its reserve to produce
A thumping six-to-one victory for president Milton Rackmil and the management of Decca Records, Inc., was recorded over George L. Lloyd and
his Decca Stockholders Protective Committee. The
present board of directors was reelected by a vote
of 936,758 to 147,849 over the slate presented by
Mr. Lloyd.
Stockholders also approved the proposal to increase the company's capital stock from 1,500,000 (
to 2.500,000.
P<q* 8
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Fights

9

CinemaScope and "The Robe" with all its wonderful
promise. The day was saved. Columbia's showdown
came on the eve of a prodigious earnings report, shored
up by the phenomenal "From Here To Eternity." Decca's conflict was cushioned by the growing income from
its L'niversal affiliate, an investment sound enough to
take any management ofY the hook. There might have
been some luck attached to some of these successes, but
happen they did.
Mr. Lloyd, like the others, had much to pan, little to
offer. His replacement slate of directors, consisting of
men quite possibly talented in their own fields, showed
nothing even vaguely promising to the regeneration of
the company. His defeat appears to have finally established the line of definition for which future control tests
will be waged. Abuses must be real, executive mistakes clearly damaging to the best interests of the stockholders, the company's survival plainly at stake. Proxy
fights and court tests are expensive business. There is
no justification for them under a general slump far beyond the control of individual ofiicials. This is not to
say that the "ins" should not and will not be brought to
the bar of proper accountability. But the men who operate the film companies have an upbeat market now in
their favor. They will be more difficult to defeat in any
tests with dissident stockholders, as long as the incline
continues.
O
0
THE

COMPACT

BETWEEN

DISXEY

AND

TELE-

\'ISI()X has produced mostly a shocked silence. Actually the surprise is that Disney will produce new entertainment rather than release his valuable backlog. There
is little (|uestion that c|uality-wise his show will rank
with the very best on video. The major issue is whether
this move will unloose the long-heralded bandwagon in
which past product will be dumped wholesale on the
film hungry T\ market. At this moment there has been
a noticable absence of trade comment on the subject.
Best sj)eculation is that the picture will remain unchanged for the time being.
Overall, Disney is following a trend rather than instituting one of his own. Several high-rank studios have
been continuously turning out fare for television, although through subsidiary- com])anies. Disney departs
only in that his studio name will be employed. For the
time being, there apjiears no danger of his releasing feature pro])erties. The cartoon genius knows that his
backlog will ne\er be dated, and his experience in rereleases to the theatre market must have i)rove(l to him
A lung ago that television can never meet the price. Witness the current success of "Pinocchio".
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By JAY ALLEN
ALLIED

ARTISTS

ip Talent Pacts Near
leyed to Capitalization Program
\LTHUUGH SEVERAL W EEKS
. c passed since Allied Artists was rcrted to be on the verge of signing a numof top producers, directors and actors on
•-participation
deals, key company
-.csmen insist that the deals are still very
:i alive. They report the deal hinged on
recently approved increase in Allied
^ts capital stock. Those considering the
t-sharing set-up wish to make in vestis in the company, and thus reap a
^(.r harvest on their projected pictures,
cording to one source, at least three top
ywood names will announce their future
ition with the studio, within the next
■ to four weeks. Some will set up their
independent production units on the lot,
\ others will work on A.\ productions,
\turn for a percentage of the boxoffice
ere are two features in production at
-tudio. with a third slated to roll on
nl 23. The two in work now are: "Sons
the Xavy" (Jan Sterling. Neville Brand)
Scott R. Dunlay producer. Lesley Selander
rector; and "The Adventures of Hajji
aba" (Elaine Stewart. John Derek) a
alter W'anger production in Technicolor —
on Weis directing.
The next entry will be "Wanted By the
B.I." (not yet cast), a William F. Rroidy
eduction, which Harold Schuster will
rect. Schuster is not a contract director at
-A, although he recently did two other picires on the lot: "lack Sladc" and "LoopThe release of the British-made picture.
The Weak and the Wicked." is being
iished ahead by AA. in order to capitalize
n recent publicity involving Simone Silva,
ne of its stars, and .American actor Robert
litchum. The film also stars Glynis Johns
nd Diana Doris — the latter reputed to be
"gland's answer to Marilyn Monroe.
COLUMBIA

tudio Leads in Production
/ith Six Working; Four in CS
'with SL\ pictures in I'RODLXColumbia leads the field this month —
icpping its closest competitor. MGM. by
ne film. Four of the six Columbia feaircs are in CinemaScope and Technicolor,
hese are: "Three For The Show" ( Bett>
irable. Marge & Gowcr Champion. Jack

Lcmmon ) — Joni Tap? producer, H. C.
Potter director; "Joseph and His Brethren"
(cast to be announced following background
Icnsing in Egypt) — Jerry Wald producer,
W"illiam Dieterle director; "The Long Gray
Line" (Tyrone Power. Maureen O'Hara.
Robert Francis. Donald Crisp) — Robert
.Arthur producer. John Ford director, and
"The Bandits" (Glenn Ford, Barbara Stanwyck. Edward G. Robinson) — Lewis J.
Rachmil producer. Rudy Mate director.
The remaining two pictures currently in
front of the cameras — both in Technicolor
and for standard projection — are: "PhfFfFt"
(Judy Holiday. Jack Lemmon) — Fred Kohlmar producer. Mark Robson director; and
"\iolent Men" (Randolph Scott. Jocelyn
I'.rando) — Harry Joe Brown producer. H.
I'.ruce Humberstone director.
Robson's assignment to "i'hfffft." marks
the beginning of a new five-year contract
with Columbia. However, he has some previous conimitinents which must be fulfilled,
following his current assignment, and will
not return to the lot until late fall.
.A deal was set last week with inde
Howard Welsch for the distribution of his
recently completed Technicolor production.
".A Bullet Is Waiting" (Jean Simmons. Rory
Calhoun). The film, directed by John Farrow, is scheduled for late summer or early
fall release.
Columbia, which has been showing an increased interest in musical production for
the past several months, is now reported to
be closing negotiations for the purchase of
"Wonderful Town." the Rosalind Russell
legit musical hit based on "My Sister
Eileen." The studio already owns the latter
V)roperty. and had been planning it as a Judy
Holiday starrer, later this year
Irving .Allen and Cubby Broccoli expect
to roll their next Warwick Production, ".-\
Prize of Gold" (Richard Widmark, Nigel
Bruce), around the first of June. The picture
will be lensed in London for Columbia release— Mark Robson directing.
.Anthony Mann and James Stewart, who
have proved to be a successful director-star
AA-FOX

DPAL

2Dth Century-Fox has inked a joint
production and distribution deal on
two CinemaScope films to be made by
Allied Artists. The agreement calls
for Fox to distribute Walter Wanger's
"The Adventures of Hajji Baba" in
the western hemisphere and AA with
distribute Wal;er Mirisch's "The Black
Prince". Both films will be distributed
by Fox in the eastern hemisphere.

combination in recent years, will team again
on "The Man From Laramie." a William
Goetz production for Columbia. It's scheduled to go before the Technicolor cameras
in September.
LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Broidy Unit Starts First
In Deal for Eighteen Pictures
IHE WILLIAM F. BROIDV UNIT
which recently signed an 18-picture pact
with Lippert. went into operation this month
with "The Big Chase" (Glenn Langan,
Adele Jergens) — Robert L. Lippert, Jr., is
directing in the first of his three-picture
commitment with the producer.
Frank McDonald will direct the second
Broidy film, "Thunder Pass," which rolls on
May 8. Negotiations are underway at the
present time, to secure Wanda Hendrix for
the starring role. Robert Nunes will handle
the production reins.
The Lippert organization now has a total
of 18 features lined up for its franchise distributors to handle during the remainder of
the year. This includes five pictures from
the William F. Broidy unit.
In addition to those listed in FILM
I'.ULLETIN'S "This Is Your Product"
section, the list includes these upcoming
Broidy productions: "Thunder Pass," "Dynamite Anchorage." "Fugitive Valley." "The
Gunslinger" and "Cry \'engeance."
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Metro Ups Schedule Again
44 Planned for Next 17 Months
THE RECENT BOOST IN PRODUCtion at MGM was pushed even higher last
week, with an announcement by Dore
Schary that the company will place a total
of A4 features before the cameras during the
next 17 months. The original 1954 slate
called for only 18 productions, and the
amended one, reported two weeks ago, added
eight more.
This new long-range production program
will be handled by 15 producers, including
Schary himself. The principal assignments
appear to be Pandro S. Berman: "The Female"; Jack Cummings: "The Tea House
of the August Moon"; Arthur F'reed: "St.
Louis W'oman," "Green Mansions," "Kismet"; Edwin Knopf: "The Glass Slipper";
Arthur Loew, Jr.: "Mail Order Bride": Joe
Pasternak: ".Athena," "Say It In French";
Charles Schnee: "The (Continued
Prodigal";on Lawrence
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Weingarten: ■"Highland Fling"; Sam Zimbalist: "Hen Hiir" and "Paris Story"; Dore
Schary: "Adam Sample's Story" and "Rad
Day At Black Rock."
Three pictures are in production now, with
another trio slated to start within the next
two weeks. Those shooting are: "Athena"
(Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds), CinemaScope and Technicolor — Joseph Pasternak
producer, Richard Thorpe director; "Green
Fire" (Stewart Granger, Grace Kelly, Paul
Douglas), also CinemaScope and color; and
"The Last Time I Saw Paris" (Elizabeth
Taylor, Van Johnson, Donna Reed), in
Technicolor — Jack Cunimings producer,
Richard Hrooks director.
The three coming up, and their respective
starting dates, are: "Rogue Cop" (Robert
Taylor, Janet Leigh, George Raft) — Nicholas Xayfack producer, Roy Rowland director— April 20; "Jupiter's Darling" (Esther
Williams, Howard Keel), CinemaScope and
Technicolor — George Wells producer,
George Sidney director — April 26, and '"Deep
In My Heart" (Jose Ferrer, Merle Oberon,
Donna Reed, Helen Traubel), CinemaScope
and color — Roger Edens producer, Stanley
Donen director — May 3.
PARAMOUNT
Scarcity of VV Cameras
Will
Use of System
'54
THESlow
AVAILABILITY
(JF in
VISTA\ ision cameras for use by studios or independent producers, not affiliated with Paramount, isfading deeper and deeper into the
future. It seems doubtful that any large
scale use of the system will be made in
Hollywood during the current year. According to the most recent reports, new
cameras will not be available for at least
four to six months. Even the Technicolor
Corp., which was confidantly oredicting ii
would have six W cameras ready by next
month, is now moving the date back to late
summer, at the earliest.
Paramount owns the only four cameras
and is barely allowing them to cool before
moving them from one production to anf)ther. With the completion of "The Big
Top" f Martin and Lewis), Paramount has
assigned its original two cameras for use on
"Hell's Island," which Pine-Thomas will roll
this week (April 19). The other two are
being used on "Strategic Air Command"
(James Stewart, June Allyson) — which
Samuel J. I'>riskin is producing on location
at Ft. Worth, Texas. As soon as that production is finished, the cameras will be
focused on Paramount's "Run For Cover"
(John Derek, Jimmy Cagncy) which has a
May l.S starting date.
.Aside from "Air Command," the only picture now in production for Paramount release is: "Mambf." (Silvana Mangano,
Shelley Wlnt ers) — a Ponti di Laurcntis production being filmed in Italy — Robert Rossen tlirccting.
"Loves
ftq* 10
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added to Paramount's 1954 production slate,
is one of the big productions of the year.
Frank Freeman, Jr., will produce the film
which is scheduled to roll sometime in the
fall or early winter.
REPUBLIC
Yates' Return to Studio
Spurs Production Preparations
REPUBLIC'S POLICY OF GRAXTing only associate producer credit to production helmsmen, has resulted in Nicholas
Ray demanding that his name be eliminated
entirely from the producer billing on "Johnny Guitar'' (Joan Crawford, Sterling Hayden). This is the first time a producer has
brought his complaint out in the open, and
it is likely that the entire matter will eventube referred
to the Screen Producer's
Guild allyfor
arbitration.
"Johnny Guitar," incidentally, is being
hailed in Hollywood as one of the year's
real sleepers. Those who have seen the
modest-budget feature at the studio, insist
that it will outgross many of the more costly productions being turned out by other
studios, using such extra trappings as CinemaScope, stereophonic sound, etc.
No starting dates have yet been set on
Republic's stockpile of completed scripts, although it is expected that at least two will
be greenlighted for next month. Production
has been held up due to the absence of Herbert Yates who has been in Europe on a
business trip. He checked back into the
studio a few days ago and is rapidly getting
production ready to roll.
The studio has ticketed Edward Ludwig
as a director and associate producer on four
pictures over a two-year period. His first
project will be "Rebel Island," from an unpublished novel by Adele Comandini. Ludwig's last Republic film was "Wake of the
Red Witch" (John Wayne), in 1950.
RKO
Activity Highest in Years,
Seven Rolling for RKO Release
RKO IS LAUNCHING ITS GKEATest production splurge in several years, with
seven films scheduled to be shooting by the
last week in May. Only two of these productions, however, are company projects —
the remaining five to be contributed by independents holding RKO releasing commitments.
"The Conqueror" — Technicolor (John
Wayne, Susan Hay ward), which carries a
$4,(M)0,0(K) budget, tops the list of spring
l)roductions. It will roll on .April 21, with
Dick Powell producing and directing. The
other production on RKO's own schedule is
" The Americano" (Glenn Ford, Arthur Kenne<ly) which Howard Hughes has taken
over from indc producer Robert Stillman. A
producer and director will be assigned within the next few days, and actual filming will
get underway in early May.
Independent i)r<)ductions included for
spring filming, include: "Night Music"

(Linda Darnell, Dan Duryea). an \
Dowling production now before the c r
— Hugh Brooke producing and Stuart I i
ler directing, in Eastman Color; "Tii
Is A Woman," also a Dowling product!
set to start May 7; "Where the Wind Di
(Cornel Wilde), a Benedict Bogeaus ^ •
tion, directed by Harmon Jones, now n
ing; "Cattle Queen of Montana" (Barb
Stanwyck), also a Bogeaus production
to get underway the first of May; anii
Girl Rush" (Rosalind Russell), an In'li|.
dent Artists production, to be produced
Frederick Brisson, starting in late May.
Howard Hughes is known to have bi
huddling with Walt Disney over a new
leasing pact, covering the 26 features, incli
ing live action and cartoon, which the p
ducer is planning for his independent co
pany during the next five years. Accordi
to inside information, the deal is all but •
and should be announced within a few da
\ possible shadow of things to come
RKO, now that Hughes has taken over s
ownership, may be found in the curri
hassle in which he is engaged with the Ml
over a seal of approval on "Son of Sinba'
The censors have refused to okay the picti
in its present form, because of allegedly si
gestive sequences involving Lili St. Cyr.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Fox Invites Comparison
To20TH-FOX
Prove C'Scope
OFFICIALSSuperiority
CONFIDK.X
ly believe that the forthcoming denionsn
tions of CinemaScope and stereophoi
sound will prove the superiority of this co:
pany's wide screen process. The exhibitioi
being ploted on a nationwide scale, are scl
duled to get underway by the middle
May. It is understood that Fox will in\
makers of all other processes to display th
systems in comparison with CinemaScope
Only two Fox pictures are shooting at i
present time: "Broken Lance" (Spenc
Tracy, Robert Wagner, Jean Peters, Richa
Widniark) — Sol C. Seigel producer, Edwa
Dmytryk director; and "The Egyptian"
mund
Purdom,
Jean Michael
Simmons,Wilding,
\'ictor BeM
ture. Gene
Tierney,
Darvi) — Darryl F. Zanuck producer, Mich;
Curtiz director. These two will be join
later this week by "Untamed" (not yet ca— Bert E. Friedlob and William Bacher pr
ducers, Henry King director. All prints w
use color by Technicolor.
Marilyn Monroe was signed to a nt
seven year contract, a few days ago, and li
already reported back to the studio to pr
pare for her role in "No Business Like Shi
Business," which will also star Ethel Mi
man, Mitzi Gaynor, Donald O'Connor. D
Dailey and Johnny Ray. Actual filming
the multi-million dollar musical is slated
begin during the first week in May.
Louis de Wohl, the author of 5v^ novt
has been signed by producer Frank Ross
do the screcn])lay of ".-Xlexancler the C>'
(|uerc)r," which Ross will produce for F'
later this year, on the same lavish scale
his current hit. "The Robe."
(Continued on P<ii;e I
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ARTISTS

A Dealing With diaplain
or His Interest in Company
RUMOR IX HOLLVWOOU HAS IT
at the current management of United
rtists is negotiating with Charlie Chaplin
r the purchase of his one-fourth interest in
f company.
Arthur Krim, the UA prexy, is now in
urope for conferences with Chaplin, and it
expected that a deal will be settled before
s return about May 1. According to reible sources, the UA manageinent is hopl; to work out a long term pay-off on the
irchase, and will allow the negotiations to
II through rather than fork over any conderable lump sum for the Chaplin stock.
I On the heels of this report, there has even
l?en speculation that Mary Pickford might
be negotiating to dispose of her 25 per
III interest in the company. However, a
'■■«e business associate of Miss Pickford's
Us FILM BULLETIN that she considers
at her investment has never been more
(-•cure than it is under the Krim-Benjamin
lanagement of the company, and would
<ely reject anything but the most fabulous
Ter.
Centainly there has been no tinie in UA's
)-year history when it was better off projct-wise. On the basis of pictures alrea<ly
jmpleted or definitely scheduled for projction, UA is assured of a minimum of five
;leases per month tor the next year. Morei'er, several deals are in negotiation, which
)uld swell the year's total by as much as
:n to twelve pictures more than now ancipated.
Paul Gregory Productions has taken an
ption on Norman Mailer's ''The Naked and
ie Dead," and has added it to the already
■nthy schedule of productions for United
.rtists release. In addition to "The Night Is
. Hunter," Ciregory also plans to film S.
I. Behrman's "Duveen," after first doing it
5 a stage play. He also holds commitments
ith Tyrone Power for two films — one of
'hich will be the story of St. Francis
Javier.
! Burt Lancaster will direct as well as star
1 his next inde production, "Gabriel Horn,"
jhich is slated to roll in mid-August. He
■nd his partner, Harold Hecht, are currently
Hnding "Vera Cruz" (Gary Cooper, Lanaster, Denise Darcel), being lensed in Techicolor, .On location in Mexico — James Hill
roducer, Robert .Aldrich director.
Other productions now shooting, for UA
slease are: "Suddenly" (Frank Sinatra,
terling Hayden), a Robert Bassler producon, being directed by Lewis Allen; "The
'urple Plain" (Gregory Peck), in Techniolor— John Bryan producer. Robert Parrish
'rector; and "Case File F.B.I.' (Broderick
rawford, Ruth Roman), an Arthur Garder-Jules Levy production— .Arnold Laven
irector.

Standard

Prints of CS Films

Available After Anamorphic Run
U-I WILL MAKE ALL OF ITS CIXFmaScope productions available for non-anamorphic screenings, without wide screen or
stereophonic sound requirements. It is not
likely, however, that standard prints will be
released until after the CinemaScope playoffs.
Two CinemaScopers are now completed
and awaiting early summer releases. They
are: "Sign of the Pagan" (Jeff Chandler)
and "The Black Shield of Falworth" (Tony
Curtis, Janet Leigh). An auxiliary camera
was used with the CinemaScope lensing
equipment, on both pictures, to record the
scenes for standard release.
It seems doubtful that any further CinemaScope productions will start at U-I for
several weeks, due to casting difficulties on
"The Gallileans," which was scheduled as
the next film in the anamorphic process. The
picture was to have rolled early this month,
but probably won't get underway before
summer.
Only three pictures are shooting on the lot
at the present time. They are: "Nevada
Gold" (Lex Barker. Mala Powers), Technicolor— Ross Hunter producer, Jesse Hibbs
director; "Three Gobs in Paris" (Tony
Curtis, Gloria De Haven), also in Technicolor, and "Shadow \ alley" (Rory Calhoun,
Walter Brennan) — William .Mland producing, Richard Carlson directing. "Francis
Joins the WAC's" (Donald O'Connor, Julia
.Adams, Chill Wills, Mamie \'an Doren), was
completed ten days ago — Ted Richmond
producer, Arthur Lubin director.
Due to the success of the studio's current
release. "The Glenn Miller Story," the team
of producer Aaron Rosenberg and writer
\'alentine Davies has been assigned to prepare a similar biopic on the life of Benny
Goodman. Goodman will not appear in the
picture, but is due in Hollywood shortly to
record all musical numbers.
WARNER

BROTHERS

Twelve to Roll by Mid-Summer
Ten
in C'Scope
and WarnerColor
WARNER
BROTHERS
WILL HAVE
12 top-budget productions — 10 of them in
WarnerColor and CinemaScope — going before the cameras between now and mid-summer. Three of these are already in the initial
stages of production, with the balance slated
to roll at the rate of approximately one
every ten days.
The trio already in work are: "Helen of
Troy" (Rossana Podesta, Jacques Sernas).
CinemaScope and WarnerColor, on location
in Italy — Robert Wise director; "Dragnet"
(Jack Webb), in WarnerColor — Stanley
Meyer producer. Jack Webb director; and
"Land of the Pharoahs" (Jack Hawkins).
CinemaScope and WarnerColor, on location
in Egypt — Howard Hawks producer-director.
The remainder of the spring and early
suiTimer schedule includes: "The Silver

Chalice" (Virginia Mayo. Jack Palancc) —
\'ictor Saville producer-director ;"East of
Eden" (James Dean), from John Steinbeck's
novel — Elia Kazan producer-director;
"Strange Lady in Town" (Greer Garson) —
Mervyn LeRoy to direct; "Mr. Roberts"
(Henry Fonda. James Cagney) — Leiand
Hay ward producer, John Ford director;
"The Sea Chase" (John Wayne) — John Farrow to direct; "Daniel Boone" (Gary
Cooper) — to be produced by Milton Sperling's United States Productions; "The
Spirit of St. Louis," story of Charles Lindbergh— to be produced by Leiand Hayward
and directed by Billy Wilder; "Moby Dick"
(Gregory Peck), to be filmed abroad — John
Huston director; and "Giant," to be made
by George Stevens and Henry Ginsberg,
from the Edna Ferber novel. .All of the
ing.
foregoing, with the exception of "Dragnet."
and "Giant" are set for CinemaScope lensNearing completion in CinemaScope and
WarnerColor is "Battle Cry" (Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, James Whitmore. Nancy Olson,
Tab Hunter. Dorothy Malone) — Raoul
Walsh director. Production on "A Star Is
Born" (Judy Garland, James Mason) was
finally completed, following si.x months of
filming. Sid Luft produced, in CinemaScope
and Technicolor — George Cukor directing.
INDEPENDENTS
Columbia

Loses Two Indes

AsABOUT
Zugsmith
Cancels
THE SAME
TIME '54
THESlate
ALlied States-Makelim production deal was being worked out to bolster Hollywood's output, another producer — .Albert Zugsmith —
was cancelling out his 1954 slate of five
films. Zugsmith blamed "distribution problems facing the independent producer in
today's market" as the basis for cessation of
production. Two of the films scheduled by
the producer's American Pictures Corp.,
were to have been released by Columbia.
Samuel Fuller acquired the rights to columnist Hedda Hopper's book. "From Under
My Hat," and will produce it independently
as a saga of Hollywood from the days of
the silents right up to the present. Fuller
plans to make it a high-budget production in
both CinemaScope and Technicolor.
Alan Ladd is another Hollywood personality to form his own independent production company. He has incorporated Alan
Ladd Enterprises, and expects to star in
half of the film produced.
\'anessa Brown is also embarking on an
independent film venture, following her e.xit
from the Broadway play, "Seven Year Itch."
With her husband, Robert Franklyn, Miss
Brown has formed Vanessa Productions,
which will tee ofT with "Moll Flanders," an
adaptation of the Daniel Defoe classic. It
will be lensed in CinemaScope.
Two independents are set to start on May
3. They are: Joseph Kaufman's "Long John
Silver" (Robert Newton), to be shot on location in Australia — Byron Haskin director;
and "The Long Chance" — Edgar Ulmer will
direct and Audrey Wisberg will produce.
FILM BULLETIN
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"Prince

"The

Miami Story"
I^CUCH^ O O O
Tight crime melodrama will go best in action situations.
Suspenseful situations, insight into racketeering and gambling. Special appeal for family trade in parental relationship. Should register well in any location where
exploitables are capitalized.

Valiant"

(CinemaScope)

S«4cKe44 l^atuu^ O O O
Loaded with spectacle and action, should register strongly with comic strip element. Plenty of exploitation values.
Problem will be selling it to adults. Mason, Leigh names
will help and, of course, a story tailored to CinemaScope.
Action-packed, spectacular production takes full advantage of CinemaScope, Technicolor and elaborate settings for rousing costume melodrama. Taken from the
syndicated comic strip, story follows the same fantastic

Sam Katzman turned out a taut little crime melodrama that rates a step above its type. Unusual twist, a
former racketeer using his past experience as a wedge to
break up a lawless empire, gets expert treatment in direction and performance. Barry Sullivan, as the reformed gangster, enlists audience sympathy as he works
against the murder organization. Faced with loss of his
kidnapped son if he continues on the side of the law, the
e.x-gangster outsmarts the syndicate in a clever denoue-

pattern. There's never a static moment. The screen
careens with movement, be it a joust, a clash of armies,
one-man stands against overwhelming odds. Broad
swashbuckling that pauses only momentarily for a
breath. Story excitement is engendered when a deposed
A'iking king, given sanctuary by King Arthur, sends his
son. Prince \'aliant (Robert \\ agner ), on a mission to
overthrow the usurper. Valiant becomes a knight in

ment. Robert E. Kent's screenplay reveals a credible
detailing of gangland operations, while maintaining a

Arthur's court, finally rescues his parents in an incredible foray against hordes of evil Mkings and restores his

j)ersonal tone. Fred F. Sears' direction paces the film
briskly, running through the brief 76 minutes with wiretight rein. Performances by Sullivan, Luther Adler,
Adele Jergens and Beverly Garland are on a much higher ])lane than those ordinarily contributed on programmer plane.

father to the throne. It's done with a flourish and scope
that should make all but the most discriminating forget
the triteness of the story.

Lurid aspects are stressed in pressbook — "How (lang
Rule Was Smashed in Miami". "Racket-Girls Beware!''
Action and sex elements spotlighted. Phil
Columbia. 74 min. Barry Sullivan, Luther Adler, John Baer. Adele Jergens,
Beverly Garland. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred F. Sears.

20th Century-Fox. 100 min. James Mason, Janet Leigh, Robert Wagner, Debra
Paget, Sterling Hayden, Victor McLaglen, Donald Crisp, Brian Aherne. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway.

Pressbook spotlights spectacle and action : "The
Golden Age of Adventure Comes .Alive!". Exploitation
via the comic strip i>rototype is also featured. Phil

Inem

"Lucky

Me"

Sc(444ee^ 1^€UcK^ O

(CinemaScope)

O

O

Rating based on exploitables in science-fiction thriller
that will have them talking it up. Documentary style presentation sure to excite all audiences, should be smash in
action houses. Bodes good grosses wherever exploited,
despite marquee weakness.

Su^CHC^ IRcUcKf O O O
Routine musical comedy must lean heavily on exploitation
value of CinemaScope. Early runs will be helped by
strong WB campaign, but just average on lukewarm wordof-mouth in sub-runs. Boxoffice values on Doris Day, Phil
Silvers, Warnercolored production numbers.

W arners has a real spine-chiller in "Them," one that
should equal or surpass the returns on "Beast from
20,000 Fathoms." Picture keeps audiences on tenterhooks as it unreels in pseudo-scientific fashion horror
tale of man-killing monstrosities spawned by atomic
blasts. Tale begins in New Mexico with discovery of a
brutal murder, a child in a state of shock and a huge
insect-like footprint as the only clue. As story mounts
in suspense, state troopers call in entomolygist Fdmund
Gwenn, who suspects a monstrous mutation of insects
10 feet tall caused by radiation from atomic blasts. After
a desperate search, their nest is located in the Los
.\ngeles sewers and martial law is declared as the "li'itary moves in on the horrors with flame throwers, bazookas, and other instruments of death to end the terror.

.\() fresh angles have been added to a familiar musical comedy plot about a burlescjue troupe stranded in
Miami Beach ; nothing, that is, except CinemaScope.
which is an asset. Doris Day handles tunes and perforjnance in usual vivacious manner that will score with
her fans. Involved in a familiar rocky-rcjad romance,
Robert Cummings suffers the same tough-going in the
scri])t. l-'ntertainment is at its brightest when IMiil
.Silvers pilots the situation comedy in his well-known
boisterous style. Screenplay — clinging to hoary formula
— deals with trials and tribulations of show folk down
on their luck, trying to con angel into backing show. It
is during plot twists that interest lags, but this is i)artly
offset by numbers like "Tlir Sii])erstition Song" ( Day I
and ".Men" ( Silvers ).
I're^sbook j)lays uj) the ultra-hapi)y angles with. "The
Fastest- I'aced I'leasure That Fver Spread a W ide Smile
Acros.*. the Face of the .Screen." Neil

David W'eisbart's production and Gordon Douglas' direction are first-rate, and Ted Sherveman's screenplay
makes the incredible proceedings shiveringly realistic.

W4rn«r
Bros. Henry
100 min
Day. Robert
Cummings. Phil Silvers, Eddie Foy,
Jr.
Producer
Blank*.Oor'nDirector
Jack Donohu*.

Warner Bros. 94 min. James Whitmore. Edmund Gwenn, Joan Weldon, Jamti
Arness. Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas.

^u4iHt4A ^etUstf
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"Playgirl"

of War"

3est suited for action spots. Will find little favor in general market. Routine and phony story treatment and
stereotyped performances hurt its chances in class maritet. Graphic filming of war atrocities unsuitable
For family situations.
W hile presuming to deal authentically with life of
war prisoners in the hands of the North Koreans, this is
reallv quite phony and unimpressive. Sheds no new

Rating can be bettered by exploitation of title. Has elements for mass market, but meandering script dissipates
values for discriminating audience. Provocative campaign furnished by Universal.
This soap opera melodrama with topflight exploitation values should do satisfactorih- generally. However,
the loosely contrived script, leads to a premature, climax, lessening potential dramatic impact. Film has

liijht on the record of torture and killing- that tilled
Iiublic press in recent months. Formula presentation
lias U. S. .Krmy officer Ronald Reagan parachuting behind Communist lines to join prisoners in ileath march
to concentration camp and thereby documenting Red
war crimes. While presenting scenes of shocking violence, film lacks depth of reality in dealing with intrigues among the prisoners and efforts of Communists
to convert them. These situations, however, provide

jjlenty action and feminine lure. It's not for the kiddies
or for discriminating moviegoers. Tale reveals affair between night club singer Shelley Winters and Barry Sullivan, i)hilandering publisher, complicated when Shellev
shelters her small-town friend. Colleen Miller, in the big

good exploitation material — "brainwashing" of Red captives, courage of men enduring torture, stark emotions
lit strong men breaking under pressure.
Pressl)ook features the shock treatment with. "Can
^ Ou Take It!". You've Never .*^een .Anything Like
it'" \rl\

are only fair. Director Joseph I'evney obviously couldn't
coi)e with the scattered script.

'MGM. 80 mln. Ronald Reagan. Steve Forrest. Dewey Martin. Oscar Homolka.
' Producer Henry Berman. Director Andrew Marton.

living!" Leon
Universal-International. 87 min. Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan. Colleen Miller,
Gregg Palmer, Kent Taylor. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Joseph Pevney.

"The

Siege

at Red

city to become a model. Sullivan's turn to Colleen leads
to Winters' jealous killing of the publisher, with Colleen
headlined as stealing the singer's man. At this point, the
film goes off on anticlimactic tangents. Perftirmances

L'niversal offers strong exploitation
book. Accent is on Winters' charms,
with title: "If You Can't Afford It . .
(lirl's (jotta Live . . . And Men

Hiver"

Rating applies to general market. Business will be better
in action houses. Technicolor, competent performances,
humor, pleasing romance end Van Johnson in hardhitting role are assets.
Outdoor-meller set at tlie close of the Civil War.
starts smartly when \'an Johnson and other Confederate spies steal (latling gun. Suspense, as well as light
humor, developes as Johnson, posing as hawker in medicine show, tries to smuggle gun through L'nion lines.
Along the way. he becomes romanticallv involved with
Joanne Dru. This frolic turns into serious action when
Union cavalry, in search of the machine gun starts snaj)-

"Southwest

Passage"

(2D & 3D)

Rating will be higher in action spots. 3D does not add
much, lacking gimmick effects, but Pathecolor, hard-hitting violence are assets for intended market. Good performances and interesting story could turn up fair
grosses in general runs.
Camel caravan in (ireat American Desert provides interesting background for melodramatics. Made in 3D.
this will serve just as well in standard form. To escape
law. Joanne Dru and bandit sweetheart John Ireland
join caravan headed by Rod Cameron. Latter is trying
to find a new route to Calit\)rnia and, at same time,
])rove camels can be useful in the southwest. Hardhitting pace is maintained thrt)Ugh savage Indian attack,
and clashing i)ersonalities between Ireland and Cameron. Story is further complicated when caravan runs low
on water and Ireland is Iianished in the desert. Finale

ping at his heels. X'iolence is increased by renegade
Richard Boone who steals gun from jolmson and turns
it over to hostile Indians. lUazing clinia.x comes when
the Confederate spy Johnson aids cavalry in recapturing the weapon, thereby saving civilians under Indian
attack in L'nion fort.
Outdoor-action ])itch featured in jiressbook — "No
Greater Story Has The W est to Tell . . . No Fiercer
Battle I las The West To Relive !" Phil

finds the outlaw renouncing evil ways, leading the caravan to water, and helping to stave oflf Indian massacre.
Ciun-tomahawk action provides enough suspen.se and
savage encounters to grip actions fans. \eil

20th Century. Fo». 85 min. Van Johnson. Joanne Dru. Richard Boone. Milburn
Stone. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Rudolph Mate.

United Artists. 82 min. Joanne Dru, Rod Cameron, John Ireland, Guinn Williams. Producer Edward Small. Director Ray Naiarro.
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Producers

Come

To Allied

Allied Stales Ass'u opened the door to exhibitorsponsored production in its guaranteed-playdate,
picture-per-month deal with Hal R. Makelim Productions. Less than a week after the deal was announced. Allied general counsel A. F. Myers revealed that five more independent producers have
solicited a similar agreement. The Makelim deal,
in line with last years' convention proposal, guarantees flat rental playing time in 2500 theatres for
12 films per year.
According to the plan, exhibitors make no capital investment in production, but are committed to
play the picture under predetermined terms. Actual
production costs are financed by the producer. In
effect, the 2500 exhibitors underwrite production
costs by guaranteeing payment for pictures upon
delivery, Myers points out. The films will be
available to all exhibitors, and "charter members"
will receive rebates from profits. Indiana members have already oversubscribed their quota,
Myers revealed, and each of the regional meetings
of Allied units will have the plan presented for
sponsorship during May and June. Makelim's associates in the venture are Sam Nathanson and director Frank Borzage. Names of story properties,
stars and directors, will be disclosed by Makelim
at the exhibitor meetings.
Nationwide exhibitor enthusiasm for the deal
was immediately evident. TOA president Walter
Reade, Jr., acclaimed it "helpful to the entire industry". AB-PT head Leonard Goldenson welcomed itas a stimulant to production.
17 on WB Schedule in C'Scope
What Warners has to ofifer "from here on in has
never been duplicated anywhere," distribution chief
Ben Kalmenson told a sales meeting last Thursday
(15). Production schedule is the biggest and most
costly in WB history, he said, naming 21 pictures,
17 of them in CinemaScope, and all but one in
color. Kalmenson emphasized that "we are not
married to any technique."
He said WB was fully geared to handle the
forthcoming product, called upon the exhibitors to
do the "grass roots" work in selling the picture.
On this basis, he said, the industry faces an era of
opportunity unparalleled in its history.
Yates Sees Big TV Market
Republic veered closer to big-time television as
Herbert J. Yates reported a $1,500,000 expenditure
for TV equipment to stockholders. The Republic
president spotlighted the video aspect for both
home and theatre TV, called the motion picture
business "very risky." Half of tl.e pictures made
lose money, only 30 per cent are profitable, he
said. The old Rogers and Autry stockpile for resale to TV, Yates estimated, was worth between
$3,(K)0,(KK) and $4,000,000.
Tlic past years' movie business difficulties were
dubbed "a blessing in disguise" by the Repul)lic
cliief, fostering better pictures, cost-cutting, and .i
fat TV market.
Sidelight was the ff)rcing out of vice-i)rcsi(lent
and sales head C. Uruce Ncwbery as a director because he held no stock in the company. Bernard
J. Smith, Jr.. who holds 1(X),(XK) shares, replaced
Newbery on the board. When three other stockless directors were cited, Yates asserted: " They'll
own stock if I have to give it to them."
P«q* 16
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GEORGE DEMBOW, National Screen sales v. p. is putting
the Tushinsky SuperScope lens
on sale at $350 per lens, $700 per
set. Delivery starts May 15, with
orders being filled in rotation.
Details on "Scopes", "Visions",
color TV and other developments in the movie and video
fields will occupy some 50
papers to be presented at the
SMPTE convention the week of
May 3.
SPYROS SKOURAS will be
guest of honor at the MP and
Amusement division of United
Jewish Appeal luncheon, May
20. Universal's ADOLPH
SCHIMEL is division chairman
of the UJA drive.
AL STERN moves up to
RKO Radio publicity manager,
joining exploitation head
DAVID CANTOR and ad manager BEN GRIMM on MERVIN HOUSER'S staff.
WILLIAM J. KUPPER, outgoing managing director in England for 20th-Fox, has joined
Chromart Colour Corp. in Britain as vice-president and general sales manager. He'll handle
U. S. and Canadian sales.
RKO's "Carnival Story" was
given a "B" rating by the National Legion of Decency. Com^
Big contingent of TOA leaders will be on hand for the
Georgia MPTO convention.
May 9-11. Due for the speakers
rostrum are TOA president
Walter Reade, Jr., general counsel Herman M. Levy, v.p. E. D.
Martin and drive-in committee
chairman Jack Braunagel.
SIDNEY COOPER UA New
Haven branch manager, moves
up to head the Washington
branch.
COL. H. A. COLE congratulated BOB COYNE for the job
accomplished to present the
facts to the press (via Ec'itor
and Publisher ads) in the tax
fisht, that 'we were not looking
for 'pro' treatment but merely
trying to head off 'anti' editorials
. . . Quite a contrast from what
came out at the time of the presidential veto!" says the colonel,
adding: "This is an example of
how honest publicity and propaganda should be done and I hope
the industry will never forget
the lesson."

WB
OK'sbecame
Perspecta;
3 Others
Warners
the third company
to adB
Perspecta, joining Metro and Paramount in use
the optical track stereosound system. Arthur
Loevv revealed also that Perspecta discussi(j
were currenrtly in work with RKO, Universal
Columbia. Loew set the East Coast demonst
tion of Perspecta sound last Thursday (15) bef
departing for Hollywood. Fairchild is the fi
company licensed to manufacture the new sou
equipment; negotiations are being held with RC
Westrex, Altec and overseas equippers.
Also on the technological front, the East Co
demonstration of VistaVision was set for Rai
City Music Hall on Tuesday, April 27, by Harr
IJalaban. Adolph Zukor promised enough Vis
Vision cameras to fill producers' requircmei
within three months.
COMPO E & P Campaign Switch(
COMPO switched its "just the facts" "Editj
and Publisher" campaign, after the successful tl
barrage, to support of the industry's ProductiJ
Code and importance of the movie house in t|
local community. "You'll see few 'For Rent' sigj
near a live, popular movie theatre," it's pointJ
out. The ad lists an impressive series of expenc|
turcs by theatres locally.
The all-industry organization, in letters
regional tax committee,s puts out storm warniti
flags against usurpation of the tax by state arl
municipal governments, reminds those who haverl
thanked their legislators, to do so.
Ballantyne's CinemaScope
CinemaScope in drive-ins, following the receJ
successful debut in Salt Lake City at the Mold
Vu, loomed bigger with the installation by Bl
Hoff in his 750-car Airport Drive-In in OmaH
Hoff, who is general sales manager of Ballantyi
Co., is using the Omaha debut to prove the pra'
ticability of a complete CS drive-in installatic
marketed by the equipment company and ai
proved by 20th-Fox.
Tax-Exempt Damages
Two-thirds of trii)le-(lamage awards in anti-tru;
suits are tax-exempt, a U. S. Appeals Court rule
after exhibitor William Goldman refused to pa
taxes on $250,000 of the $375,000 he received in hi
suit against the Warner circuit and major distr
butors. Goldman was upheld after the Goverr
incut appealed from a tax court ruling exeniptin
the other two-thirdg because "punitive damage
are not cotnpensatory." Decision was seen a
setting a precedent in all anti-trust suits.
Arthur Replies to Skouras
On behalf of the Southern Calif. Thcair
Owners, .Ass'u, chairman Harry C. Arthur made
siiecial plea to Spyros P. Skouras for a test c
CinemaScope i)ictures with and without stereo
plionic sound. "W hile the success was exceptiora
ai on 'The Robe'," Arthur wrote to the 20th-Foj
presiiUnt, "'How to Marry a Millionaire' showeJ
a considerably less gross, and 'King of the Khybe
Rifles' was a complete negation of the theory tha
sieroiihonic somid and CinemaScope are certail
boxorticc attractions." Arthur's five-page reply
a letter from Skouras noted that while he was "en
thusiastic about stereophonic sound under ccrtair
circumstances", it should not be mandatory.
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The property that re-united this team is destined to
take its place among
tremendous

the all-time industry greats! So

has been its popular appeal that it has

set the unprecedented

record of skyrocketing to the

No. 1 spot on America's best-seller lists jusf 4 weeks
after publication! A Literary Guild and Readers Digest
Book Club selection, this inside story of the intimate
life and loves of a doctor is packed with the kind of
dynamite that sets off boxoffice fuses! And

UA and

Stanley Kramer are sustaining the novel's amazing
popularity with a publicity and advertising campaign

Four top stars are slatl

guaranteed

for the key roles ...ioi

to pay off on celluloid! Watch

for more

news about this important, presold film!
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Pictured above are scenes from some of the pictures that started UA on its way 35 years ago. From left: "His Majesty, the American" (Fairbanks);
"The Circus" IChapiinI; "Pollyanna" IPickford); "Son of the Shiek" (Valentino); "Tumbleweeds" (William S. Hart); "Queen Kelly" (Swansonl.

Vintage shot taken at the Pickford-Fairbanks
studio when Joseph Schenck joined UA in
1925. From left: Hiram Abrams, then UA
president: Dennis F. O'Brien, Mary Pickford, Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, Charles
Chaplin, Arthur Kelly, Douglas Fairbanks
and Schenck. Not in the picture with original founders is D. W. Griffith.

The

In an industry
that feeds on glamour, dreams, fiction, truth, it would
be hard to find a
scrijjt that reads like
"The United Artists
Story". Give a producer such a screenplay and he would
immediately discard
it as too fantastic.
Yet it is incredibly
true.
It all began just 35 years ago, when America's three most
famous screen personalities and the nation's greatest director
formed a new corporation dedicated to wed art with commerce. They were, of course. Charles Chaplin, Mary Pickford.
Douglas Fairbanks and David Mark Griffith. From the day
that William Gibbs M( Adoo. Wilson's Secretary of the Treasury, drew up and presented the Articles of Incorporation on
April 17, 1919 — "to improve the photoplay industry and its
artistic standards," and to "market photoplays in the interests
of the artists who created them," the I A story has been a
series of dramatic ups and downs.
The founders were enticed into the idea of selling up their
own corporation by a former Paramount scenario executive,
Hen Schulberg. and Hiram Abrams. Adolph Zukor's i)redecssor as president of Paramount. Abrams became president of
I niled Artists; .Schulberg. general manager. The initial I A
quartet were probably ibe highesl-|)aid personalities in movieland, yel they were willing to gamble on ibe po.ssibilily that
.olars could own them.selves, and produic films llial would
merit wide public reception.
Their first step, one like thai was later lo become the saving fa« lor for I A. was lo salvage older piclures lo fill iii until
the product lliey them.selves could pul oul would be ready.
I he fir>t to be n>a<le b\ llie (onipaiiv wa.>- Fairbanks" "Mis
Majesty, the American." ll was a smash. Following in rajiid
Pdge 18
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succession were "Pollyanna", "Broken Blossoms", "Way
Down East", "Mark of Zorro", great grossers all.
On the business side, meanwhile, Abrams deviated from
the long accepted policy of flat rentals and inaugurated percentage selling with "Pollyanna". The minutes of the Corporation reveal a supposedly tongue-in-cheek statement by the
then-president that may be considered with mixed emotions
by many exhibitors today. According to the record, Abrams
assured the UA Board that he would "secure a cash deposit
from the exhibitor as a guarantee of good faith", and would
employ percentage checkers "only where doubt existed as to
securing a square deal from the exhibitor," adding, "most of
the larger theatres can be trusted to make honest returns."
Abrams died in 1926, but the principle of percentage selling
was established.
Competition and demands by exhibitors for more product forced another new policy. Since the UA owners knew
that the quality of their pictures must inevitably suffer if they
attempted to use only their own product to fill theatres' needs,
they invited other eminent producers to join the fold. Notable
contributions in those early years were George Arliss' "The
Man Who Played Bad", Nazimova's "A Doll's House", Barrymore's "The Beloved Rogue." Valentino's "The Son of the
Shiek", Buster Keaton's "The General", William S. Hart's
"Tumbleweeds"
and others that have left their mark on the
screen
log.
The series of great films brought Joseph M. Schenck i"
as Chairman of the Board, and shortly thereafter Samuel
Goldwyn. both of whom bought into the company. UA was
riding high and Walt Disney and Alexander Korda became
|)arl of the ow tier-group. But the depression vears and the
'Toast' For 'Vera Cruz'
Ed Sullivan's "Toast" to UA's 35th Anniversary went out
to millions on the popular Sunday night show, April II , in a
unique filmed sequence showing Sullivan's visit to the "Vera
Crui" location shooting in Mexico. The TV impressario greeted
stars Burt Lancaster and Gary Cooper, producer Harold Hechf,
then looked at scenes (projected to the audience, of course)
of several of UA's great films down through the years, as well
as rushes from "Vera Crui." Gag ending had the "cutting" of
a huge 35th Anniversary cake by the two stars, using bullets
instead of a knife to slash it to pieces.

others in the UA beginnings: "Beloved Rogue" IBarrymore 1 ; "Two Lovers" IColman-Banky ) ; "Doll's House" IHale-Nazinaova I ; "Taming of the
Shrew" IFairbanks-Pickford) ; "Way Down East" ILillian Gish) and "Mark of Zorro" (Fairbanks).

nm

The new UA leaders at a press conference
announcing their fulfillment within six
months of a 3-year option to have company
show a profit. From left: Seymour Reiser,
William J. Helneman, Arnold Picker, Max
Youngstein, Arthur B. Krim, president of
the
and IsRobert
ownercompany,
Matty Fox
missing.S. Benjamin. Co-

STORY

dominance of the Pickford-Chaplin bloc brought about an internal revolution. Schenck left to form 20th-Fox. Goldwyn
walked out. So did Disney and Korda. In 1933, GrifTith retired. In 1939. Fairbanks died. Only Chaplin and Miss Pickford remained and they held control. "America's Sweetheart"
was no longer a picture star, although she held a firm place in
the public's afTection. She ke])l a firm hand on the business
end of the company. The little comic with the moustache and
the cane made only an occasional film.
The sterling quality that had been I A's was dissipating,
but profits managed to hold up during the lush war years,
despite the company's reliance on a motley grouj) of producers for its source of product. David O. Selznick's entry
into the fold in 1941 with purchase of the late Douglas Fairbanks' stock was a temporary lift, but by the time he dropped
out in 1916, he contributed only three boxoflice pictures to
the company ('"Since You Went Away", "Spellbound". "1 II
Be Seeing You") .
In the next few years a succession of stewardships di|)|)cd
their toes into the slowly freezing I'A pool and quickly withdrew. By 1951. the talk on fdm row had it that about the only
recourse left to Chaplin and Pickford was to sell the company's entire product to television and get out of the movie
business.
Then the industry was set back on its ear when a group
of young industryitcs offered to repeat history by taking on a
cooperative o|)eration of the company. They promised, in return for an option of 50 per cent of the stock, to bring the
(•om|)any back into the black uilliin three years. It was a huge
Life Likes Ava
Life Magazine cast the spotlight on one of the big ones
conning in UA's 35th Anniversary year, "The Barefoot Contessa," with a five-page feature on Ava Gardner during the
filming in Ronne. If was a big plug for both Ava and the picture. Life notes that the photos "recorded a mature Gardner
that Hollywood might not recognize — an increasingly skillful
actress ..." Co-star Bogart was sloughed off with a brief
shot, but it was pictured and noted that "Producer Joseph L.
Mankiewici, who, doing the film for United Artists, wrote Ava
a tailor-made script."

gamble, for each of
these men was gainfully employed or
operating their own
business. But they
were willing to stake
their faith in a
movie business that
was at its lowest ebb
and in a company
on the verge of
baiikru|)tcy. both (\naiH ially and j)roducl-wise.
The gamblers were Arthur B. Krim. Robert S. Benjamin.
Matthew Fox. W illiam J. Heineman. Max E. \ oungstein. Arnold Picker and Seymour Peyser. Krim. the new president,
told of the "soul-searching (that) went on before we decided
to take on the job of putting the business back on its feet. We
knew it was more conduci\e to the production of ulcers than
of motion pictures. But we felt, and we knew the industry felt,
that there was a place for I nited Artists. As soon as we got
into the negotiations, many sideline cheerleaders told us to go
ahead and ])ut this deal together."
The first problem was to get pictures. Three days after
the new outfit entered their ofhces. a deal was negotiated with
the near-defunct I'^agle-Lion for its entire slate of current and
forthcoming pictures to act as a brake in UA's downhill slide.
May ^ oungstein's promotional talents were put to work to
formulate the selling campaigns on these pictures with a few
others that Krim and Benjamin, on a whirlwind trip to the
coast, picked u|) from independent producers. It wasn't unusual to see the lights burning throughout the night in the adpublicity department as Youngstein and his hand-picked staff
worked up campaigns for some 20 pictures.
Within six months, the impossible had been accomplished
— United Artists was operating in the black!
By the end of that first year, the company showed its first
])rofit since 19 16. The new regime was in. The conditions of
management venture were met. resulting in acquisition of
(Continued vn Page 27)
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Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
one basket," so to speak. They sell only
TAX-PATRON PROBLEM
ATO of Indiana
entertainment and don't have any nontaxed items to fall back on. Also, during
Those theatres that are not in a position
the last eight years theatres have raised
to pass any or all of the reduction on to their
prices only about one-third as much
their
customers may get some questions as to why
as all other commodities.
not, from their patrons. Your cashier or
things are so tough, why haven't you
Q. If
doorman could answer "see the manager",
raised your prices before now?
ask
"don't
"that's up to the home office," or
me". Personally, we would feel entitled to A. Movies are not just a luxury for a fewsome kind of a polite, brief and reasonably
people. They are the greatest source of
recreation for 45 million people every
sensible answer. If you too, think you
week. Because it is not just the wealthy
should brief your staff, here are some ideas
that patronize theatres, each community
you might work on and alter to best suit
puts a natural ceiling on what it will pay
your own situation:
for a ticket. When the exhibitor goes
Q. The Federal admission tax has been rehigher
than that, then some people stop
duced so why does my ticket to the
theatre still cost the same?
coming to the theatre. The theatre man
has needed and wanted to raise his prices
A. Because of the greatly increased operatto meet mounting expenses, but Uncle
ing expenses and because of the very big
Sam took up that amount they could inequipment investments now required by
crease by putting the 20% tax on each
the new projection methods, most thea. After that the exhibitor could
admission
tres must have this added income to stay
not
go
still
higher without keeping some
in business. Because of the 20% sales tax
of
his
good
customers
away. That is why
on movie tickets 6,000 theatres in the
movie tickets have increased only an
close
to
forced
been
have
United States
average of 11% the last 8 years while all
and another 6,000 have just been hanging
other commodities have increased 36%
on waiting for the tax to be rdeuced.
during the same period.
(The
theatre is now installing
pe, PerspectaCinemaSco
on,
VistaVisi
Q. Xuts!
A. We want to do everything we can to let
sound, new seats, new projection equipment, or what ever you may have to talk
the patrons of the
theatre know
about.)
the real facts about admission taxes. I
would appreciate it if you would talk
Q. Why is it that electricial appliances (or
with
the manager so that he can explain
cut
been
have
etc.)
cosmetics,
jewelry, or
why we could not adjust our prices to
since the tax reduction, but movie tickets
are still the same?
give back all of the tax reduction.
Tax
.•\. When Congress passed the Excise
Bill they considered movie theatres in a
HANGING TOGETHER
special class. As a matter of fact, last
ATO of the Gulf States
summer the U. S. Senate and the House
Mr. Max Youngstein, Vice-President
of Representatives overwhelmingly passUnited
.-Krtists, states that his company will
movie
on
tax
all
eliminating
ed a bill
never let an exhibitor run any picture ot
tickets and the motion picture people had
theirs and lose, without some sort of an adtold Congress that only a few theatres
justment. He believes that if the exhibitor is
would be able to pass the savings on to
in
financial
difficulty then his company is in
n
their customers. The Congressme
the
same
difficulty.
He states further that
it.
about
honest
so
being
for
us
thanked
his
company
will
never
make a picture that
However, the President asked the movie
cannot
be
shown
in
any
theatre
with the theyear
people to wait until the first of the
atre
owner
as
sole
judge
as
to
how the picconbe
could
taxes
excise
other
when
ture will be shown, with or without stereo
sidered at the same time. Because the
sound. I honestly believe he means just
President promised help at this time,
what he says and praise his sentiments.
thousands of theatres have just held on
in business until now.
I have been asked, "Why join .Allied?"
Q. Maybe a lot of other businesses needed to Well, I'll tell you now that Allied won't
keep this reduction for themselves just as save you one dime in film rent. Lotsa folks
much as you theatres?
joined
and film
dropped
out half.
when Now
they you
couldn't
cut their
rent in
ask
A. I am not too familiar with other businesses, but I do know that the U. S. Treasury
yourself one question, "What would happen
if Allied folded'" I believe everyone in the
Department studied the facts very carefully and the Secretary of the Treasury
entire territory would really feel the difference. Ifeel that every theatre in the terriCommital
Congression
appeared before
tees and said that he believed that the
tory should belong to either T().\ or .\llied,
l)ecause without those organizations, boys,
movie business was one of two that need
tliis relief now. Besides, other merchants
your name would be mud. Just don't you
Louisiana boys forget that the state tax fight
Keneraliy have a variety of items to sell
s<i that if their business on one is hurl by is coming up. ^'ou Mississippi fellows know
what a strong organization means. The time
an exci-e tax they still have other things
to sell. The theatre has "all of its eggs in is c'osc when the state or the towns are goP*q» 20
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ing to try to get the tax that Uncle Sam just
let go.
I like people and that includes film salesmen and branch managers, because I don't
feel that because they do their job well fo
their company that they are necessaril"
crooks any more than the exhibitor that is
screaming. It is true that when a man works
for a company the only thing he has to work
toward is promotion. Ambition is a danger-,
ous thing if mishandled. Without Allied
every exhibitor would be at the mercy of an
ambitious man, and here again we act as a
safeguard. — Jack O'Quinn, Secty.
DRIVE-IN CASHIERS
ITO of Ohio
The ilelt-O-Matic Company, Winthrop,
Mass., has an item called "Heet-o-mat", an
electrically heated portable and flexible rubber mat which provides a definite amount of
warmth and comfort to people who stand on
it when working in exposed areas, such as
cashiers and ticket takers. The mat is two
feet wide and three feet long, sells for $19.50
and consumes only 350 watts of electricity.
They are used by toll collectors at bridges
and tunnels, etc.
*
*
*
Wometco Theatres
Cashiers in drive-in theatres are the major
source of information for entering patrons.
They must know the correct answers to all
questions about the show and the theatre
and should respond quickly and accurately.
This eliminates the possibility of delay of
entering cars and prevents interruption in
the flow of traffic between the box office and
the parking ramps.
Indoor theatres have long been plagued by
patrons who forget their tickets or change at
the bo.x office. In a drive-in the consequences of this are more difficult to control
and can cause traffic snarls and irritating
delays for following patrons. This must be
prevented.
The use of the simple phrase, "Wait for
your tickets and change please," at the time
tiie money is tendered by the patron, does
this effectively.
An important point of both service and
safety is provided by the cashier in saying,
"drive with your parking lights, please," as
her last contact with each individual car.
The cashier additionally performs some of
the duties of a doorman. She tears tickets at
the time of sale, giving stubs to the occupants of the car and disposing of tiie remaining stubs in containers provided.
She also keeps the Doorman's Report as a
record of cars which entered without tickets,
such as other employes, delivery cars, company executives, etc.
Cashiers must have available information
on the number of patrons at any given time
during the evening and on the number of
cars which may be present. This information
is important to prepare properly for intermissions at the refreshment building, especial y attimes of capacity business.
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Tilt' Iccliiiolofiical war of as[)cct ratios ha.s now swilched
to a hatllc of sound systems. Arrayed against eaeh other are
two methods of simiilatinsr stereophonic sound at source,
similar in aural efTe( t. hut hasically different in technique.
One is the magnetic muUi-track system, chief proponent of
wliich is 20th (lentury-Fox : llie other is Perspecta optical

No. 2 (for many exhibitors this should be No. 1) is the
cost as compared with magnetic stereosound. The integratinj:
equipment runs under $1000 if the theatre already has the
speakers. If two additional speakers are required, assuming
that the normal central speaker is in good condition, cost will
run up around S4000, still below that of magnetic equipment.

stereoi)honic. heing pushed hy M-(i-M and Paramount. \^'hatever the outcome, one thing is certain: there will he a new
form of sound in motion picture exhihition.

No. 3 selling point is the minimizing of conking out.

What are the differences? Briefly, magnetic sound has
sensitized sound on hoth left and right sides of the film, the
right carrying three tracks for the three hehind-the-screen
speakers, the left side for auxiliary auditorium speakers.
Sound is channeled through a special head on the projectors
to each of the s|)eakers via magnetic pickup amplifiers. This
is the system used for C Scope and past stereosound pictures.
Persjjecta employs the regular optical track previously
used, hut has "cues" on the track with sub-audihle signals that
switch sound from each of the speakers to the others by means
of an integrator, channeling the sound in diminishing and
amplifying quality as the action moves from one portion of
the screen to any other point. In some quarters they call this
"dimensional" sound.
Proponents of the magnetic system harp on the high
fidelity reproduction of the sound, admitting that the co.st is
higher, hut claim it s worth the difference, since, they say,
rpiality today is of the essence.
Price Big Factor

Simplicity in the optical system's operation and construction,
as compared with the magnetic process, is stressed. Should
one of the three channels become inoperative, the sound output is automatically transferred to the center horn. The optical element eliminates loss of sound through demagnetization
and no special care is necessary in controlling stray magnetic
fields which may be present in the theatre booth.
Obviously, in order to have directional sound a theatre
must be equipped with three speakers behind the screen. Perspecta cautions, however, that if a theatre with a single sound
channel has unsatisfactory sound reproduction, it should install three new speakers, rather than trying to match their
present horn's substance.
The Integrator
The integrator is an electronic piece of equipment which
transforms the output of the regular projector sound head into
a stereophonic device. The optical rays from the sound track
are fed into the machine, which automatically transforms
them, via the amplifiers, into sound from each speaker b\
means of the sub-audible control, or "cue" track, at the same
time controlling the volume of sound from each horn. There
are no adjustments required in the projection equipment, no

I'erspecta s claims, however, are heing eyed by theatremen who are looking at their pocketbooks as well as the
screen. W ith Warners joining Metro and Paramount on the
Perspecta bandwagon, and three more companies reportedly
in line for the process, eastern exhibitors were treated to a

and 19" rack. Power supply unit is also 19" wide. weigh>
about 10 pounds and can be similarly mounted.

viewing of the optical system at Loew's State Theatre in New
York la.st week. Many of those j)resent at the demonstration
couldn't discern the difference between the two svstems;
others felt that magnetic sound was superior.

One aspect should be noted, as compared with four-track
magnetic stereosound. It is distinctly a front-of-the-theatrc
system, with no control for auditorium effects.

Since the magnetic .«ound sy.stem already has been
thoroughly explored. Icl us look at what Perspecta Sound has
to olTcr.
Its a sy.stem for obtaining directional sound on a single
standard 100 mil optical sound track. .No. I selling point is
its versatility: it can be used as a single s|)eaker system as well
as with three-speakers. Should there be a failure on any one
of ihc >i\ speakers, it can immediately be integrated into the
• entral speaker. It's an automatic process, using the same
soun»l lra<k as for .standard pictures; the "cues" only work
when special equijjment is employed. Perspecta prints can be
UM-d in any theatre, whether or not equip|)ed with stereoph«»ni« sound. r(»r inslaiKc. newsreels (without the "cues")
tan be shown without atiy adjuslmenl> in (he prt)jection
booth. t \en if Ihe film is on the .same red as Perspet ta« tpiippi-d fiMii I
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"penthouse" soundhead. The single integrator unit does all
the work. It measures about the size of a large table model
radio set. It weighs about 10 pounds and mounts into a stan

Perspecta-Sound. Inc.. in which M-G-M has a 50 per cent
interest, "proposes to license all reputable and competeiil
manufacturers" on a world-wide basis for manufacture of tht
integrators. Fairchild Recording Equipment Company watj
ihe first to enter into a manufacturing deal, but current nego
tialions indicate that RCA. \^estrcx. National Theatre Suppl)
and others w ill be supply sources, too.
j
Both 20th-Fox and Metro have designated magnelit
stereosound on all their CinemaScope pictures. \^ arners. oi
the other hand, has been outspoken in its choice of sound ant
scope they deem advisable for any of their films. With Para]
mount already committed, and RKO and Universal leaning i'l
the direction of Perspecta. the field is opening wide.
Ihc battle of the as|»ect ratios has been eclipsed by th<
sound struggle. But this unlike most wars, is not ticstructi'.c
It is progress the intlustry nnist have to keep it ali\e.
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Just back from Hollywood. Thought you'd like a few
snap comments and judgments — not necessarily in order of
importance.
There's a sudden, tremendous upsurge in production.
Those companies which a year ago had been talked into believing that 'Scope and other "new" systems would change the
industry's release pattern ( i.e.. that big-screen or w ide-screen
films would plav extended runs, so that fewer and bigger pictures were called for) have shifted ground.
Now the basic feeling is that more — and bigger — films
are needed and there's a frantic rush to get them going.
Disney Boon to 'Scope
Not that 'Scope isn't going ahead full blast. Not by any
means. The impression I got was that CinemaScope will get
its biggest boost from the Disney Studios. I believe that company's "Twenty Thousand Leagues I nder the Sea", which 1
saw shooting on the Burbank lot. with an overflow crew at
20th-Fox. will definitely turn the tide and prove beyond any
shadow of doubt the tremendous impact value of the widescreen medium.
The Disney operation just now is most impressive. Pictures have been scheduled for as far ahead as 1958 and the
preparatory material is extraordinarily good. There isn't a
spare inch of s|)ace. or a spare moment of time, on the lot.
And on top of all this \^ alt is now in the throes of his .ABC
television deal and the planning of his spectacular Disneyland
project — an amusement park so boldly conceived it will, judging by the blueprints and sketches I saw. put even the orld s
Fair into the shade.
VistaVision
All this preoccupation with product has reduced talk of
new systems to a mere trie klc though Paramount is plugging
VistaVision w ith all the \ igor at its command. gi\ ing almost
daily demonstrations on a giant screen erected on one of the
sound stages.
My impressions of it were mixed. I don't think I have
ever seen a sharper, clearer picture. e\en when |)resented on
the screen's full area of roughly 62 ft. by '^5 ft. The Tushinsky lens wasn't brought into use for the demonstration. Two
projectors were used, so that the effect of differing dimensions
could be achieved by alternating aperture plates. By cropping
in this way a 2.55 to 1 (CinemaScope dimension was presented i^o that viewers could compair it with an image having
the,' same screen length but much greater height. I thought
this comparison slightly misleading, since any 'Scope effect
obtained by cropping, rather than by use of an anamorphic
lens involves loss of |)art of the picture and does not provide
what, for want of a better description, can be called the panoramic close-up which is the outstanding feature of CinemaScope and pro\ides it w ith so much of its dramatic value. My
over-all impression, then, was that VistaVision offers exhibitors abigger big-screen jiicture. with fitie definition, but that

a

Ba.xaffico

Baawn!

it is not as exciting from an audience viewpoint as Cinerama.
CinemaScope or the Tushinsky SuperScope.
In fact, with the excellent screens and projectors used
today in the average theatre I doubt whether moviegoers
watching a VistaVision picture shown at 1.85 to 1 would
notice the difference between it and an ordinary 35mm print
blown-up to those proportions, unless they happened to be
sitting in the first few rows of the house where the graininess
of the blown-up print would, of course, be obtrusive.
U-I Sitting Pretty
\^ hile j)reoccupation in the past few months w ith technical processes has meant that some of the bigger studios have
fallen badly behind in production. 1_ niversal has concentrated
on picture-making and has gone on building up its school of
bright young stars. This company is sitting pretty. It is on
the crest of a great wave of expansion, and from what I saw
of the footage, two of its forthcoming pictures — "Magnificent
Obsession " and "Pagan Love Song" — will be up among the
industry's top grossers.
\^ arner's also have a w inner in Judy Garland's "A Star
is Born" which, however, took so long to make, and proved so
expensive, that it will demand an altogether extraordinary exploitation campaign. There's not much doubt that Garland
will be a contender for top Academy honors next March.
Columbia, which has just had a boom year, shows
promise of another. It has some top product "in the works"
and. of course, is a most economically-managed business, w ith
Harry Cohn watching every dime and yet managing to toss in
that flash of genius which, time and again, has proved his
tremendous sense of showmanship.
MGM. which cut back its production and allowed many
of its long-term star contracts to lapse w ith the advent of CinemaScope. isswinging back in full stride again. Production
has been slow and a sense of urgency pervades this studio.
20th's Future Plans?
There is naturally a good deal of talk about 20th-Fox and
its determination to specialize on CinemaScope product and
four-track magnetic sound. On this lot. because of that policy,
the number of pictures in production is still small compared
with pre- Scope days. Outside observers are convinced that
the company will before long evolve a plan for supplying
special product for theatres which are not Scope-equipped,
but no responsible individual will hazard a guess as to how
this can be achieved in view of 20th's vast investments and
commitments in CinemaScope. \^ hat is freely admitted is
that 20th gave the industry the shot-in-the-arm it needed desperately ayear ago.
From these scrambled notes and comments you w ill realize that, after a period of relative uncertainty. Hollywood is
back in business on the grand scale, with every prospect of a
handsome financial year and of the highest boxofhce take
since the "good old days".
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amused expressions
Startled
top-hatted apparition, who
this and
greet
had his pants scared off witnessing "Creature From the Black Lagoon." Street stunt
was one of several conjured by Ernest A.
MacKenna. manager of the Joy Theatre in
.\ew Orleans, and Universal fieldman Alfred Cohan. The formally-attired hut pantsless man was ogled throughout the Canal
Street downtown district.

O

MERCHANDISING

EXPLOITATION

DEPARTMENT

f

Movie Contest Prize — TV Set
Probably the most mystifying stunt of all
the recent merchandising splurges, the Wall
Street Journal reports, is one promoted by a
Duluth, Minn., theatreman to plug "Miss
Sadie Thompson." He invited the area's fair
sex to match their dimensions with those of
Rita Hayvvorth's; not new, but a gag guaranteed to draw gapers and space in the
newspapers. What made it distinctive, however,
vision set.was the prize ofTered: a 21-inch tele-

iJiewpoints
Looking at the photo above, the headig on this column may appear a bit
ointed. Actually, it is.
j Gag stunts in merchandising pictures
re great for stimulating mass audience
iterest. In the case of the Joy Theatre,
I the New Orleans opening of Univer"Creature from the Black Lagoon,"
series of such stunts had some 5000
lamoring to get into the house for the
vo evening preview performances day
efore opening. As a matter of record,
olice reserves and riot cars had to be
ailed out to handle the crowds.
This was a typical stunt campaign. In
adio spots, the theatre announced that
jveral previous movie monsters, as well
s the "creature" would appear on the
larquee in person. It was also prolaimed that a doctor and nurse would
e in attendance at the previews to
ake patrons' blood pressure as a safety

precaution for the horror that was to be
on the screen. "Creature"
presentedwere
stickers
placed in strategic spots,
telling the public to look for them because dimes were pasted underneath.
These and other stunts inundated the
New Orleans area via radio spots, newspaper ads and lobby displays.
Here was a picture that called for a
flamboyant stunt campaign and reaped
ship.
the harvest sowed by proper showmanStunting is a great asset to exploitation, but it should be carefully guarded,
used only where the picture lends itself
to such ballyhoo. At any rate, it is a
good sign to find showmen turning loose
their ingenuity to stir up public interest.
The warm months ahead is the time for
these street stunts. Let's see more of
them.

Metro's "Stock" Giveaway
One of the cleverest press gags of the year
was pulled off by Howard Dictz. The MGM
v.p. sent out, by registered letter, what
looked like gilt-edged stock certificates in
"The Tredway Corporation" to hundreds of
movie editors, columnists, financial editors
and radio & TV commentators. Each was
made out in the name of the recipient for
"100 unpaid, nonsensical uncommon shares."
It was signed by all the "officers" — except
the president — of the "corporation", who
turned out to be the stars of "Executive
Suite". Absence of the president's signature
ties in with pic's theme — a battle among the
v.p.'s to fill the corporation's top spot. The
registered letter gimmick made sure it would
go directly to the people Metro wanted to
reach. The certificate was dated April 1.
D rive-In Extra Service
A reminder of good-will building in driveins is noted in the drive-in section of Wometco Theatre Service Manual. It stresses
how important the field staff is in outdoor
houses, when they give personal service beyond the call of duty. Cars, it is noted, will
inevitably get flat tires, run out of gas, develop dead batteries, and have all manner of
minor mechanical and electrical trouble.
There should be free service to take care of
these things, outside of emergency gas cost
or tire repair at a nearby service station.
Another good suggestion for drive-ins is
reported by an Ohio theatreman. He checks
(Continued on Page 26)
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with all the local hospitals for maternity
cases and when the baby arrives, sends a
personally-signed letter congratulating the
new parents. The letter mentions that now
they may have the problem of the availability and expense of baby-sitters. "Hut actually,
there is no problem at all," the letter points
out. "since you're able to bring the baby
with you — sit back in the privacy of your
own car and enjoy a good movie at the
Drive-In Theatre. What's more the
(name)
l)rive-In has facilities for warming your
baby's bottle." .Attached to the letter, which
is attractively printed in pink and blue, are
two passes to the theatre.
'Valiant' Roxy Bow
The jam around the Roxy at the opening
20th-Fox's CinemaScope "Prince Valiant"
of
reflected results of an intensive advance
foundation laid by Charles Einfeld and his
staff. Of course, the mass of luminaries that
flocked to the klieg-lighted festivities did no
harm, either. The film's star, Janet Leigh,
was one of the more glamorous who did
yeoman work. After dazzling the world premiere crowds at Grauman's Chinese, she
flew to New York for the Eastern debut,

Catchline of the Issue
"If You Can't Afford It, Forget
It!" _ PLAYGIRL (Universal)
sandwiching in radio and TV stints, to head
a list of celebrities from the show world,
society and industry. The Roxy engagement
was boomed on T\ "s key 8-9 p.m. Sunday
shows a week earlier, Ed Sullivan's "Toast
of the Town" and Eddie Cantor on the "Colgate Comedy Hour." New York subways
selected the film as "Go See Picture of the
Month" for .\pril, using 12,000 car cards
seen by millions of riders. Macy's ran huge
ads in the Journal-.American and Times,
hailing "Prince Valiant" as "the liveliest
knight of the year," plus a window display
authentic costumes from the film and a lifesize cutout of Robert Wagner in the title
role. -Among the stunts was a search for the
most beautiful \'iking girl in the country to
attend the premiere. TV coverage was
handled
by Dorothy
Kilgallen's
liveshow
30minute show;
Sloan Simpson
aired the
for Mutual, tape-recording interviews for
subsequent re-broadcast.
(Continued on Page 28)

Presshook

Janet Leigh jaces neuspaper and neusreel pi
tographers in the jestii e opening of "Prince V':
ant" at the Roxy. Lower. 20th-Fox vice-presidt
Charles Einfeld (right), hosting the premir
greets Samuel Rinzler of the Randforce circu

Award

Many theatremen are apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship — the presshook. We devote this space in each issue
of FILM BL LLETIS to recognize those pressbooks that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In th's issue tk? Award goes to:
~Six-She«t Cutout

LUCKY ME
Warners have capitalized on happiness, a Doris by the
name of Day, and CinemaScope in fashioning a presshook
for "Lucky Me" that sparkles with the frolicksome mood of
the picture. The star, whose rendition of "Secret Love"
won an (Jscar for the song, gets the spotlight in the ads
(right), which bust out all over with gaiety. Xote the Life
format, which emphasizes the fast pace (caption for photo:
"One of the quieter riots of novel story that starts out with
bang and goes on from there"). Featured, too, are displays
(like the six-sheet cut-out (left), the new CinemaScopestyled color stills (below) and a big music promotion on the
songs that are already on the Hit Parade.
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Ava Gardner as an unknown built into a star by a has-been director, Humphrey
Bogart, poses for the press in "The Barefoot Contessa".
(Continued from Pa.^e 19)
8000 shares of UA stotk. wilh a 10-year voting control over
the Chaplin-Pickford holdings.
"We were thrilled by the support we got." the justly
proud Krim said. "Every exhibitor we talked to took the view
that L A was important to him. and that if we could not guarantee him this year the kind of release schedule for which the
company was once renowned, he would go along with us and
help us to provide such a schedule later on."
The new I'nited Artists found little difficulty in holding
up its end of the bargain. To|)-llight independents flocked to
this up-and-coming organization that had proved itself so
quickly. First was S. P. Eagle and John Huston, whose "African Queen" was one of the top moneymakers of the year, and
figured prominently in the Academy Award selections. The

Burt Lancaster and Gary Cooper in "Vera Cruz".

quality produc t kept coming in with Stanley Kramer's "'High
Noon", Huston's '"Moulin Rouge", Otto Preminger's "The
Moon Is Blue", and. currently. Anatole Lilvak's "'Act of Love"
and Huston's "Beat the DcNil".
But while quality product was the objective, the team
did not overlook exploitation values in cheaper pictures. They
grabbed up the initial '^D j)icture, "Bwana Devil", which became one of the biggest grossers for its cost in movie history.
Such films as "Vice Squad" and "Wicked Woman", backed
by the ^ oungstein touch, showered dollars into the till, and
"Go, Man. Go!'* is now Jjiling em in.
(Continued on I'lige 32)
Highlights from forthcoming UA films: Orson Welles as "Othello"; Herbert
Marshall, Richard Egan, Constance Dowling in "Gog"; Jamei Fernandei and
Dan O'Herlihy in "Adventures of Robinson Crusoe".

Dale Robertson, J. Carrol Naish in "Sitting Bull".

/
(Continued from Page 26)
'Not As A Stranger' Search
The long-range promotion barrage for
United Artists' "Not As A Stranger,"
launched with Stanley Kramer's recent
coast-to-coast junket, wherein the producer
made p.a.'s at bookstores, women's clubs,
literary groups and press on behalf of the
best-seller from which the forthcoming film
takes its story, has taken on a tiew twist.
Kramer has instituted a world-wide talent
search, UA reports, that promises to raise
more dust than any since "Gone With the
Wind." Over a thousand newspapers have
received mats of the principal character,
showing three famous artists' interpretation
of what they feel he looks like from Kramer's description — "muscularly aesthetic,
with a sensitive face ... a guy who could be

Toronto 'Rose Marie' Co-ops
Toronto campaign for M-G-M's "Rose
Marie" illustrates what can be done with tieups. Loew's Yonge Theatre manager Jack
flarkc and publicist Gerry Collins worked a
co-op with the National Sportsmen's Show
tliat l)rought the picture to the attention of
100, 000 visitors, including loads of transients,
with a 14' X 7' display board. The Show
gave it free space in exchange for a lobby
credit card. 'J'wo department stores has
specially erected screens in their music departments, with the regular theatre trailer
projected on 16mm, running continuously for
one week, supported by displays of album
posters and theatre credits. Cost was shared
jointly with MGM Records. Restaurants
around the city were deluged with window
streamers, also crediting theatre and playdate, in a tea tieup.

Three artists impressions oj the prinripul character in Stanley Kramer's "l\ot As a Stranger," suliject oj world-wide casting search: Arthur If illium Brown, Russell Patterson and Ernestine Jaediker.
rough and nice. . . "' The intriguing variety
of the drawings should arouse plenty of interest, especially in view of Kramer's designation that "the first consideration will
be the individual's physical appearance and
total personality" as they resemble Lucas
Marsh's, the central figure. The search is
not limited to the male lead. Players for
three other key roles are being sought in this
free-for-all casting, and Kramer's descriptions make for provocative copy ("real se.\pot, but a lady") and piquant replies. Publicist Dick Weaver is currently on an 11-city
tour to plug the film in newspai)ers, on radio
and T\'.
Novel

Vacation
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campaign on "Carnival Story" is
the ladies for the three-city world
(NY, Chi., Philly) on April 16. An
TV campaign was instituted, with
each city adjoining women's programs. Disc jockeys were supplied three
"love" themes from the musical score. Displays were set up in beauty shops, women's
sections of department stores, and women's
shops windows. The original bathing suits
worn by star Anne Baxter in the picture
were displayed and worn by live models on
TV and in star fashion shows. Additional

Purported to be the world's largest portri., is
this teaser display on Wilshire Boulevard's f'\iei
"miracle mile" for Warner's CinemaScope "L ky
Me", picturing Doris Day, Robert Camming!^
Phil Silvers. If you look closely, you can see iss
Day autographing the portrait.

Giveaway

]'\'() of Ohio reports an idea from Hal
(iilbert of West Virginia to use the upcoming vacation season as a "giveaway" frir
moviegoers. As we understand it, theatreman first lines up a vacation trip thrtnigh a
local travel agency. Contestants register at
the theatre and each ticket bought in their
name racks up ballots for them, with price
of ticket registering number of votes. In
other words, the contestants arc the salcsinen for the theatre and should be supplied
with playdatcs anri |)ublicily on the |)ictures.
It is sUKgestcd that the contest run up to the
closing of schools in late Imik. Word of
warning, however. l)on'i pi .it soliciting
around theatre. Chances arc ni.my of those
approarhcrl may be headed for the theatre,
P«g* 2t

'Carnival Story' Fern Angles
RKO
courting
premiere
intensive
spots in

Display for the New York Victoria openir
Republic's "Make Haste to Live" cutchet
passersby's eye on side, drawing attentio
big front shouter.
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Mammoth 'Heidi' Contest
Two lO-day expenses-])aid vacations foi
two in Switzerland are being ofifered by
I'nited Artists as the grand prizes in — of ai!
things — a children's coloring contest. The
occasion is the 106-date .saturation booking
of UA's "Heidi" in the New York metropolitan and suburban area. Contest is being
spotlighted by heavy slate of co-op ads in
newspapers and a three-week schedule of
daily TV plugs, including clips from the
film. .'\ special trailer detailing the contest
is shown for a week in advance at each of
the theatres. Better than a half-million contest blanks are being distributed in theatres,
to schools, churches and PTA groups.

(.roivd-ratching jionl created by munaper^l
Plough for the Philadelphia Stanton Theatrtffgagement of the two W arner crime shows,
the prison-cell facade for the boxoffice.\
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Does it come as a surprise when you look into your Cost-ofLiving . . . and out pops a JOKER

?

You'll see the reason, when you examine the Bureau
of Labor Statistics report showing that your Cost-of-Living
has jumped 92.8% since 1939! Your FOOD

cost has risen

141.4%; your RENT 42.4% and the cost of your APPAREL
99.2% ! A further look at the Exhibitors Digest reveals an increase of 98.9% for your THEATRE

EQUIPMENT and SUPPLIES

from 1940 to 1952! Your jumping Jack ... is springing from
some pretty lively prices!
However, there are no springs and no strings attached
to the negligible increase, IF ANY, you've received from NSS
during the very same period !
Compare all your costs with the LOW
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"Indiscretion of an American Wife" may be termed high-class soap-opera — with a twist. But so were "Back Stree !
"Stella Dallas", "The Sin of Madelon Claudet", "A PI ace in the Sun" and a host of romantic dramas that made boxoffic
hum through their draw to the feminine element. The situation, a love affair between a beautiful socialite matron and
young college professor, who forget themselves in passion for a couple of hours in full view of a railroad station's throne
makes for a fascinating potential for promotional imagination. In addition, there are two topflight stars, Jennifer Jones aii
Montgomery Clift, the latter riding high on his Oscar-nomination performance for "From Here to Eternity"; Producer-dire i
tor Vittorio De Sica ("Bicycle Thief", "Shoe Shine"); some of the most exciting romantic stills we've seen, and a far-flutl
music promotion covering the two big songs from the film. An overpowering series of ads completes a pressbook promotio

Columbia's Ijoxofficers have kindled a hot campaign based on the romance
and sensational angles. There is a set of "kiss stills", among them, those shown
in the ads (above), that have been worked out in an art form suital^le for blowups. Suggested is a lobby display: "Movie Kiss of the Year." Working again
on the powerful love angle, the pressbook suggests famous romantic teams, like

ADS
Newspaper

I

ads concentrate on ki

scenes in art, on teaser "Loiigiii
Yearning, Wanting" and pieced letter tellin
of irresistible love, and key line "Suddeni|

Boyer-Lamarr in "Algiers", Gable-Leigh in "(IW'TW", Taylor-Clarbo in "Cathe Whole
World
Knew Her Secret!" Bol'
kiss
close-ups
predominate.
mille", etc., in a display with Jones-Clift. Also a contest on "Perfect Lovers".
National Screen has a set of fashion stills for planting in newspapers and windows. Music store co-op can be worked with the two big songs, "Indiscretion"
Columbia
and "Autumn
record album cover
Four-page tabloid herald is realistic enough to
an eve'
e
m
o
R
make
'em believe it actually happened. Copy is
stopper.
done in sensational yellow journal style. Back
page allows for imprint of theatre and playdate.
Jennifer Jones Montgomery
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(-)scar-\viniu'r X'ittorio Dc Sioa ( Bicycle Tliief I has teamed two stars wlio
lave also fifjured proniineiitl v in the Acadeniv Awards for a romantic film off
he beaten path. Rejjortedly working- for 6/ days in an Italian railroad station
fter it had closed for the night, I)e Sica ])ortravs two and a half hours of an
dyll between a married rhiladeli)hia socialite. Jennifer Jones, and an intense
oung college professor, Montgomery Clift. The story begins with the woman
waiting for a train, to bring her back to home and husband, after a secret love
ffair. iler paramour tinds her there. ])ersuades her to share the last brief
nonients with him. Their passion has the hundreds of passengers, attendants,
ailroad workers gaping, causes the police to stej) in. Brought into custod}-,
he woman is faced with exposure of the romance and wreckage of a ha])])}'
narriage and loss of her son, in the wake. De ."^ica keei)s
he accent on the emotional asi)ects, although, in one
cene the desperate Clift takes a solid whack at the reAn imixissioned Jcnnialcitrant Jennifer. The noted Italian ])r()ducer-direct0f
jer Jones (above) relas fasliioned a jjoignant ahd unusual love story in "Inads to her lover's kiss,
and (right) his anger.
liscretion of an American Wife."'
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The

UNITED

ARTISTS

STORY

(Continued from Page 27)
The future looks even brighter for this renascent outfit as it celebrates its 35th Anniversary.
The i)romised quality seems destined to appear
in greater abundance this year than in any since
l^A's heyday.
The star and producer-director lists on those
pictures already completed and soon to be released are an indication of the top product in

Burt Lancaster as an Indian warrior in a tense moment from
"Apache", Hecht-Lancaster production co-starring Jean Peters.

prospect for hungry exhibitors: Burt Lancaster,
Hum|)hrey Bogart, Ava Gardner, Gary Cooper.
Barbara Stanwyck. George Sanders. Gregory
Peck. Kirk Douglas, Orson Welles, Errol Flynn.
are some of the boxofTice names for the marquee.
Producers and directors include John Huston.
Anatole Lilvak. Josejjh Mankiewicz. Edward
Small. Konald Neame. Robert Aldrich. Victor
Saville. Robert f^ossen. Chester Erskine. Roy
Rowland.
The films they represent: ''Apache' (Lancaster-Jean Peters), based on Paul I. Wellman's
best seller and "Vera Cruz"' (Lancaster-Cooper),
both Hecht-Lancaster productions.
"The Barefoot Contessa" ( Bogart-Gardner )
made on location by Joseph Mankiewicz.

Gregory Peck in an embarrassing situation in "The Man With
a Million," from Mark Twain's "Million Pound Bank Note".

"Man With a Million", (Peck) J. Arthur Rank production directed by Ronald Neame. based on the famous Mark
Twain story. "The Million Pound Bank Note."
"Sitting Bull" (Dale Robertson), first CinemaSco|)e |)roduction to come from l A.
"Witness to Murder (Stanwyck-Sanders), Erskine producing, Rowland directing.

"Othello" with Orson Welles producing, directing and
starring.
"Crossed Sw ords" ( Flynn-Lollobrigida), Milton Krims
direc ting on location in Italy.

"The Long Wait" (Anthony Quinn-Peggie Castle), a
Mickey Spillane thriller directed by Victor Saville.
"(/og" ( Richard Egan-(]onstance Dowling-Herbert Marshall). Ivan Tors' science-fiction production in 3D.

"AcKcnlurcs of Robinson Crusoe", Danziger-Eiirlich
film M-rsion of the cla.s.sic Daniel Defoe novel.
On llir horizon also are Robert Rossen's production of

"Alexander the Great"; H. E. Bates' "The Purple Plain" with
Peck starred ; Stanley Kramer's "Not As A Stranger", based
on the current best-seller (this looks like a can't-miss I and
Paul Gregory's "The Night of the Hunter," from the current
best-seller. And more to come.
For a company that two years ago was languishing in red
ink without, apparently, the faintest hope of succor, L nited
Artists has loomed into a prominence in the movie industry
that is little short of miraculous. The messrs. Krim. Benjamin.
Fox, Heineman, Youngstein, Picker and Peyser aren't actually
miracle-men, although their handling of United Artists might
make them seem so. They're hard workers, men with faith
and courage, and the ability to make a business pay ofiF. both
for them and for their customers.
This United
more glamorous
imagination. A
our country and

Artists Story is, indeed, stranger than fiction,
than any fantasy born of a script writer s
movie story it is, but, more, it is a story of
its way of life.

Highlights from forthcoming UA films: Anthony Quinn, Peggie Castle in "The
Long Wait"; Barbara Stanwyck. George Sanders in "Witness to Murder";
Errol Flynn in "Crossed Swords".

the

journal
of the
FIRST

ANNUAL

HEART

VARIETY

AWARD

CLUB

DINNER

Thursday evening. May 6. the New \ ork \ ariety
Ckilt will pay Irihute to \^ illiam J. (ierniaii at the
I ir^t Annual Variety (!lul) Heart Award Dinner, in the
Grand Ball Room of the W aldorf .Astoria Hotel.
0\

In conjunction w ith the Heart .Award Dinner, the \ arietv
Club Foundation to Combat r.|)ile[)sy. Inc.. will j)ul)lish a
journal. The proceeds of the journal will be used to further
the educational work of the Foundation and to continue its
support of the Variety Club Clinic for Children with I.pilepsy
at the Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center.
In addition to formal ad\ ertisin<r. as is usual in such journals, we will ask the friends of Hill (lerman and of the entertainment industry to sponsor pages of quotations about the
industry from many of the world s most distinguished men
and women and other material of particular interest to the
industry.
It is our hope thai the journal will constitute an eloquent
tribute to the industry and that it will be a cherished souvenir to everyone in the industry.
As a tribute to Hill German. kiiulU. hard-working President of the Foundation, as a further (ontrilmlion to the im|)orlant work of the Foundation, and as a sound medium for
industry public relations within the community, the journal
wants your support.
Walter Reade, Jr.

THE

RATES

One page, and a tabic for
ten at the dinner $450.00
(Table alone. $125.00)
One page
Ore-half page
One-quar;er page

$350.00
$250.00
SI 50.00

and
Bill German Rooters
contributions of $100.00
Dill German Boosters
contributions of less than $100.00
(The Bill German Rooters and
Bill German Boosters will be
listed in the journal to give
everyone an opportunity to
participate. )
NOTE: All orders and contributions
should be sent to
VARIETY
CLUB FOUNDATION
TO COMBAT EPILEPSY. INC.
1 40 West 58th Street.
New York 19. N. Y.
JUdson 6-4333

Samuel Rosen
WiLBLR Snai>er
Richard Walsh
CoCliainiirn of llw Journal Committee
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Wlat tb Newspaper Critics Sa^ Ahtrat New Film

3§L\'€*il €^ Briticism
Grouts
HVB's
C^Scaper
^Lucky
3#e'
"Seasonably gay and tuneful," pens Rose Pelswick in the
The opening of Warner Brother's first CinemaScope musical,
Journal-American. She finds that, "spun out against the glamor"Lucky Me." drew mixed criticism from the N.Y. scribes. Top
ous background ... of Miami Beach ... it all makes for sprightly
honors go to Phil Silvers, and Doris Day is given an emphatic
"E" for efTort, but it is agreed that a hackneyed script hindered
entertainment, highlighted by Miss Day's exuberance in putting
an otherwise top film.
over her songs, and by Silver's solid comedy routines."
The Time's Bosley Crowther sums up his opinion with
The World-Telegram & Sun's Alton Cook singles out Silvers
"Somewhere along about the middle . . . somebody hauls off and
sa\ing, "His contagious mirth zooms the new musical up among
lathers the face of Robert Cummings with a custard pie. That i
the top entertainments in town." Turning to the script he writes,
a fair indication to the type and desperation of this film." He ap"I lie ingredients are about the same grade that Doris Day has had
proves of Doris Day, however, saying "She is breezy, bright
in other pictures that rated only a step above passable."
Archer Winstcn, of the Post, gives it a Good Movie Meter
The Herald-Tribune's Otis L. Guernsey, Jr. opinions that
Rating then observes that the "plot is as old as it is serviceable,
and lyric."
"Doris Day is not as lucky in her latest screen sortie as its title
and the cast is able to .give it all the required zips and zingoes."
suggests . . . she has bounce but her hollow CinemaScope vehicle
He wryly notes that the film is "clean, shiny, active, and wholehas none. It leaves her all spruced up for enchantment, madly
some in appearance. What more could you ask of a musical
waving a wand on whose tip some one has forgotten to attach the
which is bounded on one side by avoidance of originality and on
the other by adherence to the accepted formulas."
magic star."
■PRINCE VALIANT"
20th Century-Fox
"Spectacular . . . cast excellent; action
fast-moving . . . movie that's right out of
the very top of the top drawer." — Pelswick,
X. ^'. Journal-American
"Clanging costume film in precisely the
spirit and the aspect of the comic-book original . . . .Action is a wide-screen conglomeration of Douglas Fairbanks and horse-opera
derring-do." — Crowther, N. Y. Times
"On a vast scale, there are jousting tournaments, endless pageantry and, for climax,
a battle in a blazing castle . . . Even so
earnest an author as Dudley Nichols
('Pinky,' 'Sister Kenny') could find nothing
to lift his hero above the comic strip level."
— Cook, X. World-Telegram
"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Has
the outer pomp, sceneries, castles, courtiers,
knights-in-armor and joustings that made
'Knights of the Round Table' such a feast
for young eyes. If anything, it seems to go
the first picture one, two, or three better
with its deeds of muscular and acrobatic
daring." — Winsten, N. Y. Post
"Lavish story-book movie for the holiday
enjoyment of the whole fainily . . . Active
spectacle dressed in shining armor and
charging across the CinemaScope screen in
a handsome production." — Guernsey, N. Y.
Herald IVibune.
•RED GARTERS'
Paramount
"Powerful \isual punch . . . ijromising
satirical punch though, is lost in a series of
self-conscious poses . . . Film is rather like
a cannon loaded with cap-pistol ammunition."— Piliodna, N. Y. Herald Tribune
"Breezy and bouncy entertainment that
seems to be stnuig on copper wires that are
constantly being jingled and twanged like
the strings of a guitar . . . tries hard to break
Ifiose. Unforlunat<ly, it isn't fabricated of
snflkiently elastic materials." — Crowther,
X. \. Tinjes
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"Results are not alwaj's as successful as
might have been hoped . . . Good natured,
crudely slapstick travesty of Western movie
doings." — Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram
"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Curious
picture . . . Unusual piece of showmanship
which didn't turn out perfectly, but is exN. Y. Posttremely pleasing, nevertheless." — Thirer,
'PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE'
Warner Bros.
"A shocker . . . chill-and-thrill-packed picturization of Edgar Allan Poe's 'Murders in
the Rue Morgue'. Warners haven't missed a
trick in cooking up scare stufT for this 3D
monster." — Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .
nightmarish shocker . . . there are cash customers galore who never get enough of this
violent
type of entertainment." — Thirer,
N. Y. Post
"Warner Brothers . . . have rebuilt Air.
Poe's street of horrors, dressed it up for
WarnerColor and three-dimensional presentation and dropped in a covey of bloodjcorpses
and a pair of mental cases." — Weiler,
N. Y. Times
"As in most 3D films, one of the main
items ... is the tossing of objects at the
audience . . . Besides an ape and the usual
knives, gun shots, furniture and brick bats,
there are people in the form of acrobats
aimed at the innocent patrons." — Pihodna,
N. Y. Herald Tribune
'RIDING SHOTGUN'
Warner Bros.
"Suspense as well as lively action . . .
piece is neatly developed and provides a
bang-up gun battle climax." — Pelswick, X.Y.
J oiuMial- American
"Western wherein some attemi>t is made
to develop characters along believable lines
. . . nf>tcli or two above the average Western."— Pihodna, N. ^■. Herald Tril)une

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . . i
most sleeper Western, jammed full of bull
flying, hard-ridin' action and more than
little oflf-beat in direction and photograph;
—Thirer, N. Y. Post
'THE NAKED JUNGLE'
Paramount
"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . . .
romance . . . leaves more than a sm
amount to be desired ... As danger, fraui;
with suspense, the picture has a certa
Post
goose-pimpling
authority." — Winsten, N.
"Tight dramatic conflict between Mr. Ht
ton and Eleanor Parker ... a real psych
logical situation between an egoist and 1
mail-order bride." — Crowther, N. Y. Times
"Provides plenty of excitement . . . O
movie which has something to offer besid
emotional drama." — Guernsey, N. Y. Hera
Tribune
"Cameras went to Panama for proper :
mosphere. Its main triumph, however, a
the special effects the ingenious Mr. P
created." — Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram
"Most unusual movie climax of the seasi
. . . Picture is certainly on the off-beat sidt
— Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American
'SIEGE AT RED RIVER'
20th Century-Fox
"Unusually tall tale . . . series of gu
fights and brawls, the picture ends with
fine
attack on a frontier fort."
Cook,bigN. Indian
Y. World-Telegram
"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . .
routine and reminiscent, but it teems wi
terror and targets." — Thirer, X. Y. Post
"Lively outdoor yarn . . . plenty of acti(
in
the piece." — Pelswick, X.
Joiirn;
American
"Contains some might\- exciting fiu
scenes . . . Western is a little bit dillere
from the ordinary run of such movies."
Pihodna. .\. ^'. Herald Tribune
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"Sir, £x]ii1>itor. This ^ew Film Bulletin Feature Is Designed to Grive You
All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features
ALLIED

ARTISTS

February
BITTER CRECK Bill Elliott. Director Thomas D. Carr.
Pioducer Vincent M. Fennelly Western. Out to avenge
death of his murdered rancher brother, Elliott picks
up
friendsbattle.
and sweetheart
who save him in the
sh-wdown
74 min.
II.CHWAY DRAGNET Richard Conte. Joan Bennett,
V/jnJa Hendrix. Director Nathan Juran. Producer
V/ill,am F. Broidy. Suspense melodrama. Hitch hiking
ei-Marine becomes involved in murder, becomes object
of a five-state manhunt. 71 min.
RIOf IN CELL DLOCK 11 Neville Brand, Leo Gordon,
C r.eton Youn". Producer Walter Wanger. Director
Djn Sie"«l.andPr'ison
riot spreads
until
Governor
Statemelodrama.
KHilitia areJailcalled
in to quell
the prisoners. 80 min.
March
D.^AGONFLY SQUADIJON John Hodiak, Barbara Britton, Bruce
Bennett.
Producer
Jchn
Champion.
War Director
drama. Lesle.'
Rigid Selander.
disciplinarian
takes
over Korean airfield before invasion, is wounded in air
attack, but his trained fi. ers come to the rescue. 84 min.
PARIS PLA\BOYS Bowery Boys. Producer Den Schwalb.
Director Wi.liam Beeudine. Comedy. Hunti Hall is
sent to Paris believed to be a French scientist, concocts
a formula thit proves even more potent than the
original scientist's. A2 min.
LOOPHOLE Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Hu':hes. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parson:. Drama. Bank teller. $50,000 short in his
accounts, tracks down phony bank examiner, recovers
loot and iob. 80 min.
pril
Ar.ROW IN THE DUST ATechnicolor.
Sterling Hayder,
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goeti. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory,
is regenerated
min. through
Nadia
Cole,
George
MOSCOW
TO
GOES
POTTS
MR.
i^r^y. Produced & directed bv Mario Zampi. Comedy.
scientist
atomic
with
briefcases
Sanitary enr-ineer mixes
setting off chase through Russia and Europe. 93 m.n.
Vera Miles.
GRASS Lloyd Bridges,Hayes
PRID£ OF THE BLUEBeaudine.
Goetz.
Producer
Diiector William
raceAmbitious
color.
in
Filmed
Racetrack drama.
kid
when
horse trainer coes bic time, comes to earth
mm.
71
victory.
to
saved
jockey rides horse trainer had
Coming
ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA. THE Technicolor. Elaine
Stewart,
John Adventure
Derek. Producer
tor Don Weis.
romance.Walter Wanger. DirectCV/ERY COYS MEET THE MONSTERS. THE Bowjry
Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy.tronic Boys
doctor, brain.
elecrobot andbecome
gorilla involved
who hopeswilhto mad
get human
THE Wayne Morris. Director Thnm,is
DESPERADO,
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
Carr.
to f.-ee Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war,
man is doublecrossed by friend and framed
youig
for murder.
GHOST
OF Carlo.
O'LCARY,Barry
THE Fitigerald.
Technicolor.Ccmedy.
David Niven,
Y vonne de
Irish
l,<ntdsy — ''h comic flavor. 80 min.
SONS ducer
OF ScottTHER. NAVY
Sterling,Lesley
Neville
Brand. War
ProDunlap.JanDirector
Selander.
drama.
Chief
Bos'n's
Mjte
takes
charge
of
destroyer
when executive officers are killed in battle. Returns
hjme a hero to marry girl he loves.
TWO GUI'S AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M Fennelly. Western. Ex-convict is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws.
COLUMBIA
January
bAD FO;i EACH OTHER Charlton Heston. Liiabeth Scott.
Director Irving Rapper Producer William Fadiman.
Drama. Youno doctor out of Army is misled into an
easy life as a lociety medico bj wealthy spoiled divorcee, but mine explosion uncovers his true worth when
he risks his life to save trapped workers. 63 min.
DRUMS
OF TAHITI
3D Technicolor
O'Keefe.
Patricia Medina.
Director
William Castle.Dennis
Producer
Sam
Katiman Costume melodrama. American in Tahiti is
persuaded to smugo'* i" rifles to overthrow French
rule
of convenience
turnseruptions.
out to be 73realmin.thing,
despiteMarriage
hurricanes
ind volcanic
FILM

CL ALAMEIN
Brady. Director
Fred F. Sears.
Producer WallaceScott
tvtacDonald.
War melodrama.
An AmeriMontgomery's
forcesvictory
returnswonto there
El Alamein
relivecan inwith flashback
the great
and findto
the cirl he had loved. 67 min.
PARATROOPE:?
Alan Ladd,
Genn.
Director Terence Technicolor.
Young. Producers
Irving LeoAllen,
Albert
R. Broccoli. War melodrama. Training of Paratroopers
in Britain climaxed b.' attempt to take German stronghold in Africa. Interwoven is love story between Ladd
and newcomer Susan Stephen. 87 min.
February
CHA-^JGE OF THE LANCERS Technicolor. Paulette Goddard, Jean Pierre Aumont. Director William Castle.
Producer Sam Katzman. Romantic adventure. Lancers,
aided b.' new cannon, take supposedly impregnable
naval base at Sebastapol during Crimean War. 74 min.
MISS SADIE THOMPSON 3D Technicolor. Rita Hayworth, Jose
Ferrer,
Ray. Melodrama
Director Curtis
Bernhardt. Producer
JerryAldoWald.
with music.
the Somerset
of "entertainer"
aFrom
tro.oical
island whoMaugham
becomes story
Involved
with a batch onof
Marines and fanatical, hypocritical missionary. 91 min.
WILD ONE. THE Marlon Brando. Director Laslo Benedek.
Producer terrorize
Stanley town
Kramer.
Melodrama.
Bandforce
of hotrodders
until Indinnant
citizens
law
to clamp down. Eventual regeneration of ringleader
comes throunh love and innate decency. 79 min.
March
BAIT Cleo Moore, Hugo Haas, John Agar. Directorproducer
Hu::o
Haas.c'rlOutdoor
drama.herOldin prospector marries
pretty
and involver
plot to
murder his younrj partner with whom he shares a
rich gold strike. 79 min.
CAiTLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor. George Montgomery. Director
WilliamSpitCa;tle.
Producer
rnjn. Western
drama.
and polish
officerSamtriesKatz-to
run
fort
in
hostile
Indian
territory
by
the
After
le irning v/hat real fighting is, he succeeds'"book".
In arranging
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
1/ SHOULD HAPPEri TO YOU Judy Holllday. Peter
LJwford. Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Comedy. Girl, yearning for fame, invests her
savings to have her name in Mights on Broadway sign.
Resultant fame and furor disil.usions her, drives her
into arms of young Idealistic photographer. B7 min.
MAD MAGICIAN. THE 3D Vincent Price. Mary Murphy.
Eva Gjb^r. Director John Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy.
liorror melodrama. I.luslon c^nlus. prevented by his
boss from
usin; b'z.
creations
stao© magician,
peace
with cunning
redskin
leader.as 71a min.
DIIVC A CROOKlD ROAD
Mickey Rorney. Director
April
Richardmechjnic
Ouine- Producer
JonieintoTaps.
Drama. gang
A pint-size
auto
is inveicled
a holdup
by a
pretty ilrl. Girl re.oents as sh"? falls in love with Ihe
guy, aid: him in breaking up Ihe gang. 82 min.
laON GLOVE. THE Technicolor. Robert Stack, Ursula
Ihiess. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Historical adve.nture. Swashbuckler built around
Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne. 77 min.
JiSSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor. Brett
a
King, Barbara Lawrence. MDirector
William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Westerny melodrama. Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
out to cet the loot of the notorious bandit. In showdown battle, Daltons are wiped out and money turns
out to be Confederate bills. 65 min.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey, Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shioment of rifles to outpost completes his mission despite Apaches, treachery and romance. 6b min.
MIAMI ducerSTORY,
THE Barry
Sullivan,
ProSam Katzman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience
to expose crime syndicate.
75 min.
Coming

HUMAN
DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grah .
Broderick
Crawford. Director Fritz Lann. Melodr ,
Korean war
becomes
involved" with
woman
who veteran
sells herself
and becomes
a partnma d
murder to achieve selfish ends.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Je
Jones, Montgomery Clift. Director Vittorio de
Producers David O. Selznick and de Sica. Drama '
inlanguage
Italy, film.
("Bicycle Thief") de Sica's first ESA."!A'CEN
LLADE.Producer
THE Technicolor.
RicardoDirector
Monto
Betta
St. Jchn.
Sam Katzman.
liam Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century sv i
buckler with Montalban in a vendetta to avengi j
father's murder, going to the Holy Land in Crusad
THEY RODE WEST Donna Reed, Robert Francis. D .
tor Phil Karlson. Producer Lewii Rachmil. Wes
Doctor at frontier Armi' post incurs enmity of f< •
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
I. F. E.
March
ANITA GARIBALDI Italian. Subtitles. Anna Magi
Raf Vallone. Directors Goffredo AllessandrinI, Fr o
Rosi. Drama. Stor-.' of Garibaldi's battle to unite y
in the
mid-l9th
wife'sdeath.
loyalty95andmin.bra y
in
cause,Century
causingandher histragic
MY HEART SINGS Subtitles. Ferruccio Tagliavir
rector Mario Mattoli. Comedy with music. Two ;
renegades discover voung electrian with fine op*^
voice p lace him under contract and plot to e'
him with operatic impressario. 99 min.
SENSUALITA
English. E'eonora
Drago.Fro ■=
De Laurenris production.
DirectorRossi
Clemente
April
Drami. "Bitter Rice"Coming
stor'/ of two men and a q
the wheat fields of Itoly. 72 min.
AIDA Eng. Nar. Sophie Loren, Lois Maxwell. E •
Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Dire
Clemente
Fracassi.princess
Opera. and
Verdi's
tween Egyptian
slavestory
girl offorrivalr.
Ic
Egyptian
officer.
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP English Lang
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa, DeLaurentis Prodt
Director Duilio Coletti. War drama. Deals with thventures
War
II. of Italian Navy frogmen during World W
HUSBAND FOR ANNA, A English Language. SH J
Pampanini. Producer D. F. Davanzati. Director G f
Santis.
and tribulations of woma ■
search ofDrama.
love andTrials
husband.
TOO
LOVE Eng.Director
Dub. L.Marina
ProducerYOUNGNiccoloFOR Theodoli.
De FtV
Drama.tragically.
Story of love between two 15-year-olds * "
ends
LIPPERT
February
i
QUEEN OF SHEBA Leonora Ruffo, Gino Cervi. j
ducer Mario Francisci. Director Pietro Francisci. |
lical spectacle. Queen of Sheba leads her *ri I
against Solomon's forces in Jerusalem, 1000 B.C, I
captured and makes her escape. After a battle «ncp'
avalanche, she is freed of "marriage]' vows to p*>
gods and marries Solomon's son. 99 min.
W2 WANT A CHILD Ruth Brejnholm, Jorgen Reenb.
Directors Alice O' Fredericks, Lau Lauritzen. Dra •
Married "oung girl desiring child cannot have i ,
while her' best friend has an unfortunate
affair 0
bears an unwanted child. Finally young wife btco(«
expectant and audience see actual birth of baby 7tij-

CAINE MUTINY. THE Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray, Robert
Francis. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by BLACKOUT Dane Clark, Belinda Lee. Producer Mi
Carreras. Director
Terence isFisher.
Murder
l-lerman Wouk. of a mutin'.' aboard a U. S. Navy de- down-and-out
war veteran
offered
$1000drammv '
stroyer.officer,
Bogart plays
a neurotic
exrcah
Ma
ecutive
MacMurray
is thecaptain,
prissy Johnson
Keefer. the
Ferrer
job
b.'
a
nirl
whose
father
is
later
murdered,
thrc
the defense attorney for the mutineers and newcomer
suspicion
on
the
veteran
until
he
establishes
Francis the Princeton lad who gets a ship of his own.
girl's mother was responsible for the killing. 87tha'rr
FATHER rectorBROWN
Alec
Guiness,
Joan
Greenwood.
DiRobert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
Chaplin, Jr., 9^
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for FANGS OF THE WILD A Charles
Stevens. Producer Robertpril
L. Lippert. Jr. Diri
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
William Claxton. Murder drama. Boy and his doc
HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor Alan Ladd Director
only witnesses to a cold-blooded killing in the w
Mark Robson. Producers Irvim Allen. Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
Boy'sis threatened.
story truth,
is not 71
believed
establishes
causing
chase thein murderer's
which the
life
min. a until
complication for i-Navy skipper in the Antarctic.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT
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LIPPERT (Continued)
XT WAVE Alex Nicol, Hillary Brooke. Producer
lifhony Hinds. Director Ken Hughes. Murder drama.
pithless
wi<e allows
husbandkeeps
to drown
a young
novelan unwitting
accessory,
silent but
tells police
h'er widow [ilts him. May
'WBOY, THE Eastman Color. Producer-director,
10 Williams. Documentary feature. Photographed
color on actual Southwest locations, story relates the
i>wboy's true
from OCEAN
pioneer FLOOR
days to Anne
now. Kimbell.
49 min.
: lONSTER
FROMlife THE
' ruart Wade. Producer Roger Corman. Director Wyott
A girlshark-infested
skin-diver andwaters
scientistto
» jrdung.
one-manScience-fiction.
submarine brave
> ce a huge sea monster far under the ocean.
Coming
G CHASE, THE Glenn Langan, Adele Jergens. Projcer Robert L. Lippert. Jr. Director Arthur Hilton,
jction drama. Rookie cop goes on patrol car duty.
|kes part in chase by acto. boat and helicopter that
nds in shooting of payroll robbers.
EAOLY GAME, THE Lloyd Bridges. Producer, Robert
unbar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
7velist in southern Spain becomes involved in murder,
lackmail and smuoded microfilm of secret formulas.
AID TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hinds,
"ector Montgomery Tully. Mystery drama. Desperate
-ess man hires
him and
so hisbarely
wife can
coinsurance.thug
Changestohiskillmind
escapes
rjth, to learn that his wife was responsible for
ose call.
ACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte. Mari Aldon. Proucer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
rama. Former auto racing champion quits big race
hen his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
^meback and wins back his wife by winning the
■rand Prii.
lEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
f the toSpanish
"Joan of Arc,"
who aspersuades
rmy
resist Napoleon,
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
alts and French rule prevails.
ERROR SHIP William Lundigan. Naomi Chance. Proucer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mys;ry drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds it has
een used to cache highly-explosive atomic formula,
oards yacht for sea-chase after plotters attempt to
scape with the secret.
INHOLY FOUR, THJ Paulette Goddard. Producer
Michael Carrerai. Director Terence Fiiher. Myttery
<rama. Husband returns after four-y«ar m#morv lost
olurder
try and
him. find which of wife's three tuitort tried to
ETRD-GQLDWYN-MAYER

January
JIVE A GIRL A BREAK Technicolor. Marge and Gower
Zhampion, Debbie Reynolds. Producer Jack Cumminqs
Jirector Stanley Oonen. Musical comedy Three young
ictresses fight for
Broadway musical
walks out.role82inmin.
vhen the name star starring
SREAT DIAMOND ROBBERY, THE Red Skelfon Cara
^ilhams
H. Knopf.
Robert
Leonard. Producer
Comedy. Edwin
Young
diamond Director
cutter dreams
5t locating his long lost family and getting chance
:ut a fabulous diamond. Phony family materlaliies andto
■neks the diamond cutter into stealing the gem. 49 min
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE CinemaScop, Color
Magnificence. Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner. Producer
.andro S. Berman. Director Richard Thorpe. Historical
adventure drama Tale of King
ascension to
|the throne of England, his turbulentArthur',
and eventual
Weath, complicated by his wife reign
Guinevere's
love
|tor the knight Lancelot. 115 min.
February
|LONG, LONG TRAILER, THE Ansco Color. Lucille Ball
uesi Arnai, Marjorie Main. Producer Pandro S Berman!
Uirector Vincente Minnelli.
Comedy. Trials and tribulations of family life in a trailer.
94 min.
SAADIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer Rita
t.am. Producer-director Albert Lewin. Costume melodrama. East-meets-West story of love and violence
in the Morrocan
desert. 80 min.
March
ROSE MARIE CmemaScope-Kodacolor. Ann BIyth
H^rii *?''
''•'■"^"do
Lamas.
Producers
Arthur
Mornblow,
Jr. and
Lawrence
Wein.]art
en. Director
Meryn LeRoy. Musical outdoor drama. Romance
and
murder in the Canadian north woods involving a beautiful girl, a trapper and a mountie. 104 min.
TENNESSEE CHAMP Ansco Color. Shelley Winters
Dewey Martin, Keenan Wynn. Producer Sol Baer Fielding. Director Fred M. Wilcox. Comedy. Priie fiqhte'
Who believes the
Lord is in his corner and
slicV
manager
becomeriver-front.
involved with a blond bombshellhis along
the Mississippi
73 min.
April
EXECUTIVE SUITE William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck,
June Allyson, Frederic March. Walter Pidgeon Paul
Douglas Drama. Effect the death of a president of
min
vice-presCorcoran
°"Color. * Donna
GVP«?»
idents. 104Ward
B- ^ r/JT.^*'A"'<:o
Bond, Frances Dee. Producers William Grady Jr. and
iiOney Franklin Jr. Director Andrew Marton. Dramu
frol^lk'*,
..,'''*'?'',
from
the little
girl who raised him.♦»72 accept
min. separation
RHAPSODY Technicolor. Eliiabeth Taylor, Vlttorio Gassman. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director Charles
viaor. Love story. A beautiful woman in Europe holds
artists in her
two young
'"^ """'
h?„J"*dBackgrou
f of music.
hands.
nd of classical
MS min
FILM

FLAME AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner,
ner Angeli, Carlos Thompson.
Joe Pasternak
Director Richard Brooks. RmanticProducer
drama. Beautiful girl
drifting around
world from one love
affair
another
gets involved in web of intrioue and romance.to 104
min
PRISONER OF WAR Ronald Reagan, Steve Forrest
Producer Henry Berman. Director Andrew Marton. War
drama. Army officer parachutes into Red prison camp
CoCommunist
to check on stories of
ming atrocities. 81 min.
BEAU BRUMMEL Eastman. Stewart Granger Elizab«th Taylor. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England durinn Napoleonic era. dashing cavalry
reputation for revolutionary
fashions,
but ca.otain
personalcains
ambitions
lead to disaster.
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved in esr>iona':e
during World
War II. and romance in occupied Holland
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican
temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive.
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
L^oys'
schoolwith
copes
with the91 problem
of sharing her
livinj room
13 males.
min.
INVITATIv,-.- TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. H.oou'er Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drania,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAfiSAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason, Greer Garson. Dakorah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Jsieph L. Mankiewici. Historical
drama. A:sasiination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutvis, Cassias et al. 121 min.
MEN OF THE FIGHTING LADY Ansco. Van Johnson,
Walter Pidgeon, Louis Calhern, Frank Lovejoy. War
drama. Navy fiohter :o.uadron in Korea Overcomes tremendous odds to save blinded pilot. 80 min.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Doiven. Outdoor Muiicdl Comedy.
K«»4 marries Powell and takes h«r Into the hills of
Oregon
where she isbrothers.
feced witti proepect of living with
his six semi-civiliied
STUDENT PRINCE. THE CinemaScope, Ansco Color.
Ann BIyth. Edmund Purdom, John cricion. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minelll. Musical. Film
version of Romberg's operetta. 109 min.
VAUXV OP THE KINGS Eaitmsn Cotor. Robert Taylor,
Eleanor Parker. Producer, Sam ZimbaPiit. Director R.
Pirosh. Adventure drama. Younn archeoloolst aids
beautiful
n\r\ ofto Egyptian
carry on Pharoah.
dead father's ambition ot
find
lost tomb
PARAMOUNT
February
ALASKA SEAS Robert Ryan. Jan Sterling. Producer
Mel Epstein. Director Jerry Hopper. Adventure drama.
Salmon fishermen plagued with thieves robbing their
traps, break the agng when the sweetheart of fishing
fleet becomes involved with one of the thieves. 78 min.
MONEY FROM HOME 3D Technicolor. Dean Martin.
Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director George
Marshall.debted toComedy.
a bookie Horseplayer
kina. Orderedbecomes
to fix heavily
a race In-to
pay off he calls in veterinary interne pal who blows
up plot. 100 min.
March
NAKED JUNGLE Technicolor. Eleanor Parker, Charlton
Hesfon. Producer George Pal. Director Byron Haskin.
Adventure drama. South American plantation owner
considers his mail-order wife too elegant for rough
iungle life. She proves herself when plantation is attacked by hordes of soldies ants. 95 min.
MAY

SUMMARY

Af pr*5s tim«, there were only M
fMtares schedyled for May release,
OM of Hie lowest monthly totals In a
le»9 time. Neither ParamoHnt nor
Allied Artists have made commitments
for the month. Fox and Warners will
•och hove one in CinemaScope, with
Fox also releasing the lone 3D entry.
Eight of the features ore in color.
To date, eihibitors will hove available curing May:
5 Dramas
3 Westerns
3 Murder- Mysteries
3 Adventures
BULLETIN
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R;D CARTERS Technicolor. Rosemary Clooney Jack
Carson, Guy Mitchell. Producer Pat Duggan. director
faeorge Marshall. Western musical comedy. Fanciful
yarn revolves around Mitchell's arrival in California
town
of his 91brother.
to be tobestavenge
friend death
of Mitchell.
min. Killer turns out

CASANOVA
'S BIG
NIGHT
r. Bob Norman
Hope,
Joan
Fontaine.
Producer
April
Paul Technicolo
Jones. Director
McLeod. Comedy. Hope,
mistaken
for
the lover CasCo
mi
ng
anova is hired85 tomin.test the faithfulness of another
man s fiancee.
ABOUT ducerMRS.
LESLIEDirector
Shirley Daniel
Booth Robert Ryan. ProHal Wallis.
Mann. Drama. Woman
rooming
houseabout
ownerownfinds tenant's problems lead
her to reminisce
past and ill-fated affair.
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke,
Eric Flemin-:.
Georce
Pal. from
Director
Byron
Haskin.
Science Producer
fiction. Fliaht
to Mars
man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Eliiabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director WlMlam
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
in Ceylon, falls in love with his foreman and plans to
run away
withloveshim.her Plague
and in crisis she
finds
she still
husband.strikes
103 min.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Zetterliog. Producers a«d directors Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
n»arriafe ftivis the female psychiatrist has same complex, nets inw^K'ed In sr>y plot and murder. 103 min.
LnriNG IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Lei'jh. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
T*urag. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly announces that Jerry Lewis is dyino of radiation poisonlag
he is given one last fling at life by reporter
JaMtandLeigh.
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart, Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy drama. Freelance photographer becomes Involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder.
SABRINA Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
Wli|l*m HoWen. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
C«»nedy. after
Two she
rich return:
brothersfromfalla for
chauffeur's
daughter
yeartheir
in Paris.
SECRET OP THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Nicole Maurey, Thomas Mitchell. Robert Young. Producer Mel Epstine. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
American pilot stranded in Peru joins a renegade in
SMrching for lost Inca treasure.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Sllvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-PontI DeLaurentls. Director Mario
Camarlnl. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric feats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Crosby, D<>iny
Kaye,
Producer
Robt.
E.
Oolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Etlen.
Curtii. Musical.
Two World
War IIcomebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war,
beinvolved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show.
REPUBLIC
February
CRAZYLEGS
Hlrsch,
Lloyd Francis
Nolan, Lyon.
Joan Sport
Vohs.
Producer Hall EIroy
Bartlett.
Director
drama.
All-American
hflrschstarring
from
his high Life
schoolof football
days up"Crazylegs"
to his present
role with the Los Angeles Rams. 87 min.
SEA OF LOST SHIPS John Derek, Wanda Hendrix,
Walter Brennan, Richard Jaeck«l. Action melodrama
Two young me who have grown up together faO out
because of a girl, but are reunited in fighting the
dangers of the arctic while on Ice patrol with the
U. S. Coast Guard. 85 min.
March
FLIGHT NURSE Joan Leslie, Fcrrect Tucker. Director
Allan Dwan. War drama. Air Force nurse, assigned to
Korean duty, at first more interested In locatina her
sweetheart than In doing her duty. Is molded by war
into woman of heroic and responsible stature. 90 min.
ay Powers. Stan Freterg.
GERALOINE John Carroll, MMala
Producer Sidney Picker.
Director R. G. Springsteen.
April
Comedy with music. Tin
Pan Alley publicity girl oiscovers young college music instructor with golden
voice. Interested only in folk songs, eventually Interests
him in popular music and a marriage license. 90 min.
UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Don Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes involved with cold hoard and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle in the desert. 70 min.

JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie,
Forrest Outdoor
Tucker. drama.
Associate California
producer-director
JosephandI.
Kane.
trader meets
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic comComing
plications when she learns
he has a son by unmarried
Spanish girl. 103 min.
HELL'S HALF ACRE Wendell Corey Evelyn Keyes,
Elsa Lanchester. Associate producer-director John H.
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
In
crime-ridden
the 1941
revivalbutof his
marriage.
9! min. past destroys hope for

PRODUCT

REPUBLIC (Continued)
JOHNNr GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of, if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Herbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable schooner captain
tries
to
<2'nl and illegitimate
from degrading
life with save
beachcomber.
When she issonmurdered
Captain
avenges death and claims boy. 1\ min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen Mc
Nally. Associate
producer-director
Drama.
Woman newspaper
owner is William
confrontedSeiter.
with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Youno
wagesDirector
ranne Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage.
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
of Shanghai's International Settleagainst Red
police.
TOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of !0-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in foiling enemy agent's plot to
steal secret formula.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker, Orson Welles. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure ronance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the peo.ole whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the owner.
RKQ
January
KILLERS FROM SPACE Peter Graves, Barbara Bestar.
Producer-director W. Lee Wilder. Science fiction.
Nuclear scientist prevents the conquest of Earth by
invaders from another planet. 71 min.
February
OEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES IGoldwyn Re-release).
Myrna Loy, Frederic March, Teresa Wright, Dana
Andrews. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director William Wyler. Drama. 170 mins.
FRENCH LINE 3D Technicolor. Jane Russell, Gilbert
Roland. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Lloyd
Bacon. Musical corned;'. Jilted at the altar because
she has too much money, Texas millionairess takes
cruise bandonwho will
Liberte.
Incognito,
she alone.
sets out102 tomin.find huslove her
for herself
ROB ROY Technicolor. Glynis Johns, Richard Todd. Producer Perce Pearce. Director Harold French. Disney
live-action costume drama. From Daniel Defoe story
of Scottish hero who led rebellion against tyranny of
British governors until King George I relieved the situation In admiration for Rob Roy's exploits. 87 min.
SHE COULDN'T
SAY NOSparks.
Robert Director
Mitchum,Lloyd
JeanBacon.
Simmons. Producer Robert
Corned/.
Poor-llttle-rich-glrl
learns
people
in
Arkansas
town saved her life when she was a baby. Her secret
money
townspeople disrupts their barter-system
economy.gifts89tomin.
March
DANGEROUS MISSION 3D Technicolor Victor Mature,
Piper Laurie, Vincent Price. Wm. Bendix. Producer Irwin Allen. Director Louis Kins. Melodrama. Girl, after
witnessing a murder, hides out in Glacier National
Park to escape killer. Chase results with police trying
to find her before killer does. 75 min.
April Anne Baxter, Steve
CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor.
Cochran. Producers Frank and Maurice King. Director
Kurt Neumann. Melodrama. Struggle of a young girl
to free herself from her fascination for a carnival heel
who causes her hinh-diving partner's death. 93 min.
PINOCCHIO IReissuel. Disney. 87 min.
SAINT'S
Hayward,
Naomi Chance.
Producer GIRL
JulianFRIDAY
Lesser. Louis
Mystery
comedy-drama.
Saint
even score with aamblers for murder and ruination
of youth. 68 min.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Llli St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetilaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of Sinbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs RobertsonM&ay
Forrest, Price & St. Cyr.
SILVER LODE Technicolor. John Payne, Dan Duryea,
LIzdbeth Scott. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director
All»n Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citizen accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tathlin. of
Romantic
girl" her
Is placed
custody
writer comedy.
who wants"Bad
to study
type forin
itory he it writing.
FILM

Coming
BIG RAINBOW Technicolor Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland. Producer Harrv Tatelman. Director John Sturges.
Adventure drama. Action and intrigue centering around
hunt for sunken treasure.

2DTH

CENTURY-FOX

January
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM IReissuel Gregory Peck, VinRoddyJohn
McDowall.
Producer137Joseph
klewicz.cent Price,
Director
Stahl. Drama.
min. ManKING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES CInemaScope Technicolor. Tyrone Power, Terry Moore. Producer Frank
Rosenberg. Director Henry King. Adventure drama.
Half-breed British officer in 19th century India becomes
a deserter to demonstrate his right to equality in the
Army and in romance with General's daughter. 99 min.
THREE YOUNG TEXANS Technicolor. Mitii Gaynor,
Jeff Hunter, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Henry Levin. Western drama. Friendship between pair of cowboys and fllrl becomes imperiled when one is suspected of train robbery. Turns
out other is guilty, is killed after repentance. 78 min.
February
HELL
H.'GH Bella
WATER
Technicolor.
RichardAND
Widmark,
Darvi,CInemaScope
Cameron Mitchell,
David
Wayne. Adventure drama. Touah captain and motley
crew of ex-U. S. sailors use submarine on special
mission to thwart a conspiracy to start World War
III by an atomic bomb incident. 103 min.
MISS ROBIN CRUSOE Pathecolor. Amanda Blake,
George Nader. Producer-director Eugene Frenke. AdTwist givencharacters,
"Crusoe" complicated
story by substituting
females asventure.leading
by arrival
of shipwrecked sailor. 75 min.
March
NEW FACES CInemaScope Eastman Color. Ronny Graham, Eartha KItt. Producer Edward Alperson. Director
Harry Horner. Musical Filming of B'way show. 98 min.
NIGHT PEOPLE CInemaScope Technicolor. Gregory
Peck, BroderIck Crawford. Rita Gam. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama. Efforts of an American officer in Berlin to untani^le red tape to negotiate
return
youngcomplicates
soldier kidnapped
by Reds.
wealthy offather
b;' attempting
briberyG.l.'s
and
barter
of
two
peo.ole
wanted
by
Communists
for return
of his son. 93 min.
RACING BLOOD Color. Bill Williams, Jean Porter.
Producer-director W. Barry. Drama. Boy secretly trains
colt which was to heve been destroyed. Colt eventually becomes great racehorse. 76 min.
A pril Technicolor. Robert
PRINCE VALIANT CInemaScope
Wagner, James Mason. Janet Leich. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway. Romantic adventure. Vikina kino overthrown by traitor is given sactuary
by Kinn Arthur.
Years105later
son overthrows
the traitor.
min. the disposed king's
ROCKET MAN, THE George Winslow, Charles Coburn,
Spring Byington. Producer Leonard Goldstein, Fantasy.
Orphan prevents the sale of orphanage to crooked
politician with the help of his own private Space Man.
May
SIEGE AT RED RIVER, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson,
Joanne Dru. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union
cavalry troo.o train sets off net of intrinue and heroism
involving Confederate who is a Union spy. 81 min.
GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,
Anne Bancroft. Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist,
finally
carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their
death.
RIVER OF NO RETURN CInemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum, Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor adventure romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, exconvict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guide
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the
rapids. Indians and the
elements.
Coming

GARDEN OF EVIL CInemaScope Technicolor i
Cooper, Richard Widmark, Susan Hayward Prodi
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adven'
drama. Three gold hunters become involved
wit
MATTER
OF LIFE ^"d
ANDdeath
DEATH.
Mexico
of
interior
in
r.^-il'-ii'
A
Ricardo
Montall
Producer ^Of"^"
Robert Jacks. Director
Horner Mu
melodrama. Boy trying to clear Harry
his father of sev i
killmgs falls into hands of real murderer.
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hum
Debra Pacet. Michael Rennle. Producer Leor
Goldstein. Costume adventure. Prince of Bagdad
people along the Nile throw off yoke of evil hr
and gains beautiful princess for his wife.
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN CInemaScope T.
nicolor. Clifton Webb, Dorothy McGuire, Jean Pet
Maggie McNamara. Producer Sol Sieael. Dorector J
Nenulesco. Romantic comedy. Three American
working in .".ome toss coins in Wishinn Fountain Ae
each travek rocky road, dreams come true.
UNITED

ARTISTS

January
ALGIERS IReissuel Charles Boyer, Hedy Lamarr
ducer
Walter
Wanger.
mantle drama. 95 min. Director John Cromwell!
CONQUEST OF EVEREST. THE Technicolor DocumentJ
Depiction of the 1953 expedition under Col Hunt
scaled Mt. Everest. 78 min.
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN Technicolor. Robert Mori
Maurice Evans. The D'Oyly Carte Opera Co. ProduJ
Frank Launder,
Sidney Gilliatt. Director Sidney 1
liatt. Musical biography.
Story of the famed operi
team, their beginnings and differences.
105 min.
GO.
MAN, Anton
GO Dane Clark, Harlem Globe TrottJ
Producer
M. Leader. Director
Wl
Howe. Sports drama. Story of the rise James
of the fail
Negro basketball team, their rise under Abe SapersI
ICIarkl from a iaiopy-traveling barnstorming outfitf
one of the world's greatest sports attractions. 82
RIDERS TO -THE STARS Color Corp of Am. William u
digan, Herbert
Marshall, Richard Carson. Produl
Ivan Tors. Science-fiction. Scientists, faced with f
stacle to space travel In rockets find the answer]
capturing a metor In flight. 81 min.
I
WICKED WOMAN Beverly Michaels, Richard Egl
Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell RoJ
Melodrama. Loose woman takes iob as bargirl, Indul
owner to leave his Fe
boozy
wife and run off with
br
ry new setup. 77
When plans are upset,
she ua
makes

BEACHHEAD PatheColor. Tony Curtis, Frank Loveil
Producer W. Koch. Director Stul
Mary
Heisler.Murphy.
Action drama. Four
invate small j2
held island to obtain plans ofMarines
minefield during Wol
MAN II.BETWEEN,
THE James
Mason, Claire Bloom, 1-'
89 mi
n.
War
degarde
Producer-director
Carol Reed, 'jusper
drama. Neff.
Spies, secret police and Innocent pawns |
volved in plot to stem flow of refueees from wests
sector of Berlin
to Allies' area. Mason, used by Re
overcomes
British girl. blackmail
100 min. threats to rescue kidnapp
OVERLAND PACIFIC Color Corp of Am. Jock Mahon
Peggie Western.
Castle. Producer Edward Small. Director F
Sears.
Battles and intrigue in the laying
the railroad
West
Coast. 73through
min. hostile Indian country to •
PERSONAL AFFAIR Gene Tierney, Leo Genn. Produ
Antony Darnborough.
Director Anthony Pellssi
Drama. Small town British teacher is accused by
wife of having affair with school girl. When latter d
appears, teacher Is suspected of murder. 82 min.
TOP BANANA Color Corp. of America. Phil Silve
Rose Mar.ie. Producers Albert Zunsmith and Ben P.
kay. Director Alfred E. Green. Musical comedy. Film
as though It were a stage play, show within a sh;
has Silvers as funniest man on TV. fond of girls a
autographs. When real love hits, he is bounced arou
by
nirl and endssponsor,
but min.
his bosic desire to be
entertainer
rifts. 100
March
ACT
OF Anatole
LOVE Kirk
Douglas,
DanyFrench
Robin.refugee
Productq
director
Litvak.
Drama.
is compromised by American occupation soldier; th
fall in love, are separated by police; girl, mistaker
believes he has forsaken her, goes to her death. 108 mii
BEAT THE DEVIL Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jonj
Gina Lollobriglda. Producer-director John Husto
Drama. An assorted nroup on tramp steamer becor
Involved In Intrlaue. murder and romance in search f
uranium. Filmed in Mediterranean area. 82 min.
GOLDEN MASK, THE Technicolor. Van Heflin. Want
Hendrix. Producers Aubrey Baring. Maxwell Setto
Director Jack Lee. Romantic adventure. Archaeoloqi
and dau'^hter no to Africa in search of priceless ma
of Moloch, the god of revenge. 88 min.
SCARLET SPEAR, THE Technicolor Morasi, John Bentle
Martha Hyer. Producer Charles Reynolds. DIrecto
George Brea^ston, Ray Stahl. Adventure drama. Cor
missloner of African district nets involved in tribal ri
in which king of tribe performs arduous quest. 78 mi

BROKEN LANCE CInemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, Richard Widmark, Spencer Tracy, Jean
Peters. Producer Sol C Siegel. Director Edward Dmytryk. isWestern
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
wife
caught indrama.
feud with
for
contiol of homestead.
DEMETRIUS AND THE GLADIATORS CinemaScopeTechnicolor. Victor Mature, Susan Hayward, Michael
Rennle, Debra Paget. Producer Frank Ross. Director
Delmcr Daves. Historical drama. Begins where "The
Robe" ended
tells instory
slavewhere
Demetrius
whose
Christian
faith and
Is tried
the of
arena
he Is forced
to fight as gladiator.
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ, THE Technicolor Dale
HEIDI
Robertson, Debra Paget Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Lazar
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
Taken
of
the
gambler
sets
out
to
find
father's
killers
and
absolve
father.
him from charge of cheating.
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Elsbeth Sigmund,
Helnrlch
Gretler. Prodaci
Wechsler.
Director
Luial Comenclni.
Dram<
April
from
famed children'st
storygirlby and
Johanna
Spy
love
between
a tittle Swiss
her grar
98 min.

UNITED ARTISTS (Confinued)
|1<IE GUN, THE George Montgomery, Dorothy MaI >. Producer Edward Small. Director Ray Naiarro.
\ stern. Marshal cleans out band ot rustlers and wins
I ; of girl preyed upon by outlaws. 73 min.

May Jeff Chandler,
YANKEE PASHA Technicolor.
Fleming. Producer Howard Christie. Director Rhonda
Joseph
Pevney. Costume adventure. Chandler flrhts half-way
to save woman he loves. 84 min.
around world

May
I
yrNESS
MURDERProducer
BarbaraChester
Stanwyck,
George
Sancs, GaryTOMerrill.
Erskine.
Director
f Rowland. Suspense melodrama. Woman witnesses
r'-der
which
she ofreports
policeof
nAtg
noinsane.
evidence
crime to
and police.
woman Checking,
is suspected
63 min.

FIREMAN
CHILD Hugh
O'Brian,LeiSpike
Jones.
Producer SAVE
HowardMY Christie.
Director
Goodwins.
problems
with
cope
firemen
zany
of
Grou.-)
Comedy.
trading in old fire hor:es for mechaniied equipment. of
PLAYGIRL Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan. Producer
Albert J. Cohen. Director Joe Pevney. Drama. Small
town clrl in New York becomes involved in murder and
call girl racket.
Coming

Coming
OP ROBINSON CRUSOE PatheColor.
C O Herlihy. Producers Oscar Dancigers Henry
E ich. Director Luis
Bunuel.
re drarria. Frorri
r lel Defoe s classic of the Adventu
cked
t native who became his man shipwre
Friday. 90 min.sailor and
^\CHE Technicolor. Burt Lancaster, Jean Peters Procer Harold Hecht. Director Robert Aldrich Western
waged by Apache chief against the
war Army.
fl'l]^?*
Lted States
SiUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard Philipe, Gina Lollotjida. Franco-Lo
producer.
Clair Fantasycma. Struggling ndon
music teacher Rene
finds his dreams
Flues good old days" also have problems. 84 minof
CPTAIN KIDD AND THE
GIRL Color Corp of
/erica. Anthony Dexter, SLAVE
Gabor. Wisberg-PolI en production. Director Eva
Lew
Landers. Adventure
Fious pirate captain escapes
with aid of uns.jpulous nobleman who plansgallows
to
a thereby obtain his treasure hoard. doublecross Kidd
CJSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn Gina
Lobriqida. Producers
Mahon. Vittorio
Vsarotti. Director MiltonJ. Barrett Period
adventure
cma. Adventures of pair ofKrims.
very
elinible
rjrning to Italian dukedom where decree bachelors
has been
eilblished that all males over 20 must be married.
C,G 3D Color Corp.
America. Richard Egan Consice Dowlinc, Herbertof Marshall.
Producer Ivan Tors
Cfctor Herbert L. Strock. Science-fic
tion drama.
KBER PASS Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan
[vn Addams. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure
cma. Officer in British
Lancers in India prevents
citure of new machine'runs and massacre
of garrison.
ING WAIT. THE Anthony Quinn, Peggie Castle.
Pro( er Lesser Samuels. Director Victor Saville. Murder
ritery. Amnesia victim returns home to find he is
wted for murder. Missing link to his innocence is
liutiful girl and he work his way
a number of
tm before finding her and solvingthrough
mystery.
(LTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Proc er Peter De Sarigny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst
'-wf drama. British attempt to hold Malta in World
*r
backgrounds
pilot's
ex(it IIinCorps.
locating enemyreconnaissa
convoy, nce
sealing
fate daring
of Naiis'
liN WITH A MILLION Technicolor. Gregory Peck,
.le Griffiths. rPoducer John Bryan. Director Ronald
lame. Comedy. Poverty-stricken but honest man
■ en million pound note to prove theory that merelyis
fortune.it, but never spending it w'ill bring him
50sessing
HELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir Suine Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles,
ima. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic.
UTHWEST PASSAGE 3D PatheColor. Rod Cameron,
•stern
Bank robber
and tohis cross
girl join
camel
avan 82drama.
being
tested
as means
American
serf.
minutes.

UNIVERSAL-INTl
February
ENN MILLER STORY. THE Technicolor James
swart, June Allyson. Producer Aaron Rosenberg,
•ector
Anthony
Biopic
music. lost
Hlgh-in
ht$ of the
life ofManin.
the
oreat with
bandleader
air accident over Englishlate,Channel.
I U min.
ZA. SON OF COCHISE 2D-3D. Rock Hudson. Procer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Western.
Uache chief forced to fight other redskins
min.
ace between his people and the white men. to80 bring

March
,
WATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON 3D Richard
'rison, Julia Adams. Producer William Alland. Dlcfor Jack Arnold. Fantasy melodram
Geologist
scovers creature
which is half man. a.
rms an expedition toe
capture it. 89 min.half fish and
DE CLEAR OF DIABLO Technicol
Audie Murphy
>n Duryea. Producer John W. or.Rogers.
Director
■sse Mibbs. Western. Murphy
returns80home
'''<^ brother.
min. to avenge
^l.^ *^"d^*J*'^ Technicolor.
Alan Ladd. Shelley
■Ll.t ■P'-'door
rfTJ^""'"
Director rebels
Raoul
drama. Roienbern.
Canadian mountle
.dil
.,'t ^<^°"'"^»'}<
oian attack.
88 mm. i"«3 officer to save survivors of
A pril
rfd.
P "i^"" Richard
*^ "OME Mariorie Main, Percy Killae. Producer
Wilson. Director Charles Laont. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modern
go
in
,1°.
''I'^P'dafed
farmhouse
that oldest home
boy can
"> contest on typical farm life. 81so min.
AILS INTO LARAMIE Technicolor. John Payne, Dan
^rt^'','".V""^^^'<'.
Producer Ted Richmond. Dl-cTor
Jesse Hibbs. Outdoor
drama.
o^LV
"
*°
Wyoming
Territory Trouble-shooting
to clear work
oppage on construction of railroad.
81 min.
FILM

BLACK
HORSE CANYON Technicolor. Joel McCrea,
Marl Blanchard.
Producer John W. Roners Director
Jesse Hlbb:. Western. Wild stallion
esca: cs stock
ranch and lives in hills. Efforts of clrl rancher
to recapture
horse
are
thwarted
by
nelchbor
until roving
cowboy comes to her aid.
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH. THE CinemaScope,
Technicolor.
Tony Curtis. Janet Leigh, David Farrar!
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate.
Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry
IV is defeated
by
young
knight
whose
family
was
unjustly
executed
for treason.
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. We:tern. Gambler-nunfichter becomes involved
in family feud which resolves into one of the most
famous gun battles of the West.
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when cold miners
break treaty with Indians to obtain ore-beating ground.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tan with cold, love and sudden death.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer develops sport car
to save failinn auto company, succeeds when he wins
cross country race.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Mariorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles no to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the runninn of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming a doctor devoting himself to humanity.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin, Ruth Roman,
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleagured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing renecade whlteman who incites the savaces.
WARNER

PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE 3D WarnerColor Kan
Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Patricia Medina. Producer
Henry Blanke.
drama. Series ofDirector
murdersRoyin Del
turn Ruth.
of the Murder
century meloParis
with beautiful nirls as victim of sadistic looloqist studying "animal" reflexes. 84 min.
LUCKY ME CinemaScope WarnerColor. Doris Day
Phil Silvers. Robert Cummincs.
April Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Jack Donohue. M
Musical
a comedy. Show troupe
becomes stranded in Miami yhotel. While working off
bill,
they
meet
Broadway
back to big time. 100 min. producer who helps them
RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott.
Wayne Morris. Producer Ted Sherdeman. Director
Andre de Toth. Western. Stagecoach guard, victim of
odd circumstances, clears his name. 75 min.
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Beatty,
Pat O'Brien,
Mickey E.Splllane.
Producer Robert
M. Fellows.
Director
James
Grant. Melodrama.
CirComing
cus is sabotaged
by homicidal
maniac.
BOUNTY HUNTER, THE WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Marie Windsor. Producer Sam Bischoff. Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff.
DIAL M FOR MURDER 3D WarnerColor. Ray Mllland.
Grace Kelly. Robert Cummlnos. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Murder melodrama. Hutband plots death of
wife whom he married for money. Original plan backfires when wife kills her would-be murderer. Husband
makes. self-defense killing look like premeditated murder.
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Cralne. Producers Hellman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance investigatorfinance
journeys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim
Violence
and
romanceto result.
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY, THE CinemaScope WarnerColor. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laralne Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Wellman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on .niane bound from
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
feeling when face with prospect of death.
STAR ISland.BORN,
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason,
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads
TALISMAN, THE CinemaScope WarnerColor. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo, George Sanders. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director David Butler. Historical adventure.
Action-romance during Third Crusade to drive the
Mohammedans from the Holy Land.
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, Joan Weldon.
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas.
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot creatures terrorize
the Southwest until tlieir nest is discovered and are
finally wiped out.

BROTHERS

January
EDDIE CANTOR STORY, THE Technicolor. Keefe Brasselle, Marilyn Erskine. Producer Sidney Skolsky. Director Alfred E. Green. Musical biography. Life of Eddie
Cantor from his beginnings as entertainer at 13, success in the Follies, eventual recovery from illness to
entertain for charity. II& min.
HIS MAJESTY
O'KEEFEHarold
Technicolor.
Lancaster,
Joan
Rice. Producer
Hecht. Burt
Director
Byron
Haskin. Action drama. Victim of a mutiny, sea captain is let adrift, lands on South Pacific island, becomes white ruler using democratic methods to
unite warring factions. 88 min.
HONDO 3D WarnerColor. John Wayne, Geraldlne
Page. Producer Robert Fellows. Director John Farrow.
Western drama. Lone U. S. Cavalry scout, unhorsed
in Indian battle, comes to Western town, befriends
widow and young son. paves way for romantic and
dramatic complications. 83 min.
February
BOY FROM OKLAHOMA, THE WarnerColor. Will
Rogers. Jr., Nancy Olson. Producer David Weisbart.
Director Michael Curtii. Western comedy drama. Young
cowboy seeking to be lawyer unwittlnnly becomes
Sheriff, humbles Silly the Kid. captures outlaws, finally
leaves for law apprenticeship. 88 min.
COMMAND, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Guy
Madison, Joan Weldon, James Whitmore. Producer
David Weisbart. Director David Butler. Western drama.
Young doctor takes over command of troop train in
Wyoming
and disease.territory,
94 mins. brings it to safety through raids

YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7. Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

ORDER

NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses
that are adjustable
A prompt order will reserve your
POLALITE glasses
and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY
March
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
CRIME WAVE Sterling Hayden, Gene Nelson, Phyllis
Kirk. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Andre de Toth.
Crime melodrama. Record of reformed convict involves
Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-0100
him in holdup plot, but with aid of understanding detectice, and innate honesty, is freed from past. 74 min.
Washingfon, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN Louis Hayward, Paul Kelly,
Member National Film Carriers
Joanne Dru,
O'Sullivan.
New
warden
cleansMaureen
up corrupt
prison Prison
system drama.
with inside
help from framed prisoner. 78 min.
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VistaVision

The Eastern demonstration of VistaVision corroborated
the West Coast report: It is a filming method which produces
a more sharply defined image. That, and nothing more.
It is not deprecating this contribution by Paramount to
improvement of motion pictures to say that this process is not
revolutionary in the sense that Cinerama. CinemaScope and
other radical screen develo|)ments were. In conjunction with
other new processes, it should be of value to exhibitors. Of itself, however. VistaVision cannot be said to offer a major
contribution to the boxoffice.

Slot TV

Logic

Exhibitors, of late, have been so bogged down in a
morass of jtroduct shortages, stereophonic sound, and aspect
ratios, that they have had little time to concern themselves
\s ith the Slot TV menace.

Subx riplioM TV forces, however, have been busily at
work. W bile they always courted motion picture producers, it
is encouraging to note that llit y now ha\c drcanicd u|) some
rather startling "benefit-s" for theatre exhibitors.
Discussing Phonevisioii before The N. ^ . ."Society of Securilv Analysts. Zenith Hadio Corporation's Dr. Millard C.
Faught observed. ".Motion picture exhibitors are still afraid
that TV will murder their business ... It is hardly surprising
that when one mentions subsi ription television to them, with
its own boxofiice right in the American living room they really

tremble, or they roar with anxiety."
I p to that point. it"s safe to assume most exhibitors will
heartily concur with Dr. Faught. But. in the next breath, he
fires this fast ball: "There is much evidence and sound logic
upon which to expect subscription television will help the
motion picture industry, including its exhibition branch, in
far greater proportion than so-called "free' sponsored television isnow hurting it."
Then Dr. Faught backs up his statement with this evidence and sound logic: "The ballyhoo of a subscription T\
premiere of a new movie will not only build future theatre
audiences, but also enable exhibitors to |)re-test the market for
the film."

revenue should assure a bigger supply of costly super-colossal
films — for all types of exhibition."
Sounds rosy, but how much good will "super-colossal"
films do exhibitors after they have been wrung out in the Slot
T\ network? \^ hen are the proponents of subscription television going to stop whistling in the dark and get down to
cold, hard facts?
\^ hat is the basis for supposing audiences will go out to
theatres when they can obtain first-run films at home?
^hy would film producers maintain costly distributing
operations for exhibitors, when it is claimed their product will
realize fantastic grosses in a relatively few TV play dates?
Double talk won't change the fundamental fact that payas-you-see video would, in truth, murder theatre business.
That will take much more logic- to disprove than was presented
by the good doc tor from Zenith.

Why
The
committee
industry
thanks to
in a small

Only

Texas?

richly deserved reward due COMPO s tax repeal
for their back-breaking efforts to win relief for our
will materialize in some small measure, at least,
mo\ iemen from Texas. Not that Texans do anything
ua\. mind you.

On Tuesday. May \. Texas exhibitors will present Colonel
H. A. (-ole with a pair of gold keys to a new powder-blue
Cadillac . It will carry a coat of arms on the door; the dashboard will have a special gold plate inscribed: "Presented to
Colonel H. A. Cole by Loyal and Devoted Texas Theatre
Owners". And in the grand Texas tradition, a chauffeur in a
uniform exactly the shade of the car will be at the Colonel's
service for a full year. His office, too. will be completely redecorated as part of the Texas theatremens" appreciation.
Only one factor mars this well-merited gesture — the realization that it was limited only to Texas, and only to theatremen. Is our industry so devoid of leadership that an organized, concerted effort by everyone in this industry could not
have been made for all those who guided the campaign and
marshalled nationwide support that led to the eventual victory? The theatres that would have closed — as well as those
that may now reopen — owe that debt. And so do the film
companies. Production and distribution will realize a bountiful new market instead of the void that would have been left

How ridiculous can you get? The "pre test" might easily
eliminate the market. There are close to .'^O.OOO.OUO television
sets in the 1'. S. today. Assuming each was slot-equipped, a
properly ballyhooed showing could conceivably play-off a film
overnight. It doesn't take much imagination to see how exhibitors would fare after one of these "|)remieres". First-run
movie houses would become the equivalent of a sub-sub run.
Dr. Faught conceives of other ways in whic h exhibitors

if the tax fight had not been won. There isn't a working member of the motion picture industry that hasn't benefitted from
the work of Cole and McGee and Coyne and Rembusch and
Pinanski. and the others who gave of their time, their talents,
their hearts.

\>ill "|)rofit" from subscri|)tion TV. "The \a.>t new revenue to
Hollywood should assure first a great new supply of films — of
which MOW there is a shortage. But in addition, this added

It's a fine thing the Texans have done. The pity of it is
that those from the lone (sic) Star State are the only movie
people with a talent for expressing a heartv thanks.

It was an ulcer job. a rat-race of politicking, long hours
and days and weeks away from the businesses that meant their
livelihood.
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THAT UNWAVERING SIX-MONTHS LONG RALLY is at
an end. As in all market situations, a reaction has set in
among the key motion picture issues. In short, the Great Recovery Spurt, which started hack in the dreary days of midOctoher. fell victim to the perils of sustained gain-realizing,
Iransilional evaluations and a series of influences wholly outside the ken of industry control. Thus, the string of month-in,
month-out advances has been broken. A glance at the figures
below, show only those gains recorded from year's start, and
properly dramatize the almost startling short-term come-back
r.taged by trade securities, current dip notwithstanding.
FILM BULLETIN CINEMA AVERAGES
Dec. 31, Jan .
Mar.
Feb.
IV53
(close) 1 close 1 Iclose 1 Iclose
Apr. 1
1 1 1 % 1 1 3 % i2oy8
123
Film Companies
1 16 %
27 %
Exhibition
22 %
23%
25 '/8
27'/8
1 44 %
1 34 ya i37y8
Averages
145 %
l50'/8
Although the April close plots FB Cinema Averages olT six
points from the prior month, it is of interest that Exhibition
.shares held firm to upward, led chiefly by Stanley Warner, reflecting asanguine trading course in wake of recent excise
slashes. Major softness appeared in activity among production companies, where, notwithstanding a series of generally
strong earning reports, a downward drift prevailed, (^hief
weakness cropped up among the so-called "sparker" shares,
those issues that had |)reviou.sly responded with atomic force
as technological (lcvelo|)ments, single superproductions, etc.
Hy mid-month and later, most shares braced and held firm to
their reduced levels.
0

o

I'or ihe first lime in several moons, the motion picture
grou|) is moving in close sympathy with the broad Dow-Jones
list, indicating that general economic criteria are affecting
film securities to a larger extent than before. It had been
widely held that April would be a month of scrutiny, a period
of brealh-holdiiig in which recession pro|)hesies would be
tested. The findings of first quarter statements throughout
business at large is that sales are down.
In the film industry, too, such evaluations took |)lace. A
wide segment of investors apparently regarded the time as
auspicious for profit-taking, likely judging the excellent earnings of Locw's, Paramount and 20th Cenlury-Fox as having
been jiroperly discounted. In this we agree. A new rung in
the Hollywood processional ladder has been reached. There is
ample evidence that further advances will be recorded on continuing improvements in income reports. It is reasonable to
anticipate improved dividend distributions. HIT
no matter
Pag* 6
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what takes place from this point onward, there is one area in
which things will differ from the past half year. Further improvements will henceforth be viewed as ADVANCES — not recovery. The "recovery" is ])ast history. Long live the motion
0

j)icture !

Industry issues, to be sure, are a good many furlongs below their post-war water-marks. But the simple truth is that
the currently improved levels are accurately appraised, dividends in general are on parity with other industry returns,
and the future far from clouded. In brief, the movie business
is out of the woods. There's still a race to run, but at least
we're again on level ground.
0
0
THE DISNEY REVOLUTION— as it is being privately called
— continues to remain conspicuous in light of the absence of
open comment. Nothing in years has produced the soulsearching among executives and important stockholders as the
cartoon genius' compact with ABC television interests. The
issues at bay are so fundamental as to unmistakably alter the
entire mode of industry conduct.
The pivotal question is this: Are the TV stakes high
enough for Hollywood to bet its hand in the dark? Moreover,
if the film-for-TV deluge comes — will it be backlogs, or, as
Disney plans, original entertainment? While a few studios
are presently turning out TV fare, Disney's will be the first to
employ a major Hollywood trademark on the product. Our
hunch is the other majors will sit it out at least a year, principally to survey reaction of public, exhibitors, ABC and Disney himself.
O
0
EXCISE INTELLIGENCE: The sensitivity of various goods
and services to changes in price is .sj)ectacularly seen in the
business built around a girl's best friend. V. S. diamond sales
are currently running very much higher than the last week
before the slash from 20 to 10 percent in federal excise taxes.
Fur sales are also bristling despite the season. It will be interesting to test the value of the tax cut in the motion picture
theatre by comparing its sales gains against non-competing
industries.
0

0

A WAG ONCE SAID that theatres were built so that fat girls
could eat their candy in hiding. Proof of the growing phenonema of the soda-fountain theatre is the whopping $16.8
million rung up by Concessionaire Jack Beresin's ABC Vending Company. This firm derives income substantially from
theatre sources, though operations also cover athletic events,
iiulustrial firms and office buildings.
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Stercoj)honic sound! That seemingly innocuous technological term fires the moods of movie men today like no issue
has in many a year. It has brought on a clash of princi[)les,
and should be recognized as such by the opposing factions.
On the one side. 20th Century Fox. founders of CinemaScope.
insist that stereosound is an integral clemenl in the exciting
new panoramic picture presentation, that it can be exploited

3. Do you regard stereosound a sufficient plusjactor to justify its cost?

to real boxofTice value, and they will not allow their 'Scope
films to be exhibited without it. On the other side, many exhibitors— especially the operators of smaller theatres — contend that stereosound is not essential, not a boxolfice factor,
and not worth the cost.

6. If you faced the decision today, would you
again invest the cost of stereophonic sound?

What are the facts? In the interest of removing some of
the emotionalism that has beclouded the two basic factors
that should control economics and showmanshiii. FILM
Bl LLF^TIN decided to go right to the horse s mouth, as it
were. Since the issue has been drawn principally by the
owners of smaller theatres, we went directly to a limited, but
representative, group of typical independent exhil>itors who
have paid their money for stereophonic sound and have experience atfirst hand.
Six Questions Posed
The test group -an even dozen of them — operate houses
ranging from 150-sealers to a capacity of 865. Selected to get
as much diversity as j)ossible in location, they represent ten
difTcrent states in the I nion : Oklahoma. Missouri (2). New
\ ork. Iowa, Michigan (2 I. Texas. North Carolina. Connecti( ut, Ohio and Virginia.
We told them they would render a "signal service" to the
industry at large by answering as directly and factually as
possible six questions:
/. Ilotv many CinemaScope pictures irith stereophonic sound have you shown? (List them.)
2. Will you tell us. in percentages, hoir these pictures have grossed in your theatre as compared to
your normal grosses?

4. Through your experience, how much would
you appraise its value?
5. Do you think the value of CinemaScope would
he less without stereosound?

These, we felt were the most })ertinent questions any curious exhibitor would want answered. The respondents were
advised that their identity would not be revealed if they so
desired. Nine made no such reservation. Of the three who
preferred anonymity, one offered the reason that "I have a
hard enough time getting good pictures".
Opinions

Vary

There was no unanimity of opinion among these 12 little
theatremen, but it should be recorded immediately that the
weight was rather heavily in favor of stereosound. A strong
answer is given herein to those who arbitrarily deny that it is
a plus-factor for even the smallest theatre. It should also be
pointed out. however, that this study did not seek to define
the kind of directional or stereophonic sound (magnetic or
optical I available to exhibitors, which might condition their
thinking in terms of dollar outlay. It sought only to elicit
opinions on the merits and boxofTice value of multi-track
sound in connection with CinemaScope pictures. Two-thirds
of our respondents agreed on the necessity for stereosound
and justified its cost. On the S6 1 question: Would you do it
all over again? the same majority answered with an emphatic
yes. The dissenters, however, spoke their |)iece rather strongly, The
loo. effect of stereosound in a small theatre was stressed.
James K. Dittrich. who owns the State Theatre in Flndicott.
N. Y. : "Magnetic stereophonic sound is terrific in a small
(Continued on Ptipc 8 J
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(Continued from Page 7)
theatre as far as I am concerned. This is more so considering
we have a huge 40 foot screen in a 605-seat house . . . meaning the wider the screen, the more essential and more effective
the three backstage speakers become ... It is my belief that
the smaller theatre is more effective for stereophonic sound
than the large theatres I have attended for THE ROBE (Roxy
in N. Y.. Buffalo, in Buffalo)." Stereosound will justify its
cost, he believes, "if magnetic sound is here to stay ... If Perspecta sound becomes the accepted medium, we will suffer a
great loss on our magnetic sound installation."
Dittrich felt that there was a "big difference" in audience reception when the sound switched over to only the central speaker. It was particularly evident where the short subjects and trailers were put on the screen. The fourth track, he
said, was another important factor. "When our auditorium
speakers circuit developed trouble on the 12th day of THE
ROBE, our employees felt it was a big let-down not to have
the thunder and Hallelujah auditorium effects as we had previously.
'We

Sell Our Sound'
Leo T. Jones, operating the 500-seat New Star Theatre in

Lpper Sandusky, Ohio, has played five C'Scope pictures, and
reports: "Stereophonic sound is definitely an asset to my theatre. My patrons notice — and remark — how wonderful the
sound is. I am now running an optical track trailer on
'Knights of the Round Table' and 'Rose Marie' and, boy, can
you notice the difference!"
Perhaps the most salient portion of Jones' remarks: "I
would appraise the value of stereophonic sound as you would
value good will. I don't believe you could put a dollar or percentage value on it at present. It's a just a new improvement
that helps bring people back to see other stereophonic sound
features." And hear this: "We sell our sound — as an improvement in the presentation of motion pictures."
How did Jones fare percentagewise, on CinemaScopers?
He checked back two years on his figures to assure accuracy.
He reports the following: For every $100 average gross, "The
Robe" earned $550; "How to Marry a Millionaire", $335;
"Beneath the 12-Mile Reef, $300; "Hell and High Waaler",
$210; "King of the Khyber Rifles". $160.
W ithout stereophonic sound. Jones feels, CinemaScope is
" just a wide flat j)icture."" He calls stereosound "the secret
formula of the success of CinemaScope ... I, for one, hope
Fox and Metro hold to their policy of 4-track stereosound.
We are going forward, we have peoi)le talking in a favorable
manner, we are getting more admission prices with no com|)laitits. And to prove his confidence in stereosound: "I am
now in the process of equi|)ping my Carey Theatre (329
seals I ill r.ir' v. f)bin. for CinemaScope. My average weekly
Page 8
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gross in Carey is between $250 and $300 . . . My Star, Upper
Sandusky, opened on Jan. 21. 1954 and I am happy I got in
that early." These, he appends, "are the views of Leo T. Jones.
Exhibitor," not those of any organization he might be linked
with.
A 500-seat owner with eight notches on his CinemaScope belt, requesting to remain nameless, declared a 100 to
200 per cent above normal return on the anamorphic-stereosound films. Stereosound is an "important factor" and "necessary to CinemaScope because of the greatly increased width of
the projected picture . . . The, cost is excessive, we admit, but
being the first in our locality to install it, we believe the steadily increased grosses justify its installation." It would be
"just another movie" without the combination of stereosound
and CinemaScope, he believes. Faced again with the decision
of investing in stereosound, "we definitely would install it.
Even when CinemaScope pictures are not available, we find
that stereosound is a definite asset in presenting regular pictures on our wide screen."
He predicts: "The theatre that continues to show pictures the same as it has done for the past 10, 20 or 30 years
without any attempt to change its policy, or to improve picture presentation ... is finding its days numbered . . . CinemaScope and stereosound is the beginning of a new era for
theatres. It is costly, at present, but when you see the people
coming back to your theatre again and again, you feel that it
just might be worth it!"
The Negative Side
There were those on the other side of the fence, however,
with vehement denials for the" necessity of stereosound with
CinemaScope. T. D. Field, head of Field Theatres Corp. in
Abingdon, Va.. gave a flat "No" to stereosound's value. The
system doesn't justify its cost, he feels, nor its effect. How
would he appraise its value? "None, except maybe on "The
Robe' which was the first picture in CinemaScope, and I am
not sure it wouldn't have done as well with the same campaign back of it." Would he again invest in stereosound?
"No. We have ten other theatres and we are not considering
Stereophonic Sound in any of them."
Results of his CS showings. Field reports, show a big increase on "The Robe" (1.92), a slight rise on "Millionaire"
(.22) . But there were decreases for the theatre's norm on
"New Faces" (.59) and "King of the Khyber Rifles" (.16),
despite the fact that Field faced no competition in his CinemaScope showings in the area.
Also on the negative side was W. J. P. Earnhard with his
600-seat Taylor Theatre in Edenton, \. C. Only two of the
six CS films registered above normal business, he reported.
(Continued on Page 9)
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"I do not regard stereosound a sufficient plus-factor to justify
what it cost. Fox did not allow any of the cost of CinemaScope equipment as expense on "The Kobe", or other pictures;
neither did MGM," Earnhard says, "i think CinemaScope
would be less valuable without stereosound . . . Hut it does not
show at the box office."
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increase over his normal gross. Stereosound. he believes, "has
terrific possibilities. I certainly w ouldn t be satisfied without."
Goldie. who operates the 600-seat American Theatre in Cherokee. Iowa, wants to know what all the fuss is about. "If something comes along to better the business. I })ut it in and if I
don't want it. I don't buy it. There is no law compelling anyone to put in stereosound. Most of them can get along with-

J. Ray Cook, with an 865-seat house in Maryville. Mo.,

out Fox if they have to. But why." he retorts, "call us all sorts

calls stereosound a "very mild stimulant", not worth the cost
of installation. Only "The Kobe " and ".Millionaire " topped the
house average. Again, if he had the choice — no.
Finally on the negative side was a midwestern exhibitor
who asked anonymity. His answer to stereosound justifying its

of names for putting it in? Perhaps it is a gamble, but isn't
the whole business? They said the same thing about sound.

cost: "Not if you can get other good pictures. " To appraisal
of its value: "None, if you can get other good pictures."
Would CinemaSco|)e's value be less without stereosound?
"Yes, I think that is all they have in CinemaScope is the
Stereo Sound." His final analysis, would he again install
stereosound. reverted to the original cry for to[» product. "No.
not if I could get other good pictures."
The reactions of some exhibitors were qualified, l or
"The Robe", says D. V. Terry, owner of the 808-seat Woodward in Oklahoma, business was "terrific ... 1 thought tiic
sound in it was marvelous. It just made the picture and I was
really sold on Stereo|)honic sound." In "The Command .
however, "the sound wasn't noticed as much. " he notes, with
only average b.o. resulting. Both CS and stereosound are
"wonderful", this exhibitor feels, "if they will make pictures
to fit. I am in hopes every exhibitor will go for it and then
the distributors will make good pictures. \^ ith both. I think
we will all be back in show business."
'Has Terrific Possibilities'
In Festus. -Mo.. Harry F. Miller"s 7 I l-seat Miller Theatre
registered grosses two to three hundred per cent above
normal, with "The Robe" again in the lead. There was no
equivocation in Mr. Miller's statement. It was a definite "yes"
on stereosound s necessity for (>inemaScope showings.
A Texas exhibitor with a 600-seater pins the value of
stereosound down : "Adds 50% to entertainment value of
CinemaScope." His grosses on four CS pictures he has played
average ^6''/f over the theatre's normal take. Stereosound. he
feels, justifies its cost. I'nder present conditions, he'd venture
the same stereosound installation cost to play CS films.
Perhaps the most emphatic statement came from exhibitor Dale R. Coldie. movie business veteran of 2.S years, w hose
experience with four C'Scopers resulted in a 10 to 50 per cent

Init we put it in just the same." Rather cryptically, he adds.
"I think when CinemaScope really gets the fourth track working, the boys will all wish they had it in." In summary: "Let
those who want to put it in do so and those who do not want
to just shut up and give us a rest."
Rental Gripes
There were squawks, however, about rental and playing
time demands on CinemaScope-stereosound pictures. North
Carolina's Vt . J. P. Earnhardt placed his average percentage
paid for a CS film at 55 per cent, whereas the pictures, on an
average, earned "about 40 per cent. "
"Our public loves it." says a N. \ . state exhibitor, but
proffers gripes on "exorbitant" terms for the pictures. 20thFox's 10 per cent profit guarantee "sounds lovely until you
analyze their method of amortization. " Complete costs ( chiefly stereosound I are amortized over a five-year period, he
notes, "which is reasonable if we can feel sure that CinemaScope will remain in its present form without further costs for
that period of time. However, thev allow us onlv 1 52nd of
one year's depreciation or amortization in any week where we
run CinemaScope features. Being in a split situation we will
have only one half of the CinemaScope output. Thus we will
show CinemaScope features probably one to two weeks per
month only. Thus our CinemaScope equipment will actually
be amortized over a period of 10 to 15 years as far as hard
realism is concerned."
.Appraisal of stereosound's value to a theatre was in the
same variable pattern. Most representative of the opinions
came from a New Englander: "\^ e hesitate to appraise its
value in dollars and cents, but with stereo sound (and CinemaScope Iwe have not had to close our doors 2 or 3 days a
week as so many other nearby theatres have had to do. e
have never closed our doors when business was off. and now
with CinemaScope and stereo sound, we don't intend to."
Now, Mr. John Q. (for Quandary) Exhibitor, what do
you think?
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Good Hitchcock suspense show. Will register strongly
with discriminating trade on deft oerformances, adult
dialogue, director's touches. Slow start, talkiness weaken
it for action market. Lack of 3D gimmicks indicates
better reception without the glasses. Word-of-mouth
will be lukewarm.

Suspense-thrill angles and star names will attract mass
audiences. Grosses will be bolstered by strong UA campaign. Over-melodramatic climax hurts chances with discriminating audiences.
This has plenty of suspense in the "Sudden Fear"
manner. Over-melodramatic chase climax may cool ofT
l)etter class audiences, but the action fans will love it.
Clever plot has Barbara Stanwyck witnessing a murder
in a neighboring apartment from her window. George
Sanders, ex-Nazi author, is the killer, having choked to
death a girl with whom he had a cheap affair. Having
disposed of the body, Sanders convinces police Stanwyck suffers from delusions, needs psychiatric treatment. Kven police lieutenant Gary Merrill, who falls in
love with her. believes she imagined killing. Although
fearing for her life. Stanwyck pursues Sanders, finally
compels him to attempt her murder, which is thwarted
atop a high building under construction. He falls to his

Taut suspense nielodraiiia in true Hitchcock tradition,
i)Ut not one of his better show s. Slow start lays ground'.vork for a murder story that builds too slowly, but
finally gets tight and tense. Interest mounts with revelation of diabolical i)lan by husijand Ray Milland to
murder his wife. (Irace Kelly. The Hitchcock touch is
evident throughout. ( )rdinary, everyday props are used
to promote suspense. The 3D treatment, however, benefits the film only sparsely. ( )ccasionally a hand reaches
out into the audience, or a newspaper flickers out of the
screen, but otherwise action takes place "within the window." (iood twist when the murder plan backfires because of a stopped watch, with the would-be victim con-

death. Chester Erskine's screenplay and direction are
good up to the wild finale. Stanwyck, Sanders performances good. Neil
United Artists. 81 Minutes. Barbara Stanwyck, George Sanders, Gary Merrill.
Producer Chester Erskine. Director Roy Rowland.

victed of murder herself by her husband's machinations.
W'arnerColor and wide-screen filming on high plane.
I'ressbook ads feature teaser copy, with effective art
of nightgowned heroine and the phone call signalling
the murder. Barn

"Indiscretion

Warner Bros. 105 Minutes. Ray Milland, Grace Kelly, Robert Cummlngs, John
Williams, Anthony Dawson. Director Alfred Hitchcock.

"River

Marilyn Monroe-Robert Mitchum team a sure-shot hit in
general market. CinemaScope presentation lends excitement to story. Good performances, tight direction. Technicolor other plus-factors. Sex-violence are selling angles.

De Sica's handling of erriotional conflict between the
lovers is sometimes heavy-handed, side incidents and
characterizations serve to heighten story and keep
action moving. Drama is most effective when Jones and
Clift are caught in passionate interlude and arrested.
Suspense is then generated as the couple face exposure
of their love affair. Characterizations are good and are
given boost by effective side ])erformances. The short
running time has been augmented by a musical prologue featuring Patti
"Autumn in Rome".
taining and provides
to the effectiveness of

Wanting!" >\cil
Columbia. 63 Minutes. Jennifer Jones, Montgomery Clift. Producer and director Vittorio DeSica.

20th Ctntury-Foi. 91 Minutes. Marilyn Monroe. Robert Mitchunn, Ror-' Calhoun.
Tommy Rettiq Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger.
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Page singing "Indescretion" and
.Although the interlude is enterexploitation fodder, it adds little
the picture.

Illicit love is the selling angle and the jjressbook features the lines, "Suddenly The Whole W orld Knew Her
.Secret" and " Tiiis Longing . . . This Yearning . . . This

.\fl\ance ads are selling with, "Mitchum Tames Monroe In The Love I'.attlc Of The Century." /'Itil

O

Wife"

O

road station. Produced and directed in Italy by \'ittorio
De Sica. film contains obvious foreign flavor. Although

nates Monroe when he steals Mitchum's only gun and
horse, leaving trio at the mercy of hostile Indians.
When the three board raft to get back to civilization,
torrid emotion between Mcjnroe and Mitchum developes
into love neither will admit. Trip on river is beset with
danger and hair-breath escapes. vSock climax when
Rettig shoots Calhoun to save Mitchum and Monroe
joins pair to start new lift. .Sure to be talked about are
fiiur Monroe songs done in highly suggestive manner.

O

O

Story involves American woman saying goodbye to
her lover after a holiday in Rome away from her husband and daughter. All action takes place in Rome rail-

( )utdo()r melodrama set in gold-rush era. Has plenty
of action, fair suspense. I)esi)ite overtones of sex. story
has elements for family trade. Tells of widowed father
(Mitchum) who takes young son (Tommy Rettig) into
wilderness to make life farming. Action sparks when
Mitchum rescues dance hall girl (Monroe) and gamliler
( Rory Calhoun ) from raft in raging river. Calhoun alie-

O

American

1^€iUh^ O

Rating applies to better class houses. Prospects not os
good in general market. Soap-opera overtones will appeal to fem audiences. Jennifer Jones-Montgomery Clift
marquee aid its chances in first runs. Subsequents will
buck cool word-of-mouth. Weakest for action houses.

of iMo Return" (CinemaScope)
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VistaVision. They're talking about the headlong rush
of some exhibitor leaders to hail VistaVision as the exhibitors' darling. Paramount doesn't insist on stereosound w ith its \ \ pictures, and that seems to be the big
point in the minds of these men. But let us face the hard
facts. Fox, Paramount, W arner's, Metro and Columbia
all say stereophonic sound and the l)ig screen add realism to a film. They may be wrong. Many ol)servers
feel that these new "gimmicks" come to full flower
in the large theatre, and that the small exhibitor
can ill afford the e(|uii)ment is being jjenalized.
pressure from the majors is mounting to such a

only
who
P>ut
i)eak

that, whether we like it or not. this "new look" is aj)parently going to stick. If it does, e.xhiliitors had better
base their future decisions on merit, not on prejudice.
Since when has antagonism been a satisfactory substitute for reason ?
0
O
RKO's Future. There's plenty of s])eculation about the
future of RK( ). Hughes offer to purchase the company's assets at S() a >hare resulted in an overwhelming
acceptance. Xow a strange thing has iiai)peiie(l. < >nly
a comparative few of tln)se who accepted have so far
bothered to turn in their shares f(tr cancellation. W hy
are they so tardy in taking Mr. Hughes' money? No
one knows. But an even more interesting (juestion is
this: what will happen if, by the exjjiry date set by
Hughes, a substantial block of stockholders remains in
the company? Hughes" ])urchase of RKO's assets was
made conditional on cash conversion by 95 i)er cent of
the stockholders, lie could have done as he pleased
with the company, without needing to consider the
wishes of the other 5 per cent. Will he now have to extend the date of expiry? ( )r will he cancel the whole
deal? Some gentlemen in the money market tell us to
expect a deal involving RK( ), Mr. Hughes and a third
party within the next (>(.) days.
0
O
Ralph Stolkin's Comeback Bid. It s reported on the
Coast that Leonard (ioldstein. ex-L'niversal ])roducer
who has now signed for a series of features to be
handled by United .\rtists, is associated uitli Ralph
Stolkin. Remember him. and his abortive l)id to secure
control of RKO from Howard Hughes? Though the
story is still unconfirmed, we can say this: Mr. Stolkin
is'still determined to move into the movie business. He
has made the opening move by hiring one of New
York's best-known jjublicists to clear his path. Incidentally, though Stolkin and his grou]) are suj)p()sed to

have lost $2,000,000 in their transaction with Hughes,
some say such was not the case. Stolkin himself was
reimbursed at least in part, by the eccentric Mr.
Hughes. On the record he seems to have been more
sinned against than sinning.
0
O
The Rita Hayworth Campaign. .\ malicious whisper is
gt>ing tile rounds that a certain motion picture executive
is behind the campaign to embarrass Rita Hayworth
and her husband. Dick Haymes. The couple's recent
difficulties have been so acute that many folk believe
they are the victims of a deliberate persecution scheme.
That's where the rumor-mongers step in. They allege
that the scheme has been inspired by someone in the industry who is so determined to have La Hayworth on
his roster of filmstars that he will reduce her to penury,
if necessary. The story has gained such widespread
currency that we think it should be stopped. It brings
the entire in(lu>try into (lisre])ute.
0
O
Rock Hudson.

A new big-time name zoomed to the

stellar heights with the unveiling of Cniversal's "Magnificent Obsession". Rock Hudson, the handsome young
man who has been nurtured on boss oi)era fare, ala Gary
Cooper and John Wayne, got his first dramatic chance
and made the most of it. The audience at the international press preview in New York last Monday night
left the theatre singing their ])raise of the big, rugged
fellow. He's a man's man and how he'll make the ladies
swoon ! Truly, a star is born.
O
0
Merger? T( ).\ and .\llied are drawing closer and closer
together in their thinking and operations. Oi)inion in
some industry cpiarters is that actual liaison units representing the two national organizations will be established before long, followed by merger within another
vear.
O
O
TV's troubles. The johnny-come-latelies to television
api)ear to be having their hands full. Those in the ultrahigh frequency range are having their hands full attracting advertising revenue because they are having difficulty in attracting viewers. And, they say permits
granted by the I*CC for construction of some 60 new
T\' stations have been tossed back to the agency by
those holding them. ICconomically unfeasible. The
come-back of movies and the problems of T\' offer
further i)roof that this world of our is round, and if you
u ait long enough . . .
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By JAY ALLEN
ALLIED

ARTISTS

New Pact Set With IFD
For Canadian

Distribution

COMIXG ON THE HEELS OF THE
two-picture production-distribution partnership with 20th Century-Fox ("Hajji I^aba"
and "The Black Prince"), Allied Artists
agreed to turn over all of its product to
International Film Distributors, Ltd.. for
Canadian distribution. This cancels a longstanding deal with the J. Arthur Rank Company, for release of AA pictures north of the
border. The pact goes into effect on September 1 and covers a five-year span.
One other feature, in addition to "The Adventures of Hajji Baba" is currently lensing
at .^A. It is "Wanted By the F.B.I." (Dorothy Malone, Keith Larsen, John Ireland) —
William F. Broidy producer, Harold Schuster director. "Sons of the Xavy" (Jan Sterling, Neville Brand), which Lesley Selander
directed for producer Scott R. Dunlap, was
completed ten days ago.
Rolling this week is "Jungle Gents" (Leo
Gorcey, Huntz Hall), a Ben Schwalb production. Three other producer assignments
have been made, with filming slated for late
spring or early summer. \'incent M. F'ennelly drew "John Brown's Raiders" and
Hayes Goetz took on "The Police Story"
and "Battle Star."
Louis Hay ward's .\V.\ company has postponed its one-picture commitment with .\.\
until May of 1955.
COLUMBIA
Leigh-Power Ink 5-Year Deals
Lot Busiest in Town, 6 Rolling
TYRONE POWER AND PRODUCER
Ted Richmond have closed an independent
production-distribution deal with Columbia.
Their newly-formed Copa Productions is to
turn out 10 features over a five year period,
with Columbia providing 100 per cent financing.
First production is "Lrjren/o the Magnificent," to be made in Italy this summer. John
Dighton is currently at work on the screen
play, which deals with Lorenzo de Medici,
the I'^lorentinc ])oet and merchant prince of
the fifteenth century.
A spokesman for the new inde unit assures FILM BULLETIN that Power and
Kichniond will have complete autonomy in
the selection of stories and operations. Cof»q» 12
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lumbia, however, has the right to use Power
in certain of its own productions, in addition to his inde films.
In another talent deal, Columbia secured
the services of Janet Leigh for one picture
per year for five years. This augments her
new nmltiple-picture pact with UniversalInternational. Her first film will be "My
Sister Eileen," which rolls in .August, with
Judy Holliday co-starring.
The company now has six pictures in production— high mark for any studio in town.
The line-up consists of: "The Long Gray
Line" (Tyrone Power, Maureen O'Hara),
CinemaScope and Technicolor — Robert
Arthur producer, John Ford director; "The
Bandits" (Glenn Ford, Barbara Stanwyck,
Edward G. Robinson), also CinemaScope
and Technicolor — Lewis J. Rachmil producer, Rudy Mate director; "Joseph And
His Brethren" (cast to be announced upon
completion of background lensing in Egypt)
— Jerry Wald producing and William Dieterle directing, CinemaScope and Technicolor; "X'iolent Men" (Randolph Scott,
Jocelyn Brando), Technicolor — Harry Joe
Brown producer, Bruce Humberstone director; "PhfftTt" (Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon), Technicolor — Fred Kohlmar producer,
Mark Robson director; and "Cannibal Attack" (Johnny Weissmuller, Judy Walsh),
Sam Katzman producer, Lee Sholem director. Columbia has signed with Howard
Welsch to take over distribution on his recently completed "A Bullet Is Waiting"
(Jean Simmons, Rory Calhoun) Technicolor
— John Farrow director.
"Three F'or the Show" ( Betty Grable,
Marge & Govver Champion), CinemaScope
and Technicolor, was completed a week ago,
by producer Joni Taps and director H. C.
Potter.
In order to showcase its new, young
talent, Columbia is preparing a production
titled, "Back Alley," based on a story idea
by Jerry Wald. Production will start in
mid-June with Robert Cohn producing.
.\mong the new players to be cast are:
Dianne F'oster, Robert Francis, Jack Lemmon, William Leslie, Kim Novak, Betsy
Palmer and May Wynn.
LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Production Near Normal
Activity Planned Thru Summer
PRODUCTION IS BEGINNING TO
get back on a normal flow here, following a
three-month layoff. Present plans call for at
least one picture for Lippert release to be

in production throughout the spring and
summer months.
"A Race For Life" (Richard Conte). is
nearing completion in England — Mickey
Delmar producing and Terence Fisher directing. This will be followed on May 15.
by the start of "The Black Pirates" (Anthony Dexter), which Robert L. Lippert, Jr.,
will produce in wide screen and color.
Starting dates on several other productions are expected to be set within the next
week or ten days.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Lot Beehives to '54 High
Six Shooting, One in Rehearsal
PRODUCTION REACHED ITS HIGHest peak of the year at MGM today (May 3)
with the start of "Deep In My Heart" (Jose
Ferrer, Merle Oberon, Donna Reed). Six
films are now lensing, with one in rehearsal
for a mid-May start.
Also shooting are: "Athena'' (Jane Powell,
Debbie Reynolds), Technicolor and CinemaScope— Joseph Pasternak producer, Richard Thorpe director; "Green Fire" (Stewart
Granger, Grace Kelly, Paul Douglas), CinemaScope and Eastman Color, back on the
home lot after three weeks on location in
Colombia — Armand Deutsch producer, Andrew Marton director; "Rogue Cop" (Robert
Taylor, George Raft, Janet Leigh) — Nicholas
Nayfack producer, Roy Rowland director;
"The Last Time I Saw Paris'" (Elizabeth
Taylor, \'an Johnson, Donna Reed, Walter
Pidgeon, Eva Gabor), Technicolor — Jack
Cnmmings producer, Richard Brooks director; and "Jupiter's Darling" (Esther Williams, Howard Keel, George Sanders), CinemaScope and Technicolor — George Wells
producer, George Sidney director.
In rehearsal is "The Glass Slipper" (Leslie
Caron, Roland Petit, Ballet de Paris), CinemaScope and Technicolor — Edwin H. Knopf
producer, Charles Walters director.
Another production was added to the
year's slate with the purchase of rights to
the new John Masters novel, "Bhowani
Junction," which will be the Book-of-theMonth selection for June. Metro paid a reported $20{),()()0 for the property, one of the
highest prices paid for a novel in the past
two years.
A western story, "Jeremy Rodock" by
Jack Schaefer (author of "Shane"), was obtained for Spencer Tracy. It's been turned
over to Sam Zimbalist who also produced
Tracy's "Boom Town". (Continued on Page 13)
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PARAMOUNT
Indes Losing Interest in VV
Par Slow to Deliver Cameras
I'AKAMOLXT F.XECUTIVES FIND
• licni^clvcs in the cxccc<Iint;ly uncomfortable
position of having soM a i)iece of nierchanilise they cannot dehver. as a result of the
slow process involved in building new \ istaX'ision cameras f>r converting old ones.
A half dozen independent producers desire
lo filni in the new system, but are losing
interest because of the long wait involved.
Among those discussing the method are Jane
Russell and Rob Waterfield. who have a sixpicture slate coming up for United ,\rtists;
Frederick 15rissf)n, who will launch "Girl
Rush" for RKO release in approximately
two months; and Stanley Kramer, who is
readying the first of his independent production for United .Artists. In each instance, the
inde outfits have been told by Farainount
that they will have to pick up the cameras
from manufacturers.
Nevertheless, Paramount has ordered at
least fifteen new cameras, in what is obviously alast-ditch effort to restrain interested producers from turning to another
process.
Bob Hope will use the \'\' technique on
his fortiicoming inde, "The Life of Eddie
Foy," scheduled to mU in July. Ho))e has
set a three-way partnershi]) on the picture,
patterned along the lines of Danny Kaye's
Dena Productions, which filmed "Knock On
Wood." The deal in\olves two writers on
the pro|)erty. Mel Shavelson and Jack Rose.
They will also produce and direct.
Only two protluctions are now lensing.
They are: "Strategic .\ir Command" (James
Stewart. June .\llyson). Technicolor and
VistaVision — Samuel J. lirickin producer.
Anthony Mann director; and the Ponti-De
Laurentis Italian production of "Mambo"
(Silvana Mangano. Michael Rennie. X'ittorio
(■assman), which director Robert Rossen
e.xpccts to complete within the next few
days.
Coming up is the Pine-Thomas production
"Run for Cover" (James Cagney. Jean Hersholt. \iveca Lindfors). No director has
been set at thi'- writing.
REPUBLIC
Four Top-Budgeters

Planned

On Heels of Yates' Economy Cuts
DESPITE SOME RECENT UNSAI IStactory grosses and increased emphasis on
its television activities, there will be no
tightening of purse strings on future Republic production, a source close to prexy
Herbert Vates assures FILM BULLETIN,
lo the contrary, 'S'ates is iilanning bigger-

budget pictures for the remainder of the
year. discontinuing small and medium
budgeters.
Althou,gh details are not yet available.
\ ates is said to be planning a quartet of
class features, each carrying a nut in
the million-dollar bracket.
Undoubtedly, he intends to reinvest some
of the heavy earnings expected from the
year's TV production to hypo the theatre
product. Upped revenues are also expected
from the foreign market and the studio's
laboratory business.
.\ccording to the recent financial statement, the company's profits dropped to
$260,937 for the first quarter of the fiscal
year, ended January 30. This compares with
a $345,423 net during the same period a year
ago. To offset this loss. Yates is reorganizing the sales department, ordering a 10 per
cent wage cut for all employees earning
$3(X) per week or more.
Richard .-Mtschuler, the company's new
world sales director, has carried out the
salary cutbacks — plus several outright firings.
Republic has no films in jiroduction. nor
have any starting dates been revealed on
future pictures. However, a source close to
the executive staff opinions that production
will resume before the end of May — possibly
with three pictures rolling simultaneously.
RKO
Big Slate of Films Pending
Powell Seen As Studio Chief

Hayward). budgeted at $4,000,000, will be
the first big production to roll under
Powell's
It's expected to start in
about
45 guidance.
days.
Current production, in addition to the Disney feature, consists of two independents,
"This Is My Love" (Linda Darnell, Dan
Duryea), an Allan Dowling production in
Eastman Color — Hugh Brooke producer,
Stuart Heisler director; and "Where the
Wind Dies" (Yvonne De Carlo, Cornel
Wilde), a Benedict Bogeaus project.

20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Seeks to Hypo CS Output
As New Installations Up Market
20TH-FOX IS SEEKING TO STIMUlate production of CinemaScope features
with attractive offers to numerous top independent outfits, plus a plan to revive a production set-up in England. There is even
the strong possibility that Leonard Goldstein's final Panoramic production, on the
10-picture slate he is just completing, may
be switched from flat filming to the anamorphic process.
The push is backed by the number of new
theatres which have made the CinemaScope
installations in recent months, and require a
larger flow of product than is currently
forthcoming. At the present time, there are
approximately 3,300 theatres in the United
States and Canada equipped for CinemaScope projection, with only 77 features in
the process slated for release in the next 18
months. Of this total, less than 40 will be
Fox releases.

.\NN 1)A^ NOW . HOW ARD HUGHES
shall announce a slate of eight to ten topbudget pictures, to be produced by RKO.
and an additional 15 to 20 independent productions to be contributed by independent
units. .\t the same time. Hughes is expected
to name Dick Powell as production chief:
It is rumored that C. J. Tevlin will remain
as general manager of the plant.
.•\mong independent contracts soon to be
inked is a new one with Walt Disney for release of at least four productions over the
next five years. Included in the slate are
•20.(MK) Leagues Under The Sea" (Kirk
Douglas), now shooting; "The Lady Is -A
Tramp." CinemaScope cartixm feature:
"Mabes In Toyland." feature-length animated
cartoon:
and possibly
also
a cartoon
feature. "Hansel and Grctel."

According to some of the independent producers who have discussed deals with the
company, there is an interest in straight releasing tie-ups and also in partially financing
outstanding packages.
Only one Fox picture is shooting at the
present time, although producers Bert Friedlob and William Bacher are also engaged in
shooting background scenes in .\frica, for
their forthcoming "Untamed." The latter
will be directed by Henry King, who moves
his crew to Ireland, next week, for additional background lensing. The one picture
shooting on the home lot is "The Egyptian"
( Edmimd Purdom. Jean Simmons, \'ictor
Mature. Gene Tierney). Technicolor and
CinemaScope. Darryl F. Zanuck personally
producing, Michael Curtiz directing.

The proposed Hughes deal with the prolific Leonard Goldstein went down the drain
when U.\ grabbed up the producer. Negotiations were going on for several months for
the Goldstein output and RKO seemed like
a cinch for the Goldstein releases — until U.\
made the deal last week.
Ednmnd Grainger, an RKO producer for
the last three years, will be another top independent contributor — having recently
moved off the RKO payroll to form his own
company. He is expected to turn out two to
four top-budgeters per year.
"The Conqueror" (John Wayne, Susan

Filming starts May 3 on "Woman's
World" (June Allyson, Fred MacMurray,
Van Heflin. Clifton Webb). Charles Brackett
producing.
Two other big productions are being
readied for a June start: "Carmen Jones."
based on the Rogers and Hammerstein
Broadway musical hit — Otto Preminger producing, with an all Negro cast, still to be
selected; and "Black Widow," to be produced by Nunnally Johnson. Latter is expected to star Joan Crawford, William Holden and Maggie McNamara.
(Continued tin Pii^e If))
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DOROTHY McGUIRE
OS Chris. . . beoutiful, fear
ridden, in a mental fog, terrified by0 man out of her past

STEPHEN McNALlY
0$ Stevt 0 gongster killer,
more deodly bemuse he con
Im (horming.

MARY MURPHY
as Randy... lovable, wholesome, inlove with love end a
wonderful world.

JOHN HOWARD
OS Josh...a young orchaeologist his love for Chris has
come too late to help her.

EDGAR BUCIi
OS Sheriff Lafe...lo
old Western breed.

101 HAGERTHY

' h(,..an engoging young
'«i ner, overwhelmingly in
w«ifh

A'

Wl ith

MARY

MURPHY

Screen Play by WARREN
Associate
A

DUFF

- EDGAR

BUCHANAN

* Based on the Novel by THE

Producer- Director WILLIAM
REPUBLIC

GORDONS
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PICTURE
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Goldstein Signs for 10 Films
UA Biggest Product Supplier
LEONARD GOLDSTEIN rR(Jl)UCtions. Inc. closed a lO-picture deal with
United Artists last week, in HghtninK-Hkc
proceedings that have characterized the
Krini-Benjamin regime in recruiting top producers for their releases. Associated with
Goldstein, formerly sole producer of nonCincniaScope pictures for 20th-Fox, will be
his brother Robert and Robert L. Jacks
(son-in-law of Darryl F. Zanuck).
The 10 pictures, eight of them in color, arc
to be completed in one year. Arrangements
are for UA to provide the greatest portion
of the financing.
The Goldstein coup marks another important production deal. It's all part of the
pattern that has been pushing this company
up toward the top of the majors ever since
the new leadership took over.
United Artists embarked on its 35th year,
with a record release slate of 50 pictures
coming up. This gives the distributing organization the unique distinction of being
No. 1 in the film supply source field.
Three pictures with UA releasing commitments are in work at the present time. They
are: "The Purple Plain" (Gregory Peck),
being lensed in Technicolor, on location in
Ceylon — John Bryan producer, Robert Parrish director; "\'era Cruz" (Gary Cooper,
Burt Lancaster, Denise Darcel), also shooting in Technicolor, on location in Mexico —
Harold Hecht executive producer, James
Hill acting producer, and Robert Aldrich director; and "Suddenly" (Frank Sinatra,
Sterling Hayden). Robert I'asslcr producer,
Lewis Allen director.
Bassler, incidentally, lias scheduled a follow-up feature which will also get a UA release. Itis "Christy," an Allan Scott adaptation of Robert Louis Stevenson's unfinished
novel. "Weir of Hermiston." Exteriors will
be filmed in I-".ngland this summer, in color.
His first inde venture, "Suddenly,'' is being
rushed into distribution in September, in
order to capitalize on publicity in connection
with Sinatra's recent Academy Award.
Norman Krasna has moved his "Speak To
Me of Love" project from Columbia to
L'nited Artists. He had been working on
the property at the former studio for three
months, but after continued delays on a
starting date, Krasna reportedly felt that he
was free to move. The UA deal doubles I Intake he was to receive from Cf)luml)ia.
UNIVERSAL- INTERNATIONAL
Studio Swings into High
Third C'Scoper to Go in June
ACTIVriN- lAKKS \ I'.K; Sl'LRT
here during the next 30 (lay>, with eight piclures sciiednlcd l<i lu- in sariou> stages of
prodnctioti.
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Four films are lensing at the present time,
with the remaining quartet set to start at the
rate of about one per week. Those now
shooting: "So This Is Paris" (Tony Curtis
(jloria DeHaven, Gene Nelson. Corinne Calvet). Technicolor — .'Mbert J. Cohen producing the musical. Richard Quine directing;
"Shadow Valley" (Rory Calhoun, Colleen
Miller), Technicolor — William Alland producer, Richard Carlson director; "Destry"
(Audie Murphy, Mari Hlanchard) — Stanley
Rubin producer, George Marshall director;
and "Five liridges To Cross", (JefT Chandler)— stor\- of the Brink robbery case, Aaron
Rosenberg producer, Joseph Pevney, director.
Coming up between now and tlic end ul
the first week in June are: "Captain Lightfoot" (Rock Hudson), to be lensed in Ireland, possibly in CinemaScope — Ross Hunter
producer, Douglas Sirk director; "Panama"
(not cast) — Howard Christie producer,
Joseph Lewis director; "The Stuntman"
(Abbott & Costello) — Howard Christie producing, Charles Lament director: and
"Smoke Signal" (not cast) — Howard Christie
])roducer, Jerry Hopper director.
Universal's third CinemaScope production
is also set for a June start, although company toppers had not decided which of two
productions under consideration will get the
anamorphic treatment. As in the case of the
])revious two films lensed in this process, U-I
plans to make prints available also in standard version, although at a later date.
WARNER
Gable-Peck

BROTHERS

Sought For

WB's First Cinerama Feature
WARNER P-ROTHERS BECOMES
the first Hollywood studio to make a film for
Cinerama, as a result of a contract just
signed for jjroduction of "Lewis and Clark,"
in the revolutionary process. Negotiations
are already underway to get Clark Gable and
(ircgory Peck for the title roles.
The project, budgeted at $3,0()0,0(H) will
also be lensed in CinemaScope, although the
contract stii)ulates that the latter version
cannot be released until after the Cinerama
run is completed. The \\ arner Bros, organization and Stanley Warner, will share production costs on the production.
At the present time, there are eleven theatres in as many cities e(|ui])ped to show
Cinerama offerings.
The studio has three i)ictures in jjroduction at the present time, with a fourth set to
roll on May 3. Those now shooting: "Battle
Cry" (Van Heflin. Aldo Ray, James Whitniore, Nancy Olson) — Raoul Walsh director;
"Helen of Troy" (Rossana Podesta, Jacques
Sernas, Sir Cedric Hardwicke) — Robert
Wise director; and "Land of the Pharoahs"
(Jack Hawkins, Dewey Martin) — Howard
Hawks producer-director. All three are in
CinemaScope and WarnerColor.
The May 3 starter will be "Dragnet"
(Jack Webb) in WarnerColor — Stanley
Meyer producer. Jack V\ ebb director.

Scheduled to roll in the next month to
six weeks are: "Mister Roberts" (Henry
Fonda, James Cagney )— Leland Ha_\\vard
producing, John Ford directing, in CinemaScope and color; and "East of Eden"
(James Dean, Julie Harris) — Elia Kazan
producing and directing.
INDEPENDENTS
Bright Future for Indes
Results From Exhibitor Deals
THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT THAT
the heyday of the independent producer is
at hand, with increasing interest being registered by various exhibitor groups in guaranteeing playdates on inde product, similar
to the deal recently worked out between
Allied States and producer Hal R. Makelim.
Spokesmen for Allied have made it clear
that the 12-picture deal with Makelim is not
exclusive, and, as a result, at least a half
dozen other producers are currently in the
process of trying to negotiate similar agreements. Among them is Hal Roach, who
hopes to set up a sizeable yearly slate of pictures, with Allied guaranteeing playdates at
flat rentals — thus guaranteeing the producer
his production costs.
There is also a strong possibility that
'TOA will foster similar arrangements to
help hypo the lagging supply of product.
Independent productions now before the
cameras or slated to roll within the next 30
(lays include: "Long John Silver" (Robert
Newton, Connie Gilchrist), 'Technicolor and
wide screen — a Joseph Kaufman production,
Hyron Haskin directing; "Singing In the
Dark" (Joey Adams, Steve Cochran, Phyllis
Hill, Moishe Oysher), to be filmed at the
Fox Movietone studios in New York — Joey
.Adams, producer, Max Nosseck director;
"Columbus Discovers Krahwinkel" (Sydney
Chaplin, Charlie Chaplin, Jr.) — Alexander
Paal producer-director; "Shield For Murder" (Edmond O'Brien) — a Schenck-Koch
liroduction; "'Thunder Pass" an A. R. Nunes
production, with Tom J. Corradine as associate producer; and "The Long Chance", a
Masthead production — Aubrey Wisberg producer, Edgar Ulmer director. Cast on last
two is still unset.
Three major independent productions are
already set for July starts. They are: the
Rogers and Hanimerstein "Oklahoma", to
be lensed on the MGM lot, in 'J\)dd AO 65
mm. i)roccss and also in \'istaVision ; "'The
End of the Affair" (Deborah Kerr), a Coronado production, to be lensed in London —
Edward Dmytryk director; and "The Number One" (Carlos Aruzza, Luis Produna), a
Budd Boetticher-Carroll Case-Miguel .Aleman production to be lensed in Mexico.
Hoetticher directing.
George Glass Productions, headed by llufornier co-organizer of the Stanley Kramer
Company, has just been set up with an inde
slate of three pictures scheduled for the next
two years. First to go, later this year, will
be "'The Comedian," based on tlu' Ernest
Lehman Cosmopolitan novel.

Allied To Back TOA Production
The closest approach to exhibitor unity since the
tax campaign came with an open letter by former
National Allied president Trueman Rembusch to
TOA president Walter Reade, Jr., offering "substantial" support for any TOA-backed production
program. Allied and Rembusch, who had originally introduced the idea, which later materialized
into the Makelim deal for guaranteed playdates.
had been lauded by Reade and AR-PT's Leonard
Goldenson.
"If TOA comes out with a plan that will increase production," Rembusch wrote, "there will
be substantial and tangible Allied support for the
plan by playoff of the picture." Rembusch noted
that he could speak only for Indiana Allied, of
which he is president, but added he felt these were
the sentiments of .Allied exhibitors throughout the
country. He dubbed reports of a TO.A-.Allied production battle "distributor-inspired." "Families
tight," he said, "but when the house is burning
down all join in to carry water to put the fire out.
CS Doubles Take — Skouras
CinemaScope treatment virtually doubles the
jrosses on comparable films, without the CS and
^tereosound features, 2()th-Fo.v president Spyros
Skouras told stockholders. He named four Fox
films ("The Robe" not among them) as benefiting
from the CS handling. Report also revealed: Some
75 CinemaScope pictures are in production or
preparation: about 50 drive-ins have installed or
are committed for CS; cost of stercosonnd has
been reduced between $3(KM) and $5000 in large
theatres, and around $2000 for the smaller houses;
that by July 15, CS prints will be available to all
equipped theatres. The 1953 net profit, $4,56(),0(K),
had more than doubled the previous year, Skouras
reported, with a 195J gross of $105,662,000 running more than 13 per cent above 1952.
Steady Product Flow Asked
"Bunching" of boxofficc product was blasted by
AB-PT's F.dward L. Hyman. Theatres face a
bleak May and Jime, following the Easter season,
he claimed. Not until July, said the Paramount
chain v. p., can top product in cpiantity be expected.
Hyman called for release of quality product in the
"off" periods, for the industry to rid itself of the
"uneven flow" and maintain a year-around supply.
As spokesman for his own circuit, Hyman said
AB-PT would consider assuring distributors a
guarantee if they fill in with top pictures in the
off periods.
CS in Drive- Ins
"The receipts at our initial showing of 'The
Robe' has caused our banker to smile for the first
time in two years," proclaimed Claude Ezell, head
of a chain of Texas drive-ins. In his first two engagements, at the 620-car Jacksboro in Fort
Worth, and the 750-car Gulf, Corpus Christ i.
Ezell reported: "We turned away several hundred
cars in each instance and . . . are installing just as
fast as is humanly possible wide screens and
stereophonic sound in all of the drive-in theatres
that we operate." The single-unit stereosound incar speaker used by Ezell (and approved by Fox)
was developed by the chain.

MARY PICKFORD is the
guest of honor at the testimonial
dinner for UA's 35th Anniversary tendered
Variety
Club by
MayPhiladelphia's
5th. JAY
EMANUEL headed the dinner
committee.
CHARLES J. FELDMAN,
U-I distribution v. p. sessioned
with his sales force last week on
forthcoming product.
JAMES mountJ.Central
DONOHUE,
Division Parasales
head, leaves company May 15.
Astor's BOB SAVINI, hale
and hearty after two and a half
months convalescence in the
Florida Keys, returned to NY
touting
area as ideal for theatre the
construction.
BILL GERMAN'S outstanding work as head of the NY
Variety Club Foundation to
Combat Epilepsy will be honored in a testimonial dinner May
6 at the Waldorf. ADOLPH
ZUKOR will make the presentat'.on, as applaud.
the Who's Who of the
industry
STEVE BROIDY has set up
a five-year franchise deal with
InternaUonai Film Distributors,
Ltd. for Canadian distribution of
Allied Artists product beginning
Sept. 1.
SAM PINANSKI is conducting a study of group and liability
insurance for industryites. The
COMPO leader is well qualified.
He's also a director of the John
Hancock Life Insurance Company.
JOSEPH GINS has been
upped to Universal Dis.rict manager headquartering in Boston.
He succeeds John Scully. HARSALTZ takes
over Gins'
formerOLD post
as Washington
branch head.
HERBERT T- YATES created a new post
for Republic
—
world-wide
director
of sales,
named RICHARD ALTSCHULER to head it.
SAM SHAIN, one of the key
figures in the COMPO tax campaign, has left the organization
to devote his time to operation
cf a trade information service,
"Space
& Time." BRANSON.
HAROLD
RKO's foreign manager, back
from a five-week tour of the
Continent, envisions a 12% rise
in
this the
year.company's foreign take
SPYROS SKOURAS left on
a quickie flight to Europe over
the past weekend. Due back in
a week.
D. L. O'BRIEN named Altec
Western division branch manBetter than 2500 were on hand
ager.
at Loew's 72nd Street Theatre
last week to witness the NY invitational preview of Universal's
"Magnificent
Obsession."
20th-Fox short
subjects have
been upped from 45 last year to
62 for 1954. Twenty will be in
CinemaScope.

Theatre-Owning Producers?
Pat McGee, talking to .\llied Theatres of Michigan, stirred up a hassle with the suggestion ("only
my personal opinion") that "producers be encouraged tohave a theatre here and a theatre there
so that they wouldn't feel that they are producers
solely." The McGee statement noted in an asterisk
interpolate: "Thus they might be encouraged to
stimulate additional production of motion pictures
which all of us need so badly."
On the tax fight, McGee said that it was "no
accident" that the new 10 per cent levy and 50c
exemption was won. "For the first time, he said,
"the tax campaign showed what can be accomplished when men set out diligently to do something." He advocated continuance of the Sindlinger statistics because "we might have to apply
to Congress again."
Eastern VV Demonstration
Paramount demonstrated its VistaVision process
at the Radio City Music Hall last week. A large
turnout of exhibitors watched the hour-long "earlybird" show, heard president Barney Balaban,
studio head Y. Frank Freeman and research chief
Loren L. Ryder explain the workings of the "flexible" screen system. Scenes from the first two
\ V pictures, "White Christmas" and "Three Ring
Circus" were used in the demonstration.

be "54 "54-l
in "54"n-'54
from" United .Artists v.
to Have
UAThere'll
p.'s William J. Heineman and Max Youngstein revealed at San Francisco in a series of sales meetings. The one-a-week program, said Heineman, is
evidence of the company's desire to alleviate any
product shortage. Youngstein outlined a record
promotion program.
Subsequent meetings were scheduled for Chicago and Philadelphia, culminating in the latter
versary.
meeting with a testimonial for L'.A's 35th .AnniLet Theatremen

Decide on CS

Stereophonic sound requirements with CinemaScope can be determined only if individual exhibitors are permitted the decision for their own audiences, SCTOA chairman Harry Arthur wrote
Spyros Skouras. In a letter to the 2()th-Fox president, commenting on the proposed tests pitting
CS with stereosound against the single track in
isolated situations, Arthur said it would be akin to
"submitting a decision for ruling to an intermediate court of appeal when we all know the Supreme
Court (the public) must finally and conclusively
decide the question."

Big
ThereFight
shouldtobe TNT
plenty of action (June 17) in
theatres equipped for bi,g-screen telecasting. Theatre Network Television, in a deal between president Nate Halpern and International Boxing Club
head Jim Norris, will have the Rocky MarcianoKzzard Charles heavyweight championship on a
nationwide exclusive theatre T\' network. Only
certain portions of the New York Slate and New
England areas will be blacked out.
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eXHIBITORS

FORUm

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
IS MCM SOLD ON
ATO of Indiana

CS?

At their March meeting, the ATOI Directors drafted wliat they felt was a fair answer
to the problems arising out of the present
release policies of Fox and Metro on their
CineniaScope product. This statement was
brought to the attention of both companies.
Mr. Gehring, of Fox, will discuss his company's position at ATOFs Spring Meeting
at Lake Wawasee on June 15 and 16. Mr.
Charles Reagan, Metro, has written President Kalver a thoughtful letter setting forth
Metro's position at this time. Essentially it
is this: Metro feels that CinemaScope has
made a great contribution in revitalizing our
industry, and to secure these gains and hold
the public's interest in CinemaScope they
want to see CinemaScope presented in the
best possible manner. Metro feels that
stereophonic sound is an important factor in
the appeal of CinemaScope, and that to permit it to be eliminated would be unwise.
But Metro feels that this position on their
part is really not so great a problem for exhibitors because the bulk of their product
can be shown in the standard technique. As
a matter of fact, Mr. Reagan points out that
between now and September 1, Metro expects to release only one or two pictures in
the CinemaScope process out of a total of
eighteen releases.
Of course this is good news to thousands
of theatres — that they can still look to Metro
for product on the great bulk of their pictures. At the same time the ratio of one or
two CinemaScope pictures out of 18 releases
makes us wonder if Metro is not holding
some rein on their enthusiasm for the future
of the great new technique that is returning
the audiences of this country to the motion
picture theatres. At the same time, it must
be disappointing to those exhibitors who
share this enthusiasm for the boxofifice value
of CinemaScope to learn that a company like
Metro will make so few in the new medium.
It seems to us that the recommendation of
ATOFs Board is the best solution for all
concerned. Release CinemaScope pictures
to the equipped theatres and then make them
subsequently available in all situations. If
the public feels that CinemaScope and
stereophonic sound measurable contributes
to the entertainment value of the picture,
they will make their preference known by
patronizing the cquij)i)ed houses.
TAX

USURPERS
ITO of Ohio

"A situation has developed in Masillon
which has been given widespread publicity
and which is fraught with danger for all
concerned. In that city, the law enacting a
city tax provided ff)r a 3% tax on all tickets
subject to the 20'/' federal tax and 23% on
all tickets not subject to federal lax. As a
result of the bill which was signed by the
president last week, theatres in that city are
paying 23% f)n tickets exempt from federal
P«9* II
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taxes and 33% — 10% to federal government
and 23% to the city . . . for tickets over 50c.
The city council is aware of what has happened and the theatre owners of the city
have applied to them for a revision of the
law. The council will meet April 19th. If
any such thing happens in your city or the
council gets any ideas from the newspaper
stories, advise this office immediately."
RESELL MOVIES
Gulf States Allied
I believe that thru having every theatre in
the territory a member and all thinking of
some way to re-sell our motion picture business to the public, that some one, could be
most anyone might come up with the answer
to recapturing our lost audience. Whether
we like it or not Spyrous Skouras has again
recaptured the public imagination, and while
I don't think that CinemaScope is the answer, should we continue to decry this onerous conditions the public may become aware
that all is not well with us and we will be
back where we started. My thought is that
if you can't pay for CinemaScope in 2 or 3
pictures then its best forgotten. The reason,
and I'm quoting Rennie Rerger, Millionaire
has been doing 50% of what the Robe did.
Command and Kyber Rifles continue to decline. Millionaire was double featured in
both Chicago and Milwaukee. Command
was booked for a week at Oshkosh and was
pulled at the end of 4 days.
EXHIBS

WON
TAX FIGHT
ITO of Ohio
National Screen Service (Cleveland
branch) is quoted as saying to exhibitors
when asking for increases, "You just got a
break in the Federal tax. Do you want to
Forit the
keep
all?" information of National Screen
Service, the answer is "Yes".
How much did National Screen put up toward the tax fight? Motion picture distributors did because they stand to gain something automatically, since their percentage
on percentage pictures will be higher. National Screen Service should stay out of the
act.
TO MAKE UP LOSSES
Allied Caravan of la., Neb., Mid-Central
Universal has sold "The Glenn Miller
Story" to plenty of exhibitors on flat rental
terms. But from many other exhibitors who
were not given the opportunity of buying
this picture until released, they are asking
unreasonable and impossible terms. In a
majority of these situations Universal is just
an average product, and in most cases, is in
the red. It would seem to us that Universal
would have a flexible policy on this pictureso that they would at least have one picture
that would offset a few losses. In the aforementioned cases, it would take at least a
dozen Glenn Miller Stories to put the Universal product in the black. So. we say,
stop hitting below the bell!

HUMPTY-DUMPTY
CS
Alied of la.-Nebr.
The unholy plan to force all exhibitors !■
convert to CinemaScope with its trimminj^
of stereophonic sound and Miracle Mirn i
screens has been given the Humpty Dumpt\
treatment and can never be put togethei
Allied has always insisted that the filn
again.
companies have no right to dictate to tlu
exhibitors how they shall run their theatre^
It opposed the effort to force theatres to in
stall stereophonic equipment because of tlu
coercion that was used. The Allied board, ai
the recent New York meeting, defined it^
position as follows:
Allied . . . condemns the policy of
20th Century-Fox and Loew's, Inc.,
in requiring theatres to install full
stereophonic equipment as a condition of licensing their CinemaScope
pictures regardless of the appropriateness of the theatres for such installations or their ability to pay
therefor.
The announcement with respect to Perspecta sound is in line with this policy and
is welcomed by Allied. If as a result of tax
relief and a re-awakened interest in motion
pictures the smaller theatres later feel that
they can afford Perspecta, and the accumulated experience convinces them that it i^
worth the investment, they can be relied on
to make the installations in this great American game of pleasing the customers. But no
one is going to try to force it upon them,
and that is what we like.
This leaves Fox as the only film compan.\
holding to the position that the exhibitors,
including the drive-ins, must install stereophonic equipment in order to play the pictures produced by it. A great deal of pro
selyting appears to be going on among tlii
film companies and there may be some shifts
from one camp to another. But the inevitable end will be that which I predicted in ni\
last annual report.
If you ask, 'What will be the end of all
this?' we can only answer that some policies
are so wrong that, given time, they must in
evitably fail.
It was a couratrite
to say, but isn't it enging to see thing
it vindicated?
PRODUCER-IN-NEED
Gulf States Allied
Do you remember "The Champion" and
"Home of the Brave"!' The man who made
them was Robert Stiilinan, in case you've
forgotten. He made two other pictures, " Try
and Get Me" and "Queen For A l)a\ ', and
for some reason received very little playotT
Today, Stillman is in desperate straits. Tlir
banks are closing in and he is losing his life
insurance, home and everything he possesses. He needs dates on those two features to i)ull him thru, so — if you can, please
book them them thru UA now.

Oscar Manual for 'Eternity'
Those exhibitors who haven't played or
are replaying Columbia's eight-Oscar win|ner, "From Here to Eternity", should latch
on to a special pressbook showing how to
capitalize on the awards. There's a special
. section on "Best"' showmanship as well as a
I fresh series of ads featuring the Oscar angle,
and special poster snipes to be attached to
! the one-, three-, six- and 24-sheets. A special
utility mat is available for smaller-line ads
used in the regular pressbook.
'Caesar' Kit for Small Houses
I The specialized promotion by M-G-M on
every engagement of "Julius Caesar" has extended to the smaller situations, where film
I plays on three- or four-day run. Since it is
impossible for tieldmen to make personal
visits to each of these locations, as was done
in the earlier engagements, Metro has worked up a special promotion kit geared to
small-town and naborhood handling. Manual details school campaigns, special ads and
publicity with mats and an exploitation campaign tailored to subsequents' needs. MGM
field reps will confer with each exhibitor by
phone to help set the campaigns, based on
experience with the film in some 100 dates.
Discers Plug 'River'
Three major platter labels will plug 20thFox's "River of Xo Return" this month.
Decca will issue the title song, with Tex
Williams doing the vocal; Capitol has Tennessee Ernie with Billy May's orchestra;
Coral will bring out the tune with Sons of
the Pioneers. Each of the companies have

Kids Benefit With 'Carnival'
"Carnival Story", King Bros, production
for RKO Radio release, garnered a wealth
of goodwill and attention in its dual Los
.Angeles opening at the Pantages and RKOHillstreet Theatres by tying in with the
Children's Leukemia Wing of the City of
Hope. Mrs. Sarah King, mother of the producers, invited all members of the 40 City of
Hope chapters to contribute to the Wing,
noting that for each contribution of a dollar
or more, they would receive a "gold ticket",
good at either theatre during film's run.
Brothers Maurice and Frank bolstered the
interest by appearances on TV and disc
jockey programs. Third brother Herman
was busy with similar dates for New York,
Philadelphia and Chicago openings.
The Mags

A sidewalk Satan pounded the drum for UA's
"Beat the Devil," recently opened at the Liberty
Theatre in Portland, Oregon. Rubber-masked,
red-garbed bally man boomed interest with
drum-toting tour of downtown area. Stunt was
worked before and during engagement,
special promotional campaigns to tie up with
theatre openings of the Monroe-Mitchum
CinemaScoper. Records and pic will be
plugged in dealer window and counter displays, disc jockeys and juke boxes, and related TV-radio promotions.

Life spread three pages on U-I's "Creature
from the Black Lagoon", terming Julia
Adams' adventures among the most perilous
for heroines since Pearl White. Same issue
(.April 19) reported "Executive Suite" as
"graphic, and probably not accidental proof
that M-G-M, long vaunted as the studio of
the stars, could throw in an all-American
lineup if it felt like it." . . . RKO's "Carnival
Story" has been named by June Redbook as
an outstanding picture of the month. In the
May issue, the film was plugged via a lead
feature on star Anne Baxter. Silver Cup picture in same issue was "Executive Suite"
. . . Better than 1000 newspapers and magazines in 26 countries will be plugging Doris
("Lucky Me") Day with a special pictorial
(Continued on Page 20)

lewpotnts-

When Jack Warner said, after 30 minutes of a presentation
of Warner Brothers product to come, "Well, there it is, ladies
and gentlemen the new look at Warner Brothers," thousands of
exhibitors in 32 exchange cities were treated to an inspiring display of forthcoming from Warner Brothers in its most impressive form — the motion picture screen.
Selling pictures to the public is both the distributor's and
the exhibitor's job. But before the picture is sold to the public
it must be sold to the men who are going to show the picture.
That's why Jack Warner's presentation of Warner product was
so impressive. There were eight great novels that were shown
wi h an imposing list of stars; five scripts climaxed by Charles
Lindbergh's "The Spirit of St. Louis", dubbed by J. L. among
the greatest in WB's "long and trail-blazing history." Then
came shots from completed pictures and those in production:

Doris Day cavoriing in "Lucky Me"; thrilling sequences from
"King of Fear," "Battle Cry," "The High and the Mighty,"
"King Richard and the Crusaders" and what Warner expects to
be his company's greatest grosser of all time, "A Star Is Bom."
Here was showmanship — upbeat showmanship that evidenced the faith of a giant studio in a giant industry. As Warner concludes, the demonstrated program represents "the greatest effort we have ever undertaken. Yes, we have confidence, or
we would not at this time be making the most important and
the highest budgeted productions in the history of our company
. . . We are looking forward to the brightest future that lies
beforeJackall Warner's
of us."
"trailer" for exhibitors of Burbank's output
is smart selling. In the studio chief's words: "We have shown
you a glimpse of our future because it is your future, too." And
the thousands of product-hungry exhibitors applauded.
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(Continued from Page 19)

PRESSBOOK

AWARD

Many l/iaiticmcn are ai)t to lake jor granted that invaluable aid to showmanship — the pressbook.
For thai reason, we devote this space in each issue oj FILM BULLETIN to recognize those presshooks that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Aivard goes to —
PRINCE

VALIANT

rUc susty, swashbuckling flavor tliat lias
characterized the popular Harold Foster
comic strip of the same name has come to
C incmaScopic life in the elaborate pressbook. The color and the bravado of knighthood's panoplied spectacle and the Viking
glory are caught in a varict\- of ads (see
right and below, upper). Ad layouts highlight both scenes and the famous characters tiiat have become so familiar to readers
of comics — and their number is legion. Kspecially effective is the 28-sheet (below,
lower), which in itself is a unique innovation from the usual 24-sheet, to stress CinemaScope. This scene is one of the dominant features in the ads as well.
Other highlights are two complete radio
cam])aigns and a pair of TV spots. Air
drive has seven open-end spots, as well as
a platter for lobby sound effects. The TV
campaign oflfers 3 TV cards for 20-second
spots, and a single T\' card for lO-second
s])ot, w-ith announcer copy and theatre
playdate.

feature: "An International Day with Doris.']
There'll be 22 shots of the star granting he
recent foreign costume party interview, sho
by Warners' Bert Six and foreign correspon
dent-photographer Charlie See . . . Recom
mended in May issue of Woman's Homi
Companion are "Knock on Wood," "Indis
cretion of an American Wife," "Rhapsody,'
"Executive Suite," "Beat the Devil" anc
"Elephant Walk/' Companion
issue alsc
gives Walt Disney's "The Living Desert" i
pair of features totalling four pages . .
Piper Laurie made Look's cover, with credii
for her next U-I starrer, "Johnny Dark" . .
"Prince Valiant" is Seventeen's May choice
for Picture of the Month . . . The vaunted
"A Star Is Born" was given a full color
spread in the April 30 Collier's, with Judy
Garland spotlighted.
Showmen

Briefs

Metro has a co-op with John Wanamaker's department stores for "Executive
Suite" in a tie-in with big business apparel
for men and women and a line of furniture.
Kick-off was a half-page ad by Wanamaker's and an "Executive Suite" fashion
show by the store at Handmacher's. Stor
is devoting seven windows to display of al
types of "Executive Suite" clothing and furniture.
On the UA front, the 235th anniversary of
the publication of Daniel Defoe's classic,
"Robinson Crusoe" on April 25 was commemorated by UA, anticipating a revival of
interest as the first talking picture version

Pressbook dept. under supervision of Earl Wingart.
merchandising manager. Editor, Nate Weiss. Staff
writer. Eliiabcth Eisenhart.

(in color, too) of the world's most famous
castaway. There were four previous (silent)
film versions of the classic, the last in 1927.
In California, student bodies who turned out
en masse to watch Frank Sinatra, Sterling
Hayden and others in the cast of Robert
Basslcr's "Suddenly" go through their pace^
during location work in Newhall. Producer
Robert Bassler was overwhelmed, says UA.
at the all-out response of the youngsters,
many of whom told him they would have
had to cut school to watch the filming if ii
hadn't been for the Easter vacation. ,
A junket involving some 80 press, T\ radio men and photographers were "Living
It Up" with comics Martin & Lewis, and
Janet Leigh & Tony Curtis for a special
press preview of the Paramount show at
Apple Valley, California, "the most colorful
event ever staged at this w^ell-known (sic)
desert resort." Well!
Key-runs booking "Carnival Story" can
get, for free, a 40x60 blowup of Walter Winchcll's radio-TV plug for lobby displays.
F.roadcaster columnist is in typical pose,
with banner "Walter Winchell Over ABCTV Said . . . 'New Yorkers Are Talking
.\bout . . . And So Will the Nation Soon

lAMES MASON lANET LEIGH ROBERT WflCNER '
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DEBRA PAGE! > STERLING HAYDEN

. . . Carnival Story . . . Anne Baxter's Finest
(Continued on Page 211

/
(Continued from Page 20)
Performance in Her Long Career'." Employed first for the Broadway preem, blowup proved so effective that the King Bros,
and RKO decided to distribute additional
copies.
changes. It's on display at all RKO exBeauty consultant Toni Gale is on tour for
advance promotion of Universal's "Playgirl".
."^he hits Chicago for the April 30 premiere,
launching a series of openings in that territory, thence to New Orleans, Boston and
New Haven for the Same. P.A.'s include
T\'-radio and department stores. Extensive
field exploitation is set up for initial key city
openings.
RKO

TV's Ed Sullivan in Mexico City +o filnn footage for his "Toast of the Town" show saluting
UA's 35th Anniversary, cuts a birthday cake on
set of "Vera Cruz" as Gary Cooper and Burt
Lancaster grinningly watch.

2D-3D

Pressbooks

RKO api)arently isn't relying on haphazard adjustments on ads for their pictures
available in both 3D and 21). Their last two,
on "Dangerous Mission" and "The French
Line", give a complete campaign on both.
Writes RKO pressbook editor Phil Gersdorf: "We'll be interested in finding out how
exhibitors react to the two treatments, in
neither of which is he required to do any
sniping or mortising to use the ads, posters
and accessories for his particular engagements. It is the contention of Howard
Hughes that an exhibitor is entitled to a
complete campaign for his particular booking and not a compromise one under either
circumstance. It's a little more expensive,
from a production standpoint, but it would
seem that he has a very valid point, from

Jeff Chandler, visiting Chicago as part of his
national p. a. double duty tour on behalf of U-I's
"Yankee Pasha" and his first Decca Record,
planted this "record-breaking" shot in newspapers. Model holding record is Jeane Van Pelt.
RACKET-GIRLS BEWARE!
See how Miami blasts the
Silk. Satin and Sudden-Death
Syndicate!

the showman's angle."
Denver Gala Debut for 'River'
World debut of 2()th Century-Fox's Cini
ma.Scope
No Return"'
April 2^
marks a "River
double of
celebration
thatonlooked
to
set Denver on its ear. Combined with the

Effective lobby stunt arranged by Liberty Theatre nnanager Marvin Fox in Portland, Ore:, for
WB's "Phantom of the Rue M orgue." Those
landing two of three darts in white area surrounding figure received free tickets. Stunt is
good for other pictures, too.

opening of Fo.\-Inlermountain's new deluxer.
the ("cntrc Theatre, the shindig added up to
one of the biggest in C olorado history. .X
star contingent and studio toppers flew in
from Movietown to join with civic and state
officials -and l-'ox-Intermountain president
Rick Ricketson for a day-long series of promotional activities covered by TV, newsreel, newspaper and radio. Thratre front
and stage ceremf)nies for the unveiling of
both picture and theatre were televised and
;iircd throughout the area.

One of the striking supplementary ads issued by
Columbia on its "The Miami Story"
J I Two window displays covering the mid\/ town Manhaltan area for Roxy run of
"Prince Valiant". At left, Macy's window circles
assortment of toy items inspired by picture. The
dept. store also featured the production as "the
liveliest knight of the year in full page newspaper ads. (Right) One of a series of special
displays in the Walgreen drug chain windows,
spotlighting top mag layouts and toy items.
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EXPLOITATION
THIS GIRL PLAYS
FOR KEEPS!
il-^-

PICTURE

Universal's David Lipton and his staff have
whipped up a saucy, titillating series of ads for
"Playgirl". Sex and sensation are spotlighted in
■>'! art and copy. The Shelley Winters curves are the
dominant features in most of the ads, supplemented by clinch scenes with co-star Barry Sullivan. Catchlines are especially provocative with

^'IF YOU

CANT

AFFORD

IT. ./Z?/03fr/5?^

such teasers as, "If You Can't Afford It, Forget
It"; "There's a Price Tag On Her Kisses . . . and
Trouble Was ever So Cheap!"; "You Call Them
Playgirls . . . But These Girls Play for Keeps!".
New star Colleen Miller is pinpointed as "The
Star Surprise of the Year".

Hot

Star,

Title,

Both ])r()(luccr Albert Cohen and director Joseph Fevney have l)een seasoned in the type of exploitation fare
offered in U-l's "Playgirl," capitalizing on feminine beauty
and sensation. Among Cohen's efforts are "Earl Carroll's
X'arieties", "L'nknovvn Island", "Prehistoric Women" ; Pevney's include "Undercover Girl" and "Shakedown," also in
similar vein. Their talents are pooled in this one to give
the showman plenty to sell.
As Universal has fashioned the campaign, the rather
thinly veiled implications in the title are given full play.
Tied in with the recent headlines of "model service" scandals, the ad campaign, as noted above, cues the tack to be
taken. The Winters frame and that of a new star, Colleen
Miller, offers a bounty of display material, guaranteed to
catch the eye and incite interest. (One suggested in pressbook is shown below.) The story, too, is well stocked with
expl',itables — small-town girl seeking a career in the big
city as a model, beset by wolves in men's clothing, a murder and scandal, thence to the big party-whirl.

Big "'
Ones
""""^ COLLEEN
MILLER
.»> GREGG PALMER • RICHARD LONG
KENT TAYLOR

THEATRE

Opportunities for stunting are rampant. Tieing in
with a sequence from the picture, a model (or a local Cinderella) ischosen, in cooperation with local newspaper, for
tour to cover the entertainment,
fun and thrills to be found in the
city day and night. Accompanied by a photographer, girl
visits shops, important figures,
beauty salon, sports events,
hotels, night clubs, and such,
with several changes of attire in
the process. Variation of the
idea is to have a newspaper

And of course, there's Winters as "the notorious Fran
Davis . . . (jueen of the neon jungle . . . the racket she ran
and the men she ruined . . ."

"playgirl" cover the night spots

GREGG PAtMER- RICHARD LONG
KENT rmoR

of the town, possibly with a surreptitious photographer, to discover ifit's safe for an unescorted girl to hit the gay spots.
Should be good for a series of
features and tie in with the
headlines.

, couttN mim

Typical of the posters displaying
I I the Winters glamour and sex angles
in this three sheet. Other accessories include a set of six 8x10 photos of the key
art used in the pressbook ad campaign
good for lobbies and blow-ups.
SHELLEY WINTERS
BARRY SULLIVAN

COLLEEN MILLER
r«q« 22
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Simple but effective street ballyhoo i— \
is for one or two shapely girls to
walk around town carrying large cardboard valises labeled with title as illustrated. Theatre name could be lettered in
lower corner, although stunt will cause
more comment without it.

EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

of the

Issue

Top, Shcllay Winttri l«uqht at an aiaiperatad Barry Sullivan. Lower, Colltan Millar, har arms around Graqg Palmer, but eyes on her maq feature.

What might happen to an aspiring model in
he big city gives Universal an oi)portnnity to
^how off the charms of a star already well es:ablished in the l)eauty dei)artnient, and to introiuce a young and promising eyeful. As a night:lub singer, not averse to making a few extra
)ucks -ftn the side. Shelley W inters displays her
k'ocal as well as visual talents. The newcomer,
C'olleen Miller, (right) gives Winters a tussle
tor eye honors as she plunges deep into her first
major role, vying with Shelley for starring
honors.
Conflict in the story starts when small-town
|girl Colleen is taken in by \\ inters, popular

entertainer, when former comes to New York to
PLAYGIRL

work as a model, and attracts the eye of a philandering i)ublisher. Barry Sullivan, who happens to be Shelley's romantic dish. The youngster is first propositioned by an impoverished
socialite to use her as a "i)laygirr' at $100 a date,
turns to a modeling career after Sullivan's editor, (Iregg Palmer, gives her a big spread in his
magazine, then is involved in a killing and scandal when Shelley shoots Sullivan in a jealous
rage. The fireworks continue as Colleen turns
to the "'playgirl" racket, are climaxed with a
near murder of Shelley and a roinantic denouement between the girl and Palmer.
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Mr.

Elxltibitor, This

^ew

All Xlie Vital
ALLIED

ARTISTS

February
BITTEa CREEK Bill Elliott. Director Thomas D. Carr.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Out to avenge
death ot his murdered rancher brother, Elliott picks
up friends and sv/eetheart who save him In the
sh.;wdown battle. 74 mIn.
HIGHWAY DRAGNET Richard Conte, Joan Bennett,
Wanda Hcndrix. Director Nathan Juran. Producer
William F. Broidy. Suspense melodrama. Hitch-hiking
ex-Marine becomes involved In murder, becomes object
of a five-state manhunt. 71 min.
RIOT IN CELL BLOCK 11 Neville Brand. Leo Gordon,
Carleton Younn. Producer Walter Wanger. Director
Don Sie<:el.andPrison
riot spreads
until
Governor
Statemelodrama.
Militia areJailcalled
in to guell
the prisoners. 80 mIn.
March
DRAGONFLY SQUADRON John Hodiak, Barbara Brltfon, Bruce Bennett. Director Lesle;' Selander. Producer
John Champion. War drama. Rigid disciplinarian takrs
over Korean airfield before invasion, is wounded in air
attack, but his trained flyers come to the rescue. 84 mIn.
PARIS PLAYBOYS Bowery Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Hunti Hall is
sent to Paris believed to be a French scientist, concocts
a formula that proves even more potent than the
original scientist's. 62 mIn.
LOOPHOLE Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Hu^;hes. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Drama. Bank teller. $50,000 short In his
accounts, tracki down phony bank examiner, recovers
loot and job. 80 mIn.
April
ARROW IN THE DUST Technicolor. Sterling Hayder.
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goetz. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory,
Is regenerated.
min. through
MR. POTTS GOES TO MOSCOW George Cole. Nadia
Gray. Produced & directed by Mario Zamol. Comedy.
Sanitary enclneer mixes briefcases with atomic scientist
setting off chase through Russia and Europe. 93 mIn.
PRIDE OF THE BLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges, Vera Miles.
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes Goeti.
Racetrack drama. Filmed In color. Ambitious racehorse trainer noes bic time, comes to earth when kid
jockey rides horse trainerMahad
y saved to victory. 71 mIn.
FORTY-NINERS, THE Wild Bill Elliott. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Thomas Carr. Western.
U. S. Marshjl poses as killer to trap three killers one
of whom Is sheriff of gold-boom town. 71 min.
Coming
eOWERY BOYS MEET THE MONSTERS, THE Bowery
Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Boys become involved with mad doctor, electronic robot and gorilla who hopes to get human brain.
DESPERADO. THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
to free Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war,
youig
man Is doublecrossed bv friend and framed
for murder.
GHOST d*
OF Carlo.
O'LEARY,Barry
THE Fitigerald.
Technicolor.Comedy.
David Niven,
Yvonne
Irish
fantasy — i»h comic flavor. 80 min.
SONS OF THE NAVY Jan Sterling, Neville Brand. Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when executive
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
In battle.
Returns
home a hero to marry girl he loves.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western.byEx-convict
is made
new life
ridding
town deputy
of outlawssheriff. Finds love and
COLUMBIA
February
CHARGE OF THE LANCERS Technicolor Paulette Godd»rd, Jean Pierre Aumont. Director Williair Castle.
Producer Sam Katiman. Romantic adventure. Lancers,
aided by new cannon, take supposedly impregnable
naval bait <t Sebaitapol during CrI m^dn War. 74 min.
FILM

T
PRODUC
9

YOUR

IS

THIS

Film

Bulletin

Details

Feature

on Current

Is Designed,

&) Coming

MISS SADIE THOMPSON 3D Technicolor. Rita Hayworth, Jose
Ferrer,
Ray. Melodrama
Director Curtis
Bernhardt. Producer
JerryAldoWald.
with music.
the Somerset
of "entertainer"
aFrom
tro.olcal
island whoMaugham
becomes story
Invotved
with a batch onof
Marines and fanatical, hypocritical missionary, fl min.
WILD ONE, THE Marlon Brando. Director Laslo Benedek.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Melodrama. Band of hotrodders terrorize town until indignant citizens force law
to clamp down. Eventual regeneration of ringleader
comes through love and Innate decency. 79 min.
March
BAIT Cleo Moore. Hugo Haas, John Agar. Directorproducer Huoo Haas. Outdoor drama. Old prospector marries prett'/ cirl and involver her In plot to
murder his young partner with whom he shares a
rich gold strike. 79 min.
BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor. George Montgomery. Director William Cattle. Producer Sam Katiman. Western drama. Spit and polish officer tries to
run
fort
in
by the "book".
After
learning whathostile
real Indian
fightingterritory
Is, he succeeds
in arranging
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
IT SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU Judy Holliday, Peter
Lawford. Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohlmar.
Girl,name
yearning
for onfame.
Invests sign.
her
savingsComedy.
to have her
In lights
Broadway
Resultant fame and furor disillusions her. drives her
into arms of young idealistic photographer. 87 min.
AprilMickey Rooney. Director
DaiVE A CROOKED ROAD
Richard Ouine. Producer Jonle Taps. Drama. A pint-size
auto mechanic Is Inveinled Into a holdup gang by a
pretty cirl. Girl repents as she falls in love with the
guy. aid; him in breaklnrj up the gang. 82 min.
IRON GLOVE, THE Technicolor. Robert Stack. Ursula
Ihiess. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Historical adventure. Swashbuckler built around
Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne. 77 min.
JESSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor. Brett
King, Barbara Lawrence. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Western
May melodrama. Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved
with Dalton gang,
out to cet the loot of the notorious bandit. In showdown battle. Daltons are wiped out and money turns
out to be Confederate bills. 65 min.

MAD MAGICIAN. THE 3D Vincent Price.
Murphy.
Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. ProducerMaryBryan
Horror melodrama. Illusion ncnius. prevented by Foy.
his
boss from usinc hh creations
stage magician,
peace with cunning redskin leader.as 71a min.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment of rifles to outpost completes his mission despite Apaches, treachery and romance. 66 min.
MIAMI ducerSTORY,
THE Barry
Sullivan. Adele Jergens. ProSam Katzman.
Director
Fred Sears. Melodrama.
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience
to expose crime syndicate.
75
min.
Coming

CAINE MUTINY. THE Technicolor Humphrey Bogart,
Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer. Fred . MacMurray.
Robert
Francis. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea dran>a. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk. of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy destroyer. Bogart plays a neurotic
Johnson the executive officer. MacMurray thecaptain.
prissy Keefer. Ferrer
the defense attorney for theis mutineers
newcomer
Francis the Princeton lad who gets a shipand
of his own.
FATHER BROWN Alec Gulness. Joan Greenwood. Director Robert Hamer. Producer
Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with GulnessVivian
as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
HELL
BELOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
Mark Robson.
Producers Irvinrj Allen. Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine
to make
complication for x-Navy skipper in the Antarctic.
HUMAN
DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderlck Crawford.
Director
Lang. Melodrama!
Korean war veteran becomes Fritz
Involved with married
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner
in
murder to achieve selfish ends.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones, Montgomery Cllft. Director Vlttorlo de Slca.
Producers David O. Selznlck and de Sica. Drama. Made
in
Italy. film.
("Bicycle Thief") de Sica's first English
language
■tlLITIN—
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OUTLAW STALLION, THE Technicolor. Phil Carey,
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DirecFred F. Sears.
devotion to
wild torstallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
SAHA'CEN
CLADE,Producer
THE Technicolor.
RlcardoDirector
Montalban,
Betta
St. John.
Sam Katzman.
William Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swashbuckler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge his
father's murder, going to the Holy Land in Crusades.
THEY RODE WEST Donna Reed, Robert Francis. Director Phil Karlson. Producer Lewi: Rachmll. Western.
Doctor at frontier Arm/ post Incurs enmity of fellow
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
I. F. E.
March
ANITA OARICALDI Italian. Subtitles. Anna Magnan!,
Raf Vallone. Directors Goffredo Allessandrini, Franco
Rosl. Drama. Stor.' of Garibaldi's battle to unite Italy
mld-l9th
wife'sdeath.
loyalty95andmin.bravery
InIn the
cause,Century
causingandhsr histragic
MY HEART
Tagllavini.
Director MarioSINGS
Mattoll.Subtitles.
Comedy Ferrucclo
with music.
Two petty
renegades discover voung electrlan with fine operatic
voice, p lace him under contract and plot to exploit
him with operatic impressarlo. 99 min.
SENSUALITA
English. April
Eleonora
Drago.Fracassi.
PontiDe Laurentis production.
DirectorRossi
Clemente
Dram^.
"Bitter
Rice"
story
of
two
men
and
a
girl
In
Coming
the wheat fields of Italy.
72 min.
AIDA Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell, Ballet
Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martlno. Director
ClementetweenFracassi.
Opera. and
Verdi's
Egyptian princess
slavestory
girlofforrivalry
love be-of
EgyptianRAIDERS
officer. OF THE DEEP English Language.
HELL
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa, DeLaurentis Producers.
Director Duillo Coletti. War drama. Deals with the adventures of Italian Navy frogmen during World War II.
War II.
HUSBAND FOR ANNA, A English Language. Silvana
Pampaninl. Producer D. F. Davanzati. Director G. De
Santls. Drama. Trials and tribulations of woman in
search of love and husband.
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE English Language. Marina
Vlady. Producer NIccolo Theodoli. Director L. De
Felice.
Story of love between two 15-yearolds
whichDrama.
ends tragically.
LIPPERT
February
QUEEN ducerOFMarioSHEBA
Leonora
Ruffo,
GinoFrancisci.
Cervl. ProFranclscl.
Director
Pietro
Biblical spectacle. Queen of Sheba leads her armies
against Solomon's
In Jerusalem.
1000 B.C..
captured
and makes forces
her escape.
After a battle
and anis
avalanche, she is freed of "marriage" vows to pagan
gods and marries Solomon's son. 99 min.
WE WANT A CHILD Ruth Brejnholm. Jorgen Reenberg.
Directors Alice O'Frederlcks, Lau Lauritzen. Drama.
Married young girl desiring child cannot have one.
while her best friend has an unfortunate affair and
bears an unwanted child. Finally young wife becomes
expectant and audience see actual birth of baby 76 min.
March
BLACKOUT
Dane Clark.
Belinda
Lee. Murder
Producerdrama.
MichaelA
Carreras. Director
Terence
Fisher.
down-and-out war veteran Is offered a $1000 mystery
job by a nirl whose father is later murdered, throwing
suspicion on the veteran until he establishes that the
girl's mother was responsible for the kllllna. 87 min.

pril Chaplin. Jr.. Onslow
FANGS OF THE WILD A Charles
Stevens. Producer Robert L. Lippert, Jr. Director
William Claxton. Murder drama. Boy and his dog Are
only witnesses to a cold-blooded killing In the woods.
Boy's story is not believed until the murderer's wif*
establishes
truth, 71
causing
life Is threatened.
min. a chase in which the ltd'f
PRODUCT

May
LIPPERT (Continued)
|j4T
Nicol, KenH?llary
J honyWAVE
Hinds. AlexDirector
Hughes.Brooke.
Murder Producer
drama,
ijthless wife allows husband to drown a young novelan
unwitting
accessory,
keeps
silent
but
tells
police
er widow jilts him. M
ay
• iWBOY, THE Eastman Color. Producer-director,
.10 Williams. Documentary feature. Photographed
j:oloron actual Southwest locations, story relates the
vboy's true life from pioneer days to now. 49 min.
)NSTER FROM THE OCEAN FLOOR Anne Klmbell,
art Wade. Producer Roger Corman. Director Wyott
dung. Science-fiction. A girl skin-diver and scientist
one-man submarine brave shark-infested waters to
e a huge sea monster far under the ocean.

Coming
J CHASE, THE Glenn Langan. Adele Jergens. Procer Robert L. Lippert, Jr. Director Arthur Hilton,
tion drama. Rookie cop goes on patrol car duty,
!es part in chase by auto, boat and helicopter that
ds in shooting of payroll robbers.
ADLY GAME, THE Lloyd Bridges. Producer, Robert
nbar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
vellst In southern Spain becomes Involved In murder,
ickmail and smuaded microfilm of secret formulas.
4ID TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hinds,
rector Montgomery Tully. Mystery drama. Desperate
siness man hires thug to kill him so his wife can col:t insurance. Changes his mind and barely escapes
ath.
3se call.to learn that his wife was responsible for
kCE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Marl Aldon. Procer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
ama. Former auto racing champion quits big race
len his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
■meback
rand
Prii. and wins back his wife by winning the
VER BEAT Phyllis Kirk. John Bentley. Producer Heran Cohen. Director Guy Green. Mystery drama. Girl
dio operator on U. S. freighter becomes unwitting
cessory to diamond smugglers. Teams with detective
investigate murder and round up gang In chase.
EGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
"Joan of Arc."
who aspersuades
mytheand
toSpanish
resist
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
lis
French Napoleon,
rule prevails.
ERROR SHIP William Lundlgan. Naomi Chance. Pro-cer W H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mysry drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds It has
een used to cache highly-eiploslve atomic formula.
Dards
yachttheforsecret.
sea-chase after plotters attempt to
scape with
NHOLY FOUR, THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
llchael Carreras. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
rama. Huiband returns after four-year memory loss
5lurder
try and
him. find which of wife's three suitors tried to

vIETHD-GDLDWYN-MAYER
February

uONG, LONG TRAILER. THE Ansco Color. Lucille Ball,
pes! Arnai. Marjorie Main. Producer Pandro S. Berman.
pirector
Mlnnelll.
Comedy.94 min.
Trials and tribuations ofVincente
family life
In a trailer.
BAADIA Technicolor.
Wilde, Mel Ferrer, Rita
Bam. Producer-directorCornel
Albert
Costume meloUrama. East-meets-West story Lewin.
of love and violence
'in the Morrocan desert. 60 min.
March

ROSE MARIE ClnemaScope-Kodacolor. Ann BIyth.
Howard Keel. Fernando Lamas. Producers Arthur
Mornblow. Jr. and Lawrence Welngarten. Director
Mervyn LeRoy. Musical outdoor drama. Romance and
murder In the Canadian north woods Involving a beautiful girl, a trapper and a mountle. 104 min.
TENNESSEE CHAMP Ansco Color. Shelley Winters.
Dewey Martin. Keenan Wynn. Producer Sol Baer Fielding. Director Fred M. Wilcoi. Comedy. Priie fighter
who believes the
Lord Is In his corner and his slick
manager
becomeriver-front.
involved with a blond bombshell along
the Mississippi
73 min.
A pril
EXECUTIVE SUITE William Holden. Barbara Stanwyck
June Allyion. Frederic March. Walter Pidgeon Paul
Oouglas. Drama. Effect the death of a president of
a lartje firm has on the first 4 vice-presidents. 104 min.
GYPSY COLT Ansco Color. Donna Corcoran Ward
Bond. Frances Dee. Producers William Grady Jr. and
Sidney Franklin Jr. Director Andrew Marton. Dramu.
A spirited black colt refuses to accept separation
'rom
the little girl who raised him. 72 min.
RHAPSODY Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor. Vlttorlo Gassman. Producer Lawrence Welngarten. Director Charles
til lives
r'
* beautiful woman In Europe holds
ine
and music careers
nands.
Background
of classicalof two
music.young
115 artists
min in her
FILM

FLAME AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner,
Pier Angeli.
CarlosBrooks.
Thompson. Producer
Pasternak'
Director
Richard
drama. JoeBeautiful
giri
drifting
around
world fromRmantic
one love
affair
another
gets Involved in web of intrlcue and romance.to 104
min.
PRISONER OF WAR Ronald Reagan. Steve Forrest.
Producer Henry Berman. Director Andrew Marton. War
drama. Army officer Co
Red prison camp
ming Intoatrocities.
to check on stories ofparachutes
Communist
81 min.
BEAU BRUMMEL Eastman. Stewart Granger. Elizabeth Ta--lor. Producer Sam ZImballst. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In Ennland durlna Napoleonic era. dashing cavalry captain oalns reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions lead to disaster.
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable. Lana Turner. Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved in espiona':e
War II. and romance In occupied Holland
during World
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boultlng. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive.
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson. Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the91 problem
of sharing her
living room
13 males.
min.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAKAR Louis Calhern. Marlon Brando. James
Mason. Greer Garson. Dakorah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Jeseph L. Mankiewlci. Historical
drama. Assassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus. Catslus et al. 121 min.
MEN OF THE FIGHTING LADY Ansco. Van Johnson,
Walter Pidgeon. Louis Calhern. Frank Lovejoy. War
drama. Navy flohter :quadron in Korea overcomes tremendous odds to save blinded pilot. 80 min.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CInemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummlngs.
Dwector Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel marries Powell and takes her Into the hills of
Oregon where she is feced witl> prospect of living with
his six semi-clvlllied brothers.
STUDENT PRINCE, THE CInemaScope. Ansco Color.
Ann BIyth. Edmund Purdom. John tricson. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente MInelll. Musical. Film
version of Romberg's operetta. 109 min.
VALLEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor.
Eleanor Parker. Producer. Sam ZImbalist. Director R.
PIrosh. Adventure drama. Younc archeolooist aids
beautiful
cirl ofto Egyptian
carry on Pharoah.
dead father's ambition ot
find
lost tomb
PARAMOUNT
February
ALASKA SEAS Robert Ryan. Jan Sterling. Producer
Mel Epstein. Director Jerry Hopper. Adventure drama.
Salmon fishermen plagued with thieves robbing their
traps, break the agng when the sweetheart of fishing
fleet becomes involved with one of the thieves. 78 min.
MONEY FROM HOME 3D Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director George
Marshall.debted toComedy.
a bookie Horseplayer
kina. Orderedbecomes
to fix heavily
a race In-to
pay off he calls In veterinary interne pal who blows
up plot. 100 min.
March
NAKED JUNGLE Technicolor. Eleanor Parker. Charlton
Heston. Producer George Pal. Director Byron Haskin.
Adventure drama. South American plantation owner
considers his mail-order wife too elegant for rough
iungle life. She proves herself when plantation is attacked by hordes of soldies ants. 95 min.

TImt* ar* 21 fcatiirvs presently
scIm^bM for May release, not Includ\mq a flock of reissues from o number
of companies. Only Paramount is
without a feature release this month.
Columbia, RKO, Fox and Warners will
each have one in 3D. Fox also has the
loM CInemaScope entry. Eleven are
in color.
Available to exhibitors in May arc:
3 Dramas
Westerns
Melodramas
Adventures
Comedies
1 Documentary
JS«iMC# Fictiea
BULLETIN
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RED GARTERS Technicolor. Rosemary Clooney, Jack
Carson, Guy Mitchell. Producer Pat Duggan. Director
George Marshall. Western musical comedy. Fanciful
yarn
revolves
Mitchell's
arrivalKiller
In California
town to
avenge around
death of
his brother.
turns out
to be best friend of Mitchell. 91 min.
CASANOVA'S
NIGHT
Bob Norman
Hope,
Joan Fontaine. BIG
Producer
Paul Technicolor.
Jones. Director
April
McLeod.anova IsComedy.
Hope,
mistaken
for
the
lover
Cashired85 tomin.test
thengfaithfulness of another
Comi
man's fiancee.
ABOUT ducerMRS.
LESLIEDirector
Shirley Daniel
Booth, Mann.
RobertDrama.
Ryan. WoProHal Wallls.
man
rooming
house
owner
finds
tenant's
problems
lead
her to reminisce about own past and Ill-fated affair.
CONQUEST
SPACE George
Technicolor.
Eric Fleming.OFProducer
Pal. Walter
DirectorBrooke,
Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Flioht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
in Cevlon. falls in love with his foreman and plans to
run away with him. Plague strikes and In crisis she
finds she still loves her husband. 103 min.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Zetterl'mg.
Producers
a»d directors
Panannain
and
Melvin Frank.
Comedy.
American Norman
ventriloquist
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
marriage
the female
has same
p*ex, gets f'uidi
mwoKed
in spy psychiatrist
plot and murder.
103 conv
min.
LIVING IT UP Technlcotor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Leich. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taur»q. nouncesComedy.
Dr. Dean
mistakenly
anthat Jerry Lewis
Is dyingMartin
of radiation
poisonand he is given one last fling at life by reporter
Janeting Leigh.
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart, Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy drama. Freelance photographer becomes involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder.
SABRINA Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
William Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
C«inedy. after
Two she
rich returns
brothersfromfalla for
chauffeur's
daughter
yeartheir
In Paris.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Nicole ducerMaurey,
Robert Young.
ProMel Epstlne.Thomas
DirectorMitchell,
Jerry Hopper.
Melodrama.
American pilot stranded In Peru iolns a renecade In
searching for lost Inca treasure.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Sllvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentls.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarini.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. BIng Crosby, Danny
Kaye.
Producer
Robt.
E. Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney.
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtli. Musical.
Two World
War II buddies team as entertainers after war. become Involved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show.
REPUBLIC
February
CRAZYLEGS
Hlrsch,
Lloyd Francis
Nolan. Lyon.
Joan Vohs.
Producer Hall EIroy
Bartlett.
Director
Sport
drama.
All-American
Hlrschstarring
from
his high Life
schoolof football
days up"Crazylegs"
to his present
role with the Los Angeles Rams. 87 min.
SEA OF LOST SHIPS John Derek, Wanda Hendrix,
Walter Brennan. Richard Jaeck«l. Action melodrama.
Two young me who have grown up together fall out
because of a girl, but are reunited in fighting the
dangers of the arctic while on Ice patrol with the
U. S. Coast Guard. 85 min.
March
FLIGHTDwan.
NURSEWarJoan
Leslie.Air Forrect
Tucker.assigned
Directorto
Allan
drama.
Force nurse,
Korean duty, at first more Interested in locating her
sweetheart than In doing her duty. Is molded by war
into woman of heroic and Mresponsible
stature. 90 min.
ay
GERALDINE John Carroll. Mala Powers, Stan Freberg.
Producer Sidney Picker. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Comedy with music. Tin
Pan Alley publicity girl DisApril
covers young college music Instructor with golden
voice, interested only in folk songs, eventually Interests
him in popular music and a marriage license. 90 min.
JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie,
Forrest Outdoor
Tucker. drama.
Associate California
producer-director
JosephandI.
Kane.
trader meets
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic complications when she learns
he has a son by unmarried
Coming
Spanish girl. 103 min.
HELL'S HALF ACRE Wendell Corey. Evelyn Keyes,
Elsa Lanchester. Associate producer-director John H.
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
In
crime-rldden
the 1941
revivalbutof his
marriage.
91 min.past destroys hope for
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JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of, if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Herbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable schooner captain
tries to save oirl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy. 91 min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen Mc
Nally. Associate producer-director William Seiter.
Drama. Woman newspaper owner is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Younn
wagesDirector
ranoe Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage.
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
of Shanghai's International Settleagainst Red
police.
TOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of !0-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in foiling enemy agent's plot to
steal secret formula.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles. Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure ronance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood Is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the owner.
UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Don Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes involved with nold hoard and battle
royal In pseudo medieval castle in the desert. 70 min.
RKD
February
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES IGoldwyn Re-releasel.
Myrna Ley. Frederic March, Teresa Wright, Dana
Andrews. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director William Wyler. Drama. 170 mins.
FRENCH LINE 3D Technicolor. Jane Russell, Gilbert
Roland. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Lloyd
Bacon. Musical comedy. Jilted at the altar because
she has too much money, Texas millionairess takes
cruise on Liberte. Inconnito. she sets out to find husband who will love her for herself alone. 102 min.
ROB ROY Technicolor. Glynis Johns, Richard Todd. Producer Perce Pearce. Director Harold French. Disney
live-action costume drama. From Daniel Defoe story
of Scottish hero who led rebellion against tyranny of
British governors until King George I relieved the situation in admiration for Rob Roy's exploits. 87 min.
SHE COULDN'T
SAY NOSparks.
Robert Director
Mitchum,Lloyd
JeanBacon.
Simmons. Producer Robert
Comedy. Poor-little-rich-girl learns people in Arkansas
town saved her life when she was a baby. Her secret
money gifts to townspeople disrupts their barter-system
economy. 89 min.
March
DANGEROUS MISSION 3D Technicolor Victor Mature,
Piper Laurie, Vincent Price. Wm. Bendix. Producer Irwin Allen. Director Louis Kins. Melodrama. Girl, after
witnessing a murder, hides out in Glacier National
Park to escape killer. Chase results with police trying
to find her before killer does. 75 min.
April
CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Steve
Cochran. Producers Frank and Maurice King. Director
Kurt Neumann. Melodrama. Struggle of a young girl
to free herself from her fascination for a carnival heel
who causes her high-diving partner's death. 93 min.
PINOCCHIO IReissuel . Disney. 87 min.
SAINT'S
Hayward,
Naomi Chance.
Producer GIRL
JulianFRIDAY
Lesser. Louis
Mystery
comedy-drama.
Saint
even icore with aamblers for murder and ruination
of youth. i8 min.
May
SILVER LODE Technicolor. John Payne, Dan Duryea,
Liidbeth Scott. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citizen accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetilaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of Sinbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson & Forrest, Price & St, Cyr.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tathlln.
Romantic
girl" her
is placed
custody of
writer comedy.
who wants"Bad
to study
type forin
itory he It writing.
FILM

Coming
BIG RAINBOW
Technicolor
JaneDirector
Russell,John
Gilbert
Roland. Producer Harry
Tatelman.
Sturges.
Adventure drama. Action and intrigue centering around
hunt for sunken treasure.

2DTH

CENTUHY-FDX
February

HELL AND HiGH WATER CinemaScope Technicolor.
Richard Widmark, Bella Darvi, Cameron Mitchell, David
Wayne. Adventure drama. Touch captain and motley
crew of ex-U. S. sailors use submarine on special
mission to thwart a cons.oiracy to start World War
III by an atomic bomb incident. 103 min.
MISS ROBIN CRUSOE Pathecolor. Amanda Blake,
George Nader. Producer-director Eugene Frenke. AdTwist givencharacters,
"Crusoe" complicated
story by substituting
females asventure.leading
by arrival
of shipwrecked sailor. 75 min.
March
NEW FACES CinemaScope Eastman Color. Ronny Graham, Eartha KItt. Producer Edward Alperson. Director
Harry Horner. Musical Filmina of B'way show. 98 min.
NIGHT PEOPLE CinemaScope Technicolor. Gregory
Peck, Broderick Crawford, Rita Gam. Producer-directorcan Nunnally
Ameriofficer inJohnson.
Berlin toMelodrama.
untangle redEfforts
tape ofto annegotiate
return
of
young
soldier
kidnapped
by
Reds.
wealthy father complicates by attempting briberyG.I.'s
and
barter
of two
people wanted by Communists for return
of
his son.
93 min.
RACING BLOOD Color. Bill Williams, Jean Porter.
Producer-director W. Barry. Drama. Boy secretly trains
colt which was to heve been destroyed. Colt eventually becomes great racehorse. 74 min.
PRINCE VALIANT CinemaScope
April Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, James Mason. Janet Leigh. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway. Romantic adventure. Vikina kino overthrown bv traitor is given sactuary
by King Arthur.
Years105later
son overthrows
the traitor.
min. the disposed king's
ROCKET MAN, THE George Winslow, Charles Coburn,
Spring Byington. Producer Leonard Goldstein, Fantasy.
Orphan prevents the sale of orphanage to crooked
politician with help of his private Space Man. 80 min.
SIEGE AT RED RIVER, THE aTechnicolor.
Van Johnson.
y Goldstein.
Joanne Dru. Producer M
Leonard
Director
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union
cavalry troop train sets off net of intrigue and heroism
involving Confederate who is a Union spy. 81 min.
GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,
Anne Bancroft. Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist, finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death. 84 min.
RIVER OF NO RETURN CinemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum. Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor adventure romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, exconvict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guide
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the
rapids, Indians and the elements. 91 min.
Coming

PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunttn
Debra Pacet. Michael Rennie. Producer LeonaH
Goldstein. Costume adventure. Prince of Bagdad helH
people along the Nile throw off yoke of evil rulM
and gains beautiful princess for his wife.
■
RAID, THE Technicolor. Van Heflln, Anne BancroS
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Directll
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederal
raid
in Vermont in retaliation for the bur', J
ing ofonthetown
Atlanta.
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN CinemaScope Tec
nicolor. Clifton Webb, Dorothy McGuire, Jean Peter
Maggie McNamara. Producer Sol Siegel. Director Jee
Nei^ulesco. .".omantic comedy. Three American gir
working in .".ome toss coins in Wishinn Fountain. Aftf
each traveU rocky road, dreams come true.

UNITED ARTISTS
February
BEACHHEAD PatheColor. Tony Curtis. Frank Lovejo^i
Mary
Producer FourW. Marines
Koch. Invate
Director
Heisler.Murphy.
Action drama.
smallStuai
Jap '
held island to obtain plans of minefield during Worl
War II. 89 min.
MAN BETWEEN, THE James Mason, Claire Bloom, Hil
degarde
Reed. pawns
'Suspensir.
drama. Neff.
Spies, Producer-director
secret police andCarol
innocent
volved in plot to stem flow of refugees from wester
sector of Berlin
to Allies'threats
area. toMason,
used kidnapper
by Reds
overcomes
blackmail
rescue
British girl. 100 min.
OVERLAND PACIFIC Color Corp of Am. Jock Mahoney
Peggie Western.
Castle. Producer
Small.in Director
Sears.
Battles Edward
and Intrigue
the layingFreio
the railroad through hostile Indian country to th.
West Coast. 73 min.
PERSONAL AFFAIR Gene TIerney. Leo Genn. Produce
Antony Darnborough. Director Anthony Pellssier
Drama. Small town British teacher Is accused by hi
wife of having affair with school girl. When latter dis
appears, teacher is suspected of murder. 82 min.
TOP BANANA Color Corp. of America. Phil Silvers
Rose Marie. Producers Albert Zugsmith and Ben Pes
kay. Director Alfred E. Green. Musical comedy. Filmec
as though it were a stage play, show within a she
has Silvers as funniest man on TV) fond of girls anc
autographs. When real love hits, he Is bounced arounc
by Qlrl andendssponsor,
but min.
his b-]sic desire to be ai
entertainer
rifts. 100
March
ACT OF LOVE Kirk Douglas, Dany Robin. Producer
director Anatole Litvak. Drama. French refugee gir
Is compromised by American occupation soldier; the\
fall in love, are separated by police; girl, mlstakenl)
believes he has forsaken her, goes to her death. 108 min
BEAT THE DEVIL Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones
Gina Lollobrlglda. Producer-director John Huston
Drama.
assorted murder
group on
becomffc
involved An
in intrleue.
and tramp
romancesteamer
In search
uranium. Filmed In Mediterranean area. 82 min.
GOLDEN MASK.
THE Aubrey
Technicolor.
Van Maxwell
Heflln, Wand.Hendrix.
Producers
Baring.
Setter
Director Jack Lee. Romantic adventure. Archaeologis
and daughter no to Africa In search of priceless mask
of Moloch, the god of revenge. 88 min.
SCARLET SPEAR. THE Technicolor MorasI, John Bentley,
Martha Hyer. Producer Charles Reynolds. Directors
George Breakston. Ray Stahl. Adventure drama. Com
missloner of African district gets involved in tribal rite
in which king of tribe performs arduous quest. 78 mm

ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE Technicolor. Elaine
Stewart,
John Adventure
Derek. Producer
tor Don Wels.
romance.Walter Wanger. DirecElsbeth Sigmund, Heinrlch Gretler. Prodacer;
BROKEN LANCE CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert
HEIDI
Lazar Wechsler. Director
Lulgl Comenclnl. Drama. ^
April
Wagner, Richard Widmark, Spencer Tracy, Jean
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmy- Taken from famed children'st story by Johanna Spyri
of the love
between a little Swiss girl and her grandfather. 98 min.
tryk. IsWestern
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
wife
caught indrama.
feud with
for
control of homestead.
May
MaDorothy
Montgomery,
GeorgeSmall.
GUN, THEEdward
LONE
lone. Producer
Director Ray
Nazarro
DEMETRIUS AND THE GLADIATORS CinemaScopeTechnicolor. Victor Mature, Susan Hayward, Michael
Western. Marshal cleans out band of rustlers and wins
love of girl preyed upon by outlaws. 73 min.
Rennie, Debra Paget. Producer Frank Ross. Director
Delmer Daves. Historical drama. Begins where "The
Cameror
Rod join
3D PatheColor.
T PASSAGE
Robe" ended
tells Instory
slavewhere
Demetrius
whose
SOUTHWESdrama.
Western
Bank robber
and his girl
came
Christian
faith and
Is tried
the of
arena
he Is forced
AmeriCd
cross
to
means
as
tested
being
caravan
to fight as gladiator.
Desert. 82 minutes.
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ. THE Technicolor. Dale
Robertson. Debra Paget. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
gambler
find father's killers and absolve
CAPTAIN KIDb AND THE SLAVE GIRL Color Corp of
him from sets
chargeoutoftocheating.
Wisberg-PolGabor.
Anthony Dexter, Eva
America.
Landers. Adventure.
GARDEN OF EVIL CinemaScope Technicolor. Gary
lexfen production.
Famous
pirate captainDirector
escapesLewgallows with aid o' .
Cooper, Richard Widmark, Susan Hayward. Producer
to doublecross Kiao
planshoard.
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adventure
scrupulous
and
thereby nobleman
obtain his who
treasure
drama.
Three
gold
hunters
become
involved
with
a
beautiful woman and death in interior of Mexico.
ProCastle.Murder
Peggie
Quinn,Victor
THE Anthony
WAIT,
LONG ducer
Savllle.
Director
MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH, A Ricardo Montalban.
Lesser Samuels.
find he is
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
returns homehis toInnocence
Amnesia victim
mystery.
i»
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
wanted for murder. Missing link to
killings falls Into hands of real murderer.
his way through a number ot
and he work
girl finding
beautiful
them before
her and solving mystery. 93 mm.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
ITNESS TO MURDER Barbara Stanwyck, George Sanrs. Gary Merrill. Producer Chester Erskine. Director
ly Rowland. Suspense melodrama. Woman witnesses
jrder which she reports to police. Checking, police
id no evidence of crime and woman is suspected of
ling insane. 83 min.
;r.LOW TOMAHAWK, THE Color Corp. of America,
iry Calhoun. Peggie Castle. Producer Howard W.
>ch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Indian scout
id U. S. Cavalry battle Cheyenne assault on
Dntler outpost. 82 min.
Coming
DVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE PatheColor.
3n OHerlihy. Producers Oscar Dancigers, Henry
irlich.
Director Luis Bunuel. Adventure drarria. From
aniel
classic his
of man
the shipwrecked
Friday. 90 min.sailor and
who became
e nativeDefoe's
PACHE Technicolor. Burt Lancaster, Jean Peters. Projcer Harold Hecht. Director Robert Aldrich. Western,
ne-manStates
war Army.
waged by Apache chief against the
nited
EAUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard Philipe. Gina Lollorlgida. Franco-London producer. Rene Clair. Fantasyrama. Struggling music teacher finds his dreams of
ealizes "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
ROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Gina
Dllobrlgida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon. Vittorio
assarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
rama. Adventures of pair of very elioible bachelors
iturning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
stablished that all males over 20 must be married.
ilAMOND,
THE 3D. Dennis O'Keefe, Margaret Sherian.
Producer
uspense
thriller.Steven Pallos. Director Dennis O'Keefe.
iOG 3D Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan, Conlance Dowlinn, Herbert Marshall. Producer Ivari Tors.
Irector Herbert L. Strock. Science-fiction drama.
:YBER patrol Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan,
)awn Addams. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure
.Irama. Officer in British Lancers in India prevents
^apture of new machinecuns and massacre of garrison.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Pro.
'lucer
De Sarigny.
Directorto Brian
Hurst.
\lr-warPeter
drama.
British attempt
hold Desmond
Malta in World
Var II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring cxiloit
locating enemy convoy, sealing fate of Nails'
^frikainCorps.
i4AN WITH A MILLION Technicolor Gregory Peck,
lane Griffiths. Producer John Bryan. Director Ronald
^eame. Comedy. Poverty-stricken but honest man is
ijiven million pound note to prove theory that merely
possessing
good
fortune.it,90butmin.never spending it will bring him
lOTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Sutanne Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles.
Drama. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic.
RETURN TO TREASURE ISLAND PatheColor. Dawn
Addams, Tab Hunter. Producers Aubrey Wisbcrg and
iJack
Pollexfen. Director E. A. Dupont. Romantic
ladventure.
rWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers. Jacques Bergerac.
Producer Maxwell Setton. Director David Miller. Romantic melodrama.

UNIVERSAL-INTl
February
GLENN MILLER STORY. THE Technicolor. James
Stewart. June Allyson. Producer Aaron Rosenberg.
Director Anthony Manin. Biopic with music. Highlights of the life of the late, areat bandleader lost in
an air accident over English Channel. I 16 min.
TAZA. SON OF COCHISE 2D-3D. Rock Hudson. Producer Ross Hunter Director Douglas Sirk. Western.
I Apache chief forced to fight other redskins to bring
peace between his people and the white men. 80 min.
March
CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON 3D. Richard
Carlson, Julia Adams. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Fantasy melodrama. Geologist
discovers creature
which is half
half fish and
forms an expedition toe capture it. man.
89 min.
RIDE CLEAR OF DIABLO Technicolor. Audie Murphv,
Dan Duryea. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western.
returns home to avenge
murders of his father andMurphy
kid brother. 80 min.
SASKATCHEWAN Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Shelley
w'"i
uOutdoor drama.
Aaron Rosenbern.
Director Raoul
Walsh.
Canadian mountle
rebels
against
his commanding officer to save
survivors of
Indian attack.
88 min.
A pril
MA & PA KETTLE AT HOME Marjorie Main Percy Kilbride. Producer Richard Wilson. Director
Lamont. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modernCharles
go
"ack to dilapidated farmhouse so that oldest home,
boy
can
win contest on typical farm life. 81 min.
FILM

RAILS INTO LARAMIE Technicolor. John Payne, Dan
Duryea, Marl Blanchard. Producer Ted Richrriond. Director Jesse HIbbs. Outdoor drama. Trouble-shooting
soldier is sent to Wyoming Territory to clear work
stoppage on construction of railroad. 81 min.
May Jeff Chandler, Rhonda
YANKEE PASHA Technicolor.
Fleming. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pe vne.'.world
Costume
around
to saveadventure.
woman heChandler
loves. 84 flights
rn\r\. half-way
FIREMAN
'CHILD Hugh
O'Brian,LecSpike
Jones.
Producer SAVE
HowardMY Christie.
Director
Goodwins.
Comedy. Grou.T of zany firemen cope with problems of
trading in old fire horses for mechanized. 80 min.
PLAYGIRL Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan. Producer
Albert J. Cohen. Director Joe Pevney. Drama. Small
town cirl in New York becomes involved in murder and
call girl racket. 85 min.
Coming
BENGAL RIFLES Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native uprising
and subsequently regains honor.
BLACK HORSE CANYON Technicolor. Joel McCrea,
Mari Blanchard. Producer John W. RoQers. Director
Jesse Hibb:. Western. Wild stallion escapes stock
ranch and lives in hills. Efforts of nirl rancher to recapture horse toareherthwarted
by neighbor until roving
cowboy comes
aid.
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH. THE CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV is defeated
by
for young
treason. knight whose family was unjustly executed
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunfiohter becomes involved
in family feud which resolves into one of the most
famous gun batf'es of the West.
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when cold miners
break treaty with Indians to obtain ore-beating ground.
FAR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg- Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Drivinrj a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tag with cold, love and sudden death.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer develops sport car
to
failingrace.
auto company, succeeds when he wins
crosssavecountry
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming a doctor devoting himself to humanity.
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleagured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing renecade whiteman who incites the savages.

WARNER

PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE 3D WarnerColor Kan
Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Patricia Medina. Producer
Henry Blanke.
drama. Series ofDirector
murdersRoyin Del
turn Ruth.
of the Murder
century meloParis
with beautiful girls as victim of sadistic zoologist studying "animal" reflexes. 84 min.
LUCKY ME CinemaScope WarnerColor. Doris Day
Phil Silvers. Robert Cummings.
May Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Jack Donohue. April
Musical
comedy. Show troupe
becomes stranded in Miami hotel. While working off
bill,
they
meet
Broadway
producer
who helps them
back to big time. 100 min.
RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Wayne Morris. Producer Ted Sherdeman. Director
Andre de Toth. Western. Stagecoach guard, victim of
odd circumstances, clears his name. 7B min.
DIAL M FOR MURDER 3D WarnerColor. Ray Milland,
Grace Kelly.
Cumminns.Hu:band
Directorplots
Alfreddeath
Hitch-of
cock. MurderRobert
melodrama.
wife whom
he
married
for
money.
Original
plan
backng murderer. Husband
fires when wife kills Co
her mi
would-be
makes self-defense killing look like murder. 105 min.
BOUNTY HUNTER, THE WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Marie Windsor. Producer Sam Bischoff. Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff.
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Craine. Producers Hellman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance investigatorfinance
journeys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim
Violence
and
romanceto result.
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY, THE CinemaScope WarnerColor. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laraine Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Wellman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on plane bound from
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
feeling when face with prospect of death.
KING RICHARD AND THE CRUSADERS CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo, George
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical adventure. Action-romance during Third Crusade to drive the Mohammedans from the Holy Land.
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Beatty,
Pat O'Brien,
Producer Robert
M. Fellows.
Director Mickey
James E.Spillane.
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus is sabotaged by homicidal maniac.
STAR IS BORN, A CinemaScope Technicolor. Judy GarJames Mason,
JackMusical
Carson.drama.
Producer
L'jft.
Directorland, George
Cukor.
Girl Sid
is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marries
him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads to disaster.
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, Joan Weldon.
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas.
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot creatures terrorize
the Southwest until their nest is discovered and are
finally wiped out. 94 min.
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

RRDTHERS

February
BOY FROM OKLAHOMA, THE WarnerColor. Will
Rogers. Jr., Nancy Olson. Producer David Weisbart.
Director Michael Curtiz. Western comedy drama. Young
cowboy seeking to be lawyer unwittingly becomes
Sheriff, humbles Eilly the Kid, captures outlaws, finally
leaves for law apprenticeship. 88 min.
COMMAND. THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Guy
Madison, Joan Weldon, James Whitmore. Producer
David Weisbart. Director David Butler. Western drama.
Young doctor takes over command of troop train In
Wyoming
and disease.territory,
94 mins. brings it to safety through raids

ORDER

NOW

Expendable 3-D Glasses
that are adjustable
A prompt order tvill reserve your
POLALITE glasses
and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY
March
CRIME WAVE Sterling Hayden, Gene Nelson, Phyllis
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Kirk. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Andre de Toth.
Crime melodrama. Record of reformed convict involves
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-0100
him in holdup plot, but with aid of understanding detectlce, and innate honesty. Is freed from past. 74 min.
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN Louis Hayward, Paul Kelly,
Member National Film Carriers
Joanne Dru,
O'SullIvan.
New
warden
cleansMaureen
u,r> corrupt
prison Prison
system drama.
with Inside
help from framed prisoner. 78 min.
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Now — Let's Adopt
StereoSound!
Exhil)it()rs have won their riirht of choice to exstimulated moviegoing as nothing has since sound was
introduced. The public demands it. the industry needs
hi]iit CinemaScope pictures as they see ht. By a spontaneous, concerted display of unity, they brought to
it. AVe. for one. are firmly convinced that stereophonic
sound is an integral ])art of the system and a tremendbear upon 20th Century-Fox the weig-ht of their numously vital plus-factor which able showmen can exploit
bers and their revenue to force tliat company to relin(juish its proclaimed policy that stereo])honic sound
to appreciable boxoffice response.
must be part and ])arcel of the CiuemaScoi)e i)ackage. It
Now that he feels he isn't being shoved, the exhibiwas a hard-fought victory, and no small credit must go
tor should stop leaning back and push ahead.
U) the leaders of both Allied and the T( ).\, who held
steadfast in their ojjposition to what the\' considered
an infringement of the theatreman's prerogatives.
For I'Ox. this must be recorded : when Sjjyros
.*>kouras and his associates finallv recognized the solidity
and determination of the opposition to the ])t>licy. they
moved boldly and wisely to rescind it. without any ecpiivocation. No attem])t was made to becloud the issue or
to further confuse the already confused exhibitors, some
500 of whom attended the New ^'ork Meeting on May
G Fike the fine executives they are, Messrs. Skouras.
Lichtman. et al, laid their cards on the table, face up.
antl asked the exhibitors for a decision.
The final vote was unanimous in favor of gi\ ing the
individual theatreman freedom of choice in exhibiting
20th-Fox's C'inemaSct)pe productions. Bv no means unanimous, however, was the reaction of the theatremen
present at the meeting to the merits of stereophonic
sound with 'Scope jjictures. Surprisingly, most of the
comments [r(^m the floor were highl_\- laudatory of
stereophonic s(nind and — let it be noted — the praise
came from those exhibitors who have had experience
with the medium.
The assembled theatremen heard Mrs. l-"thcl Miles,
a Columbus, Ohio, exhibitor warn that, like 31)
ma.Sco])e will die if we don't use it projjerly." She said
frankly that she didn't feel, originally, that stereosound
was worth the money, but she finds her i)ul)lic "sold
on it."
They also heard Leonard (ioldenson urge exhibitors
not to return to the "horse and buggy days."
As a matter of fact, from all ])arts of that meeting
room came the cry from the oi)erators of theatres, large
and small, to hold fast to stereosound, that it is a
val,ual)le asset of exhibition showmanshi]).
An important victory has been won by the nations'
exhibitors; let them not turn it into a defeat. CinemaScope is an exciting new screen presentation that has

Exhibitor

Unity

in Prospect

Striking evidence of how closely the leaders of the
national exhibitor organizations are thinking and talking these days is contained in speeches made at widely
separated points last week. To illustrate, let's have a
little (|uiz session.
Following are sex cral statements made by the general counsels of the two theatremen's organizations,
Allied States Association's A. F. Myers and Theatre
( )wners of America's Herman M. Levy. Both were
made on the same day. May 11. Myers addressed a
meeting of North Central Allied in Minneapolis: Levy
talked to a joint convention of Alabama Theatres Ass'n
and MPTO of Georgia in Atlanta. W ho said what?*
( 1 ) "The top sales j^ersonnel of most of the distributing com])anies have little or no knowledge or understanding concerning the problems involved in the operation of theatres today. The men best equipped to
handle distributor-exhibitor relations are at the local
level, to wit, the branch managers, who are, for the most
part capable, intelligent, conscientious men who could
do so much to dissipate the ill-will which now, as never
before, saturates distributor-exhibitor relations."
(2) "What logic was there in embarking on a
])olicy of destroying the clearance and run pattern that
had been working fairly successfully in this industry for
years by requiring the installation of stereophonic sound
and licensing CinemaScope pictures only to those
houses that installed it?"
(3) "The finest products of the motion picture industry are unknown to millions who are dependent on
their nearby theatres for movie entertainment. Not
being able to see the best, their interest in motion pictures subsides and they find forgetfulness in other forms
(Continued on Page S)
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been very interesting to come here and talk about making the

\^ h»'n Spyros P. Skouras and his men went home from
Twentieth Century-Fox's New York headquarters on Thursday. May 6. they may well have marvelled at the perversity of
human nature and the gossamer thread which separates failure from success. That morning, they had arrived with a feeling of frustration. For months they had fought a tiring rearguard action. They had insisted, in face of bitter and sustained exhibitor opposition, that no-one could screen a CinemaScope picture without full magnetic sound. Deserted at
the last ditch by the only other major producing company
which had sup|)orted its strategy. Fox had been finally beaten
down. This was the grim moment of surrender. \ow were
to come the slings and arrows of outraged fortune.
I p on the fourth floor rear, the whole area occupied by

decision which had been made before we got here".
What happened thereafter is by now a matter of public
record : the inalienable right of every exhibitor to present
motion pictures in the form best suited to this theatre land
his purse) was restored. In restoring it, however, Twentieth
Century-Fox made a surprising discovery: it had done a far.
far better job of selling CinemaScope and even stereophonic
sound than even Spyros Skouras had dreamed. The moment
Skouras assured the meeting that CinemaScope could be

the company's Contract Department, over 100 strong, was laid
waste. Desks were removed, steel partitions torn down, steel
filing cabinets pushed to the wall. The Department's personnel were given the day off. A dais was placed in position, roving microphones were put in the aisles and. behind a royal
blue curtain, a sumptuous buffet was arranged for the more
than l.(M)0 exhibitors who had been invited from all corners
of the I nited States to witness the capitulation.
At 10:10 — ten minutes late — Rill Cehring. TwentiethFox's assistant general sales director, pounded his gavel. After
the National Anthem, he solemnly invoked the blessing oi
God. F'lanking him on the dais were Mr. Skouras. who only
21 hours earlier had flown from Europe; Al Lichtman. Distribution Vice-President; Murray Silverstone. head of the
International com|)any; Executive V'ice-President W. C.
Michel: (iharles Kinfeld. Advertising and Publicity chief;
Wilfred J. Kadie. Controller; Donald Henderson. Treasurer,
and the \\ estern and Eastern Sales .Managers. Alex Harrison
and (»letm Norris. Earl S|)onable. the companv's technical
wizard, sat at a side table with his princi|)al lieutenants.
Expected

Conceessions

In ihr audience of about loS were manv who had come,
if not to x ofT. at least to gloat o\er the \ iclory they were
about to win. For <'veryone kin w that Spsios Skouras' \ery
ar{ of summoning the meeting to return to the exhibitor
freedom of ar lif)n was a < onciliatorv gesture, and that t onressions wi-n- to l»i- the order of the day. \X ilh the audacilv
born of ad\ancing years New ^ ork showman Sam Uin/.h-r. a
gleam ill hi^* eye. jokingly remarked towards the end. "It has
P«q* *
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played without the '"new sound ", if desired, and that Twentieth would provide special prints for that purpose, a surge of
anxiety seemed to sweep through the room. For with freedom
came the realization that stereophonic sound, even in its
present imperfect form, had become too valuable an instrument of show manship and entertainment to toss blithely away.
Thus was the position suddenly transformed; thus, in the
hour of seeming defeat, did Twentieth Century-Fox score
probably its most unexpected success. No better vindication
than this could be found of the inherent rightness of Mr.
Skouras' original vision. And no finer unsolicited testimonial
ever came the way of Charles Einfeld and his staff for their
magnificent exploitation of CinemaScope.
Skouras

Gives Views

As usual. Skouras wandered miles from his prepared
speech, but this was the essence of his opening message to
the meeting: '"Many of you feel you can play CinemaScope
pictures satisfactorily without full stereophonic sound. If
that's what you want, okay! We don't agree with you. We
think it's a vital component. We shall go on making CinemaScope pictures with four-track magnetic track for those exhibitors who want them. All that we ask now is that we don't
lapse back into indifference and let another 25 years go by
w ithout introducing a single change in methods of motion pi< ture presentatio!!.
''CinemaScope is in its infancv. and slereo|)honic sound
will become a great factor in tomorrow's film entertainment.
I beg you to look into the future. Remember that CiiiemaS(0|)e. with stereophonic sound, has helped to avert a di.^aster
that faced all of us. 1 urge you not to underestimate the peojile
who buy tickets at the boxoflice. They are smarter than you
think. They appreciate quality.
"Our conviction on this subject is strong, but you have
(Continued on Page 32)
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H^p^rt

Attack

HOLLYWOOD CONFIDENTIAL. Currently a persisting
rumor issuing from the canyons of \^ all Street has it that
Paramount is the next target in the chain of stockholders attacks on film companies.
\^ hile the reports are clouded, these facts are know n :
1 1 1 The slam — if and when it comes — will not be in the
nature of a control fight. It will be a blast leveled at top
management over the company's paucitv of product.
(2 I The attacking grouj) is reported to include at least one.
and possibly two. banking firms, a brokerage institution
and a number of non-industry personages. It is not now
clear whether the financial houses are print i|)les or acting on behalf of stockholders.
(3) \^hat distinguishes this j)articular rebuke from the welter
of other shareholder-management conflicts of the past
year is the apparent care with which the charges are
being drawn. Best information indicates the indictment
will be supported by trade surveys dramatizing the critical need of product, the ripening availability of the film
markets, plus a host of unflattering declarations from key
exhibitors and former salesmen.
(I) The charge reputedly will go on to state that current
policy is beyond understanding and reason in light of the
strong financial condition of the company, and draws
attention to its lush working capital position.
(5 I The charges, we are told, will go on to recite the production rosters of competing studios. In this vein it will
show that while other studios have hiked up \olume of
production. Paramount is limping along at a slow rate.
Not one feature was scheduled for national release in
May. only one in April.
This. then, will be no proxy fight. The Paramount affair,
if it materialzes. will be a matter of account-ability, the right
and proper privilege of equity-holders. The surprising element isthe timing, coming as it might, on the heels of a solid
earnings report and an occasionally perky showing on the
Dow-Jones tape. Paramount seems to be sitting on bags of
money, yet there comes the report of this impending attack on
management. These are lough davs for the film masrnates!
THF MEHITS OF TOO MI CH VS. TOO LITTLE is dearly
underscored in I niversal-lnternationars smashing performance of a recent week, in which a mark of over 5 million
dollars was recorded in grosses foreign and domentic. Even
in this Hydrogen Age this seems something of a record — onlv
Loew's coming to mind as ])ossibly topping it. l -Es magnificent performance was developed as the result of an amjile
product su|)ply. plus a intensified, controlled sales campaign.
L-I is illustrative of the mass-ty|)e film producer, and its
success story points u|) the conclusion that the market is film

o#i

M^artimaiMnt

hungry. But more than that, it clearly indicates that mass production need not sacrifice quality for numbers. There is but
one standard for "quality" in a commercial undertaking —
that which the public will buy. and the critics be damned. The
old proverb, "there's safetv in numbers. " has been 2i\en new
meaning by both Universal and United Artists.
o

o

A PLAYTEX GIRDLE will hold Stanley "Earner in shape if
theatre grosses should dip again. This interesting diversification isdoubly significant, if only as a measure of S-\^'"s capacity to entertain the deal. Interest on its loan to buy the stock
of International Latex will run over half million annually.
0
o
20TH-FOX LOST A B.\TTLE. but it may win the war. Having boldly discarded its compulsorv requirement for stereophonic sound in conjunction with exhibition of CinemaScope
pictures, this company now stands to reap a har\ est of theatre
bookings for its backlog of CS features. This figures to run
into heavy dough. The smaller theatres, counted out as a
revenue source in recent years, are making a comeback ( factors: the general movie boom, plus elimination of the 20*"^;
admission taxi, and thousands of these houses will now happily contract for CinemaScope product, with or without stereosound. Look for a sharp rise in 20th"s income for the second
half of "51.

o

o

H()\^ AKD HUGHES' ALL OUT- OWNERSHIP

of RKO Pic-

tures might be threatened. Not by a stockholders" suit, for a
change, but by another financial titan. Floyd Odium. Odium's
S70.000.000 Atlas Corp.. a holding company that has always
had a substantial interest in RKO. has steadily been buying
u() RKO stock ever since Hughes made his offer to redeem
outstanding shares (including his own L262.000 shares) for
$6 per. Atlas, however, not only has held on to its RKO
stock, but has now increased its holdings to 657.000 shares, a
rise of 76.000 since the beginning of the year. This represents 17 per cent of RKO stock, a formidable chunk, considering that Hughes, with 24 per cent, was undisputed boss before
his stock offer. Redemption of the stock has slowed down
considerably, as the smaller stockholders eye possibilities of a
better deal with Odium. The latter's purpose in buying deeper
into RKO is still a secret. There has been some speculation
that he is contemplating a wholesale deal for sale of RKO s
huge stockpile of old pictures to television. Other reports have
it that Odium wants a solid corporate structure, with a all
Street listing, for some new operations, possibly a deep jump
into production without the Hughes influence. In any case,
this battle of tycoons bears watching. So does the price of
RKO stock.
FILM BULLETIN
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has made every theatre
exhibitor the incentive
and purposes of both
identical. Where, then,
(Conliriued from Page 5)
of entertainment. They cease to l)e actual customers of
the theatres that are ready and eager to serve tliem and
they cease to be potential customers for all theatres and
all forms of motion picture entertainment."
1 4) "Distributors must not attempt t(j dictate to
e-xhibitors how they shall run their theatres, and exhibitors must realize that in unity there is strength and that
with militant, intelligent, and affirmative action, gross
injustices can be prevented."
( ) "The motion picture industry has demonstrated
that it can take television's Sunday ])unch and now there
are signs that it is really going to fight back \\'ith technology's potent aid, industry prtxlucts are being presented through new and interesting media . . . Every day
there is something new and while this had led to a somewhat chaotic state, there are signs that order will eventually be restored."
(6) "The chief executives of the major film companies who have the power to rebuild the industry for
the benefit of all engaged therein are thinking only of
their immediate interests, and not in terms of a happy,
prosperous, united industry . . . They have abandoned
long-range planning and are devoting themselves wholly
to the pursuit of the 'fast buck'."
(7) "The companies (MGM & 20th-Fox) are to be
congratulated on recognizing their untenable position
and on doinp" something about it. The major credit,
however, must go to exhibitors everywhere because they
reccjgnized the uneconomic position of these two distributors and because they brought their views to the attention of the companies involved as forcefully as possible. Exhibition's approach was, by and large, militant,
intelligent aufl patient."
(8) "They (film companies) should not be so blinded by their temi-orary successes as Tiot to reaiize that
they are sowing the seeds of their own destruction.
Long-range ])lanning must include provisions for keeping all classes of Americans interested in the movies by
making the best pictures available to them at prices they
can afford. If the movies are to survive, they must survive as mass entertainment. In this business there is no
substitute f(jr volume."
{')) ".*^onie ])residents of distribution companies
have been usurping the ])owers of their sales heads. This
l)ractice means that the fate of exhibitors with those
comj)an.ies rests in the hands of men with w hom those
exhibitor^ have little or no means of contact and neces-

an "independent," has given each
to battle for his rights. The aims
Allied and TOA are virtually
is the conflict?

In personalities? Surely the leaders of both groups
are big enough to bypass such a barrier to unity, and
with unity, a great strength that has never been realized
because of division of exhibition's forces.
As a first step in the direction of unity, it would
seem" feasible for Allied and TOA to set up a liaison
group wherein some basis for an all-exhibitor organization could be established? It would be a start, at
least, toward the elusive rainlxjw. A\'e have a title to
suggest: Allied Theatre (Owners of America.
•Levy: I, 2, 4, 7, 9. Myers: 3, 5. 6, 8.

Dklahoma

Honors

Tax-Fighters

The May 3 issue of FILM BULLETIN lauded Texas exhibitors for honoring CoL H. A. Cole, one of the leaders
in the fight against the admissions tax. A'ow, Oklahoma
steps up and asks to he recognized.
Mo Wax, Editor FILM

BULLETIN

Dear Sir:
Your chiding of our industry in its lack of "all-out"
appreciation of our tax fight is a deserved criticism. Too
cjuickly those who benefit forget the favor. Too often
those who should take the lead hang back because they
fear someone will criticize the gesture.
Two men — Mc(iee and Cole — with small personal
theatre interests did a great job. Others aided them
manfully.
On May 3rd. The Theatre Owners of Oklahoma.
Inc., in the presence of Senator Kerr and about l.iO industry members, presented "Sir. and !vlrs. McGee with a
beautiful silver service. The event was televised by station KWT\' and the public attention was focused on
the incident.
This event preceded by one day the Texas recognition of Col. Cole. Denver. Colo., ^'ariety Club has another tribute set for McCee during the month.
We are extremely proud to have been first to have
honored this rescue from burdensome taxation by men
who led the hard fight. They surely deserve the commendation ofevery theatre owner. Let every one figure
the results to them and its minimum cost.
Such exhi])ition of a united showmanship indicates
what can be done by our working together — by organization. COMPO is to be comi^limented.

sarily results in a coUl. unintelligent, and no-man's-land
relationship."

It's unfortunate, however, that the national leaders,
who get their effectiveness from the "grass roots", fail,
when called ujx)!!, to recognize those who do the job

Thi- reader will lind it dil'licull to determine which
of these statements were made l)y Mr. Myers, which by
.\Ir. Levy. I'.oth represent theatremen who form the
bulk of exhibition in this country.

The W est and .^outh ha\e led the way. It's not too
late for the others to say "Thank you", too.
Res])ectfully.
Morris Loewenstein.
President. TO.A of Oklahoma

Allied, traditionally the insurgent in exhibitor
ranks, now ^ee> it>elf mirrored in TO.A.
I )i\ orcement

I'.S. .Sen. Kerr was an effecti\ e member of the Senate
I'inance t onnnittee in our behalf.
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By JAY ALLEN
ALLIED

ARTISTS

Production Slate Enlarged
34 Due in Next Fiscal Period
ALLIKI) AR'I ISTS IXCREASKl) ITS
production schedule to 34 pictures for the
new fiscal year, as compared with 28 in the
last stanza. Four films trigger the slate this
month, with one carried over from an April
15 start.
First to roll, according to executive producer Walter Mirisch is "Jungle Gents" (Leo
Gorccy. Huntz Hall) — Hen Schwalb producer, Kdward Hernds director. Following
on May 24 is "The Bob Mathias Story" —
-tarring the Olympic decathlon star — William E. Selvvyn producer, Francis I). Lyon
director. "Killer Leopard" (Johnny Sheffield), latest in the Homba series, starts May
23 with Ford Heebe producing and directing;
followed by "Ketchikan" (not yet cast) on
May 28, Lindsley Parsons producing. No
lirector has been set on the production
which will be lensed in Alaska. Work begins June 6 on "The Police Story," Hayes
iioetz producer, Joe Newman director.
Negotiations are imderway with Joe Newman and Vic Orsatti of Sabre Productions,
for the inde company to produce two pictures per year for AA release. Newman recently completetl "This Island Earth" at
Universal.
Coming up this summer will be "The Intruder," based on the Helen Fowler novel,
which Lindsley Parsons purchased earlier
this month. It is a Literary Guild selection
dealing with a psychopathic ex-POW who
tries to kill his buddy's family.
COLUMBIA

vious record-holder, "The Caine Mutitiy," bymore than a million dollars.
In order to cast the year's imposing array
of productions, the studio has been seriously
building its talent roster for the first time in
over three years. New talent includes both
established stars and fledglings. Following
the signing of Janet Leigh to a term pact,
Harry Cohn inked a deal with \'an Johnson
to make one picture annually over a five-year
period. Both Johnson and Miss Leigh report
to Columbia upon completion of their current contracts at Metro in June. Oddly
enough, the studio did not sign a new pact
with Broderick Crawford when his longtermer expired ten days ago.
The first film from William Goetz Productions will be "The Man From Laramie"
(James Stewart) — to go before Technicolor
cameras in the Fall. Also on Goetz's 1954
schedule is an untitled film which w-ill star
Danny Kaye.
Pictures now lensing are: "Three For the
Show" (Betty Grable, Marge & Gower
Champion, Jack Lemmon), CineniaScope
and Technicolor — Joni Taps producer, H. C.
Potter director; "Joseph and His Brethren"
(not cast), CinemaScope and Technicolor —
Jerry Wald producer, William Dieterle director; "The Long Gray Line" (Tyrone
Power, Maureen O'Hara), CinemaScope and
'I'cchnicolor — Robert Arthur producer, John
Ford director; "Rough Company" CinemaScope and Technicolor — Lewis J. Rachtnil
producer, Rudy Mate director; "Violent
Men" (Glenn Ford, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson), Technicolor — Harry Joe
Brown producer, Bruce Humberstone director; and "PhfTiTt" (Judy Holliday, Jack
Lemmon, Jack Carson) — Fred Kohlmar producer, Mark Rohson director.
Starting tomorrow (May 18) is "Moon
Men" (Johnny Weissmuller) — Sam Katzman
producer, Charles Gould director.

Budgets Upped; 1954 Output
May Equal Recent Peak Years
WHILE NEITHER PRE.W HARRY
Cohn nor production chief Jerry Wald will
comment directly on the number of pictures
forthcoming this year, both strongly indicate that production will be above last year's
total/ perhaps equalling recent peak years.
Six pictures are currently in work with a
seventh due to start tomorrow (May 18).
Four of the six are shooting in ("inemaScope, and all hut one are in Technicolor.
liudgets are soaring upward, with $4,(XK),(KX) tabbed for "Joseph and His Brethren,"
now filming backgrounds in Egypt. This
will be the most expensive picture ever
turned out by Columbia, topping the pre-

LIPPERT
Backed

PRODUCTIONS

By Civic Groups

Xowboy' Gets Big Exploitation
Lll'PKRT'S PUBLICITY AND ADvertising departments are launching a big
exploitation push on the documentary feature, "The Cowboy," which goes into release this month. Because of the backing accorded the picture by women's clubs, parent
organizations and church groups, the drive
will be slanted toward the juvenile and
family trade.
The Elmo Williams i)ro(lucti()n, whicii
was knsed in Eastman color, is the histori-

cal recounting of life of the range riders
from pioneer days, up to the present. Thus
far, it has been accorded special recognition
by the General Federation of Women's
Clubs, which named it "the picture of the
month;" the Protestant Motion Picture
Council and Christian Herald; the National
Board of Review; the PTA magazine, and
the National Federation of Music Clubs. It
is also slated for recommendation in the
June issues of Parents, Seventeen, Saturday
Review, American, Boy's Life and The Farm
Journal.
This is one of eight films which Lippert
has scheduled for release during May and
June. Others are: "Heart Wave," "River
Beat,'' "Monster From the Ocean Floor,"
"Paid to Kill," "Terror Ship," "The Big
Chase" and "The Siege."
One new independent production has been
acquired for Lippert release — Abtcon Pictures "River Boat" (Phyllis Kirk). It may
be added to the June list of releases.
Only one feature is now filming with a
Lippert release committnent. It is "A Race
For Life" (Richard Conte, Mari Aldon),
being lensed on location in England —
Mickey Delamar producer, Terence Fisher
director.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Lion Regains Old Vigor
Studio Working At Capacity
IT LOOKS LIKE THE METRO OF
old, these days, with every one of the 30
soundstages and three rehearsal halls occupied. A total of 50 stars are either working before the cameras, or rehearsing for
films to start within the next few weeks.
Six pictures are actually shooting — four in
CinemaScope and five in color. They are:
"Athena" (Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds),
CinemaScope and Technicolor — Joseph Pasternak producer, Richard Thorpe director;
"Green Fire" (Stewart Granger, Grace Kelly,
Paul Douglas), CinemaScope and Eastman
color — Armand Deutsch producer, Andrew
Marton director; "Rogue Cop" (Robert Taylor, George Raft, Janet Leigh), Nicholas
Nayfack producer, Roy Rowland director;
"The Last Time I Saw Paris" (Elizabeth
Taylor, Van Johnson, Donna Reed, Walter
Pidgeon), Technicolor — Jack Cummings
producer, Richard Brooks director; "Deep
In My Heart" (Jose Ferrer, Merle Oberon,
Howard Keel, Vcra-Ellen, Jane Powell,
Tony Martin, Cyd Charisse, Ann Miller,
(rene Kelly), CinemaScope and Eastman
(Continued on Page 16)
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I Liiitltnui d li'iin 1'iijj.c l-ij
color — Roger Edciis producer, Stanley
Darling"
Doiicn director and "Jupiter's
(Esther Williams, Howard Keel, George
Sanders), CineniaScopc and Technicolor —
George Wells producer, George Sidney director.
Productions scheduled for June, July and
August include: "Love Afe Or Leave Me"
(Ava (iardner) — Joe Pasternak producer,
Charles \'idor director; "The Prodigal" (all
star cast) — Charles Schnee producer, Richard Thorpe director; "Moonfleet" (Stewart
Granger) — John Houseman producer; "Hit
The Deck" (Jane Powell, Vic Damonc, Ann
Miller) — Joe Pasternak producer; "Fair
Weatiier" (Gene Kelly) — Arthur Freed producer, and "Interrupted Melody" (Eleanor
Parker) — Jack Cummings producer.
PARAMOUNT

Hartman Plans 22 in '54
Four to Roll in Two Months
ON HIS RECENT RETURN FROM
I'.urope, production chief Don Hartman announced that Paramount is planning to
make at least as many films as it did last
year when it turned out 22. Present commitments, however, indicate that during the
spring and summer Paramount will lag consiilerably behind most of the other major
studios in town, which plan to have four-tosi.\ pictures shooting simultaneously during
most of this period. The production i)cak on
.Marathon Street isn't expected until fall,
when additional \'istaVision cameras will be
available.
Four i)roductions will start during the next
60 days. They are: Pine-Thomas' "Run For
Cover" (James Cagney, Viveca Lindfors) —
rolling May 2A — Nick Ray directing; "Hell's
Island" (John Payne, Mary Murphy), with a
June 1 starting date — Phil Karlson directing; Pine-Thomas' "Blue Horizon" (Charlton Hcston), based on the Lewis and Clark
ex()edition, starting July 6; and Panama and
Frank's "The Court Jester" (Danny Kaye),
".tarting .August 1. All will be in Technicolor.
The oidy feature now in production is
"Strategic Air Command" (James Stewart,
June Allyson), in Technicolor and Vista\i^ion — Samuel J. I'>riskin producer, Anthony Mann director.
.•\ new Ir\ing I'.erlin musical, re-uniting
I'.ing Crosby and Danny Kaye is being
planned for filming next spring. It will be
tilled ".Say It With Music", and is to be
based nn an original Merlin idea.
Spencer Tracy has been borrowed frf)m
.\IGM to star in Paramount's " The Mf)unlain," which rolls later in the year, '{"he picture will be base»l on the Henri Troyat
novel. Other talent negotiations fur upcoming productions include Irene Dunne,
Gig Young and I'.asil Ralhbone for ".Angels
Cooking," the .Michael Curii/ |)roduciion,
for which Humphrey l'.f)gart and John
Derek already have been set.
Pot* 1A
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Layoffs During Lull Only
Temporary, Yates Assures
TEMPORARY LAYOFFS ARE IMminent in almost all departments at Republic, with studio holding off on high-gear
production until mid-July.
Herbert Yates promises, however, that almost all those idled will be recalled when he
launches the mid-summer production spurt
with nine top-budget features. According to
a statement issued recently by Yates, the
new program will be budgeted above last
year's $15,()(X),000 outlay.
On the new slate are: "The Atomic Kid"
(Mickey Rooney); "Brother Van," in Trucolor— Joseph Kane director; "Jesse James
Was My Neighbor," a Homer Cory story,
assigned to associate producer Sidney
Picker; "The Alamo," originally purchased
several years ago for John Wayne, to be
directed by Frank Lloyd; "Rebel Island,"
assigned to associate producer Edward Ludwig; "Timber Jack," on the schedule of
Joseph I. Kane; "The Peg-Leg Admiral,"
being prepared by associate producer-director John H. Auer; and two other high budget properties assigned to producer William
A. Seiter.
During the lull before this slate gets into
operation, the Republic lot will continue to
be used for television and independent filming. Most of the employees who will remain on the payroll during the interim
period will be working on pictures completed, or on television properties, including
those being turned out by the Republic TV
subsidiary, as well as those renting space on
the lot.
The rumor still persists, in spite of denials,
that the studio is up for sale — if the right
bid comes along. If this is true, it might
offer the most logical explanation for the
current inactivity.
RKO
Production Trickle

"Conqueror"
Starts
RKO'S With
$4,()()(),()()()
PRODUCTION OF
"The Conciueror" (John Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz), finally gets underway today (17), following nearly four
months of delays. Dick Powell will both
produce and direct the ei)ic in .SuperScope
and Technicolor.
However, there is still no indication of an
even flow of production at the studio. No
definite starting dates have been set on any
of the other productions due to follow "The
Con(|ueror." Nevertheless, Howard Hughes
definitely insists that the year's slate for the
company will not fall below 20 pictures.
Distribution rights have recently been acc|uire(l on "Sins of Rome" (Missimo Girotti,
Ludniilla Tscherina), said to be one of the
most cosily epics ever made by an Italian
production company. l'"iim was made by llie
Consorzio .S])arlacus company, aTid has been
dubbed ill I'.n(,'lish.

Despite Hughes' headlined quarrel with
Production Code authorities over a seal for
"The French Line," there appears to be an
attitude of backing down on the censorable
sequences of the picture by state censor
boards. According to well-informed sources
at the studio, considerable re-editing is going on in order to tone down the controversial scenes.
"Where the Wind Dies" (Cornel Wilde,
Yvonne De Carlo, Raymond Burr), in Technicolor and SuperScope, is the only RKO
production now lensing. Benedict Bogeaus
is producing, Allan Dwan directing. Although final papers have not been signed for
the release of Walt Disney's currently filming "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea" (Kirk
Douglas) — it is virtually certain that this
will also end up in the RKO fold.
"This Is My Love" (Linda Darnell, Dan
D.uryea, an Allan Dowling production in
Eastman color, was completed ten days ago.
Hugh Brooke produced, Stuart Heisler
directed.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Production Splurge Budgets
Three at $11,250,000
20TH CENTURY-FOX IS USHERING
in a new era of multi-million dollar production budgets, the likes of which the industry
never before dreamed. The three films which
will be in various stages of production this
month, represent a total outlay of (sic)
$11,2.SO,000.
Of the three pictures in production this
month, "The Egyptian" (Edmund Purdoni,
Jean Simmons), which finished lensing ten
days ago, and "There's No Business Like
Show Business" (Ethel Merman, Donald
O'Connor, Marilyn Alonroe), which starts on
May 24, both carry a $4,000,000 nut. "Woman's World" (Clifton Webb, June Allyson,
Van Heflin, Lauren Bacall, Fred MacMurray, Arlene Dahl), which rolled on May
10, is budgeted at $3,250,0(X)— a record high
for a modern drama.
- Story buys at the studio are also reaching
astronomical figures, what with the purchase
of film rights to Fulton Oursler's "The
Greatest Story Ever Told," just negotiated
at an unprecedented $2,000,000. No budget
has been set on the production, which probably won't get underway until late next
year, but it is expected to run even higher
than
"The Robe," which broke all previous
records.
20th Century-Fox' agreement to make
available all CinemaScope productions with
both single and multi-channel sound was
hailed in Hollywood, as well as by exhibitors, as a great step toward product flow.
The new policy means that CinemaScopers
will be available in any sound form the
theatreman want, with the single exception
of Perspecta.
Production is still stalled on Panoramic's
"Hawk of the Desert," final picture on
Leonard (ioldstein's 10-picture deal with
l"'ox, pending final decision by the studio as
to whether it is to be filmed in CinemaScope
(Continued on Page 18)
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Lion, on behalf of all the lads and lasses in every M-G-M
Exchange in the U. S. and Canada, pauses now to express
cooperation of Showmen

everywhere.
Thanks, gentlemen, for the way you said "Happy
with playdates.
Thanks

for your assistance in spreading

M-G-M's
Thank

Gala Jubilee among

Birthday"

the message

your patrons.

for helping to make

most successful of its kind in movie

our Anniversary
history.

Paving the way to your box-office were many gracious friends of M-G-M. We
are deeply appreciative of the wonderful cooperation of the nationwide press; of
Ed Sullivan's" Toast of the Town" hour-long salute on 142 coast-to - coast stations
of CBS-TV; of special 16- page sections in M. P. Herald and Boxoffice; of
tpecial photo -section of The Exhibitor, special pages in Showmen's Trade Review,
Film Bulletin, Greater Amusements; special editorials, news stories, photos in
all trade publications; of N. B.C. network salute to "Rose Marie"; of top
treatment on other TV and Radio shows; of the 15 fan magazine covers on
M-G-M stars and their additional editorial generosity.
(Signed)

I

"EXECUTIVE SUITE"
Now a Radio City Music Hall sensation!
The cast of the year in the picture of the
year! "10 Best" nominee!
Starring
AcademyAUyson,
Award Barbara
-WinningStanwyck,
William
Holden, June
Fredric March. Walter Pidgeon, Shelley
Winters. Paul Douglas, Louis Calhern,
Dean Jagger, Nina Foch
"PRISONER OF WAR"
Successful test engagements demonstrate
solid exploitation potential!
Ronald Reagan, Steve Forrest,
Dewey Martin, Oscar Homolka

of

you, Mr. Exhibitor, one and all, from the heart of

Leo the Lion

CONTINUES

"RHAPSODY"
Another Music Hall triumph and a musical
love drama delighting millions!
{Technicolor)
Elizabeth Taylor. Vittorio Gassman,
John Ericison, Louis Calhern

The party's not over by any means. There are lots of fine
M-G-M Anniversary Attractions to come. But your friendly

heartfelt thanks for the wonderful

PARADE

"ROSE MARIE"
New box-office records at RacJio City Music
Hall— big everywhere!
(Cinema Scope— Color)
Ann Blyth, Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas

All

From

of

HIT

Say

ANNIVERSARY

the

THE
M-G-M's
riotous,
ft
Sigmund

STUDENT
youthful,
beautifulPRINCE'
musical of
royal romancing and music
Romberg.
(Cinema Scope— Cotor)
Ann Blyth. Edmund Purdom
and the singing voice
* of Mario Lanza

FLAME AND THE FLESH
Star-studded drama filmed in the pleasureof
haunts of Europe. Lana and Carlos arc
dynamic lovers! (Technicolor)
Lana Turner. Pier Angeli, Carlos Thompson
"MEN OF THE FIGHTING LADY"
Exploitation natural! Thrill adventures of
the Navy's jet pilots! Big cast!
Van Johnson Walter(Color)
Pidgeon, lyouis Calhern,
Dewey Martin, Keenan Wynn, Frank Lovejoy
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' C.iintiniicd from Page 16)

Picture Per Week

i.r standard form. It now seems unlikely that
the picture can be started before mid-June.
Also coming up in the next month are:
"Desiree" (Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons),
in CinemaScope and Technicolor — Julian
I'.laustein producer. Henry Koster director;
and the Otto Preminger inde, ' 'Carmen
Jones" (I'earl Bailey. Harry Belafonte and
an all Negro cast )— Preminger both producing and directing.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Goldstein's 10 For UA
To Average a Million Per
THE RFXENT LEONARD GOLD-tein-Unitcd .Artists deal will carry an ovcrill budget of $1().(M)0,(K)0 for the ten films to
he turned out by the inde producer during
the coming year. This is almost double the
average budget on Goldstein's 10-picture
slate for 2()th Century- Fo.\, indicating that
he intends to branch out into bigger and
better types of pictures.
The producer will also build up his own
stable of players. He has already inked a
term pact with actor Peter Graves. Several
other thesps are discussing similar deals.
Many well-informed industryites believe
(ioldstein will eventually have an independent company, similar to the Wayne- Fellows
organization at Warner Brothers. Because
he will deal in volume pro<luction, the Goldstein set-up cannot be compared with Samuel Goldwyn and other one-a-year producers.
Only one picture with a UA releasing
commitment is shooting at the present time
— which is a new low for the 3'ear. However, two, possibly three, productions are
slated to roll in the next 30 to 40 days.
Now shooting is the Hecht-Lancaster production, "Vera Cruz" (Gary Cooper, Burt
Lancaster, Denise Darcel, Cesar Romero),
being filmed in Technicolor, on location in
Mexico, James Hill producer, Robert Aidrich director. Next to go will be the Aubrey
Schenck production of "Shield For Murder"
(Kdmond O'Brien, John Agar) — to be codirected by O'Brien and Howard Koch.
.Actual filminv; is slated to start later this
week. Coming up in late June is the David
I.ean-Ilya Lopcrt Technicolor production of
"The Time of the Cuckoo" (Katharine Hepburn, Rossano Brazzi), to be lensed in Italy,
Lean directing.
Robert Basslcr's "Suddenly" ( I rank Sinatra. Slcrlini; Hayden). wound ten days ago,
slightly ahead of schedule Lewis Allen directed.
Stanley Kramer has signed Frank Sinatra
for "Not As A StranRcr," joining Robert
\litchum in the top role and ( .loria Grahame
in ibr murb-awaited film dtn for I. using
lair Sunimrr.
I'A has pickeil up " Tin i l. s^ RtHfr "
wc.sirrn producol by and
Carpenter. Alex (ifirdon is ,
»luccr. Yakima Canutt directs.
f»9» It
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Slated

For U-l Summer Shooting
TWELVE PICTURES WTLL GO BEfore the Universal-International cameras in
as many weeks, marking one of the heaviest
spring and early summer schedules in the
entire industry. Total output for the year is
now set at 34, as compared with 31 last year.
Seven of the films to be lensed in the Maythrough-July period will be in Technicolor,
and one in 31). Between four and six pictures will be production at all times during
the three months of peak activity.
First to go before the cameras was "Destry" (Audle Murphy, Mari Blanchard),
started ten days ago — Stanley Rubin producer, (ieorge Marshall director. Following
are: "F'ive Bridges To Cross" (Jeff Chandler, Juila Adams), Technicolor, now in the
preliminary stages of shooting, on location
in Boston — Aaron Rosenberg producer,
Joseph Pevney director; three Howard
Christie productions "Panama" (not cast) —
Technicolor, directed by Jesse Hibbs;
"Smoke Signal" (Dana Andrews), Technicolor, Jerry Hopper director; "The Stuntman" (.Abbott & Costello), Charles Lament
directing.
Next to go will be "To Hell and Back"
(Audie Murphy) — Aaron Rosenberg producer, Jesse Hibbs director; "Captain Lightfoot" (Rock Hudson, Barbara Rush), to be
lensed in Technicolor on location in Ireland
— Ross Hunter producer, Douglas Sirk director; "Pillars of the Sky" (not cast), Technocolor — Robert Arthur producer; "Spring
Song" (Bert Lahr), in Technicolor — also a
Ross Hunter production; "Lady Godiva of
Coventry" (Maureen O'Hara) — a Robert
.Arthur production; "The Shrike" (Jose Ferrer), Technicolor — Aaron Rosenberg produce, Ferrer doubling as director; and an
untitled sequel to "Creature p-rom the Black
Lagoon" (not cast), William Alland producer. Jack Arnold director.
WARNER
Warner

BROTHERS

Ups 12-Month

Slate to 29, Five Over '53
JACK L. WARNER HAS SET HIS
sights on a 29-picture schedule for the coming year — including one for Cintrania. Slate
represents five more than last fiscal year,
with a budget almost 50 per cent higher
than 19.=i3's.
At the present time, there are four pictures shooting: "Battle Cry" (\'an Heflin,
Aldo Ray, James Whitmore, Nancy Olson)
in CinemaScope and WarnerColor — Raoul
Walsh directing; "Helen of Troy" (Rossana
Podesta, Jacques Sernas, Sir Cedric Hardwickc), also CinemaScope and WarnerColor
— Robert Wise director; "Dragnet" (Jack
Webb, Ben Alexander, Ann Robinson), in
A M I, 1 ( olor — Stanley Meyer producer,
I ' ' 'A
director; and "Land of the

Pharoahs," (Jack Hawkins, Dewey Martin),
CinemaScope and WarnerColor — Howard
Hawks producer-director.
Alan Ladd reports to the studio on June
1 for his starring role in "Drum Beat," his
first i)icture under the recently signed nonexclusive pact with the company. Pencilled
in for June starts are: "Mister Roberts"
(Henry Fonda, James Cagney) — LeIand
Hayward producing, John Ford directing, in
CinemaScope and WarnerColor; and "East
of Eden" (James Dean, Julie Harris) — Elia
Kazan producing and directing.
INDEPENDENTS
Schwartz, Rodgers Deals
Hypo Inde Film Prospects
TWO POTENTIALLY IMPORTANT
new inde companies have sprung up during
the past fortnight, both headed by respected
industry names, and both in a position to
obtain sizeable financing. The first, organized
by Fred J. Schwartz, prexy of the New
York Century Circuit of theatres, and comprised of 25 other exhibitors, will be primarily a financing-distribution group. The
second headed up by William F. Rodgers,
Sam Dembow, Jack Skirball and Cliff Work,
plans to make a minimum of three top quality features annually.
Schwartz said full details of his group
would be announced shortly. However, he
did indicate that the corporation, at the outset, plans to finance and distribute from two
to three pictures per year, budgeted in the
$750,000 to $1,000,000 class. Within three
to five years, he hopes to build that total to
approximately 10 releases per year.
I^he Rodgers-Dembow-Skirball-Work combo, to be known as Amalgamated Productions, Inc., has already started negotiating
for a major company releasing arrangement.
None of the four owners will draw salaries
in the corporation. Remuneration will come
from profits.
Inde productions not committed for major
studio release, currently shooting: "Long
John Silver (Robert Newton, Connie Gilchrist), in CinemaScope and Technicolor,
filming in Australia — Joseph Kaufman producer, Byron Haskin director; "Return of
Columbus" (Paola Loew, Sydney Chaplin,
Charles ductioChaplin,
Jr.),Paal
a Paal-Real
I'ilm Pron— Alexander
producer-director;
"Crashout" (John Ireland, Dorothy Malone),
a Masthead Production, Roger Corman producer, Ed Sampson and Ireland co-directors;
and "Three Musketeers" (Jeffrey Stone), a
ing.
Robert Goldstein-Thetis I-'ilms co-production, shooting in Italy — Nathan Juran directOn May 31. Masthead launches "The Long
Chance" (not yet cast) — Aubrey Wisberg
producer, Fldgar Ulmer director. June 1 is
the starting date for Filmakers' "Private
Hell 36" (Ida Lupino, Steve Cochran, Howard Duff). Collier Young producer, Don
Siegel director. Two days later, producerdirector Wyott Ordung will roll the cameras
on "The Sporting (iamc" (not yet cast), a
Valor Pictures project.

Sound Unlimited
Last barrier to mandatory stereosound fell as
20th Century-Fox bowed to exhibitors' clamor for
autonomy in selection of presentation of films in
their own theatres. Reluctantly, but gracefully,
Spyros Skouras retracted "must" four-track magnetic sound for CinemaScope pictures, following
an historic meeting with some 500 exhibitors in
the company's home oflice. The Fox action came
on the heels of a Metro announcement that henceforth all its CS films would be available in all
sound systems.
Single-track magnetic and optical prints on 20thFox CS films will be available by July 1, distribution chief Al Lichtman announced. Magnetic
prints will be available first, but all three types of
sound will be ready for all CS films, beginning
with "The Robe" for the mid-summer season.
Both Fo.x and Metro, however, continue to urge
exhibitors to present the C'Scope pictures in
stereosound as an important factor in presentation
of the "Xevv look" in movies.
Rodgers in Inde Production
A new source of quality jjroduct from independent production was unveile<i by William F". Rodgers with the disclosure of formation of Amalgated
Productions. With Rodgers as president, and Sam
Dembow, Jack Skirball and Cliff Work, as vicepresidents and co-owners, inde outfit plans three
pictures per year, each budgeted at a minimum of
$750,000. Quartet of officers will not receive salary, will work solely on a profit-sharing basis. Said
Rodgers: "Our picture must be profitable. Without profits we cannot live."
'54 Year of Decision — Johnston
Eric Johnston's annual report to the .\ll'.\.\ envisioned 1954 as a year of decision. Outlook was
"somewhat brighter," but "mettle-testing," requiring even greater efforts to meet threats of foreign
market pressures to cut down the play of .American films in favor of their own product. of
the revenue comes from this source, it was |)ointe(l
out.

COMPO Plans Monthly 'Best' Poll
Plans for a nation-wide audience poll for a
monthly best picture selection, climaxed by a final
for the year, featured COMPO's expanded program. Governing triumvirate, Wilbur Snaper, Sam
Pinanski and Al Lichtman also favored: An enlarged press program; a study of how the industry can mobilize its forces for battling juvenile
delinquency; authorization of audience research by
Sindlinger & Company (who did tax campaign
survey) to spur theatre-going.
Makelim Tours Allied Circuit
Having covered the wolcrn area of .Allied
groups, Hal R. .Makelim, with whom Allied has
set a 12-picture production deal, swung into a tour
of the East and South to outline his one-per-month
program for exhibitors. Forthcoming itinerary
will bring Makelim to Pittsburgh. W. Va., New
York, New England, Baltimore and Washington,
New Orleans, Memphis and \'irginia.

Dais at the UA banquet in
Philly on May 5 was graced by
Jane Russell, Rita Gam and Phil
Silvers, who did a masterful job
of emceeing. Two of the most
effective speeches were delivered
by Variety Chief Barker George
Hoover, and ex-chief Jack Beresin. Their brief addresses — and
Mary Pickford's — were hearttuggers.
Local barkers named as reps
to Variety's newly organized
Int'l office: Ralph Pries, Jake
Flax, Rube Bolstad, Marc Wolf,
Roy Wells, John J. Jones, Bob
Hoff, C. A. Dolsen, John Fulton,
Rotus Harvey, Al Grubstake.
UA sales chief B. G. Kranze
represented the company at the
movie industry conference in the
Pentagon last week.
Eric Johnston and all other officers were reelected at the
recent MPAA board meeting.
Loew's prexy Nicholas M.
Schenck was honored for his
contribution to better labor relations.
TOA's executive committee
and board will hold a special
summer meeting at Los Angeles'
Beverly Hills Hotel June 17-19
to discuss product shortage.
William German received the
New York Variety Club's first
annual Heart Award from Barney Balahan. Forty top industry
executives were on the dais, as
some 500 filled the Waldorf Astoria's grand ballroom.
A. E. Gates, nat'l field supervisor for Pola-Lite, has been
named Canadian division mgr. in
charge of sales.
Variety Tent 31 (Hartford)
honored Barney Pitkin, RKO's
Conn. mgr. in a testimonial dinner May 4.
Arthur Silverstone, ass't 20thFox general sales mgr. is convalescing from an emergency
operation. It'll be some weeks
before he's back at his desk.
Americo Aboaf, U-I foreign
chief, reports results of the 18week Al Daff Drive topped last
year's campaign by 15%, setting
a new U-I world-wide record.
Sperie Perakos has a 114-foot
wide screen at his Plainville
(Conn.) drive-in.
Metro's "Executive Suite" at
Radio City Music Hall, chalked
up a weekend record for any
MGM picture at the world's
largest house, topping the previous record-holder, "Ivanhoe",
by $10,000 for the period.

UA Celebrates 35th Year
In tearful voice, Mary Pickford recounted nostalgic highlights of the three and a half decades
since "her" company was born. "We Sre the incubator of the industry," she told the audience of
over 700, gathered in- Philadelphia's Bellevue
Stratford Hotel on the evening of ^lay 5 to celebrate United Artists' 35th Anniversary. Gathered
around "America's Sweetheart" on the dais were
the members of the new UA team: Krim, Benjamin, Heineman, Youngstein, et al.
The founders' tradition that UA "should be the
home for creative talents who worked best when
working independently," said president Arthur B.
Krim, is the "foundation for the enthusiastic support we have received throughout the world."
Dais was stocked with top executives of the industry and film personalities. Jay Emanuel chairmanned the affair.
U-I Broadens Promotion Program
The boxoffice potential is as high or higher than
ever if "all the selling tools" are diligently applied, according to David Lipton. Advance blueprinting ofthe campaign, with close integration of
production, distribution and promotion is a necessity, the U-I ad-publicity v. p. told a meeting of
some 30 members of his staflF. It must start with
the very acquisition of a story property and continue all the way through point-of-sale level, Lipton believes.
The national magazine ad budget this year will
be double that of 1953, according to the U-I exec.
Local selling, he added, has been "correspondingly" increased, the staffs "broadened and inten-

Columbia Faces 2 Suits
sified."
Columbia laced a pair of suits, both involving
Rita Hayworth. The actress last week petitioned
in F"edcral Court for a financial accounting by Columbia of $13,000,000 worth of charges against her
Bcckworth Corp. for four pictures since 1947. Miss
Hayworth also asks for termination of ColumbiaBeckworth deal and any additional costs.
In the other action, Columbia and president
Harry Cohn were named by Defense Film Corp.
and Jackson Leighter Associates of San Francisco
for coercion and threats to prevent Fox West
Coast Theatre from showing "Champagne Safari",
feature documentary tracing the Hayworth-Aly
Khan honeymoon trip. Film was booked, then
cancelled after threats of "reprisals" by Columbia,
it was charged. Suit asks $4.000,0(X) in damages
and an injunction against such further moves.

Outlawing of 'Must' Percentage?
Threat of legislation to eliminate "must" percentage selling and restore "the old time flexible
sales policy that made the motion picture industry
great," was voiced by North Central Allied's
Bennie Berger. The film companies' policy of percentage rentals without consideration of size of
theatre or ability to pay was either "sheer stupidity" or a "determined move to eliminate thousands of small theatres," he charged.
The Minnesota firebrand was authorized to
petition the film companies for an 18-month "trial"
period of arbitration that included film rentals.
FILM BULLETIN
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"Magnificient DbsGssion"
^ec4iHCd4, 1^<iU»u^ O Q O
Has all ingredients for public success in every situation.
Rock Hudson's performance will have 'em talking it up
for snowballing b.o. effect. Sure-fire for general market,
especially effective for family trade. Top-drawer production inevery phase.
Lloyd C. Douglas novel, a smash screen hit in the
30's, makes strong bid for the same in this Technicolor
version. Just as original boosted Robert Taylor to stardom, Rock Hudson's surprising performance in same
role plops him right up top in a category with Taylor,
Tyrone Power, Gregory Peck and other movie idols. His
portrayal of a rich playboy, who forsakes his idle existence and dedicates himself t3 helping others, firmly establishes him as a topflight dramatic star. Pair of
tragedies — death of a doctor when a frivolous accident
requires vital equipment for Hudson, subsequent blinding of the doctor's wife (Jane Wyman ) in another accident inadvertently caused by the playboy — formulates
his aim. Forsaking pleasantries, Hudson plugs at becoming adoctor, finally saves Wyman's life and restores
her sight in a critical operation. Weakness is in soapopera (juality of story, which too often falls into cliches.
Jane W yman gives a sensitively-etched portrayal of the
blinded woman ; Barbara Rush shines as her stepdaughter. Agnes Aloorhead and Otto Kruger head a
workmanlike cast. Film carries a boxofifice sheen. Wax
Universal. 108 min. Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson, Barbara Rush, Agnes Moor,
head. Otto Kruger, Gregg Palmer. Sara Shane, Paul Cavanaugh. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk.

"Laughing

"Living It Up"
Su^iHC^ ^aUHf O O

Another mediocre Martin & Lewis vehicle. Stars' b.o. pull
alone will hold this up in first-runs, but will decline in subruns on disappointing word-of-mouth. Familiar plot, used
in previous movie and Broadway musical, fails to give
popular comedy team full rein. Their fans will feel letdown, discriminating audiences will shirk at obviousness
of story.
Elements of "Nothing Sacred", the Carole Lombard
1937 satire-comedy, and Broadway musical "Hazel
Flagg", culled by Paul Jones for the latest MartinLewis venture fail to come off for the most part. Jerry
Lewis is the supposedly radioactive-afflicted hero who
becomes a soon-to-die national hero through pressagentry, and he strains hard to draw laughs in the atmosphere. Some comic high-spots, such as Jerry's "celebrity" parade down Broadway, and the "suicide jump"
into the river make for laughs, but the pair's inherent
talents are kept under wraps. Tale has Lewis falsely
diagnosed as dying from radioactivity after exposure to
atom bomb explosion. Maintenance of the hoax, to
bolster newspaper circulation, leads to several complications, with the pair emerging as street cleaners after
the hullabaloo has abated. Four of the top songs from
"Hazel Flagg" are used, as well as three new StyneHilliard tunes. Lewis teams with Sheree North in one
of the show's highlights, "You're Gonna Dance With
Me, Baby." Neil
Paramount. 94 min. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis, Janet Leigh, Edward Arnold,
Fred Clark, Sheree North. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog.

Anne"
"The

British-made Technicolor
ately suitable for general
in Conrad novel, Wilcox
in Conrad novel, Wilcox

adventure romance only moderrun. Foils to live up to potential
production, star value. Will disproduction, star value. Mild for

Romantic-adventure period melodrama undistinguished from its innumerable predecessors. Taken from
Joseph Conrad novel, this is one of Republic's more
ambitious entries, with Technicolor and American .stars
Wendell Corey and Forrest Tucker teaming with
British maid Margaret Lockwood, and top producerdirector }lerl)ert W ilcox. Occasional high spots in
action and sex fail to overcome stilted roles and script.
Fpisodic quality (much of it in flashback) doesn't help.
Tucker is seen as a disillusioned ex-fighter who with
girl friend Margaret Lockwood, drifts to the Orient.
Follows a triangle when Lockwood, forced to stow
away on goodie Wendell Corey's ship, falls in love with
Corey but refuses to marry him. After several separations, during which Lockwood has Corey's child. Tucker and Corey tangle as the former attempts to pirate
Corey's cargo. Lockwood and Tucker die in the struggle
and Corey sails off with his son.
Pressl)(K)k concentrates on adventure, triangle and
Lockwood allure: "Two Men and a Woman (iripped I)y
L(jvc in the .'Minister Perils of the Java !^eas." Neil
Republic. ?0 min. Wendell Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker, Ronald
Shiner, Robert Harris, Jacques Brunius. Producer-director Herbert Wilcoi.
Pa^e 20
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Rocket

Man"

Weak dualler, primarily for the kids. Title is misleading,
may draw science-fiction clientele, then disappoint them.
Family trade, however, may be placated with homey, upstanding theme. Nothing here for action market.
A minor programmer, "The Rocket Man" is hardly
what the title suggests. Leonard Goldstein's skimpy
production is in line with the hack screenplay — about a
youngster who receives a rocket gun from a "real spaceman" and is instructed to use it only for beneficial purposes. Script's nonsensities encompass politico-corruption cure, rescue of an about-to-fold orphanage, encouragement ofa romance between a respectable girl
and a fake prison parolee, and other assorted threads
woven into the lengthly 79 minutes. Final sequence, as
boy with spacegun forces a politician to reveal his dishonesty, indicates tenor of script. Youngsters may go
for these shenanigans. Perhaps, too, family trade, expecting an out-of-this-world film as a neces.sary evil to
viewing the top feature, will be pleasantly surprised
with the mild and honorable proceedings. Anyone, however, expecting the ])seudo-excitement characterizing the
science-fiction out])Ut, is due for a let-down. Phil
20th Century-Fo>. 7f min. Charles Coburn. Spring lyington, George Winslow,
Anne Francis, John Agar, Emory Parnell, Stanley Cl*ments. Producer Leonard
Goldstein. Director Oscar Rudolph.

"The Flame and the Flesh"
ScuiHC^ ^atut^ O O O

"Johnny
ScUCKC^

Exploitables will bolster early runs; rating figures to decline on cool word-of-mouth. Should be sold as adult
fare. Theme and presentation unsuitable for family spots.

O

O

It was a happy day for Republic, exhibitors and the
nation's moviegoers when Joan Crawford donned dungarees for "Johnny Guitar". Crawford shines in a sock
role. A strong supporting cast, keen direction by Nicholas Ray. and an excellent scrijjt that departs from formula are other prime assets. Star has a worthy ojjponent in Mercedes McCambridge, as a jealous, embittered

unless strong exploitation is employed. I'ilmed in Italy
by jjroducer Joe Pasternak, tale has Lana Turner as
wandering adventuress, selling herself for sustenance.
Sheltered by young musician, Bonar Colleano, she has
her eye on his roommate, Carlos Thomi)son, promising
singer betrothed to IMer Angeli. She gets Thompson to
run off with her on his wedding night, finally sends him
back to Angeli. realizing she can never make him hajjpy.
Musical interludes are well done, with Thompson in fine
voice. Technicolor photography, production, technically
superlative. Good performances and direction help
script, which leans toward wordiness.

heavy, who comes to grips with Crawford in the exciting gim-duel climax. McCambridge. as venomous as
they come in this role, first attempts to have Crawford
lynched after the latter discards the man I Scott Brady I
in question between them, choosing easy-going Sterling
Hayden. then forcing a gun-fight that ends in her own
death. The Philip Yordan screenplay is occasionally
talkv, but maintains suspense and interest throughout,

Pressbook plugs Sex and Turner — "P^vcn More Dangerous Now as a Brunette"'. Theme of the ads has
Turner committing "the Greatest Sin — To Steal a Man
W ho Belongs to Another I" Turner in lamp-post pose is
dominant — and provocative — art. Burn

(iunsmoke clima.x is a honey. \'ictor Young, who scored
"Quiet Man" and "Shane" does another eminent job on
this, with Peggy Lee contributing an off-stage rendition
of the Hit Parade title song, potent selling i)oint. Color
is excellent, with best Trucolor photography yet. Leon

M-G-M. 105 min. Land Turner, Pier Angeli, Carlos Thompson Bonar Colleano,
Charles Goldner. Producer Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Brooks.

Long Wait"
IRaUcH^ O O

^cUiK<^ O

Outstanding western drama. Strong values in every category— top cast, heavy exploitables, superlative presentation. Crawford draw for the ladies, strong action for the
males, offbeat story makes it a natural for any house.

Lana Turner's characterization of a shady lady, plus
some good music and foreign-type flavor in production
are the principal assets of the M-G-M offering. Generally, this will not hold up to power of its title and star,

The

Guitar"

Republic. 110 min. Joan Crawford, Sterling Hayden, Mercedes McCambridge,
Scott Brady, Ward Bond, Ben Cooper, John Carradine. Director Nicholas Ray.

"Gorilla At

Large"

(3D-2D)

O

Rating for action spots. Will be lower elsewhere. Typical
Mickey Spillane stuff, with sex and violence dominating.
Average duailer generally. Bally angles will aid modest
marquee values.

Rating will be upped in action houses and where exhibited
in 3D medium. Carries enough excitement to hold all but
discriminating trade. Thriller values should be enough for
showman approach, despite absence of marquee names.

Mickey Si)illane novel, from which this Lesser SamLeonard Goldstein's "(lorilla At Large" has enough
thrills and exjjloitation values to make it a wholly satisfactory bet as duailer fare with action market most
suited. 3D presentation might be ballyhooed to surprising results. There is enough excitement engendered,
however, to carry it through in 2D. as well. With Robert
L. Jacks deftly handling the direction. susj)ense is maintained as vicious carnival gorilla becomes focal ])oint in
murder plot involving .\nne liancroft, trapeze artist, and

uels' production was taken, may have had the ingredients for the l)ulp trade, but film fails to capture them.
Exploitation values, however, are there in ab-uridance
with quartet of four beauties in various stages of undress and a bounty of violent action to satisfy the gorehungry trade. Fits into the meller jjrogram slot, on top
with exploitation. Involved ])lot. loose ends keep it from
distinction generally. .Story centers about .\nthony
Quinn, amnesia victim, who tries to clear himself of
bank robbery and murder. Key is his secretary, whose
features were altered by plastic surgery. In process, he
is involved with four girls and gang of hoodlums led l)y
Gene iCvans. Banker Charles Coburn turns out to be

several men interested in her. Murderer's identitv is
withheld until climax, which finds Bancroft, the culprit,
carried up a roller coaster by the ape. Denouement has
Cameron Mitchell making a last-minute rescue in a thrill
sequence in which the gorilla plunges to his death, leaving Bancroft to pay her debt to authorities. Well-constituted supporting cast, including Lee J. Cobb, Raymond Burr and Peter Whitney, carries the far-fetched
l)Ut exciting script. Phil

mentor in complicated scheme, but not before a hodgepodge of circumstances has (Juinn dodging bullets and
blondes in his (juest for exoneration, .\ction. se.x and
the S])illanc reputation are the big exploitables. /'hil
United
13 m'in.
Castle, Lesser
Gene
Evans, Artists.
Mary Ellen
Kay,Anthony
Shawn Quinn.
Smith,Charles
DoloresCoburn,
Donlon.Peggy
Producer
Samuels Director Victor Saville.
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20th Century-Fo<. 84 min. Anne Bancroft, Cameron Mitchell, Lee J. Cobb,
Raymond Burr, Charlotte Austin. Producer-director Robert L. Jacks.
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What the Newspaper Critics Sag Ahout Hew Films

Suite^
^Executive
A^ppliEud
Jftasi iV. 1^. Critics
searching and dramatic study of modern business warfare should
The majority of New York critics heaped lavish praise on
keep rapturous audiences at the Radio City Music Hall for some
Metro's star-studded "Executive Suite". Glowing words like
time to come." He reports that "the producers shot the works
"strong and satisfying film", "upper-hrackcr" and "season's top
on the all-star cast . . . the director reaped his reward in a unified
entertainment" highlighted most of the reviews. Characterizations
acting team, with no trace of starry maneuvering for attention."
were judged from good to excellent and director Robert Wise
Cook tags the film an "overwhelming hit from both boxoffice and
was roundly applauded by the majority of scribes.
Post's
the
Rating,
Meter
artistic
standpoints."
Movie
Kxcellent
an
Giving the film
"Interplay of the characters is cleverly presented . . . the rariArcher Winsten writes, "Its popularity will be deserved on twin
fied atmosphere of upper echelon politics is carefully established,"
counts of entertainment, which includes good grades on narrapens Otis L. Guernsey, Jr. in the Herald Tribune. He opinions
tive suspense, characterizations, and material, and solid informathat "it is a well made dialogue picture on an indigenously Amerition concerning the insider's view of American business." In his
can theme, interesting from start to finish." He feels, however,
win
Suite'
'Executive
see
to
surprising
be
not
would
"it
opinion
that
the film "as a story, lacks the sizzling acidity of 'The Huckprizes this year, with Robert Wise's direction up for mention."
"Boasting an all-star cast, a strong story and expert handlThe Times' Roslcy Crowthcr takes an opposite viewpoint on
ing, 'Executive Suite' . . . (is) one of the season's top entertainthe picture's worth writing that a thin tale "is put through some
ments," enthuses Rose Pelswick in the Journal-American. She
tricky convolutions to get at a so-what goal." Of the cast he
finds the film "completely off the beaten screen track ... it highsays
"The only trouble with all of these people, as directed by
lights outstanding performances by every member of the stellar
sters'."
Robert Wise, is that they are strictly two-dimensional. They are
line-up." Pelswick believes audiences will find the film "an arwhat you might call prototypes. Neither Mr. Wise nor the actors
resting i)roducti<)n on every count."
In the World-Telegram & Sun Alton Cook says "This
ever made humans out of them."
■CARNIVAL STORY"
RKO
"Torrid love story . . . authentic vigor of
its surroundings and the sharp skills of the
players . . . have boosted a worn and predictable plot to considerable entertainment
stature." — Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram
"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .
enough plot for two pictures, thrills enough
for the same number, and performers who
know their way around the garden variety
melodrama. Trouble is that an experienced
audience knows its way around, too, and
they'll wait impatiently for the expected to
happen." — Winsten, N. Y. Post
"Lusty, colorful entertainment . . . Much
more animated than she's been heretofore
and given a part she could sink her pretty
teeth into. Miss Baxter takes full advantage
of the dramatics to check in a vivid performance."— Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American
"Follows the beaten path of emotional
dramas ... It is intense, and its production
is a colorful one, but its drama is an old,
long and trite story." — Guernsey, N. Y.
Herald Tribune
•ARROW
Allied
ArtistsIN THE DUST'
"l*"air (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Practically entirely about arrows and dust, and, in
addition, gun-smoke. A Western of neat
proportions." — Winsten, N. Y. Post
"Lively Technicolor Westerner." — Pelswick, N. Y. Journal- American
"Straightforward Indian-fighting melodrama . . . For those who don't ask their
movies to inquire any further into human
contact than to separate the good from the
bad people, it has its susi)cnse and excitement."— Ik'ckky, N. Y. Herald Tribune
"Unprctentiims actif)n melodrama . . . Violent set-tos and a good many stiidies of Mr.
Hayden's ruggedness is ab >ni all that the
film i)r()vidcs." — O. A. (i., N. ^■. Times
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'ELEPHANT WALK'
Paramoun'4
"Picture becomes a bit of a bore . . . The
script ... is lengthy and hackneyed in the
build-up and William Dieterle's direction
does not provide anything more than gaudy
panoramas." — Crowther, N. Y. Times
"Some variety in the size of the menace,
but not much in the idea . . . Routine movie
daydream . . . there is nothing stimulating
going on." — Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune
"Composed for equal dramatic parts of
Elizabeth Taylor and a herd of irate elephants."— Winsten, N. Y. Post
"Begins impressively and ends spectacularly, but it sags badly in the middle . . .
Movie, though a good one on the wholf,
could have been a much better one." — N. Y.
World-Telegram
"Jungle saga full of pictorial beauty . . .
drama unfolds at a leisurely pace." — Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

•JUBILEE
Republic
"Western
set out to
addict, no

•WITNESS TO MURDER'
United Artists

'RIVER OF NO RETURN'
20th Century-Fox
"Mountainous scenery is spectacular, but
so, in her own way, is Miss Monroe . . . Director Otto Preminger has thrown all the
grandeur and menace of these features upon

"Sensibly executed but hardly inspired
exercise in premeditated murder and mental
torture . . . only fitfully generates thrills or
suspense. ' — Weiler, N. Y. Times
"Promises to be a psychological thriller
and winds up in a burst of non.^cnse." —
I'iliniln;!, N. \'. Herald Tribune
".Stanwyck's new melodrama . . . plunges
her into a situation somewhat similar to the
one she faced in 'Sorry, Wrong Number' . . .
Suspense thriller." — Pelswick. N. Y. JournalAmerican
"Expert exercise in the art of stirring
goose flesh." — Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram
"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . . gives
promise early of being a humdinger of a
psycho-thriller, but bogs down on suspeH'^e
and get a little silly toward climax." — Thirer,
N. Y. Post

TRAIL'
on a grand scale . . . apparently
please every variety of Western
matter whether he like fighting,

kissing or talking in his entertainment.'
Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram
"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Full and
lusty account of the trek westward ... A
mingling of romance, menace and melodrama, the Republic production takes on almost epic proportions, but is only moderately successful
in performance." — Thirer,
N. Y.
Post
"Republic, usually modest, has leaned over
backward to provide a respectable, handsome mounting for Gwen Bristow's novel of
Old California."— H. H. T., N. Y. Times
"Even in blazing Technicolor and with
s;ome stunning Western scenery, 'Jubilee
Trail' turns out to be a run-of-the-mill melodrama."— Pihodna. N. Y. Herald Tribune

the eye-filling CinemaScope
Crowther,
N. Y. 'Times
"Good (Movie
Meter Rating)
Scope here finds something to
span of teeth into . . . Outdoor

screen." —
. . . Cinemaget its broad
action on the

river is dramatically very powerful." — Winsten, N. Y. Post
"Monroe looks almost as well in blue jeans
as she does in spangled tights . . . Accustomed as he is to leathery roles, Mitchuni is
taxed to the limit in this script." — Guernsey,
N. Y. Herald-Tribune
"Eye-filling scenery . . . gets considerable
competition from the film's star . . . Lively
out-door drama." — Pelswick, N. ^'. JournalAmerican
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Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
3D IN DRIVE-INS
Theatre Owners of America
3-D — Concensus seems to be that most
drive-ins that painted their screen silver last
year are going back to white. There are exceptions— we have seen some. There must
be a reason there are a few that did not
oxidize or streak. We have talked to owners and looked over the screens that were
successful, but we can find no uniformity in
the process they used that gave them a good
surface. We feel there is a place for 3D in
a drive-in if we could lick the screen painting problem. As it is today — if you are considering or being sold into painting silver,
advise the painter that you are willing to try
it only if he gives you a guarantee that he
will immediately repaint it white and charge
you nothing for the job if you are not completely satisfied. If you find such a painter
— we'd like to get him, too!
In conclusion — 3D experimenters spend
quite a little money. Those who are trying
to perfect new and larger screen surfaces
are spending "lots of money"! Those who
are going to experiment at this time with
Stereophonic sound are going to spend "lots,
lots, and lots of money"! We should all be
thankful that there are leaders in our industry who are willing to take the gamble and
risk, which if they win will benefit every
drive-in owner in America. Those of us in
'{'OA should encourage and assist them with
constructive suggestions, rather than destructive criticism.
— Jack D. Rraungel
Drive-In Committee
CASE

FOR INDE PRODUCTION
Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana
In our mention of the Makelim Proposal,
we stated that one important by-product of
the plan was that any increase in product
supply will act to alleviate all the other ills
of selling policies that plague the exhibitor.
When supply overtakes demand, competition
requires that answers be found to the buyers
objections. Here is the surest, and probably
the only answer, to all the complaints that
have been voiced against selling policies and
trade practices. For this reason exhibitors
should give careful consideration to the pictures being released through the small independent exchanges.
Hy this we do not mean that theatre
owners should buy and book product in any
other manner than to garner the most profit.
l')Ut too frequently the independent is bypassed in favor of the major company for
one or two reasons. Sometimes the exhibitor
finds it difficult to deal for the top product of
the major without alsf) dealing for the little
pictures and sometimes the exhibitor is told
liiat he had a moral obligation to support the
film comijany that is "supporting" him on
the big |)ictures. Neillier reason is sound in
the great majority of cases. The first violates the letter and the spirit of the law
which forbids lhal one picture be tied in any
P«q* 24
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way to the sale of another. No exhibitor —
or anyone else — is going to secure for himself the rights that are legally his unless he
shows some spirit and determination to get
those rights. Secondly, the major film company is not supporting the exhibitor any
more than the exhibitor is supporting the
distributor. Look at your top allocations. If
you feel that you are paying all that is
equitableto for
the picture then you "owe"
nothing
anyone.
We said the reason for not giving first
consideration to the independents were "generally" unsound. Frankly, we see these exceptions: If you are getting top A pictures
for less than you should pay, then you have
a moral obligation on the lesser pictures. Rut
from the kind of percentages that are being
asked on this top product, our hunch is that
few exhibitors are getting the pictures for
less than a fair rental. The second exception
might be a picture carries a very high budget
and has all the other production values to
make it obvious that it was intended for A
product but for some reason it falls short at
the boxoffice. We can see a reason to give
such a picture some kind of playofif in order
to secure some return for the producer and
encourage him to continue trying to make
only the best pictures. But outside of these
considerations, we think it's smart to encourage the competition from the independent.

VISTAVISION REPORT
Gulf States Allied
The writer viewed the VistaVision demc
stration from the 9th row where any fl;
would be most apparent. The photograp
was good. I truthfully believe that Pai
mount fudged in trying to show the olc
pictures as being so bad. I feel that if r
picture was so badly out of focus that
would have closed long ago. Secondly, t
thing that surprised me most was that o
of the projectors had such a ghost that t
white smear was a foot or more above t
titles — just imagine that, in the largest the
tre in the world.
The second reel of the demonstration w

excellent, so good in fact, that I don't belie
that imbibition printing was used. It a
peared to be a dye transfer positive. T !
focus was excellent in the reel and the
was one scene that appeared to have fi
3-D. The depth in most of the scenes w
good due to "framing" tricks.
The thing most exhibitors are interest'!
in, is whether or not you have something
sell and I say that you don't have a thii!
to put on your marquee. The photograp!
is best yet, but we have had a lot of goi\

WHAT

photography.
customers
won't knoj
whether
we areOur
playing
a VistaVision
pi
ture or not, unless we advertise it and aft I
seeing it they will inquire "What is Vist,|
Vision?"
'
— Jack O'Quinn, Secreta i

THEATRE CLOSINGS
ITO of Ohio
Latest figures from a survey this office
has made reveal that there are now operating
in this state 638 indoor theatres. Of this
number approximately .SO are closed more
than one day in each week.
In 1948 only, six years ago, there were
1034 theatres operating.
There are operating in the state today,
175 drive-ins against 113 in 1948. All hut
three of these are summer-only o|)erations.
At this writing there are three equipped witli
heaters which operate the year around.

WIDE-SCREEN IN DRIVE-INS!
Int'l Drive-In Theatre Owners Ass'n
Alany exhibitors in highly congested sit J
ations where product is a paramount que
tion and who have had to contend with ti
opposition using five pictures on a progra
at one dollar or less per car, and having tl
same availability as the ethical drive-in usii
the regular double bill, are finding it to th(
advantage to install the equipment necessa'
for the use of CinemaScope pictures.
This lifts them out of the class of run
the mill drive-in theatres which may i|
using such unfair trade practices as $1.00 I
less per car, regardless of numbers; distil
bution of thousands of passes; or playii]
the same picture with seven or more othi
drive-in theatres, day and date.
After consulting a number of members I
your Association the concensus of opini(
seems to be that it will be necessary to i
stall wide screens if they hope to compc
with conventional theatres and progress wi'
the industry. With the prices of lens d
creasing, booth eijuiinnent down in price
a point where practically every theatre c;
purchase it, we will be glad to give y<
prices on this equipment upon request. It
believed that many hundreds of drive-ins w
want to be prepared and take advantage
their good summer business season vvi
new equipment ca|)able of handling any ai
all types of product which will be availab
The trend is definitel\- toward wide-scre

CAN BE ARBITRATED?
Allied Caravan of la.-Nebr.
The Senate Small Business Committee
again stated that film rentals should not
necessarily be a subject for arbitration. You
know that National Allied has again r.efused
to enter into arbitration negotiations when
this most important subject was left ofif the
agenda for subjects to be considered. You
can always tell that it's some guy who isn't
paying the freight who always has all the
answers as to what is right or wrong. It
took us years to convince the law makers
that we were being taxed to death. It will
probably take years to convince them that
the main purpose of arbitration for the film
buyer is the very subject of rentals. The
fact that adjustments are made, in some
cases, on over-priced pictures shows that the
subject of rentals is one that should be arbitrated.
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Picture Industry

This volume of over 1200 fact-filled pages, compiled and published by THE FILM DAILY with the enthusiastic

co-operation of every branch of the motion picture industry, is given without extra charge with a year's subscription TO THE INDUSTRY'S oldest and most widely read daily trade paper and contains —
i
Revised list of all U. S. theaters, arranged by states and cities and towns . . . Roster of theater circuits, with home office addresses and eiCUM
personnel . . . Up-to-date separate lists of drive-in theaters, art theaters and Negro theaters . . . Personnel of companies, studios, association iguill
and unions in the motion picture field . . . Complete credits on all 1953 releases . . . Financial statements of principal industry companies . Coi
plete television section, including stations, personnel, telepix producing and distributing compjmies, advertising agencies . . . Equipment ccpanil
with addresses, executive personnel and product manufactured . . . Theater supply dealers arranged alphabetically by cities, with address , tel«
phone numbers and executive personnel . . . List of all film exchanges, arranged by cities, with addresses and names of managers . . . Full r( ers^
film carriers, laboratories, projection rooms, trailer companies, insurance brokers . . . Books on the motion picture and television . . . Public; onsi
the motion picture field . . . Television-radio publications . . . Motion Picture editors and radio-TV commentators on films . . . Alphabet: 1 titt
list of nearly 25,000 feature pictures distributed in the U. S. since 1915, with THE FILM DAILY Review and release dates . . . Serials leas«
since 1920 . . . Foreign Film Section . . . Legislative restrictions in foreign film markets . . . Revised film industry statistics covering prcictiM
distribution and exhibition . . . Credits of players, producers, directors, cinematographers, film editors, writers, art directors . . . New Y k
Hollywood industry telephone directories . . . Agents and managers in Los Angeles and New York . . . Play and story brokers . . . Busi ss ad
ministrators . . . Leading Los Angeles publicists and public relations counselors.
AND 1. 001 OTHER IMPORTANT FEATURES
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Section on Television and places at the fingertips of executives, producers,
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industry a wealth of valuable information.

A subscription to THE FILM DAILY, the industry's oldest daily trade
paper, published five days each week, will not only keep you informed on
vital news of the industry but will answer your every question on motion
pictures throughout the year.
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Air Boom for 'Three Coins'
The boom for "Three Coins In The Founn," 20th-Fox' forthcoming CinemaScoper,
getting one of the biggest radio-T\' boosts
the company's history. The mounting air
nipaign had six top-rated T\'-radio netjrk shows programming the title song —
EC's Frank Sinatra, who has recorded thine for Capitol Records; Dinah Shore on
■r NBC-TV program, with an RCA-Victor
,bel; Jo Stafford and Rob Crosby on CHSjV; Fred Allen's NBC-TV show and on
'low of Shows. In addition to the airwavcSncentration, song is receiving strong suprt in theatre and night club appearances
.• such entertainers as Julius La Rosa, Toni
rden and Marti Stevens. Moreover, hiin•eds of NBC radio-TV outlets across the
buntry will feature both the song and th(
cture as part of a special network salute to
ic Robert Montgomery program. This will
e timed to the appearance of Louis JourHH, who is co-starred in the film, on the
p-rated show. The song will be plugged
y hundreds of disk jockeys. Some 500 of
u- platter-spinners will receive background
ito in a special kit, including chatter scripts,
)r the production details. Copies of the
pript are available to exhibitors for local
Itation planting.
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Webb on WB 'Dragnet' P. A.
The nation will get a life-sized look at
Dragnet's" Joe Friday soon, as Jack W ebb
akes to the road on a 30-city tour to spark
August openings of the Warner film. Webb's
adio-TV cop pal, Hen .Alexander (Frank
5nlith), and writer Richard Breen will be
long to take part in a special act to feature
he p.a.'s. The actor-producer, whose rise
o success has made dum-de-da-dum a naional byword, should be one of the biggest
irawing cards on the p. a. circuit, with his
;normous following.

Co-Op on 'Witness'
1 United Artists has augmented its "WitncsI 10 Murder" campaign with a series of nanional co-op ads and promotions estimated
to reacl) some 52,000,000. UA special events
dept. has prepared 30x40 poster announcc,ments of the Ulysse Nardin Watches $7(MKI
contest on "The Most Unusual Fvent I Was
Ever Witness To . . . Posters are also going
to all UN dealers, with the watch firm in
turn plugging the film with special window
and counter display kit and postcards, featuring star Barbara Stanwyck, for mailing U>
local customer lists. Other co-ops featun
(Continued on Page 28)

Denver

Has

A Premiere

If there's any C(uestinn about the movies' resurgence in popularity, one need only take
a look at what happened in Denver when "River of No Return" had its inaugural at the
opening of Fox ' Inter-Mountain's sumptuous Centre Theatre. Intertwined, the campaigns
for the debut of the movie and the theatre were giants of showmanship had thousands out
ill a heavy wet spring snow, to watch the stars and celebrities enter the new milliondollar house.
Inside, with Ethel Merman emceeing the proceedings, there was a parade of 18 screen
personalities as Fox- Intermountain board chairman Charles P. Skouras and president Frank
H. Ricketson (shown with Miss Merman, below) watched their faith in the movie industry
blossom. Among them were Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers, Charles Coburn, Dale
Robertson, Dan Dailey, Te.x Ritter. Forrest Tucker, Rita Moreno, Steve Cochran, Robert
Wagner, Tony Romano, Mary Murphy, Joanne Gilbert and several more.
Newspaper coverage was tremendous. Both the Denver Post and the Rocky Mountain
News accorded the event
probably the greatest coverage by city newspapers since
.Atlanta throbbed with "Gone
With the Wind." The front
page of the News (see above)
was highlighted by the
crowds that jammed around
the theatre to catch a glimpse
of the stars, with bobbysockcrs squealing continually
as they recognized the stars.
The next time anyone tells
you the movies is a dead
duck, tell them to go to —
Denver.
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L & M cigarettes; Hollywood lircad wilh
local level ads in key cxchanfjc areas, backed
by counter cards and window streamers; the
star's favorite recipes will be plugged in
1,000,000 booklets to be distributed in supermarkets by Munising Woodenware and G.
F. Hcublcin Foods, and a 3-foot standee of
Stanwyck modeling Aqnascutium raincoats
will flood some 1200 department stores and
women's shops.

Chi 'PlaygirV Opening
"Playgirl" campaign in Chicago for world
premiere at the United Artists theatre
grabbed plenty of publicity concentrating on
TV-radio, newspapers and stunts. Beauty
consultant Toni Gale led the parade of air
and newspaper support with 20 appearances
in five days and several features in the
dailies. There were four contests: By TV's
'Hi Ladies" to find potential models; Bireley's "Playgirl" scrambled letter contest,
|)ublicized via the juice outfit's truck fleet
and thousands of point of sale cards, and
two more model competitions run by some
35 suburban newspapers.

Record Color Ads on 'Demetrius'
Calculated to reach a readership of 189,519.000, 20th Century-Fox has blue-printed
the largest national color ad campaign in its
history for the forthcoming "Demetrius and
the Gladiators." Ads are designed to point
up that "Demetrius" is a sequel to "The
Robe" — and what better recominendation
than this great entertainment spectacle?
Huge audience penetration — all in one or
two page color spreads, will begin in May,
with Life, May 31, and Look, June 15, both
two-pagers. The four major newspaper magazine sections "This Week", "American
Weekly", "Parade" and "Pictorial Review"
will carry the full color splashes in early
June. July issues of the 10 top fan magazines, on the newsstands in May, will carry
the double truck.

Big Florida 'Miami Story' Bally
Wometco did it up brown for Columbia's
"The Miami Story'', keying the pace for a
state-wide series of openings. Groundwork
was laid with a special screening for the
press and influential groups. Once started
f Continued on Page 29)

Hillbilly tack was employed by Rialto Theatre in Atlanta for UA's "Southwest Passage" premiere. Band was delivered by buckboard wagon, provided tempo for world premiere with square
dances in street and Confederate cash giveaways.
Old-time autos highlighted the debut of U-I's "Genevieve" in S-W nabe art houses. Ancient
cars paraded through central city and theatre nabe locations, had heads turning all through it!nernary. Managers Mcrris Connor and Chet Woerner worked up the stunt.

Dietz'

Tailored

P. R.

Howard Dietz last week demonstrated thii
value of discernment in public relation:
methods. The MGM ad-publicity impres ,
sario addressed several hundred ladies of ;
movie preview group, representing influcn
tial women's organizations. Spread wid<
across the podium was a banner proclaminj
Metro's 30 years in movie business. It wa;
an impressive piece of pictorial salesmanship, and the occasion called for, ostensibly ,
a ponderous message from the representativ< i
of the great Leo.
The eminent speaker started in a sombei
tone. He talked about the value of th<|
motion picture as a medium of progress towards the morals and modes of the world
But those who knew Dietz detected a
twinkle in his eye, and soon the entire audience was perked up. When the movies was
under attack for not exercising this purpose'
several years ago, he recalled, a prominent
attorney queried him in a forum as to why
"this mighty instrument was being misused" when it could be such a forceful factor
in "mankind's acquiring Utopia." Dietz had
prepared a flowery speech, but not an
answer to this question. Tearing up his
speech, he proceeded to reply in a light,
humorous vein. "If every movie has a message to aid a problem that improves society,
then we will have Utopia. In Utopia there
are no problems. Consequently, we will
have no movies." By this time they were
laughing, relaxed.
Continuing, Dietz took out what he
termed some notes on highlights of Metro's
30 years. There was a sort of settling back
— but not for long. These were the highlights he recalled:
Entranced by Garbo, he asked her to have
dinner with him the following Thursday.!
"How do I know," she intonated, "I vill be
hongry
At theThursday?"
glittering preview of GWTW in
Atlanta, as the imposing array of stars detrained for the great affair, the band struck
up "Dixie". Vivian Leigh turned to him and,
enthralled, burst out with: "Lock, they're
playing the song from our picture!"
And there was, recently, the obnoxious
name-dropper, Dietz recounted, who addressed everyone by his first name, whether
he knew them or not. The guy collared
Dietz, bubbled: "Howard, just had lunch
with Nick and Spyro; I was only two tables
away. They raved about that new Shakespearian movie." "What was it?", Dietz asked
reluctantly. "Julius," he replied.
These are samples of a speaker's knowledge of an audience in public relations. The
MGM executive knew to what this group
would respond. The "Sidelights" of Metro's
30 years reminded them of the great entertainment and stars produced by the studio,
drew them closer to movies in general.
The industry could do itself a world of
good by inducing Howard Dietz to undertake a speaking tour. He has mastered the
art of making people laugh with us.
B. S.
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I'.ontinued from Page 28)
lu- ball was kept rolling with siicli stunts (in
o-op with a used car dealer) as a battered
ir peppered with bullet holes, bannered and
cut around town as a getaway car; at the
ircmiere, the car was auctioned ofF with proleds going to charity. Plane-born banners
lotted the sky over Miami; local race track
tiad a race dubbed "The Miami Story Handi;ip"; soda fountains throughout the city had
, "Miami Story Sundae". Some 5(),0(K)
iK-cial messages went out in a direct mail
ampaign, from lists supplied by local organizations. Climactic stunt at the premiere
1,1(1 the film prints delivered to the three
luatres by armored truck under guard. The
uvvspapers, radio and TV caught it all and
ransniitted it to the public. Impetus generik'd by the Miami three-theatre premiere
-hot the film into upstate openings with
^ratifying results.
New 'Jolson' Pressbook
(Olumbia's reissue of "The Jolson Story"
[features a new pressbook incorporating the
Mirectional sound factor that has been added
|o the picture. IMg catchlinc in all the adpublicity-exploitation facets is "Greater
(Than Ever With 1954's Miracle of Sound!"
It's a must for efpiipped theatres.

kicked off the midwest promotion on "The
Rocket Man" with field trips to Indianapolis,
Toledo and Cincinnati to set up the regional
hallys.
Metro's "Executive Suite'' practically
dominates the May 3 issue of Newsweek,
taking over the cover, an inside description
on Page 15, an article on the first news page
telling how "Hollywood Discovers Drama in
Business", and a five-page feature review.
Cosmopolitan's May issue has six pages of
art and stories on Walt Disney's most famous heroines and the girls who inspired
them. Same issue has Louclla Persons citing RKO's "Carnival Story" with star Anne
Baxter in the spotlight.
UA wants to invite Millions to be its guest
at the Sutton for the New York opening of
"Man With a Million". Only trouble is there
are only a handful of "Millions" in the five
boroughs' phone directories. But if your
name is Million(s), you're in.
Beverly Garland is going over big with
her p.a.'s on behalf of Columbia's "The
Miami Story." The brunette has covered
Miami, Hartford, Boston, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and New \'ork, garnering attention
via newspapers, TV and radio.

Briefs
Ten forthcoming UA releases will be
plugged on the new NBC-TV network show,
"Your Lucky Stars," beginning Sunday.
May 15.
The fabulous Disneyland, a $9,000,000
amusement park project that will cover a
160-acre tract in California, peopled with
Disney characters and exhibits, is expected
to be ready for opening next year.
20th-Fox special events director Leo I'illot

Striking display for 20th-Fox's "River of No Return" at N. Y. offices of Trans-World Airlines.
Location filming in Canada was basis for airline
coop, with TWA reciprocating with scene stills
and star shots of M. Monroe and R. Mitchum.

'Riot' OK'd in Prison Journal
A limited but impressive audience
will know about the authenticity of
Walter Wanger's "Riot in Cell Block
11" for Allied Artists release. Current
issue of The Prison Journal, in an
article entitled "What Have the States
Done About Riots", terms the film
"masterful . . . Walter Wanger has
(lone an outstanding job . . . He has
not tried to appeal to the sensational
. . . simply because he does not have
to." Showmen may not quite share
the writer's feelings about "sensational" opportunities, but they'll find the
going easier in getting co-ops from
local penal institutions.

Off-the-amusement-page ads, using a news
format, were responsible for top-heavy grosses
at the Goldman Randolph and Goldman Theatres in Philadelphia. Above, one of the series of
ads on "Indiscretion of an American Wife";
below, news aype ad on "Miami Story." Both
hypoed business, with "Indiscretion" getting a
house record for a Columbia picture, topping
the previous mark established by "Miss Sadie
Thompson."

Card To Ooor Man?or
FREE ADMISSION

JUBILEE

TRAIL

H€LL'5 HALf AC«£'
TOUR NUMBtR IS
COME AT ONCf lO THE
IS I A.\TO\ TiiKATni: mW/h
AND If TOUR NUMBER IS POSTED — TOO WIU Bt OUR
GUEST TO SEE TWO OUTSTANDING HATURIS . . .
wllh EVEITN
& WENOEll ACHK"
CORET
IIAIJ
/S KETES
"III'LI
Slorrlng
ORRESTK lOCKER
JOAN "
LtSUI
THAU
IIII.K
"H RAlSTON-f
«...! VERA

Model in medieavel costume — ah, those good
old days! — generated impressive publicity for
opening of "Prince Valiant" at the Town, Balti"lore. Mgr. holds spear used as part of bally.

Jo
Stanley-Warner manager Al Plough
in Philadelphia used the lucky number gimmick to bally
Republic's "Jubilee Trail" and "Hell's Half
Acre", with pretty model and big poster as
the eye-attractions.
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'Witness'
Stanwyck

in

Gets
Another

Shock

Treatment

Gasper

The mounting terror, suspense and thrills evoked by a pair of
other Barbara Stanwyck films are big- selling points of "Witness to
Murder". Association of the star with such spine-tinglers as "Double
indemnity" and "Sorr}-. Wrong Number." along with the suave menace of (ieorge Sanders for added star power are another i)air of sales
bulwarks. The United Artists cam])aign has capitalized these and sock
shock values in a stark series of ads and paj^er featuring the murder
scene and some i)rovocative copy that will null plenty of ctistomers.
The partial ad at right (4-c()l.) illustrates the principal art as the
murder is committed. Teaser copy — symbolic of the other ads and
jwsters — begins: "Vou toss sleeplessly. You get up to close the blind.
Suddenly you're struck numb with fear at what you see ! You call the
police, but they won't believe you ... no one believes you . . . except
the murderer himself!" Also prominent in the shock vein is the fall
from the top of a building, with the scarehead : "All The Way Down
She Kept Screaming . . . 'He Pushed Me ... He
Pushed Me ... He Pushed ]\Ie'/' the latter three
l)hrases in diminishing se(pience, exclamated by a
falling body. Three-sheet (also available in 3and 2-col. ads), shown at bottom right, is variation of this angle. The line, "Topping the
Thrills of 'Doul)le Indemnity' and '.Sorry, Wrong
Number!'," is worked into most of the ads.
Third of the major themes combines the murder scene with a paraphrase: "See no murder . . .
Hear no murder . . . Speak no murder" — each
with the star in dramatically suitable shots — climaxed by "No One Will Believe You — Except the
Murderer Himself!" \'ariations of this are used
in the herald spread (see below), r)-sheet, lobby
displays, and several of the ads. Key art stills, for
making up ads and lobby displays to fit the showman's own concei)tion of the selling angles to use,
round uj) a topflight sus])ense shock jM-omotion.
/S. Teaser
I I fects.
on the long
you" angle.
star In terror.

ads grab the shock efSingle column capitalizes
fall and "Won't believe
Two-col. teasers feature

in
of the
OTwo
inside of
cover andelennents
formhighlight
the ads
the 6x9 herald. Art work on cover
makes it a must for reader to open
to compelling spread.

\V ITfsll
GARY Iv'tl
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STUNTS
Several promotions built around the title and
the.me make promising stunts. Lobby novelty
uses handwriting expert for free analyses of
portion of script, concerning an anonymous letter,
with display of various characteristics found and
stills. Good for throwaways, too.
Camera fans contest is suggested for the best
photos of sights they were "Witness To." Best
entries could make a topflight lobby display. Ik
sure to stress the first two words in bold letters.
UA has a nationwide tie-up with Ulysse Nardyn
Watches in a similar vein with $7000 in the temperature adjusted watches to winners. Ulysse
Xardyn is supi)lying full promotion kit to theatres for lobby, newspaper and counter displays.
POSTERS
'I'licrc-'s a hunidintici"
of a set of posters and
lobbies, ba.sed on tlie
sbock
sbeet treatment.
at right,'I'biccalso
a\ailablc as a 14x36 insert card, offers the
stark thrill elements,
with the plummeting
figure given almost
dimcnsional
effect iin
diminishing "He puslied
me ..." layout. Ads,
similar to tiiis, are
available in three- and
t -coin inns. .'>ix - sheet
works on tile "See no
. . . Hear no . . ." angle
(see herald, left); 1sheet
features art used
in ad at top.

<sTANWYCK
BARBARA
(SFORGf {slanders
ITNE6S
|_^'^ (J RIDER

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of the issue

Witness

to Murder

a Stanwyck's penchBarbar
ant for playing probably the
screen's must terrified woman
is given rampant opportunities
in the Chester Erskine screenan accidental witl)lay nessabout
to a murder.
The murderer is revealed in
the opening scene of the picture. Awakened by a nightmare. Stanwyck looks out of
her window to see (leorge Sanders in the act of strangling a

/

girl in his apartment. Her hysterical pleas bring the police,
but by the time they arrive, a
composed Sanders has destroyed any evidence of a
crime. He then sets out methodical y t ) prove the girl is
insane, l)ringing about her commitment to a psychiatric institution. \\'hen a sympathetic
police officer wins her release,
the diabolical Sanders plots her
as a "suicide".
death
Practically
assured of a perfect crime, Sanders finds his

i

This Is what Barbara Stanwyck (at top) sees when awakened by a nightmare and
looks out her window. Murderer and his victim are George Sanders and Lyn Thomas.

opportunity to murder Stanwyck goes afoul when the girl
breaks away from him and escapes to the apartment roof. Ii'.
the hair-raising chase that follows, the murderer corners her
and is about to dispose of her
over the rooftop when a lastsecond rescue by the police has
Sanders falling to his death instead of his wold-be victim.
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(Continued jnim Page 6)
a right to your own convictions along with the responsibility
for them."
That was the gist of the prepared speech, the one which
was printed in the Press. The one that was really made was
just as eloquent and. in parts, somewhat franker. Excerpts:
■"Never before has there arisen a problem pertaining to
one company but embracing the entire industry as this dispute
over stereophonic sound ..."
"The reason we went into CinemaScope in the first place
uas that we felt we should act to the utmost of our ability to
stop the rot caused by television . . ."
"Though we developed it entirelv from our own resources, we made no attempt to kvep it from use by the industry as a whole, to maintain it entirelv in our own power. '
"No medium in the history of the business was so effectively organized and promoted in so short a time . . ."
"Not Pleasant to Fight"
All this was listened to attentatively, but there was no api)lause. Al Lichtman followed. He made a full, frank and
supremely honest disclosure: nine days earlier, he confessed,
he met Ben Marcus, now president of Allied, who, after saying that CinemaScope had brought people back into the theatres, added. "But you have rendered a disservice to several
thousand exhibitors ... by not permitting them to show CinemaScope pictures without stereophonic sound ... If you
would relax, you would bring an additional 18 to 20 million
people back into the theatres".
That conversation. Lichtman added, had precipitated the
round-table meeting with exhibitors. "If we had followed the
line of least resistance and had not fought for what we believe
in — namely, that CinemaScope pictures with full stereophonic
sound can greatly improve business in the theatres — we could
easily have made a simple announcement that anybody who
wanted to play CinemaScope i)ictures could do so with or
without stereophonic sound. In the final analysis, it is not
[jleasant to fight with lifelong friends and customers . . . 1
want, however, to make it clear that the time has come when
we feel we do not wish to deprive any exhibitor from showing
CinemaScope pictures, either with full stereophonic sound,
with single magnetic sound, or with single optical sound track.
"As soon as it is practicable, we will reduce CinemaScope
jiidures to 2D size, and re-record them — and if that is your
wish it will be comjjlied with, though in my opinion it would
be rank retrogression. Remember, a year ago 2D pictures
were flo|)ping. The public was getting pictures ecpial to them
on TV."
Al this point the fir.-l applause burst through the room:
a ^ponlarleous expression of relief, and a sign of the audience's admiration of the frankness and fairness with which the
issue was being discussed. There had clearly been no attempt
to "rig" the meeting, or to "fix" the outcome.
The hatid« la|)s made sweet music to the men on the dais.
For months they had been buffeted and bruised.
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they had been on the defensive. Now came the soothing balm
of knowledge that in spite of all the sticks and all the stones,
they had accomplished what they had set out to do, and that
while they had aroused opposition, they had earned no real
antagonism.
A Precious Asset
Louis Rosenbaum. Alabama, in the very first question
from the floor, touched off the fuse when he asked what prolection would be given those exhibitors who had already installed CinemaScope from those who would now be able to
play it without stereophonic sound? Mr. Rosenbaum was assured of all protection possible w ithin the law : but the interesting aspect of his intervention was not the question, or the
answer. It was the indication it gave that CinemaScope had
become a highly-prized, money-making project of great boxoffice value.
Ben Marcus. Allied President, added similar note of commendation. He was not particularly concerned w ith the matter
of protection, he said. "I am thinking of the overall good of
the industry. If I am equipped for stereophonic sound, and
mv competitor is not, I have no need to worry. What we do
have to worry about is bringing millions of people back to
our theatres."
Herb Brown, of Greenfield, Massachusetts, who asked
permission to mount the dais, read a letter which he had
written to "Film Bulletin", the nub of which was that stereophonic sound wasn't worth the money. He said that patrons
of another theatre, which was not wired for stereophonic
sound, but which advertised its sound as "photophonic" or
something similar, had come to him commenting favorably on
it. He urged Fox's complete capitulation on the sound issue,
and drew applause when he added. "'Capitulation can only
earn the respect and support which the company deserves".
Walter Nighthold, Goshen, New York: "I'm not sorry 1
put in CinemaScope and stereophonic sound . . . There is a
difference between optical and magnetic. Don t kid yourself
there's not. The public knows the difference."
I. J. Hoffman, Connecticut: "I do think exhibitors who
went along with Fox when it launched CinemaScope should
receive some special consideration. The company cannot. 1
agree, compete by confining itself to a limited number of theatres, but I feel that the fellows who lagged behind should not
be allowed to run home w ith the bacon".
Nate \amins. Fall River, Mass.: "CinemaScope is wonderful in itself. But CinemaScope in a relatively few isolated
theatres won't have the imjiact which will bring millions of
people back to the theatre. 2()th Centurv has lost |;art of the
system's advantages by not making it available to all."
Harry Seitz. New England: "'Everybody is f)raising CinemaScope tothe skies. Our business is wonderful. It is great.
!>ut if we are going to see CinemaScope pictures released in
21) w<> shall be going back to the davs when business was
Irxing Dollinger. New Jersey: ""The best wav to gel our
lousy".
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lost 30 million people back into the theatre is to hit them with
CinemaScope and the only way to do that is to get it into
every theatre in the country. That means single track optical
sound for many houses. If full stereophonic sound is substantially better than single track, the man who is using it
will sooner or later force his competitor to follow suit."
Mrs. Ethel Miles. Columbus. Ohio: "I am afraid that a
meeting like this will stampede. Vie were stampeded into
scrapping 3D. but 3D was good. CinemaScope. too. will die if
we don't use it properly. I notice one very important thing.
Like many other people I didn't feel stereophonic sound was
worth the money. But I notice the public has been "sold" on it.
The customer is buying it when the exhibitor isn't. It would
be a great shame if we were to scrap the one thing that distinguishes usfrom TV".
M. B. Horwitz. Cleveland. Ohio: "The whole question
boils down to which is better — magnetic or optical. Give me
full stereophonic. Give me magnetic. Don't let us be railroaded into accepting a substitute".

Back to the Horse

<& Buggy?

Leonard (ioldenson. Anu-rican Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres: "X^e as a company have spent more than anvone
else on CinemaScope and stereophonic sound. e have an
investment of over S6.0()0.000. We are also in television.
20th Century-Fox has done more than any other company to
educate the public into recognizing there is a great diflference
between television and the motion picture theatre. Those who
don t put in modern equipment are going hack to the days of
the old country store and the horse and buggy, and some w ill
go out of business altogether."
^ hen Joe Barr. Indianapolis, intervened to say "Let's
throw the whole problem back to 20th Century-Fox and let

Mrs.

Miltfs

up with the industry's technical advances. And we are sure
that, by so doing, we shall have a better, more prosperous
future.
Nobody used those precise words, but the sentiment was
implicit in the views expressed by almost all the speakers.
And, as the preceding record indicates. 20th Century-Fox had
the delicious experience of almost unanimous endorsement
for its product and its program : endorsement w hich had been
submerged under the hostility engendered by the company's
original "all-or-nothing" writ. Only when that writ was withdrawn was it possible fully to discern the industry's appreciation of the CinemaScope conception.
No

Dissent

When the vote was taken in the mid-afternoon of May 6.
there was not a dissenting voice. The exhibitors present called
for. and were promised. CinemaScope prints with full magnetic sound, with single track magnetic and with single track
optical. That 20th Century-Fox's statesmanlike handling of
the problem had removed the last traces of ill-feeling was
obvious.
And so Spyros Skouras. Al Lichtman. Bill Gehring.
Charlie Einfeld. and their associates, must have gone home
that night feeling enormously relieved and slightly surprised.
For the ranks of those who. only a few weeks earlier, had
been almost violent in defense of their liberties, had closed
protectively around them. We don't know whether the Greeks
ever quote the Romans, but if they do. Spyros Skouras had
every excuse that night for recalling Shakespeare. Act III,
Scene II of "Julius Caesar":
"fr/Vn</,s. Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears.
I come to bury Caesar, not to praise him.
The evil that men do. lives after them.
The good is oft interred with their bones:
So let it be u ith Caesar. The noble Brutus
Hath told you Caesar was ambitious ;
If it icere so, it teas a grievous fault.
.And grievously hath Caesar answered it.
* * -.f: * * *

them decide". Spyros Skouras drew a laugh with the retort:
"\^e got plenty hell for using our own judgment up to now I"
That was the tenor of the debate: CinemaScope is good;
stereophonic sound is a valuable asset; magnetic sound is
better than optical. But we exhibitors, convinced as we are of
He hath brought many captives home to Rome.
these things, need time to put in the necessary equipment. \^e
Whose ransoms did the general coffers fill.
know that, if we don't, we will go out of business eventually.
Did this in Caesar seem ambitious?
So we vote for total freedom of action. \^e feel that, given
When thai the poor have cried. Caesar hath wept.
such freedom, we shall contrive ways and means of keeping
Ambition should be made of sterner stuff ...
The principals in the meeting at which 20th Century-Fo« lifted the barrier to exhibition of CinemaScope films
without stereophonic sound. Left to right: Spyros Skouras speaking. Charles Einfeld seeated, Earl Sponable,
William C. Gehring and Al Lichtman; Allied president voicing his views in the midst of a group of exhibitors
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February
eiTTER CREEK Bill Elliott. Director Thomas D. Carr.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Out to avenge
death of his murdered rancher brother, Elliott picks
up friends and sweetheart who save him in the
showdown battle. 74 min.
HIGHWAY
DRAGNET
Richard
Conte,Juran.
Joan Producer
Bennett,
Wanda Hendrix.
Director
Nathan
William F. Broidy. Suspense melodrama. Hitch-hiking
ex-Marine becomes involved in murder, becomes object
of a five-state manhunt. 7! min.
RIOT IN CELL BLOCK 11 Neville Brand, Leo Gordon.
Carleton Younn. Producer Walter Wanger. Director
Don Sienel.andPrison
riot spreads
until
Gavernor
Statemelodrama.
Militia areJailcalled
in to quell
♦he prisoners. 80 min.
March
DRAGONFLY SQUADRON John Hodiak, Barbara Britton, Bruce Bennett. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
John Champion. War drama. Rigid disciplinarian takes
over Korean airfield before invasion, is wounded in air
attack, but his trained flyers come to the rescue. 84 min.
PARIS PLAYBOYS Bowery Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director William Beaudlne. Comedy. Huntz Hall is
sent to Paris believed to be a French scientist, concocts
a formula that proves even more potent than the
original scientist's. 62 min.
LOOPHOLE Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Huches. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Drama. Bank teller. $50,000 short in his
accounts, tracki down phony bank examiner, recovers
loot and job. 80 min.
A pril
ARROW IN THE DUST Technicolor. Sterling Hayden.
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goetz. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory.
Is regenerated.
min. through
MR. POTTS GOES TO MOSCOW George Cole. Nadia
Gray. Produced & directed by Mario Zampi. Comedy.
Sanitary ennineer mixes briefcases with atomic scientist
setting off chase through Russia and Europe. 93 min.
PRIDE OP THE BLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges, Vera Miles.
Director William Beaudlne. Producer Hayes Goeti.
Racetrack drama. Filmed In color. Ambitious racehorse trainer noes bio time, comes to earth when kid
jockey rides horse trainerMahad
y saved to victory. 71 min.
FORTY-NINERS, THE Wild Bill Elliott. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Thomas Carr. Western.
U. S. Marshal poses as killer to trap three killers one
of whom !s sheriff of gold-boom town. 71 min.
Coming
BOWERY BOYS MEET THE MONSTERS, THE Bowery
Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Boys become involved with mad doctor, electronic robot and gorilla who hopes to get human brain.
DESPERADO, THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
to free Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war,
youig man is doublecrossed by friend and framed
for murder.
GHOST
OF Carlo,
O'LEARY,Barry
THE Fitigerald.
Technicolor.Comedy.
David Niven.
Yvonne de
Irish
f«ntaty -"Ifh comic flavor. 80 min.
SONS OF THE NAVY Jan Sterling. Neville Brand. Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when executive
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
in battle.
Returns
home a hero to marry girl he loves.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. D!r*ctr<r
Lewis 0. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ei-convict Is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws.
COLUMBIA
February
CHARGE OF THE LANCERS Technicolor Pauletle Goddard. Jean Pierre Aumont. Director William Castle
Producer Sam Katiman. Romantic adventure Lancers
aided by new cannon, take supposedly impregnable
naval base at Sebastapol durinr Crimean V/^r 74 min.
FILM
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MISS SADIE THOMPSON 3D Technicolor. Rita Hayworth, Jose
Ferrer,
Ray. Melodrama
Director Curtis
Bernhardt. Producer
JerryAldoWald.
with music.
the Somerset
of "entertainer"
aFrom
tropical
island whoMaugham
becomes story
involved
with a batch onof
Marines and fanatical, hypocritical missionary. 91 min.
V^ILD ONE, THE Marlon Brando. Director Laslo Benedek.
Producerterrorize
Stanle/ town
Kramer.
Melodrama.
Bandforce
of hotrodders
until indionant
citizens
law
to clamp down. Eventual regeneration of ringleader
comes through love and innate decency. 79 min.
March
BAIT Cleo Moore. Hugo Haas, John Agar. Directorproducer Huoo Haas. Outdoor drama. Old prospector marries pretty q\r\ and Involver her in plot to
murder his young partner with whom he shares a
rich gold strike. 79 min.
BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor. George Montgomery. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Western drama. Spit and polish officer tries to
run
fort
in
by the "book".
After
learning whathostile
real Indian
fightingterritory
is, he succeeds
In arranging
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
IT SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU Judy Holllday, Peter
Lawford. Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Comedy. Girl, yearning for fame, invests her
savings to have her name In lights on Broadway sign.
Resultant fame and furor disillusions her, drives her
into arms of young idealistic photographer. 87 min.
A pril
DRIVE A CROOKED ROAD
Mickey Rooney. Director
Richard Ouine. Producer Jonle Taps. Drama. A pint-size
auto mechanic is invelnled Into a holdup gang by a
pretty nirl. Girl repents as she falls In love with the
guy, aids him in breakino up the gang. 82 min.
IRON GLOVE, THE Technicolor. Robert Stack, Ursula
Thiess. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Historical adventure. Swashbuckler built around
Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne. 77 min.
JESSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor. Brett
King, Barbara Lawrence. MDirector
William Castle. Proay melodrama.
ducer Sam Katzman. Western
Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
out to net the loot of the notorious bandit. In showdown
Daltons are
out to battle,
be Confederate
bills.wiped
45 min.out and money turns
MAD MAGICIAN, THE 3D Vincent Price, Mary l.lurphy,
Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy.
Horror melodrama. Illusion genius, prevented by his
boss from usinc hi; creations as a stage magician,
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey. Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment of rifles to outpost completes his mission despite Apaches, treachery and romance. 46 min.
MIAMI STORY, THE Barry Sullivan, Adele Jergens. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears. Melodrama.
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience
to expose crime syndicate. 75 min.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones, Montgomery C.i t. Director Vittorio de SIca.
Producers David O. Selznick and de SIca Drama. Made
in
Italy. film.
l"Blryl»
language
63 min. Thief"! de Sica's first English
SARACEN CLADC. THE Technicolor. Ricardo Montalban,
Betta St John Producer Sam Katiman. Director William Castle, Costume melodrama. 13th century swashb\ir<-\-' wl'h Mon».»IK»n Jin
unevendett.i to avenge his
father's murder, joining In the Crusades. 76 min.
JUNGLE
MANEATERS Johnny Weissmuller, Karin Booih.
Richard Stapley.
Coming

to Give

You

Features

HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lann. Melodrama
Korean war veteran becomes involved with marrlec
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner ii
murder to achieve selfish ends.
OUTLAW STALLION, THE Technicolor. Phil Carey
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DIrec
tor
F. Sears.
devotion U
wild Fred
stallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
THEY RODE WEST Donna Reed, Robert Francis. DIrec
tor Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmll. Western
Doctor atwhen
frontier
Arm-y post toincurs
offlcers
he administers
hostileenmity
Indians.of fellcI. F. E.

ANITA GARIBALDI Italian. Subtitles. Anna Magnan;
Raf Vallone. Directors Goffredo Allessandrini. France
Rosl. Drama. Story of Garibaldi's battle to unite Ital',
in the
mld-l9th
wife'sdeath.
loyalty95andmin.
braver>| ,
in
cause,Century
causingandher histragic
MY HEART SINGS Subtitles. Ferruccio Tagliavini. Di !
rector Mario Mattoll. Comedv v/iih music. Two pettyi
renegades discover younci e ectrian with fine operatic;
voice,with
p lace
him Impressario.
under confrart
and plot to exploi'
him
operatic
99 min.
SENSUALITA English. E!ecncra Rossi Drago. Ponti
De Laurentis proouciicn.
Director Ciemenie Fracassi
April
Drama.
of two men and a girl ir
the
wheat "Bitter
fields ofRIcp"
Italy.sto'"y
72 min.
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP English Language
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa, DeLaurentis Producers
Director Duilio Coletti. War drama. Deals with the ad
Coming
ventures
frogmen during World War II
V/ar
II. of Italian Navy

June
AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Marlino. Director
Clemente
Fracassi.princess
Opera. and
Verdi's
tween Egyptian
slavestory
girl offorrivalry
love beo
Egyptian officer.
HUSBAND
FOR ANNA, A English Language. Silvana
Pampanini. Producer D. F. Davanzatl. Director G. Df
Santis. Drama. Trials and tribulations of woman Ir
search of love and husband.
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE English Language. Marine
Vlady. Producer NIccolo Theodoll. Director L. Dt
Felice.
Story of love between two 15-yearolds
whichDrama.
ends tragically.
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Sllvanc
Pampanini, Eleonore Rossi Drago, Vittorio Gassman
Producers Dino De Laurentis & Carol Ponti. Directoi
Luigl Comenclni. Drama. Expose of vice ring involv
Ing girls who enter dance marathon.
LIPPERT
February
pUEEN
OF SHEEA
Leonora
Ruffo.
GinoFranclscI
Cervi. Pro
ducer Mario
Francisci.
Director
Pletro
Bib
Ileal spectacle. Queen of Sheba leads her armit
against Solomon's forces in Jerusalem, 1000 B.C., i
captured and makes her escape. After a battle and ai
avalanche, she is freed of "marriage" vows to paqai
gods and marries Solomon's son. 99 min.
WI WANT A CHILD Ruth Brejnholm, Jorgen Reenberg
Directors Alice O' Fredericks. Lau Lauritzen. Drama
Married young girl desiring child cannot have one
while
her unwanted
best t'riend
has Finally
an unfortunate
bears an
child.
young wifeaffair
become*n<
expectant and audience see actual birth of baby 76 mm
March
BLACKOUT
Dane Clark.
Belinda
Lee. Murder
Producerdrama.
Micha* /
Carreras. Director
Terence
Fisher.
down-and-out war veteran i: offered a $1000 mystery
job b.' d cirl whose father is later murdered. throwin<
suspicion on the veteran until he establishes that^ 'h*
girl's mother was resDonsible for the killing. 87 min.

CAIIJE MUTINY. THE Technicolor Humphrey Eogart,
Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer. Fred MacMurray, Robert
Francis, Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer, Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
hermin Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U, S. Navy destroyer 6gart plavs a neurotic captain. Johnson the extcu'ive
officer,
MacMurray
the prissy and
Keefcr,
Ferrer
Ih? defense
attorney
for theis mutineers
newcomer
Francis the Princeton lad who gets a ship of his own
FATHER BROWN Alec Guiness. Joan Greenwood. Director Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest FANGS OF THE WILD A Charles
Chaplin, Jr., Onilov
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for Stevens. Producer Robertpril
L Lippert. Jr, DIrecIo
#t-convicfs usinq it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
William
Claxton.
Murder
drama.
Boy and his dog
HELL CCLOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd Director
only witnesses to a cold-blooded killing in the woods
Mark
T.Tbson
Producers
Irvin';
Allen.
Albert
Broccoli
Se) adventure Murder and elements combine to make
Boy's story is not believed until the murderer's wifi
life Is threatened.
min. « chast In which the lad'
establishes
truth, 71
causing
complication for »-Navy skip.'jer in the Antarctic .
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LIPPERT (Continued)
HEAT WAVE Alex Nicol, Hillary Brooke. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Ken Hughes. Murder drama.
Faithless wite allows husband to drown a young novel.st, an unwitting accessory, keeps silent but tells police
after widow jilts him. May
COWBOY, THE Eastman Color. Producer-director,
Elmo Williams. Documentary feature. Photographed
in color on actual Southwest locations, story relates the
cowboy's true life from pioneer days to now. 49 min.
MONSTER FROM THE OCEAN FLOOR Anne Kimbell,
Stuart Wade. Producer Roger Corman. Director Wyott
' Ordung. Science-fiction. A girl skin-diver and scientist
in one-man submarine brave shark-infested waters to
' face a huge sea monster far under the ocean.
RIVER BEAT Phyllis Kirk, John Bentley. Producer Herman Cohen. Director Guy Green. Mystery drama. Girl
radio operator on U. S.' freighter becomes unwitting
une Teams with detective
accessory to diamond smugglers.
' to investigate murder and round up gang in chase.
BIG CHASE, THE Glenn Langan. Adele Jergens. Producer Robert L. Lippert, Jr. Director Arthur Hilton.
Action drama. Rookie cop goes on patrol car duty,
takes part in chase by auto, boat and helicopter that
ends in shooting of payroll robbers.
PAID TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hinds.
Director Montgomery Tully. Mystery drama. Desperate
business man hires thug to kill him so his wife can collect insurance. Changes his mind and barely escapes
death, to learn that his wife was responsible for
I close call.
Coming
DEADLY GAME, THE Lloyd Bridges. Producer, Robert
Dunbar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
novelist in southern Spain becomes involved in murder,
blackmail and smuggled microfilm of secret formulas.
RACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon. Producer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
drama. Former auto racing champion quits big race
when his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
comeback
Grand
Prix. and wins back his wife by winning the
SIEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
of
"Joan of Arc,"
who aspersuades
armythe toSpanish
resist Napoleon,
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
falls and French rule prevails.
TERROR SHIP William Lundigan, Naomi Chance. Producer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mystery drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds it has
been used to cache highly-explosive atomic formula.
Boards with
yachttheforsecret.
sea-chase after plotters attempt to
escape
UNHOLY FOUR. THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
Michael Carreras. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
drama. Hutband returns after four-year memory loss
to
tr:' and
murder
him. find which of wife's three suitors tried to
METHD-DDLDWYN-MAYER
February
LONG, LONG TRAILER, THE Ansco Color. Lucille Ball,
Desi Arnai, Mariorie Main. Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Comedy. Trials and tribulations of family life in a trailer. 94 min.
SAADIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer, Rita
Gam. Producer-director Albert Lewin. Costume melodrama. East-meets-West story of love and violence
in the Morrocan desert. 80 min.
March
ROSE MARIE CinemaScope-Kodacolor. Ann BIyth.
Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas. Producers Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. and Lawrence Weingarten. Director
Mervyn LeRoy. Musical outdoor drama. Romance and
murder in the Canadian north woods involving a beautiful girl, a trapper and a mountie. 104 min.
TENNESSEE CHAMP Ansco Color. Shelley Winters,
Dewey Martin. Keenan Wynn. Producer Sol Baer Fielding. Director the
Fred Lord
M. Wilcox.
Prizehisfighter
who believes
is in hisComedy.
corner and
slick
nianager
become
involved
with
a
blond
bombshell
along
the Mississippi river-front. 73 min.
A pril
EXECUTIVE SUITE William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck,
June Allyson. Frederic March. Walter Pidgeon, Paul
Douglas. Drama. Effect the death of a president of
a largq firm has on the first 4 vice-presidents. 104 min.
GYPSY COLT Ansco Color. Donna Corcoran, Ward
Bond, Frances Dee. Producers William Grady. Jr. and
Sidney Franklin Jr. Director Andrew Marton. Dram^.
A spirited black colt refuses to accept separation
from the little girl who raised him. 72 min.
RHAPSODY Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor. Vittorio Gassman. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director Charles
»idor. Love story. A beautiful woman
Europe holds
the lives and music careers of two youngin artists
May music. 115 min. in her
hands. Background of classical

PRISONER OF WAR Ronald Reagan, Steve Forrest.
Producer Henry Berman. Director Andrew Marton. War
drama. Army officer parachutes
Red prison camp
'une intoatrocities.
to check on stories of Communist
81 min.
MEN OF THE FIGHTING LADY Ansco. Van Johnson,
Walter Pidgeon, Louis Calhern, Frank Lovejoy. War
drama. Navy fighter iQuadron in Korea overcomes tremendous odds to save blinded pilot. 80 min.
STUDENT PRINCE, THE CinemaScope, Ansco Color.
Ann BIyth. Edmund Purdom. John tricson. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minelli. Musical. Film
version of Romberg's Coming
operetta. 107 min.
BEAU BRUMMEL Eastman. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era. dashing cavalry captain gains reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions lead to disaster.
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, LanaJl Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved in esoionage and romance in occupied Holland
during World War II.
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments
get aexplosive.
workout during the development of a new torpedo
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the91 problem
of sharing her
living room
13 males.
min.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama, comedy and pathos told entirely through the
medium of the dance.
JULIUS CABSAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason, Greer Garson. Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Historical
drama. Assassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus. Cassius et al. 121 min.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel marries Powell and takes her into the hills of
Oregon where she is faced with prospect of living with
his six semi-civilized brothers.
VALLEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor,
Eleanor Parker. Producer, Sam Zimbalist. Director R.
Pirosh. Adventure drama. Young archeologist aids
beautiful
girl ofto Egyptian
carry on Pharoah.
dead father's
find lost tomb
84 min. ambition ot
PARAMOUNT
February
ALASKA SEAS Robert Ryan, Jan Sterling. Producer
Mel Epstein. Director Jerry Hopper. Adventure drama.
Salmon fishermen plagued with thieves robbing their
traps, break the agng when the sweetheart of fishing
fleet becomes involved with one of the thieves. 78 min.
MONEY FROM HOME 3D Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director George
Marshall.debted toComedy.
a bookie Horseplayer
king. Orderedbecomes
to fix heavily
a race in-to
pay off he calls in veterinary interne pal who blows
up plot. 100 min.
March
Charlton
NAKED JUNGLE
Heston.
Producer Technicolor.
George Pal.Eleanor
DirectorParker,
Byron Haskin.
Adventure drama. South American plantation owner
considers his mail-order wife too elegant for rough
jungle life. She proves herself when plantation is attacked by hordes of soldies ants. 95 min.

Avoilabl* to exhibitors in May will
b* 23 footares, not counting a number
of reissues. Paramount is the only mo.
(or without a feature release. Columbia. RKO. Fox. UA, and Warners will
each hove a 3D film. Fox has the lone
CineffloScope entry. Eleven features
ore in color.
Toqqed for May release ore:
4 Dramas
5 Westerns
7 Melodramas
4 Adventures
1 Comedy
1 Documentary

FLAME AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner,
^ler Angeli,
CarlosBrooks.
Thompson. Producer Joe Pasternak.
Director
Richard
drama. Beautiful girl
oritting around
world fromRmantic
one love
affair to another
gets involved in web of intriaue and romance. 104 min.
FILM
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CASANOVA'S
NIGHTPaul Technicolor.
Bob Hope.
Joan
Fontaine. BIG
Producer
AprilJones. Director Norman
McLeod.anova IsComedy.
Hope,
mistaken
for
the
Cashired85 tomin.test the faithfulness oflover
another
man's fiancee.
NONE
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
in Ceylon, falls in love with his foreman and plans to
run away
withloves
him.her Plague
and in crisis she
finds
she still
husband.strikes
103 min.
e
n
u
J
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Nicole ducerMaurey,
Robert Young.
ProMel Epstine.Thomas
DirectorMitchell.
Jerry Hopper.
Melodrama.
American pilot stranded
in Peru joins a renegade in
Coming
searching for lost Inca treasure.
ABOUT ducerMRS.
LESLIEDirector
Shirley Daniel
Booth, Mann.
RobertDrama.
Ryan. WoProHal Wallis.
man
rooming
house
owner
finds
tenant's
problems
lead
her to reminisce about own past and ill-fated affair.
CONQUEST
SPACE George
Technicolor.
Eric Fleming.OFProducer
Pal. Walter
DirectorBrooke.
Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Zetterling. Producers a*d directors Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
psychiatrist has same commarriage finds the female
plex, gets involved in spy plot and murder. 103 min.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis.
Janet Leigh. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly anTauroq. nouncesComedy.
that Jerry Lewis is dying of radiation poisoning
and
he
is
given
one last fling at life by reporter
Janet Leigh.
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart, Grace
FreeHitchcock. Comedywithdrama.
Kelly. Director Alfredbecomes
Greenwich
involved
lance photographer
Village characters, society girl and murder.
SABRINA Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
WiMiam Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
chauffeur's
brothersfromfalla for
rich return;
Two she
Camedy. after
in Paris.
yeartheir
daughter
Mangano.
Silvana
Douglas,
Kirk
ULYSSES Technicolor.
Mario
Directorfeats
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
Produced byAdventure
of
Camarini.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
REPUBLIC
February

Hirsch. Lloyd Nolan, Joan Vohs.
CRAZYLEGSHall EIroy
Bartlett. Director Francis Lyon. Sport
Producer
Hirsch from
Ail-American
of
Life
drama.
to his present starring
up"Crazylegs"
his high
role
with school
the Losfootball
AngelesdaysRams.
87 min.
Wanda Hendrix.
SEA OF LOST SHIPS John Derek,Action
melodrama.
Walter Brennan, Richard Jaeckel.up together
out
fall the
grown
have are
who but
youngof me
Two
fighting
in
reunited
girl,
a
because
arctic while on ice patrol with the
the
of
dangers
U. S. Coast Guard. 85 min.
March
Directorto
Tucker.assigned
Leslie,Air Forrect
NURSEWarJoan
FLIGHTDwan.
Force nurse,
drama.
Allan
her
locating
in
Korean duty, at first more interested molded
by war
sweetheart than in doing Mherayduty, is stature.
nun.
90
into woman of heroic and responsible

Stan Freberg.
GERALDINE John Carroll. Mala Powers,
Director R. G. Springsteen.
Producer Sidney Picker.
April
oisPan Alley publicity
with music.
Comedy young
golden
with girl
collegeTinmusic instructor
covers
eventually interests
voice, interested only in folka songs,
him in popular music and marriage license. 90 mm.
JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie.
Forrest Tucker. Associate producer-director Joseph I.
Kane. Outdoor drama. California trader meets and
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic complications when she learns
he has a son by unmarried
Coming
Spanish girl. 103 min.
HELL'S HALF ACRE Wendell Corey. Evelyn Keyes,
Elsa Lanchester. Associate producer-director John H.
Auer.
melodrama.
to Honolulu
to checkMystery
on husband
reportedWoman
killed goes
at Pearl
Harbor
in
1941
but
his
crime-ridden
past
destroys
hope for
the revival of marriage. 91 min.

1 Science Fiction

BULLETIN

RED GARTERS Technicolor. Rosemary Clooney. Jack
Carson, Guy Mitchell. Producer Pat Duggan. Director
George Marshall. Western musical comedy. Fanciful
yarn to
revolves around
arrivalKiller
in California
town
ofMitchell's
his brother.
turns out
to be bestavenge
friend death
of Mitchell.
May91 min.
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REPUBLIC (Continued)
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of, if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Herbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable schooner captain
tries to save o<rl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy. 9! min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally. Associate producer-director William Seiter.
Drama. Woman newspaper owner is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Youno
wagesDirector
range Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage.
SHANGHAI
STORY. Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
iove inmentaiding
people
of Shanghai's International Settleagainst Red
police.
TOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake. Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in foiling enemy agent's plot to
steal secret formula.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles. Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure roriance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the owner.
UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Don Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes involved with oold hoard and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle in the desert. 70 min.

Coming
BIG RAINBOW Technicolor Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland. Producer Harr;' Tatelman. Director John Sturges.
Adventure drama. Action and intrigue centering around
hunt for sunken treasure.
SINS OF ROME Massimo Girotti, Ludmilla Tcherina.
ProducerDrama.
Consorzio Spartacus. Director Riccardo
Freda.

2DTH

CENTURY-FOX
February

HELL AND HIGH WATER CinemaScope Technicolor.
Richard Widmark, Bella Darvi, Cameron Mitchell, David
Wayne. Adventure drama. Touah captain and motley
crew of ex-U. S. sailors use submarine on special
mission to thwart a conspiracy to start World War
111 by an atomic bomb incident. 103 min.
MISS ROBIN CRUSOE Pathecolor. Amanda Blake,
George Nader. Producer-director Eugene Frenke. AdTwist givencharacters,
"Crusoe" complicated
story by substituting
females asventure.leading
by arrival
of shipwrecked sailor. 75 min.
March
NEW FACES CinemaScope Eastman Color. Ronny Graham, Eartha Kitt. Producer Edward Alperson. Director
Harry Horner. Musical Filmina of B'way show. 98 min.
NIGHT PEOPLE CinemaScope Technicolor. Gregory
Peck, Broderick Crawford, Rita Gam. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama. Efforts of an American officer in Berlin to untangle red tape to negotiate
return
youngcomplicates
soldier kidnapped
by Reds.
wealthy offather
by attempting
briberyG.l.'s
and
barter
of
two
people
wanted
by
Communists
for return
of his son. 93 min.
RACING BLOOD Color. Bill Williams, Jean Porter.
Producer-director W. Barry. Drama. Boy secretly trains
colt which was to heve been destroyed. Colt eventually becomes great racehorse. 74 min.

BHD
February
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES (Goldwyn Re-release).
Myrna Loy, Frederic March, Teresa Wright, Dana
Andrews. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director William Wyler. Drama. 170 mins.
FRENCH LINE 3D Technicolor. Jane Russell, Gilbert
Roland. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Lloyd
Bacon. Musical comedy. Jilted at the altar because
she has too much money, Texas millionairess takes
cruise bandonwho will
Liberte.
Incocnito,
she alone.
sets out102 tomin.find huslove her
for herself
ROB ROY Technicolor. Glynis Johns, Richard Todd. Producer Perce Pearce. Director Harold French. Disney
live-action costume drama. From Daniel Defoe story
of Scottish hero who led rebellion against tyranny of
British governors until King George I relieved the situation in admiration for Rob Roy's exploits. 87 min.
SHE COULDN'T
SAY NOSparks.
Robert Director
Mitchum,Lloyd
JeanBacon.
Simmons. Producer Robert
Comedy. Poor-little-rich-girl learns people in Arkansas
town saved her life when she was a baby. Her secret
money gifts89tomin.
townspeople disrupts their barter-system
ecoflomy.
March
DANGEROUS MISSION 3D Technicolor Victor Mature,
Piper Laurie, Vincent Price. Wm. Bendix. Producer Irwin Allen. Director Louis Kinc. Melodrama. Girl, after
witnessing a murder, hides out in Glacier National
Park to escape killer. Chase results with police trying
to find her before killer does. 75 min.
A pril
CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor. Anne Baiter, Steve
Cochran. Producers Frank and Maurice King. Director
KurtfreeNeumann.
Melodrama.
Strugglefor ofa carnival
a young heel
girl
to
herself from
her fascination
who causes her high-diving partner's death. 93 min.
PINOCCHIO (Reissue). Disney. 87 min.
SAINT'S
Hayward,
Naomi Chance.
Producer GIRL
JulianFRIDAY
Lesser. Louis
Mystery
comedy-drama.
Saint
even score with oamblers for murder and ruination
of youth. (8 min.
May
SILVER LODE Technicolor. John Payne. Dan Duryea.
Liiabeth Scott. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citiien accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him. 80 min.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson. Sally
Forrest, Llli St Cyr. Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetilaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of Sinbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson-Forrest. Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor
Dick Powell. Debbie
JuneParioni.
Reynolds Producer Harriet
Director Frank
Tathlin.
girl" her
is placed
custody Romantic
of writer comedy.
who wants"Bad
to study
type forin
ttory he is writing.
FILM

PRINCE VALIANT CinemaScope
April Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, James Mason. Janet Leigh. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway. Romantic adventure. Vikina kino overthrown by traitor is given sactuary
by King Arthur.
Years105later
son overthrows
the traitor.
min. the disposed king's
ROCKET MAN, THE George Winslow, Charles Coburn,
Spring Byington. Producer Leonard Goldstein, Fantasy.
Orphan prevents the sale of orphanage to crooked
politician with help of his private Space Man. 80 min.
SIEGE AT RED RIVER, THEMaTechnicolor.
Van Johnson,
y Goldstein.
Joanne Dru. Producer Leonard
Director
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union
cavalry troop train sets off net of intrigue and heroism
involving Confederate who is a Union spy. 81 min.
GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,
Anne
Bancroft.
Lee Cobb.Murder
Producer
Leonard Goldstein.
Director
H. Jones.
melodrama.
Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist, finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death. 84 min.
RIVER OF NO RETURN CinemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum. Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor adventure romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, exconvict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guide
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the
rapids, Indians and the elements. 91 min.
Coming

PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter
Debra Paget. Michael Rennie. Producer Leonard
Goldstein. Costume adventure. Prince of Bagdad helps
people along the Nile throw
yoke of evil ruler
his wife.
and gains beautiful princess for off
RAID, THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Anne Bancroft
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederate
raid on town in Vermont in retaliation for the burning of the Atlanta.
THREE COINS
THE FOUNTAIN CinemaScope Technicolor. CliftonINWebb,
Dorothy McGuire, Jean Peteri
Maggie McNamara. Producer Sol Siegel. Director Jean
Negulesco. Romantic comedy. Three American girit
working in Rome toss coins in Wishing Fountain. After
each travels rocky road, dreams come true.

UNITED ARTISTS
February
BEACHHEAD PatheColor. Tony Curtis, Frank Lovejoy,
Mary Murphy. Producer W. Koch. Director Stuart
Heisler. Action drama. Four Marines invate small Japheld island to obtain plans of minefield during World
War II. 89 min.
MAN BETWEEN, THE James Mason, Claire Bloom, Nildegarde Neff. Producer-director Carol Reed. Suspense
drama. Spies, secret police and innocent pawns involved in plot to stem flow of refugees from western
sector of Berlin
to Allies'threats
area. toMason,
used kidnapped
by Reds,
overcomes
blackmail
rescue
British girl. 100 min.
OVERLAND PACIFIC Color Corp of Am. Jock Mahoney,
Peggie Castle. Producer Edward Small. Director Fred
Sears. Western. Battles and intrigue in the laying of
the
West railroad
Coast. 73through
min. hostile Indian country to the
PERSONAL AFFAIR Gene Tierney, Leo Genn. Producer
Antony Darnbofough. Director Anthony Pelissier.
Drama. Small town British teacher is accused by his
wife of having affair with school girl. When latter disappears, teacher is suspected of murder. 82 min.
TOP BANANA Color Corp. of America. Phil Silvers.
Rose Marie. Producers Albert Zugsmith and Ben Peskay. Director Alfred E. Green. Musical comedy. Filmed
as thc)ugh it were a stage play, show within a show
has Silvers as funniest man on TV. fond of girls and
autographs. When leal love hits, he is bounced around
by girl and sponsor, but his basic desire to be an
entertainer ends rifts. 100 min.
March

■
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ACT
OF Anatole
LOVE Kirk
Douglas,
Robin. refugee
Producerdirector
Litvak.
Drama.DanyFrench
girl >
is compromised by American occupation soldier; they
fall in love, are separated by police; girl, mistakenly
believes he has forsaken her, goes to her death. 108 min.
BEAT THE DEVIL Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones,
Gina Lollobrigida. Producer-director John Huston.
Drama. An assorted group on tramp steamer become
involved in intriaue. murder and romance in search for
uranium. Filmed in Mediterranean area. 82 min.
GOLDEN MASK. THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Wanda
Hendrix. Producers Aubrey Baring, Maxwell Setton.
Director Jack Lee. Romantic adventure. Archaeologist
and daughter go to Africa in search of priceless mask
of Moloch, the god of revenge. 88 min.
SCARLET SPEAR. THE Technicolor Moras!, John Bentley,
Martha Hyer. Producer Charles Reynolds. Directors
George Breakston.
Stahl.getsAdventure
mis ioner of African Ray
district
involved drama.
in tribalComrite
!n which king of tribe performs arduous quest. 78 min.

ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE Technicolor. Elaine
Stewart,
John Adventure
Derek. Producer
tor Don Weis.
romance.Walter Wanger. Direc- HEIDI Elsbeth Sigmund, April
Heinrich Gretler. Prodocer
Laiar Wechsler. Director Luigi Comencini. Drama.
BROKEN LANCE CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert Taken
from
famed
children'st
story by Johanna Spyri
Wagner. Richard Widmark, Spencer Tracy. Jean
of the love
between a little Swiss girl and her grandfather. 98 min.
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmytryk.
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
y
wife isWestern
caught indrama.
feud with
for LONE GUN. THE George MaMontgomery.
Dorothy
Macontrol of homestead.
lone. Producer Edward Small. Director Ray
Naiarro.
Western.
Marshal
cleans
out
band
of
rustlers
and
wins
DEMETRIUS AND THE GLADIATORS CinemaScopeTechnicolor. Victor Mature, Susan Hayward, Michael
love of girl preyed upon by outlaws. 73 min.
Rennie, Debra Paget. Producer Frank Ross. Director
SOUTHWEST
PASSAGE
3D PatheColor.
Rod join
Cameron,
Western drama.
Bank robber
and his girl
camel
Delmer Daves. Historical drama. Begins where "The
Robe"
ended
and
tells
story
of
slave
Demetrius
whose
caravan being tested as means to cross American
Christian faith is tried in the arena where he is forced
Desert.
82
minutes.
to fight as gladiator.
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ, THE Technicolor. Dale
Robertson. Debra Paget. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
CAPTAIN KIDD AND THE SLAVE GIRL Color Corp o«
gambler
find father's killers and absolve
him from sets
chargeoutoftocheating.
America. Anthony Dexter, Eva Gabor. Wlsberg-Pollexfen production. Director Lew Landers. Adventure.
GARDEN OF EVIL CinemaScope Technicolor. Gary
Famous pirate captain escapes gallows with aid of unCooper, Richard Widmark, Susan Hayward. Producer
scrupulous
nobleman who plans to doublecross Kidd
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adventure
and thereby obtain his treasure hoard.
drama. Three gold hunters become involved with a
beautiful woman and death in interior of Mexico.
ProCastle.Murder
Peggie
Quinn,Victor
THE Anthony
WAIT.
LONG ducer
Lesser Samuels.
Seville.
Director
MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH, A Ricardo Montalban.
is
he
find
to
home
returns
victim
Amnesia
mystery.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
wanted for murder. Missing link to his innocence il
melodrama. Boy trying to clear hit father of several
of
number
a
through
way
his
works
and
girl
beautiful
kill'igs falls into hands of real murderer.
them before finding her and solving mystery. 93 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
WITNESS TO MURDER Barbara Stanwyck, George Sanders, Gary Merrill. Producer Chester Erskine. Director
Roy Rowland. Suspense melodrama. Woman witnesses
•nurder which she reports to police. Checking, police
find no evidence of crime and woman is suspected of
being insane. 83 min.
YEUOW TOMAHAWK, THE Color Corp. of America.
Rory Calhoun, Peggie Castle. Producer Howard W.
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Indian scout
and U. S. Cavalry battle Cheyenne assault on
frontier outpost. 82 min.
Coming
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE PatheColor.
Dan O'Herlihy.
Producers
Dancigers.
Ehrlich.
Director Luis
Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. Henry
From
Daniel
Defoe's
classic
of
the
shipwrecked
sailor
and
fhe native who became his man Friday. ?0 min.
APACHE Technicolor. Burt Lancaster, Jean Peters. Producer Harold Hecht. Director Robert Aldrich. Western.
One-man
war Army.
waged by Apache chief against the
United States
BEAUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard Phllipe, Gina Lollobrlglda. Struggling
Franco-London
Fantasy-of
drama.
musicproducer.
teacher Rene
firvds Clair.
his dreams
Reallies "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Gina
Lollobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vlttorio
Vassarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
established that ail males over 20 must be married.
DIAMOND. THE 3D. Dennis O'Keefe, Margaret Sheridan. Producer
Suspense
thriller.Steven Pallos. Director Dennis O'Keefe.
GOG 3D Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan, Constance Dowllnn, Herbert Marshall. Producer Ivan Tors.
Director Herbert L. Strock. Science-fiction drama.
KYBER PATROL Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan
Dawn Addams. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure
drama. Officer in British Lancers in India prevents
capture of new machlnecuns and massacre of garrison.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer Peter De Sarigny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst.
Air-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in World
War II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring eiplolt inCorps.
locating enemy convoy, sealing fate of Nazis'
Afrika
MAN WITH A MILLION Technicolor. Gregory Peck
Jane Griffiths. Producer John Bryan. Director Ronald
Neame. Comedy. Poverty-stricken but honest man is
given million pound note to prove theory that merely
possessing it, but never spending It will bring him
good fortune. ?0 min.
OTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammolr. Suzanne Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles.
Drama. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic.
RETURN TO TREASURE ISLAND PatheColor Dawn
Addams, Tab Hunter. Producers Aubrey WIsberg and
Jack Polleifen. Director E. A. Dupont. Romantic
adventure.
TWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers. Jacques Bergerac.
Producer Maiweil Setton. Director David Miller. Romantic melodrama.

UNIVERSAL-INTl
February
GLENN MILLER STORY, THE Technicolor. James
Stewart. June Allyson. Producer Aaron Rosenberg.
Director Anthony Manln. Blopic with music. Highlights of the life of the late great bandleader lost in
an air accident over English Channel. I 16 min.
TAZA. SON OF COCHISE 2D-3D. Rock Hudson Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas SIrk. Western.
Apache chief forced to fight other redskins to bring
peace between his people and the white men. 80 min.
March
CREATURE FROM THE ELACK LAGOON 3D. Richard
Carlson, Julia Adams. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Fantasy melodrama. Geologist
discovers creature which is half man. half fish and
forms ^n expedition toe capture It. 89 min.
RIDE CLEAR OF DIABLO Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Dan Djryea. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Murphy returns home to avenge
murders of his father and kid brother. 80 min.
SASKATCHEWAN Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Shelley
Winters. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Raoul
Walsh. Outdoor drama. Canadian mounfie rebels
against
h's commanding
officer to save survivors of
Indian attack.
88 min.
A pril
MA & PA KETTLE AT HOME Mariorie Main, Percy Kilbride. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lament. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modern home, go
back to dilapidated farmhouse so that oldest boy can
win contest on typical farm life. 81 min.
FILM

RAILS INTO LARAMIE Technicolor. John Payne, Dan
Duryea. Marl Blanchard. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jesse Hibbs. Outdoor drama. Trouble-shooting
soldier is sent to Wyoming Territory to clear work
stoppage on construction of railroad. 81 min.
May Jeff Chandler, Rhonda
YANKEE PASHA Technicolor.
Fleming. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pe
vney.
Costume
adventure.
around world to save woman heChandler
loves. 84 finhts
min. half-way
FIREMAN
CHILD Hugh
O'Brlan,LesSpike
Jones.
Producer SAVE
HowardMY Christie.
Director
Goodwins.
Comedy. Group of zany firemen cope with problems of
trading In old fire horses for mechanized. 80 min.
PLAYGIRL Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan. Producer
Albert J. Cohen. Director Joe Pevney. Drama. Small
town ijlrl in New York becomes involved in murder and
call girl racket. 8S min.
Coming
BENGAL RIFLES Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native uprising
and subsequently regains honor.
BLACK HORSE CANYON Technicolor. Joel McCrea,
Mari Blanchard. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Wild stallion escapes stock
ranch and lives In hills. Efforts of nirl rancher to recapture horse are thwarted by neighbor until roving
cowboy comes to her aid.
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH, THE CinemaScope.
Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV is defeated
by
young knight whose family was unjustly executed
for treason.
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun. Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunflnhter becomes involved
In family feud which resolves Into one of the most
famous gun batt'es of the West.
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when nold miners
break treaty with Indians to obtain ore-beating ground.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart Ruth
Roman, Corlnne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tag with Qold, love and sudden death.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer develops sport car
to
fallingrace.
auto company, succeeds when he wins
crosssavecountry
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming a doctor devoting himself to humanity.
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns.
Technicolor. Van Heflln, Ruth Roman.
TANGANYIKA
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,by
put down uprising
beleagured by hostile natives, incites
the savages.
killing renecade whiteman who

BROTHERS
WARNER
February
BOY FROM OKLAHOMA, THE WarnerColor. Will
David Weisbart
Producer
Olson.
Nancy
Rogers, Jr.,
Director
Michael
Curtiz.
Western
comedy drama. Young
cowboy seeking to be lawyer unwittingly becomes
Sheriff, humbles Silly the Kid, captures outlaws, finally
leaves for law apprenticeship. 88 min.
Guy
COMMAND, THE CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
James Whltmore. Producer
Madison, Joan Weldon, David
Butler. Western drama.
David Weisbart. Director
of trooo train in
takes over command
Young doctor
brings It to safety through raids
territory,
Wyoming
and disease. 94 mins.

PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE 3D WarnerColor Kan
Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Patricia Medina. Producer
Henry Blanke. Director Roy Del Ruth. Murder melodrama. Series of murders in turn of the century Paris
with beautiful Qirls as victim of sadistic zoologist studying "animal" reflexes. 84 min.
LUCKY ME CinemaScope
WarnerColor. Doris Day
A pril
Phil Silvers, Robert Cummings.
Henry Blanke
May Producer
Director Jack Donohue. Musical
comedy. Show troupe
becomes stranded In Miami hotel. While working off
bill,
back they
to bigmeet
time. Broadway
100 min. producer who helps them
RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott.
Wayne Morris. Producer Ted Sherdeman. Director
Andre de Toth. Western. Stagecoach guard, victim of
odd circumstances, clears his name. 75 min.
DIAL M FOR MURDER 3D WarnerColor. Ray Mllland,
Grace Kelly.
Cummings.Husband
Directorplots
Alfreddeath
Hitch-of
cock. MurderRobert
melodrama.
wife whom
he
married
for
money.
Original
plan
backfires when wife kills Co
her mi
would-be
ng murderer. Husband
makes self-defense killing look like murder. lOS min.
BOUNTY HUNTER, THE WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Marie Windsor. Producer Sam Bischoff. Director Andre
de Totti. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff.
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Cralne. Producers Hellman S Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance investigatorfinance
journeys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim
Violence
and
romanceto result.
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY, THE CinemaScope WarnerColor. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laraine Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Wellman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on plane bound from
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
feeling when face with prospect of death.
KING RXHARD RexANDHarrison,
THE CRUSADERS
CinemaScope,
WarnerColor.
Virginia Mayo,
George
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical adventure. Action-romance during Third Cn.'sade to drive the Mohammedans from the Holy Land.
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Beatty,
Pat O'Brien,
Producer Robert
M. Fellows.
Director Mickey
James E.Spillane.
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus is sabotaged by homicidal maniac.
STAR ISland,BORN,
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason,
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuft.
Director Geor'^e Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marries
him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads to disaster.
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whltmore, Joan Weldon.
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas.
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot creatures terrorize
the Southwest until their nest is discovered and are
finally wiped out. 94 min.
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member \ational Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

ORDER

NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses
that are adjustable
A prompt order uill reserve your
PO LA LITE glasses
and insure delivery jar future bookings.

HIGHWAY
March
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
CRIME WAVE Sterling Hayden, Gene Nelson, Phyllis
Kirk. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Andre de Toth.
Crime melodrama. Record of reformed convict Involves
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-0100
him In holdup plot, but with aid of understanding deWashington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
tectice, and Innate honesty. Is freed from past. 74 min.
Member National Film Carriers
DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN Louis Hayward. Paul Kelly,
Joanne
O'Sullivan.
_ New
warden Dru,
cleansMaureen
up corrupt
prison Prison
system drama.
with inside
help from framed prisoner. 78 min.
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Impending approval of New York City's new five per
cent amusement admissions tax raises some serious problems.
Aside from the obvious — and frightening — indication that it
will encourage other local governments to step into the tax
picture, there is the question of why the movie industry is always singled out as a target for revenue-hungry politicians.
Consider how. when the New York's Board of Estimate,
searching for its tax sources, proposed a 3 per cent commercial services tax. an organized, combined committee of businessmen, bankers and stock exchangemen swooped down on

In their quiet, efficient way. they have been steadily building
this organization into a power among film companies and a
fruitful source of product.
Mr. Broidy put it this way : "We feel that film and finance
circles will welcome this announcement as coming at a most
opportune time because of the demand for additional sources
of top product, which has been voiced by leading exhibitors
innumerable times during the past months . . . The changing
condition of the business made il especially advantageous that
our company make a major move. The public is buying outstanding pictures such as made by these three distinguished
artists, who represent the kind of boxoffice manpower sought

City Hall to squelch the bill. Whereujjon the amusements industry, with movies carrying the great bulk of the tax freight,
became the goat. All that a COMPO hastily-summoned emergency committee could do was to exact assurance that the
proposal would be discussed on the morning the vote was to
be taken by City Council. If not too little, it looked like il
was to be too late.

by every major company in our industry."
In these days of a stringent seller's market, theatremen
will be gratified to see Allied Artists" growth and purpose. If
exhibitors' product problems are to be solved, this is the way
to do il— by the addition of top-ranking production talent
with the know-how to meet today s quality market.
A company that can take such tremendous strides to

Perha|)s not all of the answer, but certainly a salient part,
lies in the inadequacy of our public relations.

meet the exhiliitors" needs deserves their encouragement.

Within the industry there is a huge fund of public-wise
manpower whose potential for organizing a public relation.;,
program has barely been tapped. One of the great weaknesses of our business is thai executives in the uppermost
echelons have not utilized the experience of their advertising
departments to fashion a consistent and enduring public relations program on behalf of motion pictures as an institution
in the American way of life. It seems imperative that a little
pursestring loosening on the part of the film executives for
this purpose would do much to |)rotect this industry by warding off th«' constant attacks, bv taxation and by harmful expressions.
The New ^ ork nio\e to lax theatres will not be the last
attack against our industry. We will always be an easy target
— until the public and its so-called servants reestimate ourimportance, our power, our service to the community. That
is a p.r. job long, long overdue.
AA

TAKES

A

GIANT

STEP

Exhibitors will welcome the tidings that .Allied Artists
will shortly have three of the top |)roduction talents under its
banner. \\ itb the signing of John Huston to an exclusive producer-director-writer pactfor a minimum of three pictures,
and contracts on the verge of being executed with Billy W ilder
and \^ illiam \\ yier. A A has taken a giant step in its avowed
purpose of attaining true major status. No less than seven
golden Oscars for distinguished individual achievement have
been distributed among these three acknowledged titans in
their field.
Congratulations are due president Steve Broidy. vicepresident Harold J. Mirisch. who with AA v. p.. Ralph Branton, initiated and negotiated the Huston deal, executive producer Waller Mirisch and board chairman \^ . Ray Johnston.

PRODUCTION

BOOMING

Bob O Donnell. the Texas exhibitor, has estimated that
an additional 26 "A"' pictures on the 1954-55 release schedules
would relieve the product shortage and "pay compound dividends to production, distribution and exhibition". There are
visible some encouraging signs that several of the film companies have recently become alert to the untap|)ed revenue
waiting for anyone who makes the product to fill the void thct
now exists in the movie market.
At M-G-M. sound stages are humming with six star-packed
features currentlv shooting. Eight more are scheduled to roll
before August, and all indications point to peak activity on
this lot throughout the rest of the year.
20lh Century-Fox has stepped up its program of CinemaScope films to 26 for the season starting in September. This
is 10 more than will be delivered this season. Having dropped
its restrictions with regard to stereophonic sound. 20th shapes
up as one of the most promising sources of product for all
'54-"55. Universal. Columbia and \^ arners w ill
UnitedforArtists.
exhibitors
deliver their shares of the films needed to supply theatre
needs. Allied Artists, with its acquisition of new top-drawer
production personnel, looms as another source of quality product.
Actuallv. onlv two major studios — Paramount and RKO
— appear to be content to run along in low gear, but they will
probably find themselves prodded into greater activity by the
competition of the more aggressive film companies.
It is not unlikely that Bob O'Donnell will have his request satisfied for 26 more topflight films. Unless all signs
are misleading, the 1954-55 season will find a bumper crop
of motion pictures ready for harvest. To which exhibitors
will offer a solemn amen.
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^Tve

been

using
30

THEY

years.

INVENTeJ

HAVEN'T

Range

of

New Nationwide Triumph !
It
n
EXECUTIVE SUITE
Starring Academy Award-Winning William Holden,
June Allyson, Barbara Stanwyck, Fredric March,
Walter Pidgeon, Shelley Winters, Paul Douglas,
Louis Calhern, Dean Jagger, Nina Foch

YET!

BETTER

ANYTHING
Wide

it for

Showmanship

in

M-G-M

Attractions

The Title Says It!

Popular With The Fans!
''RHAPSODY"

*TLAME AND
THE FLESH"
(Technicolor)
Lana Turner, Pier Angeli, Carlos Thompson

(Technicolor)
Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio Gassman,
John Ericson, Louis Calhern

PRISONER
Test
playing
"A" s time
prove

MENOFTHI
FIGHTING
Thrills of Nav;

Cash Register Rings!
"VALLEY OF(CcJor)
THE KINGS '
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Carlos Thompson

Next Big Musical!
(CinemaScope— Color)
STUDENT
PRINCE'
Ann Blyth, Edmund Purdom,
and the singing voice of Mario Lanza

THE

2nd Year!

Still the Hit of N. Y.

WAR
expl
tion "
OF oita
Ronald Reagan,
Steve Forrest,
payDeweyoff!
Martin,
Oscar Homolka

Walter
(Color) Pidgeon,
Van Johnson,
Jet
Louis Pilots!
Calhern,
Dewey Martin,
Keenan
Wynn,
Frank Lovejoy
LADY"

^

.-

Repeat bookings for

nationwide!
fe^^^'XG: "Lili" terrific
(Technicolor) Leslie Caron,
Mel Ferrer, Jean Pierre Aumont

William

3M€Brket

To

F.

Rodgers

far

Speaks:

Filwns

Exists^^

He Says It's Good Business
Provide What That Market Wants

Cxciu^iiie ^miim

feature

By LEONARD COULTER
When a man says. "I'd rather not disenss it for publication, but if you want me to talk off the record it's okay", you
know just what he means.
That is precisely what William V. Rodjrers said twice as
we sat in his temporary ofTice at the Astor Hotel. New York
talking about the yesterday, the today and the tomorrow of
motion pictures.
Keen film man that he is — one of the keenest of all — Bill
Rodgers quickly j)ut his finger right on the most crucial industry problem of today. "If one can judge by what appears
in the trade press, exhibitors are faced with a product shortage. Vihile there are other factors, this is certainly one of the
chief reasons why I am going into film production. Ther&
exists a market; it's good business to provide what that market wants."
What Bill Rodgers doesn"l say for publication (an lie almost as eloquent and ini|)ortant as that \\lii(h lie does, for
here is a man who has earned the dee|)est res|)e( t and affection
of the industry, and particuiarlx of exhibitors, throughout his
long service as Vice-President in Charge of Distribution for
Loew's-MGM.
The two subjects he would not be quoted on were the
Allied States Association's decision to spon.sor |)roduction on
a franchise basis, and coin-in-the-slot television. Some day.
perha|)s, he will lift the opinion embargo, for these are burning hot topics worth ventilating, and his outspoken comments
on them could be of top importance. Thev would carrv all the
more weight because Rodgers is no longer identified with a
major studio or a big cricuit. He has struck out on his own
as an ind( |tendent |)roducer in association w ith Jack Skirball.
veteran Hollywood producer. Cliff Work, former studio chief
of I niversal when that com])any was climbing out of the

dumps, and Sam Dembow who. in a long movie career, has
an enviable record in both distribution and exhibition. They
call their organization — incorjiorated only a few days ago —
Amalgamated Productions.
How
MGM

It Started
Some two years ago when Rodgers decided to quit his
office and moved down to Florida, it seemed he had

gone out to pasture, though at the time it was announced he
would continue to serve the company in a consultative capacity. Vihat actually happened was that he was retained by
MGM as a consultant, but nobody bothered to consult him.
"They must have forgotten", he says in good humor. "After
a time, however, it became quite silly. 1 had nothing to do.
I was just a Cuban admiral. "
Since idleness sits heavy on Bill s shoulders, he decided
to sever his MGM connection altogether and to establish himself as a private consultant to anyone needing the benefit of
his many years of movie experience. He put his name down
on the list for offices in the RKO Building and. as he describes
it. "while waiting for accommodations to become available I
even threatened to write my reminiscences. The last thing I
had in mind was to retire."
Then the unexpected happened. In Florida he bumped
into Jack Skirball and began yarning to him about a film he
had wanted to see for years. "I had offered this particular
idea to MGM two or three times. At one time I reallv thought
thev had accepted it: but no. I didn t seem to be able to arouse
any enthusiasm for it."
All this came out in Rodgers' after-dinner soliloquy with
Skirball. The latter was fascinated, and said be d like to make
the picture. He set up a meeting in Chicago with Work and
Dembow. but Rodgers caught a chill, which was followed by
a bout of asthma, and. as a result, the Chicago parley was
called off.
(Continued on Pa,se 14)
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HISTORY I.N MAMIME. Prom an industry in which the
superlative is commonplace comes news to excite even the
most feverish press agent. Motion picture stocks last month
staged their most sizzling performance of a generation, outmanning anything show n in the bonanza days of '45-16. and.
for sheer short term advance, matching the best gains ever
rung up in a similar period in the i)re-crash era of "29.
FILM BI LLETIN CINEMA

A\ EHA(;ES indicate an overall

they do not accurately discount the basic potential that has
arisen as a result of —
I 1 1 Stabilization of television as a competitive factor.
i2i Admissions Tax repeal.
( 3 I Technological excitement.
( 4 1 Economies, bone-deep, the progeny of the attendance
depression.
i5l \ outh. the swelling of the 12-20 age category, the indus-

>purt of 16" s points, or a rise of better than ll^o Percent over
the 31 day term. Incongruously, the achievement was made
with a minimum of trumpeting and ceremony. The advances
turned on moderate to stifTer volume, but nowhere did more

try's largest clientele, as the war babies come of age.
(6) .Assets, good cash positions by most companies, plus the
backlogs to tempt and torment film-hungrv T\ .

than one or two issues appear among the "Most Active" lists
on any given day. Improvements extended across the entire
slate, ranging from fractions to multi-point gains. In all. Columbia. Loew's. Paramount. RKO Pictures. KKO Theatres.
Republic. Stanley \^ arner and I nixersal equalled or set year
highs.
May
FILM BULLETIN CINEMA AVERAGES
Dec. 31
Mar.
Apr.
Iclosel
l?53
Iclosel
(close)
123
111%
Film Companies
116^
22
Exhibition
27 Vb 130^4
30' 4
ISO
8
161
27".
Averages
1 34 H
144 ' .

(7 1 Diversification, investments in the earnings of outside
interests, a gathering trend that will he practiced more
and more by cash-laden companies.

The A|)ril close, it should be noted, reflected stocks down
from the prior month, first such sell-off since the inception of
The Great Recovery Spurt that germinated in October 1953.
In recording that dip. we heralded the end of an era by saying

Put them all together and you get SATEYAD.
to remember.
O

a good word

O

RIMORS OF AN ATTACK ON PARAMOUNT PERSIST.
As re|)orted in the May 17 Financial Bulletin, a stockholders
attack against that company appears to be brewing, with an
important New ^ ork trust company supposed to have a leading role in drafting the complaint. Basis of the action, as our
\^'all Street source hears it. is Paraniount s production slowdown. Itmay be sheer coincidence, but promptiv after publication of the report in FILM BULLETIN. Paramount issued
a statement stressing hypoed production and releasing plans
for the balance of this vear.
0

O

"recovery" is past history. \^ hat ( omes now shall be view ed'
as "advance" exclusively. \{ the moment, film issues are
clearly no more depressed than. sav. the railroad industry.
They have outperformed the general market over the better
part of the past half year — no mean accomplishment when
you realize the Dow Jones averages are daily soaring to new
record levels.

WHILE HUGHES AND ODLUM PLAY
.stockholders are happily cashing in at a
higher on the open market than the S6.00
figure that Hughes had set in his buy out

If. then, motion picture securities are not now to be
viewed as shrunken values, as so many still believe, why do
we persist in this cru.sade w hose banners scream Bl . Bl ^ .
Bl \ ? This, good reader, is the answer: allowing that industry issues are presently appraised at their highest prices in
seven years, they nonetheless do not accurate! v discount the
basic improvement in earnings that has taken place recently;

BIG SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT IS BIG BUSINESS, as
anyone can plainly see in the figures released by Twentieth
Century-Fox on its 13-week period ended March 27. Per
share earnings up 100 percent over corresponding term prior
year. 8.74 from 8.37. Profit before taxes quite interesting:
81.038.000 to 81.799.000. Market has not yet discounted
this show ing. \^ atch the CinemaScope company.

0

PATTYCAKE. RKO
quarter to half point
w indfall redemption
offer.

O
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"Men

of the Fighting

Lady"

Exploitable documentary-drama with off-beat Korean war
angle. Suitable as dualler in general runs and action
houses. Van Johnson-Walter Pidgeon marquee an asset.
Will have little interest for fern audiences.
Episodic tale of Navy jet squadron on aircraft carrier
off the coast of Korea. Some good suspense and drama
stems from behind-the-scenes shots of fighter pilots
carrying out monotonous, day-by-day assignments.
Combat clips depicting air attacks on enemy railroad
yards are at first exciting, but become repetitious. Interesting sequences show : helicopter rescuing shot-down
pilot from freezing sea ; jets catapaulting from, and
landing on carrier, shocking crash and death of pilot.
Events are tied together by story thread which deals
with forgotten-hero angles and friction between yount;devil-may-care pilots and World War II retreads. Good
dramatic climax is generated when blinded pilot is
guided by radio back to the carrier and a harrowing
landing on its deck. Ansco photography is good.
Pressbook features ad lines : "Torn Out of a Tortured
Sky . . . the Most Amazing Air Adventure Ever
Filmed!" "Thrilling and Terrific . . . Here's the Heroic
Story of the Men of the Fighting Lady." Neil
MGM. 80 mins. Ansco. Van Johnson, Walter Pidgeon, Louis Calhern, Dewey
Martin, Kennan Wynn. Producer Henry Bernnan. Director Andrew Marton.

"Black

Horse

Canyon"

Rating is for action spots. Good entry in U-l outdoor
Technicolor output. Horse story carries more than ordinary appeal for family spots. This should go very well in
rural and small town situations.
Those who like horses and the outdoors will find this
their platter. So will those who never thought about it.
W estern tale of wild stallion with yen and uncanny
adaptability for stealing mares offers ample opportunity
for off-beat stunts as well as action. Human element
gets good play too. Uncluttered story, straightforward
presentation, natural talk — among two-legged actors —
raises "Black Horse Canyon" several notches above
usual western color epics, widening its audience. Story
centers about ranch girl's attemi)t to recapture her unbroken stallion. Saddle tramps Joel McCrea and Race
Gentry offer help, become involved in deadline search
to locate and break stallion after man is killed by the
animal. Climax has villains stampeding McCrea-ridden
animal, with (ientry coming to rescue. McCrea-Blancharcl rf)mance is pleasant. Newcomer Gentry seems a
comer in Rock Hudson tradition.

"The

Saracen

Blade"

Rating applies to action spots and lesser nabes whereiJ
swashbuckling fervor of low-budget Technicolor costumeH
meller will register in dualler slot. Offers little for better- 1
class houses. Exploitables in Frank Yerby novel fame, i
blood-and-thunder elements, curvesome heroines. i
Familiar medieval costume swashbuckler has enough |
action, sex elements to satisfy the action fans. Hackneyed tale, low production values, negate it for the
more discriminating. Indication of skimpiness in Sam
Katzman production are black-and-white clips of battle
scenes, apparently from former film, obviously tinted to
coincide with color production. Richardo Montalban
serves as flamboyant hero in complicated 13th Century
tale of commoner out
of ambitious nobles.
joins Crusades, shines
marshal an army and
ances are adequate for

to avenge father's death
After frustrating love
in battles, returns as a
overthrow the villains.
this type of film.

at hands
affair, he
knight to
Perform-

Pressbook sells novel, action and spectacle. Art illustrates battle scenes, scaling of walls. Catchline : "Frank
Yerby's Magnificent Novel of the Crusades I" Phil
Columbia. 76 mins. Ricardo Montalban, Betta St. John, Rick Jason, Carolyn
Jones, Whitfield Connor. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle.

"Hell Below

Zero"

^u^iHC^ "RcUut^ O O O
A winner for action houses. Rating slightly less generally, but among better Alan Ladd vehicles. Ladd name, plus
tailored thrill story, sure bet for his fans. Mark Robson
presentation. Technicolored realism of Antarctic background lift it above average.
Thrill drama of Antarctic whaling boats ideal for
Alan Ladd's two-fisted formula. Under Mark Robson's
expert direction, star gets one of his better vehicles in
recent years. Filmed in Technicolor, largely on location
among whaling fleets in Antarctica, excitement and
interest never flag. Fists, guns, knives, harpoons, and
finally a furious ax fight between Ladd and villain Stanley Baker on an ice floe generate violent drama. Other
highlights: stormy waters sweeping over reeling vessel,
crash into an iceberg, deliberate ramming by another
vessel into helpless whaler with resultant explosion
blowing crew and passengers into icy wastes. Whaling
scenes, too, are impressive. Tale has former Navy oHicer Ladd, cleaning up shady dealings by his mining
partner in South America, joining with Joan Tetzel to
investigate murder of her father. He gains command of

l"lnough to Tame Them Both I" Phil

a whaler, becomes object of murderer's (Baker) vengeance when Ladd's ship is stranded on iceberg, is
rammed by Baker's, and both ships go down. In climactic ax-battle on ice-floe. Baker is drowned.
Pressbook depicts Ladd in .\rctic costumes with gun.
Illustrates ax-fight. Catchlines sell Ladd, adventure. AV/7

Univ*rt«l. 81 mins Jo«l McCrea, Marl 8lanchard, Race Gentry, Murvyn Vye,
Irving Bacon. Producer John W. Rogers. Director Jesse Hibbs.

Columbia. 7! mins. Alan Ladd, Joan Tetiel, Basil Sydney, Stanley Baker. Producer Irving Allen. Director Mark Robson.

Pressbook cue is in catchline: "A (iirl . . . W ild as
the Outlaw Stallion She Hunted ! A Man . . . Tough
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"Three

Coins

"The

Student
ScuiHC^

in the Fountain" (CinemaScope)
S<MlHed4> ^ciUit^ O O O O
Most magnificent use of CinemaScope to date. Bids to
be among top grossers of year. Romantic comedy-drama
will delight all audiences. Scenic beauty will enthrall
them. Sole exception to rating is in action houses, though
even these fans who are drawn will be pleasantly surprised. Title song promotion guarantees advance audience; word-of-mouth assures want-to-see down the line.

Prince"

(CinemaScope)

l^atuu^ O

O

O

O

Should rank among top musicals of recent years. Chockfull of great plus-values. CinemaScope, lush, top-drawer
color production, Romberg music, Mario Lanza singing
voice provide strong exploitables. Value much less
for action houses.
This is a wonderfully entertaining version of Romberg's classic operetta. Film reaches peak during musical sequences when Lanza's voice lends dynamic quality
to the stirring songs. Paced by director Richard Thorpe,
the story moves in a lighthearted and sparkling way,

Without doubt the most impressive presentation to
flate of CinemaScope pictorially. "Three Coins in the
Fountain" gives the answer to those who have argued
that CinemaScope is not for the intimate story. Lighthearted, romantic drama is caught deliciously and auspiciously ina C'Scope setting that enhances story and
entertainment values. W ide-screen lensing on location
in Holy City lends inspiring aura of beauty to basically
• iple series of interwoven trio of romantic tales. To^ ther they make beautiful b.o. music (literally, since
it should be noted, title tune looms big as added advance selling point with heavy song promotion).

and the eye-catching C'Scope production clearly bears
the stamp of Metro top-drawer quality. As the Prince,
F^dmund Purdom competently mouths the lyrics and his
performance, though pleasing, sometimes lacks dash and
vigor required by the role. Ann Blyth is fresh and appealing, both dramatically and musically, and contributes etfectively to the story's heartwarming, romantic
style. AnscoColor good. Romberg's original music is
complimented by three new songs — 'T'll Walk With
(iod," "Beloved," and "Summertime In Heidelberg".
Fdmund Gwenn, S. Z. Sakall, and John \\ illiams keep
a quaintly humorous strain running throughout the film.

Unique appeal lies in Sol C. Siegel's canny prcjduction
knack of utilizing backgrounds, teaming with director
Jean Negulesco's adroit handling of three-pronged story.
Tale will entrance feminine audiences, arouse plenty of
interest among the males.

.\ds plug Lanza's singing voice. Catchline: "AH The
World Loves the Love-time Musical . . . W ith Sigmund

Feathery in context, story has heart-appeal, humor,
\\ armth that will leave audience feeling good as they
( xit theatre. Three American working girls, room-

MGM. 107 mins. Cinema Scope-Ansco. Ann Blyth, Edmund Purdom, John Ericson, Louis Calhern. Edmund Gwenn. S, Z. Sakall. Producer Joe Pasternak.
Director Richard Thorpe.

Romberg's Rollicking, Rousing. Rhapsodic Songs." !\eii

mates, seeking their heart's desires in Rome, each toss
a coin into the fountain of Trevi, supposed to grant wish
to the depositor. Dorothy Mc(juire yearns for her boss.
Clifton Webb; Jean Peters for Rossani Hrazzi, native
translator for her U. S. firm; Maggie McXamara for
Louis Jourdan. playboy nobleman. How each gets her

"Secret

of the Incas"

Adventure drama can drum up slightly better rating with
exploitation of unusual backgrounds. Synthetic plot will
retard returns in discriminating market. Long for duals,

man gains immeasurably from Negulesco's direction
and sparkling dialogue. Performances are excellent.

isn't strong enough on its own. Mild grosses indicated.
Carrying more appeal in its authentic backgrounds

McGuire's net for Webb, her employer-author, famous
I'lr his wit, is temporarily loosed when he learns he has

than the story, Mel Epstein's Technicolor production
promises no more than lukewarm reception generally.
Biggest assets are Peruvian scenery (filmed on location Iand Yma Sumac's multi-octave rendition of native
songs. Pair of disreputable adventurers, Charlton Heston and Thomas Mitchell, each are out to find fabulous
diamond in secret Inca city in the Andes. Devious
means, with unwitting aid of a European refugee, Nicole
Maurey, to locate gem, further complicated by Robert
Young, honest archaelogist, who upsets plans. Finale
has Heston and Mitchell come to grips over diamond.

Init a year to live. Tliey're finally melted as the two
realize their love in the process of helping the other two
u'irls gain their men. Peters, in love with her co-worker.
Hrazzi, but forced into clandestine meetings because of
company ruling against employe relations, and McXamara, struggling against jourdan's nobility and his
frivolous attitude toward girls, are reunited with their
men at the Fountain through Webb's machinations.
In process, world-famed landmarks of the Holy City
and glory of \*enice are displayed in magnificent splendor as CinemaScope camera catches inspiring beauty of
St. Peter's, \'atican City, \'illa Madama, Spanish Stei)s
— and X'enice, from the air and on ground, all worked
into story. Audiences will actually applaud gasping
allots of Rome and its environs.
If ax

Heston returns sacred gem to Incas' shrine, wins
Maurey in his reformation. Several sequences work up
tension and excitement, but routine development of
story, lack of emotional impact drop film out of better
b.o. class. Big star in this one is the backgrounds. Neil

20fh Cenfury-Foi. 102 mini. Clifton Webb, Dorothy McGulre, Jean Peters,
Louis Jourdan. Maggie McNamara. Rossano Braiii, Howard St. John, Cathleen
Nesbltt Mario Sllettl. Producer Sol C. Slegel. Director Jean Negulesco.

Paramount. 101 mins. Charlton Heston, Robert Young, Nicole Maurey, Thomas
Mitchell, Yma Sumac, Glenda Farrell, Michael Pate. Producer Mel Epstein.
Director Jerry Hopper.
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By JAY ALLEN
ALLIED

ARTISTS

COLUMBIA

Huston Deal Closed,

Beckworth

Wilder, Wyler to Follow
ALLIED ARTISTS' MOVE INTO THE
"big time", reported frequently in this department during the past two months, has
now become fact. Last week, negotiations
were completed with John Huston, Academy
Award winning director-writer for a minimum of three features.
In conjunction with his announcement of
the Huston deal, .•X.'K president Steve Broidy
revealed that deals are almost consummated
with two more Academy winners, producerdirector-writer Hilly Wilder and director
William Wyler.
Huston's first AA film will be Rudyard
Kipling's "The Man Who Would Be King".
It will be started upon completion of his
current production, "Moby Dick".
IJroidy credits Harold J. Mirisch and G.
Ralph Branton with swinging the Huston
deal. These two AA v.p.'s were associated
with the famed producer-director in the production "Moulin Rouge".
The most ambitious summer production
program in .Allied Artists" history is getting
underway, with eight features slated to roll
in June and July. Six are in Technicolor,
and all are scheduled for unprecedented advertising-exploitation budgets.
The eight pictures due to start during the
two month period are: "The Black Prince,"
to be Icnsed in CinemaScope, on location in
England — Walter Mirisch producing and
Henry Levin directing. Film is to be made
in collaboration with 20th Century-Fox;
"The Police Story," Hayes Goetz producing
and Joseph Newman directing; "The Annapolis Story,'' with Mirisch again set to
handle production; "Gunpoint," Vincent
I'ennclly producing; "Wichita," another
Walter Mirisch production; "Battle Star," a
Hayes Goetz production; "Poppaea," to be
produced by Goetz, on location in Mexico;
and "Ketchikan" (Mark Stevens) to be
lenscd on location in .Alaska — Lindsley Parsons producing.
Three more pictures now before the
cameras: "The Bob Mathias Story" (Bob
Mathias), a Mathlon production — William E.
Sclwyn producer, Francis D. Lyon director;
"Killer Leopard" (Johnny Sheffield) — Ford
Bccbe producer-director; and "Jungle Gents"
(Bowery Boys) — Ben Schwalb producer,
Edward Bernds director.
Twr) new British films for AA release:
O'Leary's Nights" (Barry Fitzgerald, David
Niven, Y vonne Det'arlo), and "The Weak
and the Wicked" (Glynis Johns).

Hayworth Pictures At Columbia
COLUiMBIA INDICATES IT WILL
stage a fight-to-the-finish against the Federal Court suit filed by Rita Hayworth, on
behalf of Beckworth Corp. The actress is
seeking to terminate the 1947 distribution
agreement between her production unit and
Columbia. It is conceded unlikely that either
Miss Hayworth or her company will ever
make another picture for Columbia, thus
ending one of the longest and most lucrative star-studio relationships in Hollywood
history.
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Suit May End

Pre-production plans are being completed
on three important films slated to go during
the early summer months. William Goetz
has set location sites in Arizona for his first
inde production "Laramie," (James Stewart)
— Anthony Mann directing; Producer David
Rose and director Edward Dmytryk plan a
July starting date on "End of the Affair"
(Deborah Kerr), to be lensed in England:
and Mai Zetterling has signed to co-star
with Richard Widmark in Warwick Productions' "Prize of Gold," to be made in London and Berlin — Mark Robson directing.
Five pictures are now shooting for the
company: "Three For the Show" (Be'tty
Grable, Marge & Gower Champion, Jack
Lemmon) CinemaScope and Technicolor —
Joni Taps producer, H. C. Potter director;
"The Long Gray Line" (Tyrone Power,
Maureen O'Hara), CinemaScope and Technicolor— Robert Arthur producer, John Ford
director; "Rough Company" CinemaScope
and Technicolor (Glenn Ford, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson) — Lewis J.
Rachmil producer, Rudy Mate director;
"PhfTft" (Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon,
Jack Carson) — Fred Kohlmar producer,
Mark Robson director; and "The Moon
Men" (Johnny Weismuller) — Sam Katzman
producer, Charles Gould director.
LIPPERT
Warm

PRODUCTIONS

Weather

Pickup Seen;

Dane Clark in Two at Once
A SPRING AND SUMMER PRoDCCtion pick-up by companies releasing through
Lippert is starting, which will put an end to
the four-month lull when releases far exceeded the number of pictures being made.
Dane Clark is starring in two pictures that
are being made concurrently. One is "Thunder Pass," with Andy Devine, Raymond

Burr and John Carradine featured, a Williair
F. Broidy production, Robert A. Nunes pro
ducing and Frank McDonald directing. .\
the same time, the star is doubling up or
his activities by appearing in a second feature, being
producedwith
by Nunes'
associateactively
William Caliban,
McDonalft
also directing this one. Both star and direc
tor are working on a staggered shootin
schedule to accomplish the feat.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Studio Hits '54 Peak With
Seven Rolling, Three Rehearsing
MARKING THE HIGH PRODUCtion point for the studio since the late fall ofj
1953, seven films are now shooting. All de-!
partments are operating at near-capacity,!
with three more pictures in early rehearsal!
stages.
I
The most recent starters are "ManyJ
Rivers to Cross" (Robert Taylor, Eleanorl
Parker, Louis Calhern), now on location in
northern California — Jack Cummings producer, Roy Rowland director; and "Jupiter's^
Darling" (Esther Williams, Howard Keel,i
Marge & Gower Champion, George Sanders)'
CinemaScope and Technicolor — George
Wells producer, George Sidney director.
Others in the seven-picture line-up are:(
"Athena" (Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds,!
Edmund Purdom), CinemaScope and Tech-i
nicolor — Joseph Pasternak producer, Richard Thorpe director; "Green Fire" (Stewart|
Granger, Grace Kelly, Paul Douglas, Johnj
Ericson), CinemaScope and Technicolor — ^
Armand Deutsch producer, Andrew Martonl
director; "The Last Time I Saw Paris"l
(Elizabeth Taylor, \"an Johnson. Donna'
Reed, Walter Pidgeon, Eva Gabor), Tech-nicolor — Jack Cummings producer, Richard
Brooks director; "Deep In My Heart" (Josej
Ferrer, Merle Oberon, Helen Traubel, Walter Pidgeon), Technicolor — Roger Edensj
producer, Stanley Donen director; and^
"Glass Slipper" (Leslie Caron, Michacll
Wilding), Technicolor — Edwin Knopf pro-,
duccr, Charles Walters director. \
A new production added to the slate, pre-|
viously announced for June and July, is;
"Fair Weather" (Gene Kelly, Dolores Gray),{
which Stanley
Kelly will
also direct, with an assi'-t
from
Donen.
Helping to crowd e\ery available inch ol
space at the studio is the Todd .\0 produo
tion of "Oklahoma," which starts shootin
on July 7. Additional lensing will be don
on location, with two crews working simill
taneously. Casting is still underway.
(Continued on Page 12)

The Robe • color by Technicolor
How To Marry A Millionaire • color by Technicolor
Beneath The 12-Mile Reef • color by Technicolor
King Of The Khyber Rifles • color by Technicolor Oeluxe
Hell And High Water • color by Technicolor
New Faces • in Glorious Color
Night People • color by Technicolor
Prince Valiant • color by Technicolor
River Of No Return • color by Technicolor
3 Coins In The Fountain • color by Deluxe
Demetrius and The Gladiators • color by Technicolor

The Raid • print by Technicolor
The Rocket Man
Gorilla At Large • color by Technicolor
The Siege At Red River • color by Technicolor
Man In The Attic
Racing Blood • Superclnecolor
Man Crazy
Miss Robin Crusoe • Pathecolor
Wife
Thy Neighbor's
Inferno
• color by Technicolor
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A Blueprint For Murder
Sailor Of The King

Inferno • color by Technicolor
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Gorilla At Large • color by Technicolor
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PARAMOUNT
Studio to Remake

Old Hits

Only Two Pictures Now Shooting
PARAMOUNT, WITH TWO REmakes of old hits already scheduled for production, has just added another pair of
oldies to the slate. This appears to be the
companys answer to the current shortage of
good stories.
In September, Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis are scheduled to start a new version
of the 1942 hit, "The Major and the Minor,"
under a new title, "You're Never Too
Young." Paul Jones has been handed the
producing assignment. Also to be remade is
"The Vagabond King," which will co-star
Kathryn Grayson and Oreste Kirkop — Pat
Duggan producing.
Previously announced remakes are: "Anything Goes," which starred I'ing Crosby and
Ethel Merman, back in 1936, and "The
Covered Wagon," one of the screen's alltime classics. Alan Ladd is up for the starring role in the latter production.
The company has recently acquired two
important theatrical properties, "Desperate
Hours," which is due to open on Broadway
in the fall, and the old Eugene O'Neill play,
"Desire Under the Elms." "Hours" may be
produced by William Wyler.
Only two pictures are presently shooting,
with another pair to roll in the next ten
days. Nearing completion is "Strategic Air
Command" (James Stewart, June Allyson,
Frank Lovejoy), Samuel J. Briskin producer,
Anthony Mann director. The Pine-Thomas
feature, "Run For Cover" (James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, Jean Hersh(dt), got underway May 24, on location in Colorado — Hill
Pine and Bill Thomas sharing the producer
credits, and Nicholas Ray directing. Both
pictures are being lensed in VistaVision and
Technicolor.
To roll during the first few days of June
are: "Hell's Island" (John Payne, Mary
Murphy) — Phil Karlson directing, and "To
Catch A Thief" (Cary Grant), to be produced and directed by Alfred Hitchcock.
These also will be in VistaVision and Technicolor.
Cecil B. DeMille will leave for Egypt on
September 18 to start shooting "The Ten
Cf)nimandments."
REPUBLIC
Production

Resumes

June 14

Three to Roll During June-July
REPUBLICS SUMMER PRODUCtion, now in preparation, is scheduled to
start on June 14, when "'i"he Atomic Kid"
(Mickey Rooney) goes before the cameras.
Two other films are slated to roll the following month. 'I'hey are: "Silver Rock," set
fur a July 7th >lart — Joseph imiian Kane
Page 12
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directing; and "Carolina Cannonball" (Judy
Canova), beginning July 30 — Sidney Picker
associate producer, Charles Lamont director.
Despite this slight pick up in studio operations, no one will deny that Republic is retrenching. In addition to the heavy lay-offs
announced last issue, an order has gone out
that all executives, producers and other
front-line personnel earning over $300 per
week, must accept a ten per cent salary cut
— effective immediately.
At least one new associate producer-director contract has been handed out by the
company — indicating that the long-promised
production splurge may not be too far away.
The pact was signed with William Beaudine,
whose first assignment will be "Is There A
Duchess In The House," an original comedy
by William X. Crowley. Jack Townley is
working on the screenplay.
RKO
Hope for Production Dims
With Hughes-Odium Hassle
EXHIBITORS, WHO MIGHT HAVE
hoped that, when Howard Hughes made his
offer to purchase complete control of the
company from stockholders, RKO would
start a program of production to relieve the
product shortage, are doomed to disappointment, apparently for some time to come.
RKO continues to be a financial football and
the best that can be expected from this
studio is a rare new picture and an occasional reissue.
In the midst of his tussle with Floyd
Odium's Atlas Corp., however, Hughes
found time to sign a new term contract with
Sally Forrest and to launch production on
the long delayed "The Conqueror" (J-ohn
Wayne, Susan Hayward). Technicolor film
finally got under way May 19, on location in
Southern Utah, with Dick Powell producing and directing.
No date has been set on any future productions— and probably won't be until after
the Odium-Hughes differences are resolved.
20TH
New

CENTURY-FOX

Production Sked Planned

As Gable, Adier Sign Contracts
ITIE PAST FORNIGHT HAS P,EEN
a momentous one for 20th Century-Fox.
Clark Gable and producer Buddy Adler
signed term contracts, and a considerably
expanded production schedule was set up for
the new fiscal year, starting in September.
The new slate will consist of 26 pictures
as compared with only 16 releases on the
current year's program. All will be in CinemaScope, with 20 to be made by the studio
under the supervision of Darryl V. Zanuck,
and six to come from outside producers.
To meet this heavy releasing schedule.
l-"<)x hits a new production stride beginning
June 1. Sixteen CinemaScope i/roductions
are due to roll by Decendjcr.
The contract with (lahle, which look the

industry by surprise, is a multiple pictu
deal, starting with "The Tall Men". Tl
film \\\\\ be produced by William Haw ^
and William Bacher, both of whom a!
agreed to a multi-picture deal. Gable m;
also co-star with Marilyn Monroe in "T!
Lady and the Lumberjack," to be produc
by Sam Engel.
Buddy Adler's pact, which is a straig \
seven-year arrangement, will probably 1
launched by "Heaven Knows, Mr. Allysor
which the studio acquired from Char!
Feldman. Adler recently left Columb'
where he produced the Academy Awa
winning "From Here to Eternity." |
Another important new property is tlj
Broadway hit "The Seven Year Itch," whii|
will be co-produced by Billy Wilder at
ChaVles Feldman, with Marilyn Monroe \
the starring role. Production is slated f'|
August.
Only one picture is shooting at the prese |
time, although a number of others are in tl|
final stages of preparation. The sole entry
this writing is "Woman's World" (Clift<
Webb, June Allyson, Van Heflin, Laur(|
P>acall, Fred MacMurray, Arlene Dahli
CinemaScope and color — Charles Bracke
producing, Jean Negulesco directing. In ai
dition, "There's No Business Like She.
Business" (Ethel Merman, Donald O'Col
nor), is ready for principal photograph
Julian Blaustein's "The Racers'' (not cast
is shooting backgrounds abroad before ro'
ing here in July; Nunnally Johnson's "Blai!
Widow" (Van Heflin, Maggie McNamara
in filming backgrounds in New York for
June start; "Desiree" (Marlon Brando, Je;
Simmons), is ready to roll on June 16
Julian Blaustein producing, Henry Kost
directing; and the inde "That Lady" (01iv(
de Havilland, Gilbert Roland), is set to (.j
in
Spain Young
on Junedirecting.
— Sy Bartlett producing \
Terence
\
UNITED

ARTISTS

UA Picks Up Two Abroad
To Bolster Growing Slate
UNITED ARTISTS HAS ACQUIReI
a pair of foreign films to bolster its alread
voluminous line-up of domestically produc|
releases. One is "The Tiger and the Flamti
first picture made in India by an Indian pr|
ducer to play North American theatrii
Other is "Hobson's Choice" (Charles Laup|
ton, John Mills), which was produced 1)
David Lean's British company.
|
Domestic production by indes releasii)
through UA, is slightly down this monlj
with only two features now shooting: Heel
Lancaster's "Vera Cruz" (Gary Cooper, Bu|
Lancaster, Denise Darcel, Cesar Romercj
being lensed in Technicolor on location j
Mexico — James Hill producing, Robert All
rich directing, and "Shield For Murdei
(Edmond O'Brien, John Agar, Maria En
lish), an American National Studios produ
tion — Aubrey Schenck and Howard W. Ko
directing.
producers, Edniond ()'Brien and Koch c
Two more arc slated to roll in June: "Nt
(Continued on Page I
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Lirk Confidential" (not cast) and the David
ean-Ilya Lopert feature, "The Time of the
.uckoo" (Katharine Hepburn, Rossano
trazzi), to be lensed in Technicolor on lo(ition in Italy. "Xew York Confidential,"
fhich Clarence Greene and Russell Rouse
|-i]l produce and direct, in association with
idward Small, will be shot in part with the
cw Eastman Tri-X film, which requires no
i'tional lighting or processing when
ting at night.
The Koch-Schenck inde company has set
' July start for "Sword of Robin Hood, '
ith John Derek being sought as star.
^f■>ntgomery Clift is reported to be on the
- c of signing with John Huston for his
jninier production of "Moby
Dick," in
i-hich Gregory Peck will also be starred.
lift is slated to fly to Ireland in mid-June
) confer with Huston on the part.
JNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
alent Roster Expanded;
reduction Goes Into High
THE TALENT-BUILDING PROGRAM
nd star-participation deals which Universaliiternational has employed so effectively in
le past, will continue to play a key part in
le studio's policies as laid down by producon chief Ed Muhl. A participation deal
ith Kirk Douglas, similar to those worked
ut with James Stewart and Tyrone Power,
as just been closed. Douglas will star in
The Man With A Star," an Aaron Rosenerg production, scheduled fur summer hlmig.
In the talent-building department, seven
ew male actors have just been added to the
oster. Included in the list are: John .Agar,
ho drew a seven-year exclusive pact; Keith
indes, a two-per-year non-exclusive deal,
Iso to run for seven years; George Xadcr,
-ex Barker, Jeff Morrow, Bart Roberts and
'ace Gentry. All will be given the star
uild-up previously accorded to such conractees as Tony Curtis, Rock Hu<lson and
eff Chandler.
The studio's production staff is also being
icreased to prepare for the heavy schedule
f pictures coming up. With the signing of
<orman Deming, former assistant director
3 the production staff, the studio now has a
Jtal of seven unit managers — equal to that
f almost any of the major lots in town.
U-I laiinched it's spring-summer schedule
"ith the start of three pictures during the
ast week, current program hits a peak of
IX pictures in mid-June, and will continue
t that level until early fall. Xow shooting
re: "Destry" (Audie Murphy, Mari Blanhard, Lyie Bettger, Lori Xelson), in Techicolor — Stanley Rubin ])ro(lucer, George
larshall director; "Five Bridges To Cross"
Jeff Chandler, Julia -Adams) — Aaron Rosenerg producer, Joseph Pevney director;

"Panama" (undergoing cast changes at this
writing), in Technicolor — Howard Christie
producer, Joseph Lewis director; and
"Smoke Signal" (Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie, William Talman), in Technicolor —
Howard Christie producer, Jerry Hopper director.
Starting between now and mid- June are:
"The Stuntman" (Abbott & Costello) — Howard Christie producer, Charles Lament director; and "Captain Lightfoot" (Rock Hudson, Barbara Rush), in Technicolor — Ross
Hunter producer, Douglas Sirk director, to
be filmed in Ireland.
WARNER

BROTHERS

Heavy Production

Pace

Puts Five on Sound Stages
WITH FOUR PICTURES OF ITS
own before the cameras and a Wayne-Fellows feature for Warner release coming up
in a few days, this company ranks second
only to MGM in the total number of films
now shooting.
In production are: "Helen or Troy" (Rossana Podesta, Jacques Sernas, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke), in CinemaScope and W'arnerColor — Robert Wise director; "Land of the
Pharoahs" (Jack Hawkins, Dewey Martin),
CinemaScope and WarnerColor — Howard
Hawks producer-director; "Dragnet" (Jack
Webb. Ben .Alexander, Ann Robinson).
WarnerColor — Stanley Meyer producer. Jack
Webb director; and "Drum Beat" (.Alan
Ladd, Audrey Dalton), WarnerColor and
CinemaScope — Delmar Daves director. On
June 10, Wayne- F'ellows launches "Track of
the Cat" (Robert Mitchum, Tab Hunter) —
William .A. Wellman directing in CinemaScope and WarnerColor.
In keeping with Warners' long-standing
policy of making topical pictures, a script is
being rushed on the Indo-China fracas, titled
"Jump Into Hell." David Weisbart will produce and David lUitler direct.
.Another new Wayne-F"ellows property
just announced for filming late this year is
"The Quality of Mercy," the Robert Carson
novel, which probably wilt start John
Wayne.
As FILM BULLETIN went to press.
John Farrow was huddling with Jack L.
Warner and Steve Trilling, with the possibility that "Gown of Glory," which Farrow
will direct and Henry Blanke protluce, may
roll before "The Sea Chase," which was announced a month ago. The latter film,
which Farrow also will meg, stars John
Wayne and has been delayed until Wayne
finishes
his stint in "The Conqueror" for
RKO.
Other new assignments include .Alan Ladd
and June Allyson for "The McConnell
Story ' to be made following Ladd's current
assignment in "Drum Beat"; Frank Sinatra
and Doris Day for an original CinemaScope
musical. "Young At Heart" and Randolph
Scott for "Tall Man Riding", based on a
novel by Xorman Fox. Xo starting dates or
producer-director assignments have been announced on these films.

INDEPENDENTS
Theatres Rally to Filmakers
"Exhib Guarantee" Plan
EXHIBITORS HAVE BEEX REsponding spontaneously to Filmakers Releasing was
Organization's
"exhibitor
plan, which
announced
two guarantee"
weeks ago
throughout the trade, in offering the comnew production
"Private
Hell — The
36"
for sale, pany's
even
before it started
shooting.
picture, which will star Ida Lupino, Steve
Cochran, Howard Duff and Dean Jagger,
rolls this week (June 1), with Don Seigel
directing. It is expected to be ready for release by mid-September.
In response to Filmakers' bid to meet exhibitor demands for more product, immediate requests for the picture reportedly poured
in from many big chain theatres. United
Paramount, RKO, Stanley Warner, Skouras
Theatres, and numerous other circuits were
cited.
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of
.American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, had lavish praise for the plan. "I believe all exhibitors will enthusiastically support you in this instance and in all future
productions
may be contemplating," he
wired the indeyououtfit.
A spokesman for Filmakers tells FILM
BULLETIX: "We are inspired by the e.xhibitor response to our new plan. Once we
get 'Private Hell' before the cameras, we
shall then proceed with the production of
'Mad At the World' and 'Crash Out'. Both
will be ready for distribution within 90 days
after completion. From that point we expect
to gear ourselves to deliver a picture a
Only one new independent feature without
a releasing commitment has started since the
last
Size-Ups report. That is "Singing in
month."
the
Dark" (iloishe Oysher, Joey Adams),
an AXO production being lensed in New
York — Leonard Anderson associate producer. Max Nosseck director.
Others, reported last issue, still in production, are: "Long John Silver" (Robert Newton. Connie Gilchrist), in CinemaScope and
Technicolor, a Treasure Island production,
filming in Sydney, Australia, Joseph Kaufman producer, Byron Haskin director; "Return of Columbus" (Paola Loew, Sidney
Chaplin, Charles Chaplin, Jr.), a Paal-Real
production shooting in Germany, Alexander
Paal, producer-director; "Crashout" (John
Ireland, Dorothy Malone), a Palo Alto production, Roger Corman and Jack Milner
producers, John Ireland and Ed Sampson
directors; and "Three Musketeers" (Jeffrey
Stone), a Robert Goldstein-Thetis Films codirecting.
production, shooting in Italy, X'athan Juran
"The Long Chance," a Masthead production which was to have rolled today (May
31), has been delayed for one week to work
out casting snarls. Audrey Wisberg and
Edgar Ulmer will produce, with Ulmer
doubling as director. Also set for next week,
provided casting arrangements can be completed, is"The Sporting Game," a Valor Pictures project. Wyott Ordung producer-director.
FILM BULLETIN May 31, 1954
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Small Screen Dead

Bill Rodgers had made one thing very plain to Skirball :
if making the picture meant working for somebody else his
answer was No. Skirball replied that his idea was very different. He thought Rodgers should be a member of a Board of
Governors of a new kind of film unit, composed of men experienced inall phases of the business who would receive no
salaries whatsoever, and would take their emoluments out of
profits — if any.

But. in general. Bill Rodgers feels that the small screen
is gone — and for the better. His own thinking is in terms of
the large screen, as opposed to the wide screen — by which he
means, presumably, that a maximum aspect ratio of 1.85 to 1
is the one which, while not necessarily the best, is most suited
to the general mass of exhibitors who, when all is said and

When Rodgers was well enough to travel again, he made
the trip to the Coast where, once again. Skirball's ideas were
mulled over. There was immediate and unanimous agreement
on the main outline and within a few days Amalgamated Productions began to take shaj)e.
Says Rodgers: "As recently as April 15 of this year I
hadn't the slightest idea all this would happen. It came about,
with incredible speed, without any planning or pre meditation
on my part. I'd had no intention of going into production up
to that time, and I didn't even own the rights to the picture
I'd tried in vain to have MGM make."
A Man

of Judgment

By the time this appears in print Amalgamated Productions will probably have established itself on Sixth Avenue,
where it has leased the offices hitherto occupied by Disney.
As soon as he is established there with his colleagues and
partners. Bill Rodgers will take the wraps off his pet project
— the picture — the one and only picture — which for years he
had set apart as the one he wanted the public to have, and
which he is sure it will buy. Other properties, of course, have
since been acquired by Amalgamated, which plans to produce
at least three films a year budgeted at not less than $750,000
each for release "at rentals theatremen can afford".
William F. Rodgers is no beginner at the game. Now
aged 65 (his 66th birthday is on June 7) he started his business life with the Havana American Cigar Company. He
moved into pictures with General Films, then with Mutual
Films, and with Triangle. As long ago as 1924 he joined
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, becoming a Vice-President of Loew's
in 1941. He is a man of mature judgment. What is more, he
has built up a reputation among showmen for fairness and
integrity second to none in the business. He has never sought
personal power or aggrandisement.
Thus, Rodgers' views on some of today's foremost topics
carry exceptional weight. He refuses to commit himself about
any one process of projection or presentation. He is not an
all-out CinemaScope or any 'scope enthusiast. He believes all
of the "proved" j)rocesses have their place within the framework of film entertainment, but considers it would be a retrograde stej) if one of those processes became universal. "Flexibility is the essence of good showmanship", he claims. His
own company, therefore, will employ the medium best suited
to the subject being filmed. "In some cases we shall make
standard 2L) |)ictures if we find the exhibitor demands them,
and provided they do justice to the story and to the cast. We
shall not necessarily use color exclusively. Black and while
catiMol. and should not. be ruled out. Ilial was very well
|)ro\( (l bv 'From Here to Fterfiity . "
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done, provide the backbone of the industry. "Whatever we
do", says Rodgers, "we shall frame for big screen, though we
must be guided to some extent by the policy of the distributor
who is to handle our product. We shall not, however, work
through a distributor who favors restrictive practices."
Stereophonic sound interests him vastly, but here again
Bill Rodgers gets quickly to fundamentals when he says, "I
certainly think it adds realism and strength to a film played in
a large theatre; it is less effective, in my judgment, in a
medium-sized theatre, and jjrobably a waste of money in a
small one. But, don't forget this: sound development is in its
infancy, and within a relatively short space of time we may i
have brought it to such a point of perfection that it will enhance any picture, wherever it is played — even the drive-in."
He added, rather puckishly, "I suppose stereophonic sound
originated in the minds of those who don't like drive-ins and
the competition they represent to the closed theatre, and who

j
i
;
;

were looking for something which couldn't be successfully j
used in the open-air. But we may as well be honest with ourselves. Drive-ins are here, and they're here to stay, and j
they're going to be a lot more important tomorrow than they
are today."
Entertainment

First

Asked whether, out of his vast experience as a distributor, he could simply and briefly define the kind of product ;
which most strongly appeals to the public. Mr. Rodgers ;
answer was this: "The other day I heard David Selznick say |
on the Ed Sullivan program that he felt his primary obligation ;
in the motion picture business was to give the public enter- \
tainment. I agree with him. I have never known a picture '
which, for example, revolved around the Cinderella or the
Horatio Algar theme, to fail with movie audiences. If you j
are to succeed in this business, your product, and your ap- ,
proach, have to be on a level which the masses can understand and appreciate."
In his straightforward, unglossed manner. Rodgers said
his new company "makes no claim to being the saviour of j
the industry." He simply feels they can make a conservative- 1
ly budgeted, ])opular type of motion picture. Amalgamated
has one fixed policy, expressed by Bill Rodgers in this way:
"We have no intention to make 'small' pictures. The days for
that sort of j)rodu( t ha\e gone forever."
The film-maker of today — and of tomorrow — he added, i
must produce the kind of picture which the exhibitor knows
his peo|)le want, not what the producer or director wants them
to have. The entertainment value must be such as to be of
universal ap|)eal in everv civilized country in the world. They
are the standards W illiam F. Rodgers and his associates have
set themselves. Bv xirlue of llicm we can only pray ihey
succeed.

6XHIBITORS

fORUm

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
CS PRODUCT TERMS
ATO of the Gulf States

We salute 20th Century-Fox and Metro
their change in policy with regard to
leophonic sound. Mr. Lichtman points
jut that Mr. Ben Marcus' (Allied National
President) appeal to aid the smaller exhibitor was so well expressed that it caused
tliem to re-examine their policy, and their
: >ire to render the industry service brought
ibout the change.
' We might add that when Fox changed its
• md on sound they went all the way, due
. reports of deals made since, and dropped
their demands for extended time and higher
film rentals on CinemaScope pictures. It is
my understanding that all the CinemaScope
pictures are being sold at the top terms, but
jno more. This does not apply to "The
Robe" This policy is a step in the right
direction.
1 might add, however, that all CinemaScope pictures are not top pictures. There
are many, many, regular pictures out-grossing them. Also 30th Century-F"ox will not
have to guarantee a profit on all CinemaScope pictures under the new selling policy.
It is strange, indeed, that when an exhibitor makes a terrific investment he must be
penalized. F.xajnplc: a sub-run exhibitor
booked " The Command" and was asked how
he wanted to play it. When he said "in
CinemaScope" he was told that it would cost
him 2^2% more. Now, if that isn't putting a
penalty on the progressive exhibitor, I would
like to know what is.
This is a precedent business, and if wc
continue to allow tipped prices for pictures
just because they are in CinemaScope, regardless of later adjustment, we are out of
business. When an exhibitor plays "Round
Table" at 50% to an $1800 gross, and "Long
Long Trailer" to a $2900 gross at 40*;^, how
long do you think it will take the film companies to claim all good 2-1) j)ictures at
60%? The claim will be this is out-grossing
CinemaScope and is worth more.
PROFIT

GUARANTEES
ITO of Ohio

Jack O'Quinn, Secretary of .Mlicd of the
Gulf States tells this story: There was an
/ exhibitor who played a picture from a comI pany that guaranteed him a profit if he
; played this picture according to their rules.
He played two pictures and had an accepted
j overhi^ad of $3,(H)0 per week. He then played
I a third picture and grossed only $2.0(M).
(Round figures are given to avoid confusion.) The exhibitor went to the film company and demanded his profit. "You're
crazy," was the answer, "we can't just give
you the picture — we're entitled to some percentage". The exhibitor insisted and demanded his profit and believe it or not, the
company gave him a check in the amount
of $1,300.

'SCOPE PRICES
ITO of Ohio
On behalf of two of our members who
started to play CinemaScope pictures on
March 31 and then learned of an $8(X) reduction in th.e price of lenses, effective April 1,
we wrote to 20th Century-Fox. Today we
received a reply from J. J. Miller of Cine"No".
maScope Products, Inc. Succinctly, it says
Mr. Miller says: "From the inception of
CinemaScope, the position was taken that it
was hoped the prices of all equipment would
be reduced as installations increased. This
outlook exists in every type of business
where quantity production makes it possible
to effect price savings from earlier levels.
"Twentieth Century-Fox could not afford
to make the adjustments that all exhibitors
and dealers request. CinemaScope represents to date investments of over $16 million
and as yet Fox has only recouped about $8
million of this world-wide outlay. We are
sure you will agree with our position that
we cannot make any adjustments under
these conditions."
We do not agree with Mr. Miller. If this
practice continues, it is obvious that only
the rich can buy equipment early because
everyone will know that the price will come
down if they wait. Any reductions should
be retroactive. They are based then not on
past or future sale>^ but on totals.
EXHIBITOR & HIS FAMILY
Allied Caravan of la.-Nebr.
(F.J. \otf: Charlie Junes' theatre recently iias
ronsiimed hy fire, hut the Elmo. la.. Exhibitor
keeps his hand in the business. He writes:)
Since I'm not in the business, hut I'm still
giving you my time — and I've got plenty of
it, I infringe upon' your time to re-assure you
that I have faith in the future of the business. To prove the point, I'm raising my
kids to be real tough. Last night there was
a helluva fight going on upstairs (I stay
home nights now) that sounded like Hennie
Merger being forced to pay iOVc for a "Bowery Boy". I went up with my lilac bush
sapling in one hand and my book on Child
Psychology in the other and asked a tew
preliminary investigating questions. Two
and a half year old Floise was squawking
like an exhibitor who had just had a picture
pulled. Between sobs she said that 3'2 year
old Warren had clobbered her. Of course,
I asked the villain "Why "? "Because she
naughty words," was the answer.
was
.Aftersaying
I asked them what they were, he said
she was saying — "Blah, blah, blah and nincompoop." Right there, I decided to make
him a projectionist and would let her do the
film ofbuying.
out
this dealWe'll
yet. have a family operation
— Charlie Jones

ANAMORPHIC
LENS
ITO of Ohio

FOR

ALL

Every leader of .-Mlied recognizes that the
visual part of CinemaScope is a great advance and that it would be retrogression to
permit this innovation to go by the boards.
Fox is making prints in 2-D for drive-ins
and certain theatres which cannot install
CinemaScope profitably. It is to be hoped
that before another season has passed that
every theatre will have a wide screen and the
aiiamorpliic lenses.
Mr. Skouras pointed in New York that the
Grand Central Theatre in St. Louis when he
saw it in 1909 had the same size screen as it
had when torn down two years ago. The
wide screen is something that people can see
and marvel at immediately. In our humble
opinion stereophonic sound is not. However, this, too, may change. But a step forward is indicated when the choice of medium
is now the exhibitor's to make. For the good
of the industry we hope that the majority of
theatres will at least make plans to widen
their screens.
Now that Fox has opened the gates of
CinemaScope, the company no longer feels
bound to guarantee a profit to any exhibitor
as it has been doing on CinemaScope pictures up to now. There will no longer be a
uniform system. .All film rentals will have to
be based on the exhibitor's ability to pay
and Mr. Lichtman in a telegram to Ben Marcus and .Abram F. Myers says, "I would
prefer to do away with reviewing every engagement and renegotiating every contract
after the engagement as this entails a tremendous amount of accounting and ph\sical
That means that from now on, you will
have to get the right terms before you play
the pictures. This is no different from the
policy of every other company (except
Metro)
work." where adjustments are sometimes
given and more often not.
"WOLF" IS HERE
ATO of the Gulf States
Headline: "Paramount 52-week report
shows impressive jump in profits." Net after
taxes $6,779,563 as against last year net
$5,340,584. Headline: "Loew's profit increases." Net after ta.xes, for 28 weeks,
$3,199,166 as compared to $2,171,729. The
headlines have been full of the profits from
other companies. This is in view of the fact
that the theatre profits dropped 3% last year.
Need I say more.
I believe that we sold congress on the
plight of theatres, but we failed to sell distribution. During good times there were
many who cried "wolf" and now that the
wolf is here we are not believed.
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Arbitration Talks Hot
Arbitration meetings last week between the distributors and leading exhibitor groups — with the
notable exception of Allied States Ass'n — took up
in the same stormy vein that characterized the
abortive 1952 sessions. While Allied — distributors
impasse on film rentals — was then considered the
principal stumbling block to an arbitration system,
this time it was a varied group of exhibitors who
participated in the flareups.
SCTOA's Harry C. Arthur, Jr., for instance,
threatened resort to Government regulation to correct alleged abuses unless a satisfactory arbitration
system to include "all disputes" were set up.
TO.A's Herman Levy quickly retorted, "We can
regulate ourselves."
Proposals by both distributors and exhibitors
for component elements of arbitration were another source of hot words. Agreement was
reached, however, that there would be no limit on
number of pre-releases by each company, but they
would be subject to arbitration. Under the '52
draft, pre-releases were limited to two per year
from each company.
The exhibitor plan presented by Levy after a
special exhibitor caucus called for inclusion of all
disputes affecting "orderly distribution" except
"the amount of money an exhibitor shall pay for
film." Specifically, but not restricted to these, the
arbitrable subjects are: clearance, runs, conditioning, contract violations, print shortage, competitive
bidding, pre-releases. (Earlier, before a TOA unit
meeting. Levy said that a fair gauge should be
"whatever matters can be litigated should be arbitrable.")
Distributor spokesman Al Lichtman called the
exhibs' proposals "one-sided", felt that film companies could not accept such "all-embracing"
clauses. They are willing to "discuss" all proposals "except rental terms", he said. Also, while
film companies were agreeable to clause permitting
other matters to be incorporated later, "they cannot agree to arbitrate matters not known to them
and not agreed upon at this conference." He proposed acontinuing committee to handle any matters not now considered arbitrable.
Siding with .Arthur on "all-inclusive" arbitration,
^^ax Cohen and Leo Brecher (MMPTA) argued
that unforseen changes in the industry could bring
new causes for complaint. Si Fabian added a
warning that "any limitation on the right to arbitrate will fail to get the support of all exhibition."
A joint sub-committee was due to be set up to
combine provisions of each draft for final submission.
Higher Terms Offset Tax — Cole
Col. H. A. Cole fired a blast at what he termed
distributors' "unthinkable and quite shortsighted"
drawing off of the relief theatres received from
Federal tax easing by increasing "onerous" film
terms. Fxhibilors spearheaded the industryfinanced job with expectation that both exhibition
and distribution would benefit "in usual proportions" from lifting of the tax burden, the Texas
veteran declared. "Authentic reports" showed that
hoxoffice had declined 3S'/r , production distribution income only 23'/f , "a shocking picture in view
of theatre closings" during the last ei^ht-year
1*
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Howard Dietz was named to
the Loew's board, succeeding W.
F. Rodgers, recent resignee.
NSS president Herman Robbins has augmented his original
offer for "thank you" trailers on
tax campaign (at cost) to exhibitors, with another for free distribution of COMPO's Ed &
Pub ad series to exhibtors. First
eight have been made up in brochure, will be included in NSS
shipments.
Metro studio chief Dore
Schary is due in NYC on June 7.
Mel Gold, Ad-pub-TV director
for NSS left company May 28 to
enter own business as TV producer-distributor.
UJA luncheon, honoring Spyros Skouras, netted $418,000 for
the charity's m.p. NY group.
Warner president Harry M.
Warner was presented the Medical Achievement Award of Phi
Lambda
fraternity.Kappa, national medical
U-I's Herman Kass, former
coordinator of field exploitation,
has been elevated to newly
created post of Eastern Exploitation Manager.
Motiograph has developed a
complete four-channel stereosound system for theatres up to
1000 seats which can be installed
for $4058. A three channel system costing $3530 is also available.
At its annual convention the
Montana Theatres Asso. voted
to join TOA.
Installation of 3D projection
equipment at the Will Rogers
Hospital has been completed.
The gear will be dedicated at the
June Board of Directors meeting
when various donor-companies
will be honored.
Thomas F. Duane is the new
manager of Paramount's Detroit
branch succeeding Mike Simon.
Melvin J. Fox, prexy of Fox
Theatres, opened his new Towne
Theatre in Levittown, Pa. It is
the first new house in Delaware
Valley since 1950.
Paramount president Barney
Balaban has been elected a director of Manufacturers Trust
Company.
After an absence of almost 14
years, L. J. (Jack) Schlaifer has
rejoined UA as a special representative in line with UA's expanded product program.
NSS president Herman Robbins has again been appointed
chairman of the trailer distribution committee for the 1954
United Cerebral Palsy campaign.

period. And, he added, this trend is not only co
tinuing, but getting worse. He foresaw- a retur
to Government action to determine equitability
tax benefits if film companies did not take a "mo
sane and business-like attitude."
Countering, 20th-Fox's Al Lichtman calle
Cole's statement "thoughtless" and "misinformed
tending to "create more ill will in the industry
Xo distributor, he said, "has any designs on an
thing but what he is entitled to."
COMPO

Battles New

NY

Tax

Xew York City exhibitors didn't have long
relish their relief from the onerous Federal admis
sions ta.K burden. Last week, the city's Board
Estimate voted a fi\-e per cent amusement tax,
go into effect June 15, despite an emergency pie
by NY theatremen. Pleasure will go to City Coun
cil for a public hearing next Tuesday (1st) aft
the hastily mobilized emergency committee, wit
COMPO counsel Robert W. Coyne as spokesma
confronted Mayor Wagner with the industry's pre
carious position. Hizzoner assured industryites fu
opportunity to be heard. Unless the miracl
COMPO wrought in the Federal tax campaign
accomplished, it's expected to be passed the sam
day. If it does, floodgates for similar action ii
other cities could be opened.
Sudden tax threat loomed after a prior proposa
for a 3 per cent sales tax on commercial service
was squelched by concerted opposition of business
men, bankers and stock exchangemen, turnin
city's eye on amusements industries (movies con
tribute 65 per cent) for the tax touch.
Coyne and the impressive delegation of industr
toppers pointed out that Congressional convictio
that movie exhibition was a "disaster industry tha
had to be helped" resulted in the Federal tax cu
from 20 to 10 per cent, with 50c total exemptio
(under city's proposal, exemption is limited tc
10c). Backed by Sindlinger statistics, the commit
tee also noted that the city-estimated $16.0(K),CO< |
revenue from the tax would actually net only ont
quarter of that — and less with theatre closings an(|
reduced patronage due to the levy.
|
Strong newspaper support for the industry'M
case was characterized by the Journal-.AmericanVj
editorial comment: "We hope the city can find i\
means to balance its budget by not doing furthei,
damage to an industry which traditionally has beei,
a major attraction for tourists and provides work
for thousands of residents."
While hope was not bright that the proposed
levy would be defeated, COMPO was leading a
strong fight.

Skouras' Happy Report
Spyros Skouras, addressing 20th-Fox stockholders, was repaid for his $10,000,0(K) Cinema j
Scope gamble, coming and going. .After gratify |
ingly reporting a record gross for 1953 ($105. 1
662,000), a doubled net for this year's first quartet|
($2,048,0(K)), an estimate of lO.O(X) 'Scope-equipped
theatres by the year's end, the 20th-Fox president
heard the management defended from the floor
when rebellious minority stockholders flared up
Tlu' champion was none other than Charles Green
(Continued on Page 17/

THIS

MADE

THE

NEWS!

' ontinued from Page 16)
ist year's opponent, who asked the rebels
I desist "in all fairness" to the company's
cord.
Note: Reduction in negative amortization
■r 1954 first quarter of $2,500,000 said
kouras, "emphasizes the present potency oi
inemaScope in that we are able to maintain
.jlume with fewer pictures."
Ve-Production

Plans Mushroom

The Makelim-Allied production plan is
ast gaining momentum. Response, Makerim reports, has been so great that his origi'lal estimate of 2500 participating theatres
iias been upped to 3500. Indications are that
In the N. Y. City area alone, the 262-theatre
Kew York City quota has been over subIcribed. As a result, other producers are
1-yeing "guaranteed playdates."
I Republic voiced its interest in some sort
M pre-production tieup with exhibitors.
jPrexy Herbert Yates invited TOA board
Tiembers to visit the studio for a meeting to
■lelp solve the problem of more low-budget
product. Yates said he welcomes e.xhibitor
lelp to blueprint future Republic production.
I Filmakers' "exhibitor guarantee" plan is
getting big play, too, with major chains like
iL'nited Paramount and Stanley Warner voic|ng encouragement.
Scope Boom

Follows

Forum

As expected, the 20th-Fox CinemaScope
forum has zoomed CS equipment orders. In
the Western Division alone. Fox reports that
139 outdoor and conventional situations are
being equipped; in Montreal, 15 United
Amusements Circuit theatres are getting CS
with full stereophonic sound, and so it goes.
W ith the stereosound barrier opened, it is
interesting to note that great bulk of orders
Iask for it.
GIVES

International Exhibitor Croup
An international alliance of exhibitor orIganizations appears in the making. The
'Cinematograph Exhibitors Association suggested the alliance after Allied States'
.Abram F. Myers contacted the British group
in regard to a joint information service.
Negotiations continued as Allied prexy Hen
Marcus proposed a Hollywood conference of
int'l exhibitor organizations "to arrive at a
common solution so that a committee may
discuss problems of the new techniques with
producers, and .sales policies with the distributors."
Variety Spends $2,795,000
Better than $2,795,0(K) was expended by 41
Tents of Variety Clubs International for
charities in the past year, according to annual report by Heart chairman Xathan
• ■olden. Boston Tent (23) maintained its
leadership in total expenditures with a whopping $453,632. Most notable pledge. Pittsburgh, original tent, with $75,000 last year,
has upped the ante for 1954-55 to $4<X).0(K).
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'■good, old summertime" used to be, traditionally, the "dead old summertime." Then along
came a monster known as Television. Like
the movies, it also concentrated on the other
three seasons of the year, sucking away
movie patrons in the colder weather and gluing them to their free living room screens.
Bitterly decrying video's inroads, moviemen,
for the most part, failed to see. strangely
enough, that this "dead" season had become
potentially the most live of all.
It's tough to break away from tradition.
But there were those who saw the opportunity to get back the "lost" audiences by opening the distribution spigots to maintain a
steady flow of good films during the hot
weather months when T\* was at its lowest
ebb. The men who make policy for Universal-International were among those who
recognized this potential. So. once again this
vear U-I has lined up a continual and promising array of pictures to lure audiences eager
to go out.
During June, July, August and September,
eight new productions and one big reissue
have been set for release by Universal vicepresident, general sales manager Charles J.
Feldman. The distribution head's avowed
purpose, as outlined in a recent meeting with
U-I's promotional staff, was to meet the company's "basic responsibilities to exhibitors of
not only providing them with all types of pictures for all types of theatres for all types of
screens, but of also supplying them with

proper promotional tools."
Resounding confirmation of this policy has
come from vice president and national adpublicity chief David A. Lipton. Long-range
planning, backed by intensive national preselling, and concentration on point-of-sale
])r(jmotion — long established tenets with this
compan\ — all have been drastically pushed
upward. National magazine advertising budget this year will double that of '53, and locallevel selling has been "correspondingly increa.sed," Lipton proclaims.
A breakdown of the U-I four-month release
program shows a happy variety of product.
Included are the c()m])any's first C inemaScope i)ro(luction, "The Black Shield of Falworth," and the long-heralded "Magnificent
Obsession," which U-I e.xi)ects to be one of
the top grossers in its history — and is gearing
FILM BULLETIN
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its campaign accordingly. Also spotlighted is
the reissue of ^'The Egg and I," previous
company record-holder. A forerunner of the
consistently successful "^L-^ and Pa Kettle"
series, re-release is set for July with an allout campaign paralleling the original bally.
Two of the new features will be released
each month. June is set for "Drums Across
the River." Technicolor western starring
Audie Murphy, Lisa Gaye. Lyle Bettger and
Walter Brennan, and "Black Horse Canyon,"
also in Technicolor, a western with special
family flavor, starring Joel McCrea and Mari
Blanchard.
With "The Egg and I as a special bonus.
July releases are "Johnny Dark", auto-racing
Technicolor drama, with Tony Curtis, Piper
Laurie and Don Taylor co-starred, and "Tanganyika", inTechnicolor, a jungle melodrama
starring
\'an
Heflin. Ruth Roman and Howard Duflf.
Then comes the big one in August. "Magnificent (Jbsession." in Technicolor. Jane
Wyman and Rock Hudson I his performance
in this is one to watch ) are the key personalities in the Lloyd C. Douglas novel that was
such a top film a generation ago. America's
most famous mule and Donald O'Connor
form the other halt of the August combination in "Francis Joins the \\'acs," with the
luscious Julia Adams and much publicized
]\Iamie \ an Doren heading the feminine cast.
September will ha\ e Rury Calhoun, Piper
Laurie, David Brian and Kathleen Hughes in
"Dawn at Socorro," western drama. And
finally. L'niversal's jump into anamorphism.
"The Black Shield of F'ahvorth." medieval
costume drama in CinemaScope and color,
starring Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, David
Farrar, Barbara Rush and Herbert ^Marshall.
An impressive line-up, indeed, both in
weight and numbers and in promise of quality
for a season that was once considered the
step-child of the industry.

UniversdI-lnternationdrs eight hot-weather schedule
of new releases, from top: "Magnificent Obsession" (Technicolor), "The Black Shield of Falworth" ICinemaScope, Color), "Tanganyika"
(Technicolor), "Drums Across the River" (Technicolor), "Francis Joins the Wacs", "Johnny Dark"
(Technicolor), "Black Horse Canyon" (Technicolor), "Dawn at Socorro" (Technicolor). Also
due during the period is reissue "The Egg and I."

/
MERCHANDISING

Rocket Man' Space Ship Tour
\n out-of-this-world exhibit aimed at kid>
.ill ages, is currently touring some UKI
I '.ICS in four states with a 50-foot "space
hip" to plug 20th-Fox's "The Rocket Man."
'tunt. which will highlight a saturation
)pening of the Leonard Goldstein producion, was inspirationally launched by none
)ther than T\"s "Captain \ideo" (Al
^odge), attired in interplanetary costume
see above). The popular video show proitor christened the five-ton craft in fnmt
-'i>th-Fox's Xew 'S'ork home office to kick
ilie tour, with Toledo the first stop on an
tinerary scheduled to cover (Jhio, Indiana,
Kentucky and West \'irginia. The huge exhibit isa wonderland of interplanetary paraphernalia, with electronic gadgets designed
10 create illusion of space travel — and. of
:ourse, scenes from the picture. Ballyhoo is
heightened with sound effects of space travel.
Exhibit has theatre-front stops, visits to
parks, playgrounds, and schools. There's no
admission charge. .Advance interest has been
excited by Life magazine feature on the ship.
Other angles: tabloid heralds in advance
and current with ship's arrival; rocket
modeling contests; school, toy and department store tie-ups; kid ayem shows; contests
linked with TV and radio stations and local
newspapers. To aid local campaign, complete promotional kits (news stories, photos,
publicijA mats, sidewalk stencils, etc.) were
I'lrwarded to local theatre managers for advance use.
Stunt, while concentrating on the youngsters, iseight-to-five to draw a si/eable nuniber of their elders in the exploitation areas.
Wonder how many grown-ups watch Captam \ idee, read science-fiction pulpers — or
watch for the next "Flash Gordon" comic
strip?

&

EXPLOITATION

Al Hodge, TV's famed "Captain Video" as he
christened five-ton. 50-foot "space ship", currently on four-state tour for opening of 20thFox's "The Rocket Man."

'Caligula' Tours for 'Demetrius'
iOtli-lox i> priming its promotion campaign on "Demetrius and the Gladiators",
with a cross-country swing by Jay Robinson, the Roman emperor "Caligula", who
plays the same role in this sequel to "The
Robe". The actor, garbed in royal toga, is
making theatre, TV and radio appearances,
addressing school assemblies, parent-teacher
groups, civic organizations, showing color
slides of highlight scenes from the forthcoming biblical epic and giving dialogue
from the film. The actor's itinerary, beginning with West Coast keys, continues
through the midwest. He is due to arrive
in Xew \ nrk on June 8 for a host of promotional activities preceding the debut at
the Roxy. Visits to Hoston, I'hiladelphia
and Washington will follow.
'P re-Re-Release' for 'Egg'
.\ new word has entered the industry lexicon— "pre-re-release". That's the way Universal has designated its reissue of "The
Egg and 1". its record-grosser now famous
for introduction of the Kettles, scheduled
for a territorial saturation premiere in lowaXebraska. beginning May 27. preceding the
Catchline of thie Issue
"Mitchum the Fuse . . . Monroe the Flame"— RIVER OF NO
RETURN
(20th Century-Fox)

DEPARTMENT

f

"regular" July release generally. L'-I has set
a brand new promotional campaign, including press books, trailers and prints and film
will be handled as importantly as any of the
company's new productions, according to
sales v. p. Charles Feldman. The mid-west
houses who helped "discover" the Kettles,
with a series a steady heavy grosser in those
territories thenceforth, will go big for the
reissue. L'-I has dispatched two special fieid
reps to develop the territorial campaign and
to aid local exhibitors. It would be interesting to have a definition — terms-wise — of
"pre-re-release."
Roman

Beauties Stunt

Growing popularity of Italian film beauties in this country is being exploited by
Italian Films Export in an illustrated brochure, listing proper pronunciation of their
names, vital statistics and picture credits.
Most commonly mispronounced name, according to IFE. is that of Gina Lollobrigidina (and in case you don't know, it's JEEnah Lo-lo-BRIDGE-i-dah). One general
rule offered by the glossary; when in doubt,
pronounce it "Bella. Bella" (Italian for
pretty). Most impressive vital statistics: 19year-old Sophia Loren (So-FEE-yah LOren) 5'9". 38"-24"-37"; 27-year-old Silvana
Pampanini (Seal-\'.\H-nah Pahm-pah-XEEnee). S'S'-'j", 37"-24"-36". Star blow-ups,
along with this information, look like good
display bets.
'Man-Appeal' for Wayne Film
Better than 2500 super-markets will herald
Warner s CinemaScope "The High and the
.Mighty" in a special promotion for the bigscale circulation mag's "Plan a Meal with
Man .Appeal" campaign. Star (and co-producer) John Wayne will be spotted in four(Continued on Page 20)
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(Continued from Page 19)
color double truck layout in the mags, store
and window displays in the markets, and
special ad mats, with an additional bolster
by Collier's in several trade publications.
Promotion coincides with gala dual world
premiere May 27 at the Egyptian in Holly\-.-ood and the Paramount in San Francisco,
with the former loaded with white and black
tied celebrities and festivities carried on a
half-hour telecast.
Interesting sidelight was suggestion by the
Pike's Peak Visitors' Bureau that the debut
be held atop the mountain to tie in with
title. WB had to turn the offer down because of prior commitments to the presently

PRESSBOOK

AWARD

I

ninny ilieiitiemen arc ai>t to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship — the pressbook.
I'Or thtil reason, we devote this space in each issue oj FILM UliLLETlN to recognize those presshooks that best serve the needs oj theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to —
RIVER

OF

NO

RETURN

participating theatres. But it's an idea for
any location with theatre facilities on the
area's top grounds.
Starlets on Road for 'Long Wait'
Hollywood eyefuls Peggie Castle, Dolores
Donlon and Shawn Smith, appearing in
UA's upcoming "The Long Wait," are on
the road again after a six-day round of T\',
radio and p.a.'s in Chicago, where the
Mickey Spillane film iTiade its debut at the
Woods Theatre. They moved on to Pittsburgh for a three-day stand last week,
thence to Detroit, Buffalo, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Boston and Washington
before the New York finale. Especially
heavy in the Windy City was the video promotion which blanketed the Chicago area
with a round-the-clock schedule over three
channels. Special trailer program was
spotted next to baseball broadcasts and
other audience-pulling shows, especially
those that drew fans due to be attracted by
the Spillane-type stuff.

"Monroe Tames Mitchum" or "Mitchum Tames
Monroe" it's an exploitation bullseye either way. Conflict between the top b.o. stars, an integral theme of
2()th Century- Fox's CinemaScope "River of No Return,'' is your big, fat selling point. Under the
guidance of Charles Einfeld, the Fox boxofificers have
exploded a big-scale campaign based on this angle.
The Monroe glamour, the Mitchum he-man allure,
epic scale of the Great Northwest backgrounds and,
of course, CinemaScope, are the by-products good for
additional angles. Ad above gives an idea of the basic
art on the primary facet. Variations on this are
plentiful. On several it's described as "the whitefanged fury of the Great Northwest . . . where Monroe and Mitchum meet, fight and love!" Or where
"MITCHUM melts MONROE in white-fanged fury
of the Great Northwest!"

Briefs
"River of No Return" (20th-Fox) was
named Movie of the Week by May 17 Tempo, which carries a center spread on the
Marilyn Monroe CinemaScoper.
Effectiveness of sequence from RKO's
"Carnival Story" on NBC Satnite network
show, "Your Lucky Stars", May 15, has led
to two more plugs via film clips on succeeding weeks' shows.
Jefferson Amusement (Beaumont, Texas)
chain's Fred Minton is awar<ling $3.S0 in U.
S. Savings Bonds for three top campaigns
among his 20 first-run theatre managers on
Allied Artists' "Arrow in the Dust".
"Johnny Guitar" racked up the biggest
opening five-day gross in Republic history,
topping former record-holder, "The Quiet
Man", registering $115,000 at 14 theatres
and drive-ins.
f Continued on Page 21)
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IN TH[ lOVI BATTll OF THE CINTURY!

RiVERoF NO Return
CINemaScOP^

SET OF 3
TV CARDS

SECOND
SPOT
FOR 20-

Especially provocative are these descriptions:
"Robert Mitchum . . . the Fuse, Marilyn Monroe . . •
the Flame" used auspiciously in several of the ads.
Monroe's honky-tonk singer personfication, where
she torches four songs gets good play. Special attention is given to the seductive star's musical numbers.
Manual pictures star on cover of sheet music, and
RCA Victor's all-out promotion on her soundtrack
recording, with Marilyn regarded as one of the hottest record properties of the year. The RCA-Victor
disc is getting unparalleled support for a single record, offers theatremen tremendous opportunities for
tie-ups with record dealers.
Posters use the Mitchum-Monroe battle — a honey
of a sequence in the film as principal art, with the
guitar-strumming honkey-tonker as supplementary
illustration.
Other special features of the pressbook: Free records of excerpts from the Monroe soundtrack songs
for use in lobby and radio spots: new Monroe art
shots for lobby and front displays; ballyhoo featuring
the actress, with street stunts, "peep-box" and several
other capitalization's of Monroe's hot popularity;
double-pronged TV campaign, one with three slides,
another a single card.

|
I
{
!

\Conlinued from Page 20)
Eight Disney cartoonist units are now on
|<iur to aid local promotions of "Pinocchio".
"ouring artists, each accompanied by an
<KO fieldman, are appearing in schools, on
'\', civic and service groups, and in toy de•artments of stores displaying "Pinocchio"
ic-ups and running co-op ads on playdates.
\nyone who's seen these guys work will be
rinvinced that it's topnotch promotion.
RKO's "Susan Slept Here" gets a pair of
I table breaks in the June 25 issue of Cosiiopolitan, lead article about co-star Debbie
<eynokls and Louella Parsons' selection as
^icture of the Month. Release is set for
iiid-July.
Pageant gave the first Walt Disney CinenaScoper, "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea ",
4-page feature pictorial layout on compliated filming of underwater scenes. Proluction is now in 5th month.
Fan mags are really sold on "( ainc Mumy". Latest splash on the Columbia pic
eatures a full-page rave review and feature
in new star Robert Francis on facing page.
Fan clubs of five top singing stars — Sinara, LaRosa, Shore, Arden and The Four
Kces — all 6f whom plattered title song from
Oth-Fox's "Three Coins in the Fountain,"
vere on hand en masse for the Roxy opcnng on the 22nd. Bolstered by the huge song

promotion, title is now firmly entrenched in
younger set's minds, representing a smart
piece of pre-selling by the Fox lads.
Big co-op campaign by 20th-Fox for its
forthcoming "The Egyptian", includes tie
with Elizabeth Arden for a new "Egyptian"
look that offers special haircut, eye makeup,
Egyptian colors in cosmetics; Egyptian care
for face and body, and other such tie-in with
title. Nationwide chain of Arden salons and
other outlets will participate in promotion,
including feature national mag ads during
the summer.
GWTW

Atlanta Sendoff

Originally, .Atlanta was turned on its car
when General Sherman marched through.
The next time it happened, albeit in a much
happier manner, was when "Gone With the
Wind" had its world premiere there 15 years
ago. On May 20. GWTW did it again, making Sherman a 2-1 underdog.
George Murphy, Hollywood's unofficial
goodwill ambassador, along with stars Ann
Rutherford and Cammie King, both of whom
were featured in the film, were welcomed by
the Governor's wife, state and municipal
bigwigs, and the social elite. The 2000-seat
Loew's (rrand was jam-packed at $50 (sic)
per seat in a benefit for the Margaret Mitchell Memorial .'->chi)larship Fund. Metro ex-

ploitation head Emery Austin and his field
staff supervised the proceedings, which included aTV-radio-newspaper tw-o-week contest to find Atlanta's Scarlett O'Hara of
1954. And off goes this film phenomenon on
another trip around, another batch of boxoffice dollars.

UA

to Plug Book-Movies

Publicist Dick Weaver's 21-city coast-tocoast tour on behalf of Stanley Kramer's
"Not As a Stranger" is viewed by Max
Voungstein, Francis Winikus, et UA al, as
so successful that they've decided to adapt
t1ie procedure on future book-into-movie
projects. Weaver's junket plugged the Morton Thompson novel and its film counterpart simultaneously via newspapers, radio
and TV. Some 52 top papers, 26 radio-TV
outlets and close to a hundred major booksellers were contacted by Weaver, and, in
turn, plugged both film and novel, or set up
tie-in campaigns.
The precedent-setting campaign, in co-op
with publisher Charles Scribner and Son,
also has scheduled round-table discussions
with doctors, literary clubs and women's
groups; school debates, library co-ops. \
veteran publicist. Weaver returned with hot
ideas for local selling, based on discussions
with men who know their territories.

Wallach's in Los Angeles was
one of many Decca windows
highlighting Peggy Lee recording of title song from Republic's "Johnny Guitar."
Beverly Garland, featured !n Columbia's
"Miami Story" and
Paramount Theatre NY
exec mgr. Bob Shapiro
award beauty contest
winner Claudia Hali
title of "Mijs Miami
Story". She received
free vacation in Miami.

Portland (Ore.) TV audiences got rare look at
$20,000 in cold cash when loot-loaded armored car
rolled into KPTV studio for stunt ballyhooing UA's
"Southwest Passage." Stunt is tied in with bank
robbery sequence in film. Heck Harper receives.

Window display contest for MGM's "Executive Suite " was
held in tie with VPD
binders. NY stationery
store set this one up.

Trim girl Friday assisted the p. a.
of star Dan O'Herlihy in recent
publicity venturstunt
for UA's
"Ad-in
es of Robinson
Crusoe,"
news features and interviews.
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EmOITATION

PICTUEE

in

JOAN

JEANS

for

A star that will t^arncr the feminine trade and action elements to pull in the males makes "Johnny (luitar" Republic's
fact
juiciest exploitation plum since "The Quiet Man." Just the
that the glamourous Joan Crawford, gets a drastic change of pace
in the role of a gun-toting female in the Old West should be

DOUBLE

DRAW
WOMAN AGAINST
WOMAN...
Fighting with Passion
and Bitter Hatred for the
Man only One can Have!

of any movie fan. But there's much
i)ique the interest
enoughtheto showman
can latch on to, for appeal to virtually any
more
audience.
l''or the distalT side, in addition to the Crawford name, there's
the "woman against woman" angle, "Fighting with Passion and
liitter Hatred for the Man only One can Have!" Republic has
built up this facet with a series of ads in "This Week", appearing
in .U toj) newspapers as a Sunday supplement. Ad features star,
with gun about to be drawn, and passionate kiss scene with costar Sterling llayden as a prominent sidelight. Similar ad appears in the Dell (3.000,000 circulation ) fan magazine group.
Ads also stress action elements, with guitar and gun pointing
up theme song, now on the Hit Parade. The latter, with Peggy
Lee doing the vocal, is being plugged by Decca and 1800 disc
jockeys. Decca branches and distributors have been working on
title promotion, both storewise and through air plugs. Special
window streamers lias been su])])lied Decca distributors and a
limited amount is available
Hear PEGGY LEE's
froiTi Republic's exploitation
departtiient for local planting. Pop tune also offers
juke box opportunities, with
a special mat prepared by
.Steve Edwards and his boxofficers as part of the music
GarrosI
A$ $he tingi it for thr thrilling movie!
joanTrawford
"^siouHs umuiKim urcuMBniiifif scan uuor
MUSIC BALLY
Dccca's I'c-^>4y Lee recording; of
ihcmc soufi is Keying big play by
disc outfit. Mat above is designed
for use atop juke boxes. It's double
faced for use as tent plant on tables,
fountains, etc. to si)Ur jukebox play.

JEANS

STUNT

"Joan in Jeans ' suggests a 'Wliss
Jeans" contest, with current popularity of leyi.s among younger set.
Papers, TV, schools arc contacts,
finals held at theatre opening night.
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])romotion. Cards with picture and playdate mention
have been set up in a Decca
co-op for restaurants, taverns, drug stores, bus terminals and other crow-d-gathering spots.
.\rt ])lays an important
part in the promotion. Especially good for loI)l)y dis])lay is the Crawford shot as
she reaches for her gun. Sixsheet offers excellent opportunity for cut-out standee in
life-size, for use in lobby or
out front, and as eye-catching street displays, possibly
tied in with traffic markers,
labeled "Don't Move L'ntil
^ <)U See the (ireen Light."
Republic's pre-selling. the
star, music, stunts, are all
covered sui)erlati vely in a
press book loaded with ideas
to boost boxoffice prospects.

» ft i« i% t r^at
'i
Joan Crawford as a gun-woman features the ads. In the 4-col. cop |
here, virtually all the elements of the film are pictured: the woman!
vs. -woman conflict, violent action, exciting lineup of charactersl

OANCIH' KlO-ht
wantedViennitailed
and was prepared
to destroy herd he

EMM* ~ lorn brtt- D«aniedtwfi|M';|
JIHIIIIT WfTU jl
sirefofttiem»n«lif
makes her feel like wha remi ta bji
a noman |unsleciamriaail|l

Newspaper ads offer a good selection, depending on the audienc
the showman decides to attract. Ad above combines several of thj
elements used in the various layouts. The Hayden-Cra wf ord kisi
shot, as pictured in the front set of stills (below) features thj|
teasers, is an integral part of several of the larger display ads. Onij
of the best lines in copy is description of title character: "A rovinCj|:
troubador who looked naked without a six-gun. . ."
Display opportunities are offered in a special set of stills, coverin
flat and upright art, insert and lobby photos, 6-sheet shot and ar
art, all well designed for blowup purposes. The six-st!ll set !s avai
able from National Screen, along with a scene display still, d
signed for a 20x30 or 40x60 frame.

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of the issue

JOHNNY

GUITAR

Joan Crawford's first try at serious outdoor drama I 25
years ago she was in something railed "Montana Moon I.
gives Republic one of its most promising attractions. Joan
appears as a saloon-owner who plots a land-buying coup to
rash in on the precious ground sought by the incoming railroad, plunking her booze palace directly in the middle of
the rail route. Web forms when she hires Sterling Hayden,
an ex-gunman who prefers a guitar instead, and discards
tough boy-friend Scott Brady. When Mercedes Mc( lambridge, with a yen for Brady, incites the cattlemen against
Crawford, the action becomes fast and furious as Hayden is
forced to resort to his adeptness with guns to save the hapless Joan from lynching by the McCambridge-culled mob.
and a thrill climax as the two women tangle in a unique
gun battle — with McCambridge the loser.
Outstanding in the fine suporting cast are Ward Bond,
Ben Cooper, Ernest Borgnine, Royal Dano and the ever reliable John Carradine. Trucolor photography, under Nicholas Ray's direction, reaches its current peak with an assist
from Arizona's scenic wonders.
Would-be lyncher's foot prevents Joan Crawford
from reaching for her gun, as she vainly attempts
to protect the old derelict (John Carradine), unwitting Instrument for the mob action.

THIS
Mr.

IS

YOUR

PRODUCT

ExIiil>itor, This New Film Bulletin Feature Is Designed to Give
All Tlie Vital Details ou Current &) Coming Features

ALLIED

ARTISTS

February
BITTER CREEK Bill Elliott. Director Thomas D. Carr.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Out to avenge
death of his murdered rancher brother, Elliott picks
up friends and sweetheart who save him in the
sh;wdown battle. 74 min.
HIGHWAY DRAGNET Richard Conte. Joan Bennett,
Wanda Hendrii. Director Nathan Juran. Producer
William F. Broidy. Suspense melodrama. Hitch hiking
ei-Marine becomes Involved in murder, becomes object
of a five-state manhunt. 71 min.
RIOT IN CELL BLOCK 11 Neville Brand, Leo Gordon,
Carleton Younrj. Producer Walter Wanger. Director
Den Siegel. Prison melodrama. Jail riot spreads until
Gavernor and State Militia are called in to quell
the prisoners. 80 min.
March
DRAGONFLY SQUADRON John Hodiak, Barbara Britton, Bruce Bennett. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
John Champion. War drama. Rigid disciplinarian takes
over Korean airfield before invasion, is wounded in air
attack, but his trained flyers come to the rescue. 84 min.
PARIS PLAYBOYS Bowery Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Huntz Hall is
sent to Paris believed to be a French scientist, concocts
a formula that proves even more potent than the
original scientist's. &2 min.
LOOPHOLE Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Hughes. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parsoni. Drama. Bank teller, {50,000 short in his
accounts, trackt down phony bank examiner, recovers
loot and job. 80 min.
A pril
A.tROW IN THE OUST Technicolor. Sterling Hayden,
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goeti. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory,
is regenerated.
min. through
MR. POTTS GOES TO MOSCOW George Cole, Madia
Gray. Produced & directed by Mario Zamoi. Comedy.
Sanitary engineer mixes briefcases with atomic scientist
setting off chase throuch Russia and Europe. 93 min.
PRIDE OF THE BLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges. Vera Miles.
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes Goetz.
Racetrack drama. Filmed in color. Ambitious racehorse trainer <^oes bic time, comes to earth when kid
y saved to victory. 71 min.
jockey rides horse trainerMahad
FORTY-NINERS, THE Wild Bill Elliott. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Thomas Carr. Western.
U. S. Marshal poses as killer to trap three killers one
of whom Is sheriff of gold-boom town. 71 min.
JuneMONSTERS. THE Bowery
EOWERY BOYS MEET THE
Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Boys become involved with mad doctor, electronic robot and gorilla. 66 min.
DESPERADO. THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
to free Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war,
youtg
man is doublecrossed bv friend and framed
for murder.
HOME FROM THE SEA Jan Sterling, Neville Brand.
Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.executive
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
in battle.
Returns
hsme a hero to marry girl he loves.
Coming
GHOST
OF Carlo,
O'LEARY,Barry
THE TechnicolorCtmedy.
David Niven,
Yvonne d*
Irish
i.««..„
f-r^rnir f|p"or Fitzgerald.
PO min
WANTED BY THE F. B. I. John Ireland, Dorothy Malone. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Harold
Schuster. Melodrama. FBI agent on vacation thwarts
communi .ts who kill atomic scientist and steal
secret papers.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western Ex convict is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws.
COLUMBIA
February
CHARGE OF THE LANCERS Technicolor Paulette Goddard. Jean Pierre Aumont Director William Castle.
Producer Sam Katiman Romantic adventure. Lancers,
aided b;' new cannon, lake supposedly impregnable
naval base at Sebattapol during Crimean War. 74 min.
FILM

MISS SADIE THOMPSON 3D Technicolor. Rita Hayworth, Jose Ferrer, Aldo Ray. Director Curtis Bernhardt. Producer Jerry Wald. Melodrama with music.
the Somerset
of "entertainer"
aFrom
tropical
island whoMaugham
becomes story
invotved
with a batch onof
Marines and fanatical, hypocritical missionary. 91 min.
WILD ONE. THE Marlon Brando. Director Laslo Benedek.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Melodrama. Band of hotrodders terrorize town until indignant citizens force law
to clamp down. Eventual regeneration of ringleader
comes through love and innate decency. 79 min.
March
BAIT Cleo Moore, Hugo Haas, John Agar. Directorproducer Huco Haas. Outdoor drama. Old prospector marries prett;' cirl and involver her in plot to
murder his young partner with whom he shares a
rich gold strike. 79 min.
BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor. George Montgomery. Director
WilliamSpitCattle.
Producer
man. Western
drama.
and polish
officerSamtriesKatz-to
run
fort inwhathostile
by the "book".
After
learning
real Indian
fightingterritory
is, he succeeds
in arranging
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
IT SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU Judy Holliday, Peter
Lawford. Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohlmar.
Girl,name
yearning
for onfame,
invests sign.
her
savingsComedy.
to have her
in lights
Broadway
Resultant fame and furor disillusions her, drives her
into arms of young idealistic photographer. 67 min.

You

HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahal
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz LanQ. Melodral
Korean war veteran becomes involved with marn
woman who sells herself and becomes a partnerf
murder to achieve selfish ends.
OUTLAW STALLION. THE Technicolor. Phil Gail
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Dili
tor
F. Sears.
devotion||
wild Fred
stallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
THEY RODE WEST Donna Reed, Robert Francis. Dill
tor Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil. Wesl4
Doctor at frontier Arm:- post incurs enmity of fel|
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
I. F. E.
March
ANITA GARIBALDI Italian. Subtitles. Anna Magn
Raf Vallone. Directors Goffredo Allessandrini, Fra
Rosi. Drama. Story of Garibaldi's battle to unite It
in mid-l9th
wife'sdeath.
loyalty95andmin.brav
in
the cause,Century
causingandherhistragic
MY HEART SINGS Subtitles. Ferruccio Tagliavini.
rector Mario Mattoli. Comedy with music. Two p(
renegades discover young electrian with fine oper
voice, p lace him under contract and plot to exp
him with operatic impressario. 99 min.

DRIVE A CROOKED ROAD
AprilMickey Rooney. Director
Richard Ouine. Producer Jonie Taps. Drama. A pint-size
auto mechanic is inveinled into a holdup gang by a
pretty rirl. Girl repents as she falls in love with the
guy, aids him in breaking up the gang. 82 min.
IRON GLOVE. THE Technicolor. Robert Stack, Ursula
Ihiess. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Historical adventure. Swashbuckler built around
Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne. 77 min.
JESSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor. Brett
King, Barbara Lawrence. MDirector
William Castle. Proay melodrama.
ducer Sam Katzman. Western
Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
out to cet the loot of the notorious bandit. In showdown battle, Daltons are wiped out and money turns
out to be Confederate bills. 65 min.

SENSUALITA English. Eleonora Rossi Drago. Po
De Laurentis production.
Director Clemente Fraca
April
Drama. "Bitter Rice" story of two men and a gir
the wheat fields of Italy. 72 min.

MAD MAGICIAN. THE 3D Vincent Price, Mary Murphy,
Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy.
Horror melodrama. Illusion renius, prevented by his
boss from usinc hii creations as a stage magician,
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey, Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. ,^rmy sergeant detailed to bring
sh'oment of rifles to outpost completes his mission despite Apaches, treachery and romance. 66 min.
MIAMI ducerSTORY.
THE Barry
Sullivan,
ProSam Katzman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience
to expose crime syndicate. '75unmin.
e
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN
WIFE Jennifer
Jones, Montgomery Clilt. Director Vittorio de Sica.
Producers David O. Selznick and de Sica. Drama. Made
in
Italy, film.
("Biryclo
language
63 min. Thief'l de Sica's first English

AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxw ,
Ballet
CorpsFracassi.
of Rome.Opera.
Producer
F. Destory
Martino.
Direc- •
Clemente
Verdi's
of rivalry
EgyptianEgyptian
officer.
tween
princess and slave girl for love jf
HUSBAND FOR ANNA. A English Language. Silv i
Pampanini. Producer D. F. Davanzati. Director G.
Santis.
and tribulations of woman ,i
search ofDrama.
love andTrials
husband.
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE English Language. Man
Vlady. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director L.
Felice.whichDrama.
Story of love between two l5-y<
olds
ends tragically.

HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
Mark P.obson. Producers Irvino Allen, Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
complication for x-navy skipper in the Antartic. 91 min.
JUNGLE MANEATERS Johnny Weissmuller, Karin Booth,
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Adventure-melodrama. Jungle Jim tracks down diamond
smuggler who is jeopardizing peace of jungle. 68 min.
SARACEN ILADE. THE Technicolor. Ricardo Montalban,
Betia St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle Costume melodrama. 13th century swashhui-kler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge his
Comi
father's murder, joining
in the
ngCrusades. 76 min.

GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silv
Pampanini, Eleonore Rossi Drago, Vittorio Gassm
Producers Dino De Laurentis & Carol Ponti. Direc
Luigi Comcncini. Drama. Expose of vice ring inv
ing girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP English Langua
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa,neDeLaurentis Produc
Director Duilio Coletti. WarJudrama.
Deals with the
Coming
ventures of Italian Navy
frogmen during World War
War II. 93 min.

LIPPERT
February
QUEEN Mario
OF SHEBA
Ruffo,Pietro
GinoFrancisci
Cervi.
ducer
Francisci.Leonora
Director
lical spectacle. Queen of Sheba leads her ami
against Solomon's forces in Jerusalem, battle
1000 B.C.
andn
captured and makes her escape. After a
avalanche, she is freed of "marriage]' vows to pa
gods and marries Solomon's son. 99 min.
WE WANT A CHILD Ruth Brejnholm, Jorgen Reenbe
Directors Alice ©'Fredericks, Lau Lauritzen. Dra
cannot have c
Marriedher young
while
best girl
frienddesiring
has an child
unfortunate affair
bears an unwanted child. Finally young wife becoi
expectant and audience see actual birth of baby 74 r
March
BLACKOUT
Dane Clark,
Belinda
Lee. Murder
Producerdrama
Mie
Carreras. Director
Terence
Fisher.
down-and-out war veteran is offered a $1000 mysl
job by a C'rl
whoseveteran
father until
is later
murdered, throw
suspicion
on the
he establishes
thal_
girl's mother was responsible for the killing. 87 mir

CAINE MUTINY. THE Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Van Johnson. Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray, Robert
Francis. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy destroyer. Bogart plays a neurotic captain, Johnson the exp'-utiv» officer. MacMurray is the prissy Keefer, Ferrer
pril Chaplin, Jr., 9ns
FANGS OF THE WILD A Charles
the defense attorney for the mutineers. 125 min.
Stevens.Claxton.
ProducerMurder
Robertdrama.
L. Lippert,
Dirt^
FATHER BROWN Alec Guiness. Joan Greenwood. Di- William
Boy andJr.
his dog
rector Robert Hamcr. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
only witnesses to a cold-blooded killing in the woi
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for establishes
Boy's story truth,
is not causing
believed until the murderer's
life is threatened.
71 min. a chase in which tht I
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

LIPPERT (Continued)
■AT WAVE Alex Nicol, Hillary Brooke. Producer
thony Hinds. Director Ken Hughes. Murder drama,
ithless wife allows husband to drown a young novel. an unwittln<: accessory, keeps silent but tells police
ter widow jilts him. i8Mmin.
ay
3W80Y, THE Eastman Color. Producer-director,
■no
feature.storyPhotographed
colorWilliams.
on actual Documentary
Southwest locations,
relates the
wboy's true life from pioneer days to now. 49 min.
ONSTER FROM THE OCEAN FLOOR Anne Kimbell.
uart Wade. Producer Roger Corman. Director Wyott
-dung.
A girlshark-infested
skin-diver andwaters
scientistto
one-manScience-fiction.
submarine brave
ce a huge sea monster far under the ocean.
VER BEAT Phyllis Kirk. John Bentley. Producer Heran Cohen. Director Guy Green. Mystery drama. Girl
dio operator on U. S. freighter becomes unwitting
cessory to diamond smugglers. Teams with detective
investigate murder and round up gang. 73 min.
ne Adele Jergens. ProG CHASE,
Glenn JLangan.
uJr.
icer
Robert THE
L. Lippert,
Director Arthur Hilton.
:tion drama. Rookie cop goes on patrol car duty,
kes part in chase by auto, boat and helicopter that
ids in shooting of payroll robbers.
XID TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hinds,
rector Montgomery Tully. Mystery drama. Desperate
jsiness man hires thug to kill him so his wife can colct insurance. Changes his mind and barely escapes
sath. to learn that his wife was responsible for
ose call.
:RROR SHIP William Lundigan, Naomi Chance. Projcer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mys[ry drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds it has
sen used to cache highly-explosive atomic formula.
Sards
yachttheforsecret.
sea-chase after plotters attempt to
.cape with

FLAME AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner,
Pier Angeli, Carlos Thompson. Producer Joe Pasternak.
Director Richard Brooks. Rmantic drama. Beautiful girl
drifting around world from one love affair to another
gets involved In web of intriaue and romance. 104 min.
PRISONER OF WAR Ronald Reagan, Steve Forrest.
Producer Henry Berman. Director Andrew Marton. War
'une into Red prison camp
drama. Army officer parachutes
to check on stories of Communist atrocities. 81 min.
MEN OF THE FIGHTING LADY Ansco. Van Johnson,
Walter Prdgeon, Louis Calhern. Frank Lovejoy. War
drama. Navy fichter squadron in Korea overcomes tremendous odds to save blinded pilot. 80 min.
STUDENT PRINCE. THE CinemaScope, Ansco Color.
Ann Bi'.'th. Edmund Purdom, John cricson. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minelli. Musical. Film
version of Romberg's operetta. 107 min.
GONE WITH THE WINDJuly
IReissue) Technicolor. Clark
Gable, Vivian Leigh. 222 min.
VALLEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor,
Eleanor Parker. Producer, Sam Zimbalist. Director R.
Pirosh. Adventure drama. Younc archeoloQist
aids
Jl
beautiful
cirl ofto Egyptian
carry on Pharoah.
dead father's
find
lost tomb
86 min. ambition ot
August
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the91 problem
of sharing her
living room
13 males.
min.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel marries Powell and ta-es her Into the hills of
Oregon wh»re she is fac»d with prosoect of living with
his six seml-civillzed Co
brothers.
ming103 min.

July
NHOLY FOUR. THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
ichael Carreras. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
■ama. Husband returns after four-year memorv loss
Iurder
tr^.' and
him. find which of wife's three suitors tried to
lEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
' the Spanish "Joan of Arc," who persuades Spain's
■my
to resist
but dies as a besieged city
ills and
French Napoleon,
rule prevails.
Coming
EAOLY GAME. THE Lloyd Bridges. Producer. Robert
unbar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
jvelist in southern Spain becomes involved in murder,
lackmail and smuaaled microfilm of secret formulas.
ACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon. Proocer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
rama. Former auto racing champion quits big race
hen his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
tomeback
rand Prix. and wins back his wife by winning the
HUNDER PASS Dane Clark, Andy Devine. Producer
obert A Nunes. Director Frank McDonald. Western
rama. Party of whites crossing hostile Indian country
ith a suspected renegade is attacked by tribes.
Renegade " is vindicated as Army secret agent.

BEAU BRUMMEL Eastman. Stewart Granger. Elizabeth Ta'.lor. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In Encland durino Napoleonic era. dashing
reputation
revolutionary
fashions,cavalry
but captain
personalrains
ambitions
lead for
to disaster.
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved in esr5ionace and romance in occupied Holland
during World War II. Ill min.
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments
get aexplosive.
workout during the development of a new torpedo
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing In romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason. Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Jiseph L. Mankiewlcz. Historical
drama. A:sassinatlon of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Cassius et al. 121 min.

^ETHD-GDLDWYN-MAYER

ALASKA SEAS Robert Ryan, Jan Sterling. Producer
Mel Epstein. Director Jerry Hopper. Adventure dro.Tia.
Salmon fishermen plagued with thieves robbing their
traps, break the aqng when the sweetheart of fishing
fleet becomes involved with one of the thieves. 78 min.
MONEY FROM HOME 3D Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallls. Director George
Marshall.debted toComedy.
a bookie Horseplayer
king. Orderedbecomes
to fix heavily
a race in-to
pay off he calls In veterinary interne pal who blows
up plot. 100 min.

February
ONG. LONG TRAILER, THE Ansco Color. Lucille Ball,
esi Arnai, Marjorie Main. Producer Pandro S. Berman.
irector Vincente Minnelli. Comedy. Trials and tribuitions of family life in a frailer. 96 min.
AAOIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde. Mel Ferrer. Rita
•am. Producer-director Albert Lewin. Costume melodrama. East-meets-West story of love and violence
:i the Morrocan desert. 80 min.
March
OSE MARIE CinemaScope-Kodacolor. Ann BIyth,
loward Keel, Fernando Lamas. Producers Arthur
lornblow, Jr. and Lawrence Weinijarten. Director
tervyn LeRoy. Musical outdoor drama. Romance and
'urder in the Canadian north woods involving a beau'ul girl, a trapper and a mountie. 104 min.
ENNESSEE CHAMP Ansco Color. Shelley Winters,
ewey Martin, Keenan Wynn. Producer Sol Baer Field'9ho believes
Director the
Fred Lord
M. Wilcox.
Prizehisfighter
Is in hisComedy.
corner and
slick
lanager
become
involved
with
a
blond
bombshell
along
le Mississippi river-front. 73 min.
A pril
XECUTIVE SUITE William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck,
une Allyson. Frederic March. Walter Pidgeon, Paul
'ouglas. Drama Effect the death of a president of
large firm has on the first 6 vice-presidents. 104 min.
'YPSY
COLT Ansco Color, Donna Corcoran, Ward
ond, Frances
Dee. Producers William Grady,
and
idney Franklin Jr. Director Andrew Marton. Jr.
Dramj.
> spirited black colt refuses to accept separation
rom the little girl who raised him. 72 min,
HAPSOOY Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorlo Gasslan. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director Charles
idor Love story. A beautiful woman in Europe holds
he lives and music careers of two
artists In her
ands. Background of classical music.young
115 min.
FILM

i

PARAMOUNT
February

,Th« predact outlook for June is
|ktly Improved over May. Distribukove ra99ed 27 new features for
toImm. Fox and Metro will each have
•M in CinemaScope. One 3D film will
eOMM from RKO
Fifteen releases or*
hi Available
color
7
6
A
4
2
1

BULLETIN

lo eihibitor^ in June are:
Adveateres
Dromat
Melodramas
Westerns
CeoMdles
Science Fiction
Musical
— THIS

IS

YOUR

March
NAKED JUNGLE
Haskin.
Byron Charlton
DirectorParker,
Pal.Eleanor
Georgeolor.
Producer Technic
Heston.
ion owner
plantat
n
America
South
drama.
re
Adventu
rougn
tor
elegant
too
wife
der
considers his mail-or
She proves
jungle life.
95 min.plantation is atants. when
of soldiesherself
tacked by hordes
RED GARTERS Technicolor. Rosemary Clooney, Jack
r Pat Duggan. Director
Carson, Guy Mitchell. Produce
musical comedy. Fancitui
George Marshall. Western
m California
's arrival
revolves around
yarn
his
ofMitchell
town
. 91brother
min. . Killer turns out
of Mitchell
friend death
to be tobestavenge
May

Hope,
CASANOVA'S BIG NIGHT Technicolor. Bob Norman
PaulneJones. Director
'u
Joan Fontaine. ProducerApril
Casfor the ofloveranother
mistaken
McLeod.
faithfulness
test the
fiancee.
man's
hired85 tomin.Hope,
anova IsComedy.
NO RELEASES

Taylor, Dana
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth
Wil.iam
Asher. Director
Producer Irving
Andrews. Drama.
Girl married to tea plantation owner
Dieterle.
plans
and
foreman
his
in Ceylon, falls in love with strikes and in crisis she^o
withloveshim.her Plague
run away
finds
she still
husband. 103 min.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
ProRobert Youno
Thomas Mitchell, Hopper.
Nicole ducerMaurey,
Melodrama.
Mel Epstine. Director Jerr-/
ioins a rene':ade .n
Peru
in
stranded
pilot
American
searching for lost Inca treasure. 101 min.
TechniTHE IReissue)
EARTH.
ON July
SHOW
GREATEST James
Cornel Wilde,
Betty Hutton,
Stewart,
Charltoncolor.Heston.
Mai
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye,
Zetterling. Producers a«d directors Norman Panamain
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist
a fear of
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome
has same conv
marriage finds the female psychiatrist
plex. gets involved in spy plot and murder. 103 mm.
August
ProRyan. WoRobertDrama.
Booth, Mann.
Shirley Daniel
LESLIEDirector
ACOUT ducerMRS.
Hal Wallls.
lead
problems
tenant'saffair.
ownerownfindsill-fated
rooming houseabout
her toman reminisce
104 mm.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Lelch. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
anmistakeni-.'
Dr. Dean
Taurog. nouncesComedy.
poisonof radiation
Is dyinnMartin
that Jerry Lewis
and he is given Coming
one last fling at life by reporter
Janeting Leigh.
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. ProAdmiral's
drama.
and Seaton.
ducers Perlberg
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of plan and execution of Korean air raid.
Technicolor.
SPACE Georce
CONQUEST
Byron
DirectorBrooke,
Pal. Walter
Eric Flemin-.OFProducer
to Mars from man-made
Haskin. Science fiction. Flloht
earth.
the
space station 1000 miles above
Holden,
THE Bing Crosby. William
COUNTRY GIRL,
Perlberg. Director George
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Broadway
he has
finds
star
Seaton. Drama. Once-greathe tries comeback.
lost self-confidence when
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart, Grace
FreeHitchcock. Comedywithdrama.
Kelly. Director Alfredbecomes
Greenwich
involved
lance photographer
Village characters, society girl and murder.
Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
Humphrey
SAERINAHolden.
Producer and director Billy Wilder.
Wi'liam
chauffeur's
brothersfromfalla for
rich return;
Two she
Camedy.
in Paris.
yeartheir
daughter after
SteJames
Technicolor.
COMMAND
AIR
STRATEGIC
wart June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
War drama. Big leagi^e
Brisk'in. Director Anthony Mann. Force.
Joining Strategic
to Air
ball player is recalled
Air Command,
non-stop
flight. he Is envolved in crash and historic
Mangano.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, .Sllvana
Mario
Directorfeats
DeLaurentisHomeric
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
byAdventure
Produced
of
Camarini.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
Crosby, Di-my
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Producer
Robt.
Vera-Ellen.
Rosemary
Kaye
Michael Curtiz. Musical. Two World
DirectorClooney,
Dolan.
E.
bewar,
after
as entertainers
team sister
War I!comebuddies
act which threatens their
involved with
plans for Broadway show.
REPUBLIC
February

CRAZYLEGS
Hirsch,
Lloyd Francis
Nolan, Lyon.
Joan Sport
Vohs.
Producer Hall EIroy
Bartlett.
Director
drama.
Life
of
All-American
"Craiylegs"
Hirsch
from
his high school football days up to his present starring
role with the Los Angeles Rams. 87 min.
SEA OF LOST SHIPS John Derek, Wanda Hendrix,
Walter Brennan. Richard Jaeckel. Action melodrama.
Two young me who have grown up together fall out
because of a girl, but are reunited in fighting the
dangers of the arctic while on Ice patrol with the
U. S. Coast Guard. 85 min.
PRODUCT

REPUBLIC (Continued)
March
Leslie, Forrect Tucker. Director
FLIGHT NURSEWarJoan
drama. Air Force nurse, assigned herto
Allan Dwan.
Korean duty, at first more interested in locating
sweetheart than in doing her duty, is molded by war
into woman of heroic and responsible stature. 90 mm.
April
Freberg.
GERALDINE John Carroll, Mala Powers,G.Stan
Springsteen.
Producer Sidney Picker. Director R.
girl aispublicity
Alley
Pan
Tin
with music.
Comedy
instructor with golden
covers young college musicsongs,
interests
eventually
folk
in
only
interested
voice,
him In popular music andMaaymarriage license. ?0 mm.
JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie,
Forrest Outdoor
Tucker. drama.
Associate California
producer-director
JosephandI.
Kane.
trader meets
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic connplications when she learns he has a son by unmarried
Spanish girl. 103 min.
HELL'SLanchester.
HALF ACRE
Wendell
Keyes,H.
e Corey, EvelynJohn
Junproducer-director
Elsa
Associate
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
in I?")! but his crime-ridden past destroys hope for
the revival of marriage. 91 min.
July
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Herbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable schooner captain
tries to save "irl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy. 91 min.
Coming
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of, if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally. Associate producer-director William Seiter.
Drama. Woman newspaper owner is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Youn'j
wagesDirector
ranne Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage.
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
of Shanghai's International Settleagainst Red
police.
TOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of !0-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in foiling enemy agent's plot to
steal secret formula.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles. Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure ronance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the owner.
UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Don Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes involved with gold hoard and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle in the desert. 70 min.
HKD
February
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES IGoldwyn Re-releasel.
Myrna Loy. Frederic March. Teresa Wright, Dana
Andrews. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director William Wyler. Drama. 170 mins.
FRENCH LINE 3D Technicolor. Jane Russell, Gilbert
Roland Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Lloyd
Bacon. Musical comedy. Jilted at the altar because
she has too much money, Texas millionairess takes
cruise on LIberte. Incognito, she sets out to find husband who will love her for herself alone. 102 min.
ROB ROY Technicolor. Glynis Johns, Richard Todd. Producer Perce Pearce. Director Harold French. Disney
live-action costume drama. From Daniel Defoe story
of Scottish hero who led rebellion against tyranny of
British governors until King George I relieved the situation in admiration for Rob Roy's exploits. 87 min.
SHE COULDN'T
SAY NOSparks.
Robert Director
Mitchum.Lloyd
JeanBacon.
Simmons Producer Robert
Comedy. Poor-little rich-girl learns people in Arkansas
town saved her life when she was a baby. Her secret
money gifts89tonnin.
townspeople disrupts their barter-system
economy.
March
DANGEROUS MISSION 3D Technicolor Victor Mature,
Piper Laurie, Vincent Price. Wm. Bendix. Producer Irwin Allen. Director Louis King. Melodrama. Girl, after
witnessing a murder, hides out in Glacier National
Perk to etcaoe killer. Chase results with police trying
to find her before killer does. 7S min.
FILM

CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor.
Anne Baxter, Steve
April
Cochran. Producers Frank
and Maurice King. Director
Kurt Neumann. Melodrama. Struggle of a young girl
to free herself from her fascination for a carnival heel
who causes her hiqh-diving partner's death. 93 min.
PINOCCHIO IReissue). Disney.
May 87 min.
SAINT'S GIRL FRIDAY Louis Hayward, Naomi Chance.
Producer
Julian
Lesser.
Mystery
comedy-drama.
Saint
even score with gamblers
for murder
and ruination
of youth, bi min.

DEMETRIUS AND
GLADIATORS
CInemaScof
Technicolor.
Victor THE
Mature,
Susan Hayward
Mich;
Re nnle, Debra Paget. Producer Frank Ross. Direct
Delmer Daves. Historical drama. Begins where "T
Robe" ended
tells instory
slavewhere
Demetrius
who
Christian
faith and
Is tried
the of
arena
he is fore
to fight as gladiator.
une
J
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunt.
Debra Paget. Michael Rennle. Producer Leona
Goldstein. Costume adventure. Prince of Bagdad hel
people along the Nile throw off yoke of evil rul
and gains beautiful princess for his wife.

NO RELEASES

July
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ. THE Technicolor. Di
Robertson, Debra Paget. Producer Leonard Goldste
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river b«,
gambler
find father's killers and absol]
him from sets
chargeoutoftocheating.
GARDEN OF EVIL CinemaScope Technicolor. Ga
Cooper, Richard Widmark, Susan Hayward. Produc
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adventu
ming
drama. Three gold Co
hunters
become involved with
beautiful woman and death In Interior of Mexico.

BIG RAINCOW Technicolor Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland. Producer Harrv Tatelman. Director John Sturges.
Adventure drama. Action and intrigue centering around
hunt for sunken treasure.
e Payne, Dan Duryea,
JunJohn
SILVER LODE Technicolor.
Liiabeth Scott. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citizen accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him. 80 min.
SINS OF ROME Massimo Girotti, Ludmilla Tcherina.
Producer
Consorzio Spartacus. Director Riccardo
Freda. Drama.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetzlaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of Sinbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor.
Dick Powell, Debbie
July
Reynolds. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlin.
Romantic
girl" her
is placed
custody of
writer comedy.
who wants"Bad
to study
type forin
story he is writing. Coming
NIGHT MUSIC Eastman color. Linda Darnell, Rick
Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer Hugh
Brooke. Director Stuart Helsler. Drama.

2DTH

CENTURY-FDX
February
HELL AND HIGH WATER CinemaScope Technicolor.
Richard Widmark, Bella Darvi, Cameron Mitchell, David
Wayne. Adventure drama. Touch captain and motley
crew of ex-U. S. sailors use submarine on special
mission to thwart a conspiracy to start World War
lit by an atomic bomb incident. 103 min.
MISS ROBIN CRUSOE Pathecolor. Amanda Blake,
George Nader. Producer-director Eugene Frenke. AdTwist givencharacters,
"Crusoe" complicated
story by substituting
females asventure.leading
by arrival
of shipwrecked sailor. 75 min.
March
NEW ham,
FACES
CinemaScope
Ronny
GraEartha Kitt.
Producer Eastman
Edward Color.
Alperson.
Director
Harry Horner. Musical Filming of B'way show. 98 min.
NIGHT PEOPLE CinemaScope Technicolor. Gregory
Peck, Broderick Crawford, Rita Gam. Producer-directorcan Nunnally
Ameriofficer inJohnson.
Berlin toMelodrama.
untangle redEfforts
tape ofto annegotiate
return offather
youngcomplicates
soldier kidnapped
by Reds.
wealthy
by attempting
briberyG.l.'s
and
barter of two people wanted by Communists for return
of his son. 93 min.
RACING CLOOD Color. Bill Williams, Jean Porter.
Producer-director W. Barry. Drama. Boy secretly trains
colt which was to heve been destroyed. Colt eventually becomes great racehorse. 74 min.
A pril Technicolor. Robert
PRINCE VALIANT CinemaScope
Wagner, James Mason. Janet Leigh. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway. Romantic adventure. Viking kino overthrown by traitor Is given sactuary
by King Arthur.
Years105later
son overthrows
the traitor.
min. the disposed king's
ROCKET MAN, THE George Winslow, Charles Coburn,
Spring Bylngton. Producer Leonard Goldstein, Fantasy.
Orphan prevents the sale of orphanage to crooked
politician with help of hisMa
private Space Man. 80 min.
y
SIEGE AT RED RIVER, THE
Technicolor.
Van Johnson.
Joanne Dru. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union
cavalry troop train sets off net of intrigue and heroism
Involving Confederate who is a Union spy. 81 min.

ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE Technicolor. Elai
Stewart, John Derek. Producer Walter Wanger. Din
tor Don Wels. Adventure romance. Young Persi
barber leaves his shop in seek of adventure. Aft
horse-sword action in desert he rescues Prince
and prevents war.
BROKEN LANCE CinemaScope Technicolor. Rob
Wagner, Richard Widmark, Spencer Tracy, Je
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Drr
tryk.
Cattlerenegade
baron's halfson brothers
by Indif
wife IsWestern
caught Indrama.
feud with
control
MATTER ofOFhomestead.
LIFE AND DEATH, A Ricardo Montalbal '
Producer Robert
Horner.of Murd'
melodrama.
Boy Jacks.
trying Director
to clear Harry
his father
sever!
killings falls into hands of real murderer. I
RAID,
Anne Bancro
Richard THEBoone.Technicolor.
Producer VanRobertHeflin,L. Jacks.
Direct! '
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confedera
raid on town in Vermont in retaliation for the bur'
ing of the Atlanta.
'
UNITED
ARTISTS
February
\
CEACHHEAD PatheColor. Tony Curtis, Frank Lovejoi
Mary
ProducerFourW.Marines
Koch. Invate
Director
Helsler.Murphy.
Action drama.
small StuaJ
Jai
held II.
Island
to obtain plans of minefield during Wor(',
War
89 min.
MAN BETWEEN, THE James Mason, Claire Blosm, H:
degarde Neff. Producer-director Carol Reed. Suspen
drama. Spies, secret police and innocent pawns i
volved
plot toto stem
flowarea.
of refugees
from byweste'
sector ofIn Berlin
Allies'threats
used
Redi
overcomes
blackmail
toMason,
rescue
kidnappil
British girl. 100 min.
I
OVERLAND PACIFIC Color Corp of Am. Jock Mahone,'
Peggie
Small.in Director
Sears. Castle.
Western.Producer
Battles Edward
and intrigue
the layingFn;
the railroad through hostile Indian country to ti
West Coast. 73 min.
I
PERSONAL AFFAIR Gene TIerney, Leo Genn. Producj
Antony
Darnborough.
Drama. Small
town BritishDirector
teacher Anthony
is accusedPelissie'
by t
wife of having affair with school girl. When latter d|
appears, teacher is suspected of murder. 82 min. |
TOP
Color Corp.
America. andPhilBenSilvei'P<
Rose BANANA
Marie. Producers
Albertof Zugsmlth
kay. Director Alfred E. Green Musical comedy. Fllmr
as though It were a stage play, show within a shc|
has Silvers as funniest man on TV. fond of girls ai'
autographs. When real love hits, he is bounced arouij
by girl and sponsor, but his basic desire to be \
entertainer ends rifts. 100 min.
i
March
ACT
OF
LOVE
Kirk
Douglas,
DanyFrench
Robin.refugee
Producf|q>
director Anatole LItvak. Drama.
Is compromised by American occupation soldier; th
fall in love, are separated by police; girl, mistaker
believes
he has
forsaken
her, goesBogart,
to her Jennifer
death. 108Jont
mi'
BEAT THE
DEVIL
Humphrey
Gina Lollobriglda. Producer-director John Hustc
Drama. An assorted group on tramp steamer becor
Involved In intrigue, murder and romance in search f
uranium. Filmed in Mediterranean area. 82 min.
GOLDEN MASK, THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Wamj
Hendrix. Producers Aubrey Baring, Maxwell Settci
Director Jack Lee. Romantic adventure. Archaeolog|
and daughter go to Africa in search of priceless ma|
of Moloch, the god of revenge. 88 min.
SCARLET SPEAR, THE Technicolor MorasI, John Bentlei
Martha Hyer. Producer Charles Reynolds. Directc|
George Breakston. Ray A
Stahl. Adventure
drama. Coj
il
missioner of African districtp
getsr
involved
in tribal r,
in which king of tribe performs arduous quest. 78 in|j

GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell.
Anne Bancroft. Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death. 84 min.
RIVER OF NO RETURN CinemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum. Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor adventure romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, exconvict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guide
A r*ft down a tre<^cherous mountain river, battling the HEIDI Elsbeth Sigmund. Heinrich Gretler. Prodnc
Dranrapids, Indians and the elements. 91 min.
Lulgi
Lazar Wechsler.
SpJohanna
storyComencini.
children'st
famed Director
Taken
THREE COINS
THE FOUNTAIN
CinemaScope
Techher gran
girlby and
a little Swiss
between
love
ot the from
98 min.
father.
nicolor CliftonINWebb.
Dorothy MrGuire.
Jean Peters,
Maggie McNamara. Producer Sol Siegel. Director Jean
Dorothy M
LONE GUN, THE George Montgomery,
Negulesco. Romantic comedy. Three American girls
Ray Nazarr
lone. Producer Edward Small. Director
working in P.om*» toss coins in Wishing Fountain. After
and wi
rustlers
of
band
out
cleans
Marshal
Western.
each travels rocky road, dreams come true. 101 min.
love of girl preyed upon by outlaws. 73 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
! JTHWEST PASSAGE 3D PatheColor. Rod Cameron,
> stern drama. Bank robber and his girl join camel
tavan being tested as means to cross American
( ert. 82 minutes. May
(PTAIN KIDD AND THE SLAVE GIRL Color Corp of
, erica. Anthony Dexter. Eva Gabor. Wisberg-PolI en production. Director Lew Landers. Adventure.
1 10US pirate captain escapes gallovrs with aid of un' jpulous nobleman who plans to doublecross Kidd
, thereby obtain his treasure hoard. 83 min.
I NG WAIT. THE Anthony Quinn, Peggie Castle. Proer Lesser Samuels. Director Victor Saville. Murder
;*ery. Amnesia victim returns home to find he is
-red for murder. Missing link to his innocence is
.utiful girl and works his way through a number of
m before finding her and solving mystery. 93 min.
TNESS TO MURDER Barbara Stanwyck, George Sans. Gary Merrill. Producer Chester Erskine. Director
/ Rowland. Suspense melodrama. Woman witnesses
rder which she reports to police. Checking, police
3 no evidence of crime and woman Is suspected of
ng insane. 83 min.
LLOW TOMAHAWK. THE Color Corp. of America,
-y
Peggie Selander.
Castle. Producer
Howardscout
W.
ch. Calhoun,
Director Lesley
Western. Indian
J U. S. Cavalry battle Cheyenne assault on
ntier outpost. 82 min.
'une
VENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE PatheColor.
n O'Herlihy. Producers Oscar Dancigers, Henry
,-lich. Director Luis
Bunuel. Adventure drama. From
niel
classic his
of man
the shipwrecked
nativeDefoe's
who became
Friday. 90 min.sailor and
aTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Procer Peter De Sarigny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst.
- war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in World
3r II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exsit inCorps.
locating103 enemy
rika
min. convoy, sealing fate of Nails'
\H WITH A MILLION Technicolor. Gregory Peck,
ne Griffiths. Producer John Bryan. Director Ronald
;ame. Comedy. Povert-.'-itricken but honest man is
t^en million pound note to prove theory that merely
ssessing
od
fortune,it, 90butmin.never spending It will bring him

Coming
'ACHE
Technicolor.
Burt Lancaster,
Jean Peters.
Procer Harold Hecht. Director
Robert Aldrlch.
Western,
le-man
war
waged
by
Apache
chief
against
the
lifed States Army. 91 min.
tREFOOT CONTESSA. THE Technicolor. Humphrey
gart,Director
Ava Gardner,
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro produc>n.
Joseph L.Edmond
Manklewicj.
drama
AOTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard Phiiipe, GIna Lolloigida. Franco-London producer. Rene Clair. Fantasyama. Struggling music teacher finds his dreams of
•allies "good THE
old days"
problems.
84 min
HALLENGE
WILD also
ColorhaveCorp
of America,
eorge and Sheila Graham. Producer and directed by
ank Graham. Nature
Family explores
e Great North Country,documentary.
where wild life
remains unuched by civiliiatlon. 49 min
<OSSED SWORDS PatheColor, Errol Flynn Gina
■llobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon. Viftorio
■ssarotti. Director
Milton
Period adventure
ama. Adventures of pair ofKrims.
very
bachelors
turning to Italian duk»dom where eligible
decree has been
t that all males over 20 must be married
Si min
lAMOND.
THE 3D Dennis
O'Keefe, Margaret Sherlin.
Producer
ispense
thriller.Steven
83 min.Pallos. Director Dennis O'Keefe
OG 30 Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan Conance
Dowlinn, Herbert Marshall. Producer Ivari Tors
rertor Herbert L Strock. Science-fiction drama
HYBER PATROL Color Corp. of America Richard Egan,
awn
Addams. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure
-ama. Officer In British Lancers in India prevents
ipture of new machinecuns and massacre of oarriion.
THELLO Orson Welles. Michael MacLlammolr, Suinne Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles.
rami.
of Shakespeare's
classic. 92 Dawn
mm.
ETURN Filming
TO TREASURE
ISLANDfamous
PatheColor
ddams. Tab Hunter Producers Aubrey Wisberg and
ack
Pollexfen. Director E. A. Dupont. Romantic
^venture.
UDDENLY
FrankDirector
Sinatra. Sterling Hayden. Producer
'bert Bassler.
Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
wIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergerac
'oducer
Maxwell Setton. Director David Miller. Roantlc melodrama.
UNIVERSAL-INTL
February
LENN MILLER STORY. THE Technicolor. James
'ewart, June Allyson. Producer Aaron Rosenberg,
irector Anthony Manin. glopic with music. Highghts of tfie
life of the late great bandleader lost In
1 air accident over English Channel. Hi min.
*IA. SON OF COCHISE 2D-3D Rock Hudson. ProJcer Ross Hunter Director Douglas Sirk Western,
oache chief forced to fight other redskins
eace between his people and the white men. to80 bring
min.
March
•EATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON 3D. Richard
arlion, Julia Adams. Producer William Alland. 01!ctor Jtck Arnold Fantasy melodrama. Geologist
'•covers creature which Is half man. half fish and
*" exoedltion toe capture it. 89 min.
>DE CLEAR OF DIABLO Technicolor Audle Murphy,
an Duryea,
Producer John W. Rogers. Director
»«»• HibS» Weitern. Murphy returns home to avenge
urders of his father and kid brother. 80 min.
FILM

SASKATCHEWAN Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Shelley
Winters. Producer Aaron Rosenbercj. Director Raoul
Walsh. Outdoor drama. Canadian mountie
rebels
against
his commanding
officer to save survivors of
Indian attack.
88 min.
AprilMariorle Main, Percy KilMA & PAbride,KETTLE
AT HOME
Producer Richard
Wilson. Director
Lamont. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modernCharles
home, go
backcontest
1o dilapidated
so min.
that oldest boy ' can
win
on typical farmhouse
farm life. 81
RAILS INTO LARAMIE Technicolor. John Payne, Dan
Duryea, Marl Blanchard. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jesse Hibbs. Outdoor drama. Trouble-shooting
soldier is sent to Wyoming Territory to clear work
stoppage on construction Mofay
railroad. 81 min
YANKEE PASHA Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Rhonda
Fleming. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevne;'.world
Costume
around
to saveadventure.
woman heChandler
loves. 84 fights
min. half-way
FIREMAN SAVE MY CHILD Hugh O Brian, Spike Jones.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Lei Goodwins.
Comedy.
of lan;cope with problems
trading inGroup
old fire
horsesfiremen
for mechanlied.
80 min. of
PLAYGIRL Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan. Producer
Albert J. Cohen. Director Joe Pevney. Drama. Small
town nirl In New York becomes involved In murder and
call girl racket. 85 min.
BLACK HORSE CANYON Technicolor. Joel McCrea,
Marl Blanchard. Producer John W. Rooers. Director
Jesse Hibb;. Western. June
Wild stallion escapes stock
ranch and lives in hills. Efforts of cirl rancher to recapture horse toareherthwarted
by neighbor until roving
cowboy comes
aid. 82 min.
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audle Murphy, Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when cold miners
break treaty with Indians. 78 min.
July
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer develops sport car
to save falling auto company, succeeds when he wins
cross country race. 85 min.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleaqured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing renecade whlteman
who incites the savages.
Coming
BENGAL RIFLES Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
Dabl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native uprising
and subsequently regains honor.
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWOitTH. THE CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV Is defeated
by
for young
treason. knight whose family was unjustly executed
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunfighter becomes involved
in family feud which resolves Into one of the most
famous gun batt'es of the West.
FAR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Airthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
pla"s tag with "old lovo and sudden death.
FRANCIS Chill
JOINSWills,
THE Zasu
WACSPIHs.
Donald
O'Connor,
Adams,
Comedy.
VeteranJuliaIs
called back into service and through error is assigned
to WAC unit. Complications increase when his talkingmule buddy is assigned to same outfit.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorle Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Slrk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman bv h»coming a doctor devoting himself to humanity. 108 min.
SIGN OF THE PAGAN ClnemaSc«pe. Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Slrk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-dlsastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns.

DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN Louis Hayward, Paul Kelly,
Joanne
O'Sullivan,
New
warden Dru,
cleansMaureen
up corruot
prison Prison
system drama.
with inside
help from framed prisoner. 78 min.
PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE 3D WarnerColor Kan
Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Patricia Medina. Producer
Henry Blanke.
drama. Series ofDirector
murdersRoyin Del
turn Ruth.
of the Murder
century meloParis
with beautiful cirls as victim of sadistic loologist studying "animal" reflexes. 84 min.
LUCKY ME CinemaScope
Doris Day
aWarnerColor.
A Mpril
y Producer Henry
Phil Silvers. Robert Cummincs.
Blanke
Director Jack Donohue. Musical comedy. Show troupe
becomes stranded in Miami hotel. While working off
bill, they meet Broadway producer who helps them
back to big time. 100 min.
RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott.
Wayne Morris. Producer Ted Sherdeman. Director
Andre de Toth. Western. Stagecoach guard, victim of
odd circumstances, clears his name. 75 min.
DIAL M FOR MURDER 3D WarnerColor. Ray Milland,
Grace Kelly.
Cumminns.Huiband
Directorplots
Alfreddeath
Hitch-of
cock. MurderRobert
melodrama.
wife whom
he
married
for
money.
Original
plan
backfires when wife kills h«>r would-be murderer. Husband
makes self-defense killing look like murder. 105 min.
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, Joan Weldon.
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas.
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot creatures terrorize
the Southwest until theirJuly
nest Is discovered and are
finally wiped out. 94 min.
June
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Craine. Producers Hellman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance invesi«urneys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim totigator
finance
Violence
and
romance
result.
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY. THE CinemaScope WarnerColor. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laraine Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Wellman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on plane bound from
Honolulu to S^n Francisco each experience different
feeling when faced with prospect of death. 147 min.
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Beatty,
Pat O'Brien,
Mickey E.Spillane.
Producer Robert
M. Fellows.
Director Coming
James
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus is sabotaged by homicidal
maniac.
BOUNTY
HUNTER.Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott,
Marie Windsor.
Sam Bischoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
bv crooked sheriff.
KING RXHARD AND THE CRUSADERS CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo, George
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical adventure. Action-romance during Third Crusade to drive the Mohammedans from the Holy Land.
STAR ISland,BORN,
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason,
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuff.
Director Geor-e Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marries disaster.
him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads

WARNER
BROTHERS
February
BOY FROM OKLAHOMA. THE WarnerColor. Will
Rogers, Jr,, Nancy Olson. Producer David Welsbart.
Director Michael Curtli. Western comedy drama. Young
cowboy seeking to be lawyer unwttflnnty becomes
Sheriff, humbles Bill:- the Kid, captures outlaws, finally
leaves for law apprenticeship. 88 min.
COMMAND. THE CinemaScop«, WarnerColor. Guy
Madison, Joan Weldon. James Whitmore. Producer
David Welsbart. Director David Butler. Western drama.
Young doctor takes over command of troop train In
Wyoming
and disease.territory,
94 mlns. brings it to safety through raids
March
CRIME
WAVE Sterling
Hayden,
Gene Andre
Nelson,de Phyllis
Kirk. Producer
Bryan Foy.
Director
Toth.
Crime melodrama. Record of reformed convict Involves
him in holdup plot, but with aid of understanding detectice, and innate honest'.', is freed from past. 74 min.
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Thesis

How much is enough — productwise. that is? What is

the classical monopolist. The prospect of exclusive do-

the magical supply figure that will entitle the filmmaker to a fair return and also satisfy the needs of the

main in the production field is surely not Mr. Balaban's
intent. In his good conscience he holds that it is quali-

exhibitor and the appetite of the i)ulilic for film? This

ty and not number that must serve to determine production schedides. To l)e sure, he speaks of a program

is the (juestion underscoring the new crisis that dampens the heady atmosphere of recovery pervading our industry today. l'i)on its prompt and correct resolve
pivots — possibly — the ultimate economic determination
of the entire nu)tion pict'ire I)usiness.
There is no ducking the issue, llollywood s(|uats
sepiarely at the crossroads. C»>nflicting philosophies
about volume of production are emerging almost daily
to a degree that makes the wide-screen struggle look
like a mere ])reliminary l.out. To date there has been no
clear-cut revelation as to what general pattern the industry will follow. .\ few studios are at peak, some
promise increases, others watch and wait. ( )verall. uncertainty abounds.
Latest to add voice to the product problem is Mr.
Barney Kalaban. To his credit he neither evades nor
hedges. In ])ositive tones, the Paramount president
charts the i)roduction i)olicy of his comi)any in the foreseeable future by saying it plans to produce every picture that "we believe can pay for itself and return a
profit — without limitation as to number, cost or overall
l)udget." Continuing: ". . . in our business we can no
longer plan for a volume of i)ictures to be delivered
some time in the future."
This thesis of profit-per-picture is, t)ff-hand, neither
startling nor original. Xor is it open to attack, whether
a])i)lied to film production or any manufacturing enterprise. \\hat strikes us as uni(|He is its timing. Ilere we

"without limitation as to number," but it hardly requires asoothsayer to know he has little reference to a
condition of oversupply. He is justifying precisely the
opposite.
The gross danger of Mr. Balaban's thesis resides in
its deceptive appeal over the short run. In this term
he might be correct, and possibly the Balaban position
will enjoy careful consideration among some of the
other majors. The decision to fix supplv exclusively
upon a measurement of maximimi return per picture is
a conservative, careful a])proach to an unpredictable
market. But if this were to become accepted practice,
the very gamble of imtrammeled co^mpetition would
shortly vanish. Show business is traditionallv l)uilt upon
daring, speculation and artistic license. In its calculated
effort to avoid all risk, Hollywood would slowly but
surely restrict production to all but the "safest" ventures. As product shrinks, certainly the number of theatres will shrink, many being doomed to die hungering
for product to sustain them. In time, the market
might be reduced to, say, 5000 key situations. But, ultimately, itwould not be the theatres alone that would
suffer. Certainly, gone would l)e today's sellers' market.
( )nly the stoutest film-makers would survive in a domestic market composed of less than one-third the numlier of theatres that today provide HollywiH)d's bread
and butter, and yes, its swimming pools.
The mass of little theatres might \ook like small

find an ofticial of Mr. Ualaban's stature. s])eaking. as it
were, ex cathedra, advocating that sui)ply be fixed solely

apples, indeed, grossing only a fraction of the national
return on releases. But it is that narrow area of revenue

by pre-judgments of i)rofit — not demand, mind you — all
the while the parched throat of the exhibition industry

that historically makes the difference between red ink
and l)lack ink to the production interests. Destroy these

wiieezes the cry : "not enough".
1 he theory of constricting su])ply in order to exact
the maximum return i)er unit of production is that of

borderline houses and you rupture the economic structure of the entire industry.
(Continued on Page 12)
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Beats every showing of "GWTW"
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and "Quo
FRISCO

of the Round

Table." Tops

week

"Ivanh(

Vadis."
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ALL
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FIRST!

every other "GW
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MARK
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beats
Boat"

BIGGEST!

Opening day tops M-G-M's very Biggest: "Knights
Table," "Show Boat" and others!
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*
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ARTISTS

COLUMBIA

AA Assures Product Flow

Harry Cohn Denies Stock

Despite Low-Budgeter Cuts
\LL1EU AR'I ISTS IS ELIMlXATINCi
nost all low-budget production in its new
1 for major studio status, with recent sign^ of John Huston to an exclusive threcAture producer-director-writer contract,
and deals on the verge with Hilly Wilder

Sale; One Feature Shooting
RUMORS THA r HARRY COH.X WAS
considering sale of his 140,000 shares in Columbia Pictures were flatly denied last week.
It has been reported that at least three different groups are bidding for the stock.
Ralph Stolkin, who held control of RKO
for a brief interim, is understood to be keeping a watchful eye on the studio, hoping to
re-enter the picture business via this company. Others said to have entered the negotiations are a syndicate comprised of the
principal stockholders in the Los Angeles
Rams professional football team, and another made up of Las Vegas speculators.
( )n the basis of the studio's latest financial
report, it would seem hardly likely that C ohn
has every considered selling his Columbia
holdings. The company's latest financial report reveals a net profit for the company of
$2,664,000 for the 39 weeks ended March 27,
equal to S3. 26 per share, as compared with a
net of $310,000. or 15 cents per share, in last
year's same period. It might be noted that
this report reflected only partially the big
income from "From Here to Eternity", and
none from the potentially big "Caine

and W illiam W'yler.
Only four "Bowery Boys" films and a pair
in the "Bomba" series will be retained in the
A budget field. Steve Broidy is contemiting, however, a slate of approximately 18
'gram features in the middle-budget brac) kct, ranging up to the half million dollar
I class, indicating maintenance
of product
iflow from this bread and butter company.
The Huston, Wilder and Wyler films will be
budgeted around $I,50(),(XX1. In addition,
Walter Wanger will contribute a slate of
I'ictures in the million-dollar category, ap'oximately the same budget which has been
: for "Black Prince," which is to be made
conjunction with 20th Century- Fox on a
A ■ )-hcniisphere co-releasing arrangement.
\ccording to a usually reliable source, at
least one other deal is in the fire for a top
producer-director tie-up, similar to the ones
with Huston. Wilder and Wyler, which include full financing, plus profit participation
■ 1 options on A.\ stock. Straight perutage deals with name stars, similar to
'se employed by Universal, will also be
light in order to insure top casting.
1 wo pictures went before the cameras last
ucek— "The Bob Mathias Story" (Bob Ma•liias, Diane Jcrgens). William E. Selwyn
'duccr. Francis D. Lyon director; and
I he Police Story" (Gary Merrill). Hayes
'ctz producer, Joe Xewnian director.
I oniing up next month is "Ketchikan"
lark Stevens), which the star will also cocct for producer Lindsley Parsons, and a
tncc-fiction thriller, "Target Earth." to be
ned by .Abtcon Pictures at General Scrc Studios. Herman Cohn will produce,
crnian Rose direct. Starting date is set
' June 23.
Just before press time. John Huston set
- second A A feature, to follow "The Man
lio Would Be King." It will be "Alouctte"
':ich is a legitimate hit on the Paris stage
'ring the current season, and which is
'ted to open on Broadway in the near
iUturc.
I

The future looks bright, too. what with a
Mutiny."
solid
line-up of independent units holding
Columbia releasing commitments. F'or the
current year, there are deals with William
Goetz for three inde films; with Warwick
productions for an additional three; onepicture set-ups with Tyrone Power and Ted
Richmond's Copa Productions; and five
more to be contributed by Bryan Foy, Sam
Spiegel's Horizon Pictures, and the Harry
Joe Brown-Randolph Scott unit.
Only one Columbia picture is currently
shooting, the Judy Holiday comedy,
"Phffft". which also stars Jack Lcmmon and
Jack Carson — F"red Kohlmar producing.
Mark Robson directing. On June 21, producer Wallace Mac Donald and director Fred
F. Scars aim to roll "Wyoming Outlaws,"
providing casting difficulties can be worked
out by that lime. .\lso coming up during
the closing days of June is the Warwick production, ".\ Prize of Gold" ( Richard \\ idmark. Mai Zettcrling). .Africian safari drama
in Technicolor, which Irving .\llen and .A.
R. Firoccoli will produce and Mark Robson
direct on location in England. Next to go
from Warwick on the three-picture deal is
"The Cockleshell Heroes', tale of British
Marine exploits in World War II.
Two new features are set to roll in July:

"Cell 2435. Death Row." a quasi-documentary based on tht book by condemned convict Caryl Chessman; and "The End of the
Affair" (Deborah Kerr-Van Johnson), to be
lensed in England — David Rose and David
Lewis producing. Edward Dmytyrk director.
LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Production Pace Limited
To Two Shooting Overseas
TW(J FEATURES ARE IX PRODUCtion for Lippert release — both of them being
lensed on foreign location sites.
".Adventure in Rio" (Scott Brady. Raymond Burr. Johanna Matz) has been shooting in Italy since May 31 — Kurt Xeumann
producer-director. New starter is "The
Black Pirates" (.Anthony Dexter, Karen
Wilde, Lon Chaney) went before cameras in
El Salvador — Robert L. Lippert. Jr.. producer. .Allen Miner director.
Just .Antly
completed
is "i'hunder
(Dane
Clark,
Devine).
a WilliamPass"
F. Broidy
production — Robert .A. Xunes producer,
Frank McDonald director.
-A $92,000 breach of contract suit has been
filed against Lippert Pictures by Joseph P.
Smith, former assistant to Robert L. Lippert, based on sums allegedly due Smith
under his Lippert pact.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
TV Labor Grab Holds
Up Shooting Schedules
STARTIXG SCHEDULES HAVE
been undergoing a re-shuffling, due in part
to lack of stage space, with so many upcoming pictures in rehearsal, and partly due
to a shortage of available stage hands. This
latter difficulty is being accutely felt
throughout the industry, as a result of TV
activity in Hollywood. \'i(leo studios are
grabbing up experienced studio labor on full
time work promises. .An idea of the situation
is the fact that ^IGM has had to resort to
advertising in the Los Angeles newspapers
for carpenters to build sets on productions
which are ready and waiting to go.
"The Scarlet Coat" (Michael Wilding) has
been postponed until next year because of
this serious condition, and "Glass Slipper"
(Leslie Caron. Michael Wilding. Ronald
Petit), which was to have started on June
6, has been pushed back to June 23.
Four pictures are in production at the
/Continued on Page 8)
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present time, tour more are set to roll within the next month, labor permitting. Now
shooting are: "Athena" (Jane Powell, Edmund Purdom, Debbie Reyonlds, Vic Damone), in CinemaScope and Technicolor —
Joseph Pasternak producer. Richard Thorpe
director; "Deep in My Heart" (Jose ]-"errcr,
Merele Oberon, Helen Traubel, Walter
Pidgeon), Technicolor, Roger Edens producer, Stanley Donen director; "Jupiter's
Darling' (Esther Williams, Howard Keel,
Marge & Gower Champion), CinemaScope
and Technicolor — George Wells producer,
George Sidney director; "Many Rivers to
Cross" (Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker).
Eastman Color and CinemaScope — Jack
Cummings producer, Roy Rowland director.
Starting dates on the four slated to roll in
the next 30 days: "Glass Slipper" (Leslie
Caron, Michael Wilding), June 23 — Edwin
Knopf producer, Charles Walters director;
"The Prodigal" (Lana Turner, F.dmond
Purdom), CinemaScope and color, July 3 —
Charles Schnee producer, Richard 'J'horpe
director; "Love Me or Leave Me" (still being cast), July 12 — Joseph Pasternak producer, Charles Vidor director; "Hit the Deck"
(Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Ann Miller,
Vic Damone), CinemaScope and color, July
26 — Joseph Pasternak producer, no director
yet set.
MGM takeVs the leap into single-track
sound CinemaScope pictures today (14).
First to go out in Perspecta sound is
"knights of the Round Table." Similar
single track prints will be available on "Rose
Marie,"
June 28 and "Student Prince." Tulv
12.
PARAMOUNT
Flexible All-VistaVision
Program for Balance of '54
P A R A M ( ) C NT'S A L L- V I ST A V I S I O X
schedule of 15 pictures to be produced during the balance of 1954 carried a couple of
question marks. According to Harney Ralaban's report to stockholders, this number
could apparently be either cut or augmented.
Paramount's production policy "for the foreseeable" future", declared Halaban, would be
to "produce every picture we believe can
pay for itself and. hopefully, return a profit
in the new marktt — without limitation as to
number, cost or overall bud,i.,'et." While this
i^ obviously a credo to which any studio
would subscribe, it leaves uncertain the assurance of steady product flow. Another
questionable factor is the availability of \ ista\'ision cameras to handle the production.
Ffiur of the schctluled 15 aie currently
before the cameras: "Strategic Air Commanil" (Jimmy Stewart, June .Mlyson) —
Samuel J. Hriskin i)roducer, .Anthony Mann
director; "To Catch A Thief" (Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Jessie Royce Landis), Alfred
Hitchcok producing and directing; PineThomas' "Love Is .'\ Weapon" (John I'ayne,
Mary Mnri)hy) — Phil Karlscii director; and
8
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Pine-Thomas' "Run For Cover" (James
Cagney. VivecH Lindfors, Jean Hersholt),
Nicholas Ray directing.
Remainder of the year's schedule, as it
now stands, includes: "We're No Angels"
(Humphrey Bogart, Joan Bennett, Aldo
Ray), to roll later this month — Pat Duggan
producing, Michael Curtiz directing; PineThomas' "Blue Horizons" (not yet cast),
set for a July 6 start; a Bob Hope comedy
based on the life of Eddie Foy, due to roll
on July 14 — Mel Shavelson and Jack Rose
producing and directing; "The Court Jester"
(Danny Kaye), scheduled for a mid-August
start — Norman Panama and Melvin Frank
producing and directing; "Lucy Gallant"
(not cast), a Pine-Thomas feature, also due
to go before the cameras in August; "You're
Never Too Young" (Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis), set for early September — Paul Jones
producer, Norman Taurog director; Cecil B.
DeMille's "The Ten Commandments"
(Charlton Heston, Anne Baxter, Cornel
W ilde), October 11; "The Vagabond King"
(Kathryn Grayson, Oreste Kirkop), in November— Pat Duggan producer, Norman
Taurog director; Hal Wallis' "Rose Tattoo"
(Burt Lancaster, Anna Mangani) — Daniel
Mann director; William Wyler's "The Desperate Hours" (Humphrey Bogart), based
on the Joseph Hayes book; and another
Hitchcok picture starring Cary Grant, are
due to finish out the year.
REPUBLIC
June-July Sked increased
Republic-Sale Rumors Persist
IN ADDITION TO THREE Pictures previously announced for June and
July production. Republic has added an exploitation special. Aimed at capitalizing on
the tabloid publicity given Zsa Zsa Gabor
and international playboy-diplomat Porfirio
Kubirosa, the pair have been signed for a
picture titled "Zsa Goes West." It has been
assigned a late July starting date with Rodney -Vmateau directing.
"The Atomic Kid" (Mickey Rooney) gets
away on schedule, today (June 14) with
Maurice Duke as associate producer. This is
the first activity in many weeks. Next to
roll wlil be "Silver Rock" (not yet cast),
which associate producer-director Joseph
Kane lias scheduled for July 7. Following
on July 30 is "Carolina Cannonball" (Judy
Canova) — Sidney Picker associate producer,
Charles Lamont director.
Studio facilities are being expanded with
the addition of a new office building to house
Kevue Productions, the MCA telepi.x subsidiary now operating on the lot. The announcement triggered fresh speculation
around Hollywood that Republic may sell
out to MC.\, although both sides continue to
firmly deny it.
The fact that Republic continues to remain inactive in buying up new story properlies may indicate that something is in the
wind.

Disney Deal Near on Two
Wayne-Hayward Film Shooting
NEGOTIATIONS ARE PRACTICALly completed for RKO distribution of Walt
Disney's ne.xt two releases, "20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea" (Kirk Douglas, James
Mason), and "The Lady and the Tramp,"
which features the voice and some original
tunes by Peggy Lee. Present plans call for
a Christmas release of "The Lady and the
Tramp" with "20,000 Leagues" to follow
during the Easter holidays, ne.xt year.
As previously reported, any future releases of Disney product by RKO will be
on a picture by picture basis, the old contract having expired several months ago.
- Spokesmen for the Hughes company insist
that a new agreement is set w'ith Jane Russell, but sources close to the actress say it
is very doubtful if she ever signs. The contract would call for one Russell picture per
year plus distribution of some features made
by Russfield Productions, the inde unit
owned by Russell and her husband Bob
Waterfield. If and when it is signed, the
pact would cover a seven-year span.
Robert Stillman's Technicolor production
"The Americano" (Glenn Ford, Frank Lovejoy, Ursula Theiss, Cesar Romero), following a delay of several months, gets underway
again on June 14. Stillman's suit against
actor Ford has been dropped. Sam Wiesenthal is executive producer, William Castle
director.
There have been reports that Hughes is
doing some financial quibbling over his own
production of "The Conqueror" (John
Wayne, Susan Hay ward) now shooting on
location at St. George, L^tah — Dick Powell
producing and directing. Hughes is said to
want the budget pared down almost a milment.lion dollars from its present $4,000,000 allotNo further productions has been scheduled
and no one in a responsible position will
hazard a guess as to when it will be.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Goldstein's Final In C'Scope
One-Tracker's Release Sked Set
LEONARD GOLDSTEIN'S LA.sT
Panoramic Production for 20th-Fox will be
in CinemaScope. Panoramic's previously
planned "Hawk of the Desert" has been
shelved in favor of "White Feather," a frontier film to star Robert Wagner, Terry
Moore and Dale Robertson. Robert L.
Jacks has been given the production reins
with Robert Webb directing.
Marlon Brando checked onto the lot to
begin work on his role of Napoleon in "Desiree" (Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon). CinemaScope and Technicolor — Julian lUaustein
director. ProducKoster on
Henry cameras
producer,
tion goes before
June 16lh.
lUiddy Adler's first assignmeni, under his
new Fox contract, will be " The Left Hand
(Continued on Page 10)
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Since stock prices generally reflect the
economic health of the companies and the
industries they represent, as well as the market's opinion of the future, it is well to apprise ourselves of reliable commentary on
this subject from without the movie industry. In reprinting herein portions of the most
recent (May) VALUE LINE analysis on the
state of motion picture securities, we are
bringing to FILM BULLETIN readers one of

Industry's

in Film

Financial

Company

UP

Earnings

DP

the most reasoned, carefully studied surveys
available in the financial field.
Reference
been

to complex

statistical data has

omitted, without
stance of the findings.

impairing the sub-

VALUE LINE, which is published by Arnold Bernhard & Co., Inc., first sets forth a
summary

of overall industry conditions and

prospects, then analyzes the financial picture of six leading film companies. — Ward

111 the past .'i months, amusement equities have managed
lo keep pace w ith the general market during its ad\anre. Since
some of these issues had already been trading at the highest
prices since 1945-46, this performance is impressive. Despite
the continued rise in |)rices. howt'\er. most of the stocks still
fail to discount adequately the fundamental improvement in
earnings prospects that has taken place in the past year.
The industry recently received an important measure of
tax relief. The federal excise on motion picture theatre ad-

The April 1st reduction, which carries along with it complete
exemption for tickets costing 50c or less, will increase the in-

missions was reduced from 20^} to lO<'r on April 1st. Tax
relief is, of course, always welcome, hut the measure should
not be allowed to obscure other favorable developments, namely: (1 1 the maturing of the TV industry and a levelling off of
audience losses to the new medium and (2) the widespread
public interest in motion pictures made in the new |)rojeclion

Over-all. we estimate that the 10'"^ reduction will be distributed as follows:

techniques. The movie industry's rexcnues and earnings
turned upward last year. Substantial further earnings recovery isindicated during the years ahead. Investment in this
group on the |)art of risk-taking accounts is still considered
advisable.

( ;i I T'^i'^f to motion picture producers in the form of
higher film rentals. In most of the major theatres of the country, films are rented on a percentage basis. That is to say. the
film distributor receives as rent an agreed upon percentage of
the box office gross. On an industry-w ide basis, this percent-

TAX RELIEF— WELCOME
The halving of the 209f motion picture admissions excise
willjioost theatre attendance and widen |)rofit margins in the
industry. The tax. which was originally im|)osed in the
Thirties at a \0^( rate with a generous exemption for lowpriced tickets, was raised as a wartime measure to 20*"^ in
1911 and all exemptions eliminated. During the post-war
period of rising costs and falling theatre attendance, the tax.
because of its size and its percentage nature. ham|)ered the

dustry's price flexibility. Here a theatre which seeks to stimulate admissions may pass on to its custmores the full amount
of the sav ings by lowering admission prices. There a theatre
which believes its audience is relatively inelastic or not significantly responsive to changes in admission prices may keep
prices at the same level and thereby try to pocket the red uction.

(sions
1 1 prices;
5''f to the public- in the form of lower gross admis(2) 314 '/r to the theatres in the form of higher net admission prices:

a|)|)roximates 35'"r. FACTORS
BUT ageLONGER-TERM

MORE

IMPORTANT

The great bulk of the tax savings retained bv the industry should carry directly down to pre-tax income. For companies operating with the low profit margins characteristic of
most of the motion picture group during the last several vears.
the effect will be to increase earnings sharply.
Fundamental factors affecting the industry have, however, greater weight in our assessment of the future than does
f C.onliniied on Pa^e 16)

industry's ability to recoup rising expenses by raising prices.
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of God," based on William
novel. The story deals with an American
flier forced down in China. Lensing gets
underway in the Fall.
A one-per-week releasing slate has been
set up on Fox CinemaScope pictures in onetrack magnetic and one-track optical sound.
Eleven features will be released on the
following schedule: June 19, "The Robe";
June 26. "How To Marry A Millionaire";
July 3, "Night People"; July 10, "Prince
Valiant"; July 17, "Hell and High Water";
July 24, "Three Coins in the Fountain";
July 31, "River of No Return"; August 7,
"King of the Khyber Rifles"; August 14,
"Garden of Evil"; August 21, "Beneath the
12-Mile Reef"; and August 28, "Demetrius
and the Gladiators".
Two productions are now in work: "Woman's World" (Clifton Webb, June .Allyson,
Van Heflin, Lauren Bacall, Fred MacMurray, Arlene Dahl) — Charles lirackett producer, Jean Negulesco director, and "There's
No Business Like Show Business" (Ethel
Merman, Dan Dailey, Mitzi Gaynor, Johnny
Ray) — Sol C. Seigel producer, Walter Lang
director. Both are in CinemaScope and
Technicolor.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Releasing Deals Snowball
As Inde Production Plans Grow
UNI TED ARTLSTS NOW HOLDS RKleasing commitments with more than a
dozen independent producers, and production
output may well prove to be the salvation
of hundreds of product-hungry exhibitors.
Among inde outfits committed for further
pictures — most of which will be partially
financed by UA — are: Hecht-Lancaster,
with a $12.0fl(),(X)() program; Russfield, owned
by Jane Russell and Bob Waterfield, planning a $6,(M)(),()0() slate to be spread over
three years; Stanley Kramer, scheduled for
at least two features; Leonard Goldstein,
shortly to launch a lO-picture program; Ivati
Tors, planning four; Victor Saville, with at
least two; Edward Small, with three to four
high-budgcters, replacing his previous heavy
slate of programmers; and .•\ubrey SchenckHoward Koch, with three per year. The
following producers hold one-picture deals:
Robert Bassler, Paul Gregory, Chester Erskine, Robert Rossen and Joseph Mankiewicz.
Rossen is working on production plans for
"Alexander the Conqueror," to roll in
Europe later this year.
The Russfield company expects to launch
its first jjroduction in August, with "The
Detective." It is not known whether Miss
Russell will star in this particular feature.
.She will, however, appear in a second feature "The Big Play."
Le'inarrl Goldstein rolN "Black Tuesday"
on June l.S, the first film on his i)rogram.
Hugo Fregonese will direct with Edward
(i. Robinson starred, (ioldstein has also
joined in association with prrtducer Paul
Gregory, in which Gregory will use the orP«q« 10
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ganizational and production facilities of
Goldstein Productions, located on the RKO
Pathe lot. First film in the deal will be "The
Night of the Hunter" starring Robert Mitchum, with Charles Laughton directing.
Only one feature for UA release is shooting at the present time. That is: "Shield for
Murder" (Edmond O'Brien, John Agar),
Schenck-Koch producers, O'Brien and Koch
co-directors.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Studio Hits Capacity With
Eight Shooting, Eleven Editing
TWO ADDUTIONAL PICTURES
have been wedged into Universal-International's unprecedented June production
splurge, giving the company a total of eight
films in work for the month. In addition,
eleven completed pictures are being edited,
placing every department of the studio at
absolute capacity.
The month's schedule lines up as follows:
"Five Bridges To Cross" (Tony Curtis, Julia
Adams), shooting on location in Boston —
Aaron Rosenberg producer, Joseph Pevney
director; "Smoke Signal" (Dana Andrews,
Piper Laurie), Technicolor — Howard Christie producer, Jerry Hopper director; "Abbott and Costello Meet the Keystone Kops"
— Howard Christie producer, Charles Lamont director; "Destry" (Audie Murphy,
Mari Blanchard), Technicolor — Stanley
Rubin producer, George Marshall director;
"^lan Without A Star" (Kirk Douglas) —
,*\aron Rosenberg producer. King Vidor director; "Captain Lightfoot" (Rock Hudson.
Barbara Rush), Technicolor, filming in Ireland— Ross Hunter producer, Douglas Sirk
director; "Chief Crazy Horse" (Victor Mature. Suzan Ball). Technicolor — William Alland producer, George Sherman director;
and "To Hell and Back" (Audie Murphy)
— Aaron Rosenberg producer, Jesse Hibbs
director.
Two other productions have been set within the past two weeks for summer lensing.
They are: "The Island." based on the poem
by Lord Byron about the mutineers of the
English ship Bounty, and "The Third Girl
From the Right," which Eddie Buzzell will
direct.
WARNER

BROTHERS

'Dragnet' Finish Darkens Lot;
Five CS Films Roll On Location
WITH THE WIND-UP OF THE
WarnerColor feature, "Dragnet" (Jack
Webb, Ben Alexander, Ann Robinson) a
week ago, there are no pictures shooting on
the Warner lot, although the company remains well in the foreground of industry
l)roduction with five films shooting on location.
" The Silver Chalice" (Virginia Mayo, Jack
Palance), is in the early stages of production on location near Palm Springs, California. Victor Saville is producing and directing. "East of [-".den" (Julie Harris, Ray-

mond Massey), started filming June 3, a
Mendocino — Elia Kazan directing; "Land c
the Pharoahs" (Jack Hawkins, Dewey Mai
tin, Luisa Boni) is on location in EgyptHoward Hawks producing and directing
"Helen of Troy" (Rosanna Podesta, Jacque
Sernas) is shooting in Rome — Robert Wis
directing; and "Drumbeat" (Alan Lad
Audrey Dalton) is working near Flagsta
Arizona — Delmar Daves directing. All fi"
of the features are being lensed in Cinem
Scope and WarnerColor.
John Huston's production of "Moby Die
(Gregory Peck), which will be releas
through Warners, is now expected to sta
in mid-July. Huston will both produce an
direct the film.
INDEPENDENTS

"Guarantee"

Incentive

Spurs Inde Production
THE ABUNDANCE OF QUALIFIE
independents who have made pre-producti
releasing deals with the major distributi
companies in order to secure partial finan
ing, hasn't cut into the eagerness of oth
inde companies launching pictures striC*
on their own. The "guaranteed" tie-ins wi
product-hungry exhibitors are an importa
factor in building this facet of productio
Among the most recent entries in the in
production field is a project by Carl Dudle
calling for si.x films to be made in Mexic
South America and Cuba. First will
"Fandango," to be made in Cuba, where t'
Dudley company is building its own studi
William and Edv^-ard Nassour have al
closed a new deal for production south
the border. In a tie-in with Mexican p
ducer Manuel Zecena, the Nassours plan
film "The Black Grandee," starting in Se
tember — Paul Henreid directing and Ricar
Montalban starred.
Hal Makelim, the Allied-backed produc
is reportedly negotiating with Howa
Hughes for purchase of the RKO-Pathe I
as his base of operations.
Frank Borzage, Red Skelton and Geor
Fowler have completed a production setto make "The W. C. Fields Story."
There are six pictures currently shooti
without releasing commitments: "Long Jo
Silver" (Robert Newton, Connie Gilchris
in Technicolor, CinemaScope and standa
lensing — a Treasure Island productio
Joseph Kaufman producer, Byron Hask
director; "Return of Columbus" (Sydn
t'haplin, Charles Chaplin, Jr.), a Paal-R
production — Alexander Paal producer-dire
tor; "Thousand Dollar liill" (Keith And
Angela l.ansbury) — Henry R. McCune pr
ducer. i'aul (iuilfoyle director; "Private H
3G" (Steve Cochran, Ida Lupino, Howa
Duff, Dean Jagger), a Filmakers product!
— Don Seigel director. Collier Young pr
ducer; "'The Sporting Game" (still casti
(luring background shooting), a \'alor Pi
tures project — .Ayott Ordung producerrector; " The Little Red Monkey" (Richa
Conte, Rona Anderson), Alec Snowden pr
ducer. Ken Hughes director.

PICTURES
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IMPORTANT
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(C.nnlinued from Page 5)

of another great American industry : the railroads. Over

Surelv there is common-sense plea^ to he made for
adequate i)roduction, rooted squarely in tlie most fundamental of all business axioms: the supi)ly should satisfy
the demand. Surely theatremen do not pose in jest in
petitioninj^ for more film. Surely they are not an improvident crew, hellbent on l)uyino^ for the sake of proving they own checkbooks. They ask more product
simply because they need more product. Without calling upon the mumlio-junilx) ot theoretical supply-demand curves, the issue of "how much is enough?" may
be resolved by this somewhat oversimi)lified, but nonetheless accurate, foiimula : Hollywood must produce
only what the market can absorb. No more; no less!
Dramatic evidence that undersu])nly is no myth is the
spectacular success of such mass film-makers as Columbia, Universal and United Artists. Satisfying the market's craving for product, these companies likewise appear to be satisfying the i)ul)lic's taste in films. True,
as Mr. Balaban contends, audiences are growing more
and more selective. Hut Columbia. Universal and
I'nited Artists are not successful on the basis of volume
alone.
The mass i)roducers enjoy certain cogent economic
advantages, even in the short term, over the "Cadillac"
producer. In reasoning that some, but not all, massfilms will ])rovide an oi)timum return, they are not unlike firms in other industries, which are content to break
even (and possibly lose) on certain products in order" to
keep the market saturated with their diversified goods,
to maintain their name before the market, their goodwill alive, and most vital — their unit overhead k)W. In
the nujvie business the high fixed overhead of the
studio, spread thickly over a limited inventory, means
higher prices per picture. This, of course, the distributor
will seek to ])ass on to the exhibitor.
It would be easy to build a case for ample film supply
exclusively on ethical and sentimental grounds, recalling
the i»lu->h days of over-])r()duction and forced selling
when theatremen were obligated to take the fat with
the lean. Hollywood now seems to say: "I loved you
when you were young and pretty, but now that you're
old and fat ..." I'ut sentiment is not our pitch. As
someone wisely said : business is business.
Mr. Halaban's major rationale is the increasingly discriminative attitude of the public. Hence, he views quality as being n(»n-interchangable with (juantity. This
( onl'l be a fearful concept, smacking of the death rattle
P<iq« 12
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the years, as equtties dwindfl^l, as competition grew, as
service becaine more high priced, the railroad moguls
have sought to solve their problems by adding crack,
ultra-comfortable streamliners. Some economic historians view this as the dying gasp. Is Hollywood, similarly, to expire in a burst of extravagant super-productions ?
The issues are clearly staked out. It is not a simple
question of whether sound policy dictates that management gauge supply to the point of most profitable return. It is whether by ignoring the natural function of
the marketplace — the equilibrium between supply and
demand — the supplier might not eventually contract his
market to the point of inducing his own financial ruin.
In nowise do we suggest that in pursuing unrestricted
production should the film-maker substitute mere numbers for entertainment. We submit that the two are
compatible. Inferentially, Mr. Balaban does not.
Is this wisdom, or is it folly?

TV's

Troubltfs-No.

76

A few months back, Neilson surveyors were beset by
rumors that the Scrabble rage was cutting into the great
video audience. It was even suspected that gin players
wouldn't know a T\" set from a Bendix washer. Now it
turns out, there are even greater dangers Ijesetting
moguls of the microwave.
Mr. Jack Gould, N.Y. Times TV editor, reports a
Connecticut housewife who combines television viewini;
with her hobby of oil painting. She finds that one en
hances the other. "You can get lots of painting done
during the commercials." If this thing catches on, it
could easily lead to a national calamity because the lad\
Rembrandt learned that "when you're trying to concentrate on something else, you're more conscious tha;i
ever of a bad program !"
.And then there's the story of a gentleman in Jerse\
City who i)icked up Zenith's recent slot TV scrambled
test pattern and told a friend it was the best television
show he'd seen in months.
Apparently television is even losing its grij) on thi
small fry. One six-year-older deserted the living roon
for his mother's laundry and sat enthralled before tl '
glass window of the automatic washer. An inqiiisitiv-j
observer was told that this version of Kukla, Fran an(
OUie was more exciting, and besides, it was in color.
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"Demetrius and the Gladiators"
(CinemaScope)

ScUiHC^

I^CUIH^ O

O

O

O

Worthy sequel to "The Robe". May not reach phenomenal grosses of original CinemaScoper, where novelty enhanced take, but will wind up one of year's top grossers.
Has even greater popular appeal than predecessor to
encompass wider audience. Superlative production, top
performances, thrill action and spectacle make it sure bet
iFor every house. Effective stereosound use will up returns with plus word-of-mouth.
Producer Frank Ross has accomplished that rarity
among screen feats — a successful sequel to an original
smash. While "Demetrius" lacks CinemaScope novelty
that made b.o. history for "The Robe", it steps faster,
has more action, romance elements for wider popular
appeal, without getting gaudy. Spectacular arena scenes,
wild Roman revels, exceptionally sharp CinemaScope
Technicolor photography. Furious action without blurring, tasteful development of plot, all are noteworthy
factors. Story picks up final sequence of "The Robe",
as holy garment is passed to a Christian slave for delivery to Peter (Michael Rennie), with A'ictor Mature
as Demetrius entrusted for its safe-keeping. Evil emperor Caligula's (Jay Robinson) quest for the "magic"
robe leads to the Christian ex-slave's forced to become
a gladiator. Subsequent events see Mature's beloved
( Debra Paget ), left to the mercy of drunken gladiators,
Demetrius, in holy rage, overcoming five gladiators at
once, then three tigers, succumbing to the voluptuous
charms of scheming IMessalina (Susan Hay ward), and
restored to his faith as Caligula is killed, winning succor
for the Christians in Rome.
Mature, given freer rein, reaches even greeater stature
than in his impressive performance in "The Robe" ;
Stereophonic sound effective in arena spectacles. Phil
20th Century-Fox. 101 mins. Victor Mature, Susan Havward, Michael Rennie,
Debra Paget. Anne Bancroft, Jay Robinson, Barry Jones, William Marshall,
Richard Egan. Producer Frank Ross. Director Delnner Daves.

"Johnny

Dark"

-

Entertaining action show for top dualler spot. CurtisLaurie names, auto-driving thrills should draw teeners.
Exploitables in star value, daredevil race sequences.
Laughs, thrills and mild romance in equal quantities
make "Johnny Dark"' a good entry for mass audiences.
Top b.o. assets are Tony Curtis and Piper Laurie, with
special draw for youth element. Speed scenes of specially designed sports cars, particularly those from behind
the wheel makes for exciting photography. Otherwise,
it's routine in detailing enthusiastic young engineer,
Tony Curtis' realization of high-speed sports car dream
to prove his model in Canada-Mexico cross-country race.
Conflict stems from rivalry between Curtis and testdriven Don Taylor for Piper Laurie's favor and in the
big race, with Tony emerging victorious on both counts.
Noteworthy are shots from a helicopter of speeding
autos on winding mountain roads, near accidents as hellfor-leather drivers jockey on narrow roads. Such veterans as Paul Kelly, Ilka Chase and Sidney Blackmer join
the younger folks in broad presentation under George
Sherman's energetic direction.
Pressbook concentrates on stars, speed thrills. Principal theme is ads is: "Fast Cars, Reckless Women and
Sudden Danger . . . and a Guy Who Loved All Three !".
Art of stars in romantic pose with hurtling cars narrows
it down : "They Shared a Dream of Speed and Dared
the World to Follow !" Phil
Universal-International. 85 mins. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie, Don Taylor, Paul
Kelly, Ilka Chase, Sidney Blackmer, Ruth Hampton, Producer William Alland.
Director George Sherman.

"Man

With

a Million"

ScuUte^ ^citiH^ Q O O
Stacks up as good attraction for class spots, discriminating trade. Gregory Peck name, Mark Twain story will
bolster in general runs. Rating will dip in action spots.
British flavor, despite American hero, will retard
grosses in hinterland.

glers, W'eissmuller demontrates additional ])rowess
against lions, crocodiles and ramjjaging natixes in manner which should hold interest of action fans. The burning of native village and climactic death struggle atop
clilT carries thrills for intended market. Leon

Based on Mark Twain's "The Million-Pound Note",
this British-made comedy is a good laugh-getter. Biggest asset, boxoffice-wise, is Gregory Peck as hapless
American pauper chosen for imique human nature experiment. Fun stems from situations rather than action
or dialogue, with jilenty of subtleties satirizing human
frailties to please the discriminating. Natural comedy
flavor in unicjue situations should keep audiences chuckling. Peck is a penniless Yank acting as guinea pig for
a bet — that a man with a million-pound banknote can
live without spending a penny. His initial success, then
the scrapes he gets into when the bill is lost and creditors mob him, keeps comedy pace weaving provocatively
for a while, but redundancy of situations tends to weaken cumulative effiect. Peck name. Twain original will
tend to ofYset British tone, which will pose a problem
in Small Town U.S.A. Good production. Technicolor,
pleasant romance are other favorable items. York

Columbia 67 mins. Johnny Weissmullcr, Karin Booth, Richard Stapley. Productr S«m Katzman. Director Lee Sholem.

20th-Fox. 90 mins. Gregory Peck. Jane Griffiths, Ronald Squire, Joyce Grenfell. Producer John Bryan. Director Ronald Neame.

"Jungle

Man-Eaters"

Rating applies in action market and lesser nabes as supporting feature. Usual exploitable jungle adventures will
appeal to "Jungle Jim" fans.
This latest "Jungle Jim" ad\cnturc has as it basis for
fast-paced action a (lianiond-smuggling ring which
threatens the ])eace of the jungle and stability of world
diamond market. Johnny W'eissmuller uses his knowledge of the jujngle to aid Scotland "S'ard lnsi)ector in
trajjping the crooks. In addition t(» battling the smug-
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"7 Brides for 7 Brothers"
(CinemaScope)
^uUhc^

"The

1^<zUh^ goo

High and The Mighty"
(CinemaScope)

ScuiKC^

Rating will hold in all but action houses. Sprightly, folksy
musical with class sheen throughout. Will pleasantly surprise sophisticates, delight family and small town trade,
where returns could go even higher with push. CinemaScope, "go-see" word-of-mouth, added assets.

Heartv, happy C'Scope imisical a bountiful chunk of
pure entertainment. Offbeat musical-comedy-romance
with exceptional quotas in each department will have
audiences, metropolites as well as hinterlandcrs. tapping;toes, chuckling and permeated with good feeling, send
them out with a smile. Light marquee may hold down
at first but can be overcome by exi)loitation, strong
word-of-mouth, given a chance. Jack Cumniings color
production topflight, Johnny Mercer-Gene de Paul tunes
range from good to potential Mit Paraders. Michael
Kidd's choreography in best $r).r)0 tradition, with standout in acrobatic barn-dance competition between country boys and town youth. Humerous tale has Howard
Keel, the oldest, bringing new wife Jane Powell to
slovenly all-male household. She cleans 'em up, incites
their interest in marriage, which leads to their kidnapping six of the town belles. Jane is forced to chaperone
the mixed dozen when they are snowbound for the
winter. Romances and laughs progress, l-'inalc has niul
tiple "shotgun" weddings, with each couple ])roi)erly
paired. Comedy, songs, ])i(iuant situations keep proceedings constantly on frolicsome scale. Hnrn
MGM. 102 mins. Howard Keel, Jane Powell. Russ Tamblyn. Tommy Hall,
Marc Piatt, Julie Newmeyer. Nancy Kilqas, Betty Carr, Ian Wolfe, Howard
Petrle. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Stanley Donen.

1^€ltiH<^ O

Hirl"

Swashbuckler in familiar mold. Satisfactory filler for
duallers. Exploitation capitalizing Kidd fame, Gabor
name, can push it up. Enough action for the thrill fans.
Figures best for action houses. Fair dual bill generally.
Pirate shenanigans, complete with blonde beaut},
buried treasure, shipboard duels and daredeviltry in
flamboyant tradition. Plot develojiment is obvious, but
carries enough action to keep not-too-discriminating
audiences entertained. Tinted (Color Corp. of America),
tale swings from Capt. Kidd's (.Anthony Dexter) rescue
from gallows by scheming British nobleman (James
Seay), i)lanting Eva Gabor aboard Kidd's escape shij)
to lead him to the pirate's buried treasure. Gabor, however, falls in love with the dashing Kidd ; a rival pirate
group causes further complications. I'inale sees all but
the'lovers killed off, with Kidd and his "slave girl" off
to a new life on treasure island. Neil
United Artists. 83 mins. Anthony Dexter, Eva Gabor, Alan Hale, Jr., James
Seay, Ricl<ard Karlen, Lyie Talbot. Producers Aubrey Wisberq, Jack Pollexfen.
Director Low Landers.
\^tt4{H€4A ^<UiHf

OOOO

TOPS

O

O

Boasts everything needed for big grosses in most situations. John Wayne name. CinemaScope-WarnerColor,
existing interest in best-seller and strong advance campaign will provide initial boxoffice pull. Favorable audience reaction should be additional asset in subsequents.
Excellent film version of Ernest K. Gann's hardhitting novel of airline passengers facing the prospect of
death while flying frc»m Honolulu to San Francisco.
With a knowing hand, director William A. Wellman
builds highly effective suspense and drama by digging
into backgrounds and personalities of those on board,
revealing how each reacts to the impending danger. Cast
turns in exjiert jierformances forming basis for solid
entertainment values. Portrayals are given full depth
with resultant interplay of characters reminiscent of
such classics as "Stagecf)ach" and "Grand Hotel". CinemaScope again clearly demonstrates here its ability to
handle intimate scenes effectively. Confining action
within the plane is given striking reality by the anamorl)hic lens.
aerial
shots.W'arnerColor tint is effective, particularly on
Ads plug best-seller angle, feature catchlines like:
"One Moment P)efore, They Were Civilized People —
.\ow Tiieir Every Masked Passion \\'as Bared!" Big
star cast forms basis. Vh 'd
Warner Bros. 147 mins. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laraine Day, Robert
Stack, Jan Sterling Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William A. Wellman.

"The

Tapta-n Kidd and the Slave
^eutKC^ ^€ltiH^ O O

O

Raid"

Suspenseful Civil War drama with fair or better outlook
in double-bill territories. Best prospects in South, theme
capitalizing on Confederate derring-do. Minor marquee
values, standard presentation limit it to programmer
status, but should satisfy in all but deluxe spots.
Taut drama based on little-known incident of Civil
War, might fall into "sleeper" category. Will hold audiences engrossed, building in suspense and heart-interest
through deft performances, skillful direction. Provocative story has band of Confederate prisoners, headed by
\'an Heflin. escaping from Northern prison, plotting
complete destruction of St. Albans, \'t., to avenge burning of Atlanta. Heflin's surveying of town entangles
him romantically and sentimentally, but raid is carried
off after breathtaking hitches, with populace protected
as buildings burn to ground. Popular ingredients
abound — Heflin's romance with .Anne Bancroft, his attachment to tow-head Tommy Rettig, fer\ency of Confederates totheir mission. Technic()K)r i)rints make fire
scenes highly effective. Neil
20th Century-Fox. 82 mins. Van Heflin, Richard Boone, Anne Bancroft, Tommy
Rettig, Lee Marvin. Director Hugo Fregonese. Producer Robert L. Jacks.
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tax relief. The industry's argument in reeking tax relief v.as
that it was in poor health, that theatres are closing daily and
unless relief was forthcoming the industry would face a bleak
future. W e wonder if the plight of individual theatres compounded hv the transitional problems of an industry which
suffered a measure of technological displacement ha^ no! been
to the detriment of the indu^tr;, "s invesli. ; '
over-emphasized
re.
slain
During the period of television's dynamic growth, the
motion picture industry lost a substantial portion of its audience. Average weekly attendance dropped nearly in half, from
90-odd million a week in 1947 to about 48 million or so in
1952. In 1953. the decline was arrested: in fact, as yet inconclusive evidence suggests the trend might have been reversed
in j)art. To a large extent, the ending of the decline can be attributed tonovelties. 3-D. Cinerama. Cinemascope, etc. These
attractions stimulated public interest in motion pictures and
llie intrigued public returned to the theatres.
But in all likelihood more than just a novelty effect was
involved. The year 1953 is also a landmark of another cort.
It marks the period when the major population centers of the
country became saturated so far as TV sets were concerned.
In New York Citv. for example. of the homes now have
sets; more than 90'~f of Chicago's families own sets; 80^f of
Detroit's; 85Cf of Los Angeles' and 95^r of Philadelphia's.
In all. approximately 60-65*"^^ of the families of the country
now have sets. In the face of such statistics, the performance
of box office revenues in major cities last year was far from
discouraging. In most of them revenues at individual theatres
rose slightly. In the light of the impressive evidence of the
market penetration of the industry's "bogey man", the gain in
theatre attendance cannot fail to be impressive.
We reason thai a
reached — perhaps even
the essentially escapist
Television is a marvel,

sort of stabiiizal ion point has been
passed. We base our reasoning on
nature of mass entertainment media.
but it is a marvel |)erformed in the

viewer's own living room. Television can bring to that viewer's living room the image of the world. Nevertheless, its
enormous capacity to de\our new j)roducts has quickly
brought on a pattern of ref)etition. Whether or not the public
is as yet jaded. \\v do not know. But that the jiublic is increasingly willing to leave its living room, and seek out diffcrcnl entertainment media seems likely. 3-1) and Cinerama
weren't really that no\el. It look and lakes a certain willingness on the part of the audience before the so-called illusion
of depth is achieved. Kven (]inemasco|)e and ParamourilV new
Visla\ isifin. big and impressi\(' though ihey are. do not in
any finulattienlal sense add very much to a motion picture.
l)Ul. and llii> wc believe is basic, they are dilTercnl. I lic\ provide a new look lo an old amusement.
In terms of cliatigf. ihi-reforc an ( (pialilv appi ai> to be
dr-vflofiinp. About as many families are tiring of watching
Peg* 16
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the same faces perform essentially the same acts on television
week in and week out as are buying TV sets and cutting down
or even eliminating their motion picture attendance. To the
extent that the old TV family can be lured back into the
motion picture theatres, to that extent will the motion picture
industry move forward from present levels.
Moreover, another important determinant of the level of
attendance in the next few years is also shifting in the industry's favor. The number of persons in the 15 to 24 year-old
age bracket — which makes up the largest single element of the
industry's clientele — will soon begin to grow considerably faster than the population as a whole as a result of the baby
boom that got underway in the For! i n. The following table,
based on 1. .S. Census reports a:iCi projections, traces this
prospect NUMBER
:
Year
1930
1940
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

OF 15-24 YEAR

OLD PERSONS
Number
22.4
23.9
22.6
22.9
22.7
22.3
22.0
21.9
21.8
21.9
22.0
22.0
22.3
22.9
23.9
24.7
25.4

million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million

Setting the enhancement of the entertainment value of the
movies \ ia the new wide-screen projection techniques against
the likely slow-down in the inroads of TV, and taking account
of the growth of the industry's largest customer t,roup, we
think that it is reasonable to expect that theatre attendance
can not only hold at present levels, but that it will also gradually climb during the next few years.
The prolonged slide in theatre attendance had other repercussions aside from cutting into the industrv's profits. It
converted many neighborhood theatres from profitable to niarginal enterprises. Many were closed. It echoed back through
the cost siruclure of ihe studios by imposing an absolute necessity for cutting swollen studio overheads. In one sense the
industry had been fortunate. In the shortage-ridden immediate post-war years their product had I cen in great demand.
Earnings were strikingly good. \.- llie r.iosl imporlanj enterprises in the industry, the tirr.is (oxcred in this Servic" had
been able to build up impressively strong financial positions.
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Even todav. after 5 vears of depression, not one of them ha<
what could be considered a weak balance sheet.
During these past 5 years, the industry has been adjusting itself to the effects of technological displacement by television. \^hen an industry loses almost half of its custcmci s it
has little choice. For the theatre industry this has mean? a
pruning awav of marginal units and a reduction of costs at
those theatres which stayed in operation. Once the marginal
theatre is shut or sold, a drain on profits is slopped and cash
is su[)plied to refurbish good houses or even to open new theatres in rapidly growing areas. In Hollywood, the chief problem has been salaries. \^ ages add up to nearly IS'^r of the
cost of making and distributing motion pictures. In the last
few vears. these salaries have been cut back substantially. The
iron law of the market place has dictated a change. \^ hat must
be recognized now is that by and large this change has been
accomplished. Should attendance now hold or begin to reverse its downtrend, earnings coulil show substantial im])ro\ement.

is a hedge. The pictures w ill not be generallv released until
levenues from T\ showings should be larger than revenues
from theatre showings. Should the theatre industry make a
strong recoxery. they might ne\er be released. Rut should the
end of the decline in motion picture attendance prove only
lemi>orary. and that decline resunn'. these backlogs would then
assume an ii iporlant place in revenue |)roduction.

Still another factor ranks high among the determinants of
the investment value of these stocks. As noted above, their

The sum of these factors suggests that the long-term outlook for the motion picture industry is not so drab as commonly regarded. In terms of the major determinant of profits,

balance sheet positions are strong. In addition to sustaining
the companies during the business decline, the liquid nature
of their resources gave them the ability to seek and exploit

namely the level of attendance, there is a reasonable speculation that it has reached its low point. In terms of financial
strength, the industry lea\es little to be desired.

other investment outlets for their capital. The I nited Paramount Theatre chain, for example, has. via its merger with
the American Broadcasting Co.. entered the television broad-

THE SHORT

casting field. Stanley Vi arner has associated itself with ("inerama and at press lime announced the acquisition of International Latex for $15 million cash. Paramount Pictures has
substantial itnestments in electronics enterprises. Moreover,
many of the companies, finding tht ir stock selling well below
book value, have repurchai=ed blocks of their own si. ares to
reduce their capitalizations.
Nor should one forget the long-term possibilities of television as a market for the movie makers. All of the studios
have large backlogs of fully-amortized motion pictures. These
pictures are carried at a residual value of 81 each on the companies" balance sheets. W hat they are reallv worth nobody
knows. Rut that they are worth substantially more than $1.
one can be sure. P^ven now. with less than 100 television stations operating in the country, the lack of sullicient "live"
talent and the high expense associated with new television
production has created a profitable demand for the use of
older motion pictures on television. I iii\cr:al Pictures, for
example, has made several millions of dollars by reissuing its
films to television. Most companies, however. ha\c hesitated
to rent their films for TV on any large scale. Reason: reissue
to theatres is more profitable. As the nation's television network rises to some 2.000 stations, however, the demand for
films as it finds is ex|)ression in rental price per showing i.^
bound to rise and in all likelihood these films will eventually
be released for T\ showing. To a large extent, this prospect

RUN— MIXED RESULTS LIKELY

Interim earnings statements now being released and those
vet to he released which co\er th(" period immediately preceding the change in the tax taw are likely to be mixed. Most of
them show moderate gains from the level of a year ago. Exceptions: Twentieth Century-Fox and Columbia Pictures both
of whom are currently distributing box office hits. Reports of
the other companies are reflecting the effects of the slow-down
in motion picture ])rodu(ti()ii during the second half of last
year during which the producers waited to see the public's
response to the new motion picture projection techniques.
Among the theatres, the product shortage that has develo|)ed
as a result of the slow-down has meant higher film rentals
which tend to obscure the benefits from the closing of marginal theatres. As the year progresses. howe\er. income statements for both producers and theatres are likely to improve.
Reason: (1) the reduction in the excise tax: (2 I the easing
of the shortage of motion pictures which should follow the
resumption of movie-making that has taken place now that
Hollywood has seen the public's favorable reaction to the new
techniques; and I 'V) the continuing benefit from economy
measures. Motion picture earnings should, therefore, be running well ahead of those of 1953 by the end of the year.
\^ ith all of the companies in a strong financial condition,
current dividend rates are expected to hold. Indeed in some
cases, dividend |)aynients |)robaI)ly will be liberalized.
(Continued on Page 20)
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Arbitration Or Local Power — Levy
Arbitration is the only recourse, short of costly
litigation, for exhibitor-distributor differences as
long as "distribution docs not give its branch managers sufficient authority to act expeditiously and
with finality on local level problems," OA's Herman Levy told a Northwest unit convention. Currently, there are over 200 movie industry anti-trust
suits pending, involving damages claims of $5(10,()(K),()(K), with exhibitors footing the bill in increased film rentals. Exhibitor-distributor relations, he said, are "at the jungle warfare level."
.Xrbitration, he believes, will relieve the tension.
Lack of a steady product flow is driving theatremen into i)roduction and distribution, "which is
not basically where they belong," Levy added. He
called for an end to "lip service" and a real effort
by distributors to understand theatremen's problems— "and then do something about it."
Tax Battle Continues
Despite i)robahly the most impressive spontaneous film industry demonstration in any city's history, the New York five per cent amusement tax
awaited only Mayor Wagner's signature before it
became ofificial. The Mayor, as a voting member
of the Board of Estimate, apparently made his
decision when the Board unanimously elected to
approve the levy (16-0), effective July 1, after City
Council passed it by a large majority, then tried
to worm out of responsibility by referring industryites to Governor Dewey for alternative measures. Faced with the magnitude of the industry's
resistance, Wagner wired Albany for considerationof other tax sources for the city at the legislature's
special session. Dewey replied with a gentle but
firm "no". Situation was seen developing into a
political football.
Faced with virtually certain passage of the tax,
moviemen girded themselves for a last-ditch effort
as Wagner invited their plea before signing.
MPAA head Eric Johnston charged that the city
had reneged on its assurances to the movie industry, called for "every element of the industry to
resist this impost which threatens disaster to our
business," plus additional bites into businesses
that feed on the movie theatre. Should the bill become law, the fight will be carried to the State
Icui'-Ialurc and higher, NY movicincn promised.
COMPO Audience Poll in "55
( ().\ir()'s i)roi)osed audience poll plan, an annual affair to determine the moviegoers' choice for
the various "bests", crystallized into these specifics,
to be presented to the COMPCJ leadership for approval: Fans would be asked to name best picture,
performances and most j)romising new personalities of the year; tiuarlcrly TV shows would lead
up to climactic annual ceremonies, with finalists
vicing for honorary payoff. Balloting in theatres
would start next January. Cost to COMPO would
be limited to printing of ballots and posters explaining the deal. Big angle was the talk-it-up
aspect to hypo interest in movies. Poll committee
chairman, Mrs. Alice N. Gorham of United Detroit Theatres, stressed that "this is in no sense a
contest. It is a free, untrammclcfl vote expressing
the choice of the movie theatre patrf)ns of America
. . . There will l»c no gimmicks and the only prizes
will he the symbolic awards given the winners."
P<q« 18
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C. J. "Pat" Scollard, executive
aide to National Screen president
Herman Robbins for the past
year, has
resigned.
He'll announce future
plans shortly.
Anti-trust expert Harold Lasser
joined
legal
staff has
under
v.p. Universal's
Adolph Schimel.
Bryan D. "Buck" Stoner is
Paramount's new Central Division mgr., succeeding James J.
Donahue, who resigned due to ill
health.
spothead
as Fox
Western Stoner
division
willass't
be
taken over by Reville Kniffern
Budd Rogers will supervise reissues of four Selznick biggies
—"Duel in the Sun", "Spellbound", "Rebecca" and Tom
Hal Danson goes into National
Sawyer".
Screen ad-publicity-TV top post,
succeeding Mel Gold. New director was formerly ad manager
for Paramount and Eagle Lion,
general sales manager for Adler
Laboratories TV equipment supTwo Metro toppers, president
pliers.
Nicholas M. Schenck and Int'I
chief Arthur Loew will be decorated by the Italicm government.
Roy M. Brewer succumbed to
the lATSE "draft" movement to
run him against Richard F.
Walsh for union's presidency in
next August's election. The
"grass-root revolution", he predicted, "will sweep the entire
Walsh administration out of office with a vote of landslide proIn a series of promotions and
realignments,
Fox upped Martin
portions."
Moskowitz, former Empire State
division mgr., to head revised
Atlantic division (NY, Phila.,
Wash.), with Pittsbg exchange
moving to T. O. McCleaster's
Central Division. J. M. Connolly heads new Northeast division,
with John Feloney taking over
Connolly's former branch managership in Boston.
U-Fs David Lipton was guest
of honor at the company's European sales convention in Barcelona. Also on the dais were president Milton R. Rackmil, foreign
chief Americo Aboaf, v.p. Felix
Sommer and foreign publicity
head Fortunat Baronat.
Spyros Skouras added to his
laurels in the humanitarian field
with an honorary degree as Doctor of Humane Letters from
New York Medical College. The
20th-Fox president delivered the
commencement address.
UA ace exploiteer Max Miller
became a father to Michael Edsided. ward May 3L Mother Rita preEurope's first drive-in (200
cars) will open this summer on
Rome's outskirts, IFE reports.
Si Fabian's
40thcelebrated
year in movie
business
will be
with
a 3-month drive by Stanley Warner. Cash awards to chairmen
will total $18,000, plus monthly
prizes for zone accomplishments.

'Scope Progress Demonstrations
Starting date for 20th-Fox all-exchange demonstrations of CinemaScope progress will be announced when Spyros P. Skouras and Al Lichtman return this week from studio conferences with
Darryl Zanuck, during which they will view the
demonstration film. Hour-long reel, showing clips
from forthcoming films with the new Bausch &
Lomb "taking" lenses to point up CinemaScope
filming advances, will feature comparison of 4track magnetic stereophonic sound with singletrack optical sound. Production chief Zanuck will
do the narration.
Expected to begin before the end of June, intensive schedule of demonstrations will work on a
series of five-city day-and-date showings due to
cover every exchange city in the U. S. and Canada
within 10 days. Format of showings will be similar to pattern for original presentation of CinemaScope, with exhibitors, distributors and the pres.s
invited. Scenes from completed pictures and those
currently in production, including "The Egyptian"
and "There's No Business Like Show Business",
will grace the all-color show.
Rogers, Autry Films OK for TV
Right of a film distributor to release product to
TV without the star's approval was upheld in a
San Francisco U. S. Appeals Court ruling. The
appelate tribunal decided in favor of Republic Pictures in two cases, reversing a lower court decision
holding that the 81 Roy Rogers films for TV use
would constitute unfair competition to the star's
moviehouse appearances, and denying Gent'
Autry's appeal that cutting running time and tieinj;
in star with commercial advertising on some 60
films involved would be detrimental. Player's appearance infilm, the court held, does not constitute
endorsement of product advertised. Releases date
from 1937 to 1952, will be trimmed to one-hour
show formats. Company anticipates a return of
$3-$4 million for TV showings.
Technicolor Hits Pathe Charges
Answering charges made by Pathe Laboratories,
Inc. that Technicolor Corp. is deceiving the public
by putting its label on films made in the Eastman
process, presidential assistant J. R. Clark, Ji.,
claimed that under the trade mark laws Technicolor may put its name on any print manufactured
by the company regardless of original color
method used. Statement grew out of a complaint
filed with the Federal Trade Commission b\
Pathe. Clark also denied Pathe's allegation that
Technicolor's 20-year old process is losing ground,
predicted the company would lead the tint film
field for years to come.
TOA Leaders, Producers Confer
In an effort to find a solution to the current produet shortage, TOA leaders, headed by president
Walter Reade, Jr., w-ill meet with production heads
of major and independent film companies. Reade
stressed that the grou,) wasn't asking for "quantit\
rather than quality," but believed that "once
closer liaison is established between the producei
and the exhibitor, we can have a sober and sincere
meeting i>\ tile minds that will bring hope anc
prospei ity hack to nnv iiidustrw"
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Ttventivth

Est. l?54-58
Current
Average
27
20
MARKET PRICE
9.0:1
7.3:1**
PRICE-EARNINGS RATIO
6.5%
6.3-7.5%**
DIVIDEND YIELD
DEVELOPMENTS: Twentieth Century-Fox's pioneering efforts
on behalf of Cinemascope resulted in an excellent fourth quarter report and a substantially improved year-end balance
sheet. Record high revenues and earnings have followed the

premiere of " The Robe", the first picture in the new process.
Moreover, the remarkable box office attraction of this and
other features in the new process probably continued into the
first quarter of the new year. The March quarter, therefore,
is likely to post even more favorable results.
Most of the other major studios have now climbed on the
Cinemascope bandwagon. The exception, Paramount, has developed awide-screen process of its own. While this means
greater competition for play dates among producers, it also
will hasten the installation of wide-screen projection equipment thereby substantially broadening the total market for the
company's product since one wide-screen system is compatable
with another. It is likely that the company will show further
substantial gains in both earnings and revenues again this
year.
The company's financial position also benefited from the
introduction of Cinemascope. As one direct consequence, a
policy of fewer but bigger and more expensive pictures has
been adopted. Although individual Cinemascope productions

Century

Fox

are more expensive than the older, standard type, the reduction of film inventories brought on by this move has made the
company's position more liquid. Cash resources at the end of
1953 were double those of 1952, which in turn were already
large. The company has, consequently, been able to increase
its dividend disbursements; a 10c extra was paid with the
usual -first quarter 25c dividend. Additional extras are likely
during the year. Concurrently, a program of reducing capitalization has been authorized. This year, the company may
retire about 100,000 shares via open market purchases.
POSITION: Unchanged during the past 90 days, the slock
has turned in an unimpressive market performance. Nevertheles , ithas held close to its highest price since initial trading in September 1952. Moreover, it is selling at relatively
low capitalization ratios of projected earnings and dividends.
A more normal discount could result in worthwhile appreciation.
In the hypothesized 1956-58 economy*, sales would probably average $130 million per annum, earnings S3 a share,
and dividends $1.75. Capitalized to accord with past experience adjusted to trend, such earnings and dividends could be
expected to command an average price of 27 during the 3year period, 42% above the current.
RECOMMENDATION: Buy/hold for good dividend income
and better-than-average market performance over the near
and longer term.
Brathers

Est. l?5i-58
Average
30
7.8:1
6.7%

tinuation of that trend into 1955. Earnings should make a
moderate gain this year and even a sharper gain again in
1955.

DEVELOPMENTS: Warner's earnings are expected to show
gradual improvement throughout the year. Current earnings

favorable outlook for earnings and the company's strong balance sheet position (the drawing down of film inventories
as a result of a slowdown of production has brought a shifting of current assets from inventory to cash of sizable proportions) provide the basis for our expectation that the dividend rate will hold through the current year. In fiscal 1955
(beginning Sept. 1st) earnings should provide wide coverage
for the 30c quarterly rate.

MARKET PRICE
PRICE-EARNINGS RATIO
DIVIDEND YIELD

Current
15
9.1:1**
8.0%**

are unim|)ressive largely as a result of last year's moviemaking slowdown during which the company waited to see the
public's reaction to the new film-making techniques. Releases
therefore, are going out more slowly than usual. Moreover,
the company's sales organization, which has been operating
as an independent entity for only about a year, cannot yet be
regarded as completely developed. These conditions, however,
are mostly temporary in nature. Picture-making has been resumed at a high rate and the company has built up an impressive backlog of inventory for future releases.
In addition to these internal factors, the company, like
other i)roducers. stands to gain a portion of the benefits derived from the halving of the federal excise on motion picture
admis.sions from 20^^ to 10^^ effective April 1st of this year.
In major theatres, films are rented on a percentage basis. Any
measure, therefore, which increases the box office take at theatres goes to increase film rentals. Taken together, these factors suggest higher revenues as the year progresses and a con-

• VALUE LINE refers to anticipated econonnic conditions in the
period 1956-58, projects stocks prices into that environment.
Anrtong the factors it assumes: total labor force of 70 million, 5%
unemployed, manufacturing work week 39 hours, productivity increased by 2 Vj % yearly, corporate tax rate of 50%.
Page 20
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Although dividend coverage, at the moment, is slim, the

POSITION: Up one point (I'^'r ) in the past 90 days, the stock
nevertheless still appears undervalued relative to the improvement we estimate in its financial affairs. It currently trades
on the highest yield basis and largest discount from projected
1956-58 average price of any of the movie-makers. Accordingly we maintain our "Buy/hold" recommendation.
In the hypothesized 1956-58 economy*, sales would probably average $80 million per annum, earnings $3.85 a share,
and dividends $2. Capitalized to accord with past experience
adjusted to trend, such earnings and dividends could be expected to command an average price of 30 during the 3-year
period, 100% above the current.
RECOMMENDATION: Buy/hold for generous income and
(•\( (■|)ti()iially wide long-term appreciation potentiality.
( (.ontinued nn Page 24)
**Next I 2 months.
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MERCHANDISING

"Dial M" Key Stunt
Warners played a unique stunt in selling
the Broadway Paramount Theatre openiiif^
of "Dial M for Murder". A bevy of models
handed out some 10,000 envelopes in the Metropolitan area carrying keys with copy: "A
key is the solution to the mystery of Alfred
Hitchcock's 'Dial M for Murder'. Try it at
the Paramount lobby." Theatre had door set
up in lobby with $50 bond goin^c to possessors of keys that can open door. Other
stunts included a Hitchcok Contest, awarding free tickets for first 25 most complete
lists of Hitchcock productions and stars. Another gimmick had first 50 patrons on o|)enday receiving free autographed copies of the
play and portraits of three stars, Kay Milland, Grace Kelly and Robert ( iimniings.
14 UA Films in Tie-Up
Wholesale tie-up with Honcybug Slipper
Co. has been set by United Artists for a national co-op ad campaign featuring 14 I'A
releases in 17 national and fan magazines —
a total of 70 insertions. Kach of the female
stars-'in the 14 films will be featured in the
ads, estimated to reach 52,000,000 readership.
"Obsession" Tops '54 First Half
Universal's "Magnificent Obsession" was
recipient of a special citation from the influential General Federation of Women's Clubs
as the "best picture for the first half of

EXPLOITATION

1954". Presentation was made before 2000
delegates, representing several million members in units covering the 48 states, with the
general membership urged to "support the
picture on local levels."
'Barefoot Agent'
Look for that booklet dashed out by UA's
publiciteers on "The Marefoot Contessa." It
describes, in picture and caption format, a
press agent selling the Mankiewicz-produced
Bogart-Gardner starrer, climaxed with a
sweaty relief: "You'll buy the picture? 97%
teriTis don't seem a little high? Thank you,
sir, the print will be here in September!"
Internat'l "Egyptian" Debut
What looks to be the biggest array of international premieres for any company has
been set up by 20th-Fo.x for launching of
Darryl Zanuck's "The F.gyptian" this September. With the huge increase in CinemaSocpe-equipped theatres overseas, film is
now scheduled for world-wide debuts that
will see practically everyone who is anyone
on hand for opening day ceremonies. Vicepresident Charles Einfeld leaves this month
for Kurope to plot details on the preems,
set up promotion.
Catcbline of the Issue
"Laughter By the Bushel . . .
Love By the PECK!"— MAN WITH
A MILLION (United Artists I

DEPARTMENT

"Demetrius"

Selling Swelled

Impressed with the reception given "Demetrius and the Gladiators" by the trade
press and theatremen who have seen the
CinemaScope sequel to " I'lie Robe," 20thFo.\ has swelled its promotional budgets for
the openings late this month. .Appropriations
for newspaper ad lineage will get the lion's
share. TV and radio spot buys have been
accelerated. F"ox fieldmen are staying up
nights arranging local selling aids, including
tie-ups with merchants and civic organizations.
Note: Decision for increased budgets was
additionally bolstered by theatre owners' rejjorts that their patrons have been asking
when picture will play the house after seeing
the full-page color ads in lo]) national mags.

"Long Wait" Book Bally
The second Mickey Spillane novel for
screen treatment, "The Long Wait", is object of a co-op campaign via a national book
promotion to back local engagements at
(sic) 100,(XX) key sales locations. Signet
Hooks, publishers of the Spillane multi-million copy series, has been spotlighting the
film with 30x40's and llxl4's at newsstands,
drug stores, book shops and stationery stores
and the entire Independent Magazine Wholesaler truck fleet is boosting penetration with
big-space posters similarly crediting the film.
(Continued on Page 23)
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PRESSBOOK

AWARD

Mirny theatremen are apt to take for granted that inviiluable aid to showmanship — the pressbook. We devote this space in each issue
ul FILM BULLETIN to recognize those pres'ibooks that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue the Award goes to:
"THE

CAINE

MUTINY'
characters, the terrifying typhoon that
shows up the men's true character, and
the climactic trial (which has since been
made into a smash Broadway play), get
full play in the manual. How to make
the book's popularity pay off is detailed
expertly. All three editions, from the
deluxe $6 version to a 95c pocket-size
edition, are worked in for co-ops with
dealers, libraries, critics, and, of course,
directly to the reading public. Publicity

Greatness is the theme that sells Columbia's "The Caine Mutiny". A Pulitzer
Prize novel; a hand-picked cast that has
won nods of approval from moviegoers
who have read the Herman Wouk classis;
famed director Edward Dmytryk; the uncanny Stanley Kramer touch; and finally,
"At last on the screen!" as a pull to those
12,000,000 readers who have eagerly
awaited the transition to screen immortality— these are what Columbia's boxofficers have had to work with. The result
is a distinguished pressbook that capitalizes on best-seller, cast and audience
anticipation.

ri i.ir/j:ii piti/i: imm»k
iik. ufS
l.\ .\.\V -< AI\F >ll I I.W < .%.MI> \|<.\!

Particularly noteworthy is the advertising supplement. Some 35 ads, ranging
MTtONM. MMAZINE AND (OWSPAPER Wl

Page Ads

by book reviewers, comparing the book
and the movie, still displays with libraries,
bookstores, book clubs, schools, are
among the myriad ideas suggested for
book tie-ups, along with floats and street
stunts. Other co-ops are described and
illustrated, utilizing both stars and novel.
Noteworthy, too, are the romantic

M 1

r?
THE (in
CAINr.
MUTINY
IS A
GREAT
PICTURE"!
Till uii-^^v«] ttmii >'
SATU80AY ifGIQNj
REVIEW |

from one to eiglit columns, in various
deiJths and layouts, composes an 18-page
advertising supplement. Special feature
is an ad schedule detailing exact size and
lineage in index form to aid the theatreman in selection of his newspaper selling. Title is always foremost, often in
conjunction with the "At Last on the
Screen" shout. Prominent in many are
the "name" principals — Humphrey i'ogart, Jose Ferrer, Van Johnson and Fred
MacMurray — with special notation of introduction into young starring ranks of
newcomers Robert Francis and May
Wynn. Don't be afraid to go out on a
limb for these two kids; they'll be talked
about. And the type of romantic beach
art that characterized "F r(jm Here t**
Ktcrnity" is subtly woven into the ads
for an added fillip. Ads are not sensational; they arc studiedly dignified in
keeping with novel's prestige and distinguished cast.
Kxploitatif)n of book is, of cf)ursc, lop
priority. The fine novel, its variegated
Paq* 22
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STACEYS
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angles,
with scene
spotlight
"love
duo",in
with angle.
beach
kiss onas the
focal
point
this
Airwaves campaign, postcard mailings,
various stunts based around the unique

ADS

POSTERS
At iMt on tlM» poiw«n!

rmoi Mrwnm

characters and special accessories, including a 16-page souvenir book, are
among the host of selling aids detailed in
the pressbook.
Columbia's Paul N. I^azarus, Jr., Hal
I.c.Sieur, an<l their statTs have instilled
good taste and good showmanship — in
■'The Caine Mutiny" pressbook. They
lia\e, further, opened the way for exhibitors to use own imaginative resources
That's a liealthv combination.
Under supervision of Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.. and
Howard R. LeSleur. Pressbook editor Seymour Roman. Make-up. Leonard Beier. Publicity-exploitation, Jose Schorr, Charles Ryweck, Theodore Meyer.

f
lewpoints
(dntinuej from Page 21)

Chain Manual on ''Guitar"
Florida State Theatres chain in Jacksonville has issued a special manual on Republic's "Johnny Guitar" that's a beaut. Two
-elling approaches have been worked up for
tlie circuit — one for the star angle, the other
the western romance approach. A special
-ection is devoted to the song popularity
with hints on title tune's promotion. Good
_inimick is large-size cardboard cut-out of
_iiitar with gun to symbolize theme, good
lor hangers and giveaways.

Four Trailers for Fox 'Scopers
Since the lifting of the CinemaScupe restrictions, anamorphic picture-makers are
viewing the trailer market with new aspect.
20th-Fo.K, for instance, has arranged for four
types of trailers on each of its 'Scope films.
Beginning in July, the company will have:
(1) 'Scope trailer on full 2:55-1 ratio, with
-{-track magnetic sound; (2) one in same
ratio with regular optical sound use use in
theatres equipped for both 1-track magnetic
and optical, with a special tag for new sound
equipment installations; (3) standard trailer
with regular optical sound, selling CS and
stereosound for use in 2D programs; (4)
standard trailer with optical sound, in usual
trailer manner. First new picture to get this
treatment will be "Garden of Evil". Broadened trailer program, however, the company
advises, will include all 'Scope releases from
"The Robe' to "Demetrius and the Gladiators." C'Scope will be plugged especiall\,
dramatizing the process with the line "audiences will see more because there's more to
see" and enhancement by stereosound.

News:

Tune

Bites Movie

An exemplary indication of how songplugging in coordination with a movie can
work to mutual advantage is "Three Coins
in the Fountain," the Jule Styne-Sammy
Cahn tune which has already been recorded
by 7 top disc performers and is getting headline play by jockeys and network shows. In
a meteorical rise, the song which themes the
20th-Fox film, has jumped to second place
on the Hit Parade.
Significant aspect is this: most platterspinners agree that the tune is hardly spectacular— pleasant, but not world-shaking.
Yet through showmanship, this song — and
with specific purpose, plugging the picture's
title — has been impressed on a nation's consciousness, carrying piggy-back a film title
which by itself is meaningless. Today, it
would be a safe bet to venture that the majority of our nation's population, and the
great bulk of moviegoers, particularly, will
meet a responsive chord when the title aplistings.pears on a marquee or in the newspaper
The picture, entertainment-wise, can stand
on its own. It's that extra push that showman-wise Fox people, under the leadership
of Charles Einfeld, have continually given
their product, that is evident here — that
shoves it into the upper boxoffice bracket.
And the only cost to Fox has been in effort
and ingenuity.

The "Miss Photo-Jean-lc" contest at Macy's for
"Johnny Guitar", Judges, left, include stars Mercedes McCambridge, Scott Brady, Royal Dano
Huge throng ogled stars and entries.

There have been coimtless instances when
an established song has been made the title
of a movie. But when, like man bites dog,
a tune makes a public movieconscious, that's
news. Depend on the Fox men to nose it out.

"Nurse" and straitjacketed
"patient"on
aroused sensation
Los Angeles streets
for UA's "Witness to
Murder" five-theatre
bow. Traffic-stopping
stunt tied in with
suspenser's theme.

Ptemete

One of the window displays arranged for
Omaha Theatre (Omaha, Neb. I showing of
"The Egg and 1", using live chickens. Hardboiled egg-eating contest
tured thisonone.theatre stage fea-

"Rocket Man" lOO-city space ship tour has been
drawing crowds and lines like these, in Indianapolis, wherever the 50-ft., 35-ton craft stops.
Hundreds of thousands of children and adults
have gone through the display.

Miss Janice Shea's selection as "Miss High
and Mighty" by members of U. S. Coast
Guard garnered ^
^^^^
worthy space in West
^^^^
C'jast newspapers for
^^
the WB film.

Original s pecla 11y-woven homespun robe highlights 20th-Fox's "Demetrius and the Gladiators" display in Roxy lobby. Garment was
hand-woven by expert Mrs. Dorothea Hulse as
key prop for "Demetrius" and its predecessor,
"The Robe".

Warners had a real
ball with its dual city
I H'wood-' Frisco) premiere of "The High
and
the
Mighty".lobbyAt
the Egyptian,
and stage saw a parade of stars and
celebrities. At top,
John Wayne with Jack
L. Warner and Bill
Orr. Right, ruggedness bows to beauty
as Wayne backgrounds
co-star Jan Sterling.
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(Continued jrom Page 20)

Caiumhiu
1942-47
IWarAverage
£ Peacel

1936-41
IPre-War)
Average

MARKET PRICE
PRICE-EARNINGS RATIO
DIVIDEND YIELD

13.3
13.3
12.8:1
2.7%

14.3
3.9:1
2.9%

DEVELOPMENTS: The coinpany's interim reports make
j)lea^alll reading: l)U.>;iiie.ss is good and profits are at the highest level in 7 years. To a considerable extent, the causes of
this sudden upliirn in the comijany's affairs are of a non-recurrent nature. Botli revenues and earnings have been stimulated
by the remarkable success of "From Here to Eternity". Moreover, as one of the very few studios to maintain picture production at a high rate during the past year. Columbia has
been in a position to exploit the current shortage of feature
films. Nevertheless, the company can probably come close to
duplicating estimated 1954 results in fiscal 1955. Reasons:
( 1 1 The coming year's income statement should realize benefits from "The (laine Mutiny" almost as large as this year's
will from "Eternity"'. (2) A portion of this year's release
schedule included several expensive pictures made some time
ago on which the company has taken large losses. Pictures
of this type are not now being made. (3) The company's TV
picture-making subsidiary. The Screen Gems, is slowly but
definitely gaining an important place in revenue production.
Moreover, since earnings come from re-issue rights on these
featureites. rather than their initial showings, income growth
is likely to speed uj) from this point forward. (4) Last but not
least, is the increase in income that should accrue to the company from the reduction in the federal excise tax on motion

MARKET PRICE
PRICE-EARNINGS RATIO
DIVIDEND YIELD

1936-41
I Average
Pre-Warl
5.5
10.4:1
Nil

Uni vei\s€i
1942-47
IWarAverage
& Peace)
22.2
.... 4.4:1
... 6.8 %

DEVELOPMENTS: I niversal opened the first quarter of its
new year smartly. Favored by its j)roduction |)olicy. which
led it to maintain feature film j)roduction at a high rate dur
ing 1953, the company has been getting more and better bookings for its products. Pre-tax earnings rose by nearly 35%
and net. with E. P. tax reduced sharjily. rose even more strikingly. With its balance sheet in good condition, the company
felt confident enough of the future to initiate quarterly dividend payments at a 25c rale.
Although we do not expect earnings to show the same
rate of gain during the balance of the year, the continuation
of good o|)eraling comparisons is indicated by major factors
affc'f ling the industry and the com|)any in particular. As indicated above, I niver.sal has been maintaining its production
at a high level while other tompanies in the industry have
drastically curtailed out|)ut of feature films. The others are
now back in \olumc production, but no casing of the film
shortage is likely nnlil the second half of the current year. In
addition. I niver.-al like the rest of the industrv will benefit
from llic redudion of the federal tax on motion picture theatre a<lrnis.-ions from high film rentals. An ecpiailv important
current factor ami one of parli( iilar importance for llic longer
term- i- the growing acfcptancc of foreign inox ics in the doP<q« 24
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Pictures
1948-53
Average
(Post-War)
12.3
. 9.5:1
4.1 %

Current
21
5.8:1**
4.8%**

Average
Est. 1954
Average
16
4.4:1
3.1%

Est. 1956-58
29
.. 6.8:1
. 6.9 %

picture admissions. In those areas where the company's pictures play on a percentage basis, rentals will be increased proportionately with the amount of the tax retained by the individual theatre.
An increase in cash dividend disbursements is expected
in the coming year. The large earnings of fiscal 1954 and the
excellent quality of forthcoming releases (which suggests a
high level of profits in fiscal 1955 ) are likely to induce directors to liberalize cash payments. We project payments of $1
a share in the 1955 fiscal year.
POSITION: I iichanged in price during the past 90 days, the
stock continues to stand well above its Rating. Although it is
normal for stocks to stand above a rising Rating, the gap in
this case exceeds one full standard variation. Hence, the price
may be considered high enough for the near-term. Our "May
be held" recommendation is continued.
In the hypothesized 1956-58 economy*, sales would probably average $75 million per annum, earnings $4.25 a share,
and dividends $2. Capitalized to accord with past experience
adjusted to trend, such earnings and dividends could be expected to command an average price of 29 during the 3-year
period. 389f above the current.
RECOMMENDATION: May be held for increasing dividend
income and worthwhile long-term appreciation potentiality.
I Pieiu res
1948-53
I Post-War)
Average
Current
I 1.5
19
. 25.6:1
5.8:1**
. 4.2%
7.9-9.2%**

Est. 1954
Average
19
5.9:1
7.9-9.2%

Average
Est. 1954-58
..
.. 306.0
6.7%

mestic motion picture market. Universal's distribution rights |
for im|)ortant English productions is gradually developing
into an imj)ortant source of domestic revenue and profits.
The initiation of a quarterly dividend does not preclude
consideration of extras during the year. The favorable trend
of earnings and a strong cash position may encourage directors to make supplemental payments to accompany the June
and December quarterly disbursements.
POSITION: Unchanged since our last report, the stock has
held in its highest trading zone since 1947. Standing as it
does within one standard variation of its rising Rating, the
stock's current position suggests near-term price appreciation.
The normal expectancy is that the price will mo\e up with its |
Hating during the next 12 months.
In the hypothesized 1956-58 economy*, sales would |)robably average $78 million per annum, earnings $5 a share, and
dividends $2. Capitalized to accord with past experience adjusted to trend, such earnings and dividends could be expected to commaiul an average price of 30 during the 3-year
period. 58'' ^ aboxe the current.
RECOMMENDATION: Huy/hold for good cnrrcnl income
and superior market pt rformance during the coming year.
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MARKET PRICE
PRICE-EARNINGS RATIO
DIVIDEND YIELD

I?3&-4I
(Pre-War;
Average
15.6
7.5:1
7.9%

1942-47
(WarAverage
S Peace!
... 22.4
... 8.1:1
... 6. 1 %

DEVELOPMENTS: Loew's was able to report higher sales,
wider profit margins and increased share earnings for the first
half of its current fiscal year ( ending August 31st ) . The reduction ofthe tax on motion picture theatre admissions, from
209c to lOTf . signals an even more favorable set of comparisons for the second half of the year. The company probably
will be able to keep about SO^f of the amount previously
passed on to the government since it operates as both producer and exhibitor of motion pictures.
Investors should not lose sight of the improvement in
earnings that has been going on even without the benefit of
tax relief. This past quarter marked the fourth consecutive
period of favorable earnings comparisons. In the last 12
months, share earnings have risen 75^^ as a result of drastic
economy measures instituted at both the company's studios
and its theatres. In addition, they reflect the benefit of the
ending of the long decline in motion picture theatre attendance and the gradual reawakening of public interest in motion
pictures. Combined now with tax relief, these factors should,
in fiscal 1955, restore earnings to perhaps the best level since
1947.
In the coming year an increase in the dividend rate also
seems appropriate. The company's balance sheet position is
'xceptionally strong. Working capital is large relative to

MARKET PRICE
PRICE-EARNINGS RATIO
DIVIDEND YIELD

Current
30
9.0:1**
6.7-7.5%**

Est. I95i-S8
Average
38
10.1:1
6.6%

DEVELOPMENTS: Paramount has added a lightning bolt to
its familiar star-circled mountain peak trade mark. This addition symbolizes the com[)any's participation in the electronics field and comes after a year of important developments in
the affairs of its electronics subsidiaries and associates. Just
how soon these electronic investments will bear earnings fruit
for Paramount shareholders is still hard to gauge. Nevertheless, the progress in product development on the part of International Telemeter and the expansion of facilities on the part
of TV affiliates are both encouraging.
Equally encouraging is the report on operations for the
year recently ended. Not only did revenues hit a new high
mark and profit margins rebound to the 1950-51 levels, but
also earnings reached the highest level since the corporation
< ame-lnto existence as a separate entity. In part these results
rt flected the I . S. public's reawakened interest in motion piclures in general, and the continued growth of the company's
Canadian theatre subsidiary. An even larger part was due to
the excellent group of pictures released by the companv last
year and its close attention to studio cost control.
Financially, also, the company closed the vear in excel-

inc.
1948-53
Average
IPost-Warl
16.0
13.4:1
, 8.5 %

Current
15
8.9:1**
5.3-6.7%**

Est.
1954
Average
15
10.7:1
5.3%

Average
Est. I95&-58
.. 22
10.0:1

6.8 %
sales; cash and receivables approximate total current liabilities. \^ith better earnings likely to materialize in the near
future, fiscal 1955 should see an increase in quarterly disbursements tothe 25c level.

POSITION: Up one point during the past 90 days, the stock,
nevertheless, still stands within one standard variation of its
Rating which points upward into 1955. The normal expectancy isthat the price will move upward with its Rating during the next 12 months. Accordingly, we continue our
"Buy/hold" recommendation.
The company will probably be reorganized into separate
theatre and motion picture organizations within a year. The
lack of statistical data on which we could rely for long-term
projections for the separate organizations prompts us to project the earning and dividend-paying power of the present
"package". Based, therefore, on the experience of the present
company, we project sales to S200 million annually, earnings
to $2.20 a share, and dividends to SI. 50 a share in the hypothesized 1956-58 economy. Capitalized to accord with past
experience adjusted to trend, such earnings and dividends
could be expected to command an average price of 22 during
the 3-year period. 47'"f above the current.
RECOMMENDATION: Buy/hold for appreciation and growing di\ idend income.

lent condition. \\ orking capital w as high ; cash and governments alone stood at more than double total current liabilities.
Moreover, during the year the company hedged the possibility
of a reversal in its fortunes by purchasing for retirement some
120.000 of its own common shares, and thereby whittled its
o'^ir.we expect further impro\enient in earnings.
this byyear,
equityForbase
The reduction in the federal tax on motion picture admissions
and the excellent backlog of motion picture product the company has scheduled for 1954 release together promise further
growth of both earnings and revenues. \ moderate year-end
extra, therefore, is a possibility.
POSITION: I p 3 points iWr \ in the past 90 days, the stock
nevertheless continues to under-discount the fundamental improvement inthe motion picture industry in general and in
Paramount in particular. \^ e continue to place their stock in
■"Buy/hold " category.
In the hy|)othesized 1956-58 economy*, sales would probably average S120 million per annum, earnings S3. 75 a share,
and dividends S2.50. Capitalized to accord with past experience adjusted to trend, such earnings and dividends could be
expected to command an average price of 38 during the 3vear period. 27'"r above the current.
RECOMMENDATION: Buy hold for good income and interesting long-term api)reciatioti j)otentiality.
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Sensation

Spelled
mmm\
THEM!

•THFM
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tn 'THEM
altu |
III onTVand
thriOs
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Evtfirbody't
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tiomheahniJbout
BROS. !' iI>

"T" for Terror, "H" for Horror. "E" for Excitement, "M" for Mystery.
Together they sjjell one of the most terse and intriguing titles in horror-fihii
Iiistory. comI)ine(I with a shock story that doesn't let the title down, and a
campaign loaded with pulling power.
Despite the fact that there is a Ijonanza of selling angles in the film's
theme alone, Warners' Mort Blumenstock and his boxofficers have gone allout to insure the widest penetration possible in a radio-TV barrage that should
excite nationwide interest. Better than 200 TV and radio outlets are plugging
the picture, day and night, with spot announcements and contest plugs to tell
movie audiences about the picture in advance of a 2000-theatre saturation
oi)ening beginning June 15. It represents a record air barrage from Warners,
one claimed to l;e the largest TV-radio campaign ever to support a movie.
( >ver r)00 ]>rints — a new high for the company — are being made available to
handle the un])aralleled saturation bookings. Ad-jniblicity chief Mort Blumenstock has taken care that the cross-country blanketing of TV-radio is tied into,
but does not supersede, the newspaper campaign in local situations. An entire
])lan has been set up in cities within the circulation area of the saturation
regions, with an augmented staff of fieldmen coordinating the activities.
( )ne of the big angles in the ad sensationalism is the identity of "Them".
In original filming, done largely on location in the Mojave Desert and in the
huge sewer network of Los Angeles, secrecy was maintained as to the subject
matter. It would be well for theatremen to titillate audience attention in the
same manner, working in a teaser campaign. Remember how "The Thing"
generated a guessing-game storm?
-EXTRA
Chill aspect is caught in the ad.s— "A Horror-Ht)rde of Crawl-and-Cruth
(liants Clawing out of the Earth's Deep Catacombs!" . . . "Kill One and Two
Take Its IMace!" and others
with ])rovocative teaser angles
N£V^S FLASH
— but always with the title to
excite the fan's imagination.
Note the tabloid herald

1^

(right), fashioned for local attention, or the ad (above), and
how they capitalize on the
tease as])ect of the title. I'elow,
cut-out letters from the sixsheet form an ini])ressive sidew ai
^l)'av '
7
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(Maine of Cif/j Gripped by Crawling Giants!
SEEN

THEH'?

STUNTS
A "horror-horde" of gimmicks to sell the fil
has been worked up by WB's boxolificci
Stunts and displays oi^er a wealth of possibil
ties. Take for instance the "Roving Photogr
pher" stunt, wl ich can be used both in new
])apers or as a lobby display blow-up. For ll
qucstioiu
latter, top characters in the film areRoving
about their experience with
"Them!", each t^iving their
comments, and, at the
same time, selling the
\Photographer\
players. Similar stunt can
he worked with "Man in
the Street" interviews, offering passes to passcrsby
ofYering the best ad-lib description of "Them!", or a
variation, for the most imaginative representations.
DR. HAROLD MEDFORD.
Special appeal, of course,
is carried for science-fiction fans, who are legion.
They can be reached
through local mailing lists,
newspaper science editors,
radio and TV science ficPATRICIA MEOrORD. D>
Uri1fT4-t «idri ~ini nfv«r forpt
tion programs. The tabloid news flash herald
would make an excellent mailing piece.
A terror tale contest fits in adniiral)ly wi
the theme. Good for theatre lobbies, windo
displays and other public areas is a "Sere
Tales of Terror" contest (display board pi
tured). with small table holding entry blan
and ballot box stands alongside. Patrons a
asked to identify each film. Winners' nam
lobby.
are posted on board in
And, of course, the old
reliable of the "nurse" in
the lobby, both as an advance and during run.
(iimmick could have a
counter display attended
by "nurse" made up of
various salves and ointments for "goose-flesh sufferers." Posted sign during run could call attention to the "nurse" v.i
the caution: "Before you see THEM!, you ni:
need something to calm your nerves!" A supp
of sugar-coated tablets, or candy mints won
be handed out by the "nurse".
Good tie-in with Civil Defense, as portray
in the film, would be to have local agency s
up recruiting booth in lobby. Copy for boo
would read: "What would you do if (name
city) were attacked by THEM? Prepare l|
any danger by enlisting in Ci\il Defense now
Posters concentrate on
title and rough picturization of monsters. Principal
art has shapely female in
jagged
beak (as
sheet, right,
and inad,threetnj)
center), with i)anic-stricken people and destruction
wrought b>- the creatures.
-Six-sheet is most grai)hic.
with illustration, title and
single headline: "No Terror Like 'Them' Ever Known
lU-ast Before !"

June 14. 1954

EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

ouhetae

Above, U. S. Army soldiers attempt to destroy one of the monsters in Los Ange.es sewer nest. Below,
dazed child, her family destroyed by the terror, gives State Troopers first clue to their existence.
THEM
[{ornjr is one of tlie unique assets of "entertainment" that
has continually been successful in the movie medium. Combined with a semi-documentary presentation, as Warners has
(lone in "Theiu", it becomes a fascinating^ experience. In
pseudo-scientitic style, Ted Sherdeman's screenplay unfolds a
weird tale that bet^^ins when a bewildered young child is picked
up by New Me.xico State Police on a desert road and investigation, reveals an incredible state of destruction in the nearby
town. With the only clue huge insect-like footprints, entymologist l"]dmund (iwenn is sent to unveil the mystery. Investigation leads to the belief that radiation from atomic blasts has
caused a mutation in ant-like creatures that has developed
them to gigantic size with terrific multiplying powers. How
they are tracked down and their nests wiped out before they
can overwdielm the world forms the basis for a shock-thriller
that promises millions of goose-pimples. James Whitmore,
loan Weldon and James /\rness are starred.
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ARTISTS

March
DRAGONFLY SQUADRON John Hodiak, Barbara Briffon, Bruce Bennett. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
John Champion. War drama. Rigid disciplinarian takrs
over Korean airfield before invasion, is wounded in air
attack, but his trained flyers come to the rescue. 84 min.
PARIS PLAYBOYS Bowery Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director Wiiliam Beaudine. Comedy. Hunii Hall is
sent to Paris believed to be a French scientist, concocts
a formula th^t proves even more potent than the
original scientist's. 62 min.
LOOPHOLE Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Hui^hes. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parsoni. Drama. Bank teller. $50,000 short in his
accounts, tracks down phony bank examiner, recovers
loot and job. 80 min.
April
ARROW IN THE DUST Technicolor. Sterling Hayden,
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goetz. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory,
is regenerated.
min. through
MR. POTTS GOES TO MOSCOW George Cole. Nadia
Gray. Produced & directed by Mario Zamoi. Comedy.
Sanitary engineer mixes briefcases with atomic scientist
setting off chase through Russia and Europe. 93 min.
PRIDE OF THE BLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges, Vera Miles.
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes Goeti.
Racetrack drama. Filmed in color. Ambitious racehorse trainer coes bi^ time, comes to earth when kid
jockey rides horse trainerMahady saved to victory. 71 min.
FORTY-NINERS. THE Wild Bill Elliott. Producer Vincent M. Fer.nelly. Director Thomas Carr. Western.
U. S. Marsh'l poses as killer to trap three killers one
of whom is sheriff of gold-boom town. 71 min.
EOWERY BOYS MEET THE
THE Bowery
eDirector Edward
JunMONSTERS,
Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Bernds.
Comedy. Boys become involved with mad doctor, electronic robot and gorilla. 66 min.
DESPERADO. THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
to free Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war.
youig
man Is doublecrossed by friend and framed
for murder.
HOME FROM THE SEA Jan Sterling. Neville Brand.
Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.executive
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
in battle.
Returns
home a hero to marry girl he loves.
Coming
STRANGER IN TOWN Technicolor. David Niven.
Yvonne —'th
de Carlo.
Barry Fitigerald.
Comedy. Irish
fantasy
comic flavor.
80 min.
WANTED BY THE F. B. I. John Ireland. Dorothy Malone. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Harold
Schuster. Melodrama. FBI agent on vacation thwarts
communists who kill atomic scientist and steal
secret papers.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ei convict is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws.

COLUMBIA
March
BAIT Cleo Moort. Hugo Haas. John Agar. Directorproducer Huzo Haas. Outdoor drama. Old prospector marries prett.- rlrl and involver her in plot to
murder
vounrj
partner with whom he shares a
rich gold his
strike.
79 min.
BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor George Montgomery Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katiman Western drama. Spit and polish officer tries to
run
fort
in
Indian territory by the "book". After
learning ~hathostile
re^l fighting
he succeeds
peace with cunning
redskin Ijleader.
71 min. in arranging
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IT SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU Judy Holliday. Peter
Lawford. Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Comedy. Girl, yearning for fame, invests her
savings to have her name In lights on Broadway sign.
Resultant fame and furor disillusions her. drives her
into arms of young Idealistic photographer. 87 min.
DSIVE A CROOKED ROAD
AprilMickey Rooney. Director
Richard Quine. Producer Jonie Taps. Drama. A pint-siie
auto mechanic is inveigled into a holdup gang by a
pretty
i^'irl.himGirlin re.oents
guy. aid:
breakinn asup shethe falls
gang.In 82lovemin.with the
IRON GLOVE, THE Technicolor. Robert Stack, Ursula
Ihless. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katiman. Historical adventure. Swashbuckler built around
Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne. 77 min.
j;SSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor. Brett
King. Barbara
Lawrence.Western
William Castle.
ProMDirector
ay melodrama.
ducer Sam Katiman.
Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
out to net the loot of the notorious bandit. In showdown battle. Daltons are wiped out and money turns
out to be Confederate bills. 65 min.
MAD MAGICIAN, THE 3D Vincent Price. Mary Murphy.
Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy.
Horror melodrama. Illusion renius. prevented by his
boss from usin; hi; creations as a stage magician,
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey. Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
sh'oment
riflestreachery
to out.oost
spite ofApaches,
and completes
romance. his
66 mission
min. deMIAMI ducerSTORY.
THE Barry
Sullivan.
ProSam Katzman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience
to expose crime syndicate. 75 min.
JUNGLE MANEATERS Johnny Weissmuller. Karin Booth,
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Adventure-melodrama. Jungle Jim tracks down diamond
smuggler who Is jeopardizing peace of jungle. 68 min.
June Ricardo Montalban.
SARA'CEN BLADE. THE Technicolor.
Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swashburkler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge his
father's murder, joining In the Crusades. 76 min.
July Alan Ladd. Director
HELL EELOW ZERO Technicolor.
Mark P.obson. Producers Irvine Allen. Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
complication for x-navy skipper in the Antartlc. 91 min.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones,
Cliff. Director
Vittorio
Sica.
ProducersMontgomery
David O. Selznick
and de Sica.
Drama.de Made
in Italy, l"Bicyclp Thief") de Sica's first English
language film. 63 min.
OUTLAW STALLION. THE Technicolor. Phil Carey,
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DirecFred F. Sears.
devotion to
wild torstallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
Coming

Features

I. F. E.
March
ANITA GARIBALDI Italian. Subtitles. Anna Magnari
Raf Vallone. Directors Goffredo Allessandrlnl. Franc
Rosl. Drama. Stor-.' of Garibaldi's battle to unite Ital
mid-l9th
wife'sdeath.
loyalty95andmin.braver
inin the
cause,Century
causingandher histragic
MY HEART SINGS Subtitles. Ferruccio Tagllavinl. D
rector Mario Mattoll. Comedy with music. Two pett
renegades discover young electrian with fine operati
voice. p lace him under contract and plot to expic
him with operatic Impressarlo. 99 min.
SENSUALITA English. Eleonora Rossi Drago. Pont
De Laurentis production.
Director Clemente Fracass
April
Drama. "Bitter Rice" story of two men and a girl i
the wheat fields of Italy. 72 min.
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silvan
Pampanlni. Eleonore Rossi Drago. Vittorio Gassmar
Producers Dino De Laurentis & Carol Ponti. Directc
Luigi Comencinl. Drama. Expose of vice ring invol
Ing girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.

June
HELL RAIDERS OF August
THE DEEP English Languagi
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa. DeLaurentis Producer
Director Dullio Colettl. War drama. Deals with the ac
ventures of Italian Navy frogmen during World War I
War II. 93 min.
HUSBAND FOR ANNA, A English Language. Silvan
Pampanini. Producer D. F. Davanzati. Director G. C
Santls. Drama. TrialsComing
and tribulations of woman
search of love and husband.
AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren. Lois Maxwc
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Direct:
Clemente Fracassl. Opera. Verdi's story of rivalry b
twcen Egyptian princess and slave girl for love
Egyptian officer.
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE English Language. MarW
Vlady. Producer NIccolo Theodoli. Director L. [
Felice.
Story of love between two 15-yea
olds
whichDrama.
ends tragically.

LIPPERT
March
BLACKOUT
Dane Clark,
Belinda
Lee. Murder
Producerdrama,
Micha
Carreras. Director
Terence
Fisher.
down-and-out war veteran is offered a $1000 myste
job by a girl whose father is later murdered, throwii
suspicion on the veteran until he establishes that I
girl's mother was responsible for the killing. 87 min
FANGS OF THE WILD A Charles
Chaplin, Jr., Omk
Stevens. Producer Robertpril
L. LIppert. Jr. Direct
William Claxton. Murder drama. Boy and his dog a
May killing In the wooc
only witnesses to a cold-blooded
Boy's story truth,
is not causing
believeda until
murderer's
establishes
chase theIn which
the lacwi
life is threatened. 71 min.

CAINE MUTINY. THE Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart.
Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray. Robert
Francis. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk. of a mutin/ aboard a U. S. Navy de- HEAT WAVE Alex NIcol. Hillary Brooke. Prodjc
stroyer. B'^gart plays a neurotic captain. Johnson the exAnthony Hinds. Director Ken Hughes. Murder dram
p'utivp officer, MacMurray is the prissy Keefer, Ferrer
Faithless wife allows husband to drown a young nov.
the defense attorney for the mutineers. 125 min.
i^t. an unwitting accessory keeps silent but tells poli
DETECTIVE. THE Alec Gulness, Joan Greenwood. DI- after widow jilts him. 68 min.
recTor RoDert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Gulness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
COWBOY,
THE Documentary
Eastman Color.
Producerdlrectt
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
Elmo Williams.
feature.
Photograph
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford. Gloria Grahame.
in
color
on
actual
Southwest
locations,
story relates t
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lani. Melodrama.
cowboy's true life from pioneer days to now. 69 m
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner in MONSTER FROM THE OCEAN FLOOR Anne KImbc,
murder to achieve selfish ends.
Stuart Wade. Producer Roger Corman, Director Wyi
Ordung.
Science-fiction.
A girlshark-Infested
skin-diver andwaters
scient
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.
TRIPOLI
Technicolor.
Paul
Henrcid.
Pain
submarine brave
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Felix faceone-man
a
huge
sea
monster
fa*'
under
the
oceao.
64 mi
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid ofher pirate
from
kingdom.leader to help drive savage hordes
BIG CHASE. THE Glenn Langan. Adele Jergens. Pi
THEY RODE WEST Donna Reed, Robert Francis. Direcducer Robert L. Lippert. Jr. Director Arthur Hllfc
tor Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil. Western.
Action drama. Rookie cop goes on patrol car du^
Doctor at frontier Arm/ post incurs enmity of fellow
takes
in chase
by auto,robbers.
boat and helicopter tr
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
ends Inpart
shooting
of payroll
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT
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LIPPERT (Confmued)
PAID TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hinds.
Director Montgonnery Tully. Mystery drama. Desperate
business man hires thug to kill him so his wife can collect Insurance. Changes his mind and barely escapes
death,call.to learn that his wife was responsible for
close
RIVER BEAT Phyllis Kirk, John Bentley. Producer Herman Cohen. Director Guy Green. Mystery drama. Girl
radio operator on U. S. freighter becomes unwitting
accessory to diamond smugglers. Teams with detective
to investigate murder and round up gang. 73 min.
July
SILENT RAIDERS Richard Barlett, Earle Lyon. Producer
Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Action drama.
Seven-man patrol lands on Normandy beach. Works its
way
enemy
Dieppethrough
commando
raid. forces in preparation for the
August
UNHOLY FOUR, THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
Michael Carreras. Director Terence
Mystery
drama. Huiband returns after four-yearFisher.
memorv
loss
to
try
and
find
which
of
wife's
three
suitors
tried
to
murder him.
Coming
ADVENTURE IN RIO Scott Brady. Raymond Burr. Melodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery ring
escapes
and enlists
aid of American who exposes
wealthy Brazilian
as ringleader.
DEADLY Director
GAME, THE Lloyd Bridges. Producer, Robert
Dunbar.
Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
novelist in southern Spain becomes involved in murder,
blackmail and smuaaled microfilm of secret formulas!
RACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Contc, Mari Aldon. Producer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
drama. Former auto racing champion quits big race
when his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
comeback
Grand
Prix. and wins back his wife by winning the
SIEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
lof the toSpanish
"Joan of Arc,"
who aspersuades
,army
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
falls and resist
French Napoleon,
rule prevails.
TERROR SHIP William Lundigan, Naomi Chance. Producer W. H. Williams. Director
Sewell. Mystery drama. Writer buys derelictVernon
ship, finds it has
been used to cache highly-explosive atomic formula.
Boards
yachttheforsecret.
sea-chase after plotters attempt to
escape with

THUNDER PASS Dane Clark, Andy De vine. Producer
Robert A. Nunes. Director Frank McDonald. Western
drama. Party of whites crossing hostile Indian country
with a suspected renegade Is attacked by tribes.
"Renegade" is vindicated as Army secret agent.

METRD-GDLDWYN-MAYEH
March
ROSE MARIE CinemaScope-Kodacolor. Ann BIyth,
Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas. Producers Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. and Lawrence Weingarten.
Director
Mervyn LeRoy. Musical outdoor drama. Romance
and
murder in the Canadian north woods involving a beaujtiful girl, a trapper and a mountie. I0& min.
ITENNESSEE CHAMP Ansco Color. Shelley Winters
iDewey Martin, Keenan Wynn. Producer Sol Bacr Fielding. Director Fred M. Wilcox. Comedy. Prize fighter
who belreves
the Lord is in his corner and his slick
i-nanager
becomeriver-front.
involved with
a blond bombshell along
the Mississippi
73 min.
A pril
EXECUTIVE SUITE William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck
June Allyson. Frederic March. Walter Pidgeon Paul
Douglas. Drama. Effect the
of a president of
la large firm has on the first 6 death
vice-presidents. 104 min.
ISYPSY COLT Ansco Color, Donna Corcoran, Ward
iond, Frances Dee. Producers William Grady, Jr. and
Jidney Franklin Jr. Director Andrew Marton. Dramj.
^romspirited black colt refuses to accept
the little girl who raised him. 72 min. separation
RHAPSODY Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio GassJian. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director Charles
k hves
r' ind
c *music ^careers
beautiful
woman
Europe holds
he
of two
youngin artists
in her
lands.
Background
of classical
May music. 115 min.

'l-AME
AND Carlos
THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner,
'ler Angeh,
Thompson.
Joe Pasternak.
Jirector Richard Brooks. RmanticProducer
drama. Beautiful girl
aritting around world from one love
affair
another
jets involved in web of intrigue and romance.to 104
min.
I'RISONER
OF
WAR
Ronald
Reagan,
Steve
Forrest,
reducer Henry Berman. Director Andrew Marton. War
Red prison61 camp
officer ofparachutes
u*' L^'^'"''
|0 check
on stories
Communistintoatrocities.
min.
FILM

MEN OF THE FIGHTING LADY Ansco. Van Johnson,
Walter Pidgeon, Louis Calhern, Frank Lovejoy. War
drama. Navv fichter iQuadronnein Korea overcomes treJu pilot. 80 min.
mendous odds to save blinded
STUDENT PRINCE, THE CinemaScope, Ansco Color.
Ann Bli'th. Edmund Purdom, John tricson. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minelli. Musical. Film
version of Romberg's operetta. 107 min.
July
GONE WITH THE WIND (Reissue) Technicolor. Clark
Gable, Vivian Leigh. 222 min.
VALLEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor,
Eleanor Parker. Producer, Sam Zimbalist. Director R.
Pirosh. Adventure drama. Younn archeoloQist aids
beautiful
cirl ofto Egyptian
carry on Pharoah.
dead father's
find
lost tomb
86 min. ambition ot
August
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the91 problem
of sharing her
living room
13 males.
min.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel marries Powell and takes her Into the hills of
Oregon wh«re she is faced with protoect of living with
his six semi-civilized brothers. 103 min.
Coming
BEAU BRUMMEL Eastman. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Ta.lor. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In Enaland durina Napoleonic era, dashing cavalry captain cains reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions lead to disaster.
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved in espionage and romance in occupied Holland
during World War II. Ill min.
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, Ansco Color. Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse, Elaine Stewart. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minnelli. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once every century.
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason, Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Historical
drama. Assassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Cassius et al. 121 min.

PARAMOUNT
March
NAKED JUNGLE Technicolor. Eleanor Parker, Charlton
Heston. Producer George Pal. Director Byron Haskin.
Adventure drama. South. American plantation owner
considers his mail-order wife too elegant for rough
iungle life. She provei herself when plantation is attacked by hordes of soldies ants. 95 min.

Althou9h som* distributors hov*^^
been shufflin9 r*l«ose dates crratically,
con probably
countFoxonandat '
least•ihlbitors
28 now features
in June.
Metro will each have one in CinemoScope. Two 3D films will be available.
Slitcefl releases are in color.
Now listed for June ore:
A Adventures
6 Melodramas
5 Dramas
4 Westerns
3 Comedies
2 Science-Fiction
1 Musical
1 Documentary
BULLETIN
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RED GARTERS Technicolor. Rosemary Clooney. Jack
Carson, Guy Mitchell. Producer Pat Duggan. Director
George Marshall. Western musical comedy. Fanciful
yarn
revolves around
Mitchell's
arrivalKiller
in California
town
of
his brother.
turns out
to be tobestavenge
friend death
of Mitchell.
May9! min.
CASANOVA'S BIG NIGHT Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Joan Fontaine. Producer Paul
Norman
'uneJones. Directorlover
CasApril
for the of another
mistaken
Hope,
Comedy.
McLeod.
anova
is
hired
to
test
the
faithfulness
man's fiancee. 85 min.
NO RELEASES
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
in Cevlon. falls in love with his foreman and plans to
run away
withloves
him.herPlague
and in crisis she
finds
she still
husband.strikes
103 min.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Nicole ducerMaurey,
Robert Young.
ProMel Epstine.Thomas
DirectorMitchell,
Jerry Hopper.
Melodrama.
American pilot stranded in Peru ioins a renecade in
searching for lost Inca treasure. 101 min.

THE (Reissue)
EARTH,
ON July
SHOW
GREATEST James
Stewart,
Betty Hutton,
Cornel TechniWildc,
Charltoncolor.Heston.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Zetterling. Producers a»d directors Norman Pananna
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
marriage finals the female psychiatrist has same complex, gets involved in spy plot and murder. 103 min.
August
AEOUT MRS. LESLIE Shirley Booth, Robert Ryan. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Daniel Mann. Drama. Worooming houseabout
ownerownfindsill-fated
tenant'saffair.
problems
her toman reminisce
104 lead
min.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Leich. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. nouncesComedy.
Dr. Dean
mistakenly
anthat Jerry Lewis
is dyinoMartin
of radiation
poisoning and he is given Coming
one last fling at life by reporter
Janet Leigh. 95 min.
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with and
Navy Seaton.
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of plan and execution of Korean air raid.
SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke,
CONQUEST
Eric Fleming.OFProducer Georce Pal. Director Byron
Flioht to Mars from man-made
Haskin. Science fiction.
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
Crosby, William Holden,
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Perlberg.
Director George
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Broadway
star finds he has
Seaton. Drama. Once-great
comeback.
tries
he
when
lost self-confidence
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart, Grace
Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy drama. FreeKelly. Director
lance photographer becomes involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder.
Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
Humphrey
SAERINAHolden.
Producer and director Billy Wilder.
Wi'liam
chauffeur's
brothersfromfalla for
rich return;
Two she
C»medy. after
in Paris.
yeartheir
daughter
AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James SteSTRATEGIC
wart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
to Air Force. Joining Strategic
ball player is recalled
Air Command,
flight. he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop

Mangano.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,s.Silvana
Mario
Directorfeats
DeLaurenti Homeric
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
Produced byAdventure
of
Camarini.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
Crosby, Di-nny
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Producer
Robt.
Vera-Ellen.
Kaye
Michael Curtiz. Musical. Two World
DirectorClooney,
Dolan.Rosemary
E.
bewar, their
after
entertainers
as
team
War IIcomebuddies
involved with sister act which threatens
plans for Broadway show.
REPUBLIC
FLIGHT NURSE Joan March
Leslie, Forrect Tucker. Director
Allan Dwan. War drama. Air Force nurse, assigned to
Korean duty, at first more interested in locating her
sweetheart than in doing her duty, is molded by war
Hito woman of heroic and responsible stature. 90 min.

GERALDINE John Carroll, Mala Powers, Stan Freberg.
Producer Sidney Picker. Director R. G. Springsteen.
April
Comedy covers
withyoungmusic.
Pan Alley
publicity
discollegeTinmusic
instructor
with girl
golden
voice, interested only in folk songs, eventually interests
him in popular music and a marriage license. 90 min.
PRODUCT

Coming
REPUBLICMa(Continued)
y
JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie,
Forrest Outdoor
Tucker. drama.
Associate California
producer-director
JosephandI.
Kane.
trader meets
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic complications when she learns he has a son by unmarried
Spanish girl. 103 min.
e Corey, Evelyn Keyes,
Junproducer-director
HELL'S
HALF ACRE
Wendell
Elsa Lanchester.
Associate
John H.
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
in 1941 but his crime-ridden past destroys hope for
the revival of marriage. 91 min.

July
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Herbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable schooner captain
tries to save nirl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
avenges death and cla ims boy. 91 min.
August
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama.
Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against
of antirailroad ranchers is worth more thangroup
dreamed
of, if railroad crossed her land. 110money
min. she
MAKE HASTE TO
Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally. Associate LIVE
producer-director William
Seiter.
Drama. Woman newspaper owner
is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after servino prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
Coming

OUTCAST. THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWllliarn J. O'Sullivan. Director Bill Witney.
Western.ducer Young
wages
war against
unscrupulous unclewesterner
to recover stolenranne
heritage.
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman, Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. producer-director
Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement
and
love inmentaiding
people
against Red
polrce.of Shanghai's International Settle-

TOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventu'-es of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in foiling enemy agent's plot to
steal secret formula.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure romance.
StoryArnerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author of "The Quiet Man".
An
in Scotland
to visit his child, stays to
champion the people whose livelihood
is threatened
when
a
private
road
they
had always used is closed
by the owner.

UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Don Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes involved with gold hoard
and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle in the desert. 70 min.
HKD
March
DANGEROUS MISSION 3D Technicolor Victor Mature,
Piper Laurie, Vincent Price. Wm. Bendix. Producer Irl
win Allen. Director Louis Kinc. Melodrama.
after
witnessing a murder, hides out in GlacierGirl,
National
Park to escape killer. Chase results with police trying
to find her before killer does. 75 min.
April
CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Steve
Cochran. Producers Frank and Maurice King, Director
Kurt Neumann. Melodrama. Struggle of a young girl
to free herself from her fascination
for a carnival heel
who causes her high-diving partner's death. 93 min.
PINOCCHIO (Reissue). Disney. 87 min.
SAINT'S
Hayward.
Naomi Chance.
Producer GIRL
JulianFRIDAY
Lesser. Louis
Mystery
comedy-drama.
Saint
even score with gamblers for murder and ruination
of youth. 68 min.
May
NO RELEASES

e Russell. Gilbert RoBIG RAINBOW Technicolor
JunJane
land Producer Harr;- Tatelman. Director John Sturgrs.
Adventure
drama.treasure.
Action and intrigue centering around
hunt for sunken
SILVER LODE Technicolor. John Payne, Dan Duryea,
Lizabelh Scott. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citiien accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him. 80 min.
FILM

SINS OF ROME Massimo G<rottI, Ludmilla Tcherina.
Producer Consoriio Spartacus. Director Riccardo
Freda. Adventure. Roman gladiator leads revolt and
attempts to unite slaves against Roman army. 75 min.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest. Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetilaff.
Romantic
adventure.
Further adventures
of Sinbad
and his
40 thieves.
Double
romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
July
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor.
Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlin. of
Romantic
girl" her
is placed
custody
writer comedy.
who wants"Bad
to study
type forIn
story he is writing.
Coming
NIGHT MUSIC Eastman color. Linda Darnell, Rick
Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer Hugh
Brooke. Director Stuart Helsler. Drama.

2DTH

CENTUHY-FDX

March
NEW FACES Cinemascope Eastman Color. Ronny Graham, Eartha Kitt. Producer Edward Alperson. Director
Harry Horner. Musical Filmlna of B'way show. 98 min.
NIGHT PEOPLE CInemaScope Technicolor. Gregory
Peck, Broderick Crawford. Rita Gam. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama. Efforts of an American officer In Berlin to untannle red tape to negotiate
return of young soldier kidnapped by Reds. G.l.'s
wealthy
complicates
and
barter
offather
two
people
wanted 'oyby attempting
Communistsbribery
for return
of
his son.
93 min.
RACING ELOOD Color. Bill Williams, Jean Porter.
Producer-director W. Barry. Drama. Boy secretly trains
colt which was to heve been deitroyed. Colt eventually becomes great racehorse. 76 min.
April Technicolor. Robert
PRINCE VALIANT CInemaScope
Wagner, James Mason. Janet Leiah. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway. Romantic adventure. Viklna kina overthrown by traitor Is civen sactuary
by KIna Arthur.
Years105later
son overthrows
the traitor.
min. the disposed king's
ROCKET MAN, THE George Winslow. Charles Coburn.
Spring Byington. Producer Leonard Goldstein, Fantasy.
Orphan prevents the sale of orphanage to crooked
politician with help of his private Space Man. 80 min.
SIEGE AT RED RIVER, THEMaTechnicolor.
Van Johnson,
y Goldstein.
Joanne Dru. Producer Leonard
Director
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union
cavalry troop train sets off net of intrioue and heroism
involving Confederate who Is a Union spy. 81 min.
GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,
Anne Bancroft, Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist,
finallydeath.
carries
her atop roller coaster and both
meet their
84 min.
RIVER OF NO RETURN CInemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum, Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor adventure romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, exconvict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guide
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the
rapids, Indians and the elements. 91 min.
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN CInemaScope Technicolor. Clifton Webb, Dorothy McGuIre, Jean Peters.
Maggie McNamara. Producer Sol Slegel. Director Jean
Nenulesco. Romantic comedy. Three American girls
working in Rome toss coins in Wishing Fountain. After
each travels rocky road, dreams come true. 101 min.
DEMETRIUS AND THE GLADIATORS ClnemaScopeTechnicolor. Victor Mature, Susan Hayward, Michael
Rennie, Debra Paget. Producer Frank Ross. Director
Delmer Daves. HistoricalJudrama.
ne Begins where "The
Robe" ended
tells instory
slavewhere
Demetrius
whose
Christian
faith and
Is tried
the of
arena
he is forced
to fight as gladiator. 101 min.
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
Debra Paget. Michael Rennie. Producer Leonard
Goldstein. Costume adventure. Prince of Bagdad helps
people along the Nile throw off yoke of evil ruler
and gains beautiful princess for his wife.

ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE Technicolor. Elal,,,
Stewart, John Derek. Producer Walter Wanger. Direc
tor Don Wels. Adventure romance. Young Perslar
barber leaves his shop In seek of adventure. Aftei,
horse-sword action In desert he rescues Princes:
and prevents war.
BROKEN LANCE CInemaScope Technicolor. Rober
Wagner, Richard WIdmark, Spencer Tracy. Jear
Peters. Producer Sol C. Slegel. Director Edward Dmy
tryk.
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indlarfoi
wife IsWestern
caught indrama.
feud with
control of homestead.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A RIcardo Montalban
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murdei
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of severa
killings falls Into hands of real murderer.
RAID, THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Anne Bancroft
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Directoi
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederaft
raid on town in Vermont in retaliation for the burn
Ing of the Atlanta.
UNITED

ARTISTS

March
ACT OF LOVE Kirk Douglas, Dany Robin. Producer
director Anatole LItvak. Drama. French refugee gin
Is compromised by American occupation soldier; they
fall In love, are separated by police; girl, mistakenly
believes he has forsaken her, goes to her death. 108 min,
BEAT THE DEVIL Humphrey Bogart. Jennifer Jones. |
GIna
Producer-director
John become
Huston. |
Drama. Lollobrigida.
An assorted group
on tramp steamer
involved in Intrlaue. murder and romance in search for
uranium. Filmed in Mediterranean area. 82 min.
GOLDEN MASK,
THE Aubrey
Technicolor.
Van Maxwell
Heflin, Wanda'
Hendrix.
Producers
Baring.
Setton.i
Director Jack Lee. Romantic adventure. Archaeologist,
and
daughter
go
to
Africa
In
search
of
priceless
mask'
of Moloch, the god of revenge. 88 mIn.
SCARLET SPEAR, THE Technicolor MorasI, John Bentley,
Martha Hyer. Producer Charles Reynolds. Directors
George Breakston, Ray Stahl. Adventure drama. Commis ioner of African district gets Involved in tribal rite
in which king of tribe performs arduous quest. 78 min.
HEIDI Elsbeth Sigmund. Helnrich Gretler. Prodocer
Lazar Wechsler. Director Lulgi Comencini. Drama.
April story by Johanna Spyri
Taken from famed children'st
of
the love
between a little Swiss girl and her grand-father.
98 min.
aMontgomery.
y
LONE
GUN, THEEdward
GeorgeM
Dorothy
Malone. Producer
Small.
Director Ray
Naiarro
Western. Marshal cleans out band of rustlers and wins
love of girl preyed upon by outlaws. 73 min.
SOUTHWEST
PASSAGE
3D PatheColor.
Rod join
Cameron,'
Western drama.
Bank robber
and his girl
camel
caravan
being
tested
as
means
to
cross
American''
Desert. 82 minutes.
CAPTAIN KIDD AND THE SLAVE GIRL Color Corp o*
America. Anthony Dexter, Eva Gabor. WIsberg-Pol
lexfen production. Director Lew Landers. Adventure
Famous pirate
captain
escapes
with aid ofKidd
unscrupulous
nobleman who
plansgallows
to doublecross
and thereby obtain his treasure hoard. 83 min.
LONG ducer
WAIT.
THE Anthony
<?uinn,
Peggie
Castle.Murder
ProLesser Samuels.
Director
Victor
Savllle.
mystery. Amnesia victim returns home to find he Is
wanted for murder. Missing link to his innocence is
beautiful girl and works his way through a number oil
them before finding her and solving mystery. 93 min.^
WITNESS
MURDERProducer
BarbaraChester
Stanwyck,
George
San-'
ders. GaryTOMerrill.
Erskina.
Director
Roy Rowland. Suspense melodrama. Woman witnesses
murder which
she ofreports
police^
find
evidence
crime to
and police.
woman Checking,
Is suspected
of I
being noInsane.
83 min.
YELLOW
TOMAHAWK,
THE Color
Corp.
Rory Calhoun,
Peggie Castle.
Producer
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western.
and
S. Cavalry
frontierU.outpost.
82 min. battle Cheyenne

of
America.'
Howard
W
Indian scout
assault on

CHALLENGE THE WILD Color Corp. of America.
George and Sheila Graham. Producer and directed by
Frank Graham. Nature documentary. Family explores
the Greattouched byNorth
Country,
where wild life remains uncivilization.
49 min.
GOG 3D Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan. Constance Dowllng, Herbert Marshall.
e Producer Ivan Tors.
JunScience-fiction.
July
Director Herbert L. Strock.
85 min.
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ, THE Technicolor. Dale
Robertson, Debra Paget. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
HOBSON'S CHOICE Charles Laughton, Brenda Dij
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
Banzie. Producer-director David Lean. Comedy. Pro$-|
perous bootmaker finds his life complicated when he|
gambler
find father's killers and absolve
him from sets
chargeoutof tocheating.
tries to direct wedding plans of his daughters. 107 mm.
MAN WITH A MILLION Technicolor. Gregory Peck
GARDEN OF EVIL CInemaScope Technicolor. Gary
Jane Griffiths. Producer John Bryan. Director Ronald
Cooper, Richard WIdmark, Susan Hayward. Producer
Neame. Comedy. Poverty-stricken but honest man is
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adventure
drama. Three gold hunters become Involved with a given million pound note to prove theory that merely
beautiful woman and death in interior of Mexico.
possessing It, but never spending it will bring him
good fortune. 90 min.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)

Coming
'JVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE PatheColor.
in
O'Herlihy.
Producers
Dancigert,
rlich.
Director Luis
Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. Henry
From
iniel
classic his
of man
the shipwrecked
e nativeDefoe's
who became
Friday. 90 min.sailor and
PACHE Technicolor. Burt Lancaster. Jean Peters. Proi.er Harold Hecht. Director Robert Aldrich. Western,
ne-man
war Army.
waged91 by
lited States
min. Apache chief against the

UtEFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphrey
)gart,
Ava Gardner,
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro produc)n. Director
Joseph L.Edmond
Mankiewici.
drama.
•AUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard PhiJipe, Gina Lolloigida. Franco-London producer. Rene Clair. Fantasyama.
Struggling music teacher finds his dreams of
!aliies "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
HAMPION (Reissue) Kirk Douglas, Marilyn Maxwell.
JOSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn Gina
llobngida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon. Vittorio
ssarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
ama. Adventures of pair of very eligible
turning to Italian dukfdom where decree bachelors
been
t that all males over 20 must be married. 8bhasmin.
AMOND
3D Dennis
cridan. WIZARD,
Producer THE
Steven
Pallos.O'Keefe,
DirectorMargaret
Dennis
'Keefe. Suspense thriller. 83 min.
OME OF THE BRAVE (Reissue) Douglas Dick, Frank
ivejoy.
■lYBER PATROL Color Corp. of America Richard Egan,
'iwn
Seymour
ama.Addams.
Officer Director
in British
LancersFriedman.
in IndiaAdventure
prevents
.pture of new machinecuns and massacre of garrison.
ALTA STORT Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Pro.icer Peter De Sarigny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst,
r-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in World
; a_r II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring ei(oit
locatina103 enemy
'rikainCorps.
min. convoy, sealing fate of Nazis'
THELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Sunne Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles,
ama. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 92 min.
PERATION HANHUNT Harry Townes, Irja Jensen,
oducer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander,
ama. Based on story
ex-Soviet code c(erk Igor
ouienko since going inof hiding
under protection of
3nadian government.
ITORN TO TREASURE ISLAND PatheColor. Dawn
ddams. Tab Hunter. Producers Aubrey Wisberg and
ick
Pollexfen. Director E. A. Dupon+. Romantic
Iventure.
JDDENLY Frank Sinatra, Sterling Hayden. Producer
-bert Bassler. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
GER AND THE FLAME. THE Technicolor (Filmed in
dial. Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
ory forof freedom.
woman's heroism in 19th century Indian
jht
VIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergerac.
oducermelodrama.
Maxwell Se^on. Director David Miller. Roantic

UNIVERSAL-INTl
March
{REATUREJulia
FROMAdams.
THE ELACK
Richard
|arlson,
ProducerLAGOON
William 3D.
Alland.
DIctor Jack Arnold. Fantasy melodrama. Geologist
icovers creature which Is half man, half fish and
rms an expedition toe capture it. 89 min.
DE CLEAR OF DIABLO Technicolor. Audle Murphv,
in Duryea. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
sse HIbbs. Western. Murphy returns home to avenge
jurders of his father and kid brother. 80 min.
ksKATCHEWAN Technicolor. Alan Ladd Shelley
"i
''alsh.
Aaron Rosenbern. Director Raoul
drama. Canadian mountie rebelsof
jainst hisOutdoor
aian attack,commandin
88 min. g officer to save survivors
A pril
A & PA KETTLE AT HOME Marjorle Main Percy Kilide. Producer Richard Wilson. Director
Laont. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modernCharles
go
ick 1o dilapidated farmhouse so that oldest home,
boy can
jO contest on typical farm life. 81 min.
|aILS into LARAMIE Technicolor. John Payne Dan
wyea. Marl Blanchard. Producer Ted Richmond. DIdrama. Trouble-shooting
Outdoor Territory
'\!r"
ildier
IS, HIbbs
to Wyoming
clear work
oppage on'Sent
constructio
n of railroad. 81 to
min.
4NKEE PASHA Technicolor. Jeff Chandler Rhonda
emmg. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
'"ney.
Costume adventure. Chandler fir-hts half-way
ound world
to save woman
Mayhe loves. 84 min.

IREMAN SAVE MY CHILD Hugh O'Brian Spike Jones,
i-oducer
Howardof Christie. Director Lei Goodwins,
omedy. Grou.i
lanv firemen cope with problems of
•aing in old fire
horses for mechanized. 80 min.
FILM

PLAYGIRL Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan. Producer
Albert J. Cohen. Director Joe Pevney. Drama. Small
town cirl In New York becomes involved in murder and
call girl racket. 8S min.
BLACK
HORSE CANYON Technicolor. Joel McCrea,
Marl Blanchard.
Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse HIbbs. Western. Wild stallion escapes stock
ranch and lives in hills. JEfforts
une of nirl rancher to recapture horse toareherthwarted
by neighbor until roving
cowboy comes
aid. 82 min.
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audi. Murphy, Wal+er Irennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when cold miners
break treaty with Indians. 78 min.
July
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer develops sport car
to save failing auto company, succeeds when he wins
cross country race. 85 min.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflln, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
be'eaqured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing whiteman who Incites the savages. 81 min.
August
EGG AND I. THE (Reissue) Claudette Colbert, Fred
MacMurray, Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride. 108 min.
Coming
BENGAL RIFLES Technicolor. Rock Hudson. Arlene
Dabl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indiansubsequently
service, learns
threatened native upr'King
and
regains ofhonor.
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH, THE CinemaScope.
Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Janet Leigh. David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV is defeated
by young
for
treason. knight whose family was unjustly executed
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun. Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunfighter becomes involved
in family feud which resolves into one of the most
famous gun batl'es of the West.
FAR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart. Ruth
Roman. Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Anihony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska. Stewart
plavs tag with gold, love and sudden death.
FRANCIS
JOINSWills,
THE Zasu
WACSPitts.
Donald
O'Connor,
Adams, Chill
Comedy.
Vetera*Juliais
called back into service and through error is assigned
to WAC unit. Complications increase when his talkingmule buddy Is assigned to same outfit.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas SIrk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming adoctor devoting himself to humanity. 108 min.
NAKED ducerALIBI
Sterling
Hayden,
ProRoss Hunter.
Director
JerryGloria
Hopper.Grahame.
Melodrama.
Detective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
through murderer's machinations.
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CincmaSc«pe, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler. Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas SIrk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-dlsastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attlla and Huns.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Lex Barker, Howard Duff, Mala
Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jesse HIbbs.
Western. Gold mine owners become Involved in war
with crook who tries to force them from their
gold claims.
WARNER

BROTHERS

LUCKY ME CinemaScope
WarnerColor. Doris Day
A pril
Phil Silvers. Robert Cummings.
Henry Blanke.
May Producer
Director Jack Donohue. Musical
comedy. Show troupe
becomes stranded in Miami hotel. While working off
bill,
back they
to bigmeet
time. Broadway
100 min. producer who helps them
RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Wayne Morris. Producer Ted Sherdeman. Director
Andre de Toth. Western. Stagecoach guard, victim of
odd circumstances, clears his name. 7S min.
DIAL M FOR MURDER WarnerColor. Ray Milland,
Grace Kelly,
Cummings.Husband
Direciorplots
Alfreddeath
Hitch-of
cock. MurderRobert
melodrama.
wife whom
he
married
for
money.
Original
plan
backfires when wife kills her would-be murderer. Husband
makes self-defense killing look like murder. 105 min.
THEM
James Director
Whitmore,Gordon
Joan Douglas.
Weldon.
ProducerEdmund
DavidGwenn,
Welsbart.
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot creatures terrorize
the Southwest until their nest Is discovered and are
finally wiped out. 94 min.
June
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE July
Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Craine. Producers Hellman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance invesjourneys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim totigatorfinance
Violence
and
romance result.
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY. THE CinemaScope WarnerColor. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laraine Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Wellman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on plane bound from
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
feeling when faced with prospect of death. 147 min.
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Beatty.
Pat O'Brien,
Mickey E.Splllane.
Producer Robert
M.
Fellows.
Director James
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus is sabotaged by Coming
homicidal maniac. 93 min.
BOUNTY
HUNTER,Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott,
Marie Windsor.
Sam BIschoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sliariff.
KING RXHARD AND THE CRUSADERS CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo, George
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical
adventure.
Action-romance
Third Land.
Crusade to drive
the Mohammedans
fromduring
the Holy
STAR ISland,BORN.
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason,
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuff.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marries
him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads to disaster.

YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member National Film Curriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

ORDER

NOW

Expendable 3-D Glasses
that are adjustable

March
A prompt order will reserve your
POLALITE glasses
CRIME
WAVE
Sterling
Hayden.
Gene
Nelson,
Phyllis
Kirk. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Andre de Toth.
and
insure
delivery for future bookings.
Crime melodrama. Record of reformed convict Involves
him In holdup plot, but with aid of understanding detectice, and Innate honesty, is freed from past. 74 min.
HIGHWAY
DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN Louis Hayward, Paul Kelly,
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Joanne
O'SullIvan.
New
warden Dru,
cleansMaureen
up corrupt
prison Prison
system drama.
with Inside
help from framed prisoner. 78 min.
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcusf 4-0100
PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE 3D WarnerColor Kan
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Patricia Medina. Producer
Henry Blanke. Director Roy Del Ruth. Murder meloMember National Film Carriers
drama. Series of murders in turn of the century Paris
with beautiful girls as victim of sadistic zoologist studying "animal" reflexes. 84 min.
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August 22. 1952 was hot and balmy over most of the
lited States. It was relatively cool in Sioux City. South
kota. and in points in Montana and over the northern
ic kies. but in the crowded cities of the south and east and
iiig the shores of the Pacific people were fitful and jjerspirI. A monumental event occurred the evening of that date:
few more folks bought movie tickets than the night before.
) one knew it then, but the drill-bit had touched bottom hole
hours earlier and was to plow deeper never more.
hat developed over the following year was no recovery,
lat term ini|)lies a return to an earlier |)Osition. It was. in■ad. an agonizing status quo. neither up nor down, not unve a circus performer swinging by his finger nails from a
gh w ire, waiting out a rescue.
\^ e are close to the second anniversary of that nadir date.
( overy is afoot, albeit not as fully for the bulk of theatres
it is for the film companies and for the deluxe movie
)uses. But the discouraging downward sweep has stopped
id all eyes are looking up. The |)rospects are good, bee ausc
f are giving concrete evidence that ours is an industry of
tality. It is not beyond fancy that the motion picture is only
iw entering its (iolden Age.
Just what particular wonder chemistrv is responsible for
1lathing life back into the industry body will be debated for
tiierations to come. Historians will point to Cinerama, to
inemaScope. even to fallen .SD. the heroi( little stopgaj)
ledium that plugged the dike and initiated the original reovery. They will chronicle the storv of how adversitv struck
s when we were fat and lazy, how nece^silv forced us to
xercise our ingenuity. And they will record that the men who
tood mournfully at the liier of the industrv in 195-1. were
inging. in 1951. an anthem of |)romise for the future.
Right now. the industry is bursting with \ italit). as e\ilenced by last week s demonstrations of the new. improved
-inemaScope. and the hrst public dis|)lay of the Todd-A.O.
lig-screen system.
In the ebb and How of theatre \s. T\ warfare. Cinema■>cope scored a signal victorv when it was first introduced
ibout nine months ago. It certainlv excited great public
nterest and brought several millions of people back to the
lation'^ movie houses. Rut the 20th Centurv-Fox organization
hat sponsored CinemaScojx' did not rest on their laurels;
hey kept working to iron out the obvious kinks in the process.
ILast week they presented samples of product made with new
-memaScope lenses, and a most startling revelation it was.
It is not enough to say that CinemaScope has undergone
improvement. Photographicallv it is almost an entirelv new
medium, breathtaking in its depth of focus, converting the

This

Business

single plane screen into deep dimension. The glossy flatness
of Paramount s \ istaVision is no match for this new. deepetched CinemaScope. Claritv of backgrounds as the lens
tiains on foreground images is astounding: likewise the definition over the entire range of the wide screen. Gone is the
fuzziness at the sides and the blur that marred scenes of fast
action in earlier jiroductions.
This revolution in optics, engineered bv the genius of the
l ox technicians and Bausch & Lomb. applies onlv to the taking or camera lenses, not the projectors. The much greater
mobility of the new C Scope lens gives the director a far more
flexible range of story matter and camera treatment.
The professional audience that viewed the showing at the
Boxy Theatre in New \ ork emitted occasional ohs and ahs by
way of acknowledging the magnificence of photographic
effects in several of the films. Outdoor scenes in "Broken
Lance ", "l ntamed" and "Garden of Evil" vividly illustrated
the capabilities of the new lenses. Characters were seen in
medium < lose-ups against sharply defined distant backgrounds. Darryl F. Zanuck. narrating the one and one-quarter
hour demonstration film, pointed out that mountains in some
of the scenes were o\er 20 miles away.
The 20th Century productions from which clips were
show n displayed in convincing fashion the supreme confidence
with which this studio views the future of our business. Piclures like "Broken Lance". "Garden of Evil". "The Egyptian"
and "There's No Business Like Show Business" are not only
\isually great, they im|)ress with their bigness and tone of
quality.
Not all the important news last week was made by CinemaScope. From the \^ est Coast came exciting reports of the
iu A public demonstration of the Todd-A.O. big-screen system. This audience participation prototype of Cinerama apl)ears to embrace all the same potent entertainment features,
w ithout the latters tremendous cost and impracticabilities.
Shown on a bowl-shaped screen. 51 feet wide. 25 feet
high and 1-^ feet deep at the center, the 65mm. film was run
through projectors which are said to cost about .S4000 each,
and w hich can accomodate 35nim. film as well. \^ hile the
Todd-A.O. system cannot yet be regarded as a factor for the
great mass of theatres, it holds much promise for the future.
CineniaSco|)e and Todd-A.O. are new screen forms, but
a plain, "old-fashioned" mo\ ie opening around the country
these days is drawing resounding public acclaim. "The Caine
Mutinv". with just a great story to tell, in its way. further
manifests the unquenchable vitality of our industry.
They ll never lick this business — never, unless we become
fat and lazv asain.
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"Excellent! M-G-M, always noted for its lavish sweep. Outstanding musical,
rich in imagination and entertainmeat premiums to show CinemaScope to its
fullest advantages. A boxoffice bull's-eye."

-MOTION

PICTURE HERALD
— FILM DAILY

"Delightful entertainment. It stands apart!"
"Happy, entertaining musical with all the slickness of a Broadway show. A
delightful package that word -of- mouth could talk into solid business at the
boxoffice."
—VARIETY
"Lavish musical treat! Outstanding entertainment!"

—MOTION

PICTURE DAILY

"Top musical bound to slide into top place among the season's money-makers.
It will bring raves and enthusiastic word-of-mouth."— SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
"Melody, mirth and magnitude head the long list of assets of this delightfully
different filmusical."
—BOXOFFICE

"An M-G-M honey which will sweep the boards at the boxoffice. This socko
film is proof indeed that M-G-M figures to stay right on top when it comes
to big money-making film musicals. Nominated for Laurel Award."
— MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITOR

"A smash musical show. Three sequences in a row bring forth house-rocking
applause. If you see this picture once, you're bound to want to see it again."
— HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
"On merit alone, it rates sturdy returns and can be sold almost without
qualifications."
—DAILY VARIETY
"Hearty, happy, bountiful chunk of pure entertainment. Will have audiences
permeated with good feeling. Sends them out with a smile." —FILM BULLETIN

"Ticket sales should be gloriously high at all situations, for this feature literally abounds in entertainment value."
—INDEPENDENT FILM JOURNAL
Watch for iciclely promoted M-G-M
Sound Track. Variety calls it

Records Album of tunes from the

trailer for the picture 2 months ahead 1"

BOOKED
AT

I

THE

MUSIC

HALL!

M-G-M presents in
CinemaScope

'SEVEN

BRIDES
Starring
BROTHR:

SEVEN
JANE
POWELL

how/i:di
JEFF RICHARDS
KEE
TOMMY
RALL |
RUSS
TAMBLYN
Screen Ploy by

I

ALBERT HACKETT & FRANCES G'|'S
and DOROTHY KINGSLE^j
Stephen Vincent Benet {
Based On the Story "Tlie Sobbin' WoiJ" ■
lyrics by JOHNNY MERCER
Music by GENE de PAUL
Choreogrophy by MICHAEI KItj
Color by ANSCO
Directed by STANLEY DON^
Produced by JACK CUMMII''

THEY

WALTER READE, JR., president oi
! OA, niailc the news with ;i sensational
l'':i>t against the distribution branch of
industry, charging that '"distribution
lis, bureaucratic executives, attc)rneys
I otliers" consume a disproporti"iiat(■anit of tlie industry revenue.o
JAMES R. GRAINGER was the f^rst
:i>tribuiion executive to strike back at
Keade. The RKO Radio Pictures president wired the TOA leader chiding him
for criticizing "men who Iiave reached
the top from the bottom by their own
ability, hard work and experience . . .".

MADE

THE

NEWS

ZANUCK

SELZNICK

DARRYL F. ZANUCK is currently
playing his best role in a production
titled "The Advancing Techniques of
CinemaScope". That's the one and a
quarter hour trailer exploiting amazing
technical improvements in C'Scope and
stereophonic sound, and displaying
scenes from big forthcoming 20th Century-Fox productions. Zanuck effectively narrates the presentation and sht>ws
definite starring .possibilities, ' ...
O

DAVID O. SELZNICK, too long
absent from the production scene, has
announced a project that stands to rival
"Gone With the Wind". It is a production of Tolstoy's epic novel, "War and
Peate". With a screenplay outline ready,
DOS was still vague about the starting
date. He will start the mammoth undertaking, he said, "as soon as practicable".
o

BEN MARCUS, president of National Allied, declared that if the allegation
is true that distributors are confiscating
a large portion of the admissions tax reduction by exacting higher film rentaN
from .exhibitors, the situaticm "presents
a nejv form of suicidal mania for the industry, because the continued strangulation of the exhibitors by the distributors in this manner can only result in
the ultimate self-destruction of themselves." He appointed a committee of
Allied leaders to investigate Col. H. A.
Cole's charge.
0
STANLEY KRAMER will direct for

STEVE BROIDY, president of upand-coming Allied Artists, announced a
program of 38 to 40 features for 1955.
This is a sharp increase over the total of
26 due to be released this year. And, said
liroidy, "smaller pictures" are out.

the first time when he produces "Not
As A Stranger" for United Artists release. On all such prior successes as
"The Caine Mutiny", "High Xoon" and
"Champion", Kramer hired someone
else to handle the megaphone.
O

GRAINGER

CHARLES J. FELDMAN & M. A.
SILVER ha\e again accepted the distributor and exhibitor chairmenships of
the Variety Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial Hospital Christmas campaign.

BROIDY
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Full Text lit Address liy If allcr Rcadc.
Jr.. President of TOA. hefore Mvtion
Picture Industry Council, on June 16th.
1 consider it a privilege to speak to Motion Picture Industry Council, representing as it does, all segments of the
production end of our industry. I also consider it fortunate
because we of exhibition have a story to tell which I feel has
never been truly understood by you people and principally
because you have not had the o|)porlunity to have a close,
direct, and effective contact with the exhibitors of this country. In fact, with the exception of the Compo Roundtable of
about two years ago. little or nothing has occurred by way of
liaison between the two great creati\e parts of our industry,
namely, production and exhibition. ^ ou. w orking in produc tion, certainly make the lion s contribution to the history of
e\'ery motion picture. ^ ou make the initial and important
investment, not only in a monetary sense, but in the writing,
in the directing, in the cinematogra|)hy. in the acting, in the
managing, and. finally, in the editing of a motion picture. Distribution, the third branch of our industry, constituting the
great octopi. has grown fat on your creative genius and on
our tremendous in\eslnients and showmanship. It is true and
unfortunate that the self-perpetuating heads of distribution,
at their whim, have the power to turn on or olT the faucet of
production, and that they are able to and do control the law
of supply and demand. This is a dangerous power and it has
been used recklessly. Distribution has adopted a policv of releasing fewer and fewer films at higher and higher rentals so
that our position today is precarious. Kxhibitioii is unabK- to
properly use our talent and our showmanship to exploit and
to sell the fine films whic h vou c reate.
See Distribution in Control
Distribution extracts .'-50 to >55 percent of llic total iialioiuil
gross box-oflice receipts derived from these same fine films.
Distribution as such, and when it acts in its capacitv as producer, controls ichen pictures are to be leleased. Iioic thev are
to be released, and hoir many are to be released. It also stipulates exploitation procedures, advertising budgets, tvpes of
booki^igs. and film rentals. Finally, it controls iihat you folks
are to earn and it lien you are to earn it.
From the high percc-ntage taken bv distribution most distribution heads, bureaucratic exec utives. attorneys, and others,
take excessive and completely disproportionate .«alaries — in
one instance an all-time high of S 1.000.00 a week for a single
individual! Many of these peo|)le know little about the production of motion pictures and less about the running of

Product

Shortage

Producers,

Distributors

BLAST

motion picture theatres, yet they draw larger and larger salaries and ha\e stronger and stronger retirement plans, while
you and the motion picture theatre ow ners of this country are
less secure than ever before.
And do vou know that millions of dollars are spent by
distribution eac h vear in judgments, verdicts, settlements, and
in the expense incident thereto? And that there are pending
more than 200 anti-trust suits seeking damages of over S500.000.000? And that the exhibitors of this country foot these
bills each year by way of increased film rental? This is in
great measure an unwarranted expenditure of money occasioned bythe archaic and short-view methods of doing buiness
now being emj)loyed by distribution.
Great Need

for More

Product

These executives might say thai without distribution of a
kind the industry could not exist. This, of course, is partially
true, but is it really salesmen that we need? I have not been
sold motion pictures in a decade. Rather. 1 have had to |)lead
to buy them. Shipping — yes! But it is available elsewhere for
a small portion of the cost allocated by distribution. Prints —
no I The cost of prints is deducted before profits and after
distribution costs. Advertising and publicity — no! These are
also deduc ted before profits. Executives — yes! And they have
plentv of tho.«e in plush offices here and in New ^ ork City!
These unsatisfactorv conditions are undemocratic, ec onomicalIv unsound, and impractical.
\^ alking through the long halls of major production
plants in this film capital, we find little hum of activity. In
many instances, there is nothing but uninterrupted silence.
W hv? There has never been a greater need for more better
films on the theatre screens of America. hy has it been
necessarv for many of you to turn to the production of lowbudgeted, unimaginative television films? \^ hy has it been
iiccessarv for vou to raise your voice and object to the |)roduclion of films in other lands? This present system, if it
were to continue, would mean less and less work for you and
a continued shortage of supply for theatres — a devastating
situation! This is not a matter of the customary workings of
the laws of suppK and demand with completed films finding
their own le\(I on their merits. It is. rathc>r. the calculated
plan of a few c ompanies to force their desires and designs on
all of us. I ha\e read on my own. and ha\e been told bv these
few bright, old men. all of whom are economically secure and
manv of whom lia\e fulfilled their contribution to this industrv many years ago. that only in the so-called epic or million
I Continued on Page 28)
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20th

WEEK

JUNE
19

WILL

RELEASE

STARTING

THE

ROBE

JUNE

JUNE

Color by Technicolor • starring Richard Burton • Jean
Simmons • Victor Mature • Michael Rennie

PEOPLE

Color by Technicolor • starring Gregory Peck • Broderick
Crawford • Anita Bjork • Rita Gam

JULY
17

JULY;
24

HOW

TO

19th!l

MARRY

A MILLIO

Ail

Color by Technicolor • starring Marilyn Mon'e '6
Grable • Lau ren Bacall and William P veil

26

NIGHT

ONE

JULY
10

HELL AND
HIGH WATER
Color by Technicolor • starring Richard Widmark
Bella Darvi with Victor Francen

JULY
24

3 COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN
Color by Deluxe • starring Clifton Webb • Dorothy
McGuire • Jean Peters • Louis Jourdan

JULY
31

'

PRINCE

VALIANT

Color by Technicolor • starring James Mcsci • Ji
Leigh • Robert Wagner • Debra Paget • Sterlii Hcv

Leonard Sillman's NEW
FACIS
in Glorious Color * starring Ronny Graham • irtha
Robert Clary • Alice Ghostley

RIVER

OF

NO

RETU

N

Color by Technicolor • starring RoberliAitd
Morilyn Monroe • Rory Calhoi 1

PICTURE

^ KING OF THE KHYBER
RIFLES
l| Color by Technicolor-Deluxe • starring Tyrone Power
■
Terry Moore • Michael Rennie

AUG.

THE 12-MILE REEF
iil BENEATH
11 Color by Technicolor • starring Robert Wagner • Terry
Moore • Gilbert Roland
II

AUG.
28

BROKEN

.

GARDEN
OF EVIL
Color by Technicolor • starring Gary Cooper • Susan
Hayward • Richard Widmark with Hugh Marlowe

Demetrius and the GLADIATORS
Color by Technicolor • starring Victor Mature • Susan
Hayward • Michael Rennie • Debra Paget • Anne
Bancroft • Jay Robinson

THE

LANCE

Color by Deluxe • starring Spencer Tracy • Robert
Wagner • Jean Peters • Richard Widmark

....

14

SOON

EVERY

EGYPTIAN

Color by Deluxe • starring Jean Simmons • Victor Mature
Gene Tierney • Michael Wilding • Bella Darvi • Peter
Ustinov and Edmund Purdom as The Egyptian

ivo

BUT

AVAILABLE IN
•4-TRACK, HIGH-FIDELITY
MAGNETIC DIRECTIONALSTEREOPHONIC SOUND
• 1 -TRACK HIGH-FIDELITY
MAGNETIC SOUND
• I -TRACK OPTICAL SOUND

KEEP RBAOINGl

20"^

HAS

9S
TO

KEEP

GOING

THE

ROCKET

MAN

starring Charles Coburn
Spring Byington * Anne
Francis * John Agar and
George "Foghorn" Winslow

SAILOR
OF THE KING
starring Jeffrey Hunter
Michael Rennie • Wendy
Hiller with Bernard Lee

MAN

ON

A TIGHTROPE
starring Fredric March
T«rry Moore • Gloria
Graham* • Cameron Mitchell

ENOUGH

AND
YOUR

THEATRE

FOR

RACING

A

MISS

BLOOD

in SUPERcineCOLOR • starring Bill Williams * Jean
Porter and Jimmy Boyd

DANGEROUS
CROSSING
starring Jeanne Crain
Michael Rennie * Casey
Adams • Mary Anderson

TONIGHT

YEAR!

WE

SING

Color by Technicolor • starring Ezio Pinza * David
Woyne • Roberta Peters

ROBIN

CRUSOE

in Pathecolor • starring
Amanda Drake * George
Nader * Rosalind Hayes

INFERNO
Color by Technicolor • starring Robert Ryan • Rhonda
Fleming • William Lundigan
fa/so available in 3-D)

NIGHT

WITHOUT

SLEEP
starring Linda Darnell * Gary
Merrill • Hildegarde Neff

r E RAID

>y ;chnicolor • starve Heflin • Anne
of • Richard Boone
larn • Tommy Rettig

U N CRAZY
n Neville Brand
tie White • Irene
it. * Coleen Miller

PRINCESS OF
THE NILE
Color by Technicolor * starring Debra Paget * Jeffrey
Hunter * Michael Rennie

VICKI
starring Jeanne Crain ■ Jean
Peters with Richard Boone

GORILLA

Color by Technicolor • starring Cameron Mitchell
Anne Bancroft with Lee J.
Cobb (a/so available in 3-D)

THY

THE

AT LARGE

NEIGHBOR'S
WIFE

starring Cleo Moore • Hugo
Haas • Ken Carlton

AT

RED

SIEGE
RIVER

Color by Technicolor ■ starVan Johnson
Joanne
Druringwith
Richard • Boone

A BLUEPRINT
FOR MURDER
starring Joseph Cotten
Jean Peters • Gary Merrill

l^fDER RIVER
h Technicolor • star> Calhoun * Corinne
Cameron Mitchel

PLUS

fHE STAR
I BETTE DAVIS and
ng Sterling Hayden

I
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THKRF: will be no l NCONDITIONAL surrender by
competitive processes, but it is now virtually conceded by
Wall Street that CinemaScope is the winner in the technological tussle for big-screen dominance — at least up to this date.
This is definitely the view of those who witnessed last week's
showing of a 75-minute demonstration film at the Roxy Theatre in New \ ork.
Investment interests expressed high regard for the spectacular advances in clarity, definition and dimension shown
in the CinemaScope film exhibited, embracing the medium
with a considerably warmer hand than in its initial demonstration just about one year ago. A certain fuzziness on the
edges of the wide screen and in action scenes caused many
observers to question the anamorphic (squeeze) filming process could actually photograph with required definition. Paramount made much of the sharp definition of its Vista Vision
as a subtle attack on CinemaScope. But those who attended
the sensational C'Scope demonstration know now that the
20th-Fox system far outstrips any photographic process for
the great mass of theatres. Wall Streeters expect other studios
to jump on the bandwagon.
Pleasing, too, to the trade and financial houses alike is
the imposing product displayed by 20th Century to fill the
voracious gullet of exhibitors. An investment of 55 millions
will be undertaken to produce 21 C'Scope productions within
the next 12 months. Although capital outlay is ambitious, unit
overhead should be low, since 20th learned something of husbandry while undergoing the conversion to this system.
What makes 20th doubly interesting to investors is the
fact that a vast store of potential bookings for its earlier (and,
of course, future) CinemaScope productions still remains untapped. The thousands of smaller theatres that held out until
the company drop|)ed its insistence that all C'Scope films be
shown only with stereophonic sound are now starting to buy
and book Fox product. Income in the next half year should
soar.
Market consensus at this lime evaluates 20th Century as
accurately appraised pricewi.se. There has been surprisingly
little over-discounting in this situation, although earnings and
grosses continue to show gathering acceleration. We do not
believe a |)lateau has been reached. At about 201^, the stock
ap|)eurs underpriced. especially in light of most recent revelations regarding CinemaScope's mechanical improvements. If

by

JVe§v

Ciwt^maScape

its books follow the pace of late 1953, a more realistic market
value would be 26.
j
o
WHILE FOX HAS WON THE DAY. there will be other
battles and fresh antagonists in days to come. A dark horse
that is moving with a rush is the Todd-A.O. system, a bigscreen process that falls somewhere between Cinerama and
CinemaScope. Pricewise, it is dropping to a level that may
permit it to compete with the Fox medium in the deluxe theatres. As the process acquires a market, it is reasonable to
anticipate further reductions in its cost. At this point, it is a
slumbering giant. Release of the first production, "Oklahoma", may bring a rush to this system, but it cannot be regarded as a serious competitor to CinemaScope for years to
come. The great mass of theatres could not afford the two
$4000 projectors, the vast screen (and probable structural
changes to install it ) and the necessary stereophonic sound
equipment. But Todd-A.O. could have about 1500 outlets
within a year.

CORRECTION
The June 14 issue of Film BULLETIN carried an
analysis of several motion picture companies prepared
by "The Value Line" Investment Survey, published by
Arnold Bernhard & Co., Inc. An erroneous reference
was made therein to Universal Pictures. "Value Line's"
report stated: "Universal Pictures, for example, has
made several millions of dollars by reissuing its films
to television."
Of course, we knew this comment was incorrect,
but it somehow got by us, and apologize to Universal,
which has reissued its films to theatres, but never to
television. We promptly brought the error to the attention of "Value Line," and following is their correction, which will shortly appear in a Supplemental Reports issue of that publication:
"It
the
had
for

was reported in the May 10, 1954, issue of
Value Line Survey that Universal Pictures
made available a portion of its film library
use on television. This statement was

based on information regarding Universal's reissue policy, which we have since been informed was incorrect. Universal has not reissued its films to television. It has no present
plans to do so."
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ALLIED

ARTISTS

Production Shifts Into High
16 to 40 On 1954-55 Schedule
ALLIED ARTLSTS. AIMING AT A
eleasing slate of 36 to 40 features for 19545, is swinging into its first full-scale pro'uction splurge in over a year. Six features
ivill be in work during July.
This heavy program marks a sharp inrease over this year's slate, when only 26
re on the docket. Moreover, it will be a far
jnore auspicious line-up, budgetwise, with
[hree features allocated at over $80(>,(X)()
lach; 12 in the $350,(X)() to $500,000 class; 10
lo 12 at $250,000, and the same number
langing $150,000 to $175,000.
I The pending contracts with W illiam
fVyler and Billy Wilder, are now in the
lands of the lawyers, with only minor de'ails to be worked out before signing. Like
john Huston, who recently closed a deal to
hroduce three pictures for this company,
loth Wyler and Wilder will receive shares
if AA stock, plus a percentage on pictures
hey make.
In another new tie-up, Hayes Goetz Proluctions is merging with Joe Newman's
iabre Productions to make four features per
ear for Allied release. Goetz will produce
nd Newman will direct, just as they are at
he present time on "The Police Story"
Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling), which rolled
une 10. First under the new merger will
likely be "The Hong Kf)ng Story," followed
ly "Battle Star" and "They Kill." The forner two are tentatively set for Technicolor
inting.
The only picture now shooting, in addition
0 the above-mentioned "Police Story" is
iThe Bob Mathias Story" (Hob Mathias,
\nn Doran, Ward Bond) — William E. Selvyn producer, Francis D. Lyon director.
Rounding out the heavy July production
late are: "The Annapolis Story" (John
3erek, Debra Paget), which starts around
he middle of the month — Walter Mirisch
xecutive producer; "Sweet Violence" (Richrd Conte) — to be directed by Frank McDonald; "Bagdad" (Leo Gorcey, Huntz
j^all) — fiew Schwall) producer; and "Kctclii;an" (Mark Stevens), to be Icnsed in Alas■a — John H. Burrows associate producer,
vorking in conjunction with producer Lindley Parsons.
Allied Artists has acquired world-wide
listribution of "Target Earth," scienceiction meller, which starts in July. Herman
ohcn will produce and Herman Rose direct.

COLUMBIA
Deal For Cinerama

Film Near;

Tops
Majors MAY
Product-wise
COLUMBIA
BE THE NEXT
studio to ink a production deal with Cinerama, following on the heels of the pact set
recently by Warner Brothers, who are committed to film at least one and possibly more
features in the process. Cinerama executives
hope to persuade Columbia to make the
forthcoming CinemaScoper "Joseph and His
Brethren" available also for Cinerama showings.
If the deal goes through, there is a possibility that some of the location shooting,
which was completed in Egypt, might have
to he repeated using the Cinerama cameras.
William Dieterle, who will direct the multimillion dollar epic, is due back from Egypt
soon to chose a cast and arrange for interior
shooting at the studio.
.At present, ("olumbia has onl\- one feature
in production — the western "Wyoming Outlaws" (Gene Evans, William Bishop, Phil
Carey), which Wallace MacDonald is producing and Fred Sears directing. On July
6. I'.ryan Foy's production of "Womcn'I'rison" is slated to begin with Lewis Seiler
directing.
VV'ith 15 pictures already started at the
studio this year, Columbia is in a stronger
position, product-wise, than any company in
town. Only I'niversal-International, which
started 12 i)ictures during the first six
months of the year, can even approach Columbia's output. Nevertheless, executives of
the company contend there will be no let-up
as a result of this activity. By late July or
early .August, three and possibly four new
features are expected to roll. It has not been
determined which of the completetl scripts
will be used.
An executive of Columbia tells FILM
BULLETIN that Stanley Karmer's production "The Caine Mutiny" has already assembled record bookings in almost every
section of the country, and at terms which
promise to establish a record take for the
distributor,
LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

At Least Two Per Month
ToU Be
Through
'54
ri H Released
TWO FKA'IURES
CCRRENTly shooting, Lippert has acquired distribution rights on a third, to insure a release

flow of two or more pictures for each of the
remaining months of 1954.
The new film is "Silent Raiders" (Richard
Bartlett), which is a Bartlett-Lyon producformerlythrough
tagged final
"Dieppe
being tion,
rushed
editingRaid."
for a It
Julyis
2 national release.
Two productions now shooting are: "The
Black Pirates" (Anthony Dexter, Robert
Clarke), in Ansco Color — Robert L. Lippert
producing and Allen Miner directing, on
location in El Salvador; and "Adventure in
Rio"
ing. (Scott Brady, Raymond Burr, Johanna
Matz), Kurt Neumann producing and directNo new starting dates have been set on
any of the half dozen other scripts which
are nearing completion. However, Robert
Lippert, Jr., expects to launch another film
within the next 30 days.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Todd A-0 Process Tabbed

For

'Ben Hur'; Top Budget Also Set
M(iM IS PLANNING TO AUGMENT
its all-media production program — which
thus far includes standard, wide-screen and
CinemaScope — with one or more features in
the new Todd-AO process. Following the
filming of "Oklahoma" on the Metro lot, the
cameras will be rented for MGM's own production of "Ben Hur," scheduled to be one
of the costliest films ever turned out by the
studio.
Joseph
Schenck,
Aletro's Nicholas Schenck,
is onebrother
of theof owners
of the
Todd-AO company, and was instrumental
in swinging the deal. It is likely that "Ben
Hur" will be lensed simultaneously for CinemaScope showing, although final details are
not complete.
Four pictures are shooting at Metro, w'ith
three more due to start in July. Now in production are: "Deep In My Heart" (Jose
Ferrer, Merle Oberon, Helen Traubel, Walter Pidgeon), in Technicolor — Roger Edens
producer, Stanley Donen director; "Jupiter's
Darling" (Esther Williams, Howard Keel,
Marge & Gower Champion, George Sanders)
CinemaScope and Technicolor — George
Wells producer, George Sidney director;
"Many Rivers to Cross" (Robert Taylor,
Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen), CinemaScope and Eastman color — Jack Cuinmings
producer, Roy Rowland director; and "Glass
Slipper" (Leslie Caron, Michael Wilding),
Technicolor — Edwin Knopf producer,
Charles Walters director.
(Continued on Page It)
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size-upr:

■The PrLnligal" (Laun Turner, tdiiiun<i
Purdom) rolls in CineniaScope and color on
July 3 — Charles Schnec producer, Richard
Thorpe director. This will be followed on
July 12 by "Love Me or Leave Me" (not yei
cast) — Joseph Pasternak producer, Charles
Vidor director; and on July 26 "Hit the
Deck" (Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Ann
Miller, \'ic Danione). CinemaScope and
color — Joseph Pasternak producer, director
not yet set.
There is a possibility that filming may also
start in late July on "Sacred and Profane"
(Anne Baxter, Steve Forrest), which Henr_\
Herman will produce on location in Paris.
An August start is planned for "Robin
Hood" (Jane Powell, Howard Keel), which
will be one of the year's big musicals — Jack
Cummings producing.
PARAMOUNT
Slow Production Pace Hypoed
Capacity
Not Due
'Til September
PARAMOUNT.
WHICH
HAS STARTed only six new pictures since the first of
the year, now has four pictures in production and is at least scheduling a steady flow
for the remanider of 1954. Plans call for
approximately four to five films working
throughout the summer months. It won't
be until September, however, that the company will have adequate VistaVision cameras ready for capacity production.
Shooting at the present time are "We're
Xo Angels" (Humphrey Bogart, Aldo Ray,
Joan Bennett) — Pat Duggan producer,
Michael Curtiz director; "Run For Cover"
(James Cagiiey, \'iveca Lindfors) — William
I'ine and William Thomas producers, Nicholas Ray director: "To Catch A Thief" ( Cary
(irant, Grace Kelly), shooting on location
in France — .-Mfred Hitchcock producer-director; and "Love Is .A Weapon" (John Payne.
Mary Murphy) — Phil Karlson director. All
four Technicolor.
features are being lensed in \'ista\'ision
and
The Septembei spurt in production will
include: "Lucy Gallant" (Jane Wyman) —
producer and director still to be announced;
"Rose Tattoo" (Anna Magnani, Burt Lancaster), aHal Wallis production; and Alfred Hitchcock's next, "The Trouble With
Harry" (not yet cast).
The next film to roll will be "Blue Horizons" (Charlton Heston, Donna Reed, Fred
MacMurray ), story of the Lewis and Clark
expedition to be lensed in the Jackson Hole
country of Wyoming — Rudy Mate directing
for producers I'ine and Thomas.
Negotiations were almost completed, when
FILM BULLETIN went to press, for Sol
C. Siegel to form a new indei)endent company to pro<luce and release through Paramount. The company will be known as Sol
( . Siegel Productions, with Paramount financing aprojected slate of 10 Ui 13 topbudget features over a five-year period.
Siege! exits his post at 2()th Century-Fox
upon cf)mpletion n< "There's No iiusincss
Like Show Business."
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Yates Silent On Sale Rumors
Product Plans Slim; One Rolling
HEAVY TRADING IN REPUBLIC
Pictures stock during recent weeks is adding
impetus to talk in Hollywood that Herbert
J. Yates may be on the verge of unloading
his majority holdings. However, he still refuses to grant any cognizance to the rumors
— neither denying them outright or in any
way confirming them.
Production-wise, the studio is limping
along with only one picture actually shooting, two definitely scheduled to roll in July,
and a fourth completing pre-production
background filming.
The single feature now shooting is "The
Atomic Kid" (Mickey Rooney, Elaine
Davis) — Maurice Duke associate producer,
Leslie Martinson director.

July starters will be: "Silver Rock'" (not
yet cast) — Joseph Kane doubling as associate producer and director; and "Carolina
Cannonball" (Judy Canova) — Sidney Picker
associate producer, Charles Lamont director.
Associate producer-director Joseph Kane
is in final stages of pre-production background shooting for "Timberjack," which
will probabljj go before the cameras in
August. No cast has been set for the picture.
Beyond this handful of pictures, the studio
has not scheduled any productions for the
immediate future.
RKO
Lanza Signs With Hughes
RKO Seeks Deals For Inde Film
HOWARD HUGHES SIGNED MARIO
Lanza to a contract with Hughes Productions in a deal which could give an important boost to future RKO production. After
a lay-off of two years, Lanza will make a
musical as soon as it can be written.
RK(J is launching an extensive search tor
independent product to bolster its own
dwindling stockpile of releases. Although
the signing stage hasn't been reached, all
indications point to an eventual distribution
contract with Walt Disney for his recently
completed "20,(K)() Leagues Under the Sea"
(Kirk Douglas. James Mason), which was
lensed in CinemaScope and Technicolor on
the highest budget ever accorded a Disney
production.
Also ready for signatures is a pact with
the newly formed K. R. K. Productions to
release the forthcoming Italian co-production, "Lady of Portofino," which Frank
Borzage will direct, starting this fall. The
latter will be lensed in Eastman Color, with
both English and Italian versions available.
Another releasing tie-up in final stages of
negotiation would give RKO the distribution rights on "The Son of Man," which
John Farrow will make from his own book
f)n the life of Christ. The film is to be shot
in Spain in late summer and would be the
first of several pictures to be turned out for
KKO release by the newly formed Limen
Productions. This new company is headed
by Joseph Youngerman, William Freeman.

Robert
Coryell, John Farrow and Cj^
Bautzer.
j
Allan Dowling, who still has one n
picture to go on his independent produci !i
commitments to the company, has dissol II
his partnership with Tom Gries, with \vl: 'i
he made "Night Without End," now aw
ing RKO release. However, Dowling pi ;
to go ahead with his final commitment to ;
company, some time around the first of •
Currently shooting is the Robert Stillnj
production, "The Americano" (Glenn Fd
Ursulla
Thiess, Frank Lovejoy), Technicoi'
year.
— Sam Wiesenthal executive producer, \\
Ham Castle director, and "The Conquen
(John Wayne, Susan Hay ward) in coloi
Dick Powell producer-director.
Two more are slate to roll in July: t
King Bros, feature, "Syndicate" (not cas
to be lensed on location in Detroit; a
"Cattle Queen" (Barbara Stanwyck), whi
Allan Dwan will direct, on location
northern Montana.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

British Inde Producers

May

Bolster C'Scope Release Slate I
BRITISH PRODUCERS MICHAF'
Powell and Emeric Pressburger will he
to bolster 20th Century-Fox releasing sla
of CinemaScope features, with a slate ■
films to be made for the W^estwood con
pany.
Although
the deal
been signed,
a reliable
sourcehasn't
at theactual
stud
assures FILM BULLETIN that it is all se
First of the Powell-Pressburger films wi'
be "The Battle," based on the 1939 Graj
Spee incident. Following will be "MiracS
in
Anthony's
Lane," an original stor"!
now St.being
scripted.
Fox has three pictures of its own shoo<|
ing, representing a budget outlay of al^lo^^
$5,000,000. In addition. Otto Premingtl
is rehearsing the cast of his productio
"Carmen Jones," which represents anothe
budget of well over a million dollars.
Current filming includes: "There's N
Business Like Show Business" (Ethel Mer
man, Donald O'Connor, Marilyn Monroe
Dan Dailey, Johnnie Ray. ^litzi Gaynor)Sol C. Siegel producer, Walter Lang direc
tor; "Black Widow" (Ginger Rogers, Vai
Heflin, Gene Tierney, George Raft) — Nun
nally Johnson producer-director; and "De
siree" (Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons
Merle Oberon, Cameron Mitchell, Michae
Rennie) — Julian Blaustein producer, Henr>
Koster directt)r. .■\11, of course, are in Cine
maScope and color.
Actual filming of Preminger's "Carmer
Jones" will start in Jul.\ with an all-Negrc
cast. Also set for July lensing is the final
production on Leonard Goldstein's Panoramic slate for Fox, "White Feather" (Rober
Wagner. Terry Moore, Dale Robertson)
Robert L. Jacks producer, Robert Webb di
rector. Goldstein is filming the feature i
CineniaScope and Technicolor.
Two important properties have been set t
star Clark Gable, following his initial Fox
bow in " The Tall Men. ' They are: "Heaven
(Contintifd on Page IS)

STUDI031ZOTS

1 .wns, Mr. Allyson," the Charles Shaw
, cl, and "Soldier of Fortune," a new novel
I Ernest (iann who wrote "The High and
I Mighty."
'hilip Dunne lias been assigned to produce
ince of Players," another of Fox's top
•,iry properties, with Moss Hart doing
screenplay. Richard Burton will star in
feature, which is a biography of Edwin
iMth.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Ijshrooming Releasing Deals
Idicate
Year's IXCRE.ASIXG
Total to Top
I HE R.APIDLV
NL 60
.Mf films being lined up for United Artists
-e, indicates that the company may even
' d the 60 pictures previously forecast
the year's distribution line-up. Present
•mmitnients already give UA approximatetwice as many releases as its closest comtitor.
\inong the most recent features added
J. Arthur Rank's "Romeo and Juliet"
|.aurence Harvey, Susan Shentall), filmed
Technicolor in Italy — Renato Castellani
cctor; "Jesse James' Women" (Don
|:ed" IJarry. Peggie Castle) — produced and
j-ected by Barry in Eastman color, last
pvember; "Deadlock" (not yet cast) to be
med in Spain, starting in September —
ike Frankovich producer, Arthur Lubin
rector; and a documentary feature taken
3m the TV series "Victory At Sea."
In addition, the Hecht-Lancaster deal lor
ven pictures is being extended to include
issibly as many as five more features, and
ere is a possibility that Ilya Lopert will
lease two more films through the company,
addition to his previously announced
"ime of Brazzi).
the Cuckoo" (Katharine Hepburn,
ossana
Stanley Kramer has set a September 20
arting date for "Xot As A Stranger"
<obert Mitchum, Olivia DeHavilland ), in
hich Kramer will make his bow as a dictor.
Leonard Goldstein's original production
r UA, "Black Tuesday" (Edward G.
obinson) did not get started on June 15, as
eviously reported. Director Hugo Frejnese is now aiming at a July 3 start.
JNIVERSALINTERNATIONAL
olume Production Continues
even Shooting, Two Set to Roll
W ri H SK\ KX FEA TURES SHOUT~. ;ind a pair almost ready to go, U-I will
'II be hitting post-war production record,
ir, ing 'unforseen difficulties in casting, this
-li level will be maintained throughout
ii'st of the summer.
Two of the seven pictures now shooting
re CinemaScopers, one is in 3D, and all but
irce are in 'i echnicolor. The two in CinelaScopers are "Chief Crazy Horse" (X ictor
lature, Suzan Ball)— William Alland pro-

ducer. George Sherman director; and "Captain Lightfoot" (Rock Hudson. Barbara
Rush) — Ross Hunter producing. Douglas
Sirk directing, on location in Ireland. Both
pictures are also in Technicolor.
Others being filmed in Technicolor are:
•Man Without A Star" (Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Grain) — Aaron Rosenberg producer.
King ^'idor director and "Smoke Signal "
(Dana .Andrews, Piper Laurie) — Howard
Christie producing. Jerr\- Hopper directing,
on location in Utah.
The 31) feature is "Return of the Creature
From the Black Lagoon" (John .Agar, Lori
Xelson) — XVilliam .Alland producer. Jack
.Arnold director. Completing the current
schedule are: "Five Bridges To Cross"
(Tony Curtis. Julia .Adams) — Aaron Rosenberg producer, Joseph Pevney director; and
"Abbott and Costello Meet the Keystone
Kops" (Abbott &■ Costello) — Howard Christie producer, Charles Lamont director.
On July 7, producer .Aaron Rosenberg and
director Jesse Hibbs will start "To Hell and
Back" (Audie Murphy), based on the star's
wartime experiences which made him World
War IPs most decorated hero. A mid-July
start is slated for "Fo.xfire" (Jane Russell.
Jeff Chandler), which .Aaron Rosenberg will
produce. In return for the loan of Miss Russell, U-I has agreed to lend JcfF Chandler
to Russfield Corp., for one feature.
.Arthur Lubin has signed a multiple picture director's pact, and was assigned "Lady
Godiva" for his first chore. Maureen O'Hara
will topline the cast, with a late July start
scheduled.
WARNER

BROTHERS

Activity Hits 5-Year Peak
In July; Six C'Scopers Rolling
W AKXKK r.R( ) I HKRS W ll.l, H 11"
its highest production peak in almost five
years, during mid-July, when eight of its
own films will be shooting, plus one from
W ayne- Fellows P>atjac Productions.
There are seven features working now, all
but two on location. 'The\' are: "Helen ol
Troy" (Rosaniia Podesta. Jacques Sernas,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke )— Robert W'ise producer, Harry Stradling director; "Land of
the Pharoahs" (Jack Hawkins, Dewey Martin)— Howard Hawks producer-director:
"East of Eden" (Julie Harris, Raymond
Massey) — Elia Kazan director; "'I'he .Silver
Chalice" (\'irginia Mayo, Jack Palance. Pier
Aiigeli) — Victor Saville producer-director;
"Drum Beat" (Alan Ladd. Audrey Dalton)
— Delmar Daves producer-director; "Tall
.Man Riding" (Randolph Scott. Dorothy Malone, Peggie Castle) — David Weisbart producer, Lesley Selander director; and the
Batjac production "'Track of the Cat"
(Robert Mitchum, 'Teresa Wright. Diana
Lynn, 'Tab Hunter) — Robert Fellows producer, William A. Wcllman director. .All
seven pictures are being lensed in WarnerColor, and all but " Tall Man Riding" are
in CineiiiaScope.
A July 1.^ starting date has been assigned
to "Gown of Gk)ry" (Jane Wynian). which
Henry Blanke will i)rodiue and John Far-

row direct. .About the same time. Mervyn
LeRoy expects to launch "Strange Lady in
Town" ((ireer Garson).
"Dragnet"
lorJack
the Webb,
studio,who
will just
makefinished
another
feature
here later this year. He will direct the film,
although
it isn't
will also star
in it. certain whether or not he
Stanley Meyer, who was associated with
Webb in his Mark VII TV production company is also negotiating a three-picture independent program at the studio.
Kirk Douglas and Batjac productions have
worked out an agreement whereby Douglas
will star in "The (Quality of Mercy," and
will also share in the production.
INDEPENDENTS
TOA Looks To Independents
To Relieve Product Shortage
I T BECAME EVIDEXT AT THE REcent executive sessions of the Theatre
Owners of .America — held in Beverly Hills
— that independent producers who release
through other than major companies, are the
fair-haired boys as far as TOA is concerned.
During their stay on the coast, the TOA
officers contacted numerous independents in
an effort to bolster not only the quantity but
also the quality of the inde output.
At the opening session, Herman Levy,
counsel for the TOA board, charged that
"the majors, consciously or unconsciously,
created the present product situation and
seem to be perfectly happy with it "
'The TOA execs undoubtedly found little
about current independent production to
cheer them during their visit to Hollywood.
Only seven pictures are now shooting without major studio release commitments. .And
of that number, less than half can he counted
in the "quality" film category. However,
there is cheering news in the announcement
that David O. Selznick is returning to film
production with a picturization of Tolstoy's
"War and Peace", to be made on a scale
comparable to "Gone With the Wind." He
has completed an outline of the screenplay,
although no definite starting date has been
set.
'The pictures now shooting, without releasing commitments are: "Long John Silver"
(Robert Xewton, Connie Gilchrist), Technicolor and CinemaScope — Joseph Kaufman
producer, Byron Haskin director; "Return
of Columbus" ( Paola Loew, Sydney Chaplin,
Charlie Chaplin, Jr.), a Paal-Real production — .Alexander Paal producer-director;
"The Little Red Monkey" (Richard Conte,
Russell Xapier), an .Anglo-Gitild-Tony Owen
production — Alec Snowden producer. Ken
Hughes director; "Private Hell 36" (Ida
Lupino, Steve Cochran, Howard L^ufF, Dean
Jagger), a Filmakers production — Collier
Young producer, Don Seigel director; "The
Long Chance" (Barbara Payton, Paul Langton), being filmed by Masthead productions
— Aubrey Wisbcrg and Edgar Ulmer producers, Ulmcr director; and "Million Dollar
Baby" (Shelley Winters, John Gregson),
Sidney
recting. Box producing and Muriel l')Ox diFILM BULLETIN
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"The Caine Mutiny"
Su^tHt^ l^cUiK^ O O O

"Princess

O
Response should be better than average in the actio 1
market. Fantasy-sex-thrills all dressed up in lush Technf
colored costumes are the selling angles.

Superb film version of famed best-seller undoubtedly due
for top grosses. Novel's popularity, word-of-mouth, advance publicity guarantee excellent grosses down the
line. Four-star cast with Bogart heading list, added insurance. This one can't miss.
Columbia seems destined for repeat performance in

Leonard Goldstein's Panoramic Productions hs
turned out another adventure-melodrama which shoul|
prove satisfactory draw for lovers of sure escapist far
of the action variety. The pat little fable begins whef
prince of Bagdad (Jefifrey Hunter ) rides to aid of beai
tiful princes.s (Debra Paget) whose kingdom has bee|
over-run by Bedouin bandit. Emphasis is on actio|
which rolls effectively along, slowing only occasionall]

Oscar derby with Stanley Kramer's "The Caine Mutiny." Packed with drama, leavened with romance and
comedy, inspired performances and direction, and superlative Technicolor production. Humphrey Bogart uncorks one of his finest portrayals as psychopathic Captain Queeg, victim of mutiny aboard an antiquated U.
S. Navy minesweeper. His inept handling of the ship
during a typhoon impels executive officer, Van Johnson,
to take over to save the vessal. Thrill sequences abound

for intrigue and lovemaking. Paget's voluptuous dancejl
in gossamer costomes should set gallery wolves howl
ing. Hunter turns in swashbuckling performance whicl
matches par for desert course. Film develops propel
amount of knifings, ambushes, pitched battles, wooinJ
and cliff hanging to satisfy most devotees of this kin^
of adventure.

— Johnson's save of a dropped mine sweep, a breathholding storm sequence, climactic court martial are only
few of the highlights. Especially effective are domantic
and comic sidelights pervading action. Johnson is surprisingly mature as the rugged Maryk who seizes command. I'red MacMurray scores as the intellectual
Keefer who turns tail at the court martial. Jose Ferrer
makes every moment of his brief appearance as defense
attorney count heavily. Young newcomers, Robert
Francis and May \\ ynn, handle romantic thread creditably. "The Caine Mutiny" does justice to a great novel.
Lavish pressbook concentrates on principal characters portrayed by stars with provocative quote copy

Pressbook features sex and action. Catchlines: "Th.'
Temptress Of The Ages In The Spectacle Of An Era I
. . . No Woman With A Soul Ever Danced Lik(|
Shalimar." Phil
20th Century-Fox. 71 Minutes. Debra Paget, Jeffrey Hunter, Michael Rennie
Dona Drake. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director Harmon Jones.
"Tanganyika"
Jungle melodrama with satisfactory possibilities for oc
tion houses and where exploited. Problem for more dis
criminating audiences. Will need push to rise above
mediocre returns.
i

under each head. Catchlines : "As Big As The Ocean!"
. . . "A Great Motion Picture!" Barn
Columbia. 125 Minutes. Humphrey Bogart. Jose Ferrer, Van Johnson. Fred
MacMurray. Robert Francis, May Wynn. Tom Tully. E. G. Marshall. Arthur
Franz. Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Edward Dmytryk.

"Gag"

Strongest assets in
ploitation angles, good
that rise a bit above the
tine, with dialogue and

(3D S. BD)

Rating can be bettered with vigorous exploitation, major
asset of technically good science-fiction film. Falls short
in dramatic values. Will draw Captain Video trade. Big
b.o. factor in expioitables, including 3D.

—"The Story of Four Outcasts Who Followed Their
Crooked Trails to a Last Rendezvous In The .*~^avagc
Heart ( )f .\frica !" /'/;//
Universal-International. 81 Minutes. Van Heflin. Ruth Roman. Howard Duff.
Jeff Morrow. Joe Momadre, Noreen Corcoran. Producer Albert J. Cohei.
Director Andre de Toth.
,
O
PC>OR__

Corp. of .^!n.erica tinting is cxccijlionally good. I'.gan
and other i)rinci])als, Constance Dowling and llcrbcrt
Marshall, are limited by script. Nril
United Artists. 82 Minutes. Richard Eqan. Constance Dowling, Herbert Mar.
shall, John Wengraf. Producer Ivan Tors. Director Herbert L. Strock.
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this jungle melodrama are ex'
Technicolor filming and star^
program category. Story is rou|
backgrounds a pallid substitute!

for
action.
Sex angle
can be returns.
used in \'an
Roman
romance
to bolster
Plot Heflin-Rutli
has Heflin
with Howard Duff, out to track down Jeff Morrow
murderous British renegade controlling natives in East
African territory where Heflin plans to stake claim for
his lumber firm. They save Ruth Roman from savages
Drama stems from children held as hostages by Morrow, Duff's conflict when he realizes the man he's seeking turns out to be his brother, and a twist having
Heflin planting periodic dynamite charges to simulate
an organized army attack and send the natives into
])anic. Story threads are wound up in climactic battle
with Roman and Heflin in clinch. Action is sporadic.
Heflin with .sexy shots of Roman are featured in
l)ressbook, which also works on the quartet of principals

Ivan Tors offering for United .\rtists release makes
its appeal princii)ally to science-fiction the youthful
"amazing story" market. Follows imaginative scientific
])attern, but drops ofif in entertainment values because
of two-dimensional characterizations, little use of the
3D gimmicks. Minus marquee names, involved story
concerns rooting out of mysterious element disru])ting a
nuclear energy plant by special investigator Richard
fCgan. Key to nefarious operation is a radar-])roof enemy
fibre-glass shij). eventually destroyed by ])lanes. (ladgets
anrl ginuuicks abound for the science addicts. Color

Ste4iMe4^ l^atiHf

oi the Nile"

O

O

GOOD

O

O

AVERAGE

"Adventures

of Robinson

Crusoe"

Su^Kc^ 'RiiU^ O O O
Quality presentation for good grosses generally. Strong
juvenile draw can capitalize during school vacations.
Cfassic title offsets absence of name values. Word-ofmouth generated by fine star perforance to attract adult
audiences. Press revues should be additional asset.
Finely drawn film version of Daniel Defoe's classic
tale of man shipwrecked on desert island for 28 years.
I ieared for donble-l^arreled draw. Small fry will he intrigued by adventures of man who turns his primitive
island prison into pleasant home. Oldsters will be
stripped by Dan O'Herlihy's excellent jjerformance, as
he effectively registers emotions of a man fifjhting for
survival against the toryients of acute loneliness. Action
and suspense are provided when O'Herlihy rescues His
Man Friday ( James Fernandez i from the cannibals, and
in the climactic sequence when the two companions rescue sea captain from mutinous crew and obtain passage
home. O'Herlihy's efforts to civilize Fernandez contributes warm and humorus situations. Pathe color backgrounds complement effective production.
Pressbook features striking illustration of Crustjc
carrying musket and sabre. Catchline: "Now I'very
Thrill-Swept Page Blazes .\live On The Screen I" /'hii
United Artists. 90 Minutes. Dan O'Herlihy, James Fernandez. Produced by
Oscar Dancigers and Henry Ehrlich. Director Luis Bunuel.

The

"Hobson's
Seacne^

Choice"

IRiZtinf O

O

O

Rating for art houses exclusively. Appraisal for general
market considerably low^er. Excellent British — very British
—comedy can draw class trade with heavy exploitation.
Good word-of-mouth outlook for discriminating trade.
Leisurely pace makes it n.g. for action spots.
A.\.ell-made, expertly produced, directed and acted
British comedy. Should delight art house trade with
comic subtleties and broad humor generated by Charles
Laughton. Plum role runs gamut of his talents from
sly innuendo to broad buffoonery, especially apparent in
his numerous drunk scenes. Plot has affluent bootmaker
Laughton with fondness for liquid spirits trying to
marry off his two oldest daughters, but reluctant to
supply necessary dowry. Third daughter, Brenda de
Banzie, apparently destined for spinsterhood rebels, marries his skillful but illiterate employe, John Mills. They
set up competitive shop and almost put old man out of
business. In process, however, she gives Laughton new
understanding, transforms husband into literate businessman, gets her sisters married. Both Miss de Banzie
and Mills are outstanding in their roles under producerdirector David Lean's handling, but it's Laughton's
circus for the most part, probably his juiciest role since
"Henry \'in". Strong British flavor pervades, but
comic situations coupled with the star's portrayal, to
make for entertainment in varying degrees for all but
action spots. Barn
United Artists. 107 Minutes. Charles Laughton, John Mills, Brenda de Banzie,
Daphne Anderson, Prunella Scales. Producer-director David Lean.

Desperado"

"The
Above-average grosses indicated for action market. Weilhandled shooting-slugging violence should more than
satisfy Western fans. Realistic story treatment, good

Outlaw

Stallion"

characterizations make it "sleeper" for general runs.

Action melodrama in Technicolor well suited for intended
market. Will register particularly with kids and small
town trade. Satisfactory entry for duallers in family spots.

Often-used i)lot of Confederate citizens suffering
under Xorthern rule after Civil War is given shot in
arm by smart direction and down-to-earth j)erformances.
Film opens fast as Texans James Lydon and Kayford
Barnes head into P)adlands to escape oppressive State
Police who are exploiting the townspeople. Although
professing friendship Barnes i.s secretly in love with

W ell-stocked with action and heart elements, this
Technicolored outdt)or programmer carries enough suretire ingredients to satisfy both thrill and family trade.
Youngsters of all ages will enjoy it hugely ; more blase
l)atrons will find it easy to take. Boy-loves-horse story
gets sure-fire treatment by director Fred Sears and fine
outdoor production by W allace MacDonald. Tale con-

Lydon's girl Beverly Garland and is out to get him.
Action waxes hotter when pair run into wanted killer

cerns yt)ung" P>illy Gray's yearning for white stallion,
leader of a group of wild horses, his taming of the animal and subsecpient theft by villain Roy Roberts, aiming
at illegal wholesale capture of the herd. When Phil
Carey, local veterinarian, teams up with Billv and his
mother, Robert kidnaps the boy and woman, holds them
hostage. Carey bests plotter in climactic battle, rescues
the pair, ends up with Patrick, and boy gets his horse.
Backgrounds adds considerably to visual appear. Especially effective is battle where white horse overcomes
black challenger. AViV

W" ayne Morris, who in an almost secondary role turns
in impressive performance. Lydon saves Morris as
Barnes tries to kill him for reward. Good suspense and
violence generated when Barnes shoots State Policemen
and* put blame on Lydon. At the trial Morris turns up
and clears Lydon.
Ads are given the "'Jack Slade" treatment and use
catchline: "They Counted 18 Notches On Sam Garrett's
Guns The Day They Set Out To Bring Him In." York
Allied Artists 81 Minutes Wayne Morris. Beverly Garland, James Lydon.
Rayford Barnes. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Thomas Carr.

Columbia. b1 Minutes. Phil Carey. Dorothy Patrick, Billy Gray, Roy Roberts,
Gordon Jones. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred F. Sears.
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JITIHrn rs-r (D AND OlMCTfO BY HtRBtIT WIICOX
REPUBLIC PICTURE

HERBERT J. YATES
DOROTHY

M'GUIRE

• STEPHEN

M'NALLY

MAKE
HASTE
TO
LIVE
with MARY MURPHY . EDGAR BUCHANAN • JOHN HOWARD • RON HAGERTHY
Screen PUy by WADIIEN DUFF • laiel an the Novel by THE CODOONS • tsteclite rroducer-Directer WIllltM SEITER
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

HERBERT J. YATES
presents

The

OUTCAST

itifrini JOHN DEREK * JOAN EVANS >ith iim davis • Catherine mcleod • ben cooper
Screen Play by JOHN K. BUTIER Mi I ICHIRO WOKMSER • txed upon an Elqulrc Mafuine Itory by TOONUNTER BtlKRO • Directed by WILLIAM WITNET
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

lIRt I TM
in • wni

1ERBERT J. YATES
THE

•••IWiKt

MAICAiff AKMII
MCCALLUM McCOURT • OUNCAN
MAURICE WAISH • Produced «td Directed by HERBERT WILCOX
BTURE

OHCi THE GRAHD HOTEL OF THE ORIEHT...NOW A BRUTAL COHCEHTRATIOH CAMP!
SHANGHAI

STORY!

RUTH ROMAN • EDMOND O'BRIEN with RICHARD JAECKEL lun iutsdaei . ianinc Pdiiuii • lAnr keiktA •REPUBLIC
phiup m PICTURE
Screen Play by SETON I. MILLER and STEVE FISHER • Based en the Itwy by LESTER YARD • Alioclate Producer. Director

More

Effective Ads in E & P

Two more of COMPO's series of institutional
ads appeared in Editor & Publisher during the past
fortnight. They efTectively answer questions newspaper people might ask.
No. 16 in the series worked on the most-posed
questions by non-industryites. Sample of the frank
answers: Q. Why don't you make more good pictures? A. "Probably for the same reason that
there are not more good books. We're trying. A
check list shows a rather fine lineup of pictures
that the public likes. We'll soon use this space to
discuss the new pictures for the coming Fall season. (Any movie editor who'd like a survey of
the upcoming productions — without too many adjectives— need just give us the assignment.")
No. 17 carried the headlined: "What Is A
Good Movie?" Using the public taste as its gauge,
the ad replied, in part: "Even the poorest movie
ever made was enjoyed by about a hundred thousand people. And the best movie ever made was
disliked by an equal number . . . The really astonishing point is that with a target as broad as all
humanity, more movies are applauded than disliked ... In spite of the pressure of competition
from many forms of entertainment, free or otherwise, the movies continue to enlist a loyal, enthusiastic and massive audience.''
Allied To Investigate Cole Charge
Col. H. A. Cole's charges that distributors are
confiscating a large part of the exhibitors' tax
relief benefits through hiked film rentals will be
investigated by National Allied, president Ben
Marcus announced. A flow of complaints from
Allied exhibitors, confirming Cole's charges has
dictated formation of a special committee of Allied
leaders, headed by the president, to probe "a state
of affairs where the film companies would resort
to such grossly unfair and such short sighted and
selfish tactics", Marcus stated. Others on the
committee are Jack Kirsch, Nathan Yamins and
Wilbur Snaper.
Verification of the veteran Texas theatreman's
accusations would present "a new" form of suicidal
mania for the industry because the continued
strangulation of the exhibitors by the distributors
in this manner can only result in the ultimate self
destruction of themselves", according to Marcus.
Results of the investigation would be discussed with heads of the film companies before
decision to go to the House Ways aiul Cleans
Committee, as suggested by Cole.
Fight Films Scoring Heavily
United Artists liit pay-dirt with its buy of the
^^arciano-Charles fight. Despite the absence f>i
the expected knockout, UA's gamble paid ofif when
the boys put on one of the most thrilling championship bouts in years.
The 20-minute subject actually shows only
five of the 15 round bout, but they are the savagely
fought highlight rounds, Nos. 1, 4, 6, 10 and 15.
Prints were rushed to top houses throughout
the country on the fight seen only by theatre TV
patrons in 61 theatres, but excluded f'-om home
showings. Entire RKO chain in metropolitan
New York area s1k)WC(1 the film folhiwing evening
( June 18), other houses just hours later as soon as
prints could be rushed to the area.
Piqt 20
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Some $9,000,000 worth of
movie scripts will have been
turned out in the year between
Sept. 30, 1953 and next fall.
Screen Writers Guild estimates.
Charles Einfeld sailed for
Europe on a six-week trip to set
up international premieres on
"The Egyptian" this fall.
With the drive-in season in full
force, Columbia's Abe Montague,
president Memorial
of Variety's
Will
Rogers
Hospital,
tossed out the idea — immediately
accepted enthusiastically by the
MPAA sales managers' meeting
— for special availability of pictures where ozoners put on a
benefit performance for the HosCOMPO is working for a
two-rimning time release on the
pital.
U. S. Department of Defense's
documentary, "This Is Your
Army." A 50-minute version is
being asked for double bills, 30minute reel for single runs.
Ernest L. Scanlon has been
named vice-president and treasurer of Hecht-Lancaster Organization, releasing through UA.
Charles Einfeld's daughter,
Lise, was wed to Richard Malkin, of the J. Walter Thompson
ad agency.
Bernard McCarthy is the new
Midwest district manager for
I. F. E.
UA extends its international
sales chain with opening of a
branch in Casablanca. Andre
Aubuouet will manage.
Lacy W. Kastner moves up to
executive v.p. for Columbia International, in charge of all
foreign operations.
Federal Judge Michael L.
Igoe has given the green light
to Zenith to proceed with its
$16,000,000 anti-trust suit against
RCA, pending since 1948.
Metro short subjects sales
head William B. Zoellner announces release of a "Kartoon
Karnival" made up of various
MGM cartoon series. Exhibs can
select the entire package or just
a portion. Special features are a
Technicolor trailer and four-tone
one-sheet.
David A. Lipton is back in the
States after six weeks abroad
visiting
RKO U-I's
Radio European
president offices.
James
R. Grainger keynoted the pair of
regional meetings called by general sales manager Charles Boasberg. New Orleans meeting was
June 21-22, Chicago June 24-25,
with top home office execs Edward L. Walton, Harry Gittleson, Nat Levy and Frank Dervin
on hand.
GWTW is getting phenomenal grosses in its fifth time
around. Almost a half million
dollars has been garnered in
seven openings so far, topping
by far figures for all but the initial release, and holding over in
every case. Grosses bettered previous time around by between
$10,000
$30,000.
'Frisco,
take wasandbetter
than Incombined
second, third and fourth times.

Fox 'Scope Showings Impress
"The Advancing Techniques of CineniaSco
was unveiled before some 3000 industryites ;
press members June 22 and received an inipres>
reception. The hour-and-a-quarter reel, w
scenes from forthcoming 20th-Fox films shot
the new Bausch & Lomb lenses, was narrated
studio chief Darryl F. Zanuck and included
first comparative demonstration of stercoplio'
sound with single track sound.
Enthusiastic comments from the 2300 at
Roxy in New York and the 700 at the P>oulcv;
Theatre in Hollywood indicated that Fox I
scored a bullseye, not only with its demonstrat
of CinemaScope's technical advancements, 1
with the product it had to offer in the next sevc
months. A "pre-release" screening for T(
leaders meeting in Hollywood evoked similar
claim.
Reel will be shown in all exchange cent
beginning June 28 on a day-and-datc basis
prints in five national areas, with all brand
covered by July 9.

TOATOASeeks
'Industry
Coordinator'
executive
board activities
in Hollywc l
were overshadowed by the provocative charj
made against distribution by Walter Reade, Jr.
The Board, however, made several decisioi
( 1 ) to set up a TOA "industry co-ordinato
whose duties would include exhibition-producti(
distribution relations and financing of product!
based on the original First National Pictures
up; (2) pursuance of liaison between TOA aj
the British Cinematographers Exhibitors As;
with periodic meetings set up between the grou
(3) appeal to film companies to supply Natio
Screen with earlier pressbooks and sufficient pa
and other accessories.
Reade's speech before the Motion Picture
dustry Council terming distributors "the great
topi" parasiting on production and exhibition's
vestiments and efforts caused a big stir aniong
tributors.
Todd-AO Demonstrated
Todd-AC), the big screen, t)nc-projector ri
to Cinerama, was demonstrated in a makes
theatre on a stage at the ^IGM studio. The dc
onstration was impressive, despite primit
methods ^like Todd was forced to use. Beca
regular equipment wasn't yet available, the 65i
test film was projected from converted project
on a seamless curved 25x31-foot screen. It
actually 60 feet wide aiound the curve, and 13
deep at the center.
A specially invited audience was inipres
with clarity of image in scenes of rollcr-coas
ride, a bull-fight and \'cnetian Canal ride, obvio
1\- for comparison with similar Cinerama
quences. Panoramic test scenes from Todd-A
first proposed feature, "Oklahoma", also m
impact.
Frames on the 65nim film carry five sproc
holes instead of the usual four, with seven so
tracks, including a control track. New project
currently being manufactured in the Nctherla
rii)()iti(lly will be able to handle 35nini, as \
as ihe 6.3iinii lilin. Tudd olimatis ihe cost of P
jeclors at $40(10 each.

EXHIBITORS

fORUm

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
CLEARANCE BY EQUIPMENT
AITO oi I*., Nebr.. S. Dak.
It just seems to us that we either sense or
smell the threat of "clearance by equipment".
We hope that does not materialize to again
muddy up industry trade relations waters
just now clearing from the attempted forcing of Stereosound. If there's a competitive
advantage in full 4-track SS, or even 1 -track
magnetic, in one theatre, over optical in another, so be it! That can be decided by the
competing exhibitors and their patrons in
their own time and way, but enforced "clearance by equipment" — no!
After Pre-Releases and Print Shortages,
Territorial Releasing, Extended First-Runs
and Moveovers, Ridiculously Exorbitant
Film Rental Demands, CinemaScope and
Stereo Sound, Picture Shortages and more
acute Print Shortages, and all the devious
devices to hold back, starve out and squeeze
out the independents, while tightening the
film monopoly, it seems to us that "Clearance
By Equipment" now will be just too, too
much — the final straw from which only
trouble can come! (Thinking on paper):
Has anyone ever given serious thought to a
Federal, or, sort of Statute of Limitations
—during which reasonably short period of
time from National release all films must be
made available for dating and showing in all
theatres; in the Public Interest, that very
large portion of our population which resides
in city suburbs and in the smaller towns and
on nearby farms, and who now have to wait
months, even years, to see movies?
POOR P. R.
Allied of Indiana
This morning an Indianapolis Judge continued a restraining order preventing the
Marion C ounty Prosecutor from personally
acting as a censor by seizing any prints of
RKO's "French Line". The Judge did point
out that the prosecutor could bring action
against the exhibitors under a state law
which forbids the distribution of any lewd
or obscene literature or pictures — including
movies. From what comments we have
heard from those that saw "French Line",
our guess is that a conviction on that score
would be very difficult to obtain. Our principal discomfort during the hearing was that
the judge prefaced his decision with the
statement that it was based purely upon the
letter -f)/ the law in Indiana and was not affected by the fact that Hollywood was a pernicious influence, contributed to our very
high divorce rate, that he saw very few
movies and that he personally considered
them a waste of lime. Maybe the Judge was
trying to assuage the Prosecutor's feeling
for an adverse decision and maybe he was
trying to placate some of the groups trying
to prevent the showing of the i)iclure. I'.ut
even so, we must each personally <Io what
we can to change such attitudes.
f>«qt 22
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LENS

PROBLEMS
ITO of Ohio
When anyone either supports or attacks
something, it is well to scrutinize the motives
of the supporter or attacker.
Why are supply dealers criticizing the
Tushinsky lens, which all exhibitors who
have seen it, say is the best thing yet? Because National Screen Service is distributing
it and they get no part of the profit from the
sale. Also, no exhibitor who buys a Tushinsky lens will buy another kind of lens from
a supply house.
The question is asked, "Who will service
the Tushinsky lens?" National Screen has
no answer for this except to say that a lens
requires little or no service. Inquiry of exhibitors seems to confirm this. Even 20th
Century-Fox, which has lots to lose if many
exhibitors buy a Tushinsky lens says it is
good although naturally claiming its own
CinemaScope lens is better.
Is there possibly another reason why 20th
Century-Fox is so anxious to push CinemaScope, aside from the obvious one that it has
a lot of money tied up in equipment? Answering the question directly is impossible.
But it is answerable with "Perhaps" for this
reason :
If the great majority of all the theatres in
the country converted to the 2.55 to 1 ratio
of CinemaScope, and many producers did
likewise, the demand for old pictures would
decline because they wouldn't fit on the
screens any more and would look hopelessly
old fashioned. Then Fox comes along and
sells its entire library to television.
On the other hand, it should be noted that
Mr. Skouras may also have in mind a much
more constructive thought. If it should happen that the great majority of theatres did
switch to the new aspect and most product
was made that way, it would be practically
guaranteed, if no 1.33 to one prints were
made, that television could never show these
pictures.
FLEXIBLE SALES POLICY
North Central Allied
It was the old-time flexible sales policy
that made the motion picture industry great.
The prices of pictures was formerly based on
the ability to pay. The boys with the adding machines have changed all that and the
film companies are insisting on 40%, 50% or
60%, regardless of the size of the theatre or
the town. Never in the history of our business were all theatres able to pay identical
percentage terms, and today, with our present high operating costs, it is an impossibility for a small grossing theatre to pay the
same percentage terms as a large metropolitan first run. This policy of the film companies is one of
tilings: It is just another example of the siieer sHii)i(lity of the
film companies or, and more likely, it is a
determined move to eliiuiiiate thousands of
small theatres.

ARBITRATION
National Allied
There is irony in the fact that while t
asserted purpose of the proposed arbitrati
system is to eliminate friction between t
distributors and the exhibitors, and to redu
the causes for litigation and government 1
tervention, the film companies agreed in a
vance of the sessions that arbitration of fi
rentals would not be open for discussion .
If patient study had been made of .'Mile
proposal for all-inclusive arbitration and t
explanations made thereof, these confere
would have realized that Allied was mo
concerned with the incidences of the dist
butors' sales policies than with "the amou
of money that an exhibitor shall pay for
picture." But in order that there might
no misunderstanding. Allied did not attem
to disguise the fact that arbitration of selli
policies on a national and regional has
would involve, or at least affect, film rent
. . . Exhibitors will want to know what
wrong about taking the judgment of an i
partial tribunal on an exhibitor's complai
that tax remission alone, and not the pi
ture, has raised the gross into a higher pe
centage bracket which enables the distribut
to absorb from 2/3 to 4/5 of the tax reli
. . . The average exhibitor will find it ha
to understand why such a tribunal could n
as properly compute and order a fair divisi
of tax benefits as between distributors a
exhibitors as it could compute and asse
damages against a distributor and in fav
of an exhibitor for granting unreasonab
clearences or arbitrarily denying runs, whi
the film companies in approving the 19
arbitration draft, agreed the boards might d
And if the arbitration boards can asse
damages in such cases, with no definite yar
stick for their guidance, why cannot th
just as properly decide whether or not tl
selling policies on certain pictures are t
drastic for certain classes of exhibitors
certain areas to enable them to opera
profitably and to prescribe modificatiot
when necessary to keep those theatr
going?
COL

COLE FUND
ATO of Indiana
As a tribute to the great work in the t
fight by Colonel Cole, Irving Dollinger
New Jersey proposed the creation of a tru
fund to be used solely in fighting any go
cause of the industry. It was proposed th
this fund be created from contributions fro
exhibitors in an amount equal to what th
had saved in the three days after the tax r
duction. Mr. Dollinger said that every e
hibitor would have been very happy if tl
announced effective date of the law was
.Al^ril 4, and so exhibitors could just ma
believe that was the date when the reducti
did become effective — and give the first thr
(lays benefits to the "fighting fund".

Columbia's "Caine" Coup
One of those "once-in-a-lifetime'' stunls
II be credited to Columbia's Washington
Id exploitation man, Sid Zins. on behalf of
The C'aine Mutiny".
With the entire
ition's eyes and ears glued to the Mcarthy-Army hearings, Zins planted the
ily commercial to be heard on this fabuus 36-day TV spectacle when he presented,
full view of millions watching and listenu, a model of the "Caine" to Senator Karl
. Mundt and it;vited members of the comlittee to a special screening. Ry-play that
illowed perked up nationwide interest,
[nndt's notation that the invitation was
lot a subpoena", followed by McCarthy's
[mint of order", wdien he asked the chairi.in if he had said "Caine Mutiny" or "Cohn
liitiny", was a welcome bit of levity that
i.ide lively sidebox feature stories in newsai>crs throughout the country, as well as
lillating the huge TV-radio audience. The
.( W York Times considered it "news that's
I to print" with a special item at the top of
V amusements page, noting that it was a
I i\ie press agent's achievement of his
tfondest dream".
Columbia exploitation head Al Rylander
111 well feel proud of exploiteer Zins' inciuiity. It's that alertness to opportunity
that makes a real showman.

'/

9

cheesecake and timely local issue were combined in this bally for Los Angeles debut of
United Artists' "The Long Wait." Shapely
models paraded through midtown district to
hypo lO-theatre day-and-date openings.

Sid Zins, Columbia
Washington
exploiteer, is caught
by
TV and newsreel
cameras as he presents model of ship
used in "The Caine
Mutiny" to Senator
Karl Mundt during
McCarthy hearings.

\)ie\K)points

r

Einfeld's 'Demetrius'
Campaign

Paying

Off

With a boldness that is characteristic of his
brand of showmanship, 20th Century-Fox v. p. &
ad chief Charles Einfeld flew in the face of accepted tradition with his campaign on "Demetrius and the Gladiators" — and his daring appears to be paying off handsomely.
It has long been regarded as taboo to advertise any big production as a "sequel". A minor
film, yes, since it can surely profit by being tied
to the coattails of success; but never an important picture. Yet Einfeld did not hesitate to
emblazon on all "Demetrius" advertising either
the line, "It Begins Where 'The Robe' Left Off!"
or "The Continuation of The Robe'!".
We recently discussed Einfeld's sequel campaign with the advertising executive of a rival
film company, who gave us this frank appraisal:
"It's a gamble, but a shrewd one", he said, "Demetrius was an intriguing character in 'The
Robe', but he was overshadowed by the great
main spiritual story. People will be curious to
know more about him. That's why I think Charlie
Einfeld's approach is smart."
Smart it is, apparently. Backed by a quarter
million dollar national magazine advertising
campaign, plus heavy television, radio and newspaper penetration, "Demetrius and the Gladiators" has brought in some sensational early
boxoffice reports. It shapes up as 20th-Fox's
biggest CinemaScoper since "How To Marry A
Millionaire", which had benefit of C'Scope's
heavily exploited novelty.
We doff our hat to the bold Mr. Einfeld, who
knows as well as anyone that real showmanship
must never be steeped so deeply in tradition
that it fears new avenues.

230 Spots Bally "Demetrius"
Air barrage of 2J() spot announcements is
calling attention to Roxy engagement of
2()th- Fox's "Demetrius and the Gladiators"
in New \'ork. TV-radio campaign got underway Sunday l)efore opening on June 18,
with NBC-TV packing in 100 video spots,
and five radio stations absorbing the balance
between toi)-rate(l shows <lay and night.

"Dark"

Brightens

Toledo

Toledo did it up brown for the world debut of U-T's "Johnny Dark" at the Rivoli
June 16. U-1 exploiteers marshalled the
city's two newspapers, three radio stations
and its only T\' outlet for special promotions to herald the premiere. Kaiser Willys,
whose plant was used for some of the sequences, was a prime factor in the gala proceedings, with local sports car clubs and
Food Town supermarkets aiding in the promotion. Shapely starlet Ruth Hampton, who
wiggles through the film as "Miss Borderto-Border", was a prime attraction at the
Toledo shindig, went to Detroit for the territorial saturation openings in Michigan,
touring eight towns in the Butterfiekl chain
within a week. The comely brunette appeared on TV and radio, as well as local
promotional events.
'Neighbor Night' for Drive-Ins
Drive-ins operating "dollar night" deals
might do better institutionally to expand
their market and get a fresh ai)proacli by
changing to a "Bring Your Neighbor" or
"Guest" night. Sales angle, it's pointed out,
would be that neighbors or friends brought
in by pair of paying adults would be guests
(Conliniicd on Pngc 21)
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PRESSBOOK

AWARD

Miiny ihvntivnien are apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship — the pressbook.
For that rvasoii, ive devote this space in each issue oj I'lLM BULLETIN to recognize those presshooks that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to —
"RING

OF

FEAR"

Warner Bros, has set up a two-prong-ed promotion for its new CinemaScope circus thriller that g'ives exhibitors an opportunity to cash in on both
the big-top ballyhoo selling so suitable to this type of attraction and the
sex-violence angle conjured by the Mickey Spillane name. All this, with
CinemaScope and WarnerColor, has given Mort Blumenstock's boxofficers
a bonanza of exploitation fodder.
Warners own specialty displays, so effective with "House of Wax,"
■'Phantom of the Rue Morgue" and others are given a new twist in a special
double set of banners with a circus flavor that commands attention. As
exciting as its product, pressbook spreads the array of banners (some shown
above) in the manner in
which they would be
STUNTS! PROMOTIONS! DISPLAYS!
hung, with copy and illustration for use both in and
outside the theatre. Important factor is economy
aspect, making it available to all theatres without any strain on the
house budget. Double set
(AO pennants in full color)
runs $.^.64, ordered from
W'P) display dejjartment.
Pennants can be strung I)ack-to-back in suspension form, spreading out to
40-foot width, or adjusted to lobby areas. Flat against the wall, they can be
spread out to better than 80 feet.
Other features : Set of 12 8x10 color prints, with special sets of the same
in l)lack-and-white for newspaper reproduction ; novelty herald combining a
c utout clown mask, coloring contest and display piece— all in one piece ; a
ring-hook game for the kids ; balloons for display purposes and special
giveaways.

(Continued from Page 23)
of the theatre. Added advantage for exh^
tor is use of regular ticketis instead
bothering with a new series, e.g., two regul
50-cent tickets instead of a one-dollar
admission" ticket. Idea could help bring ||
unitiated into drive-ins, hypo fresh interf
in movies generally.

Stunts Key "Them" Bally
Warner tie-up with RCA Victor helpl
kick off the mass cross-country saturatil
release of "Them", which began this Jul
15. Keyed to a coloring contest, with $751
worth of prizes awarded winners, stunt sul
plements WB's all-out radio-TV campaif
in 25 key cities covering 700-odd theatri
Cooperating theatres were supplied wil
entry blanks, one-sheets and special frl
trailer plugging playdate and contest. Huf
buttons worn by ushers warning, "Wall
Out for THEM!" had the patrons lookiil
around as they went for their seats. Add[
gimmick was smaller size buttons and arl
bands for giveaways. Stunts titillated k|
trade of all ages.

Catchline of the Issue

"One Moment Before They Were Civi
ized People . , . Now Their Every Maske
Passion Was Bared!" — THE HIGl
AND THE MIGHTY (Warner Brother!

Time Goes for "Caine"
One of the most valued — and unusual
breaks for a movie in a national niagazii
came for Columbia's "The Caine Mutiny"
Time Magazine devoted its cover to Hu
phrey Bogart as Captain Queeg, and fi
more pages on a profile of the star wi
special emphasis on his "Caine" portray
— Sample kudo: "Bogart manages to achie
surprising range and depth while still r
maining the familiar figure with whom mi
lions expect to renew an acquaintance whe
they pay at the box office to see a Boga
film." Among other big splashes on Stanle
Kramer opus was Look Magazine's (June issue) three-page spread, including a ra\
review, and the nationally distributed
Sunday News (June 20) with full-page, fu
color treatment.

"Don't lie .\fraid to Circus It I", manual advises in its stunt and display
section, (above, right) with a sam])]e illustration. Below, newspaper
ads.
Subway

Choice Reaches

Milliot

The New York subways' "Go-See" Pictun
of the Month, according to latest statistiq
issued by the big town's Subways Adverfi
ing Co., claims a ridership of 190.1KX),(
who have been exposed to car cards, pin
.^3.(K)0,(XX) in surface line key spots. Sor
14.(K)0 cards arc posted in the subway anl
surface lines for each month's picture (cui
rent entry is MCiM's "The Student Prince
which opened at the Music Hall June 17|
This ii; especially significant in view of hug
number of out-of-towners who will carry thi
"(io-See"
mental imprint back to their honi(
town.
(Continued on Pafir
fitqf: 24
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whole

wide

world

wake
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up

laugh/

color by
Technicolor
co->larring
ANNE
FRANCIS
Directed by FRANK TASI
Ser..nplay by ALEX GOTTLIEB
Produced by HARRIET PARSOl

1ORLD

PREMIERE,

JULY

14

• GOLDEN

GATE,

SAN

R K O
RADIO

FRANCISCO

j

7il^^
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(Continued ;4'ic
from Page 24)'D<U<iff

DISPLAYS

Run of 20th-Fox's
"Gorilla At Large"
at Loew's Majestic,
Evansville, Indiana,
featured this corner
cut-out on top oi
the marquee.

"Robe" Single-Track Pressbook
Another CineniaScope "first" registered by
20th-Fox is the special pressbook on "The
Robe" for theatres using single-track sound.
Marking the initial issue by Fox of two campaign books on one picture, new edition of
original CinemaScoper specifically designed
to capture the visual wonders of C'Scope,
without reference to stereosound. Theatres
using the single track systems will find it a
blessing, not only in the treatment of the
ads, but in issuance of all other publicity
and exploitation aids that would require
either chopping or rewriting.
RKO

Eye-catching front for RKO's "The French
Line" used by the Telenews, Milwaukee.
"That Dance" line, in sonne states where
sequence has been censored, however, had
to be deleted before the Board OK'd it.

Enlarged book display autographed
by stars at Egyptian, Ho 1 1ywood ,
for Warners' "Tht
High and the
Mighty" was a big
attention getter.

Rome

Trip Tie-Up

This "free trip to Rome" offer as a showmanship gadget is getting to be quite a fad.
Latest Rome-trip prize comes from RKO
for its 40-theatre debut of "Sins of Rome"
in the Cincinnati and Cleveland areas, June
23. Tie-up was arranged with Italian Air
Lines, sponsored by local newspapers, ran
daily for more than a week, with theatre
and playdate credited. Awards to winpers
of letter-writing contest on "Why I Would
Like to See Rome" include a 7-day tour of
city and trips to sites as location sets.

Plug for "Hobson's"
Big Air
United
Artists' Charles Laughton starrer,
"Hobson's Choice," is getting a high frequency air buildup. Featured are a fiveminute kinescoped sequence and special recording of music from the sound track.
NRC-TV shows, including Kate Smith program and "Today" beamed it over the
nation; Ray Heatherton's network Mutual
show featured score and leading disc jockeys
in every area are being serviced with copies
of the platter. Unique feature: all programs
will credit local playdates.
"Falworth"

STUNTS

Models hand out keys to eager passers
for "Fit the Key" stunt by N. Y. Pa ramou
for Warners' "Dial M For Murder". Ke
that opened strong box in theatre lob
gained $25 bonds for holders.

Cincinnati RKO Palace drew crowds
with hypnosis gimmick to plug Columbia's "The Mad
Magician".
Weird electron ;
"Sog"
model Los
gaveAngelij
UAi
openings
crowd high-vol
stoppc
age bally, was bi
everywhere. Powi
was supplied, a'
cording to UA, t
a midget insidi
Small town ( 1 0,000) promotion for
Republic's "Johnny
Guitar" was highlighted in street
stunt by Ned Glaser, State Theatre,
Harrisonburg, Va.

Ad Preview

Unversal has an exciting piece of showmanship material in a folder of full-color
"roughs" on forthcoming ads for its forthcoming "Black Shield of Falworth", first
from the company in CinemaScope. Outstanding artists were culled to draw up the
ad "preview" for exhibitors to indicate the
scope of the selling campaign U-I has
planned in national mags, newspapers and
the pressbook.
'Caine' Ads Aimed

M-G-M'$ "Men of t'le Fighting Lady" received special assists in display material
and personnel from the U. S. Navy for
Loew's State opening in New Orleans. Lt.
(jg) Howard Thayer (left), hero who
"talked" blinded pilot to successful landing, and Com. Harry A. Burns, who
authored the original.
t»<i» 2«
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at 160,000,000

A readersiiip bettering the country's poinilation will be inundated with the pre-release
ad campaign set by Columbia for "The Caine
Mutiny". Some 20 national magazines and
newspapers in 18 cities, totalling 160,000,0(X)
circulation, are bringing the "Caine" message to the public. Interesting sidelight of
campaign is use of TV Guide, most p()i)ular
f)f the video mags, circulating in 20 nat'l
areas, with local theatre and opening date
listed in weekly's national ad on film.

U-I exploiteers utilized police and fire d<
partments on unqiue gags. Upper, eqi^in,
star of "Black Horse Canyon" gets parkin'
ticket; antique fire engine for "Firemai
Save My Child."
|
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READE'S
(Continued jrom Page 7)

chaotic and will not do. You have given us new ideas, nevi ]
thoughts. We, in turn, are daily developing new and bette
ways of theatre management and of showmanship. It is es
sential that from this time on there be a positive, strong, welli i
planned, cooperative effort of M. P. I. C. and of the theatre
owners of this great country.
Please understand that we of exhibition do not feel quali
fied to, nor do we presume to tell you, nor to advise you as tc
what films to make or how to make them. It is not our desire
here this week to enter the field of production, but rather tc
encourage you and to tell you of the need and of the potential
of films for which your talent, your background and your experience soeminently qualify you.

BLAST

dollar budget pictures is there a future in production and a
basis for substantial profit. I say to you now that this is not
so. Medium or low-budgeted pictures, well planned, well exploited, have been and will continue to be successful. You
may .>^ay to me that it is all very well for me to talk this way.
but how can we, as individual groups, or as individuals, produce motion pictures and get the finished product delivered
to your theatres? It has been done, it is being done, and more
of it must be done. Here, in this very room, is creative talent,
the creative genius of our industry. You may need financial
support. Bankers and theatre owners are ready, willing, and
able to back you for the appropriate talent, the proper story,
and the fresh approach. Pay no attention to the malicious
and untruthful statements by distribution that exhibition plays
an unimportant role in the motion picture world. Do you
know that exhibitors in the United States have an investment
of billions of dollars in their plants as against a far, far
smaller investment by all of the production and distribution
elements combined? Your contribution, your investment, and
your rewards are at stake, too. Should we not work together
on a cooperative basis to the end that we may build more
security and a more prosperous industry?

If there be some doubt in your minds as to the need a«'
I have stated it concerning our real desire to cooperate, you
have but to leave the enchantment of your Hollywood backyard and visit, with me, as I have these many months, th
small and the large cities of America, speak with the theatre
owner and with the man on the street concerning the place
and the prominence that Hollywood-made movies have in thel
American way of life.
I want to close by reminding you that the only direct tie
you have with the box-office line of America is the theatre
manager who is at that line seven days a week and fifty-two
weeks every year. He tells you that the goal of production and
distribution must be a steady flow of good product adequate

The phony overhead and the prohibitive costs of distribution must be reduced and changed. Existing methods are

for a proper operation of the country's theatres, and for the
tastes and the desires of the vast motion picture going public.

> €£?^(S)^"^5a>> <S£?^(S)^^^a>> €£5=^0^'^ <;£3^(S)^^a5i <;£?^(S)^^a:9 i5£?^(S)^=?a^ <S£:?^C^'^'^:iS> <5£?^(S>^=^ iS^^^^O^-^v? €£5=^®^=^ ^£:^&'^'^ 1^
Lichtman,

Grainger C(

ment

reply to W alter Reade's attack on distribution policies.
Al Lichtman tersely told Film BULLETIN : "Mr. Reade
is a very youn^ man. He has a lot to learn.
James R. Grainier sent Reade a telegram, which said, in
part: "As I hare knoun you since you were a little boy, I am
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sure you ivill not feel offended when I tell you it does not
become you or any other man to criticize other men in this
industry, particularly those men who have reached the top
from the bottom by their own ability, hard work and experience, and have a reputation for integrity. Furthermore, W alter,
in my years I have never seen any exhibitor on the breadline.

Only two film executives iverc willing to be quoted in
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What ibe Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

'Demetrius*
^Rahe*^ Still Enter igEiwting Say
Critics
The opening of Twentieth Century-Fox's "Demetrius and the added emphasis on sex and fighting takes up some of the slack."
Gladiators" set ot¥ some conflicting opinions among the X. Y.
The Herald Tribune's Otis L. Guernsey. Jr. believes the film
critics. While most of the scribes feel that this CinemaScope
"takes up where 'The Robe' left off and continues in the same
sequel to "The Robe'" doesn't measure up to its predecessor, the
majority conceded that the Technicolor epic provides plenty of
entertainment values. The Times' Eosley Crowther apparently
puts his finger on the difference between the films when he
writes that apparently the producers figured that "religion may
•jet the people to church, but it takes something more in the way
■ )f action to get them into the theatre."
Crowthers also observes that "the boys out on Pico I?oulevard have cast off the wraps, as it were, and got right down to
the business of making a good old-fashioned Roman circus film."
In his opinion, "this one is no more like 'The Robe' than either of
them is like nature or Roman history."
In the Post, Archer Winstein gives it a "(iood" Movie
Meter Rating and pens, "In its sound, setting and action, 'Demetrius and the Gladiators' is an accurate rendition of themes
enunciated in 'The Robe'. Like all sequels it falls short of its
predecessor, though the kinship is everywhere evident and the
A"
GANYIK
TANrsalInternational
Jnive

i-air plu> (Miivic Meter Rating) . . . I'iciiresque and actionlul — though occasionally
nplausible." — Thirer, N.V. Post
"It's a good thing for 'Tanganyika' . . .
ii;it African scenery speaks and \'an Heflin
ail act." — N.Y. Times
A'an struts through his heroic tasks with
111 air of manly vitality even though he cannot quite manage conviction in this flimsy
'ale." — Cook, N.Y. World-Telegram
Lively outdoor adventure yarn in Technilor." — Pelswick, N.Y. Journal-American
i'or those who like their -African movies
bracing and hang the credibility, 'Tanganyika' should prove invigorating enough." —
IJeckley. N.\'. Herald Tribune
'THREE COINS IN THF FOUNTAIN'
20th Century- Fox
"Its elegance and beauty fill the Roxy's
proscenium as it has never been fille<l before."— Guernsey, X.Y. Herald Tribune
"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .
utilizes the full panoramic sweep of CinemaScope and Technicolor ... to present Rome
and \'enice as they have never before been
shown
to stay-at-homes." — Winsten. X. Y.
Post

grandiose style but with more lurid subject matter." The difference, he writes, is that the "accent is on spectacle and sensation
. . . the appeal of the sequel is mostly as an outward show, in a
wide screen full of Roman splendor and violence."
"Spectacular in CinemaScope and Technicolor," says Rose
Pelswick in the Journal-American. "Boasting the same magnificent sets and costumes and huge mob scenes as its predecessor
. . . the film teems with action, the highlights being Mature's
battles with three raging tigers and five brawny gladiators in
Alton Cook, of the W orld-Telegram & Sun also points out
the arena."
that the film is on the same lavish scale as "The Robe," but that
"this time the religious theme has been subordinated for a
stronger interest in bloody battles and pretty girls." In his
opinion it "is not likely to share the fabulous prosperity of its
predecessor, but it is a good session of rousing, far-fetched story-

'HOBSON'S CHOICE"
United Artists

telling."

"Xosegay of sentiment and comedy ... It
offers a rich and steamy feast for the many
devotees of Charles Laughton's acting when
all stops are pulled out." — Cook, X.Y. World
Telegram
"(character comedy . . . endlessly inventive and highly entertaining film . . . which
is as imaginative, as touciiing. and as pictures(|ue as it is continuously funny." —
Guernsey, X.^'. Herald Tribune
"Delightful and rewarding British film . . .
Those who have wished for som-; time that
C harles Laughton might have a role worthy
of his skill and his perception in transmitting character will be pleased to discover
that he has it in this particularly characterful
film." — Crowther, X.\ . Times

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Xever
been told more colorfully and louder . . .
'Traditional show, gaudy, tear-jerking, sentimental, beery, and full of the organized riots
of color and sound that hallmark the operetta given the
treatment in Hollywood."
— Winsten,
X.Y.fullPost
"Lavish, lilting film operetta . . . romance
and melody have taken over the screen." —
Pelswick, X.^'. Journal-.-Vmerican
"Cheerful and thoroughly uninhibited outpouring of synthetic German schmaltz . . .
Since music is the best thing "The Student
Prince' can boast, it is welcome to find that
the music in this case is very good." —
Crowther. X.^^ 'Times
"THEM" Bros.
Warner

"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .
Here is a picture that can be praised twice
around the clock but which doesn't assay
high, strong, or very handsome on sheer
entertainment." — Winsten, X.Y. Post
"Bright British comedy . . . Delightful
characterizations and incidents -highlight the
piece." — Pelswick, X.Y. Journal-.Americau

".Agreeably surprising science-fiction movie
. . . Legion of pseudo-science fans should
have themselves a great time." — Pihodna,
X.\'. Herald 'Tribune

•THE STUDENT
M-G-M

"Story is well told and the monster ants
are masterpieces of animated creations . . .
Spreads more terror than the wildest of its
predecessors . . . You will be more frightened
than ever before in a motion picture theatre."
— Cook, N.Y. World-Telegram
"Ominous view of a terrifyingly new
world . . . definitely a chiller . . . It's fascinating to watch." — Weiler, X.Y. Times
"Real hair-raiser, an enormously suspenseful science-fiction yarn that'll have you biting your fingernails right from the opening
scene." — Pelswick, X.V. Jourual-.American

"Quite clearly a film in which the locale
conies first. However, the nonsense of its
fable tuiubles nicely within the picture
frame." — Crowther, X.Y. Times
"Breathtaking is the word for . . . the new
CinemaScope production . . . Plot complications that arise in each instance have both
charm
and humor." — Pelswick. X.\'. JournalAmerican

"Well stuffed and plu.-.liy version of the
old Sigmund Romberg operetta . . . Story
has been fixed up here and there and three
new songs have been added, but there is no
real alteration in its antique spirit." — Cook,
X.Y. World-Telegram

"Rome and Venice are the added attractions . . . Both cities get a quick but comprehensive going-over between scenes of a
trio of frantic love stories." — Cook, X.
World-Telegram

"Full dress low parade of pretty colors,
picturesque scene designs and ramrod-stiff
actors . . . Pressed artificial flower, with
garish hues intact but without scent or
bloom." — Guernsey. X.^'. Herald Tribune

PRINCE'

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . 'This is
the most imaginative and best wrought
science-fiction
'Thirer, X.Y. Postshocker of the season. ' —
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A "new" (ire^^ory Peck is being sold to the star's millions of fans in United Artists* release of
I. Arthur Rank's "Man W ith A Million." Based on the ]\Iark Twain humor classic. "The Million
Pound Xote," Peck's flair for comedy is being shouted to the skies by the UA lx)xofficers under Max
The ads. particularly, spotlight Peck-as-a-funnyman aspect: "Laughter by
Youngstein's
the
Bushel . direction.
PECK !" . . . "It's a New Gregory Peck in a Heck of a Howl !" . . . "Peck's
the
by
Love
a Real Doll!
"Peck Pulls the Comedy Surprise of the Year!".
. Lovin' and Laughin" It Up
Comedy accent is carried on in gags and stunts tl e UA tub-thumpers have whipped up. Some arcbuilt around fascinating possibilities in story theme and title, others around Peck's assorted adventures as a penniless American trading on credit via a loaned bona fide million-pound banknote.
Title ofl'ers huge variety of gag possibilities: Simulated million-dollar bills (on white paper with
green ink) distributed as handouts, in parked cars. or. where feasible, showered on town from a plane;
"marked bill" stunt with lucky numbers olterins" free nas.-es when, matched with numl)ers in lol)l)y
(or in newspaper ad); bank displays witli
stacks of banknotes decorated with stills
from the picture — perhaps even a bank tieup with real armored truck used in stunt.
Eye-catching street bally, or lobby guessing
contest, below, are some other possibilities.
Stunt suggested by prcssbook — good for
larger towns — calls for "search" for "Millions", i.e. moviegoers with that name, to be
offered guest tickets. Following this line,
how about a theatre stage appearance with
advance gag, "Come see what a Million
looks like." Recently offered on popular T\'
show. "You Asked For It", was a real millionmatic
dollars
in 5's and lO's, worked into dradisplay.

Typical of the display ad art and copy stressing
star in new comedian role, highlights of Ihree
major types of ads are shcv/n above. Below,
left, money bag stunt uses flat truck loaded wilh
canvas money bags and huge display. Man
should be dressed as is star in straw hat. Blonde
trailer won't hurt. Center, guessing conlest fcr
40 X 60 lobby display, throwaways, v/indow posters. Suggested is tie-up wilh banks for window
displays using stacked silver dollars with stills.
Right, the six-sheet.

Capitalization of awards to the film will
be added exploitation fodder. Cited by iniluential General Federation of Women's
Clubs as I'A's best picture in first half of
1954 : best family audience picture of Month
bv Parents Magazine. "Sevcnteen's" Picture of the -Month. X. Y. Subway's "Go See"
Picture of Month and special citation by
Mark Twain Society — these and others
should make to])flight display board.

ECK
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MAN

WITH

J. Arthur Rank's decision to film Mark Twain's
riassic travesty on human nature, "The Million Pound
Note,"' appears to have been a happy one. In John
Bryan's fuUjhlovvn Technicolor production. Ronald
Neame's deft direction, Gregory Peck's inspired cast'ing as a bewildered American in F'.dwardian I'ngland.
Mr. Clemens' tale receives a stimulatin<r treatment.

A

Issue

MILLION
The story poses this situation : Two fabulously
rich brothers hand a million-pound note to a tattered,
penniless and hungry American, stranded in London,
on the basis of a wager that anyone can live handsomely without spending a farthing; the note is to be returned to them, unbroken, within a month. W ith
nothing to lose, the American finds himself in a fairyland where the mere flashing of the magic bill gives
him carte blanche for anything he wants — finest of accomodations, food, clothing. But there are mishaps
too, to becloud the Cinderella-man's Utopia — a nearloss of the note in a wind-swept welter of papers, a
humiliating incident in the ultra-exclusive London
Stock Exchange (above), where the straw-hatted hero
is carted out by top-hatted down-the-nosers. and. hnalIv. the experience of a girl he loves rejecting him for
"his money." then finding true love as a rewarding byproduct ofhis unique experience.
Peck's role as the penniless Yank seems to have
been written especially for him. An outstanding cast
of British players, including a leading lady, Jane Griffiths, that bids to be another success as a result of appearing in a Peck-starred picture, work the film into
what it would seem Mark Twain might have envisioned inhis fanciful and entrancing story.
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March
DRAGONFLY
SQUADRON
Barbara
Britton, Bruce Bennett. DirectorJohn
LesleyHodiak,
Selander.
Producer
John Champion. War drama. Rigid disciplinarian takes
over Korean airfield before invasion, is wounded in air
attack, but his trained flyers come to the rescue. 84 min.
PARIS PLAYBOYS Bowery Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Huntz Hall is
sent to Paris believed to be a French scientist, concocts
a formula that proves even more potent than the
original scientist's. 62 min.
LOOPHOLE Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Huohes. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Drama. Bank teller. $50,000 short in his
accounts, tracks down phony bank examiner, recovers
loot and job. 80 min.
pril
ARROW IN THE DUST ATechnicolor.
Sterling Hayden,
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goeti. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory,
is regenerated.
min. through
MR. POTTS GOES TO MOSCOW George Cole, Nadia
Gray. Produced & directed by Mario Zampi. Comedy.
Sanitary engineer mixes briefcases with atomic scientist
setting off chase throuoh Russia and Europe. 93 min.
PRIDE OF THE BLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges, Vera Miles.
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes Goeti.
Racetrack drama. Filmed in color. Ambitious racehorse trainer noes bin time,y comes to earth when kid
jockey rides horse trainerMahad
saved to victory. 71 min.
FORTY-NINERS, THE Wild Bill Elliott. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Thomas Carr. Western.
U. S. Marshal poses as killer to trap three killers one
of whom is sheriff of gold-boom town. 71 min.
BOWERY BOYS MEET June
THE MONSTERS. THE Bowery
Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Boys become involved with mad doctor, electronic robot and gorilla. 66 min.
DESPERADO, THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
to free Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war,
youig
man 81
is min.
doublecrossed by friend and framed
for
murder.
July
RETURN FROM THE SEA Jan Sterling, Neville Brand.
Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when executive
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
in battle.
Returns
home a hero to marry girl he loves. 80 min.
WEAK AND THE WICKED, THc Glynis Johns, John
Gregson. Producer Victor Skutezky. Director J. LaeThompson. Drama. Framed in fraud case young woman
is sentenced to two years in prison. She is thrown
among wicked women and involved in escape. 72 min.
Coming
KILLER LEOPARD Johnny Sheffield, Beverly Garland.
Produced ami directed by Ford Beebe. Melodrama.
Bomba helps
beautiful
screen star track down runaway
husband
in wilds
of Africa.
STRANGER IN TOWN Technicolor. David Niven,
ICvonne
do Carlo.
Barry 88
Fitzgerald.
Ccmedy. Irish
fantasy with
comic flavor.
min.
SECURITY RISK John Ireland, Dorothy Malone. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Harold Schuster.
Melodrama. FBI agent on vacation thwarts communists
who kill atomic scientist and steal secret papers.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ex-convict is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws. 69 min.
COLUMBIA
March
BAIT Cleo Moore, Hugo Haas, John Agar Directorproducer Huqo Haas. Outdoor drama. Old prospector marries pretty nirl and involver her in plot to
murdsr his young partner with whom he shares a
rich gold strike. 79 min.
BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor. George Montgomery. Director William Cattle. Producer Sam Katzman Wottorn drama. Spit and polish officer tries to
run fort In hostile Indian territory by the "book". After
learning
real fighting
he succeeds
peace withwhatcunning
redskin is,
leader.
71 min. in arranging
FILM
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IT SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU Judy Holliday, Peter
Lawford. Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Comedy. Girl, yearning for fame, invests her
savings to have her name in lights on Broadway sign.
Resultant fame and furor disillusions her, drives her
into arms of young idealistic photographer. 87 min.
DRIVE A CROOKED ROAD
Mickey Rooney. Director
April
Richard
Ouine. Producer
JonieintoTaps.
Drama. gang
A pint-size
auto mechanic
is inveigled
a holdup
by a
pretty nirl. Girl repents as she falls in love with the
guy, aids him in breaking up the gang. 82 min.
IRON GLOVE, THE Technicolor. Robert Stack, Ursula
Thiess. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Historical adventure. Swashbuckler built around
Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne. 77 min.
JESSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor. Brett
King, Barbara
Lawrence.Western
William Castle.
ProMDirector
ay melodrama.
ducer Sam Katzman.
Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
out to net the loot of the notorious bandit. In showdown battle, Daltons are wiped out and money turns
out to be Confederate bills. 65 min.
MAD MAGICIAN, THE 3D Vincent Price, Mary Murphy,
Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy.
Horror melodrama. Illusion nenius. prevented by his
boss from usin:: hli creations as a stage magician,
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey, Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment of rifles to outpost completes his mission despite Apaches, treachery and romance. 66 min.
MIAMI ducerSTORY,
THE Barry
Sullivan,
ProSam Katzman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience
to expose crime syndicate. 75 min.
JUNGLE MANEATERS Johnny Weissmuller, Karin Booth,
^oducer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Adventure-melodrama. Jungle Jim tracks down diamond
smuggler who is jeopardizing peace of jungle. 68 min.
SARACEN BLADE, THE Technicolor.
June RIcardo Montalban,
Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swashhwk\er with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge his
father's murder, joining in the Crusades. 76 min.
HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor.
July Alan Ladd. Director
Mark Robson. Producers Irvinn Allen. Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
complication for x-navy skipper In the Antartic. 91 min.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones, Montgomery Clift. Director Vlttorio de Sica.
Producers David O. Selznick and de Sica. Drama. Made
in
Italy, film.
("Bicycle
language
63 min. Thief") de Sica's first English
OUTLAW STALLION, THE Technicolor. Phil Carey,
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DirecFred F. Sears.
devotion
wild torstallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
64 min.to
Coming
CAINE MUTINY, THE Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart.
Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray, Robert
Francis. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk. of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy destroyer. Bogart plays a neurotic captain, Johnson the exp'utive officer, MacMurray Is the prissy Keefer, Ferrer
the defense attorney for the mutineers. 125 min.
DETECTIVE,
Alec Gulness,
rector RobertTHEHamer.
Producer Joan
VivianGreenwood.
Cox. ComedyDidrama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using It for some unorthodox crime-busting.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner in
murder to achieve selfish ends.
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Ella Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter Involved in
racketeers'
of longshoremen
Is moved to
rebel againstdomination
the syndicate
by love of woman.
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina,
TRIPOLI
Technicolor.
Paul
Henreid,
PaProducer Sam Katzman. Director Felix
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid
from ofher pirate
kingdom.leader to help drive savage hordes
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Features

THEY RODE WEST Donna Reed, Robert Francis. Dv
tor Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil. West
Doctor at frontier Army post incurs enmity of fel
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
I. F. E.
March
ANITA GARIBALDI Italian. Subtitles. Anna Magni
Raf Vallone. Directors Goffredo Allessandrini, Fraj
Rosi. Drama. Story of Garibaldi's battle to unite Imid-l9th
wife'sdeath.
loyalty95andmin.brav
inin the
cause.Century
causInQandher histragic
MY HEART SINGS Subtitles. Ferruccio Tagllavlni.
rector Mario Mattoli. Comedv with music. Two p
renegades discover young electrlan with fine opert
voice, p lace him under contract and plot to expi
him with operatic impressario. 99 min.
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silv
Pampanini,
Eleonora
Rossi Drago,
Producers Dino
De Laurentis
& CarolVlttorio
Pontl. Gass"
Dire
Luigi Comencini. Drama. Expose of vice ring inv
Ing girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.
SENSUALITA English. Eleonora Rossi Drago. P
De Laurentis production. JDirector
e Clemente Frac
Drama. "Bitter Rice" storyunof two men and a gir
the wheat fields of Italy. 72 min.
August
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP English Langu
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa, DeLaurentis Produc
Director Duilio Coletti. War drama. Deals with the
ventures of Italian Navy frogmen during World Wa
War 11. 93 min.
HUSBAND FOR ANNA, A English Language. Silv
Pampanini. Producer D. F. Davanzati. Director G.
Santls. Drama. TrialsComing
and tribulations of woman
search of love and husband.
AIDA
Color ofEng.
Nar.Producer
Sophia F.Loren,
Lois Max"
Ballet Corps
Rome.
De Martlno.
Dire
Clemente
Fracassi.
Opera.
Verdi's
story
tween Egyptian princess and slave girlofforrivalry
love
Egyptian
officer.
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE English Language. Ma
Vlady. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director L.
Felice.
Story of love between two IS-y
olds
whichDrama.
ends tragically.

LIPPERT
March
BLACKOUT
Dane
Clark,
Belinda
Lee. Murder
Producerdrama
Mie
Carreras. Director Terence
Fisher.
down-and-out war veteran is offered a $1000 mys
job by a nirl whose father Is later murdered, thro
suspicion on the veteran until he establishes that
girl's mother was responsible for the killing. 87 mi
FANGS OF THE WILD A Charles
Chaplin, Jr., On
Stevens. Producer Robertpril
L. Lippert, Jr. Dire
William Claxton. Murder M
drama.
Boy and his dog
ay killing
only witnesses to a cold-blooded
In the wo
Boy's story truth,
is not causing
believeda until
thein murderer's
establishes
chase
which
the I
life is threatened. 71 min.
HEAT WAVE Alex Nicol, Hillary Brooke. Prod
Anthony Hinds. Director Ken Hughes. Murder dra
Faithless wife allows husband to drown a young no
ist, an unwittino accessory, keeps silent but tells pO
after widow jilts him. 68 min.
COWBOY, THE Eastman Color. Producer-diree
feature.storyPhotogra"
inElmo
colorWilliams.
on actual Documentary
Southwest locations,
relatei
cowboy's true life from pioneer days to now. 69
MONSTER FROM THE OCEAN FLOOR Anne Kim
Stuart Wade. Producer Roger Corman. Director W
Ordung.
A girlshark-infested
skin-diver andwaters
scie
in one-manScience-fiction.
submarine brave
face a huge sea monster far under the ocean. 64 r

BIG CHASE, THE Glenn Langan, Adele Jergens. ll
ducer Robert L. Lippert, Jr. Director Arthur Nil
Action drama. Rookie cop goes on patrol car d
takes part in chase by auto, boat and helicopte,
ends in shooting of payroll robbers.
PRODUCT
June

■

LIPPERT (Conflnued)

^Hl TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hinds.
^H:tor Montgomery Tully. Mystery drama. Desperate
^Hiess
man hires
thug tohiskillmind
him and
so hisbarely
wife can
colinsurance.
Changes
escapes
^Hh, to learn that his wife was responsible for
call.
beat Phyllis Kirk, John Bentley. Producer Herrr Cohen. Director Guy Green. Mystery drama. Girl
fco operator on U. S. freighter becomes unwitting
a 'Ssory to diamond smugglers. Teams with detective
tc ivestigate murder and round up gang. 73 min.

iNT RAIDERS tRoirchard /Blarrditl/eytt, Eeatrtl.e Lyon.on Producae.r
|e Lyon. tDriorlec nds Richa rmBaanrtdly aAcchtn.i rdkrsam
|ent-hmraonu1
(
ghpa enemlya foorncesNo in prepabreatio Wofor thites
0 jpe commando raid.
TINDER PASS Dane Clark, Andy Devine. Producer
R ert A. Nunes. Director Frank McDonald. Western
d Tia. Party of whites crossing hostile Indian country
y, I a suspected renegade is attacked by tribes.
■ negade" is vindicated as Army secret agent.
August
1 HOLY FOUR, THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
► hael Carreras. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
c ma. Husband returns after four-year memory loss
rt U\f
der and
him. find which of wife's three suitors tried to
Coming
>«NTURE IN RIO Scott Brady, Raymond Burr. Mclo( ma. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery ring
f apes and enlists aid of American who exposes
<3lthy Brazilian as ringleader.
VOLY GAME. THE Lloyd Bridges. Producer. Robert
hbar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
II '•list
southern
Spain microfilm
becomes of
involved
murder,
ckmailin and
smuaaled
secret informulas.
ICE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte. Mari Aldon. Pro• ;er Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
tma. Former auto racing champion quits big race
en his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
neback
and Prix. and wins back his wife by winning the
:GE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
"Joan of Arc,"
who aspersuades
nythe toSpanish
resist Napoleon,
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
is and French rule prevails.
RROR SHIP William Lundigan, Naomi Chance. Procer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mysy drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds it has
en used to cache highly-explosive atomic formula,
ards with
yachttheforsecret.
sea-chase after plotters attempt to
tape

lETHD-GQLDWYN-MAYER
March

MEN OF THE FIGHTING LADY Ansco. Van Johnson,
Walter Pidgeon, Louis Calhern, Frank Lovejoy. War
drama. Navy fichter iquadron in Korea overcomes tremendous odds to save blinded
Junepilot. 80 min.
STUDENT PRINCE. THE CmemaScope, Ansco Color.
Ann Blyth. fcd mund Purdom, John cricson. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minelli. Musical. Film
version of Romberg's operetta. 107 min.
GONE WITH THE WINDJuly
(Reissue) Technicolor. C'ark
Gable, Vivian Leigh. 222 min.
VALLEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor,
Eleanor Parker. Producer, Sam Zimbalist. Director R.
Pirosh. Adventure drama. Younn archeologist aids
beautiful
cirl ofto Egyptian
carry on Pharoah.
dead father's
find lost tomb
Bi min. ambition ot
August
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the91 problem
of sharing her
living room
13 males.
min.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel marries Powell and takes her into the hills of
Oregon where she is faced with prospect of living with
his six semi-civilized brothers. 103 min.
Coming
BEAU BRUMMEL Eastman. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Tavlor. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era. dashing
reputation
revolutionary
fashions,cavalry
but captain
personalcains
ambitions
lead for
to disaster.
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved in espionage and romance in occupied Holland
during World War II. Ill min.
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, Ansco Color. Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse, Elaine Stewart. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minnelli. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once every century.
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Drama.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason, Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Jiseph L. Manklewicz. Historical
drama. Assassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Casslus et al. 121 min.
PARAMOUNT

|)SE MARIE
CinemaScope-Kodacolor.
Ann Arthur
BIyth,
pward
Keel, Fernando
Lamas. Producers
)rnblow, Jr. and Lawrence Welnrjarten. Director
;rvyn LeRoy. Musical outdoor drama. Romance and
irder
Canadian
woods Involving
ul girl,in athetrapper
and north
a mountie.
106 min. a beauNNESSEE CHAMP Ansco Color. Shelley Winters,
wey Martin, Ke en3n V/ynn. Producer Sol Bder Field3 Director Fred M. Wilcox. Comedy. Prize fighter
10 believes the Lord is in his corner and his slick
becomeriver-front.
involved with
a blond bombshell along
einaqer
Mississippi
73 min.

March
NAKED JUNGLE Technicolor. Eleanor Parker, Charlton
Heston. Producer George Pal.. Director Byron Haskln.
Adventure drama. South American plantation owner
considers his mail-order wife too elegant for rough
jungle life. She proves herself when plantation is attacked by hordes of soldies ants. 9S min.

A pril
ECUTIVE SUITE William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck,
ne Allyson,
Frederic March. Walter Pidgeon, Paul
Juglas.
Drama.
Effect the death of a president of
drcje firm has on the first 6 vice-presidents.
104 min.
YPSY COLT Ansco Color, Donna Corcoran, Ward
>nd, Frances Dee.
William Marton.
Grady, Jr.
and
Dramj.
Director Andrew
dney Franklin Jr. Producers
spirited black colt refuses to accept separation
om the little girl who raised him. 72 min.
HAPSODY Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio Gassan. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director Charles
dor. Lov.e story. A beautiful woman in Europe holds
e lives 4nd music
of two young artists in her
inds. Background ofcareers
classical
May music. 115 min.

AllhoM9h there mgy still b« tc
miner changes in releose schedules. It
appeors that July will offer one of the
tmallest supplies of new product for
any month so for this yeor. Of the 24
features currently listed, three ore rehsuM of major films. Three releases
are In CinemaScope — two from WarMrs and one from 20th-Fox. Seventeen
features are in color. No 3Ders listed.

LAME AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner,
|«r Angeli, Carlos Thompson. Producer Joe Pasternak.
'r*?*°'' around
Richard world
Brooks.fromRmantic
drama.
girl
rittinq
one love
affairBeautiful
to another
ets involved in web of intrigue
and romance. 104 min.
OF WAR
I,'RISONER
roducer Henry
Berman.Ronald
DirectorReagan,
Andrew Steve
Marton.Forrest.
War
Red prison81 camp
°"'««'' ofparachutes
I,*' L*'^'"''
o check
on stories
CommunistIntoatrocities.
min.
FILM
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4
7
4
4
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RED GARTERS Technicolor. Rosemary Clooney. Jacic
Carson, Guy Mitchell. Producer Pat Duggan. Director
George Marshall. Western musical comedy. Fanciful
yarn
revolves
arrivalKiller
in California
town to
avenge around
death ofMitchell's
brother.
turns out
Mhisay
to be best friend of Mitchell.
91 min.
CASANOVA'S
NIGHTPaul Technicolor.
Bob Hope,
Joan Fontaine. BIG
Producer
AprilJones. Director Norman
McLeod.anova isComedy.
Hope,
mistaken
for
the
Cashired85 tomin.test the faithfulness ofloveranother
man's fiancee.
NO RELEASES
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
in Cevlon. falls in love with his foreman and plans to
run away
withloveshim.her Plague
and in crisis she
finds
she still
husband.strikes
103 min.
e
n
u
J
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Nicole Maurey, Thomas Mitchell, Robert Young. Producer Mel Epstine. Director Jerr-.' Hopper. Melodrama.
American pilot stranded in Peru ioins a renegade In
searching for lost Inca treasure. 101 min.
GREATEST SHOW ON July
EARTH. THE (Reissue) TechniJames Stewart, Betty Hutton, Cornel Wilde,
Charltoncolor.Heston.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Zetterling. Producers and directors Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
ntarriage finds the female psychiatrist has same corrv
plex, gets involved in spy plot and murder. 103 min.
August
ABOUT ducerMRS.
LESLIEDirector
Shirley Daniel
Booth, Mann.
RobertDrama.
Ryan. WoProHal Wallis.
rooming houseabout
ownerownfindsill-fated
tenant'saffair.
problems
her toman reminisce
104 lead
min.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Leich. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly announces that Jerry Lewis is dyini^ of radiation poisonand he is95given
one mi
lastng
fling at life by reporter
Janeting Leigh.
min. Co
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI. THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredrlc March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of plan and execution of Korean air raid.
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke,
Eric Fleming. Producer Georce Pal. Director Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Flloht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence when he tries comeback.
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart. Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy drama. Freelance photographer becomes Involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder.
SACRINA Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
WlNlam Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
Comedy. after
Two she
rich returni
brothersfromfalla for
chiiuffeur's
daughter
yeartheir
In Paris.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskln. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player Is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air
Command,
non-stop
flight. he is envolved In crash and historic
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarlni.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. BIng Crosby, Di-nny
Kaye,
Producer
Robt,
E. Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtiz. Musical.
Two World
War IIcomebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war,
beinvolved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show.
REPUBLIC
March
FLIGHT NURSE Joan Leslie. Forrect Tucker. Director
Allan Dwan. War drama. Air Force nurse, assigned to
Korean duty, at first more interested in locating her
sweetheart than in doing her duty, is molded by war
Kito woman of heroic and responsible stature. 90 min.

GERALDINE John Carroll, Mala Powers, Stan Freberg.
Producer Sidney Picker.
Director R. G. Springsteen.
April
Comedy with music. Tin Pan Alley publicity girl ciscovers young college music instructor with golden
voice, interested only in folk songs, eventually interests
him in popular music and a marriage license. 90 min.
PRODUCT
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MIRAGE

If product-parched exhibitors think it's a mirage, we
asteri to assure them that the statement by the president of
. nited Artists is as real as any promise can be.
Arthur B. Krim told theatremen last week that I A will
leliver no less than fifty (yes. 50 I features during the 1951)5 season. And. in answer to Bob O'Donnell s appeal for an
ncrease in the number of first class films. Mr. Krim Hatly
tated that his company promises exhibitors "a preponderance
if big ones".
The remarkable progress of I nited Artists under the
iianagement of its youthful executive team lends weight to
[le pledge by Krim. These men have done everything exj)ected
if them, and more, since they took over the rudderless I A
Im a scant three years ago. Again they dis|)lay their acumen
v seizing the opportunity that beckons to those who will meet
he needs of product-starved exhibitors. Their s will be the
;lory — and the |)rofit.

THE
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CORPORATION

" the Editor
■ilm Hullctin
•I'ar Sir :
\ou asked me for my reaction to "Keade's Blast' de.\ered before the Motion Picture Industry Council in Hollyvood on June 16lh and published in full in Film Bulletin of
'line 28th.
Being one member of the "great octopi that has grown
al oil the creative genius of Junior Reade and others. 1 noriially would get terribly angrv and excited and |)rohably use
I lot of words that may not look good in print. 1 think it
vas George Bernard Shaw who wrote something to the clTt ( t
hat youth is wasted on the young, and where our Junior ( oniders me among those old in years and \>here he stales, "it is
I lie and unfortunate that the self-per])etuating heads of disiihution . . 1 now bciii to understand a little better what
■l orge Bernard Shaw was hitting at.
The lack of experience is often demonstrated by loud
loises and misinformation. Junior is apparently a nice boy
vho is -drying very hard to be seen and heard. It probably
as a very good thing for Junior that his Dad was born first.
"onder if you have asked the top boys of TOA whether they
lave had an opportunity to approve Junior's blast before he

blasted, and whether or not they concurred with their President's utterances?
I just read it again before dictating these last few lines,
and I am no longer angry. I find myself laughing and enjoying the humor and the tremendous authority invested in me
as one who is part of. if I may quote, "the phony overhead' . I
should like some day to have Junior explain to me the word
Sincerely,
■phony".
A. MONTAGUE

JUSTIFIABLE

COMPLAINT

\^e have been hearing an increasing number of complaints about advertising of various shorts being inserted in
newsreels to the exclusion of legitimate news. An exhibitor
lecently wrote us as follows:
"For three consecutive weeks, the two newsreels we show
twice contained clips plugging their jjictures and once featuring a speech bv an executive of one of the companies. 1 have
no objection to my screen being employed to further the industry's general public relations, but I strenuously object to it
being used bv anv particular coni])any to advertise its product
and its personnel."
"If this continues. I'll get along without a newsreel. and
so w ill my patrons, gladly."
The June 23 service bulletin of the ITO of Ohio registers
this complaint, directed by a member to one of the distribution companies:
"1 want to complain about the advertising which you put
in vour newsreels. The latest was a drive for funds for
Koreans. This was on our screen five times — three from you
and two from the news reel of another distributor. \^ e normallv get paid for putting advertising like that on our screen
and while we are not averse to charity, we do not like to have
it foisted upon us in that manner. In other words, we will
choose the charity to which we wish to contribute.
"Our program is planned for a certain length of time and
when you substitute advertising for news we cannot cut it out
because it makes our program short. Now, we expect a full
reel of news from you and if you want to send along an ad\ertising trailer, please advise us and we w ill decide whether
or not we will run it gratis."
These complaints certainly are justified. The film companies are not entitled to appropriate the screens of exhibitors
to exploit their product or to espouse people or causes which
mav not be of the theatreman's choosing.
Let's keep the NEVi'Sreels just that.
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Aubrey
Schenck
Presents
SUirmi

. RORrCMIIOUN
jj^
Wj-

PGBOIECIISnE

'^H BEERY • WARNER ANDERSON • PETE« GRAVES • LEE VAN CLEEF • RITA MORENO
A SCHENCK KOCH Production RirharH
Produced byAhn
HOWard
W. KOCH Directed by LeSley
QIMMnWQ

FAN!

MADE

THE

NEIVS

ELLIS G. ARNALL, president of the
Society of Independent Motion Picture
Producers, called on Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles to make a "complete
investigation" of the Moaon Picture Export Association agreement with France.
He charged the MPAA export unit with
entering into a subsidy commitment
with the French. The ultimate effect,
Arnall said, will be to force American

REMBUSCH
TRUEMAN T. REMBUSCH, sturdy
independent exhibitor from Indiana,
made the news in more ways than one
over the past fortnight. The former
president of National Allied wrote trade
headlines on three counts. (1) He
backed Walter Reade, Jr.'s blast against
distributors, warning them that it's
"much later than they think". (2) Took
a poke at Sam Goldwyn for his prediction that Hollywood will cut production
50% in the next two years. (3) Submilted to the film companies a proposal
for a weekly national TV show to promote motion pictures.
0
WALTER MIRISCH, Allied Artists
executive producer, provided some encouragement for film-thirsty exhibitors.
His company, he said, will step up its
production pace sharply for the second
half of '54, putting 15 features before
the cameras in that period.

producers
"payfilms
a price"
sion to selltotheir
abroad.for permiso
MATTY FOX, the all-industry dynamo, finally submitted to matrimony. He
married Yolande Betbeze. Miss America
of 1951, on Independence Day.
O
BARNEY BALABAN, back from a
European tour, reported enthusiasm
abroad for Paramoont's VistaVision
process. Foreign producers, the Para-

K R IM
ARTHUR B. KRIM, United Artists
president, pledged exhibitors that his
company will deliver more topflight productions during the 1954-55 season than
in any year since founding of UA 35
years ago. Replying to R. J. (Bob)
O'Donnell's plea for more "A" pictures,
Krim said, "We promise you a preponof big scheduled.
ones" among the 50 features derance
UA has
O

BALABAN

DONALD HENDERSON, 20th-Fox
treasurer-secretary, predicted a $15,500,000 net before taxes for 1954, more than
double '53. Estimate was made to
specially invi;ed group of Wall Streeters, members of the New York Security
Analysts, on hand for "Advancing
Techniques of CinemaScope" screening. Earnings for first half, Henderson
reported were $5'/2 rrillion, compared
with $150,000 in same period last year.

mount president declared, are eagerly
awaiting delivery of VV cameras, but it
will be qui'.e a while before they get
any. Paramount is the only company
having VistaVision cameras in this
country thus far.
o
MICHAEL TODD, speaking for Magna Theatre Corp. and Todd-AO, advised
that "Oklahoma", first film to be made
in the 65mm. T-AO process, will also be
produced in CinemaScope, "for purposes of comparison."
o

MIRISCH

SAMUEL GOLDWYN, the irrepressible independent producer, made news
by (1) being quoted in a Hollywood
column as predicting that the annual
volume of features would be cut in half
within two years, and (2) announcing
that he had closed a deal to make the
film version of the Broadway stage success, "Guys and Dolls".

HENDERSON
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"Apache"
ScUiMC^ ^(ZtlK^ O O O
Smash action, robust Lancaster performance make this
rousing show. Contains variety of elements for good
grosses in all situations. Flesh-and-blood characterizations, realistic story, smart direction for appeal generally.
Attractive marquee, bright Technicolor production, strong
pre-selling campaign additional assets.
This is a topflight outdoor production. Story deals
with efforts of lone Apache (Burt Lancaster) to fight oflf
the white men encroaching on tribal lands and exploiting his people. Good interest is built as Lancaster is
frustrated by both his tribe and U. S. Army in efforts to
take Apache nation on warpath. Hard-hitting violence,
which moves at fast clip throughout, and sensitive story
aspects are excellently handled by director Robert Aidrich. Warm, human emotion stems from Lancaster's
relationship with Jean Peters, an Indian girl whose love
eventually conquers the seemingly indestructible
.■\pache. Both performers avoid stock portrayals, giving real depth to their roles. Astute filming of rugged,
panoramic backgrounds complements both stark elements of tale and savage combat. Action highlights are

"Ring

of Fear"

SudlHC^

(CinemaScope)

1^€UU<^ O

O

O

Rating is for action houses. If exploited heavily in general situations, grosses will be above average for short
runs. Mickey Spillane-Clyde Beatty combo, circus-murder-sex thrills major factors. Implausible story militates
against acceptance by class trade.
\'iolence, circus thrills and sex are combined in thi:
spotty action-melodrama produced by Wayne-Fellow,
for WB. Bally angles galore, with circus selling am
]\lickey Spillane's initial appearance as an actor, wil
produce good b.o. figures where capitalized. Script an
performances are on low scale, with four-legged actor
ofifering biggest thrills. Circus scenes are high spotsBeatty with his cats, trapeze work, animal escapes — es
pecially effective in CinemaScope and \\'arnerColor
Tale has a homicidal maniac, Sean McClory, out to sabo
tage Clyde Beatty's traveling circus, using alcoholi
clown Emmett Lynn as his hatchet-man. Beatty call
Spillane to uncover the destruction, and he does, wit
'inCarr.
Beatty instrumental in bagging the killer, mangled by
tiger. Sex angles revolves around aerialist eyeful Maria

Lancaster's exciting escape from prison reservation, and
his frequent battles with the white invaders. Suspense
and intrigue developed in conflict with his own people.
Excellent pressbook contains striking illustrations

Pressbook is excellent, playing up the Beatty-Spil
lane factors in vivid circus style. Whole tone in art an
copy is typically Barnum. Special accessories to giv
front and lobby circus atmosphere are featured. Catch

of the Apache warrior and place film in "High Xoon"
and "Shane'' class. Neil

line: ". . . And In The Center Ring Mickey Spillan
Himself — And Molent Terror I" Phil

United Artists IHecht-Lancaster) . 91 Minutes. Burt ^Lancaster, Jean Peters,
John Mclntire. Producer Harold Hecht. Director Robert Aldrich.

Warner Bros. 92 Minutes. Clyde Beatty. Mickey Spillane, Pat O'Brien, Seai
McClory, Marian Carr, John Bromfield, Gonialei-Gonialei, Emmett Lynn. Pro
ducer Robert M. Fellows. Director James Edward Grant.

"Her

Twelve

Men"
"Return

Rating will be higher for family trade and Greer Garson
fans. Weak for action houses. Plenty of heart interest
for ma, pa and the kiddies.
Heartwarming story of female teacher's struggle to
win favor in boys' school forms ideal vehicle for Greer
Garson. I''av()ral)]e response a certainty for family market, as star first takes her licks from kids' pranks, then
worms her way into their hearts. Mild, but pleasant,
romantic interest, t)lenty chuckles, situations that will
be recognized by parents and youngsters alike, good
Ansco Color are other assets. Too slow for the action
trade, not quite uj) to par for the more discriminating.
Story has recently-widowed Garson taking on teaching
j(jb in exclusive boys' school. Resented by the kids, who
bedevil her Avith malicious tricks, and In- assistant headmaster Robert Ryan, she finally ingratiates herself
through kindliness and understanding of the various
youngsters' problems. Toward the end, both Ryan and
Harry Sullivan, millionaire father of one of the brats,
pursue her romantically. She winds uj) with Ryan, continuing atthe school. It's enjoyable. a])i)ealing, Garsontypc family entertainment. Phil

M-G-M ?0 Minut«s. Greer Garson. Robert Ryan, Barry Sullivan, Richard
Haydn, Barbara Lawrtnce. James Arness. Rex Thompson, Tim Considine. Producer John Houseman, Director Robert Z. Leonard.
Pag* ■
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to Treasure

Island"

Adventure programmer OK for its intended action mar
ket. Will need strong top feature spot. Minor marquee
values. Has good ballyhoo features.
Dual bill entry, produced by Aubrey Wisberg anc
Jack Pollexfen in PatheColor for UA release is definite!}
not for the more discriminating trade. However, it ha:
ample elements which can be exploited and which wil
please action fans, youngsters and males who will enjo\
ogling sexy Dawn Addams. Far-fetched yarn has Dawij
as descendant of original Stevenson hero out to recove'
treasure buried on Pacific island. She is aided hy Porte i
Mall, apparently honest but actually intending to gral,
the loot himself. Complications result when rival grouj
of treasure-seekers upset plans, but all comes off wej
with Dawn and Tab Hunter finding romance in the proj
ceedings, and Hall getting his come-uppance. Plenty r'
Miss Addams' anatomy is made available for those whj
enjoy such scenery. However, neither she nor handsonij
Hunter display much in way of histrionic ability. ) f r
United Artists. 75 Minutes. Tab Hunter, Dawn Addams. Porter Hall, J»n>'
Seay, Harry Lauter, William Cottrell. Producer Aubrey Wisberg. Jatj
Pollexfen. Director E. A Oupont.
(MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 16)
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By JAY ALLEN
ALLIED
.A Launches

ARTISTS

Biggest Slate

1 History, Four Roll in July
THE XUMl'.F.R OF FLTURK PICiies to be delivered by Allied Artists will
,e determined by the availability of reasoiiblc playing time, Steve Hroidy told the
lit Beverly Hills TO A conclave.
i'.roidy placed the responsibility for future
r.'duct squarely on the exhibitor's shoulders
roclaiming: "If you want insurance, you
uist pay a premium. The gamble in prouction is much greater than in exhibition,
Ki<fnuch as the producer cannot preview a
ript, whereas the theatre owner has that
rivilege on a picture."
' He said that his company is not interested
I additional financing — only in assurances
I playing time. "Why borrow money," he
lid, "when we're in a position to earn it?
'laydates spell money, and all we at Allied
.rtists want is an equal break with the comirable product of other companies."
' )n the heels on this statement came W'alr Mirisch's announcement that, in July, the
unpany will launch the most important
Ix-month production schedule in its history
ith 15 films to go before the cameras duru that period. Of these, one will be in
ineniaScope and three will be filmed in
"echnicolor. Eight of the pictures will start
etween now and the end of September.
On the immediate production scene, these
)ur features will roll this month: "The
.nnapolis Story" (John Derek) Technicolor
-Hayes Goetz producer; "Rowery to Bagad" (Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall) — Ben
chwalb producer, Edward Bernds director;
Ketchikan" (Mark Stevens) — Lindsley I'arDHs producer, Stevens director, and Hermn Cohen's independent film "Target Earth"
'low
■ r. being cast) — Sherman A. Rose direcTo be filmed in England, "The Black
'ince," a CinemaScope production to be
intly made by Allied Artists and 20th
cntury-Fox, will roll on August 2 with
jlenry Levin directing; and also starting
Mat month is the Technicolor production
V\ ichita." Mirisch will produce both films.
In Sei<tember, "Legionnaire" Technicolor,
ill go before cameras with Richard Heerliince producing, and producer Vincent M.
tiiiielly will launch "John Brown's RaidThe final scene of "The Woh Mathias
ry" (Mathias). which completed studio
oting in late June, will be lenscd on July
at Ouantico. Va., when the star of the

picture enters the Marine Corps. James L.
I-'allon, executive producer, and director
Francis D. Lyon arranged for filming on the
actual day the athlete reports for duty.
Editing is nearly completed on "The Police
Story" (Gary Merrill. Jan Sterling) — Hayes
Goetz producer, Joe Xewman director.
COLUMBIA
"Joseph & Brethren"

Held Up

Only One Feature Now Shooting
COLL'MP.IA HAS CLCJSED DOWN
])roduction on the multi-million dollar epic
"Joseph and His Brethren," after nearly two
months of location shooting, because of difficulties incasting the title role. Production
isn't scheduled to resume until early fall and
it is likely that director William Dieterle
may be allowed to take an intervening assignment.
As a result, the one feature now shooting
is Warwick Productions' "A Prize of Gold"
(Richard Widmark, Mai Zetterling), which
producers Irving Allen and .A. R. Broccoli
are making in r>erlin. I'arring further delays,
Bryan Foy will likely get the cameras rollor. "Women's Prison" (now
ing this week
casting)
which will be directed by Lewis
Seller.
The only other film slated for July is
"Bugle's Wake," a Sam Katzman production
which Earl Bellamy will direct. Both this
feature and " .\ Prize of Gold" arc in Technicolor.
Negotiations for the nnisical rights to the
I?roadway hit, "Wonderful Town," (to have
been used in the Columbia re-make of "My
Sister Eileen,") have been canceled. Wthough the offer of ?;125,()00 for the stage
music was reportedly acceptable to composers Betty Comden and Adolph Green, it
is understood that playwrights Joseph Field
and Jerome Chodorov wanted an extra
$50,000 for "musical sequal rights," which
Harry Cohn refused to pay. Jule Styne and
Leo Robin already have reported to do the
music for "Eileen," in which Judy Holliday
and Janet Leigh will be starred — Fred Kohlmar producing.
Another important property added to the
company's slate is "Sons and Lovers," the
n. H. Lawrence classic. It will be one of
Jerry W'ald's personal productions for the
studio. No starting date or cast has been
set, although it is expected to roll in the fall
or early winter.
Frank Sinatra is all but set to take over
the starring role in "Pal Joey," which starts
in late summer.

LIPPERT
Company

PRODUCTIONS

Tabs Nine Films

For Release During July-Oct.
FIVE REGIONAL SALES MEETINGS
are being held this month by Lippert Pictures, at which time release plans for the
next four months will be mapped out. A
William ¥. Broidy production for Lippert
release, "Thunder Pass" (Dane Clark,
Dorothy Patrick) is being screened at all of
the sessions. Robert L. Lippert is also briefing 28 Lippert distributors on nine features
set for release from July through October.
Two pictures are now shooting for Lippert: "The Black Pirates" (.\nthony Dexter,
Lon Chaney) — Robert L. Lippert, Jr.. producing and Allen Miner directing, on location in El Salvador; and "Adventure in Rio"
(Scott Brady) — Kurt Neumann producing
and
directing, on locations in Italy and
Germany.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Slate May Be Upped Again,
Six Reissues To Ease Shortage
MGM IS CONSIDERING AN INcrease in its 1955 production schedule as a
result of studio conferences between vicepresident Howard Dietz and production
toppers. Although no definite figure wa.; set.
Film BULLETIN learned there is talk of
upping the level by a minimum of six features over the 26 or 27 now slated for the
current year.
All executives attending the conferences,
insist there will be no product shortage at
Metro, pointing out that seven pictures will
be in release during July and August with
nine more completed and awaiting release
dates. In addition, five pictures are working,
and two more are slated to roll later in the
month.
Also, the company is preparing to reissue
six of its outstanding boxoffice hits to help
alleviate the overall dearth of product.
Among the reissues will be a pair of Judy
Garland starrers, "Easter Parade" and
"Meet Me in St. Louis," timed for release
to capitalize on the singer's new Warner
Brothers film, "\ Star Is Born". The only
other feature definitely set for reissue is
".■\sphalt Jungle." The re-releases are slated
to hit the market in August,
Budgets oil national ad cami>aigns for a
(Continued on Papc 10)
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(Continued from Page 9)
quintet of upcoming new films will get a
big boost — exceeding any since the company's "Quo Vadis" and "Ivanhoe." Those
getting preferential treatment are: "The Student Prince," "Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers," "Valley of the Kings," "Brigadoon" and "Beau Brummell."
Presently in production are: "Deep In My
Heart" (Jose Ferrer. Merle Oberon, Helen
Traubcl, Walter Pidgeon), in Technicolor —
Roger Edens producer. Stanley Doncn director; "Jupiter's Darling" (Esther Williams, Howard Keel, Marge & Govver Champion), CinemaScope and Technicolor —
George Wells producer, George Sidney director; "Many Rivers to Cross'' (Robert
Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen),
(."inemaScope and Eastman color — Jack
Cummings producer, Roy Rowland director;
"Glass Slipper" (Leslie Caron), CinemaScope and Eastman Color — Edwin Knopf
producer, Charles Walters director; and
"The Prodigal" (Lana Turner, Edmund
Purdom). CinemaScope and Technicolor —
Charles Schnee producer, Richard Thorpe
director.
On July 15, Dore Schary launches his personal production, "Bad Day at Black Rock"
(Spencer Tracy, Robert Ryan) — John
Sturges director. July 26 is the starting date
for "Hit the Deck" (Jane Powell, Debbie
Reynolds, Ann Miller, Tony Martin), CinemaScope and color — Joseph Pasternak producer.
Mitchell Leisen has been signed to direct
"Sacred and Profane" (Anne Ba.xter, Steve
Forrest) W'hich rolls in England in early
August — Henry Berman producer.
PARAMOUNT
Little Help for Exhibs
From Slow-Moving Par Lot
PRODUC'ITOX Al'i lX rrV ox THIS
lot continues at a low ebb. If it were not for
the Pine-Thomas unit, which has three pictures in various stages, the Paramount studio
wf)uld come close to resembling a ghost
town. Product-hungry exhibitors can't expect much help from this company for some
time to come.
The impression exists in some f|uartcrs in
Hollywood that this company's slow-down
is due in large degree to the fact that management won't pay for topflight talent. .'\
number of story properties are laying on the
sholf because the proper talent i'-n't being
made available to production head Don
Hartman. That's really a pity with the theatre market crying for pictures.
Pine-Thomas' current program consists of
a trio of Technicolor features: "Love Is A
Weapon" (John Payne, Mary Murphy) —
Phil Karlson director; "Run For Cover"
(James Cagney) — Nicholas Ray director;
"Blue Horizons" (Fred MacMurray, Charlton Hcston, Donna Reed) — Rudy Mate di'{"he first
two might be wound u]) b>
the time rector,this
is read.
Paqr 10
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Only one other feature now in work for
Paramount release is Alfred Hitchcock's
production of "To Catch A Thief" (Gary
Grant, Grace Kelly), whicii just returned
from location in France.
Bob Hope's "Eddie Foy and the Seven
Little Foys" (which will undoubtedly get a
new handle before its release) is due to roll
late this month, with Jack Rose as producer
and Meville Shavelson directing. PineThomas have set "Lucy Gallant" (Jane
Wyman, Charlton Heston) to start location
shooting in Texas on August 15.
Exhibitors are beginning to wonder if
Paramount has this fellow Charlton Heston
signed to a "wholesale" contract. He jumps
from picture to picture with scarcely a
change in that hard, hard expression of his.
Advertising head Jerry Picker was in town
recently for talks with studio head Don
Hartman about seeking ways and means to
exploit Paramount's VistaVision process.
REPUBLIC
Six Films To Go Thru Summer
Emphasis On Theatre Production
REPUBLIC, IN A SURPRISE MOVE,
launched its heaviest summer production
schedule in history with six pictures slated
to roll during the ne.xt seven weeks. Budgets will also be slightly above normal, although there is nothing on the summer
schedule that could be classified as strictly
class "A" fare measured by present-day
major studio standards. Nevertheless, the
features will provide sorely-needed product
for exhibitors in the neighborhood and small
community category.
Contrary to many reports, studio spokesmen insist that television will remain secondary to theatres as Republic's chief source
of revenue. Top officials at the studio assure
Film BULLETIN that no Republic films
will be turned over to television until all
theatre revenue has been exhausted.
Moreover, it now appears that many of the
old (iene Autry and Roy Rogers pictures,
which were the source of a prolonged court
battle, will be withheld from the video
screens pending still further re-releases in
theatres.
Of the six pictures scheduled for this
month and next, two are already in production. They are "The Atomic Kid" (Mickey
Rooney, Elaine Davis) — Maurice Duke associate producer, Leslie Martinson director and
"Hello Outpost" (Rod Cameron, Joan Leslie)— Joseph Inman Kane associate producer
and director.
On Judy 30, associate i)roducer Andrew
-Solt launches "Zsa Zsa Goes West" (Zsa
Zsa Gabor, Porfirio Rubirosa), August 9 is
the new starting date for "Carolina C"annonball" (Judy Canova) — Sidney Picker associate producer, Charles Lamont director.
"Panther Girl of the Congo" (not cast), a
serial directed by associate producer Franklin Adreon, starts August 16; "Timberjack"
(not cast), also assigned to Kane, goes
August 20; and "Rebel Island" (not cast) —
Edward l.udwig associate producer, on
.•\ugust 25.

Sid Solow, general manager of Conso
dated Film Industries, which is a Republ
film laboratories subsidiary, has been a
pointed a vice-president of Republic b\ tl
board of directors.
RKO
Russell Inks Deal For Six
Pact Near For "20,000 Leagues
THE LONG DRAWN-OUT CO:
tract negotiations between Hughes and Ja
Russell have finally been culminated, \vi
the actress agreeing to make six pictures
as many years, for a total of $1,000,000. T
contract stipulates that she is to be paid uv
a 20 year basis, at the rate of 50,000 p
It appears definite that Walt Disney w
release his "20,000 Leagues Under the ."^e
(Kirk Douglas, James Mason) through t
year.
Hughes company — with Christmas openin
set for major cities. It is reported that RK
will pay Disney an advance of $4,00(),ii
before the deal will actually be signed.
President J. R. Grainger announced 1;
week that Hughes production of "Jet I'iii
(John Wayne), which was started back
1949, will finally be released in Novemb'
Grainger also stated that there would he
other features distributed by this conipn
between August and next March.
The only RKO picture in production
the $6,000,000 "The Conqueror" (Jol
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorheat
being lensed in color on location in Utah
Dick Powell producer-director.
"The Americano" (Glenn Ford, Ursu
Thiess), has been completed — winding up
on-again-oflf-again schedule that dates ba
a year. Negotiations have been opened wi
Ford to secure his services for another fi
at the studio, to be made prior to a comm
ment which he holds with MGM in Sept.
Benedict Bogeaus has si.gncd Barbs
Stanwyck and Ronald Reagan to star
"Cattle Queen of Montana", which is o
to roll on the 19th of July.

20TH
Zanuck

CENTURY-FOX

j

Plans 24-Film Slate

With Top Budget of $55 Millie
WITH FOX'S 1954 PROFITS BEFO^
taxes reportedly headed for a 100 perc<|
increase over 1953, Darryl F. Zanuck has i
nounced an augmented slate of 24 featu?'
in CinemaScope and color to be produced
the company during the next 12 months.
The aggregate budget on this 24-picti
slate will be $55,000,000, the highest for s
comparable program in the studio's histo,
The company already owns 28 proper! •
from which the 24 films will be select .
Three are already in production, and '
fourth is being completed.
Now World"
preparing
for production
"V- ,
men's
(Clifton
Webb, Junearc:Allys
\'an Heflin, Lauren Bacall) — Charles Br ■
kett producer, Jean Negulcsco
(('onlinucddirector;
on Piipr"I-'

ITTTUDIO
..nllnlli'd II""!

Sl2€-UPi_:
1^"

lud" (Susan Hayward, Tyrone rower)—
rt Friedlob and William Hacher probers. Henry King director; "Tlie Racers"
Roland )— Julian
Gilbert
:irk Douglas.
y direcHathawa
Henry
,
;iu-tein producer
; "Prince of Players" (Richard Hurton)
I'hillip Dunne producer; "The Seven Year
h" (Marilyn Monroe) — Charles Feldman
.i.iiicer, William Wyler director; "The
111 Called Peter"— Samuel Engcl producer,
nry Koster director; "Lord Vanity" —
Kirles Bracket! producer; "Daddy Long
(Fred Astaire. Leslie Caron) — Samuel
F.ngel producer, Jean Neguicsco direc; "Soldier of Fortune" (Clark Gable) —
"The Tall Men"
iddy Adler producer; Parker)
— William
lark Gable, Eleanor
iwks and William Hacher producers,
nry King director; "The Left Hand of
■ 1" — Ruddy Adler producer; "The Girl in
Red Velvet Swing" (Marilyn Monroe) —
i:irles Brackett producer; "Katharine" and
he Gun and the Cross," also to be proled by Brackett; "Queen of Sheba" —
iiiiiel G. Engel producer; "The Wandering
— Nunnally Johnson producer; "Tigu" — Samuel Engel producer; "'l"he En;intcd Cup" — Charles Brackett producer:
North )— Samuel
(Shcree
'mk Tights"
,1 producer; "The Man Who Never
■ — Nunnally Johnson producer; "Saber
I'uller producer; "The
h" — Samuel
^ and I" — for which producer and direcare still to be set.
l our pictures now shooting are: " There's
> Business Like Show Business" (Ethel
man, Donald O'Connor, Marilyn Mon— Sol C. Seigel producer, Walter Lang
ctor; "Black Widow" (Ginger Rogers,
in Heflin. (iene Tierney, George Raft) —
iiinally Johnson producer-director; "Dc(• ' (Marlon ]?rando, Merle Oberon ) —
m Blaustein producer, Henry Koster dilor; and Otto Preminger's production of
armen Jones" (Dorothy Dandridge, Pearl
liley) — Preminger also directing.
"Untamed" (Tyrone Power, Susan Ha\ird) has been given a July 26 starting date
I'ert Freidlob and William Bacher co'ducing.
UNITED

ARTISTS

|/55 Release Schedule Set
Ims To Flow At Four-A-Month
XlTEl) AR ITSTS IS IN THE EN\ Iposition of having almost its entire 1955
i^ing slate already set, with 29 features
iluled for 1956. Company toppers say
It films will continue to flow through the
iributidn channels at the present rate of
ir per month.
\t present, UA has 30 completed features
tiic backlog, with an additional 24 either
w shooting or slated to roll williin the
xt six months.
The two latest acquisitions are: "The
hite Orchid" (William Lundigan, Peggie
stle), which was made under the James

O. Radford banner, on location in Mexico —
Reggie Le Borg directing; and a British
feature, "The Little Kidnapers."
Presently in production is "0])eration Air
Rescue" (Sterling Hayden, Arthur Franz),
on location at March Field, Calif. It is an
Ivan Tors-Art Arthur production, directed
by Herbert Strock.
Leonard Goldstein launched his first production for L A release, and will have a second feature shooting within a few days.
First to go was "Black Tuesday" (Edw-ard
G. Robinson, Jean Arthur) — Robert Goldstein producer, Hugo Fregonese director.
The second feature is "Stranger On Horseback" (Joel McCrea, Miroslava) Technicolor
— Robert Goldstein again producing, Jacques
Tourneur directing.
Clarence Green and Russell Rousewill put
"New ^'ork Confidential" (Mike Mazurki)
before the cameras on July 19. The picture
will be made in association with Edward
Small.
Charles Marquis Warren has joined the
Edward Small organization and is preparing
an early August start un "Dateline IndoChina", the first of four films which he will
turn out under the Small banner for UA.
This
deal is Pictures
independent
Warren's
Commander
whichof will
continueownto
function.
At the time Film BULLETIN went to
I)ress, producer Charles Erskine was negotiating with William Holden to play the lead
in his tentatively titled "Return Voyage,"
which he will produce in Italy for U.A. release. Linda Darnell has been set for the
lemme lead.
UNIVERSAL- INTERNATIONAL
Employment

At High Level

Lot To Beehive Thru Summer
EMI'LONMEN r HERE HI T THE
highest peak in several years this month.
New personnel was hired in almost all departments to cope with the record load of
seven feature films and a musical short now
in production. Two more films will roll later
in the month, assuring a high production
level throughout the summer.
There are about 2,150 persons on the payroll and new ones are added almost every
day. With the signing of Albert Zugsmith
to a new contract, the producer roll now
stands at ten, and there are 13 directors
nn<ler term or picture contracts. A total of
28 writers are working on as many different
story properties.
U-I can also boast of one of the town's
largest player rosters, with 39 stars and feature players under exclusive long-term contracts and more than 50 name actors and
actresses signed to either single or multiple
picture deals. Moreover, the search for newtalent continues at full speed. Within a
single day, earlier this month, si.x newcomers
were screen-tested, and as many more were
slated to face the test cameras in the next
few weeks.
Latest "name" player to sign a multiple
picture deal is Jane Wyman, who has agreed
to make a minimum of three films. Her first

assignment will be "All That Heaven Allows"— to be prdouced by Ross Hunter.
In addition to seven feature-length films
and one musical short now shooting, U-I
has just acquired the releasing rights on
"Tale Of A Tub" (Paul Douglas), which
was filmed in England by Michael Balcon.
Pictures in production are: "Five Bridges
to Cross" (Tony Curtis, JefiF Chandler, Julia
Adams) — Aaron Rosenberg producer, Joseph
Pevney director; "Smoke Signal" (Dana
Andrews, Piper Laurie), Technicolor — Howard Christie producer, Jerry Hopper director; "Abbott and Costello Meet the Keystone Kops" (Abbott & Costello, Fred Clark,
Lynn Bari) — Howard Christie producer,
Charles Lamont director; "Chief Crazy
Horse" (Victor Mature, Suzan Ball), CinemaScope and Technicolor — William Alland
producer, George Sherman director; "Return
of- the Creature From the Black Lagoon"
(John .•\gar. Lori Nelson), 3D — William Alland producer, Jack Arnold director; "Captain Lightfoot" (Rock Hudson, Barbara
Rush), CinemaScope and Technicolor —
shooting in Ireland, Ross Hunter producer,
Douglas Sirk director; and "Man Without
A Star" (Kirk Douglas, Jeanne Grain),
Technicolor — Aaron Rosenberg producer,
King Vidor director.
Coming up later this month is "To Hell
and Back" (.A.udie ^lurphy), U-I's fifth
CinemaScope film — Aaron Rosenberg producer, Jesse Hibbs director; and "Fox. Fire"
(Jane Russell, JeflF Chandler) — Aaron Rosenberg producer.
WARNER
Wayne-Fellows

BROTHERS
To Renew

Pact

Powell Joins 'Mr. Roberts' Cast
JOHN W AVNi: AND ROl'.ERT FELlows have started discussions with Warner
Brothers for a renewal of their Batjac Corp.
contract when the existing pact expires ne.xt
March. They plan to turn out four pictures
per year, with Wayne starring in at least one
animally.
The two I'atjac pictures yet to be n;ade on
thee current 10-picture deal will likely be
"Blood Alley" and "Giveaway Hill." Stories
being prepared for next year include an
original comedy drama to star Wayne and
will be directed by Leo McCarey; a film
based on the life of Captain Billy Mitchell,
and a new novel by Taylor Caldwell. Several
properties are also being discussed with Mel
Ferrer.
Under the present arrangements, Warners
finances all of the Batjac productions 100 per
cent, with Wayne and Fellows signing notes.
All pictures are copyrighted by the two
partners and all rights revert back to them
after a seven-year period. After costs are
recovered, Warners and Batjac split the
profits equally.
William Powell has joined the cast of
"Mister Roberts," becoming the fourth top
star Jack L. Warner and Leland Hayward
have secured for the forthcoming CinemaScope production of the Broadway stage hit.
Rounding out the starring roles are Henry
(Continued on Page 20)
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Joe

Ejthibitor
Ashs:

Where

Were

HollpfO(

A recent mail brought a fat envelope from our favorite correspondent, |oe Exhibitor. It contained three pages from the Amusements Section of the New York Times of Sunday, June 1 3, (reproduced) and the following letter to the Film BULLETIN Editor:

so 1 took that section of the Times to my theatre office anci

July 1. 1951
Mr. Mo Wax, Editor,
Film Bulletin
Dear Sir:
On a recent (June 13) Sunday morning, while reading
my New York Times, as many Americans far from New \ ork
are wont to do. my wife, who was silting behind me in the
living room, asked me what was the matter. She said my ears
suddenly turned red.

I had just turned to the amusement section at the time,
and nearly did a llip-lloj) when 1 looked over the movie pages
in front of me. \\ hal 1 saw im|)ressed me as a striking commentary on the nature of the .sellers' market thai prevails in
our business today. I think you know I'm |)relty slow to burn.
Pag* 12
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looked at it every once in a while just trying to fathom it;'
.significance. Finally. I decided that I had been too long abj
sent from the editorial page of your Film BULLETIN. My re;
action, I believe, will interest your readers.
Enclosed you will find the three main nio\ ie pages fron
the Times of that date. Many potential American moviegoer
must have wondered on that Sunday if the stories they havi
been hearing about Hollywood folding up were really true,
saw spread over those pages advertisements and news abou
art pictures, about foreign film.s. documentaries and what hav
you. Where were Hollywood's pictures |)laying that Sunday
The only American-made commercial film of current vintag
given space commensurate with the non-commercial produc

tures

Playing

This

Sunday

?

vas Fox's "Demetrius and the Gladiators",
vhich had about one-half of a page other\ ise devoted to legitimate theatre attracions.
As you can see on the pages I have sent
0 you, the Hollywood product is almost
completely overshadowed by off-beat films.
The two American pictures given fairly
arge ads are really specials. "Lili" has
loeen running for some two years in that
lirt house, and "Gone with the Wind" is a
'reissue. Aside from these two, it requires
some sharp optical effort to ferret out any
Hollywood pictures on this main movie
^age of the Times. Films like "Elephant
.^R^alk", "The French Line", "Dial M for
!\Iurder". "Secret of the Incas" are hopelessly submerged. And there, opposite, is
1 FULL PAGE devoted to "The Unconpered", a 55-minute documentary!
The editorial page ran pretty much along
he same line — stories on the London cinema, advances in the 16mm. field. Three of
Ithe five photographs on the ])age were
eiven to foreign and documentary subjects!
1 don't pretend that New York City is
typical of the U. S., but it must be conceded
that the Times is the closest thing we have
to a national newspaper in this country.
Thousands of typical Americans all over
the land pick up the Times after they put
down their bible on the Sabbath.
The point 1 do mean to make is this:
the lack of advertising for Hollywood
movies in a paper like the Times is indicative of an unhappy trend in the thinking
of film executives. The picture companies
surely are enjoying a sellers' market in
these days of product shortage. I can see
in my trade paj)ers how little importance
they attach to advertising their product to
us exhibitors. It seems to me that half of
'the pictures produced are turned loose in
release without any advance advertising to
the trade. Gone are the days, it seems,
when film distributors were showmen who
(ballyhooed their pictures to the skies and
jgot us ,all steamed up about them, so that
we could pass on their enthusiasm to the
public.

the picture people. Rig first-run grosses on
a few important pictures apparently has
them believing that the public is impatiently biting its fingernails in anticipation of
the next movie opening in town. So why
advertise?

The public — what about those prospective ticket-buyers? Looking over that
movie section of the Sunday Times. I got
the distinct impression that the little bil of
recent prosperity has already softened up

One of my business neighbors. Bill Metzger. runs a small super-market across the
street. Every one of his national products
is j)romoted BY THE MAKER in maga
zines, newspapers, on the air and all over

his store. Metzger's doing business.
Movies aren't canned goods, it's true, but
why hasn't an exhibitor the right to expect
the maker of his product to do the bulk of
the advertising?
The movie men had better face this fact :
with television available in the living room
for free, there is no "sellers' market" as far
as the public is concerned.
Sincerely yours,
JOE EXHIBITOR
FILM BULLETIN
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eXHIBITORS

FORUm

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

MORE ON TAX CRAB
North Central Allied
The municipalities are not the only ones
interested in picking up what Uncle Sam
gave to you as a result of our successful
tax fight. The film companies don't have to
wait for any enabling legislation, and they
arc on the job already. Let's give you an
example of what they are doing to you.
Example: An exhibitor who previously
played top features at 35% with an admission price of 50c plus 10c tax, paid to the
film companies 35% of the 50c net price
which was 17}/2C, and retained by simple
arithmetic, 32!/<c. Under present day conditions, this same exhibitor still charging the
public 60c, retaining 55c at the box office
and paying the film companies a new high
of 407r, now pays the distributor 22>4c and
retains 32^c for himself which, you will
note, is the same amount he retained without the tax relief. Note also, that the distributor, by a new percentage level, has increased his take of the ticket price by 5c,
which is just exactly the entire tax relief
granted this exhibitor.
.•\11 of this is a reason why intelligent exhibitors are not paying impossible terms and
are not playing percentage pictures. We
know it is bad for both distribution and exhibition to pass up fine pictures. But smart
buyers just aren't buying pictures like Warners "Hondo"; Universal's "Glenn Miller
Story"; Columbia "From Here to Eternity";
Fox's CinemaScope pictures; Allied Artists
"Riot in Cell Block 11"; Paramount's "Greatest Show on Earth" and "Shane"; MGM's
"Knight of the Round Table", "Julius
Caesar" and "Student Prince"; RKO's
"French Line" and Republic's "Johnny
Guitar". Distribution wants that tax dollar
that the government wanted you to have to
save your business, and distribution is getting it in all too many situations. And they
will continue to get it as long as you, and
you, and you, continue to play percentage
pictures.
SURE SUICIDE
AITO of la.. Neb.. S. D.
Beautifully speaking Mr. Eric Johnston,
President of MPA, in a recent speech before
the Omaha Chamber of Commerce, after
highly eulogizing the theatre as an important trade stimulator in its coinmunity, went
on to advocate subscription-T\' of Hollywoo<l movies (Paramount's Telemeter, Skiatron. Zenith Radio's Phonevision) with apparent utter disregard for the smaller laterplaying exhibitors, assuming as we do that
the larger, favored circuit houses would be
cleared ahead of TV release, at least in the
beginning. Now, there's double-talk for you,
and in riur Inimhie oi)inion, sure suicide tor
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this industry, if and when it comes to pass.
However, Spyros Skouras of Fox stated emphatically that P'ox will not sell their pictures to TV; to do so would hurt theatre
boxoffices. and their future is in the theatre.
We are happy to find an area where we
certainly do agree 100%, and we want to
fervently thank Mr. Skouras for his position
in this.
OLD

PERCENTACE BLUES
North Central Allied

I need not dwell on the point that, in spite
of tax relief, the situation in small town theatres and the suburban theatres is getting
gloomier and gloomier — the drop-of? in business, increased cost of operation, and mainly, the film companies' insistence on getting
50% for the top pictures, which are the only
pictures our patrons now wish to patronize.
This stubborn insistence by the film companies is due to one reason only — the film
companies have a predetermined plan of
using the 50% racket to put the small towns
and suburban situations out of business.
Film companies know that these small town
exhibitors with small receipts cannot pay
50%.
Paramount, for example, in combination
with the very religious, high-minded Cecil
DeMille, who is 50% partner of "The Greatest Show on Earth", still insists on getting
a pound of flesh by extracting 50% for "The
(ireatest Show on Earth". In spite of its
being a secondhand picture at this time, they
still demand those terms. There is only one
conclusion that intelligent people can come
to and that is that there is an unwritten collusion among distributors to put you and me
out of business. We now have nothing to
lose so we must go out and fight back with
every legal power at our command. I still
insist that Allied ought to propose legislation
to the Congress making the producers and
distributors a public utility, thereby forcing
the distributors to deliver the top pictures to
small towns at prices based on their ability
to pay. After introducing such legislation,
it will be necessary for Allied to publicize it
with full page advertisements in the Washington newspapers telling the Congressmen
and Senators the reason behind the introduction of such legislation. I want the theatre owners nationally to know that if such
legislation is not proposed, I will urge North
Central .Allied to take the bull by the horns
and have our own Congressmen and Senators introduce it. If this is not done very
shortly, most of us will be out of business.
I have been shouting about this for quite
some time now. From here on in there will
be action. The distributors had better get
hep
to themselves
the hell
hit them. or they won't know what

I
MUNICIPAL TAX DANCER
North Central Allied
You are aware of what happened in Ne
York where the City Council slapped a 5'
admission tax on movie tickets to pick i
part of what Uncle Sam gave back to tl
exhibitors. New York theatre owners c;
expect no relief till the Legislature meets,
which time Gov. Dewey has indicated th
he will come out for repeal of the enablir
legislation which permits the cities to impo
an admission tax.
'J"he American Municipalities Associatio
which is the parent body of all our sta
Leagues of Municipalities, had the unmii
gated gall, last week, to declare to the wor
that the reason the Congress passed and tl
President signed our tax bill, was to tui
over this field to the municipalities. Oi
state leagues in this territory are taking tl
same approach, but nothing could be furth
from the truth. The record is replete wi^
irrebuttable evidence that the sole purpo;
of the Congress was to give help to our di
tressed industry. They even passed th
legislation knowing that exhibitors were g'
ing to keep the tax savings for themselvi
and not pass them on to the public.
The state leagues are a potent force in tl
Legislature. Their membership is compost
largely of members of the Councils ai'
boards of villages, cities and towns. Th({
are hungry for new sources of revenue ai i
regard the admission tax as a natural. Tl
forthcoming session of our legislatures \v
find exhibitors faced with the battle of the
lives if enabling legislation is to be kille
Start in now! Interview all candidates f
the Legislature in your district. Pin th(
down. Get a firm commitment.
TUSHINSKY SCREENING
AITO of la.. Neb., S. D.
Thumbnail Report on screening of MGN;
"7 Brides for 7 Brothers" in CinemaScoj
with full new RCA Stereophonic Sound in'
600-seat
theatre,
2.55 Picture
ratio with
CinemaScope
lenses;
good,Tushins'
but ii
possible to keep Tushinsky lenses in foci
Color unreal; Stereophonic Sound sound
like tin-shop going full blast, ruined K
and
Powell's good voices. Unanimo
opinion of exhibitor committee: — don't wa
your
money on "gimmicks"!
Memberproblei
call
and discussed
the CinemaScope
said he had given it study for a long tii
and came to the definite conclusion that
would wait it out for 2D prints which ha
been promised by Fox and the others; t|
he said that if he were planning to spej
some $700 to $1,000 for CinemaScope Iens|
he would certainly first make his deals a
have approved contracts for CinemaSco
pictures before he spent a dime on lenses
changes. He said, "if you can't get fa
profitable film deals, why change?"
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"Susan Slept Here"
ScUCKC^ 1^CltlK<^ Q Q

"Garden of Evil"
SeucHC^ ^cituu^ O G O
First film photographed with new CinemaScope lenses
striking pictorially but disappointing on story end. Powerful star values, Technicolored scenic magnificence, will
attract above average grosses.

O

Gay, nit-witty comedy gccred for good returno in cIogg
and family liouses. Hilarious performances, smart script,
lush Technicolored settings all plus values. Provocative
title, cute exploitable sex angles to augment draw.

Despite three of the top marquee names in the business, real star of "Garden of Evil" is the scenery. Photographed on location in Mexico with new Bausch

Lii^lit comedy well seasoned witli slapsticky elements iinolves screenwriter ( Dick Powell) who shelters
delinciuent girl (Debbie Reynolds) in order to study her
type for story he is writing. Situations pile swiftly one
on the other building solid mirth-provoking complications. ICvents have Towell s])en(ling hilarious, thoujHi
innocent, night with Reynolds alone in his apartment.
The difference in their ages is deftly used to assist comic

Lomb CS lens, backgrounds will draw oh's and ah's
from audiences. Unfortunately, story fails to come anywhere near matching awesome beauty of its settings.
Screenplay by Frank Fenton from an original by Fred
Freiberger and William Tunberger limps along at a
slow pace and Henry Hathaway's direction concentrates
on setting moods rather than projecting action. Plot
slowly builds tension as group of four gold-seeking adventurers— Gary Cooper, ex-sherifif ; Richard Widmark,
sardonic gambler; Cameron Mitchell, gutless gunman,
and Victor Mendoza, opportunistic Mexican, set out on

byplay. Story becomes increasingly tangled as he gallantly marries girl to save her from ])olice, planning on
later annulment. T'lot exi)lodes in Powell's face when
Reynolds decides she wants to keep him for husband.
Pace is fast and hlled with laughs. Warmly humorous

a "rescue" mission at behest of Susan Hayward, whose
husband is trapped in a gold mine cave-in. Greed for
the gold, lust for Hayward, battles between the men
and constant danger of Lndian attack makes for sporadic

performances throughout cast, and smart, doublebarreled dialogue keep events delightful.
Pressbook ads i)lay uj) the sex-comedy angles using
teasing illustration of bed and stars with the catchline,

action. Performances are good generally, but it's an uphill tussle against shallow script. Scenic beauties in

"What Hai)pens In This Bed Will Make The Whole
Wide World Wake L'p And Laugh !" Neil

Technicolor are overwhelming, often giving actual impression ofdepth.
Good pressbook capitalizes stars in art, works
strong on teaser copy for action, suspense. Catchline:
"Original Sin . . . Drawing Them Like a Magnet ... To
This Place . . . To ILich Other !" Wax
20ih Century-Fox. 100 Minutes. Gary Cooper, Susan Hayward, Richard Widmark, Hugh Marlowe, Cameron Mitchell, Rita Moreno, Victor Manuel Mendoza. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway.

RKO. 98 Minutes. Dick Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Anne Francis, Glenda Farrell. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank Tashlin.

"Francis Joins the Wacs"
Seucttc^ ^citctt^ Q Q O
Above-par "Francis" entry sure-fire for houses where
series is popular. Broad comedy, provocative title and
its comic implications a natural family market.

"The

Latest entry in "talking mule" series among- the
best. .Situations aim for broad humor and hit the bulls-

Serviceable entry for Western market. Suitable as programmer infamily situations. Abundance of gun-fist violence for action fans. Fairly engaging romantic angles
should satisfy less discriminating audiences. In Trucolor.

eye. Donald O'Connor and "h'rancis" rejoin the service
but find themselves in the Wacs.- Situation comedy
takes over with a bang. Nonsensical tale has O'Connor,
suspected of being a spy for Chill Wills, general of a
male army unit due for a maneuvers competition with

Familiar yarn of wandering cowboy (John Derek)
who returns to learn that his father is dead and ranch
has been taken over by unscrupulous uncle ( Jim Davis).
Good action entertainment generated, however, as
bloody violence flares between the two. Love interest
develops when Derek meets Joan Evans and becomes
allied with her rancher father in the fight against Davis.

Lynn Bari's Wac outfit, h'rancis gets O'Connor off the
hook with the distaff army, steals the general's battle
])lans. confuses the soldiers with fake orders, ap])arently
coming from their general, and makes O'Connor a hero.
Since Chill Wills' voice is actually used for the h'rancis
character, fantastic tale works in logically with the wild

Derek becoming involved with uncle's fiancee (Catherine McLeod). Femmes provide good sex appeal .giving
relief from savage aspects of fighting. Some familiar
double-crosses and sage brush intrigue result in Derek
being deserted by his hired gunman and Davis being
killed by crooked lawyer involved in theft of ranch,

I)roceedings. It's all angled for the funnyl)one. Those
who've enjoyed previous "I'rancis" fdms will lo\e this.
Pressbook offers a series of "practical h'rancis
stunts" proved in past showings. .\ds are in same broad
vein as picture, giving mule. ( )'Conn()r mi.xup with gorf^eous Wacs, provocative situations, big ])lay. A'<'/7

killed by crooked lawyer involved in theft of ranch. I'liil
Republic. 90 Minutes. Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans, Jim Davis, Catherine
McLeod, Witney.
Slim Pickens. Associate producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director
William

Univartal-lnternational. 94 Minutes. Donald O'Connor, Julia Adams, Chill
Wills. Manni* Van Doron, Lynn Bari, Zasu Pitts, Allison Hayes, Mara Corday.
Producer T«d Richmond. Director Arthur Lubin.
f^«4^i*tfii4 /^<u^
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S te of the ad "roughs" prepared by Universa I- 1nternationa I for its first Cir>emaScope production, "The Black Shield of Falworth," sent to exhibitors
for a "preview look." Finished ads will be placed in national mags, newspapers and pressbook.

'a/ne' Bally Booms Openings
V'hoppifiK grosses being racked up oy
" le Caine Mutiny" in opening cngagenits
T is . an excellent example of how added
efloitation effort can make a big picture
bger at the boxofficc. Initial promotion
f^^iioned by Howard LeSicur and his staff,
iiLife, Look and other national magazines,
P vocative press releases and capitalization
0 the novel's popularity were strategically
peed months in advance. Result: house
rords broken ir Xew York, Chicago, Phila Iphia, Boston and San Francisco.
"he New \'ork campaign, which found the
send week's first day virtually on a par
vh the smash opening, was exemplary.
^\vspapcr ads announcing that "Caine" was
cning splashed the dailies weeks in adMce. A month before the premiere, blue
^gold posters went up in subways an(i

surface lines. The Navy turned over hundreds of recruiting posters to feature the
film, furnishing equipment to be incorporated
in window displays, among them, a spectacular battle scene in Macy's window. .A
20()-foot banner along the rail that runs
down the heart of Times Square was worked
in with Navy and city co-op, and scores of
Main Stem windows featured displays tied in
with various merchandise.
I'lig factor, also, was the countrywide tour
of new stars May W'ynn and Robert Francis,
appearing on countless radio and TV shows,
with p.a.'s registering strongly by the winsome couple, romantically paired in the film.
Their two-week stint in the Xew York area
culminated in a morning parade 20 block>
down Hroadvvay to the Capitol, being picked
up along the way by a Navy band.
LcSieur and his men didn't miss a trick

in socking across "The Caine Mutiny." This
campaign demonstrates again that wellplanned and powerful exploitation is the
springboard for a soaring boxoffice.
'Ring of Fear' Circus
\\'arner,>' "Ring of Fear" debut in Phoenix,
.■\rizona, was a circus unto itself. Braving a
searing heat wave, thousands gathered from
miles around to see the world debut festivities at the Fox Theatre, masked with a
big-top front as clowns, live (caged) lions
and other circus acts kept the enthused
throng happy. Dispatchnient of virtually the
entire police department to handle the
massed crowds along the city's blocked-off
main street was happily unnecessary.
KOOL-TV did a remote telecast of the
event, featuring Pat O'Brien.
(Continued on Page 18)

I

unNfoN

rv
aine Mutiny opening at the Capitol, N. Y.: left, Joseph Vogel, Loew s v. p.; Paul N. Laiarus, Jr., Columbia v. p., and Howard LeSieur, Columbia adI jlieity director; center, top, stars Bob Francis and May Wynn in front of Times Square Navy-recruiting, film-selling banner; lower, part of theatre
line opening day; right, Laxarus, Vogel, Miss Wynn, Columbia v. p. A. Montague and Francis in Capitol lobby.
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7-Month Advance for 'Gray Line'
Predicting " Phe Long Gray Line' will be
"one of the greatest pictures ever to come
out of Hollywood", Columbia's Abe Montague has set a release date (February)
seven months in advance — with the ad campaign to begin immediately. The John Ford
CinemaScoper, starring Tyrone Power and
Maureen O'Hara, filmed for the most part
at West Point, has already received breaks
in national mags, bids to be one of the most
widely publicized pictures in Columbia history.

Catchline of the Issue

"Robinson Crusoe" star Dan O'Herlihy (in
jacket) hosted more than a thousand newsboys
at a special showing of the film prior to its
Phoenix, Arizona, world premiere.
(C.oniinued from Page 17)
'Egyptian' Tour
20th-Fox v.p. Charles Einfeld set a doublebarreled campaign for "The Egyptian" that
bids to be one of the biggest in the company's history. The huge national TV and
newspaper advances will be coupled with a
cross-country tour of two mobile exhibits
during July, August and September. Trucks,
in addition to props from the film, will each
carry a starlet in Egyptian attire, chajjeroning a pair of lion cubs, to meet the press and
appear on TV-radio in towns visited. Advance men will prepare for arrival of the
exhibits-on-wheels in each town, setting up
press and air interviews. Fox is supplying
special trailers on the tour to exhibitors in
towns to be hit, including footage from film.
TV segment will cover some 160 key markets with 60- and 20-second spots, open-end
to permit local playdate announcement.

"The Only Thing Greater Than Her Hate
Was His Love!" — MAGNIFICENT
(Universal-International) .
OBSESSION
'Susan' Sleeper

Among ingenious stunts for RKO's world
premiere of "Susan Slept Here" in 'Frisco's
Golden Gate Theatre was a real, live "Sleeping 'Susan' l^eauty". Model was used in tieup with Hales Department Store, sleeping
for three days in a Queen-size Simmons bed
in the store's largest window. Hale's
awarded prizes to those who correctly
guessed the weight of "Susan" and her bed,
advertising the stunt, with picture and playdate credits, in newspapers and on T\^
Briefs
RKO's CinemaScope "The Conqueror" is
getting its prom,otion kickoff simultaneously
with production start. The John WayneSusan Hayward starrer, currently on location in Utah, will keep a steady flow of
stills and special material going to pave the
way
effort.for the epic's large-scale merchandising

Howard Dieti, MGM ad-publicity v.p., has j
a national and fan mag campaign for "7 Bril
for 7 Brothers" aimed to hit better than 43
lion readers. Special one-sheet capitalizes i
views and features of by-lined writers.
U-I's executive Eastern ad-publicity t]
pers , Charles Simonelli, Phil Gerard,
Livingston and Herman Kass huddled w|
regional flackmen to launch the July
Cleveland world debut of "Magnificent (|
session", for key city pre-release across
country
in advance of national August
lease.

NY preem of UA's "Apache" was hi
lighted by city-wide letter writing con
in co-op with Adler shoe stores, featu
" Apache-Mocs'' mocassins, with top
entries receiving a free pair of foot-loung
Adler stores backed the competition v
window streamers, contest posters
counter displays — and, logically, the pri
Broadway opening at the Mayfair
boomed on 13 top video shows, includ
network programs, with appearance of tl
(Continued on Page

Flashy Front
This lively front dressed up
Milwaukee Fox Theatre for I]
"The Long Wait." Display
rigged from still blowups and
ad copy supplied by pressbookin
Memphis, Loew's State man M
Arthur Groom and UA field^"
Addie Addison arranged a lif
stunt where a young man llvedpl
seven days in a downtown defft*
ment store window awaiting ^
opening. Live window bally weW
successful, it is being usee ii^
"Long Wait" engagements thro ^
out the country.
Ptqa It
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PMIESSBOOK

AWARD

Many theatremen are apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship — the pressbook. JT e devote this space in each issite
of FILM BULLETIN to recognize those pressbooks that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue the Award goes to:
"APACHE"

me of the most striking advertising; in
^ has been wrouRht by the United
i-ts boxofficers under Max Yoiingstein
I behalf of "Apache", first Hecht-Lancaster
] (luction for UA.
The ads, as versatile as they are powerful,
masterpieces of eye-appeal. Whether it
i the brilliant etchings of star Rurt l.an( r's head, the fury of his charge at an
re U. S. Army battalion, or the passioiiinhrace of the Indian and his wife, there
\isual draw packed with action and cmo11. Coupled with these arc the striking
idlines: "No Man Ever Loosed Such
ry . . . No Woman Ever Felt Such Fire!"
Here Is A Different Breed of Man!",
1. placing it in the distinguished western
' k'ory, "In 1932 — 'High Noon' ... In
J— 'Shane' . . . And Now the Last Word
Motion Picture Might!" Subordinate copy
'')ws the same hard-hitting pattern. And
k at the big 7-column ad (above, center)
it practcially leaps out at you: "Like a
rncred Mountain Cat He Fought . . . .Ml
I'irc and Fury of Hurt Lancaster Erupts
Apache'," giving the art, star and title
oiitinuity to heighten the impact.
\nother vital showmanship factor in the
^ arc their adaptability for use in dis-

plays. Note below (center) how the charging Lancaster can be used for a marquee
display, as can the figure in the central ad
above. Pressbook calls it the "kind of jumping excitement the fans expect from Ilurt
Lancaster."
How the ad above, left, can be combined
with the recent Life article on Lancaster,
"The Stronger Sex Makes Strong Box
Office" for a 40x60 display is pictured and
described. L.\ has merged the article and
ad in an 8x10 still for enlargement. Pressbook uses the charging ad art in a "Lancaster in Action" display, exploiting the
star's acrobatic skills.
Manual also points out how to capitalixe
on book promotion, picturing window cards
and other material available for tie-ins.
Teasers combine various ad art, easily adaptat)le for door panel displays. "The drawings
Pressbook Credits: Under supervision of Mai E.
Youngstein and Francis M. Winikus. Pressbook editor
Howard Carnow. Exploitation editor Milton Silver.
Publicity editor Milton Skolsky.

in these teasers set the action theme of your
campaign,'" the pressbook suggests, with
color added for extra effect.
"Go after the kids" is another angle ballied
in the e.vploitation campaign. Shown is
puzzle mat "Can you find Massai . . . the
fierce .Apache warrior who held an entire
U. S. -Army at bay?", and Indian feather
novelties (below, left) that include adjustable feather head bands. "Send a quantity
to local playground, or park or beach or
wherever children gather," manual suggests.
Publicity material for newspaper planting
is equally provocative. In addition to the
usual star plugs, e.g., "Ever See .-K BlueEyed Injun? Burt Lancaster Says 'Tis So!",
there are items about a "stunt-man" who
is actually a 110-pound female "and does
the damndest stunt-riding you've ever seen."
Posters and accessories are as versatile as
the ads. The 24-sheet (below, right) uses
the Lancaster head illustration as its dominant factor, the 6-sheet spotlights the embrace, the 3- and 1 -sheets feature the "L'nconquerable" Burt Lancaster line-drawings
with copy placing it in the elite category of
former hits, "In 1952, 'High Noon'," etc.
Here's a pressbook that makes a showman
want
OF to^ live up to his name.
HERE ISA/^^
BREED
DIFFERENT-

. 'Utl UNCJSTW
<(1N PCTtllS

Massai Leaps From
Your Marquee!
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on "Caine Mutiny". They've dispatched
their permanent Seattle exploiteer, Sammy
Siege), to Alaska for the Anchorage and
Fairbanks openings.

(Continued jrom Page 18)

Indians, direct descendants of Geroninio and
Cochise. Trio will bally the UA Western
action epic with demonstrations of Apache
war rituals and tribal crafts.
*
*

Eight radio and TV network giveaway &
audience participation programs will carry
U-I's "Magnificent Obsession" plugs going
through August 8 within a five-week period.
Estimated audience: 300 million. On same
film, Decca and U-I have joined forces a
second time ("Glenn Miller Story") to promote album based on soundtrack. Special
window, counter and lobby displays arc in
work, as well as co-op ad campaigns for
Decca dealers and exhibitors.

Wayne-Fellows, producers of "The High
and the Mighty" grabbed plenty of space
with their entry of Barbara Jean Sewall in
the Women's Transcontinental Air Force
race. Labeled plane was greeted, for instance, at Albuquerque with a mobile radio
station unit and press photogs in its re-fueling stop, and at Amarillo, Interstate City
chain manager Jack King escorted the
young, pretty pilot to an amusement park as
guest of honor at a big July 4 fireworks display. Similar publicity stunts were worked
at other stops by theatremen.
*
*

Seventeen cities from Boston to 'Frisco
are on the itinerary of Albert R. (Cubby)
Broccoli, co-producer of Columbia's "Hell
Below Zero", and Dan Morrison, whaling
ship officer on which much of the Technicolor Alan Ladd starrer was filmed. P.oth

Columbia isn't passing up a single chance

INDEPENDENTS
STUDIO

SIZ6-UPS

(Continued jrtmi Page 11 J

Stanley-Warner

Fonda as "Mister Roberts" himself, James
Cagney as the captain, and Jack Lemmon as
the ensign.
Seven pictures are shooting for Warner release at the present time, including one from
Batjac. They are: "Helen of Troy" (Rossana Podesta, Jacques Sernas) — Robert Wise
director; "Land of the Pharoahs" (James
Hawkins, Dewey Martin) — Howard Hawks
producer-director; "East of Eden'' (Julie
Harris, Raymond ^lassey) — Elia Kazan director; "The Silver Chalice" (Virginia Mayo,
Jack Palance, Pier Angeli) — \'ictor Saville
producer-director; "Drum Beat" (Alan
Ladd, Audrey Dalton) — Delmar Daves producer-director; "Tall Man Riding" (Randolph Scott, Doothy Malone, Peggie Castle)
— David Wcisbart producer, Lesley Selander
director; and the Batjac production, "Track
of the Cat" (Robert Mitchum, l^resa
Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hunter) — Robert
Fellows producer, William A. Wellman director. All seven of the films are in Technicolor, and all but "Tall Man Riding" are in
CinemaScope.

With Selznick on Cinerama

SHOWMEN

Send

Although Selznick has not indicated any
stand on Cinerama, he is known to have considered both Todd-AO and VistaVision.
Henry Ginsberg has selected his second
independent film venture to follow "The
Giant", wdiich he will make with George
Stevens for Warner release. The new feature will be based on the famed London
Palladium, one of the world's oldest vaudeville houses. Ginsberg plans to make the
picture in assocoiation with Moss Theatre
Enterprises of London and Val Parnell, director of the Palladium. Threaded into the
story will be routines by a number of top
performers who have appeared at the Palladium. Filming will be done on the spot in

.

. . Wh€Bt
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Deal

STANLEY-WARNER IS NEGOTIating with David O. Selznick to film "War
and Peace" for Cinerama. The company is
eager to have another picture with a story
angle and considers the Tolstoy classic ideal
'for the process.

campaigns
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Negotiates

with

photos

—

will have a heavy schedule of newspsjl
*
*in each town. 'I
radio and TV interviews
The entire national "woman appeal" ij]
ket will be heralded by U-I for "Mag
cent Obsession". Idea is to get satursi
wherever the ladies can be reached — h(i
beauty parlor, shopping centers. The
magazines used have a circulation of
100 milHon.
Metro is extending its trade showingj
"Seven Brides for Seven Brothers" to
towns, with newspaper reps, TV-radio c]
mentators, disc jockies and record distrj
tors invited. All of the CinemaScope
cal previews are set for theatre showil|
running through July.
Allied Artists has set up a group to
on titles for all productions to eliminate |
of publicity value when title is changed,
ing or after production. Label selected, -A
consultation with sales dept., will be fin;

London, as well as in New York and H(
wood.
Another important new independent ci|
pany, headed by Irving Berlin, is in the ri
ing. He is reportedly working on a thji
picture package based on various propel
he owns, and hopes to tie in with a tnj
company.
With the wind-up of Alexander PJ'|
"Return of Columbus" (Paola Loew, If
ney Chaplin) in Germany, there are
four independent pictures lensing witl
releasing commitments.
They are: "V^
the Dark Street" (Chuck Connors,
Ross), a Valor Pictures production — W|
Ordung
producer-director; "Long
Silevr" (Robert Newton, Connie GilchiJ
a Treasure Island Production in Cine
Scope and Technicolor — Joseph KaufI
producing and Byron Haskin directingf
location in Australia; "Private Hell 36"
Lupino, Steve Cochran), a Filmakers
ture — Collier Young producer, Don Sij
director; and "The Long Chance" (I
Langton, Barbara Payton), a Masthead
ductioin — Audrey Wsberg producer, E|
Ulmer director.

YOU

exploitation

for inclusion

& MERCHANDISING

in our

DEPARTMENT

Doing

MADE
Y Tax to Higher Court
Rapidly developing into an important test
se for the industry, the recently imposed New
ork 595- amusements tax was placed before the
ate Supreme Court, as Justice Nicholas M.
tte ordered the city to show cause on July 12
ly a temporary injunction should not be granted
Joining enforcement of the new tax.
The action was brought by five theatres from
ur circuits — RKO, Loew s, Century and Brandt
against the City, the Mayor, Comptroller and
reasurer, asking the law i)e declared "unconitutional. illegal, invalid and void," and a reraint order issued enjoining its enforcement,
dward C. Raftery is counsel for plaintiff group.
Charge held that the new law violates the
Y. State Fliiabling Act in that in many inanccs the tax will be more than 5Vr; that it viotes a previous section of the City's Administrave Code and the Constitutions of both the State
d the country in its discriminatory aspect.
State support of the theatremen's case was
trthcoming as Gov. Dewey requested the rearch staff of the State fiscal commission io reart on validity of the new law.
^PEA-SI MPP Clash on French Pact
A fresh rift between the two mnjor producer
rganizations developed as SIMPP's Ellis Arnall
larged the MPF.A with giving a subsidy to the
rench Government in its recent two-year agreclent with the French. Eric Johnston promptly
sued a four-point denial. (1) The settlement of
sputed items amounting to some $700,000, the
[PAA head said, was effected with the French
ovt., which received 50 per cent of the fund. "It
our understanding, that none will be used for the
istribution of French pictures in this country."
I) The agreement was set "with the complete
nowledge of all parties of the industry as well as
le State Departmnet. Ciovernor .Arnall was kept
iformed at all times on the negotiations." (3)
he agreement does not favor any segment of the
idustry, with precautions taken to preserve rights
t non-MPEA producers. (4) The agreement was
I proved by MPE.A counsel to assure conformince with the Wcbb-Pomcrcne Act.
.Arnall's blast came in a letter to Secretary
les asking State Dept. opinion on the MPE.\
lement, which, he claimed, "amounts to a purliase of certain economic privileges from the
' nch Government by the MPEA. These privi— arc denied to American
competitors of
I'h.A who may desire to do business in France."
!ie Department was asked to investigate and
ttcrmine whether the agreement violates our law
r foreign policy.

"ello
ws Sees combined
3D 'Scop
ers31) i> around the
CiiiemaSc(Pi)c
with
ner, according to Robert Fellows, president of
iitly formed Hatjac (formerly W ayne- Fellows)
I>. I he concept, not new but considered cur■ly remote, has been moved up considerably.
^ the producer, by placing the two images
ecessary for 31) on a single film. Since actual
epth viewing requires pnlari/ed glasses, the audincc would still have to wear specs.

THE

The Selznick Releasing Organization has granted franchise
for
reissue
"Duel interritory
the Sun"to
in the New ofEngland
Joseph E. Levine of Embassy
Pictures Corp., Boston.
More than 100 film industry
leaders were invited by Spyros
Skouras to honor Ernest Turnbull, managing director of Australia's21.Hoyt's Theatres, at
NYC's Club
Edward M. Saunders, Metro
asst. gen. sales manager, became
a grandfather for the sixth time
when his daughter Mrs. A. E.
Rohe of Drexel Hill, Pa. gave
birth to a girl.
Paramount president Barney
Balaban returned from Europe
after a three-week junket in conjunction with VistaVision demand Germany.onstrations in England, I-iance
A. E. BoUengier, UA treasurer,
is in Hollywood for a long session to set up a program to coordinate accounting procedures
with inde producers.
Herman Hirschhorn, former
sales mgr. of the 20th-Fox Philadelphia branch is the new manof the company's
Haven agerexchange,
replacing New
Ben
Simon, retired. Shep Bloom assumes the vacated Philly post.
Hi Bettinger
takes over Bloom's
sales
spot.
20th-Fox has acquired distribution rights to Louis de Rocheniont's "Martin Luther" for release in 38 foreign countries and
territories abroad.
Ed Aaronoff, industry press
rep for almost two decades, joins
U-I's home office publicity department.
In an agreement with Perspecta Sound, Inc., Altec will
manufacture Perspecta Sound
integrator units. Distribution
will be through theatre supply
companies.
Jack Felix
heads succeeding
Allied Artists'
Denver
exchange,
the
late Charles Duer. Formerly
with Paramount for fifteen years,
Felix has worked under the AA
banner for the last five.
The Mississippi Theatre Owners elected new president, Ted
Solomon of McComb, at the
group's
annual convention in
New Orleans.
Charles Brackett was reelected to a sixth term as president ofthe Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.
William Moclair is the Roxy
Theatre's new managing director
succeeding Dick Dickson, National Theatres president Charles
P. Skouras announces.
Burt Hirshfeld joins the I.F.E.
publicity staff replacing Johanna
Grant who resigned. Hirshfeld
was formerly a feature writer
with Universal-International.
Production Code chief Joseph
I. Breen may take a less active
part in administering the code
due for health reasons.

NEIVS
Allied-Distribs Cripe-fab Due
Allied's watchdog committee, checking exhibitor complaints against distributor practices,
particularly in regard to grabbing benefits of Federal tax relief is expected to huddle shortly with
film company reps for discussion of the gripes.
President Ben Marcus said that surveys of
Col. H. A. Cole's charge that distribs are sopping
up by exorbitant rentals whatever benefits theatremen could have gained through tax relief will be
ready for presentation to the film men. Latter
indicated willingness to talk it over, but didn't
promise anything.

MPIC's Resignation From COMPO
The announcement by the Motion Picture Industry Council that it had resigned from the Council of Motion Picture Organizations some three
months ago raised eyebrows around the industry,
along with the question "why?".
During the last few years, MPIC has been
doing its utmost to improve industry public relations. Itstood as a bulwark against industry attackers, strived to set up paths for intra-industry
cooperation and was, of course, one of the founders
of COMPO. MPIC saw in COMPO the means
for a comprehensive, nation-wide public relations
campaign which the smaller organization was not
equipped to handle. In fact, the COMPO board
approved such a national p.r. plan in late 1952.
It was no secret that MPIC chafed through
last year, urging COMPO to launch a public relations campaign. COMPO begged off stressing
that all effort should be concentrated on the tax
fight. With that battle over, however, COMPO
still moved timidly on the p.r. program envisioned
by MPIC. This inaction undoubtedly led to the
resignation.
There are two lines of thought behind this
move. Perhaps MPIC really believes that "it
would be in the best interests of both organizations
that COMPO pursue its own objections in its own
way and MPIC in its own way. ' But it is doubtful
if MPIC will cut itself off from the all-industry
body indefinitely. Some observers feel this is
merely MPIC's way of building a fire under
COMPO to get up steam for a badly needed industry public relations program.

Pathe-Technicolor Feud Flames
The war of the hues grew hot as Pathe Laboratories, Inc. filed a $400,000 damage suit in U. S.
District Court against Technicolor Motion Pictures Corp., Technicolor, Inc., and DeLuxe Laboratories, Inc. The Chesapeake Industries subsidiary
charges that Technicolor has violated the Lanham
Act (governing use of trademarks), and the Sherman Antitrust Act.
Part of the action repeats the Pathe charge,
made previously to the Federal Trade Commission,
that Technicolor is deceiving the public by putting
its label on films made in the Eastman process.
Pathe also charges an antitrust violation because
Technicolor's agreement with DeLuxe Laboratories allegedly constitutes a monopoly.
Court is being asked to: (1) enjoin the use of
the term "Technicolor" from being used on films
made in the Eastman color process and (2) dissolve the Technicolor- DeLuxe licensing pact.
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GARY

EXPLOITATIOIT

RICHARD

D-WIDM
HAYWARINTO
COOPER
TRESPASS
THE ARK

PICTURE

Star-Power

SUSAN

Socks

e and "Gard
too. These
'Scop
CinemaScope, en
Over
W idniark—
Cooper, Hayvvard,
are the big commodities the showman has to sell in 20th CenturyFox's "Garden of Evil."' As Charles Einfeld and his promotionwise staff have mapped out the campaign, it's all there just for
the doing. Boasting three of the most popular movie personalities extant today in the types of roles that lifted them to their

standing. Gary Cooper. Susan Hayward and Richard Widare the fat angles. And so should they be capitalized. 20thoffers several aspects in this direction. Bold use of the stars
a number of variations, individually and collectively. Sell
Hayward as "The Temptress", with two male leads as "The
Tempted". "They planted the seed of their desires . . . and it
grew into hate and suspicion. And now they were touched by
high
mark
Fox
gets

ADS
Star emphasis is especia
notable in the ads, combini
a teaser approach in both ;
and copy. Sample of 4-col.
above
— "Origii
sin . . .gives
drawingcue them
like
magnet ... to this place .
to each other!" Ad barrage
aimed at both male and
male trade, highlighti
meshing of conflicting perse
alities, action and romaii

original sin . . ." Or individually: Cooper, "who led"; Hayward,
"who tempted," and W'idmark "who cheated." Novel use of
'Scope feature is evident in headline, "CinemaScope Trespasses
Into the Garden of Evil with These Three", varied with star
names as top line "trespassing into, etc.", and CS prominence
subordinated.
Mexican location offers another first for 'Scope selling —
"CinemaScope Goes to Mexico ... for one of the most enchanting
locales ever depicted on the screen", with Technicolor an iml)ortant asset as part of this angle.

aspects.
Other elements give i
"trespass into the Garden
a mysterious slant, indicati^
a group riding into a taint||
darkness. In every case, sta
title and CinemaScope :
tied in with running copy s

"(jarden"' also marks 20th-Fox's inaugural of its new trailer
policy. Company offers two CS trailers — one for stereophonic
sound, other for single track theatres — ^and a standard trailer for
teaser effect to run in conjunction with non-CS offerings. Pitch
on latter is "you will see more in CinemaScope because there's
more to see."
Another feature is radio play with spots and star interviews
on free platters. Each has three open-end spots for playdate with
the Widmark interview giving both full interview and cjuestion-

stead of the usual individi'
entity presentation of ea;
feature.
TEASERS

and-answer space for local flavor. Two free T\' trailers, 20-, 60second spots, are also available.
Adding special touch of sex selling, shots in eyeful Rita Moreno are available !n four mats as special draw. The Puerto Rican
glannor-gal is pictured in set of stills, particularly appropriate for
bathing suit tie-ins.

POSTERS & DISPLAYS
Posters work on stars, romantic conflict, two-fisted action (note 3-sheet,
right). Special accessories in fluorescent
satin, are an added extra for large-size
eye-catchers. Art captures three leads in
provocative style in 1-, 6- and 24-sheets.
I'oth herald and 22x28 make cffccti\e
scene-still shouts.
Mexican atmosphere offers bevy of
ideas for lobbies and fronts. Travel posters, rainbow cloth, basket weave materials, serve to generate mood. Good
suggestion has an invitation to visit
"Garden of l-.vil", with "Dangerous"
warning oxer disj^lay, tied in with florist
promotion for lobbv.
20th Century-Fox CinemaScope Technicolor. Cast: Gary Cooper, Susan
Hayward, Richard Widmark, Hugh
Marlowe, Cameron Mitchell, Rita Moreno, Victor Manuel Mendoia. Producer Charles Brackett. Director
Henry Hathaway.
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Teasers (left), used on C'
secutive days, concentrate
buildup of star power, cat'
potent interest-perking effc
CiNEMAScOPi

GARY
COOPER

^'h.

SUSAN
RICHARD

w^HAYWAR
riDMAR
2bl^CENTUI^T■fO

EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

of

the

Issue

GARDEN

of
EVIL

^ust, greed and the innate
qilities of humans that bring
se into compatibility witli
t higher instincts of man
torn the basis of 20th CenturyfIx's "Garden of Evil." I'rod:er Charles Drackett has
«rked in a formidable cast
wh a promising story to give
tjs CinemaScope thriller a
gjat mass potential draw, dirjtor Henry Hathaway gi\es
itnis expert attention to incorf^ate the human drama with
^j^xico's for
eerily
beautiful
back-at
C'unds
a movie
aimed
irsal appeal.
K' Frank l-'enton screendumps
three assorted
l ican soldiers of fortune —
nibler-philosoi)her. an exitf, a young gunman, into a
lean cantina — each Injund
ill the California gold fields.
T iling their efforts when otifed an expense-paid trip to
t IT destination by an ecjuallys inded beautiful girl in ret n for escorting her to her
hiband, incarcerated in a gold
nie in forbidden Indian count:. En route, conflict grows
a ong the men, all of whom
c et the girl, l)ut is held in
r i until one of the trio, the
yithful gunfighter, makes his
I). He is mercilesslv beaten.
1 ision increases as thev pencti:e hostile territory until they
fil their nian brutall\- massa1 by
Indians. Heroism
'ikes its play as the gambler
d iberately cheats his way into
aiuicidal effort to save the
ojers, paving the way for a
life for the survivors.

Gold-seekers Victor Mendoza, Susan Hayward, Richard Widmark and Gary Cooper
foresee doom as fhey find iheir link with succor in Indian-infested country brutally
nnassacred by the redskins.
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THIS

IS

All The

ALLIED

YOUR

Vital

Details

PRODUCT

May
on Current

&) Coming

Features

I. F. E.

ARTISTS

April
ARROW IN THE DUST Technicolor. Sterling Hayden,
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goeti. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory,
is regenerated.
min. ttirough
MR. POTTS GOES TO MOSCOW George Cole, Nadia
Gray. Produced & directed by Mario Zamoi. Comedy.
Sanitary ennineer mixes briefcases with atomic scientist
setting off chase throu'^h Russia and Europe. 93 min.
PRIDE OF THE BLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges, Vera Miles.
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes Goeti.
Racetrack drama. Filmed in color. Ambitious racehorse trainer noes bio time, comes to earth when kid
jockey rides horse trainerMahad
y saved to victory. 71 min.
FORTY-NINERS, THE Wild Bill Elliott. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Thomas Carr. Western.
U. S. Marshal poses as killer to trap three killers one
of whom is sheriff of gold-boom town. 7! min.
BOWERY BOYS MEET THE
THE Bowery
eDirector Edward
JunMONSTERS,
Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Bernds.
Comedy. Boys become involved with mad doctor, electronic robot and gorilla. 66 min.
DESPERADO, THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
to free Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war,
youig man is doublecrossed by friend and framed
for murder. 81 min.
July
RETURN FROM THE SEA Jan Sterling, Neville Brand.
Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when executive
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
in battle.
home a hero to marry girl he loves. 80 min. Returns
WEAK AND THE WICKED, THE Glynis Johns, John
Gregson. Producer
Director
LeeThompson.
Drama. Victor inSkutezky.
fraud case
young j'.
woman
is sentenced to twoFramed
years in prison.
She is thrown
among wicked women and involved in escape.
72 min.
Coming

KILLER LEOPARD Johnny Sheffield Beverly Garland
Produced an'd directed by Ford Beebe. Melodrama.
Bomba
beautiful
screen star track down runawa-y
husband helps
in wilds
of Africa.
STRANGER IN TOWN Technicolor. David Niven,
Yvonne
de Carlo.
Barry 88
Fitzgerald.
Comedy Irish
min.
comic flavor.
fantasy with
SECURITY RISK John Ireland, Dorothy Malone. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Harold Schuster
Melodrama. FBI agent on vacation thwarts communists
who kill atomic scientist and steal secret
papers.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ex-convict is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws. 69 min.

COLUMBIA
A pril
DRIVE A CROOKED ROAD Mickey Rooney. Director
P'chard Quine. Producer Jonie Taps. Drama. A pint-size
auto mechanic
is inveirjled into a holdup gang by a
pretty nlrl. Girl repents
as
in love with the
guy, aids him in breaking up shethe falls
gang. 82 min.
IRON GLOVE, THE Technicolor. Robert
Ursula
Thiess. Director William Castle. ProducerStack
Sam Katzman Historical adventure. Swashbuckler built
Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne. 77around
min,
JESSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor Brett
King Barbara Lawrence Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman. Western melodrama. Supposed
son of Jen* James becomes involved with Dalton
out to get the loot of the notorious bandit. In gang,
showl
down battle, Dallont are wiped out and money turns
out to be Confederate bills. 65 min.
FILM

MAD MAGICIAN, THE 30 Vincent Price, Mary Murphy,
Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy.
Horror melodrama. Illusion nenius, prevented by his
boss from usin; hi; creations as a stage magician,
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey, Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment of rifles to outpost completes his mission despite Apaches, treachery and romance. 66 min.
MIAMI ducerSTORY,
THE Barry
Sullivan,
ProSam Katzman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience
to expose crime syndicate. 75 min.
JUNGLE MANEATERS Johnny Welssmuller, Karin Booth,
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Adventure-melodrama. Jungle Jim tracks down diamond
smuggler who Is jeopardizing
of jungle. 68 min.
Junepeace RIcardo
SARACEN DLADE, THE Technicolor.
Montalban,
Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle.
Costume
melodrama.
13th
century
swashbuckler with Montalban In a vendetta to avenge
his
father's murder, joining In the Crusades. 76 min.
July
CAINE MUTINY, THE I Pre-releasel Technicolor. HumBogart, Van Edward
Johnson,Dmytryk.
Jose Ferrer,
FredStanley
MacMurray.phreyDirector
Producer
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy
destroyer. 125 min.
HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
Mark Robson. Producers Irving Allen, Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
complication for x-navy skipper in the Antartlc. 91 min.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones, Montgomery Clift. Director Vlttorlo de Sica.
Producers David O. Selznick and de Sica. Drama. Made
In
Italy, film.
("Bicycle
language
63 min. Thief") de Sica's first English
OUTLAW STALLION, THE Technicolor. Phil Carey,
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DirecFred F. Sears.
devotion
wild torstallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
64 min.to
Coming
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Gulness, Joan Greenwood. Director Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Gulness as whimsical priest
In the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using It for some unorthodox crlme-bustlng.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovlch.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes Involved with married
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner In
murder to achieve selfish ends.
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint, Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Ella Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved In
racketeers'
of longshoremen
is moved to
rebel againstdomination
the syndicate
by love of woman.
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.
TRIPOLI
Paul Director
Henreld, Felix
PaProducerTechnicolor.
Sam Katzman.
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid
from ofher pirate
kingdom.leader to help drive savage hordes
PUSHOVER Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey. Producer
Jules Schermer. Director Richard pulne. Melodrama.
Detective
love with
for
her turnsfallshimIn against
law. gunman's girl. His desire
ROUGH COMPANY Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Barbara
Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J.
Rachmll. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry
officer
baron. leads small ranchers against encroaching land
THEYtor RODE
WEST Producer
Donna Reed,
Francis.Western.
DirecPhil Karlson.
LewisRobert
Rachmll.
Doctor at frontier Army post Incurs enmity of fellow
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
THREE FOR THE SHOW CinemaScope, Technicolor
Betty Grable. Marge & Gower Champion, Jack Lemmon. Producer Jonie Taps. Director H. C. Potter.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed In
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to best
friend.
BULLETIN

— THIS

IS

YOUR

March
ANITA GARIBALDI Italian. Subtitles. Anna Magn,
Raf Vallone. Directors Goffredo Allessandrinl, Fra
Rosi. Drama. Story of Garibaldi's battle to unite II
in the
mld-l9th
wife'sdeath.
loyalty95andmin.brav
In
cause,Century
causingandher histragic
MY HEART SINGS Subtitles. Ferrucclo Tagliavlnl.
rector Mario Mattoll. Comedy with music. Two pi
renegades discover young electrlan with fine oper.
voice. p lace him under contract and plot to exp
him with operatic Impressarlo. 99 min.
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Sllv
Pampanini,
Eleonora
Rossi Drago,
Producers DIno
De Laurentis
& CarloVittorlo
Ponti. Gassn^
Direc
Luigl Comencini. Drama. Expose of vice ring Inv
Ing girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.
SENSUALITA English. Eleonora Rossi Drago. Po
De Laurentis production. JDirector
Clemente Fraca
Drama. "Bitter Rice" storyunofetwo men and a gir
the wheat fields of Italy. 72 min.
August
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP English Langua
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa, DeLaurentls Produc
Director Dulllo Colettl. War drama. Deals with the
ventures of Italian Navy frogmen during World War
War II. 93 min.
HUSBAND FOR ANNA, A English Language. Silv
Pampanini. Producer D. F. Davanzatl. Director G.
Santis. Drama. Trials and tribulations of woman
search of love and husband.
CITY STANDS TRIAL
English. Silvana Pampar
September
Amedeo Nazzarl. Director Lulgi Zampa. Melodra
Suspense story of murder investigation in cor'
city. 105 min.
GOLDEN COACH, THE English. Technicolor A
Magnani. taleDirector
Jean Renoir.
century
of beautiful
actress. Musical
105 min.drama. i
LOVE IN THE CITY English. All star cast. Prod.
Cesare Zavattlnl. Omnibus. Portrayal of various «
of love and women Coming
who practice them presentee ■
"March of Time" style. 110 min.
AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois ManBallet CorpsFracassl.
of Rome.Opera.
Producer
F. Destory
Martlno.
Dire
Clemente
Verdi's
of rivalry
tween Egyptian princess and slave girl for love
Egyptian
officer,FOR LOVE English Language. Ma
TOO
YOUNG
Vlady. Producer NIccolo Theodoll. Director L
Felice.whichDrama.
Story of love between two 15-y'
olds
ends tragically.

■■
'
.
■

LIPPERT
FANGS OF THE WILD April
Charles Chaplin, Jr., Onsi-I
Stevens.
Producer
Robert
L. LIppert,
Direi't
William Claxton. Murder M
drama.
Boy and Jr.
his dog
ay killing
only witnesses to a cold-blooded
in the wotBoy's story truth,
Is not causing
believeda until
murderer's
establishes
chase thein which
the
life Is threatened. 71 min.
i
HEAT WAVE Alex NIcol, Hillary Brooke. Produr
Anthony Hinds. Director Ken Hughes. Murder draL
Faithlessunwitting
wife allows
husbandkeeps
to drown
a young
nol1st,
silent but
tells po^
afteranwidow
jilts accessory
him. 68 min.
j
COWBOY,
THE Documentary
Eastman Color.
Producer-dlrecl
Elmo Williams.
feature.
Photograp!
in color on actual Southwest locations, story relattsi
cowboy's true life from pioneer days to now. 69 it
MONSTER FROM THE OCEAN FLOOR Anne Kimtj,
Stuart Wade. Producer Roger Corman. Director W ♦
Ordung.
A girlshark-Infested
skin-diver andwater!*
sciei '
in one-manScience-fiction.
submarine brave
face a huge sea monster far under the ocean. 64 : •

BIG CHASE, THE Glenn Langan. Adele Jergens. "
ducer Robert L. LIppert, Jr. Director Arthur Hil
Action drama. Rookie cop goes on patrol car d
takes
In chase
by auto,robbers.
boat and
'
ends Inpart
shooting
of payroll
65 helicopter
min.
PRODUCT
June

LIPPERT (Continued)
VID TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hinds,
rector Montgonnery Tully. Mystery drama. Desperate
isiness man hires thug to kill him so his wife can colct insurance. Changes his mind and barely escapes
!alh, to learn that his wife was responsible for
ose call. 75 min.
July
VER BEAT Phyllis Kirk, John Bentley. Producer Heran Cohen. Director Guy Green. Mystery drama. Girl
dio operator on U. S. freighter becomes unwitting
:cessory to diamond smugglers. Teams with detective
investigate murder and round up gang. 73 min.
iLENT RAIDERS Richard Bartlett, Earle Lyon. Producer
irle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Action drama.
!ven-man patrol lands on Normandy beach. Works its
ay through enemy forces in preparation for the
eppe commando raid. 65 min.
HUNDER PASS Dane Clark, Andy Devine. Producer
'>bert A. Nunes. Director Frank McDonald. Western
ama. Party of whites crossing hostile Indian country
ith a suspected renegade is attacked by tribes.
Renegade" is vindicated as Army secret agent.
August
EGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
"Joan of Arc,
' who aspersuades
mythe toSpanish
resist Napoleon,
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
lis and French rule prevails.
;RROR SHIP William Lundigan, Naomi Chance. Projcer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mysry drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds it has
sen used to cache highly-explosive atomic formula,
'sards
yachttheforsecret.
sea-chase after plotters attempt to
.cape with
NHOLY FOUR, THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
ichael Carreras. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
-ama. Hutband returns after four-year memory loss
•urder
try and
him. find which of wife's three suitors tried to
September
:A0LY GAME. THE Lloyd Bridges. Producer, Robert
unbar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
)veli$t in southern S.oain becomes involved in murder,
ackmail and smuaaled microfilm of secret formulas.
Coming
DVENTURE IN RIO Scott Brady, Raymond Burr. Melo'ama. Fashion
model aid
sold ofintoAmerican
Brazilian who
slavery
ring
.capes
and enlists
exposes
ealthy Brazilian as ringleader.
t.ACK PIRATES, THE AnscoColor. Anthony Dexter,
>n Chaney, Jr. Producer Robert L. Lippert, Jr. Di•ctor Allen Miner. Adventure. Pirates terrorize town
■rcing villagers to dig for buried treasure under
lurch Young townsman brings their destruction.
ACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon. Projcer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
^ama.
auto racing
hen hisFormer
best friend
crasheschampion
to death.quits
He big
makesracea
smeback
and
wins
back
his
wife
by
winning
the
rand Prix.

/lETHO-GDLDWYN-MAYER
A pril
<ECUTIVE SUITE William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck,
jne Allyson, Frederic March. Walter Pidgeon Paul
louglas. Drama. Effect the death of a president of
I large firm has on the first 6 vice-presidents. 104 min.
'YPSY COLT Ansco Color, Donna Corcoran, Ward
ond. Frances Dee. Producers William Grady, Jr. and
jdney
Franklin Jr. Director Andrew Marton. Dramj.
spirited
black colt refuses to
om the little girl who raised him. 72 accept
min. separation
HAPSODY
Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio Gassan Producer
Lawrence Weingarten.
Charles
dor. Love story. A beautiful woman Director
!n Europe holds
e lives apd music careers of two young artists In her
inds. Batkground of classical music. 115 min.
May

■AME AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner,
•r Angeli, Carlos Thompson Producer Joe Pasternak,
'irector Richard Brooks. Rmantic drama. Beautiful girl
■ifting
aroundin world
one and
love romance.
affair to 104
another
!ts involved
web offrom
intrigue
min.
<ISONER OF WAR Ronald Reagan, Ste ve Forrest
•oiiucer Henry Berman. Director Andrew Marton. War
•arna.
officer ofparachutes
Red prison61 camp
' checkArmy
on stories
Communistintoatrocities.
min.
FILM

MEN OF THE FIGHTING LADY Ansco. Van Johnson,
Walter Pidgeop, Louis Calhern, Frank Loveioy. War
drama. Navy fighter squadron
in Korea overcomes treJunepilot. 80 min.
mendous odds to save blinded
STUDENT PRINCE, THE CinemaScope. Ansco Color.
Ann Bli'th. Edmund Purdom, John tricson. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minelli. Musical. Film
version of Romberg's operetta. 107 min.
July
GONE WITH THE WIND (Reissue) Technicolor. Clark
Gable, Vivian Leigh. 222 min.
VALLEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor.
EI»anor Parker. Producer, Sam Zimbalist. Director R.
Pirosh. Adventure drama. Youna archeologist aids
beautiful
cirl ofto Egyptian
carry on Pharoah.
dead father's
find
lost tomb
8& min. ambition ot
August
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the91 problem
of sharing her
living room
13 males.
min.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel marries Powell and takes her into the hills of
Oregon where she is faced with prospect of living with
his six semi-civilized brothers. 103 min.
September
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, Lana Turner. Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful oirl becomes involved in espionage and roman;.e in occupied Holland
during World War II. Ill min.
BRIGADOON CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse, Elaine Stewart. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minnelli. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once every century.
Coming
BEAU BRUMMEL Technicolor. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England durinq Napoleonic era, dashing cavalry captain oains reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions lead to disaster.
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Drama.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason, Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Historical
drdma. Assassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus. Cassius et al. 121 min.

PARAMOUNT
A pril
CASANOVA'S
NIGHTPaul Technicolor.
Bob Hope.
Joan
Fontaine. BIG
Producer
May Jones. Director Norman
McLeod.anova isComedy.
Hope,
mistaken
for
the
Cashired to test the faithfulness ofloveranother
man's fiancee. 85 min.
NO RELEASES
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married
tea plantation owner
e toforeman
Junhis
in Ceylon, falls in love with
and plans to
run away with him. Plague strikes and in crisis she
finds she still loves her husband. 103 min.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Nicole Maurey, Thomas Mitchell, Robert Young. Producer Mel Epstine. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
American pilot stranded in Peru joins a renecade in
searching for lost Inca treasure. 101 min.

JULY
SUMMARY
Release
schedules
for July appear
set with only a maximum of 27 features available to exhibitors. Making
the product picture even gloomier is
the fact that four films are reissues
and one, from Columbia, is playing
prerelease dates only. Three features
are in CinemaScope — two from Warners and one from 20th-Fox. Nineteen
films ore in color. No 3Ders will be
released.
Listed for July release ore:
flk
8 Dramas

^■^^
^^^^L
^^^H

8 Adventures
4 Melodramas
4 Comedies

3 Westerns
^^^^^
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Zetterling. Producers and directors Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
marriage finds the female psychiatrist has same complex, gets involved in spy plot and murder. 103 min.

August
ABOUT ducerMRS.
LESLIE
Shirley Daniel
Booth, Mann.
RobertDrama.
Ryan. WoProHal Wallis. Director
rooming houseabout
ownerownfindsill-fated
tenant'saffair.
problems
her toman reminisce
104 lead
min.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Leioh. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. nouncesComedy.
Dr. Dean
mistakenl-,'
anthat Jerry Lewis
is dyinnMartin
of radiation
poisoning and he is givpn one last fling at life by reporter
Janet Leigh. 95 min.
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart, Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy drama. Freelance photographer becomes involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society
girl and murder.
Coming
BRIDGES AT TOKO Rl. THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of plan and execution of Korean air raid.
CONQUEST
SPACE Georne
Technicolor.
Eric Fleming.OFProducer
Pal. Walter
DirectorBrooke,
Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence when he tries comeback.
SABRINA Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn.
WiMiam Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
Csmedy.
Two she
rich return;
brothersfromfalla for
chauffeur's
daughter after
yeartheir
in Paris.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air
Command,
non-stop
flight. he is envolved in crash and historic
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarini.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Crosby. Di-nny
Kaye,
Producer
Robt.
E. Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtiz. Musical.
Two World
War IIcomebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war.
beinvolved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show.

REPUBLIC

GERALDINE John Carroll,
Mala Powers, Stan Freterg.
A pril
Producer Sidney Picker.
Director R. G. Springsteen.,
Comedy
with
music.
Tin
Pan
Alley publicity girl oisGREATEST SHOW ON July
EARTH, THE (Reissue) Technicovers young college music instructor with golden
color. James Stewart, Betty Hutton, Cornel Wilde,
voice,
interested
only
in
folk
songs,
eventually interests
Charlton Heston.
him in popular music and a marriage license. 90 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

REPUBLICM (Continued)
ay
JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralsfon. Joan Leslie,
Forrest Outdoor
Tucker. drama.
Associate California
producer-director
JosephandI.
Kane.
trader meets
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic complications when she learns he has a son by unmarried
Spanish girl. 10} min.
e Corey, Evelyn Keyes,
HELL'SLanchester.
HALF ACRE
Wendell
Junproducer-director
Elsa
Associate
John H.
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
in l?4l but his crime-ridden past destroys hope for
the revival of marriage. 91 min.

July
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Herbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable schooner captain
tries to save nirl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy. 91 min.
August
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman
gambling-hous owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against e group
of antirailroad ranchers Is worth more than money
dreamed of, if railroad crossed her land. 110 min. she
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuIre, Stephen Mc
Nally. Associate producer-dire
Seiter.
Drama. Woman newspaper ownerctoris William
confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
Coming
OUTCAST. THE Trucolor. John Derek. Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan. Director Bill Witney.
Western.ducer Youno
ranije war against
unscrupulous uncle to recoverwages
stolen heritage.
ROOGIE'S BUMP Robert Marriot, Ruth Warrick. Brooklyn Dodgers'
Sports
comedy.
Little stars.
boy triesJohnout Bash
for andproductions.
makes the Brooklyn Dodgers' team.
SHANGHAI
STORY. Associate
THE Ruth Roman, Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
of Shanghai's International Settleagainst Red
police.

TOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in foiling enemy agent's plot to
•teal secret formula.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure ronance.
StoryAnrierican
by Maurice
Walsh, author of "The Quiet Man".
An
in Scotland
to
his child,
stays to
champion the people whose visit
livelihood
is threatened
when
a
private
road
they
had
always
used
Is
closed
by the owner.

UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Don Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes involved with cold hoard and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle in the desert. 70 min.
RKQ

April
CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Steve
Cochran Producers Frank and Maurice King. Director
Kurt Neumann. Melodrama. Struggle of a young girl
to free herself from her fascination
for a carnival heel
who causes her high-diving partner's death. 93 min.
PINOCCHIO IReissue). Disney. 87 min.
SAINT S GIRL FRIDAY Louis Hayward, Naomi Chance.
Producer Julian Lesser. Mystery comedy-drama. Saint
even
with oamblers for murder and ruination
of youthscorebi min.
May
NO RELEASES

e Russell, Gilbert RoJunJane
BIG RAINBOW Technicolor
land Producer Harri- Tatelman Director John Sturqes.
Adventure
drama.
Action
and
intrigue centering around
hunt for sunken treasure.
SILVER LODE Technicolor. John Payne. Dan Duryea.
Liiabeth Scott. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citizen accused of murder and daughter of
cattle beron who stands by him. BO min
FILM

SINS OF ROME Massimo GirottI, Ludmllla Tcherina.
Producer Consoriio Spartacus. Director Riccardo
Freda. Adventure. Roman gladiator leads revolt and
attempts to unite slaves against Roman army. 75 min.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetilaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of SInbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
July (Reissue). Danny Kaye.
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN
Farley Granger. Jeanmatre. 112 min.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlln.
Romantic
girl" her
is placed
custody of
writer comedy.
who wants"Bad
to study
type forin
story he is writing. 98 min.
Coming
NIGHT WITHOUT END EastmanCclor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns that boyfriend is really in love with her married
sister.der thinking
She thereupon
sister for back.
husband's murthat will frames
bring boyfriend
PASSION SuperScope. Cornel Wilde, Yvonne de Carlo.
Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alan Dwan. Drama.

20TH

CENTURY-FDX

A pril
PRINCE VALIANT CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, James Mason. Janet Leigh. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway. Romantic adventure. Viking kino overthrown by traitor is given sactuary
by King Arthur.
Years105later
son overthrows
the traitor.
min. the disposed king's
ROCKET MAN. THE George Winslow, Charles Coburn,
Spring Byington. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Fantasy.
Orphan prevents the sale of orphanage to crooked
politician with help of his private Space Man. 80 min.
y
SIEGE AT RED RIVER. THEMaTechnicolor.
Van Johnson,
Joanne Dru. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union
cavalry troop train sets off net of intrlQue and heroism
involving Confederate who is a Union spy. 81 min.
GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell.
Anne Bancroft. Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist, finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death. 84 min.
RIVER OF NO RETURN CinemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum. Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Premlnger. Outdoor adventure romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, exconvict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guide
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the
rapids. Indians and the elements. 91 min.
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN CinemaScope Technicolor. Clifton Webb. Dorothy McGuire, Jean Peters,
Maggie McNamara. Producer Sol Siegel. Director Jean
Neculesco. Romantic comedy. Three American girls
working in Rome toss coins In Wishinn Fountain. After
each travels rocky road, dreams come true. 101 min.

DEMETRIUS AND THE GLADIATORS ClnemaScopeTechnlcolor. Victor Mature, Susan Hayward, Michael
Rennle, Debra Paget. Producer Frank Ross. Director
ne Begins where "The
Delmer Daves. HistoricalJudrama.
Robe" ended
tells Instory
slavewhere
Demetrius
whose
Christian
faith and
is tried
the of
arena
he Is forced
to fight as gladiator. 101 min.
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
Debra Pact, Michael Rennle. Producer Leonard
Goldstein. Costume adventure. Prince of Bagdad helps
people along the Nile throw off yoke of evil ruler
and gains beautiful princess for his wife. 71 min.

August
BROKEN LANCE
Technicolor. Rob
Wagner,
Richard CinemaScope
Widmark, Spencer Tracy, Ji
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Or
tryk. isWestern
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Ind
wife
caught Indrama.
feud with
control of homestead.
RAID. THE Technicolor. Van Heflln, Anne Baner<
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Direci
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confeder.l
raid on town In Vermont in retaliation for the bu
ing of the Atlanta. 82 min.
L
September
I
EGYPTIAN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jean Simmol
Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Edmund Purdom. fm
ducer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Michael Curtii. Hi
torlcal drama. Thirteen centuries before Christ I
Egyptian physician sets out to learn the secret of III
Coming
I
ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA. THE Technicolor. Elaf
Stewart, John Derek. Producer Walter Wanger. Dir«1
tor Don Wels. Adventure romance. Young PersI
barber leaves his shop In seek of adventure. Afli
horse-sword action in desert he rescues Princt
and prevents war.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE. A Ricardo Monlalb^l
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murdl
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of sevei|
killings falls into hands of real murderer. i

UNITED

ARTISTS

HEIDI Elsbeth SIgmund,April
Helnrich Gretler. Prodac
Lazar Wechsler. Director Luigi Comenclni. Dram
Taken
famed children'st
storygirlby and
Johanna
Sp)!
of the from
love between
a little Swiss
her grant
father. 98 min.
|
y
LONE GUN. THE GeorgeMaMontgomery,
Dorothy m|
lone. Producer Edward Small. Director Ray Nazarr
Western. Marshal cleans out band of rustlers and wi;
love of girl preyed upon by outlaws. 73 min.
SOUTHWEST
PASSAGE
3D PatheColor.
Rod join
Camero'
Western drama.
Bank robber
and his girl
cam.
caravan
tested as means to cross Americ
Desert. 82being
minutes.
I
CAPTAIN KIDD AND THE SLAVE GIRL Color Corp
America. Anthony Dexter, Eva Gabor. Wisberg-P(
lexfen production. Director Lew Landers. Adventur
Famous pirate captain escapes gallows with aid of i
scrupulous nobleman who plans to doublecross Kic
and thereby obtain his treasure hoard. 83 min.
LONG Lesser
WAIT, Samuels.
THE Anthony
Quinn,Victor
Peggie
Castle.MurdPr
ducer
Director
Savllle.
mystery. Amnesia victim returns home to find he
wanted for murder. Missing link to his innocence
beautiful girl and works his way through a number
them before finding her and solving mystery. 93 m
WITNESS TO MURDER Barbara Stanwyck. George Sc
ders. Gary Merrill. Producer Chester Erskine. Direct
Roy Rowland. Suspense melodrama. Woman witness
murder which she reports to police. Checking, poll"
find no evidence of crime and woman is suspected
being insane. 83 min.
YELLOW TOMAHAWK, THE Color Corp. of Americ
Rory Calhoun. Peggie Castle. Producer Howard V
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Indian sco
and
S. Cavalry
frontierU.outpost.
82 min. battle Cheyenne assault '
CHALLENGE THE WILD Color Corp. of Americ
George
and SheilaNature
Graham.
Producer and
directed
Frank Graham.
documentary.
Family
exploriI
the Great North Country, where wild life remains u
touched by civilization. 69 min.
GOG 3D Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan. Co
e Producer Ivan Tor
stance Dowlinn. Herbert Marshall.
JunScience-fiction.
Director Herbert L. Strock.
85 mi
HOBSON'S CHOICE Charles Laughton, Brenda t|
Banzle. Producer-director David Lean. Comedy. Prel
perous bootmaker finds his life complicated when ij
tries to direct wedding plans of his daughters. 107 mi,
MAN WITH A MILLION Technicolor. Gregory Peel
Jane Griffiths. Producer John Bryan. Director Rona'
Neame. Comedy. Poverty-stricken but honest man
given million pound note to prove theory that mere
good
fortune.it. 90butmin.
never spending it will bring hi |
possessing

July
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ. THE Technicolor. Dale
Robertson, Debra Paget. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
gambler
find father's killers and absolve
him from sets
chargeoutoftocheating.
July CRUSOE PatheColc.
GARDEN OF EVIL CinemaScope Technicolor. Gary
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
Cooper, Richard Widmark. Susan Hayward. Producer
Dan
O'Herllhy.
Producers
Danclgers,
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adventure
Ehrllch. Director Luis Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. HenI
Fro|
drama. Three gold hunters become Involved with a Daniel
classic his
of man
the shipwrecked
beautiful woman and death Inside Mexico. 100 min. the nativeDefoe's
who became
Friday. 90 min.sailor at
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

May
UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
'ACHE Technicolor. Burt Lancaster. Jean Peters. Procer Harold Hecht. Director Robert Aldrich. Western,
le-man war waged by Apache chief against the
jited States Army. 9! nnin.
IwLESS RIDER. THE Johnny Carpenter, Frankie
Irro. Producer Carpenter. Director Yakima Canutt.
estern. Deputy poses as outlaw and breaks up
ng terrorizing ranchers.
TURN TO TREASURE ISLAND PatheColor. Dawn
idams, Tab Hunter. Producers Aubrey Wisberg and
ck.enture.
Pollexfen.
75 min. Director E. A. Duproirt. Romantic

Coming
JIEFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphrey
gart,
Ava Gardner,
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro producn. Director
Joseph L.Edmond
Mankiewici.
drama.
AUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard Phiiipe, Gina Lolloiglda.
Franco-London
Fantasy-of
ama. Struggling
musicproducer.
teacher Rene
finds Clair.
his dreams
allies "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
1AMPI0N (Reissue! Kirk Douglas. Il min.
OSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, GIna
lobrlgida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon. Vittorio
ssarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
ama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
urning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
• that all males over 20 must be married. 8& min.
lAMOND WIZARD.
3D Dennis
leridan.
Producer THE
Steven
Pailos.O'Keefe.
DirectorMargaret
Dennis
Keefe. Suspense thriller. 83 min.
)ME OF THE BRAVE (Reissue) Douglas Dick, Frank
vejoy. 86 min.
lYBHR PATROL Color Corp. of America Richard Egan,
wn Addams. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure
ama. Officer in British Lancers in India prevents
pture of new machinecuns and massacre of garrison.
raE KIDNAPPERS. THE Duncan Macrae, Jean Andcr1. J. A. Rank production. Director Philip Leacock.
medy-drama.
Storvbackground
of two little
who "steal "
by.
set against
of boys
turn-of-the-century
va Scotia.
4LTA STORY Alac Guinnets. Jack Hawkins. Procer Peter De Sarigny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst.
- war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in World
3r II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exjlt inCorps
locatino103 enemy
Hka
min. convoy, sealing fate of Naiis'
'HELLO
Orson Produced
Welles. Michael
MacLiammoir.
Suine Cloutier.
and directed
by Welles,
ama. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 92 mm.
■ERATION
Townes.
Jensen
Jducer FredHANHUNT
Feldkamp.Harry
Director
Jack Iria
Alexander,
ama. Based on story of ex-Soviet code clerk Igor
>uienko since going in hiding under protection of
nadian government.
>MEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
san Shentall. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
stellanl. Romantic drama. Film version of Shakeslare's immortal classic.
IdDENLY Frank Sinatra. Sterling Hayden. Producer
bert Bassler. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
JER AND THE FLAME. THE Technicolor (Filmed in
iial. Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
jry
woman's heroism in 19th century Indian
ht forof freedom.
/IST OF FATE Ginger Rogers. Jacques Bergerac.
Dducer
Maxwell Se+ton. Director David Miller. Rointlc melodrama.
RA CRUZ Technicolor. Gary Cooper. Burt Lancaster.
icht-Lancaster
itdoor adventure.production. Director Robert Aldrich.

UNIVERSAL-INTL
April
V » PA KETTLE AT HOME Marjorie Main. Percy Kilde. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles La■nl. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modern home, go
ck lo dilapidated farmhouse so that oldest boy can
> contest on typical farm life. 8! min.
ILS INTO LARAMIE Technicolor. John Payne. Dan
ryea, Mari Blanchard. Producer Ted Richmond. Di■*?""
Hibbs.
Outdoor Territory
drama. Trouble-shooting
dier
to Wyoming
to clear work
ppage isonsent
construction
of railroad. 81 min.
NKEE PASHA Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Rhonda
"ling. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
(vney.
Cbstume
'und world
to saveadventure.
woman heChandler
loves. 84 fiohts
min half-way
May
lEMAN
CHILD Hugh
O'Brian.LesSpike
Jones.
Jducer SAVE
HowardMY Christie.
Director
Goodwins
medy Grou.T of lany firemen cope with problems of
ding in old fire horses for mechanized. 80 min.
lAVGIRL Shelley Winters. Barry Sullivan. Produce.
i>«ftJ. Cohen. Director Joe Pevney. Drama. Small
•1 girl in New York becomes involved in murder and
I qirl racket. 85 min.
FILM

BLACK
HORSE CANYON Technicolor. Joel McCrea.
Mari Blanchard.
Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse Hibb;. Western. Wild
stallion escapes stock
une of nirl rancher to reranch and lives in hills. JEfforts
capture horse toareherthwarted
by neiohbor until roving
cowboy comes
aid. 82 min.
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audie MurWalter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathanphy. Juran.
Western. Trouble when Qold miners
break treaty with Indians. 78 min.
July
EGG AND I. THE (Reissue) Claudette Colbert. Fred
MacMurray. Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride. 108 min.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer develops sport car
to save failing auto comoany, succeeds when he wins
cross country race. 85 min.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin. Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleaqured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing whiteman who incites the savages. 81 min.
August
FRANCIS
JOINS
THE
WACSPitts.
Donald
O'Connor.
Adams. Chill Wills, Zasu
Comedy.
VeteranJuliais
called back into service and through error is assigned
to WAC unit. Complications increase when his talkingmule buddy is assigned to same outfit.
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman.
Rock Hudson. Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming adoctor devoting himself to humanity. 108 min.
September
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH, THE CinemaScope.
Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Janet Leigh, David Farrar
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV is defeated
by
for young
treason. knight whose family was unjustly executed
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun. Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunfighter becomes involved
in family feud which resolves into one of the most
famous gun batt'es ofCo
themi
West.
ng
BENGAL RIFLES Technicolor. Rock Hudson. Arlene
Dahl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native upricing
and subsequently regains honor.
DESTRY Technicolor Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard.
Lyie Bettger.
Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall.
Western.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman. Corinne Calvet, Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Affthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Drivin-^ a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
pla'.'s tag with oold love and sudden death.
FOUR GUNS TO THE BORDER Technicolor. Rory CalColleenDirector
Miller, Richard
Walter Carlson.
Brennan. Western.
Producer Williamhoun.Alland.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem Comedy Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
(he running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
NAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden, Gloria Grahame. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
Detective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
through murderer's machinations.
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaSo«pe, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler Jack Palance. Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Nelson. Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Qulne. Comedy.
TALE OF A TUB IJ. A. Rank) Paul Douglas. Hubert
Gregg. Producer Michael Truman. Director Alexander
MacKendrick. Comedy.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Drama.
Magnani. Director Jean Renoir. Musical-drama. 17th
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Lex Barker. Howard Duff. Mala
Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jesse Hibbs.
Western. Gold mine owners become Involved in war
with crook who tries to force them from their
gold claims.
WARNER

RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott.
Wayne Morris. Producer Ted Sherdeman. Director
Andre de Toth. Western. Stagecoach guard, victim of
odd circumstances, clears his name. 75 min.
DIAL M FOR MURDER WarnerColor. Ray Mllland,
Grace Kelly,
Cummings.Huiband
Dircclorplots
A(treddeath
Hitch-of
cock. MurderRobert
melodrama.
wife whom
he
marr'ed
for
money.
Original
plan
backfires when wife kills her would-be murderer. Husband
makes self-defense killing look like murder. 105 min.
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, Joan Weldon.
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas.
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot creatures terrorize
the Southwest until their nest is discovered and are
finally wiped out. 94 min.
June
July
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY. THE CinemaScope WarnerColor. John Wayne. Claire Trevor. Laraine Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Wellman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on plane bound from
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
feeling when faced with prospect of death. 147 min.
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Beatty.
Pat O'Brien.
Mickey E.Spillane.
Producer Robert
M. Fellows.
Director James
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus is sabotaged by homicidal maniac. 93 min.
August
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Craine. Producers Heltman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance invesjourneys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim totigatorfinance
Violence
and
romance result.
KING RXHARD AND THE CRUSADERS CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo, George
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical adventure. Coming
Action-romance during Third Crusade to drive the Mohammedans from the Holy Land.
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin.
Aldo Ray. Mona Freeman. Nancy Olson. War drama.
Storybehind.
of World War II Marines and the girls they
left
BOUNTY
HUNTER.Producer
THE WarnerColor
Scott,
Marie Windsor.
Sam BIschoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb, Ben Alexander,
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb.
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing with commission of crime and detection
of criminal.
STAR
BORN.Mason.
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
land. ISJames
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuft.
Director Geor^^e Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marries
him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads to disaster.

BROTHERS

LUCKY ME CinemaScope
WarnerColor. Doris Day
A pril
Phil Silvers. Robert Cummings. Producer Henry Blanke
Director Jack Donohue. Musical comedy. Show troupe
becomes stranded In Miami hotel. While working off
bill, they meet Broadway producer who helps them
back to big time. 100 min.
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MARLON

BRANDO

ON

THE WATERFRONT

IS THE

GREAT!

"A brilliant moti
"'On

the Waterfront'

picture. Wrap upi
is a magnificent contribution

'1 was mad about 'On the Waterfront.'

to the

world of drama.

It is

It's

a very, very exciting film. One

of the

Marlon

Brando

best pictures ever made.

the Oscars, inclr
ing mine, and se
them

great

entertain-

over

excels himself, if that's possible."

ment."

Jean Simmons

Humphrey

Leiand Hayward

Bogj S

Brando."
'"On

the

Wats

" 'On the Waterfront'
"Add

is an important,

the
vexciting

'On the Waterfront'
memorable

to your list of

films

of all time.

picture,
Kazan^s

beautifully written,

direction is masterful.

Brando

is his very best."

directed andacfed."
*
■,'
* Samuel Goldwyn

front' is a powen
assault
emotions

on

yoi

from yo

heart to your head

George

Stevens
Jerry Wc

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

^1

AN ELIA KAZAN PRODUCTION

co-starring KARL MALDEN

• LEE I. COBB • with ROD STEIGER • PAT HENNING • and introducing EVA MARIE SIff

Produced by SAM SPIEGEL - Screen Play by BUOD SCHULBERG • Music by LEONARD BERNSTEIN • Directed by ELIA KAZAN
A HORIZON PICTURE
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SEVEN

BRIDES

Here's

M-G-M

A

To

How

26-Year

New

IN

Launched
All-Time

HOUSTON!

A

Great

Record!

"BABY

a
No.llOF A SERIES TO BRING YOU UP TO DATE ON

STAR"

CONTEST

Baby photos of M-G-M stars, including those in the pict ;
were used in a "Baby Star" contest that was one of the r ;t
widely publicized and successful contests in local annals.

<uiBDUCTIONS

J^AMOUS

Attractici

RADIO

AND

TV

An attractive model dressed as a bride visited all radio d
TV disc jockeys with the record-album of songs from the
ture. Later the "Seven Brides" repeated the visits. Addition y
they modeled costumes from the picture in Style Shows d
were interviewed by 100 local teen-age girls in their mode! g
school. They got reams of space.
WEALTH

OF STUNTS

DAVID'S "RAPE OF THE SABINE WOMEN"
Louvre Museum, Paris

Romance in a Haystack: With a local jeweler's cooperatii,
engagement and wedding rings were planted in a haystiik
located in a downtown parking lot, with local girls taking p t
in the search.

Men have been abducting reluctant maidens
since time began. Probably the most famous
— and most wholesale — abduction happened

Snowballs in July: The "Brides" were greeted, upon arrival t
the airport, by local critics and celebrities and a giant pilef
real snow. A simulated snow-ball fight took place in 100-deg »
weather.

when the ancient
armloads of the
'em off, "sobbin'
ings still tell the

"Just Married" Parade: Open cars carried the "Brides" al
local officials from the airport. Flying wedding ribbons a]

roamin' Romans kidnapped
Sabine women and 'carried
and throbbin'." Great paintstory.

Plutarch says the Sabine girls were soon
happily knitting little togas and refused to be
rescued. That's the theme of MGM's
shot-gun wedding musical,
jj
SEVEN
BRIDES
FOR

SEVEN

gay

BROTHERS'

But our girls are from Oregon and the
boys are seven red-headed bachelor
brothers. It's original and too funny
for words (and it's in CinemaScope
and Color) .
You'll be carried away, too!
starring JANE POWELL . HOWARD KEEL . with Jeff Richards
Russ Tamblyn • Tommy Rail » Screen Play by Albert Hackett &
Frances Goodrich and Dorothy Kingsley • Based On the Story "The
Bobbin' Women" by Stephen Vincent Benet • Lyrics by Johnny Mercer
Music by Gene de Paul • Choreography by Michael Kidd • Color by
Ansco • Directed by Stanley Donen • Produced by Jack Cummings
Above: Sample of the of -beat ads. Other
big display ads in large campaign.

"BRIDES"

CONTEST

The Houston Post ran a contest to select two local "Brides".
Together with the five starlet "Brides" who actually appear
in the picture, Houston had the full complement of "Seven
Brides". Terrific attention -getters in press, on radio and TV.

"Just Married" signs, with banners advertised the pictu.
Opening Night Square-Dance: Probably the most colorful op(ing night idea in the city's show business history was the squa •
dance with hillbilly band in front of the theatre in conjui •
tion with the Gala World Premiere.
PROMOTION

EVERYWHERE

Thirty stores carried posters, counter cards and other materi; '.
in ticket-selling tie-ups. Complete coverage was obtaint
especially in stores where records were sold, thereby stimuli
ing attention for the records-album. A giant standee in lobli
three weeks ahead, and an appealing trailer far in advan
gave the show long-range attention.
PERSONALITIES
The arrival of Howard Keel, co-star of the picture, and Jai
Cummings, producer, climaxed the big promotion campaig
An opening day extra was the personal appearance for thri
shows on the stage of the State Theatre of Keel, togeth
with the 5 starlet "Brides" and a popular hillbilly ban
WORD-OF-MOUTH
Critics and disc jockeys saw the picture three weeks in ai
vance. Then came a screening for record-album promotio
store personnel, TV and radio people and others. A snef
studio preview took place five days before the opening.
IT MAKES

HISTORY

Local Texas showmen assert that the campaign for "SEVE.
BRIDES" set a new high in modern motion picture shov
manship. Most of the activities, apart from personal appea
ances, are easily adaptable to any situation.

Goldwyn's

Dne-Night

"Is Hollywood Finished? " asked Samuel Coldwvn in a
lationally syndicated magazine supplement on a recent Sunlay. '"Why. we haven t really started vet I" is his answer,
■^lirring. sanguine words, it s true, but buried within the text
if the famous producer s statement is a highly suspect point
if view which, fortunately, has yet found little favor among
ilmdom's more important duchies. Only Paramount Pictures,
.sith its interest in Telemeter slot-T\ . has so far joined the
-I hool, which maintains that Hollywood's salvation will be
omplete when the nujttial knot is formallv fastened between
lie film-makers and tele\ ision.
Not commercial television, mind you — an institution that
ulditionally charms Mr. Goldwyn — but rather pay-as-you-see
li levision. So enthralled is he with its grossing |)otential that
he remarks, '"XV hen it comes, it w ill be [jossible to take in as
much in one night, that way. as many pictures take in today
III six months." In this fashion, pundit (ioldwvn thus draws
a 17th parallel between production and exhibition. It is clear
his conception of Hollywood as a commercial entitv embraces
llie film-making wing exclusively, leaving the theatres somewhere out in the backwash, the bastard expendibles of the iniliistry. hen he speaks henceforth of recovery, it must be
assumed that Mr. Goldwyn will be making only passing referrtue to the element that has for so long represented his sole
marketplace. Seemingly, his contention is that theatre exhibition is,to put it kindly, uncertain, and that new and better
markets are in sight.
Like many another white elephant, subscription television
has that well-manicured dollar glow — on paper, that is. In
actuality, its future is tieup in a nebulous mixture of theorizing and ivory tower idealism. Those high-blown one-night
grosses of which IMr. (ioldwyn dreams is predicated on the
premi.se that M) million TV set owners can be converted into
an army of slot jilungers. It is an intriguing theory, and one
that merits close examination. Let us consider these pertinent
points :
1. While Neilsen reports evening TV viewing on the upsw ing.
the average show at the choice hours reaches about 5.>?
million homes, or about 18.3 percent of all TV homes in
the U. S.
2. A generous estimate of the number of homes that would
subscribe to a pay-as-you-see film logicallv falls, approximately between 1 to 1.5 million.

3. It must
at home
friends
in. and

TV

Stand

be assumed that viewers paying for an attraction
would be free to double and triple-up. The family,
and neighbors would certainly be invited to drop
invitations would be exchanged.

-1. A high percentage of the public, having shelled out its hard
cash for a TV set that promised to deliver "free " entertainment, might resist a move to exact further tribute.
5. The mechanics of servicing homes on the slot-TV network
and collecting the money might be much costlier than ad\ocates of |>ay-as-you-see tele\ision anticapte. It could very
well approximate the cost of distributing films to theatres.
6. \^ hat of the universallv unquenchable ven of the housewife
to get out of the home? This is the patron category that
looks upon the movie theatre as having two important appeals: (a I as an entertainment source and ibl as a springboard to socializing and escape from the drugery of the
household.
7. Most importantly, what of the reprisals of the commercial
networks? Conditioned as the public is to the no-cost way
in its living room, what chance has even the best of movies
against the sure-to-multiply finest of free television? \ou
could look for a rash of championships bouts and starspangled reviews on the very nights when slot-TV attractions were being offered. )X hat husband is going to turn
the knob for a |)rice as the privilege of giving up a
crucial ball game brought him with the compliments of the
beer or razor blade sponsor?
8. And. beyond these factors, what of the element of simple
size itself? At a time when the public is manifesting a
keen response to the dramatic impact of movie bigness.
Mr. Goldw yn envisions an era when postage stam]} pictures
will be acceptable. It is conceivable that the great producer believes that '"Guys and Dolls'" would not be much
more exciting entertainment on a screen measuring 45 x
18 feet than on one 21 inches square I Having dropped
their coins in the slot and enjoyed the comforts of home,
how many viewers do you imagine might say afterward.
'"Gee. I wish I could have seen it on a big screen.'"*
As the allernati\e of this chimerical fabric of slot television looms the motion picture theatre market, tested,
weathered, durable, a fixed and (crtain quantity. e\en now
enjoying a bold resurgence in the face of jjredictions of doom.
(Continued on Pape 16)
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Street Joiirnal. leactiiif; financial daily, recently
an ace reporter to Hollyuood to find out what
in the film capital and throughout the industry.
is the report from the July 13 edition of W SJ.
By Da\ii) Kenyon Webster

HOLLYWOOD — Forecast for moviegoers: The entertainment diet at your neighborhood theatre likely will continue to
have a feast-or-famine aspect in the months ahead.
Chances are you'll be treated to a relatively few spectacular epics, filmed with an eye to boxoffice ajjpeal. The rest of
the time youMl probably be seeing an increasing number of revivals of older movies which exhibitors have to dust off to
keep their screens occupied.
That prospect emerges from a check of major studios
here. Most of them are holding down their total production,
to concentrate on so-called "big" pictures, many of them dealing with religious or historical themes. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, for example, is planning a lavish new version of its
silent classic of the 1920's, '"Ben Hur". Universal Pictures Co.
will soon release "The Sign of the Pagan", an ambitious CinemaScope feature, and Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp. is
readying "The Egyptian" and several other high-budget films.
While this stress on a limited number of pictures is displeasing to some exhibitors and theatre patrons, it doesn't ap|)ear to disturb the producers. Generally speaking, their profits
are higher than at any time in recent years.
"The film industry has found it can't make money on
anything but big pictures," says Samuel Broidy. president of
Allied Artists Pictures Corj). His views are echoed bv many
other Hollywood executives.
Fewer

Films in Production

Pictures completed so far this year are running well behind the rale for 1953. reports the Motion Picture Association
of America. Inc.. the industry's biggest trade group. Completed movi»'s given the ^L P. A. .seal of approval in the first
five months of this year totaled 105, lower by 57 films than
those api)roved in the corresponding months of 1953.
For all of 195.3. a total of 351 feature-length films got the
M. !'. A. okav. That compared with 568 in 1911. and 516 in
1912 — years when the industry didn't have to contend with
su( h problems as new filming techniques including wides( rei ii iirojcclion. Federally-decreed di\ orcenK-nt of film disIriliulion from theatre o\\n«'rship. and stiff television competition.
Many of the studios do claim that despite their slow pro-

'ludinn -l.irt this year, ihi'v'll make as many or more |)i(tures
Pdqr 6
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in all of 195 1 than they did in 1953 — though still far fewer
than they were grinding out a few jears back.
Lniversal Pictures has boosted its expected total to 34 in .
1954 from 31 in 1953. Paramount Pictures Corp. plans 19, two more than last year. Allied Artists Pictures Corp. has
likew ise added two, for a total of 29. Walt Disney Productions
is turning out "about 175% more product" than in 1953, and
Republic Pictures Corp. is making two additional flickers.
(/iant Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Twentieth Century-Fox.
however, hold to last year's level, while Columbia Pictures]
Corn, is cutting off three, from 43 last vear to 40 in 1954. :
I
How Budgets Look
\V arner Bros. Pictures, Inc. plans to release 24 big-budgti
films this year, compared with 28 last year. So far in 1954, it
has made 14 of these available to movie houses, one more
than at this period in L953. RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., doesn t
want to comment about its plans. RKO Radio is the former
operating subsidiary of RKO Pictures Corp. and is now
owned wholly by Howard Hughes, who bought it from the
])arent firm. The RKO picture making division was Ion;:
slowed to a walk under Mr. Hughes' erratic leadership. It
claims its budgets have been "tremendously increased," but
as of June 1. it had only three pictures ready for release, com-,
pared with seven for the same period last year.
|
Despite the reduced flow of product, compared with a
few years ago, profits for most of the studios have had a |
paradoxical rise.
I
Brightest spot is held by Columbia Pictures Corp.. maker
of "From Here to Eternity". Columbia's net per share for thej
39 weeks ended March 2, 1954 rose to $3.26 from 15 cents in
the like period the year before. The recently-released "Caiiii
Mutiny " promises to be as big a grosser as "From Here td
Eternity", according to Jerry Wald. executixe producer and
\ ice-president for jjroduction. For the fiscal year ended Juiu'
30. 1954, Columbia is expected to report earnings four U\w>
the 99 cents a share reported in fiscal 1953.
But Columbia is not alone. Donald Henderson, secretarytreasurer of Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corj).. predicts that
Fox's net per share for 1951 will be double the $1.65 earned
in the vear ended Dec. 26. 1953.
'I
Other Late Reports
Less sensational but no less comforting to stockholde..- j
and studio executives are the recent interim reports of other I
film companies. Loews. Inc.. parent corporation of Metro(Continued on Page 14)
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of the national theatremen's organizations, Allied
and TOA, have been expressing displeasure with
film production and distribution policies and importuning film executives to take heed of the
plight and the needs of the exhibitors.
A few weeks ago. TOA president Walter
Reade, Jr. delivered a searing blast against distribution, charging that this branch of the industry

Responsible heads of the film companies can make no
lore serious mistake than to ridicule or ignore the complaints
low being voiced by exhibitors in all parts of the country conerning their present day pricing and distribution methods.
It may be that in the past exhibitors sometimes cried
efore they were badly hurt. If so. it was because they foliwed the rule that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound
f cure. Hut that does not justify the distributors in shrugging
ff the current complaints which are of so grave a nature and
re so widespread that their significance is inescapable.
Voices are now being raised in protest against the exactig policies of the film companies that never were heard
efore. The temper of the exhibitors is unmistakable. And
■ie pity of it is that this deplorable condition follows i:pon
4e heels of the industry's triumphant tax campaign — an iniring achievement whic h it was hoped would usher in an era
i peace. pros|)erily and good feeling. That such an era is
rgenlly needed must be apparent to all branches of the ini^lry.
Level

The film executive who recently remarked that he had
\er seen any exhibitors in the bread line used a figur* of
in ech that was misleading and in bad taste. Kxhibitors v. hen
liey lose their business and investments do not join the bread
MH". They enter into new lines of business or seek honorable
inployment in order to support themselves and their families.
If this modern Marie Antoinette reflects the general atitude iji distributor circles, it indicates that the sales heads
lave a mole's eye view of the business and are blinded w hen
hey emerge from their subterranean cells. It is hard to be' ve that these experienced executives do not know that the
lax Committee, in presenting its case to Congress, proved beond a shadow of doubt that thousands of theatres have been
orced to close and that most of the survivors are operating
m the border line of disaster.

ExecMitives

JPcrtnanence

Dwindling

The temper of the exhibitor body has been rising rapidly of late, and threatens to boil over. Both

Exhibitors at Subsistence

Film

in

Maflcet

TO

REASON

uses its great power "recklessly". More recently,
Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied States
Association, circulated a bulletin throughout the
trade warning film executives that possible government regulation might be the alternative to
"prompt action for the moderation of selling
policies and practices" by the film companies.
The complete text of the Myers bulletin appears below— EDITOR'S NOTE

It was in response to this uncontrovertible proof that
Congress granted a higher measure of relief to the theatres
(ban was provided for other excise laden businesses. The congressional intent was to afTord the theatres an operating margin that would enable them to remain open, to make necessary
repairs and improvements and to successfully compete with
other amusement enterprises. I niess those benefits can be
secured to the theatres, then the time and money expended by
the exhibitors and their leaders in the tax campaign wa^ in
vain.
In depriving the exhibitors of the benefits of the Excise
Tax Reduction Bill the film companies not only are relegating
them to the precarious state they occupied prior to the bill's
enactment, but are thwarting the will of Congress.
What .strange theories dominate the thinking of those
who control the film companies and what are their objectives?
Do' they think the exhibitors can be reduced, like Asiatic
j)easants, to a bare subsistence level? And if so. do they
imagine that they themselves can continue to prosper while
their customers fail? It seems absurd to impute such notions
to men who have managed their own fortunes with such skill.
^ et their attitude in recent times gives ])oint and substance to
these questions, and the questions must be answered.
The Business Must Have Permanence
This bulletin is written in the conviction that the matters
discussed are of immediate interest and importance to all
branches of the industry and to all whose welfare depends
upon the motion ])icture business as a continuing source of
income.
No immediate gain or advantage should beguile anyone
into regarding the motion picture business as a transitory
thing to be exploited to the limit while it lasts and liquidated
when profits decline. Yet there is apparent in the policies and
practices of the film companies an o|)portunist philosophy, a
spirit of "Let us eat and drink: for to-morrow
(Continuedwe onshall
Pagedie."
2f>)
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By P hi lip R. Ward
THt I.NUrSTMY TOM- COMIM KS I P-BEAT— a.ul uitli
lood caufc. The charl^ below graphically dramatize the
monthly progress of industry equities since the close of trading December 31. 1953:

Film BULLETIN

Cinema

Aggregate"*

LEONAHI) GOLDENSON. IN HIS LETTER to AP.C-l'aramount Theatres stockholders accompanying the second quarterly dividend checks ( 25c on both common and preferred to
shareholders of record on June 25 1 explained a drop in
|)rofits as resulting from expenditures for wide screens and
.stereophonic sound. Comparative net operating jirofils for
the second quarters were: 1951 — S715.0O0 (14c per share I .
195.3— S756.000 (16cl: for the 6-months periods: 1951—
S1.75 1.000 (37c |)er share). 1953~S2.236.000 1 51c I.
Mr. (ioldenson points out that "cash resulting from operations for the second quarter of this year was substantially
ahead of the same period of 1953. The increase in depreciation charges due to the installation of new theatre widescreen and sound equipment was primarilv responsible for the

DEC
1954 lULr
FILM COMPANIES

DEC
1954 JULY
THEATRE COMPANIES

* Tom /«*.«•(/ of riircjully sclcrlfd rcfncscntntiir industry issues, (.hurl
burs indicate month's clusv. except fur July, which is as of the 21st.
I ilm companies shares are marked by a mild degree of llu< tuation within a framework of overall advance. Notably la< king in general market comment is the sleep gain registered
during May. a 25-year record in terms of short term (single
month I appreciation. At mid-summer. advanc«'s appear to
have consolidated at the cloud-line lc\els.
Kquallv. if nol more imprc^>i\c i> llic regular pallcrn of
a.sccnsion shown In cxhibilion shares, indicating possibly a
sounder recovery tone than the production interests who.se
equities often rise and fall spectacularly with spot developments. Leading the exhibition sphere at th*- moment is KKO
Theatres, late subject of some ding-dong trading \olume.
stemming, at least |>arlially. from a lightening in capitalization
(reduction of about a half million shares I plus sustained improvement atthe boxollice. BrsI short ran^t- hrt anionf^ the
other ituportunt thralrr groups: .\utionul Theatres.
O

O

LOKW.S IS M()r-T1MI\(, I I among the (dni-makcrs. very
likely as the result of its status as the sole remaining integrated fdm |)roducer and exhibitor. In that connection, il
is interesting to observe lhal Loew"s purchased H(M) shares of
Loew^s Boston Theatres during the month of May to bring its
total ownership in that pro|)erty to 132.835 shares . . . Net
profit of Loew's. Inc. for 10 weeks ended June 10 was S 1. 166.376. com|)ared to S3.185.871 for the same period in 53.
Comparative |)er-share earnings arc 87 cents to 62 cents last
year, (iross income for the 10 weeks was some five millions
about the 1953 gross. Improved product, plus (piaiitity. plus
bi lateral interests makes i.oeu s a continuing prospect.

small drop in net operating profits." The ABC-Paramou!it
|)resident blamed lack of "boxoflice" films and the effects of
new telev ision in c ertain areas for retarding theatre earnings.
However. June has picked up and he anticipates further improvement inthe third quarter on the basis of better quality
|)ictures. The ABC Division, (ioldenson stated, fared better
than he expected, breaking even in the second quarter, traditionally weak.
It should be noted in connection with thi> report that
ABC-Paramount is not mic hided in the Eilm Bl LEE I IN
Cinema Aggregate chart for theatre c ompanies (above I. be cause earnings of the theatre and broadcasting divisions arc
( o-mingled.
O
0
MABKET MEMOBANDA: IVc hnic olor boiling strongly on
some lop-hea\ V volume, one- sale block consisting of 51. 100
shares . . . \ ic ld of the seven loj) film-making issues is c iirreiilly 6. i'r. c c)m|)aring quite favorably with dividend rales
in general . . . Warner Brothers (Tip of the Issue, f ilni
Bl ELETIN. Julv 12 I spurted a point-plus before the- ink was
dry. (It was erroneouslv reported in lhal item ib.al the dividend yield was S.60. Il is. of course, a liberal SI. 20. Ed. note I
. . . Oddly enough, on the thre.shhold of the conipany s most
profitable period. 20lh-F'ox offic ials. Zaniick and Skouras. and
three direc tors, have been named in a stoc kholde r s suit seeking lo upset the employment contracts of the odic-ers. Nils
should be dis|)osed of quickly . . . Stanlc-y Vi arner has dc clared a .?.25 per share dividend on the common, payable
August 25 to holdc-rs of record August I ... I niversal Piclures will redeem on September 1 its oulslanding 3-*,'^r Sinking Eund Debentures due March 1. 1959 in a refinancing
operation. S2.393.000 is outstanding.
SECURITY TRANSACTIONS & HOLDINGS
ALLIED ARTISTS — Harold J. MIrisch. vice president, sold 18.125 shares of
common stock in May, decreasing partnership holdings to 29,760.
COLUMBIA — Harry Cohn. president, sold his 400 shares of preferred in May.
PARAMOUNT — Barney Balaban. president, sold 400 shares of common in May.
decreasing his holdings to 24.500 shares; Austin C. Keough. vice president, purchased 100 shares of common in May. increasing his holdings to 500 shares.
WARNER BROTHERS — Jack L. Warner, vice president, bought 2800 shares of
common in June, increasing direct holdings to 277.699 shares.
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LEONARD GOLDENSON
LEONARD H. GOLDENSON, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
president, returned from a five-week
European tour to report that foreign
producers are becoming increasingly interested in making films slanted for the
A;r.k:rican market. Goldenson revealed
that the U. S. product shortage has convinced so-ne European interests that
there is now a market open to tho'n in
this country, and that he has talked
some foreign producers into familiarizing themselves with audience demands
in the U. S.
o
BEN KALMENSON, Warner sales
chief, called top WB executives and
sales personnel into session at studio
July 26-27 to view and discuss company's most promising product line-up
of recent years. Upcoming program ta
be digested includes "A Star Is Born",
"Batt'e Cry", among o hers.

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK
Paq- 12
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ARTHUR KERMAN, president of
Governor Television Attractions, announced what may be the first break in
making major filni backlogs available to
TV. Kerman revealed his firm had obtained distribution rights to eight "Bulldog Drummond" features originally
made by Paramount in 1937, '38 and '39.
Paramount claims its distribution rights
on the films expired and could not be
renewed. Only previous major product
going to TV has been films which reverted back to independent producers.
o
ABRAM F. MYERS, general counsel
of National Allied, warned fi.lm executives on selling policies and practices.
In a well-circulated trade bulletin titled,
"Appeal to Reason," (see Page 7) he
cautioned that a restricted, dwindling
market threatens the permanence of the
industry. Myers put forth the possibility that government regulation might
dent of Allied Theatres of Illinois, joined
the ranks of exhibitor leaders who are
leveling an ever-increasing barrage
against film company sales policies. Lining up with National Allied's A. F.
Myers, Kirsch declared "unconscionable
terms" for product is "threatening the
existence of exhibition and is depriving
the exhibitor of his rightful share of the
recent admission tax reduction."
o

A. F. MYERS
be the alternative if film companies do
not alter their sales methods.
O
NICHOLAS M. and JOSEPH M.
SCHENCK are slated to receive the
Screen Producers Guild annual Milestone Award for their "historic contributions to the motion picture industry,"
at the Guild's annual dinner in Hollywood in Noverriber. Nicholas Schenck
is president of Loew's, Inc. Joseph
Schenck, who founded 20th Century Pictures with Darryl F. Zanuck, is presently chairman of the board of UA Theatre Circuit and of Magna Corp.
O
HERBERT Y. JATES, president of
Republic Pictures, announced that twomonths studio shut-down is over, and
six features will roll during July and
August. He also said overall production
will be 2 pictures above '53 total.

AMERICO ABOAF, Universal-Inter
national's foreign sales manager, returned from a two-month European
business survey to report that U-I is
headed for another record-breeking yeai
in foreign markets. After a swing,
through Europe to study distribution
Aboaf said the quality of American pro
duct should guarantee a bright future;
for this country's distributors.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

" Betrayed "

StUiHC^ ^<ituu^ Q O O
Ace bcxoffice cast burdened with muddled plot. Names
should bring ample returns in early runs, but will bog
I down quickly as result of cool word-of-mouth. Should
do best in the action houses.
Metro has put three strong names into tale of espionage in W Orld W ar II. hut failed to provide them
with an adequate script, (iood performances l)y (lahle.
Turner. Mature liold it togetlier in the first lialf, as it
follows engrossing romantic-suspense line, hut at midway point, screenplay hy Ronald Millar and (leorge
i roeschel starts to zigzag in crazy-(|uiit pattern, (iahle
)-> seen as toj) Dutch esi)ionage agent working for British (he has some (ierman ancestors I. Miss Turner is
widow of Dutchman assinated l)y Nazis (she's looking
for the life). Mature is carefree Dutch underground
hero (he turns sour when his mother is hranded a collahorator). One of the trio is obviously a Nazi agent,
and suspicion is made to fall on each one at several
])oints in story. Result: confusion for sj)ectators. Director (iottfried Reinhardt allowed botched scri])t to get
iiut of hand. Film, which has nf) producer listed, can
hoast authentic backgrounds as result of filming on location in Holland. C Olor is by l^astman. ,\<'/7
MGM. 108 Minutes. Clark Gable. Lana Turner. Victor Mature. INo producer
listed ! Director Gottfried Reinhardt.

" Dn The Waterfront
ScMlKC^

1^<Ztc*U^ O

O

O

Good Hitchcick suspense vehicle figures to get be.ier
critical than public response. Moves slowjy, but interestingly, for most of its 112-minute running time. Top flight
performances by Stewart, Kelly end able supporting cast.
Too pedestrian for action fans. Women may balk ai
grisly killing aspect.
Alfred Hitchcock has fashioned one of his better susl)ense films in "Rear \\'iu(h>\\ ."" However, it might be
more of an artistic than commercial success. I'lot moves
very slowly for most part and only real suspense develops in latter portions. ( ireatest ])art of running time
is devoted to Technicolored glimpses of incidental characters seen across (Ireenwich X'illage apartment courtyard by injured news. photographer James Stewart. Confined to his room with broken leg, he passes time by
watching neighboring tenants and comes to suspect
Raymond Burr of hacking up wife. Killer is eventual!}
tra])ped into betraying himself in tight finish, when he
invades Stewart's apartment, tosses him frorii window.
Placid romantic b\'i)lay between loveh' (irace Kellv and
Stewart is carried ot¥ nicely. Kaleidoscojnc snatches of
other apartment dwellers watched by Stewart lends occasional amusing, jjoignant loucho. l)ut tends to slow
down main story to a walk. .\s in "'Rope". Hitchcock
relies almost entirely on dialogue and a moving camera
to develop his ])lot. a technique much more satisfying to
art film fans than to mass moviegoers.. _/-'/(//
Paramount. 112 Minutes. James Stewart. Grace Kelly, Wendell Corey, Thelma
Ritter. Raymond Burr. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.

"
O

Rating will be higher in action houses. Strong critical support, big pre-selling campaign will get this off on right
foot. Engrossing story, superb performances, expert
Kazan direction will bring warm word-of-mouth. If fem
trade will acceot its violence and terror, then grosses
could go very high.
Story of ex-fighter involved with racketeers dominating longshoremen's union makes powerful dramatic
entertainment. The talents of writer Hudd Schulberg.
director l^lia Kazan and actor Marlon lirando have
merged to ])roduce one of the surprise hits of recent
years. Schulberg script is written with keen insight into
the turlnilent New ^'ork waterfront,
an authenticity, director Kazan has
tough, suspenseful. and has worked
effectively. Brando, as the innocent

" Rear Window "
Su^lHC^ I^CUCH^ O O

(iearing action to
kejjt the ])ace fast,
in tender romance
dupe of gangster-

ridden union, turns in a highly efi'ective and versatile
performance. .Although much u\ the film is a study in
violence, a heartwarming romantic line provides changeof-pace which actuallv serves to heighten the brutality.
The love angles arc ably handled bv newcomer h-va
Marie .Saint who.se portrayal is a welcome relief from an
assortment of blood thirsty characters played by Lee J.
Cobb. Tony (iaiento. and Tami .Mauriello. lligh s]K)ts
for action fans are the seipiences <le])icting ;i man being
thrown to his death from a roof and the barbarous grappling-hook slaughter of another. I'hil
Columbia. 108 Minutes Marlon Brando. Karl Maiden, Lee J. Cobb, Eva
Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Elia Kazan.

" Valley Of The Kings "
StaiteM I^oOm^ O O O
Rating is for first-runs on basis of good marquee and
Metro's initial exploitation campaign. Will require s<rong
selling in subsequents to offset routine story. Best suited
to family and action spots; least for discerning audiences.
This Metro offering rates above average only because of star names and on-location Egyptian settings,
which ])rovide highly interesting Eastman Color-ed
\ iews of famous land marks such as the Red Sea. Pyramids and Sphinx. The adventure drama of a young
archeologist who aids beautiful girl in carrying on dead
father's ambition to find lost tomb of Egyptian Pharoah
is considerably less colorful. W hile a fair amount of
desert clashes and susjjense is generated, the plot t\\ ists
follow a i)attern almost as old as the histt)rical ground
thev cover. .Action fans should remain interested as
Taylor and Parker become detached from the main exl)edition and fight their way through sandstorms and
angrv .Vrabs. l-Teanor Parker, although coveted by
Robert Tavlor, is already married to scoundral Carlos
Thompson. With few suri)rises. it turns out that
Thompson is more interested in gold than archeology
and he is api)ropriately disi)atche(l. lea\ing the way
clear for Taylor and Parker to unite. Ac//
MGM. 86 Minutes. Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Carlos Thompson, Kurt
Kasiner. INo producer listed.) Director Robert Pirosh.
FILM BULLETIN
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(Cimtinufd from Page 6)
ended March 18. 1951. compared with $2,171J29 a year
earlier. I niversal Pictures showed a net profit in the 26
ueeks ended May 1. 1951. of SL72 1.000 as against $1,316,632
in the like period of 1953. Warner Bros., Paramount, and
\^'alt Disney Productions also showed modest gains.
Two of the smaller studios did not keep ])ace, however.
Republic Pictures Corp. net profit for the 13 weeks ended Jan.
30. 1951. slipped to $260,937 from $345,423 the year before,
and Allied Artists Pictures Corp. net dropped from $316,127
in the 39 weeks ended March 28. 1953. to $281,289 in the 39
weeks ended March 27. 195^.
How do the studios account for their current general
well-being? "Bigger and better pictures from well-known,
pre-sold novels and plays." says Lew Schreiber. Twentieth
Century-Fox studio general manager. "End of the program
picture ( a "B" film used to pad out a double bill I and concentration on'A' product." says Mr. Broidy of Allied Artists.
"Concentration of talent on fewer movies," says another
studio executive.
Another answer comes from Y. Frank Freeman, vicepresident and studio head of Paramount Pictures Corp.. who
says, "The top pictures are grossing more money in the world
market todav than ever before in the history of the industry."
From his own studio he offers these examples: "The Greatest
Show On Earth", with grosses of $22 million to date; "Samson and Delilah", with $16 million: and "Shane", with $9
million.
Big grosses are by no means confined to Paramount,
(.olumbia's "From Here To Eternity", which cost some $2.5
million to make, is expected to rake in more than $10 million
in the domestic market alone. So far it's the biggest moneymaker in the firm's history. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer reports
that its "Quo Vadis" is expected to gross $13 million.
■Knights Of The Round Table" $8.5 million. "Ivanhoe" $6.5
million. Fox continues to crow about "The Robe" ("about
$30 million gross to date" ) and reports that "How To Marry
A Millionaire," starring Marilyn Monroe, "should do at least
$12 million."
Allied Artists also brought in a winner earlier this year
with Walter Wanger's "Riot In Cell Block 11": this production, costing about $350,000, is expected to pile up domestic
grosses of some $2 million, making "Riot" the firm's most
profitable jjicturc to date.
Prospects For the Future
But not all j)icture> make money. Roy O. Disney, j)residt nt of Walt Disney |)roductions, is one of the few people in
the industry to cmphasi/c this fact. Says he: "Our two most
recent live-action |)i(turcs. 'The Sword And The Rose' and
Mob R()\. Tlic Highland Rogue', are not up to expectations
at the floniestic box ollice. although they are doing very well
in many foreign territories and are expected to return their
f ost.s." Mr. Disney's produt tion schedule does not < all for any
more costume j)iclures made abroad, as were these two.
When talk in the studios turns to future films it almost

always revolves around discussion of "big" pictures. Columbia's outs|)oken Jerry \\ aid defines the indu.stry's favorite < urrenl term. "\\ hen wc say big pictures." he declares, "we don't
f*qt 14
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mean expensive pictures, but really good ones with a strong
plot, outstanding actors, and the best possible production and
direction. It's still the story that counts. The public isn't interested inhow much a picture costs; they want to know how
good On
the this
storybasis,
is." what are some of the new and forthcoming
"big" pictures?
Columbia's "Caine Mutiny" would certainly qualify; it's
just opened in New ^ ork. Soon to be released is "The Long
(irey Line'', starring Tyrone Power, which Mr. Wald believes
will be "as big a picture as both 'Caine' and 'Eternity'."
Twentieth Century-Fox readies "The Egyptian." "Darryl F.
Zanuck's personal production for 1954," and also has in the
works "The Greatest Story Ever Told", "The King and I",
and "A Man Called Peter." All will be in CinemaScope.
M-G-M has "Brigadoon". "Jupiter's Darling" and "The
Prodigal", and starts a lavish new version of its 1924 silent
"Ben Hur, " in Italy next spring. Paramount, shooting everything in its Vista Vision process, releases the Bing CrosbyDanny Kaye film. "White Christmas", in October, and will
have the Cecil B. DeMille's production. "The Ten Commandments", out in the fall of 1955.
RKO Radio Pictures finishes shooting "The Conqueror."
"a $5.5 million life of Genghis Khan," starring John Wayne,
about July 20. while I niversal is preparing to release two
CinemaScope productions soon : "The Black Shield of Falworth", starring Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh, and "The Sign
of the Pagan," with Jeff Chandler and Jack Palance. W alt
Disney's "20,000 Leagues Under The Sea" debuts in CinemaScope this Christmas; his latest full-length cartoon feature.
"The Lady and The Tramp ". a tale of canine love, comes out
next Easter.
Allied Artists has started to make two CinemaScope films
on a joint-release basis with Twentieth Century-Fox: "The
Black Prince" and "The Adventures of Hajji Baba." "We're
also negotiating for two or three more big, 'A' pictures," adds
Mr. Broidy, whose firm formerly concentrated on lowerbudget productions. He recently signed John Huston. Billy
Wilder and William Wyler to producer, director and writer
contracts. Mr. Huston's first film will be a Himalaya mountain
adventure
Would Be based
King. on Rudyard Kipling's story. The Man Who
More

Emphasis

on Epics

Another sign of emphasis on epic movies: Paramount s
19 films this year "will cost $8 to $10 million more than we
s])ent on the 28 films we made in 19 16." according to Mr.
Freeman. M-G-M producer Arthur Freed adds: "Very few of
our small pictures were ever successful; we have to make big
pictures to attract attention and get people away from their
television sets."
Though this trend of "fewer but bigger pictures" appears
to be successful moneywise. it has resulted in a decline in employment inHollywood and has aroused the wrath of exhibitors across the nation. Membership in the 17 local crafts of
the International Alliance of Theatrical & Stage Employes
who do the physical work around the studios, has declined
from 18.000 in 1916 to about 16.000 now. Although television
f Continued on I'npc 27:
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Van DOREN
The Talking Mule
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r/o Tim Evans
Viewpoints
f ('.iiiitinticd from Pai;e 3)

Through il> lioxoffice windows arc coiitiiuiin<i lo pass miilhrnillioii flollar grosses, llic foiinlaiii from which has sprung the
Chini-sc inlhited kiiig(h)ms of soulhweslern California, the
switnniinjr pools, and yes llie \ery mortar that has fabricated
Mr. (ioldwyn's film-making business. Is this the institution
Mr. Coldwyn would forsake for the quixotism of transmitting
his films into American living rooms for a gross of — wlidty
The economics of mass patronage stands 0|)posed to the
Goldwvn theory. One dollar in a television slot opens the
doors to an uncounted number of viewers, whereas every one
buys a ticket at the theatre boxoflice. The grossing potential
of exhibition is unchallengeable, proven. Meanwhile. Mr.
Coldwvn is jousting at windmills in his public day-dreaming
of untold millions from slot-TV.
Further, what of the altitude of exhibitors? Mr. Goldwyn is \e\ing no little the goose whose golden eggs have been
the wherewithal by which costly (ioldwyn epics were made
possible for some three decades. Are they to sit by and serve
as a son of interim market for him while he plans to nurture
a poisonous competitor? Or would they be juslihed in telling
him lo go |)eddle his next multi-million production to the farmer iti I'odunk with ihe coin slot on his television set for a
one-nitrhl stand?

THE

TUSHINSKY

MAIL.

RE

SUPERSCDPE

Kdilor
Film I5ullelin
Dear Sir :

At least a month before shipping any of our lens lo a
particular theatre we send a form asking for the conditions
under which their theatre o|)erales. .Some exhibitors have
been \ery cf)operat i\ e and send ihem in piomptly. conse'piently. they have been armed with information that enables
ihem lo ojierale our lens successfully. On the other hand,
many e\liibil()r> lia\e been lax and ha\e ne\er returned ihe
form (illed in. We ha\e found that a few exhibilors from this
group are ihi- ones thai run inlo trouble.
\fler we have lak<'n slep< lo correcl the condilicns in
llw nrmamed ihealre 1 will Iry lo get the exhibitor to send a
leporl and hope yon will find il important enough to meril
^•par (• Ml your publi< alion.
I hank \ou for \our eoopcralion.
Very sincerely vours.
si pkuscoim: i\c.
jiisi-fili S. Tiis/iliish y
FILM BULLETIN

.luly 12. 1951. headed "Tushinsky Screening" was just
brought to my attention.
The article mentioned that at this particular screening il
was impossible to keep the Tushinsky Lens in focus. This is
the' first time from the hundreds of theatres we have already
equipped that we have had such a report.
I nfortunately, the article did not mention in what theatre the screening look place. If it had we would have been in
|)osition lo determine under what conditions the lens were
being used.
In our exhaustive research we have discovered that with
anamorphic' attachments focus can sufler if the theatre has a
relatively short projector lo screen distance.
If an exhibitor who purchases our lens gives us this information prior to installation we recommend an inexpensive
set of correctors, which are available, that bring a CinemaScope or any anamorphic print at any ratio to the sharpest
point ever seen on any screen.
We would appreciate your sending us the complete details concerning ihis screening such as: the theatre it took
place in. the size of the screen, the projector to screen distance, the type of projector and the focal length of the regular
])rojeclion lens used.
We would consider this a great service to us and this
could benefit every exhibitor who might possibly run into the
same trouble. After we have taken the necessary steps to correct this condition at this particular theatre we will issue a
bulletin to all theatres who have purchased our lens or who
have them on order to make sure that this condition does not
arise again.
Our sincere thanks for your cooperation in this matter.
Sincerely yours.
SI PERSCOPE INC.
Joseph S. Tiisliiii.sky

I sincereh \\o\h- you find the contents of the enclosed
letter interesting enough to merit your time.
We consider this a \ery important matter because nothing
is worse lhaii an out-of-focus |)icture and the film industry is
going through enough |)roblems without adding technical
ones lo the economic ones.
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Lyons Theatre
Clinton.
Iowa
Gentlemen :
An article on page 1 I from the Film Bulletin issue of
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MORE

HE

READE

The
string
of rtrecrarkers
set to
ofT pof).
hy Walter
afiainst
distribution
rontinues
In the Reade,
July 12Jr."s
is^sueblastoi
Film BUIXETIN. we carrieii a letter to Reade from A. Montague, vice-president of Columbia Pictures. Below, another
prominent exhibitor now has his word. Editor's !\<itc.
Mr. Abe Montague
Columbia Pictures. Inc.
New ^ ork. N. Y.
Dear Al)e :
1 read Nour letter to Mo W ax. referring to the criticism
whi( li Walter Meade inade of the pari |)layed in our business
by the distribution branch. 1 gathered from your letter that
this should not have been .said because W alter is yoimg. was
named for his father, and inherited a circuit of theatres. ^ ou
make no reference to that which was actually said.
Now hea\en knows. 1 am not young. 1 was not named
for mv father, and I did not inherit a theatre. So let us say
thai I repeal that which Walter said. Then what is your reply?
.Sincerely yours.
|{. 15. W ilbv
I'rcsidfiil. // ill)\ Kinfi'y Scnivf Corp.
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By JAY ALLEN
ALLIED

ARTISTS

\\t Features Shooting
I'^Week's
End;
A New
IHK
EX
I) ()V
THIS High
W KKK.
1 Artists will have five pictures shooting
new high lor the year. They are:
Acry to Bagdad" (Leo Gorcey, Huntz
ill) — Ben Schwalb
producer. Edward
rnds director; "'J'arget Earth" (Richard
lining, Virginia Orey) — Herman Cohen
lucer, Sherman A. Rose director; "'i"he
,|)olis Story" (John Derek) — William E.
■ uidy producer. Al Schuster director;
itchikan" (Mark Stevens, Joan \ohs) —
-ley Parsons i)roducer. Mark Stevens
lor; and the Broidy production — "Dynai Anchorage" (Dane Clark).
William F. Broidy is doubling his output
pictures of Allied Artists release this year,
ur of his productions being slated to roll in
c next four months. He has also signed a
inmitment with \.\ executive-producer
alter Mirisch to make four more in 1933.
First of the quartet of Broidy films comg up is "Dynamite Anchorage" (Dane
iark). which goes before the cameras this
cek — Broidy personally producing. Hal
huster directing. Others are: "Cry V'en■ance" (Richard C'onte), set for an .August
1 start; "Rider of the Ruby Hills" (not
ist), September 17; and "Desert oi the
amned" (not cast), October 18.
Broidy has purchased an original st(Ty.
Singapore
E.ast," as a Brodcrick Crawford
arrer.
.\mong the other new i)roperties which
ive been lined up for production at .AA
"e: "Walk Tall," an original by James Han>rd, to star Sterling Hayden; "John Brown's
aiders," which will star Raymond Massey
-Vincent M. Fcnnelly to produce; and "City
hat Never Sleeps," to be produced by
.indsley Parsons.
Producer William Selwyn, whose "The
ob Mathias Story" now is being edited, will
ext do a biographical film for A. A in which
is father, Archie, and uncle, the late Edgar
elwyn, will be the central characters.
COLUMBIA
hree Rolling, Three More

'lated to Start in Two Weeks
THREE PICTURES FOR cOLCMBl A
jilcase, are before the cameras, with three
'lore slated to start within the next two
veeks. .Xow being kiis.d are: W arwick Pro-

ductions' "A Prize of Gold" (Richard W idmark. Mai Zetterling), 'i'echnicolor, shooting in I'erlin — Irving .Mien and A. R. Broccoli producers, Mark Robson director; Coronado Productions' "The End of the Affair"
(Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson, John Mills) —
David E. Rose producer, Edward Dmytryk
director — on location in England; and
"Bugle's Wake" (Cieorge ^^ontgc»mery, Jim
Moloney) — Sam Katzman producer. Earl
Bellamy director.
Later this week, Bryan Foy will launch
shooting on "Women's Prison" (still being
cast) — to be directed by Lewis Seiler. This
will be followed in early Au.gust by "Rit)t on
Pier 6" (not cast) — a Sam Katzman production, and "Dea l Pigeon" ( lirian Keith) —
Robert Cohn producer.
In a new policy mandate handed down
from the Cohn office, Columbia is inaugurating a liberal loan-out policy on its new
talent, as a means of advancing their boxoffice lustre. Unlike other companies which
loan out their players, Columbia will charge
the same salary which the actors are paid
under their contracts, provided the roles for
which they are to be borrowed will advance
their standing.
.Among the loan-outs which have already
been negotiated, are: Jack Lemmon, to appear in "Mister Roberts" for Warner Bros.;
.Aldo Ray, now working in Paramount's
"We're No .Angels"; and Diane Foster playing opposite Burt Lancaster in "Gabriel
Copa Productions has switched its original
production
for Columbia . release from the
Horn."
previously announced "Lorenzo, the Magnificent" to "'I'he Stalk" (Tyrone Power,
Linda Christian). It will be produced by Ted
Richmond, associated with Tyrone Power in
Cope Productions, on location in England
starting this fall.
LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Product Pick-up; 3 Features
Shooting, One More Acquired
W 11 H IHREE NEW PICTURES
shooting and one completed foreign film ac([uired for .American release, Lippert is taking its biggest production stride in many
months.
Now shooting are: Haninicr I'ilms' " i lie
Outsiders" (John Ireland), bein.g made on
location in England — .Anthony Hinds producer. -Montgomery Tully

Black Pirates" (Anthony Dexter, Lon
Chaney), shooting in El Salvador — Robert
L. Lippert, Jr., producer, Allen Miner director; "Adventure in Rio" (Scott l'>rady, Raymond P>urr), shooting in Italy and Germany
— Kurt Neumann producer-director.
The acquired foreign film is "Life With
the Lyons" (Ben Lyon, Bebe Daniels), made
in
Britain
— Robert Dunbar producer, \"an
Guest
director.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
August Will See Step-up
In Metro Production

Pace

IHK I'RciDUCrioN .M ACH 1 N 1■:R^■ IS
beginning to pick up speed here, after a slow
spring and early season, during which only
two or possibly three pictures were shooting
simultaneously. By the first week in .August
that level will be raised to five, with perhaps
as many as four more productions to start
rollin.g during the month.
Now shooting
"Jupiter's
Darling"&
(Esther
Williams, are:
Howard
Keel, Marge
Ciower Champion, George Sanders) — CinemaScope & Technicolor — George Wells producer, George Sidney director; "(ilass Slipper" (Leslie Caron, Michael Wilding, Roland
Petit, Ballet de Paris, Keenan Wynn), AnscoColor — Edwin Knopf producer, Charles
Walters director; "Bad Day At Black Rock"
(Spencer Tracy, Robert Ryan, Ann Francis,
Walter Brennan, Dean Jagger) — Dore
Schary producer, John Sturges director; "Hit
the Deck" (Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds,
.Ann Miller, \'ic Damone, Tony Martin),
CinemaScope & EastmanColor — Joseph Pasternak producer.
On August 3, producer Charles Sclinee
and director Richard Thorpe will tee off
"The Prodigal" ( Lana Turner. Edmund Purdom) CinemaScope & EastmanColor.
Approximately half of all future Metro
product will receive CinemaScope treatment.
Dore Schary has just set "Moonfleet" (Stewart Granger, George Sanders, Viveca Lindfors, Joan Greenwood) as the next production for the anamorphic process. No definite
starting date has been set. but it is expected
to get underway in late August.
This studio is negotiating with Bob Hope
to make his one outside picture here this
year. The property with which they hope to
lure him is "Idiot's Delight". It is possible
that this may work out as a participation
(Conlinued on Pa^c IH)

director; "The
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((.iiiiliniii-il jiiiin I'tric I, J
(Ic-al. whicli wniikl iii<l .Mili<>'> luii- luiltl-oiu
against sharing iIk- profits, w liicli every otlu'r
company in town has been trying, as a means
of luring top talent for their properties.
PARAMOUNT

Improved CinemaScope

Lenses

Overshadows Par's VistaVision
THE NEW I'.AUSC H & I.OMP. CINKmaScope lenses, reprocUuint; ihi' tinest detail
and deepest perspective yet attained on tilni,
has captured the imagination of Hollywuod
film makers— except at this studio. I'araiiiount publicity continues to stress the
merits of VistaVision, and much is being
made of the fact that VV cameras will he
available for other studios before long. I'.y
the time VistaVision photographing e(|uiplueiil is offered to outside producers, hnwlikely that t'inemaScnpe
cver, it is deemed
will be too deeply intrenched on all the
major lots, aside from this one.
Keen observers of the Hollywood scene
insist that Faramount's continuing interest
in VistaVision really stems from the comfuture television plans. \'\"s sharp,
l)any's
hard definition is ideal for TX exhibition.
(Paramount holds a controlling interest in
Telemeter, slot-TV outfit.)
Paramount now has eight VistaVision
cameras in use, with an additional eight on
order. The first deliveries will start coming
through in August, opening the way for
other major studios and independent producers to adopt the system by early fall,
l'"our pictures in Technicolor, are currently
in production for Paramount release: Alfred
Hitchcock's "To Catch A Thief" (Cary
Grant, Grace Kelly) — Hitchcock producing
and directing; "We're No Angels" (Humphrey Bogart, Peter Ustinov, Aldo Ray) —
I'at Duggaii producer, Michael C'urtiz director; "Kddie 1^'oy and the Seven Little l-"(/ys"
(Mob Hope) — Jack Hose producer, ^lelville
Shavelson director; and Pine-Thomas' "Hlue
Hori/ons" (Fred MacMurray, Charlton Htston, Barbara Hale, Donna Reed) — Rudy
Mate director.
Coming up in August are: "The Court
Jester" (Danny Kaye) — Norman Panama
and Melvin I*"rank producing and directing;
I'ine-Tliomas' "Lucy (iallant" (Jane Wyman,
Charlton Hestt)n) — Robert ])arrish director.
Another jxissible August starter is Hitchcock's "The Trouble With Harry" (not cast).
Hal Wallis has slated a fall start on "Global Mission," autobiography of the late
"Haj)" Arnold.
REPUBLIC
August Will Be Busiest
Month

at Republic in Year

RKin ill.K (,1-.I.S 1!A( K IX'IO PKAK
production in August, following a very slack
schedule whicli dales clear back to last fall.
Pag* 18
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In all. there will be fi\e ])ictures shooting
during the coming month.
Two i)ictures are in work at the present
time; "Heir> ( )utpost" (Rod Cameron, Joan
Leslie. John Russell) — Joseph Kane associate i)roducer-director; and "i'lie Atomic
Kid" (Mickey Rooney) — Maurice Duke associate producer, Leslie Martinson director.
Latter production will carr\- over into August.
Only one of tlie productions in the .August
line-up was cast at press time, "Rubi Rides
Again" (Zsa Zsa Gabor, Porfirio Rubirosa)
— .Andrew .'~>olt associate producer. I'hc
others slated to roll next month are: a serial,
"i'anther Girl of the Congo" — to he directed
by associate i)roducer Andrew Soit; "Timberjack", in Trucolor, based on the Dan Cusliman novel — Joseph Kane associate producer,
and "Rebel Lsland" — Ldward Ludwig associate producer.
Republic president Herbert J. Yates, addres ing aregional sales conference at the
studio a week ago, said his company will
continue to maintain this ])roduction level lor
the remainder of the year — thus helping to
alleviate the over-all product shortage that
has been plaguing exhibitors in recent
months. He indicated that several important
deals are being negotiated with top Hollywood talent. Film BULLETIN hears that
one of these deals is probably with Joan
Crawford, whose recent Republic release,
"Johnny Cniitar" has proved a real boxofifice
bonanza.
RKO
Goldwyn Renews

RKO Pact,

Deal Excludes
1 -Year
AS PREDICTED
HERE 'Dolls'
SEVERAL
weeks ago, Samuel Goldwyn Productions
has i^icked up its option to continue releasing
through RKO for another year. Goldwyn
gels 80 percent of the distribution coin, with
RK(J taking a 20 percent distribution fee.
No provision has been made for the release of Goldwyn's next production, "Guys
and Dolls," which is to be directed by Joseph
L. Manckiewicz on a participation basis. Although it goes into production in early fall,
the production probably won't be ready for
release until late 1955, after the new option
has run its course.
Producer FVederick Brisson has pushed
back to September 20 the starling dale of
"The Girl Rush" (Rosalind Russell), which
his Independent .\ilisls comi)aiiy will ir.ake
for RKO release.
Three i)ictures are shooting at the i)resenl
time: "The Conqueror" (John Wayne, Susan
Hayward), Technicolor — Dick Powell producing and directing; "Cattle (Jueen of Montana" (Barbara Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan),
SuperScopc & Technicolor, shooting at
Glacier National Park — I'.enedict Bogeaus
l)roducer, .Alan Dwan director; Ivan Tors'
".Air Rescue" (Sterling Hayden. Marshall
Thompson) — Herb Slrook director.
I<K() will release 12 new features, all in
(idor, and representing practically all of the

"scopes" developed thus far, between r
and the first of March.
Ill announcing the release slate, Presid
J. R. Grainger said that the company ;i
plans to re-issue some of the old RKO 1
during the nine-month period, and possi
add some new features, if current neg
ations for additional product materialize
expected.
The only "scopes" not represented on
release slate are Todd-AO and Cinera
The currently filming, "The Conquer
(John Wayne, Maureen O'Hara) is in Ci
maScope, "The Americano" (Glenn F
L'rsulla Thiess) and "Cattle Queen of M
tana" ( Barbara Stanwyck, Ronald Reag
are in SuperScope, and the upcoming "
Girl Rush" (Rosalind Russell) will be
VistaVision.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Ten C'Scopers To Roll
During Next Three Months
20TH CENTURY-FOX PRODUCTK
will reach its highest peak since the advi
of CinemaScope during the next th:
months. No less than 10 big pictures ^
scheduled to roll in that period. This ti
off the 24-picture schedule to be produced
a cost .of $55,000,000, during the next twei
months.
Darryl F. Zanuck started conferring w
producers and directors on the three-moi
slate immediately following his return fr(]
Europe. Included in the line-up are th(j
Technicolor
"Untamed",
('l|
rone Power, productions:
Susan Hayward,
Rita Morcnj
— Bert F'riedlob and William Bacher pil
ducing, Henry King directing; "The Raceij
(Kirk Douglas, Gilbert Roland, Lee J. Cob
— Julian Blaustein producing, Henry Hatl"!
way directing; "Prince of Players" (Richa'
Burton) — Phillip Dunne producing; "Dad*
Long
(FredEngel
Astaire,producing,
Leslie Caror
musical Legs"
— Samuel
Je|
Negulesco directing; "Lord Vanity" (Rob>'
Wagner) — Charles Brackett producer; "Ml
Called Peter" (not cast) — Samuel Engel pi|
ducer, Henry Koster director; "The Gun a
the Cross" (not cast) — Charles Brackett pi
ducer, Edward Dmytryk director; "The L<
Hand of God" (not cast) — Buddy Adler pt.
ducer; "The Tall Men" (Clark Gable) — W|
liam Bacher and Howard Hawks produceij
and "The Jewel of Bengal" (James Stewai
Jane Russell) — Charles Brackett producer.'
In keeping with Fox's ambitious prodij
lion program, Zanuck has begun building |
the studio's talent roster, with two no
actors being handed 7-year pacts. They a
Jack Mahoney, star of the "Range Ridt
television series, and a former movie slu
man, and Richard Egan, who recently coi|
pleted an assignment for RKO. Dan Dalle;
old contract which expires in .Septenib
has also been rewritten.
Three pictures are shooting here at •
present
withjointhe the
aforementioned
tamed" time,
due to
line-up later "I'tl
week. Ill production are: "There's No Bu
(C.oniinued on Page I

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

■JTUDIO SIZCTPS
(intinued from Page IH)

Six Current Productions

iijs Like Show lUisincss" (Ktliel Merman,
] lald O'Connor, Marilyn Monroe, Dan
1 ley, Johnnie Ray)— Sol C. Seigel prodirector; "Desiree"'
d er, Walter Lang
(jarlon Brando, Jean Simmons, Merle
Geron, Cameron Mitchell, Michael Rennie)
Julian Blaustein producer, Henry Koster
tnr, and "Carmen Jones" (Harry BelaDorothy Dandridge, Pearl Bailey) —
I o Preminger producer-director.

Include
C'Scopers, SHIFTING
One 3-D OF
DESPITE 2 REPEATED
starting dates on forthcoming productions,
Universal-International is running neck and
neck with Warner Brothers as the busiest
studio in town, wth six features in production during the closing days of July.

UNITED

ARTISTS

\\ Release Slate Grows
Iree More Features Added
JNITED ARTISTS HAS PICKKD UP
t ee new British-made films to add to its
f(.eady well-stocked releasing coffers. Two
j; from J. Arthur Rank: "The Heach( Tiber" (Robert Newton, Glynis Johns) —
pduced by William. MacQuitty and "^'ou
I'low What Sailors Are" (Akim Tamiroff,
))nald Sinden, Sarah Lawson) — produced
l' Peter Rogers. The other is Romulus
Ims' "The Good Die ^oung" (Richard
.sehart, Gloria (jraiiame, John Ireland).
Four new pictures for UA release are also
looting this month, including the first pair
'im Leonard Cioldstein's company, the Lort-Korda production of "Time of the
ickoo" and "New York Confidential,"
lich Clarence Green and Russell Rouse
e producing in association with Kdward
nail.
The Goldstein entires are: "lUack Tuesy" (I-"dward G. Robinson, Jean Parker) —
ibert Goldstein producing, Hugo I-remese directing, and "Stranger On Horscck" (Joel McCrea, Miroslava, Kevin Mcirthy, John Carradine), Technicolor —
obert Goldstein producing, Jacques TournT directing. "Time of the Cuckoo" (Kathine Hepburn), is being lensed in Italy,
liile "New ^'ork Confidential" (Broderick
rawford, J. Carroll Naish, Richard Conte)
being filmed almost entirely in New \ or\i
ity. Russell Rouse, who co-produces with
s partner Clarence Green, is also megging
le latter film.
On August IS, the Hccht-Lancaster cominy will start filming "The Gabriel Horn"
:iurt Lancaster), with Lancaster doubling
? director.
Producer Paul (Iregory and director
harles Laughton have started prc-producon work on their first I'nited Artists rease, "The Night of the Hunter" (Robert
litchuni), which will roll in September,
hey are reported to be angling for another
nportaiy new story property, with plans to
Im it shortly after "Hunter".
Leonard (Goldstein has made ati interesting
cw story purchase, wiiich is somewhat of
departure from his usual type of property,
t is "Young Moses," an original by Herb
leadow, which also received active bidding
•om several of the major studios. No startig date has been set on the picture.

1

They are: "Chief Crazy Horse" (Victor
Mature, Suzan Ball, John Lund), CinemaScope & Technicolor, shooting in .South
Dakota — William AUand producer, George
Sherman director; "Return of the Creature"
(John Agar, Lori Nelson) 3D, shooting in
Florida — Alland producing, Jack Arnold directing; "Fox Fire" (Jane Russell, Jeff
Chandler), Technicolor — Aaron Rosenberg
producer, Joseph Pevney director; "Captain Lightfoot" (Rock Hudson, Barbara
Rush, Jeff Morrow), CinemaScope & Technicolor, shooting in Ireland — Ross Hunter
producer, Douglas Sirk director; "Man
Without A Star" (Kirk Douglas, Jeanne
Crain, Claire Trevor, William Campbell,
Richard Boone), Technicolor — Aaron Rosenberg producer, King Vidor director; and "To
Hell and Back" (Audie Murphy), Technicolor!— Rosenberg producing, Jesse Hibbs
directing.
Jeff Chandler
reen O'Hara's
Coventry", now
Robert Arthur
recting.

has been
co-star in
set for a
producing,

assigned as Mau"Lady Godiva of
September start —
Arthur Lubin di-

U-I has purchased "New Heaven, New
Earth," a novel by Arthimese Goertz, which
Ross Hunter will produce. It is the story of
a young doctor in Louisiana in the early
20th century, and will be handled as one of
the studio's important properties on the late
1954 filming slate.
WARNER
WB's Answer

BROTHERS
to Shortage:

Seven CinemaScopers in Work
ON THE BASIS OF CURRENT AND
upcoming producion, plus several new package deals now in the negotiation stage, it appears that Warner Brothers will contribute
as much as any company in the business toward alleviating the shortage of top quality
product.
With the start of lf)cation shooting on
John Huston's "Moby Dick" (Gregory Peck,
Richard Basehart, Leo Genn), there are now
seven (count
Warner
release. 'em) pictures shooting for
F'ollowing is the current production array,
all in CinemaScope & WarnerCoIor: "Helen
of Troy" (Rosanna Podcsta, Jacques Scrnas,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke), shooting in Italy —
Robert Wise director; "Land of the Pharoahs" (Jack Hawkins, Dewey Martin),
shooting in Egypt — Howard Hawks producer-director; John Steinbeck's "East of
F2den" (Julie Harris, Raymond Massey) —
Elia Kazan director; "The Silver Chalice"

(\ irginia Mayo, Jack Palance, Pier Angeli)
— Victor Saville producer-director; "Drum
I'.eat" (Alan Ladd, Audrey Dalton) — Delmar
Daves producer-director; "Track of the Cat"
(Robert Mitchum, Teresa Wright, Diana
Lynn), liatjac production — Robert Fellows
producer, William A. Wellman director; and
the Huston production of "Moby Dick".
F'inal day of shooting on "A Star Is Born"
(Judy Garland, James ]\Iason, Jack Carson)
is slated for July 29, which will be exactly
nine months, two weeks and three days after
the picture started. It has not been in constant production during this time, however,
much of the time having been consumed by
rehearsals for the big i)r()(luctioii numbers.
National release is pencilled in as ()ctober
16. It will likel\- run ^lightly over tliree
hours.
INDEPENDENTS
Sag in Inde Production
Will Be Reversed in Sept.
INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION HAS
sagged considerably during the past 30 days,
with little likelihood of a real pick-up before
Septend)cr, when a half dozen new films are
slated to roll.
Actually, there are ten indes in work at
the present time, and all but two are already
tabbed for release commitments. These two
are: "Long John Silver" (Robert Newton,
Connie (iilchrist), CinemaScope & Technicolor, aTreasure Island production shooting
in Australia — Joseph Kaufman producer,
Byron Haskin director; and "Unchained"
(Elroy Hirsch, Barbara Hale, Chester
Morris) — Hall liartletl both producing and
directing.
Two indes are slated for August starts:
I-'ilmakers' "Mad At The World" (Keefe
Braselle) — Collier Young and Ida Lupino
co-producers, Harry Essex director; and
George Montgomery's first independent venture, "Red Blizzard" (Montgomery) — director yet to be set. Two or three others are
also aiming at an August get away, but were
still up in the air at this writing.
.-Xmong those slated to roll in the September production pick-up are: "The Big Combo" (Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace), to be
produced ductions
jointly
by Wilde's
Theodora
and Security
Pictures
headedProby
Philip Yordan and Sidney Harmon; "The
Devil Has Nine Lives" (not cast). Valor
Production — Wyott Ordung producer;
"Hell's Horizon" (not cast), to be produced
by Gravis Production.s — Tom Gries and
Wray Davis co-producers; and possibly
"Fair Wind to Haiti" (MacDonald Carey),
to be produced by Richard Sale.
Williani Hawks and William Bacher are
readying a fall production of "King of the
Keelboat Men," based on the legendary Mike
Fink character.
Among the new inde companies formed
this past month, is one headed by Melville
Shavelson and Jack Rose, which shows real
promise of turning out top product. One of
their first ventures will be "Kitty Hawk,"
the story of the aviation pioneers, Orville
and Wilbur Wright.
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MADE
in Sept.
As a result of tlic postponement of Allied's
meetings with distribution toppers in New ^ ork,
tlic exhibitor .uroiip will have additional time in
which to document its cliarges that unconscionable
sales policies are draining off tax reduction gains
accruing to theatres. Cause of the postponement
was the fact that several distribution executives
were slated to l)e out of town on business or vacations during the period of the originally scheduled meetings. It is anticipated that the confabs
will be held just after Labor I^ay.
The Allied committee, headed by national
president Ben Marcus and general counsel A. F.
Myers, has indicated it will pursue the meetings
as long as necessary to settle Allied grievances.
Others in the group are Jack Kirsch, Nate Yamins
and Wilbur Snaper.

THE

Allied-Distrib Meets

N. Y. Tax

Injunction Denied
The New York City exhibitors' move to obtain an injunction against the 5 percent amusement
tax was stymied, at least temporarily, when Supreme Court Justice Nicholas M. Pctte reserved
judgment on the motion until a decision has been
reached on an action involving the statute upon
which the tax is based. Theatremen allege that the
new law violates the N. Y. State Enabling Act,
because in many instances the tax will be more
than 5 percent and because it violates on grounds
of discrimination a previous section of the City's
Administrative Code, as well as the Constitutioias
of both the State and the Federal government.
Warner

Studio Confab

l-'iring up the boilers for an all-out sales campaign on upcoming product, Warner brothers key
executives were slated to meet at the studio July
26-27. Session will be attended by Harry M., Jack
L. and Major Albert Warner, sales chief ]?en Kalmenson, studio executives and district managers.
Purpose of the meeting, according to Kalmensoii, is to give sales toppers a look at three imI)ortant productions, "Star Is I'orn," "Dragnet"
and "Hattle Cry", as well as advance footage of
other tilms currentK' in work.
MPEA-SIMPP Decision Awaited
The MPKA-SIMPP clash over the export association's two-year agreement with the French
settled down to a few charges and counter-charges
while awaiting a decision from the Federal Trade
Commission and State Department on Ellis Arnall's complaint that the MPI-".\ i)act gives a subsidy to the I'Vencli government.
At the SIMPP convention in Hollywootl, Arnall said he will press the government for a complete investigation of foreign film agreements, because the legality of such subsidies should be
settled.
Meanwhile, foreign managers of the MPF.A,
look iieated exception to .Arnall's comi>laint. They
insist: (1) the agreement was with the l-Vench
government alone and did not include the i-rench
motion picture industry; (2) the $350,000 reported
to have been paid to the French government was
to sellie disputed items and did not constitute a
subsidy to I'rcnch movie intere-t'-.
Paq* 20
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Cinerama is due to go abroad
in the near future. Stanley Warner president S. H. Fabian has
inked a deal with Robin International Inc. to open Cinerama
theatres in London, Paris, Rome,
Tokyo and a city in Western
Germany. Plans call for showings of "This
befcre the
end ofIstheCinerama"
year. Robin
International is connected with
foreign film distribution.
Darryl F. Zanuck has appointed Sid Rogell executive
production mgr. at 20th-Fox,
succeeding Raymond A. Klune
who resigned to become general
production mgr. fcr Hecht-Lancaster.
Reade Theatres' personnel is
honoring Walter Reade, Jr. with
a special
President's
Month5 thru
pictures drive
from August
September 8.
Eric Johnston is vacationing at
his home in Spokane and exto visit Hollywood sometimepectsin August.
Ellis Arnall was reelected
president of The Society of InMotion Picture
ducers.dependent
All other
officers Proand
the executive committee also
were renamed at the recent
SIMPP meeting in Hollywood.
Gilbert Golden has been named
chairman of the MPAA ad-pub
committee, succeeding Steve Edwards. The post is filled for a
six month term on a company
rotation basis.
20th-Fox Philadelphia branch
is launching a sales drive (ending Sept. 25) honoring manager
Sam Diamond.
TOA and the International
Popcorn Asso. is planning a
combined theatre concessions
forum at the 1954 TOA Convention and TESMA-TEDA-TOAIPA trade show, Oct. 31 thru
Nov. 4 at the Conrad Hilton in
Chicago.
Columbia's "On the Waterfront" has been entered in the
Venice Film Festival. Also to
be shown: "Three Coins in the
Fountain," "Executive Suite",
and "The Caine Mutiny."
Retiring mgr of 20th-Fox New
Haven branch Ben Simon was
honored at a testimonial dinner
attended by more than 300 members of New England's motion
picture industry and top company officials.
National Film Service, Inc.
has taken over RKO's physical
distribution in Indianapolis.
Meyer Adleman, president of
NFS, stated this marks the first
time RKO has turned over its
inspection-shipping work in a
regular exchange city.
Died: Joseph Bernhard, Stanley Warner executive and prominent industry figure, in Philadelphia at the age of G5. Irene
Savini, wife of Robert M. Savini,
president of Aster Pictures.

NEV/S
Surprise Statistic
']"he Department of Commerce released figu;
on motion picture industry business for 1953,
the first survey taken since the Census of liusine
in 1948. Theatre admissions dropped 17 percent
the five year period, while concession sales wc
on the rise.
l!ut a startling statistic appeared amid a set
otherwise wholly predictable totals. In si)ite
the thousands of theatres that shuttered durii
the last few years, the overall total number
theatres operating in the U. S. only dropjied fro
18,.^(I9 in 1948 to 18,205 in 1952. Apparently t|
motion picture business isn't "dying" as fast
some people think.

Coldenson Sees Help from Abroa
Product-hungry exhibitors may receive he
from abroad in the near future. Returning from
5-wcek tour of Europe, American Broadcastiii;
Paramount Theatres president Leonard H. Gc
denson reports that some foreign producers a
receptive to a plan for making films acceptable
American markets.
r
Goldenson advised that Swedish film make
in particular, are interested in turning out worl
market features and are apparently geared to pr
duce suitable films. He suggested, however, th
it would be wise for foreign producers to u;
H()ll\\vi)od talent in initial productions.
Kirsch Hits Sales Terms
Jack Kirsch, joined the swelling ranks of e:
hibitor leaders who are attacking distribution
cause of current sales policies. The Illinois Allit!
jjresident, just reelected, declared that unconscioi
able terms for product is threatening the existeiii
of exhibition and is depriving theatres of the
rightful share of the recent admission tax reductin'
Kirsch said he was in full agreement wii
National Allied's A. F. Alyers who called for "fai
minded consideration and prompt action for tl
moderation of selling policies and practices by tl'
executive heads of the film companies — not merel'
the sales heads, but the presidents, also."
The 24th annual meeting of Allied of Illino
reelected, in addition to Kirsch, Van Noniik.i
v. p., Pienjamin Kanowitz, sec'y-treas., and the f»>
lowing directors: B. Charuhas, Jack Clark, Janu
Gregory, Robert \'. Harrison, Donald Knap;
\'erne Langdon, Charles Lindau, Howard I.ublii
er, Sam C. ^Meyers, Richard B. Salkin, .Artlii
Sass, Arthur Schoenstadt, Nate Slott, Joscii
Stern and Bruce Trinz. Harry Nepo was agai
appointed to the post of Sergeant-At-Arnis. ;
New C'Scope Dimension
An aperture device, designed for the proje'
tion of CincmaScope pictures in maximum heigl
as well as maximum width, has been developed b
\\ arner Bros, and is reportedly available to cm
hihitors as standard ctiuipmcnt. Warners stall
the aperture unit is adaptable to any size thcati
and any size screen and allows exhibitors to ol
t;iin the largest image possible in his auditorimi
It was first used in the world premiere of "Kin
Richard and the Crusaders" in Hollvwood.

^ This t!dy bit of ballyhoo on the Chicac;o River attracted a raft of breaks
for UA's "Robinson Crusoe" engageir.ent at the McVicKers Theatre. Rigged
out in tatters to imperconate the
famous fictional castaway, a professional wrestler, accompanied by his
Man Friday, a goat, dog ano' parrot,
spent four days on a raft moored to a
bridge. The sock stunt drew plenty of
coverage by TV newsree's, press photographers and space in the columns.

MERCHANDISING

gyptian' Preselling Campaigns
ildcd to iOlh Cciilury-Kox's spectacular
la lineup for Darryl F. Zanuck's C ineScope production "The Ejiyptian" is the
est national 24-sheet billboard canipaitin
he company's history. 3.^0(1 posters in
around .^1 key L".
cities will be used.
..iilar. as well as illuminated, boards will
included with postinij; ])eriod runninu for
entire month starting in mid-.AuKUst.
' ninti dates lor "The Kijiyptian" are set
Labor Day.
\ eteran sta^e and screen actor llert 11 starts a month-lonj; p.a. tour on behalf
"Egyptian" on .■\uj;ust 9. ('overinj,' thir'II states, in addition to ('an:idian lerritor;ind the District of ("olumhia, Lytell will
ik before professional, business and civic
.mizations discussing (with the aid of
Ims and slides) research, and technical
^ill which went into niakinjj; the feature.
:OMPOs ECrP Ads Payoff
ncretc evidence that C OMl'O's series of
national ads in Editor & Publisher is
mninn to pay off is presented in ad nuni21 of the series. Headlined "Thanks,
V 1' . . . we couldn't have said it better
-elves," the institutional i)hii; merely rented an E & F editorial that had appeared
I an earlier issue. Titled "$64 Ouestion."
he E & I' ])icce deals with why some news•apcrs give free space to T\' listing's while

&

EXPLOITATION

charninj; premium rates for movie advertising. It pertinentl)- asks newspai)ermen this
question; "Why give free space to a con)petitor ( r\') while applying a i)enalty rate
to a non-cf)mpctitor?"
In ad number 22, C OM TO for the first
lime <loe^ a little boasting about the (piality
of Hollywood movies. It astutely uses bou(|Uets showered on the industry by the fourth
estate, however, and only wheels out its own
superlatives in the final i)aragraph saying
". . . and here goes the last restraint — the
l)ictures coming up for the new Fall-\\ inter
season will be positivelv sensational."
UA's
White Orchid' Co-op
b"ranci> M. W iniku?-, L .\ ad-pub director,
announced a national deal to spotlight "The
W hile Orchid" in a series of co operative
newspaper-maga/ine ads, and radio-T\'
plugs with the Duane Jewelry company. Promotion leads olT a series of big-space ad
insertions that will reach an estimated
43,(MKI,(K10 people.
Magazine displays on "W hite ( )rchid" go
into Mademoiselle and The New N'ork Times
Magazine. Local-level newspaper ads will
be timed to break with territorial openings.
Point-of-sales support will be obtained
through di>.i)lays in thousand- of Duane
jewelry mitlels. The jewelry lirni also will
plug the film on its spot T\ and radio announcements, ;in<l via 3(I,(M)() niailing pieces.

DEPARTMENT

f

Song Contest Plugs 'Athena'
.\dvaiice buildup lor MClM's musical production ".\thena" in the form of a national
amateur songwriting contest is being readied
under the joint sponsorship of MCiM, Choral
Records and Leo Feist, Inc. Starting .August 1. the contest is to find lyrics for the
melody ".Athena", which is used as background music throughout the picture.
contest material, in the form of a record
jacket, will be available to buyers of the
record ".Athena", waxed by Coral. Writer
of winning lyrics will receive $500 advance
against royalties of the song to be recorded
by singing star Don Cornell.
f C.ontiniietl on fuse 24)

JACK
WEBB
^
snmiiNG IN m mmt
At ' I' ncniiiE.oiiouiiGiursciiaii.
HIS FUU'IUCTH MOTION
w
COSimillEKIIWaAHDfUilU
^

FtMousonicTiviPunm!

..WARNtRCOLORr.s.WWNERBROS^
T
A life-size (6' feet tall) cutout standing display, as part of a package deal, is being offered
exhibitors by Warners to plug "Dragnet". The
Webb figure standf beside a full-color 40x60 in
an easled frame. Included in the package
(which sells for $12.75 is a 20 minute LP recording of the famed "Dragnet" theme song
and Webb's voice repeating an announcement.
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Key art in ads and
lithos is dramatic embrace of principals
Wyman and Hudson.
Ads feature catchlines:
"The Story of a Woman's Need For A
Man" cent.in ail
. . that
"Magnifimade
the book a memorable
best-seller!"
. . "Theby
Great
Love .Story
the Author of 'The
Robe' Becomes an Unforgettably Magnificent Motion Picture!"

EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

'OBSESSION'
FOR

FEM

AIMJ

TRADE

The great novel l)y Lluyd C. Douglas (author of "The Robe'
appears once again on the screen, chock-full of selling ingredient
The Universal-International film is aimed primarily, at the ladies
who'll bring the "What'll we see tonight?" guys with them — b
the appeal, as fashioned by David Lipton and his U-I boxofficers
angled for every type of theatre or audience.
Heralded by one of the most powerful national magazine ca
l)aigns in the company's history — l:)ulls-eye'd for the distaff trad
there is (Ij the love story, an impelling picturization of a man's t>
habilitation through sacrifice for the woman he has hurt and ded
cated himself to make well; (2) famed best-seller that was a tn
mendous film success in 193.^-36; (3) ( )scar-winner Jane \\'yma
and revelation of a new star. Rock Hudson, rivalling the leadinti
man greats of moviedom. in the leading roles; (4) a dramatic impai
that can be capitalized to hit every moviegoer above the age of 1'
Additional exploitation angles are detailed in an excellent pres
book. W ith scene at top as kc|
Three of the ten drawings by artist
art, romantic and dramatic aj
Craig Pineo are shown here in the U-t
campaign to tie in film with contest
l)ects are highlighted in ads, T'
campaign, records (Decca) an
for "World's 10 Great Love Affairs".
book promotions. Posters and a(
Illustrations con be used as co-op page
cessories also feature this intens
of ads; as a straight newspaper conshot — a natural for the wome
test; for TV feature; feature story; window displays. Each is available in botlj
and provocative for their escort:
one-column and two-column mats. Sugl-lxploitation material abound
gested prizes: merchandise and tickets.
in (|uantity as well as qualit}
Special Decca album of the score from the sound track, with pre
motional accessories for dealers and theatremen is one of the vali:

\hr m*- iK ir»Mj» OmU>u

al)le aids worked up by L'-I. Pocket Hook ])r(imot!ons, featuring di."^
plays for all such outlets, a special wrapper for the ( irosset & Dur
lap movie edition, and set piece for theatre use that combines boo
and stills for use as a -K)x60 panel, are important assets.
Huge women's groups' cooperation is indicated. Effort shoul
be aimed at the influential Federation of W omen's Clubs, feni aux
iliaries, literary clubs, etc. Good aid is August issue of Woman
Home Companion condensation of story, illustrated with scene
from picture, reaching a 15 million readership. Special screening
for these groups, including woman's page editors and T\'-radii
commentators, will be sure-fire.
Ads are angled particularly at the female market, with dramati
kiss and embrace scenes the motif. Same powerful love angle is ke;
to paper on the film.
Left, advance national ad campaign,
totalling circulation of 45,000,000 hit
public during June, July, August in 26
magazines, including top womens circulation, plus Life, Look, and fan
papers. Notable circulation was in
Supermarket group — Woman's Day and
Family Circle. Right, display suggestion shows how book blow-up can be
combined with stills for lobby setpiece. Illustration suggests o 40x60
panel of stills, plus actual copies of
the book, garnered from book dealer.
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When a star bursts in+o resplen;nce with one picture, after a
ief apprenticeship

in the pro-

ammer school, that's a movie
'ent of inriDortance. Robert Tayr did in "Magnificent Obsession"
1935. Now, strangely enough,
e same story signals once again
e rise of a young actor into the
ellar elite. Rock Hudson, appearg mostly in westerns and action
Ims, was considered a promising
>ungster, part of Universal's new
ar buildup program. In the curnt version of the Lloyd Douglas
)vel, Hudson comes to histrionic
aturity in the role of Bob Merck, playboy who learns about life
id love the hard way. A new draatic star has been born in the
iirrent "Magnificent Obsession."

Star Rock Hudson, beads of ^
sweat showing from capped-masked
face, begins delicate operation that
will restore sight or kill the woman
(Jane Wyman) he loves, knowing
that her recognition of him may
mean her hate forever.
Realization of the long and ardMous struggle of the love between
the two as the operation on both
sight and heart reaches fulfillment.
MAGNIFICENT

OBSESSION

First it was "Magnificent 01)session." then "The
Robe", and again "Magnificent Obsession." l^loyd
Douglas' remake version of his romantic-dramatic
novel, a huge movie success a generation hack, is
now boding the same in its new version.
With jane Wyman, as the woman douhly injured
by an irresponsible playboy, brilliantly ])ortrayed 1-y
Rock Hudson, first I)y loss of her husband, then by
an accident causing her blindness, "Magnificent Obsession" tells of the young man's struggle to make
amends. Mow he succeeds, by becoming a surgeon
and saving th.e sight of the woman he has Uarned
to love, makes for great drama.

(Continued from Page 21 J

This appropriately
costumed guitarist
paraded
the streets
of
Oklahoma
City
to ballyhoo "John-

Long Campaign on 'Cray Line'
With "From Here To Eternity" and
"Cainc Mutiny" destined to rank with the
industry top grossers. Columbia exploiteers
are undertaking a seven-months pre-release
campaign on the company's first CincmaScoper. "The Long Gray Line" (Tyrone
Power, Maureen O'Hara). to carry on tht
new high-grossing tradition.
This is the 'oncost advance i-.dvertising
campaign in Columbia's history, and it was
ordered by president Harry Cohn, who expects it to rank with "Eternity" an<l "Mutiny". Release ot "Line" is slated for ne.xi
February, but saturation advertising and
promotion has already been launched b\- ad
chief Howard Le Sieur.

7 Bros. 4 '7 Brides 4 7 Bros."
MGM exploiteers scored a natural wiien
they brought in the seven House brothers to
town to herald the New York Music Hall
opening of "7 Brides for 7 Brothers." Residents of London, Canada, the brothers (all
bachelors whose ages ranged from 32 to 52)
provided solid promotion material for the
hlni in a round of press interviews and radior\ appearances.
Indians, stagecoaches, and what-have-you were
paraded out to bcl!y "Apace" cenlngs in Chicago and New York. At top: police-escorted
cavalcade of ancient wagons approaching
Roosevelf Theatre in the Windy City. Center:
authentic Apache family stops before Dave
Gorroway's TV cameras to plug opening at Mayfair, N. Y. Bottom: Apache families in Mayfair
lobby demonstrate tribal conces, arts and crafts,
in front of poster announcing contest tie-up with
Adier Shoes (Apache moccasins as prizes).
Headbcnd give aways and Indian Costume contest were ether highlights for the youngsters.

ny
Guitar"
the
Herbsr.
Stuntat was
par} ot a big campaign put cn by
Eddie Thorne,
Cooper Foundation
Theatres city manager, and George
Grube, Herber manager. Ample use
was n-,ade of radio
and TV spots, and
of the Decca theme
song recording.

Mag Breaks on '20,000 League
An article on Jules \ erne in the July ;-of Reader's Digest serves to whet i
interest in "20.(XK1 Leagues L'nder the >
Walt Disney's first live-action CinemaSc
feature. Film will score another import:!
break in the August 10 issue of Look whi
devotes the cover and a picture story to t
filmina of the \'erne classic.

Supermarket Tie-up For 'Mighty'
Co-op Supermarket ad was used by Stanley Warner in New Jersey to attract audiences to engagements of Warner Bros.' "The
High and the Mighty" in that territory.
Area ad-pub director Robert R. Deitch made
the tieup with North Jersey market chain
and the ad ran in eight newspapers, plus
store displays and window coverage in 16
Supermarkets.

Denver, Buffalo and Cleveland were ^
sites of effective promotional stunts,
pictured at right, on behalf of U-I's
aufo-racing melodrama, "Johnny
Dark". Top photo: Paramount, Denver,
drew 75 sports cars, properly bannered,
in a Sweepstakes parade. Jack Wadell, Veimo Buckley and Joe Archa
letta, of the Wolfberg Theatres
planned the campaign. Center: Bill
Brereton lined up 50 sports autes for
a similar stunt for Basil's Lafayette,
Buffalo. Bottom: In Cleveland, Bill
Rondle's radio listeners were invited to
hove their photos taken seated in a
Jaguar in the Allen Theatre lobby.
^ A pretty model sitting in the window
of a Woolworth store on Broadway — eating, reading and having her hair done —
attracted plenty of attention for UA's
"The Long Wait" engagement at the
Criterion, New York City.
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>ne of the dual exhibition trucks on "The
gyption" is seen on the grounds of the Franklin
ark Zoo, Boston. This was the first time perlission was granted to have outside animals
wrought on the zoo grounds.
jJationwide tour of the exhibits ore attracting
arloads of publicity for the forthcoming 20th'OX CinemaScope spectacle.

ladio Contest For 'Susan'
(."liarlcs l?oasl)ci"K, gciUTal sales niaiia.L;or
I KK(), announced a six-week radio eoni-t plugging "Susan Slept Here" beginning
Illy 24 on the Mutual radio program, "Teen\'4crs Unlimited". The program is carried
)> more than 250 stations throughout the
ountry over the Mutual network on Saturlay afternoons. Contest is a .SO-word essa>)n teen-agers' idea of "The Ideal Date"
ying in with the theme of the Technicolor
oniedy.

SHOWMEN

Max E. Youngstein, United Artists vicepresident, has returned from a ten-weeks
survey of his company's European production and promotion activities. He was accompanied by Mrs. Youngstein and tluir
two children . . . Steve Broidy has dispatched
letters to the chief of police of 15(M) cities
soliciting their support for "The Human
Jungle", .-Mlied .-\rtists police v-. crime melodrama . . . Macy's return-, to picture tie-ups
on July 28th, when the famous New York
department store carries a full page in the
New \'ork Times saluting the performances
of Debbie Reynolds and Hick Powell in
"Susan Slept Here". Twi> ^lacy windows
also will carr\' di^iila\s ,,u the tilin

"Susan" also is being jjlugged for its X.\'.
ngagcment by displays in windows of 500
ippliance dealers. l)is])lay features Debbie
Kevnolds.

RING

BRIEFS

OF

Jim Thames, ad chief of Rowley Unifed Theatres, drew a lot of attention for "The Student
Prince" with the simply bally pictured above.
The handsome id bore no sign, but handed out
cards inviting ladies to sec the musical at the
Capitol, Little Rock.

CATCHLINE OF THE ISSUE
'•M-(;-Ms Lovc-Making Musical in
Hifih. \^ ide & Handsonif CiuemaSco|)»'
Color!"i\I(;Mi
— 7
RHIDKS and
FOR Hliishiiig
7 BHOTHKM.S

FEAR

IN CINEMA5C
£ WARNERCO

Circus motif of "Ring of Fear" was stressed at Fox-Phoenix world premiere. Big Top set up
under marquee was peopled with colorfully garbed clowns to herald the coming of film stars.

At recent meeting in Boston, UA ad executives
Francis M. Winikus and Mori Krushen conducted
product-promotion forum with area's top theatremen, including: Paul Levi, Jack Saef, Charles
Kurtzman, Louis Krosnow, Don Finn, Hy Fine,
Harry Segal, Karl Fasick, and Abner Pinanski.

Big window was devoted to "Caine Mutiny" display by The Gill Company, largest book store
in Portland,
Oregon,
plug film's
at the
Unitedto Artists
Theatre.engagement
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(Continued from Page 7)
How else can we interpret a course of conduct that leads
inevitably to the destruction of their retail outlets — first by
starving the market so they no longer have any bargaining
power: then by exacting exorbitant film rentals and imposing
onerous conditions of sale that drain ofT the profits essential
to keep those outlets open ; and finally by dej)riving them of
the tax benefits which Congress plainly indicated should be
theirs?
The management of any corporation naturally wants to
make a good showing and the most effective way to impress
the stockholders is to pile up profits. \^ hen the stockholders
receive from management an annual report containing a favorable financial statement and larded with self j)raise. they
usually assume that all is well. They have no means of knowing that the management's selling policies and practices are
restricting the market for the company's products and hence
are impairing the future worth of their investments — that is.
unless they are informed by interested sources beyond management's control.
Those who have invested in film coni|)anv securities may
be gratified that their company has had a successful year, but
that is not their sole concern. Kegarded merely as shares in a
single year s business, film company stocks would be a drug
on the exchange. In order to maintain the value of its shares,
aancncc
film company's
havearlificiallv
permanence.
Rut j)crnicannot bebusiness
secured must
in an
restricted
and
dwindling market, nor can enduring success lie built uj)on the
bleaching bones of the customers.
Committing

Industrial Suicide

Sometime ago Col. H. A. Cole, of the COMPO Tax Committee, expressed his dismay ui)on learning from exhibitors
that the benefits of his labors in their behalf were being
drained off by the film companies in the form of increased
film rentals. Col. Cole merely reported on the complaints that
had been lodged with him; he had not conducted an inquirv
to ascertain the various methods by which that dire resull was
being accomplished.
Since then Allied has conducted a sfirvey w ith the aid of
certain of its regional affiliates and recentiv a committee apj)ointed by President Marcus to consider the subject held a
meeting in Washington. It consists of Ben Marcus. Chairman.
Jack Kirsch. Nathan ^ amins. Wilbur Snaper and Abram f .
Myers. Enough information has been gathered to sup])ort
Col. Cole's charges and the inquiry is si ill imdcr uav.
As of the present time no evidence has been gathered
which would support a charge that the film companies lunc
formally agreed among themselves that b\ manipulation of
their pricing practices they would a])|)r()|)riate to themselves
all or an unfair jjorlion of the benefits of the tax bill. There
is not e\en ( oniplele nniformily among the several companies
in the pracli<e> employed: nor are the practices emplovcd the
same as lo all pictures or classes of piclures.
The pattern of condu<l among the several (•()m|)anies is
not in their methods but in the uniformitv of results attained.
It is not the purpose of this bulletin lo set forth an itemized bill of particulars in .-upporl of any general charge. The
purpose merely is lo set forth in broad outline the nature of
the complaints that have arisen.
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It i> the belief of Miied's

Committee that the practices complained of are too serious
and the complaints too widespread for consideration and adjustment in a case-by-case procedure. The condition can be
effectively remedied only by a sweeping revision of sales
policies and practices and it is on that basis that the Committee hopes to enlist the sympathetic interest and cooperation
of the heads of the film companies.
, Among the practices by which the film companies are
draining off all or an unfair portion of the tax benefits are the
following :
1. In certain sections and especially in the East the practices has long existed of granting exhibitors an adjustment of
the stipulated film rental at the conclusion of an engagement.
Thus if the run of a picture was disappointing, the distributor
would adjust the film rental so as to save the exhibitor from a
loss and sometimes even to afford him a profit. It is easy to
say that this was a bad practice — that the contract terms
should be fair in the first place and that the contract should
be performed as written. But it was in reliance on promises of
an adjustment (known in the trade as a "look") that exhibitors for many years have been induced to sign contracts calling for higher film rentals than they could possibly afford
to pay.
This practice was followed for so long a time that it became an established trade custom and was implicit in every
film deal regardless of \vhether it was mentioned in the negotiations orspecified in the contract.
About the time of the enactment of the tax bill, certain
of the companies in licensing their films began to notify the
exhibitors that the contract prices would hold and that there
would be no "look." There was, however, no reduction in the
contract prices to compensate for the elimination of this beneficial trade custom; on the contrary, prices have quite generally been increased bv the de\ ices hereinafter mentioned.
2. Many exhibitors for a long time have bought their
films on a scale with floors and ceilings adjusted to the grossing potential of their theatres, as shown by experience. That
is to say, the percentage of the receipts which the exhibitor
would pay as film rental depended upon the amount of the
receipts during the engagement, the distributor's percentage
increasing as the receipts climbed into the higher brackets.
The bill has had the effect (roughly speaking) to increase the
theatres' gross receipts by 10% or 20% without any corres])onding increase in theatre attendance.
The increased receipts resulting from tax relief autonialically elevates a j)icture into a higher percentage bracket
under the scale and this increased percentage reverts back to
the first boxoffice dollar. The film companies have refused to
readjust their scales by raising the ceilings so as to allow for
increased grosses resulting from tax re\ ision and noi due to
the unusual drawing power of the pictures.
^. In addition, the minimum percentage terms in percentage contracts, already too high for most exhibitors, have
iiecn further increased, so that exhibitors now must pay more
for pictures that do not gross beyond the lowest percentage
bracket. Thus exhibitors are being crushed between raised
iloors and lowered ceilings and their tax benefits are !)eing
confiscated by the film companies.
(Continued on Page 27)
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4. Increases in the jjiiccs of flat rental pictures in the
established categories could he easily detected and so that
method has not been widely used. However, complaints have
been received which indicate that the same result is being
achieved bv including in the top allocations pictures which
formerlv would have been placed in the lower brackets.
What Will Be The Consequences?
I nless all the rules of fair dealing and sound economics
ha\e changed without our knowing about it. it would seem
that the extraordinary policies and conduct of the film companies can lead only to disaster — disaster for all concerned.
Even if the theatres should disj)lay greater lasting powers than
ihev were credited with in the Sindlinger re])ort. the film com|.anies still stand to lose their market, or a substantial part of
it. For in a free American economy there will be a supplv for
cverv need: and. one \\av or another, the exhibitors, working
in cooj)eration with independent jnoducers. will find new
-ources of product to supplement or supplant the inconstant
How. now reduced to a trickle, from the major companies.
Also the situation is taking on a political aspect which it
will be foolish to ignore. .National Allied as a body has not
advocated government regulation for the film industry because
it believed that the antitrust laws, efficiently and impartially
enforced, were adequate to terminate monopoly atid insure
lair dealings in the motion |>icture business. The undersigned
(annot predict how nuich longer Allied w ill hold to this view.
This statement is made with full appreciation of its gravity
and only because the specter of government regulation will
< ontinue to haunt the industr\ until the abuses herein outlined
have been corrected.
This frank discussion must not be interpreted as harbor-

WSJ

GOES

T

ing a threat, because none is intended. The danger is here regardless of w hat course Allied may elect to pursue. \^ e all
know that there are persons of substance and influence both
w ithin and outside of Allied who sincerely believe that nothing
short of government regulation can save the motion picture
business. But such regulation, if it comes, w ill more likeU be
imposed by the government of its ow n motion in order i 1 I
that this great industry mav be preserved as an essential communications and cultural medium for the benefit and prestige
of the United States: (2) that the heavy investments in the industry and especially in the theatres may be safeguarded: and
l3l that the widespread unemployment which would result
from the industry's collapse may be prevented.
These are among the considerations that led to regulation
for other regimented industries — the railroads, shipping, agri( ulture. securities, bituminous coal, electric pow er, radio and
t»-levision. etc. Xo one can predict what the reaction of the
Congress w ill be if it becomes necessary to follow Col. Cole s
suggestion that the facts regarding the confiscation by the
film companies of the exhibitors" rightful share of the tsx
benefitsmitteebe
submitted
to the House
\^'ays and Means Comand the
Senate Finance
Committee.
The mounting crisis in the motion picture business calls
for fair-minded consideration and prompt action for the moderation ofselling policies and practices by the executive heads
of the film companies — not mereK the sales heads, but the
|)r»'sidents. also.
At the suggestion of Allied s Film Committee this bulletin
is being widelv circulated in all branches of the industry in
hopes that it w ill contribute to a clearer understanding of the
crisis and that this will lead to prompt, effective action by the
film companies to avert the dangers that lurk, not in the
distant future, but just around the corner.

HDLLYWODD

(Continued jrom Page 14)

norinallv plav one week must be shown two weeks. The result

has taken up about a fourth of the unemj)loynient. "some of
the locals are really hurting. " says (]arl C. Cooj)er. third
international vice-president.
I he exhiliilors are angry, too. Savs NX alter Heade. Jr..
president of I healrc Ow ners of .\nierica. a trade grou|) representing some lO.OOU film theatres in the I nited States and

is an unprofitable second week's playing time, frequently
eliminating any profit made in the first week. "
\\ hat do the studios say to these complaints? "They're
old as the industrv. " grumbles one executive who prefers to
remain anonvmous. "The exhibitors have been at our throats

Alaska: "Motion picture distributors have adopted a policv of
releasing fewer and fewer films at higher and higher rental>.
so that today the exhibitor s position is precarious. "
Longer Runs

Necessary

" We ha\e to |)lay |)i(tures for 15 weeks that should ha\e
run> of four or five weeks, dimply because we cannot get
others to take their places,"' says Charles P. Skouras. president of .\ational Theatres. Inc.. which operates .'^80 theatres
across the country. He blames a shortage of product brought
about by "ihe changeover at the studios to the new. widescreen methods of production. ( oupled w ith the industry's
specializing in high-quality, high-cost j)i< tures."
Leonard H. Goldenson. president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres. Inc.. laments: "A picture that would

since films began: they're always complaining about something." The president of another studio snorts: "All the yaps
about shortage of product are coming from the small theatres,
the little guvs who used to get a $2 million picture for S20 or
S30 and w ho were never worth the trouble. \ ou can ]Aay the
first 5.000 theatres and get 90^f of your costs. Play the next
5.000 and you get only S^r '•
Vi ill the studios boost production to keep the theatreowners supplied? No such })rospect is in the offing. "Our
jilans do not call for increased })roduction next year. " reports
Colunibia s Jerrv Vi aid. "Chances are we w ill maintain the
present level of production." says Mr. Schreiber of Twentieth
Centurv-Fox. "M-G-M's plans for 1955 are about on the
present level." states .Mr. Moskow itz. L niversal hopes "to
maintain |)roduction at our current good clip of 34 films a
\ear."" and Mr. Freeman merely says Paramount "will not
start fewer |)ictures in 1955 than in 1951.*"
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Vital

ARTISTS

A pril
ARROW IN THE DUST Technicolor Sterling Hayder,
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goetz. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons
uniform
to lead wagon80 train
hostiledying
IndianMajor's
territory,
is regenerated.
min. through
MR. POTTS GOES TO MOSCOW George Cole, Nadia
Gray. Produced & directed by Mario Zamoi. Comedy.
Sanitary engineer mixes briefcases with atomic scientist
setting off chase through Russia and Europe. 93 min.
PRIDc OF THE BLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges. Vera Miles.
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes GoeTi.
Racetrack drama. Filmed in color. Ambitious racehorse trainer noes biz time, comes to earth when kid
jockey rides horse trainerMahad
y saved to victory. 7! min.
FORTY-NINERS, THE Wild Bill Elliott. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Thomas Carr. Western.
U. S. Marshil poses as killer to trap three killers one
of whom is sheriff of gold-boom town. 7! min.
BOWERY BOYS MEET THE
MONSTERS, THE Bowery
June
Boys Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Boys become involved with mad doctor, electronic robot and gorilla, bi min.
DESPERADO, THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
to free Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war,
youig
man 81
is min.
doublecrossed bv friend and framed
for
murder.
July
RETURN FROM THE SEA Jan Sterling, Neville Brand.
Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when executive
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
in battle.
Returns
home a hero to marry girl he loves. 80 min.
WEAK AND THE WICKED, THE Glynis Johns John
Gregson. Producer Victor Skutezky. Director J. LeeThompson. Drama. Framed in fraud case young woman
is sentenced to two years In prison. She is thrown
among wicked women and involved in escape. 72 min.
August
KILLER LEOPARD Johnny Sheffield, Beverly Garland.
Produced and directed by Ford Beebe. Melodrama.
Bomba
beautiful
screen star track down runaway
husband helps
in wilds
of Africa.
SECURITY RISK John Ireland, Dorothy Malone. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Harold Schuster.
Melodrama. FBI agent on vacation thwarts communists
who kill atomic scientist and steal secret papers.
Coming
POLICE STORY, THE Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section of city and solves murder.
STRANGER IN TOWN Technicolor. David Niven,
Yvonne
de Carlo,
Barry 88
Fitzgerald.
Comedy. Irish
fantasy with
comic flavor.
min.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D Collins Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ex-convict is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws, it min.
COLUMBIA
A pril
DRIVE A CROOKED ROAD Mickey Rooney Director
Richard Ouine. Producer Jonie Taps. Drama. A pint-size
auto mechanic is inveirjled into a holdup gang by a
pretty olrl Girl repents as she falls in love with the
guy. aids him in breaking up the gang. 82 min.
IRON GLOVE, THE Technicolor. Robert Stack, Ursula
Thltsi. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman Historical adventure Swashbuckler built around
Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne. 77 min.
JESSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor. Brett
King Barbara Lawrence Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katzman Western melodrama. Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
out to get the loot of the notorious bandit. In showl
down
Daltoni are
out to battle.
be Confederate
bills. wiped
iS minout and money turns
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I. F. E.

MAD
MAGICIAN.
3D Vincent
Murphy,
Eva Gabor.
DirectorTHEJohn
Brahm. -Price,
ProducerMaryBryan
Foy.
Horror melodrama. Illusion r;enius, prevented by his
boss from usin; hli creations as a stage magician,
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey, Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment of rifles to outpost completes his mission despite Apaches, treachery and romance. 66 min.
MIAMI ducerSTORY,
THE Barry
Sullivan,
ProSam Katzman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience
to expose crime syndicate. 75 min.
JUNGLE MANEATERS Johnny Weissmuller, Karin Booth,
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Adventure-melodrama. Jungle Jim tracks down diamond
smuggler who is jeopardizing
of jungle. 68 min.
Junepeace Ricardo
SARACEN ELADE, THE Technicolor.
Montalban,
Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swashhu'-kler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge his
father's murder, joining in the Crusades. 76 min.
July
CAINE MUTINY, THE I Pre-releasel Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk. of a mutiny aboard a U, S. Navy
destroyer. 125 min.
HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
Markadventure.
Robson. Producers
Allen, combine
Albert Broccoli.
Sea
Murder andIrvinn
elements
to make
complication for x-navy skipper in the Antartic. 91 min.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones. Montgomery Cliff. Director Vlttorio de Sica.
Producers David O. Selznick and de Sica. Drama. Made
in^
Italy, *ilm.
l"Bicycle
language
63 min. Thief") de Sica's first English
OUTLAW STALLION, THE Technicolor. Phil Carey,
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DirecFred F. Sears.
devotion
wild torstallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
64 min.to
LAW VS. BILLY THEAugust
KID, THE Technicolor. Scott
Brady, Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
William Castle. Western. Revenging himself on crooked
sheriff and outlaw gang, Billy the Kid runs afoul the
law, and is eventually killed by his best friend.
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Ella Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers'
of longshoremen
is moved to
rebel
againstdomination
the syndicate
by love of woman,
PUSHOVER Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey. Producer
Jules Schermer. Director Richard Quine. Melodrama.
Detective
fallshimIn against
loveCowith
gunman's girl. His desire
for
her turns
law. ng
mi
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. Director Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convict$. using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lann. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes Involved with married
woman
sells selfish
herselfends.
and becomes a partner in
murder towhoachieve
PIRATES OF TRIPOLI Technicolor. Paul Henreld, Patricia Medina. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Felix
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid
of
from her pirate
kingdom.leader to help drive savage hordes
ROUGH COMPANY Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Barbara
Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J.
Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry
officer leads small ranchers against encroaching land
baron.
THEY RODE WEST Donna Reed, Robert Francis. Director Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil. Western.
Doctor at frontier Arm-.- post incurs enmity of fellow
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
THREE FOR THE SHOW CinemaScope. Technicolor.
Betty Grable. Marge A Gower Champion. Jack Lemmon. Producer Jonie Taps. Director H. C. Potter.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to best
friend.
BULLETIN
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March
ANITA GARIBALDI Italian. Subtitles. Anna Maga
Raf Vallore. Directors Goffredo AllessandrinI, Fra
Rosl. Drama. Storv of Garibaldi's battle to unite It
in
mld-l9th
wife'sdeath.
loyalty95andmin.brav
In the
cause.Century
causInQandher histragic
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silv
Pampanlnl, Eleonora Rossi Drago, Vittorlo Gasim
Producers DIno De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. Direc
Luigi Comenclnl. Drama. Expose of vice ring inv*
Ing girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.
SENSUALITA
English. Eleonora
Drago.FracaPDe Laurentis production.
DirectorRossi
Ciemente
Junofe two men and a girl
Drama.
"Bitter
Rice"
story
the wheat fields of Italy. 72 min.
August
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP English Langua
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa, DeLaurentis Produce
Director Dulllo Colettl. War drama. Deals with the al
ventures
of min.
Italian Navy frogmen during World War •
War II. 93
HUSBAND FOR ANNA, A English Language. Silva
Pampanlnl. Producer D. F. Davanzati. Director S.
Santls. Drama. Trials and tribulations of woman
search of love and husband.
September
CITY STANDS TRIAL
English. Silvana Pampai!
Amedeo Nazzari. Director Luigi Zampa. Melodra
Suspense story of murder investigation In COIT
city. 105 min.
GOLDEN COACH, THE English. Technicolor. Aa
Magnanl. Director Jean Renoir. Musical drama. I
century tale of beautiful actress. 105 min.
LOVE IN THE CITY Engdsh. All star cast. Produc
Cesare Zavattinl. Omnibus. Portrayal of various wa
of love and women Coming
who practice them presented
"March of Time" style. 110 min.
AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwej
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Direct^
CiementeEgyptian
Fracassi.princess
Opera. and
Verdi's
tween
slavestory
girl offorrivalry
love b
Egyptian
officer.FOR LOVE English Language. MarlJ
TOO
YOUNG
Vlady. Producer Niccolo Theodoll. Director L. C|
Felice.
Story of love between two l5-yea||
olds
whichDrama.
ends tragically.
LIPPERT

FANGS OF THE WILD A Charles
pril Chaplin. Jr., Onslo
Stevens. Producer Robert L. LIppert, Jr. Oirect'l
William Claiton. Murder drama. Boy and his dog ai'
only witnesses to a cold-blooded killing In the wood
Boy's story truth,
is not believeda until
murderer's
wl'
establishes
chase theIn which
the ladi
life
is threatened. 71causing
min.
I
HEAT WAVE Alex Nicol, Hillary Brooke. ProducJ
Anthony Hinds. Director Ken Hughes. Murder dramJ
Faithless wife allows husband to drown a young novej
ist.
unwitting
keeps silent but tells polid]
afteranwidow
jilts accessory
him. 68 min.
May
I
COWBOY,
THE Documentary
Eastman Color.
Producer-dlrectoi
Elmo Williams.
feature.
Photographei
in color on actual Southwest locations, story relates tt
cowboy's true life from pioneer days to now. 69 mt
MONSTER FROM THE OCEAN FLOOR Anne Klmba
Stuart Wade. Producer Roger Corman. Director WyOrdung.
A girlshark-infested
skin-diver andwaters
scienti
in one-manScience-fiction.
submarine brave
face a huge sea monster far under the ocean ti

BIG CHASE, THE Glenn Langan, Adele Jergens. Pr,
ducer Robert L. LIppert, Jr. Director Arthur Hilto
Action drama. Rookie cop goes on patrol car dut
takes part in chase by auto, boat and helicopter tfc
ends In shooting of payroll robbers. 65 min.
PAID TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hi
Director
Montgomery
Mystery
nehim sodrama.
business man
hires thugTully.
toJukill
his wifeDespara
can e
lect
insurance.
Changes
his
mind
and
barely esea" '
death,
to
learn
that
his
wife
was
responsibia
dose call. 75 min.
PRODUCT

LIPPERT (Continued)

July
BEAT Phyllis Kirk, John Bentley. Producer HerCohen. Director Guy Green. Mystery drama. Girl
operator on U. S. freighter becomes unwitting
acc iory to diamond smugglers. Teams with detective
estigate murder and round up gang. 73 min.
- PERA. PASS
Clark,Frank
AndyMcDonaU.
Devina. Producer
Nunes. Dane
Director
Western
-ci Party of whites crossing hostile Indian country
wit a suspected renegade is attacked by tribes.
■ R 'gade" is vindicated as Army secret agent.
August
ML T RAIDERS Richard Bartlett. Earle Lyon. Producer
Ear Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Action drama.
Se» -man patroJ lands 0*1 Normandy beach. Works its
wa tt>rough eflemy forces in preparation for the
Oie e commando raid. 45 min.
^159 SHIP William Lundigan, Naomi Chance. ProA'ima.H. Writer
Williams.
buysDirector
derelictVernon
ship, Sewell.
finds itMyshas
-sed to cache highly-explosive atomic formula.
ioi
s
yacht
for
sea-chase
after
plotters
attempt
to
eic e wltti the secret.
UN3LY FOUR, THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
Mil «l Carr«ra! Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
Husband returns after four-year memory loss
-id
which of wife's three suitors tried to
- m. find
80 min.
September
E LY GAME, THE Lloyd Bridges. Producer. Robert
Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
1 southern Spain becomes invoivea in murder,
ana smuasled microfilm of secret formulas.
THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
-panish
"Joan of Arc,"
who aspersuades
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
^ resist
French Napoleon,
rule prevails.

Coming
kDNTURE IN RIO Scott Brady. Raymond Burr. Meloira')
model aid
soldofintoAmerican
Brazilian who
slavery
ring
Esces Fashion
and enlists
exposes
«e1y Brazilian as ringleader.
EUK PIRATES, THE AnscoColor. Anthony Dexter,
Lor;haney Jr. Producer Robert L. LIppert, Jr. DlMiner.to Adventure.
Pirates treasure
terrorize under
town
lortc-g Allen
villagers
dig for burled
:hi.h Young townsman brings their destruction.
lA FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Marl Aldon. ProMickey Oelamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
auto racing
;former
best friend
crasheschampion
to death. quits
He big
makesracea
and
wins
back
his
wife
by
winning
the
i Prix.

August
HER TWcLVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher In a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the?l problem
of sharing her
min.
13 males.
living room
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel marries Powell and takes her into the hills of
Oregon where she is faced with prospect of living with
his SIX semi-civilized brothers. 103 min.
September
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Matvire. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved "m esplonace
in occupied Holland
min.
War II. and108romance
during World
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Gene Kelly.
Van Johnson. Cyd Charlsse, Elaine Stewart. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Mlnnelll. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village In Scottish
Highlands which appears only once every century.
Coming
ATHENA C inemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
beautiful sisters in screwball family of health addicts.
BEAU BRUMMEL Technicolor. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Tavlor. Producer Sam Zlmbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era. dashing cavalry
reputation
revolutionary
fashions,
but captain
personalrains
ambitions
lead for
to disaster.
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Bouitlng. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments i;et a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope EastmanColor. Grace Kelly.
Stewart Director
GrangerAndrew
Paul Marton.
Douglas.Drama.
Producer Armard
Deutsch,
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kell/. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESA.7 Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason Greer Garson. Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Joseph L. Mankiewlcz. Historical
dra.-na.
Caesar,Cassius
with etfriend
wreaking A:sassinatlcn
vengeance on ofBrutus.
al. 121Antony
min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth Taylor. Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to tragedy.

^^;TRD-GOLDWYN-MAYER

A pril
^WTIVE SUITE William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck,
/son, Frederic March. Walter Pidgeon, Paul
Drama. Effect the death of a president of
. • rm has on the first 6 vice-presidents. 104 min.
»Y"Y COLT Ansco Color,
Corcoran Ward
!-■ Frances Dee. Producers Donna
William Marton.
Grady, Jr.
and
-■anklin Jr. Director Andrew
Dramj.
^3 black colt refuses to accept separation
"ttle girl who raised him. 72 min.
IH SODY Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Vlttorio Gassria Producer Lawrence Welngarten. Director Charles
10 Love story. A beautiful woman In Europe holds
neves and music careers of two young artists In her
*rj. Background of classical
May music. 115 min.

|| E AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner,
g kngell. Carlos Thompson. Producer Joe Pasternak.
* tor around
Richard world
Brooks.fromRmantic
drama.
girl
one love
affairBeautiful
to another
nvolved in web of intrloue and romance. 104 min.
|*bNER
OF WAR
Steve Forrest
" ztr Henry
Berman.Ronald
DirectorReagan,
Andrew Marton. War
"■<3.
officer ofparachutes
Red prison81 camp
« eckArmy
on stories
Communistintoatrocities.
min.

« OF THE FIGHTINGJune
LADY Ansco. Van Johnson
"Mr Prdgecfi, Louis Cafhern, Frank Loveioy. War
"'i Navy fighter iquadron In Korea Overcomes treifous odds to save blinded pilot. 80 min.
[TENT PRfWCE, THE CinemaScope, Ansco Color.
tricso»i. Producer
*r^"Blyth.
r Freed.Edmund
DirectorPurdom,
VincenteJohnMinelll.
'• in of Romberg's opereHa 107 min. Musical. Film
July
•:e WITH THE WrND IRelssue) Technicolor. Clark
Vivian Leigh 222 min.
f'BY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor
j'.'or Parker Producer. Sam Zlmbalist. Director R.
'\\ Adventure drama. Youno archeologist aids
»'iful oirl to carry
dead father's ambition
most tomb of Egyptianon Pharoah.
8& min.
FILMof

PARAMOUOT
A pril
CASANOVA'S
NIGHT
Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Joan
Fontaine. BIG
Producer
MPaul
ay Jones. Director Norman
McLeod.anova IsComedy.
Hope,
mistaken
for the ofloveranother
Cashired to test the faithfulness
man's fiancee. 85 min.
NO RELEASES
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married
tea plantation owner
e toforeman
Junhis
in Cevlon. falls In love with
and plans to
run away with him. Plague strikes and In crisis she
finds she still loves her husband. 103 min.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Nicole Maurey, Thomas Mitchell, Robert Young. Producer Mel Epstine. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
American pilot stranded in Peru joins a renec^de In
searching for lost Inca treasure. 101 min.
July
GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, THE IRelssue) Technicolor James Stewart, Betty Hutton, Cornel Wilde.
Charlton Heston. 153 min.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Zetterling. Producers asd directors Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist In
Paris undergoes psychonanalysls to overcome a fear of
marriage
the female
has same
ptex, gets finds
involved
in spy psych'atrlst
plot and murder.
103 corrv
min.

AUGUST

SUMMARY

The August product horizon appears
considerably brighter than July with
29 new features scheduled for release.
Pour films ore in CinemaScope— one
each from Metro, RKO, 20th-Fo)t, and
Warners. No 3Ders are listed. Twelve
releases are in color.
Available
8
7
4
3
3
1

to exhibitors will be
Melodramas
Dromas
Adventares
Westeras
Comedies
Decameatory

1 Masicol

LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Lel^h. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly annoiinces that Jerry Lewis Is dyinn of radiation poisoning and he Is given one last fling at life by reporter
Janet Lalgh. 95 min.
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart, Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Melodrama. Freelance photographer becomes
Involved with Greenwich
Coming
Village characters, society
girl and murder. 112 min.
CRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of plan and execution of Korean air raid.
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke,
Eric Flemln-. Procucer Georce Pal. Director Byron
Haskln. Science fiction. Flioht to Mars from man-made
space station IDOO miles above the earth.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden.
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence when he tries comeback.
SAERINAHolden.
Humphrey
AudreyBillyHepburn,
Wi'liam
ProducerBogart,
and director
Wilder.
Csmody. after
Two she
rich returns
brothersfromfallyear
for intheir
daughter
Paris.chauffeur's
113 min.
STRATEGIC
AIR COMMAND
Technicolor.
wart, June Allyson,
Frank Loveioy.
Producer James
SamuelSte-J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air
Command,
non-stop
flight. he Is envolved In crash and historic
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentls. Director Mario
Camarinl. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric feats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Di'nny
Producer Robt.
Kaye,
E.
Oolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtlz. Musical. Two World
War II buddies team as entertainers after war, become involved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show.
REPUBLIC

May
GERALDINE John Carroll, Mala Powers, Stan Freberg.
Producer Sidney Picker.
Director R. G. Springsteen.
April
Comedy with music. Tin Pan Alley publicity girl Discovers young college music instructor with golden
voice, interested only in folk songs, eventually Interests
him In popular music and a marriage license. 90 min.

JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie,
Forrest Tucker. Associate producer-director Joseph I.
Kane. Outdoor drama. California trader meets and
marries Eastern
girl learns
takes heherhasWest.
complications when she
a son Romantic
by unmarried
Spanish girl. 103 min.
une
August
HELL'S HALF ACRE Wendell Corey, Evelyn Keyes,
Elsa Lanchester. Associate producer-director John H.
ABOUT MRS. LESLIE Shirley Booth, Robert Ryan. Pro- Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
ducer Hal Wallis. Director Daniel Mann. Drama. Wo- to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
In 1941 but his crime-ridden past destroys hope for
rooming houseabout
ownerownfindsill-fated
tenant'saffair.
problems
her toman reminisce
104 lead
min.
the revival of marriage. 91 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

Coming
REPUBLIC (Continued)
July
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Herbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable schooner captain
tries to save nirl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy. 91 min.
August
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of, if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally. Associate producer-director William Seiter.
Drama. Woman newspaper owner is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
Coming
ATOMIC KID. THE Mickey Rooney. Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliana J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Youno
wagesDirector
ranije Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage.
ROOGIE'S BUMP Robert Marrlot, Ruth Warrick, Brooklyn Dodgers'
productions.
comedy.
Little stars.
boy triesJohnout Bash
for and
makes the Sports
Brooklyn Dodgers' team.
SHANGHAI
STORY. Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
of Shanghai's International Settleagainst Red
police.
TOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in foiling enemy agent's plot to
steal secret formula.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure ronance.
StoryArnerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
whenthe aowner.
private road they had always used is closed
by
UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Do.i Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes Involved with nold hoard and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle In the desert. 70 min.
RKD
April
CARNIVAL STORY Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Steve
Cochran. Producers Frank and Maurice King. Director
Kurt Neumann. Melodrama. Struggle of a young girl
to free herself from her fascination for a carnival heel
who causes her high-diving partner's death. 93 min.
PINOCCHIO (Reissue). Disney. 87 min.
SAINT'S
Hayward,
Naomi Chance.
Producer GIRL
JulianFRIDAY
Lesser. Louis
Mystery
comedy-drama.
Saint
even score with aamblers for murder and ruination
of youth. &8 min.
May
NO RELEASES
SILVER LODE Technicolor.
e Payne, Dan Duryea,
nJohn
Liiabeth Scott. ProducerJuBenedict
Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citizen accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him, 80 min.
SINS OF ROME Massimo Girotti, Ludmllla Tcherina.
Producer Consorilo Spartacus. Director Riccardo
Freda. Adventure. Roman gladiator leads revolt and
attempts to unite slaves against Roman army. 75 min.
July
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN (Reissue). Danny Kaye,
Farley Granger. Jeanmalre. 112 min.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlln. Romantic comedy. "Bad girl" is placed in
custodyhe isof writing
writer who
wants to study her type for
itory
98 min.
August
PASSION SuperScope. Cornel Wilde, Yvonne de Carlo.
Producer Benedict Bogeaus Director Alan Dwan. Drama.
FILM

September
THIS IS MY LOVE
EastmanColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns that boyfriend Is really In love with her married
sister.der thinking
She thereupon
frames
sister for back.
husband's murthat willComing
bring boyfriend
AFRICA ADVENTURE Producer Robert C. Ruark. Documentary.through
Filming of newspaper
month safari
unexplored columnist
sections ofRuark's
Africa. 3BIG RAINBOW Technicolor Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland. Producer Harr;' Tatelman. Director John Sturges.
Adventure drama. Action and Intrigue centering around
hunt for sunken treasure.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor.. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, LIII St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetilaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of SInbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
20TH

CENTURY-FDX

April Technicolor. Robert
PRINCE VALIANT CInemaScope
Wagner, James Mason. Janet Leiah. Producer Robert
Jacks. Director Henry Hathaway. Romantic adventure. VIklna kino overthrown by traitor is given sactuary
by King Arthur.
Years 100later
son overthrows
the traitor.
min. the disposed king's
ROCKET MAN. THE George Winslow, Charles Coburn,
Spring Bylngton. Producer Leonard Goldstein, Fantasy.
Orphan prevents the sale of orphanage to crooked
politician with help of hisMprivate
Space Man. 79 min.
y
SIEGE AT RED RIVER. THE aTechnicolor.
Van Johnson.
Joanne Dru. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director
Rudolph Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery ot a Union
cavalry troop train sets off net of intrigue and heroism
involving Confederate who Is a Union spy. 8i min.
GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell.
Anne Bancroft. Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist, finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death. 84 min.
RIVER OF NO RETURN CInemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert MItchum, Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Premlnger. Outdoor adjfenture romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, exconvlct MItchum and his young son are forced to guide
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the
rapids, Indians and the elements. 91 min.
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN CInemaScope Technicolor. Clifton Webb, Dorothy McGuire, Jean Peters,
Maggie McNamara. Producer Sol Siegel. Director Jean
Nenulesco. Romantic comedy. Three American girls
working in Rome toss coins in Wishing Fountain. After
each travels rocky road, dreams come true. 101 min.
DEMETRIUS AND THE GLADIATORS ClnemaScopeTechnicolor. Victor Mature, Susan Hayward, Michael
Rennie, Debra Paget. Producer Frank Ross. Director
Delmer Daves. Historical u
drama.
Begins where "The
e slave
Jthe nof
Robe" ended
tells Instory
Demetrius
whose
Christian
faith and
is tried
arena
where
he is forced
to fight as gladiator. lOI min.
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
Debra Pa^et. Michael itennie. Producer Leonard
Goldstein. Costume adventure. Prince of Bagdad helps
people along the Nile throw off yoke of evil ruler
and gains beautiful princess for his wife. 71 min.
July
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ. THE Technicolor. Dale
Robertson, Debra Paget. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
gambler
find father's killers and absolve
him from sets
chargeoutoftocheating.
GARDEN OF EVIL CInemaScope Technicolor. Gary
Cooper, Richard Widmark, Susan Hayward. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hattiaway. Adventure
drama. Three gold hunters become involved with a
beautiful woman and death Inside Mexico. 100 min.
August
BROKEN LANCE CInemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, Richard Widmark, Spencer Tracy, Jean
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmytryk. isWestern
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
wife
indrama.
feud with
for
control ofcaught
homestead.
RAID, THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Anne Bancroft,
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederate
raid on town in Vermont in retaliation for the burning of the Atlanta. 82 min.

I

ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA. THE Technicolor. El
Stewart, John Derek. Producer Walter Wanger. Di
tor Don Wels. Adventure romance. Young Per
barber leaves his shop in seek of adventure. A
horse-sword action In desert he rescues Prin'
and prevents
war. BALANCE. A Ricardo Montal
LIFE
IN THE
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Mu
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of se
killings falls Into hands of real murderer.
UNITED

ARTISTS

HEIDI Elsbeth SIgmund, Helnrich Gretler. Prod r
Lazar Wechsler. Director
Luiai Comencini. Dr,
April
Taken from famed chlldren'st story by Johanna S i
of the love between a little Swiss girl and her gr .
father. 98 min.
May
LONE GUN. THE George Montgomery, Dorothy |.
lone. Producer Edward Small. Director Ray Naz<|
Western. Marshal cleans out band of rustlers and |s
love of girl preyed upon by outlaws. 73 min.
SOUTHWEST PASSAGE 3D PatheColor. Rod Camd,
Western drama. Bank robber and his girl join c .1
caravan being tested as means to cross Amef n
Desert. 82 minutes.
CAPTAIN KIDD AND THE SLAVE GIRL Color Cor f
America. Anthony Dexter, Eva Gabor. Wisberg i.
lexfen production. Director Lew Landers. Adven \
Famous pirate captain escapes gallows with aid olnscrupulous nobleman who plans to doublecross d
and thereby obtain his treasure hoard. 83 min.
LONG WAIT, THE Anthony Quinn, Peggie Castle. >
ducer Lesser Samuels. Director Victor Saville. Mu r
mystery. Amnesia victim returns home to find h s
wanted for murder. Missing link to his Innocenc s
beautiful girl and works his way through a numbe if
them before finding her and solving mystery. 93 ,1,
WITNESS TO MURDER Barbara Stanwyck, George |iders. Gary Merrill. Producer Chester Erskine. Dire r
Roy Rowland. Suspense melodrama. Woman witn* .s
murder which she reports to police. Checking, pc e
find no evidence of crime and woman Is suspecte if
being Insane. 83 min.
YELLOW TOMAHAWK, THE Color Corp. of Amen.
Rory
Peggie Selander.
Castle. Producer
Howard s it'.
Koch. Calhoun,
Director Lesley
Western. Indian
and U. S. Cavalry battle Cheyenne assault n
frontier outpost. 82 min.
CHALLENGE THE WILD Color Corp. of Ame i
George
and SheDaNature
Graham.
Producer and
directet
Frank Graham.
documentary.
Family
exp ys
the Great North Country, where wild life remains v
touched by civilization. 49 min.
GOG 3D Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan. istance
Marshall.
e Producer Ivan85 " i
DirectorDowllnn,
HerbertHerbert
L. Strock.
JunScience-fiction.
HOBSON'S CHOICE Charles Laughton. Brenda t
Banzie. Producer-director David Lean. Comedy. I sperous bootmaker finds his life complicated whe'.e
tries to direct wedding plans of his daughters. 107 i.
MAN WITH A MILLION Technicolor. Gregory P.<,
Jane Griffiths. Producer John Bryan. Director Rc d
Neame. Comedy. Poverty-stricken but honest ma Is
given million pound note to prove theory that mtly
possessing it, but never spending it will bring H>
good fortune. 90 min.
July CRUSOE PatheCc
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
Dan
O'Herlihy.
Producers
Dancigers.
Ehrllch.
Director Luis
Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. HF ny
Daniel
classic his
of man
the shipwrecked
the
nativeDefoe's
who became
Friday. 90 min.sailor d
APACHE Technicolor. Burt Lancaster, Jean Peters. >
ducer Harold Hecht. Director Robert Aldrich. Wesd.
One-man war waged by Apache chief against e
United States Army. 91 min.
LAWLESS RIDER, THE Johnny Carpenter, Fra e
Darro. Producer Carpenter. Director Yakima Cait.
Western. Deputy poses as outlaw and breaks p
gang
terrorizing
ranchers. ISLAND PatheColor. Dn
RETURN
TO TREASURE
Addams, Tab Hunter. A
Producers Aubrey Wisberg id
t Romaicj
Jack Pollexfen. Director uE.gA.us
Dupont.
adventure. 75 min.
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, (!*
Lollobriglda.Director
Producers
Barrett Period
Mahon,adven
Vltl ot
Vassarottl.
MiltonJ. Krims.
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachi s
returning
Italianover
dukedom
decree 84hasmi;I"
set that allto males
20 mustwhere
be married.

DIAMOND WIZARD, THE Dennis O'Keefe. Marqiit
Sheridan. Producer Steven Pallos. Director De''»
O'Keefe. Suspense thriller. Treasury agent tracks cr"
thief who stole million dollars from U. S. vaull'O
spend on production of man-made diamonds. 83 mi
DOWN THREE DARK STREETS Broderick Crawf^J,
Ruth
Arthur
Gardner & iv'ft-[
Levy. Roman.
Director Producers
Arnold Laven.
Melodrama.
September
MALTA
STORY
Alec
Guinness,
Jack Hawkins. I>
EGYPTIAN CInemaScope, Technicolor. Jean Simmons,
ducer Peter
De
Sarigny.
Director
Brian
Hilt.
Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Edmund Purdom. Pro- Air-war
drama. British attempt to hold Desmond
Malta in WId
ducer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Michael Curtiz. Historical drama. Thirteen centuries before Christ an
War
II
backgrounds
reconnaissance
pilot's
daring';
ploit inCorps.
locating103 enemy
Egyptian physician sets out to learn the secret of life. Afrlka
min. convoy, sealing fate of N i
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

May
UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
I
VljORY AT SEA Producer Henry Salomon. Narrated
b>Mexander Scourby. Documentary. F!lm-and-music
dr dtiiation of war and its human sidelights. 94 min.
Coming
BiiFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphrey
Be rt,Director
Ava Gardner,
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro producfit
Joseph L.Edmond
Mankiewici.
drama.
St' of poor Spanish girl who achieves movie stard( and finds true love which leads to tragedy becce she gives her husband an heir he was unable
to eget.
BI^HCOMBER, THE Technicolor. Robert Newton,
G is Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty |J. A. Ranki!
0 :tor Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
oiast
sister on plague-stricken
is d in and
Indian missionary's
Ocean.
BfUTIES OF THE NIGHT &erard PhiJipe, Gina Lolloida. Struggling
Franco-London
Fantasy-of
db na.
musicproducer.
teacher Rene
finds Clair.
his dreams
R iies "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
CAMPION IReissuel Kirk Douglas. 99 min.
e.DEN MISTRESS, THE Technicolor. John Agar. Rosen- e Bowe. Producers Richard Kay & Harry Rybnick.
D ctor Joel Judge. Adventure. Fortune hunter fights
V Joo and savages in search of "lost treasure of
thuntamed." 82 min.
dOD DIE YOUNG. THE Gloria Grahame. Richard
8Lisjhart.
JohnMelodrama.
Ireland. Remus Production. Director
Gilbert.
KME OF THE BRAVE (Reissue) Douglas Dick, Frank
L;joy. 86 min.
K'B-R
PATROL Director
Color Corp.
of America
Egan,
C-n Addams.
Seymour
Friedman.Richard
Adventure
d-na. Officer in British Lancers in India prevents
c ture of new machtnecuns and massacre of garrison.
irLE KIDNAPPERS, THE Duncan Macrae, Jean Anders J. A. Rank production. Director Philip Leacock.
CViedy-drama. Story of two little boys who "steal"
ty.
set against background of turn-of-the-century
f-a Scotia.
(-IELLO
Orson Produced
Welles, Michael
MacLiammoir,
Suine Cloutier.
and directed
by Welles,
tma. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 92 mm.
CHRATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, Irja Jensen,
fducer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander.
[ ma. Based on story of ex-Soviet code clerk Igor
(jienko since going in hiding under protection of
C-iadian government.
IMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
!an Shentall. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
iitellani. Romantic drama. Film version of Shakeslire's immortal classic.
!ODENLY Frank Sinatra, Sterling Haydcn. Producer
Ijert Bassler. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
•t.ER AND THE FLAME. THE Technicolor (Filmed in
Jial. Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
try forof freedom.
woman's heroism in 19th century Indian
■ht
'1ST
FATE Ginger
Bergerac.
iducerOFMaxwell
Se+ton. Rogers,
Director Jacques
David Miller.
Ronfic melodrama. Ex-actress romantically involved
h crooked International business man on French
iera finds real happiness with young artist.
RA CRUZ Technicolor. Gary Cooper. Burt Lancaster.
cht-Lancaster
tdoor adventure.production. Director Robert Aldrich.
HITE ORCHID. THE Color Corp. of America. William
idigan, Peggie Castle. Producer-director Reginald
oorg. Adventure. Archeologist and fern photographer
k dangers of Mexican jungles to seek lost tribe.
UNIVERSAL-INTl
A pril
» & PA KETTLE AT HOME Mariorie Main, Percy Kilide. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles La>nt. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modern home, go
ck 1o dilapidated farmhouse so that oldest boy can
n contest on typical farm life. 81 min.
VILS INTO LARAMIE Technicolor. John Payne, Dan
iryea, Mari Blanchard. Producer Ted Richmond. Dictor Jesse Hibbs. Outdoor drama. Trouble-shooting
Idler isonsent
to Wyoming
Territory81 to
)DPage
construction
of railroad.
min. clear work
VNKEE PASHA Technicolor Jeff Chandler, Rhonda
sming. Producer Howard Christie Director Joseph
'"ney.
Costume
Chandler fights half-way
ound world
to saveadventure
woman
Mayhe loves. 84 min.
REMAN
CHILD Hugh
O'Brian,LesSpike
Jones,
oducer SAVE
HowardMY Christie.
Director
Goodwins,
omedy Group of zan/ firemen cope with problems of
ading in old fire horses for mechanized. 80 min.
-ATGIRL Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan. Produt,
">ert J. Cohen. Director Joe Pevney. Drama. Small
'wn girl
cirl racket.
in New 85York
'II
min. becomes involved in murder and

e
LACK HORSE CANYONJunTechnicolor.
Joel McCrea,
Ian Blanchard. Producer John W. Rooers Director
esse
Hibbi.
Western.
Wild stallion
e'scar-es tostock
>nch and lives In hills. Efforts
of nirl rancher
reapture
horse are thwarted by neighbor until roving
owboy comes
to her aid. 82 min.
FILM

DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when Qold miners
break treaty with Indians. 78 min.
July
EGG AND I, THE (Reissue! Claudette Colbert, Fred
MacMurray, Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride. 108 min.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer deveJops sport car
to save failing ayto company, succeeds when he wins
cross country race. 85 min.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleaqured by hostile natives- put down uprising by
killing whlteman who incites the savages. 81 min.

RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Directorof
Ted Sherdeman.
Producer Stagecoach
Wayne
guard, victim
Toth. Western.
Andre deMorris.
odd circumstances, clears his name. 75 min.

DIAL M FOR MURDER WarnerColor. Ray Milland,
Hitch-of
Altreddeath
Direciorplots
Cummlnrjs.
Grace Kelly,
. Huiband
melodrama
cock. MurderRobert
backplan
Original
money.
for
marr'ed
he
wife whom
fires when wife kills her would-be murderer. Husband
makes self-defense killing look like murder. 105 mm.

Joan
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore,Gordon^
Director
Weisbart.
David
Producer
creatures
Ten-fool
.
Science-fiction melodrama nest is discovered
their
the Southwest
finally
wiped out.until94 min.

Weldon.
Douglas.
terrorize
and are

August
FftANCIS Chill
JOINSWills,
THE Zasu
WACSPitts.
Donald
O'Connor.
Adams,
Comedy.
VeteranJuliais
called back into service and through error Is assigned
to WAC unit. Complications increase when his talkingmule buddy is assigned to same outfit. 94 min.
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming adoctor devoting himself to humanity. 108 min.

June
July
WarnerTHE CinemaScope Day
MIGHTY.
THE
HIGH AND
ProTrevor, Larame Wellman.
Color. John Wayne, Claire
William
ducers Wayne-Fellows. Director
from
bound
plane
rs and crew on
Drama. Passenge
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
feeling when faced with prospect of death. 147 min.
Clyde
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Robert
Mickey SpiHane. Producer a. CirBeatty Pat O'Brien, James
Melodram
Grant.
E.
Director
M. Fellows.
cus is sabotaged by homicidal maniac. 93 mm.

September
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH, THE CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV is defeated
by
for young
treason. knight whose family was unjustly executed

August
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Cralne. Producers Hellman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance invesman filed
finds "dead"
and
Africa andoperations.
Violence
journeys to diamond
claim totigatorfinance
romance result. 102 min.
CinemaScope,
THE CRUSADERS
KING RICHARD
. RexANDHarrison,
Virginia Mayo, George
WarnerColor
Director David Butler.
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. nce
during Third CruAction-roma
adventure. Coming
Historical
s from Holy Land. 113 mm.
sade to drive Mohammedan

DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun. Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunfir hter becomes Involved
in family feud which resolves into one of the most
famous gun batt'es ofCo
the mi
West.
ng
BENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
Dabl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native upr»«ing
and subsequently regains honor.
DESTRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
Lyie Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall.
Western.townNon-gun
toting
clean up lawless
by using
the sheri.'f
courts. sets
Must out
even-to
tually resort to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws.
FAR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart. Ruth
Roman Corlnne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenben;. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Drivin'; a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plavs tag with <20\d love and sudden death.
FOUR GUNS TO THE BORDER Technicolor. Rory CalColleenDirector
Miller, Richard
Walter Carlson.
Brennan. Western.
Producer Williamhoun,Alland.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles co to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
NAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden. Gloria Grahame. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
Detective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
through murderer's machinations.
SHADOW VALLEY Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Colleen
Miller. Producer William Alland. • Director Richard
Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw is reformed from
bankrobbing ways by love of woman.
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaSc«pe. Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Nelson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
nightclub entertainer, cashier and French heiress.
TALE OF A TUB IJ. A. RankI Paul Douglas, Hubert
Gregg. Producer Michael Truman. Director Alexander
MacKendrick. Comedy.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Lex Barker, Howard Duff, Mala
Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jesse Hibbs.
Western. Gold mine owners become involved in war
with crook who tries to force them from their
gold claims.
WARNEH

Van Heilln,
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
War drama.
Ray Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson.
Aldo
Ic't
of World War II Marines and the girls they
Storybehind.
Scott,
THE WarnerColor.
HUNTER.Producer
COUNTY
Marie Windsor.
Sam Bischoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack V/ebb, Ben Alexander,
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb.
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing with commission of crime and detection
of criminal.
STAR ISland,BORN.
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason,
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuff.
Director Georce Cukor. Musical drama. Girl Is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marries him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads to disaster.

BHDTHERS

LUCKY ME CinemaScope
WarnerColor. Doris Day
A pril
Phil Silvers. Robert Cumminns.
Producer Henry Blanke
Director Jack Donohue. Musical comedy. Show troupe
becomes stranded in Miami hotel. While working off
bill, they meet Broadway producer who helps them
back to big time. 100 min.
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Samuel Goldivxn. movie-maker par excellence
(and amateur iconoclast J . appeared in print recently ivith his dream of a future iclien subscription television uould enable film producers

And Dolls." which I hope will do more for theatre box-office
than anything any of us can say.

"to take in as much in one night, that nay. as
many pictures take in today in six month. '
Film BL LLETIN asked Mr. Goldu yn editorially
in the July 26 issue if, by this thesis, he intended to discard the theatres as moviedom's
traditional marketplace. Follonins^ is his reply:
By SAMUEL GOLDWYN

The Film BL LLETIN editor assumes that I can hardlv
record."
wait for the day when theatres have passed out of existence
and been replaced by pay-as-you-see TV. Nothing could be
further from the truth. What I believe is a matter of public

For some strange reason, the word "television seems to
If more upsetting to some exhibitors than an 80 mile gale in
ihe North Atlantic to a sea-sick landluhher making his first
(Kcan crossing. And to add the words ■"subscription" or "pay;.> you-see" to TV is apparently to commit the really unfori\ cable sin.
In fact. I have discovered that if you use those horrid
uords some people who are otherwise rational in their judgments become so overcome with horror that they do not c\cn
Hvm to take the trouble to read what you really wrote, it
a|)pears that I made this terrible error in an article in the
-American Weekly a short while ago in which I predicted thai
Hollywood was "today on the threshold of one of its greatest
< ras"' and that "the audience tchich had been lost to television
^ finding its iray back ' to the theatres.
\()u you would think that such words would strike some
sort of a responsi\e note in a responsible exhibitor maga:dne
like Film Bl LLETllX. Hut not at all — because, in the process
of trying to see what the future holds for all of us. i added
that "when subscrii)tion television becomes a reality ... it
will be possible to take in as much in one night, that way. as
many |)ictures take in today in six months."
Immediately, the editor of Film Bl LLKTl.N finds in my
article "a highly sus|)ect point of view;" — I am accused of
cirawing "a seventeenth parallel between production and exhibition"—I am charged with "leaving the theatres somewhere out in the backwash, the bastard expendables of the industry" and finally of considering the theatre "as a sort of
interim market" while I plan "to nurture a [)oisonous competitor."
This is. of course, a completelv distorted chai aclcrization
iif my 'imsition. which, however, because it is published in a
magazine like Film BTLLETIN, which I have always admired
and still do. compels me to reply — when 1 would much rather
spend this lime working on plans for mv next picture, "(iuys

So. as Al Smith used to remark. "Let's look at the

record which I stated three years ago in an article in Collier's
n.agazine in discussing home-paid TV: "In my judgnient. the
theatre ivill never be replaced as the basic medium for the
public shoiving of current motion pictures. Regardless of all
other factors, the .American public is not going to remain confined to its home for recreation and amusement. The normal
human desire to be part of an audience would not permit it.
.And. besides, the suj)erior visibility of the theatre screens is
a factor not to be ignored."
I do not know how I could more strikingly have e::|)ressed my faith in theatres as the ])rincipal medium of |)icture revenues for the indefinite future. Nor have I changed
mv views an iota since then. But then, as now. 1 have consistentlv tried to look at facts, not to shut my eye:- to them because some aspects might be unpleasant.
I wrote then, and I still believe, that "If boxoflicc television develops at all. a great many — perhaps 5 or 6 thoutand
of these marginal movie houses — may go out of businecs."
Actually, this very magazine. Film BULLETIN, two years
later bore out exactly what I had said, when it jniblished a
tabulation showing L 196 theatres closed from 1916 to A])ril
1. 1953. .1085 of which had been closed during the era of
television expansion from 19 18. Vi'ith theatres closing at the
rate of 1000 a vear. it would be the sheerest sort of folly to
disregard these facts or to try to brush them away by pretending they do not exist. However, the essence of how I feel
about theatres and theatre owners was expressed by me as
follows in the same article in Collier's: "Personally. I would
like to .*ee these theatres continue to operate indefinitely for I
1ki\(> enjoyed a lifetime of mighty pleasant business relations
with the great majority of America's motion picture theatre
ow ners. but 1 am afraid my personal preferences w ill not have
anv inHuence on the results which changed time.- will inevitably the
bring about."
If
editor of Film Bl LLETLN had only taken the
small trouble to find out what I have said consistently, he
would have known when I wrote that when subscription teleI (ontiniH'd on Pii-.c '))

FILM BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paoer published every other Monday by Wax Publications. Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher. PUBLICATIONEDITORIAL OFFICES: 1239 Vine Street, Phlladelohia 7, Pa.. RIttenhouse 6-7424; Barney Stein, Managing Editor; Leonard Coulter, New York Associate
Editor; Richard N. Newton, Business Manager; Robert d! Lauder Publication Manager; Robert Heath. Circulation Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 35 West 53rd
Street. New York 19. N. Y., Circle 6-9159; HOLLYWOOD OFt^iCE: 659 Havertord Avenue, Pacific Palisades, Calif., EXbrook 5-5949; Jay Allen, Hollywood
Editor. Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR, J3.00 in the U. S.; Canada. $4.00; fcurope, $5.00 TWO YEARS: $5.00 in the U. S.; Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.
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"GWTW"

W

IDE-SCREEN!

David O. Selznick's Production of Margaret Mitchell's
Story of the Old South "GONE WITH THE WIND"
in Technicolor • starring Clark Gable • Vivien Leigh
Leslie Howard • Olivia de Havilland • A Selznick International Picture • Directed by Victor Fleming • Screen
Play by Sidney Howard
• Music by Max Steiner.
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I Continued from Page 3)
\ ision becomes a reality it will be possible to take in in one
night as much as many pictures take in today in six months.
[ was not envisioning the extinction of the motion picture theatre but was looking to the great audience that even today
almost never enters a motion picture theatre. The fact is. as I
have pointed out in the past, that the average number of
people who see a class A picture in the I nited States is ap|iroximately 23 million. Now. while that may sound like a lot
()f j)eople. it also means that there are close to 110 million
\mericans who do not see that picture. That represents a
tremendous untapped audience potential which all of us. producers and exhibitors alike, would do well to ponder about
and to try to win over to paying for the privilege of seeing
motion picture entertainment.
Sensible exhibitors whose actions are guided by good
business judgment instead of emotion will make their own
plans for the future on their best evaluation of what they exipect the facts of the future will be. To close their eyes to the
• possible impact of paid television, whatever it may be. would
be much less realistic on their part than I have found exhibili>rs to be during the more than 10 years I ha\e been doing
I usiness with them.
My job is to make motion pictures and to trv to make
• a( h one of them the very best I have ever done. The exhibilors' job is to get the maximum number of people to come to
liis theatre to see that |)icture. If we each do our job well,
none of us will have to worry about the future of anv part of
itif great motion pic ture induslrv.

Prints

Are

Npeded!

No longer a muted accompaniment to the theme of proiliK t shortage, the refrain of print shortage grows louder and
li iider. This is no overnight development. It ha>i long been a
I iii prick on the arm of subsequent-run exhibition, but now it
turning into an open sore, and theatremen are calling for
I L'ery.
from many sections of the country ( ome reports that the
inaiiility of exchanges to sup|)ly theatres with prints on dates
"f availability is growing more iiud more acute. Left un' lit ( ked by the distributors, it is quite apparent thai this silu">n will unbalance the long-established svstcni of runs and
arances. to the disadvantage of smaller exbibilors.
Theatremen are growing restive and see in the print
shortage another manifestation of todav's sellers' market. Moth
Allied and the TOA are raising their voices, and it would l e
wise fpr distribution's chief executives to heed these complaints before they find themselves involved in a major battle
with a large number of their customers.
Speaking for Allied, national president Ben Marcus declared recently that the reduction in the number of printwill "hasten the closing of considerably more subsequent and
small town theatres." Even M-G-M. he said, has reduced by
as much as 10 percent jirinls allotted to some of its exchanges.

'"It is hard to conceive," Mr. Marcus continued, "that the
heads of the major producing companies would embark on
such a senseless economy move, particularly after the excellent financial statements they all have reported, which far exceed the comparative figures of a year ago."
The United Theatre Owners of Illinois, a TOA affiliate,
speaking through vice-president George Kerasotes. included
at the top of a list of complaints against certain trade practices the shortage of prints, adding this enlightening bit of
detail: "One theatre owner reported that he had purchased
six features for a Sunday playdate. but when attempting to
book them, was told in each instance that 'no prints are
Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana, in its current bulleavailable'."
tin, alleges that the print shortage is "phony", designed to
pile "clearance on top of clearance, making a dead letter of
the I . S. Court's rulings".
In Cincinnati, a group of independent exhibitors employed counsel to aid them in obtaining prints on available
dates. He is understood to have won assurances from the distributors that they would meet the needs of theatres in that
territory. In other territories, exhibitors are discussing a
variety of moves to fight against the print shortage.
It would seem, in the light of the new prosperity cvcle
they are experiencing, that the film companies would strive
desperately to win goodwill and to alleviate the situation of
the subsequent-run houses, which are not yet enjoying much
of the fruits of the upswing. But just the opposite is happening. The film companies are incurring a flood of ill will. By
limiting the quantity of prints, distributors diminish the
equities of sub-runs, and eventually w ill squeeze some of them
out of the market. The exhibitors are penalized bv being
forced to {)lay films at later dates than contracted for. very
possibly in conflict with lesser runs in the area. And. of
course, the loss of each day beyond the available date spells a
diminution in promotional values ])oured into pre-release and
first-run campaigns.
All this is hardly sound practice. Not onlv is it poor
business policy, but it evidences a lack of industry statesmanship. Vihen thousands of customers, small as thev are individually. start talking legal action and (Government intervention, something that should have been done has not been
done. \ow it is high time to correct the print shortage.

Beginning in this issue, readers will find a new
regular feature, entitled Blue Chip Productions. This
i> run as a su|)plemenl to our Studio Size-l ps De|)artment. and is aimed at underscoring those films
now shooting, which, in our judgment, possess elements of quality and boxoffice value far beyond the
ordinary, a forecast of the truly big j)iclures. All of
the vital statistics will be charted, together with illustrations serving to characterize the ovi'rall lone of
the films.
\\ (' trust thai this section will i)rovc a valuable
l>uying and booking Baedeker.
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Columbia Pictures presents
MARLON
BRANDO
ON
THE
WATERFRONT"
An Ella Kazan Production co stamng Karl Maiden • Lee J. Cobb w>th Rod Stei£er • Pat Hennine
and introducing Eva Marie Saint Produced by Sam Spiegel Screen Play by Budd Schulberg
Music by Leonard Bernstein Directed by Elia Kazan
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By Philip R. Ward
HAD YOU INVESTED $10,000 LAST JANL ARY in any six
representative (major) film company or exhibition securities,
you would be sitting on an equity of $12,200 today. That is
to say nothing of the generous 6.4 percent average yield that
is disbursed by this industry. $640 a year of sweat-free income isnothing to sneeze at. Tacking on the semi-annual rate
of $320. you have a total increment of $2,520 on your money
lor the first six months. That's a return, capital and incomcvv ise, of better than 50 percent a year.
In speaking of "any" six representative issues, we mean
just that. Had you been fortunate enough to select the six
leading shares, your capital would have a|)preciated to
$13,100. The dividend here of 6.6 percent is slightly above
the group average and pulls the total semi-annual income and
capital increment up to $3,430. Continuing at a similar ( li|)
for the last half of the year, your return would have been 6J!
percent annually.
But some will say the industry is a .speculative investment. To those who have your dough in it, thank your stars
it is exactly that. Speculation is nothing to blush about, calculated speculation, that is. But for the speculative daring of
)-D, CinemaScope, VistaVision and Todd-AO. the motion picture world would have reduced to a colorful commercial textbook legend, akin to the carriage-maker's craft. Although it
often spells failure, enlightened chance-taking is the mother
of progress. Witness the airlines, once fair game for no one
.save the plunger, the dude and the starry-eyed. The movie industry has gambled; it appears to be winning.
0
SERVING TO BUTTRESS

o
THE CINEMA

BULL MARKET

comes some timely figures from The W all Street Journal's report on the 2nd quarter |)rofits of 26 business categories, embracing some 428 firms. Eilm comijanies and theatres rank
sixth in terms of percentage gain over a year ago — this in the
face of a general business decline of 0.8''^. In all. the cinema
industry showed a rise in profits of 24.7 |)ercenl. $3,568,000
in this year's 2nd quarter, compared with $2,861,000 in 195").
Significantly, television and radio suffered a decline of 5. 19^.
O

S-A-T-E-Y-A-D
(1) Stabilization of television as a competitive factor.
(2) Admissions Tax repeal.
(3) Technological excitement.
(4) Economies, bone-deep, the progeny of the attendance
depression.
( 5 ) Youth, the swelling of the 12-20 age category, the industry's largest clientele, as the war babies come of age.
(6) Assets, good cash positions by most companies, plus the
backlogs to tempt and torment film-hungry TV.
(7) Diversification, investments in outside interest, a gathering trend that will be practiced more and more by cashladen companies.
We have been asked by another reader why quality in
product was not cited as a controlling factor in the rise of industry shares. Actually, quality has been a definite force in
the cinema bull-tide, but SATEYAD is a guidepost to the
future more than the past, and a force such as improved quality of entertainment is a bit too imponderable for the market
to react upon intelligently — until the boxoffice receipts are in.
Quantity is a much more readily discountable market
item, perhaps not over the short term, but definitely over the
long haul. This is especially true today, since exhibitors are
facing an acute shortage of product as the result of technological uncertainties, as well as an extreme caution among
many film-makers, bred by the movie-slump of 1948-1952. A
l)hilosophy has arisen in some quarters that says there should
be fewer but better pictures. If this specious theory is uj)held. it will freeze out all but the most richly endowed theatrepeople, and thus wipe out filmdom's historic marketplace.
To keep the industry humming, film-hungry exhibitors
must be fed an abundance of commercially attractive films.
This is freezer-cold realism. The quality picture does not have
to be extravagant nor arty. It has to meet a single standard:
entertainment for the mass audience. If this level is met. the
seven technical factors of SATE\ AD should sustain the industry to an unparallelled height.
O
0

O

ONE OF OUR FRIENDS in the investment business
recently asked if we would group together in one of the
Iinan,cial Bulletins a complete package of all those bull-inspiring factors we have been discussing independently in connection with the resurgence of cinema securities. Not long
ago we furnished readers a listing of this very character
which we entitled SATEYAD (so named from the first letter
of each upbeat item). Since this seven-point manual holds
up as nicely now, as a precursor of stock market gains, as it
did then, we deem it worthy of repetition here:

PROOF THAT QUANTITY IS COMMERCIALLY PROFITable is |)rovided by Universal Pictures, to name one company. Producing on the thesis that the critics be damned, the
|)ublic be served, this company issues a variety of subject
matter ranging from the earthy to the folksy to the fantastic.
31 pictures are on tap for this year, compared with 31 in
1953. Its books are prospering accordingly. Net per share
for the half year ended last May 1 is $1.57. The figure for
the corresj)onding period last year was $1.27. Net profits for
the term went to $1,721,000, an increase of some $400,000
over the 1953 report for the like period.
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NEWS.

BENJAMIN, KRIM, YOUNGSTEIN
ROBERT S. BENJAMIN. ARTHUR
B. KRIM, MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN
issued another "progress report" on
their favorite film company. United
Artists, President Krim declared, will
release 96 pictures between September,
1954 and September, 1956. He estimated
the company will gross a record $40,000,000 for the current fiscal year and
$50,000,000 or more in 1955. Board
chairman Benjamin declared that UA
will finance, in whole or in part, more
than 90 percent of the product line-up.
From exploitation-minded vice-president
Youngstein came the term "blockbuster" to describe attractions that
gross at least $2,000,000 in the U. S. and
Canada. UA, said Krim, will release at

SAMUEL GOLDWYN made the news
with the signing of Marlon Brando to
play song-and-dance man. Sky Masterson in his multi-million dollar musical.

SKOURAS
SPYROS P. SKOURAS envisions ap
proximately 15,000 theatres equipped for
CinemaScope films and stereophonic
sound by the end of 1954. Of this number, about 5,000 would represent foreign
houses. The 20th-Fox chief executive
said that on July 24, 6,370 houses in the
U. S. were tooled for CinemaScope
films, of which half also employed four
track magnetic sound.
HOWARD HUGHES crashed the
headlines with a story that a syndicate
was dickering to buy out his entire empire— tools, aircraft, movies, and all. The
Wall Street Journal named Spyros
Skouras and Altas Corp.'s Floyd Odium
among those involved. Odium controls
a big block of RKO Pictures stock, is
eager to have Hughes' large holdings.
Skouras reportedly was acting as
"middle man."

least one "blockbuster" per month from
now on. Youngstein told the press of
his company's plans to prohiote the
forthcoming product.
GOLDWYN
"Guys and Dolls". Not since tough-guy
James Cagney turned hoofer in "Yankee
Doodle Dandy" has there been anything
quite like it. Since Goldwyn paid an alltime preirium for the rights to the
Broadway hit, Hollywood is betting on
Brando to tap and warble with the best
of them.
o
DORE

SCHARY said M-G-M will produce at least 27 important films during
the next twelve months. Of this number, eight will commence shooting within the next sixty days. Its backlog of
story properties, consisting of 52 scripts
completed and in process, assures a
steady flow of product, said Schary,
with the company working two years
ahead.

SCHARY
P4go 8
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Future Product Plans 'Bullish'
Arthur 15. Krini's report that United Artists
feels "extremely bullish about the motion picture
industry" is apparently a viewpoint shared by
other major film companies, if announced production plans are any criterion. During the past fortnight both Universal and Metro joined UA with
release forecasts that reflect definite optimism.
Issuing a UA progress report, Krim declared
that the company plans to release four pictures a
month (luring the next two years, and that at least
one in each month will be a $2,000,000 grosser —
or, as he describes it, a "blockbuster". Krim said
United .Artists will be aiming for more and more
features in this high-bracket class, and, toward
that end, four films going into production during
the next eight weeks will cost a total of $8,000,000.
Universal'.-^ production schedules also reflect
the bullish outlook. Starting the fiscal year Nov.
1, L'-I will kick off a program of 30 features, 22
in color. Although the number of films planned
for next year are two under the present semester,
budgets will be upped considerably with emphasis
on top-starring, high powered productions. The
proposed slate was worked out at an executive
meeting headed by Milton Rackmil, and attended
by Al K. DafT, board chairman Nate Blumberg,
studio chief Kdward Muhl, and ad topper David
A. Lipton.
Production echoes coming from the Culver
("anyon are also brightly optimistic. Metro's Dore
Schary reports the studio will turn out a minimym
of 27 top-grade films in the coming year. Continuing its recent brisk production pace, MGM
will put eight of these productions before cameras
<luring the next two months. Here, too, emphasis
is on high quality features. Top stoiy properties,
including several hit Broadway plays, are being
plotted far in advance.
Minor Victory in N. Y. Tax Fight
New \ ork City exhibitors won a minor, and
what will probably be a short-lived, victory in its
fight against the local amusement tax. Supreme
Court Justice Nicholas M. Pette issued a temporary injunction prohibiting the city from imposing a tax in excess of five percent on admissions. The hitch is that if the city files an appeal
(officials indicate they will) before Aug. 11, then
the injunction will be stayed. Issues raised by exhibitors as to the legality of the tax are not affected, and all basic questions will be heard at the
trial tentatively scheduled for Sept. 13.
UTO of III. Urge Support of Reade
F^xhibitors were called on to "support TOA
president Walter Reade, Jr., in his efTorts to encourage independent fihn production and should
endorse his criticism of the exorbitant film rentals
an<l the unfair sales methf)ds now being practiced upon theatre owners," by George Kerasotes
of United Theatre Owners of Illinois at a regional meeting of the group held in Rockford, III.
The thcatremen went on record with complaints on the following: (1) Shortage of prints,
(2) Forced sale of blocks of pictures, (3) Forcing
of shorts with features, (4) High terms which
retard ncsv inijirovcmcnts.
P«q« 10
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Who said
wasn't
boxoffice
timesummertime
for the movies?
This is the record-breaking season! MGM's "7 Brides" not only
smashed the opening day mark
at the Music Hall but racked up
a new high for the first four
"Apache"
days. UAup reports
wamped
the biggest
gross
ever registered by any picture in
any theatre in Philadelphia during its first day at the Mastbaum.
Col's "Waterfront" set a new
one-week record at the 1050-seat
Astor with a whopping $66,776.
Selznick adanan Ben Babb reports the Boston re-release of
"Duel in the Sun" topped opening week grosses of its original
release in that city.
Charles Einfeld returns from
Europe Aug. 10 following a 6week trip to set international
premieres of "The Egyptian".
A number of company sales
chiefs are busy priming the merpumps: 20th-Fox's
Al
Lichtman chandising
called
a divisionbranch mgrs. meeting in New
York last week to set plans on
"Egyptian" and other '54 releasesU-I's
;
Far East sales mgrs
convene in Tokyo Aug. 16 with
foreign sales topper Americo
Aboaf presiding and Charles J.
Feldman as guest of honor.
"This Is Cinerama" will be exhibited at the International
Trade Fair in Damascus, Syria
xmder the sponsorship of the U.
S. State Dept. Meanwhile, Stanley Warner vp Sam Rosen is
touring Western Europe lining
up additional
theatres for Cinerama on the continent.
Marking the first major booking in Filmakers' Exhibitor
Guarantee plan, "Private Hell
36" premieres at the NY Paramount on Labor Day weekend.
Leaving
NYC todept
join isWB's
studio
publicity
the
Blaine
Thompson
Agency's
Gary
Stevens who will work with Bill
Hendricks on radio-TV matters
under
ad-pub chief Mort Blumenstock.
Arthur H. Levy replaces Mike
Seigel as IFE sales rep for the
Washington - Philadelphia exchange areas.
Charles B. Moss, president of
the Macon Amusement Corp,
elected to the Board of the Variety Club Foundation to Combat Epilepsy, it was announced
by William J. German.
Exploitation Productions Inc,
was formed in Philadelphia to
distribute ballyhoo pictures nationally. Officers: Louis Kellman. Jack H. Harris, Michael
Freedman.
Died: producer Leonard Goldstein, 51, of a cerebral hemorrhage; Joseph Curtis, 38, son of
Columbia's Jack Cohn; Harry
Handel. 58, NYC district sales
manager for Paramount.

NEWS
Trade Shows Highlight Exhib Mee
Both National Allied and TOA are planni
trade shows which will play important roles
their annual conventions this fall.
TOA announces that "one of the most i:
portant theatre equipment and new process
forums in the history of the motion picture indi
try" will be held in conjunction with TES.M
TEDA-TOA-IPA at their Chicago conclave 0
31 through November 4. President Walter Reac
Jr. reports that "the dollar-wise exhibitor litera
cannot afford to miss this giant forum, particul;
ly in view of the fact that developments in t
physical operation of our theatres are changi
almost
daily."Silver Anniversary Convention, sch<
Allied's
uled for Oct. 12, 13 and 14 in Milwaukee, will f(
ture a trade show geared to reflect theatre pi
gress during the past 25 years. Convention
being managed by Wisconsin Allied. Sixty eig
booths will be available for the display of equi
ment and services used in conventional and driA
in theatres.
Allied-Distrib Confabs

in Sept.

reports
that National
Allied's exec!
grit
ance Despite
committee
will meet
with distribution
tives in mid August, a more considered opinion ,
that the meetings to discuss exhibitor complaii'
against the film companies will not material:'
before Labor Day. Many company officials
still away from their desks, and it is doubtful 1
much headway can be made before summer va(j
tions are over and the executive branch sett ]
down to normal operation.
Ohio Censor

Law

Gets Court OK

A victory was registered by Ohio's censors!
board last week, when Franklin County Comnr:
Pleas Judge Ralph Bartlett ruled that neitlj
state censorship laws nor collection of fees vlates Federal or state constitutions. Judge Bal
lett dismissed an injunction suit brought agaii
the board by ITO of Ohio, RKO Radio Pictur
Martin Smith and Horace Adams.
I^artlett held that "although liberty of expr
sion by means of motion pictures is included wi
in the freedom of speech and the press guarant'
of the U. S. and state constitutions, there still j
mains a limited field in which decency and morj
may be protected from an offending motion pf
ture by prior restraint under proper criteria a)
Plaintiff claim that a $3 per reel fee con;
tuted a tax were denied by the court and Bartl
ruled
that U. S. Supreme Court decisions h;
standard."'
siirship.
not
removed community control of films by c>
Arnall Presses Attack On Pact
The Society of Independent Motion PicI
rroduccrs pressed its attack on the 1-Vench I'
negotiated by the MPE.\ when SI.MFP presid
F.llis .Xrnall met with State Department offici.dWasliington.
.•Xrnall
contends that
that the
I'renchI- • t'
deal constitutes
a subsidy
violates
foreign trade policies and asks that the gove
i;u ni upset the pact.

SCENES
they

FROM

saw

Color by TECHNICOLOR
IN
€

GARY COOPER • SUSAN
Produced by CHARLES BRACKEH

they

HAYWARD

• RICHARD

WIDMARK

said:

*M was thrilled to see the wonderful productions that will be forthcoming from Fox
Studios. The color, the sound, the complete
focus of the picture at all times will bring a
better form of entertainment in the new
pictures and greater audiences to all of
our theatres. We are most appreciative of
what Mr. Darryl F. Zanuck and Mr. Spyros
Skouras have done for the entire
industry." — M/ron B/on/c, QenUo\ Sfofes
Theatre Corp., Des Moines, Iowa
*M have been thinking about turning my
theatre into anything I could, and now I
think I will remain in show business."
—Jack Mapel, Barneys Theatre,
Point Marion, Pa.
"Speaking for the small town, CinemaScope is greater than ever. After seeing
the demonstration, am looking forward to

*'Could forget about T.V. competition after
seeing this."
—Robert Lowrey,
Starlite Drive In, Jonesboro, Ark.
*'So greatly impressed with the superiority
of the lenses and stereophonic sound that
I am going to recommend that my
accounts all install stereophonic sound."
—Alden Smith, Mutual Theatre Service
of Michigan, Detroit, Mich.
*Mt will do much to bring back more business to the theatre." —Frank Ponopou/os,
Sfofe Theatre, Clairton, Pa.
**lt is just, I would say, terrific. This is certainly acredit to the entire industry and I
would say that the future looks very bright
of that kind."
with pictures
—Joseph Dolgin, Pine Drive In,
Waterbury, Conn.

bright future." —Joe Shannon, New Life
Theatre, Woodsfield, Ohio
Please

turn , . .

"Sahrina"
"Broken Lance" (CinemaScope)
SeUiHC^ ^<sitiK4^ O O O
First film in improved CinemaScope process
has multi-faceted appeal. Strong Spencer
Tracy performance to attract class and family
trade. Hard hitting violence, plus Widmark,
Peters, Wagner names, for mass market.
Startling clarity and depth of C'Scoped backgrounds in Deluxe adds lustre.
While the story of a hard-bitten cattle baron
who rules his domain with an iron hand is not
new, "Broken Lance" still makes it a successful
foundation for thrilling entertainment. Tracy's
highly charged perforance breathes new life into
the old formula and he is ably supported by Richard Widmark and Katy Jurado who also check in
with full blooded characterizations. Good romantic thread in love of half-breed (Robert Wagner)
and governor's daughter (Jean Peters). Additional asset is the marked improvement of CinemaScope lensing which complements the action with
sharp images and a depth of focus particularly
notable in distant backgrounds. Powerful emotion stems from Tracy's fight against discension
in his own family, as well as against the outside
forces which threaten to destroy his empire. The
basic conflict revolves around the fact that Tracy
married an Indian princess (Jurado) and sired a
son (Wagner), who is hated by older offspring by
a previous marriage. Action reaches feverish pitch
as the older sons are responsible for Tracy's death
and Wagner swears revenge.
Flashy pressbook features striking illustration
of Tracy and exploits his characterization with the
line: "None Dared Challenge Him — For He Was
A Law Unto Himself!" (Neil)
20th Century-Fox. 96 Minutes. Spencer Tracy, Robert Wagner, Richard Widmark. Katy Jurado, Jean Peters. Producer
Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmytryk.

"The

Law

vs. Billy the Kid"

Routine western in Technicolor. Has few distinguishing features, but should suffice for
action fans. OK dualler generally
The legend of Billy the Kid does not benefit
from this retelling, despite enhancing Technicolor
backgrounds. Action there is aplenty as The Kid
(Scott Brady) is first forced into shooting a man
in a duel and then is led by fate into a long succession of killings, but the events unwind in pat
fashion, Fleeing from a self defense killing,
Brady, accompanied by best friend James Griffith,
finds work on ranch. Romantic interest is developed as Billy falls in love with rancher's daughter Betta St. John. This leads to violence, however, as the foreman (Allen Hale, Jr.) also loves
St. John and beats up Brady. Hale is fired and,
along with some crooked lawmen, is instrumental
in the death of St. John's father. The Kid sets out
to get the killers and from here on the screen is
ablaze with one gun battle after another. Eventually losing all respect for the law in his lust for
revenge, Brady is finally shot. (Neil)

Columbia 72 Minutes. Scott Brady. Betta St. John. James
Griffith, Alan Hale, Jr. Producer Sam Katiman. Director
William Cast!*
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SUSAN SLEPT HERE (RKO)
"Familiar as a summer breeze,
Times
but not nearly as refreshing." —
"Skittish little farce, leaning
heavily on newlywed-honeymoon
jokes." — World-Telegram
"Neat blend of sophistication
and a fairy-tale simplicity which
won't bear much sociological
scrutiny but is none the less in
its
effect charming." —
Heraldtotal
Tribune
"Amusing comedy . . . Powell
does a good all-around light
comedy job . . . Reynolds . . .
literally
through the plot."
— Journal-romps
American
"Fair Plus . . . romantic bit of
Post
» —
frippery
. . . full of pat gags."
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROS.
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
"Wholly engaging, bouncy,
tuneful and panchromatic package."— Times
"Good Plus . . . good things
are roared at you, thrown at you,
poured over you in a frolic of
human desier well watered-down
for movie consumption." — Post
"Easily the most delightful
musical movie event of the season."— World-Telegram
"Gay and light film musical
... by sevenfold the singingest
and dancingest picture show in
town." — Journal- American
"Tops all other summer musicals .. . graceful and easy show,
with a swing in its step and a
twinkle in its eye." — Herald
Tribune
SILVER LODE (RKO)
"Scenery might have looked
well
in story
the picture's
color film
but the
never managed
to
get out of town." — World-Tele"Fair . . . off-routine but highly involved prairie opus." — Post
"Meaningless sort of charade
gram
. . . will probably inspire the
kiddies to buy more caps for
their six-shooters for awhile and
then expire." — Herald Tribune
"Superfluity
of pistolmovie
and rifle
fire
lets the whole
fall
apart into so many chunks of ineffective lead." — Herald Tribune
"Rootin-tootin film western."
— Journal- American
LIVING IT UP (Par)
"Arouses expectations of a
happy
But .revelry
. . doesn't
sustain bender.
the cockeyed
that
was there so promisingly at the
beginning." — World-Telegram
"Good . . . gagged-up frenzy
. . . gives these most popular
comedians a chance to atone for
their recent letdowns." — Post
"A few scenes . . . are quite
funny . . . For the most part,
though, the two stars careen to
the fore on a prolonged slapstick basis." — Times
"Team certainly rates high as
experts on scrambling one joke
to make it look like a great big
gooey omelet of fun." — Herald
Tribune
"Nifty comedy . . . loaded with
funny lines and a whole lot of
laughs." — Journal- American

l^atlM^ O

O

O

Despite slow beginning, this comedy-romcni
works up plenty laughs and heart-interea
Strong cast bolsters b.o. promise. Best suitJ
for class houses, metropolitan areas. NS|
for hinterlands; weak for action houses.
After getting off to slow start this version
Samuel Taylor's stage success, "Sabrina Faiil
generates a steady flow of gentle laughter ail
human interest that should delight better-clal
audiences. Powered with three Academy Awa.l
winners — Hepburn, Hogart, Holden — in the t(|
roles, this offering should enjoy good boxoffiJ
response among sophisticated audiences. It is n\
much for action houses. Many exhibitors will coil
sider it an oddity that a picture of this caliber w;|
not made in color, and this must be regarded as I
minus factor in determining its boxoffice valuj
But drector Billy Wilder (who also producer ai
co-authored the script with Taylor and Erncil
Lehman) sparked his cast along a path neatll
strewn with smart patter, broad hum.or, and ser
timental heart-tugs. Cute story has Audrey Hen
burn, as a chauffeur's daughter, caught betweq
two sons of the wealthy family. Secretly in lo\
with playboy William Holden, Hepburn is eventd
ally won by the staid, industry-minded brothea
Humphrey Bogart. The smart interplay of thea
characters is ably abetted by a good supportinj
cast, particularly Walter Hampden, in a delicioul
characterization of a rugged industrial tycoorH
father of the two sons, and another fine perform!^
ance by John Williams, as Hepburn's father, thi
contented chauffeur.
Academy Award fame of the stars and Cm
derella theme are best exploitation elements. (Neil
Paramount. 112 Minutes. Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn
William Holden, Waiter Hampden, John Williams. Produce
and director Billy Wilder.

"Duel

in the Jungle"

Sub-par program fare will be relegated tiI
lower snot on dual bills. Weak for better
class market. Initial interest stimulated by
star names. Technicolor, bally, will be ad
versely affected by downbeat word-of-moutl)|
in sub-runs due to routine story.
Good cast and colorful production has beci
{Wasted on jungle melodrama that lacks plausibility and sufficient motivation. Warners would
do well to cut about 20 minutes out of this British,
made film in order to make it more practically
suitable for dual bills. It is difficult to believe that
a competent director like George Marshall would
permit his characters to mouth some of the inane
dialogue provided by the inadequate script penned
by Sam Marx and T. J. Morrison. The plot finds
Dana Andrews, investigator for an American insurance company, coming to Africa to check on a
claim covering the life of David Farrar, presumably deadj Andrews falls in love with Farrar's
secretary Jeanne Crain. Farrar turns up alive and
determined to kill Andews. After quite a hit 0^
jungle business, he gets his comeuppance. (York)
Warner Bros. 102 Minutes Dana Andrews, Jeanne Crain, 0*»M
Farrar. Producers Hellman i Owncn. Director George Marihill.
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*M think the difference shown in this reel
between stereophonic sound and both
optical and magnetic is an eyeopener. It

FROM

Lance

Color by Deluxe

proves beyond a question that stereophonic sound is a vital part of proper
theatre presentation. It goes without saying
that the lineup of forthcoming 20th
Century-Fox

CiN

program

pictures constitutes the finest

ever issued by—Dale
a major
studio."
McFarlandf

Greater Indianapolis Amusement Co.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
*M am

signing up for CinemaScope

away. I am

right

very favorably impressed."
—Sam Resnick, Playhouse^
Andover, Mass.

*^This is the first time in my experience that
any film company has ever tried to make
me a rich man. My thanks to all the Fox
officials."

-MelKoff,

Glenside Theatre,
Glenside, Pa.

"...As Mr. Zanuck said— The future looks
much brighter."
—Russ Leddy,
Orpheum Theatre, Green Bay, Wis.
"Terrific! The sound was especially fine.
Of course you don't have to. sell this kind
of product. The sound was marvelous and
the new lenses are out of this world. These
bank'."Schmidt,
pictures are 'money in the —Russ
SPENCER
in

TRACY

John Hamrick's Tacoma

Theatres

Broken
Lance
co-starring

ROBERT
RICHARD

WAGNER
WIDMARK

• JEAN PETERS
• KATY

JURADO

Please
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the Crusaders"
"King Richard and
(CinemaScope)
^U4iKC^

^CttiH^ O

O

O

Loaded with spectacular action, boxoffice
names, striking CinemaScope-WarnerColor
settings, wealth of exploitation values. Should
draw good grosses generally.

As an adventure spectacle, Sir Walter Scott's
story of the Third Crusade, "The Talisman,"
never was presented better than in the Warner
production, "King Richard and the Crusaders".
CinemaScope vistas of amored knights battling
the Moslems for possession of the Holy Land provide smashing action sequences for adventure
lovers. While the story of treachery by followers
of Richard, the Lion-Hearted (George Sanders)
during the campaign may strike discerning audiences as so much sound and fury, it generates impressive escapist entertainment. Bulk of the performances are cut along swashbuckling lines, but
Rex Harrison, as the Saracen leader, manages to
add a real-life vigor to his role. Virginia Mayo, as
the king's cousin, fills out pauses in the action
with adequate romantic elements. Selling angles
galore stem from inumerable sequences of jousting and mortal combat plus the kidnapping of the
beautiful Christian girl by the infidel leader.
Pressbook features panoramic illustrations of
the crusading army and the line: "Theirs Was The
Mightiest Challenge Of All!" (Phil)
Warner Bros. 113 Minutes. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo.
George Sanders, Laurence Harvey. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director David Butler.

"The

Weak

and

the Wicked"

British prison melodrama has OK exploitables
for fair returns in bally and action houses.
Acceptable dualler in general runs.
This Britishl-made prison meller must lean
heavily on expose elements of life in women's
prison to overcome lack of marquee draw. While
there are a number of sensational situations, they
are handled in god taste and may disappoint audiences looking for lurid revelations. Story about
a girl (Glynis Johns), who is framed for an insurance fraud because of a gambling debt, manages to generate heart-tugs, suspense and a few
thrills as it probes the character of women convicts. High points are: the murderess who killed
her man because he dared to look at another woman; the woman who feared her baby would be
born in prison, and an assortment of prostitutes,
bigamists and unwed mothers. Glynis Johns becomes enmeshed in this environment and she is
blamed for the escape of one prisoner before clearing her name.
Sex and violence aspects are pictured in the
press sheet and implied comparison is made with
AA's other prison picture with: "The Producers
Of 'Riot In Cell Block 11' Rip The Lid Off Women's Prisons!" (Phil)
Allied Artists. 72 Minutes. Glynis Johns. John Gregson,
Diana Dors. Sinr<one Siiva. Producer Victor Skutezky. Director J. Lee-Thompson.
^UU>U44, l^fUUf
O O
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(Quoted
ON THE WATERFRONT
(Columbia)
"Uncommonly powerful, ex— Timesciting and imaginative use of the
screen by gifted professionals."
"Forceful and angry motion
picture ... its dramatic fury creates a memorable experience for
audiences." — World-Telegram
"Remarkable work of the realistic screen . . . not a pretty
picture, but it is an admirable
one." — Herald Tribune
"Excellent . . . flawless work
of art and entertainment . . .
—Post
Magnificent American picture."
"Grim, gripping picture . . .
hunk
of life in the raw." — Journal-American
BROKEN
"Brings
on to one
roles ...
form than

LANCE (20th-Fox)
Spencer Tracy back
of his most familiar
he is in even better
usual." — World-Tele-

"No mere Western is this picture. This is drama in the open."
—gram
Joumal-AmericcUi
"Good . . . though the broad
expanse of CinemaScope is
—Post
sharper and much more brilliant
than formerly, the script is not."
"Images are clearer and sharper than ever before, and there is
a greater depth of focus for a
clear picture of the distance as
well
of the foreground." —
Heraldas Tribune
"Standard cliches of the Western are plentifully evident in this
drama, but they do not debase it
to any great degree." — Times
VALLEY OF KINGS (MGM)
"Fair Plus . . . About all you
can say is that Taylor has never
been braver . . . Miss Parker has
never been prettier, and archeology is made to seem even more
lethally exciting than in the SimPost. . . thrillsupplements."
day"Fine
adventure —film
ing tale set in Egyptian splendor."— Journal- American
"Pretty good excuse to show
the Nile, the pyramids and Samia
Gamal
on a wide-screen." —
Herald Tribune
PUSHOVER (Col.)
"Earnestly acted and well
plotted . . . but it is all as preas the force of gravity."
— Herald dictableTribune
"Creditable job for about half
the time . . . Story opens with
deceptive slov^rness, mounting in
suspense."
— Times
"Long arm
of coincidence . . .
is stretched out of joint at times
.American
. . Packs a punch." — Journal"As a model for lulling an
audience into a jangle-nerved
stupor . . . this ranks pretty
well." — World-Telegram
"Good . . . unadorned action
and acting . . . For a small picture, it's a clean job, effective
and sufficiently exciting." — Post
TOPS

O

O

O

GOOD

"Pushover"
S(UiH€^ ^€lt£4t^ O

O

O

Rating applies where strong exploitables <
capitalized.
Less elsewhere. Sex-viole
angles should attract good returns in b
hoo and action houses. A question mark
family and class houses. Publicity given nc
comer Kim Novak will help mild mcrqw
Story of detective who falls victim to grt
passion and murder delivers a strong wallop
the thrill fans. Obviously designed for this m
ket, "Pushover' makes detailed study of F
MacMurray's degeneration as he falls under
influence of gangster's sweetheart (Kim Nov;
and $200,000 bank loot. First setting out to c
ture bank thieves by exploiting his passionate
lationship with Novak, MacMurray finds the tab
turned and he is used by the voluptuous blon
Eventually, he not only shoots down the gan
ringleader, but a fellow officer as well. While
tale is spun in fairly routine style with few s
prises, Richard Quine's direction keeps the p;
fast, and performances interestingly grim. Eve
produce plenty of sex-and-mayhem elements.
Pressbook
features busty illustrations
Novak and zesty ad line: "Hot-Blooded Blonde
Cold-Blooded Guy . . . And Murder!" (York
Columbia. 88 Minutes. Fred MacMurray, Kim Novak,
Carey, Dorothy Malone. Producer Jules Schermer. DireRichard Quine.

"Dawn

At

Socorro"

Good entry for the Western market. Char<
terizations cut above usual sagebrusher mc!
it suitable as dualler in general runs. Stro|
selling of violence angles needed to bo<^
moderate name values. Technicolor ass.
1
Tale of reluctant gunfighter-gambler air
mainly at the action market. Film opens exf
ively as gambler Rory Calhoun becomes invol
in family feud and wipes out most of clan in ^
battle. Pace slows and becomes a bit talky as C
houn, plagued by ill health, decides to give up
violent way of life and heads for more peace
surroundings. Mild romance begins enroute
he meets Piper Laurie, disowned by her father
cause of her "wild" ways. Violence starts to p
again in the town of Socorro, where Laurie
taken a dancehall job. Calhoun delays his t
there to look after the girl and is caught betw
two dangers: gunman Alex Nicol, out to avei
the family killings, and Laurie's new boss (Da
Brian), who has designs on the girl. Fami r
Western ingredients are beefed up by interest;
characterizations from principals. Suspense flas
into smashing gunplay as Calhoun, trying to av i
bloodshed, is forced to kill Nicol and Brian.
Ad art features gambling, sex and viole f
with catchline: "He Earned His Keep With Carl
Bought His Reputation With Bullets! And Browed His Love Where He Found It!" (Phil
Universal-International. 80 Minutes. Rory Calhoun, Pjr
Laurie, David Brian, Kathleen Hughes, Alei Nicol. Prodijr
William Alland. Director George Sherman.
O

O
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Cinemascope

CLIFTON

WEBB

• JUNE

FRED MacMURRAY
Produced by CHARLES BRACKEH

they

ALLYSON

ARLENE

• VAN

WORLD
Print by TECHNICOLOR

HEFLIN

OAHL- CORNEL

• LAUREN

BACALL

WILDE

said:

^'Extremely impressive. Twentieth Century-Fox is to be congratulated on their lineup of product and the confidence they have
expressed for the future and in the progress of the industry."
— Wo/ter Reade, Jr., President, Theatre Owners of America
*M think this is the best thing that could happen to all exhibitors. It
will relieve the confusion that has prevailed in their minds for a
long period of time."
Al Aved, Aved Booking & Buying Combine,

Minneapolis, Minn.

^Mt's tops. As many years as I have been in show business it is the
greatest thing that has happened to keep people in the business.
Thanks to 20th Century-Fox for bringing this great medium
business.

to our

Nelson Ward, Nelson Theatre Circuit, Lexington, Kentucky
**The new invention of the advancement
of stereophonic sound is terrific, and it
certainly looks like the forthcoming product is the best that has ever been made."
—Jack Haynes, United Detroit Theatres,
Detroit, Michigan
Please

turn,..
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By JAY ALLEN
ALLIED

ARTISTS

Peak Production Splurge
Since '52 Busies AA in Aug.
ALLIED ARTISTS ACTIVITY IS
keeping pace with the soaring Hollywood
temperatures these hot August days, with
production reaching new highs for the year,
and additional tie-ins with outside packagers
entering final stages of negotiations.
A minimum of seven pictures will be in
production during the month — highest peak
for this company since 1952. Moreover, most
of the group are in the higher budget bracket
for this studio.

Shooting at the present time are: "Target
Earth" (Richard Denning, Virginia Grey) —
Herman Cohen producer, Sherman A. Rose
director; "The Black Prince" (Errol Flynn,
Joanne Dru), AA's first CinemaScope film,
in Technicolor, being produced jointly with
20th Century-Fox, on location in EnglandWalter Mirisch producer, Henry Levin director; "Ketchikan" (Mark Stevens, Joan
Vers) — Lindsley Parsons producer, Mark
Stevens director; "The Annapolis Story"
(John Derek), in Technicolor — Walter
Mirisch producer, Don Siegel director; and
"Dynamite Anchorage" (Dane Clark) — William F. Broidy producer, Harold Schuster
director.
Coming up later this month are: "John
Brown's Raiders'" (Raymond Massey) — Vincent Fennelly producer, Charles Marquis
Warren director; and "Cry Vengeance"
(Richard Conte) — W'illiam F. Broidy producer, director not yet set.
Negotiations also have been completed between AA, Theodora Productions and Security Pictures for the joint production of
"The P>ig Combo" (Cornel Wilde, Jack Palance, Jean Wallace) — Sidney Harmon producer. Production will get underway on
August 26.
In still another deal being worked out, director Joe Newman is about to ink a deal
ff)r collaboration on filming "They Kill",
original by Newman, which A.A would finance and distribute. The deal likely will
include a second feature, "Incident in Hong
Kong," currently in the scripting stage.
Both president Steve Broidy and executive producer Harold ^^i^isch are planning
trips to Kuriipe thi-; month to confer with
Joiin Huston regarding plans for filming
" The Man Who Would i'>c King," which will
br Hu>-ton's first film for the company.
Pag* 1«
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COLUMBIA

LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Strong Pace Continues Here

Two Features Now Shooting

Katzman May Add 4 To Program
ALTHOUGH COLUMBIA WILL COXtinue its high level of production during
August, there will be a sharp slackening off
in the number of top quality features which
have marked the schedule since the first of
the year. Nevertheless, the promising exploitation films on the agenda undoubtedly
will be eagerly welcomed by exhibitors who
have been scraping the barrel in search of
adequate features to fill their playdates.
Sam Katzman tells Film BULLETIN
that there is a strong likelihood he may add
four more pictures to his previously announced slate of 14 films on the current
year's program. Four new writers were assigned last week to start preparing new
scripts.
The two mos: important productions in
work this month are being fihned by independent units lensing abroad. They are:
David E. Rose's production of "End of tht
Affair" (Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson, John
Mills) — Edward Dmytryk director: and Irving Allen and A. R. Broccoli's "Prize of
Gold" (Richard Widmark, Mai Zetfeiling)
— ^lark Robson director.
Topping the features to be produced at
home during August is "Women's Prison"
(Ida Lupino, Jan Sterling) — Bryan Foy producer, Lewis Seller director. Others on this
month's slate are: "Riot On Pier 6" (not
cast), set to start on August 16 — Sam Katzman producer; "Dead Pigeon" (not cast),
rolling August 17— Robert Cohn producer;
"Robin Hood, Outlaw" (Robert Keith),
given an August 17 starting date — Katzman
producer; and "Cell 2455" (not cast) — Wallace MacDonald producer.
A November 15 starting date has been assigned "The Stalk" (Tyrone Power, Linda
Christian), to be made in London in Technicolor as the first feature by Power's own
company, Copa Productions. The second
feature on the Copa slate is "Lorenzo the
Magnificent," to be shot in Rome starting
early ne.xt year.
Two new story properties were acquired
by Columbia for inclusion in this year's production slate: "The Great Lakes," an original by A. E. Bezzerdes about the iron ore
boats, which Lewis J. Rachmii will produce, and "The Mean Streets," Thomas B.
Dewey's novelette in the July issue of Cosmopolitan magazine — also to be produced by
Rachmii, Arnold Lavcn directing.

One More Set For This Month
PRODUCTION
WILL NOT OUT
keep pace with the releases scheduled
this company during August. Three pi
tures are slated to be in work, whereas fo
features are marked for distribution. Ho^
ever, negotiations with a number of ind
pendent producers for already-complet
product may throw the balance in the ot
direction before month's end.
Two pictures are currently shooting: "T
Black Pirates" (Anthony Dexter, L
Chaney), on location in El Salvador — Rob{
L. Lippert, Jr. producer, Allen Miner dire
tor; and "The Outsiders" (John Ireland)
Hammer Films production — Anthony Hin
producer, Montgomery Tully director.
Later this month, Robert L. Lippert, .1
and Mitchell Gertz, in association with '
lalo Rubio, will launch "The Return
Zorro"
Mexico. (Anthony Dexter) on location
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Story Buys Spur Plans
of '54
MGMBalance
HAS GONE
ON &ITS'55
BIGGEr
For
story-buying spree in many months — lini'
up top literary and stage properties for Ij
1954 and 1955 lensing.
.\mong the completed story buys ai
"Tea and Sympathy," the Broadway pi
which starred Deborah Kerr, and she lik«
will repeat for her movie alma mater; "T
Power and the Prize," Howard Twigget
novel of the battle for control of one of t
world's biggest mining syndicates; a n«
Broadway play "The Tender Trap," a s
phisticated comedy by Max Shulman a
Robert Paul Smith, due to reach Broadw
this fall: and an original, "Have Tux, \\
Travel," to co-star Tony Martin and 1
wife, Cyd Charise. Several other importa
properties are being negotiated.
Pandro S. Berman returns to this stui
after a six months' leave of absence
handle the production reins on "Tea a
Symi)athy". Nicholas Nayfack has been :
signed to i)roduce "Power and the Pri/"
and Joe Pasternak will handle the To
Martin-Cyd Charisse starrer.
(Continued on Page I
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JEAN SIMMONS
MICHAEL

• VICTOR

WILDING

and EDMUND

• BELLA

PURDOM

they

MATURE
DARVI

my life."

-R. J. (Bob) O'Donnell,
Interstate Theatre, Texas
impressed.

The

properties which they have started to produce give me a tremendous lift and it is
my wish that other distributors would
follow in line with Fox and use CinemaScope, Stereophonic Sound and good
stories "
—Walter

• PETER

USTINOV

said:

of the great thrills of

was tremendously

TIERNEY

as The Egyptian

'*Great technical advances. Greatest lineup of pictures in the history of 20th
Century-Fox. One

• GENE

Higgins, Prudential Circuit

'^Zanuck did a tremendous

piece of work

on this. I don't see how anybody would not
want to go all the way now. There is no
real substitute or anything

'almost as

good'. This is the real thing."
—Ben Shearer, 6. F. Shearer Co.^
Seattle, Wash.
''Tremendous demonstration of this great
medium from 20th Century-Fox. The
company is to be congratulated on the
forthcoming product and on their scope
— Roberf Falk, Town Theatre,
and grandeur."
Mankato, Minn.

^'Unquestionably a display of some of the
greatest pictures we shall have the
pleasure of seeing, for some time to
come."
Paramount

—Arthur Krolick,
Theatres, Buffalo
Please

turn . . .

(Continued from Page 16)

Set for filming next spring is the niiiltiniillion dollar remake of "Ben Hur," which
Sam Zimbalist will produce. Karl Tunberg
turned in the finished script two weeks ago,
following eight months of continuous work
on it. Plans are to make the new production
even more impressive than the original,
whicli represented three years of filming in
Italy and Hollywood. A pre-production
break-down calls for 97 key sets and 42
actors with major speaking roles.
Two new long term contracts were passed
out by the company during the past fortnight— one to Lawrence Weingarten, as a
l)ro(lucer and member of the executive staff,
and the other to Johnny Green, as head of
the studio's music department.
Pictures now shooting are: "Jupiter's
Darling" (Esther Williams, Howard Keel,
Marge & Gower Champion, George Sanders,
Richard Haydn), CinemaScope & Technicolor— George Wells producer, George Sidney director; "Glass Slipper" (Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding, Roland Petit, Ballet de
Paris), in Eastman Color — Edwin Knopf
producer, Charles Walters director; "Bad
Day At Black Rock" (Spencer Tracy, Robert
Ryan, Anne Francis, Walter Brennan, Dean
Jagger), in Technicolor — Dore Schary producer, John Sturges director; and "Hit the
Deck" (Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Ann
Miller, Vic Damone, Tony Martin) — Joseph
Pasternak producer.

Paramount's own studio and independent
units holding releasing commitments, have
four pictures in work at the present time,
with two more slated to roll around midmonth. This is a new 1954 peak for this
company.
Now shooting: "To Catch .\ Thief" (Cary
Grant, Grace Kelly) — Alfred Hitchcock producer-director; "We're No Angels" (Humphrey Bogart, Peter Ustinov, Aldo Ray,
Joan Bennett, Basil Rathbone) — Pat Duggan
producer, Michael Curtiz director; "Blue
Horizons" (Fred MacMurray, Charlton Heston. Donna Reed, Barbara Hale) — Pine &
Thomas producers, Rudy Afate director;
"Eddie Foy and the 7 Little Foys" (Bob
Hope) — Jack Rose producer, Melville Shavelson director.
Slated to start August 16 are: "The Court
Jester" (Danny Kaye) — Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank sharing the producerdirector credits; and "Lucy Gallant" (Jane
Wyman, Charlton Heston, Claire Trevor,
Thelma Ritter) — Another Pine-Thomas production, Robert Parrish directing. The
entire Paramount slate, including those now
shooting
and coming up, are in Vista\'ision
and Technicolor.

REPUBLIC
Production Picl(-up Bacl^s
Denial of Yates' Sale Rumors
THE RUMOR
THAT HERBERT
Yates has been negotiating to dispose of 1
controlling interest in Republic Pictures
now being flatly denied by the boss of tl
company. He insists that he not only w
hang onto his own stock, but is contactii
other important stockholders in an effort
prevent a sellout on their part.
Substantiating Yates' denial is the sudd
pick-up in production-planning this moni
following several months of comparative i
activity. Allen Rivkin was signed by t
studio to start work immediately on t
screenplay of "The Admiral Hoskins Storj
based on the e.xploits of the World War
Naval hero familiarly known as "The Pe
Legged Admiral". Virginia Van Upp start
testing players for "The Big Whispei
which she will produce abroad under a c
production and releasing agreement with t
studio. Mickey Rooney Enterprises \v
signed for a second feature, to follow t
(Continued on Page 2

Completing the August slate will be "The
Prodigal" (Lana 'J'urner, Edmund Purdom,
Taina Elg, James Mitchell), in CinemaScope
Eastman Color — Charles Schnee producer,
Richard Thorpe director. It is due to roll on
August 10.
James Cagney has been signed for the
male lead opposite Doris Day in "Love Me
Or Leave Me", the Ruth Etting biography.
Joe
direct.Pasternak will produce, Charles \'idor
PARAMOUNT
Dickering with Disney for
Release of ^20,000 Leagues'
rr HAD BEEN GENERALLY ASsumed that Walt Disney would release his
recently completed, "2(),0(K) Leagues Under
the Sea" through RKO, but Paramount is
reported seeking to take it away. Although
both sides are being very cagey on the
negotiations, a source close to Disney, tells
Film BULLETIN that— as of this writingthere is a strong likelihood that Paramnuni
will emerge the victor in the tug-of-war.
When the final costs have been tallied, it
is entirely possible that the ambitious Disney project may prove to be the most costly
picture ever produced. It re(|uired 18 months
of shooting, and, to date, cost api)roxiinately
$6.()()0,()(K). Disney is aiming it for a Christmas release.
P«g« IS
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This big-scale musical presents a cavalcade of Irving
Berlin song hits woven around
a yarn of two old vaudeville
hoofers (Ethel Merman and
Dan Dailey) and their three
kids (Mitzi Gayner, Donald
O'Connor, Johnnie Roy), it
covers a period from 1920
through World War II. Principal love interest involves
O'Connor and Marilyn Menroe, nite club singer. Johnnie
Ray has the offbeat role of
the sensitive son, who breaks
up the act to enter the priesthood.
Shooting started May 17;
now in final stages of production. Release scheduled for dccember. Budget: $4,500,000.
Cast: Merman, O Connor,
Monroe, Dailey, Ray, Gayner,
Hugh O'Brian, Frank McHugh.
Producer, Sol C. Siegel. Director, Walter Lang. Cameraman,
Leon Shamroy.
seen here
in Mar.'lyn
a torrid Monroe
musical 1$nunnber.
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**After seeing this production, the exhibitors should walk out feeling two and a half
times better than ever. Thanks to 20th
Century-Fox genius for producing fine
motion pictures. Our industry knows what

Irving

There's
Like

Berlin's

No

Show

the outlook for the future will be."
—Max Chasen, Hollywood
Theatre,
Atlantic
City

Business

^'Without Stereophonic Sound, an exhibi-

Business

tor isnot a competitor."
Mr. & Mrs. John Praggastis, State Theatre,

Color by De Luxe

CiNEMASCOpf

Oregon City; Ross & Isis Theatres
at Monmouth & Independence, Ore.
"The new product looks wonderful. And
the casts they are putting in the pictures
are really something! CinemaScope is
wonderful, but I see they're not relying on
CinemaScope alone. You have wonderful
pictures and wonderful properties."
—Herb Sobottka, John Hamrick Theatres,
Seattle, Wash.
*M think the outlook for 20th Century-Fox
is great and I was agreeably surprised at
the new techniques that have been developed in the last year." —Mary Burnett,
Loew's Theatres, Indiana
*M feel more

confident than ever of the

future of this business with such impressive improvements technically and with
the lineup of such film productions for
future release." —Roy White, Mid-States
Theatres, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio

Please

turn . . .

MERCHANDISING

&

EXPLOITATION

Ample evidence of the full-scale pre-release campaign being
accorded the forthcoming CinemaScope production, "The
Egyptian", Is furnished in the above composite. Leading up
to the benefit world premiere at the Roxy (Aug. 24), 20thFox is garnering extensive press coverage throughout the
country via two mobile units containing costumes, weapons

Song

Plugging

Hollywood columnist Sidney Skolsky asked
a pertinent question in his column recently. Is
it wise showmanship, he asked, to exploit a
forthcoming movie by having its songs plugged
via the disc jockeys a couple months in advance of release? The commentator had particular reference to Warner Bros. "A Star Is
Born", which has been getting the airwaves
treatment of late, although the big musicaldrama will not be in release for seme time.
"I awaited anxiously the occasion when I
could discover Judy Garland singing a set of
new songs. Now that thrill will be gone, and
new songs will no longer be new", Skolsky
the
lamented.
Not only are WB's exploiteers completely
confident that their policy is right, but theatremen all over the country could tell Sidney how
potent a sales factor song-plugging can be. If
RKO scored the first motion picture tie-up %
with Macy's in six months, getting a full-page
"21
-gunTimes.
salute"
to "Susan
Slept eione
Here"regularly
in the
N. Y.
These
tie-ins were
by the famous NY department store, but were
discontinued for some unknown reason. As illustrated, unusual stills from the film were used
with a layout featuring Macy's
conjunction
in
"short snorer centre." Store is also devoting
prominent window space and point-of-sale displays to "Suson".
Page 20
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The experience with this facet of showmanship is that many people very often do not become conscious of song hits in films (or in
stage shows, as well) until the run is completed. Advance song-plugging by the disc
jocks is as right as rain, and we're surprised at
Skolsky for not knowing it.
M«CY t

> 21-euN S«LUTI

f

and other items used in producing the film. To date, the
exhibition trucks have attracted over a million people in 1 50
cities across the nation. Promotion is being supplemented
by noted stage and screen actor Bert Lyteil who is on a 22
city public relations tour in behalf of the Zanuck-produced
spectacle, and is seen above viewing exhibit.

the music from "A Star Is Born" catches on, it
will be building a host of potential patrons for
the picture every time a recording is played.
Dn

DEPARTMENT

OESaiC
ffCYNOLDS
DICK POWELL

'Conqueror' To Be Sold 'Big'
Reported to be working on the bii;l)Uflget ever ac«orded an RKO producn
"The Conqueror" is due for the grand trc.
ment all down the line. In selling exhibitCi
on the Howard Hughes' CinemaScope-TeC,
nicolor epic, ad-pub chief Perry Lieber hj
issued an ultimatum that no stills small
than 11 by 16 inches are to be used in RK
mail services. First mailings will be 22 i
16 star photos.
RKO exploiteers claim the large stills .T'
necessary to capture the tremendous paiij
rama of the huge sets and sweeping bat
scenes.

IHOUSAND DREAMBOATS:

McVeigh
Handling
Bull' isPreei
I'lake McVeigh,
noted exploiteer,
iiaiu
ing the week-long showmanship events leaj
ing up to the premiere of UA's first Cineni,
Scope film, "Sitting Bull", on Aug. 19 |
Rapid City, S. D., Francis M. Winikus :>
nounced. Murry Lafayette will assist liiin.

\ \(urs short siiorcr ( Centre
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SUSAN

HAYWARD

• TYRONE

POWER

think it is the most exciting thing I have ever seen and it proves
that Stereophonic Sound and CinemaScope is the greatest innovation that has been brought to the millions of movie-goers in the last
25 years. Fox is to be congratulated for their untiring and singlehanded exhibition in bringing a revival to the Motion Picture
Industry."

— Isadora Rappaport, Towne

Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

*M think it is wonderful. The coming product is wonderful. I'm glad
I have stereophonic sound."
Mrs. C. B, Hudson, Colonial Theatre, Portland
*^This demonstration shows that 20th Century-Fox and the industry
intend to bring to the public this and even more important techniques in giving the public a beautiful picture on the screen that
cannot be duplicated anywhere else. Also, it assures us that our
industry will endure."
—Nathan Sandler, Theatre Enterprises, Inc., Des Moines, Iowa
**The outstanding pictures that Fox are making
should make

in CinemaScope

a great attraction for the people."
—6/// Volk, Terrace Theatre, Robbinsdale, Minn.

*Mt is the greatest thing I have ever seen.
20th Century-Fox is to be congratulated
upon fulfilling all promises, as usual."
—Al Dayts, Dayts Theatres Circuit, Mass.

■ ^DIO
( C.unlunicit l'(.iu I'liLii IH)$I2€-UPS T
currently filming "Tiie Atomic Kid," starring Rooney, which Maurice Duke is \>ruducing, Leslie Martinson directng. The second Rooney entry will be "Jaguar," which
starts immediately after completion of the
current production, with Sabu set for a costarring role.
Another feature now in production is
"Hell's Outpost" (Rod Cameron, Joan Leslie, John Russell, Chill Wills)— Joseph Kane
associate producer and director.
On August 9, lensing is slated to get
underway on "Carolina Cannonball" (Judy
Canova) — Sidney Picker associate producer,
Charles Lamont director.
William Dieterle's production for Republic,
"Magic Fire", is acquiring a topflight cast.
Yvonne De Carlo, Rita Gam and Rhonda
Fleming have been signed for leading roles
in the biog of composer Richard Wagner.
Shooting is scheduled to start about the
middle of September in Alunich.

RKO
Hughes Seen Retaining
Studio in Case of RKO Sale
DFSPITE ALL THE UNCERTAINTY
surrounding the future of this company,
chances of any drastic changes in the complexion of RKO Pictures actually appear
very slight. Even should anything come out
of the sale negotiations between Howard
Hughes and Floyd Odium's Atlas Corp., it
would be for the parent comjiany and not
for the studio. Howard Hughes would probably continue to control the lot and keep his
hand in production, which he enjoys.
Jane Russell and Robert Mitchum will
continue to be prominent >tars in the future
production line-up, despite the expiration of
both of their contracts. Miss Russell has already signed a multiple-picture, non-exclusive deal, and a similar pact is being worked
out with Mitchum.
Production continues at a low level, hut
studio people say things will perk up by
early fall, after nearly a year of comparative
inactivity.
Two pictures are in work at the present
time: "The Conqueror" (John Wayne, Susan
Hay ward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes Moorhead), in Technicolor — IJick Powell producerdirector; and l'>enedict P.ogeau.s' "Cattle
Queen of Montana" (Barbara Stanwyck,
Ronald Reagan), in Superscope & Technicolf)r — Allan Dwan directing.
Frederick Brisson's Independent Artists'
production of "The Girl Rush" (Rosalind
Russell), scliediilcd to start this month in
VistaVision and Technicolor, has been set
back tf) September 20.
Harriet Parsons', whose "Susan Slept
Here," is currently in release, is negotiating
for film riglits to the legit play, "The Rainmaker," to be made next season, with l-'rank
Tashlin directing.
Credit Sain (ioldwyn with one of tlie most
audacious castings of all time in his selection
Paq* 22
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"THE CONQUEROR" (RKO)
Reputedly the biggest undertaking in
RKO's history, this multi-million dollar
production tells a tale of Genghis Kahn,
the 1 3th century warrior. John Wayne, as
the ravaging conqueror, captures a caravan and holds Susan Hayward, bride-to-be
of the rival clan's leader. Highlight of
production will be spectacular battle
scenes, which, on the basis of daily rushes,
mai'ch any ever filmed.
of Afarlon J^rando to play the .Sky Alasterson role in "Guys and Dolls". J^rando, currently the screen's brightest diamatic luminary, has !iever essayed a musical role before,
hut he says he is eagerly looking forward to
becoming a song-and-dance man in Goldwyn's big filmusical,
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

From Now On— Everything
In CinemaScope from 20th
20TH CENTURY-FOX CONVERTS
completely to CinemaScope this month —
just one year after the premiere of "The
Robe", the original ofifering in the anamorphic process. Last of the standard films
produced for the company by the late Leonard Goldstein's Panoramic Productions went
out (luring July and no new deals will be
made with outside producers for product not
lensed in CinemaScope.
With the rapid installation of CinemaScope equipment in theatres, Fox is stepping
up its releases to ten for the second half of
the year, in order to hel]) meet the exhibitors' need for product. These 10 features
will be comprised of eight of the company's
own i)ictures plus Walter Wanger's ".Adventures of Haji l?aba" and Otto Preminger's "C armen Jones". The latter, incidentally, finished shooting only a week ago, but
will be rushed ih.rough the editing stages in

I

CinemaScope & Technicolor
Started May 19; now in final stages.
Release in early 1955. Budget: approximately $3,000,000.
Cast: Wayne, Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas Gomez,
John Hoyt, William Conrad, Ted de
Corsia. Producer-Director, Dick Powell.
Cameraman, Joseph La Shelle.
Above, producer-director Dick Powell
studies Wayne's expression as Thomas
Gomez, on bed. utters "last words".
order to be ready l<ir a .Sc|)tember 1 i i I
date.
h\)r 1955,
a minimum
20 Cinema.'^
releases
is being
planned,of plus
at lea>;
from independent producers who will rt!
through Fox. According to the best a\;ij
able information at this time, th.ere will bil
total of between 125 and 150 CinemaSco.;
features released next year by all companii.
Continuing its drive to corral top Rroal
way musical properties, Fox has just a
quired film right to the Cole Porter li
"Can-Can," for a reputed price of $750,(X:
The tentative release date is 1957.
Three C'Scope pictures are working at t
present time: "There's No lousiness Li
Show Business" (Ethel Merman, Dona,
O'Connor, Marilyn Monroe, Dan Dailej
Johnnie Ray, Mitzi (iaynor) — Sol C. Seipj
producer,
Walter Lang
"Desircj
(Marlon lhando,
Jean director;
Simmons,
^^cr|
Oberon, Cameron Mitchell, Michael Reiini
— Julian Filaustein jiroducer, Henry Kosii
director, and "The Racers" (Kirk Douk1;|
Gilbert Roland, Bella Darvi, Cesar Romcr
Katy Jurado) — Julian Hlaustcin produci
Henry Hathaway director.
"Untamed," (Tyrone Power, Susan Haj
ward), which was to have started a we'|
ago,
month.has been postponed until later in tij
Maggie McNamara has been assigned t'
top fern role opposite Richard lUnton
• I'riiue of IMavers", storv of Fdwin Hool I
(Continued on Page
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their
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IMPOSING
EVER

ROSTER

ASSEMBLED

PICTURE
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BY

COMPANY!

DESIREE Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon, Michael Rennie and Cameron Mitchell •
A MAN CALLED PETER • LORD VANITY Samuel Shellabarger's finest novel • DADDY
LONG LEGS Fred Astaire and Leslie Caron • PRINCE OF PLAYERS Richard Burton as Edwin
Booth • THE RACERS
WALTER

RALEIGH

Kirk Douglas and Gilbert Roland • THE LEFT HAND
• BLACK

WIDOW

OF GOD

• SIR

Ginger Rogers, Van Heflin, Gene Tierney, George

Raft, Peggy Ann Garner • THE GUN AND THE CROSS • THE ENCHANTED CUP • THE
QUEEN OF SHEBA • KATHERINE • THE GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWING •
JEWEL
TIGHTS
MEN

OF BENGAL

James Stewart • TIGRERO!

Sheree North • THE MAN

Clark Gable • ALEXANDER

WHO

NEVER

THE GREAT

• THE
WAS

WANDERING
• SABER

TOOTH

JEW

• PINK

• THE TALL

produced by Prank Ross • THE IRON

HORSE

• THE SEVEN YEAR ITCH Marilyn Monroe • THE KING AND I by Rodgers and Hammerstein
THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD The Greatest Life Ever Lived as told by Fulton Oursler

they

said:

*M think the line up of product is very inspiring.
It looks like we are in for some great pictures.
Fox should be commended for what it has
contributed to motion
production."
—Al Forman,

pictures, especially in

Forman

Theatres, (Portland)

was never so enthused in my whole life. I sat
there in amazement watching spectacular
product after product. It definitely indicated
the brightest future the Motion Picture business
ever seen."
has —Norman
Levenson, Poli Theatre, Hartford
**The public is waiting for the product— what

**The showing of advanced product was terrific.do
I not see how anything could be better."
— N. A. Rhoades, Woodland, Wash.

we have just seen is what they want."
—Forrest Pirtle, Pirtle Circuit, Jerseyville, III.

**With a line-up of pictures like we saw here we
can face the future with confidence. It was

'^Future product looks the
best I have seen in a long,

simply wonderful." -Mr .Nick Johnson, Majestic
and Wisconsin Theatres, Sheboygan, W/s.,
Strand Theatre, Manitowoc, Wis.

long time."
—Vincent R.
McFaul, Loew's Buffalo
Theatre, Buffalo

r
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jMoss Hart is doing the script and Philip
. . . Guy Madison's first
will produce
Dunne under
chore
his new term pact will be a role
in "The Tall Men", starring Clark Gable,
Eleanor Parker.
UNITED

ARTISTS

"The Way We Are" (not yet cast), which
Robert Aldrich will produce and direct from
an original screenplay by Jack Jevne. UA
will supply the financing on both of the
latter films.
UA has acquired Phoenix Films' "The
Steel Cage" (Paul Kelly, Maureen O'Sullivan), which was produced by Berman
Swartz and directed by Walter Doniger.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Expect Goldstein Program

Slight Slow-Down

To Be Completed by Associates
ALTHOUGH NO DEFINITE DECIsion has been reached, it is likely that a deal
will be worked out between United Artists
and the heirs of the late Leonard Goldstein
for completion of the 10-picture slate he was
working on at the time of his sudden death
two weeks ago.

Tempo Steps Up This Month
THE U-I PROGRAM FOR THE YEAR
starting November 1 will total 30 features,
of which 22 will be in color. Most of the
product will be of that same mass-appeal
type that has proved so profitable for the
company and its customers.
Meanwhile, production tapered of¥ slightly here in the past two weeks, but will build
up to a total of five pictures shooting by the
end of next week.

Two pictures were in work at the time of
his death, and both have already resumed
shooting under the guidance of Goldstein's
twin brother, Robert, and Robert Jacks,
vice-president of Panoramic Productions.
United Artists is reportedly willing to continue its financial participation in the program, with the other officers of Panoramic
continuing to liandlc the active production
administration.
The two Panoramic pictures shooting are:
"lllack 1'uesday" (Edward G. Robinson,
Jean Parker) — Robert Goldstein producer,
Hugo Fregonese director, "Stranger On
Horseback" (Joel McCrea, Miroslava, Kevin
^IcCarthy, John Caradine) — Goldstein producing, Jacques Tourneur directing.
Tw(j more pictures are shooting for UA
release: "Time of the Cuckoo" (Katharine
Hepburn), an Ilya Lopert production lensing
in Italy, and "New York Confidential"
(Broderick Crawford, J. Carroll Naish, Richard Conte) — Russell Rouse and Clarence
Green co-producing. Rouse also directing.
Paul Gregory's first film, "Night of the
Hunter" (Robert Mitchum), which was'
slated for a Se])tcmber start, is being shoved
ahead to late August. Director Charles
Laughton expects to take a crew to the
state prison at Moundsvillc, W. Va., around
mid-month, with Mitchum joining them a
week later, after winding up his current assignment for Wayne-Fellows at Warners.
The only other feature definitely slated to
roll this month is Hecht-Lancaster's "Gabriel Horn" (Hurt Lancaster). It will start
on August l.S in CinemaScopc & 'I'echnicolor, with Lancaster doubling as director.
Jane Russell's first starrer for UA will be
a musical titled "Gcntlfmen Marry Hrunettcs", co-starring Jeanne Crain. It will be
shot in CinemaScopc, much of the filming
being done in Europe's gayest capitals.
Richard Sale will direct, Robert Hassler
jiroducc, and Jack Cole ("(ienllcmen Prefer
I'llondes") will do the choreography.
Guy Madison has been signed by Stirling
Silijihant to star in tiie UA release, "Five
Against the House", which gels underway
in early September — l-"rank 'lashlin directing. Also slated for a .September start is
P«g* 24
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"DESIREE"
(20th Cenfury-Fox)
CinemaScope & Technicolor
From the best-selling novel
by Anna Marie Salinko comes
this version of the life and
loves of Napoleon, to be
playedingbydramatic
today'sstar,
most Marlon
excitBrando. Jean Simmons is seen
as
Napoleon's
love, vi^ith
Desiree,
v/ho fallsfirst
in love
Napoleon's general. The se)s
for this production are among
the most elaborate ever constructed for a period-drama
of this type.
Started June 16; due to be
completed about Sept. 1. Release set for November. Budget: $1,500,000-plus.
Cast: Brando, Simmons,
Merle Oberon, Cameron Mitchell, Michael Rennie, Charlotte Austin.
Scenes show the Little Corporal in a variety of moods.

Three films are shooting: "Captain Liglj
foot (Rock Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jj
Morrow, Kathleen Ryan), in CinemaSco|
& Technicolor — Ross Hunter produciri
Douglas Sirk directing, on location in Iij
land; "Foxfire" (Jane Russell, Jef? Chandll
Dan Duryea), in Technicolor — Aaron Rose
berg producer, Joseph Pevney director, al
"Return of the Creature" (John Agar, Lq
Nelson), 3D — William Alland producer, JaJ
Arnold director. "Man Without A Stal
(Kirk Douglas, Jeanne Crain) has just coil
pleted lens work, but is still being edit|
and scored.
Coming (Julia
up onAdams,
AugustRory
10 Calhoun)]
are: "T'j
Looters"
Howard Christie producer, Aljner Hibernii
director, and "To Hell and Back" (Aud
Murphy) — Aaron Rosenberg producer, Jes|
Hibbs director.
Two new properties have been slated f|
early fall production: "The Cult of the
pent" (UrsuUa
Thiess) — William Allai
IModucing; and "Murder in the Classroon|
(not cast) — Sam Marx (Continued
producer. on Page 2j

I

and

HAVE
20th

YOU

PLAYED

THESE

CENTURY-FOX

GREAT

PICTURES

IN

*

CinemaScopE

II ROBE * Color by Technicolor • staric^chard Burton • Jean Simmons • Victor
a re • Michael Rennie

RIVER OF NO RETURN • Color by
Technicolor • starring Robert Mitchum
Marilyn Monroe • Rory Calhoun

HELL AND HIGH WATER • Color by
Technicolor • starring Richard Widmark
Bella Darvi with Victor Francen

Ctf TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE
)i by Technicolor • starring Marilyn
one * Betty Groble * Lauren Bacall and
illim Powell

KING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES
Color by Technicolor-De Luxe • starring Tyrone
Power • Terry Moore • Michael Rennie

Leonard Sillman's NEW FACES • in Glorious Color • starring Ronny Graham • Eartha
Kitt • Robert Clary • Alice Ghostley

BENEATH THE 12-MILE REEF • Color
by Technicolor • starring Robert Wagner
Terry Moore • Gilbert Roland

MfIT PEOPLE • Color by Technicolor
oing Gregory Peck • Broderick Crawford
ii Bjork • Rita Gam

3 COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN • Color
by De Luxe • starring Clifton Webb • Dorothy
McGuire * Jean Peters * Louis Jourdan

Demetrius and THE GLADIAT^s^S
Color by Technicolor • starring Victor Mature
Susan Hayward • Michael Rennie * Debro
Paget • Anne Bancroft • Jay Robinson

RICE VALIANT • Color by Technicolor
ong James Mason • Janet Leigh • Robert
o ler • Debra Paget • Sterling Hayden

4-TRACK

MAGNETIC

STEREOPHONIC
Don^t

short-change

ive them

your

CINEMaSCOPE

SOUND

patrons!

at its best...^,

for

best

box office

results!

"MAN WITHOUT A STAR"
(Universal-International) Technicolor
This shapes up as a promising entry
in the big western closs, which U-i
makes so proficiently. Hero of the story
is Kirk Douglas, wandering cowboy. He
goes to work for eastern heiress Jeanne
Grain, who has just inherited a vast
cattle ranch. She insists on building up
her herd, though it means running small
landholders out of the country. Douglas
sides with the homesteaders.
Started June 4; completed last week.
Release: Spring, 1955. Budget: $750,000 class.
Cast: Douglas, Grain, Glaire Trevor.
Producer, Aaron Rosenberg. Director,
King Vidor.

Top, a mike boom trucks toward Douglas playing a banjo with saloon musicians.
Lower, director Vidor, by camera, watches Douglas stand ready to take a blow.

F3TUDIO
SIZ6-UPS
(Continued from Page 24)
One of the bi^ projects for tlic coniing
season is a remake of "The Spoilers", which
will probably go before the ("iiicinaScope
cameras early next year.
WARNER

BROTHERS

H. M. W. Sees Future Bright
Execs Enthuse about Product
\V.\R\KK I'.KOIHKRS' K.\ K( L' T 1 \' K.S
atteiulinn the recent studio conclave assured
the Hullyvvood i)ress that this company is
in a position to substantially increase its output (luring the year ahead, if exhibitors express a demand for it.
.Spokesmen for the studio said the increase
could be accomplished both by adding; to
Warner's own flexible prf)duction program
and ihrouuh the ac(iuisition of additional
inde film packages.
During the past year, it was iioinied out,
llie company released 27 new Cilins and six
reissues, as comparcil to only 21 new pi<'
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tures and no reissues the previous season.
.Mthough there were no predictions as to the
ultimate number of releases during the coming year, it was generally agreed that the increase would be substantial.
Harry M. Warner told the distribution and
production executives present that the present situation is "the best in Warner Brother
history," and added, "we can confidently expect to improve our situation." He expressed
the belief that the main impact of television
on motion pictures is now definitely past,
and that "the public is becoming more receptive than ever to attractions with the
right
appeal."
During
the two-day sessions, the executives viewed such new product as: "Dragnet," "I^attle Cry," "A Star Is Born,"
"Helen of Troy," "The Silver Chalice," "East
of Eden." Land of the Pharoahs," "Drum
Beat" and "Track of the Cat." Although
more than half of these films are still in production, and only clips were shown, enthusiasm for the entire program ran high.
I'ive features are currently shooting:
"N'oung At Heart" (Doris Day, Frank Sinatra, I'.tliel liarrymore. Gig Young) — Henry
I'llankc producer, (jordon Douglas director;

"The Silver Chalice" (Virginia Mayo, Ja
Palance, Pier Angeli)— Victor Saville pi
ducer-director; "East of Eden" (Julie Harr
Raymond Massey) — Elia Kazan direcK
"Land of the Pharoahs" (Jack Hawkii
Dewey Martin) — Howard Hawks product
director, and "Helen of Troy" (Rossana i
desta, Jacques Sernas, Cedric Hardwick. i
Robert Wise director. All except "Yon
At Heart" are in CinemaScope, and all a
in WarnerColor.
INDEPENDENTS
Foreign Coin Being Made
Available to Inde Producers
INDUSTRY OBSERVERS ARE PRi
dieting a big upsurge in independent pr
duct to be turned out under co-productii
arrangements with foreign backers. Accor
ing to several indes who have recently r
turned from trips to Europe, foreign fina
cial sources are ready and eager to back ai
producer who can come up with a prospe
tive package. Moreover, they report that ;
kinds of subsidies from foreign governm^ii
are easily available.
Sam Spiegel, who returned from Italy at
France two weeks ago, said, "I've never set
such a flood of money being offered. 1
some cases subsidies are so enormous that
is possible to wholly finance new pictures
By the same token, there seems to be
loosening of the purse strings among dome
tic financiers. Although the subsidy angle (
lacking in this country, producers repol
most major distributors and banking sourcij
are more eager than ever before to invest '
topnotch package deals.
While this situation indicates a pick-up
inde production is in the offing, the curni
level of production remains slightly beli
the average for the first six months of t
year. Only four productions unassigned ■
distributors are working at the niomen
"Long John Silver" (Robert Xewton, Conn
Gilchrist), a Treasure Island production i
CinemaScope & Technicolor — Joseph Kaii
man producer, Byron Haskin director; "Ui
chained" (Elroy Hirsch, Barbara Hab
Chester Morris), a Hall Bartlett productioj
— Bartlett producer and director; "Mad n
the World" (Frank Lovejoy, Keefe Brasellci
a Filmakers production — Collier Young pre
ducer. Harry Essex director; and "CrasI
out" (William Bendix, Arthur Kenned;
Robert Strauss) — a Hall E. Chester prt*
duction, Lewis R. Foster directing.
Coming up in the next two months ari
"The Squealer" (not cast), a Gravis produti
tion — Wray Davis to producer; "The Wa'
We Are" — to be produced and directed b|
Robert .Mdrich; "Ten Miles Up" (Sterlinj
Hay^en) — an Ivan Tors production; an!
"The Gunrunner" (Howard Duflf — a Filnialj
ers production, Collier Young producer, j
Among the new inde companies ju:|
formed is one headed by Philip .\. Waxmai
New York sta.ge producer, wlio was associal
producer on Columbia's "Pushover". He
currently developing a slate pictures, wil
an eye toward turning out a ininimnni of
l)er year.

/
inued from Page 20)

OOK

A cake of ice with free passes to the Hippodrome Theatre imbedded inside, plus a bathing
beauty, stirred hot interest from passersby on a
busy street corner in Baltimore recently. The
picture? Col.'s "Hell Below Zero", of course.
test, in which a 5()0-voluine librarx of Pocket
Hooks will be awarded for the best 25-word
answer to the question: "What Is Your
ners-up.
Magnificent Obsession?" Passes go to run-

T Ah9. 10 issue of LOOK deved its cover and three flashy
pies Inside to Walt Disney's
" ,000 Leagues Under the
S ", llve-octlen version of
J » Verne's famous classic.
T pictorial display described
t< climactic struggle between
tl crew of the submarine Nautis and a giant squid. LOOK
vl the mechanical sea monster
c siructed by Disney weighed
sne 20 tons, called it "probOf the biggest special-effects
cature Hollywood has ever
S|wned — making even King
Nig seem a pygmy by compj'son."

Metro's Mag Promotion
alk about magazine breaks. Metro is
{^nering a flock of them these days for its
k musical "Seven IJrides for Seven
)thers." July issues of Life (circ. 5,401,I and Look (3,711,115); August issues of
,555,927) and Women's Home
yipanion (4,381,137), all hit their readers
^ li glowing endorsements of the MGM
il, .Additional mags lined up behind
r-7" are Rcdbook, Parade, 'i'his Week
all Parcpts' Magazine. With such a vast
I'l audience, this gay musical should be
liold word by the time it is in general
rl'ase.
vnother big Metro break came in the curfjt (Aug. 9) issue of Life, which carries a
-color feature on the upcoming "Hriga■n", one of the flashiest mag displays
Mvc seen in some time.

'Waterfront' Radio-TV Spots
Some of the most effective and exciting
TV trailers and radio spot recordings can
be chalked up to the credit of Howard LeSieur's Columbia e.xploitation department
for "On the Waterfront".
The radio spots, in a variet>' of lengths,
start with an eerie fog horn sound effect to
create an unusual dramatic impact on the

Walt Dtsaey's iimlersea battleman against monster. toM

listener, while the T\' trailer socks across
with tremendous force and dockside violence
and P)ran<lo characterization.
(Continued on Page 28)

with pictures for the first tine

'Magnificent* Campaign
Universal built a powerful opening-da>campaign for the Loew's State premiere tif
"Magnificent Obsession" in XVt", and followed throughout the week witli a number
of other sure-fire stunts.
Facets of the full-scale program were: (1)
Agnes Moorehead (who has a supporting
role in the film) appeared in the lobby to
sign autographs; (2) Rill Thomas, fashion
designer for U-I studios, offeied free consultation on fashions to patrons; (3) Helen
Fiske Smith, fashion model named "Mi^~
Magnificent Obsession" modeled drcssi ~
worn by Jane Wyman in the film and presented roses to the first hundred women attending the opening. Later in the week, Miss
Smith distributed vials of perfume and copies
of the Pocket liook edition of the novel in
the theatre lobby.
'J'he campaign also includes an essay con-

A giant guitar, a six-sheet cutout of Joan Crawford and a 40x60 with scenes and dialogue lines
composeo this striking display for Republic's
"Johnny Guitar" in the lobby of the Pelican,
Klamath Falls, Oregon. An even larger guitar
cutout was mounted atop the marquee. Bert
Henson, city manager of the George Mann
Theotres, is credited with this flash display.
FILM BULLETIN
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To the right: Two phases of Bill Elder's big I
campaign on "Apache" for Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh. Overhead view of Indian parade over
main streets, and the pint-sized prairie schooner
with mounted Indian escort.

lonr.
I

-A- A test engagement of Metro's "Valley of the
Kings" at Loew's, Rochester, N. Y., was given o
comprehensive three-weeks advance build-up
that merits attention. The result was close to a
record-breoking opening week. Several of the
stunts are pictured above. From the top and
I. to r.: Sign on a building excavation; two
models walking the main streets in costume and
carrying fans with the title and theatre: TV interview with college professor who talked via
trans-Atlantic telephone to discoverer of Cheops
relics; a model sleeping in a furniture store window, with passes offered to those who guess
when she'll awoke; treasure hunt for the kids on
a local beach; TWA airline office bearing posters advertising travel to the "Valley of the
Kings", and, at bottom, overhead view of street
stencilling. The campaign was plotted by Arthur
Canton, M-G-M Eastern press rep, Lester Pollock, manager of Loew's, Rochester, and Steve
Pirozzi, Metro field rep for New York State.
Page 28
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REPLIES TO JOE EXHIBITOR
In the July 12 issue of Film BULLETIN, appeared a letter from Joe Exhibitor,
who corresponds with us regularly, in which he made note of the fact that a recent
Sunday's edition of the !\ew i ork Times carried far more advertising on foreign
and art films than on Hollywood offerings. Joe asked. "IT here W ere Hollywood's
Pictures Playing This Sunday?" Following are replies to Mr. Exhibitor from two
film executives who know a thing or three about movie advertising — Editor's Note.
To the Editor
To the Editor
Film BULLETIN
j
Film BULLETIN
Dear Sir:
Dear Sir:
I do not believe that the question bnni
I have just returned from California and
up
by Mr. Joe Exhibitor can be resolvt-d
read the article entitled "Where Were
sincerely answered in a single reply.
Hollyvvood's Pictures Playing This SunHowever, in a general sense, he has tal
day'" in Film HULLF/ITN issue of July 12. one individual Sunday Times Ad Sectii
There can be no doubt that a valid point
and based his argument on that. The f;
is made based on the two illustrated newsremains
that such pictures as "Gone W
paper pages in the article. However, I
The
Wind",
"Caine Mutiny", "Apach
would point out that this is one issue of one
"The Student Prince", etc. will long p;
paper — and not, in my opinion, typical either
their opening day and first week campai§
of the Sunday Times or any other New York
for the bulk of the money spent. Furth
newspaper.
the New York Times is the specific medii
True, there has been a tremendous increase
for advertising art films. After you ha
in so-called "art theatre" advertising. This
spent anywhere from $20,000 to $50,000 i
opening and first week advertising in t
appears almost exclusively in the 'Fimes and
'Fribune. There are six other daily newsNew York newspapers, it is not economica
papers in New ^ ork. They all require — on
possible to maintain the same place in su
the general run of Hollywood i)ictures — a sequent weeks. I am sure Mr. Exhibit
camiiaign of importance. Granting that the knows that fact. I dare say that of all t
Sunday Times may occupy a unique posi- art film advertised in large size, the bulk
tion, ithardly seems fair to me to accuse the
their most assuredly small budgets \v!
distribution companies of slufiing the Hollyplaced in this Sunday New York Times,
wood product.
know for a fact that whenever we at Unit
Columbia now has playing on Broadway,
Artists open an art house picture, we co
"The Caine Mutiny", "On The Waterfront",
centrate on the Times. With the combin
"Pushover" and "Human Desire". If Joe $12.00-line rate, I wonder what Mr. Exhil
F.xhibitor had to pay our newspaper adver(Continued on Page 2
tising bills for these Piroadway first runs, I
am sure his question would not have been
The Cinema, Buffalo, reached into the pn
raised.
Sincerely,
book for this vintage auto parade to plug UPaul N. Lazarus. Jr.
British
comedy Auto
release,
Memb<
of
the Antique
Club"Genevieve".
drove their old
jalo
Vice-President. Columbia Pictures
ies, decorated with banners, all over the tow

/
WISHING
mil

EEDSf
DONATED TO THE •
Will ROGERS

W
H

One
are
are

million copies of a full-color comic book based on Warners' "King Richard
and thedistributed
Crusaders"by have
been printed
by Dell Publishing
Company,
and
being
American
News Company.
Cover end
back page
pictured above. A natural for tieups with local stores selling comics.
SHOWMEN BRIEFS
■ nucd jriim Ptipc 28 J
■ulil do to support Hollywood jirodnct
r)ecau>.' i>t the outstaiuliiii^ success or'
its opcniiiii canipai.uii in Xt-w \"<>rk it " The Kobe" soundtrack album, Decca Rec■1 to put up the money,
ords will soon issue a lonii-playin.L; album of
lor the editorial comment to which he
theme music from 20th-Fox's "The Etryp- exception, I can point out week alter
. that wlicnever we open a i)icture made
tian" . . . Through the promotion of book
■llywood. it received tremendous atteneditit>ns of "Magnificent Obsession," XVC
;ii)t only from I'ryor's column which is bookstores, record shops, and newsdealers
ined from Hollywood, but in b\-liiie
are giving I'-l and Loew's State an assi-^t in
- from director, star, producer, etc.
selling ".Magnificent Obsession". As one
."sincerely,
phase of the heavy national campaign, bookFran( IS M. WiMkis
store displays are pushing both the Grpssci
.V«/7 Director
and Dunlap Dollar edition and Rocket I'ookv
Adveriisinp. l'uliU<ii\ & Exidniiittittn
edition of the novel; record shops arc promoting the Decca album recordings of the
soundtrack from the film, and newsdealers
and news trucks are displaying special
W'litnans Home Companion posters heralding the con<lensation of "Obsession" appearing in the current issue of the mag . . . Warner's ("inema.Scope- Technicolor production
"A Star Is Born" receives a solid plug in
tile .August issue of Seventeen, via a storypicture layout using seven stills illustrating
highlights of the Judy Garland-James Mason starrer . . . United Artists' fiist C'Scoper,
"Sitting Bull" premieres at the Elk Theatri
in Raitid City. S. D. on .Aug. 19 . . . Kanfaring .August pre-release openings of " The
Black Shield of Falworth," U-I has set national mag ads in 15 different publications
with a circulation of more than 17 million
. . . KKO sales chief Charles Boasberg has
set a local-level "Mystery Voice" contest for
"Susan Slept Here" through Beil Records
niniature circus display crew plenty of at- and the nation's disc jockeys. Contest inion, especially from youngsters, on behalf of
volves Dick Powell's first recording in nine
s "Ring of Fear" in lobby of Stanley, Pittsyears, with Bell providing clues to the
]h. The setup was attended by costumed
performers of the Police Circus.
identity of the <itiL:er and a plug for RKO.

R
.At hi

Julius Lamm, manager of the Colony,
Cleveland, combined shov/manship and
charity by this stunt. The "wishing well"
plugged "Three Coins in the Fountain"
and paid off for the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital.

A Rock

Hudson

Fan

Htlen Taylor. 2018 Broadbridge avenue. Stratford, a clerk at
as she
a "closed"
displaysto see
street,theater
Meads drugstore.
her screensignfavorite.
to leave for1299theMainMajestic
prepares
began
film
the
Since
Obsession."
"Magnificent
in
Hudson,
Rock
plans
and
times,
three
it
seen
has
Taylor
run here Tuesday Miss
says she has been a Rock
toits witness it several more limes. ofShephotos
of the actor, has written
scores
has
years,
three
fan
Hudson
him five times and has his answers in her scrapbook.

A smart newspaper break on "Magnificent Obsession" was engineered by Harry A. Rose, manager of the Loew Poli-Majestic in Bridgeport,
Conn. The counter gal in the luncheonette where
he gets his noonday sandwich is a Rock Hudson fan, so she glady posed for this still, which
broke in the Bridgeport Post.
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EXPLOITATION

•BROKEN

JPotM^erfui

LANCE'

Stary^

PICTURE

SELLING

Tracy,

POINTS:

CinemaSeap

This striking montage illustration is used in some of the ads and on the 3-sheet

AS the first offering in "new, improved"
CinemaScopc, 20th Century-Fox has delivered apowerful outdoor drama fasliioned
in the epic proportions of '"Shane" and
"High Noon". This is the No. 1 selling
point of "I'roken Lance". There are others.
Spencer Tracy comes through with a superb performance that is being hailed by the
critics as the greatest in his gallery of fine
film characterizations. And, the new CinemaScope, itself, is no small selling argument
for showmen to employ. If you need more.

there are the names of Jean Peters, Richard
Widmark and Robert Wagner to embellish
the marquee. But the essential elements of
"Broken Lance" are the strong story and
the Tracy performance.
These elements have received the concentration of the 20th-Fox boxofficers, under
the direction of Charles Einfeld, as can be
noted in the three newspaper ads shown below. The ad to the left features the Tracy
performance, while the lines below the title
stress story factors. Nor is the new, improved CinemaScope neglected.
The effective 4-column ad in the center
highlights the story and five principal char-

20th Cenfury-Fo.f presenJs

acters. In the smaller one to the right
improved CinemaScope gets top billing
The romantic facet of "Broken Lance
ceives comparatively little space in the
but what there is is good, and some the
men might choose to emphasize it in
campaigns. The lovers are Robert \Va^
half-breed son of Tracy and his Indian
and Jean Peters, daughter of the govet
Sample dialogue lines: (Tracy to gover
"I'll tell my boy if he wants your daug
to take her ... if he has to drag her bv
hair!" (Wagner to Peters) "They'll
vou — hate vou — call vou a half-breed's \v

:iNEMAScerf»C

caaPvedL out: o£ 'If i iMaix's lu..«9

an
L
He wanted
the landce
. ..and he tamttd it 1
Hf-. ..and
wantedtie took
an Indian
her! Prince*.'.
Hv wanted his sons to build an empire
..rhut they detivd hint!
Alttjut one...
...the hatl brecdl
70th Omwfy-foi * tin* prodMtion

CinemaScope

y
ri

TELEVISION TRAILERS
A full scale television campaign isl
offered exhibitors on "Brokenl
Lance". Two trailers, for 20-second and 60-second spots, are available, without charge. In addition,
there are 10-second TV slides and
telops for station breaks.
RADIO SPOTS

Radio transcriptions, with 20-, 30and 60-second announcements can
be obtained free from Press Book
Editor. Each spot is open-end al
>y lowing local playdate announcement
Pag* 30
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R«b«ft Wa9ner, half-whit«, half-Indian s«n of Spencer Tracy, stands before

• ther's portrait recalling the events that sent him to jail and caysed Tracy's
M. lelow, Warner is about to toss the lance between himself and his half—
ro >f , Richard Widmorh, while his mother (Katy Jiirado) pleads with him, and
two ether half-brothers (Hygh O'Iricn, Earl Holliman) leek en.

When an Indian tosses a lance between himself and
his enemy, that is his way of declaring a blood feud.
When he breaks the lance, a truce is declared. "Broken
Lance" is the story of Matt Devereaux (Spencer Tracy),
hard-driving, domineering pioneer, who sired three sons
by his first wife, and another by his Indian second wife.
When the father's life is destroyed by the greed of his
other sons, the half-breed swears to avenge his death
and throws the lance at his half-brothers' feet.
FILM BULLETIN August 9, l?S4
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I

IS

THIS

All The

Vital

ALLIED ARTISTS
May
FORTY-NINERS, THE Wild Bill Elliott. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Thomas Carr. Western.
U. S. Marshal poses as killer to trap three killers one
of whom Is sheriff of gold-boom town. 71 min.
JuneMONSTERS. THE Bowery
BOWERY BOYS MEET THE
Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Boys become involved with mad doctor, electronic robot and gorilla. 66 min.
DESPERADO, THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
to free Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war,
young
man 81
is min.
doublecrossed by friend and framed
for
murder.
July
RETURN FROM THE SEA Jan Sterling, Neville Brand.
Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when executive
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
in battle.
Returns
home a hero to marry girl he loves. 80 min.
WEAK AND THE WICKED, THE Glynis Johns, John
Gregson. Producer Victor Skutezky. Director J. LeeThompson. Drama. Framed in fraud case young woman
is sentenced to two years in prison. She is thrown
among wicked women and involved in escape. 72 min.
August
KILLER LEOPARD Johnny Sheffield, Beverly Garland.
Produced arfd directed by Ford Beebe. Melodrama.
Bomba helps
beautiful
screen star track down runaway
husband
in wilds
of Africa.
SECURITY RISK John Ireland, Dorothy Malone. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Harold Schuster.
Melodrama. FBI agent on vacation thwarts communists
who kill atomic scientist and steal secret papers.
September
HUMAN JUNGLE, THE Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section of city and solves murder.
Coming
TONIGHT'S
THE NIGHT
Technicolor. Comedy.
David Niven,
Yvonne
de Carlo,
Barry 88
Fitzgerald.
Irish
fantasy with
comic flavor.
min.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ex-convlct is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws. 69 min.
COLUMBIA
May
MAD MAGICIAN, THE 3D Vincent Price, Mary Murphy,
Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy.
i^orror melodrama. Illusion nenius, prevented by his
boss from
usinc hi;redskin
creations
stage magician,
peace
with cunning
leader.as 71a min.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey, Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment
riflestreachery
to outpost
spite ofApaches,
and completes
romance. his
66 mission
min. deMIAMI STORY, THE Barry Sullivan, Adele Jergens. Producer Sam Katiman. Director Fred Sears. Melodrama.
Ex-gangster,
now syndicate.
respectable,
uses his past experience
to expose crime
75 min.
JUNGLE MANEATERS Johnny
Karin Booth,
uneWeissmuller,
Producer Sam Katzman. JDirector
Lee Sholem. Adventure-melodrama. Jungle Jim tracks down diamond
smuggler who is jeopardizing peace of jungle. 68 min.
SARACEN BLADE, THE Technicolor. Ricardo Montalban,
Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swashbuckler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge his
father's murder, joining in the Crusades. 76 min
July
CAINE MUTINY, THE ( Pre-releasel Technicolor. Hum(Jhrey Bogart, Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk,
of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy
destroyer.
125 min.
FILM

YOUR

Details

on Current

PRODUCT

&> Coming

HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
Mark Robson. Producers Irving Allen. Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
complication for x-navy skipper in the Antartic. 91 min.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones,
Cllft. Director
Vittorio
Sica.
ProducersMontgomery
David O. Selinick
and de Sica.
Drama.de Made
In
Italy, tilm.
("Bicycle
language
63 min. Thief") de Sica'i first English
OUTLAW STALLION, THE Technicolor. Phil Carey,
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DirecFred F. Sears.
devotion
wild torstallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
64 min.to
August
LAW VS. BILLY THE KID, THE Technicolor. Scott
Brady, Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
William Castle. Western. Revenginq himself on crooked
sheriff an<l outlaw qanq, Billy the Kid runs afoul the
law, and is eventually killeil by his best friend.
PUSHOVER Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey. Producer
Jules Schermer. Director Richard Quine. Melodrama.
Detective
love with
for
her turnsfallshimin against
law. gunman's girl. His desire
Coming
BLACK DAKOTAS, THE Technicolor. Gary Merrill,
Wanda Hendrix. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray Nazarro. Western. Confederate spys plot to
send Sioux Nation on warpath thereby tieing up large
Union army force.
CANNIBAL ATTACK Johnny Weissmuller, Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
DETECTIVE,
Alec Guiness,
rector RobertTHEHamer.
Producer Joan
VivianGreenwood.
Cox. ComedyDidrama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
FIRE OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovlch.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lan<3. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner in
murder to achieve selfish ends.
I WAS A PRISONER IN KOREA Robert Francis, Dianne
Foster, Brian Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director
Lewis Seller. War drama. U. S. Intelliqence officars
masquerade as collaborators in Korean prison camp in
order to spy on the Communists.
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson saves wrongly convicted man from hanging and
puts down threat of Indian war.
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Ella Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter Involved in
racketeers'
of longshoremen
Is moved to
rebel againstdomination
the syndicate
by love of woman.
PHFFFT Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. Comedy. Bored by their marriage, professional couple find
that their freedom Is even worse.
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.
TRIPOLI
Paul Director
Henreid, Felix
PaProducerTechnicolor.
Sam Katzman.
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid of pirate leader to help drive savage hordes
from her kingdom.
THEYtor RODE
WEST Producer
Donna Reed,
Francis.Western.
DirecPhil Karlson.
LewisRobert
Rachmil.
Doctor
at
frontier
Arm'.'
post
incurs
enmity
of
fellow
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.

Features
I. F. E.

GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Sllv
Pampanini, Eleonora Rossi Drago, Vittorio Gassn
Producers Dino De Laurentis S Carlo Pontl. Dire.
Lulgl Comencini. Drama. Expose of vice ring inv
ing girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.
SENSUALITA English. Eleonora Rossi Drago. Pc
De Laurentis production. JDirector
une Clemente Fraca
Drama.
Rice"
the
wheat "Bitter
fields of
Italy.story72 of
min.two men and a qir
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP English Langua
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa, DeLaurentis Produc i
Director Dullio Coletti. War drama. Deals with the I
ventures of Italian Navy frogmen during World
Wart '
War II. 93 min.
August
HUSBAND FOR ANNA, A English Language. Sllv
Pampanini. Producer D. F. Davanzati. Director G. I
Santis. Drama. Trials and tribulations of woman
search of love and husband. 105 min.
September
CITY
Silvana Melodrai.
Pampan'
AmedeoSTANDS
Nazzari. TRIAL
DirectorEnglish.
Luigi Zampa.
Suspense story of murder investigation In corr
city. 105 min.
'
GOLDEN COACH, THE English. Technicolor. A I
Magnanl. Director Jean Renoir. Musical drama. II
century tale of beautiful actress. 105 min.
LOVE IN THE CITY Eng(ish. All star cast. Produ|
Cesare Zavattini. Omnibus. Portrayal of various w
of love and women who practice them presented'
"March of Time" style. 110 min.
'
Coming
I
AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxw
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Direc
Clemente Fracassl. Opera. Verdi's story of rivalry i
tween Egyptian princess and slave girl for love j
Egyptian LOVE
officer.AND DREAMS Gina Lollobrigida
BREAD,
torio DeSica. Director Luigi Comencini. Drama.
ay Language. Mar
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE MEnglish
Vlady. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director L.
Felice.
Drama.
Story
of
love
between two 15-ye
olds which ends tragically.
LIPPERT

COWBOY,
THE Documentary
Eastman Color.
Producer-direct
Elmo Williams.
feature.
Photograph
in color on actual Southweit locations, story relates t
cowboy's true life from pioneer days to now. 69 nl
MONSTER FROM THE OCEAN FLOOR Anne Kimb
Stuart Wade. Producer Roger Corman. Director Wy
Ordung.
A girlshark-infested
skin-diver andwaters
scien I
in one-manScience-fiction.
submarine brave
face a huge sea monster far under the ocean. 64 n'.
BIG CHASE, THE Glenn Langan, Adele Jergens. P
ducer Robert L. Lippert, Jr. Director Arthur HiH
Action drama. Rookie cop goes on patrol car du;
takes part In chase by auto, boat and helicopter tl!
ends in shooting of payroll robbers. 65 min. '
PAID TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hinj
ne
Director Montgomery Tully. uMystery
drama. Desp'f'j
business man hires thug toJkill
him so his wife can c
lect insurance. Changes J
his u
mindl
andy
barely eicaij
death,call.
to 75learn
close
min. that his wife was responsible Ii

THREE FOR THE SHOW CInemaScope, Technicolor.
Betty Grable,
Gower Director
Champion,
JackPotter.
Lemmon. ProducerMarge
Jonie i Taps.
H. C.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to best
friend
THSEE HCURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
RIVER BEAT Phyllis Kirk, John Bentley. Producer H
Donna Reed. Dianne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
man Cohen. Director Guy Green. Mystery drama. C|
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
radio operator on U. S. freighter becomes unwif'
three
years
earlier,
cowboy
returns
home
to
clear
acc«5«ory
to diamond smugglers. Teams with detect
his name.
to Investigate murder and round up gang. 73 mm.
VIOLENT MEN, THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Barbara
PASS Dane Clark. Andy Devine. Produt
Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J. THUNDER
Robert A. Nunes. Director Frank McDonald. Weiti
Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry
Party of whites crossing hostile Indian cou"
officer leads small ranchers against encroaching land drama.
with a suspected renegade is attacked by Inb
baron.
"Renegade" Is vindicated as Army agent. 74 m
BULLETIN — THIS
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LIPPERT (Continued)
August
uiWITH THE LYONS Bebe Daniels. Ben Lyon. ProduLy ■family.
Robert Bebe.
Dunbar.
Guest.go Comedy.
Ben Director
and their Val
children
through
oniilarious scrape after another, trying to keep their
le, and convince the landlord that they are a resp able, quiet family.
SI RAIDERS Richard Bartlett, Earle Lyon. Producer
£a Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Action drama.
Sei-man patrol lands on Normandy beach. Works its
w.
enemy
Oi setttrough
commando
raid.forces
65 min.in preparation for the
TE OR SHIP William Lundigan, Naomi Chance. Prodi r W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Myste drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds it has
be used to cache highly-explosive atomic formula.
is with
yachttheforsecret.
sea-chase after plotters attempt to
esBe 36
'! OLY FOUR. THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
Carreras. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
Husband returns after four-year memorv loss
=nim.
nd find
which of wife's three suitors tried to
80 min.
September
Bw>Vt GAME, THE Lloyd Bridges. Producer. Robert
Di.ar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
■clist in southern S.Dain becomes involved in murder,
bl <mail and smuggled microfilm of secret formulas!
SI'E. THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
ofie toSpanish
"Joan of Arc," who persuades Spain's
ar.
but dies as a besieged city
fa and resist
French Napoleon,
rule prevails.

Coming
AIENTURE IN RIO Scott Brady, Raymond Burr. Melodna. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
ring
espes and enlists aid of American who eiposes
w thy Brazilian as ringleader.
81;K pirates, the AnscoColor. Anthony Derter
Le Chaney. Jr. Producer Robert L. Lippert. Jr. Direjr Allen Miner. Adventure.
Pirates terrorize town
long villagers to dig for burled
treasure under
etch. Young townsman brings their destruction.
RjE for life, a Richard Conte. Marl Aldon Prodi r Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
dfia. Former auto racing champion quits
race
w 1 his best friend crashes to death. Hi big
makes a
ccsback and wins back his wife by winning
the
^
G id Prix.

September
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes Involved m espiondce
in occupied Holland
during World
War II. and108romance
min.
6RIGADOON
Kelly.
Van Johnson CinemaScope.
Cyd Charisse, EastmanColor.
Elaine Stewart.GeneProducer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente MInnelli. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once every century.
October
BEAU BRUMMEL Technicolor. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Tai'lor. Producer Sam ZImbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era. dashing
reputation
revolutionary
fashions,cavalry
but captain
personalrains
ambitions
lead for
to disaster.
ROGUE COP Robert Taylor. Janet Leigh. George Raft.
Coming
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom.
Jane Powell. Debbie Reynolds. Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
beautiful sisters in screwball family of health addicts.
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boultlng. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Grace Kelly.
Stewart Granger. Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Drama.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing In romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason. Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Joseph L. Manklewicz. Historical
drama. Assassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Casslus et al. 121 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS. THE Technicolor Van Johnson. Elizabeth Taylor. Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cumminqs. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist,
boy whichthinkinq
leads tohimself
tragedy.a failure turns to life of play-

May
PARAMOUNT

^miomiMMiAYER
May

AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner
^1 Angeh. Carlos Thompson. Producer Joe Pasternak
o cfor Richard Brooks. Rmantic drama. Beautiful girl
flung
around world from one love affair
another
q- involved in web of intrigue and romance.to 104
min.
PI ONER OF WAR Ronald Reagan. Steve Forrest
ucer Henry Berman. Director Andrew Marton War
a na. Army officer parachutes into Red prison camp
'Check on stones of Communist atrocities. 81 min.

June
OF THE FIGHTING LADY Ansco. Van Johnson.
Ptdqeo-"
Louis
Cafhern.in Frank Lovejoy. War
Navv fighter :quadron
Korea Overcomes tre"•aous odds to save blinded pilot. 80 min.
S 3ENT PRINCE. THE CinemaScope. Ansco Color.
A, BIyth. Edmund Purdom, John cricson. Producer
* ur Freed. Director Vincente
Musical. Film
""on of Romberg's operetta. 107Mlnelli.
min.
July
WITH THE WIND (Reissue) Technicolor. Clark
& le. Vivian Leigh 222 min.
V LEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor,
^or Parker Producer. Sam ZImbalist. Director R.
Adventure drama. Youno archeoloqlst aids
-i cirl to carry on dead father s ambition
ot
tomi* of Egyptian Pharoah. 86 min.
August
H TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson. Robert
" Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
L- ard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher
^. school copes with the problem of sharing Inhera
" q room with 13 males. ?l min.
^ :IDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
J Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cumminqs.
" ctor Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
^ marries Powell and takes her Into the hllli of
P^n where she is faced with procoect of living with
■ semi-clvilized brothers. 103 min.

FILM
I

NO RELEASES

ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor. Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married
e to tea plantation owner
Junhis
in Ceylon, falls In love with
foreman and plans to
run away with him. Plaque strikes and in crisis she
finds she still loves her husband. 103 min.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Nicole ducerMaurey,
Mitchell,
Robert Young.
ProMel Epstine.Thomas
Director
Jerry Hopper.
Melodrama.
American pilot stranded in Peru ioins a renegade in
searchinq for lost Inca treasure. 101 min.
July
GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, THE IRelssuel Technicolor. James Stewart. Betty Mutton, Cornel Wilde.
Charlton Heston. 153 min.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye. Mai
Zetterllnq. Producers aod directors Norman Panama
and Melvln Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
marriage finds the female psychiatrist has same conrv
plex, gets involved In spy plot and murder. 103 min.

ICUST

SUM

Twelve distributors have lined up a
t«tal of 28 new features for August
release. Fox. Metro. RKO ond Werners
•och have one CinemaScope film
listed. Twelve of the pictures are in
color. No 3Ders will be released this
month.
Tne August schedule is composed of:
9 Melodramas
6 Dramas
4 Adventures
4 Comedies
3 Westerns
1 Documentary
1 Musical

September
Audrey Hepburn.
SABRINA Humphrey Boqart,
Billy Vj/ilder.
WIMiam Holden. Producer and director
chauffeur s
for
fall
brothers
rich
Two
Camedy. after she returns from year intheir
113 mm.
Paris.
dauqhter
Coming

HolTechnicolor. William
TOKO-RI, THEMarch.
BRIDGES AT Kelly.
Mickey Rooney. ProFredric
den Grace
ducers Perlberq and Seaton. War drama. Admiral s
against backwith Navy jet pilotsof played
relationshipof plan
Korean air raid.
and execution
ground
Walter Brooke,
SPACE Technicolor.
CONOUEST .OFProduce
r George Pal. Director Byron
fric Flemln-.
Haskin Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
COUNTRY GIRL. THE BInq Crosby. William Holden,
r George
Directo
Perlberayq. star
Wm^ Broadw
er reat
he has
finds
Iface Kelly
Once-g
Drama.Produc
Seaton
lost self-confidence when he tries comeback.
color.er James
Techni
AIR n.COMM
SamuelSte-J^
y. Produc
STRATEGIC
FrankANDLovejo
ward June Aiiyso
leag e
Big
drama.
War
Mann.
'r Anthony
Bri kin Diretto
Joining Strategic
ball olayer is recalled to AiredForce.
c
histori
and
crash
in
op flight.
non-st
and, he Is envolv
Afr CorJim

s. Silvana Mangano.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Dougla
Director Mario
entis_
DeLaur
.I
Lux-Pon
byAdvent
Pr'oS
ure Spectacle. y. Homeric feats
Camarinl. taken from
Odesse
the
Ulysses as
\A/uiTg CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Crosby,r Da"""/
Robt^
. Produce
y aooney.
l. ^"^'j*.
Musica
Curtiz. en.
Michael Vera-Ell
Director
DolanRosemar
ETaye
ners ^'^^"^
as entertai
teamsister
buddies with
11involved
threatens their
War
act which
^me
plans for Broadway show.
May

REPUBLIC

Leslie,
. Vera Ralston. Joan
JUBILEE TP.AIL Trucolor
producer-director JosephandL
Forrest Tucker. Associate Californi
meets
trader
a
drama.
Kane Outdoor
girl takes her West. Romantic commarries Eastern
plications when she learns he has a son by unmarried
Spanish girl. 103 min.

August
Wendell Corey. Evelyn Keyes.
Shirley Booth. Robert Ryan. Pro- HELL'S HALF ACRE
LESLIE
ABOUT ducerMRS.
irector John fi.
Hal Wallis. Director Daniel Mann. Drama. WoElsa Lanchester. Associate producer-d
goes to Honolulu
melodrama. Woman
Auer Mystery
houseabout
ownerownfindsill-fated
tenant'saffair.
problems
Harbor
at Pearlhope
killeddestroys
reported
her toman rooming
reminisce
104 lead
min.
on husband
check
to
tor
crime-ridd
In 1941
91 enmin.past
marriage.
revivalbutof his
the
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
e
n
Ju
Janet Leioh. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly anTauroq. nouncesComedy.
that Jerry Lewis is dying of radiation poisonInq and he is qlven one last flinq at life by reporter
July Wendell Corey, MarJanet Leigh. IS min.
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor.
HerTucker. Producer-director
Forrest Respectable
Lockwood.
qaret bert
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart. Grace
Wilcox. Drama.
schooner captain
tries to save Qirl and illegitimate son from degrading
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Melodrama.
Freelife with beachcomber. When she Is murdered Captain
lance photographer becomes involved with Greenwich
Villaqe characters, society qirl and murder. 112 min.
avenqes death and claims boy. 91 min.
■ U L L E T I N — T H I S IS YOUR PRODUCT

May

Coming

REPUBLIC (Continued)
August
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of, if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen Mc
Nally. Associate producer-director William Seiter.
Drama. Woman newspaper owner is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.

AFRICA ADVENTURE PatheColor. Producer Robert C.
Ruark. Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
ofRuark's
Africa. 3-month safari through unexplored sections
BIG RAINBOW SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centering around hunt for sunken treasure.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetzlaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of SInbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.

October
OUTCAST. THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Youna
wagesDirector
ranne Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage.
Coming
ATOMIC
THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer KID,
Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring.
HELL'S OUTPOST
RodJoseph
Cameron,
Asso.
producer
and director
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his wav into obtaining interest
in rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime.

ROOGIE'S BUMP Robert Marriot, Ruth Warrick, Brooklyn Dodgers'
comedy.
Little stars.
boy triesJohnout Bash
for andproductions.
makes the' Sports
Brooklyn Dodgers' team.
SHANGHAI STORY. THE Ruth Roman, Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel. Associate producer-director Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama.
American
doctor and Tangiers-born beautyDisillusioned
find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
of
Shanghai's
International Settleagainst Red police.

TOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth
Science fiction. Adventures of !0-year-old boy and
mechanica
man in foiling enemy agent's plot to
steal secretl formula.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure
ronance
Story by Maurice Walsh, author of "The Quiet Man"
An Annerican
in
Scotland
to visit his child, stays to
champion the people v/hose
livelihood is threatened
when
private road they had always used is closed
by the aowner.

UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Do.i Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes involved
with cold
and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle in thehoard
desert. 70 min.

May
NO RELEASES

e
JunJohn
SILVER LODE Technicolor.
Dan Duryea,
Lizdbeth Scott. Producer BenedictPayne,
Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople
alienate
upstanding citizen accused of murder
cattle baron who stands by him. 80 min.and daughter of
SINS OF ROME Massimo Girotti, Ludmilla Tcherina.
Prod ^^^f Consorzio Spartacus. Director Riccardo
Freda. Adventure. Roman gladiator leads revolt and
attempts to unite slaves against Roman army. 75 min.
July
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN (Reissue). Danny Kaye,
Farley Granger, Jeanmaire. 112 min.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlin.
Romantic
girl" is placed in
custody of
writer comedy.
who wants"Bad
to study her type for
story he is writing. 98 min.
August
PASSION SuperScope. Cornel Wilde, Yvonne de Carlo.
Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alan Owan. Drama.
September
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason. Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns that boyfriend is really in love with her married
sister. She thereupon frames sister for husband's murder thinking that will bring boyfriend back.
FILM

May
BOTH

CENTURY-FDX

GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,
Anne Bancroft. Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist, finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death. 84 min.
RIVER OF NO RETURN CinemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum, Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor adventure romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, exconvict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guide
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the
rapids, Indians and the elements. 91 min.
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN CinemaScope Technicolor. Clifton Webb, Dorothy MrGuIre, Jean Peters,
Maggie McNamara. Producer Sol Siegel. Director Jean
Neculesco. .f^.omantlc comedy. Three American girls
working in .'^.ome toss coins In Wishinn Fountain. After
each travels rocky road, dreams come true. 101 min.

DEMETRIUS AND THE GLADIATORS CinemaScopeTechnicolor. Victor Mature, Susan Hayward, Michael
Rennle, Debra Paget. Producer Frank Ross. Director
ne Begins where "The
Delmer Daves. HistoricalJudrama.
Robe" ended
tells instory
slavewhere
Demetrius
whose
Christian
faith and
Is tried
the of
arena
he is forced
to fight as gladiator. 101 min.
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
Debra Pac^t. Michael ilennie. Producer Leonard
Goldstein. Costume adventure. Prince of Bagdad helps
people along the Nile throw off yoke of evil ruler
and gains beautiful princess for his wife. 71 min.
July
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ, THE Technicolor. Dale
Robertson, Debra Paget. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
gambler
find father's killers and absolve
him from sets
chargeoutoftocheating.
GARDEN OF EVIL CinemaScope Technicolor. Gary
Cooper, Richard Widmark, Susan Hayward. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adventure
drama.
involved 100withmin.a
beautiful Three
woman goldand hunters
death become
inside Mexico.
August
BROKEN LANCE CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, Richard Widmark, Spencer Tracy, Jean
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmytryk.
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
wife isWestern
caught indrama.
feud with
for
control of homestead. 94 min.
RAID. THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Anne Bancroft,
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederate
raid on town in Vermont in retaliation for the burning of the Atlanta. 82 min.
September
EGYPTIAN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Edmund Purdom. Producertorical
Darryldrama.
F. Thirteen
Zanuck. Director
centuriesMichael
before Curtiz.
Christ Hisan
Egyptian physician sets out to learn the secret of life.
Coming

UNITED

ARTISTS
id

CAPTAIN KIDD AND THE SLAVE GIRL Color Cc of
America. Anthony Dexter, Eva Gabor. Wisber ji.
lexfen production. Director Lew Landers. Adve
Famous pirate captain escapes gallows with aid
scrupulous nobleman who plans to doubiecross
and thereby obtain his treasure hoard. 83 min.
LONG WAIT. THE Anthony Quinn, Peggie Castle
ducer Lesser Samuels. Director Victor Saville.
mystery. Amnesia victim returns home to find
wanted for murder. Missing link to his innocer
beautiful girl and works his way through a numt
them before finding her and solving mystery. 93
WITNESS TO MURDER Barbara Stanwyck, George
ders, Gary Merrill. Producer Chester Erskine. Dir
Roy Rowland.
Suspense
murder
which she
reportsmelodrama.
to police. Woman
Checking,witr\
find no evidence of crime and woman Is suspect
being insane. 83 min.
YELLOW TOMAHAWK. THE Color Corp. of Am.
Rory
Peggie Selander.
Castle. Producer
Howarc jgl
Koch. Calhoun,
Director Lesley
Western. Indian
and
U.
S.
Cavalry
battle
Cheyenne
frontier outpost. 82 min. assaul iin

CHALLENGE THE WILD Color Corp. of Ame u.
George and Sheila Graham. Producer and directeiiy
Frank Graham. Nature documentary. Family expl-s
the Great North Country, where wild life remain in'
touched by civilization. 69 min.
GOG 3D Color Corp. of America.
Richard Egan,
e
n
u
J
stance Dowlinn, Herbert Marshall. Producer Ivan
Director Herbert L. Strock. Science-fiction. 85
HOBSON'S CHOICE Charles Laughton, Brendan
Banzie.
Producer-director
Lean. Comedy.
perous bootmaker
finds hisDavid
life complicated
whe ',s,e
tries to direct wedding plans of his daughters. 107H ji.V
MAN WITH A MILLION Technicolor. Gregory fl<,
jane Griffiths. Producer John Bryan. Director Re d
Neame. Comedy. Povert'.'-stricken but honest nna is
given million pound note to prove theory that mi y
possessing it, but never spending it will bring fn
good fortune. 90 min.
i
July CRUSOE Pathecl
ADVENTURES
OF ROBINSON
Dan O'Herllhy.
Producers
Dancigers,
Ehrlich.
Director Luis
Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama.
Daniel
Defoe's
classic
of
the
shipwrecked
the native who became his man Friday. 90 min.sailor <d
APACHE Technicolor. Burt Lancaster, Jean Peters.. finL
ducer Harold Hecht. Director Robert Aldrich. West^^.
One-man
war Army.
waged91 by
Apache chief against je,
United States
min.
LAWLESS RIDER, THE Johnny Carpenter, Fra
Darro. Producer Carpenter. Director Yakima Cai
Western. Deputy poses as outlaw and breaksis
gang terrorizing ranchers.
RETURN TO TREASURE ISLAND PatheColor. D|n
Addams,Pollexfen.
Tab Hunter.
Producers
WIsberg
Jack
Director
E. A.Aubrey
Dupont.
Romaj:'i
adventure. 75 min.
August
CROSSED
SWORDS
PatheColor.
Flynn,VlttC'lb
Lollobrlglda.
Producers
J. BarrettErrol
Mahon.
Vassarottl. Director Milton Krims. Period adven !
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible baches
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has bi
set that all males over 20 must be married. 84 miij
DIAMOND WIZARD. THE Dennis OKeefe. Marg.it
Sheridan. Producer Steven Pallos. Director De .i
O'Keefe.
thriller.dollars
Treasury
dti
thief who Suspense
stole million
fromagent
U. S.tracks
vaults,)
spend on production of man-made diamonds. 83 mif
DOWN THREE DARK STREETS Broderick Crawft
Ruth Roman. Producers Arthur Gardner & Jules .
Levy. Director Arnold Laven. Melodrama.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. H
ducer Peter De Sarlgny. Director Brian Desmond Hu|
Air-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in_W<|
War
backgrounds
pilot's
ploit IIinCorps.
locating
enemyreconnaissance
convoy, sealing
fatedaring
of Na iI
Afrika
98 min.
VICTORY AT SEA Producer Henry Salomon. Narraj
Fllm-and-mi|
by Alexander ofScourby.
dramatization
war Coming
and Documentary.
its human sidelights.
94 ri

ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA. THE Technicolor. Elaine
Stewart, John Derek. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Weis. Adventure romance. Young Persian
barber leaves his shop In seek of adventure. After
horse-sword action in desert he rescues Princess
BAREFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humph
and prevents war.
Edmond O'Brien. Figaro prod
Ava Gardner,
Bogart,Director
LIFE IN THE BALANCE. A RIcardo Monfalban.
Joseph L. Manklewlcz. Romantic drai
tion.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
movie s'
achieves
who leads
Spanish
poor
of finds true lovegirlwhich
Story and
dom
to traged/
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
to
beget.she gives her hi'sband an heir he was una
killings falls Into hands of real murderer.
cause
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
B CHCOMBER, THE Technicolor. Robert Newton.
Giis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty IJ. A. Rankl.
0 cfor Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
0 astin and
sister on plague-stricken
isid
Indian missionary's
Ocean.
; UTIES OF THE NIGHT &erard PhUipe. GIna Lolio3 Franco-London producer. Rene Clair. FantasyStruggling music teacher finds his dreams of
:es "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
CAMPION :Reissuel Kirk Douglas. 99 min.
G.DEN MISTRESS, THE Technicolor. John Agar. Roserrie Bowe. Producers Richard Kay t Harry Rybnick.
D ctor Joel Judge. Adventure. Fortune hunter fights
Vdoo and savages in search of "lost treasure of
tluntamed." 82 min.
€00 DIE YOUNG. THE Gloria Grahame, Richard
Bjhart, John Ireland. Remus Production. Director
Lis Gilbert. Melodrama.
M4E OF THE BRAVE I Reissue) Douglas Dick, Frank
Liioy. 86 min.
K'BER
PATROL Director
Color Corp.
of America
Egan,
0 n Addams.
Seymour
Friedman.Richard
Adventure
dna. Officer In British Lancers in India prevents
rrsacre of garrison. 71 min.
LIE KIDNAPPERS, THE Duncan Macrae Jean Anderil J. A. Rank production. Director Philip Leacock.
Ciedy-drama.
Story of two little boys who ' stear'
by.
set against
K a Scotia.
93 min. background of turn-of-the-century
CIELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Su1 le Cloutier. Produced and directed by WtlUs.
OTia. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 92 mm.
CRATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, Irja Jensen
Pducer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander.
D-na. Based
story inof hiding
ei-SovIet
clerk Igorof
Szenko
sinceongoing
undercodeprotection
C adlan government.
RilEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey.
Sin Shentall. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
CfeMani. Romantic drama. Rim version of Shakespre's immortal classic.
SELD
FOR MURDER
JohnDirector
Agar,
W la English
ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien.
Schenck.
C-ien. Melodrama. Fast-shooting detective becomes
ir'lved in robbery-slaying of notorious gambler.
SING BULL Cinemascope EastmanColor. Dale
Rertson Mary Murphy. J. Carrol Naish. Producer
VR. Frank. Director Sidney Salkow. Western drama.
S:L
CAGE,Swarti
THE and
Paul Doniger.
Kelly, Maureen
O'Sullivan.
Director
Walter
DP iucers
ger. Drama.
S DENLY Frank Sinatra, Sterling Hayden. Producer
R ert Bassler. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama. 77 min.
TER AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed in
Ira . Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
S y forof freedom
woman s heroism in 19th century Indian
fit
r,ST OF FATE Ginger Rogers. Jacques Bergerac.
PjJucermelodrama
Maiwell Se+ton.
Director
David Miller.
Romtic
Ei-actress
romantically
Involved
w crooked international business man on French
R?ra finds real happiness with young artist.
YA CRUZ Technicolor. Gary Cooper. Burt Lancaster.
l-ht-Lancaster
Cdoor
adventure.production. Director Robert Aldrlch.
WITH ORCHID, THE Color Corp of America. William
Ljigan. Peggie Castle. Producer-director Reginald
Lbrg. Adventure Archeologist and fern photographer
ri dangers of Mexican iungles to seek lost tribe.
UNIVERSAL-INTL
May
F5MAN
MY CHILD Hugh O Brian. Spike Jones.
Piucer SAVE
Howard Christie. Director Lei Goodwins
Ciedy. Grou.T of zany firemen cope with problems of
♦ling In old fire horses for mechanized. 80 min.
PtYGIRL Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan. ProduCv
A»rt J. Cohen. Director Joe Pevney. Drama. Small
'<1 5irl -n New York becomes involved in murder and
tj girl racket. 85 min.
E CK anchard.
HORSE CANYONJune
Technicolor. Joel McCrea,
Producer John W. Rogers. Director
- bb;.livesWestern.
Wild
escapes tostock
in hills. Efforts stallion
of nlrl rancher
remorse
are
thwarted
by
neighbor
urtil roving
;ome4 to her aid 82 min.
ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audie Mur= 'er Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker.
Director
-uran Western
when cold miners
- • Teaty with Indians. 78Trouble
min.

July
Fred
AND I, THE (Reissue) ClaudeHe Colbert
►'Murray, Marjorle Main, Percy Kilbride 108 min.
'*NNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis PipperSherman.
Laurie.
'jucer William Alland. Director George
iJldi«. <Toun^
designer deveioos
deveioos sport car
-r " iMfomotive u«>igner
ri,
succeeds when he wins
^•s
country r»cm*uto Iteomoany,
wr,;^
FILM

TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director
De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, Andre
two lumbermen,
beleaqured by hostile nativei, put down
uprising
killing whiteman who incites the savages. 81
min. by
August
FRANCIS JOINS THE WACS Donald O'Connor Julia
Adams, Chill Wills, Zasu Pitts. Comedy. Veteran Is
called back Into service and through error is assigned
to WAC unit. Complications Increase when his talkingmule buddy is assigned to same outfit. 94 min.
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Dounlas Sirk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and *he blindness of a woman bv becoming adoctor devoting himself to humanity. 108 min.
September
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH, THE CInemaScope,
Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Janet Lslgh, David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV is defeated
by
for young
treason. knight whose family was unjustly executed
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. We:tern. Gambler-ounflnhter becomes Involved
in family feud which resolves info one of the most
famous gun baffles of the West.
October
NAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden, Gloria Grahame. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
Detective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
through murderer's machinations.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Lex Barker. Howard Duff, Mala
Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jesse Hibbs.
Western. Gold mine owners become Involved in war
with crook who tries to force them from their
gold claims.
Coming
BENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
DabI, Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian
service, learns
threatened native upr'King
and subsequently
regains ofhonor.
DESTRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mar! Blanchard,
Lyie Bettger Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall- Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Must eventually resort to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corlnne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Drivln'; a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tag with ^old. love and sudden death,
FOUR GUNS TO THE BORDER Technicolor Rory CalColleenDirector
Miller, Richard
Walter Carlson.
Brennan. Western.
Producer Williamhoun,Alland.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorle Main Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy Kettles oo to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
SHADOW VALLEY Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Colleen
Miller. Producer William Alland. Director Richard
Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw is reformed from
bankrobbing ways by love of woman.
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CInemaScape, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler. Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-dlsastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Ne^son, Corlnne Calvet, Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors In Paris become romantically entangled with
nightclub entertainer, cashier and French heiress.
TALE OF A TUB IJ. A. Rankl Paul Douglas. Hubert
Gregg. Producer Michael Truman. Director Alexander
MacKendrlck. Comedy.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnappedplanebytaryspacemen
to aid foreign planet in Interwar.
WEST O? ZANZIBAR IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure.

W.ARNER

THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, Joan
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot creatures
the Southwest until their nest is discovered
finally wiped out. 94 min.
June

Weldon,
Douglas.
terrorize
and are

July
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY, THE CInemaScope WarnerColor. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laralne Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William WeHman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on plane bound from
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
feeling when faced with prospect of death. 147 min.
RING OF FEAR CInemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Beatty.
Pat O'Brien.
Mickey E.Splllane.
Producer Robert
M. Fellows.
Director James
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus is sabotaged by homicidal maniac. 93 min.
August
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Craine. Producers Hellman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance Invesjourneys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "deadViolence
" man filed
claim totigator
finance
and
romance
result.
102 min.
KING RICHARD AND THE CRUSADERS CInemaScope.
WarnerColor. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo, George
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical adventure. Action-romance during Third Crusade to drive Mohammedans
from Holy Land. 113 min.
Coming
BATTLE CRY CInemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray. Mona Freeman. Nancy Olson. War drama.
Story
of World War II Marines and the girls they
Ic-ft behind.
BOUNTY
HUNTER,Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott,
Marie Windsor.
Sam BIschoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb, Ben Alexander,
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb.
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing with commission of crime and detection
of criminal.
STAR ISland.BORN,
A CInemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason.
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuff.
Director Geor';e Cukor. Musical drama. Girl Is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads

May
BROTHERS

DIAL M FOR MURDER WarnerColor. Ray Mllland.
Grace Kelly, Robert Cummlngs. Direcior Alfred Hitchcock. Murder melodrama. Huiband plots death of
wife whom
he marr*ed
money. murderer.
Original plan
backfires when wif«
kills h<»rforwould-b^
Husband
makes self-defense killing look like murder. ICS min.
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NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member .\alional Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7. Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

ORDER

NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses
that are adjustable
A prompt order iiill reserve your
POLALITE glasses
and insure delivery for future bookings.
HIGHWAY
EXPRESS LINES,

INC.

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-0100
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Member yational Film Carriers
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Variable

Q«
Can I install SuperScope without shifting my projection machines?
^

Anamorphi

SuperScope may be adjusted to rh
or left without moving projector.

Can I change my screen ratio easily?
Q.

Q«

Can I change from anamorphic

to

* ^JWj^

on a double bill, and back again,
standard removing
without
my SuperScope lens?

Absolutely, witi, a "Tw/st of theDi

/

^

SuperScope /ens tr\our%ts on (!
^ g
A* M
Can I install SuperScope without havQ«
present lens barrel and is tightened
^^mCL^ f
ing to drill, tap or use special mounts?
one screw.

Q«
Willi get a wide even picture without
a falloff of light at the edges and corners
of the screen?

m ^
^^m^jf^M

^

SuperScope projects a wide even f
'"''^ "P to 3 to 7 ratio.

f

*Trade Mark Reg. and Patent* Pending
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PRODUCT
We direct the reader's attention to
our Studio Size-ups department in
this issue. There is encouragement
from Hollywood for product-parched
exhibitors.
It is not yet a groundswell. but
there is ample evidence that the film
companies are beginning to take cognizance ofthe fact that a big. hungry
market for motion pictures is eagerly
seeking suj»pliers. Despite the current dearth of product, volume is on
the rise and gaining momentum, not
in an isolated studio here and there,
but across the board. A survev of
the shooting rosters of ten important
production sources sustair.- this finding, and what is more, lays emphasis
on another hopeful symptom among
the film makers — the Cla?< A film i>
to become more and mor- abundant.
It is difficult to fathom the rea>on.
but let's guess. Perhaps some of the
brainier film executives have reasoned out the economics of their business on the basis of the ancient
maxim: "there's safety in numbers":
the numbers meaning theatres. Thencan be no question that r, restricted
l)roduction policy, such as the industry has wintessed in the past vear.
will lead to a stringent sellers" market, but it also leads to a sharp reduction inthe number of prospective
customers. That, in turn, would
eventually lead to a tight buyer-"
market, and a very unhappy situation
for the film com|)anies.
He that as it may. there is promise
in the story from Hollvwood these
days that the trend is toward increase
iti volume. .<lowIy but surely. As its
apology for scarcity. Hollywood ha~
used the expression "Higger and
Better" pictures. Vt'e mav soon see
tl^e shibboleth amended lo "Bigger.
Hetter . . . and Rounlifid". Studio
Size-ups gives us the following evidence:
From Metro comes word of a
twelve- month program consisting of
a minimum of 27 upper-bracket
shows. to|)|)ed by the springtime
starter. '"Men Hur". costliest ejiic in

PICK-UP
company history. Of this number,
eight properties will be before camera
within six weeks. The studio is reportedly loaded w ith high grade story
material, and is — by the claim of one
Metro spokesman — sinking some
$50,000,000 into this output.
The pot is boiling at \^ arners.
\^ ith five stages now in action and
expected to remain so into next
month when three others will be
lighted, the studio will be bulging
with a total of eight efforts in September. Warner's prize 1951 offering. "A Star Is Born", is slated for
early fall release and should, if advance notices hold up. ])rodu<e history-making grosses evervwhcre.
Twentieth-Fox is bustmg at the
seams for material to fashion the product that must feed Cin^'maScope's
hungry mouths, now 7.000 strong
and mounting daily. This companv is
reported to be offering financing on
a wholesale basis for producers with
worthwhile j)rojects on tap. Meanwhile, arespectable 10 features will
be market-bound between now and
year's end. In 1955 you can look for
at least 20 ribbon-screen productions,
plus a minimum of six independently
made films released under the Fox
aegis.
Although the klieg light?, are dim
at HKO. nine presenlalion> are flowing through the cutting loom at this
very writing, each one a color effort,
one in CinemaScojte.
Paramount has been moving at a
snail's pace while markinj,. time for
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delivery of additional VistaVision
cameras. Now this studio is gradually warming to the needs of exhibitors,
slowly* expanding production plans.
Four are shooting now, another three
will roll momentarily.
Among the companies that supply
the bulk of major produc'. the status
is anything but quo. By meeting the
demands of the market, these companies are rowing rich.
L nited Artists plans a jjrodigious
96 vehicles over the next 24-months
span. Included in this huge j)rogram
is a goodly share of so-called "blockbusters". There are the films in its
arsenal which are expected to gross
$2,000,000 or more in the U. S.Canada market. L A plans to release
one of these big ones per month.
I niversal continues to turn out
fare in almost geometric progression.
34 pictures are on the menu for the
year ahead, involving the greatest
budget outlay in U-I history. There
will be 25 Technicolor films, with
CinemaScope to be employed on
about one of every four productions.
Accent is on the top-drawer films,
about half of its schedule being earmarked for the higher-budget cateColumbia — on the eve of its greatgory.
est earnings statement — is presently
filming four, readying four more to
l)e lensed within a month. Musicals
will take a command jjosition. lead
by a tuneful version of "Lost Horizons." filmed in 1937 a? straight
Academy Award-winning drama.
Here, as with I -I, quality is being
nicely blended with quantity. 1 1
shows will be marketed before the
year is out. and there is a likelihood
another four will be added.
Allied Artists is coming with a
rush, marking in its future program
a sharp advance in quality. Presently, five features are shooting, another
kicks off this week, five more are i.n
the editor's room. This represents an
all-time ])roduction and inventory
peak for this growing studio, whicti
is studiously acquiring some of the
top writing, directorial and jjerformance names in the business. AA is a
company to be watched.
Over at Kej)ublic a |)rodi;ct push is
finally underway. Within 30 days,
three offerings will go before camera,
equalling I{ej)ublic's total output over
the preceding eight month period. Although the attainment of top studio
(Continuc'i on Page 29}
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By Philip R. Ward
TALK ABOUT YOUR SHREWD MARKET PLAYS! Milton
J. Rackmill of Decca Records and L niversal-International.
must be credited with a cou/. beaucoup. There were no fancy
tricks involved: no angles; it was strictly a matter of judgment. Not too long ago his Decca company began a jjrogram
of systematic accumulation of I niversal common. On the
open market, by special tenders, through stock-swapping plans
the disc-maker studiedly filled its treasury. Now it directly
controls some 720,000 shares of the film-maker, representing
approximately 73 percent of Iniversal s outstanding common.
What this has done for the books of Decca Records is
clearly out of the pale of the most gifted financial surgery.
Latest figures reveal that for the six months term ended June
30. 1954, consolidated net earnings amounted to SL201.28!!.
or 75 cents per share of capital stock. During the comparable
period of 1953 — when the totals didn't include Decca's then
proportional share of L-Us undistributed earnings — the report showed earnings of only $130,063. equal to 32 cents per
share. Thus, net has virtually tripled: j)er share income is up
about two and one-half times.
Now the pay-off. I niversal. whose reporting period like Decca's — closes June 30. announced a six month net of
81.721.000. Over that half-year cycle. Decca was already
heavy in I -I shares, and although its commitment was in a
state of flux during this span, a conserxalive estimate of average ownership must be ])laced between 60 and 70 percent.
This being so. over $1,000,000 of I'niversaPs $1,721,000 net
went into Decca's profit and loss statement. .As things stand.
80 percent of the disc company's earnings derive from an outside source, labor-free, sweat-free. Mr. Rackmill. vou rate a
Sound Investment "Oscar".
0

o

DUR1N(; THAT HOT RUN ON RKO THEATRES SHARES,
when turnover approached near the 200.000 mark in the four
day post-July I trading week. P'inaiu ial Bulletin ijulv 13 1
called attention to the possibilitv of important insidi -comijan)
developments. \^ e looked foi revelations over and beyond a
respectable, if not sensational, earnings statement. To date
there has been little of significant character to report. Nonetheless, company president Sol A. Schwartz doubled his holdings in RKO Theatres during July, purchasing 5000 shares to
bring his total to 10,000.
O

O

MOST EA^^L1AR MOTION PICTL RE NAME to ih.- ticker
ta|)e reader has been RKO Pictures. This issue ranks number
three in terms of total transactions over the first ^i\ month?
of 1951. topped only by New York Central and L . S. Steel.
I he film company — whose status is currently more confused
than the National League peiuiant race — also rated best percentage capital gain (50 percent I among the 20 most actively
traded stocks, as well the largest net increase in volume.

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS l Over-the-Counter ) is on
the threshold of a year which should see its earnings level rise
to a parity with the excellence of its products. Highly diversified with operations in television ( a se\ en-year contract with
ABC to commence this fall), the sale of cartoon character
merchandise, publications, music, and the distribution of films
to non-theatrical sources, together with its live-wire theatre
productions. Disney appears to be a gilt-edged prospect. In
its last six months report (April 3), earnings were about
double the corresponding figure for the year before: 43 cents
|)er share compared with 22 cents. Scheduled for comi)letion
by the close of 1954 is a block of product represented bv an
investment of about $8,750,000. This includes one True Life
Adventure. '"The Vanishing Prairie"' (now in release), two
live-action features, "The Littlest Outlaw." and "20.000
Leagues I nder The Sea," and a full-length cartoon. "Lady
And The Tramp'*. A bustling jiromotional campaign, plus
usual Disney values, plus unexcelled exploitation angles may
well make "20,000 Leagues" Disney's greatest money-maker.
o
o
ABC PARAMOI NT THEATRES IS Rl NNLNG a four
minute mile on the N\SE. sprinting from 15 to 20 in nothing
tlat. Joseph Faroll & Co. has issued a bright research bulletin
on this outfit, citing such factors as the aforementioned Disney deal, a solid TV football line-up for autumn Saturdays,
rise in theatre earnings as principle factors. There are. moreover, afew choice speculative items, namely, a possible mo!iopoly charge by government against NBC and CBS. as well as
the whisper that the company may sell 30 of its theatres, distributing proceeds to stockholders as capital gains dividend.
o
o
EARNINGS CORNER: Stanley Warner reports for 39-week
term net profit ended May 29. at $1,494,960; foi 13-week
period, ended same date. $303,522. From May 1 thiough May
29. earnings included operating profit of International Latex
Corp.. SW's newly-acquired, wholly-owned subsidiary . . . As
expected. Columbia's estimated gross income is a whopper.
President Harry Cohn figures on a total in excess of $75,000.000.
would mean .a .rise
aboutBros,
25 percent
mark This
of $60,274,000
. \^ ofarner
show s over
u net1953's
nine
months (ended May 29) profit of $2,536,000. This compares
w ith $2,129,000 (adjusted to eliminate theatre earnings l in
the ])arallel 1953 span.
SECURITY TRANSACTIONS & HOLDINGS
ALLIED ARTISTS — George D. Burrows, executive vice president, bought 3.700
shares of common stock in July, increasing direct holdings to 4.236 shares.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES— Barney Balaban. president, sold I.OOC shares of
common in June, decreasing his holdings to 23,S00 shares.
RKO THEATRES — Sol A. Schwarti. president, bought 5,000 shares of common
in July, increasing direct holdings to 10.000 shares.
WARNER BROTHERS — Albert Warner, vice-president, bought 500 shares of
common, increasing direct holding to 160.000 shares. Also bought for a .trust
in which Mr. Warner is a beneficiary 4.000 shares of common, increasing
trust beneficiary holdings to 24.000 shares. Both in July.
FILM BULLETIN
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(Quotes
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION
(Universal-International)
"Inspiring, significant picture
. . . tender love story that w^ill
your heart-strings." —
tug at American
Journal"Moviegoers who fondly remember Universal's 'Magnificent
Obsession' of 18 years ago
should rejoice in the faithful remake."— Times
"Has all the ingredients of a
tear-jerker . . . Humidity should
rise perceptibly in the mass unfurling of handkerchiefs." —
Herald Tribune
picture,
let's forget
the"Warm
fact that
it sobsso much
more
than it bubbles." — Post
"The earlier (1935) movie has
dimmed in memory but this new
one seems much more mournful."— World-Telegram
REAR WINDOW (Par)
"Prime Hitchcock, the best in
years . . . One of year's most exhilerating
film entertainments." —
Herald Tribune
exercise
. . "Tense
. Stunt itandis .exciting
. . not dissimilar
his more restricted 'Rope'.''
—from
Times
"Excellent . . . picture to be
seen and enjoyed by all. It
proves beyond any doubt that
Hitchcock's long-vaunted technical virtuosity is not the handicap
to thorough enjoyment it has
sometimes seemed." — Post
"The old master of sly goose
flesh never has leaped to more
ingenious heights." — WorldTelegram
"Highly melodramatic film
... a study in sustained suspense."— Journal- American
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ
(20th-Fox)
"Avoids gishnesspretentions
slugto provide anof artless
sort of entertainment." — Times
"Neat, uncomplicated bit of
romantic
Tribune melodrama." — Herald
"A series of tense contests,
either card games or duels, and
each one is rigged a slightly different way." — World-Telegram
"Lively
in Technicolor . . .melodrama
Action moves
from
plantation to gambling salons
and Mississippi river boats." —
Journal- American
"Reaches such heights of impossibility both in action and dialogue that a sensible audience
is inspired to laugh now and
then." — Post

"The

SudiHC^
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Loaded with spectacle, dressed in CinemaScope and Technicolor, rating is higher for
action market. Good business in prospect for
general runs. Sock pre-selling of U-I's first
C'Scoper will up voltage of medium marquee.
Costume swashbuckler dealing with knights
and fair damsels follows well-trodden film formula, but still generates plenty of solid action entertainment and romance along the way. Based on
Howard Pyle's novel, "Men of Iron", story deals
with unscrupulous Earl (David Farrar) who plots
overthrow of King Henry IV, but is defeated by
young knight (Tony Curtis), whose family was
unjustly executed for treason. Details of life in a
feudal manor contribute considerable interest and
are highlighted by training of young nobles in the
art of medieval warfare. Pleasant romantic angles
stem from Curtis' wooing of Janet Leigh who, in
turn, projects eye-catching appeal into the lush
CinemaScopic settings in Technicolor. The jousts
of knights on horseback and smashing wall-scaling
combats are carried off with a flourish. Armorclanging climax is effective as Curtis meets Farrar
in duel-to-the-death.
Flashy Showman's Manual highlights film's
pageantry in good art of jousting and of characters. Catchline: "Storming From The Pages Of
Howard Pyle's Great Novel . . . The Thundering
Saga of England's Outlaw Knight." (Phil)
Universal-lnternaflondl. 99 Minutes. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh,
David Farrar, Barbara Rush, Herbert Marshall. Producers
Robert Arthur and Melville Tucker. Director Pudolph Mate.

"Vanishing Prarie"
Su^iHCM l^iXtuU^ O O

O

Outstanding documentary presented in familiar Disney style. Will rival "Living Desert"
grosses in markets where first of True-Life
Adventure series found appeal. Strong exploitables boosted by nationwide press breaks

DUEL IN THE JUNGLE
(Warner Brothers)
"Rattling with
good excitement
adventure yarn,
crammed
and
action in the throbbing heart of
Africa." — Journal- American
"Piece of harmless junk, carelessly culled from already familiar material." — Times
"All-purpose
for
Hollywreoodstory,
prefabricated inadventu
use against almost any background."— Herald Tribune
"Fair plus . . . Mighty long
trip to tell an ordinar
y story. It
is also distinctly below the talents of such distinguished performers."— Post
P*q» 8

Black Shield of Falworth"
(CinemaScope)
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and censorship "buffalo birth" controversy.
Fine nature film dealing with the rapidly depleting wildlife of the American plains area is
geared to create fascinating entertainment for a
wide segment of audiences. Basically presented in
a light, humorous vein, it also captures scenes of
violence, pathos and solemn drama. Unlike "The
Living Desert", this Technicolored production
does not dwell on violence. The much-discussed
sequence of the birth of a baby bison is tastefully
presented and filming of the first moments of its
life is an extremely interesting portrait of life in
the wilds. Much of footage involves the fight for
survival, but is often presented with tongue-incheek. Background music contributes to the levity
as evidenced in a butting duel between mountain
sheep to the accompanying strains of "The Anvil
Chorus". Obvious difficulty of obtaining camera
shots of these nature dramas attests to the excellent photography. The public will be sure to
recognize the fine accomplishment v/rought by
Disney photographers and editors, and ticket-selling, in the main, should be no problem. (Phil)
Buena Vista. 75 Minutes. Produced by Walt Disney. Directed
by Winston Hibler.

"Human

Desire"

Rates higher for thrill market on exploitation
of sex-violence theme, star names. Sordid
plot unsuitable for family clientele. Weak for
better-class market due to routine story
treatment and characterizations.
"Human Desire" boasts a top-flight cast and
is based on Emile Zola's famous novel, "The
Human Beast", but director Fritz Lang has concentrated too heavily on sensational elements of
sex and murder with only perfunctory attention,
to plot motivations. Result: a rather shallow melodrama. Plot of young train engineer who becomes
involved with immoral woman and plans murder
of her husband delivers some hard-hitting action,
but only fair entertainment for discriminating
movie-goers. When -husband (Broderick Crawford) murders her lover, Gloria Grahame makes a
play for Glenn Ford in order to rid herself of
Crawford. Ford is attracted to her and, thinking
she is victim of circumstances, becomes a pawn in
her plot to murder Crawford. Ford learns the
truth about Grahame in time, and she is left to
the deadly fury of Crawford. Film is one big
sandwich of mayhem, passion and intrigue which
will provide smashing exploitation fodder for the
bally houses, but it's mostly a surface show lacking sufficient depth for general appeal.
Scenes of passion and violence illustrate striking ads in the pressbook. Catchlines: "It Isnt
Love . . . It's Human Desire!" . . . "She Was
Born To Be Bad — To Be Kissed — To Make
Trouble!" (Phil)
Columbia. 90 Minutes. Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame, Broderick Crawford, Edgar Buchanan. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil.
Director Friti Lang.

"Gamhler

from

Natchez"

Rates higher for action spots. Fast-moving
pace, robust characterization hypo formula
story to satisfy thrill addicts. Suitable as
programmer in naborhoods. Least value for
class houses. Grosses will hinge on individual
exhibitor's exploitation. Technicolor an asset.
Uncomplicated plot involves discharged army
captain who tracks down killers of gambler father
along the Mississippi waterfront. On this hook
hangs a series of tense gambling sequences, shootings, knifings and rough-and-tumble fibticuffs. Out
to avenge father's death. Dale Robertson finds
himself a target, too. He becomes domantically
linked with Lisa Daniels, plantation belle, and
Debra Paget, voluptuous riverboat beauty, situations which contribute exploitable sex angles.
Violent episodes explode as Robertson catches up
with killers and disposes of one from a rooftop,
another in a duel and a third in self defense. It's
all played out in lively, unpretentious style that
characterized so many of the late Leonard Goldstein's productions.
Best selling angles are gambling melodramatics and lethal m.anhunt along picturesque Mississippi during roaring era following Civil war. (Neil)
20th Century-Fo« IPanorannlcl. 88 Minutes. Dale Robertson,
Debra Paget, Thomas Gomel, Lisa Daniels. Producer Leonard
Goldstein. Director Henry Levin.
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ARTISTS

COLUMBIA

Ail-Time Production Peak

Big Budgets and Musicals

Finds 5 Rolling, 2 More Set

Production Patter for 1955

ALLIED ARTISTS LS OPERATL\'(.
;it its all-time production peak. Five films
are before the cameras, one starting next
Iweek, and an additional five being edited.
Lensing at the present time are: "The
I'.lack Prince" (Errol Flynn, Joanne Dru,
I Peter Finch), CinemaScope & Technicolor,
'on location in England — Walter Mirisch
Iproducer, Henry Levin director; "Ketcliikan" (Nfark Stevens, Joan Vohs), on location in -Maska — Lindsley Parsons producer, Mark Stevens director; "The Annapolis Story" (John Derek, Diana Lynn), in
Technicolor — Walter Mirisch producer, Don
Siegel director;
"Dynamite .Anchorage"
( Dane Clark, Carole Mathews) — Robert
-Nunes producer, Harold Schuster director,
and "Shotgun" (Sterling Hayden, Yvonne
DeCarlo, Zachary Scott), in Technicolor —
John Champion producer, Lesley Selander
director.

HIGHER BUDGETS, WITH IXcreased emphasis on musical productii)ns,
seems to be the keynote of Columbia's current planning on future productions. .According to one authoritative source on the
lot, the company is in the enviable position
of having built up a large surplus of cash
as a result of big grosses on current boxoffice attractions, and orders have gone out
to find suitable Class A.\ properties in which
to re-invest the earnings. There also have
been discussions of increasing the number of
films to be turned out by the studio during
the next year.
In line with this new emphasis on highbudget productions, and particularly those in
the musical field, Harry Cohn has just
scheduled a musical version of "Lost Horizon", made in 1937 as a straight drama. Fred
Kohlmar has been handed the producer
reins on the project, with Jule Styne and
Leo Robin set to compose the score. The
new version is slated to go before the
cameras around the first of the year.
Columbia has acquired all of the remaining motion picture interests. of Sidney Buchman Enterprises, including, in addition to
the producer-writer's interest in past films
which he made for Columbia, a number of
new story properties owned by his organization.

Starting next week will be "Cry Vengeance" (Richard Conte) — \'incent Fennelly producer, Charles Marquis Warren director, and "The Big Combo" (Cornel
Wilde, Jack Palance, Jean Wallace) — Sidney
Harmon producer, Joseph H. Lewis director.
"The Black Prince" will be distributed by
AA in the Western Hemisphere, by 20th
Century-F"ox in the Eastern Hemisphere.
In various editing stages arc: "The Adventures of Hajji Baba," which will be distributed world-wide by 20th-Fox, "The Human Jungle," "The Bob Mathias Story,"
"Bowery to Bagdad" and "Target Earth".
"John Brown's Raiders" (Raymond Massey) — Vincent Fennclly producer, Charles
Marquis Warren director, which was to have
started this month is now slated to get away
between the first and the tenth of September.
.\ deal is near the inking stage for Sam
I'ischoff to join the growing list of well
known, producers, directors and stars, who
are being corralled by .Mlied .Artists. BischoflF, formerly with RKO and Warner Bros.,
in addition to having turned out a number
of independent features, would produce a
multiple picture slate for AA, if the deal
materializes, as seems almost certain. President Steve Broidy tells Film BULLETIN
that negotiations with several other top producers are also progressing satisfactorily.

Another Alec Guinness starrer, "Madam,
Will You Walk?" to be made by Facet Productions of London, is also being lined up
as a future release, with Columbia sharing
in the financing. It is scheduled to start on
October 4, with \'ivian A. Cox producing,
Peter Glenville directing.
Four features are currently in production,
with an additional four slated for lensing
later in the month. Now shooting: "The
End of the Affair" (Deborah Kerr, Van
Johnson, John Mills), a Coronado Production in Technicolor, shooting at Shepperton
Studios in England — David Lewis producer.
Edward Dmytryk director; Warwick Productions' "A Prize of Gold" (Richard Widmark, Mai Zetterling), in Technicolor,
shooting on location in Berlin — Irving Allen
and A. R. Broccoli producers, Mark Robson
director; "Women's Prison" (Ida Lupino,
Jan Sterling, Howard DufT, Phyliss Thaxter,

.Audrey Totter) — Bryan Foy producer, Lewis
Seiler director; and "Riot on Pier 6",
.(.Arthur Franz, Beverly Garland), shooting
in New Orleans — Sam Katzman producer,
William Castle director.
William Goetz Productions' will finally
launch its initial film on September 15, when
director Tony Alann rolls the cameras on
"Man From Laramie" (James Stewart),
under personal direction of Goetz. "My
Sister Eileen" (Janet Leigh, Aldo Ray,
Betty Garrett), also is slated for a September start — Fred Kohlmar producer, Richard
Quine director. Miss Garrett's assignment,
incidentally, will be her first under a new
term contract just signed with Columbia,
following an absence of two years from the
screen.
LiPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Lippert, Jr. To Mexico
For Future Productions
ROBERT L. LIPPERT, JR., HAS SET
"Violent Land" (not cast) as the first of
several productions which he intends to
make on location in Mexico. The young producer has just returned from south of the
border, where he held two weeks of conferences with Mexican technicians and actors, and arranged for rental of studio space.
The one picture now shooting for Lippert
release is "The Outsiders," (John Ireland),
a Hammers Films production on location in
London — .Anthony Hinds producer, Montgomery Tully director. No new productions
have been scheduled to follow.
Meanwhile, Robert Lippert, Sr., is negotiating for the purchase of the German distribution organization known as Commerz
Films. This organization currently is grossing around $50,000 monthly, and Lippert
would like to utilize it for distribution of his
product in western Germany.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Tempo To Pick Up, With
Eight Films in Two Months
A MINIMUM OF TWENTY-SEVEN
features during the next 12 months is
Metro's latest schedule. To consummate this
line-up, the studio has some 52 story prop(Continued on Page 13)
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erties available in script form. Two films
have started in the past two weeks and an
additional six are slated to roll within the
next 60 days. Although the company never
reveals budgets on its product, one studio
spokesman claimed that the program will
carry an overall nut of $50,000,000, an average of approximately $2,000,000 per picture.
We believe it will run considerably less than
that.

delivered to the company by the ^litcliell
Camera Corp. This will give the studio a
total of 15 VV cameras, including six of its
own and two on lease from Technicolor.
Among the first features to roll in the
September production upswing will be Alfred Hitchcock's "The Trouble With Harry"
(still being cast), to be filmed on location in
New England. Others on the tentative slate:
"The Court Jester" (Danny Kaye), originally slated to start in August — Norman Pana-

ma and Melvin Frank, proclucing and directing and "You're Never Too Young" (Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis) — Paul Jones producer,
Norman Taurog director.
Now shooting: "Eddie Foy and the 7
Little Foys" (Bob Hope, George Tobias,
Angela Clark) — Jack Rose producer, Melville Shavelson director; "Blue Horizons"
(Fred MacMurray, Charlton Heston, Donna
Reed, Barbara Hale) — William Pine and
(Continued on Page 14)

"Bad Day At Black Rock" (Spencer
Trac}', Robert Ryan, Anne Francis, Walter
Brennan), Dore Schary's personal production in Technicolor, teed off the new slate —
John Sturges directing. Incidentally, hushhush rumors around the studio say this is
not shaping up very well in the "rushes".
Also in the early stages of production is
"The Prodigal" (Lana Turner, Edmund
Purdom, Louis Calhern), in Technicolor —
Charles Schnee producer, Richard Thorpe
director. "Jupiter's Darling" (Esther Willians, Howard Keel), in CinemaScope &
EastmanColor, is just about to wind — George
Wells producer, George Sidney director.
"Hit the Deck" (Jane Powell, Debbie
Reynolds, Ann Miller, Vic Damone, Tony
Martin), which had just started when Film
BULLETIN went to press two weeks ago,
has been suspended, and will not get into
active work on August 26 — Joseph Pasternak
producer, Roy Rowland director. It will be
Icnscd in CinemaScope & Technicolor. Also
starting this numth are: "Moon Fleet"
(Stewart Granger, \'iveca Lindfors, Joan
Greenwood, George Sanders) — John Houseman producer, Fritz Lang director. Although the color process has not yet definitely been set, it is expected to be EastmanColor.
Others on the forthcoming 60-day schedule are: "Interrupted Melody" (Eleanor
Parker, Glenn I'ord), Technicolor — Jack
Cummings producer, Curtis Bernhardt director; "It's Always Fair Weather" (Dan
Dailey) — Arthur Freed producer. Gene
Kelly and Stanley Donen co-directing;
"Paris Story" (still being cast), and "Love
Me Or Leave Me" (not cast). Producer
and director assignments on the latter two
films will be announced within the next few
days.
Both Fernando Lamas and Carlos Thompson have been released from their exclusi\e
Metro contracts, although Lamas will continue to make pictures on the lot, under a
new non-exclusive deal.
PARAMOUNT
More VistaVision Cameras
Awaited
for Par's
'Big Push'
PRODUCTION
IS MOVING
ALONG
at a fair pace here while awaiting delivery of
additi'tnal Vista\'ision cameras. They sa\
the "bit; ))usir' likely will get underway in
SeptenibiT, when seven new lens boxes art

•JUPITER'S DARLING"

CinemaScope & EastmanColor (MGM)

This lavish musical comedy, based on
phants which have been dyed every conceivable color in the rainbow — an eyethe Robert Sherwood stage play "Road to
spectacle that is bound to create
Rome."
is
shaping
up
as
Esther
Williams
filling
best vehicle to date. Set in the Roman
a stir.
era, the story revolves aroi/nd the at- quite
Shooting started May 27 and winds
tempts of a mythical dictator (George
this
week.
It is being considered for
Sanders) to find a suitable marriage for
Metro's
big
Christmas
release. Although
his beautiful daughter (Esther Williams).
Much to his consternation, the dilemma is the studio refuses to divulge budgets on
its pictures, this one is known to be in
of Hanarrival the
the unexpected
by (Howard
solved nibal
Keel, who crosses
Alps the $1.000,000-plus class.
Cast: Williams. Keel. Marge & Gower
with his elephant-borne troops, and takes
Miss Williams captive. It proves a case
Champion, George Sanders. William
of love at first sight. A highlight of the
DirecProducer.
Haydn.
tor, George
Sidney. George Wells.
film is the arrival of Hannibal on eleThe scene shows Hannibal courting his lovely captive.
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(Continued from Page 13)
William Tomas producers, Kiuly Mate director; "Lucy Gallant" (Jane Wyman,
Charlton Heston, Claire Trevor, Thelnia
Ritter) — Pine-Thomas also producing,
Robert Parrish directing. "To Catch A
Thief (Cary Grant, Grace Kelly, Jessie
Royce Landis) — Alfred Hitchcock producerdirector, has wound up. All of this program
is in Technicolor.

Long-Awaited

Upsurge

In Production

Underway

REPUBLIC'S LONG-AWArrEU PRO(luction upsurge finally gets underway next
week, wdien the first of three pictures slated
to start during a 30-day period, will get the
green light. This one-month schedule practically equals the total output from last November through July.
For the first time in many months. Re-

"CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT" CinemaScope & Technicolor (Universal)
The tale of an Irish Robin Hood, this
Quiet
Man", which was
filmedphy inof "The
the same
locale.
U-l CinemaScoper is being filmed in Ireland. Young Captain Lightfoot, played by
Started June 22 on location; due to
Rock Hudson, is trained by the leader of
up in early September. Release:
the Irish Rebellion to take his place in wind
Spring, 1955. Budget: $1,000,000 class.
the fight against the British. Fights, hairCast: Rock Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff
breath escapes and other exploits of
bravura punctuate the plot. On the basis
Morrow, Kathleen Ryan, Jeffrey Toone.
of "rushes" shipped to the studio, it Producer, Ross Hunter. Director, Douglas
Sirk. Cameraman, Irving Glassberg.
promises to rival the startling photograAbove: Director Sirk explains to Rock Hudson how to play a scene showing him
pulling his first holdup. Below: Hudson and Barbara Rush are seen under the microphone inballroom scene actually filmed in Ireland's famous Powercourt Castle.

public is also negotiating long-term actor
contracts — some of them with well-established names. Sterling Hayden, for example,
has just inked a long-term, multiple-pictur.
pact, and Ray Milland is reportedly near
the signing stage on another deal, which
would call for his services not only as a
star, but also as a director.
Especially encouraging to exhibitors is tin
improved calibre of the new features abou:
to get into production. Two of the thru
films rolling in the next 30 days are slated
for Trucolor tinting, and all are sparked b\
comparatively solid marquee names. 'J'he\
are: "Timberjack" (Vera Ralston, StcrlitiL;
Hayden, Hoagy Carmichael, Adolphe Menjou), in Tiucolor — Joe Kane associate prcj
ducer-director, rolling on September 7,
"Magic Fire" (Yvonne De Carlo, Rhonda
Fleming, Rita Gam), Trucolor, story of the
life of composer Richard Wagner, on location in Germany — William Dieterle pruducer-director, and "Carolina Cannonball"
(Judy Canova) — Sidney Picker associate
producer, Charles Lamont director.
In addition. Republic currently has (iiie
serial in production, "Panther Girl of the
Congo" (Phyllis Coates, Myron Healey)—
Franklin Adreon associate producer-director.
The film for which Ray Milland is being
angled is "The Gunman", which carries a
fall starting date. This would mark Mil
land's debut as a director.
Others on the fall and early winter slal<
are: "Rebel Island" (not cast), based on the
Adele Comindine novel, to be lensed in Trucolor on location in the Bahamas; "The Admiral Hoskins Story", to be produced by
John H. Auer, and "The Johnny Longdeii
Story" (Mickey Rooney). Also on the coming schedule are a John Ford feature, for
which Republic holds a commitment, and
one to be directed by Frank Lloyd.
Talks between Republic and John Wayne
have apparently broken down, with the
result that the studio is now negotiating with
Gilbert Roland to take over the starring role
in "The Alamo," another possible fall starter
This property was originally purchased foi
Wayne several years ago when he was under
contract to the studio, and there is talk that
he may interfere with any attempt to film
the sory,
grounds that he has an investment in theon property.
RKO
RKO Lot Goes Dark Again
But Nine Films Being Edited
RKO HAS GONE 1).\KK AGAIN
alter a tem|)orary i)roductiein i)ick-up during Jul\ and early .August. It now appears
that nothing new will go before the cameras
until Seplend)er 20, when I-'rcd I'risson'^
I inlepeiideiit Artists lannelies "The (iirl
Rush" (Rcisaliiul Russell). It wM be in
VistaVision ami Technicolor — Hrisson personally ])roducing, Robert Pirosh directing.
Despite the lull on the soundstages, there
i'" near ])eak activity in the cutting rtxmis,
w iufe nine pictures are being edited. All
nine are in cohir, and one — " The Cdiuiiuror"'
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1^ in CinemaScope. One, "Passion" (Cornel
Wildc, Yvonne Dc Carlo), will be rushed
Milt for a September 20 release. Others beingscissored are: "Cattle Queen of Montana",
The Americano", "This Is My Love", "The
llijj; Rainbow", "Son of Sinbad", "Jet Pilot"
and "African Adventure".
Probably the brightest spot on the RKO
iiorizon at the moment is the tremendous
uross being piled up by Harriet Parsons'
new comedy, "Susan Slept Here" (Dick
I'owcll, Debbie Reynolds). Charles Boasl)crg, RKO's general sales manager, has just
notified the studio that it is running up
urosses of from 40 to 85 percent above normal in every situation where it has played.
He predicts a domestic gross of $2,500,000
lor this modest-budget film.
Sally Forrest, pacted by Hov.ard Hughes
ID an exclusive contract after she finishjd
"Son of Sinbad", has received a release from
the contract, under which she made no pictures.

Robe" — 70-30, with the exhibitor guaranteed
a 10 percent profit, according to distribution
head AI Lichtman. He is predicting a $15,000,000 gross on the film in the United
States and Canada, alone.
Four CinemaScope pictures are shooting
at the present time: "Untamed" (Tyrone
Power, Susan Hayward, Richard Eagan,
Rita Moreno) — Bert Friedlob and William

At the time l-'ilni I'.L'LLETIX went In
press, no one on the lot would venture a
i:iicss as to when another film would be
starting, aside from the above-mentioned
'Girl Rush", but the best bet is that nothing
more will roll until October when Benedict
I'ogeaus may start one of the three properties which he is readying.
It is still indefinite wliethcr RKO will
liandle the release of Goldwyn's "Guys and
Dolls," which gets a fall start.
2CTH

CENTURY-FOX

Fox Seeking More Product
To Meet Needs of Customers
WITH THE INCREASE IN CINEMAScope-equipped theatres jumping from 3,000
to 7,000 in the United States and Canada
during the past three months, 20th CenturyI'ox is on an all-t>ut prowl to line up ananiorphic releases which will fulfill the demands of this greatly increased number of
customers.
Independents planning CinemaScope projects are being told the front door is open
at I'ox, for partial financing on any promising packages. A deal was just closed this
month for Fox to release Joseph Kaufman's
"Long John Silver" (Robert Newton, Connie
(iilchrist), w-hich Kaufman is producing and
I'yron Haskin directing in Australia. We
arc informed that Fox put up a substantial
portion of the cash to film the $1,000,000
picture. e\cn before the releasing deal was
worked out.
Cttntrary to all previous announcements.
I'ilm I'.L'LLE ITN also learns that Fox is
still looking for non-CinemaScope, as well,
i'wo British-made films are being negotiated
for at the moment. Only the high demands
for a guarantee by David O. Selznick
scuttled a deal for Fox to handle the rerelease of "Duel in the Sun".
Sales terms on Darryl Zanuck's "The
Egyptian" will be the same as for "The

•mm

Bacher producers, Henry King director;
"The Racers" (Kirk Douglas, Gilbert Roland, Bella Darvi, Katy Jurado, Lee J. Cobb)
— Julian Blaustein producer, Henry Hathaway director; "Desiree" (Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon, Cameron
Mitchell, Michael Rennie) — Blaustein producer, Henry Koster fdirector,
Continued and
on "There's
Page 16)

"THE SILVER CHALICE"
CinemaScope & WarnerColor
(Warner Bros.)
This biblical drama, based on bestselling novel by Thomas B. Costaln.
concerns the historically controversial
chalice from which Christ supposedly
drank at the Last Supper. Basil (Paul
Newman), the young Roman artist and
follower of Christ, who designed and
made the cup, became a Christian
martyr, pursued by disbelievers, like
the Messiah, himself. Bosil's wife,
Helena (Virginia Mayo), a salve girl,
helps save his life, but is unable to
keep the cup eventually from being
captured and destroyed.
Shooting started June 2; due to be
completed by the end of August. Release scheduled for Christmas. Budget: $1,500,000.
Cast: Mayo. Jack Palonce, Newman. Pier Angeli. Producer-director,
Victor Saville.

, weave
as sinister "Simon, the Magician
Scene at top shows Jack Palance,
Paul Newman and Miss Mayo.
a spell on Virginia Mayo. Center: Newcomer
Antioch.
of
city
the
Bottom: A camel caravan from the Far East enters
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Three Currently Shooting

No Business Like Show P.iisiness" (Ethel
Merman, Donald O'Connor, Marilyn Monroe, Dal Dailey, Johnnie Ray, Mitzi Gaynor) — Sol C. Seigel producer, Walter Lang
director.

Two More Will Roll in Sept.
THREE PICTURES FOR UA RE-

Starting next week is "Daddy Long Legs"
(Fred Astaire, Leslie Caron) — Samuel G.
Engel producer, Jean Negulesco director.
This will be fallowed on September 1 by
"Seven Year Itch" (Marilyn Monroe, Tom
Ewell) — a Charles Feldman production.

lease are now shooting: "Gabriel Horn"
(Burt Lancaster, Dianne Foster, Diana
Lynn), in Technicolor, a Hecht-Lancaster
production — Harold Hecht producer, Burt
Lancaster director; "New York Confidential"
(Broderick Crawford, Richard Conte, Marilyn Maxwell), a Greene-Rouse Production
— Clarence Green producer, Russell Rouse
director, and "Night of the Hunter" (Robert

"EAST OF EDEN"
CinemaScope & WarnerColer
(Warner Bros.)
Talcing only about the last 100
pages of the best-selling John
Steinbeck novel, Werners have
developed a highly dramatic
script built around the conflict of
personalities between a father
(Raymond Massey) and his two
sons. Aaron (Richard Oovalos)
is a model son, whereas Cal
(James Dean) has always been
the problem child. The two high
points of the picture come when
Cal discovers that his mother,
whom he has thought to be dead,
is really alive and running a
gambling house in a neighboring
city, and when both of the sons
fall in love with the same girl
(Julie Harris). Aaron, the good
one, goes to pieces under the
double strain, and erds up joining the Army, during the closing
days of World War I, while Cal
emerges the stronger, and the
romantic victor.
Started May 27, the film gees
to the editing department this
week. Dut to be released some
time around mid-1955. Budget:
SI.OOO.OOO-plus.
Cast: Harris, Massey, Dean,
Davalos. Producer-director, Ella
Kaxan.
Top: Ella Kazan rehearses Julie Harris and new discovery James Dean for
a dramatic scene. Kazan spotted Dean in the Broadway hit, "The Immoralist". The other scene shows director Kazan and his crew lifted hi.jh in the
air on a giant camera crane to film a love sequence on a ferris wheel.

Mitchuni, Shelley Winters, Lillian Gish).
Paul Gregory's initial production — Charles
Laughton directing. This is from Davis
Grubb's best-seller.
Coming up in September are: "Gentlemen
Marry Brunettes" (Jane Russell, Jeanne
Craine), a Russfield-Voyager production in
CinemaScope & Technicolor, on location in
London, Paris and Monte Carlo — Robert
Bassler producer, Richard Sale director, and
"Five Against The House" (Ralph Meeker,
Guy Madison, Zachary Scott) — Stirling Siliphant producing and directing.
An October starter will be "The Kiss-Off",
suspense mystery, probably starring Barhar^t
Stanwyck, which Frank Tashlin and Rip
\'an Runkle will produce. A deal has just
been set for financing the picture, with U.A
guaranteeing the entire loan, to be madt
through Chemical Bank of New York.
As Studio Size-Ups reported last issue,
the late Leonard Goldstein's Panoramic Productions will continue to function, with vicepresidents Robert Jacks and Robert Goldstein taking over. They plan to start two
new films within the next six weeks. The
original Panoramic contract called for 10
pictures to be delivered within an 18-montli
period. Two already are completed, "Black
Tuesday" (Edward G. Robinson, Jean Parker), and "Stranger On Horseback" (Joel
McCrea). Properties being readied include
"Robber's Roost," "Calico Pony," and
''Shadow At My Shoulder". It is likely that
the upcoming pair will be taken from this
group.
President Arthur Krim has estimated that
his company's 1954 gross will hit the $45,000,000 mark — a new high for the organization. This reveals more clearly than any
words the tremendous progress made by the
company since the new regime took over
three years ago. During the first year, the
gross totalled a comparatively unimpressive
$18,000,000, and even that was a far crv front
the annual losses which had been recorded
under previous management.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Big Budgets, Plenty Color,
Novels, CinemaScope at U-l
THE BIGGEST INCREASE IN BUDgets in Universal history is slated for ne.xt
year, when more than half of the 30-picturc
slate will be turned out in the top cost brackets. Twenty-two of the year's films will he
lensed in Technicolor, and there is talk that
perhaps as high as 25 percent will he in
Cinema.Scopc.
This studio has stockpiled nine top dramas
and novels on which to base some of next
year's high-budgeters. Contrary to the general policy of the studio in past years, the
principal emphasis will be placed on story
content in planning the new program.
Among the top properties bow in the early
stages of preparation, or recently acquired,
arc: ".\way .Ml I'xiats," Kcnintli Dobsoii's
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bcst-sclliiig novel of \\ nrld War II; "Xow
Heaven, New Earth," the no\'el b\- Artheniise Goertz deahng witli a young doctor's
romantic conflict; '"Dead Man's Pass," new
Saturday Evening Post serial by Peter
Dawson; "The Galileans," Frank G. Slaughter's best-seller of the Biblical era; "Tacey
Cromwell." Conrad Richter's novel about a
gallant frontier woman: "All 'J'hat Hea\en
Allows," dramatic novel by Edna and Harry
Lee; "Miss Pettigrew Lives For A Day"
new novel by Winnifold W'atron, and "^lississippi Landing," novel by Hen Lucien
Burman.

Coming up arc: "Lady Godiva of Coventry" (Maureen O'Hara. Jeff Chandler), one
of the studio's top Technicolor i)roductions
of the year, slated to roll .August 30 — Robert
Arthur producing, .Arthur Lubin directing,
and " The .^shrike" (Jose Ferrer, June .Allyson), based on the Pulitizer Prize play —
Rosenberg producing, Ferrer doubling as director. The latter film has been given a
Sci)teinber 11 starting date.

Send

INDEPENDENTS
Filmakers Most Active

a Busy Month

With 8 Features on Slate
WARXER BROTHERS PROMISES
to be one of the busiest lots in town during
September, with five pictures due to carry
over from August and probably three more
starting shortly after the first of the month.
Xow in production are: "Strange Lady In
Town" (Greer (iarson. Dana Andrews,
Cameron ilitchell, Walter Hampden), Mervyn LeRoy producer-director: "Young At
Heart" (Doris Day, Frank Sinatra, Ethel
Barrymore, Gig Young) — Henry Blanke
producer, Gordon Douglas director; "The
Silver Chalice" (Virginia Mayo, Jack Palance, Paul Xewman, Pier Angeli) — \'ictor
Saville producer-director; "Land of tiie
Pharoahs" (Jack Hawkins, Dewey ^lartin)
— Howard Hawks producer-director; and
"Helen of Troy" (Rossana Podesta, Jacques
Sernas, Sir Cedric Hardwicke) — Robert
W ise director. All are in WarnerCoIor, and
all but "Young At Heart" in CinemaScoiie.
Coming up in Sei)tember arc: "Mr.
Roberts" (Henry Fonda. James Cagney,
William Pf>well, Jack Lemmon) — Leland
Ha\ward producer-director; "Jumi) Into
Hell" (not cast), story of the French stand
at Dien Bicn Pliu — to be produced by David
W eisbart; and at least one other to be selected from the voluminous stockpile of
scripts now completed.
Jack Webb's next starring picture, to follow "Dragnet", will be "Pite Dailey's
r>lues", which has just been handed to
scripter Richard I'rcen. Webb will also direct the picture, due to start sometime
around mid-winter.
Despite an earlier reluctance toward offering outside stars percentage deals on important productions. Warners is now angling
several stellar personalities with share the
profits deals. One such arrangement has
just been worked out with June -Allyson.
who takes over the co-starring role opposite
.Alan Ladd in "The McConnell Story," which
will get a late fall or early winter start. Ladd
also has a similar deal at the studio.

However. L'-I will not lotall\ forsake its
so-called "bread and butter" features. In
addition to the top-budget ftatures listed
above, the company will turn out at least
one new "Francis" comedy, an Abbott and
Costello comedy, a (|uota of outdoor-action
melodramas, and a number of films aimed :ii
the exploitation market. .A re-make of " The
Spoilers" is also on the sciiedule.
I'ivc features currently are shooting, with
a pair more slated t(- go within the next fortnight. Those before the cameras now: "The
Looters" (Rory Calhoun, Julia .Adams) —
Howard Christie producer, .Abncr Hiebernian director; "To Hell and Hack" (.Audie
.\Iur))hy), in CinemaScope & Technicolor —
.\aron Rosenberg |)ro<lucer, Jesse Hibbs director; "Captain Lightfoot" (Rock Hudson,
Harbara Rush. Je!T Morrow), shooting in
Ireland, in CinemaScope & Technicolor —
Ross Hunter ])ro(lucer, Douglas Sirk director; "Fo.x Fire" (Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler.
Dan Duryca), in Technicolor — .Aaron Roseiibcrji producer, Joseph Pevney director; and
"Return of the Creature" (John .Agar. Lori
Nelson), in ,H )— William .Alland ])r(jclucer.
Jack Arnold director.

SHOWMEN

BROTHERS

The world premiere of Warners'
Is I'orn" (Judy Garland), has now
for September 30, in Hollywood.
ture which, incidentally, had rave
at two west coast sneak pre\ iews.
nppri ixiinately throe hours.
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F I L M A K E R S , THE
C () L L I E R
oung-Ida Lupino company, is making
rapid strides toward becoming one of the
town's most formidable independents. Current production equals, if not actually surpasses, many of the major studios, and
bookings on completed product are being
made at such outstanding metropolitian
houses as the Xew York Paramount.
Activity at the present time embraces two
of its own productions and a third being
produced for release by the company. They
are: "Mad At The World" (Frank Lovejoy,
Keefe Braselle, Cathy O'Donnell)— Collier
Young producer, Harry Essex director; Hal
E. Chester's "Crashout" (William Bendix,
Arthur Kennedy, Gene Evans) — Lewis Foster director; and in preparation, Filmakers'
own "The A erandah" (not cast), which Miss
Lupino wrote and will direct.
"Private Hell 36" (Ida Lupino, Howard
Duff, Dean Jagger, Dorothy Malone), completed only three weeks ago, has been set
for
a September 3 premiere at the X^ew A'ork
Paramount.
Production among the uncommitted indes
is at a viitual standstill this month. The
next film definitely slated to roll is "Girl's
Reformatory." an original story by William
Callihan to be jjroduced by C & H Productions. Xo cast has been set, as yet, but
filming is supposed to get underway in
early Sejitember.
An October 4 starting date has been assigned to the Joseph Sliaftel inde production,
"Hunted" (not cast), which will be lensed
almost entirely on location in the Philippines. The picture will be partly financed
by L. \'. X. Pictures, Inc., of ^lanila, of
which Manuel de Leon, president of the
Philippine producers' association is general
manager. Two .American stars will be used.
.\fter "Hunted", .^haftel i)lans "The Miraculous Fish." with .Anthony Ouinn, in Baja,
California.
Papers are being drawn up for the new
distribution setup headed by Fred Schwartz,
Century Circuit topper, and other leading
exhibitors, to handle Allan Dowling Pictures' "Hunters of the Sea,'' a documentarytype feature recently completed by Tom
Gries. Xo release date has been set.
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WILLIAAI GOLDMAN, independent
circuit operator in the Phi'at.elphia area,
made important production n.e\\s witli
the announcement that he l;as entered
into an association with Paul Ciregory
to produce top-drawer motion pictures.
Charles Laughton will supervise production. Gregory has won fame as producer of stage "reading" p'.ays: "Cainc
^Iutin\- Court ^lartial", "Don Juan in
Hell", etc. He is currently filming
"Night
of the First
Hunter"
for L'nited
Artists release.
to be produced
by
Goldman-Gregory team is "The Naked
and the Dead", Norman 3iailer's bestseller, scheduled to start next June.
Second property to be undertaken will
be "AIv Beloved".
BOASBERG, GRAINGER, BRANSON
CHARLES BOASL5ERG, JAMKS R.
GRAINGER, WALTER BRANSON
were in the news via Boasberg's resignation (effective Oct. 30) as general
manager of RKO Radio Pictures. President Grainger announced that foreign
sales chief Branson has been named
world-wide sales manager, effective totaking over Boasberg's
(Aug. 23),joins
post.dayLatter
the new American
Production & Distribution Ci rp., headed
bv Fred Schwartz, of Century Theatres.

Sr-VROS SKOURAS AL LICHTAlAN told the 2()tli Century-F\)x sales
lorce that correct C incmaSccpe presentation in theatres is crucial to the continuing success of the wide-screen process. Lichtman urged his sales organization to play a guiding role in the advancement of the anamorphic meiliuni.
Merchandising campaigns ^^crc set for
■' The l\gyplian" and other upcoming
2()ih-l-"ox releases.
0

0
E. R. ZORGNIOTTI, BERNARD
JACON, JONAS ROSENFIELD, L F.
E.'s executive v.p., sales v. p., ad-pu!)exploitation v.p., respectively, made
news by holding the first national sales
convention of Italian Films Export in
the U. S. Confab points up the increasing importance the foreign film organization is gaining as a product supplier
for American exhibitors. I. F. E. now
has a sales push in progress — Bernie
J aeon Testimonial Drive — which ends
December 31.

SI FAl'.IAX. Stanley Warntr president,
has the spotlight in a home town celebration (Aug. 24), when Patcrson, N. J
fetes the
40thmotion
anniversary
Fabian'^as
career
in the
picture of
business
GOLDMAN
J. ROBERT RUBIN ends a 30-year
career with Loew's, Inc. when he resigns as vice-president and general
counsel on Aug. 31. At auo 72, Rubin
plans to take things easy.

ZORGNIOTTI, JACON, ROSENFIELD
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part of the "Fabian Fabulous Forty'
drive being conducted by his chain. The
circuit executive got his sta*-! in the industry at Paterson's Regent theatre,
which will be the scene of tlu anniversary event.

FABIAN

UR

COMPLIMENTS,

MR.

H.

-

...AND^IIi^ARE!

eciwqek
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WIND!

IN A TRADITION OF QUAIITY

-

^

MADE
Meetings
— Marcus
Discussions'Satisfactory'
between the Allied
States Association committee on film terms and film sales executives, held in New York last Wednesday and
Thursday (18-19) were termed "generally satisfactory" by Allied president Ben Marcus.
The independent exhibitor group, composed
of Marcus, as chairman, A. F. Myers, Jack Kirsch,
Xatc Vamins and Wilbur Snaper, had been named
to investigate charges that the distributors were
exacting "unconscionable" film rentals that deprived exhibitors of their rightful share of the tax
savings effected by the revised excise tax cut.
They met with the sales heads of all major film
companies, except Universal, whose Charles Feldnian was abroad. Assistant general sales manager
Ray Moon represented U-I.
Marcus will deliver a report on the confabs
to the Allied board, meeting at White Sulpher
Springs, West Virginia, August 23-24.
Metro District Chief Retires
In what could well be termed the passing of a
dynasty, Robert Lynch, Metro district manager of
the Philadelphia territory, announced his retirement (Sept. 1) after 37 years in distribution for
the company. Acknowledgng Lynch's departure
Loew's president Nicholas M. Schenck said, "Bob
has served the company well. No one deserves
the rewards of good service more."
Succeeding Lynch is Louis Formato, Philadelphia branch manager for the last 11 years, who
assumes his duties Aug. 23. William A. Madden,
former city circuit sales manager at Boston, takes
over the branch manager post. He has been with
Metro since 1929.
Branson to Top RKO Sales Post
RKO foreign sales chief Walter Branson has
been appointed world-wide sales manager, encompassing the general sales manager post left vacant
by the resignation of Charles Boasbeig. A vete-ran
of a number of key RKO sales positions for the
past 24 years, Branson's appointment becomes effective Aug. 23, it was announced by president
James R. Grainger.
Leaving Oct. 30, Boasberg joins the American
Production & Distribution Corporatio.i, headed by
Fred Schwartz, president of the Century Theatre
Circuit.
U-I Schedules 1 1 in 5 Months
Universal-International will d<j its share to relieve the product shortage in the coming months,
according to a Sept. -Jan. release schedule announced by vice-president, sales chief Charles
l"eldman. Eleven features, nine in color and two
CinemaScopic, will be released during the period.
The five-months program includes: "The
I'.Iack Shield of Falwortli", CinemaScope & 'i'eciinicolor; "Dawn at Socorro", Technicolor; "Naked
-Alibi"; "i'engal I'rigade", Technicolor; "F-"our
(/uns to the Border", Technicolor; "West of Zanzibar", J.Arthur Rank production; "Sign of t'.:^
Pagan", CincmaSco)je & 1'eclinicolor; "Ricochet
Romance"; "So This Is Paris", Technicolor;
"Destry", Technicolor; and "I'lie Seekers", J.
Arthur Rank production.
Page 22
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NEWS
COMPO

Returning from a 9-week
European tour in which he set
campaigns
"Egyptian",
v.p.
Charles for
Einfeld
reports Fox
that
CinemaScope and top quality
productions are giving the film
industry its best year abroad.
David A. Lipton, U-I v.p., ad
chief, was handed a new contract which extends his present
pact thru 1958. His weekly paycheck ranges from a current
$1100 up to $1300.
Jack L. Warner became a
grandfather when his daughter,
Mrs. William Orr, gave birth to
a son.
United Artists ad manager
Roger H. Lewis v.'as on the
Coast during the last fortnight
to meet with inde producers and
their ad men on selling plans
for upcoming films to be released by UA.
Spyros Skouras, certainly the
travelingest film executive extant, hopped aboard last week
for
a
few
days' to
business
trip back
and
was scheduled
fly right
to attend the world premiere of
"The Egyptian" at the Roxy.
Metro ad mgr. Silas F. Seadler's son, Stephen E., was
married in NYC to Miss Ingrid
L. Adolfsson of Stockholm.
Leo Jaffe, Columbia v.p., is in
London conferring with inde
groups filming for Columbia release.
Metro's "Seven Brides" not
only has broken all grossing
records at the Music Hall during its four-week run, but the
company reports that the film
has out-grossed five other top
MGM in its first 25 bookings
out of town.
lATSE president Richard F.
Walsh and all incumbent officers
were re-elected at the union's
42nd convention in Cincinnati.
Walsh defeated Roy M. Brewer
by a vote of almost 2 to 1.
E. M. "Emo" Orowitz resigned as a top executive of the
Savar Theatre Corp., Camden,
N. J., effective Sept. 12. and is
going to Hollywood. A former
national director of ad-pub-exploitation
for RKO,
he later.
will reveal his coast
affiliation
The Variety Club Foundation
to Combat Epilepsy and the
Epilepsy Asso. of NY have
merged into the United Epilepsy Association, it was announced
by William J. German and Carl
Marks, respective presidents of
the former organizations. Marks
will be president of the new
group with German treasurer.
Jack H. Harris, sales chief of
Exploitation Productions, Inc..
reports EPI will distribute
"Jamboree",
Boy Scouts
color
feature
produced
by George
Murphy.
Died: Sidney Jacobs. 60, veteran district manager for Stanley
Warner in Pittsburgh zone.
Paul Small, 45, leading industry
talent agent and brother-in-law
of Metro's Dore Scbary.

Insurance

Plan

COMPO's group life insurance plan, sii'
mitted to 6500 dues-paying members for approva
seemed assured of success as favorable respons
poured in. COMPO special counsel Robert
Coyne aid that since only 600 insured lives are r
quired to set up the project, "the gratuitous co^
ments of enthusiastic approval from many of the
interested make it almost certain that many tini
the minimum number . . . will be obtained an
that the plan can be carried into effect."
Coyne said the plan was developed by
John Hancock company after consultations wit
COMPO officials, and he emphasized th
COMPO would neither incur liabilities nor pro
through the program. No action will be take
until
opinions are obtained from all of the me
bership.
Warns of British Boycott
The visiting British member of Parliam
and general secretary of the National Associati
of Theatrical and Kine Employees, Tom O'Brie
breathed a little fire in Cincinnati anl Hollywc
over unemployment in British film irdustry. A
the lATSE convention in Ohio, he called f
better understanding between members of the in
dustry in the \J. S. and Britain, and proposed a
agreement whereby more TV films used in thi
country would be produced in England.
Moving on to Hollywood. O'Brien' took a sho
at the AFL Film Council, which had complain'
to TV film makers about the adverse effect o
American employment in making films abroad. H
warned studio union officials that their efforts
preventin American
television
be"
made
Britain would
be met films
with afrom
boycott
Hollywood product in his country, rie said o
one percent of L'. S. TV productions would
turned out in England this year and that "to
to take this work away from English film peo
docs not represent realistic thinking b\ Hollyw
trade unionists."
Perspecta Royalties Dropped
Domestic and foreign producers n-ay now
Perspecta Stereophonic Sound (optical tra
without paying royalties, it was announced
.Arthur iL Loew, president of Loew's Internati
al. The new policy was adopted by ZdGM. W
ner Bros, and Paramount — companies which ha
financedstandardization.
the system's development
effect
Loew said —it inwasorder
ho
that the move will bring about "universal adopt!
of this trouble-free system by the world indiistr"
RKO to Handle Superscope Abroad
Foreign distribution of the Superscope wid'
screen process invented by Joseph and IrvinTushinsky will be handled by RKO Radio Pic
tures, it was announced by president James K
(irainger. L'. S. and Canatlian distribution i^
througli National Screen Service. Walter Bran
^on, newly appointed RKO world-wide sales chici
and Joseph 'I'usliinksy were scheduUd to lca\'
N'ew York in early September to hold a series
.Superscope demonstrations in Europe, but planmay
be sales
changed
the top
post. in view of I'iransou's ti-.king ovti

€XHIBITORS

FORUm

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
PROFITS & TERMS
ITO of Indiana
We don't subscribe to the belief that an
( \liibitor should be guaranteed a profit on
r\cry picture regardless of terms. But
neither do we believe that any exhibitor
-lujuld be asked to pay more than a nominal
percentage of his gross unless he does make
:i profit. On those occasional pictures where
the producer would seem to be entitled tfi a
rhance at earning a high percentage we
would negotiate a percentage "floor" in each
Mtuation according to the problems of that
]iarticular account. We suppose this might
range from,' 15% to 30%. Certainly on a
really top picture the maximum number of
].laydatcs it would garner and the greater
number of people that would buy at each
theatre would at least assure the production
< nst from this low percentage of the gross.
Then, let the profits come from those theaitcs that made a profit f)n the picture and
not from those situations that did not hapi)en
to make money on the engagement.
Control figures above which the exhibitor
would pay at a higher rate of percentage
( uuld be either negotiated or based on operating expenses. Of course, it would be important that the percentage rate api)licable
above the contnd figure would not he so
high as to discourage the exhibitor Iroiii
strong merchandizing of the picture. \\ e
I an't imagine a man spending very nuu h
money, thought or effort in the promotion
t additional business if he were allowed to
retain only a very minor jxirtiim of the extra
income. This method of selling is not new
iir theoretical, but is the maimer in which
many big revenue accounts are sold. There
n- no reason similar deals could not be made
by smaller theatres on the so-called "special"
product.
BMI

VS. ASCAP
ITO of Ohio

Broadcast Music, Incorporated is now actively soliciting theatres to take out licenses
lor overture, intermission and exit music.
I hey have thus gf)nc into competition w ith
XSCAl'. r.iMI's fees are nnicli lower than
\SCAl''s. If you need a eomplcle rtpii'toire
iif music, you will ha\e to take Ijotli licenses.
If you can get along with a more liTuited
supply, including many tnj) hit Inne^, lake
"nly a I'M I license, but insi>l that ihcx
>upi)ly you with regularlv prinled lists.
We will agree that it is nllerly winng lhal
\()U should have to iiay aii\thiiiL;. The^e
"r^ani/.ations acluall\- slmuld i)ay \(ni for
playiiig these i)ieces to a cai)ti\e audience
which, if it likes them, will go and 1)U\ -heel
music or records of the songs. Ilul the
courts have held that they have a rii^lil In
lollect for so-called ])erformaiice rights. The
\SCAP consent decree of a few years agi>
limited the right, however, to music which is
played solely at the exhibitor's option. •
If you buy tape recorded music from one
of the firms which suijplies it, get a letter

from the supplier stating that he has paid,
on your behalf, the performance rights. Payment by the company for tape recordings
themselves does not exempt the exhibitor
from paying for the performance rights.
GOVT

INTERVENTION
AITO of Wisconsin
The following is the text of a resolution
passed by the Board of Directors of Allied
Independent Theatre Owners of Wisconsin
at a Board Meeting held on Tuesday, July
20, 1954.
"Be it resolved, that we, the Board of Directors of Allied Independent Theatre Owners of Wisconsin, hereby endorse the stand
and statements of Abram F. Myers, National
.\llied General Counsel and Board Chairman, as outlined in his statements to the
Traderent film
Press
rentalregarding
policies; the
and distributors' cur"I'e it further resolved, that slmuld the
National .Allied Committee, appointed to
meet with the heads of the distributing companies, fail in ts attempts to ])ersuade the
distributors to return to a 'live and let live'
policy as it relates to film terms, then wc, the
Board of Directors of Allied Independent
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin, urge that
National .Mlied take immediate steps to seek
government inltrvention, and Wisconsin
Allied's National Director, Sig Goldberg, is
hereby directed to formally present such rcciuest for government intervention at the
next National Mlied ]5oard Meeting, scheduled al While Sulphur Springs."
COMPLAINT ON ADS
ITO of Ohio
There are valid reasons why some newspapers have rejected some ads from theatres.
It is time that motion picture advertising
conform to Better Busincvss Bureau standards. This problem has already affected
theatres in Cleveland and "censoring" of ads
may spread. Public attention was called to
it in Time Maga/inc recently citing these
examples of advertising:
"Princess ()t The Nile": "No woman with
a soul ever danced like Shaliniar."
".\bout Mrs. Leslie": "She gave more of
herself in six weeks than most women give
in "Hell
a life time!"
I'elow Zero": "You'll never forget
I he fight in Capetown . . . the kiss on deck
. the ren<le/.\ oils in the cabin."
. .There
have been few new ideas in motion
picture advertising in many \ears. It has
been truly said that the titles could be
changed on many ads and the illustration
could serve for any number of other piclures. The exhibitor who has no art department of his own is forced to rely on what
the distributor gives him.
IMease watch carefully what ihe producers
give you and use only what will not offend
good taste. .Above all, be sure ynur ads
don't misrepresent a picture. That can hurl
you more than anything else.

CASE

ON

UNION
TOA

PICKETING

Hugh Graham, d.b.a.
LaCosa Theatre vs. Tony Blust, et al.*
Hugh Graham operated the LaCosa Theatre. Early in 1952 he wanted to hire a union
projectionist and reciuested the union having
jurisdiction of these projectionists to send
him one. The union representatives insisted
that the plaintiff hire two projectionists
rather than one. They would not send one.
Graham refused to hire two. He could not
afford "to pay an extra man who would not
be doing practical work . . . when one projectionist could handle the work". There
was no dispute between Graham and the
union — Graham was at all times willing to
pay union wages. Since the union refused to
send a projectionist, Graham hired a nonunion projectionist and paid him union
wages. Thereupon, the union picketed Graham's theatre. Graham brought this suit to
enjoin the picketing, and the Court granted
the injunction on the grounds that the picketing was for "an unlawful purpose and was,
therefore,
Graham enjoinable".
claimed: (1) that while the picketing was peaceful it was for an unlawful purpose; and (2) that the only purpose of the
picketing was to force unwanted services on
the plaintiff.
The union claimed: (1) that there was a
labor dispute, and that, therefore, the picketing was lawful; and (2) that the Court had
no jurisdiction in the matter.
The Court found all issues for Graham.
'J'hese arc some excerpts froiii the court's
decision :
"In numerous cases, although not upon
unitorm reasoning or principles, relief by
injunction has been afforded a.uainst picketing of this character which in reality
amounts to boycott established against the
business of plaintifT to make him submit to
demands of the defendants . . . Here the defendants are using picketing as a force to
deprive plaintiff of the opportunity of managing his ownshould
business."
Reference
be made, too, to the case
of Kenmike Theatres, Inc., vs. Moving Picture Operators, Local 304, A.F.L., et al., 139
Conn. 95, in which the Supreme Court of
Connecticut rendered a similar decision. In
the Kenmike case the Court held, on substantially the same facts, that peaceful
picketing "will be enjoined where there is
no labor dispute, and where it is being used
to attempt lo force the theatre owner to employ oidyareunion
There
many projectionists".
states that follow the law
as set out in these LaCosa and Kenmike
cases. Exhibitors should become familiar
with the laws of their particular states and
determine what their rights are.
*No. 198AT5 Uiv. No. 5, Circuit Court of the
County of St. Louis, State of Missouri, 5/24/54.
An appcdl Ikis been lalicn from this decision.
HERMAN M. LEVY,
General Counsel, TOA
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A full array of promotional tie-up$ was employed by Ben Domingo, managing director of the RKO Keith's Memorlvii, Boston,
and John McGrail, Universal field exploiteer, in promoting "Magnificent Obsession" to record-breaking grosses. The campaign
included, left to right: (1) window display in Ligget's Drug Store
featuring pocket book edition of the Lloyd C. Dougloi novel;
Bazaar 'Brigadoon' Break
Ten color pages in tlii' August issue of
Harper's Bazaar give flashy display to Brigadoon Fantasy Fashions, which, as you
might suspect, also provide some potent promotion on behalf of M-G-M's upcoming
CineniaScope musical, " Hrigadnoii". 'I'his
"pened the door for Metro's boxofficers to
-wing a big nationw'i<le contest for department stores, aimed at inspiring "Brigadoon"
window displays and newspaper advertising.
.A lavish campaign kit containing a host of
advertising, publicity and exploitatitm ideas
lias gone out to merchandise m;-.nagers and
lironiotion executives of some 20() leading
stores, serving as a blueprint for display and
l>roniotion of the Greta Plattry fashions featured in Harper's in connection with the
musical hit. It all figures to garner yards
■ window and newspaper space frr)m coast
1 coast.
Prizes for five top winners of tlu- contest
will he free trips to Scotland.
Pra irie' Check List
.■\ miniature "check list" on Walt Disney's
" The \'anishing Prairie", supplementing the
regular i)ressbook, is a new device being
^ent to exhibitors by Buena \'ista Pocket>ize, the booklet contains campaign highlights on the picture in condensed form. It
1^ a useful and readily available asset to
-hownien, one which might be worth adopting as, a regular feature by ill film companies. In such compact form, theatremen
could always have accessible for constant
review the i)rincipal facets of campaigns on
iniportant i>icture^.

DEPARTMENT

(2) a lobby adaptation of the Woman's Home Companion serialization, starting in August edition; (3) tie-up window display with
music store featuring Decca recording of soundtrack; (4) 40 x
60 in lobby devoted to Parents' Magazine award; (5) lobby
display of library tie-in. Thus, the Domingo-McGrail team utilized
"Obsession's" major tie-up angles to full effect.

BigTelevision
TV Play
Egyptian'
will for
iday its
biggest role as an
advertising medium in 20th-Fox history to
plug "The Egyptian". The CinemaScope
spectacle will get a huge saturation campaign embracing 160 domestic and Canadian
markets, it was announced by C harles Kinfcld.
Set to start this week, the \\ drive will
be aimed to support the 200 prtmiere engagements with aroun<l-the-clock announcements on both network and local stations.
The one-minute and 20-second spots will be
carried for a two-weeks period, ?nd Einfeld
CATCHLINE

f

OF THE ISSUE

"The Greatest Gift Any Man Can
Brinfc To A If oman Is His Innocence
— tf hic/t He Can Give Only Once.''
THE EGYPTIAN (20th Centuiy-Fo.x)

expects the penetration to cover an audience
of many millions.
.-V big radio campaign will also be conducted, along with the television national
newspaper and billboard barrages, making
"The Egyptian" push, one of the most
])owerful of recent years.
The Zanuck production opens at the Roxy,
X. v., on August 24 with a lavish charity
premiere attended by international notables.
Schine Showmen Ballyhoo
The value of street stunts, and the revival
of activity in this field, are noted in a recent
bulletin from the Schine publicity department, which says:
"Vou might have thought tl'.at the oldtime ballylioo was stashed away in mothballs
forever . . . that that shows how wrong you
can be! It looks as though, by some unspoken sign, the boys in the field have been
f Continued on Page 28)

in 1952
1953NOON
»/G»
SHAN£
lost mo't >1
motion p'ctwre
iNCOiotirTEC NICOLOR

This striking art display was adapted by Lorry ^
Graver, of the Mastboum. Philadelphia, from
poster illustrations. Used in the lobby several
weeks in advance, it helped "Apache" break
Chilly's all-time opening record.
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These clips from the newspaper ads stress the pitch to the millions of TV fans, who can
now see their small-screen crime fighter in his true proportions. Ballyhoo your BIG
screen as never before. It becomes institutional advertising, as well as picture selling.

'DHAGNET-ON
THE
BIG
SCALE!
movie over to the man who created the
HERALD
Diiiu-da-duin-diitn . . .
Dum-da-diim-dum . . .
popular crime-does-not-pay series. In his
A flasliy tabloid licrald, measuring 9 x l-i
first feature venture, Webb has followed
inches,
is offered in mat form iri the press"Diaf^
d
THE acquisition of TV's fun.e
the TV storv ])attern, but he had time to book. Local merchants should be solicited
net" for ihe movies must b'> chalke'd up
as one of the real showman scoops of recent
ex})and the chase and give some substance
to take the hack page as a co-op to share or
to his characters.
defray cost of printing and distribution.
years. To millions of living room film fans,
uni
For their part, the Warner boxofficers,
the ominous duni-da-diini-d
theme song,
THE MUSIC
and the calm, almost monotonous voice of under direction of ad chief Murt Blumenstock
and
his
Eastern
arm.
Gilbert
Oolden.
Kxhihitnrs arc urged to capitalize on tiic
Sgt. Joe Friday have long been favorite
TV fare. Now. at last, it comes to the BIO
have designed a hard-hitting campaign
poi)ularity of the "dum-da-dum-dtim" theme.
that makes the most of the jjopularity of Music stores carry the record ard it can be
movie screen, and in a full, feature-length
title and star, and shouts loudly that
played over the p. a. system at all show
|)roduction.
breaks,
over a loudspeaker out front, and as
Of course, no one other th.m director"Dragnet" is "ON THE BIG MOTION
actor-sometimes writer Jack Webb could
background
for radio spots. Don't overlook
PICTURE SCREEN AT LAST!" Thru
the 20-niinute long-playing recording being
the newspaper ads, the lithos. the publicity
be considered for Friday role, and Warner
offered by WB as part of the deal cutout
Bros, shrewdly turned the direction of th-v' and in a variety of jiromotions and diseasel (see below, left).
plays, this factor is played up. For the
countless home viewers, this means that
LITHOS
now "Dragnet" can be seen on the grand
The 24-sheet is a big splash for billboards,
scale, on the big, bigger movie theatre
for posting on the lobby floor, or on the
screen — in feature length — and in color, to
marquee. It carries a large bust of Joe Friboot. This is the theatre showman's angle
day that can be cut out and touched up
and it should sell millions of niovie tickets.
where type runs across him.
STUNTS

This life-slic (6-fcet tall) cutout stonding display is part of a package deal being offered
by Warners to plug "Dragnc?". The Webb
figure stands beside a full-color 40x60 in an
easlcd frame. Included in the pjckcge (which
sell fcr $12.75) is o 20-minu:c LP recording of
Ihe famed "Dragnet" theme song and Webb's
voice repeating an announcement.
fage 26
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Warrer prcssboa!( always rank
with the best for exploitation stunts
and the one on "Dr4;gne>" is no exception. Two good belly gimmicks
are illus: rated here. At lef^: Dress
up two men, one to look like a
criminal, the other lika a detective,
ala Joe Friday. Have them walk
the main streets, with proper poster on the back of one. Right:
Your local police department will
probably cooperate in supplying
you official posters of criminals to
make up a lobby & front board like
this. A real attention-getter.

Th« DRAGNET i» •MTfB
out 1
fer these rnenl I 1
111
111

DRAGNET
The movie version of TV's famous
"Dragnet" gives Jack Webb the best
break of his metoric career. He has
gained a time advantage he never had
in his half-hour TV shots. The restrictions of a 30-minute drama are obvious:
there is insufficient time to develop
characters and plot motivation.
Now V/arner Bros, presents a "Dragnet" episode that should far surpass the
living-room series. Unv^inding in Webb's
typical low-key, authentic style, Joe
Friday and his partner, Frank Smith
(Ben Alexander) set out to solve the
shotgun murder of an ex-convict.
Webb's mastery of presenting a true
picture of police methods in tracking
down a fugitive is again demonstrated
as the pair doggedly check lead after
lead in a relentless drive on the killer.
They learn a gambling doublecross was
the motive for murder and eventually
capture an eye-witness to the shooting.
When the case folds through lack of
evidence, the witness is released and is
subsequently killed. However, by keeping close watch on suspects and by
using a disguised policewoman (Ann
Robinson) the case is finally cracked.
Violence, in the main, is subordinated to
the inherent drama of unrelenting forces
of law at work.

Above: Joe Friday forsakes his usual quiet
conversational approach for a right
hook to the jaw of a
criminal. At right: a
battered Friday, his
lieutenant, Frank Smith
(Ben Alexander) and
pretty policewoman
Grace Downey (Ann
Robinson), in disguise,
nomine the evidence.
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(Continued from Page 25)
reviving this quaint custom with some amaz'
ing results. In fact, in some cases we feel|
that the ballyhoo has done more good
us than large newspaper ads and other
mediums.
"It is understandable that the public
takes greater notice of a picture when they
walk right into a ballyhoo on the street.
Most every picture lends itself to some sort
of ballyhoo, and in view of the success the
current revival is enjoying, we would like to

iDHrartglll
KEY
-MICLANE
DE SPIL
^CLYTY
BiAT

then outlines a number of
seeTlie
morebulletin
of them."
clever, crowd-attracting stunts pulled by
Schine showmen in recent weeks.
The vast number of ballyhoo stunts coming to this department from showmen all
over the country appears to bear out thi<
attitude that ballyhoo is one of the most effective forms of showmanship.

An old-tirr.e circus calliope end a clown were called upon by Norman Schwartz, of the
Aztec,
San out
Antonio,
WB's "Ring
Schwartz
is seen watching
the
clown hand
one oftotheballyhoo
circus circulars
whichofheFear".
distributed
at intersections
and parks.

A stunt that can be useful in plugging any picture was employed for the Denve< premiere of UA's "Crossed Swords" at the Broadway. Viewers, of which there were many,
were asked to phone the theatre with their guess of the pretty model's weight. $100 in
prizes were awarded on opening night after the weighing-in ceremony on the stage.
Scene below is arrival at Grand Theatre, Chicago, of star Tony Curtis, following paOF FALWC
rade, with local merchants participating, to bally openings of "Black Shield of Falworth".
CURTIS LEIGH ;
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Fabian's Fabulous Promoters
The entire Stanley Warner nianpovver is
concentrating on "costless" showmanship in
the "Fabian's Fabulous Forty Drive", with
some phenomenal results. Phil Katz reports
promotional efforts that are real eye-openers.
In Pittsburgh, Lyle Harding, Sheridan
.Square, and Josephine Sabbio, Regent, promoted acash giveaway of $500.00 from three
merchants, who pay for all advertising
as well.
"Money Spent Flxtravagantly Is 'Gone
With The Wind'!" This banner headline on
a super-market's full-page newspaper ad
was promoted, without cost to S-W, by Joe
Scholer, manager of the Ohio, Sandusky, 0.
Tony Collincini, of the Manos, Greensburg, Pa., worked a tie-in with ten merchants who provided him with a brand new
Chevrolet sedan, plus all the advertising acces ories— free of charge to the theatre!
Another Stanley Warner "costless" promotion was sprung by Joe Freeman, of the
State, Johnstown, Pa. This one included an
all-expenses paid air trip to New York, an
appearance on a coast-to-coast TV show,
audition for a record company, a U. S. Savings Bond, and a tape recorder — all this to
the winner of Joe's "Talent Searchlight ConMEET YOUR

PATRONS

test".
SORRY I DIDNT
REMEMBER YOUR NAMEI
H«re It Your
Employee Benefit Ticket
that will admit you to aor one attraction
this n«xt u etk /or service charct of 20c
Exchante At Boxofflcc
THEATRE—
Coodland, Kantmi
SHERMAN
GOOD AFTtR JILV 2ND.
NOT
E. C. Rhoden, Jr., of the Commonwealth
Circuit, says this stunt by Chuck Rees,
manager of the Sherman, Goodland, Kansas, "took a lot of nerve". Rees advertised in advance that on a certain night
anyone coming to the theatre, whom he
could not recognize by name, would be
given a pass. He named 80 percent of
the patrons. Above is the pass he distributed to those he could not identify. A
shrewd stunt for the small town exhibitor.

Showman Briefs
Mort Blunienstock is in Xew York for
home office conferences with his advertising,
pubhcity, exploitation staff to set up campaigns for "A Star Is Born", "Drum Beat",
"Thack of the Cat", "Young At Heart" and
' Battle Cry". A full-scale world premie: e
of "Star" has been arranged for September
30, at the RKO Pantages,
*
* Hollyv.ood.
Erskine Johnson, Hollywood correspondent, has penned a three-part article for the
XEA syndicate on Ava Gardner, titled
"Barefoot Girl with Coat of iiink". It is
calculated to do no harm to the publicity on
"The Barefoot Contessa", the star's forthcoming UA release.
*
*
John C. Flinn, Allied Artists director of
advertising & publicity, toured several of the
company's principal offices to confer with
branch managers on releasing; plans for
"The Human Jungle".
*
*

;rji*tn ino^vs htVtrtiiC fli'sh-iod Skx>ii rval«k-v. The

•aWWS WM IBBIt - Willi; IMVl IBIMOV,
- ttm ot: ■ '■■•■m'm -ia m&6»

The Gmtt«s« Gift Anf Man Cm Bhng To A Womai k 16
baunnct. Whk* He Cm (Sae Or*) Onct-Tw fottus
Cinemascope

GREAT ADS
20fh-Fox ad chief Charles Einfeld and his staff are to be congratulated en the outstanding
ads they have created for "The
Egyptian". Lush, eye-filling, persuasive, they endow this CinemaScope production with an
aura of magnificence and bigness. The art ranks with the
very finest ever done on behalf
of a motion picture. The captions are extremely provocative
and enticing. The ronge of variety offered in the ads runs far
beyond that presented on most
big productions. The few reproductions displayed here hardly do justice to the original ads.
See them for yourself in "The
Egyptian" pressbook This is
great showmanship!

ivx"» vcars '■k'o'c ihr l*:ith ( hu»

RKO's forthcoming John Wayne starrer,
"The Conqueror", gets the cover and a twopage
in the Aug. 29 issue of "Parade",
Sundayspread
supplement.
(Continued on Page 30)

into th< hit and ;in>c Strtvihv

THEI . ZAMlh"S
Wmw.
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Viewpoints
PRODUCT
PICK-UP
(Continued from Page 5)
capacity is still out of sight, this company will deliver some topflight Mm^,
what with the like of directors John
Ford and Frank Lloyd listed for jobs,
and a deal bringing Ray Milland (for
direction, plus acting I to its lot is
close at hand.

Cih
<
SCOK
maMATURE
NEVictor
>J
Jean SIMMONS
Gene Wm
Michael WILDING Bella DARVI Peter USTINOV
-WmundPl'RDOM^Twt^
PHnJP Wm - fASIT ROBlNSWi

Thus it goes — hypoed volume and
a gathering emphasis on quality from
all quarters. There can be no denying a shift in the policy of the major
companies. The lesson that quantity
does not necessarily preclude the
j)resence of j.roduction \alues is being gradually mastered. A look at
the grosses rung up by si'.ch volume
producers as L -I. LA. Columbia is
ample proof that the market will consume and pay a profit for more pictures. The sj)ecious thouL'ht process
of a few months back thai sponsored
"fewer but better picture?"' has been
at least partially quashed. Born of
the record successes among key-runs,
this thesis overlooked the daily dietary needs of the rank and file show})laces — of which there arc hundreds
to every central location. \^ e hope
that the economics of the ;: arketplace

MH llAU f I m 1/ . _

FldlU'DlSM

< \vi > KuWNyJN •— - ■

have been driven home. 1 vuly. there's
no safety like the safety j'r numbers.
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f Con tinned from Pa^c 29)
S-W Manager Tributes
Institutionalizing the theatre iiianager is
part of the Stanley Warner Theatres program, in connection with the circuit's "Fabian's Fabulous Forty Drive".
Aimed to point up the service to and
standing in the communities where they
cater to the public, a series cf Manager
Tribute nights will be conducted in the
chain's North Jersey division. Frank J.
Damisfi manager of that zone, speaking of
the idea, said: "With a total of 678 years of
service credited to the 34 managers of the
Stanley Warner Jersey zone, it is easy to
understand wiiy these local citizen committees regard the Stanley Warner manager
of their city as a steadfast citizen of their
respective community. Our managers, averaging about 20 years t>f service each, are as
much a neighbor of tiieir patrons as any of

Tie-ups with furniture and department stores are
a natural for RKO's "Susan Slept Here". Above
is a view of Miss Judy Hann, "Miss Universe "
contestant, in a Los Angeles store window.

their fellow merchants.''
A real, live mu!e was used by Ben Domingo to
bally U-I's 'Francis Joins the Woes" at the RKO
Keith's Memorial, Boston. The copy, aimed at
the ferns: "I'm Francis . . . NOT Frances!"
Kiddie Revue
Ray l,c\cqiic. of Schiiie's Capitol, Ilion,
X. v., icniiiided us of how useful a special
kiddie aii'ateur show can be. He enlisted
the support of the local playground supervisor in planning a talent show for his theatre stage, which drew a big lineup of young
participants and a host of proud parents.
.•\nd plenty of free newspaper r.jiace.
There is no reason why this idea cannot
be promoted with the school in your neighborhood. A talk with the principal or the
recreation director should enab'-; you to set
lip a Kiddie Revue for a Friday evening or
Saturday matinee show. Perhaps it can be
spread over several shows, with the various
classes divided, 1st to 3rd grades, 4th to
6th. etc.
Ed Mason utilized the 24-sheet on WB's "High
and
the Mighty"
for double
at hisoneLaw-as
ler Theatre,
Greenfield,
Mass. effect
He strung
a banner across the street, posted another on
the floor of his lobby.

It's a bit late now
for Cool ads, but
keep these cartoons posted for
the next hot season. The Commonwealth Circuit
urges its showmen
to use cartoons in
ads as eye-catchers, and these
were most effectively employed
by the Wichita
Fox this summer.

>fi^>K OET HOT YOU ONE-EYED
MONSTER.'
OOIN'TO
A
WICHITA
FOX I'M
THEATRE
WHERE
IT'S REALLY

COOL

Tom Schneider (left), manager of the Rialto, Denver, dressed his staff in Mexican costumes to plug "The Bullfighter and the Lady"
(Republic). Paul Lyday, of Fox- Denver Theotres, credits Schneider's showmanship with putting the house into the black after years of
red ink on the books.

CARE-'Contessa'

Premiere

World premiere of L'nitcd Aitists' '" 1 he
liarefoot Contessa" (Humphre.\- Ikigart.•\va (iardner) at the N. Y. Capitol, in early
October, will be sponsored by CARF, the
world-wide rehabilitation ser\icc organization. This is to be tiie first theptrical event
ever sponsored by C.'VRE, whcii is ciuientl>
helping
the needy of South \'ietnam and
South Korea.
Pdge 30
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Robinson Crusoe, "himself", drew crowds
on streets in Philadelphia. Max Miller, UA exploiteer, was responsible for garbing this
bearded in trappings of the famed castaway
to bally "Crusoe" for the World Theatre.
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All Tke

Vital

ALLIED ARTISTS
May
FORTY-NINERS, THE Wild Bill Elliott. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Thomas Carr. Western.
U. S. Marshil poses as killer to trap three l<illers one
of whom is sheriff of gold-boom town. 71 min.
JuneMONSTERS. THE Bowery
BOWERY BOYS MEET THE
Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Boys become involved with mad doctor, electronic robot and gorilla. 64 mIn.
DESPERADO. THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
to free Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war,
youig man is doublecrossed bv friend and framed
for murder. 8 1 min.
July
RETURN FROM THE SEA Jan Sterling, Neville Brand.
Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.executive
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
In battle.
Returns
home a hero to marry girl he loves. 80 min.
WEAK AND THE WICKED. THE Glynis Johns, John
Gregson. Producer Victor Skutezky. Director J. LeeThompson. Drama. Framed in fraud case young woman
is sentenced to two years in prison. She is thrown
among wicked women and Involved In escape. 72 min.
August
KILLER LEOPARD Johnny Sheffield, Beverly Garland.
Produced and directed by Ford Beebe. Melodrama.
Bomba
beautiful
screen70 star
husband helps
In wilds
of Arfica.
min. track down runaway
SECURITY RISK John Ireland. Dorothy Malone. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Harold Schuster.
Melodrama. FBI agent on vacation thwarts communists
who kill scientist and steal secret papers. 69 min.
September
HUMAN JUNGLE. THE Gary Merrill. Jan Sterling. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section of city and solves murder.
JUNGLE GENTS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, IBowery
Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Discovering that one of the boys can actually smell diamonds, the gang goes to Africa to find a
fortune in stolen diamonds. 64 min.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Le wis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ex-convict is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws. 69 min.
Coming
ANNAPOLIS STORY. THE Tecnnicolor. John Derek,
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirlsch.
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
eventually
reconciled during combat as jet fighter
pilots in Korea.
BOB MATHIAS STORY. THE Bob Mathias, Melba Mathias. Ward Bond. Producers James L. Fallon, William
E. Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sports drama.
Biography
school days ofto Olympic
present. Decathlon champion from high
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey. Huntz Hall.
IBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director EdNernds. and
Comedy.
Boweryadventures
Boys findtake
Aladdin's
magic wardlamp
resulting
them
to Bagdad.
TONIGHT'S
THE NIGHT
Technicolor. Comedy.
David NIven,
Yvonne
de Carlo,
Barry Fitzgerald.
Irish
fantasy with comic flavor. 88 min.
COLUMBIA
May
MAO MAGICIAN. THE 3D Vincent Price, Mary Murphy.
Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy.
Horror melodrama. Illusion genius, prevented by his
boss from
usln^ his
creations
stage magician,
peace
with cunning
redskin
leader.as 71a min.
MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey. Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment of rifles to outpost completes his mission despite Apaches, treachery and romance. 66 min.
MIAMI ducerSTORY.
THE Barry
Sullivan,
ProSam Kdtzman.
Director
Fred Adele
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
E«-gangster,
now
respectable,
uses
his
past
experience
to expose crime syndicate. 75 min.
FILM
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Details

on Current
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&) Coming

JUNGLE MANEATERS Johnny Welssmuller, Karin Booth,
Producer Sam Katiman. Director Lee Sholem. Adventure-melodrama. Jungle Jim tracks down diamond
smuggler who is jeopardizing
peace of jungle. 68 min.
June Ricardo Montalban,
SARACEN CLADE. THE Technicolor.
Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swashbuckler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge his
father's murder, joining in the Crusades. 76 min.
July
CAINE MUTINY. THE I Pre-release) Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart, Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy
destroyer, I 25 min .
HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
Mark Robson. Producers Irving Allen. Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
complication for x-navy skipper in the Antartlc. 91 min.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones, Montgomery Clift. Director Vittorio de Sica.
Producers David O. Selznick and de Sica. Drama. Made
in
Italy. film.
'"Bicycle
language
63 min, Thief") de Sica's first English
OUTLAW STALLION. THE Technicolor. Phil Carey,
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DirecFred F. Sears.
devotion
wild torstallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
64 min.to
August
LAW VS. BILLY THE KID. THE Technicolor Scott
Brady, Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
William Castle. Western. Revenging himself on crooked
sheriff and outlaw gang, Billy the Kid runs afoul the
law, and is eventually killed by his best friend. 73 min.
PUSHOVER Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey. Producer
Jules Schermer. Director Richard puine. Melodrama.
Detective
love with
for
her turnsfallshimin against
law.gunman's
88 min. girl. His desire
BLACK DAKOTAS. September
THE Technicolor. Gary Merrill,
Wanda Hendrix. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray Nazarro. Western. Confederate spys plot to
send Sioux Nation on warpath thereby tieing up large
Union army force.
BULLET IS WAITING. A Technicolor. Jean Simmons,
Rory Calhoun, Stephen McNally, Brian Aherne. Producer Howard Welsch. Director John Farrow. Melodrama. Plane crash strands sheriff and suspected murderer In California wilderness. Violence flares when
they seek shelter In lonely cabin occupied by a
beautiful girl. 82 min.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
.Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner in
murder to achieve selfish
ends. 90 min.
Coming

Features

THEY RODE WEST Donna Reed, Robert Francis. Direc
tor Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil. Western
Doctor at frontier Army post incurs enmity of fello
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
THREE FOR THE SHOW CinemaScope, Technicolor,
Betty Grable, Marge & Gower Champion. Jack Lerr
mon. Producer Jonie Taps. Director H. C. Potteri
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed il
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to besi
friend
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews
Donna Reed, Dianne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Browr
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murde
three
his name.years earlier, cowboy returns home to clea
VIOLENT MEN. THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Barbar
Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J
Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ei-cavair
officer leads small ranchers against encroaching Ian
baron.
I. F. E.

I

GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silvan,
PampaninI, Eleonora Rossi Drago, Vittorio Gassmani
Producers Dino De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. DIrecto
Luigi Comenclni. Drama. Expose of vice ring involv,
ing girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.
SENSUALITA English. Eleonora Rossi Drago. Ponti
De Laurentis production. Director
Clemente Fracassi
Junofe two men and a girl ii
Drama. "Bitter Rice" story
the wheat fields of Italy. 72 min.
August
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP English Language
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa, DeLaurentis Producers
Director Duillo Coletti. War drama. Deals with the ad
ventures of Italian Navy frogmen during World War lli
War II. 93 min.
HUSBAND FOR ANNA. A English Language. Silvan.
PampaninI. Producer D. F. Davanzati. Director G.
Santls. Drama. Trials and tribulations of woman i
search of love and husband. 105 min.
September
CITY STANDS TRIAL
English. Silvana PampaninI
Amedeo Nazzari. Director Luigi Zampa. Melodrama
Suspense story of murder investigation in corrpu
city. 105 min.
GOLDEN COACH. THE English. Technicolor. Ann.
Magnanl. Director Jean Renoir, Musical drama. I7tl
century tale of beautiful actress. 105 min.
LOVE IN THE CITY English. All star cast. Produce
Cesare Zavattlni. Omnibus. Portrayal of various way
of love and women who practice them presented it
"March of Time" style. 110 min.
November
HURDY-GURDY Pathecolor. Sub titles. Producer, Lu
Films. Director Ettore Gianninl. Ballet-drama. Three
century story of Naples told thru medium of ballet
Continuity
ness" familyprovided
thru the by
ages.drama involving "show busi
THEODORA. SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. Sub titles
Italo-French co-production
by Lux. Director Rlccard-i
Coming
Freda. Historical drama.
Beautiful slave girl rises tbecome Empress of Byzantine empire.

CANNIBAL ATTACK Johnny Welssmuller, Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
DETECTIVE.
Alec Guiness,
rector RobertTHEHamer.
Producer Joan
VivianGreenwood.
Cox. ComedyDidrama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director
Color Eng. Mar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs offi- AIDA
cials employ woman secret agent to help break up Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Directo
Clemente
Fracassi. Opera. Verdi's story of rivalry be
smuggling ring.
tween Egyptian princess and slave girl for love o
I WAS A PRISONER IN KOREA Robert Francis, Dianne
Foster, Brian Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director
Egyptian LOVE
officer.AND DREAMS GIna Lollobrigida, Vil
BREAD.
Lewis Seller. War drama. U. S. intelligence officers
Drama.
masquerade as collaborators In Korean prison camp in torlo DeSIca. Director LuigiMaComenclni.
y
order to spy on the Communists.
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE English
Language. Marin,
Vlady. Producer Niccolo Theodoll. Director L. D'
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George MontFelice.
Story of love between two l5-yt*f
gomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
olds
whichDrama.
ends tragically.
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson saves wrongly convicted man from hanging and
puts down threat of Indian war.
LIPPERT
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando. Karl Maiden,
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Ella Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers'
of longshoremen
is moved to
rebel againstdomination
the syndicate
by love of woman.
PHFFFT Judy Holllday, Jack Lcmmon, Jack Carson.
or
Producer-direct
Eastman Color.
THE Documentary
COWBOY.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. ComePhotographti
feature.
Williams.
dy. Bored by their marriage, professional couple find inElmo
color on actual Southwest locations, story relates thi
that their freedom is even worse.
cowboy's true life from pioneer days to now. 69 mm
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.
TRIPOLI
Technicolor.
Paul
Henreid,
PaTHE OCEAN FLOOR Anne KimbeM
MONSTER
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Felix Stuart Wade.FROM
Producer Roger Corman. Director Wyot
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists Ordung.
Science-fiction. A girl skin-diver and scientis
aid of pirate leader to help drive savage hordes
in one-man submarine brave shark-infested waters t^
from her kingdom.
face a huge sea monster far under the ocean. 64 mm
BULLETIN — THIS
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LIPPERT (Continued)
BIG CHASE, THE Glenn JLangdn.
Adele Jergens. Prone Director
ducer Robert L. Lippert, uJr.
Arthur Hilton.
Action drama. Rookie cop goes on patrol car duty,
takes part in chase by aoto, boat and helicopter that
ends in shooting of payroll robbers. 65 min.
PAID TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hinds.
Director Montgomery Tully. Mystery drama. Desperate
business man hires thug to kill him so his wife can collect insurance. Changes his mind and barely escapes
death, to learn that his wife was responsible for
close call. 75 min.
July
RIVER BEAT Phyllis Kirk. John Bentley. Producer Herman Colien. Director Guy Green. Mystery drama. Girl
radio operator on U. S. freighter becomes unwitting
accasiory to diamond smugglers. Teams with detective
to investigate murder and round up gang. 73 min.
August
THUNDER PASS Dane Clark. Andy Devine. Producer
Robert A Nunes. Director Frank McDonald. Western
drama Party of whites crossing hostile Indian country
with a suspected renegade is attacked by tribes.
"Renegade" is vindicated as Army agent. 76 min.
September
SILENT RAIDERS Richard Bartlett. Earle Lyon Producer
Earle Lyon Director Richard Bartlett. AcJion drama.
Seven-man patroJ lands on Nofmandy beach. Works its
way tt>rough enemy forces in preparation for the
Dieppe commando raid. 65 min.
TERROR SHIP William Lundigan. Naomi Chance. Producer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mystery drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds it has
been used to cache highly-explosive atomic formula.
Boards yacht for sea-chase after plotters attempt to
escape with the secret. 72 min.
UNHOLY FOUR. THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
(Michael Carreras. Director Terence Fisher Mystery
drama. Husband returns after four-year memory loss
• murder
to tr/ *od
which of wife's three suitors tried to
him. find
BO min.
October
DEADLY GAME. THE Lloy4 Bridges. Producer. Robert
Dunbar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
novelist in southern Spain becomes involved in murder,
blackmail and ^muoo'ed microfilm of secret formulas.
LIFE WITH THE LYONS Bebe Daniels Ben Lyon Producer Robert Dunbar. Director Val Guest. Comedy
Lyon family. Bebe, Ben and their children go through
one hilarious scrape after another, trying to keep their
lease and convince the landlord that they are a respectable, quiet family.
Coming
ADVENTURE IN RIO Scott Brady Raymond Burr Melodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery ring
escapes and enlists aid of American who exposes
wealthy Brazilian as ringleader.
ELACK PIRATES. THE AnscoColor Anthony Derter.
Lon Chaney
RobertPirates
L. Lippert
Director Alien Jr
Miner.Producer
Adventure.
terrorizeJr.town
forcing villagers to dig for buried treasure under
church. Young townsman brings their destruction.
I RACE ducer
FORMickeyLIFE,
A Richard
MariFisher.
Aldon.Action
ProDelamar.
DirectorConle.
Terence
drama Former auto racing champion quits big race
when his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
I comeback and wins back his wife by winning the
I Grand Pri«.
SIEGE. THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
I army
of the toSpanish
"Joan of Arc,"
who aspersuades
resist Napoleon,
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
falls and French rule prevails.

August
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman
in a
boys school copes with the problem of teacher
sharing her
living room with 13 males. 91 min.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS
Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. CinemaScope
Producer Jack Cumming;
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor
Musical
Keel marries Powell and takes her into the Comedy
hills
Oregon where she is faced with prospect of living withof
his SIX semi-civilized brothers. 103 min.
September
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful qirl becomes involved rn espioaaie
in occupied Holland
during World War II. and108 romance
min.
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson. Cyd Charisse, Elaine Stewart. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minnelli. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once a century. 108 min.
October
BEAU BRUMMEL Technicolor. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Tayloi . Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era. dashing cavalry
reputation
revolutionary
fashions,
but captain
personalgains
ambltiors
lead for
to disaster.
ROGUE COP Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh. George Raft.
Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Slick detective sergeant plays both sides of
the
law error
until ofhishisbrother's
and a woman show
him the
ways.
Comideath
ng
ATHENA CinemaScope EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe dy.Pasternak.
Richard
"Ihorpe. Musical
Two young Director
men become
romantically
Involvedcomewith
beautiful sisters in screwball family of health addicts.
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Bouiting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the Cevelopment of a new torpedo explosive.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Grace Kelly.
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Mining engineer's
against
the iungles
of Columbandits oftobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him tobia aand treasure
another
kind.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE lecnnicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason, Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Jtseph L. Mankiewicz. Historical
drama. Assassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wPA^Vinn vena**"'"* On Brutus Cassius et al. 121 '-'n.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth Taylor Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist,
boy whKhthinking
leads tohimself
tragedy.a failure turns to life of playMANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker. Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjovs his wilder,
ness
life
untilasfinally
in the woods
he Is. trapped h-i woman as proficient

May
PARAMOUNT
NO RELEASES

METHD-GDLDWYN-MAYEB
May
FLAME AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner,
Pier Angeli Carlos Thompson. Producer Joe Pasternak
Director Richard Brooks. Rmantic drama. Beautiful girl
drifting around world from one love affair to another
gets involved In web of intrigue and romance. 104 min.
PRISONER OF WAR Ronald Reagan, Steve Forrest
Producer Henry Berman. Director Andrew Marton War
drama. Army officer parachutes into Red prison camp
to check on stories of Communist atrocities 81 min.

ne Ansco Van Johnson
MEN OF THE FIGHTINGJuLADY
Walter Pidgeei. Louis Carhern. Frank Lovejoy War
drama.' Navv
Korea80 overcomes
tremendous oddsfighter
to savesquadron
blinded Inpilot.
min.
STUDENT PRINCE. THE CmemaScopa, Ansco Color
Ann Bl/th. Edmund Purdom. John cricson. Producer
Arthur Freod. Director Vincente Minelll. Musical. Film
version of Romberg's operetta. 107 min.
July
GONE WITH
WIND ;Reissue) Technicolor Clark
Gable. V,ylan THE
Leigh. 222 min.
VALLEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color Robert Taylor
t.eanor Parker. Producer, Sam Zimballst. Director R.
nroih Adventure drama. Youno archeoloQist aids
-..i».f,,i ,;,ri carry on dead father's ambition ot
tind lost tomb ofto Egyptian
Pharoah 86 min
FILM

ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
e foreman
inrunCevlon.
falls inhim.lovePlague
with
plans she'o
Junhis
away with
strikes
and and
in crisis
finds she still loves her husband. 103 min.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston.
Nicole Maurey. Thomas Mitchell, Robert Young Producer Mel Epstlne. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama
American pilot stranded in Peru joins a rene'jade in
searching for lost Inca treasure. 101 min.

SEPTEMBER

SUMMARY

I
Nert month's
24 nevin^
I features
con be prospects
consideredof good
4
view of the fact that 20th-Fox and )
Paramount have only one film sched- |
uled for distribution in September and !
Republic has none. Leading distribu- |
tor for the month will probably be
United Artists who has four pictures
tagged to go. Four releases will bc^
in CinemoScep* and 13 features wilH
T the second conseeube in color.
PFor
^Eno 3Ders are listed.
five month,
Available in September are:
9 Melodramas 3 Adventures
5 Dramas
2 Comedies
5 Westerns
2 Mnsicals
L
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart. Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Melodrama. Freelance photographer becomes involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder. 112 min.
September
SAERINA Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn.
Wl'liam Holden. Producer and director Bil'y Wilder.
C«mAdy. after
Two she
rich returns
brothers
for Inthoir
Coming
daughter
fromfallyear
Paris.chauffeur's
113 min.
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of plan and execution of Korean air raid.
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke.
Eric Flemin;. Producer Georoe Pal. Director Byron
Haskln. Science fiction. Flioht to Mars from man-made
soace station 1000 miles above the earth.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence when he tries comeback.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Loveioy. Producer Samuel J.
Bnskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he Is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Sllvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarini.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WHITE CHSISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Di'nny
Kaye.
Producer
Robt.
E.
Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtii. Musical.
Two World
War IIcomebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war,
bey which threatens their
involved with sisterMaact
plans for Broadway show.
REPUBLIC

JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie.
Forrest Outdoor
Tucker. drama.
Associate California
producer-director
JosephandI
Kane.
trader meets
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic complications when she learns he has a son by unmarried
Spanish girl. 103 min.
HELL'S HALF AC?.E Wendell Corey. Evelyn Keyes,
Elsa Lanchester. Associate producer-director John H.
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
In 1941 but his crime-ridden past destroys hope fqr
the revival of marriage. 91 min.
June
July V/endell Curey. MarLAUGHING ANNE Technicolor
garetWilcox.
Lockwood.Drama.
Forrest Respectable
Tucker. Producer-director
Herbert
schooner captain
tries to save ^irl and illegitimate son from degrading
li'e with beachcomber. V/hen she Is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy. 9! min.

TechniTHE (Reissue!
EARTH,
ON July
SHOW
GREATEST
Cornel Wilde,
Betty Hutton,
Stewart.
color. James
Charlton Heston 153 min.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye. Mai
Zetterlioq. Producers a»d directors Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank Comedy. American ventriloquist ofin
a fear
Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome
psychiatrist has same corrv
marriage finds the female
plex, gets Involved In spy plot and murder. 103 mm.
August
ACOUT MRS. LESLIE Shirley Booth, Robert Ryan. Producer Hal Wallls. Director Daniel Mann. Drama. WoAugust
rooming houseabout
ownerownfindsill-fated
tenant'saffair.
problems
lead
her
toman reminisce
min.
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
LIVING
IT UP Technicolor.
Dean Martin,
Jerry104Lewis.
Havden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Janet Lei<:h. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenl'.' an- Western
love of gunman who helps her against group of antiis dyln-i
poisonrailroad
ran'her?
is worth
than110money
ing and nounces
h* thatisJerry
qiv»n Lewis
one last
fling ofat radiation
life by reporter
dreamed of,
if railroad
crossed more
her land.
min. she
Janet Leigh. 95 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

May

Coming

REPUBLIC (Continued)

UNITED

MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen Mc
Nally. Associate producer-director William Seiter.
Drama. Woman newspaper owner is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
September
NO RELEASES
October
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J. O'Sullivan. Director Bill Witney.
Western.ducer Youn-j
westerner wages ranne war against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage.
Coming

BIG RAINBOW SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centering around hunt for sunken treasure.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Rcbertson. Sally
Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Spark's.
Director Ted
Tetilaff.
Romantic
adventure.
Further adventures
of Sinbad
and his
40 thieves.
Double
romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
May

20TH

CENTURY-FDX

ATOMIC
THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer KID,
Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson,
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring.
HELL'S
Cameron.
Asso.
producer OUTPOST
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
in rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime.
ROOGIE'S BUMP Robert Marriot. Ruth Warrick, Brooklyn Dodgers'
productions.
comedy.
Little stars.
boy triesJohnout Bash
for and
makes the Sports
Brooklyn Dodgers' team.
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman, Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. producer-director
Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement
and
love inmentaiding
people
against Red
police.of Shanghai's International SettleTOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in foiling enemy agent's plot to
steal secret formula.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood. Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure ronance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice Scotland
Walsh, author of "The Quiet Man".
An
to visit his child, stays to
champion the inpeople
whose livelihood
is threatened
when
a
private
road
they
had always used is closed
by the owner.
UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Do.-i Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes
involved with oold hoard and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle in the desert. 70 min.

GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,
Anne Bancroft. Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist, finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death. 84 min.
RIVER OF NO RETURN CinemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum. Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor adventure romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, exconvict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guide
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the
rapids, Indians and the elements. 91 min.
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN CinemaScope Technicolor. Clifton Webb, Dorothy McGuire, Jean Peters,
Maggie McNamara. Producer Sol Siegel. Director Jean
Nenulesco. -".omantic comedy. Three American girls
working in P.ome toss coins in Wishing Fountain. After
each travels rocky road, dreams come true.' 101 min.

RKD
May

July
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ, THE Technicolor. Dale
Robertson, Debra Paget. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
gambler
find father's
him from sets
chargeoutof tocheating.
88 min.killers and absolve
GARDEN OF EVIL CinemaScope Technicolor. Gary
Cooper, Richard Widmark, Susan Hayward. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adventure
drama. Three gold hunters become involved with a
beautiful woman and death inside Mexico. 100 min.

NO RELEASES

e Payne, Dan Duryea,
SILVER LODE Technicolor.
JunJohn
Liiabeth Scott. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citizen accused of murder
cattle baron who stands by him. 80 min.and daughter of
SINS OF ROME Massimo Girotti, Ludmllla Tcherina.
Producer Consoriio Spartacus. Director Riccardo
Freda. Adventure. Roman gladiator leads revolt and
attempts to unite slaves against Roman army. 75 min.

DEMETRIUS AND THE GLADIATORS CinemaScopeTechnicolor. Victor Mature, Susan Hayward, Michael
Rennie, Debra Paget. Producer Frank Ross. Director
Delmer Daves. HistoricalJudrama.
ne Begins where "The
Robe" ended
tells instory
slavewhere
Demetrius
whose
Christian
faith and
is tried
the of
arena
he is forced
to fight as gladiator. 101 min.
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
Debra Pac*?t. Michael ilennie. Producer Leonard
Goldstein. Costume adventure. Prince of Bagdad helps
people along the Nile throw off yoke of evil ruler
and gains beautiful princess for his wife. 71 min.

August
BROKEN LANCE CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, Richard Widmark, Spencer Tracy, Jean
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmytryk.
Western indrama.
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
wife
feud 96with
for
controlis ofcaught
homestead.
min.

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN (Reissue). Danny Kaye,
Farley Granger, Jeanmaire. 112 min.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlin. Romantic comedy. "Bad girl" is placed in
custody of writer who wants to study her type for
ifory he is writing. 98 min.

RAID, THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Anne Bancroft,
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederate
raid on town in Vermont in retaliation for the burning of the Atlanta. 83 min.

August
NO RELEASES

September
EGYPTIAN CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Edmund Purdom. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Michael Curtiz. Historical drama. Thirteen centuries before Christ an
Egyptian physician seeks secret of life. 140 min.
Coming

September
PASSION SuperScope. Cornel Wilde, Yvonne de Carlo.
Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alan Dwan. Drama.
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns that boyfriend is really in love with her married
sister. She thereupon frames sister for husband's murder thinking that will bring boyfriend back.
October
AFRICA ADVENTURE PatheColor. Producer Robert C.
Ruark Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
Ruark's
of
Africa. 3-month
64 min. safari through unexplored sections
AMERICANO, THE EaslmanColor. Glenn Ford. Frank
Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess, Producer Robert
Stillman. Director William Castle Action drama. Delivering prita Brahma built to South American rancher,
T*f«i
cowboy becomes involved with murder, bandits
and romance.
FILM

ARTISTS

CAPTAIN KIDD AND THE SLAVE GIRL Color Corp of
America. Anthony Dexter, Eva Gabor. Wisberg-Pollexfen production. Director Lew Landers. Adventure.
Famous pirate captain escapes gallows with aid of unscrupulous nobleman who plans to doublecross Kidd
and thereby obtain his treasure hoard. 83 min.
LONG ducer
WAIT,
THE Anthony
Quinn,Victor
Peggie
Castle.Murder
ProLesser Samuels.
Director
Saville.
mystery. Amnesia victim returns home to find he is
wanted for murder. Missing link to his innocence is
beautiful girl and works his way through a number of
them before finding her and solving mystery. 93 min.
WITNESS TO MURDER Barbara Stanwyck, George Sanders, Gary Merrill, Producer Chester Erskine. Director
Roy Rowland. Suspense melodrama. Woman witnesses
murder which she reports to police. Checking, police
find no evidence of crime and woman is suspected of
being insane. 83 min.
YELLOW TOMAHAWK, THE Color Corp. of America.
Rory Calhoun, Peggie Castle. Producer Howard W.
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Indian scout
and U. S. Cavalry battle Cheyenne assault on
frontier outpost. 82 min.
CHALLENGE THE WILD Color Corp. of America.
George and Sheila Graham. Producer and directed by
Frank Graham. Nature documentary. Family explores
the Great North Country, where wild life remains untouched by civilization. 69 min.
GOG 3D Color Corp. of America.
Richard Egan, Constance Dowlinrj. Herbert Marshall.
June Producer Ivan Tors.
Director Herbert L. Strock. Science-fiction. 85 min.
HOBSON'S CHOICE Charles Laughton, Brenda Dt
Banzie. Producer-director David Lean. Comedy. Prosperous bootmaker finds his life complicated when he
tries to direct wedding plans of his daughters. 107 min.
MAN WITH A MILLION Technicolor. Gregory Peck,
Jane Griffiths. Producer John Bryan. Director Ronald
Neame. Comedy. Poverty-stricken but honest man is
given million pound note to prove theory that merely
possessing it, but never spending it will bring him
good fortune. 90 min.
July CRUSOE PatheColor
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
Dan O'Herlihy.
Producers
Dancigers,
Ehrlich.
Director Luis
Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. Henry
From
Daniel
Defoe's
classic
of
the
shipwrecked
sailor
and
the native who became his man Friday. 90 min.
APACHEducer Technicolor.
Burt
Lancaster,
Jean
Peters.
ProHarold Hecht. Director Robert Aldrich. Western.
One-man war waged by Apache chief against the
United States Army. 91 min.
LAWLESS RIDER, THE Johnny Carpenter, Frankie
Darro. Producer Carpenter. Director Yakima Canutt.
Western. Deputy poses as outlaw and breaks up
gang terrorizing ranchers.
RETURN TO TREASURE ISLAND PatheColor. Dawn
Addams, Tab Hunter. Producers Aubrey Wisberg and
Jack Pollexfen. Director E. A. Dupont. Romantic
adventure. 75 min.
August
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Gina
Lollobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vittorio
Vassarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
set that all males over 20 must be married. 86 min.
DIAMOND
WIZARD, Steven
THE Dennis
Sheridan. Producer
Pallos.O'Keefe,
DirectorMargaret
Dennis
O'Keefe.
Suspense
thriller.
Treasury
agent
thief who stole million dollars from U. S.tracks
vaultsdownto
spend on production of man-made diamonds. 83 min.
DOWN THREE DARK STREETS Broderick Crawford.
Ruth Roman. Producers Arthur Gardner & Jules V.
Levy. Director Arnold Laven. Melodrama.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness. Jack Hawkins. Pro
ducer Peter De Sarigny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst
Air-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in Worfd
War II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exin locating98 min.
enemy convoy, sealing fate of Nazis'
Afrika ploitCorps.
VICTORY AT SEA Producer Henry Salomon. Narrated
by Alexander ofScourby.
Film-and-music
dramatization
war and Documentary.
its human sidelights.
96 min.

ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE Deluxe Color.
Elaine Stewart, John Derek. Producer Walter Wanger.
September
Director Don Weis. Adventure romance. Young Persian
GOLDEN
MISTRESS,
THE Richard
Technicolor.
Agar,Rybnick.
Rosemarie Bowe.
Producers
Kay &John
Harry
barber leaves his shop in seek of adventure. After
horse-sword action in desert he rescues Princess
Director Joel Judge. Adventure. Fortune hunter fights
and prevents war.
Voodoo and savages in search of "lost treasure of
the untamed." 82 min.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE. A Ricardo Montalban.
JESSE
JAMES'
WOMENPanorama
Print by production.
Technicolor. Director
Peggi*
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
Castle,
Jack Beutel.
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
Don
Barry.
Western.
Another
retelling
of
the
advenkillings falls into hands of real murderer.
tures of the famous outlaw.
KHYBER
PATROL Color Corp. of America Richard Egan,
WOMAN'S
WORLD
CinemaScope,
Color
by
Deluxe.
Clifton Webb, June Allyson, Van Heflin, Lauren Ba- Dawn Addams. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure
drama. Officer in British Lancers in India prevents
call, Fred MacMurray, Arlene Dahl, Cornel Wilde.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Jean Negulesco.
massacre of garrison. 71 min.
Comedy drama. President of auto company seeks a SUDDENLY Frank Sinatra, Sterling Hayden. Producer
new general manager and places three candidates and
Robert Bassler. Director Lewis Allen. Suspense drama.
their wives in situations where they can be observed.
Story an attempt to assassinate the President. 77 min.
BULLETIN— THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

May

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)

Coming
CAJtEFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphrey
Bogarttion.Ava
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro producDirectorGardner,
Joseph L.Edmond
Mankiewici.
drama.
Story of poor Spanish girl who achieves movie stardom and finds true love which leads to tragedy because she gives her husband an heir he was unable
to beget.
BATTLE TAXI Sterling Hayden, Marshall Thompson,
Arthur Frani. Producers Ivan Tors. Art Arthur. Director Herbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopter
Squadron's rescue exploits in Korea.
BEACHCOMBER. THE Technicolor. Robert Newton,
Glynis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty I J. A. Rank)!
Director Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
outcast
sister on plague-stricken
island in and
Indian missionary's
Ocean.
BEAUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard PhiJipe, Gina Lollobrigida. Struggling
Franco-London
Fantasy-of
drama.
musicproducer.
teacher Rene
finds Clair.
his dreams
Realizes "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
CHAMPION IReissuel Kirk Douglas. 99 min.
GOOD DIE YOUNG. THE Gloria Grahame, Richard
Basehart. John Ireland. Remus Production. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama.
HOME
Loveioy. OF84 THE
min. BRAVE IReissue) DoL-glas Dick, Frank
LITTLE KIDNAPPERS, THE Duncan Macrae, Jean Anderson. J. A. Rank production. Director Philip Leacock.
Comedy-drama.
Story of two little boys who "steal"
baby,
set against
Nova Scotia.
93 min. background of turn-of-the-century
OTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suzanne Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles.
Drama. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 92 min.
OPERATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, Iria Jensen.
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander.
Drama. Based on story of ex-Soviet code clerk Igor
Gouzenko since going in hiding under protection of
Canadian government.
ROMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
Susan Shenta'l. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
Castellani. Romantic drama. Film version of Shakespeare's immortal classic.
SHIELD
FOR MURDER
JohnDirector
Agar,
Maria English.
ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien,
Schenck.
O'Brien.
Melodrama.
Fast-shooting
detective
becomes
involved in robbery-slaying of notorious gambler.
SITTING BULL CinemaScope CastmanColor. Dale
Robertson, Mary Murphy, J. Carrol Naish. Producer
W. R. Frank. Director Sidney Salkow. Western drama.
STEEL
CAGE,Swartz
THE and
Paul Donigcr.
Kelly, Maureen
O'Sullivan.
Producers
Director
Walter
Doniqer. Drama.
TIGER AND THE FLAME. THE Technicolor I Filmed in
Indial. Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
Story forof freedom.
woman's heroism in 19th century Indian
fight
TWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergerac.
Producer Maxwell Sexton. Director David Miller. Romantic melodrama. Ex-actress romantically involved
with crooked international business man on French
Riviera finds real happiness with young artist.
VERA CRUZ Technicolor. Gary Cooper, Burt Lancaster.
Hecht-Lancdster
Outdoor adventure.production. Director Robert Aldrich.
WHITE ORCHID, THE Color Corp. of America. William
Lundigan, Peggie Castle. Producer-director Reginald
Leborg. Adventure. Archeologist and fern photographer
risk dangers of Mexican {ungles to seek lost tribe.
UNIVERSAL-INTL
May
riR:MAN
CHILD Hugh
O'Brlan,LeiSpike
Jones.
Producer SAVE
HowardMY Christie.
Director
Goodwins.
Comedy. Grour of zany firemen cope with problems of
trading in old fire horses for mechanized. 80 min.
PLAYGIRL Shelley Winters. Barry Sullivan. Produc,
Albert J. Cohen. Director Joe Pevney. Drama. Small
town ^irl in New York becomes involved in murder and
call girl racket. BS min.
e
BLACK HORSE CANYONJun
Technicolor.
Joel McCrea,
Marl Blanchard. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse Hibbi. Western. Wild stallion escapes stock
ranch' andcapturelives
in hills. Efforts
olrl rancher
to reby ofneinhbor
until roving
cowboy comeshorse toareherthwarted
aid 82 min.
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audle Murphy Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
M-<'hintreaty
Jur^nwithWestern.
min. when oold miners
Indians. 78Trouble
break

July
EGG AND I. THE IReissuel Claudette Colbert, Fred
MacMurray, Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride. 108 min.
JOH.-JNY
Tony Curtis,
PiperSherman,
Laurie.
Producer DARK
WilliamTechnicolo
AMand.r. Director
George
urama. Youn^ aytomotlve
designer deveJops sport
car
save faihnn juto comoany,
succeeds when he wins
cross country race. 85 min.
FILM

TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director
De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, Andre
two lumbermen,
beleagured by hostile natives, put down
uprising by
killing whiteman who incites the savages. 81
min.
August
FRANCIS Chill
JOINSWills,
THE Zasu
WACSPitts.
Donald
O'Connor, Julia
Adams,
Comedy.
is
called back into service and through error isVeteran
assigned
to WAC unit. Complications increase when his talkingmule buddy is assigned to same outfit. 94 min.
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming adoctor devoting himself to humanity. 108 min.
September
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH, THE CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV is defeated
by treason.
young knight
for
99 min.whose family was unjustly executed
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunfirhter becomes Involved
in family feud which resolves into one of the most
famous gun battles of the West. 80 min.
October
NAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden, Gloria Grahame. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
Detective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
through murderer's machinations.
WEST OF ZANZIBAR IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure.
Coming
BENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
Dabl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native uprklng
and subsequently regains honor.
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Directorand George
Sherman.
Western.
is vio-of
lated
whitemen
invade
Indian When
land treaty
in search
gold, famous chief leads his band In all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors.
DESTRY Technicolor. Audle Murphy, Marl Elanchard,
Lyie Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Must eventually resort to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenber-;. Director Arrfhony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plavs tag with cold, love and sudden death.
FIVE BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julia Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crimesion drama.
product toofoothestraight
slums inafter
the years
depres-of
era, man isA helped
crime thru help of understanding cop.
FOUR GUNS TO THE EORDER Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Colleen Miller. Producer William Alland. Director Richard
Western.'
reformed
fromCarlson.
bankrobblng
waysNot-so-bad
by love ofoutlaw
woman.is

WARNER

BROTHERS

DIAL M FOR MURDER WarnerColor. Ray Milland.
Hitch-of
Alireddeath
. Direciorplots
Cumminos
Grace Kelly,
a. Huiband
melodram
cock. MurderRobert
backplan
Original
money.
for
married
he
wife whom
fires when wife kills her would-be murderer. Husband
makes self-defense killing look like murder. 105 mm.

James Whitmore, Joan
THEM Edmund Gwenn,
Gordon
Weisbart. Director creatures
Producer David melodram
a. Ten-foot
Science-fiction
d
discovere
until their nest is
the Southwest
finally
wiped out. 94 min.

Weldon.
Douglas.
terrorize
and are

July
uneCinemaScope WarnerJTHE
MIGHTY,
HIGH AND THE
ProLarame Day
Trevor, William
Wayne, Claire
Color. John
Wellman.
ducers Wayne-Fellows. Director plane
from
bound
Drama. Passengers and crew on
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
147 mm.
feeling when faced with prospect of death.
olor. Clyde
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerC
Producer
Mickey SpiHane. Melodrama.Robert
Beatty Pat O'Brien, James
CirE. Grant.
M Fel'lows. Director
cus is sabotaged by homicidal maniac. 93 mm.
August
Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
THE JUNGLE
DUEL INCraine.
Producers Hellman & Owen. Director
Jeanne
drama. Insurance invesAdventure
Marshall.
George
man filed
finds "dead"
and
Africa andoperation
jeurneys to diamond
s. Violence
tigatorfinance
to
claim
romance result. 102 min.
THE CRUSADERS CinemaScope,
KING RXHARD
lor. RexANDHarrison, Virginia Mayo, George
WarnerCo
David Butler.
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director
CruThird
during
omance
. Action-r
adventure
Historical
113 mm.
Land.
sade to drive Mohammedans from Holy
September
Scott,
or. Randolph
THE WarnerCol
HUNTER,Producer
BOUNTY
Director Andre
Sam Bischoff.
Marie Windsor.
lives by rewards obtained
de Toth. V/estern. Man who
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff.
Ben Alexander.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb,
Webb.
Ann Robinson, Producer Stanley Meyer. Director
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
Coming
of crime and detection
commission
dealing
of
criminal.with89 min.

Van Heflin,
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. War
drama.
Nancy Olson.
Freeman,
Mora War
Ray,
Aldo
II Marines and the girls they
of World
Story
Ic't behind.
STAR ISland,BO:?N,
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason,
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marries
him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads to disaster.

HIGH AND DRY IJ. A. RrankI Paul Douglas, Hubert
Gregg.
Producer
Michael Truman. Director Alexander
MacKendrlck.
Comedy.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Mariorle Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles no to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAN WITHOUT A STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching big cattle Interests.
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaSoupe, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam, Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is let to safety by army captain subject to court
martial for desertion.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Nelson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Qulne. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
nightclub entertainer, cashier and French heiress.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Lex Barker. Howard Duff, Mala
Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jesse Hlbbs.
Western. Gold mine owners become Involved in war
with crook who tries to force them from their
gold claims.
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By PHILIP R. WARD
Does he study I he uants of
his oivn dominion Y
Or doesn't he care for public
opinion:
— Edward Lear
Long, long ago when King Arthur was a boy and dragons prowled the glades and forests, the cause of right
and justice was served by an ordeal called Trial By
Compurgation. The accused, foreswearing the charges
in the form of an oath, was required to produce a sm=ill
battalion of supporters to serve, not as witnesses to the
facts in dispute, but as endorsers of the defendant's
character, name and stature. Was he. in short, a man
whose oath could be taken cleanly? Upon the ability to
muster the requisite number of "oath-helpers" turned
the case. If. unluckily, one's status on the manor wasn't
up to snufT, the legal alternative of that age was to cry
out for divine intervention — a generally pathetic recourse. For when one's champions were few. the gods
exhibited a discreet inertia. As you can well imagine,
head and torso were promptly detached.
Public relations were simple in those days.
In 1954 things are not quite so black and white. Nonetheless modem society undergoes a continuing compurgation not unlike that of St. George's time. Trial By
Public Opinion is a year-round business, touching every
human being, every institution, every commercial enter-

prise— both from within and without. It is something
every last jack of us must endure whether we want it
or not. whether we are consciously careful of our name
or indifferent.
In personal relationships it's a matter of being liked
or disliked ; in business, how much of our goods or services the public buys. In arts, such as films, the emotional response controls. We are judged and, in turn,
judge others, and when the community in its wisdom
finally makes an interpretation of all that it sees and
hears and feels, that end product comes out as a bruising force called Public Opinion. From the standpoint
of the individual or business undergoing the crowd's
assessment, the consummate reaction is — for better or
worse — its Public Relations.
This measurement of the collective mind is nothing
to be taken lightly. Mightier than a thousand cannons
in the field, this phenomenon has fashioned kings and
seated governments in its ebb and flow. Great personal
reputations have been carved, mighty industrial empires
errected. and, then, in dazzling reversals of public thinking has sent these same pillars crumbling to earth. The
penalties which are exacted by the market today would
make

the headman's ax take on a quietude never
imagined by the Knights of the Round Table. "With
public sentiment nothing can fail," said Abraham Lincoln, ". . . without it nothing can succeed."
'Continued on Page 5)
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Continued from Page 3)
Ponder this a moment : if a national referendum were
held tomorrow dealing with the abolition of the motion

know them." And so with business are we known, by
our words and our works, by our deeds and goods, by
our interest in the common weal, by the needs we fulfill.

picture industry, how many "oath-helpers" would step

Not too long ago, a medium sized lumber yard in
Detroit suffered what might have been a disastrous fire.
For a while it was touch and go. The insurance company was hedging on settlement; bills were piled from
gutted floor to charred ceiling. Unhappily, too, so it
seemed, the bank balance had sagged to the danger
point as the result of a private and highly generous unemployment compensation plan. When the cause looked
most hopeless, a monumental event occured. Two dozen
employees drifted in armed with their personal tools
volunteering to begin the reconstruction job. The next
day another group showed up. Payment was out of the
question. Soon a body of local high school boys pitched
in. Creditors called a moratorium on payments, promising the same trade discounts whenever the yard was
back on its feet. Within five weeks, its doors were again
open for business.

forward to say. "Stop! This is a good, a noble, a respected enterprise?" How many among the public
would make a case for its importance to the community,
its values to modern living, its contributions to the sum
total of national happiness and morale? How many
would write the brief citing its good works, defining its
objectives, rationalizing its shortcomings? This, good
readers, is the measure of our public relations status.
The relationship between the motion picture industry
and the great world outside is so ponderous a task that
short of a national census of the movie and non-movie
segments of the public, only the most generalized answers emerge. The populace is both a silent and a complex organism. It speaks only the language of boxoffice
which is a history book that tells us of yesterday, but
nothing of today and tomorrow. It speaks also in a
thousand tongues, for its tastes and judgments are as
varied as the stars in the heaven. The logical approach,
then, to a determination of our public standing is
through the industry itself. By way of directing a general inquiry into this hornet's nest. Film BULLETIN
addressed three questions to a cross-section of exhibition, distribution and production executives, asking:
1. What's right with our public relations?
2. What's wrong with it?
3. What are your recommendations?
This critique will extend to several installments. In
the instant one we will cover the general problem of
public relations in business at large, together with an
introductory examination of the Hollywood problem.
The mainstream of movie industry comment on the
above questions will be treated more fully in the following chapters.
For business at large, public relations is simply a
matter of winning friendships and influencing people.
What people, you ask? Everyone with whom it is in
contact — customers, employees, creditors, the community, the press, the government : in brief, everyone whose
respect and admiration it covets. The practice of this
art may be conscious or unconscious, but one truth is
crystal clear: a beneficial public opinion must be earned.
Unlike the amoeba, it does not simply come into being.
Scripture tells us: "Wherefore by their fruits ye shall

We don't know why this happened. Actually it is unimportant, beyond the unescapable certainty that somehow, in some way, this firm maintained a sound rapport
with the public mind. And employees, lest we forget,
represent a public no less important than the consumer.
The reconstruction of this small enterprise is an honest,
if somewhat melodramatic, manifestation of the rewards
of public relations in action.
Business Long Ignored P. R.
What is true of small business on the local level holds
equally for whole industries on the national front. The
problems multiply with size but the objective is no less
immediate. This — broadly stated — is to earn the good
regard of the community. Just as we as individuals
earn reputation by our behavior, so a great institution
such as the film industry acquires its standing in the
public opinion register by the character of its commercial manners. The modern business corporation is more
than bricks and mortar and machines. It is an entity
possessed with a personality of its own. That this personality doesn't always come through in the kindest
light is no fault of the public's.
For many years big business was asleep at the switch,
too preoccupied with the anxieties of the unit costs, assembly lines and profits to pay much mind to the obvious fact that nothing matters much at all if people regard these activities with dark misgivings. It was a
tragic oversight.
Not all marriages are made in heaven. The union of
mass production to social responsibility rode a rocky
road for the first fifty years of this century, producing —
as it went — a brood of faceless, friendless, fearsome
smokestacks. Characterized chiefly by an never-ending
quest for bigness, these industrial giants
became,
in the
/(.ontinued
on Page
H)
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RESOLl TIOX in four sections adopted I)y the Board of
Directors of Allied States Association of Motion Picture I'^xhibitors at White Sulphur Springs. West Virginia. August
24. 1954.
DECLARATIOX OF EMERGENCY while not unmindful
of the few grains of comfort on certain details of their selling
policies and practices given by several of the major co'iipanies' sales executives to Allied's Film Committee during the
interviews in New ^ ork last week, and while ex|)ressing ap])reciation of the encouraging statements made by Messrs.
I.ichtman. Reagan and Boasberg on the subject of fair md
t quitable prices for motion |)ictures. im|jlying thereby that an
exhibitor is entitled to a profit as a reward for his investment
and efforts, the Board of Directors nevertheless is shocked and
amazed by the insensitive attitude of the sales heads towards
the exhibitors critical problems and especially at the apparen'.
hostilitv of Mr. Montague toward Allied, the Committee and
exhibitors in general, and the utter callousness of Mr. Kalmenson in rejecting the just com[)laints against his com|)any's
policies.
In the sober judgment of the Board the Him companies'
refusal to give the Committee any assurances of a relaxation
of the harsh and oppressive .selling policies and practices
which are fast making impossible the profitable o[)eration of
theatres of all classes, creates an emergency unparalleled in
the history of the Motion Picture industry and demands the
immediate adoption of effective measures for dealing with
that emergency to the end that the theatres may continue to
operate on a profitable basis and afford wholesome entertainment to millions of Americans, to keep thousands of their employees gainfully em|)loyed and to make their contribution to
the national defense and welfare as an important communications medium.
Section One
That the President is authorized and directed to appoint
an Emergency Defense Committee that shall be representative
of all classes of theatres, which committee shall be charged
with the responsibility and duty of formulating and expressing to Allied regional associations, for dissemination among
the members, for their individual information, guidance and
action in the conduct of their respective businesses, their bona
tide opinions and recommendations relative to the policies and
practices of the .several film companies either in general or in
it'iation to particular j)ictures.
The several Allied units are requested to form ConimitIt es of. experienced exhibitors of standing and integrity to < ooperat'e with the Emergency Defense Committee in the colleclion and dissemination of pertinent information, to offer sug-I'stions to the Defense Committee from time to time, and to
interpret and ex|)lain to their members the opinions and
i< ( onimendalions made by the Defense (Committee. leaving it
lo the exhibitors to lake such action with respi-c t thereto as
llieir respective judgments dictate and as may Ik^ most benc•h ial to them.

Section Two
That the General Counsel is authorized and directed to
draft and present to Allied's 1954 National Convention a bill
suitable for introduction in the next session of Congress,
which if enacted would afford the minimum amount of regulation necessary in the public interest to preserve the theatres
of the L nited States for the use and enjoyment of the American people and for other purposes, as set forth in the Declaration of Emergency, which purposes, the Board is convinced,
can only be achieved by a just and equitable division of the
box office dollar as between the distributor and the exhibitor
thereby preserving the profit incentive without which no business can survive in our free American economy.
The Convention Committee is requested to name this the
"Product Convention" and to publicize it as an open forum
for the discussion and resolution of the problems now most
seriously affecting the exhibitors, especially the artificial product shortage and resulting exorbitant film rentals to the end
that there may be held in Milwaukee this Fall a gigantic exhibitor mass meeting to determine once and for all whether,
judged by the conditions then prevailing, the film companies
can curb their cupidity and continue free or whether this industry must submit to government regulation for its preservation.
Section Three
That the Board of [)irectors is convinced that virtually
all of the film companies' policies and practices which are
causing the exhibitors so much grief, stem from one basic
evil, the artificial film shortage and in hopes of an early
amelioration of this condition the Board hereby reafTirms its
support of the Makelim Plan and urges all Allied Units, leaders and members to contribute all within their means ;ind
power to bring the |)lan into successful operation at the earliest possible time.
The Emergency Defense Committee will take over the
duties and responsibilities of the Special Committee on the
Makelim Plan, which latter Committee is now discharged with
the sincere thanks and appreciation of the Board: and in addition to its duties in this connection, the Committee will
promptly report to the Board, together with its views and
recommendations, any other plans for relieving the product
shortage which it may develop or which may come to its
attention.
Section Four
While the actions provided for in the first three sections
of this resolution are to be promptly initiated and carried out
without hindrance or delay, the Board feels that the door
should be kept open for the reception and consideration of
any proposals the film companies, or any of them, may offer,
or any reforms they may voluntarily adopt, for relieving
present intolerable conditions, especially as they affect the
small town theatres and the sub-sub run theatres. To that
end the E^mergency Defense Committee is directed to assume
and carry on the duties that have been so capably performed
by the Film Committee, and in the discharge of its duties it
is authorized to receive proposals from and submit proposals
to the film companies, provided that no action taken by it
shall be inconsistent with or in impairment of the campaign of
positive action provided in the preceding sections.
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eyes of the people, something of American demi-gods,
cold, austere, aloof, profiteering and mysterious. Only
in recent years has any sustained effort been made to
wash away the stains of public prejudice built up from
the beginnings of the industrial revolution.
If there is one job that takes primacy over all else on
the public relations agenda, it is the task of humanizing
the harsh realities of the market place. The icy nomenclature ofthe conference room must come alive in a way
that breeds understanding of the management function,
incites sympathy with its purposes. There are stereotypes to be dispelled, skeptics to be proselytized, confidence to be won. Failure of the American public to
comprehend the essential nature of large industry has
lead to the formation of some dangerous fallacies, especially in the province of profits. The average citizen,
for instance, believes that the average "take" of stockholders is about thirty cents on each dollar of sales,
when the truth of the matter is that business in general
earns well under ten cents on every sales dollar. Concepts such as this are born of misinformation, and
flourish for lack of refutation. The culprit is not so
much the public as industry itself, so long aslumber in
that long winter of its growth.
In their regard of us, people are inclined either favorably, unfavorably, or, because they know nothing of us,
indifferently. Obviously, the only attitude an industry
desires is approval. Harry A. Bullis, board chairman of
General Mills, Inc., and an ardent advocate of building

PUBLIC-AND

B»

3Must

aURSELVES

Toltl

the primary commandment of business conduct, then
"Tell unto others" is the second. Not dishonest propoganda schemingly come by, not a lusting for profitable
publicity under any circumstance. Rather a candid, artful disemination of facts — dramatically unfolded — focusing attention upon our most photogenic features. Public
relations is not so much a matter of deeds as it is the
vehicle for transmitting the message of deeds already
done. If there were one simple rule of thumb for its
judicious practice it would be : Put your best foot forward .. . and let the world know about it.
Institutionalizing
The public does not regard product and quality alone ;
the industry as an institution is always a major factor
in molding consumer attitudes toward products. Favorable attitudes stem from that subtle form of startegy
known as institutionalizing, a most significant aspect of
public relations, and, unhappily, one in which the motion picture industry has been notoriously inept.
An enlightening demonstration of how whole industries endeavor to align themselves with the common
welfare can be seen graphically in the two specimen institutional ads shown on these pages.
Not too many years ago both the oil and railroad mterests were looked upon as the ogres of big-business
society. Today it is railroads, the provider; petroleum,
(Continued on Page 16)

solid p.r. programs for industry, has said: "The modern
complex business structive, even of a comparatively
small business organization, can be likened to an iceberg
— Ys visible and ^ unseen. It is human nature to fear
and misinterpret what we cannot see nor understand.
This makes doubly important your responsibility to enlighten the Supreme Court of Public Opinion on that
part of your activities out of general view."
Business Must Tell Its Story
To throw light upon those dark, uncharted waters in
which the business personality is submerged to its neckline is the essential mission of public relations. A business may be — in Mr. Bullis' analogy — one part sinner
and seven parts saint, but if the wrong end is in view, a
devil's reputation may be its unhappy reward. To merely practice a commercial version of the Golden Rule is
not enough under the modern scheme of things. The
glories of silent charities and of good deeds unsung belong to some poetic p.'ace in which goodness is its own
reward — not to business enterprise. There is no magical
process by which the populace can read our silent intentions, our unheralded virtues.

Business must tell its story — not vauntingly
and without regard for propriety, but with open
and measured sincerity. If "Do unto ethers . . ." is
Pdg* 8
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DRAGNET (Warner Bros.)
"All the ingredients that have
contributed to the popularity of
the air and video programs." —
Journal- American
movie ofmelodrama.
It "Very
uses thefine
medium
the screen
imaginatively, getting photographic effects model
you won't
on
that 21-inch
in thefind
living
room." — Herald Tribune
"Powerful movie in every
sense ... It is a tough film." —
World-Telegram
"Just has
whatthat
it ishasthiscaused
one crime
thriller
it to
be the darling of the television
chair-sleuths comes through but
faintly." — Times
KING RICHARD AND THE
CRUSADERS (Warner Bros.)
"One of the studio's most ambitious productions . . . It's a
large-scale, action-packed swashbuckler."— Journal- American
"Good (Movie Meter Rating)
. . . rousing horse opera with
arrows for bullets and maces for
pistols." — Post
"Succeeds only in being long
it is wide. And twice as dull."
—as Times
"Sort of horse opera in armor
. . . Surprising as it sounds, there
isn't enough action for the man
likes Tribune
this kind of picture."
—whoHerald
HUMAN DESIRE (Col)
"Rugged .drama
of murder lurid
and
seduction
. . turbulent,
brand of entertainment." — World
Telegram
"Good ... It is a yesterday's
movie, made today and with currently powerful movie personalities, but not quite the thing to
hit you with anything but a
brushing impact." — Post
"Study of crime and passion
against a neat and interesting
railroading
ald Tribune background." — Her"Melodramatic story, perhaps
bit overdra
aAmerica
wn." — Journaln
DAWN AT SOCORRO (U-I)
"Plainly and properly contrived to satisfy those Western
addicts who like conformance to
the traditional grooves." — Times
"A lively westerner." — Journal-American
"Two-bit western, upped to 50
cents because it's in Technicolor."— Post
"Brooding atmosphere fraught
with impending gunplay." —
World-Telegram
"This one is better than average and it's well acted." — Herald
Tribune
SHIELD FOR MURDER (UA)
"Hard-hitting melodrama." —
Journal- American
"Picture does not lift itself
above the exciting routines of
kill, chase and be killed." — Post
"Story is intelligent and unstrained; qualities too rarely
seen
in
films
of this genre." —
Times
"(Edmond) O'Brien . . . has
managed to make this routine
story into a fairly exciting melodrama."— World-Telegram
"Exercise
in melodrama." —
Herald
Tribune
Paq* 10
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"Dragnet"
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On basis of vast pre-sold TV audience, this
WarnerCoior production will rack up strong
grosses generally. Best for action houses.
Plugging by Webb on weekly network shows,
should assure busy boxoffices throughout run.
Format of Jack Webb's famous radio-TV program is faithfully followed in film version, and it's
inclined to talkiness. While the 89-minufe running
time allows fuller development of plot and characters, pace occasionally slows due to Webb's style
to substituting dialogue for action to obtain dramatic effects. In the main, however, script provides abundance of elements "Dragnet" followers
have come to expect. Always distinguished for
its realistic treatment of story and characters,
"Dragnet" gets added impact by large-screen
presentation in color. This is the important exploitation angle. Opening is fast, plunges directly
into murder scene to accompaniment of famous
theme music. Tracking down killers of ex-convict,
Webb and Ben Alexander handle roles in lowkey, authentic manner familiar to their fans. Solid
suspense is built as they tenaciously check leads,
quiz suspects, sift evidence. Hard-hitting sequences are generated as the pair learn gambling
double-cross was the motive for murder and an
eyewitness is subsequently killed. Employing disguised policewoman (Ann Robinson) as aide,
Webb and Alexander bring killers to bay.
Pressbook basis its pitch on Webb name
and title. (Neil)

Best suited to action market. Minor dual bil
entry for lesser naborhoods. N. G. for clast
houses. Exploitation of adventure amid sovi
age hordes of India needed to offset loc^
of star names on marquee.
|
Latest chapter in the British Lancers vs
Indian tribesmen saga follows familiar pattern se
by many of its predecessors. Modestly producec
it does contain all the elements which usuall
satisfy desires of escapists and action fans. Devil i
may-care British officer (Richard Egan) is court j
martialed because he plunges his regiment into '
disasterous battle with barbaric warriors. Th i
Russians are behind uprising and Egan is face!
with problem of trapping spy (Raymond Burr)^
who was responsible for Egan's loss of face. H'
thwarts enemy attempt to capture British mui
nitions, gains the love of the civil commissioner'
beautiful daughter (Dawn Addams) and in a furii
ous battle almost single-handedly saves a garrisoi
from annihilation. It's turned out in approve(
swashbuckling style and is tinted by Color Corp
of America.
Battle action is illustrated in pressbook featur
ing the ad line: "Adventure Charges Down Fro
The Wilds of India." (Neil)
United Artists. 71 mins. Richard Egan, Dawn Addams, Patri
Knowles, Raymond Burr. World Films presentation. Directo
Seymour Friedman.
•

"The
Warner Bros. 89 mins. Jack Webb, Ben Alexander, Riciiard
Boone. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Jack Webb.

"The Bounty Hunter"
^CUChC^ ^€tUH^ O O O
Rating is only for market where Randolph
Scott has strong following. Suitable as dualler in family situations. Rates with better
Scott westerns.
Stamped from formula mold, but with action
a-plenty. Story dynamos plenty of action, with
six-guns blazing and knuckles crackling. Scott,
whose profession is hunting criminals for reward
money, sets out to find three train robbers who
had eluded law for over a year. Pace is fast as the
bounty hunter traces them to western town. Romantic interest, which develops when Scott quizzes
village doctor (Harry Antrim) and meets his
daughter (Dolores Dorn), to balance violence.
Suspense is built when townspeople resent Scott's
presence and his life is constantly in danger as he
learns that the train robbers have assumed the
guise of respectable citizens. Scott eventually
tricks the crooks into revealing their identities and
gun-smoke climax results.
Pressbook illustrates Scott bounty-hunter role
with the catchline: "When A Cash Reward Was
Too High To Resist— He Tackled Killers Too
Tough For The Law!" (Phil)
Warner Bros. 79 mins. Randolph Scott, Dolores Dorn, Marie
Windsor. Production by Sam Bischoff. Director Andre de Toth.
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Patrol"

Little Kidnappers"

Su4ute^

1^€ttcH^ Q

Q

O

Delightful British entry could turn up better
than-averoge grosses with proper sales cam
paign. Best for art houses and family situations. Word-of-mouth should adequately
supplant absence of name draw. Offers little
for action spots.
Heartwarming, down-to-earth entertainment
is built aroimd two boys, Vincent Winter and Jon
Whiteley, aged five and eight respectively, who
are orphaned when father is killed in Boer War.
Joining their embittered, domineering grandfather
(Duncan Macrae) in a Nova Scotian wilderness
settlement, the boys spark syniipathetic and charming drama as they chance the stern old man's dour
outlook on life, and eventually bring happiness
into the household. Deprived of affection, even by
Macrae's daughter Adrienne Corri, who is dominated by him, the boys make a pet of a baby they
find in the woods. Warm humor is provided as
they shelter, feed, and love it as they would a
puppy dog, while the settlers search for kidnap-|
pers. The oldest lad is eventually arrested forj
kidnapping and Corri rebels against her tyrannicali
father. Succeeding events make Macrae realize he
has forgotten how to love and film winds up with
they-all-live-happily-ever-after ending.
Best selling angles are boy's fiesh and ingratiating(Phil)
performances and the appeal of unpre-|
tentious story.
United Artists IJ. Arthur Rank). 93 mins. All British C«ll.
Producers Sergei Nolbandov, Leslie Parkyn. Director
Philip Leacock.

"The

jrHE EGYPTIAN (20th-Fox)
"Looks like the most opulent
'rovie ever made . . . People who
.■njoyed the book will almost
lurely like the movie. People
vho felt that the book was a
eries of 'potboiler' episodes will
ind
the movie
long and boring."
—Herald
Tribune
has
ts"Although
interesting'TheandEgyptian'
stimulating
nomcnts, its script sometimes
lecomes tedious . . . With all its
plendor, will please most of the
ustomers most of the time." —
A^orld-Telegram
"Good (Movie Meter Rating)
Motion picture making by force
if numbers, production power,
echnical resources, money.
Those who seek heart and or
nind in their movies will find
arge portions of 'The Egyptian'
grandiose bore." — Post
"Screen spectacle done with
remendous sweep and pageanry . . . Picture is lavish enterjinment." — Journal- American
"Two are
hours
and twenty
ninutes
consumed
in the
elling of a tale that might be
ompletely illustrated in a little
nore than an hour. And the exess of scenic window dressing
hat takes up a good half of the
Im conveys but a flickering
uggestion of the lustiness and
omance in the book." — Times
lER TWELVE MEN (MGM)
"Gently sentimental tale of life
,1
a boys' filmed
school, inthe color
film is and
eflectively
moothly
imerican spun out." — Journal"Particular
golden
unshine
... brand
is so ofobviously
lanufactured and falls on such
|rtificial ground that it scorches
ather than nurtures any blosDms in this choking hothouse
ust." — Times
Ijious
"Never
take tothea full
obturn, fails
or toto come
cop for each and every opporinity
ribuneof sentiment." — Herald
"Fair Plusof . synthetic
. . generally
a full
ollection
plotting,
iharacters and sentiments." —
'ost
"Picture itself is almost as
inning as Miss Garson. It is a
(lild, pleasant comedy which
Irovides occasional warm tears."
-World-Telegram
DVENTURES OF
OBINSON CRUSOE (UA)
. . picturesque,
il"Good
to the .Defoe
story, wild faithin its
:enic splendor." — Post
""Convincing effort with a nice' of touch and considerable subance . . . Defoe's story has unliual technical problems, but
ley have been solved rather well
this film." — Herald Tribune
""Story' almost precisely as it
ifolds in the book . . . Crusoe's
nely ordeal is recounted obctively, with no searching
veeps of introspection or psylological play." — Times
"Makers . . . devote their first
»lf of the film to Robinson's
ental wrestlings rather than to
,ie trying and exciting experi|Kes he had in shaping surval."— World-Telegram

"Naked

Egyptian"

Alibi"

(CinemaScope)
SWwe44

1R<ztcK^ O

O

O

Big bertha campaign will get this off in high
gear for initial showings, bur expect a dip for
extended runs and subsequents on lukewarm
critical appraisal. Magnificent spectacle will
keep it rolling to good grosses down the line.
Hollywood version of ancient Egypt in a
CinemaScope natural for eye fiUing magnificence
and Darryl Zanuck has poured all the opulence at
20th-Fox' command into his personal production
of ""The Egyptian".
Technically, the film is an impressive showcase for the big screen's wonders. In brilliant
color by DeLuxe, from the Pyramids and the
Sphinx to Pharaoh's palace to the Babylonian's
pleasure chambers to the slums, minute attention
is given to perfection of detail. If this in itself is
worth the price of admission, then ""The Egyptian"
is set for big grosses. Dramatically, however, it
is too episodic, floating rather aimlessly in its
splendid settings, anchored neither by sound
script nor performances. Vastness of the spectacle
will hold audience interest, even when tale plods
through talky sequences. It is punctuated by near
sadistic violence, culminating in a wholesale
slaughter orgy. Seven-star cast is potent boxorfice
factor, although some cf the players fail to develop
any more depth than their heiroglyphic counterparts, either melting into overpowering sets and
costumes cr stymied by stilted roles. Edmund
Purdom does well with difficult title role, underplaying effectively. Peter Ustinov as his rascallylikeable servant, injects the film's sole few light
touches.
Tale follows idealistic youth, whose aim to be
a physician to the poor is deflected by a mad infatuation for a Babylonian temptress. After complete degradation, he is banished from Egypt, returns years later a great and wealthy physician.
Involved in intrigue against the deranged, peaceloving Pharaoh, he is finally sent into exile where
he dies after chronicling these events.
Big pressbook details huge Fox bally campaign in newspapers, radio, TV, billboards, tie-ups,
etc., is loaded with promotion angles. Splendid
ads and lithcs are powerful stimulants, concentrating on spectacle, characters, sex. Catchlines:
""I, Sinuhe, The Egyptian, have committed every
crime against man, woman and the Gods . . .",
"'1500 years before the birth of Christ . . . awakened before your spellbound eyes, in all its splendor." "The greatest gift any man can bring to a
woman is his innocence — which he can give only
once." (Barn)
20th Cenfury-Fox. 140 mins. Edmund Purdom, Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Michael Wilding. Bella Oarvi,
Peter Ustinov, Judith Evelyn, Henry Danlell, John Carradine.
Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Michael Curtii.

Rating will be higher in action and ballyhoo
houses on basis of exploitable sex-violence
elements. Lurid angles pose problem for
family situations. Grahame-Hayden names
will aid draw in intended market.
Melodrama packs rough-tough emotional wallop as it relates story of detective chief (Sterling
Hayden) who is dismissed from force for highpressuring murder suspect (Gene Barry). While
the story provides plenty of shock mayhem, sex,
and brassy characterizations, plot twists occasionally lack plausibility, which will tend to distract
discerning audiences. Suspecting Barry of murdering a detective, Hayden beleaguers him until
called off by police commissioner, since Barry is
presumed to be a reputable citizen. Convinced
Barry is guilty, Hayden persists until he is fired
for efforts. Chase increases tempo as Hayden continues to hound cop-killer and follows him to
Mexican border town where he meets Barry's girl
(Gloria Grahame). Resulting events provide highvoltage sex sequences and brutal action until rooftop pursuit does in both Grahame and Barry.
U-I exploiteers have provided exceptionally
striking set of stills and the bang-up pressbook
boasts provocative ads with catchlines like: ""Last
Night She Was Just Another Dame . . . Tonight
She's The Naked Alibi." (York)
Universal-International. 8i mins. Sterling Hayden, Gloria
Grahame, Gene Barry. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jerry Hopper.

"Shanghai

Story"

Rating will be higher for action houses and
where ballyhooed. Good cast will hike returns. Pat story, stereotyped performances
weaken it for discriminating audiences. Exploit angles in headline theme.
Reminiscent cf Nazi brutality films, with
Chinese reds in villain role, this Republic offering
has pretty good boxoffice values. Ample action
spotted throughout a meandering script maintains
interest for most part, but telegraphed punches
dissipate some of the suspense. Tale has group of
non-Chinese rounded up and interned in Shanghai
hotel in "protective custody" to root out anti-red
agent. Principal among internees is Edmond
O'Brien, disillusioned American doctor, and Richard Jaeckel, flip young fugitive from police
throughout East. Brutal attempts to force group
to divulge spy's identity are futile. Romance develops between O'Brien and mystery woman Ruth
Roman, a favorite of secret poHce chief Marvin
Miller. When agent is killed in escape attempt,
O'Brien carries out mission, helps free internees,
is reunited with Roman. Producer-director Frank
Lloyd has contrived sufficient action, although the
bulk of footage is in hotel setting. Most of the
characters are two-dimensional stereotypes.
Pressbook features lurid character of the
"Shanghai dame," played by Miss Roman. Catchline: "Shanghai . . . Wickedest City in the World,
Her Playground . . . Men . . . Her Destiny!" (Barn)
Republic. 89 mins. Ruth Roman, Edmond O'Brien, Richard
Jaeckel, Marvin Miller, Whit Bissell, Barry Kelly, Basis Kuys.
dael. Producer-director Frank Lloyd.
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JOSEPH R. VOGEL made the headlines upon his election as president of
the newly-minted Loew's Theatres, Inc.
With the separation of Loew's production-distribution set-up from its theatres, Vogel resigned his board position
with the former parent company to take
the new post. Also going over to the
theatre company is Leopold Friedman
who becomes v.p. and treasurer. Others
elected by the Loew's Theatre board
were: Harold J. Cleary, v.p. and comptroller; Eugene Picker, v.p.; John Murphy, v.p., and Elliot Rosenthal, sec'y.

COOPER

THE

NEV/S
ROY COOPER, GEORGE KERASOTES, HORACE DENNING— operators of Roy Cooper Theatre Corp., San
Francisco; Kerasotes Theatres, Springfield, 111; Dixie Drive-In Theatres, Jacksonville, respectively — were named cochairmen of the 1954 TOA Convention
(combined with TESMA-TEDO-TOAIPA trade show), Oct. 31-Nov. 4, Conrad Hilton, Chicago. In announcing the
departure from a single chairmanship,
president Walter Reade, Jr. said, "Since
TOA represents almost every state in
the union, and Alaska, it is fitting that
the Western, Central, and Eastern
states have equal representation in the
leadership of what we are certain will
be the greatest convention in TOA's
history." Convention slogan, reports
Reade, is: "It Is Time For The Grass
Roots To Share In The Harvest."
0
HERBERT H. GREENBLATT, former RKO Central division manager, has
been promoted to the post of domestic
sales manager, under RKO world-wide
general sales manager Walter Branson.
Greenblatt takes over his job at the
home office on Sept. 13.

VOGEL
COLLIER YOUNG, IRVING H.
LEVIN, presidents of Filmakers, Inc.
and Filmakers Releasing Organization,
respectively, made some good news for
exhibitors with the announcement that
they plan to turn out six features for
1955, a record high for the independent
unit. In addition, three features, "Private Hell 36", "Crashout" and "Mad At
The World" will be released by the
end of this year.
o
WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN, formerly
general counsel for RKO, was elected a
v.p. of the newly formed production
company, Gregory-Goldman Enterprises, Inc. William Goldman, Philadelphia circuit operator is president of
the organization, and stage producer
Paul Gregory is v.p. in charge in production. Also elected: William Lodermilk, treasurer; Sam Levy, secretary.
0
ALFRED STARR, ex-TOA president
and prominent Nashville exhibitor, returned from a European tour to recommend that an international exhibitor organization be formed to handle mutual
industry problems throughout the world.
Starr plans to present the proposal at
the TOA Convention, October 31, for
further action.
Pigi 12
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KERASOTES

SNAPER

DENNING

WILBUR SNAPER, of National and
New Allied, dropped a bombshell on the
industry scene with the release of Allied
States Association's "declaration of
emergency", calling for government
intervention to eliminate "intolerable
conditions" brought about by alleged
distribution malpractices. Resolution
was adopted at AUied's summer board
meeting at White Sulpher Springs, W.
Va., and gives general counsel A. F.
Myers authorization to draft a bill suitable for introduction in the next session
of Congress, first to be presented at the
organization's forthcoming national
convention.

FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
SEPTEMBER
6, 1954
By Philip R. Ward
THERE'S A SCHOOL THAT SAYS the stock market— uhen
you boil it down — is nothing more or less than a huge financial horse-room. Here, side by side, dwell the hard-shelled
professionals with fixed and certain systems, together with
the uninitiated who trade on \ague and nervous hunches.
Through its machinery anyone with a bob or two. a little wit.
and an eye for figures can make book on the future. W hen
the crowd acts in concert, the product is a bull market.
Sometimes they like the rails, sometimes the autos. Many
go for chemicals and oil. Most stick with the blue-chi|)s. These
days they're betting on the movies.
In the month of August, cinema issues rose to a yearlong high. They enjoyed the greatest single one-month rally
in 25 years, exceeding the then spectacular 16~s })oint fling
of last May, as measured by the Film Bl LLETIN Cinema Aggregate. In all, they surged 22% points into a new and rarified atmosphere — this despite a marked and extended set-back
within the general quarters of the market. While the DowJones barometer continues to fall — it was bracing slightly late
last week — film industry shares appear to be generating a
fresh and virile power.
The figures below will compare industry stock performance between December M. 1953. and Julv and August 1951.

Film BULLETIN

Cinema
Dec. 31
1953

Aggregat
e
July

Film Companies

1 1 1 Vs

1954
I35V8

Exhibition

22%

31 %

August
1 close 1
1 54

3S'/2
Both exhibition

securities

show ed
and production
strong community of punch over the recent 30-dav term. The
latter element was especially robust, ringing u|) in its wake a
net rise of 1-1 percent over the Julv close, most of it coming
on the heels of a flock of glowing earnings statements. Bellweather of the parade was 20th Century-Fox. up 5^ 4 in the
face of a 26-week report indicating that per common share
earnings has multiplied some 20 times, climbing from S.U6 in
the comparable 1953 period to $1.17.
O
I In Financial Bulletin. Julv 12. following a review of
its earnings potential, this reference to 20th-Fox was
made — "In this case, our observation in the June 28
Financial Bulletin that 20lh-Fox slock has been underappraised and .should be priced about 26 is a modest
prediction." — FH. Xolc I

Among the other film-makers. Columbia is up a stout 5
points off its sizzling earnings estimate, plus portent of liberalized dividend . . . Loew's rolls smoothly along, showing a rise
of 21 y despite divestiture news, as market discounts revelation
of increase in quarterlv dividend previouslv S.20. now S.2S
. . . RKO holds firm at 84 above the S6.00 redemption level,
and what this is doing to Howard Hughes' plans is anybody's
guess ... I niversal is in hot spirits, gaining nearly 3 points
ir as many days . . . Warner Bros, shows good form, now at
a post- 19 price, and bids well to lead the pack through 1954's
second half . . . Republic and Allied Artist, among the lower
priced issues, show good percentage increments . . . Paramount dwells in an area between 33 and 36 as the market
jjonders the future of VistaVision.
o

o

0\ THE SUBJECT OF PARAMOl \T. this issue poses one
of the foremost puzzles of the market. Despite a not unnotable
surge from the middle 20"s to its present price, traders eye
this company cautiously. Long a solid blue-chipper withm
cinema ranks. Paramount is characterized by a timid production policy, heavy diversifications in television interests
and a gilt-edged cash position. Most recent report, covering
six months ended July 3 shows net income at $3,962,000, an
im|)rovement of 1 million over the 1953 term.
In this re[)ort. [president Barnev Balaban indicated that
its Lawrence color television tube I 50 percent interest I is now
|)repared for mass-production. Telemeter Corp. 1 64 percent
control I is also in full swing, making its pay-as-you-see equipment available, but finding a very limited market thus far.
All of these factors, together with VistaVision. carry a plethora of imponderables for investors. Cashwise. Paramount
is one of the richest companies in the industry today, but it
appears to be sitting on its pile of gold. In the field of film
production — still its principal business — the studio is one of
the most cautious, unproductive of the majors. This situation
might be likened by some to that of Montgomery \^ ard. \v hose
present management is currently under attack by the \^ olfson interests.
0

o

THE.\TRES ARE HAVING A HOT SUMMER. The F. B.
Cinema Aggregate reflects. The group is up 5 full points
since June 15. Major circuit heads call it one of the best in
the last eight years, citing product improvement, if not quantity, as chief factor. National Theatres is initiating a new ad\ance after a few doldrum weeks, and we look for it to crash
the SIO level before long.
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Fireworks Due in Allied Report

While speculation was rife as the Allied I'lan
Com:nittee prepared a full-scale report on its
meetings with distrihution chiefs, one tiling was
certain: there'd be plenty of fireworks when it is
unveiled this week.
The volatile nature of the report was evident
in the Allied board's "Declaration of Emergency '
resolution (see full text in this issue), following
conclusion of the confabs with company sales
heads. The resolution said the directors were
"shocked and amazed by the insensitive attitude"
of certain company toppers toward the complaints. Others were singled out for their "encouraging" statements.
The four-section declaration called for:
(1) Formulation of a national Emergency
Committee to work with regional units in exchange of information and course of action.
(2) Drafting of a bill for introduction to Congress designed to afTord the "miniiiuun amount of
regulation necessary in the public interest to preserve the theatres".
(.^) Alleviation of the product dearth, since
trade malpractices "stem from one basic evil, the
artificial film shortage".
(4) An Emergency Committee to embrace
duties of Allied's Film Committee, keeping tjie
door open for relief proposals by the film companies.

C'Scope
Hailed and
as Cinema.Scope
B. O. Factorwere cited
Hetter pictures
as the prime forces in recently-bettered boxoftice
by two heads of major theatre chains.
Stanley Warner's Si Fabian noted "considerable improvement in quality" of current product
and a promising outlook for future releases in a
report to SW stockholders. "'l"he studios," lie
feels, "lia\e adjusted themselves to tin- new conditions arising out of competition and technological changes."
KKC) 'J'heatres' Sol Schwartz enthused over
CinemaScope as the "key reason" for up])ed theatre grosses, lauding Spyros Skotiras and 2()th-I'ox
for its introduction and impro\emcnt of the anamorphic jirocess.
New Ad Methods Discussed
Kefurbishing of picture promotion, long
sought by exhibitors, appeared in jirospect following a meeting between 'I'OA representatives,
headed by i)resident Waller Keadc, Jr., and
MI'.\A's sales and ad-publicity managers committee. Confab spotlighted the ad-publicity setup, decided to explore new means for film advertising, i)ublicity and exploitation, and improvement
of the old ones. The prf)pose(l joint meeting between aTO.'\ coiiimitlee and film companies' sales
and a<l-i)ublicity chiefs is expected to present dctailcil ideas fr)r action by the distributors.
.•\lsf) to be pursued is the ijroblem of seising
iliealres with ample merchandising material, press
books, advertising, etc., following a i)reliminary
hu<l<lle with \SS service manager W illiam I'.reniu r.
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Roy O. Disney advises us that
no distribution deal has been set
as yet on "20,000 Leagues Under
theCOMPO
Sea".
has named Warner's
Gilbert
Golden toand
Loew's
est Emerling
handle
copyErnfor
the second set of 26 ads to appear in Editor & Publisher.
Monroe Greenthal Agency will
prepare the series.
A highlight
1954
convention
willof beTOA's
a special
screening by major film companies of scenes from current
and fuutre productions. Said
president Walter Reade, Jr.:
"Often our annual conventions
exhibit everything but our chief
stock
in trade".
Morey
R. Goldstein, announced that Allied Artists will
hold its annual sales convention
Oct. 15-17 in Chicago.
Louis Marks succeeds Frank
J. Downey, retired, as MGM
branch mgr. in Detroit.
IFE director Italo Gemini arrived from Italy to report that
the flow of Italian films to the
U. S. will be increased to about
40 in the next 10 months.
Continuing staff,
expansion
of UA's
exploitation
Francis
M.
Winikus announced appointment
of Edward Lurie to field force.
Paramount Theatres may participate in the Makelim Plan as
a result of conference between
Sidney Markley, AB-UPT v.p.;
Hal R. Makelim, and Maurice
Silverman of the Department of
Justice. Silverman gave the OK
to theatre companies that were
defendents in the Paramount
Case.
Increased production will be
spotlighted in Metro Studio conference opening Sept. 7. Led by
Charles M. Reagan and his assistant Edward A. Saunders, all
sales managers will attend, in
addition to ad-mgr. Silas F.
rellSeadler and pub-mgr. Dan TerUA's Arthur B. Krim & Arnold M. Picker, distribution
chief, leave NYC Sept. 11 for a
month-long Far East tour.
20th-Fox's "The Egyptian"
drew
gross aof whopping
$135,000 atfirst
the week's
Roxy,
according
to
mgr.
director
William Moclair.
Herbert H. Greenblatt was
named to the post of domestic
sales mgr. by Walter Branson,
RKO World-Wide sales chief.
Murray Silverstone and Joseph
H. Moskowitz, returned to the
20th-Fox home office after extended business trips abroad.
Fox Inter-Mountain circuit,
headed by Frank H. Ricketson,
Jr., is celebrating
versary in Denver. its 25th anniFred Goldberg rejoins IFE as
publicity mgr., it was announced
by Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.
Died: Louis Weinberg, 65,
Columbia sales executive. Terry
Ramsaye, 68, former editor of
the Motion Picture Herald.

NEV/S
New Company Sets 10-Film Slate
.A new bright spot in the product situatior.
apjieared with the concrete announcement by tht
recently organized, e.xhibitor-backed Distributor.Corp. of America of a definite 10-picture production slate.
Century Circuit's Fred Schwartz, DCA president, revealed: (1) the 10 films, budgeted between
$8-9,000,000, with at least three in CinemaScope.
will go out in the next two years; (2) DCA will
both finance and "stimulate" production; (3) salepolicy will be flexible and "hand-tailored", with
initial release to be "custom-sold" in 3-4000 situations, subsequent selling for entire theatre market to be largely by direct dealing with exhibitor
groups ("to squeeze some of the water out of distribution and make the usually expensive secondary selling less costly."). Some 30 exhibitors are
backing the new company, capitalized at $1.()0().000 to start, with Century Circuit as controlling
stockholder.
Charles I'oasberg, who leaves RKO Oct 31.
to become distribution vice-president of DCA, outlined an operational setup with offices in New
York, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas and San Francisco.
First production is "Long John Silver" in
CinemaScope, due arf)und Christmas.
Loew's Meets Divorce
Last of the Big Five to
production-distribution from
met its divorcement deadline

Deadline
efTect separation of
exhibition, Loew's
last week. Joseph

R. \ ogel was
Theatres,
Inc. named president of the new Loew's
Ownership of current theatre subsidiaries
stock remains with Loew's, Inc., until distribution
of the new theatre company's shares is made to
Loew's, Inc. stockholders as specified in the
decree. Stockholders, it was noted, will be given
ample notice prior to this distribution.
Fleeted to top posts, along with \'ogel, were
Leopold Friedman, vice-president and treasurer:
Harold J. Cleary, v. p. -comptroller ; Eugene Picker, v.p.: John Murpliy, v.p.; Eliot Rosenthal,
sec'y; Archie Wcltnian, ass't sec'y; Leonard Pollack, Matt J. Madden and Jacob Slillmaii, ass't
treasurers.
Si.x-man board consists of \'ogel, Friedman,
Cleary and three government-approved mensbers,
Thomas J. Connellan, banker; Thomas L. Norton, college dean, and Frank Pace, Jr., former
Sec'y of the Army, now executive v.p. of General
Dynamics.
Charles M. Reagan, h new v.p., an attorney
hoard.
ileiijamin Melniker were elected to Loew's, Inc.

Starr Asks Int'l Exhibitor Body
An international exhibitors' association composed of national tlieatremcn's groups throughout
the world was proposed by .Alfred Starr, fromer
TOA president, i'urposes: (1) to efTect a niciliuni
iu(|ues,
lor exchange' of information on product, tecliprocesscs and equipment, and (2) to give
exhibit )rs a solid front to iiiiproxe their bargaining position with distribution.
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The
Puptic
W^elfare
great publics of the modern corporate giant — its employees, its stockholders, its consumers. Because it
the field of unlimited careers. Transcending the immedispoke in terms of their needs alone, this sample must
ate quest for profits, there shines through such institube regarded as something of a classic of its kind.
tional advertising a sincere concern for the wants of the
A family of two children, father, mother and grandpeople, reflecting in both specimens the inevitable qwid
mother were pictured looking hopefully to the future.
pro quo of public relations : what's beneficial to the
Headlined
"It's more than a matter of dollars and
tell
they
And
.
railroading
public is beneficial to oil and
us the reason. The American Petroleum Institution
cents !" the advertisement proceeded to sell its operating
policy to the public in this way :
says: "Everybody benefits from the fact oil is a business
"\\'e in General Foods, believe that we have
where young people can get ahead." Why? "Because
the best way for them to succeed is to help create better,
three major responsibilities — and they are more
than just a matter of dollars and cents —
more efficient products and services." Therefore, it
goes on, . . you enjoy the finest oil products at the
"1. To provide jobs for people . . . men and
world's lowest prices." A free booklet is offered to colwomen who believe in work, and who want
lege and high school students dealing with job oppora chance to build for the future.
tunities inthat field.
( More people worked at General Foods in
The railroads take credit — not boastfully, but without
before.)
1946 at higher wages and salaries than ever
reserve — for a better way of life. They make a simple

(Continued from Page 8)

but convincing case for themselves: "We haul more
goods more miles than all other forms of transportation
put together— and do it at a lower average charge than
any other form of transportation. That tells why the
railroads are so essential to your high standards of
living."
A few years back, General Foods, Inc. drafted a general welfare type ad. which addressed itself to the three

"2. To provide profits for people ... as a just
reward for the confidence and thrift of the
men and women who invest their savings
in our productiveness.
((jeneral Foods has paid 103 consecutive
c|uarterly dividends. Today there are 67,000 stockholders of General Foods, 78% of
whom own less than 50 shares of stock
apiece.)

*■
r

"3. To serve the people. To jirovide jobs and
profits, General Foods nnist first of all provide good products at fair prices for all
the people.
(In 1946 more American families used more
General Foods products than in any }ear
in our history.)

*^

\

"That's how we see our major responsil)ilities.
And we shall keep on doing our level best to
meet these responsibilities well, and wisely."
In all three of these exhibits, management is pictured
as a benevolent and stalwart overseer of the common
good. A dramatic community is established between
the interests of industry and the interests of the people.
We are taken behind the scenes, told how and why business does what it does, how and why its success is so
closely keyed to service to the greatest numbers. A
sympathy is taking seed, management is beginning to
melt like a snowman in the Florida sun. take on form,
become organic. It is almost possible to make out a
face — indeed, a smile.

Any picture off plentymeans plenty off railroading!
A

V

RAILROADS
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The tools by which the skillful opinion-architect
fashions
his structures of public sentiment are no less
'
'
Icomplex
than those who create of steel and concrete.
But the mechanics are of small concern to this discussion, which seeks the "why" and not the "how" of public
relations. Suffice it to say, the arts of publicity and
advertising are the basic infantry weapons, and these

PUR

RELATIONS

WITH

Racketeller

THE

PUBLIC-AND

l^earneel

can be fired through the thousand byways of radio, television, newspapers, periodicals, phamphlets, stockholders' reports — indeed, most any avenue of public information. To the tactic of publicity. Hollywood certainly is no stranger, and more will be developed along
this line further ahead.
Some will say of the foregoing, "So what! I've got
what the public wants. Business is no game of postoffice. They'll come to me whether I'm kissable or not."
But this is not true, for the people are endowed — possibly divinely directed — with a slow, sometimes muddling, but eventually all-retributive wisdom that has
brought about the downfall of dictators, let alone industrial empires. Nothing under God's sun is indispensible.
The public is its own best judge of what is good, and of
who manifests a genuine concern for its basic interests.
Even a mighty industrial figure like John Rockefeller
had to understand this principle. So monstrous was the
popular caricature of this titan, a great and costly crusade was undertaken expressly to humanize him in the
public eyes. Today, because of its great public relations,
the Rockefeller name weighs more for its philanthropies
than for its industrial achievements.
Human

Nature

in P. R.

There are others who might say of public relations,
"OK. I'm interested, but what's in it for me?" The
answers come from a thousand sources, and tens of
thousands of successes. A few years ago the American
Association of Manufacturers answered in a 300-page
treatise. We will cull a few from this source, and a few
elsewhere and make a list of them something like this:
1. Broaden company or industry good-will by developing understanding and appreciation of services
rendered.
2. Wipe away prejudice and misconceptions.
3. Build wider acceptance of products or services.
4. Facilitate the introduction of new products or services.
5. Help in justifying charges of products or services
by the frank discussion of production problems.
6. Help in justifying profits by frank discussion of
risks, difficulties, and efforts involved.
7. Generally create a broader understanding of. and
sympathy with, the problems faced by management.
8. Produce sound labor relations, reduce employee
turnover, make easier the securing of high-calibre
personnel.
9. Aid in creditor relationships and the attraction of
new venture capital.
10. Build public confidence in the American system of
free enterprise as the most desirable economic
climate.
Here they are — not many as public relations rewards
go. But what firm, large or small, or what industry
could exist for long without them?

]\ee€l

OURSELVES

ai

J*. R.

Before moving from the glittering generalities of industry at large to Hollywood's peculiar problems, let us
tread lightly in that shadowy land of the individual and
public mentality. For without some recognition of, and
insight into, the human processes involved in the formation of judgments and opinions, a public relations survey becomes ,a frantic exercise in chasing will-o-the
wisps. Of the many valuable indices illuminating the
behavior of mankind, three — for the purposes of this
discussion — stand out :
Call the first THE ORIGIN OF MEMORY: John
Locke said the new-born infant mind is a blank tablet
and the world is its crayon. Actually it is more of a
limitless photographic plate recording the floodlight of
external stimuli from birth to grave. Psychologists tell
us that nothing is forgotten, that between the conscious
and the subconscious our mental retention is endless.
But with this one exception: whereas the impression
itself is retained, the origin is often lost. We read a
newspaper, discover a fact and turn to other things.
Some years later we recall this fact, but the newspaper
is dim and all but forgotten. We know that roses are
red, the sky is blue, that dogs have tails. What we do
not know is the circumstance under which this was
originally learned. We apply memory without documentation. The answer to this cerebral mystery is that
human attention goes to the substance of things much
more than the source. This is the trick of propaganda
which seeds its oats in random fields, knowing full well
that it is the oat and not the field that we rem.ember.
OUR

SELFISH

SELVES:

Shakespeare observed,

"There is nothing either good or bad, but thinking
makes it so." Accordingly, we are safe until the public
brain begins to function, and when it does — when it
begins to grind out its opinions of us as businessmen —
a curious process takes place. The mind assumes the
shape of a mental balance sheet weighing debits against
credits, pleasures against pains, until at length it produces a statement of net judgment. In undergoing this
technique of the accounting trade, one impulse, and one
alone, rules — pure, untrammeled self-interest. No matter
how the moralists rouge and powder him, man is essential y aselfish creature. This selfishness, of course,
varies from one person to the other, but there are few
of us as charitable to others as the 15th Century missionary who threw himself to the tigers because they
were hungry. We generally want what we want when
we want it. We are — as Adam Smith called us — Economic Men, those creatures who in all their actions
carefully calculate the economic advantages of this or
that move, always aiming to achieve the maximum of
satisfaction. And this is the cardinal fact behind public
relations' stress on making individual and public selfinterest the basis of industrial conduct.
BUT

WE

DON'T

ALWAYS

THINK
FORon Page
OUR( Continued
26)
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Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

PRINT SHORTAGE
North Central Allied
I'ossibly tlic most illegal consequence of
the artificial print shortage is the piling of
clearance on top of clearance, making a dead
letter of the U. S. Court's rulings. As well
as we couM understand the explanations of
the Government suit against the film companies, the Justice Department maintained
that clearances were illegal, but the Court
ruled that reasonable clearance was justified
to protect the revenue of the exhibitor having the prior run. The Court did not justify
clearance to increase the film rental of the
distributor or to serve his convenience or
economy by reducing print quolas, but only
to "protect that interest of the exiiibitor."
Now either the print shortage is a real and
just problem or else it is a fraud to manipulate clearance and availability and to increase
film rentals. If it is not to violate the law,
what are the answers to these questions?
1. Why. in almost every case, does the additional clearance or later availability result
in the distributor being able to oflfer the picture against much weaker competing product— or. in a "short market"?
2. Why. in almost every case, docs the
later availability on a percentage picture
result in the distributor getting what he considers more favorable playing time, e.g., holidays, school vacations, etc.?
Bv every rule of common sense, it would
seem that when availabilities are altered due
to "print shortage" it would adversely affect
the distributor about half the time and benefit him in the other half of the cases. When
it works out that the result of the claimed
shortage is always to benefit the distributor
or increase rentals, then we say, the shortage is phriny.
ON

FLAT

RENTAL CHECKING
ITO of Ohio
Although they have no right to inspect
books on flat rental pictures, or to openly
check as they can on percentage pictures, the
distributors, particularly Paramount, are
now checking theatres. Three instances have
been reported to us in the past week all on
Martin and Lewis pictures, incidentally. In
one case, the distributor openly admitted
that the reason for a demand for an increased price for "Living It Up'' was because "Money From Home" was checked.
In the case of one drive-in, the checker
acted so suspiciously that the manager of
the theatre had him followed by a deputy
sheriff.
You are atlvised that you do not need to
coi»|)erate with checkers on flat rental i)iclures in any way. If they act suspiciously,
by all means i)Ut the prdice on their trail.
If you are asked for increased rentals because flat rental pictures have been checke<l,
show your books not only on the .Martin
an<l Lewis i)icture>> but on all those on which
yon lost money a>< well.
P«g« IS
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CONCESSION SALES
ITO of Ohio
This problem ha^ arisen
tax collector attempted to
on concession sales from
who leased the rights at a

TAX

again. district
collect sales tax
a concessionaire
drive-in.

The legal arm of the State'Sales Tax Department authorized the following: When
the. exhibitor operates the concession himself, any sale of over 40 cents is taxable because the food is consumed on the premises
of the vendor, even though at the time of
consumption the purchaser may be sitting
within his automobile. The automobile,
nevertheless, is still on the premises of the
vendor.
In those cases where the exhibitor docs
not operate the concession stand himself, but
leases it to someone else (or has a separate
corporation for the purpose) the sales are
not taxable unless the vendor is permitted
to go from car to car selling merchandise.
In the latter case he is presumed to be operating on the premises of the theatre owner.
This ruling was further strengthened by
fhe decision in the Berlo Vending Company
case in Cleveland. Berlo has the concession
in the Cleveland baseball stadium and a
Supreme Court decision held that the company's sales there were not subject to sales
tax.
There is nothing illegitimate about an exhibitor organizing a corporation to handle
concession sales or operating the theatre as
a corporation and turning the concession
sales over to an individual.
However, there must be a written document of leare or contract to cover this and
the concessionaire, it must be clearly stated,
has sole right to sell merchandise in the
particular building used for the purpose. It
does not do for the concessionaire to have
right to the kitchen side of a counter and
the theatre owner on the patrons' side.
In the case of an indoor theatre with an
adjacent store, sales of over 40 cents to
people who eat the food at boths or counters
in the store are taxable.
Sales to patrons who take the food from
the store into the theatre are not taxable.
In the case of lobby shops, the same holds
true. Those persons who take the food trom
the lobby area to their seats or a lounge are
exempt from paying sales tax. One sale of
over 40 cents to one person or a group of
people who consume the food at a counter
are taxable. Thus, signs asking that patrons
do not bring ice cream, drinks, etc. into the
auditorium, would lead a sales tax inspector
to assume that they are all consumed on the
premises of the vendor, no matter what .irrangeinent may exist betwien the theatre
owner and the vendor.

HONESTY

IN ADVERTISING
ITO of Ohio
This subject came up for discussion at ;
recent convention in Iowa. There, two step:
were taken. 1. The .group went on recor*
demanding honesty in advertising materia
and the elimination of sexy and sensationa
scenes that do not actually appear in th(
picture. 2. The meeting went on rccort
condemning the releasing of pictures withou'
the Production Code seeal.
If the writer may humbly state his owi
opinion, we would agree whoIe-heartedl>
with the first action but disagree with tht
second. "The iloon Is Blue" is an outstanding example of a picture released without a
seal which has proved profitable for many
theatres. We would hate to see such pictures banned from this state. That's why
we fight censorship.
On the other hand, we are glad that sonu
one else is taking up the cudgels in the figli:
for honesty in advertising. The public is htcoming disillusioned just at a time when
there are a lot of good pictures on the!
market.
I
According
to the
of'
Toledo,
a theatre
thereCatholic
ran an Chronicle
ad using the
words "abduction" and "rape" in connection
with "Seven Brides for Seven Brothers", an
outstanding picture which the Legion of
Decency found unobjectionable for adults.
But the Catholic Chronicle rightly objects to
these lines to sell an otherwise unobjectionable picture.
ON PRINT DELIVERY
Allied of la., Neb., S. D. & Mid-Central
A number of cases of a new type of leeching were recorded at the Lakes meeting. I:i
this practice the exhibitor receives a forni
letter and card from the distributor just a
few days before playdate asking him in order
to fill an already confirmed and paid for
date to drive, without pay, to some named
spot to pick up the print on a circuit. Now,
this driving to pick up prints has always
been with us, and nobody objects if the
decision is mutually arrived at at the time
of booking. But catch that comma on both
ends of the clause "without pay," and .VOU
will start to see that this is another result
of the economy drive of fewer and fewer
If a distributor can serve the exhibitors
prints.
with the dates he wants by making him a
drayer at the last minute before the run of
the picture, the distributor can continue to
operate with the measly 2, 3 and 4 prints t
an exchange. Of course, the exhibitor w
drive rather than miss the play date. Tlx
know that. That's why the "without pa\
clause is added. It was suggested to bill i'h
distributor for mileage on any trips drivin-:
for film not mutually agreed to at time < '
booking, or just deduct cost of the trip fr<"'
the next invoice. Mileage allowances arc 1'
cents per mile according to our legal advu
the meeting. This thing should be iiipP>'i
at lite
in
uud.

/
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Salesmanship

"The Egyptian" in Bonwit Teller, New York, window
There are few showcases better suited to display of motion picture product that the store windows into which countless ladies gaze to see the
fashions. Two film companies are currently paying
due heed to the potency of the fern drawing power
by exploiting important films in department stores
and ladies shops. 20th Century-Fox alert exploiteers
have garnered valuable space in some of New York's
most fashionable 5th Avenue shops — Bonwit Teller
and Tailored Woman, among others — to set up "The
Egyptian" motif, with stills and appropriate copy, as
backgrounds for new fashion displays. M-G-M is
touring six different sets of original costumes from
Brigadoon" throughout the country for display in
leading department stores. This is part of a national
contest by Metro to promote store tie-ins.
Store window tie-ins are not the sole province
of big film companies or of big cities. Every showman, everywhere, has dozens of local merchants
awaiting the theatreman's approach with a display
that will attract people to his store front. Capitalize
this very valuable asset in your situation.

"Brigadoon" styles: Upper left. Best & Co., New
York; right, B. Forman Co., Rochester, N. Y.; lower.
City of Paris Department Store, San Francisco.
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Premieres

UA's publiciteers gave
Rapid City, S. D. the
works at world premiere of "Sitting Bull" !
as illustrated by dis"Wild I
tribution chief,astride
Bill" Heinem
an
bull; Dale Robertson
entertaining throng;
and stars Robertson,
Mary Murphy, and J.
Carrol Naish riding in
open coach in parade.

The gala benefit world
premiere of "The Egyptian", Darryl F. Zonuck's
first personal production
in
jamrried
the
NewC'Scope,
York Roxy
(1) with
one of the largest
groups of celebrities
ever assembled. Massive crowds (2) swampe<j police barricades to
view the glittering parode of stars attending
the opening, proceeds
from which were turned
over to the Nationa!
Foundarion for Infontile
Paralysis. TV coverage
of thoalre-fronr octivities and celebrity interviews was carried and
radio coverage was
handled for rebroadcast
over the NBC network.
Movietone news and a
battery of press photographers recorded the arrivals of prominent personages: (3) 2Qth-Fox
president Spyros P.
Skouras; Mrs. Sidney
Culver, daughter of Basil
O'Connor; O'Connor,
head of National Founciation for Infantile Paralysis; Mrs. O'Connor,
Tom Culver,
and Fox
distribution chief, Al
Lichtman. Shown (4)
interviewing
"Egyptian"
star Gene Tierney
and
film's director Michael
Curtiz are Faye Emerson
and Skitch Henderson,
co-chairmen of Celebrity Benefit Committee,
March of Dimes. Informal shot (5) in Roxy
lobby, pictures Fox v. p.
Charles Einfeld chatting
with Emerson and Henderson. Event was widely heralded by newspapers all over the
country, racking up
some priceless publicity
breaks. Another smash
exploitation feat was
brought off by the airmail special delivery
servicing of premiere
film clips to TV stations.
Pag* 20
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Jack Webb's personal appearance at the Chicago
Theatre
premiere
Warners'
drew day
massive
crowds and
set an ofall-time
high "Dragnet"
for an opening
(see
top). Bottom photo shows throng outside Webb's dressing room, awaiting a glimpse of their idol, "Joe Friday".

S«pl*mb*r i.

/

'Fabian Forty' Contest- Winners
Frank Costa, manager of the Ridgewood
N. J. Warner Theatre, was the July winner
of "Fabian's Fabulous Forty" national manager's contest, being held as part of the celebration of Stanley-Warner president Si Fabian's industry anniversary. Costa received
first prize for his promotion which included
the awarding of home air-conditioners to
patrons, country store nights, free ice cream
idr the kiddies each week, and a local art
exhibit held in the lobby.
Zone manager Frank J. Damis also announced that second and third prizes were
won by Al Barilla and Adolph F"inkelstein,
respectively. Additional awards were shared
by managers FVed Dressel, Capitol, Newark; Andy Garofalo, Royal, Bloomfield; and
Rernie Silverman, Branford, Newark.
Gardner's Latin Xontessa' Tour
Ava Gardner, touring South America on
behalf of UA's forthcoming "The Barefoot
Contessa," sparked some long-distance publicity when she was mobbed by fans in Santiago, Chile. Arriving at the airport with
publicity man David Hanna, Gardner was
badly shaken by unrestrained enthusiasm ol
admirers. Incident was picked up by U. S.
press and, of course, the Technicolor drama
— which also stars Humphrey Bogart — was
prominently mentioned.
Jousting Match for 'Falworth'
Herbert Koyster, manager of the I'orlland
(Ore.) Broadway, developed a uniciue stunt,
with the aid of U-I exploiteer Jack Matlack,
for "The Black Shield of Falworth". Royster arranged for members of the Portland
police department to compete in a medieval
jousting contest at the local Home lUiilders
Show attended by some 14.000 persons. I'- 1
supplied tlie trappings and armor, and the
event just naturally garnered a wealth of
publicity for U's first CinemaScope-Technicolor production.
(ConlinueJ on Page 24)
I At another premiere, Ray Moon, Universal
assistant general sales manager, presents a
check to Donald Sinclair, president of the Caledonian Hospital, for proceeds from "High and
Dry" (Rank) benefit preem at the NYC Sutton.

As part of the
usherettes,
BeKy and
Gold,graceful.
model
instructress,
puts Fox
the Denver
girl thruTheatres'
exercises program
designed intotraining
make them
more poised
Charm

far

Ush^r^ii^s

...

An ingenious stroke of i)id)lic
relations, that serves the dual purpose of providing patrons with
outstanding service in theatres,
while resulting in valuable publicity breaks, is credited ti; Fo\Intermountain's astute ad pub
chief, Paul Lyday. He instituted
an usherette training program in
the Fo.K Denver Theatres and reports "the venture has succeeded
beyond oui' most optimistic expectations." Denver District chief
Ray Davis has asked that the program be continued with four complete courses being held each year.
Lyday says that by glamorizing
the usherette's job, better personnel has been obtained and the girls
"render patron service much more
graciously than before."
.-Xnother important angle is the
|)ul)licity to be garnered by the
plan. The Rocky Mountain News,
Denver,prominent
gave I'ox-Intermountain
some
space and a
])()tent P. member
R. thatstory
headed: movie
"Remilitaristic
iislierct who led you to your seats
as if she were leading a battalion
into battle? .She's on her way out."

Usherette training hod sock publicity as evidenced by
this nev/s break in the Rockly Mountain News, showing circuit ad-chief Paul Lyday checking girls' progress.
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

Hruising

I ( )N A L has
N TF. H N AT ADS
V K KS AL- 1D
UM BOL
come up in "Naked Alibi" with one of
those rough, tough little melodramas that
often pull down a surprising hoxoHice
swag. And. to guarantee that all of the
potential loot is extracted, the I -I boxoflicers. under direction of v. p. ad chief
David A. Lipton. have fashioned a slambang campaign, featuring some stand-out
. ads. to fit the vehicle.

Xl^latlrama

A.baut

ALIBI'
KED
L
SEL
newspaper
with questions
on'NA
another page.
Idea for lobby display or tie-in with
music
stores
can
be worked in with set of
A pair of police angles are suggested
three torrid Gloria Grahame stills deliverusing the picture's tribute to the detective's
perseverance and courage as wedge for
ing the song. "Ace in the Hole ". These can
newspaper feature with cop co-op. and a be ordered from I niversal's Exploitation
Department, make striking material for
benefit performance on opening night \\ '\\.h.
proceeds going to Police Athletic League or
blow-up specialty display. Check striking
other police-sj)onsored activity.
8xl0"s for lobbv or front set-piece.

This is a real hunk of exploitation merchandise, and where the exhibitor utilizes
the pressbook material made available to
him. plus a bit of ingenuity. "Naked Alibi"
might well prove to be a "sleeper".
There's no use pretending about a film
like "Naked Alibi" — it's not what is commonly called "family" entertainment. The
story has a hard core of violence and the
characters are from the wrong side of the
tracks. The romance is brassy and tending
toward the scarlet hue. But justice and
virtue ultimately triumph to satisfy the demands of the moral code.
The showman, then, must take "Naked
Alibi" at face value and present it for what
it is: the tale of a cop. a killer and a dame,
all living in the dim shade of society. Essentially achase melodrama, plot deals
with efforts of detective Sterling Hayden to
pin a series of cop murders or supposedly

HERALD, For showmen who still believe in going door-to-door to get customers,
this herald (inside spread and cover, above) should prove to be a real attention-getter.
^
Provocative

♦
is the word

for the ads designed to

respectable Gene Barry. Hayden's ruthless
|>ersisteiice gets him fired from the force,
but he doggedly pursues Barry to a lawless
Mexican border city, where the latter rules
gang operations. As the chase grows hot-

sell "Naked Alibi". If they are brash, unblushing, it
is because this is that kind of a picture, and the U-l
admen have given vivid accent, in illustrations and

ter. Hayden sways (iloria Grahame. Barry's
doxy, to his side and in a w ild rooftop gun
battle gets his man and is vindicated.

crisp melodrama. The striking stills that are employed as the basis for the art capture the atmosphere

In addition to the punch-filled ads. the
pressbook offers several good ex|)loitation

of violence and simmering

gimmicks. Among the best is a "Naked
Alibi" Grime Test, using a ( om|)osite mat
with montage of scenes from the fdm. Idea
is to test viewer's powers of observation
via one gof)d look at the scenes shown and
a series of 10 questions related to them.
Mat (an be reproduced as a throwaway
with s( ene f>n one side of sheet and rpiesliori>- on other. Or it can be planted in
Paqt 22
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captions, to the shady characters who

people this

emotional fury of the con-

flict between cop, killer and dame, while the sometimes bold catchlines pungently express the essence
of the lurid plot. Any theatre that can profitably use
a picture like "Naked Alibi" should make ample use
of these ads, and the action-crammed stills, too. Since
Universal makes

its key ad art available in still form,

the ads can be blown up for most effective, seat-selling lobby and front displays.
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GARCIA

HI

Mr

mmm.

'to h«rt.

( ('.(intinued from Page 21 )

mel'
'Brum
s for
n isPlead
Bosto
Boston
pleading
for the
world premiere
of Metro's "Beau P.runimel" on the ground
that it is the home of "more well-dressed
men and more chivalrous men, per capita,
than any other city in the U. S." This is
the momentous word that comes from Donald J. Hurley, president of the Greater Boston C of C, to Howard Dietz. M-G-M is
considering the plea seriously.
Breaks In The

Mags

Warner's forthcoming C'Scope-WarnerColor production "Helen of Troy" is receiving a neat pre-selling job via a two-page
color spread in the Sept. 17th issue of Col-

Mounted knight proved a potent attentiongetter when Harry Unterfor^ manager of
Schine's Paran10un^ Syracuse, outfitted an usher
to herald U-I's "Black Shield of Falv/orth."

Jane Russell gets the cover of the Octobei
lier's.
edition of Cosmopolitan, plus a lead stor>plugging her next RKO film, "The Rig
Rainbow", and the current "French Line".
We're Glad
BringOur Necks
We StucktoOut

Mort Blumenstock, Warners v.p. ad chief, an
nounced the largest national mag and Sundo
supplement campaign in company history to pre
sell the CinemaScope-Technicolor production "i
Star Is Born". Kicking off at the end of Sep
tember, to coincide with film's early Octobe
premieres, press drive is calculaied to reodi ,
readership of 1 70 million.

GnemaScope
To NORTON!
Th« response to our firil CinemaScop* film
most gratifying. Our investment ir
screen and lent equipment was very large but
tKe fine reception given to CinemoScope hat
mode it worth while.
Our Next GnemaScope Attraction is
"The Command"
Regular Admission Prices
SUiAYTMTNDAUUESDA'rAU^^^
Conortwoui
SKowl Svndor — SpM.ol MstinM 2pm Mmv^Qt
Norton
UA's Max Miller and William Kanesky
(mgr. Studio, Philadelphia) used p!cine-ontrailer for the "Victory at Sea" campaign.
Sta'.e Chcrlie
circuit showmen
wick,rierida
Bill Dock,
Whitakcr Harry
and BotBob
Battin used these nifty girls and clown for
area openings of WB's "Ring of Fear".
•Miami
••■•mi
I r
IMG CIRCUS
SPILLANE
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Theatre

This eyexatching institutional ad on behalf of his CinemaScope instollation was
created by Frank Kennedy, manager of
the Norton, Norton, Kansas. You might
say he stuck his neck out to get attention.

RKO Circuit Raises Xaine'
RKO Theatre circuit exploiteers raised
'Caine' throughout the chain with a smash
campaign in every situation that played Columbia's "The Caine Mutiny". A sweeping
exploitation volley was fired by these managers: Jerome Baker, Keiths, Washington,
D. C; Jerry E. ]51oedow, Orpheum, Des
Moines; Asa liooksh, Orpheum, New C)rleans; Andrew Talbot, Iowa Theatre, Cedar
Rapids; Robert Whelan, Orpheum, Minneapolis; Millroy Anderson & Edw. Meek,
RKO Theatres, Los Angeles; Jo.seph Alexander, Albce, Cincinnati; and C. 1.. Mcl*'arling, Orplieum, Sioux City.
Nfobile displays of aircraft carrier; window
and counter disi)lays in local stores; lie-ins
with parking lots, hotels, auto dealers; press,
radio & 'J'V breaks; star appearances by
May Wynn and Robert Francis, were highlights of tile voluminous campaign.

Good 'Dragnet' Stunt
Jack Alitchell, manager of the Schine'
Auburn, Auburn, N. Y., pulled a cutie ti
plug WB's "Dragnet". In advance of th
playdate, he set a figure cutout of Tacl
Webb in front of a microphone on the stage
just before the feature was over. He thei
idayed the Webb "Dragnet" record an
nouncement over the PA system, and use(
only red footlights in order to get renl-lifi
illusion. Alitchell reports audience responsi
was as if the audience was actually seeing
Webb in person. "Of course," he says
"they realize it is not true a few second:
after it starts, but the sudden impact it ha;
is sensational." Gimmick has become so sue
cessful that the Shine circuit has made i
standard for all houses playing the film.
Lobby sound trailer on WB's "Dragnet" stoppet
passers-by at the NYC Victoria. Machines ar<
distributed by World Film Enterprises, N. Y
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f ('.(intiniu'd from P(i,?c 17)
SELVES: Because it is painful to think, man often
follows the easy expedient and allows others to think
for him. Some pyschologists claim that no more than
10 percent of our total mental potential is ever exacted.
Genuises have come upon the scene applying little more
than a quarter of their capacity. There is no laziness of
the body that can compare with that of the mind. Said
Samuel Butler once, and not too cynically: "The public
buys its opinions as it buys its meat, or takes in its milk,
on the principle that it is cheaper to do this than keep a
cow." If we take Mr. Butler at his word, then a plagiarism of opinion exists that is beyond measure. We ask
someone how in the world he ever got that idea, and he
generally claims it for his own. Someone, somewhere,
says something that is in someway publicized. If it
sounds reasonable, that opinion thus becomes by some
mystic deed of conveyance the original property of
countless others.
As the mechanism by which it sometimes thinks for
others, public relations carries an almost agonizing
social responsibility. It deals in that black no-man's
land of the human mind. Perversions of the P.R. craft
may be disastrous, for thoughts and ideas delibertly implanted may spring roots in ways that have terrible implications. Witness the propaganda conversion of countries like Italy, Germany and Russia by ruthless dictators who knew too well how to toy with the public mind.
Let us turn our attention now specifically to the
motion picture industry.
Can there be any argument that a problem exists? If,
indeed, we were free of anxiety, every man, woman and
child with an hour or two of leisure would be hellbent
for the boxoffice. Films grossing three million would
gross six million. From some of our national publications would come salaams in place of salami. Churchmen would encourage attendance and not enjoin. The
highbrow would applaud where he now accuses. Our
lost audiences would be found audiences, and we could
safely count on the younger generation much like
money in the bank. But the problems go on and on.
We have a fight on our hands.
Hollywood is a national, yea, a world, byword. A
leading motion picture enjoys more individual customers than 98 percent of the leading manufactured
products. Theatres sell more seats annually than the
total output of such basic manufacturing giants as General Foods and the next five leading food companies.
There is no industry under the American heaven that is
discussed as widely and to such degree. There is no institution, save the national government, that exerts so
strong a social force upon the people, influences so
many minds. Somewhere along the line, the vast impact
of the motion picture as an emotion-exacting phenomenon has carried it to an exalted place in our national
folkway.
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But the movie-world is a two-tongued creature. With
one tongue we set off a steady rain of pyrotechnics, unequalled anywhere. We light the skys for miles around
proclaiming our films in phrases loud and raucous,
sometimes gross, only occasionally subdued. We are
drummers in spangled hats and mummers gowns, jesters of the court who are clever and care not who knows
it. Hyperbole is our banner, stretching and stretching
like a tug-of-war with a rubber rope, resilient and contractable, always fitting the occasion, measuring the
pleasure. This is the robust tongue of exploitation. It
sells our wares.
The other tongue with which we speak is strangely
muted, faltering — this is the tongue of public relations,
by which we should speak of this art-industry as a great
American institution.
For too long now Hollywood has resembled a blushing Cyrano hiding in the arbor, beguiling the beautiful
public by its poetry of sight and sound, yet too selfconscious to stand up and woo openly. Its celluloid is
an opaque mask. The public passes judgment through
the only evidence apparent — the one face the industry
has cared to show. Many see this face as gaudy and
frivolous; to others it is the face of scandal and license;
some call it a face of lust and avarice. And so it goes,
Hollywood concealing itself behind its smiling screens,
much like a puppeteer whose creations are loved, but is,
himself, enigmatic, unknown, oftimes misunderstood.
Only its closest friends know the hidden face of charity,
benevolence and true, universal artistry.
As the result of its bashful, almost paranoic unwillingness to speak for itself, the industry has become
something of a national whipping boy. Nothing fans the
ego of the detractor like the unanswered attack. And

i

lest we misunderstand, Hollywood's silence has not
been the politician's silence of contempt. It is more of
the nervous internal quakings of a victorian bride on
her marriage night; she trembles simply because she
doesn't know the meaning of marital relations. We, it |
seems, do not know what public relations means.
How many trivial and incidental attacks on the in- i
dustry have started out as bush-fires, only to flare into
major conflagrations because we have no p. r. sprinkler
system to douse them ! Let's face it. We're easy pickin's
for the blue noses, the puritans and the cultural sops
and sophs. Our need to deal with them : a bold, con- |
tinuing, institutionalizing p. r. program.
Hollywood is the land of make-believe and, accordingly, we appease our sufferances like some Walter
Mitty who angrily avenges his pride by smiting his ad- |
versaries in the temple of his imagination. We mount
our charger like a brave Lochinvar to slay the dragons.
But this is as far as it goes. If the industry is a fairyland it is also a business of dollars and cents, and careers and reputations. The nature of business says there
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Hold.
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shall be occasional warfare, and warfare means the
raising of arms — and here is where we fall short. Like
a conscientious objector, we stoutly refuse to bear weapons against our enemies. What's worse, far worse, we
fail to ally ourselves with our friends — the vast moviegoing audience. Anyone can make a foe, but said Polonius to his son :
"The friends thou has t.
Grapple them to thy soul uith hoops of steel.''
Just as the atomic bomb is the great safeguard of our
national security, devastating in war, threatening in
peace, so is a wise and artful exercise of public relations
to the protection of the miction picture industry. It is
more than just an armament: it is a dual-purpose iiiStrument fashioned to fetch protagonists as well. But outside of COMPO, whose new deeds whistle like a fresh
wind in a dead man's house, our arsenals are empty.
"You ask what's right with cur public relations?" says
the firey Trueman T. Rembusch. "Frankly. I think
there is very little right about our public relations. "
And this sets the tone of nine of every ten replies to the
questions, solicited by Film BULLETIN. As regard
to what's wrong with our public relations, Mr. Rembusch explodes with this: "Speaking in the vernacular
of my fourteen year old boy, 'They Stink!'."
From the production side of the business comes remarks of which Abe Montague's is typical — "I sometimes question whether we do have public relations — at
least favorable public relations. This industry has done
so much for so many outside. Had it been handled by
any other industry, it would have been developed into
outstanding public relations."
Among those acknowledging existence of a movie
p. r. program, even in the slightest degree, the common
beef is summed up by Joseph R. Vogel, Lcew's Theatres president : "We are too prone to become interested
in public relations only when we are in a crisis of some
kind. The time to worry about the good opinion of the
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press and our neighbors is when there is no trouble —
and thus, perhaps, prevent trouble."
So we see that public relations can be a handy gadget
in peace as well as war. Its properties can be preventative as well as therapeutic. It can give us what we have
for so long lacked, namely, the foundation for action in
or out of crisis.
If we commissioned a painter to put our public relations picture to canvas, we would see a mute and

frozen ninny cowering before the bellows of bush league
critics. We take no pride in this picture, but we must
recognize its truth. This weakness does not become us.
We are a great and thriving industry, but lacking in
the traditions and generalship of the counter-attack.
Let's lay the foundations, marshall the forces. Let's
seed the clouds with an endless shower of opinion-shaping matter. This is the stuff of p. r. victories. We would
stand prepared for the major battles, and count our supportors in the untold millions.
Editor's Note — // ue recognize that a problem does,
indeed, exist, ue are already on the road to improvement and correction. In subsequent installments we
shall attack the film industry problems from six quarters, for these divisions most logically represent the
principle issues of our public relations status. They
are: (I) Peculiarities of our relations with the public;
(2) Our Status — what it is and what we want it to be;
(3) W ho are our publics? (4) How the film industry
gets its public relations; (5) Intra-industry relations;
(f>) Institutionalizing movie-going.

Ccuht

Ute J^h!

~ Golf-Lunch-Dinner $20.00 □ Lunch & Dinner $15.00
Z Dinner $10.00
Here Is my entry for the Entertainment Industry's Golf Tournament to be held Thursday, September 16th at the Vernon Hills
Country Club, Tuckohoe, New York.
Name
Address
The Committee
Chas. A. Alicoate, Chairman, Marvin Klrsch, Co-Chairman,
Treas.; Orrin Dunlap, Sid H. Eiges, Edward L. Fabian, Wm. German, Dave J. Jacobson, Edward Lachman, Martin Levine, Burt
Robblns, Ted Sullivan, Robert M. Weltman, Chris J. Witting,
Max Youngstein, Francis X. Zuiulo.
Fill in and mail to Marvin Kirsch, Treasurer, Golf Tournament,
1501 Broadway. New York 36. N. Y.
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THIS

All The

Vital

ALLIED ARTISTS
May
FORTY-NINERS, THE Wild Bill Elliott. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Thomas Carr. Western.
U. S. Marshal poses as killer to trap three killers one
of whom is sheriff of gold-boom town. 7! min.
JuneMONSTERS, THE Bowery
BOWERY BOYS MEET THE
Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Boys become involved with mad doctor, electronic robot and gorilla. 66 min.
DESPERADO, THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
to free Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war.
youig man is doublecrossed by friend and framed
for murder. 81 min.
July
RETURN FROM THE SEA Jan Sterling. Neville Brand.
Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selandsr. War
drama.executive
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
in battle.
Returns
home a hero to marry girl he loves. 80 min.
WEAK AND THE WICKED, THE Glynis Johns, John
Gregson. Producer Victor Skuteiky. Director J. LeeThompson. Drama. Framed in fraud case young woman
is sentenced to two years in prison. She is thrown
among wicked women and Involved in escape. 72 min.
August
KILLER LEOPARD Johnny Sheffield, Beverly Garland.
Produced arfd directed by Ford Beebe. Melodrama.
Bomba
beautiful
screen70 star
husband helps
in wilds
of Arfica.
min. track down runaway
SECURITY aiSK John Ireland, Dorothy Malone. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Harold Schuster.
Melodrama. FBI agent on vacation thwarts communists
who kill scientist and steal secret papers. 69 min.
September
HUMAN JUNGLE, THE Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling. Producer Hayes Goeti. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section of city and solves murder.
JUNGLE GENTS Leo Gorcey. Hunti Hall, IBowery
Boysl. Producer Ben Schwalp. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Discovering that one of the boys can actually smellindiamonds,
the gang64 goes
fortune
stolen diamonds.
min. to Africa to find a
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ex-convlct is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws. 69 min.
Coming
ANNAPOLIS STORY, THE Technicolor. John Derek,
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirlsch.
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
eventually
reconciled during combat as jet fighter
pilots in Korea.
BOB MATHIAS STORY, THE Bob Mathias. Melba Math las, V/ard Bond. Producers James L. Fallon, V^illiam
E. Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sports drama.
Biography of Olympic Decathlon champion from high
school days to present.
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall,
IBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director EdNernds. and
Comedy.
Boweryadventures
Boys findtake
Aladdin's
magic wardtamp
resulting
them
to Bagdad.
TONIGHT'S
THE NIGHT
Technicolor. Comedy.
David NIven,
Yvonne de Carlo,
Barry Fitigerald.
Irish
fantasy with comic flavor. 88 min.
COLUMBIA
May
MAD MAGICIAN, THE 3D Vincent Price, Mary Murphy,
Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Producer Bryan Foy.
Horror melodrama. Illusion rjenlus, prevented by his
boss from usinc his creations as a stage magician,
peace with cunning redskin leader. 71 min.
MASSACRE
CANYONMacDonald.
Phil Carey,
DouglasFredKennedy.
Producer Wallace
Director
Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment of rifles to outpost completes his mission despite Apaches, treachery and romance. 66 min.
MIAMI ducerSTORY,
THE Barry
Sullivan,
ProSam Kattman.
Director
Fred Adela
Sears. Jergens.
Melodrama.
Ei-qangster, now resoectable, uses his past experience
to expose crime syndicate. 7S min.
FILM

PRODUCT

YOUR

DetaiLs

on Current

&) Coming

JUNGLE MANEATERS Johnny Weissmuller, Karin Booth,
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Adventure-melodrama. Jungle Jim tracks down diamond
smuggler who is [eopardliing peace of [ungle. 68 min.
SARACEN BLADE, THE Technicolor.
Ricardo Montalban.
uneKatiman.
Betta St. John. Producer JSam
Director William Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swashbuckler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge his
father's murder, joining in the Crusades. 76 min.
July
CAINE MUTINY. THE (Pre-release) Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart. Van Johnson. Jose Ferrer. Fred MacMurray. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk. of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy
destroyer.
min. Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
HELL BELOW125 ZERO
Mark Robson. Producers irvlnrj Allen. Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
complication for x-navy skipper in the Antartic. 91 min.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones, Montgomery Clift. Director Vittorlo de Sica.
Producers David O. Selinick and de Sica. Drama. Made
in
Italy, film.
("Bicycle
language
63 min. Thief") de Sica'i first English
OUTLAW STALLION, THE Technicolor. Phil Carey,
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DirecFred F. Sears.
devotion
wild torstallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
64 min.to
August
LAW VS. BILLY THE KID, THE Technicolor. Scott
Brady, Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
William Castle. Western. Revenging himself on crooked
sheriff and outlaw gang, Billy the Kid runs afoul the
law, and is eventually killed by his best friend. 73 min.
fUSHOVER Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey. Producer
Jules Schermer. Director Richard Quine. Melodrama.
Detective
love with
for
her turnsfallshimIn against
law.gunman's
88 min. girl. His desire
BLACK DAKOTAS, September
THE Technicolor. Gary Merrill,
Wanda Hendrlx. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray Nazarro. Western. Confederate spys plot to
send Sioux Nation on warpath thereby tieing up large
Union army force.
BULLET IS WAITING, A Technicolor. Jean Simmons,
Rory Calhoun,
Brian Farrow.
Aherne. MeloProducer Howard Stephen
Welsch. McNally,
Director John
drama.
Plane
crash
strands
sheriff
and
suspected
murderer in California wilderness. Violence flares when
they seek shelter in lonely cabin occupied by a
beautiful girl. 82 min.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
wom^n who sells h<»rself and becomes a partner in
murder to achieve selfish
ends. 90 min.
Coming
CANNIBAL ATTACK Johnny Weissmuller, Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
CANGACEIRO Produced by Vera Cruz Productions
with all-Brazilian cast. Director Lima Barreto. Action
drama. Story of bandits who terrorized Brazil for
almost 100 years and lived by their particular code
of honor and justice.
DETECTIVE,
Alec Gulness,
rector RobertTHEHamer.
Producer Joan
VivianGreenwood.
Cox. ComedyDidrama. British made, with Gulness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
px-z-onvirts usina it for some unorthodox crime-bustlnq.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara.
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring.
I WAS A PRISONER IN KOREA Robert Francis. Dianne
Foster. Brian Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director
Lewis Seller. War drama. U. S. intelligence officers
masquerade as collaborators in Korean prison camp in
order to spy on the Communists.
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson saves wrongly convicted man from hanging and
puts down threat of Indian war.
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Ella Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter Involved in
racketeers' domination of longshoremen is moved to
rebel against the syndicate by love of woman.
PHFFFT Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. ComeBoredfreedom
by theiris marriage,
that dy.
their
even worse.professional couple find
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.
TRIPOLI
Paul Director
Henreid, Felix
PaProducerTechnicolor.
Sam Katzman.
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid ofher pirate
from
kingdom.leader to help drive savage hordes
BULLETIN
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Features

THEY RODE WEST Donna Reed, Robert Francis. Direc
tor Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmll. Western
Doctor at frontier Armv post incurs enmity of fello>
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
THREE FOR THE SHOW CInemaScope, Technicolor
Betty
Gower Director
Champion.
JackPotter
Lenmon. Grable.
ProducerMarge
Jonie & Taps.
H. C.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed i
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to bes
friend .
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews
Donna Reed. Dianne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murde
three
years earlier, cowboy returns home to deal ]
his name.
VIOLENT MEN, THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford. BarbarJ
Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis jl
Rachmll.leads
Director
Western.
Ex-cavalrj
officer
small Rudolph
ranchersMate.
against
encroaching
lane
baron.
I. F. E.
I
SENSUALITA English. Eleonora Rossi Drago. Ponti!
De Laurentis production.J
Director
Clemente
Fracassi
.'
e
u
Drama.
of twon
men and a girl ir
the
wheat "Bitter
fields ofRice"
Italy.story72 min.
August
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP English Language
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa. DeLaurentIs Producers
Director Dullio Colettl. War drama. Deals with the ad
ventures of Italian Navy frogmen during World War II
War II. 93 min.
HUSBAND FOR ANNA. A English Language. Silvanc
Pampanlni. Producer D. F. Davanzati. Director G. Df
Santis. Drama. Trials and tribulations of woman ir
search of love and husband. IDS min.
September
CITY STANDS TRIAL
English. Sllvana PampaninI
Amedeo Nazzari. Director Luigl Zampa. Melodramaj
Suspense
story
of
murder
investigation in corrpu^j i
city. 105 min.
GOLDEN COACH. THE English. Technicolor. Anna^
Magnani. Director Jean Renoir. Musical drama. I7tt|
century tale of beautiful actress. 105 min.
LOVE INZavattini.
THE CITY
English.Portrayal
All star ofcast.
Producer'
Cesare
Omnibus.
various
way;,
of love and women who practice them presented ir
"March of Time" style. 110 min.
October
AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren. Lois Maxwell
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martlno. Director
Clemente Fracassi. Opera. Verdi's story of rivalry be;
tween
princess and slave girl for love ol j
EgyptianEgyptian
officer.
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silvanai
Pampanlni, Eleonora Rossi Drago. Vittorlo Gassman
Producers Dino De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. Directon
Luigigirls
Comenclni.
Expose of 75vice
ring involvj|
ing
who enter Drama.
dance marathon.
min.

English Language.
LOVE Theodoli.
TOO
Vlady. YOUNG
ProducerFOR NIccolo
Director Marina'
L. De
Felice.
Story of love between two 15-yearolds
whichDrama.
ends tragically.
November
HURDY-GURDY Pathecolor. English. Producer. Lux
Films. Director Ettore Glannlni. Ballet-drama. Threecentury story of Naples told thru medium of ballet
drama Involving "show busi-jI
ness" familyprovided
thru the by
ages.
Continuity
May
Pathecolor. English.!
SLAVE EMPRESS
THEODORA,
Italo-French co-prod»ction
by Lux. Director Riccardo
Freda. Historical drama. Beautiful slave girl rises to
become Empress of Byzantine empire.
LIPPERT

ector
Producer-dir
Eastman Color.
THE Documentar
COWBOY.
y feature.
Photographed
Elmo Williams.
story relates the
in color on actual Southweit locations, to
now. 49 nnin.
cowboy's true life from pioneer days
THE OCEAN FLOOR Anne Kirnbell,
FROM
MONSTER
Stuart Wade. Producer Roger Corman. Director Wvo'J
scientistto
skin-diver edandwaters
A girlshark-infest
ion. brave
Ordung.
submarine
in one-manScience-fict
64 mir.
ocean.
the
under
far
monster
sea
huge
a
face
PRODUCT

LIPPERT (Continued)
G CHASE, THE Glenn Langan.
Adele Jergens. Prone Director
icer Robert L. Lippert,JuJr.
Arthur Hilton.
:tion drama. Rookie cop goes on patrol car duty,
kes part in chase by auto, boat and helicopter that
d$ in shooting of payroll robbers. 65 min.
UD TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hinds,
'rsctor Montgomery Tully. Mystery drama. Desperate
isiness man hires thug to kill him so his wife can colct insurance. Changes his mind and barely escapes
!ath, to learn that his wife was responsible for
3se call. 75 min.
July
VER BEAT Phyllis Kirk, John Bentley. Producer Heran Cohen. Director Guy Green. Mystery drama. Girl
dio operator on U. S. freighter becomes unwitting
c«s*ofy to diamond smugglers. Teams with detective
investigate murder and round up gang. 73 min.
August
4UNDER PASS Dane Clark, Andy Devine. Producer
>bert A. Nunes. Director Frank McDonald. Western
. ama. Party of whites crossing hostile Indian country
th a suspected renegade is attacked by tribes.
Renegade" is vindicated as Army agent. 76 min.
September
LENT RAIDERS Richard Bartlett, Earle Lyon. Producer
ir)« Lyon. Director Richard BarHett. Acjion drama,
•ven-man [MtroJ lands or Normandy beach. Works its
sy tt»rough enemy forces in preparation for the
eppe commando raid. 65 min.
IRROR SHIP William Lundigan, Naomi Chance. Projcer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mysry drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds It has
len used to cache highly-eiploslve atomic formula.
)ards
yachttheforsecret.
sea-chase
cape with
72 min.after plotters attempt to
NHOLY FOUR, TH£ Paulette Goddard. Producer
Ichael Carreras. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
•ma. Huiband returns after four-year memory loss
try and
which of wife's three suitors tried to
order
him. find
80 min.
October
EADLY GAME Lloyd Bridges. Producer, Robert
jnbar. Director Dan BIrt. Mystery drama. American
>v«liit in southern Spain becomes involved in murder,
ackmall and ^muogled microfilm of secret formulas.
FE WITH THE LYONS Bebe Daniels. Ben Lyon Projcer Robert Dunbar. Director Val Guest. Comedy.
{ion family, Bebe, Ben and their children go through
lie hilarious scrape after another, trying to keep their
ase and convince the landlord that they are a re'cctable, quiet family.
Coming
DVENTURE IN RIO Scott Brady, Raymond Burr. Meloama. Fashion model sold Into Brazilian slavery ring
■capes and enlists aid of American who exposes
ealthy Braiilian as ringleader.
JWCK PIRATES, THE AnscoColor. Anthony Derter,
i)n Chaney.
RobertPirates
L. Lippert,
Dimeter AUen Jr.
Miner.Producer
Adventure.
terrorizeJr.town
iTcing villagers to dig for buried treasure under
lurch Young townsman brings their destruction.
ACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Marl Aldon. Projcer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
'ama.
auto racing
hen hisFormer
best friend
crasheschampion
to death.quits
He big
makesracea
imeback
and
wins
back
his
wife
by
winning
the
rand Prii.
lEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
"Joan of Arc,"
who aspersuades
mythe toSpanish
resist Napoleon,
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
lis and French rule prevails.
^ETHD-GOLDWYN-MAYER
May
I.AME AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner,
!tr Angell. Carlos Thompson. Producer Joe Pasternak.
I'rector
Richard world
Brooks. Rmantic
drama.
girl
I'ifting
around
one and
love
affairBeautiful
to 104
another
its Involved
In web offrom
intrigue
romance.
min.
IISONER OF WAR Ronald Reagan, Steve Forrest
."oducerArmy
Henryofficer
Berman.
Director into
Andrew
War
Kama.
parachutes
Red Marton.
prison camp
' check on stories of Communist atrocities. 81 min.
EN OF THE FIGHTINGJuLADY
ne Ansco. Van Johnson,
I alter Pidgeon, Louis Cafhern, Frank Lovejoy. War
ama. Navv fighter iguadron in Korea overcomes treendous odds to save blinded pilot. 80 min.
niDENT PRINCE, THE CinemaScope, Ansco Color,
in BIyth. Edmund Purdom, John cricson. Producer
•thur Freed. Director Vincente MInelli. Musical. Film
fsion of Romberg's operetta. 107 min.
July
ONE WITH THE WIND IReissue) Technicolor. Clark
able, Vivian Leigh 222 min.
VUEY OF
THE Producer,
KINGS Eastman Color Robert Taylor,
eanor
Parker
Sam Zimballst. Director
rosh. Adventure drama. Youno archeologist aidsr!
jiautlful
oirl ofto Egyptian
carry on Pharoah.
dead father's
|id lest tomb
86 min. ambition ot
August
19. TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
an. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
onard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
'Vj school copes with the problem of sharing her
'ing room with
13 males. »l min.
FILM

7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel marries Powell and takes her into the hillt of
Oregon where she is faced with prospect of living witn
his six semi-civilized brothers. 103 min.
BETRAYED Eastman.September
Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved m espioru<:e and romance In occupied Holland
during World War II. 108 min.
BRIGADOON
Kelly,
Van
Johnson, CinemaScope,
Cyd Charlsse, EastmanColor.
Elaine Stewart.GeneProducer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minnelli. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once a century. 108 min.
October
BEAU BRUMMEL Technicolor. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Sam Zimballst. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era, dashing cavalry captain gains reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions lead to disaster.
ROGUE COP Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh. George Raft.
Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Slick detective sergeant plays both sides of
the
law error
until ofhishisbrother's
death and a woman show
him the
ways.
Coming
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
beautiful sisters in screwball family of health addicts.
CKtbT OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Prooucer-Direcrors
John and Roy Boultlng. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments
get aexplosive.
workout during the devol^oment
of a new torpedo
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Mining engineer's
against
the jungles
of Columbandits of
tobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him tobia, aand treasure
another
kind.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason. Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director J«seph L Mankiewicz. Historical
drama. Assasilnatlon of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus. Caiflus et at. 121 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth Taylor, Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist,
boy whichthinking
leads tohimself
tragedy.a failure turns to life of playMANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historicalness romance.
frontiersman enjoys his wilderlife untilasKentucky
finally
In the woods
he Is. trapped by woman as proficient
PAR,/\MDUNT
May
NO RELEASES
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor. Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. . Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
in Ceylon, falls in love with
and plans to
e foreman
Junhis
run away with him. Plague
strikes
and in crisis she
finds she still loves her husband. 103 min.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Nicole Maurey, Thomas Mitchell, Robert Young. Producer Mel Epstine. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
American pilot stranded in Peru joins a renenade In
searching for lost Inca treasure. 101 min.
GREATEST
SHOW
ON July
EARTH,
THE (Reissue)
color James
Stewart.
Betty Hutton,
Cornel TechniWilde,
Charlton Heston. 153 min.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Zetterllog. Producers a»d directors Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist In
Paris und»--joes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
ruan'--, finds the female psychiatrist has same comptex. gets involved in spy plot and murder. 103 min.
August
ABOUT MRS. LESLIE Shirley Booth, Robert Ryan. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Daniel Mann. Drama. Worooming houseabout
ownerownfindsill-fated
tenant'saffair.
problems
her toman reminisce
104 lead
min.
LIVING IT UP Technlcotor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Leigh. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. Cofnedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly announces that Jerry Lewis is dyimj of radiation poisoning and he Is given one last fling at life by reporter
Janet Leigh 95 min.
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart, Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Melodrama. Freelance photographer becomes Involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder. 112 min.

SEPTEMBER

SUMMARY

Distriburion schedules for September
are apparently stabilized with 26 new
features slated for release. Barring
last-minute changes, Poramount and
20th-Fox will each distribute but one,
and Republic none. United Artists will
be the leading supplier with four.
Since RKO pushed one anamorphic
film into October, there are only three
CinemaScope features available. Fifteen releases are in color.
Labeled to go in September are:
9 Melodramas 3 Adventures
4 Dramas
2 Comedies
5 Westerns
2 Musicals
1 Documentary
Coming
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI. THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of plan and execution of Korean air raid.
CONQUEST
OF
SPACE
lechnicolor.
Walter
Brooke.
Eric Fleming. Producer George Pal. Director Byron
Haskln. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
soflco 5t,ition 1000 miles abovo the ei>rth
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence when he tries comeback.
LOVE IS A WEAPON VV-Technicolor. John Payne,
Mary
Murphy.
ProducersGoing
Pine-Thomas.
Karlson.
Melodrama.
to South Director
America Fhilto
locate
priceless
ruby
Pavne
becomes
involved in
murder and intrigue.
MAMBO Silvana Mangano, Michael Rennie, Vlttorio
Gassman.
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& DeLaurentis. Shelley
Director Winters.
Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Venetian
shopgirl
attains
success
but
meets
wUh
broken romance along the way.
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Caqney.
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner
befriendsandyoung
man only
to be rewarded with doublecross
attempted
murder.
STRATEGIC
AIR
COMMAND
Technicolor.
James
wart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer SamuelSte-J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big leagu*
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air
Command,
non-stop
flight. he is envolved In crash and historic
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technicolor. Dean Martin.
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. ExGl'sclown
join small
where becomes
one strives
to becomae
aromantic
and circus
the other
involved
in a
triangle.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
thief Is suspected of resumComedy drama. Ex-jewel
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghishis profession
name.
Mangano.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana
Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Mario
Produced byAdventure
Camarini.
Spectacle.
Homeric
feats of
lllvxos fls ti>ken from the Odes5»y.
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecEscaping from Devil's
tor Michael Curtii. Comedy.
convicts aid benefactors who are on tf-e
Island, ofthree
verge
bankruptcy.
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Crosby, D#nny
Robt.
Producer
Vera-Ellen.
Kaye,
y Musical.
Two World
Curtlz.
MichaelMa
DirectorClooney.
Dolan.Rosemary
E.
bewar.
team as entertainers after
War IIcomebuddies
involved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show.
REPUBLIC
JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie,
Forrest Tucker. Associate producer-director Joseph I
Kane. Outdoor drama. California trader meets and
marries Eastern
girl learns
takes heherhasWest.
complications when she
a son Romantic
by unmarried
Spanish girl. 103 min.

HELL'S HALF ACRE Wendell Corey. Evelyn Keyes.
Elsa Lanchester. Associate producer-director John H.
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
In 1941 but his crime-ridden past destroys hope for
the revival of marriage. 91 min.
June
July
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, MarSeptember
garetWilcox.
Lockwood,Drama.
Forrest Respectable
Tucker. Producer-director
HerSABRINA Humphrey
Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
bert
schooner captain
Wl'liam Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
tries to save girl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
C*medy. after
Two she
rich returns
brothersfrcmfallyear
for intheir
daughter
Paris.chauffeur's
113 min.
avenges death and claims boy. 91 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
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May

REPUBLIC (Continued)
August
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucoior. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of. if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally. Associate producer-director William Seiter.
Drama. Woman newspaper owner is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and ha
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
September
NO RELEASES
October
OUTCAST, THE Trucoior. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Youno
wagesDirector
range Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage.
Coming
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring.
HELL'S
RodJoseph
Cameron,
Asso.
producer OUTPOST
and director
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
in rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime.
ROOGIE'S BUMP Robert Marriot, Ruth Warrick, Brooklyn Dodgers'
Sports
comedy.
Little stars.
boy triesJohn
out Bash
for andproductions.
makes the Brooklyn Dodgers' team.
SriANbnAI
SrOKf, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
against Red
police.of Shanghai's International SettleTOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in foiling enemy agent's plot to
steal
secret formula.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood. Orson Welles. Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure ronance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when
private road they had always used is closed
by the aowner
UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Do.t Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes involved with gold hoard and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle in the desert. 70 min.
RKQ
May
NO RELEASES
SILVER LODE Technicolor.
John Payne, Dan Duryea,
ne
Liiabeth Scott. ProducerJuBenedict
Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citizen accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him. 80 min
SINS OF ROME Massimo Girotti, Ludmilla Tcherina.
Producer Consorzio Spartacus. Director Riccardo
Freda. Adventure. Roman gladiator leads revolt and
attempts to unite slaves against Roman army. 75 min.
July
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN (Reissue). Danny Kaye,
Farley Granger, Jeanmaire. 112 min.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlin.
Romantic
girl" her
is placed
custody of
writer comedy.
who wants"Bad
to study
type forin
story he is writing. 78 min.
August
NO RELEASES
September
AFRICA ADVENTURE PatheColor. Producer Robert C.
Ruark Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
ofRuark's
Africa. 3-month
44 min safari through unexplored sections
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell.
Rick Jason. Dan Duryea. Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns that boyfriend Is really In love with her married
lifter.der thinking
She thereupon
sister for back.
husband's murthat will frames
bring boyfriend
October
AMERICANO, THE SuperScope. EastmanColor. Glenn
Ford, Frank Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess P'Oducer Robert Stillman. Director William Castle. Action
drama. Delivering priie Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
cowboy becomes involved with
murder,
bandits Texas
and romance.
PASSION SuperScope. Technicolor. Cornel Wilde
Yvonne rectordeAlan Dwan.
Carlo Drama.
Producer Benedict Bogeaus. DiComing
■IG RAINBOW SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturget Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centering around hunt for sunken treasure.
FILM

QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles.
SON OF SINBAD 30 Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest. Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetilaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of Sinbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
May
2QTH

CENTURY-FDX

GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,
Anne Bancroft, Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival
gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze
artist, finally carries her atop roller coaster and both
meet their death. 84 min.
RIVER OF NO RETURN CinemaScope Technicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mitchum. Rory Calhoun. Producer
Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor adventure romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, exconvict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guide
a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the
rapids, Indians and the elements. 91 min.
THREE COINS
THE FOUNTAIN
CinemaScope
Technicolor. CliftonINWebb,
Dorothy McGuire,
Jean Peters,
Maggie
McNamara.
Producer
Sol
Siegel.
Director
Neoulesco. Romantic comedy. Three American Jean
girls
working in Rome toss coins in Wishing Fountain. After
each travels rocky road, dreams come true. 101 min.
DEMETRIUS AND
GLADIATORS
CinemaScopeTechnicolor.
Victor THE
Mature,
Susan Hayward,
Michael
Rennie, Debra Paget. Producer Frank Ross. Director
Delmer Daves. Historical udrama.
Begins where "The
e slave
Jthe nof
Robe" ended
tells instory
Demetrius
whose
Christian
faith and
is tried
arena
where
he is forced
to fight as gladiator. 101 min.
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
Debra Panet. Michael Sennie. Producer Leonard
Goldstein. Costume adventure. Prince of Bagdad helps
people along the Nile throw off yoke of evil ruler
and gains beautiful princess for his wife. 71 min.
July THE Technicolor. Dale
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ,
Robertson, Debra Paget. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
gambler
find father's
him
from sets
chargeoutof tocheating.
88 min.killers and absolve
GARDEN OF EVIL CinemaScope Technicolor. Gary
Cooper, Richard Widmark. Susan Hayward. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adventure
drama. Three gold hunters become involved with a
beautiful woman and death inside Mexico. 100 min.
August Technicolor. Robert
BROKEN LANCE CinemaScope
Wagner, Richard Widmark, Spencer Tracy, Jean
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmytryk.
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
wife isWestern
caught indrama.
feud with
for
control of homestead. 96 min.
RAID, THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Anne Bancroft,
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederate
raid on town in Vermont in retaliation for the burning of the Atlanta. 83 min.
September
EGYPTIAN CinemaScope,
Deluxe Color. Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Edmund Purdom. Producertorical
Darryldrama.
F. Thirteen
Zanuck. Director
centuriesMichael
before Curtiz.
Christ Hisan
Coming
Egyptian physician seeks
secret of life. 140 min.

UNITED

ARTISTS

CAPTAIN KIDD AND THE SLAVE GIRL Color Corp c
America. Anthony Dexter, Eva Gabor. Wisberg-Po
lexfen production. Director Lew Landers. Adventure
Famous pirate captain escapes gallows with aid of ur
scrupulous nobleman who plans to doublecross Kid
and thereby obtain his treasure hoard. 83 min.
LONG WAIT, THE Anthony Quinn, Peggie Castle. Pre
ducer Lesser Samuels. Director Victor Saville. Murde
mystery. Amnesia victim returns home to find he i
wanted for murder. Missing link to his innocence i
beautiful girl and works his way through a number o
them before finding her and solving mystery. 93 min
WITNESS TO MURDER Barbara Stanwyck, George San
ders. Gary Merrill. Producer Chester Erskine. Directo
Roy Rowland. Suspense melodrama. Woman witnasse
murder which she reports to police. Checking, polic'
find no evidence of crime and woman is suspected o
being insane. 83 min.
YELLOW TOMAHAWK. THt Color Corp. of America
Rory Calhoun, Peggie Castle. Producer Howard W
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Indian scou
and U. S. Cavalry battle Cheyenne assault oi
frontier outpost. 82 min.
CHALLENGE THE WILD Color Corp. of America
George and Sheila Graham. Producer and directed b)
Frank Graham. Nature documentary. Family explorer'
the Great North Country, where wild life remains un
touched by civilization. 69 min.
GOG 3D Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan, Con.
stance Dowlinn, Herbert Marshall.
e Producer Ivan85 Tors
JunScience-fiction.
Director Herbert L. Strock.
min |
HOBSON'S CHOICE Charles Laughton, Brenda Dt,
Banzie. Producer-director David Lean. Comedy. Prosperous bootmaker finds his life complicated when he
tries to direct wedding plans of his daughters. 107 min.
.MAN WITH A MILLION Technicolor. Gregory Peck,
Jane Griffiths. Producer John Bryan. Director Ronald
Neame. Comedy. Poverty-stricken but honest man Is
given million pound note to prove theory that merely
possessing it, but never spending It will bring him
good fortune. 90 min.
July CRUSOE PatheColor.l
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
Dan
O'Herlihy.
Producers
Dancigers,
Ehrlich. Director Luis Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. Henryj
FromI
Daniel
Defoe's
classic
of
the
shipwrecked
sailor
the native who became his man Friday. 90 min. and: ^
APACHEducer Technicolor.
Burt Lancaster,
Jean Peters.
ProHarold Hecht. Director
Robert Aldrlch.
Western.;
One-man
war
waged
by
Apache
chief
against
th»j|
United States Army. 91 min.
LAWLESS RIDER. THE Johnny Carpenter, Frankie
Darro. Producer Carpenter. Director Yakima Canutt.,
Western. Deputy poses as outlaw and breaks up
gang
terrorizing
ranchers. ISLAND PatheColor. Dawn
RETURN
TO TREASURE
Addamt, Tab Hunter. Producers Aubrey WIsberg and
Jack Polleifen. Director E. A. Duponf. Romantic
adventure. 75 min.
August
CROSSED
Flynn,Vlttorio
Gina '
Lollobrigida. SWORDS
ProducersPatheColor.
J. Barrett ErrolMahon,
Vassarottl. Director Milton Krimt. Period adventure
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
set that all males over 20 must be married. 86 min.
DIAMOND
WIZARD. Steven
THE Dennis
Sheridan. Producer
Pallos.O'Keefe,
DirectorMargaret
Dennis
O'Keefe.
Suspense
thriller.
Treasury
agent
thief who stole million dollars from U. S.tracks
vaultsdownto
spend on production of man-made diamonds. 83 min.
DOWN THREE DARK STREETS Broderick Crawford,
Ruth Roman. Producers Arthur Gardner & Jules V.
Levy. Director Arnold Laven. Melodrama. 85 min.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinneis, Jack Hawkins. ProPeter De Sari^ny.
DirectortoBrian
Hurst. I
Air-warducerdrama.
British attempt
hold Desmond
Malta in World
War II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring eioloit
locating
enemy convoy, sealing fate of Nazis'
Afrika inCorps.
98 min.
VICTORY AT SEA Producer Henry Salomon. Narrated
by Alexander ofScourby.
Film-and-music
dramatization
war and Documentary.
its human sidelights.
96 min.

ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE Deluxe Color.
Elaine Stewart, John Derek. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Don Weis. Adventure romance. Young Persian
barber leaves his shop in seek of adventure. After
horse-sword action In desert he rescues Princess
and prevents war.
BLACK WIDOW CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
Heflin, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tierney, George Raft.
Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama.
Young
to which
New York
writer and
falls intogirllovegoesaffair
leads toto become
her murder.
'CARMEN JONES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Harry
Belefonte,Otto
PearlPreminger.
Bailey, Dorothy
Producerdirector
Musical Dandrldge.
drama. Follows
plot
of opera and novel in new setting in which young
soldier headed for flying school has his life ruined
by sensuous girl.
DESIREE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon. Producer Julian B'austeln. Director Henry Koster. Drama. Story of Napoleon's rise tothepower
and eventual
defeatloveat for
Waterloo told from
viewpoint
of girl whose
the
general is never fulfilled.
September
LIFE IN THE BALANCE. A Ricardo Montalban.
GOLDEN
MISTRESS,
THE Richard
Technicolor.
Agar,Rybnick.
RoseProducer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
marie
Bowe.
Producers
Kay &John
Harry
melodrama.
Boy hands
trying ofto real
clearmurderer.
his father of several
Director Joel Judge. Adventure. Fortune hunter fights
killinos falls into
Voodoo
and savages
THERE'S Scope
NO Technicolor.
BUSINESSEthet
LIKEMerman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Cinemathe untamed."
82 min. in search of "lost treasure of
Marilyn Monroe,
JESSE
JAMES'
WOMEN Print by Technicolor. Peggie
Dan
Dailey,
Donald
O'Connor.
Siegel.
Director
Walter
Lanq.
Musical.Producer
Married Solvaudeville
Castle, Jack Beutel. Panorama production. Director
team
ingrain
their
three
children
with
the
love
of
Don Barry.
Western.outlaw.
Another
retelling of the adventures of the famous
83 min.
show business.
WOMAN'S
WORLD
CinemaScope,
Color
by
Deluxe
KHYBER
PATROL
Color
Corp.
of
Richard Egan,
Clifton Webb, June Allyson, Van Heflin, Lauren Ba- Dawn Addams. Director Seymour America
Friedman.
Adventure
call, Fred MacMurray, Arlene Dahl, Cornel Wilde.
drama
Officer
in
British
Lancers
in
India
prevents
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Jean Negulesco.
massacre of garrison. 71 min.
Comedy drama. President of auto company seeks a
new general manager and places three candidates and
SUDDENLY
FrankDirector
Sinatra,Lewis
Sterling
Robert Bassler.
Allen.Hayden.
Suspense Producer
drama.
their wives in situations where they can be observed.
Story of attempt to assassinate the President. 77 mm.
BULLETIN — THIS
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May
UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
Coming
3AREFOOT CONTESSA. THE Technicolor. Humphrey
3ogart.
Ava Gardner,
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro producion. Director
Joseph L.Edmond
Manklewici.
drama,
jtory of poor Spanish girl who achieves movie stardom and finds true love which leads to tragedy because she gives her husband an heir he was unable
0 beget.
'5ATTLE TAXI Sterling Hayden, Marshall Thompson,
Arthur Franz. Producers Ivan Tors, Art Arthur. Direcor Herbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopter
squadron's rescue exploits in Korea.
3EACHCOMBER, THE Technicolor. Robert Newton,
BIynis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty IJ. A. Rank).
Director Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
outcast
sister on plague-stricken
sland in and
Indian missionary's
Ocean.
3EAUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard PhiJipe, Gina Lollojriglda.
Franco-London
Fantasy-of
drama. Struggling
musicproducer.
teacher Rene
finds Clair.
his dreams
Realizes "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
;HAMPI0N IReissue) Kirk Douglas, min.
;00D DIE YOUNG, THE Gloria Grahame, Richard
iasehart, John Ireland. Remus Production. Director
.ewls Gilbert. Melodrama.
HOME OF THE BRAVE IReissue) Douglas Dick, Frank
.ovejoy. 86 min.
.imE KIDNAPPERS, THE Duncan Macrae, Jean Ander.on. J. A. Rank production. Director Philip Leacock.
Comedy-drama.
Story of two little boys who "steal "
Daby,
set against
>lova Scotia.
93 min. background of turn-of-the-century
OTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Su:anne Cloutler. Produced and directed by Welles.
Drama. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 12 min.
3PERATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, Irja Jensen.
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander.
Drama. Based on story of ex-Soviet code clerk Igor
70uzenko since going in hiding under protection of
Canadian government. 77 min.
tOMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
iusan Shenta'l. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
Castellani. Romantic drama. Rim version of Shakespeare's immortal classic.
iHIELD
FOR MURDER
JohnDirector
Agar,
^arla English.
ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien,
Schenck.
D'Brien.
Melodrama.
Fast-shooting
detective
becomes
nvolved In robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min.
ilTTING BULL CInemaScope EastmanColor. Dale
tobertson, Mary Murphy. J. Carrol Naish. Producer
V. R. Frank. Director Sidney Salkow. Western drama.
05 minutes.
iTEEL CAGE, THE Paul Kelly, Maureen O'SullIvan.
'reducers
Swarfz
and Donlger. Director Walter
Doniger. Drama.
85 min.
'IGER
THE FLAME, Sohrab
THE Technicolor
Filmed In
ndial. AND
Producer-director
M. Modi. IAdventure
itory
of
woman's
heroism
in
19th
century
Indian
ight for freedom. I I I min.
'WIST
FATE Ginger
Bergerac.
'reducerOFMaxwell
Sexton. Rogers.
Director Jacques
David Miller.
Ronantic
melodrama.
Ex-actress
romantically
vlth crooked
International
business
man on involved
French
tivlera finds real happiness with young artist. 89 min.
'ERA CRUZ Technicolor. Gary Cooper, Burt Lancaster.
tccht-Lancaster
Dutdoor adventure.production.
96 min. Director Robert Aldrich.
VHITE ORCHID, THE Color Corp. of America. William
undigan, Peggie Caste. Producer-director Reginald
.eborg. Adventure. Archeologlst and fem photographer
isk Mexican jungles to seek lost tribe. 88 min.

I

UNIVERM5AL
ay -INT1

IREMAN SAVE
MY Christie.
CHILD Hugh O'Brlan,LesSpike
Jones,
'roduccr
Howardof
Goodwins,
-omedy. Group
zany firemenDirector
cope with problems
of
rading In old fire horses for mechanized. 80 min.
'LAYGIRL
Shelley Director
Winters, Joe
Barry
Sullivan.
ilbert J. Cohen.
Pevney.
Drama.Produtv.
Small
own oirl in New York becomes involved in murder and
all girl racket. 85 min.
e
LACK HORSE CANYONJun
Technicolor.
Joel McCrea,
■iari
Blanchard.
Producer
John
W.
Rogers.
esse HIbbt Western. Wild stallion escapesDirector
stock
anch and lives in hills. Efforts of girl rancher to reapfure horse are thwarted by neighbor until roving
owboy c^mei to her aid. 82 min.
RUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audle Murhy, Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
lathan
Juran.withWestern.
r««k treaty
Indians. 78Trouble
min. when gold miners

July
GG AND I. THE IReissue) ClaudeHe Colbert Fred
lacMurray, Marjoric Main, Percy Kilbride. 108 min.
OHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis Piper Laurie,
roducer William Alland. Director George Sherman,
rama. Young «»tomotive designer deveJops sport car
'rosilavt failing ayto company,
succeeds when he wins
country race. 8S min.
FILM

TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflln, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleaqured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing whiteman who incites the savages. 81 min.
August
FRANCIS
JOINS
THE
WACS Donald O'Connor, Julia
Adams, Chill Wills, Zasu
Comedy,
called back into service andPitts.
through error ^teran
ft assignedis
to WAC unit. Complications increase when his talkingmule buddy Is assigned to same outfit. 94 min.
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wymsn,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter!
Director Douglas SIrk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming adoctor devoting himself to humanity. 108 min.
September
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH, THE CInemaScope,
Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV Is defeated
by
young knight
for treason.
99 min.whose family was unjustly executed
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunflghter becomes involved
in family feud which resolves Into one of the most
fa mous gun battles of the West. 80 min.
October
NAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden, Gloria Grahame. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
Detective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
through murderer's machinations. 86 min.
WEST Or ZANZIBAR IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure.
Coming

WARNER

BROTHERS

DIAL M FOR MURDER WarnerColor. Ray Milland,
Grace Kelly, Robert Cumminns. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Murder melodrama. Huiband plots death of
wife whom
he marr'ed
money. murderer.
Original plan
backfires when wife
kills herforwould-be
Husband
ma kes self-defense killing look like murder. 105 min.
THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, Joan
Producer David Welsbart. Director Gordon
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot creatures
the Southwest until their nest is discovered
finally wiped out. 94 min.

Weldon.
Douglas.
terrorize
and are

Julyne
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY, JuTHE CInemaScope WarnerColor. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laraine Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Wellman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on plane bound from
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
feeling when faced with prospect of death. 147 min.
RING OF FEAR CInemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Beatty.
Pat O'Brien,
Mickey E.Splllane.
Producer Robert
M. Fellows.
Director James
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus is sabotaged by homicidal maniac. 93 min.
August
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Craine. Producers Heltman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance invesjourneys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim totigatorfinance
Violence
and
romance result. 102 min.
KING RXHARD AND THE CRUSADERS CInemaScope,
WarnerColor. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo, George
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical adventure. Action-romance during Third Crusade to drive Mohammedans from Holy Land. 113 min.

BENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson. Arlene
Dabl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
September
BOUNTY
HUNTER,Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott,
Marie Windsor.
Sam Bischoff. Randolph
Director Andre
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native uprising
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
and subsequently regains honor.
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
crooked sheriff. 79 min.
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE CInemaScope, Technicolor. Vic- by
tor Mature. Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Di- DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb. Ben Alexander,
Ann
Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb.
rectorand George
Sherman.
Western.
Is vio-of CrimeRobinson.
drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
lated
whitemen
invade
Indian When
land treaty
in search
dealing with commission
of crime and detection
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
of criminal. 89 min. Coming
against soldiers and prospectors.
DESTRY Technicolor. Audle Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
Lyie Bettger Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to BATTLE CRY CInemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflln,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Must evenStory of World War II Marines and the girls they
tually resort to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws.
left behind.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
STAR IS BORN, A CInemaScope Technicolor. Judy GarRoman Corinne Calvet, Walter Brennan. Producer
land. James Mason, Jack Carson. Producer Sid Luff.
Aaron Rosenbern. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
Director Georne Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
chance
at movie stardom by prominent star. She
pla.'S tag with gold, love and sudden death.
marriesto disaster.
him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads
FIVE BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis. Julia Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man Is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop.
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
FOUR GUNS TO THE BORDER Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Colleen Miller. Producer William Alland. Director Richard Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw Is
NEW JERSEY
reformed from bankrobbing ways by love of woman.
MESSENGER
SERVICE
HIGH AND DRY (J. A. Rrank) Paul Douglas, Hubert
Gregg.
Producer
Michael Truman. Director Alexander
MacKendrick.
Comedy.
Member National Film Carriers
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorle Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
250 N. Juniper Street
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
Philadelphia
7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823
takes
over
the
runnlnn
of
his
rich
brother's
fruit
processing plant.
MAN WITHOUT A STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King VIdor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence In grazing
land against encroaching big cattle Interests.
ORDER
NOW!
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CInemaSc«pe, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-dlsastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attlla and Huns.
Expendable 3-D Glasses
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopthat are adjustable
per. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is
let
to
safety
by
army
captain
subject
to
court
martial for desertion.
A prompt order will reserve your
POLALITE glasses
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Ne<son, Corinne Calvet. Producer Aland insure delivery for future bookings.
bert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors In Paris become romantically entangled with
nightclub entertainer, cashier and French heiress.
HIGHWAY
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist Is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in InterPhiladelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-0100
planetary war.
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Lex Barker, Howard Duff, Mala
Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jesse HIbbs.
Member National Film Carriers
Western. Gold mine owners become Involved in war
with crook who tries to force them from their
gold claims.
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Number of CiiieniaSoope
theatres, United States
and Canada
8,1 )

un

g

The siinsliine of hope and confidence
has dispelled the fear and gloom
over the motion

that hung

picture industry before

the advent of Cinemascope.
Have

you looked

at your boxolTice receipts lately?

Number of CinemaScope
theatres, worldwide ... 11,1 •
Estimated theatre investnien
in CinemaScope equipment
Domestic
$66,875,0'
Foreign
16,500,0 ►
Number of CinemaScope
Nowpictures
in release, in production
or preparation
To be produced abroad. ...
Already produced abroad..
TOTAL....'

This

AtMnasptt^rt*

A friend of the motion picture industry can only be saddened by the
report from AUied's special committee on sales practices, following
its conferences with the sales heads
of the major film companies. What
a sorry spectacle to see two essential branches of a great industry —
just now beginning to enjoy the
fruits of a revival of public interest,
after three years of depression —
conducting their related affairs in
an atmosphere of antagonism.
There is no point in arguing who
is to blame, for there is blame
enough to be apportioned to both
exhibitors and distributors. If
Allied is charged with being pugnacious in its report, let the film
executives understand that the
findings do reflect the temper of a
large segment of exhibition. And,
if some exhibitors are ready to
cheer the recommendation for
government regulation, let them
pause to ponder how bureaucracy
might touch them.
The welfare of this whole industry cannot be separated from the
welfare of each of its branches. The
vitality and prosperity of the film
companies rests upon the long
range well-being of the exhibitor:
and vice versa, of course. Some
sales executives, aggressive in pursuit of their companies' profits, are
slower to recognize this fundamental fact than others.
Management, today, has adopted
a broader philosophy about its responsibilities. Profits, alone, are
not the end-all of any business;
other factors, such as customer illwill, might arise to stifle a company at the very peak of its dollar
prosperity. Enlightened management is fully cognizant of this element and diligently strives to
maintain customer good-will. This
is a policy that could be practiced
more widely in our industry. It is
an unhappy state of affairs when a
large body of exhibitors are led to

af

Atttugawtiswn

the conclusion that they can obtain
relief from practices they dislike
only by asking for government intervention.
For its part, we believe. Allied
would have made a sounder case,
and would have served the industry better, if it had resisted the urge
to heap abuse upon certain distribution executives. The problems of
our industry will not be resolved
by such personal attacks, which
can only serve to intensify the atmosphere ofantagonism.
The most commendable comment in this entire affair was offered by Mr. Al Lichtman:
"I believe that with the distributors and exhibitors working together in harmony, with an appreciation of each other's problems,
we have a better chance for success
than if we are at each other's
throats and threatening one anthing. other with this, that or the other
"I don't believe any government
or any agency of the government
could possibly accomplish as much
as sensible business men who have
been dependent upon one another
as long as we have, and have the
long experience that we have in
business."
theThis
should be required reading
N»xt

Issue

The second chapter of "Our
Relations With the Public — and
Ourselves", the story of Motion
Picture Industry public relations, will appear in the October 4 issue of Film BULLETIN.
Under the microscope of Philip
R. Ward's analysis, we shall
have a look at "the peculiarities of our relations with the
public" — how, despite absence
of formalized public relations,
our industry forged to dominance as the mass-entertainment medium of the country.

for all distributors and exhibitors.
Our industry is recovering from
a period when we all were in deep
danger. After saying, "Thank
heaven for CinemaScope", none
among us can claim exclusive
credit for the recovery. And let us
all seek ways to avoid provoking
antagonisms that might again endanger this industry by which we
live and in which we love to labor.

Miiibij

IViih

This is the month of two notable
first anniversaries. One year ago
into an anxious and waiting motion
picture world was born CinemaScope, the bouncing, beaming infant with the broad, broad smile.
And one year ago was born the
first live and hearty germ of industry revitalization. To a very conspicuous degree, both events were
happily intertwined.
In September. 1953, "The Robe"
opened in cities over the entire
nation. In that same month, as the
record books will bear out, the long
downhill plummet of all things
moviewise, gradually de-accelerated, arrested itself, and reversed its
disheartening course. Contrary to
industry history, more people
bought tickets in September than
in August. July or June; in fact
more than in some fifty months
before. Starting with that bright
September, the earnings of most
film companies turned the corner,
exploding into a rash of glowing
statements for the final period of
'53. On the New York Stock Exchange, cinema issues awakened
from a four-year doldrum. and
haven't stopped since. Although
the wildfire didn't spread to the
grass-roots houses until months
later, the larger theatres prospered
(Continued on Page 7)
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SUCCESS!

.

APPEAL!
Life Magazine says: "As
sharp a study of violence
and intrigue as any
popular melodrama

Tried and prov
tie-ups. You
JULIUS

CAESAR

fire materials
out large st
trade!

today!"

THIS KIT TELLS
JULIUS
CAESAR

YOU

HOW

^)USE

A s
THEY SELL TICKET
(Sample ad below)

800

THEATRES DID IT!
Never have showmen
had so complete a
campaign based on
successful engagements, with proven
materials to work with.

Here's Your
CAMPAIGN On
A GREAT
Picture !

THE

ACTION

FlAIWING PASSIONS
AND VIOLENCE IN
All Hail
ROME
IryATYik^.y^'LESS
DRAMATIC MASTERPIECE
OF WILLIAMM-G-M*s
SHAKESPEARE'S

CONTENTS

!

(With actual samples enclosed)
JULIUS.

1. PRESS BOOK: The complete record. How to put on
your engagement from start to finish. Reproduction of
successful campaigns, ads, stories, tie-ups, experience from
many cities.

CAESAR
Starring

oi MARK Amo
ur
MARLON
BRANDO

II

2. SPECIAL SCHOOL MATERIALS: Study Guides,
educational 1 -sheets; captioned 11 x 14 stills; bulletin
board placards; student discount coupons (extremely important).

JAMES MASON
at BRUTUS
JOHN GIELGUD
OS CASSIUS
LOUIS CALHERN
o> JULIUS CABSAK

j

3. NEWSPAPERS
AND
PUBLICITY: Ad mats,
publicity mats, everything you need. Actual mats in variety
of sizes included in kit.

EDMOND
O'BRIEN
oj CASCA
and

4. LOBBY:

Special, exciting, inexpensive display materials.

5. COMPLETE

PACKAGE:

No guess-work. Tried and

proven. It's in the bag when you give it "the Julius Caesar
treatment."
FLASH!

TIP!

FOR

SUBSEQUENT

GREER
GARSOl
o< CALPUKNIA
DEBORAH KER
OI PORTIA
AN M-G-M PICTURE
THRILL to traitors and heroes ... killings and conspiracies...
power and glory of an infamous empire !
Blood-feuds... spectacle... golden-haired beauties in a pogon londl
A
Ruthless men and their goddess-like women in a sin-swept era I
ENJOY THE DRAMATIC HIGHLIGHTS IN THE M G M RECORDS ALBUM!
Directed by
Produced by
JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ
• JOHN HOUSEMAN

PROMOTION!*

1. Contact Women's Clubs, Kiwanis, Rotary, etc. (See Federation of Women's Clubs letter in Press-book). 2. Book windows.
3. M-G-M Record dealer window tie-ups. 4. The Greer Garson
recording. 5. How to distribute tabloid newspapers. 6. Library
displays. 7. Lobby door panels. 8. Radio commentators. They
like to discuss the picture.

HOT

I

RUNS!

No matter how long "Julius Caesar" ran in its first-run, downtown engagement, there are BIG box-office possibilities left
for neighborhood sub-runs. After one year downtown "Julius"
did Great business in N. Y. neighborhoods. Ditto other cities.
Most of your high-school students are waiting for it in their
nearby neighborhood theatre. Go get 'em!

LONG-RUN

SENSATION!

("/?" designates Reserved Seats)
20 weeks ("R") in Los Angeles. 9 weeks ("R")^
Boston, Toronto, Chicago. 18 weeks ("R") in !n
Francisco. 5 weeks ("R") in Cleveland, Cincinnati. Q
New York — 5V2 months ("R")> then 6 months "Connuous." Because "Continuous" proved successful in Day D
(held over) and Nashville, new policy sti».rted. "Cili*
tinuous" for 15 weeks Philadelphia and Washingt i.
8 weeks Detroit. In small towns 2-day runs becae
4-day, and 4-day runs became week runs.

J

ALLIED

>o

fVc

HVawnt

LDMMITTEE

REPORT

GaverMumetnt

HegiMlatian?

several reactions: 111 Reeomifief
solution to the differences between exhibitors and distributors on the perennial problem of film prices and
sales practices? That disturbing question is before the
industry again today as the result of the sharp report
issued by Allied's special committee.
The report suggested to the Allied board that "more
direct, positive action" will be necessary to persuade
the film companies "to ease the stranglehold they now
hove on the exhibition branch of the industr

Hy the Special Cummittet- of Allied Stales Associalivn of
'lion Picture Exhibitors n/iic/i visited the sales chiefs of the
• T film companies on August 17. 18 and 19. 1954.
I
COMMITTEE CORDIALLY RECEIVED
Pursuant to the Board's instructions the Committee
terviewed the following executives: Al Lichtman and
'illiam C. Gehring at 20th-Fox : Charles M. Reagan, Edlard M. Saunders and M. L. Simon at M-G-M; Charles
:asberg and Leon Bamberger at RKO; Alfred W.
hwalberg and E. K. O'Shea at Paramount; Bernard
ranze and Milton Cohen at United Artists; A. Montagus,
-ibe Jackter and an attorney at Columbia; Benjamin Kalenson. Roy Haines and an attorney at Warner Bros.
Charles Feldman. of Universal, was in the Orient, and
appointment was made with his assistant. Ray Moon.
It the Committee was detained at a preceding meeting
d had to cancel the appointment.
The Committee was received cordially, treated reectfully and listened to patiently by all but two of the
Tcials. Mr. Lichtman interrupted his vacation to return
New Ycrk and receive us. While the beneficial results
the meetings are meager, we feel that the effort was
orth while and the Committee does not despair that tangle results may still be forthcoming. By this we mean a
oderaticn of the selling policies and practices which reIt in steady, relentless, insupportable increases in film
ntals.
We report with regret that the interviews at Columbia
d Warner Bros, were neither agreeable nor helpful,
ter a few opening pleasantries, Montague appeared to be
ientful of the Committee, of Allied for sending it and of
hibitors in general. This will be reflected in the succeedg sections of this report dealing with specific practices.
)mparing notes after the interview, the Committee memrs used such words as "arrogant," "resentful." "patronng" and "supercilious" to describe Montague's attitude.

by Allied's board for a bill asking Congress for "minimum regulation" to protect theatres; (2) a warning
from Al Lichtman that "no government agency could
accomplish as much as sensible business men", and (3)
a call from one exhibitor leader for gov't regulation.
Film BULLETIN presents the complete text of the
Allied report and highlights of the letters by Mr.
Lichtman and Harry C. Arthur. Jr.— Editor'} Not j

Kalmenson was cordial enough but he attempted to
beat down everything the Committee said with decibels,
and like Montague, was insensitive to the arguments and
pleas of the Committee in the matter of prices, policies
and practices.
Most of those interviewed were chary of statements
or commitments that might be used by exhibitors in negotiating for films. We got off to a bad start with Montague
who told us bluntly that he would make no commitments
or even statements which could be reported to the board
or repeated to others. While more gracious about it, some
of the others made statements so similar to this that the
Committee wondered whether their tactics had been
agreed upon in the dark confines of the National Distributors' Committee. However, Mr. Boasberg, who was still
chairman of NDC when interviewed, gave us a letter confirming his statements to us; and the substance of his
statements has been sent as a directive to R-K-O exchanges byhis successor, Walter Branson.
II
ALL

SUBJECTS

WERE

DISCUSSED

The Committee may justly claim that it presented to
the sales heads the substance of all complaints that have
been lodged with National Allied since the Committee was
appointed. While the film executives gave us all the time
we needed, it manifestly was impossible to take up every
individual complaint. To have done this would have consumed weeks instead of days. Mr. Marcus, as Chairman,
opened each interview with an explanation of the purpose
of the visit, a brief description of the conditions which are
causing widespread dissatisfaction in exhibitor ranks, and
an enumeration of the specific policies and practices which
are the subjects of complaint. All Committee members
joined in the discussions as opportunity was afforded for
them to do so.
While the Committee's presentation of the exhibitors'
case made no visible impression on Montague or Kalmen/ ('i)ntiniied on Page d)
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COMMITTEE

REPDflT

((Continued from Fagc 5)

son, the others professed to recognize — some with an evident show of sincerity — that the exhibitors do face serious
problems. But they claimed that this condition was due to
natural causes and was not of their making and they
offered no solutions. Whatever hopes may be built on the
sympathetic attitudes of Messrs. Lichtman, Reagan and
Boasberg, your Committee does not feel that anything occurred at the meetings which would warrant a prediction
that any substantial benefits will flow therefrom.
This can be said: None of the executives called upon
can hereafter truthfully claim that he does not know what
the exhibitors are complaining about. Each and every one
of the men visited now knows exactly what the trouble is.
At the same time the Committee has learned a good deal
about the attitudes, thinking and personal characteristics
of the men responsible for present intolerable conditions.
As a result of these interviews, Allied will be able to pinpoint its criticisms and direct its efforts against the most
flagrant offenders.
But more direct, positive action will have to be devised and taken by the Board before the film companies
can be persuaded to ease the stranglehold they now have
on the exhibition branch of the industry.
Ill
CONFISCATION

OF TAX

BENEFITS

As was to be expected, the sales managers vigorously
denied that their companies have changed their pricing
policies, either individually or in concert, for the purpose
of absorbing all or an unfair portion of the benefits of tax
relief. Whether they had the same music teacher or were
self-taught they sang the same refrain, which ran about
as follows :
If just before or shortly after the effective date of the
Excise Tax Reduction Bill their companies began to demand new and more oppressive terms for their pictures, it
was because those pictures were of such outstanding quality that such terms were justified. The closest we came to
securing an admission was at Warner Bros, where Roy
Haines, while not hedging on the claim that the product
was worth whatever was demanded for it, gave his opinion
to the effect that Warner Bros.' policy had undergone
changes during the present year. To point up the discussion, the Committee cited the case of a small town exhibitor in Oklahoma who played "Hondo" after April 1 on a
scale that had been negotiated prior thereto. The result
was that the added gross flowing from the elimination of
the tax pushed the picture into higher brackets so that the
distributor absorbed 89% of the saving. Kalmenson's
blustery reaction was— "The scale was there, the gross was
there, so what?"
Further pursuing the matter, the Committee cited the
case of a small town exhibitor in Kansas from whom Warner Bros, had demanded 50% for four pictures and 40%
for another within a short space of time. Mr. Haines, after
consulting his record, reported that one of the 50% pictures ("The Command") had been sold to the exhibitor
for 40%, but he made no mention of the other pictures
faq« 6
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("Lucky Me," "Dial M For Murder," "Phantom of it
Rue Morgue" and "The High and the Mighty"), and t i
Committee will have to pursue the matter further with t ;
exhibitor in question.
We refer to these incidents to illustrate Mr. Kalme
son's callous attitude. He sees nothing wrong about t£
ing 89% of a small town exhibitor's tax benefits nor dc ,
he think it wrong to demand 40% and 50% of that class \
exhibitors. Indeed, Kalmenson admitted that he instru( ,
his field force to "try" to get 40% for all pictures exct
the super-doopers for which he wants 50% ; and it is clt
that he now regards 50% as the rule and 40% the exce
tion. He quickly added
which were not always
towns.
Allied regjional
their
members
how often
low they go.

that these were "asking" pric
realized, especially in the smi
associations can ascertain frcl
these prices break down and he

Among companies releasing CinemaScope pictures t
further claim is made that so few theatres were equippi
to play them that they had to increase their terms in ord
to come out whole. Quite naturally they also claimed th
CinemaScope pictures, by reason of their high quality
well as their novelty, merited the lofty terms demande
While the sales managers would not concede it, they d
not seriously challenge the Committee's suggestion thj
the CinemaScope policies created new precedents resultir
in higher price levels for non-CinemaScope pictures als
The distribution of CinemaScope pictures being r
stricted to theatres equipped to show them, served to i
tensify the film shortage for the theatres not so equippt
and hence to make them still more vulnerable to demanc
for higher terms for the small number of films availab
to them.
It is unfortunate that so much stress has been put c
methods and motives, which are the subjects of contr
versy, and so little attention has been paid to the disa
trous effects of recent price rises on the exhibitors, whic
cannot be controverted. If we could prove that the fil
companies are engaged in a conspiracy to raise and maii
tain film rentals, either to confiscate the tax benefits
merely to make more money, we could take legal steps '
restrain them. As of the present time, we are advised th.
we could not prove such a charge. But whatever tl
methods employed, or the motives that inspired them, tl
effect on the exhibitors is the same. They are being bit
white by the film companies. New policies have been d
vised, film rentals have been raised, more onerous tern
and conditions have been imposed, and all this has o
curred within so short a time as to make this course
conduct consistent with any motive that may be ascrib
to it, no matter how reprehensible.
Let not the exhibitors be diverted by this war
words from the realization that the film companie
whether from pure motives or by fell design, are drainin
off most or all of the benefits which the Congress intende
should be theirs. This is the ugly picture which exhibitoi
must constantly bear in mind and which they must hoi
before the film companies. And if the film companies coi
tinue to ignore the exhibitors' just complaints, then it wi
be necessary to display the picture in other intereste
quarters.

(Continued on Page li

lewpomts
(Continued from Pafie 3)
from the outset. It was not mere
fortuity that the birth of CinemaScope and the beginnings of industry revival coincided.
We say this in no spirit of deprecation of those other stalwart
media, 3-D and Cinerama, which,
preceeding CinemaScope by a brief
term, helped to unlock our longclosed closets of technology and
showmanship. But wherein the
others sparked excitement, the instrument sponsored by 20th Century-Fox flamed it. Together, all
three of these marvels, with CinemaScope setting the pace, achieved
something that all of our wails and
self-pity could not.
They started people talking
movies again ; became good copy,
fascinating copy — sometimes front
page copy. They presented a new
shape to the profile of a business
gone stale and lackluster in the
face of competition ; promised a
fresh, intriguing approach to the
old business of telling a story. And
in the case of CinemaScope, alone,
offered exhibitors a popular medium at reasonable cost, together
with sufficient product to help
amortize its expense.
The success of CinemaScope has
been a communal affair. And for
this, all concerned merit highest
praise :
f To men like Skouras and Zanuck,
who refused to buckle under the
immense weight of the gamble,
which, at CinemaScope's inception was incalcuable. To less courageous men, the investment in engineering, retooling and the reorientation of production policy — coming
as they did at the blackest hourmight have seemd foolhardy. Had
the public lifted its nose at the
medium, untold millions of dollars,
as well as hard-earned reputations
and , careers, would have gone up
into the Los Angeles smog.
H To Al Lichtman for aggressive
merchandising within the trade in
those early days of uncertainty and
transition, when the first one thousand installations came so hard.
Without them, for all the merit of

the new medium, CinemaScope
could not have returned the revenue that kept it moving forward.
Today's 11,000 installations is no
small achievement. And let us not
forget that from his seeming defeat
on the stereosound issue, Mr.
Lichtman emerged as a highly respected industry statesman.
^ To Charles Einfeld for a truly
blue-ribbon job of trumpeting and
institutionalizing a word, CinemaScope, and making it synonymous
with movie. This must rank in industrial history with the very
greatest jobs of exploiting a trade
name to universal acceptance.
In this celebration of CinemaScope's first anniversary there are
kudos aplenty, too, for the exhibitors who opened their pocketbooks
at a time when theatre profits were
teetering between spare and nonexistent. And while we're at it,
let's not overlook the other film
companies, who, taking the deep
plunge in adopting CinemaScope,
helped immeasurably in fanning
the fires of public response.
By rekindling the public's movieconsciousness, CinemaScope singularly created the recovery atmosphere in which everyone was to be
a beneficiary. The motion picture
— whatever its size or shape — began to attract ticket buyers again
in wholesale numbers. .
To all those who played so
dauntless a role in its pioneering
and entrenchment — Congratulations and Well Done! To the anamorphic baby itself, grinning the
wide, wide smile: HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!!

A.lli^€l

A^riists

The statement by William F.
Rodgers that his new association
with Allied Artists recalls the common enthusiasm he shared with
Louis B. Mayer in the days of
M-G-M's founding must fill every
quarter of the industry with a high
sense of excitement. Here looms a
. monumental prospect — the ascension of a new luminary into the
Hollywood constellation.
We look for Allied Artists to
make it. From president Steve
Broidy down, a sense of stability
pervades the organization. Financially, the company has set up the
resources to bridge the transition
from the low budgeted films that
had been its stock in trade to the
major undertakings on its future
programs. It has acquired valuable
properties and an imposing array
of names: stars like Gary Cooper
and Humphrey Bogart; producerdirectors like John Huston, William Wyler and Billy Wilder.
The latter three, ranking with
the very best production talent,
will be given free rein, unhampered
by strictures that the big studios
sometimes impose. They will work
in a climate of achievement, with
budgets that are neither lavish nor
puny. But Huston, Wyler and
Wilder have never esteemed extravagance. With their established genius for producing topdrawer films with real boxoffice
power, they lend new significance
to the name Allied Artists.
For film hungry exhibitors, this
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company's emergence into the major ranks is a heartening development. More good product is what
they urgently need, and what AA
has on tap should prove a boon
indeed.
Our advice is to keep your eye
on Allied Artists. Watch it on the
sound stages, in the cutting rooms,
on the critical pages, at the boxoffice, and in the stock market. It
promises to play a prominent role
in our industry's comeback.
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By Philip R. Ward
BLUE CHIP COMPANIES and their parents, the blue
chip industries, bring one great treasure to investors
that is missing in more speculative shares. The poets
describe it best: "Consistency," they say, "thou art a
jewel." Yes, consistency in growth, in price-range, in
earnings, in disbursements. You never see the utilities,
for instance, play hop-scotch in the high-low department. There is a surety of regular dividend, of resistance to outside pressures and of all-around market performance. You know that a price of, say, 60 today means
no worse than 50-55, little better than 65-70, next year.
Over the seasons, the blue chip is like the thermometer
in the thermostatically controlled home, while the
others read like the thermometer on the back porch
outside.
Because the movies have behaved more like red
chips than blues, does not mean you should lose sleep.
The brokers did not misrepresent, and the widows have
not been abused. Cinema issues have moved in more
vivid — and consequently more exciting — cycles than the
others. In exchange for your risk capital, they have
promised a faster, more dynamic price appreciation. If
ycu bought right, you made a heap of dough. If you
bought wrong, you lost your shirt. Either way, an extreme reaction was inevitable, for the movie business,
more than most others, has been rife with countless contingencies. But somehow, all this appears to be slowly
changing.
Sometimes, as speculative industries come of age,
they gravitate normally and naturally into more conservative spheres. This is the industrial law of evolution. Occasionally they develop into genuine bluechippers. Forty years ago. the oils were the wild and
woolly favorites of the "fifty cent" players. Today, the
leaders in the field rank with Fort Knox for soundness.
Let's examine two requisites of the gilt-edged clan,
price range and dividends. The figures below reproduce
the history of industry price fluctuations, as they stood
on the eve of the recent attendance depression.
1929-1948
High

WARNER

BROS

Low

SQi^

During this 19 year span, which has been called the
film's age of maturation, industry shares were subject

to fierce, sometimes turbulent trading pressures. As an
important market force, movie business was written off
more times than Indo-China by the Joint Chiefs. Conversely, there were always sanguine elements, abetted
by strong gambling instincts, who stood ready to keep
the ball bouncing the other way. And that's what its
history has been— an investment football.
We new submit that these days are over, ^^hat
had occurred before was a growing pain, wholly endemic to a young and unorthodox business that had yet
to fit into some accepted, economic category of its own.
Unlike the basic cqmmercial needs which steel,
oil, railroading, food and others fulfill, movies had to
create its own demand. Not in the sense that motion
pictures weren't welcomed by the people — actually they
took the dream market by storm, but to the extent of
developing business muscles; a self-sustaining, profitmaking, investment-rationalizing enterprise. To this
end it has responded splendidly. Today, despite the inroads of television (which, too, one day must find its
own economic level), it functions as a standard, widely
accepted segment of the economy.
In support of this trend toward market normality,
the following figures are helpful :
1950
1954
COLUMBIA
LOEWS
PARAMOUNT
20TH-FOX
UNIVERSAL
WARNER

BROS

High Low
High
14^
lOS/g 323/^
181/4 1414 19/8
22^
17/
35^
25/
18/
28/8
12
7/
295/3
16/
11
20/

Low
193^
1314
26^
18/
18/
13^^

Here, over a four-year period, we can see a pattern
of consistency and balance. Our point is profoundly
dramatized when you realize that this particular term,
above all others, was filled with precipitous influences
of depression and recovery. And, remember, too, these
were the years in which divorcement was effectuated.
True, stocks dipped straight through '51 and '52, then
braced in late '53, surged in '54. But radical fluctuations
were softened, and we now have a smooth, systematic
ascendency. Movie issues are leaving the rank speculative class, hewing more and more to the conservative
market traits of the older, more seasoned performers.
In terms of dividends, the top companies are gradually building a tradition of regular payment. For instance, Columbia has paid dividends since 1942; Loew's
since 1923; Paramount since 1939; 20th-Fox since 1942;
Universal since 1951 and Warner Bros, since 1946.
FILM BULLETIN
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ALLIED

ARTISTS

COLUMBIA

Rodgers, Production, Talent

Studio Product

Boosts AA's Expansion Program
ALLIKIJ ARTISTS' EXPANSION
program is under way with a full head of
steam, what with the big production plans
afoot and the signing of William F. Rodgers,
former distribution chief of M-G-M, to
serve as distribution consultant. Contracts
have been signed with John Huston, W illiam
Wyler, Hilly Wilder and Samuel Hischoff—
an enviable array of toi)flight production
talent.

1955 May Be Top Year for Lot
DESPITE THE PERSISTENCE OF
rumors that Harry Cohn is giving serious
consideration to ofifers for his controlling
stock in Columbia Pictures, production plans
are going ahead full blast, with 1955 shaping
up as the most ambitious year in the company's history. No less than a half-dozen
properties have been purchased by the studio
in recent weeks, all being turned over to
writers for immediate scripting.

.■\A now has a backlog of ten pictures
either completed or being edited. The plan
is to release one class A feature per month.
The group consists of "The Human Jungle",
"The Bob Mathias Story", "Danger Point",
"Ketchikan", "Tonight's the Night", "Target
Earth", "Jungle Gents", "Two Guns and A
Badge", "The .Annapolis Story" and "Shotgun".
Now filming are: "John Brown's Raiders"
(Raymond Massey, Debra Paget) — \'incent
M. Fennelly producer, Charles Marquis
Warren director; "The Black Prince" (Errol
Flynn, Joanne Dru), CineinaScope & Technicolor— Walter Mirisch producing, Henry
i,e\in directing, on location in London, and
"The Big Combo" (Cornel Wilde, Richard
Contc, Jean Wallace, Brian Donlevy) —
Cornel Wilde producing, Joseph Lewis directing.
Production is being readied on the initial
slate of pictures to be turned out by Wyler,
Huston, Wilder and I'ischofT. Huston's first
project will be " The Man Who Would Be
King" (Humphrey I'ogart), to be launched
immediately upon completion of "Moby
Dick", which Huston is making for Warner
Bros. A .$.S,(IO(),()()() budget has been set for
the three features which Huston will produce and direct under his AA pact.
Wylcr's first will star (iary Cooi)er in a
picture -not yet titled, to be produced b\
Cooper's inde i)roduction comjjany.
Wilder is due to tee <>IT his program immediately after he linishes "Seven ^ ear
Itch" at iOtli ( entury-l'O.x.
BiscliolT, who has signed a three year pad
to produce two features annually for .\A.
will start his prj)gram with "The Phenix
( ily .Sioiy", starring (ilenn l-ord, Kdward
G. Robinson and (ieorge Raft. This will
deal with the Alabama town n'>i(iii,,iis fnr
(■'■rruplion.
Paqi 10
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Plans Boom

( )ne of the outstanding new' properties
slated for next year is "The Young \'irginians," based on a Saturday Evening Post
series by James Warner Bellah, to be directed by John Ford. Columbia reportedly paid
$50,000 for the screen rights to the series,
and assigned Laurence Stalling to do the
Screenplay. It is tentatively scheduled to go
into production around the first of April, on
location in the Shenandoah Mountains.
Others recently acquired for 1955 production include: "The Talking Bug," a new
novel by Mildren and Gordon Gordon, which
was purchased from the galleys: "The
Young and Beautiful," an original by William Bowers, which Jonie Taps will produce
as one of the year's big musicals; and "Student I'ody," which will star Marge and
Gower Champion, as a follow-up to theii
recently completed " Three For the Show",
with F>etty Grablc.
()nly two films are in production on the
lot at the present time, although three more
are slated to roll during the next ten days.
Those shooting: "My Sister Eileen ' (Janet
Leigh, Betty (iarrett, Aldo Ray, Jack Lemmon), CinemaScope & 'Technicolor — Fred
Kohlmar producer, Richard Ouine director,
and "Dead Pigeon" (Ginger Rogers, Edward
(j. Robinson, Brian Keith) — Lewis J. Rachniil producer. Phil Karlson director.
("oming up during the remainder of the
month are: "'The Man From Laramie"
(James .Stewart), William Goctz' initial productif)n for Colunihia release — to be lensed
in Cinema!^cope & 'Technicolor — (ioetz personally producing, Anthony Mann directing;
"Cell 2453" (not yet cast), based t)n the
story by death cell inmate Caryl (."hessman
— Wallace MacDonald producer, I'rcd !~lears
director, and "'The Mons.ter Beneath the
.Sea" (not cast,) one of Tu e remaining pictures on this year's l^aiii Katznian slate.

LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Long Range Ad Campaign
For
'They Were
So Young'
LIPPERT
PRODUCTIONS
IS PR
paring to launch a long-range advertisin
and exploitation campaign on "They We
So Young" (Scott Brady, Raymond Bur
Johanna Matz), which company toppe
predict will be their biggest release to dat
Formerly titled "Adventure in Rio," it w
produced and directed by Kurt Neumann.
Robert L. Lippert is personally supervi
ing the editing of the picture, having flow
to Europe for that purpose, two weeks ag
He will bring the finished print back wit
him early next month for showing at a sale
meeting with his midwestern exhibitors
Chicago, on October 7.
"Air Strike" (Richard Denning), a C
Roth production, which he is both produ
ing and directing. Filming got underwa
last week, and is scheduled to wind durin
the first week in October.
"The Outsiders" (John Ireland), a Ham
mers Films production which has been len
ing on location in London was complet
ten days ago. Anthony Hinds produced
with Montgomery Tilly handling the meg
ging assignments.
Robert L. Lippert, Jr., expects to launcl
"\'iolent Land" (not cast), first of severa
productions to be filmed in Mexico aronnc
mid-(Jctober.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Emphasis

on Pre-Sold Titles

For Studio's Upcoming Features
METRO'S UPCOMING SLATE WlLlJ
witli'
on properties
place major
pre-sold
titles,emphasis
Dore Schary
told company
sales and promotion executives meeting at
the studio recently. As examples, he pointeil
to such i>ictures as: "l>en Hur," "'Tea Housoj
of the .-Xugust .Moon," "Green Mansions,'
"I'll Cry Tomorrow," "Power and the Prize,"
"CJuentin Durward," "Charlemagne," "Maryi
Anne," "Dianne," "'The Cobweb" ai><l]
"Blackboard Jungle".
Schary stated that annual budgets W'Hi
continue tu rank witii the peak years ofl
mass production, desi)ite the fact that the'
total number of pictures next year will re( Continued on Page 12)
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main at tin- lower level established during
the current frame. "During the past year."
Schary said, "we actually spent more money
on production than many previous years, as
a result of the greater concentration of
creative talent on strictly big films. The
results arc self evident, as has been testified
to by all who have seen them."
I-ive pictures are in production at the
time: "The Prodigal" ( Lana Turner.
present
Edmund Purdom. Louis Calhern. .Audrey
Dalton). Technicolor — Charles Schnee producer, Richard Thorpe director; "Moon
Fleet" (Stewart Granger, Viveca Lindfors,
Joan Greenwood, George Sanders), CinemaScope & Technicolor — John Houseman producer, Fritz Lang director; "Boulevard in
Paris" (Anne Ba.xter. Steve Forrest). CincmaScope & EastmanColor — Henry Berman
producing and Mitchell Leisen directing, on
location in Paris; "Hit the Deck" (Jane
Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Ann Miller, Tony
Martin. Vic Damone, Russ Tamblyn. Walter
Pidgcon). CinemaScope & .AnscoColor — Joe
Pasternak producer, Roy Rowland director,
and "Interiupted Melody" (Eleanor Parker.
Glenn Ford), AnscoColor^ — Jack Cummings
producer. Curtis Bernhardt director.
Scheduled to start during the next two
months are: "The Scarlet Coat" (Cornel
Wilde, Michael Wilding, Joanne Dru), in
color — Nicholas Xayfack producer. John
Sturges director; "The King's Thief" (Edmund Purdom. Michael Wilding). CinemaScope & Technicolor, and "Love Me or
Leave Me" (Doris Day, James Cagney,
Keenan Wynn), biopic of Ruth Etting in
color — Joseph Pasternak producer. Charles
\'idor director.
Pre-production planning is already underway on three important pictures slated to
rf)ll very shortly after the first of the year.
They are: "Pll Cry Tomorrow," biography
of Lillian Roth "Teahouse of the August
Moon" and a musical version of "Robin
Hood".
PARAMOUNT

Headed By Xommandments'
Five to Roll in Next Month
l'.\RA.\I( JLN r W ILL LAUNCH
features within the next four weeks.

1-1\E

Topping the list, of course, is the Cecil 1'.
DfMille production of "The Ten Commandments' (^'ul I'rynner. Charlton Hcston). to
he len'-ed on location in Egypt, starting ()rtober 1,V (Jthcrs scheduled to start in the
four- week pericxl are: "The Court Jester''
(Danny Kaye), a Panama-Frank production;
"^ Du're Never Too N'oung" (Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Nina l-och) — Paul Jones ])roflueer, Norman Taurog director; "The
Trouble With Harry" ( Ednuind Gwenn
Jolm i'Virsythe, Mildred Dunnock), to he
prorjuced and directed by .Mfrcd Hitchcock,
and "The Desperate Hours" (Humphrey
r.'.jMri, 1 ridric March), Wm. Wyler proP«q« 12
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ducer.director. All are in VistaVision and
Technicolor.
The signing of Sol C. Seigel on a longterm deal gives this studio a lift. Seigel will
operate his own unit on the lot for a program of from 10 to Lt top-budget films over
a five-year period. He recently checked out
of 20th Century-Fo.x, after an eight-year association, having last produced "There's No
lousiness Like Show Business". The program from his own unit will be financed by
Paramount, and several top literary properties are under consideration for early production.
Shooting at present: "Eddie Foy and the
7 Little Foys" (Bob Hope, Milly \'itale,
George Tobias) — Jack Rose producer. ]\lelville Shavelson director, and "Lucy Gallant"
(Jane Wyman. Charlton Heston. Claire
Trevor), a Pine-Thomas production. Robert
Parrish director.
REPUBLIC
Six Films Shooting As
Production Shifts Into High
REPUBLIC IS SHIFTING INTO
full-scale production after nearly eight
months of almost complete inactivity. Si.x
features will be filming this month, and
script writers are busy on enough material
to indicate a continuation of activity for the
ne.xt few months.
The September line-up includes: "Timberjacks" (\'era Ralston. Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Adolphe ^lenjou). Trucolor,
which started September 7— Joseph Kane
producing and directing; "Magic Fire"
(Rhonda Fleming. Yvonne DeCarlo, Carlos
Thompson), Trucolor. based on Bertita
Harding's biography of Richard Wagner —
shooting on location in Germany — William
Dieterle producer-director; "Sante Fe Passage" (not yet cast) — Sidney Picker producer, William W'itney director; "Carolina
Cannonball" (Judy Canova)- — Picker associate producer, Charles Lamont director;
"Panther Girl of the Congo", a serial —
Frank Adreon associate producer-director,
and "Rebel Island", Trucolor — Edward Ludwig to produce and direct on location in
the Bahamas.
\\ riters have been assigned to three other
properties to go into production later this
fall. They are: "Is There -A Duchess in the
House?" — associate producer-director William I'eaudine; "The .Admiral Hoskins
Story," being prepared by associate producer-director John H. .Aucr, and "Lay That
Rifle Down", the next Judy Canova starrer.
Republic has also acciuired "Killer of the
Waterfront," dealing with the recent Boston jailbreak of Elmer "Trigger" Burke, and
will rush it into production to capitalize on
current news breaks. Don Charles Martin,
the Boston reporter who got the "scoop", is
developing his own idea for the screenplay,
which has been assigned to associate producer Edward J. White.
To take up distribution slack, the company is handling the release of "lioogie's
I'lUmp," which inde producer John ISasli
completed recently.

Studio Relights in October
Four Films Scheduled

to Roll ,

SINCE FREDERICK HRISS(JN' '
"The Girl Rush" (Rosalind Russell) haj
been delayed until October 11. RKO wi !
wind up September without adding a iie\
feature to its backlog. Despite the studio'
slow pace over the past year, however, i'
still has ten unreleased films in the vaults. ,
These are: "The Conqueror," "The
cano." "Cattle Queen of Montana,''
Sinbad." "Passion," "This Is My
"Jet Pilot," "The Big Rainbow,"
For .A Lost City" and "Tarzan's

-Ameri:
"Son o|
Lo\ e.
"Ques^
Hidden

Production is scheduled to pickup in < »c
tober. with four films to go before tli(
cameras. The first of these will be th(
Jungle".
above-mentioned "Girl Rush,"' A'istaVij-ir.i
& Technicolor — Robert Pirosh directing. A
about the same time, Benedict Bogeaus expects to launch "Bow Timely To Me" (Bar !
bara Stanwyck), SuperScope & Technicolor
No director has been set. Others on the|
month's agenda are: "The Syndicate" (noti
cast) — King Brothers producing, and "Ca-|
mille" (not cast) — an Alan Dowling project. j
Samuel Goldwyn still has made no com-l
mitments for the distribution of his forth-'
coming "Guys and Dolls" (Marlon Brando),
which Joseph Manckiewicz will direct. Goldwyn is said to be withholding a decision,
until a filming process has been selected. He,
is known to be considering Todd-AO, CinemaScope, VistaVision and SuperScope.
In answer to Film BL'LLETIN's inquiry
as to Disney's distribution plans for "20.<Mi"
Leagues Under The Sea," Roy O. Disiu>
replied: "We have not made any decision
yet with respect to its distribution. I can't
say when we will make the decision."
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

European Production Deals
To2()TH-FOX
Up Fox IS
C'Scope
BacklogWITH
PR(JCEED1NG
its plans to bolster the flow of CinemaScope
releases by making partial financing available for independent producers. Several
such deals with established foreign producers
are now under consideration, with a half
dozen or so pacts e.xpected to be signed
within the next month to six weeks.
Joseph H. Moskowitz, who recently returned from a trip abroad, has reported to
Darryl F. Zanuck that he expects as many
as -10 to 30 CinemaScopers to be turned out
in Europe during the coming year.
British-made pictures, in which 20th- Fox
has a financial and distribution interest, include "That Lady'* and "Long John Silver '
— both already completed. It is also committed to finance a Powell and PrcssburgeT
feature to be made on the (iralT Spec, and
another by Roxy I'ilms to be made in Mo
racco, with Michele Morgan starred.
A deal has been closed with Hugo Haas,
to distribute his recently completed "Tur-'
moil," in which the producer-actor co-stars

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Size-ups
Studio
with Cleo ^foore. This is the second Haas
film to be released by Fox.
Five features now shooting: "The Racers"
(Kirk Douglas, Gilbert Roland, Bella Darvi.
Cesar Romero — Julian Blaustein producer,
Henr.v Hathaway director; "Untamed" (Tyrone Power, Susan Hay ward) — Bert Friedlob and William Bacher producers, Henry
(RichKing director; "Princess of Players"
ard Burton, Maggie McNamara, John Derek,
Raymond ^[assey) — Philip Dunne producerdirector; "7 Year Itch" (Marilyn Monroe,
Tom F.well) — Charles Feldman and Billy
Wilder co-producing. Wilder directing; "A
Man Called Peter" (Richard Todd, Jean
Peters) — Samuel G. Engel producer, Henr\
Koster director. All are in CinemaScope
and color by DeLuxe. The musical version
ui "Daddy Long Legs" (Fred Astaire, Leslie
Caron), was due to start last week, but was
delayed due to the death of Astaire's wife.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Six Filming For DA Release
Small Renews 18-Picture Pact
SI.\ PICTI RES FOR UA RELEASE
are slated to be in production during the
next month. This includes four now working: "Night of the Hunter" (Robert Mitchum, Shelley Winters, Lillian Gish), a Paul
(iregory production directed by Charles
l.aiighton, and "The Kentuckian" (lUin
Lancaster, Diane Foster, Diana Lynn), CinemaScope & Technicolor, a Hecht-Lancastci
production — Harold Hecht producer, Burt
Lancaster director; Hecht-Lancaster's "Marty," from Paddy Chayefsky's prize-winning
television play. Ernest Borguine, tough sergeant of "From Hert to Eternity" has top
role. Director is Delbert Mann, who directed
the TV version, and "Gentlemen Marr\
I'runettes" (Jeanne (.'rain, Jane Russell,
Alan Young, Scott I'rady), Technicolor, a
Kussfield-Voyager project — Richard .Sale director, on location in I'aris.
Coming up are: "Not As .\ Stranger'
(<)livia de Havilland, Robert Mitchum,
I'rank Sinatra, Gloria Grahamc, Broderick
( rawford, Charles 15ickford) — a Stanley
Kramer ])roduction, in which he will also
make his bow as a director; and "5 .Against
the House" (Ciiiy Madison) — Stirling Siliphant producer. I*'rank Tashlin director.
Edward Small is starting on a new 18I'icture non-exclusive pact for a three year
term. Small is reported to be abandoning
the lower-budget action type of pictures, in
\vhich he has specialized, in favor of higher
- rade product. Toward that end, he has just
Mgned the Clarence Greene-Russell Rouse
I ( am to a nmltiple-picture, long-term deal.
.\ubrey Schenck and Howard W. Koch
liave signed to deliver .six more features to
C.A by the end of 1955. First project under
the Schenck-Koch Production banner on the
ntvv pact will be "I')ig House U.S.A.", to be
tilnied at McNeil Island I-'ederal petiitentiary,
near Seattle, Washington.

Record Year Gross Expected
Gable, Heston Figure in Pacts
U N I \" E R S A L - 1 N T E R N A T I C) N A L Executives are confidently predicting an alltime record gross for the company this year,
as a result of the record take being piled up
by "Magnificent Obsession" and the earlier
boxoffice bonanza, "The Glenn Miller Story".
Current indications, according to one wellinformed source, point to a total yearly
gross of nearly $75,()()(),()00.
Participation deals will continue to pla\
an important part in casting this studio's
top features. Such a pact is near the signing stage with Clark Gable for "Pillar's of
the Sky," to go before cameras early next
summer. Charlton Heston also inked a percentage participation agreement to star in
"The Private War of Major I'lcnson". This
is scheduled to roll in November, when
Heston returns from location with Cecil B.
DeMille's "10 Commandments".
••"our i)ictures arc now shooting, with
three more slated to roll on C)ctober 1. In
production: "The Looters" (Rory Calhoun,
Julia .Adams, Thomas Gomez) — Howard
Christie iiroduccr, .\bner liiberman director;

"Lady Godiva of Coventry" (Maureen
O'Hara, George Nader, \'ictor McLaglen),
in Technicolor — Robert Arthur producer,
-Arthur Lubin director; "To Hell and Liack"
(.Audie Alurphy), CinemaScope & Technicolor— Aaron Rosenberg producer, Jesse
Hibbs director, and "The Shrike" (Jose
Ferrer, June Allyson) — Rosenberg producing, Ferrer^irecting.
Coming up on October 1 are: "Third Girl
From the Right" (Piper Laurie), Technicolor— Sam Mar.x producer, Eddie Buzzell
director; "The Purple Mask" (Tony Curtis),
Technicolor — Howard Christie producer, (director not assigned), and "Justice Comes to
Tomahawk" (Lex Barker) — Howard Pine
producer, Jack .Arnold director.
WARNER
Company

BROTHERS

Leads Majors

In Films Working, Budgets
FROM THE STANDPOINT OF BUDgets, as well as the total number of pictures
in production, Warner Brothers leads the
field among major studios this month. Two
nuilti-million dollar epics, "Helen of Troy"
and "Land of the Pharaohs", were com( Continued on Pdge 14)

'THE RACERS" (20th Century-Fox) CinemaScope & Technicolor
some thrilling sequences on the roads. The
This exciting
CinemaScoper
is based
Europe's
most
sporting
event,onsport
car
picture required four months of background shooting in Europe before filming
cross-country
racing.
K'nk
Douglas,
a
top
independent driver, smashes up his jalopy got underway at the studio.
Started August 2; due to wind in early
when a dog owned by a top ballet star
Bella Darvi runs onto the track during the October. Budget: $LOOO,000-plus.
Cast: Kirk Douglas, Gilbert Roland,
final strech of an important race. DougBella Darvi, Cesar Romero, Katy Jurado,
las joins a big stable of racers, in which
Cesar Romero and Gilbert Roland are the Lee J. Cobb, Charles Goldner, Carl Eshot-shot drivers. The three of them enmond. Producer, Julian Blaustein. Director, Henry Hathaway. Cameraman, Joe
gage in a bitter rivalry to attain the
stellar status in the group, providing for McDonald.
Largerepairs
scene and
depicts
feverish Inset
activity
in pit
where pushing
Douglas' his
car car
stopsin
for
refueling.
shows
Douglas
drenching rain, as Katy Jurado and Lee J. Cobb (dark hat) look on.
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names at terms of from 2.^ to 40 percent, plus
minimum guarantees.

Size-ups
ioPa^e 13)
ud\n>m
St
{ C.imunued
pletcd (luriiiK September, while lliiee other
important properties budgeted in the million
dollar class were put into work, and two
more were carried over from earlier starts.
All are in C ineinaScope and WarnerColor.
Producer 1, eland Hay ward and director
John Ford started filming "Mi>ter Roberts"
(Henry l-'onda, James ("agney. William
I'owell, Jack l.emmon), on location at Mi<lway Island; director John Farrow assembled
his cast and crew for "The Sea C hase"
(John Wayne, Lana Turner, Lyle Bettger)
in the Hawaiian Islands for a September 23
start; producer David Weisbart and director
Harmon Jones prepared for a late Septeml)er start on "Target Zero" (still being cast),
which deals with the Korean war. Miss
Turner was borrowed from Af-dM for the
"Sea Chase" stint.
Irwin .-Mien is also i)reparing to launch
immediate production of "The Animal
W orld", a documentary to be shot in various i)arts of the world.
Carrying over from last month are:
"\'oung At Heart" (Doris Day, h'rank Sinatra, F.thel Harrymore) — Henry Hlanke producer, Gordon Douglas director, and
"Strange Lady In Town" (Greer Garson,
Dana Andrews, Cameron Mitchell) — Mervyn
LeRoy producer-director.
I, eland Hayward, who is producing
"Mister Roberts" as his first inde production
for Warners, and who next plant to film the
life story of Charles Lindbergh, has just
added a third property to his slate, for filming early next year. It is the Ernest Hemingway prize-winning tiovel, "Old Man and
the Sea", and will star .Spencer Tracy.
Robert l-'ellows has just announced plans
for filming a $2.()()(),{)()() bull-fighting story,
under the Batjac aegis, shortly after the
first of the year. Harnaby Conrad, who
wrote the novel "Matador," has been signed
to (111 the script and l'"ellows plans to disI)atch a camera crew to .Spain within tiie
next few weeks to start filming background
footage.
INDEPENDENTS
Filmaker's Guarantee

Plan

Given Wide Play by Exhibitors
I HRATRKMEN HAVE BEEN QL K K
\ii latch onto Eilmakers new exhibitor guarantee plan, with more than 1,()()() in 400 cities
already contracted to play the next three
features turned out by the inde production
and distributirin company. The trio to go
out under the new plan: "Private Hell 36"
(l<la Lupino, Steve ( richran. Howard Duff),
"Mad At the World" (Frank Lovejov,
Keefe Brasselle) and '< rashout" (William
I'.endix, Arthur Kennedy). I'nder the plan,
pictures are offered to exhibitors prior to
jirodurtion ni\ the basis of stf>ry and cast
P«q* 14
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.According to Collier
president, the companytures next year plus one
In addition, it is taking

Young, F^ilmakcrs
will make six feauiore during \9S4.
over the release of

two outside films, "Egypt r>y 'ilirec" and
"Monte Carlo Baby".
h'ilmakers works on a deferment and percentage basis. Young and his partner, Miss
Lupino, serve as writers and producers on a
deferment plan, and actors hired for pictures
are given a percentage.
In addition to Miss Lupino's interest in
i'"ilmakers, she has just formed still another
inde producing company with her husband,
Howard Duff, and Douglas Morrow. Their
first picture, "Beyond A Reasonable Doubt"
(Joseph Cotton, Howard Duff), will roll in
late November, and will be made without a
releasing commitment. Miss Lupino likely
will direct.

"HELEN OF TROY"
(Warner Bros.)
CinemaScope & WarnerColor
Based on the epic Iliad of Homer,
which has come down through the ages
as one of the great classics of all
time, "Helen of Troy" is one of Warner Bros, most ambitious projects, acclaimed by production chief Jack L.
Warner
as
beingit employed
of "heroic"
stamp.
Filmed in Italy,
thousands
of extras, required huge sets. A highlight of the story is the storming of
Troy after the city was first invaded by
40 Greek warriors in the trojan horse.
Started April 1. Just completed.
Budget: $5,000,000.
Cast: Rossana Podesta, Jacques Sernas. Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Torin
Thatcher, Robert Douglas. Nora Swinburne, Eduardo Ciannelli. Director,
Robert Wise. No producer credit.

Above: Paris rescues Helen from
warriors in rousing
chase.sana Rirjhf:
RosPodesta stands
before huge replica
of trojan horse for
the news service
camermen.

Of the independent pictures now in pn
duction, virtually all have releasing coniniii
nients — the first time such a situation ha
existed in Hollywood in several months.
Among the important films slated in
future production are: "The Way We Aw
(Joan Crawford), a Robert Aldrich proihu
tion to roll next Spring; "The Nornian
(Jack Palance), a Charles Marquis Warii
project, also slated for early 1955; "Clairt,
to be made by Curtis Bernhardt this wiiiti i
and "Journey To Nowhere", to be nuid
under the F'ritz Lang independent baniui
probably
of
the year.getting underway around the litThe Lowell 'i'iiomas Expedition lii
started shooting "Seven Wonders Of l li.
World" for Cinerama in Cardiff, Wales. Th:
film is on a five-month shooting scheduK
for "a series of dramas involving the peopir
of the earth", which will take the Expediii'ii
around the globe.
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IV
RAISING THE FLOORS

A frequent complaint in recent months is
that the film companies, in their thirst for
greater profits, are now revising scales that
have been in use for a long time by raising
the floors and lowering the ceilings. Sometimes the scales are repudiated altogether.
A popular scale in some areas has had a
floor of 25% and a ceiling of 40%. Exhibitors complain that on ordinary pictures these
floors are being raised to 30% and 35%,
where the scales are recognized at all. But
with the sudden increase in 40%, 50% and
70% pictures, the scales have become useless. While these terms are crashing
through the established ceilings, they are
carrying the floors with them and another
spiral of price rises has been launched.
The most appalling terms ever demanded
is Columbia's current deal on "Caine Mutiny". Columbia has seen fit to rate this picture with a few all-time greats by demanding a 70-30 split with an indicated 10% profit
to the exhibitor. But something new has
been added. Columbia now demands, in addition to 70% of the gross, that the exhibitor give it a 50% minimum guarantee. This
creates a precedent to which the exhibitors
dare not accede, or allow to spread. If the
picture does not measure up to Columbia's
exalted notions concerning it, the exhibitor's
10% profit stands to be wiped out by the
50% minimum guarantee, and he will have
played "Caine" to the glory and enrichment
of Columbia and the impoverishment of himself.
"Caine" will stand in motion picture history as a monument to that company's
greed and as a rallying point for the exhibitors who will new recognize their peril and
organize in effective opposition to the distributors' tactics.
The discussion in New York on the subject of raised floors would have been amusing had the situation not been fraught with
such grave consequences to the exhibitors.
The sales managers professed surprise that
the exhibitors should complain because,
they said, these high guarantees applied
only to high grossing pictures so that the
floors are not reached and hence nobody is
hurt. Committee members replied that, if
that be so, there was no point in their insistence upon the guarantees; furthermore,
that unless the exhibitors can make a profit
on the top pictures they cannot hope to survive. But logic is a poor weapon in a battle
with entrenched power and the exhibitors
will have to use their muscles if they are to
restore their depleted bargaining power and
insure their continuance in business.
To the extent that the sales heads were
willing to discuss these minimum guarantees, they tried to turn the tables on the
Committee and put all the blame on the exhibitors. Montague said plainly that he had
resorted to the practice because of the exhibitors' dishonesty concerning their operating expenses. The expenses were so
fit* 16
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padded, he claimed, that he had to raise the
floors in order for the pictures to earn their
worth. Messrs. Kranze, Lichtman, Reagan
and Schwalberg also referred to the exhibitors' excessive overheads which some of
them claimed prevented their pictures from
earning more than 25%; but they did not
display the same animosity as was exhibited
by Montague. Kalmenson said his company
had very few scales; that he did not like
them because of the bookkeeping involved.
He gave the impression that he is strictly a
straight percentage man — 50% preferred.
Possibly some overheads are inflated; your
Committee could not investigate the subject
and it expresses no opinion on the question.
However, we stress the fact that many of the
repudiated scales and the overheads on
which they were based were negotiated a
long time ago and that the film companies
did net find fault with them until recently.
Accepting the distributors' claims as far as
credulity will permit, we again point to the
remarkable fact that so many methods and
devices for increasing film rentals became
operative in such a short period of time —
and that that period happened so fortuitously (for the distributors) to coincide in point
of time with the tax relief measure.
Even if the grosses rarely fall below the
elevated floors, as the sales chiefs claim (as
regards recent flagrant floor raises that remains to be seen), the fact remains that the
distributors are insuring their own handsome profits at the exhibitors' risk, which
gives a new twist to the old slogan of
"guaranteed profits". Casting the risk from
their own shoulders and onto the exhibitors
undoubtedly is one reason for the sudden
trend toward this device, but not the main
one. By insisting upon these minimum guarantees the film companies are creating precedents and conditioning the exhibitors' minds
to 40% and 50% on run of mine pictures,
with 70% and, perhaps, 90% deals reserved
for the specials. They figure that if they can
cause the magic formulas 40% and 50% to
be heard often enough, these can be established as standard terms for all except the
pictures which they choose to think are
super-colossal.
But these dreamers are due for a rude
awakening. Even if the exhibitors should
spinelessly bow to these outrageous terms,
they would soon have to close their theatres
and the distributors would lose their market.
But there is every indication that the exhibitors are now thoroughly aroused and are no
longer going to allow themselves to be
pushed around by the film companies.
COMPANY

POLICIES

As above stated, no general sales manager
was willing to define his company's selling
policies. To hear them talk, one might assume that there is no such thing as a national sales policy. Boiled down, their statements amount to this: That they try to get
all they can for each picture in every situation. Mr. Lichtman said forthrightly that
his company tried to get "all the traffic will

STATES

20TH-FOX POSITION
Following are the highlights of a letter
from At Lichtman. 20th Century-Fox director of distribution, to Allied general
counsel A. F. Myers.
"Thank you for your letter of August 30th to which you attached a carbon of a report made to your Board of |
Directors by the Committee.
"I have no hesitancy in confirming I
to you the things that I said at our
most cordial meeting with your Committee which are:
"While it is difficult to set forth a
sales policy that fits every condition of
every theatre in America, in general
our policy is based upon mutuality.
I'oth parties must be successful to remain in business.
"My preference in dealing with exhibitors in general, except in very
small situations, is on the sliding scale
basis wherever it is possible to secure
accurate expense figures to calculate
the scale on, and the expenses are not
out of line with grossing possibilities.
W e cannot underwrite white elephants
or excessive rentals to landlords any
more than we can insure against competition or poor showmanship.
"While I prefer the sliding scale, it
lias always been my policy to try to do
business with an exhibitor the way he
likes to do business so long as the
deals, whether they are worked on a
straight percentage, sliding scale or
fiat rental, are fair to both parties.
"In launching CinemaScope (which
incidentally has been a greeat boon to
the industry — many exhibitors feeling
that we saved the business by introducing it and developing it) we practically created a new business.
"Fortunately, for both the exhibitors
and ourselves, the added investments
have been justified by greatly iml)roved grosses in theatres. So, basically, our selling policies have not
changed. They have been, and are
now and will continue to be patterned
upon each exhibitor's ability to pay,
with a view that both of us shall earn
a reasonable i)rofit on our respective
investments.
"This docs not make it possible for
either the exhibitor or ourselves to
make a profit on each and every picture because sometimes we do not gain
public acceptance of a picture no
matter how much we may invest
therein. In that case we must take a
big loss and, usually when we do that,
the exhibitor too takes a loss, but in
any case projiortionately small coinpart'd to ours.
" The C'oniinittee asked tliis important question: Are CinemaScope pictures barred from being sold at flat
/Continued on .\exl Page)
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bear," tailoring the terms to the needs of
each situation. He added that there was a
limit to how far 20th-Fox could go in such
selling since, in his opinion some theatres
could not succeed even if they got their films
free.
Lichtman, Reagan and Boasberg seemed
to hold more moderate views on this subject than their contemporaries. Lichtman
and Reagan, each in his own way, expressed
the thought that their welfare was bound
up with that of the theatres — that there is
no profit for them in a closed theatre. These
statements were coupled with declarations
that film rentals should be just and equitable
to the distributor and exhibitor alike. Boasberg put ?. similar expression in writing and
we attach hereto a copy of a directive to the
RKO sales force embodying the substance
of Mr. Boasberg's letter to the Committee.
A remark by Reagan in connection with
the high minimum guarantees now being
demanded deserves special notice. When it
was pointed out to him that these might
,wipe out all profit for the exhibitor, even
the 10% profit provided in the 70-30-10 deals,
he reminded us that "Metro's door is always
open."
Your Committee believes that a reasonable interpretation of these expressions by
Lichtman, Reagan and Boasberg is that an
exhibitor is entitled to earn a profit as his
contribution to the joint enterprise. For un, less the exhibitor can earn a profit, the film
, rental can be neither fair nor equitable. The
, significance of these statements will be more
I striking when contrasted with the expres' sions of other sales managers in regard to
adjustments.
Montague, Kalmenson, Schwalberg and
Kranze made no statement that could be
tortured into a recognition that an exhibitor
^is entitled to a profit. Montague and KalI menson scoffed at the idea that any exhibitors are suffering. Each expressed the wish
to see some of the "starving" exhibitors,
Montague adding that he would like to talk
to them first hand and not through us. In
the same vein, Montague said he could not
approve a deal tc meet a particular exhibitor's needs because of Caravan. He could
not afford, he declared, to have such deals
broadcast throughout the country. Whether
Montague's bitterness was real or merely
^simulated in order to keep us on the defenhirlhcr to kcfp ii.s off halanrc. Mi.iitdiiur siiid
ingly thai when an arhitralion system is esUililished our members will use it whether we like
it or not. He added that the main thing that
would always he held against Mr. Myers was
that he had wrecked the attempt to set up an
arbitration system in 1952. hen Myers replied
that sdme people thought the blame rested on
other shoulders, he admitted that he too had been
'I" used. For the record let it be said that it was
\Uititague who stated during the negotiations that
(.olumbia would make its own selling policies
without interference from any source, including
arbitrators and jarred the Allied representatives
into a realization that nothing helpful would be
forthroming.
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sive, we do not know.=^' For the time being
he persuaded us that Caravan is a more
potent instrument for combating high film
rentals than we had supposed.
Asked if he would care to make any statement bearing on the future policies of his
company, Montague said flatly that the exhibitors would have to judge the future by
the past; that Columbia and its customers
had always got along and would continue
to do so.
Kranze hid behind the circumstance that
United Artists is not a producing company
and acts merely as a distributing agency. He
insisted that it was the producers, not United

LICHTMAN
I Continued from Preceding Page)
rental in small towns where the s^rossinf; possibilities are not more than
Sl.OOO per week'
"Tills question also applied to small
subsequent runs with small j^rossing
possibilities.
"Xfy answer, without hesitation, was
squarely "Xo". W'e arc perfectly willing to sell such theatres flat rental. -As
a matter of fact, in these situations we
prefer to sell flat rental because playing percentage in these small possibilities entails preferred playing time. This
is always a source of great argument
with such exhibitors.
"It also entails checking which is
done at a prohibitive cost in such small
situations.
I would also like to comment on
the statement in your report which describes the shortage of film.
"Our company cut down the numbci
of pictures to that we now produce
from the number we produced in 19.i2
partly because of the- conversion to
CinemaScope, but principally because
wc found that the public is no longer
interested in just motion pictures in
fjuantity. They are very selective in
the kind of pictures they will iiatronize.
"Our comi)any recognizes this fact
and we arc trying to the utmost of our
ability to produce nothing but the best
within our power.
"W'e feel that this is a better policy
than the one we pursued prior to the
middle of 19.^3 when this company released as many as 42 pictures in one
year and when a large percentage of
those pictures proved to be losers for
ourselves as well as most of our customers, the exhibitors.
"Since the advent of CinemaScope
every one of the pictures produced
. . . has been a profitable picture for
most theatres and for ourselves.
"However, recognizing the plea of
the small exhibitor for more iirodnct

Artists, who fix the terms for the pictures
handled by him. With respect to one or two
recent Paramount releases, Schwalberg
offered a similar explanation — that the terms
were fixed by an outside producer. While
the Committee is resentful of Montague's
attitude, it must acknowledge his courage in
taking full responsibility for whatever Columbia does in pricing and selling pictures.
He declared firmly that he would not handle
a picture for another producer unless he was
given a free hand and could sell upon any
terms he deemed advisable.
The authority or lack of authority of sales
managers over pictures marketed for others
also has a bearing on adjustments. Kranze
said he could not presume to make adjustf Continued on Page 20)

we did contract with outside producers
to produce some conventional pictures
during
this period of transition to
CinemaScope.

"Most of those pictures we find very
ditificult to sell and it looks as if we
may lose money on most of them. I
am sure, if it shall eventuate that we
will lose money, our customers will
not have done very well with them
either.
"So, this subject of numbers should
be carefully looked into by your Committee because I don't believe that just
numbers of pictures is going to solve
the problem of our business.

"I think we have manifested from
time to time that our future is tied in
absolutely and wholeheartedly with
the future of the exhibitors and that
we are basing our future on the success of the .American exhibitors. By
the same token, I believe their success
is dependent upon the good-will and
ability on the part of the .American
producers to make the kind of pictures
the public will support.
"I believe that with the distributors
and exhibitors working together in
harmony. with an appreciation of each
other's i)roblems, we have a better
chance for success than if we are at
each other's throats and threatening
one another with this, that or the
other thing.

"I don't believe any government or
any agency of the government could
possibly accomplish as much as sensible business men who have been dependent upon one another as long as
we have and have the long experience
that we have in the business.
"I sincerely believe, without any attempt at disparaging anyone's efi^orts
to do what
they think is right, that the
former so-called "victories" that were
obtained through the courts have possibly done as much harm as good foi
those who were the instigators of the
litigation that resulted in divorcement
and the elimination of block blooking."
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ROBERT S. BENJAMIN, UA Board
Chairman, is being honored by a sixmonth "blockbuster-a-month" sales
drive to be co-captained by distribution
chief William J. Heineman and sales
manager B. G. Kranze. The cb-captains
issued a joint statement saying, "the
entire domestic sales force joins in paying tribute to one of the ablest and most
inspiring leaders of the motion picture
industry". UA's 32 branches will compete for $50,000 in prizes in support ot
the releasing program recently announced by president Arthur B. Krim.

MONROE

GARDNER

MARILYN MONROE arrived in N.
Y. C. to shoot some scenes for 20thFox's production "The Seven Year
Itch" and set the blase big town on its
proverbial ear. Airport workers and
practically everybody else who could
walk, crawl, or hobble, mobbed police
barriers to give her a royal welcome.
Clad in a clinging wool dress, Miss
Monroe posed for photographers while
admirers breathelessly chanted her
name. As can be see above, New York's
finest never had it so good. Naturally,
Fox garnered a wealth of publicity.

AVA GARDNER made all kinds of
news on her tour of Latin America to
plug "The Barefoot Contessa," forthcoming UA release. Miss Gardner's appearances were usually as subdued as a
Roman candle. She was mobbed by admirers everywhere and this constant
rough handling led her to fling a cocktail glass at a hotel manager and fractured some of the hostelry's furniture.
Above, Ava is pictured in a more tranquil moment as she receives a bouquet
from
Joel Hart, wife of UA's
Cuban Mrs.
manager.

BENJAMIN
SAM ROSEN, executive v.p. of Stanley
Warner Corp., was greeted by his associate SI FABIAN, president of the
company, upon return from a six-week
European survey. Rosen reported:
"Every capital in Europe and some of
the largest cities are ripe for Cinerama
. . . Knowledge of Cinerama has penetrated to every country which I visited."

LICHTMAN

MYERS
ABRAM F. MYERS wrote headlines
by releasing the searing report of National AUied's special committee on its
meetings with major distribution executives to discuss exhibitor complaints
against alleged sales and distribution
abuses (text on page 5). It was this
report that led the Allied board to advocate the drafting of a bill calling for
Government regulation of the motion
picture industry.
Paqt IS
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ROSEN & ASSOCIATE

AL LICHTMAN, 20th-Fox distribution
chief, took issue with Allied's call for
Government regulation. He asked for
distribution-exhibition harmony, saying
federal control could not accomplish
"as much as sensible business men who
have been dependent upon one another
as long as we have". He assured the
inde exhibition group that "no one in
our association has greater concern for
the welfare of our business than the officers of this company".
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On basis of Crosby-Kaye marquee, plus initial interest in
VistaVision, good grosses are in prospect in all situations.
Not much for action market. Irving Berlin score, Rosemary
Clooney are added exploitable assets.

Suspenseful melodrama will capitalize on Sinatra "Eternity" fame to rack up good grosses generally. Values
highest for action houses; least for family situations.
Strong exploitables in plot, Sinatra name.

Gaily appointed musical-comedy leans heavily on
talents of headliners, and the Berli n music. Result is a

Gripping, nail-biting drama built around psychopathic killer bent on murdering the President of United
States. Action is confined mainly to site of attempted
assassination, and entertainment values stem from

pleasant, carefree show that provides diverting entertainment for the masses. VistaVision adds to the visual
effects, but, in itself, is not a major contributing factor
(like CinemaScope) to the production's entertainment
value. Exhibitors should not oversell VV to the public,
since it only presents a clearer, sharper image — it is
frosting on the cake, not the cake itself. If led to believe
it is more, moviegoers might feel cheated, could generate adverse word-of-mouth to harm future VV films.
Story revolves around Broadway producers-entertainers
Bing Crosby and Danny Kaye who join sisters Rosemary Clooney and Vera Ellen for Christmas holiday at
Vermont inn where girls star in show. Complications
arise when Crosby and Kaye learn owner of inn is their
old army general. Dean Jagger, and that he is in need of
financial help. Boys try to hypo business by bringing in
troupe of their show which is about to open on Broadway. Resulting situations showcase numerous Berlin
tunes, neat Crosby-Clooney vocals, smart Kaye humor
and pleasing Ellen dances. (Phil)
Pardmount. 120 Minutes Bing Crosby Danny Kaye Rosennary Clooney, Vera
Ellen Dean Jagger Producer Robert Emmett. Director Michael Curtii.

"Rogue

upset Sinatra's plans and he is eventually overcome by
Hayden. In spite of film's limited scope, director Lewis
Allen has kept the pace perking by a mobile camera and
emphasis on characterizations, emotional conflicts.
Crooner Sinatra, while prone to stylize his performance, nevertheless gives further evidence of new-found
dramatic talen. (Phil)
United Artists. 77 Minutes. Frank Sinatra, Sterling Hayden. James Gleason
Producer Robert Bassler, Director Lewis Allen.

"Private

of crooked detective who thrives on

patronage of racket boss is cast from standard copsI and-robbers mold, but does spark enough slugging
I underworld action to satisfy the violence addicts. Weakness in the latter sequences crop up due to implausible
scripting of events and motivations. Rough and sordid,
, "Rogue Cop' unwinds with outbursts of violence as it
\ relates story of unscrupulous detective sergeant (Robert
Taylor) who is in pay of crime syndicate chief (George
Raft). Plot gets down to brass knuckles when Taylor
helps kid brother-patrolman (Steve Forrest) to capture
syndicate killer. Suspense and violence develop as Raft
puts pressure on Taylor to get killer off. Taylor tries to
swing brother into line by blackmailing Forrest's sweetheart Janet Leigh. Forrest can't be bought off, so Raft
turns against Taylor and fireworks pop. When Forrest
is murdered by syndicate, avenging Taylor goes straight
and cuts wide swath thru syndicate personnel until he
eventually reaches Raft. (York)
MGM ?! Minutes Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh. George Raft, Steve Forrest,
I Anne Francis Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director Roy Rowland

feSl^ffl^f^

him prisoner. Deadline for President's arrival nears as
Hayden tries to reason with fanatic killer. U. S. agents

Cop"

Rating will be higher in action market. Hard-hitting crime
melodrama with good cast. Should get above-average
grosses wherever exploited. Implausibilities in story will
retard it in better class houses.
Melodrama

Frank Sinatra's "mad-dog" portrayal, fine interplay of
characters and inherent tensions of plct. Demented exGI Sinatra is hired by alien agents to kill the U. S.
chief executive. With two accomplices, he invades home
opposite railroad station where President is due to
leave on fishing trip. Tension builds as Sinatra terrorizes occupants. When town sheriff Sterling Hayden
arrives with secret service agent on a security check,
Sinatra shoots down agent and wounds Hayden, taking

_ OOOO

TOPS

Hell

36"

Rating is for general market; higher in action houses.
Gangster-police melodrama boasts bad cop, mayhem
angles for effective bally campaign. Good marquee helps.
Filmakers' entry, dealing with two detectives who
keep holdup loot obtained from dead gangster, contains
plenty of gun and chase action to satisfy thrill fans.
Workmanlike performances by principals bolster an
otherwise standard theme and plot kinks. Interesting
use of off-beat city backgrounds heighten dramatic effects. Opening is fast, depicting New York robbery and
murder in which thieves escape with $300,000. Scene
then switches to Los Angeles a year later where some
of the money turns up. Detectives Steve Cochran and
Howard Duff hit the underworld trail leading to the
crooks. Nightclub entertainer Ida Lupino is implicated
when it is learned she can identify man who passed
stolen money. Change of pace is provided by her subsequent romance with Cochran. He and Duff eventually
locate crook and take part of the loot from him when
he is accidentally killed. Cops pocket money, but in gunsmoke climax are brought to justice by their chief. Dean
Jagger. (Neil)
Filmakers. 81 Mir utes Ida Lupino, Steve Cochran, Howard Duff, Dean Jagger
Producer Collier Young. Director Don Siegel.
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merits on any engagement. The authority
conferred by the producers does not extend
to this. This is the substance of his very
guarded statement — the only one he was
willing to make: He will hear any exhibitor
who will come forth with honest figures and
prove that he has "suffered a loss" on a
United Artists deal; and if he (Kranze) is
convinced that the exhibitor has suffered a
loss, he will recommend to the producer that
an adjustment hz made which will spare the
exhibitor such loss. Implicit in this statement is the view that an exhibitor is not
entitled to a profit, no matter what the terms
of the contract may be; that United Artists
will aid an exhibitor when a picture does not
live up to United Artists' representations
only when he has suffered an actual, provable loss, and then only to the extent of
such loss.
Your Committee gained the same impression from statements made by Schwalberg
and Kalmenson on this subject; that is, that
they would adjust only in cases where the
exhibitor could show a loss. Schwalberg
displayed a readiness to consider such cases;
indeed, he suggested that he might designate
a member cf his staff to handle adjustments.
But in their expressions Kalmenson and
Schwalberg invariably used the words "hurt"
or "loss" indicating that adjustments would
not be made in order to yield the exhibitor
a profit on an unprofitable deal.
VI
NO MAGIC FORMULA
Prior to going to New York your Committee asked the Allied units for information
and suggestions and it is grateful to those
who responded. The wish has often been
voiced that someone v/ould devise a magic
formula which would make the pricing of
pictures automatic and result in a fair division cf the boxof¥ice dollar as between exhibitors and distributors. Some exhibitors
report that they have had satisfactory experiences with scales and they mourn their
disappearance. Perhaps the scale method ol
pricing comes as close to the ideal as any for
theatres that can afford to play on percentage. But the scales which were distrusted by
the exhibitors when first advanced by the
distributors, are no longer favored by the
film companies. Reagan disclaims any purpose on the part of M-G-M to abandon the
scales save in those instances where experience has proved that they will not produce
a fair return to his company.
It early became apparent that the companies are not open to suggestions for a
standard pricing method (some of the sales
heads said it was impossible) and the Committee did not put one forth.
Based on personal experience and observation, as well as the complaints coming to
their attention, the Committee members are
convinced that percentage playing is incompatible with small theatre operations and
that the Committee would be repudiated by
the operators of such theatres if they sponsored a standard pricing formula based on
percentage.
r«g* 20
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The stumbling block to progress along
this line so far as the distributors are concerned is overhead and, clearly, no pricing
formula will work which does not take into
account an exhibitor's legitimate expenses.
As ab':~ve indicated, nearly all the sales heads
took a crack at the exhibitors' overhead
figures, the criticism most often made having to do with rent. They appeared to be
shocked that rent was included as an item of
expense when an exhibitor owned his theatre through one corporation and operated it
through another. They do not seem to
recognize that the exhibitors, like the film
companies, have valid reasons for not putting all their eggs in the same corporate
basket. If the exhibitor leased his theatre
from a stranger, rent clearly would be a
proper item of expense, and in the eyes of
the law the two corporate entities are
strangers. If the film executives would only
reflect on their own corporate set-ups, past
and present, they would see the absurdity of
their position that separate corporations
with common stock ownership cannot deal
with each other at arm's length.*'-'
This controversy logically resolves itself
into a question of the reasonableness of the
rent paid in each instance — the distributor
seeing big and the exhibitor seeing little.
But if exhibitors and distributors cannot
agree on this single item of expense, how
xan anyone hope that they will ever agree
upon a standard pricing formula?
In replying to the Committee's statements
regarding recent, unprecedented price rises,
the sales heads could not deny that floors
had been raised and ceilings had been
lowered and that 40%, 50% and 70%, deals
had become the rule for all except the
"clucks". They did point to the flat rentals,
however, claiming that they had remained
steady. When we suggested that the flats
were being allocated to higher price brackets
regardless of quality, we ran into the ageold argument over the worth of particular
pictures. The Committee was not prepared
to cite cases as it was not fortified with
specific information on this point. Some of
the data received by the Committee just
before and since the interviews has not yet
been analyzed and it is possible that this
will shed more light on price raises on flat
selling.
VII
MONTAGUE ON CONCESSIONS
Mr. Montague stunned the Committee by
asserting aggressively that he thought he
(Columbia) is entitled to a share of the
profits of the theatres' concession business.
These profits, we all know, have served to
keep many theatres open that would otherwise have failed due to declining theatre attendance and increasing film costs. While
repudiating any partnership with the theatres
** 77i<' film ((impanit's. cvrtuinh- lire iiwiirr that
ihr Dfimrtmi-nt (if Justirc. iit their behest, uplirined a plan oj tlii onrment oj their affiliated
rirriiits which permitted the storks i>j the theatre
(iimpanies to he dislrihttted to the storkhidders
(if the film rompariies. tearing the corporations
under common stock ownership.

when it comes to sharing losses (as witne
the 50% minimum guarantee on "Caine'
Montague professes to regard the prof
from concessions as the fruits of the d:
tributor-exhibitor "partnership".
While Montague's views concerning co
cessions doubtless will come as a shock
all exhibitors, your Committee later came
realize that that which Montague would fo
malize by contract provisions has been
actuality in many engagements in receJ
years. In other words, your Committee rl
alizes, and reminds the Board, that when
ever (as happens much too often) an exhib
tor is required to submit to terms which ill
evitably must result in a loss in order l|
obtain a picture which he must have, he J
turning over to the distributor a share (oftJ
VIII
I
a lion's share) of his concessions'
profit. |
CINEMASCOPE FLAT RENTALS I
The Committee had been bombarded witl
rumors that the film companies had agree!
that there should be no flat rental deals oj
CinemaScope pictures. Mr. Lichtmar'
speaking for 20th-Fox, thought this ide
sprung from the fact that so few of th
houses accustomed to buying flat had bee^
equipped to play such pictures. He said, it
substance, that, as such theatres wer"
equipped he saw no reason, so far as 20th
Fox was concerned, why an exhibitor whi,
grossed $1,000 a week or less should not bu;
CinemaScope pictures flat. Mr. Reagan mad
a somewhat similar statement, the gist o
which was that, as the smaller theatres con
verted to CinemaScope he saw no reasoi
why M-G-M should not sell such picture
flat to those exhibitors who customarily bu;
M-G-M's 2D pictures flat. He added tha
this did not mean that his company migh
not sometimes have a picture of such out
standing quality that he could not sell it fla
in justice to his company. Your Committet
assumes that a similar reservation is implici
in Lichtman's statement.
Mr. Kalmenson at first made a statemen
very much like Reagan's but he ran into op
position from Roy Haines. After a revealing
interchange Kalmenson persuaded Haines tc
agree to the idea that theatres accustomec
to buy flat should be permitted to buy CinemaScope pictures flat.
IX
PRINT SHORTAGE

The sales executives denied that there i
an artificial print shortage or that prints ar
being manipulated to enlarge clearances o
delay availabilities. Some of them claimed
that they were supplying as many prints as
in the past; others put the blame on the
laboratories for failure or inability to fill
their requirements. A notable exception was
Reagan who explained that M-G-M makes
its own prints and frankly admitted that, due
to problems created by CinemaScope and the
several kinds of sound, their laboratory had
fallen behind in its work. He added, however, that the Laboratory was rapidly catching up and that, in September, they would
be able to supply the usual number of prints
perThe
picture.
companies supplying several kinds of
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rints per picture indicated that the disarity in number between the different kinds
'ould soon be corrected.
None r^f those interviewed indicated a willthan the "usual"
supplypermore
igness
picture.
umber ofto prints
In this connection we must face the fact
nat there is a Hmit to the number of prints
{ a particular picture that a distributor can
fford to furnish. This is especially true of
olor prints. Whether the maximum numer economically feasible has been reached
our Committee does not know, although
he film companies' current net earnings inicate that they could afford more, especially
ince faster playoffs generally produce larger
rosses.
Regardless of whether or not the film
ompanies are supplying the maximum numer of prints consistent with their revenues,
n increase in the number of prints per picure in the existing starved film market
/ould not provide an adequate remedy for
ur current difficulties.
Exhibitors must recognize, and if they
on't their leaders must inform them, that
he print shortage is but another facet of one
•asic evil, which is the artificial film shortge. The only permanent solution of the
irint shortage resides in the production and
elease rf more pictures. A simple example
/ill illustrate the point. A company that
ormerly released (say) 30 pictures a year,
nd suppUed 10 prints of each to a particular
xchange, annually sent 300 prints into the
erritory served by that exchange. When
hat company and others were adequately
applying the demand for pictures and a
irint of a particular picture was not av3ilble, an exhibitor could book another picture
rem those for which prints were on hand.
Assuming that the company has since reluced its annual output to 10 pictures, it
low sends only 100 prints into the territory,
n computing the number of prints, we
nust take intlo account the number of reeases, and as the releases decline the print
hortage becomes more acute.
Lack of product is at the bottom of all
lur difficulties and while there is a wide
hoice c{ measures for dealing with those
)roblems, none will be wholly effective so
ong as the product shortage remains.
X
CONCLUSIONS
Your Committee was directed to visit the
dm company executives with respect to the
oregoing problems and to report any assurnces given or facts ascertained to this
ioard.
This your Committee has done and we do
lot copsider it within the scope of our
uthority to recommend any particular
ourse of action. The course to be pursued,
n view of the failure of our mission, is a
natter for the determination of the Board.
Except frr our remarks in regard to the
ilm shortage and the necessity for doing
omething about it, we can do no more than
ay that the exhibitors face the greatest
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crisis in their history and unless the Board
can plan and carry out an effective program
for better conditions, the exhibitors and perhaps the entire industry will be lost.
Such a program must include immediate
steps for the prompt relief of the exhibitors
and such measures must be adopted by the
Board Pt White Sulphur Springs in order to
save the exhibitors until a long range program can be devised and put into effect.
We have felt free to say what we have
said about the product shortage and the
need for additional product because this was
so obvious to even the most casual observer
as to be beyond the realm of controversy.
It must be demonstrated before this year
is out that if the film companies will not
supply the m.arket's demand for product,
others will. Such a demonstration will spur
the major companies to increased productivity and the additional product from all
sources wili be of incalculable benefit to the
exhibitors and to the industry at large.
With more product coming into the market, the major companies will have to increase their circulation in order to make up
for playdates lost to their competitors. In
this way their top pictures will be made
available to thousands of theatres which cannot now afford to play the major companies'
finest attractions. For the prestige and good
will of the industry the really great films
should be made available to all theatres cn
terms they can afford so that every man,
woman and child desirous of seeing them
may do so.
We were astounded when one sales manager did not sense the tragedy — the terrible
loss to the American people as well as the
industry — when he acknowledged that out of
15,000 accounts one of his truly great pictures had played only 11,000 engagements,
including repeat runs.
As for other measures that have been proposed from time to time, such as government regulation and the submission to Congress of the facts regarding the confiscation
of tax benefits, your Committee feels that
they are ripe for consideration without being
promoted or prejudiced by formal expressions of the Committee members. As directors, they will voice their individual views at
the Board table.
In the matter of submitting the facts to
Congress, your Committee suggests that this
may come to pass regardless of any action
which may be taken here. Some exhibitors
are advocating an effrrt at the next session
of Congress to secure the elimination of the
10"'„ admission tax on tickets over 50c and
COMPO is polling its members on this
question. In view of what has happened to
the relief which Congress has already
granted, it may occur to the exhibitors that
any further effort on their part in this direction may serve only to further enrich the
distributors without doing the exhibitors
any good.
And if the attempt is made and in the

CAL. LEADER ASKS
GOVT REGULATION
Harry C Arthur. Jr.. tluiirman oj the
hoard oj S. Calilornid Theatre Owners
.iss'n.
put his
organization
record infora
Goicrnment
regulation
of the onindustry
letter to A. F. Myers, of .Allied. Excerpts
from Arthur s letter follow:
I have noted with great interest the
contemplated action on the part of
Allied for Government intervention.
I'he Southern California Theatre
( )\vners of America have been toying
with an idea of asking government assistance for some time. However, our
thoughts ran to government regulations.
\\ c debated this quite thoroughlx in
our various meetings and have come
to the conclusion that government
regulation by an agency such as the
Federal Trade Commission would be
far superior to the regulation that we
arc now suffering from by the film
companies.
For many years the railroads operated in as high-handed fashion as the
film companies do; they were warned
repeatedly, finally legislation was introduced making them subject to the
regulation of the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
The packers were in a similar situation. They operated in a very highhanded manner. Finall.\- after repeated
warnings they were put under the
regulation
nt the F'ederal Trade Commission.
It seems to me that the motion picture distributors are ignoring the
storm signals and will probably continue to operate in such a high-lianded
manner that they will eventually ha\e
regulation.
It is off
certain
be any
worse
if we that
did we
havewouldn't
regulation
by
the I'edcral Trade Commission.
One thing it would do would be to
prevent the unconscionable admission
prices for pictures which do nothing
except increase the rentals of the distributors.
When the e.xhibitor raises his admission prices he is giving the distributor at least 709?-, and in some cases
more of what his price increase is. He
is also draining his patrons of their
amusement dollar causing them to skip
the pictures that do not happen to be
outstanding. Soon the exhibitor finds
himself running outstanding pictures
limited to a 10% profit and losing
money on all the rest.
course of the proceedings a question arises
(as it inevitably will) as to what happened
to the benefits voted last Spring, the fat will
be in the fire.
BEN MARCUS, Chairman
JACK KIRSCH, WILBUR SNAPER,
NATHAN YAMINS
ABRAM F. MYERS. Counsel
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MADE
Allied Committee Reports
In a report brimming with fire and determination, National Allied"s special committee, which
met with distribution heads on cxiiibitor grievances, found scant assurance from tiie companies
for substantial relief (text of report in this issue).
While some sales chiefs were cognizant of
and sympathetic to exhibitors' ijroblcms, the report held, others shrugged off the comiiiittec's
petitions as unjustified. "The exhibitors will have
to use their muscles if they are to restore their
depleted bargaining power and insure their continuance in business," the committee warned, indicating pursuance of threatened Congressional
legislation unless distribution came around. It
called for more "direct, positive'' action by
Allied's board.
Commended for their "sympathetic attitudes"
were MGM's Charles Reagan, 20th-l''ox's Al
Lichtman and RKO's Charles Boasberg. Columbia's Montague and Warners' Ben Kalmenson
were bitterly criticized for being "inscnsiti\e'' to
the theatremen's pleas.
Xub of the problem, said the report, was the
"artificial film shortage," with other anathema,
such as print shortages, spiralling rentals, usurpation of tax relief benefits stemming from this
"basic evil." Convincing demonstration that other
sources will supply product will spur the majors
to increased activity, committee feels.
Lichtman, in a letter to Allied board chairman A. F. Myers, decried the proposal for Government intervention. He doubted that such action
"could possibly accomplish as much as sensible
business men who have been dependent upon one
another as long as we have and have the long experience that we have in the . business."
Walter Branson, RKO sales chief, revealed a
letter sent to all branch heads, after meeting with
the Allied committee, urging an open door policy
for any exhibitoi with a gripe. "It is hoped that
with the more complete understanding between us
and your assuming the responsibility in your territory of the operation of our i)olicy, such appeals
will be minimized," he added.
Approving the Government regulation proposal, SCOTA's Harry C. Arthur, Jr. felt that
"regulation by such an agencx as the I'ederal
Trade Commission would be far superior to the
regulation we now --nffer from the film companies
UA

Back in MPAA Fold
Like the prodigal son, United Artists was
welcomed back into the Motion Picture Association of America fold, from which it has withdrawn in 1947, before the present management
took over.
UA board chairman Robert S. Benjamin expressed the company's delight at rejoining the
MPAA, expressed full confidence in effectiveness
of the Production Code, under which UA trademarketed films must now be governed.
Coinci<lentally, there were several changes
made in the Code at the same time. The changes:
elimination of bans on use of words like "hell"
and "damn", unless used immoderately; miscegenation and Use of lic|uor now are permissible subjects "within careful limits of good taste"; elimination of smuggling methods from "crimes against
the law" section.
Paqt 22
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Spyros P. Skouras is being
happily snowed under by avalanche of congratulatory wires
on Cinemascopes first birthday.
Total of CS-equipped theatres
over the world now tops ILOOO,
and it's only one year since CinemaScopemiered and
"The Robe" prelast September.
Elmer O. Wilschke, sound pioneer, leaves Altec Service Corp.
as operating manager Sept. 20 to
become v. p. in charge of operations for Fine Sound, Inc.
UA is equipping its home office screening room for C'Scope
projection. It's first 'Scoper,
"Sitting
Bull", goes into release
next
month.
Metro sales toppers, headed
by sales v. p. Charles M. Reagan,
are back after a coast look-see
at new product.
Arthur B. Krim and Arnold
M. Picker, UA prexy and veep,
are on month-long Far Eastern
tour heralding the company's
35th Ann'y in Asia.
Sam Seplowin upped to Rebranch former
manager.public's
Morris Chicago
Dudelson,
UA district manager, replaces
him for Rep. in Detroit.
Rites for Joseph C. Priore, 40,
Fihr. Daily critic and staff writer,
were held Sept. 8 in NYC.
John Wolfberg has disposed
of his exhibitor interests to join
the Hal R. Makelim production
organization.
Maurice Segal, formerly with
Norton & Condon, joins Universal to handle publicity for J.
Arthur Rank product. He replaces Sheldon Gunsberg, resigned to join Walter Reade
Theatres.
Arthur Greenblatt, former Lippert sales head, is with Allied
Artists as home office special
sales rep. Sales v.p. Morey Goldstein also reveals elevation of
Chicaglo branch manager Nat
Nathanson to mid-west district
head.
Eric Johnston has assigned
MPAA info director Alfred F.
Corwin to work on an overseas
information program.
UA's double-billed "Down
Dark Streets" and "Shield for
Murder" gets a 26-theatre opening on RKO metropolitan strip
September 22.
Bob Savin's 50th anniversary
drive (90 days) was launched
this month. Harry Goldstone
captains campaign to honor the
Astor Pictures president.
Jack H. Levin, president of
Certified Reports, to Los Angeles for confabs with Coast producer-distribs and exhibs.
and Italian counterpart, Gina
America's Marilyn Monroe
LoUobrigida, converged on N. Y.
simultaneously for a squeeze
play of beauty. Blonde Marilyn
is doing scenes for "Seven Year
Itch" for Fox and brunette Gina
is in for preem of I. F. E.'s
"Bread, Love and Dreams".

NEIV$
Court Narrows Anti-Trust Range
Anti-trust court judges, plagued by meandc
ing and voluminous documents and testinioi
were expected to grab at the precedent set 1
X. Y. District Court Judge Archie O. Dawsoi
ruling in the New Dyckman anti-trust suit. Goii
through the complaint, Judge Dawson found mu.
of plaintiff's charges against four majors and tv
theatr. circuits "irrelevant", ordered an amend
complaint be submitted within 30 days. Rulii
also calls for an informal pre-trial hearing so th
issues "may be particularized and the bounds ■
permissible discovery formulated. '
Theatre, located in Manhattan, seeks $324,0(
in treble damages and injunction directing distt
butor defendants to serve the New Dyckman c
a non-exclusive first-run. Defendants indue
RKO, Warner Bros., Universal, 20th-Fox, RK'
Theatres and Stanley Warner Theatres.
Distribs Study TOA Arbitration
More groundwork was laid toward an cxhib
tor-distributor arbitration system with submissio
of a proposed draft by Herman Levy, TO.^ boar
chairman, to the film companies' arbitration con
mittee. Latter group met last week, turned it ov£
to counsel Adolph Schimel for scrutiny and suf.
gested changes or additions. Next step will be fci
a Schimel-Levy huddle after distributors' approval
None of the meetings include Allied represer!
tatives, since that organization has turned a col
shoulder to arbitration talks because the film con
panics have refused to include film rentals as
subject for arbitration.
Skiatron Asks FCC

Slot TV OK

Skiatron, stymied thus far in its efforts i
initiate pay-as-you-see television, petitioned tli
FCC for immediate establishment of regulation

and standards for subscription T\'. The Con.
mission was asked to permit broadcasting of tli|
process on a 35-hour per week maximum basilimited exclusively to UH F stations for the ncx
three years. Skiatron contends the revenue accru
ing to UHF stations will aid latter considerabl
in its struggle to compete with VHF outlets.
Matty Fox, Skiatron president, feels sue I
action will permit T\' presentation of program
presently unavailable because of cost limitation^
Slot r\',in hevarious
says, would
"blackout'
factors
sports eliminate
programs,thewould
offei
Broadway shows, first-run movies, and other top
flight attractions to a market that could afford t'
'
pay for them.
I
Rank

to Buy U. S. Theatres

The problem of getting British-made product
played in American theatres is going to be met
head-on by J. .Arthur Rank. The leading film
mogul of England declared last week that his organization will invade the U. S. theatre field a>
soon as I'ritish monetary restrictions are relaxed
.\t that lime, according to J.AK plans, managin;;
director John Davis will come here to line up a"
etsimated 30 to 100 theatres to give Anierican mass
audiences an opportunity to see British films.

Stptimbtr 20. I?S4
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SHOWMEN— Send Us Material, Including Photos, on Your Picture & Institutional Cannpaigns. Theatremen Can Help Each Other, and the Industry at Large, By Exchanging Ideas.
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NickeSodeon Re-Visited
An outstanding contribution toward institutionalizing the American motion picture
theatre is being made by William Goldman,
prominent Philadelphia showman. Goldman
is sponsoring the re-creation of a typical
nickelodeon, which will be housed as an
operating
exhibit
in the Quaker City's famous Franklin
Institute.

Darryl F. Zanuck and Ed Sullivan discuss the
20th-Fox production chief's movie industry
career on TVs "Toast of the Tov/n" (Sept. 12),
which featured "The Darryl F. Zanuck Story"
commemorating CinemaScope's first anniversary.
Zanuck's TV Show
"The Darryl F. Zanuck Story", presented
on Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the Town" TV
show (Sept. 12), was a potent public relations enterprise for 20th Century-Fox, ringing up a wealth of publicity for the company's current and soon-to-be-released product, as well as for the first anniversary
celebration of CinemaScope. The show aHo
triggered an unprecedented display of co-op
promotion throughout the world.
Trendex (a TV viewer-measuring service) estimated an audience of more than 40
million persons witnessed the hour-long biographical salute to Zanuck. The survey revealed that approximately 7S percent of all
TV sets in use in the U. S. were tuned to
the program.
Featuring 29 Hollywood stars, and film
clips dealing with highlights of Zanuck's
brilliant career, the Sullivan show piesented
an effective national trailer for "The Egyptian," "Woman's World," and Irving Berlin's "There's No Business Like Show Business".
Following the "Toast" kickoff, CinemaScope^S first anniversary was saluted
throughout the week on top-rated coast-tocoajt radio and TV programs. International
tributes were also held on radio in the principal cities of the world.
The nation's press contributed priceless
publicity via special layouts showing pictorial highspots of CinemaScope's first year,
with intcirvicws of exhibitors and fans.

'Cont-essa' Eye-Opener
Sunday's (Sept. 19) N. Y. Times entertainment section was emblazoned with a
powerful full-page ad on United Artists upcoming, "The Barefoot Contessa".
Focal point of the advertisement was a
striking illustration of star Ava Gardner
being passionately embraced by a shadowy
male figure. Across the top ran this catchline: "The World's Most Beautiful Animal!"
A real eye opener!

Silent epic J of a bygone era will be shown
in the 130-seat movie house. For the nominal admission i^f a dime, visitors will see
such old favorites as Mary Pickford, Doug
Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin, Mabel Norman,
Pearl White, Theda Bara, Vilma Banky,
Nazimova and George Arlis j. They will set
the early productions of D. W. Griffith and
Harry Lubin as well as the mimicry of Mack
Sennett's Keystone Cops. The "flickers"
will be furnished from Goldman's personal
film library. Proceeds from the continuou's
shows will go to the Institute.
Goldman, who operates a circuit of 16 theatres in Eastern Pennsylvania, including
three first-runs in Philadelphia, recalls that
he started h'.i exhibition career with a tent
nickelodeon in St. Louis. It has long been
his ambition to create a shrine symbolizing
the industry's early days. In this exhibit he
sees the realization rf hio dream, as well as
a valuable public relations contribution to
the industry at large.
Goldman recently entered the film production field in association with Paul Gregory,
producer of unique stage plays.
(Continued on I'agc 24)

Seen here is an artist's conception of the nickelodeon
c:<hibit being constructed by
William Goldman for display
at Franklin lns<iture, Philadelphia. It will be 22 feer
wide, 58 long, and 20 high.
Wooden marquee, hung over
old-fashioned cashier's booth
v/ill be backgrounded with
v/oll mural sireet-sccne of
the period. Emblazoned on
the morcjuee in gold-leaf Gay
Nineties lettering will be
Nickcloc^son. An au:hcntic
gas lamp is to stand on the
wooden sidewalk. Planks
eventually are to be replaced
by concrete siabs, into which
will be impressed foot and
hand prints of celebrities
who visit the exhibit.
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Big
Budget
For Contessa"
'Contessa'
WithAd "The
Barefoot
alread
one of the most publicized films of the year
UA exploiteers have set a starting budget o
$500,000 So power the ad-pub-exploitatiot i
campaign on the Ava Gardner-Humphre; '
Begart starrer. Ad execs Max Youngstein
and Francis Winikus said the record-match
ing budget was set because of tremendous
pubHc and exhibitor interest in "Contessa"
which is a Joseph L. Mankiewicz production
'Sifting Buir Premieres
United Artists first C'Scoper, "Sitting;
Bull", has been set for eight saturatiotii
regional piemieres placing the film in IIC
key theatres within a one-month period, it
was announced by distribution chief William
J. Heineman. Mori Krushen, UA exploitation manager, is setting campaigns in Chicago and Milwaukee for openings of "Bull",
and for the Sinatra starrer, "Suddenly".
Sales Effort Brings B. O.
Concluding a tour of 59 theatres in the
Philadelphia area, Stanley Warner zone
manager Ted Schlanger sounded a high upbeat note with the report that he found "a
tremendous a"iount of boxoffice is available
if we go after it." He said the circuit is exceeding last year's grosses by a wide margin
because of two things: "First, the extra effort put in by the organization as a whole
in connection with the 'Fabian Fabulous
Forty Drive' and, second, the further regression of the hold that television is exerting
on the people."

Surprise
'Obsession'
Jim Seago,Co-Op
manager For
of the
Colony Thea- i
tre, Raleigh, N. C, received some unusual
backing when he played "Magnificent Obsession". So impressed with the picture was
Arthur A. Gould, president of Electricial
Wholesalers, Inc., that he sent a memo to
his employees offering to provide them with
tickets to see the U-I film at the Colony.
The memo read, in part, "It will bring inspiration that you will probably never forget ... I hope you will allow the company
to pay your way to see this marvelous picManager Seago reproduced the memo in
an imposing Sunday newspaper ad, with this
comment: "Here's what others are saying
about 'Magnificent Obsession'."
ture."
Metro's
Ticket-Sales Confabs

All the stops were pulled out for the opening of "Seven Brides for Seven Brothers" ot
Loew s State in New Orleans, with thi; staging of an elaborate square dance contest.
Stores and merchants cooperated in the gala event. Illustrated from top down: (1) Posting of orrows on store windows on (he day of square dance: (2) Sound truck playing
n-.usic from film and announcing contest and opening dote of film; (3) 21-sheet being
trucked around town, and (4) Square dance groups and callers compete for prizes and
trophies. Beams of light were also used to attract crowds.
Pdgt 24
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MGM is planning a series of "Ticket-Selling Workshop" meetings for exhibitors.
Theatre owners and managers in each
branch territory will be invited to attend
one-day, round-table sessions in exchange
cities, according to sale-3 chief Charles M.
Reagan and ad head Howard Dietz. Investigating ways to sell theatre tickets, the meetings will be held in connection with state or
regional exhibitor association conventions.
"We know", Dietz said, "that a whole generation of younger exhibitors. . .will we'
come the opportunity fo benifit from the
knowledge and experience of some of the
able showmen of America who will attend
thcjc meetings".

/

Auto-Marquee inventor Otto Wagner, right,
shown with his mobile car-top display.

20rh-Fox received potent publicity for It's forthcoming "The Seven Year Itch" via Marilyn
Monroe's arrival in NYC for filming of the picture. The star scared a page one sweep of
the town's newspapers and her arrival was televised live over the NBC network. Monroe
is shown at airport surrounded by reporters, photographers, newsreel and TV cameramen.
* Scots On 'Brigadoon' Tour
Metro is planning a large-scale campaign
on behalf of its CinemaScope musical, "Brigadoon", according to Howard Dietz. Kicking off the exploitation drive, field press
chief Emery Austin haa set up two separate
tours where Scottish personalities will meet
the press, exhibitors and make public apj pearances ti^ discuss Scot customs, fashions
! and "Brigadoon".
Commander K. D. Ian Murray, R.N.,
technical advisor for the film, is on one of
the tours. The second swing is being made
by a couple of Scot lassies who will appear
in tartan and kilts on TV and radio shows.

In The Mags
Life '\z devoting a cover to Judy Garland
plus a six-page story-picture feature to "A
Star Is Born" in the latest of a series of
nation mag breaks being accorded the star
and Warner Bros. CinemaScope film.
;s * :^
Twentieth-Fox's Sheree North gets the
Oct. 3 color cover of Parade mag and a twopage biographic spread crediting "Pink
Tights", her first film
* for
* the* company.
"Destry", U-I's next Audie Murphy feature, is being spotlighted by Collier's in a
two-page color picture story, now on the
newsstands.

Gloria Grahame's stand-in, Peggy Burke, helped Broadway-Capitol Theatre manager Richard J. Sklucki launch the Detroit premiere of Universal's "Naked Alibi". Pictured here with
big. flashy lobby display highlighting "look-alike" promotion in coop with local TV station.

Tie-Ins For 'Woman's World'
20th-Fox's CinemaScope production, "Woman's World", is being given the full treatment by Charles Einfeld's boxofficers. Fir3t
phase of the campaign is the big play being
set fcr recording and broadcasting of title
song, "It's A Woman's World". Decca will
release a version by The Four Aceo, whose
recording
"Three
Coins
In The
was a top of
seller.
Vocal
group
will Fountain"
plug song
on TV, radio and club appearances. Ray
Anthony and his ork have pressed the same
tune for Capitol. Record dealers, juke box
operators, disk jockies are being contacted
to give song a boost.
A massive national merchandising tie-up
has been made with Glen Raven Hosiery
keyed to the October release of "Woman's
World". Glen Raven has built its fall advertising drives around the film and its stars.
A comprehensive program in national mags,
local newspapers and radio, plus storewide
promotion in thousands of the stocking company's outlets is set to plug the film.
Heralding the Roxy opening, 20th-Fox is
running a letter-writing contest on: "Do
You Think It's A Woman's World?".
Car-Top Theatre Marquee
An effective and inexpensive mobile advertising medium has been developed by
Black Creek, Wisconsin theatre operator
Otto Wagner (Pix Theatre). Named the
Auto-Marquee, Wagner reports it has
proved a potent attention-getter.
Specifications are as follows: Constructed
of laminated composition, especially treated
to withstand weather; Auto-Marquee is 22
inches high — 65 inches long and does not
interfer with auto operation at highspeeds;
weight is 32 pounds, less letters; adequate
supply of letters, numerals, etc. is included.
Price, including letters, $122.50 Manufacturer is Auto-Marquee Co., Black Creek, Wis.
Ike Plugs 'Seven Brides'
The nation's chief executive gave Metro's
"Sever Brides For Seven Brothers" a plug
during the film's run at the Senate Theatre
in
Springfield,
111. Dining
at thetoldgovernor's
mansion.
President
Eisenhower
two girls
in the party, "If you haven't seen the movie,
you should see it. You will enjoy a lot of
laughs." Item was picked up by the Illinois
State Journal and resulted in holdover business at the theatre.
(Continued on Pa^c 26)
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'Star' Super Pressbook
A super-duper pressbook has been turned
out by Mort Blumenstock's boxofficers foi
Warners' upcoming biggy, "A Star Is Born".
Comprised of 28 pages, plus a 12-page inserted advertising section, the manual is one
cf the most impresaive compiled in recent
months.
Details of the company's voluminous preselling campaign, covering mag and newspaper breaks aimed at a readership of 170,000,000 are presented. The exploitation -lection features a "lobby spectacular" equipped
with flashers which spotlights a huge cutout of Judy Garland in full-color scenes.
The eight exploitation pages present a wide
assortment of exhibitor aids with stunts and
merchandising contests for all situations.
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Catchline of the Issue
Standing beside a life-size cutout of Jack Webb,
heralding the Palms Theatre Detroit opening of
WB's
"Dragnet",
left tomanager;
right: JoeHarold
Barringhaus, local
Warnersare,branch
H.
Brown, president of United Detroit Theatres,
and C. E. Obrien, Palms manager.
(Conlinurd jrom Page 25)
U-Ts Mag Ads on Pre-Dated Film
Having set up the biggest pre-dating drive
in its history for "Bengal Brigade," (1,466
theatres across the country have advancebooked the film), Universal-International
will plug the bookings in both Look and
Colliers. According to sales head Charles J.
Feldman, all the theatres participating will
be listed in two-and-one-half page two-color
advertisements taken by U-I in the two
mags. Ads will have an estimated circulation of over 7,300,000.

"The World's Most Beautiful Animal!" — BAREFOOT
CONTESSA (United Artists)
'Desiree* Has A Tune
Another film due for an advance music
buildup is 20th-Fox's "Desiree". Two
months in advance of the film's release, plug
plans are shaping around "The Song From
Desiree" (subtitled "We'll Meet Again")
with all leading record companies being
lined up by Charles Einfeld's exploiteers. A
number of diskeries are scheduling their
leading artists for pressings of the song
from the Marlon Brando starrer.
Fox showmen are alerting sheet music
and record stores across the country as well
as disk jockey and juke box outlets. Tie-ins
will include special window and in-store displays, theatre lobby displays, co-op ads and
contests.
Showmen Briefs
The biggest ad-poster campaign ever fired
by United Artists is underway in NYC for
the premiere of "The Barefoot Contessa".
Proceeds from the Gardner-Bogart starrer's
opening at the Capital will be turned over to
the international relief agency CARE.
S: ^ .* *
Warners' "Land of the Pharaohs" is being
given a neat boost in the current issue of
LIFE via a seven-page feature devoted to
the Howard Hawks production.
:;: --i". *
Some 1800 radio and television disk
jockeys throughout the country are recipients of letters from Rosemary Clooney plugging the Irving Berlin score of "White

Valuable stomp and coin lobby display, in NYC's
Roxy, is sure-fire attention-getter for 20th-Fox's
"The Egyptian". Arranged in cooperation with
Gimbels, eye-catching exhibit will continue
thru the film's engagement.
P«q« 26
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Christmas'".
Francis M. Winikus, United Artists ad
chief, has announced another half-million
dollar advertising-publicity-exploitation budget. This one is for "Vera Cruz", forthcoming Hecht-Lancaster production.

Logical tie-in with camera shops on Paramount's "Rear Window" was used for the opening at Boston's Metropolitan Theatre. Shown,
top: is lobby announcement of contest held in
conjunction with local jewelry store; bottom,
store's window display plugging Hitchcock's film.i
Ken Weldon, Republic's Des Moines branch
manager, promoted a local furnace company to
make this mechanical man model, which was
planted around
"Tobor
the Great".
Weldon's
son, town
Mike,to isplugseen
below,
proudly
standing beside papa's brainchild.

6XHIBITOR5
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Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
MANAGEMENT
RATING
ITO oi Ohio
The motion picture industry may possess
diovvmanship, but it lacks statesmanship and
perspective, two qualities regarded as essenial for managerial excellence by the Ameri;an Institute of Management. AIM is a nonprofit foundation, making annual analyses
ind ratings to determine the country's excellently n^anaged corporations.
Extravagance, inefficiency, poor teamwork
and lack of foresight are among the factors
which, by the organization's appraisal standards, exclude motion jiicture companies
from being rated in a class with General
Motors, DuPont, American Telei)hone &
iilcgraph, Eastman Kodak, and similar
liadcrs of the industrial world.
Recently the American Institute of Mani-cinent published the 19.^4 edition of its
Manual of Excellent Managements, a comI arative study of some 4000 .American and
' anadian companies in all branches of bnsilu-s. The conspicuous absence of any
■ii^'tion i)icturc companies from the list
priiiipted many inquiries from A I.Ms 1,?,()0('
members as to whether the him industry had
been given consideration in the studv.
In reply to the inquiries, Jackson Martindell, president of AIM. reported to the members that the movie industry had been duly
considered and studied, and he summarized
the findings.

In evaluating nimie companies in relation
to the ndustry and the whole economv, "the
Institute feels that the activities of the
.American motion picture eomi)anies faM
short of their ixiiciilial cnntribution, seeming
to be deficient in the (pialities of statesmanship and perspective," Marlindill said.
In selection of executives, which "should
be based on ability, know-how, merit and
job evaluation, even allowing for the volatile
nature of the industry's product and market,
AIM is unable to discover the businesslike
procedures necessary for excellence in this
category," Martindell continued.
From the standpoint of stockh(dder's interest, "again allowing for the volatile factors
with which these companies must deal, the
Institute cannot overlook their dividend
records which might have been better ha 1
less emphasis been placed on gigantic budgets, unrealistic and inflated star contracts
and ill-advised productions," said Martindell.

" i he sales vigor of the motion picture
companies ranks very high, although we are
unable to imagine what is left for Hollywood, seemingly having exhausted all of
Webster's superlatives and many of its own.
Furthermore, the institute feels that the iu(luMry still faces a test in this category due

to the recent modifications in the relationships of the producer-distributor with the
exhibitor."
"Upon executive evaluation . . . without a
doubt there are many extremely capable men
in the motion picture industry, men of daring, vision and energy. Somehow or other,
for the most part, they have failed to grasp
the directions in which this daring, vision
and energy should be applied."
ON

GOVT INTERVENTION
ATO of Indiana

One of the purposes of any trade association isfor all meiiibers to work together in
an efTort to find answers for the problems
that cnntront \arious members. Sometimes,
naturally, 100% cooperation on a problem
does not come quite as quickly from some
who do not see any close coi-.nection between some particular cjuestion and their
own predicaments. I'.ut a little analysis of
any situation almost always shows that the
welfare of all exhibitors is affected by ihe
fortunes of each class.
I ake the case of film rentals and trade
practices. The demands for government
intervention of some sort originate with and
are pushed hardest by those exhibitors who
lei'l such action is their last resort and that
their condition is such that there is nothing
to lose anyway. .At the same time there are
other more fortunate exhibilnrs that by some
circumstance have been able to defend
themselves with some success against tlie
complained about trade practices and rental
terms. The latter group \\ill opjidsc any
further government inter\entior. in our business.
I'ut if the government does step in —
through C ongress or the Justice r)ei)artment
— it will regulate everyone in the industrs
and nut just those who seek such inter\ention. So here again, maybe it would be farseeing in the matter of exhorbitant rentals
and unlawful trade practices to do more to
assist the less fortunate. This help might
come from a freer exchange of information
about how pictures are bought and booked,
it might come from refusing to take advantage of an exclusive run when fellow exhibitors have decided to pass a picture because
of excessive terms. It might come from the
more experienced buyers schooling the ii-st
abiiut all the kinds of side agreements that
make the actual terms on a i)icture different
from the face of the contract. Or else there
might be more regulation for everybody.

TV COMPETITION
AITO of la., Neb., S. Dak. & Mid-Central
As our readers know, we have long held
that TV would be and is today our theatres
most damaging competition. We doubt
many can honestly dispute that today. And
unless we learn to use TV advertising and
personalities as we did with radio, and perhaps more important, unless our producers
will furnish pictures capable of meeting and
overcoming TV competition, our present
situation will not better. In fact, it may suddenly get worse! If the present drive for
Toll-TV, apparently approved by Eric
Johnston and Sam (loldwyn, and sponsored
by Paramount Telemeter is successful, TollTV which would bring first-run movies into
.America's living rooms for a fee, will put
our theatres out of business overnight!
ON

PRINT SHORTAGE
ITO of Ohio
Last week in New York, 73 theatres were
])laying "Susan Slept Here". Eorty-four
theatres were playing "Apache". If the filni
companies have gotten themselves into the
spot where they have to furnish this many
prints at one time, it's easy to see why there
is a shortage. Certainl\- if one of these pictures was available to you this week, you
would have a hard time getting it.
Mr. Skouras of I'ox and Mr. Gehring of
that same comi)any have tried to explain to
us that CinemaScope has increased the print
I)roblem. No doubt, they are right, but that
has nothing to do with ".Susan Slept Here"
andThere
".Apache".
is no immediate solution to the
problem other than for the companies to
make more prints. This is something that
will be hard to accomplish.
A print costs from $175 in black anil white
to $800 in CinemaScope. Unless the company can see at least twice as much revenue
coming out of a print as it costs, it won't
make one. If they can serve sufficient theatres witli the number they now use and can't
figure obtaining any more revenue by making an additional print, they won't do it. If
,?.tO prints will serve 10,000 theatres and 351
will serve exactly the same number even
though they might get the money a little
(luicker, they won't do it.
TV ADVERTISING
AITO of la.. Neb., S. Dak. & Mid-Central
It has been pro\cn by research and theatre tests that the present "missing link"
whereby one picture will gross and another
comparable picture will not gross, is TV.
Television is the best picture advertising
medium for national, regional and even local
advertising. Newspapers are of little or no
value unless ads can be spotted beside TV
columns. People today do not generally read
papers or magazines on Mondays, Tuesdavs,
Wednesdays or Saturdays.
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All The

ALLIED

Vital

ARTISTS

JuneMONSTERS. THE Bowery
BOWERY BOYS MEET THE
Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Boys become involved with mad doctor, electronic robot and gorilla. 66 min.
DESPERADO, THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
to free Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war,
youTg
man 81
is min.
doublecrossed by friend and framed
for
murder.
July
RETURN FROM THE SEA Jan Sterling, Neville Brand,
Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.executive
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
in battle.
Returns
home a hero to marry girl he loves. 80 min.
WEAK AND THE WICKED. THE Glynis Johns, John
Gregson. Producer Victor Skutezky. Director J. LeeTho mpson. Drama. Framed in fraud case young woman
is sentenced to two years in prison. She is thrown
among wicked women and involved in escape. 72 min.
August
KILLER LEOPARD Johnny Sheffield, Beverly Garland.
Produced arfd directed by Ford Beebe. Melodrama.
Bomba
beautiful
screen70 star
husband helos
in wilds
of Arfica.
min. track down runaway
SECURITY PJSK John Ireland, Dorothy Malone. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Harold Schuster.
Melodrama. FBI agent on vacation thwarts communists
who kill scientist and steal secret papers. 69 min.
September
HUMAN JUNGLE, THE Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section and solves murder. 82 min.
JUNGLE GENTS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, IBowery
Boysl. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Discovering that one of the boys can actually smellindiamonds,
the gang64 goes
fortune
stolen diamonds.
min. to Africa to find a
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ex-convict is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws. 69 min.
October
DANGER POINT Mark Stevens, Martha Hyer, Joan
Vohs. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Stevens.
Melodrama. Former detective released from prison
after
serving long
didn't commit
seeks revenge
againsttermmen forwhocrime
framedhe him.
TARGET EARTH Richard Denning, Virginia Gray. Producer Herman Cohen. Director Sherman A. Rose.
Science
Earth is invaded by army of robots
from
the Fiction.
planet Venus.
TONIGHT'S
THE
NIGHT
Technicolor.Comedy.
David Niven,
Vvonne
d» Carlo,
Barry 88
Fitzgerald.
Irish
fantasy with
comic flavor.
min.
November
BOB MATHIAS STORY. THE Bob Mathias, Melba Mathias. Ward Bond. Producers James L. Fallon, William
E. Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sports drama.
Biography
school days ofto Olympic
present. Decathlon champion from high
Coming
ANNAPOLIS STORY. THE Technicolor. John Derek,
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirlsch.
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
eventually
reconciled during combat as jet fighter
pilots in Korea.
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcev, Hunti Hall,
IBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Nernds. and
Comedy.
Boweryadventures
Boys findtake
Aladdin's
magic
resulting
them
to Bagdadlamp64 min.
DYNAMITE ANCHORAGE Wayne Morris, Dane Clark,
Carole Mathews Producer William F. Broidy. Director
Harold Schuster Melodrama. Port Warden of Los
Angeles harbor learns docked freighter has atomic
bimbdestroy
aboardthe which
to
harbor.is to be set off in communist plot
CDIUMBIA
JUNGLE MANEATERS Johnny
Karin Booth,
neWeissmuller,
Producer Sam Kdtiman. Ju
Director
L»( Sholem. Adventur«-m»lodrama . Jungle Jim trdcki down diamond
smuggler who is itoparditinq ptact of jungle. 68 min.
FILM
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PRODUCT

Details

SD Coming

on Currezit

SAIiA'CEN
CLADE.Producer
THE Technicolor.
RlcardoDirector
Montalban,
Betta
St. John.
Sam Katiman.
William Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swashbuckler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge his
father's murder, joining in the Crusades. 76 min.
CAINE MUTINY, THE (July
Pre-releasel Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart, Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy
destroyer. 125 min.
HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Director
Mark Robson. Producers Irvino Allen. Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
complication for x-navy skipper In the Antartic. 91 min.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones, Montgomery Clift. Director Vittorio de Sica.
Producers David O. Selznick and de Sica. Drama. Made
in
Italy. film.
'"Bicycle
language
63 min. Thief'l de Sica's first English
OUTLAW STALLION. THE Technicolor. Phil Carey,
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DirecFred F. Sears.
devotion
wild torstallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBov's
thieves.
64 min.to
August
LAW VS. BILLY THE KID, THE Technicolor. Scott
Brady, Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
William Castle. Western. Revenging himself on crooked
sheriff and outlaw gang, Billy the Kid runs afoul the
law, and is eventually killed by his best friend. 73 min.
PUSHOVER Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey. Producer
Jules Schermer. Director Richard Quine. Melodrama.
Detective
love with
for
her turnsfallshimin against
law.gunman's
88 min. girl. His desire
September
BLACK OAKOTAS. THE Technicolor. Gary Merrill,
Wanda Hendrlx. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray Nazarro. Western. Confederate spys plot to
send Sioux Nation on warpath thereby tieing up large
Union army force. 65 min.
BULLET IS WAITING. A Technicolor. Jean Simmons,
Rory Calhoun, Stephen McNally, Brian Aherne. Producer Howard Welsch. Director John Farrow. MeloPlane crash strands
sheriffViolence
and suspected
murdererdrama.
in California
wilderness.
flares when
they seek shelter in lonely cabin occupied by a
beautiful girl. 82 min.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Friti Lano. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
wom^n who -^ells h«rsp|f and becomes a partner in
murder to achieve selfish ends. 90 min.
October
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Elia Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers'
of by
longshoremen
is moved
rebel against domination
the syndicate
love of woman.
108 min.to
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Donna Reed, Dianne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
three
years
earlier, cowboy returns home to clear
his name.
77 min.
Coming
CANNIBAL ATTACK Johnny Weissmuller, Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
CANGACEIRO Produced by Vera Cruz Productions
with all-Brazilian cast. Director Lima Barreto. Action
drama. Story of bandits who terrorized Brazil for
almost 100 years and lived by their particular code
of honor and justice.
DETECTIVE. THE Alec Gulness, Joan Greenwood. Director Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring.
I WAS A PRISONER IN KOREA Robert Francis, Dianne
Foster, Brian Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director
Lewis Seller. War drama. U. S. intelligence officers
masquerade as collaborators in Korean prison camp in
order to spy on the Communists.
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson saves wrongly convicted man from hanging and
puts down threat of Indian war.
PHFFFT Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. ComeBoredfreedom
by theiris marriage,
that dy.
their
even worse.professional couple find
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PIRATES OF TRIPOLI Technicolor. Paul Henreid, P [
tricia Medina. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fel
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlis '
aid ofher pirate
from
kingdom.leader to help drive savage hordi
THEY RODE WEST Donna Reed, Robert Francis. Dire,
tor Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil. Westerr
Doctor at frontier Arm:' post incurs enmity of fello
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
THREE FOR THE SHOW CinemaScope, Technicoloi
Betty Grable, Marge & Gower Champion, Jack Len
mon. Producer Jonle Taps. Director H. C. Pottei
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed i
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to be'i
friend
|
VIOLENT MEN, THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford Barbar
Sta nwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis jl
Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavair,
officer
baron. leads small ranchers against encroaching iann
I. F. E.

SENSUALITA English. Eleonora Rossi Drago. Ponti
De Laurentis production. Director Clemente Fracassi
Drama.
of two men and a girl irij
the
wheat "Bitter
fields ofRice"
Italy.story72 min.
August
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP
English Language:
JuneDeLaurentis Producers'
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa,
Director Duilio Coletfi. War drama. Deals with the ad.j
ventures of Italian Navy frogmen during World War II.!
War II. 93 min.
\
September
I
CITY STANDS TRIAL English. Silvana Pampanini '
Amedeo Nazzari. Director Lulgi Zampa. Melodrama!
Suspense105 mi
story of murder
investigation in ccrrputi
city.
n.
j
GOLDEN COACH, THE English. Technicolor. Anna
Magnani.taleDirector
Jean Renoir.
century
of beautiful
actress. Musical
105 min,drama. 17th"
LOVE
IN
THE
CITY
English.
All
star
Producerj
Cesare Zavattlnl. Omnibus. Portrayal ofcast.
various
waysl
of love and women who practice them presented in*
Oc
ber
"March of Time" style. 110 to
min.
'
{
AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell, I
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Directori
ClementetweenFracassi.
Opera. and
Verdi's
Egyptian princess
slavestory
girlofforrivalry
love be-of |j
Egyptian officer.
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silvana |
Pampanini, Eleonora Rossi Drago, Vittorio Gassmar '
Producers DIno De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. Director'
Luigi Comencini. Drama. Expose of vice ring involving girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.
HUSBAND FOR ANNA, A English Language. Silvana
Pampanini. Producer D. F. Davanzati. Director G. De
Santls. Drama. Trials and tribulations of woman in
search of love and husband. 105 min.
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE English Language. Marina
Vlady. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director L. De
Felice.whichDrama.
Story of love between two 15-yearolds
ends tragically.
November
HURDY-GURDY Pathecolor. English. Producer, Lui
Films. Director Ettore Glannini. Ballet-drama. Threecentury story of Naples told thru medium of ballet.
Continuity
ness" familyprovided
thru the by
ages.drama involving "show busiTHEODORA, SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. English.
Italo-French co-production by Lux. Director Riccardo
Freda. Historical drama. Beautiful slave girl rises to
become Empress of Byzantine empire.
IN11EPENI1ENT5

PRIVATE
HELL Duff.
36 September
IFilmakersI
Ida Lupino,
SteveDirector
Cochran, Howard
Producer Collier
Young.
Don Siegel. Melodrama. Police detectives working on
murder cas*^ steal some "hot" money and are eventnally trapped by police captain. 81 min.
October
VANISHING
PRAIRIENature
IBuenaDocumentary.
Vista) Technicolor.
ducer Walt Disney
71 min. ProPRODUCT
i

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
Coming
MAD AT THE WORLD I Filmakers) Frank Loveioy Keefe
Brasselle. Producer Collier
Director Harry
Esses. Melodrama. When youngYoung.
hoodlums accidentally
kill
young couple's infant, father goes gunning
for gang.
CRASHOUT (Filmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Kenmdy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster
Melodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
trail of violence with only
two surviving to reach
cache of stolen money.
LIPPERT
ne Adele Jergens ProBIG CHASE, THE Glenn Ju
ducer Robert L. Lippert, Langan.
Jr. Director Arthur
Action drama. Rookie cop goes on patrol car Hilton
takes part in chase by auto, boat and helicopter duty
that
ends in shooting of payroll robbers. iS min.
PAID TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hinds.
Director Montgomery
Mystery
business man hires thugTully.
to kill him so drama.
his wifeDesperate
can collect insurance. Changes his mind and barely escapes
death,
to
learn
that
his
wife
was
responsible
for
close call. 75 min.

July
RIVER BEAT Phyllis Kirk, John Bentley. Producer Herman Cohen. Director Guy Green. Mystery drama Girl
radio operator on U. S. freighter becomes unwitting
accessory to diamond
smugglers. Teams with detective
to investigate murder and round up
gang. 73 min.
August
THUNDER PASS Dane Clark, Andy Devine. Producer
Robert A. Nunes. Director Frank McDonald.
drama. Party of whites crossing hostile Indian Western
with a suspected renegade is attacked by country
tribes.
Renegade" Is vindicated as Army agent. 76 min.
September
SILENT RAIDERS Richard Bartlett, Earle Lyon. Producer
Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Action drama
Seven-man patrol lands on Normandy beach. Works Its
way through enemy
Dieppe commando raid.forces
45 min.in preparation for the
TERROR SHIP William Lundigan, Naomi Chance, Producer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mystery drama. Writer
derelict
finds It
been used to cache buys
hlghly-eipl ship,
atomic formulahas
Boards yacht for sea-chase afterosive
plotters
attempt to
escape with the secret. 72 min.
UNHOLY FOUR. THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
Michael Carr.ras. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
drama. Huiband
returns after four-year memory loss
to
try and
which of wife's three suitors tried to
80 min.
him. find
murder
October
DEADLY GAME Lloyd Bridges. Producer Rob»rt
Dunbar. Director Dan BIrt. Mystery drama. American
novelist in southern Spain becomes
Involved in murder
blackmail and smuaaled microfilm of secret formulas'
THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
of the Spanish "Joan of Arc." who persuades Spain's
army
to resist
but dies as a besieged city
talis and
French Napoleon,
rule prevails.

Coming
I
'THEY
WERE
SO
YOUNG
Raymond Burr.
Melodrama. Fashion model Scott Brady.
into Brazilian
slavery
ring escapes and enlists aid sold
of
American
who exposes
wealthy Brazilian as ringleader.
ELACK PIRATES. THE AnscoColor. Anthony Dexter
Lon Chaney, Jr. Producer Robert L. Liprpert Jr. Director Allen Miner. Adventure. Pirates terrorize town
forcing villagers to dig for burled
treasure under
church. Young townsman brings their destruction
.
GLASS TOMB. THE John Ireland. Melodrama. Sideshow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
Witt) numerous carnival
among the suspects
the mystery Is resolved characters
the glass tomb where
the
barker presents his latest atattraction.
LIFE WITH THE LYONS Bcbe Daniels Ben Lyon Producer Robert Dunbar. Director
Guest. Comedy.
Lyon family. Bebe. Ben and their Val
go through
one hilarious scrape
after another, children
trying
their
lease and convince the landlord that theyto keep
are a respectable, quiet family.
RACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte. Marl Aldon Producer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher.
drama. Former auto racing champion quits bigAction
when his best friend crashes to death. He makesracea
comeback
Grand
Prix. and wins back his wife by winning the
METIiO-nDLnWYN-MAYER
MEN OF THE FIGHTINGJune
LADY
Van Johnson.
Walter P.dgeoi, Louis Cafhern. Ansco.
Frank Lovejoy. War
aramj. Nav.. fii:hter iquadron
in
Korea
overcomes
tremendous odds to save blinded pilot. 80 min.
STUDENT PRINCE. THE CmemaScope. Ansco Color.
Ann Bh.'th. Edmund
John cricson. Producer
Arth.jr FrA.d DirectorPurdom.
Vincente
Musical. Film
version of Romberg's operetta. 107Minclli.
min.
FILM

GONE WITH THE WINDJuly
IReissue) Technicolor. Clark
Gable. Vivian Leigh. 222 min.
VALLEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor.
Eleanor Parker. Producer. Sam Zimballst. Director R.
Pirosh. Adventure drama. Youna archeoloqist aids
beautiful
airl ofto Egyptian
carry on Pharoah.
dead father's
find lost tomb
86 min. ambition ot
August
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the91 problem
of sharing her
living room
13 males.
min.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel marries Powell and takes her Into the hills of
Oregon where she is faced with prospect of living with
his six semi-civilized brothers. 103 min.
BETRAYED Eastman.September
Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved 'm espionace
in occupied Holland
during World
War II.and108romance
min.
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Gene Kelly.
Van Johnson. Cyd Charisse. Elaine Stewart. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minnelll. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once a century. 108 min.
October
BEAU
BRUMMEL
Technicolor.
Stewart Director
Granger.C. Ellzabetn Taylor.
Producer
Sam Zimballst.
Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era. dashing cavalry captain cains reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions bring disaster. 107 min.
ROGUE COP Robert Taylor. Janet Leiqh. George Raft.
Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Slick detective sergeant plays both sides of
the
law error
until ofhishisbrother's
him the
ways. 92 death
min. and a woman show
November
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds. Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
sisters in screwball family of health addicts. 119 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth Taylor, Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to tragedy. 128 min.
December
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngtoAr'erican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new Co
torpedo
explosive. 90 min.
ming

BERhaveSUMM
OCTO
Distributers
set 26AR'
ne
tures for release in October, with no
Pcramount films being listed for the
month. UA is again high, among the
majors, having four tagged to go. Fox,
Metro and Warners will release a total
of four CinemaScope films and RKO
has scheduled two pictures in the
SuperScope
process. Fourteen fea^
tures
are in color.
To be released in October ore:
6 Melodramas
3 Comedies
6 Dramas
3 Musicals
5 Westerns
1 Science Fiction

August
ABOUT MRS. LESLIE Shirley Booth, Robert Ryan. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Daniel Mann. Drama. Worooming houseabout
ownerownfindsill-fated
tenant'saffair.
problems
her toman reminisce
104 lead
min.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin. Jerry Lewis.
Janet Leich. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly announces that Jerry Lewis is dying of radiation poisonand he is95given
Janeting Leigh.
min. one last fling at life by reporter
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart. Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Melodrama. Freelance photographer becomes involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder. 112 min.
September
SABRINA Humphrey
Bogart. Audrey Hepburn,
Wi'liam Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
C»medy. after
Two she
rich returns
brothers
for intheir
Coming
daughter
fromfallyear
Paris.chauffeur's
113 min.

BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI. THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seafon.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
backGREEN FIRE CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
ground of plan and execution of Korean air raid.
Stewart Granger. Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke,
Eric Fleming. Producer Georce Pal. Director Byron
Miningbia, andengineer's
against
the jungles
of Columbandits tobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
him to a treasure of another kind.
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
COUNTRY GIRL. THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
Seafon.
Drama. Once-great
star finds he has
drama,
comedy
and
pathos
told
entirely
through
the
lost
self-confidence
when heBroadway
tries comeback.
medium of the dance.
LOVE IS A WEAPON VV-Technicolor. John Payne,
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern. Marlon Brando. James
Mason Greer Garson. Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Mary
Murphy.
ProducersGoing
Pine-Thomas.
Karlson.
Melodrama.
to South Director
America Fhilto
Houseman. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Historical
locate
priceless
ruby Payne becomes Involved in
drama. Assassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
murder
and
intrigue.
wreaking vengeance on Brutus. Cassius et al. 121 min.
Silvana Mangano, tvlichael Rennie. Vittorio
JUPITER'S DARLING CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Es- MAMBO
Gassman.
Shelley
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& Dether Williams. Howard Keel. Marge & Gower ChamLaurentis.
Director Winters.
Robert Rossen.
Drama.
pion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. DirecVenetian
shopgirl
attains
success
but
meets
with
tor George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for broken romance along the way.
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney.
invaded by Hannibal.
VIveca Lindfors. John Derek. Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. TwoMANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
befriendsandyoung
man only
to be reRobert Taylor. Eleanor Parker. Victor McLaglen. Pro- fisted Westerner
warded with doublecross
attempted
murder.
ducer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilderSTRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stelife untilasfinally
wart. June Allyson. Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
in the nesswoods
he is. trapped by woman as proficient
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player Is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air
Command,
non-stop
flight. he is envolved in crash and historic
PARAMOUNT
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technlcolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. Exjoin small
where becomes
one strives
to becomee
aGl'sclown
and circus
the other
involved
In a
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor. Dana
romantic triangle.
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
in Cevlon. falls in love with
e foreman and plans to Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
nhis
u
J
run away with him. Plague strikes and in crisis she Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief Is suspected of resumfinds she still loves her husband. 103 min.
ing his profession and seeks to catch real thief to
clear his name.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston.
Nicole ducerMaurey,
Robert Young.
Pro- ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Mel Epstine.Thomas
DirectorMitchell.
Jerry Hopper.
Melodrama.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentls.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
American pilot stranded in Peru loins a reneo^de in Camarinl.
searching for lost Inca treasure. 101 min.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecJuly
GREATEST
SHOW
ON
EARTH.
THE
IReissue)
TechniEscapingwhofrom
Devil's
color. James Stewart. Betty Hutton, Cornel Wilde,
Island,tor Michael
three Curtiz.
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the
Charlton Heston. 153 min.
verge of bankruptcy.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Dd-nny
Zetterlioq. Producers aod directors Norman Panama
Kaye,
Producer
Robt.
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in E.
Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtiz. Musical.
Two World
Paris und'-joes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of War II buddies team as entertainers after war, bemari'-^ finds
the female
has same
come involved with sister act which threatens their
piex, gets
involved
in spy psychiatrist
plot and murder.
103 corrvmin.
plans for Broadway show.
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I
REPUBLIC

>IELL'S
HALF ACRE
Wendell
Keyes,H.
e Corey, EvelynJohn
Junproducer-director
Elsa Lanchester.
Associate
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
in 1941 but his crime-ridden past destroys hope for
the revival of marriage. 91 min.
July
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey. Margaret Lockwood. Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Herbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable schooner captain
tries to save ^irl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy. 91 min.
August
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crav»ford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money sne
dreamed of, if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen Mc
Nally. Associate producer-director William Selter.
Drama. Woman newspaper owner is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
September
TOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in 77foiling
steal
secret formula.
min. enemy agent's plot to
October
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Youn'^
wagesDirector
ranoe Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage. 90 min.
Coming
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring.
HELL'S
Cameron,
Asso.
producer OUTPOST
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
in rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime.
ROOGIE'S BUMP Robert Marriot, Ruth Warrick, Brooklyn Dodgers'
Sports
comedy.
Little stars.
boy triesJohnout Bash
for andproductions.
makes the Brooklyn Dodgers' team.
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
against Red
police.of Shanghai's International SettleTROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure romance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when
private road they had always used is closed
by the aowner.
UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Do.T Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes involved with gold hoard and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle in the desert. 70 min.
RKD

SILVER LODE Technicolor.
John Payne, Dan Duryea,
ne
Lizabeth Scott. ProducerJuBenedict
Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citiien accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him. 80 min.
SINS OF ROME Massimo Girotti, Ludmilla Tcherina.
Producer Consorzio Spartacus. Director Riccardo
Freda. Adventure. Roman gladiator leads revolt and
attempts to unite slaves against Roman army. 75 min.
July
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN (Reissue). Danny Kaye,
Farley Granger. Jeanmaire. 112 min.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell. Debbi*
Reynolds. Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlin.
Romantic
girl" her
is placed
custody of
writer comedy.
who wants"Bad
to study
type forin
story he is writing. 98 min.
August
NO RELEASES
September
AFRICA ADVENTURE PatheColor. Producer Robert C.
Ruark. Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
ofRuark's
Africa. 3-month
i4 min. safari through unexplored sections
FILM

October
AMERICANO, THE SuperScope, EastmanColor. Glenn
ProThiess.Action
UrsulaCastle.
Romero,
Ford, Frank
ducer RobertLoveioy,
Stillman.Cesar
Director
William
AmeriSouth
to
bulls
Brahmabecomes involved with
Delivering
drama.can rancher,
Texasprize
cowboy
murder, bandits and romance.
Technicolor. Cornel Wilde,
PASSIONde SuperScope.
Producer Benedict Bogeaus. DiCarlo. Drama.
Yvonne
rector Alan Dwan.
IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
THIS
Rick Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns tnat boyfriend is really in love with her rriarried
husband's mursister for back.
frames
She thereupon
sister.der thinking
that willComing
bring boyfriend
BIG RAINBOW SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell.
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and Intrigus
centering around hunt for sunken treasure.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
GInber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks. Director Ted Tetilaff. Romantic adventure.
Further adventures of SInbad and his 40 thieves. Double
romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Prlce-St. Cyr. 90 min.

2DTH

CENTURY-FOX

une
DEMETRIUS
AND
THE
GLADIATORS
ClnemaScopeTechnicolor. Victor Mature,
Susan Hayward,
Michael
Rennle, Debra Paget. Producer Frank Ross. Director
Delmer
Daves.andHistorical
drama.slave
Begins
where whose
"The
Robe" ended
tells instory
Demetrius
Christian
faith is tried
the of
arena where
he is forced
to fight as gladiator. 101 min.
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
Debra Pacet. Michael llennle. Producer Leonard
Goldstein. Costume adventure. Prince of Bagdad helps
people along the Nile throw off yoke of evil ruler
and gains beautiful princess for his wife. 71 min.
July THE Technicolor. Dale
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ.
Robertson, Debra Paget. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
gambler
find father's
him
from sets
chargeoutof tocheating.
88 min.killers and absolve
GARDEN OF EVIL CInemaScope Technicolor. Gary
Cooper, Richard Widmark, Susan Hayward. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adventure
drama. Three gold hunters become involved with a
beautiful woman and death inside Mexico. 100 min.
August Technicolor. Robert
BROKEN LANCE CInemaScope
Wagner, Richard Widmark, Spencer Tracy, Jean
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmytryk. IsWestern
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
wife
caught indrama.
feud with
for
control of homestead. 96 min.
RAID, THE Technicolor. Van Heflln, Anne Bancroft,
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederate
raid on town in Vermont in retaliation for the burning of the Atlanta. 83 min.

December
THERE'S
NO BUSINESSEthel
LIKEMerman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Scope Technicolor.
Marilyn Cin
Mor
Dan Dalley,
Donald
O'Connor.
Producer
Sol
SI<
Director
Walter
Lang.
Musical.
Married
vaude
team ingrain their Coming
three children with the love
show business.
LIFE IN THE
Producer Robert
melodrama. Boy
killings falls into

BALANCE, A RIcardo Montal
Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Mu
trying to clear his father of sev
hands of real murderer.

UNITED

ARTISTS

CHALLENGE THE WILD Color Corp. of Amerl
George
and SheilaNature
Graham.
Producer and
directedl
Frank Graham.
documentary.
Family
explcT
the Great North Country, where wild life remains |
touched by civilliation. 69 min.
GOG 3D Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan, Cl
stance Dowllng, Herbert Marshall. Producer Ivan TT
e
Director Herbert L. Strock.
85 r|
JunScience-fiction.
HOBSON'S
CHOICE
Charles
Laughton,
Brenda
Banzle. Producer-director David Lean. Comedy. Pi
perous bootmaker finds his life complicated wheni
tries to direct wedding plans of his daughters. 107
MAN WITH A MILLION Technicolor. Gregory PeV
Jane Griffiths. Producer John Bryan. Director Ron I
Neame. Comedy. Poverty-stricken but honest man ;
given million pound note to prove theory that merr
possessing it, but never spending It will bring I
good fortune. 90 min.
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
July CRUSOE PatheCol
Dan O'Herlihy.
Producers
Dancigers,
Ehrllch.
Director Luis
Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. HeiFr
Daniel
classic his
of man
the shipwrecked
the
nativeDefoe's
who became
Friday. 90 min.sailor a
APACHE Technicolor. Burt Lancaster. Jean Peters. P
ducer Harold Hecht. Director Robert Aldrlch. Weste
One-man war waged by Apache chief against i
United States Army. 91 min.
LAWLESS RIDER, THE Johnny Carpenter, Fran
Darro. Producer Carpenter. Director Yakima Canu
Western. Deputy poses as outlaw and breaks
gang terrorizing ranchers.
RETURN TO TREASURE ISLAND PatheColor. Da
Addams, Tab Hunter. Producers Aubrey Wisberg a
Jack
Pollexfen.
adventure.
75 min. Director E. A. Dupor-t. Roman
August
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Gi
Lollobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vittoi
Vassarottl.
Director ofMilton
Period adventu'
drama. Adventures
pair ofKrims.
very eligible
bachelc
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has be
set that all males over 20 must be married. 86 min.
DIAMOND
WIZARD, Steven
THE Dennis
Sheridan. Producer
Pallos.O'Keefe,
DirectorMargar
Denr
O'Keefe.
Suspense
thriller.
Treasury
agent
tracks
thief who stole million dollars from U. S. vaultsdo> ,
spend on production of man-made diamonds. 83 min.
DOWN THREE DARK STREETS Broderick Crawfor
Ruth Roman. Producers Arthur Gardner & Jules
Levy. Director Arnold Laven. Melodrama. 85 min.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Pr
ducer Peter De Sarlgny. Director Brian Desmond Hurs
Air-war drama. British attempr to hold Malta in Wor
War
pilot's
ploit IIin backgrounds
locating enemyreconnaissance
convoy, sealing
fate daring
of Nazie
Afrika Corps. 98 min.
VICTORY AT SEA Producer Henry Salomon. Narrate
by Alexander ofScourby.
Film-and-mus
dramatization
war and Documentary.
Its human sidelights.
96 ml

September
EGYPTIAN CInemaScope,
Deluxe Color. Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature, Gene Tlerney. Edmund Purdom. Producertorical
Darryldrama.
F. Thirteen
Zanuck. Director
centuriesMichael
before Curtli.
Christ Hisan
Egyptian physician seeks secret of life. 140 min.
October
ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE CInemaScope Deluxe Color. Elaine Stewart. John Derek. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Wels. Adventure romance.
Young Persian
barber leavesaction
his shop
in seek
of adventure. After horse-sword
in desert
he rescues
Princess and prevents war.
September
GOLDEN
MISTRESS,
THE Richard
Technicolor.
Agar,Rybnic
Ros.
'CARMEN JONES CInemaScope. Technicolor. Harry
marie Bowe.
Producers
Kay &John
Harry
Director Joel Judge. Adventure. Fortune hunter fiqh
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey. Dorothy Dandrldge. Producerdirector Otto Preminger. Musical drama. Follows plot Voodoo and savages in search of "lost treasure c
of opera and novel In new setting In which young
the untamed." 82 min.
soldier headed for flying school has his life ruined
JESSE JAMES' WOMEN Print by Technicolor. Peqgl
by sensuous girl.
Castle, Jack Beutel. Panorama production. Oirectc
WOMAN'S WORLD CInemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Don Barry.
Western.outlaw.
Another
retelling of the adver
Clifton Webb, June Allyson, Van Heflln. Lauren Ba- tures
of the famous
83 min.
call, Fred MacMurray, Arlene Dahl, Cornel Wilde.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Jean Negulesco.
PATROL Color Corp. of America Richard Eqar
Comedy drama. President of auto company seeks a KHYBER
Dawn Addams. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventur
drama. Officer in British Lancers in India prevent
new general manager and places three candidates and
their wives In situations where they can be observed.
massacre of garrison. 71 min.
SUDDENLY
FrankDirector
Sinatra,Lewis
Sterling
November
Robert Bassler.
Allen.Hayden.
Suspense Produce
dramBLACK WIDOW CInemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
Story
of
attempt
to
assassinate
the
President.
77 mir
Heflln, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tlerney, George Raft.
Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama.
Young
to which
New York
writer and
October
falls Intogirllovegoesaffair
leads toto become
her murder.
BAREFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphrc
DESIREE CInemaScope. Technicolor. Marlon Brando,
Bogart,Director
Ava Gardner,
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro produc
tion.
Joseph L.Edmond
Manklewici.
drama
Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon. Producer Julian B'austeln. Director Henry Koster. Drama. Story of NaStory
of
poor
Spanish
girl
who
achieves
movie sta'be
dom and finds true love which leads to tragedy
poleon's
rise
to
power
and
eventual
defeat
at
Waterloo told from the viewpoint of girl whose love for the cause she gives her husband an heir he was unabi'
general is never fulfilled.
to beget. 128 mlns.
BULLETIN — TH
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UNITED ARTISTS (Confinued)
^ ITIE KIDNAPPERS, THE Duncan Macrae. Jean Ander. J. A. Rank production. Director Philip Leacoci<.
medy-drama. Story of two little boys who "steal"
oy,
set against
va Scotia.
93 min. background of turn-of-the-century
ERATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, \r]a Jensen.
)ducer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander.
ine. Based on story of ex-Soviet code clerk Igor
''nadian
uienko government.
since going 77inmin.
hiding under protection of
TING BULL Cinemascope
EastmanColor. Dale
oertson, Mary Murphy. J. Carrol Naish. Producer
R.
Frank.
Director
Sidney
Salkow.
Western drama.
> minutes.
Coming
TTLE TAXI Sterling Hayden. Marshall Thompson,
rhur Franz. Producers Ivan Tors. Art Arthur. DirecHerbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopter
jadrcn's rescue exploits in Korea.
4CHC0MBER. THE Technicolor. Robert Newton,
^nis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty IJ. A. Rank),
ector Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
castin and
sister on plague-stricken
ind
Indian missionary's
Ocean.
4UTIES OP THE NIGHT Gerard Phiiipe. Gina Lollogida. Franco-London producer. Rene Clair. Fantasylona. Struggling music teacher finds his dreams of
allies 'good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
lAMPION (Reissue! Kirk Douglas. 99 min.
)0D DIE YOUNG, THE Gloria Grahame. Richard
■ehart, John Ireland. Remus Production. Director
wis Gilbert. Melodrama.
>ME OF THE BRAVE (Reissue! Douglas Dick, Frank
/eioy. 84 min.
HELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suine Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles,
jma. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 92 min.
MEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
;an Shenta'l. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
steilani. Romantic drama. Film version of Shakesare's immortal classic.
FOR MURDER
JohnDirector
Agar.
•lELD
rid English.
ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien,
Schenck.
Brien. Melodrama. Fast-shooting detective becomes
olved in robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min.
EEL
CAGE,Swarti
THE and
Paul Kelly.
O'Sullivan.
jducers
Doniger.Maureen
Director
Walter
nlqer. Drama. 85 min.
iER AND THE FLAME. THE Technicolor (Filmed in
6 Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
woman's I I heroism
M-, forof freedom.
I min. in 19th centu''y Indian
I5T erOF Maxwell
FATE Ginger
Bergerac.
Se+ton. Rogers,
Director Jacques
David Miller.
Romelodrama.
Ex-actress
romantically
crooked international business man on involved
French
lera finds real happiness with young artist. 89 min.
RA CRUZ Technicolor. Gary Cooper. Burt Lancaster,
cht. Lancaster production. Director Robert Aldrich.
tdoor adventure. 96 min.
HITE ORCHID, THE Color Corp. of America. William
Tdigan, Peggie Caste. Producer-director Reginald
oorg. Adventure. Archeologist and fem photographer
' Mexican jungles to seek lost tribe. 88 min.
UNIVEBSAL-INTl

e
ACK HORSE CANYON Jun
Technicolor.
Joel McCrea.
■r' Blanchard
ProducerWild
Johnstallion
W. Rogers.
ii?
Hibbi. Western.
escapesDirector
stock
■ch and lives in hills. Efforts of girl rancher to recture
horse toareherthwarted
by neighbor until roving
wboy comes
aid 82 min.
UMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audie Mur. Walter Brtnnan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
•hantreaty
Juran.withWestern.
!ak
Indians. 78Trouble
min. when aold miners
July
•G AND I, THE IReissuel Claudette Colbert Fred
■cMurray, Marjorie Main. Percy Kilbride. 108 min.
'>ducer
HNNY DARK
Tony Curtis
PiperSherm*n.
Laurie
WilliamTechnicolo
Alland.r. Director
George
sma Young automotive designer
deveJops sport car
save failing auto company, succeeds
when he wins
)ss country race. 85 min.
NGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin, Ruth Roman.
;ducer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth
tdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
"equred , by hostile natives, put down uorising by
"■hiteman who incites the savages. 81 min.
August
ANCIS JOINS THE WACS Donald O'Connor Julia
ams Chill Wills. Zasu Pitts. Comedy. Veteran is
'Ij^
service and increase
through error
is assigned
WACback
unit.into
Complications
when his
talkinqile buddy is assigned to same
outfit. 94 min.
VGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
ck Hudson. Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Sirk Drama. Playboy atones for
atn of one man and the blindness of a woman by beminq a doctor devoting himself to humanity. 108 min.
FILM

September
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH. THE CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Janet Leigh, David Farrar
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry
IV is defeated
by treason.
young knight
for
99 min.whose family was unjustly executed
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director Georgi Sherman. Western. Gambler-gur.firhter becomes involved
in family feud which resolves into one of the most
famous gun battles of the West. 80 min.
HIGH AND DRY IJ. A. RrankI Paul Douglas, Hubert
Gregg.
Producer
Michael Truman. Director Alexander
MacKendrlck.
Comedy.
October
NAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden. Gloria Grahame. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama,
Detective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
through murderer's machinations. 84 min.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker, Howard
Duff, Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Gold mine owners become involved in war with crook who tries to force them from
their gold claims.
November
WEST Or ZANZIBAR IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel. Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
saves native tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers.
Coming
BENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson. Arlene
Dabl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native uprKing
and subsequently regains honor.
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope, Technicolor, Victor Mature. Suian Ball. Producer William Alland. Directorand George
Sherman.
Western.
is vio-of
lated
whitemen
invade
Indian When
land treaty
in search
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors.
DESTRY Technicolor. Audle Murphy. Mari Blanchard.
Lyie Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Must eventually resort to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws.
FAR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plavs tag with gold, love and sudden death.
FOUR GUNS TO THE EORDER Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Colleen Miller. Producer William Alland. Director Richard Carlson Western. Not-so-bad outlaw is
reformed from bankrobbing ways by love of woman.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAN WITHOUT A STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor, Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching big cattle interests.
SIGN OF THE PAGAN ClnemaSc«pe, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler. Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns.
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis. Julia Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era. man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is let to safety by army captain subject to court
martial for desertion.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Nelson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
nightclub entertainer, cashier and French heiress.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war.
WARNER

July
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY,
THE CinemaScope WarnerColor. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laraine Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Wellman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on plane bound from
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
feeling when faced with prospect of death. 147 min.
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Beatty,
Pat O'Brien,
Mickey E.Spillane.
Producer Robert
M. Fellows.
Director James
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus is sabotaged by homicidal maniac. 93 min.
August
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Craine. Producers Hellman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance invesjsurneys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim totigatorfinance
Violence
and
romance result. 102 min.
KING RXHARD AND THE CRUSADERS CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo, George
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical adventure. Action-romance during Third Crusade to drive Mohammedans from Holy Land. 113 min.
September
BOUNTY
HUNTER.Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott,
Marie Windsor.
Sam Bischoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff. 79 min.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb. Ben Alexander,
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb.
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing
commission of crime and detection
of criminal.with89 min.
October
STAR IS BORN. A CinemaScope Technicolor. Judy Garland. James Mason, Jack Carson. Producer Sid Luft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads
November
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Robert Mitchum, Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hunter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman.
Adventure drama. Family on snow-bound cattle ranch
have
lives altered
when huge mountain lion
Coming
invadestheir
the area.
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflir,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Story of World War II Marines and the girls they
left behind.
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Audrey Dalton. Producer-director Delmar Daves. Western. Veteran Indian fighter is commissioned by President to negotiate without use of arms with renegade
Indian band. In spite of peaceful efforts whitemen
must resort to force to bring peace.

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

ORDER

NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses
that are adjustable
A prompt order uill reserve your
POLALITE glasses
and insure delivery for future bookings.
HIGHWAY
EXPRESS LINES,

BROTHERS

THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, Joan
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot
creatures
ne is discovered
the Southwest until theirJunest
finally wiped out. 94 min.
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IS YOUR

YOUR StRVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY

Weldon.
Douglas
terrorize
and are
PRODUCT

INC.

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcusf 4-0100
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
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We
'E of Twentieth Century-Fox this month celebrate the first anniversary ofCinemaScope.
We do so in a spirit of gratitude for CinemaScope

has proven to be an

instrument for the restoration of the supremacy of motion pictures as popular
entertainment.We

are grateful that the courage and vision ol an entire industry

helped to make CinemaScope

one of the greatest and most invigorating events

in motion picture history since the advent of sound.
Just a year ago, anxiety pervaded this industry because of declining
theatre attendance due largely to the initial impact of free television in the
home. More than 6,000 theatres had closed. People wondered

what had hap-

pened to a habit estabhshed through the decades as one of the ingrained American ways of life— going to the movies.
But here at Twentieth Century-Fox we resolved that the same showmanship that had created a three billion dollar industry out of a back-street
nickelodeon could save the day. We

were certain that with a fresh form of

motion picture entertainment the world would find its way back to the theatre
doors.
So, out of a compelling necessity, which is the mother of all invention,
CinemaScope

came on the scene September 16, 1953 with the realism, impact

and story-telling range afforded by CinemaScope's combination of revolutionary lenses, screens and 4-track magnetic Stereophonic Sound.
Something had come

to the screen that enabled audiences to feel,

breathe and live the spirit of whatever romance, adventure, history or great
endeavor was portrayed in glowing CinemaScope.
Today, CinemaScope

has earned world-wide acceptance and acclaim.

Today attendance at motion picture theatres has shot upward.

Reprinted from THE WALL STREET JOURNAL,

A
.
jLA.year ago only one CinemaScope

September T6, 1954

.
motion picture had been produced, and today 97 Cinema-

Scope pictures are in release, in production or preparation in the United States and in foreign
countries.
After one year, the total number

of theatres equipped for CinemaScope

in the United States

and Canada is 8,100 and the world-wide total is 11,100 which represents 75^o of our income
possibilities, this being an achievement far beyond our fondest expectations.
After one year the estimated domestic theatre investment in CinemaScope
S66,875,000;

equipment is

and that in foreign countries, $16,500,000.

This is why we extend our gratitude to the thousands of exhibitors who backed the judgment
of Twentieth Century-Fox with their own foresight, matching their courage with their diminishing
dollars. They re-equipped their theatres to fit our dreams and the public's desires, making CinemaScope areality and a by-word.
In the record of CinemaScope's success, which is still being written, we must include our
acknowledgment of the cooperation of other producing companies in adopting the new medium and
joining in the production of CinemaScope

pictures.

We include in this acknowledgment: Loew's, Inc., W alt Disney Productions, Columbia
Pictures, Warner Bros., Universal-International. R.K.O. and United Artists, and many independent
producers in the United States and abroad.
In the same

manner

we express our thanks to equipment

manufacturers

world who re-tooled and accelerated their production in the tremendous

throughout the

transition period.

We are grateful, above all, to the public for recognizing instantaneously our elfort to satisfy
its advancing tastes in entertainment.

C^inemaScope has revived the movie-going habit of the American
This is a fact of enormous

importance because the American

public.

Motion Picture Industry since

its inception has striven not only to inspire and entertain, but to be a world-wide evangel of the American way of life, spreading knowledge everywhere of this country's achievements.
CinemaScope has thus helped to make our industry an important factor in our national life.
And

we rejoice in the many

congratulatory letters and telegrams we have received from

exhibitors throughout the world on this, the first birthday of CinemaScope,

which has made

history

and triggered a veritable explosion of vigorous new ideas in motion picture making.
We of Twentieth Century-Fox pledge to you, the public and the exhibitors and producers of all
the world, all our energies and resources in developing each year new technical advancements
even finer CinemaScope

and

productions and techniques in order to create greater satisfaction on the

part of greater audiences.
In gratitude for your cooperation, encouragement

and support, we dedicate ourselves to the

one unceasing endeavor of serving the theatres of the world with such matchless motion picture entertainment for the public that no present or future competition will challenge its popular supremacy.
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1 Film BULLETIN
Dear Sir :
Occasions on which I take issue with your worthy pubHcation
are rare, as you know, but I must
dispute your "Viewpoints" on
' "This Atmosphere of Antagonism",
about which you wrote in the September 20 issue.
I am not one for any form of
government control of our business. As you suggested to exhibitors, Ihave pondered "how bureaucracy might touch them", and I
come to the conclusion that it
would lay a stifling hand on every
branch of our industry. But — and
this is why I was disappointed in
your editorial — you offered no solution to problems exhibitors face.
It is not my intention to absolve
exhibitors of all blame for the atmosphere of antagonism that beclouds our intra-industry relations.
I know that some theatremen don't
play it straight with the distributers, but they are not typical. The
trouble is that too many sales executives train their personnel to
treat all exhibitors as chiselers and
sharpshooters, rather than as desired customers.
Anyone who has bought film for
as many years as I have has been
sickened too cften by film salesmen's remarks about exhibitors
taking vacations in Florida or buying new cars. Their view seems to
be that the theatreman is not entitled to any of life's luxuries, and,
if he enjoys some, then he shouldn't
try to buy his film at a more reasonable price.

This assinine attitude may seem
like petty business for your editorial page, but, believe me, it isn't. I
cite this because it gets to the very
heart of the problems between exhibitors and distributors. In no
other industry, I'm sure, does such
poor customer relations exist.
If you were to ask every exhibitor in the country if he desires
government regulation, the answer
would be an almost unanimous no.
But 90 percent of them would
qualify their position by asking:
"What other solution do you have
to recommend?"Sincerely,
JOE EXHIBITOR

U €t S

i

MM its

Theatremen, beware!
The petition by Matthew Fox
asking the FCC to authorize limited pay-as-you-see telecasting by
UHF channels is packed with
muscle-power aplenty. The appeal
is not only made along convincing
economic lines, but effectively supports its case with a battery of
compelling figures citing the
public's willingness to shell out for
superior slot-TV fare. Sympathy
is growing in the halls of Congress.

FILM BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper
published every other Monday by Wax Publi
cations, Inc. Mo Wa». Editor and Publisher
PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL OFFICES: 1239 Vin<
Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., RIttenhouse 6-7424
Philip R. Ward, Associate Editor; Leonard
Coulter, New York Associate Editor; Richard N
Newton, Business Manager; Robert D. Lauder
Publication Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation
Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE; 35 West 53rd
Street. New York
19, 459
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Circle Avenue,
4-9159
HOLLYWOOD
OFFICE:
Haverford
Pacific Palisades, Calif., EXbrook 5-5949; Jay
Allen, Hollywood Editor.
Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR, $3.00 in
the U. S.; Canada, $4.00; Europe, $5.00.
TWO YEARS: $5.00 in the U. S.;
Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.

Senator Andrew F. Schceppel of
Kansas has read the following
statement into the Congressional
Record: ". . . Having heard the detailed economic problems of television paraded before the Senate
Subcommittee on Communications,
I am mere persuaded than ever
that this potential new subscription
use of TV should be thoroughly
explored. Since then I have urged
the subcommittee to request the
Federal Communications Commission to look into this matter with
a view to action."
Mr. Rosel Hyde, Chairman of
the FCC, has indicated his department will take a kindly view of
subscription television, providing
that its protagonists can show it
to be in the public interest.
All of this adds up to storm signals. Mr. Fox is a skilled and redoubtable fighter. He has made an
inroad, and it is certain he will
strive to exploit it. The tide of political thinking he has swelled is
moving in against the bulkheads of
the movie theatres. This fact is
underscored by Senator's Schoeppel's added remark that if and
when subscription TV becomes a
reality "it would cause competitive
adjustments in the status quo . . .
would probably require some new
rules of the game among broadcasters and perhaps in allied industries like the movies."
Senator Schoeppel is perfectly
correct. The joker is that the
ground rules would come out
pretty one-sided. Contrary to talk
sponsored by the subscription television merchants, there can be no
co-existence between slot-TV and
the motion picture industry — least
of all the exhibition wing. Accordingly, now is the time to unlimber
our public relations guns, don the
armour and lay the broadsides.
Now. not when the reality of slotTV is upon us.
FILM BULLETIN
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FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
OCTOBER
4, 1954
By Philip R. Ward

WHERE'S THE PROFIT-TAKING? That's the question worrying the motion picture industry bears. Not
since April has there been anything remotely indicative
of an extended sell-off, and only in two or three instances has the movie group been sucked into the vortex
of general market declines. Even when this occurred,
losses were moderate. In sum, industry issues have
resisted every downside pressure that has been brought
to bear.

expected, a fresh base will then manifest itself from
which even more exciting gains can be expected.
O
O

September was to be the month of gain realizing. At
least so thought two important statistical services. In
August, while the market sagged broadly, movie stocks
staged their hottest four weeks rally of the year, ss the
offshoot of a battery of plush earnings reports. The
prospect of a set-back certainly stacked-up — at least in
theory. The chart below reviews results through September :

Era in the Movies".
"The movies have weathered the most serious crisis
in their history, a time of danger and of opportimity.
The danger of losing their audience to television has
been met by seizing the opportunity of improving their
art beyond the point yet reached by television. A new
high in entertainment value has been achieved by concentrating on fewer and better pictures, enhanced by all
the new effects of color and three-dimensional illusions.

Film BULLETIN

Cinema

Aggregate*

WALL STREET ROUND-UP. More than ever, financial and brokerage elements are turning attention to
motion picture situations. Here what a few of the leading houses have to say :
SARTORIUS

& CO.— from a bulletin called "A New

"Just as in the past, the leading companies will be the
big money-makers — Columbia, Loew's, Paramount,
Twentieth Century-Fox, and Warner Bros. In spite of
recent rises in the prices of their stocks, we believe they
still offer good value on their future prospects."
O
E. F. HUTTON & COMPANY'S
Financial Bulletin these views :

G. M. Loeb writes

"Paramount has been especially smart in their investments. Remember they put $164,000 in Dumont and

FILM COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPAMICS

*(.tini iiusfd (ij l arcjiilly sclcclfd reprcscntalii c industry issues.
Whatever pressures did arise were predominantly on
the buy side. Among those film shareholders inactive
but highly extended, the tendency was to hang on.
Here's why: present prices — though at four to five year
peaks — do not yet completely discount the recent tidings of industry improvement. Moderate (but on longer
spectacular gains) can still be rationalized over the
short term.
0
Actually a sell-cff is inevitable, possibly needed. You
will note that the rate of September Advance lags well
behind the preceeding month, indicating that the price
of securities is approaching (but not quite up to) an accurate appraisal of industrywide business conditions.
The market will shortly want to test the true soundness
of cinema stock recovery, determine whether shares
buckle or held fast. If the group exhibits the strength
P«cj> 8
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ended up with shares worth several million . . . Paramount rode through the depression in the rnotion picture industry better than anyone else. The depression
need never have occurred if the movie magnates had
followed the example of our best-run corporations in
other lines and applied about 3% of their gross, more
or less, to research.
"The credit for waking the industry up, however,
must go to Mr. Spyros Skouras."
0
SMITH,

BARNEY & CO. likes American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres:
"We believe that —
1) The company's affairs are ably managed by an experienced and aggressive management.
2) Finances are sufficiently strong to provide foreseeable capital requirements.
3) Earnings at the low point should permit continuation
of $1 annual dividend.
4) The ABC division is likely progressively to improve
its earnings.
5) Substantial earnings in two to three years would
permit a material increase in dividends.
"For the above reasons we consider the stock a good
«
speculation."
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Paradox, thy name is motion pictures.
On the one hand . . . the movie mdustry seemingly is
as insensitive to its name, standing and commercial
reputation as any enterprise that functions for profit
under the American sky. Like a marked turkey eschewing the chopping block, it has shied away from public
relations and other mass opinion regulators. It has
shown an almost unfathomfible disregard for popular
good-will. Summarily, the movie business, greatest
story-telling medium of the land, is likely the one institution that has told its own industrial story least.
On the other hand ... no enterprise, manufacturing,
service, or otherwise, is more familiar to the people of
the land. No industry is more widely discussed. No
endeavor holds more facination, exudes more glamour,

more excitement. To many, especially those of early
years, it is the dreamiest of vocational goals. Say Hollywood to someone at random, and you get recognition;
mention the petrochemical industry, for instance, and
you get that far-away look. It is several hundred light
years apart from any other economic undertaking.
Public opinionwise, the others, the smokestack giants,
may commandeer respect, authority, possibly a bit of
awe. The movie industry alone has commandeered the
imagination of the people.
On the one hand . . . the motion picture business is
treated with more intolerance, subjected to more abuse
and indignities than any other of comparable size or
economic influence. It has been roasted, toasted,
scorched and sauted by every misanthrope in the country with a gripe to bleat. To sharpen the pain, criticism
has dripped from some respectable professional quarters
in our society. True, the voices usually have been those
of extreme elements, but they have been loud and articulate. What other industry has had to endure such
damning allegations as those inflicted upon the movies
by the extremists — in the pulpit
arrogant, licentious, breaking down moral tissue of the nation." — In
medicine: ". . . Unstabiiizing, manufacturing unhealthy
tensions, ersatz escapism." — In economics: ". . . Its economic utility is difficult to rationalize." — In art: ". . . Its
passing would leave hardly a dent in our cultural stockBut on the other hand . . . the movie industry has survived as the one great mass-entertainment medium of
I ( i:ntinuvd on Pii^e 10)
FILM BULLETIN
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was
spare
(and
expensive), despite the
( Continued from Page ^1
popular legends of the Gay Nineties. Organized popular
the 20th Century. It counts its tickets sold annually like
sports was a mere germ of what it is today. Escape for
astronomers calculating the members of the Milky Way.
most grown-ups was through the cup, an avenue that
In 1953. this ran into some 30 bilHon world-wide. In the
many followed for as long as the slender wages held out.
U. S.. some 50 or more million seats are filled weekly,
The prospect of a mass-plunge into some other reality
and this figure is swelling by the hour.
seemed as delicious a prospect as mass-somnolence.
The industry has attracted a capital investment of
People were tired, of body, of mind.
some 2.5 billion dollars; thousands of people have risked
Into this climate was born the movie. It was received
hard dollars in what the critics :all "soft" companies.
without rapture. There were no dramatic tidings to anToday these equities are appreciating at a rate that surnounce itas the machine-age messiah; indeed, no legitipasses the gain in the so-called "blue-chip" issues.
mate
grasp of its commercial or entertainment potential.
People simply like to go to the movies, and this concluIt
started
life as a carnival prank calculated for quick
sion holds despite periodic depressions. TV and other
laughs.
So
uncertain was Edison of his own progeny,
mitigating factors. Loud noises, castigations, what have
he waived foreign patent piotection over a fifty dollar
you — the movie industry has always lived to fight anfee which he cussed as exorbitant.
other day.
For this, there must exist a fitting explanation. And
herein lies the greatest paradox of all. Notwithstanding
the absence of any formalized p.r. program through the
years, the medium itself has generated a vigorous public
opinion — usually without guidance, without direction.
The perseverance and the growth of the motion picture
flows from the inherent reservoir of public relations
peculiar to this industry. Why? Simply because, in a
cold, industrialized world, it has unconsciously practiced
the most enlightened public relations of all— it has
brought to the masses a touch of humanity and a contact with their dreams.
This intrinsic, deep-rooted, indigenous aspect of the
movie derives from certain peculiarities of the medium,
which we shall now list and examine.
Peculiarities of Its Origin
When the
Freise-Greene
burst open into
the stage was

attic-workshcp inventions of Marey,
the Lumieres, Edison and others finally
that thrilling promise of story-in-motion,
swept, waxed and polished to receive it.

The world was in a dull ache, mostly from the inexorable tides of the industrial revolution, which had laid its
grimy fingers upon everything in sig'ht — including those
of old and tender years alike. The hours of labor were
endless, the toil was gruelling. The easy, relaxed way
of life which the pioneers had known was ending. Women were in the dark age in terms of social emancipation. Then, as now, the feminine nature craved the emotional outlets that a more gracious living pace permits.
Children, then, as now, were full of wonder, caprice, and
boundless imagination. All their desires had been stifled
by the bleak industrialism of the day.
The cities of the world were tesming. Whole populations had been displaced, shifted in droves to the centers
of the machine world, and in those too few idle moments
between sleep and iron furnace, there sprang up a gnawing restlessness. There was a thirsting for a moment or
two of surcease from the burdens of the day. Live
Pag« 10
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But within five years, the movies arrived. By the
turn of the century the flickers had been rescued from
the side-show and a roof installed over its head. The
early nickelodeon brought, at last, that moment or two

surcease at days end. And for the five cent price of a
Mussleman's Beer. Here, for the women chained to
dingy apartments was the apology for dressing up and
going out. And for the youngsters, there, alive and moving on the screen, were all the wonderful vagaries with
which their fanciful brains teemed.
Unwittingly, the then fledgling industry had become
the one commercially attractive and accessible establishment among the industrial empires just then spawning.
Wherein the others swooped down like great white imperialists recruiting manpower for their furnaces and
collieries, the movies came to sooth the heated brow, assuage the jaded nerves. From this, its historic mission,
it has never deviated.
Like the Supreme Court, movies mirror the times and
satisfy the needs of the hour. In pre- World War I
America, with an industrial expansion gripping the
country, films brought the immobile masses their first
taste of bigness and spectacle, and a glimpse of the
world beyond their limited horizons. D. W. Griffith
gambled $1,900,000 on "Intolerance," then a sum in
keeping with small national bond flotations. The gamble
worked; movies turned the corner and became Big Business.
Into the gaudy '20's movies strutted like a brazen
adolescent. The accent now was on extravagance, on
the wild and untrarnmeled accentuation of the more
(Continued on Page 20)
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PUBLICITY "BREAKS"

that seldom come

as

a windfall for a movie is hitting M-G-M's new color production of
"Beau Brummell" a month before release date. ... At the moment,
it is still snowballing around the country. ... A "feud" between cities
as to which has the most well-dressed and chivalrous men has developed, resulting in "Beau Brummell" publicity that already has
piled up some 600 clippings on Howard Dietz' desk. . . . The spontaneous stunt started in Boston when the head of the Chamber of
GHT: This gold
ituette will be used
an Award in 200

Commerce there wrote to Dietz asking that the pic's world-premiere
be staged in the Hub because Boston has "more well dressed men
and more chivalrous men" than any other city. . . . No sooner had
this been printed in Boston newspapers, than the Houston Press took
up the defense of Houston, Texas, to the tune of a four column story.
T
T
T

!\in
:iessociety
by "Theof BEAU
AmerRUMMELLS.'

• • • THEN THE NEW HAVEN, Chamber of Commerce chimed in,
with front page stories, declaring, among other things, that Yale has
the best dressed campus. . . . This not unnaturally started repercussions in other colleges. . . . Next, the Washington Board of Trade
7et ready

threw in its gauntlet and pointed to the nation's leading Beau Brummells in the White House (Eisenhower and Nixon). That resulted in a
400-word

or M-G-M's

8EAU

BRUMMELL!

wire story by the Associated Press. . . . Some

500 papers

printed the story. . . . Milwaukee's Association of Commerce quickly
got into the act, deriding Boston's claims. "We put Boston to shame
in baseball; we can do it in the Beau Brummell field, also," said the
Association head— in the newspapers. . . . The New York Mirror
carried the AP story and the New York Association of Commerce
and Industry roared its pride for New York as the one and only city
of well-dressed men. . . . The Chicago American gave the yarn a
four column head and named local Beau Brummells. . . . Springfield,
Mass. papers are giving page one space to the debate. . . . The story
is still rolling, and bids fair to make "Beau Brummell" one of the
most-read-about movies in years. . . . And M-G-M may wind up with
a simultaneous 10-city world premiere just to keep the Beau Brummell
feud from becoming a United Nations problem.

THE

NEXT

STEP !

Meanwhile a Charter Committee of prominent people has formed "The American Society
of Beau Brummells." Watch this group go into action with local chapters in 200 cities.

BRUMMELL"!
FOR "BEAU
GET READY
A sensational attraction launched by an unprecedented advance campaign! M-G-M will
have a giant advertising and promotion campaign to climax the terrific advance
publicity. The picture has tremendous

merchandising

field of promotion with the Men's Wear
known title of the year!

tie-ups, including an entirely new

industry. "Beau

Brummell"

will be the best

★
M-G-M
PETER

presents "BEAU BRUMMELL' starring STEWART GRANGER • ELIZABETH TAYLOR
USTINOV • with ROBERT MORLEY • Screen Play by Karl Tunherg • Based on the play written
{or Richard Mansfield by Clyde Fitch • Photographed in Eastman Color • Print by Technicolor
Directed by Curtis Bernhardt • Produced by Sam Zimbalist
(Available in Persepcta Stereophonic

or One-Channel

Sound)

Roller Coaster Sequence Courtesy Rock«w»ys' Pi»ytand Amusement Part «T(

The

most

in the

fabulous

history

of

story

telling

medium

entertainment!

i
All other productions come and go, but
THIS IS CINERAMA-one production -outlives
a whole studio program: continuing month
after month in the great cities of the nation!
Only CINERAMA'S three-eyed projection,
seven-voiced sound and wrap-around screen
can put YOU in the picture!
As of Today, this is CINERAMA'S record
New York, Warner Ihealfe 105 weeks Minneapolis, Century 23 week

★
And the astounding

figure of over

9 million viewers in only 13 CINERAMA theatres acclaims CINERAMA
as the only really new wonder
the entertainment world!

of

Completed: Louis de Rochemont's
CINERAMA HOLIDAY'
In Production: Lowell Thomas'
SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD
In Preparation; Warner Bros. Studios
LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION
STANLEY

WARNER

CINERAMA

Boston, Boston Iheatre

39 weeks

Chicago, Eitel's Palace
Detroit, Music Hall

61 weeks
79 weeks

Washington. D. C. Warner 41 week

Hollywood. Warner Iheatre 78 weeks

Dallas, Melba Theatre 13 week

Philadelphia, Boyd

51 weeks

Cincinnati. Capitol

Pittsburgh, Warner

42 weeks

...and every run continues unbroker

San Francisco. Orpheum 50 week
SI. Louis. Mo., Ambassador 33 week

14 week

Never has there been motion picture entertainment with thi
kind of impact! And now CINERAMA has its first overseo
showing — opening September 30, 1954 at the CASINC
THEATRE, in LONDON, ENGLAND!
,

CORPORATION;

DIVISION:

STANLEY

WARNER

CORPORA
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By JAY ALLEN
ALLIED

ARTISTS

rrent Business On Rise
's Future Waxes Optimistic
ALLIED ARTISTS' FUTURE COXlues to rcn.ain very optimistic, with film
ntals nintiiug about 10 per cent higher
an last year. The big pick-up, however,
not occur until William Wyler, John
• n, Billy Wilder and Samuel RishofF
III turning out their respective programs
high budgeters. Xone of these releases can
expected much before early 1955.
Samuel Bishoff's deal with Allied Artists
es into eP.ect late ne.\t month, when he
its "The Phenix City Story" before the
meras, v.-ith Glenn Ford, Edward G.
Dbinson, and George Raft in the starring
les. The non-exclusive pact calls for two
ctures per year over a three year period,
though no definite decision had been made
nen this went to press, it appears likely
at at least part of the slate will be lensed
CinemaSccpe.
William F. Broidy Productions is also
cparing to launch the first of its quartet to
turned cut between now and next May.
rst film on the agenda is "Sweet Charity",
irring Richard Conte.
Two features tiow in production are:
ohn Brown's Raiders" (Raymond Masscy,
sbra Paget) — Vincent ^L Fennclly produc, Charles Marquis Warren director, and
.'he Black Prince" (Errol Flynn, Joanne
ru, Peter Finch) — Walter Mirisch produc, Henry Levin director. Latter film is
CinemaSccpe & Technicolor and is being
ade in cooperation with 20th Century-Fox.
"The Big Combo" (Cornel Wilde, Richard
)nte), a Security-Theodora production,
mpleted shooting a week ago — Cornel
ilde producer, Joseph Lewis director.
Next to roll is "City That Never Sleeps",
lich Lindiiey Parsons will produce from
original script by Warren Douglas,
either the director nor cast have been set.
On October 15, producer Ben Schwalb
d director Edward Bcrnds will launch
ligh Society" (Loo Gorcey, Huntz Hall),
e latest in their Bowery Boys scries. Laic
the month, Lindsley Parsons will begin
Doting "Tonight Is Forever". No cast
s been chosen.

COLUMBIA

LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Gable Signs For Two

Big Feature Rolls Abroad

Production High, Five Shooting
WILLIAM GOETZ SIGNED CLARK
Gable to a two-picture pact, and gave the
former Metro star the top role in "Captain
Calico," which Goetz will produce as his
second Columbia release, following the currently filming. "The Man From Laramie."
"Calico" is a story of the old Barbary
Coast, and Gable's role will be that of an
early day Army Captain attached to the
Presidio in San Francisco. The picture will
be lensed in Technicolor, and possibly CinemaScope, and is due to roll shortly after the
first of the year.

More Pics From Salvador Unit

Studio chief, Jerry Wald, is negotiating
with David O. Selznick for "Tender is the
Night", the late F. Scott Fitzgerald novel
published in 1934, screen rights for which
are controlled by Selznick. Jennifer Jones
would be starred, and Wald revealed that
Daniel ("Fr-^m Here To Eternity") Taradash is inteiested in doing the screenplay.
.•\nother important Columbia release shaping up for next year is "The Eddie Duchin
Story," for v.hich the studio paid $100,000.
The film treatment was written by Leo
Katcher, and a deal is underway for William
Holden to portray the famous, pianist.
Production is at a high level, with five pictures shooting. They are: "My Sister
Eileen" (Janet Leigh, Jack Lemmon, Aldo
Ray), in CincmaScope & Technicolor — Fred
Kohlmar producer, Richard Quine director;
"Cell 2455" (William Campbell )— Wallace
MacDonald producer, Fred Sears director;
"The Man From Laramie" (James Stewart,
Dorothy McGuirc) — William Goetz producer. .Anthony Mann director, and "The Monster Beneath The Sea" (Faith Domergue),
Sam Katzman-Clovcr Productions — Charles
Schneer producer, Robert Gordon director.

Tyrone Power and Ted Richmond are preparing to launch their first Copa Productions' film in early November. It will be
titled "The Stalk," and will co-star Power
with his wife, Linda Christian. The entire
picture will be made in Brazil, and Henry
Hathaway is being sought to direct. The
second Copa feature, "Lorenzo, the Magnificent," is not slated to roll until next
spring in Italy.

A FILM EXPECTED

TO BE ONE OF

Lippert's biggest releases in company history, went before the cameras this week in
London. Titled, "The Quarter Mass Experiment," the feature stars Brian Donlevy
and is being directed by Compton Bennett,
who
"King by
Solomon's
Mines".megged
The filmMGM's
is co-produced
Lippert
and British producer Anthony Hinds, with
the former handling American distribution,
and Hinds releasing it on that end.
Salvador Films Corp., which collaborated
on "The Black Pirates", recently filmed in
San Salvador by Robert L. Lippert, Jr., announced itwill continue permanent production of films for world distribution. Lippert
w-as instrumental in setting up the company,
and will handle all North American releases.
Robert Lippert, Sr. is due back from Germany this week with the first print of "They
Were So Young" (Scott Brady, Raymond
Burr), which was produced in Germany by
Kurt Neumann. Lippert assisted in editing
the film, and plans to screen it at a mid-west
sales meeting in Chicago on October 7.
The only other picture in production for
Lippert release is "Air Strike" (Richard
Denning), a Cy Roth production in Trucolor
— Roth doubling as producer and director.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Reissues Up Release Slate
Five Shooting, Three to Roll
WITH SIX NEW PICTURES AND
four reissues added to the releasing schedule
for the final quarter, MGM will distribute a
total of 31 features in 1954. This compares
to 46 during 1953.
Of the six new releases to go out thru
October-December, four are in Technicolor,
making a total of 20 in color for the year.
maScope.
Four of this year's releases are also in CincFive pictures are shooting with three new
ones slated to roll during the remainder of
October. Now working are: "The Prodigal"
(Lana Turner, Edmund Purdom), Technicolor— Charles Schnee producer, Richard
Thorpe director; "Moon
Fleet"on (Stewart
(Continued
Page 14)
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{Continued jrom Page 13)
Granger, Viveca Lindfors), CinemaScope &
Technicolor — John Houseman producer,
director; "Boulevard in Paris"
Fritz Lang
(Anne
Baxter. Steve Forrest), CinemaScope
and EastmanColor — Henry Berman producer. Richard Thorpe director. (Illness forced
Mitchell Lcisen, who was formerly megging
the film, to turn over the reins to Thorpe.)
"Hit the Deck" (Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds. Ann Miller, Tony Martin, Vic Damone), CinemaScope and Ansco Color — Toe
Pasternak producer, Roy Rowland director,
and "Interrupted Melody" (Eleanor Parker,
Glenn Ford), CinemaScope & Technicolor —
Jack Cummings producer, Curtis Bernhardt
director.

Starting later in the month are: "It's Always F'air Weather" (Gene Kelly, Cyd
Charisse, Dan Dailey, Michael Kidd). CinemaScope and color — Arthur Freed producer.
Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen co-directing;
"The Marauders" (Dan Duryea, Keenan
Wynn) — Arthur Loew, Jr., producer, Gerald
Mayer director, and "Scarlet Coat" (Michael
Wilding, Cornel Wilde) — Nicholas Xayfack
producer, John Sturges director.
"The Marauders," incidentally, is the first
low budget film to be made by the studio
since the closing of the Charles Schnee unit,
more than six months ago. However, studio
toppers insist that this one picture does not
mean that there will be further "quickies"
coming up in the future. The policy, they
say, is still "big" pictures, from here on out.
PARAMOUNT

Lot Shifts Into '54 High
Four More to Start in October
WITH THREE PICTURES SHOOTing, four more to start later this month, and
six being edited. Paramount is operating at
its peak for the year. Plans indicate that the
pace will be maintained throughout the rest
of the fall and early winter months.
October starters, all in \'istaVision, are:
"You're Never Too Young" (Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Nina Foch) — Paul Jones producer, Norman Taurog director; "The Ten
Commandments" (Yul Brynner, Charlton
Heston, Anne Baxter, Edward G. Robinson,
Cornel Wilde, Yvonne DeCarlo) — Cecil B.
DeMille producer-director; "The Court
Jester" (Danny Kaye) — Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank pi oducer-directors, and
"The Desperate Hours" (Humphrey Bogart, Fredric March)— William Wyler producer-director. Al but the last film will be
in Technicolor. Combined, they represent a
total budget outlay of approximately $12,f)00.(XK) — probably a record for any studio in
■A single morth. Topping the list is DeMille's
"Ten ( ommiindments ', which carries a $6,fXKl.fKK) nut, followed by the Kaye starr.-r
which is budgeted at $3,000,000. The latter,
incidentally, will be filmed entirely on the
I'aramount lot, instead of making backP«gt 14
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grounds in England as originally planned.
This presents the set department with its
greatest challenge since "Samson and Delilah," because a still uncalculated number
of sets have to be built — among them a
medieval rrAal castle, which alone, will require six weeks to construct.
Pictures new in production are: "Eddie
Foy and the 7 Little Foys" (Bob Hope,
Milly Vitalc) — Jack Rose producer, Melville
Shavelson director; "Lucy Gallant" (Jane
Wyman, Charlton Heston) — Pine and
Thomas producers, Robert Parrish director,
and "The Trouble With Hajry" (Edmund
Gwenn, John Forsythe) — .Mfred Hitchcock
producer-director.
All are in \'ista\^ision and
Technicolor.
Those being edited are: "Air Command,"
"Run For Cover," "Love Is A Weapon,"
"We're No Angels," "Two Captains West"
and "To Catch A Thief".
A January starting date has been set for
"The Maveiicks" which is one of the biggest
pictures on Paramount's future slate. Gregory Peck is up for the starring role.
REPUBLIC
Distrib Deals With J. A. Rank
To Boost Depleted Film Backlog
REPUBLIC'S SORELY DEPLETED
backlog has forced company toppers to take
pver the American releasing rights on a
number of foreign-made films. Among them
is the J. Arthur Rank comedy. "Doctor In
the House," which has been piling up tremendous grosses m England. Insiders at
the studio stay this will likely be the forerunner of a close alignment between Republic and Rank, and may even lead to a
break-down of Rank's releasing arrangement
with Universal- International.
In addition to "Doctor In the House," the
company has acquired U. S. distribution
rights on four other Rank features, plus
Jules Levey's "The She Wolf," which was
made in Italy and di'bbed in English.
The need for such outside pictures is the
result of Republic's own curtailed production
during the current >ear. The company, so
far, has started production on only three
films of its own, as compared with 11 during
the same period a vear ago.
Even the anticipated spurt in September
production, announced last issue, failed to
materialize. However, most of the films
which were postponed, will start during
October.
The only production now in work is
"Timberjark" (\'era Ralston, Sterling Hayden, Chill Wills), In Trucolor — Joseph Kane
producer-director.
The October line-up will include "Magic
F'ire" (Yvoime DeCarlo, Carlos Thompson),
based on the life of composer Richard Wagner— to be lensed on location in Germany^ —
William Duterle producer-director; "Rebel
Island" (not cast), Edward Ludwig producer-directoi , and "Santa Fe Passage"
(also not cast) — Sidney Picker producer,
William Witney director. All three of the
pictures will be shot in Trucolor.

RKO
Disney Exit Financial Blow
All-lnde Product Seen For RKC
RKO RECEIVED A SEVERE FINAX
cial blow when Walt Disney announced tlia
all future product would be released throtml
his own distribution unit, Buena \'ista Filii
Company. In past years, RKO has collected
from one to three million dollars annual!
for releasing Disney films. The decision tc
handle his own product was prompted b>
Disney's inability to get an adjustment i
distribution terms from RKO. Buena Vist
will release "20.000 Leagues Under the Sea
(Kirk Douglas), during the Christmas holi
days, and 't will be followed next Easter b
"The Lady and the Tramp," the first Cine
maScope cartoon feature.
On the htels of the Disney announcement
wholesale firings went into effect at th
RKO lot. Two of the three producers wer
dropped, and similar cutbacks were ordere
in nearly every department.
According to studio reports, the Hughes
owned company is stepping out of all direc
production and will rely strictly on inde pro
ducers to supply product. Deals for produc
are now held with Frederick Brisson, Bene
diet
Bros. Bogeaus, Allan Dowling and the Kinj
Another important inde pact is expecte(
to be signed soon with Edmund Grainger
who announced that he was leaving RKO tc
form his own production company, starting
around the first of the year. Grainger headec
a production unit it RKO for four \-ears
and it is understood that he favors releasing
thru the Hughes company. According t(
present plans, Grainger expects to turn ou
10 top-budget films at the rate of two pei
year. His first production will be "Oh
Promised Land," based on the James Stree
best-seller.
Packaging of the feature. "An Island Af
fair," to be co-produced by T. Frank Wood
and Hugh MacKeuzie, should be complete(
in the next few days as a distribution dea
for RKO. Dale Robertson is set for a star
ring role in the picture and Elaine Stewart i
a likely co-star. D*)n Siegel will direct, witl
all filming scheduled to be done on ocatioi
in Mexico beginning in mid-October.
Other pictures comir.g up this month are
"The Girl Rush" (Rosalind Russell), :
Frederic Briison Independent Artists pro
duction in Vista\'ision and TechnicolorRobert Pirosh director, and Benedict Bo
geaus' "Bow Tamely To Me" (Barbar;
Stanwyck), in SuperScope and Technicolor
No director has been set.

20TH
Production

CENTURY-FOX
Pace Spurts

Five Rolling, Two Rehearsing
PRODUCTION HAS TAKEN A SPUR
at F"ox, with five CinemaScope feature
shooting and two other big-budgeters bein

Size-ups
Studio
(.pared for early starts. "The Seven Year
itch" (Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell. Evelyn
Keyes) has returned to the lot, following
(veral days of location shooting in New
irk — Charles Feidman and Billy Wilder
-producers. W ilder director. Others shootw-j, are: "Untamed" (Tyrone Power, Susan
Hay ward) — Bert Friedlob and William
llacher co-producers, Henry King director;
Ihe Racers" (Kirk Douglas, Gilbert Roland, Bella Darvi — Julian Blaustein producer, Henry Hathaway director; "Prince of
Players" (Richard Burton, Maggie McNa:ira) — Philip Dunne producer-director, and
\ Man Called Peter" (Richard Todd, Jean
I iters) — Samuel G. F.ngel producer, Henry
K .ster director.
Rehearsals are underway on "Daddy Long
l egs" (Fred .Astaire, Leslie Caron), which
luuins shooting around mid-month — Samuei
Engel producer, Jean Xegulesco director.
" .Idier of Fortune", the first Clark Gable
irrer for Fox, will go into production ori
tober 20 — Buddy Adler producer, Edird Dmytryk director. Susen Hayward is
i lactically set to co-star in the film, to be
Unsed on location in Hong Kong.
rhere is a strong possibility that "The
< ft Hand of God," which was also tabbed
' an October start, may have to be postlied due to the unavailability of Gregory
y ck. Peck will not be through with his
,1^-ignment for John Huston, in Ireland,
until early November, and it seems unlikely
iliat the studio could shoot around him until
return.
I'.uddy .-Kdler has been handed two addinal assignments to follow his "Soldier oi
rtune," and both are now in the hands of
•ipters. One is "\'iolent Saturday," the
A illiam L. Heath novel; the other, an uniitled original for which Harry Kleiner is
writing the screenplay.
UNITED
Inde Producers

ARTISTS
to Receive

One deal has already been set with Mel
Shavelson and Jack Rose, who will produce,
ilirect and script "Kitty Hawk," the story of
Wilbur and Orville Wright. It is tentatively
set for spring filming. Producers are seeking James Stewart and Henry Fonda for
starring roles.
Four pictures for U.A. release are now
shooting, with two, and possibly three more
slated to start within the next two weeks.
They are: "Night of the Hunter" (Robert
Mitchum, Shelley Winters, Lillian Gish) —
a Paul Gregory production, Charles Laughton director; "The Kentuckian" (Burt Lancaster, Dianne Foster, Dianna Lynn), a
Hecht-Lancaster production in Technicolor
— Harold Hecht producer, Burt Lancaster
director; "Not .As .A Stranger" (Olivia DeHavilland, Robert Mitchum, Frank Sinatra,
Gloijia Graliiame, Broderick Craiwford) — a
Stanley Kramer production, which he also
is directing, and "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes" (Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott
Brady, .Alan Young, Rudy Vallee), a Russfield-\'oyager production in Technicolor —
Robert Bassler producer, Richard Sale director.
"Five .Against the House" (Guy Madison,
Roddy McDowall), which was to have
started on September 20, had to be delayed
until today (Oct. 4), following the exit of
director Frank Tashlin after a clash with
protlucers Stirling Silliphant and John Barnwell. Peter Godfrey takes over the megging
assignment.
Others definitely rolling within the next
fortnight are: "Marty" (Ernest Borgnine.
Betsy Blair), a Hecht-Lancaster production,
Harold Hecht producer, Delbert Mann director, and "Big House U.S. .A." (Broderick
Crawford), a Schenck-Koch production —
.Aubrey Schenck producer, Howard W. Koch
director. .Another possibility for an October
start is "The Golden Load" (Glenn Langan.
.Adele Jergens) — a John (."arpenter Wheeler
production, for which no director has been
set.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Lot Leads All Studios
As Productivity Remains

Backing from Hecht-Lancaster
H K C H r - 1. A X C A S T E K PROD C C nuns will give independent production a
much-needed boost by helping to finance
oducers who wish to launch film projects.
^illlough the outside producer will receive
^ reen credit, the title will read: "Hechtl.ancaster Presents". The films probablv
uiil be released thru L'nited Artists.
In addition to giving financial aid, H-L
as>ist in chosing stories, casting, and
'ler phases of production. All resources of
u- rtecht-Laiicaster organization will be
;ivailable to inde pro<lucers, thereby providnii; them with trained personnel to aid in all
i-tanes of production, and even include pro'tion of the finished films. The extent
which H-L will participate is contingent
upon their percentage of ownership in the
ITOperties.

High

L" N 1 \ 1-. K S A L- 1 X T 1-. R X A T I ( ) X A L H A I)
six pictures shooting at the turn of the
month, and will maintain that high level for
at least another four weeks, with two new
productions slated to go before the cameras
as earlier starters are completed.
Those working as of October first were:
"To Hell and Back" (.Audie Murphy), Cinema.Scope and Technicolor — .Aaron Rosenberg producer, Jesse Hibbs director; "Lady
Godiva of Coventry" (Maureen O'Hara,
George Nader, \'ictur McLaglen), Technicolor— Robert .Arthur producer, .Arthur
Lubin director; "The Shrike" (Jose Ferrer,
June .Ally son) — .Aaron Rosenberg producer,
Jose Ferrer director; "Justice Comes to
Tomahawk" (Lex Barker, Mara Corday,
Stephen McXally), Technicolor — Howard
Pine producer. Jack .Arnold director; just
finishing — "The Looters" (Rory Calhoun,

Julia Adams) — Howard Christie producer,
Abner Bieberman director; and just starting
— "The Purple Mask" (Tony Curtis), CinemaScope and Technicolor — Howard Christie
producer, Bruce Humberstone director.
Coming up around mid-month will be
"Kiss Of Fire" (Jack Palance, Rhonda
Fleming), formerly
titledproducer,
"Rose ofJoeFlame,"
Technicolor
— Sam Marx
Newman director; and "The Mummy" (Bud Abbott, I^ou Costello) — Howard Christie producer, Charles Lamont director.
Many people, this department among
them, find it hard to swallow the casting of
Tony Curtis for the lead in "The Benny
Goodman Story". L'-I has a property here
that could rival its fabulously successful
"(jlenn Miller Story", but, whereas Jimmy
Stewart was an ideal choice for that role, the
youthful Curtis lad seems to be hardly anyone's conception of bandman Goodman.
-Shooting is due to start around the first of
the year.
Xegotiations have been opened by the
studio with J. .Arthur Rank, who owns half
of the -Audrey Hepburn contract, to borrow
the star for "The Goddess," which would be
one of U-Ps biggest productions for 1955.
If the deal goes through, it likely will be
Miss Hepburn's next picture.
WARNER

BROTHERS

Studio On Brink of New

Era

With Brilliant Product Array
THERE'S XO DEXYIXG THAT WAKner Bros., after some pretty lean years,
productionwise, are on the brink of their
most
era.a With
"A Star
Is Born"
being promising
heralded as
sure bet
for .Academy
honors and a trio of other multi-million dollar productions just completed, this outfit
has plenty to shout about. Recently wound
up were "Helen of Troy," "Land of the
Pharaohs" (both on location in Rome) and
"The Silver Chalice" (shot on the Burbank
lot) — all of which are in CinemaScope and
WarnerColor.
Five pictures now in production are:
"Mister Roberts" (Henry Fonda, James
Cagney, William Powell, Jack Lemmon),
shooting on Midway Island in CinemaScope
and WarnerColor — Leland Hayward producer, John Ford director; "Strange Lady
In Town" (Greer Garson. Dana Andrews),
also CinemaScope and WarnerColor — Mervyn LeRoy producer-director; "Jump Into
Hell" (Jacques Sernas, Kurt Kaznar), story
of Dien Bien Phu — David Weisbart producer, David Butler director; "Moby Dick"
(Gregory Peck, Leo Genn), a Moulin production in Technicolor, shooting on location
in Ireland — John Huston producer-director,
and "The Sea Chase" (John Wayne, Lana
Turner), in CinemaScope anil WarnerColor
— shooting on location in Hawaii — John Farrow producer-director.
Filming was completed a week ago on
"Young At Heart" (Doris Day, Frank Sinatra, Ethel Barrymore), in WarnerColor —
(Continued on Page 31)
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The fight I started on September 9
has, I see, become an Anglo-American
free-for-all.
Around that time Murray Silverstone,
president of 20th Century-Fox International, got back from a European trip
and made public some figures from a
"private and confidental" report of the
British Film Producers' Association.
They showed that British films were
earning in the world market only a
fraction of the revenue won by American pictures.
In reporting this information to London, where I write a column in the leading film trade publication, "Kinematograph Weekly", I made this remark:
"The figures given by Silverstone . . .
indicate that, per film, the British are
lagging a long way behind the Americans in tapping world markets, either
because they do not employ the same
aggressive sales methods, or because
they are not producing pictures of the
high commercial value of Hollywood's."
Since I am British, I recorded these
facts with no joy. They made certain
people in England rather angry.
John Davis, Managing Director of
the powerful J. Arthur Rank Organization, took umbrage and replied: "I
see that Murray Silverstone is once
again attacking the British film industry
in general and the Rank Organization
in particular. I wonder what he thinks
he gains by doing this?
"I can only assume that it is pique
because he cannot get his way with the
Rank Organization" — an obvious reference to the fact that Fox was unable to
persuade Rank to equip its theatres for
CinemaScope.
Mr. Davis added, "Once again Mr.
Silverstone makes what is a bewhiskered
and bearded statement that if British
films were suitable they would get
proper United States showing".
Then came another pronouncement
by Mr. Davis that as soon as it was
financially possible, JARO would enter
exhibition in the United States.
Said J. Arthur Rank: "Davis and I
are determined that the American mass
audience will have an opportunity to
sec British films".
*
* *
It wasn't long before rumors began
spreading in New York that the Rank
Organization's avowed intention of establishing its own exhibition outlets
here was somehow tied-in with the
Washington negotiation-, for a renewal
of the Anglo-American film agreement.
A deep-laid plot was hinted.
P«g« 16
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This, of course, is nonsensical. The
Motion Picture Association of America
is not the body with which such negotiations, even if feasible, could be conducted. Moreover, the British conferees
represent the U. K. Government and
would not, I am certain, apply any
pressures of the sort hinted at, especially, on behalf of any one unit — albeit the
dominant
one — of the British film industry.
An attempt by any British production
group to establish itself here with
governmental influence would assuredly
arouse violent U. S. hostility and opposition, and in fairness to the Rank
Organization I think it needs to be
stated that it has never at any time sugthat its contemplated
of the gested
United
States would "invasion"
be other
than a purely commercial venture based
on calculated risks.
* * *
Nevertheless, the Rank announcement
caused acute surprise here because it
" appears to be totally inconsistent with
the generally-accepted idea of traditional British caution in business matters.
The establishment of a chain of theatres, presumably to play predominantly
Britisn pictures, would be a tremendous
gambli.
It is recalled that in New York the
Winter Garden and the Park Avenue
theatres were white elephants when
operated by British film interests as
showcases for their product-3. Both lost
money. It is argued also that there are
now enough so-called "art theatres"
throughout the United States to give
the American public ample opportunity
of seeing British pictures if they wish
to do so. For instance, "Genevieve "
played '61 such theatres in the New
York area alone, and netted more, it is
maintained by Universal, than if the film
had been booked into one of the circuits.
* * *
This viewpoint, however, misses the
main argument advanced by JARO,
which is that in recent years American
audiences have become conditioned to
the idiom and tempo of British films,
and that, with few exceptions, the small
capacity ar: theatre is no longrer the best
or most profitable outlet. Universal,
main distributor of Rank product in the
United States, contends in self-defense
that it has sought — and is still seeking
— to put British pictures into general
release, but that it cannot force exhibitors to buy something they consider unsuitable for their patrons.

To put the issue bluntly — and it is
time it was — the Rank Organization evidently considers that Universal either
doesn't understand its own market, or
is making only half-hearted attempts to
exploit it. It is understandable that Universal's executives should resent this implication. They are angry also at John
Davis' statement that only 87 of the 150
prints sent here of a "A Queen is
Crowned" were issued by Universal. According to Al Daff, Universal's executive vice-president, the company's booking records show that 165 prints were
used.
*
* *
Perhaps, however, the most interesting aspect of this developiment is the
actual scheme of operations Rank has
in mind for "crashing" the U. S. field.
9o far, it has been assumed that Mr.
Davis' statement means that the Rank
Organization is planning to purchase
outright a number of theatres in this
country, and most American comments
have been based on that assumption.
Has John Davis, however, another approach to the problem of obtaining outlets? Could he evolve a franchise system? Is he contemplating negotiations
v^nth certain exhibitor groups which, in
recent months, have been extremely
vocal about the product shortage? Has
he in mind any idea of creating, or backing, adistributing machine in the United
States which would guarantee for
British films a certain minimum number
of bookings? There are a score more
variations on this theme which are interesting to speculate upon.
Whichever plan materializes one thing
is certain: distribution would involve
the establishment of a costly publicity
and merchandising instrument. In my
experience the promotion of British pictures in the United States hao been
totally inadequate and often quite unimaginative. Without closer investigation, Iam not able to pinpoint the responsibility for this shortcoming, but I
imagine that budgets have been restricted. Unless the Rank or any other
British "invaders" are prepared to cater
for the American people's love of ballyhoo, no scheme of U. S. development
can possibly be brought to full fruition.
I believe, in fact, that British pictures could, even under existing conditions, and without British-owned outlets, achieve far deeper market penetration than thty have hitherto enjoyed if,
say, the Rank Organization were to
evolve a sustained promotion campaign
like that which put CinemaScope on the
map despite tremendous odds.
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UNITED-PARAMOUNT THEATRES
RKO THEATRES
STANLEY-WARNER THEATRES
WALTER READE CIRCUIT
FABIAN THEATRES
FLORIDA STATES THEATRES
WILBEY KINCEY CIRCUIT
MARTIN THEATRES
NEW ENGLAND THEATRES
AMERICAN THEATRES
E. M. LOEW CIRCUIT
JAMESTOWN AMUSEMENT CORP.
BALABAN & KATZ THEATRES CORP.
PUBLIX-GREAT STATES THEATRES
INTERSTATE THEATRES
COOPER FOUNDATION
FOX-INTERMOUNTAIN THEATRES
TRI-STATE THEATRES
UNITED DETROIT THEATRES
FOX MID-WEST THEATRES
ARIZONA-PARAMOUNT CORP.
FOX WEST COAST THEATRES
ROBERT L. LIPPERT THEATRES
MINNESOTA AMUSEMENTS CORP.
PARAMOUNT GULF THEATRES
CENTURY THEATRES
RANDFORCE AMUSEMENT CO.
CO-OP THEATRE SERVICE, PITTSBURG
L.A. DRIVE-IN THEATRES
REDWOOD THEATRES CORP.
EVERGREEN THEATRES CORP.
JOY HOUCK THEATRES
NORTHIO THEATRES
TEXAS CONSOLIDATED THEATRES
ALLADIN DRIVE-IN THEATRES CORP.
NEVADA THEATRE CORP.
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"Brigadoon" (CinemaScope)
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Rating strictly for class houses. Despite CinemaScope, starbright cast, play's fame, film will have to buck adverse
word-of-mouth in subsequents. Strong exploitation needed.
Values weakest for hinterland and action markets.

Dramatic comedy tailored for crackling good grosses ir
class and family markets. Has particularly strong appeal foi
fern trade. Little here for action fans. CinemaScope Techni'
color, load of marquee names give sure-fire boxoffice draw

The late producer Leonard Goldstein once said, "The
general public doesn't dig whimsy with a shovel" — and
this may sum up the general boxoffice fate of Metro's
"Brigadoon". Unfortunately, this is only so-so fantasy.
There are definite factors contributing to the musical's
mediocrity. The most obvious draw-back is that sets are
constructed to give the appearance of a stage production
on film. As evidenced by rough going encountered by two

Unlike "Executive Suite," 20th-Fox's "Woman's
World" serves up its drama about industrial executive;
vying for a top-dog position, with generous side orders o
caustic wit, subtle humor, and broad slapstick. Alsc
manages to keep audience in suspense, as to who will b(
chosen, up to surprise climax. Another asset is the Cine
maScope photography of eye-catching Manhattan vistas
shot in much the same style as the panoramic scenes ir

other movie versions of Broadway shows, "New Faces"
and "Top Banana", the public is seemingly allergic to this
style of presentation. Fantasy is woven around two
Americans (Gene Kelly and Van Johnson) hunting in
Scotland who discover isolated village which comes to life
only once every 100 years. The score is bright and pleasing, but staging of musical numbers generally lacks the
sock appeal usually associated with Gene Kelly's choreography, which might well have compensated for other
production deficiencies. Best of the musical sequences are
"I'll Go Home With Bonnie Jean" and "The Heather on
the Hill", done by Kelly and Cyd Charisse. Performances
generally are good, but Elaine Stewart makes only a brief
appearance and Van Johnson was a poor selection for his
assignment.
Pressbook ad lines capitalize on the Broadway show
with: "At Last On The Screen! The Musical That Held
Broadway Spellbound." (NEIL)
MGM. 108 Minutes. Gere Kelly, Van Johnson. Cyd Charisse, Elaine Stewart.
Producer Arthur Freed. Directed by Vincente Minnelli.
"Jesse

James'

Women"

"Three Coins in the Fountain". Story involves three sale;
managers who are brought, with their wives, to New York,
where auto manufacturer (Clifton Webb) proposes tc
study each couple and then chose a new general manager
Crux of the situation lies with the wives, since Webb com
siders each of the men suitable. Fred MacMurray is th(^
high-strung go-getter whose ambition has all but alienatec
wife, Lauren Bacall. Cornel Wilde is an all-American typt
married to lovable, though naive, country girl June Ally
son. Van Heflin is the self-assured, effective executivf
plagued by his overly-ambitious mate, Arlene Dahl, whc
uses everything she's got to further her own interests
Interplay of this wide assortment of characters, plus com
petent performances all down the line, generates polishec
entertainment for good returns. (PHIL)
20th Century-Fox. 94 Minutes. Clifton Webb, June Allyson, Van Heflin, Laur3
Bacall, Fred MacMurray, Arlene Dahl, Cornel Wilde. Producer Charles Bracket)
Director Jean Negulesco.

Tour

Guns

to the Border"

Modest programmer for sagebrush situations. Well-stocked
with sex and shooting. Best for undiscriminating western
fans. Grosses in intended market hinge on individual exhibitor exploitation campaigns. N.G. for class houses.

Could do better in action market. Performances, scrip
above usual western calibre make it a fair entry for generc
runs. Sex elements not usually present in oaters provide
additional exploitable angles for bally houses.

Almost a burlesque on previous Jesse James' sagas,
this UA release generates a fair amount of action. And the

Containing all the usual rough-riding, fast-shooting'
hard-fighting demanded by western fans, "Four Guns ti
the Border" has also been blessed with a tight little stor;
and solid characterizations off the well-worn sagebrusl
track. Yarn is cut along simple lines as it recounts ex
ploits of outlaw band led by Rory Calhoun. Hard-hittinj
violence develops as Calhoun tricks an old-pal-turned
sheriff and robs local bank. Action is wrapped around lov
affair between Calhoun and curvacious Colleen Millei
daughter of ex-gunfighter, Walter Brennan. Romance i
complicated because Brennan knows Calhoun is outlaw

outlaw's (Don Barry) exploits with a bevy of buxom gals
provide ballyhoo angles galore. But an almost ludicrous
story and heavy-handed performances dismiss it as a possibility for better class houses. Riding into Mississippi
town, Jesse James and his gang plan to loot it in their
usual style. Jesse, however, strikes up a romance with the
banker's daughter (Joyce Rhed) and thereby obtains a
key. In quick succession, he takes up with saloon owner
Peggie Castle, cattle dealer Betty Brueck and dance hall
gal Lita Baron. Each affair has larceny, not love, as a
motive. After a roundelay of shooting, fighting, stealing
and loving, Jesse disposes of the gals and the loot, and sets
out in search of greener pastures.
Pressbook provides some lusty ad art with the catchlines : "Gun Battles . . . Love Battles . . . Blood Battles. . ."
and "The Battle Of The Sexes And The Sixes Rages
Across The Lusty West!" (YORK)
Unlt»d Arllsti 63 Minutes. P qgl. Castle. Donald Barry, Jack Beutel, Lita Baron.
Producers Lloyd Royal and T. V, G.irraway. Directed by Donald Barry.
Pag* 18
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Fleeing from robbery, Calhoun's gang discovers Brennai
and Miller beseiged by Apaches. Saving pair, outlaws ari^
killed and Calhoun wounded in blazing battle. Law eventu
ally catches Calhoun and love conquers all. Affair gener
ates plenty of sex appeal to fascinate the whistling set.
Pressbook plays up sex-violence with catchline: "Her
Were The Love-Hungry Lips That Waited— For The On.i
Who Got Through Alive!" (PHIL)
[
Universal-International. 82 Minutes. Rory Calhoun, Colleen Miller, George Nadeil
Walter Brennan, Nina F»ch. Producer William Alland. Director Richard Carlsor
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Busy... yes,
busy bringing bigger
and better business
to your boxofRce.
Because the crowds
follow the signs
that point the way
to Showmanship!

Make ?/o it?' street...
that busy street
with more Trailers
and Accessories
to sell your shows . . .
more of all those things
that add up to Showmanship
and Profits !
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vivid, inflaming aspects of human behavior. By the
Thirties, it provided escapism for an idle and spiritually
depressed nation. It spoke of easy living, of gangsterism— anything but the harsh facts of tough times. In
that unhappy period, two or three hours of fantasy was
truly a miracle drug.
So embedded had it become in the popular mores of
our time that by the advent of World War II (when
more people, including servicemen, were to see films
than ever before in history) the eminent British movie
historian, Roger Manvell had this to say:
"For lite cinema i.s noic so much a part of social life itself that men, women and children will go with little
thought about the chances of exceptional enjoyment.
Films are like meals; occasionally you get a good one:
hut you must go on eating regularly just the same.'
The miracle of the early Kinetoscope was now complete, and the motion picture as a prevailing and important entertainment medium here to stay. No matter
what was to come later in the way of competitive media,
it had captured a public that numbered untold millions.
It had done this by giving people the most rewarding
entertainment experience extant at a cost within the
reach of all. Furthermore — and this fact is tco much
taken for granted— it offered a product of equal quality
to all audiences, city dweller or farmer in the most remote village, rich or poor, young or old, sophisticated
or uninitiated.
This great achievement had come about under a wise
and hard-headed administration that paid little attention
to public relations, good-will or to institutionalizing the
habit of movie-going. What promotional eggs were
hatched at all, were all put in the basket of picture exploitation. The other stuff was serviceable, perhaps, to
more prosaic industries about which the public knew
little, cared less. No one had to broadcast the appeal of
movies ; its magnetism was implicit.
Instead, the early generalship turned to a more subtle
mode of propagandizing by which popular interest in
the industry could be kept alive in the face of any contingency. The trick was to create a myth and then to
perpetuate it. And this brings us to another public relations peculiarity.
Peculiarities of Our Industrial Personality
In that vast ocean of American commerce, the motion
picture industry is distinctly an island apart. Set on a
shifting foundation, it is inhabited by a colorful, creative specie that manufactures Personalities and grows
a vegetation called Glamour. The entire geography is
shrouded in a romanticism so thick and velvet that you
can ladle it with a spoon. Is it any wonder "ordinary"
people regard it less a business establishment than a
mystic colony operating its shop from a flying carpet?
P*(j. 20
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Even its cold, mechanical processes hold enchantment. To many, the whole business of film-making is a
dark and misty voodoo wherein the sweet juices of personalities and the vague germs of ideas are somehow
miraculously synthesized into movie form. The technique of picture production spins a magic that no other
manufacturing system can match for sheer technological
legerdemain.
Most mortals harbor a deep-seated urge to worship
heroes, those upon whom fate has bestowed gifts far
out of our reach. We receive a vicarious gratification in
hailing these gifted few. The English exemplify the
phenomenon in their feeling toward the King or Queen.
In America it's manifested in Miss America contests, in
idolizing heavyweight champions, by the way a student
body regards its football team. Hollywood similarly
satisfies this common appetite.
Into drab lives, buckled fast to the routines of factory,
office and house chores, the movie industry is the titular,
if not actual, champion of a more exciting way of life.
Its madcaps, eccentricities — even its immoralitiesi — all
indigenous properties of a flowering art — are part and
parcel of the public image. Here for all to see, to talk
about is modern Babylon in all its sybaritic glory. It
produces entertainment on a scale of magnificence unmatched in history. It evokes from the multitude laughter and tears and awe. It is imitated, analyzed and, of
course, criticized. But, let us note, though criticism is
rife, it seems to afford many an accuser a quaint and
furtive pleasure, not unlike that enjoyed by the judge
who orders the strip-teaser to perform in his chambers
before sentencing her.
There is nothing else quite like it. Certainly not its
chief imitator, television, fettered by the exigencies of
commercial sponsorship and limited physically to
thumbnail vistas. Not the living theatre, which, despite
its high traditions, exists outside of New York as a remote and esoteric institution. Hardly business in general, which is just about as brimming with romance, for
the rank and file, as a treatise on the incubation cycles
of snails.
The motion picture, alone of the arts and industry, is
America's personality kid. No need to go beyond the
scores of newspaper columns devoted to its coverage;
beyond the reams of free publicity by every type of publication; beyond the extensive measures to which radio
and TV go to enhance themselves by bringing the name
Hollywood into their shows.
From a public relations standpoint, the fiction of a
Babylonian Hollywood has worked wonders. It aroused
the national gossip instinct. Few products manufactured
and sold for profit are as popularly and consistently discussed as motion pictures. The reasons are inherent in
human nature.
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Next to himself, the human being is most interested
in other human beings; especially those more attractive,
more daring, more exciting. This commodity — personalities— is filmdom's chief stock in trade. Put them into
situations of conflict, romance, intrigue, and you set
tongues wagging in beauty shops and school yards,
across desks and back fences. Certainly, an incalculable
p.r. asset of the movie business is the fact that its stories
and faces are infinitely more engrossing than anything
life insurance, crucible steel or spark plugs has to offer.
There are those in the ranks who are always ready to
run and hide from the popular conception of Hollywood. Before they would scrap the traditional myth in
favor of something as solid and prosaic and tasteless as
a spark plug factory, let them pause to reappraise its
p. r. value. In the whole wide world of entertainment
there is no commercial asset quite as precious as
glamour.
Note another asset. Cinema specialists abound the
world over. Anyone who can distinguish between Marilyn Monroe and Trigger qualifies as an expert on the

medium and feels free to converse knowingly on his appreciation of the art. And he usually can command a
coterie of listeners. The few qualifications to a Doctorate of Cinema Studies is at least one good eye, ditto
ear, normal emotions and a workable nervous system.
It's not even necessary to know the language, for motion pictures are felt as much as they are understood.
Whereas other arts come hard, movies are the meat of
the masses. (That is why this might well be the greatest
of all the arts.)
The broad, gratuitous "word-of-mouth" enjoyed by
the industry is rooted in the vast scope of its consuming
public. Few, if any, products can boast as many customers as a class A film like "From Here To Eternity",
for example. This picture has probably played to, perhaps, 25 million ticket buyers. Can Proctor and Gamble,
Lever Brothers or American Tobacco match this? Who
has more customers? Perhaps Coca Cola cr A. T. & T.
Compare a top film to an issue of a top magazine — Life,
vor example — and the movie comes out three to four
times ahead.
It has been conservatively estimated that there are
some 35 to 50 million movie patrons in the nation. What
other industry can anticipate the plaudits of so many
potential propagandists?

DUH5ELVE5

But even this is only part of the story. Let's go
further.
Peculiarity of Manufacture
To a wide degree, movie-making is the antithesis of
the assembly line system ; custom design versus sameness. Mass production is the mightiest economic advancement since the dawn of a commercial society, and
the father of cur world-envied standard of living. But it
is not without weakness— the soft underbelly of mechanical inflexibility. Industry risks all on standardized dies,
tools, assembly procedures, and standardized merchandise. When the bottom falls out from under sameness,
it has nothing left.
In movies, flexibility prevails. Not in production
methods so much, as in final product. No two films are
exactly alike. Each production emerges as a distinct and
original business venture. Each is tailor-crafted along
individualized lines to unique specifications. Each
stands or falls on its own merits. Every time Mr. Exhibitor changes his bill of fare he is in a new and exciting venture, in which the gross on Tuesday bears no relation to the business next Friday.
What is the import of this PRwise? By customdesigning its product, the movie industry achieves a
personalized relationship with its customers that is unmatched by industry in general. There is something
distant and icy about a product that is mass produced,
as though individual needs and tastes were a secondary
consideration of the manufacturer. Movies, because of
the human factcr, convey the impression they were
made expressly for the viewer (a point, incidentally,
that could stand more tangible exploitation).
The phenomenon of movie-going is attended by some
of the most unique and interesting, albeit tacit, agreements between buyer and seller that can be found anywhere. They somewhat resemble implied covenants in
law. The movies promise ticket buyers a number of
highly specialized services impossible of fulfillment elsewhere at comparable cost. The public, in turn, agrees
to bestow upon movies a number of privileges unique in
modern business practice. One of these has been
covered earlier, the widespread gratuitous discussion.
The others will wait their turn. Now to the needs of
the ticket buyer which films satisfy.
Peculiarities of Movie-Going
In a humdrum world, the film business satisfies a
range of human cravings, many so delicate that the
average filmgoer would be embarrassed to see them
listed on a billboard. The secret of motion pictures is
that it fills these needs in the anomynity of the darkened theatre. There, no one is the wiser. Movies say, buy
my tickets and I offer you —
FILM BULLETIN
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(1) MENTAL THERAPY. This is age of the neurosis, the psychosis, the Freudian Complex and what have
you. If you suffer from these, see your psychiatrist. If
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Existence

Perhaps the secret of the movie's power to grip the
mind is what pundit Meyer Levin calls screen-hypnosis.
He writes :
"But in the most obnoxious picture. I can feel the basic,
physical hpynosis of the medium. I ivant to sit and let
the- thing roll on and on . . . Now I know Vm not alone
in feeling this hypnotic, habit-forming need for the
movie. Sociologists . . . have in the past few years
secured a fairly wide acceptance of the idea that the motion picture is a necessity, rather than a luxury, to the
Mr. Levin likens the screen to the professional hypnotist, holding a shining object before the eyes:
population."
"And presently, the subject is in a trance state, freed of
responsibility, freed of himself, happily guided by an outside force. He is often disappointed when the spell is

you're a normal individual, weary perhaps, a bit overwound, alittle frayed around the cerebral edges by the
anxieties of the day — the motion picture, that sixty-cent
doctor of mental therapy, has a sure and ready treatment.
There runs through all of us a sort of desparate common denominator of the emotions — the urge to get away
from it all. We want to be taken outside of ourselves,
to get lost in some other reality where we can throw off
the yoke of our weight and worries. The high priests of
mental medicine term our needs compensation, identification, vicarious expression. Whatever it is, movies
fill the bill. Says J. P. Mayer in his outstanding work,
"Sociology of Films":
"People go not merely to spend their leisure; they obviously go there because they receive something that
supplements their life of concrete reality. They go there
to satisfy their fantasy — a satisfaction ivhich is an essential part of the life of an individual.'
This is the escapism of movies. There, in the land of
moving shadows, are our daydreams readymade. Not
only do we detach ourselves from our everyday existences, we become — temporarily at least — participants to
the fictional situation, partaking of the satisfactions on
the screen, gaining thereby realization of our own ambitions and longings. Through the identification mechanism, we become, as it were, the people we hope to
be but never can. For an hour or two, we are at once
handsome, witty, glamorous, desired, heroic, victorious.
The mentality, thus relaxed, rests its wounds and repairs for the travail of another day.
By way of documenting this widely known healing
property of films, we quote a single line from one of the
nation's leading authorities on mental disorders. Dr.
Laurance F. Shaffer, in his "The Psychology of Adjustment" :
"That sliT<-nl\ pi'd plots such as Jack-the giant-killer motif
and (.iiidfrrlld theme are repeatedly successful in the
moving pictures, indicates the adjustive value the.se situPagt 22

ations have for millions of normal people.'^
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(2) A PLACE TO GO. The tempo of modern living
hasbroken."
given rise to a race of restless, fitful, racing creatures. Unlike our forebearers, we find it unusually strenuous to amuse ourselves. Self-entertainment requires
application of the creative faculties, and there isn't the
time or initiative for that. Rather, we look to outside
stimuli. True, today television provides a handy diversion, but there is already ample evidence that people
find it unsatisfying after a year or two of steady diet.
But when you boil it down, there are doggone few
places to go for popular diversion. Just look around.
Athletics, participating or spectator, fill the need to a
minor degree. Besides its mere entertainment and escape values, the modern rnovie theatre provides a variety of appealing side attractions.
The theatre is the pinnacle of community glamour.
Here, for a modest sum, is radiated warmth, color,
brightness. There is a richness and extravagance about
the whole thing. The crowd, itself, is intoxicating. The
feel of plush carpets underfoot, the innumerable gay
distractions often add up to a total sensory experience
as pleasurable as the film itself.
Then, too, the theatre addresses its invitations to the
body as well as the mind. From the steam of the summer and the chill of the winter the movies offer abatement. It soothes aching feet and tired muscles, renders
a physically gratifying change of pace to women lashed
to household chores and men fatigued by labor or business problems. Through the most commonsense expedient known to medicine — simply by taking the person's
mind off his distress — it brings to all a bodily relaxation.
Movies also satisfy the communal urge. People are
inherently gregarious — women more than men — and the
purchase of a movie ticket works as a springboard to
socializing. Then, too, it is gratifying to be thrown into
an identical emotional experience with others. We like
to share our richest adventures with company, whether
with family, friends, or strangers. This feeling is heightened in the knowledge that those sharing the movie
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with us are, like ourselves, out for a night of fun. Enjoyment isa communicable disease.
Modern civilization has yet to engineer a more suitable place for young men to bring their girlfriends than
to the darkened, comfortable quarters of the movie
house.
(3) THE WAYS OF THE WORLD. As a teacher,
the movies are without peer. Educators have admitted
this in recent years by their overwhelming acceptance
of audio-visual aids. In World War II the armed forces
substituted motion pictures for classroom instruction
with unusually fine results.
People don't go to pictures to be educated — at least
not in the formal sense. But they do go to learn those
things that are most meaningful to the human personality. They want to be shown the ways of the world.
The modern film conveys a degree of sophistication.
Young women look to the screen for ideals in mates, as
well as ideals in conduct between the sexes. Young men
find in the urbanity of movies a mode of overcoming
self-consciousness. They learn smart language, the bon
mot, worldly ways.
To people everywhere, movies satisfy the appetite for
the unique and the bizarre. Only the movies lens can
catch and hold the alien custom, the distant race, the
world at large. It has likely given the American people
a better reading in history and science (notwithstanding occasional perversions of truth) than all our school
texts combined. On social issues, a popular presentation in film fiction can produce more justice than six
and sixty political harangues.
(4) A UNIVERSAL ART. There beats in almost
every breast — highbrow and lowbrow alike — an art
instinct. All it really amounts to is a spontaneous sense
of order and beauty in things. To cultivate this instinct
requires training and a cultural background which most
movie patrons, because they are educationally underprivileged, lack. The hurried pace of modern life forces
us to take our art on the run. We want our culture
easy and palatable, free of prespiration. This has given
rise to the phenomena of the headline, the digest, the
critical review, the summary and many other forms of
intellectual condensations.
In films everything is reduced to the most commonly
understood level. It has become the poor man's Shakespeare, Beethoven, Michelangelo rolled into one. But
even where it has bastardized or sugar-coated high art.
it has — more than any other informational medium — reawakened acultural appetite among the masses that
otherwise may have lay dormant. And it has made the
people like it.
At worst, movies make their appeal to the grosser
emotions in oversimplified sexual themes or those dealing with the immediate problems of breadwinning,
money and position. At best, it is as capable of arousing man's higher instincts as the finest in literature, in
music, in legitimate drama. As the world's first and
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greatest fusion between art and economics, the motion
picture has spawned a popular cultural form combining
the best of mankind's artistic achievements into a single
medium. Its potential is breathtaking.
It ranks as the greatest stcry-telling force of all time.
The very simplicity of the medium provides its greatest
strength. King Vidor. the director, has said:
'\4rtistry does not consist of inakinic a film that only a
limited group of people can understand. Rather, ue must
seek a great common denonr'nator. a means of telling a
story that is understandable to all classes of audiences —
rich. poor. old. young. European. American. One must
hold to human emotions to achieve this goal, because
emotions are universal and can be understood by every
human being.
These, then, are the contributions made by motion
pictures to the spectator. In return, the public bestows
the following favors upon the movie industry —
(1) WORD-OF-MOUTH. This was discussed in the
section headed "Peculiarity of Our Industrial Personality," but it bears repetition. If the movie industry
plays its cards right in the future, the fifty million
moviegoers can be converted into that number of voluntary public relations agents acting in its behalf.
(2) ACCEPTANCE. Although the bad bile of professional critics, highbrows and pedants frequently
erupts against films, the least favorable attitude of the
public at large is usually one of acceptance. The mass of
moviegoers seem to find something worthwhile in almost every picture, and they swallow the sour milk as
well as the sweet cream with a curious indulgence. Here
may be a few of the reasons :
•^The motion picture is beyond objective analysis. When
consumers buy tangible goods they ask: Is it utilitarian? Is it decorative? Will it work? Will it last? Entertainment, the merchandise of the movie industry defies
such measurement. The film, not being functional, produces only an abstract condition of mind in the viewer
which cannot be evaluated in material terms.
•"The response of the audience is a crucial factor. Joe
Fan walks into the theatre with a unique mental predisposition. He says only: "Entertain me!" Nothing
more. Thus expecting to be entertained, and observing
that others are, indeed, entertained, he feels — and often
mistakenly so — that he must be enjoying himself.
•^Our emotional needs keep us indulgent. Since we are
seldom, if ever, free of the anxieties of our real existence, itis possible for even the worst of films to keep us
pleasantly diverted. A pretty face, a tender moment, a
rowdy free-for-all, any of these in an otherwise drab
and artless work might be all that is needed to shunt
off outside pressures. This, alone, is no small accomplishment.
•^Possibly the best reason is simply that the public has
no distinct, organized preferences for what it wants in
(Continued on Page .'ilj
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Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
MEMBERSHIP APPEAL
North Central Allied
In the specialized field of business, and
specifically out business, we again arm ourselves with information. Some of us even
take two trade papers. But when you want
to know what is going on in your own town
and county, you don't buy a national newspaper. Vou buy the wcekl>- local. So it is
in business. If you want to know the latest
of what to be on guard against, how to improve your condition, how your brother exhibitor is solving his problems, how he is
combatting his enemies, the only place you
arc going to find it is in an exhibitor organization.
Vou spend a lot of dollars learning what
is going on in the world around you by the
time you pay for papers, magazines, radio
sets, TV sets, auto radios and special newsletters. Just why is it so hard to pay for the
specialized news which is right down your
alley? Personallx-, we have never heard of a
case where anyone was hurt by belonging to
Allied. On the other hand, we can name
plenty who have bee.i hurt by not belonging.
If no one has been hurt, it must follow, as
the night the day, 'hat if it doesn't hurt, it
helps. So, join Allied today!
DEPRECIATION ANALYSIS
ITO of Ohio
We are indebted to Allied of Indiana for
an analysis of the new methods by which
equipment can be depreciated for tax purposes undc" the new tax law renectly signed
by President Eisenhower. These methods
apply to equipment acquired or put to use
after December 31, 1953 and on construction
or that portion of construction started after
the same date. Vou ma.v depreciate such an
investment in any one of these three ways:
1. The old straight line method which
spreads depreciation equally o\cr the estimated life of the equipment or structure. For
example, sound equipment that cost $2000
would be depreciated at $200 yer year for
ten years.
2. The d( dining Ijalance method whicli
permits the cxhibitv)r to charge off his undepreciated balance a*, a rate twice as high
as the straif-ht line method. I"or example,
instead of depreciating his sound equipment
at 10% a year he would take 20% of the
balance each year, or $400 the first year,
$320 the second year, $256 the third year, etc.
This allows two-thirds of the cost to be dcI)rcciated in one-half the normal life. At any
point you can switch to the straight line
method. For example, at the end of three
years undc.- this d^'Clining balaiue method, ,i
balance of $1024 remains undepreciated and
this could be spread evenly o\er the remaining 7years.
3. The new "sum of the years' digits"
method. 'J'he fraolion of cost depreciated
rarh year ifinsisis of a denominator (under
Cigc 24
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the line) which is a total of all of the years
from 1 to the life of the equipment, and a
numerator which stalls out by equalling the
total years of life and decreases by 1 each
year. Thus, in our example of $2000 over ten
years, the tirst years depreciation would be
10/55ths of the origii^al cost, the next year
9/53ths, the third yeai 8/55ths, etc.
ON

FIRE INSURANCE
ITO of Ohio

Every t'lcptre and drive-in in the state
that has fire insurance is rated by the Ohio
Inspection I'^ureau. r-,ach theatre has credits
or debits from the established rate. For example, the purchase of an extinguisher and
its installation in a certain place might cut
your rate so that it would pay for itself in
two or three years.
Write to the Ohio Inspection Bureau, 431
E. Broad St., Columbus, Ohio for your rate
survey. Then take it to your own insurance
agent for interpretation and see whether yon
cannot make certain improvements to cut
your rate.
After the improvements are made, you can
ask the Inspection Bureau for a new survey,
but make sure that no additional hazards
have developed since. There is no charge
for the additional suive_\- but if they find additional hazards they can raise as well as
lower your rates. However, if your building
has been kept up, the chances of this are
slim.
We are working toward getting a radical
reduction of rates for theatres equipped with
CinemaScope on the premise that, if so
equipped, they W'il no longer show any
nitrate film, thus reducing the fire hazard.
However, th.is has net taken effect yet. You
will be notified when it does.
IMeanwhile, if you have installed any improvements, you have an additional insurable
interest which should be protected. This includes wide-screen, lenses, sound and any
other new equipment including concession
machines.
REPORT ON SALESMEN
Allied of Mid-South
riie liiought has been given to me by a
former film salesman, that since all salesmen
send a rei:)on on you to their branch manager, (iistrici manager and home office giving them the why's and why nots on selling
you i)ictures, why don't we write up a report
on the salesman telling just what happened,
what was said, pri.-es quoted and names of
l)ictures offered, his attitude, and any oilier
informalio.i \ou miglil feel necessary lo tiic
case, .^(-nd a cojiy to the salesman's biaiicli
manager, district manager and home office.
This former salesman stated this would run
them crazy, also would cerlaiiil\' ki'cp tiuni
along the lines of the truth.

SAFETY TRAILER
ITO of Ohio
Enclosed with this bulletin is an appeal
directed to you from the State Department
of Highway Safety. This one-minute trailer
asks nothing of the public but its cooperation
in safe driving on our roads. It is availabh
at National Screen Service Exchanges witiiout charge.
There can certainly be no possible objection to such a trailer. It is well made an.-l
well illustrated. You arc asked to give one
minute on one change of show — two days,
three days or a week or two depending on
how long you run a picture to possibly save
a human life.
WEEK BEFORE XMAS
Allied of West Virginia

\

Here's a suggestion for the week before
Christmas. Don't dissipate your 1st run product. Make it a week of one-day changes
using the good repeat pictures that, for some
reason or other, mis-fired in your town,
Your list may include pictures like "Roman
Holiday", "Stalag 17 ', "Lili", etc. You could
even go back to "Showboat" and some of
the older ot;es that didn't do the business
they should have done. It might be a good
idea to shave the admission price a little.
Keep your program to a minimum running time to accommodate the busy people.
Just the feature and previews should he
enough. This will also cut your overhead
for that week. Lower feature rental should
more than offset additional cost of shipping
and advertising. Get a trailer (I3c a word
from Filmack) to the effect that you are doing the public a favor by bringing back the
good ones and cutting the show time in
orderfeature
that they
might have a chance to see
the
picture.
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This trailer will cost you about $10.00 plus
postage and can be used again next year, j
Don't forget to order single da}' date strips '
to go with the program. All things considered, this is a program that puts a good |
picture on your screen inexpensively.
Maybe you don't like this idea. Try somebut try
Don't ajust
sit
down thing
andelse, take
the something.
beating without
fight.
ORDERING TRAILERS
ITO of Ohio
When ordering .^iccial trailers from Natiniial Screen Service or Filmack, be sure to
advise the proportion of your screen. Also
trailers and date strips are available from
hntli companies for use with the anamorphic
lens. Be sure to specify what you want exactly. I'.ven if you have done nothing to
_\()ur screen, many theatres have, so when
ordering trailers put a line in your wire of
lelter like "I'roporti ,>n 1.85 to 1" or "1.66 to
1" or "1.33 to 1" as the case may be.
i
^
1

SHOWMEN— Send Us Material, Including Photos, on Your Picture & Institutional Cannpaigns. Theatremen Can Help Each Other, and the Industry at Large, By Exchanging Ideas.

Big Ads Bark 'Contessa' Salute
Max Youngstein's UA boxofficers are giving "The Barefoot Contessa" all the guns.
New Yorkers are seeing some of the biggest
and flashiest newspaper ads ever on this
Joseph L. Mankiewicz production, starring
Ava Gardner and Humphrey Bogart. The
full-page advance ad in the New York Times
(right) was followed by full pages placed by
Macy's in both the Times and Daily Mirror.
Latter was part of a big co-op campaign
engineered by UA's exploiteers with the famous department store. The provocative ads
bore the caption: "Macy's the World's Most
Exciting Store, Under the Spell of the
World's Most Exciting Woman, Ava Gardner, in 'The Barefoot Contessa'!" Five key
scenes from the film illustrated the ad, which
topped the mammoth tie-up to drumbeat the
picture's gala charity premiere at the Capitol
Theatre on Sept. 29.
As their part of the bargain. United Artists
delivered Miss Gardner to Macy's for a personal appearance in the store's lingerie department, where she introduced a line of
"Contessa" ensembles.
The Macy ad carried some words of high
praise for "Contessa", terming it "provocative, revealing, earthy . . . well, what do you
expect — Mankiewicz did it!" And it offered
this editorial comment on UA's catchline:
"It seems almost sacrilegious to call a woman 'The World's Most Beautiful Animal' —
but mineral or vegetable she is not!"
The kleg-lighted premiere, sponsored by
CARE, was attended by a host of notables,
given full TV, radio, newspaper and newsreel coverage.
UA's statue
home office
assemble
of Avapublicity
Gardner staff
for
use in "Contessa" promotion. Flown
from Italy, where it was used in film,
replica is being rigged by: (standing
I. to r.) Al Tomarin, Mort Nothonson,
Francis Winikus, Tess Michaels and
Charles Handel; (kneeling) George
Nelson and Nat Rudich.

This bold, provocative ad ran as a full
page Times
in the
New
York
of Sun.,
Sept. 19 as powerful
a piece of copy as
has appeared in some
time. The striking illustration of Ava

2»
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Gardner, as "The
Barefoot Contessa",
carrying her shoes
and embraced by a
shadowy male figure,
is 0 real eye-opener.
And credit the UA
boys with concocting
one of the year's
intriguing captions:
"The World's Most
Beautiful Animal".

BAREFOa
I E ' Nl f 0 l. 0 R

Co
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THURSDAY SEPT 30- 10 A M.
CAPITOI.

4 Ava Gardner arrives in New York from her Latin tour
to
moke local appearances
on behalf
"Contessa".
She
is accompanied
by UA publicity
mgr.of Mort
Nathanson.

Om of Hm sploshlMt pr*flii*rM in.
Hellyweed history was produced by Wa
iMr Bros, to introdace the mHsical versll
•ff "A Star U iem". The epMin^ at tl
iNO PaRta9M Tli«otr* on SoptMiber
iiiarli*d Hi* first tim« a mevio premi«
wm tolovlscd coast-te-coast and giv*
iiitoniational radio coverage. It drew ol
of tko lorgett crowds ever to witness sii4
an event in the movie copltal. Including j
host (some 250) of Hellywoed't leadil
personalities.
Tb* Pontages froat was efflbloioii
with what I* claimed to be the lor^
theatre sign In captivity, containing 60(
lighH in the film's title. Crowds lin«
Hollywood Boulevard for several wXM
•■d evofflowed stondt near the theatre."

Liptcn Confers on U-l Plans
Universal's David L. Lipton called his adpub-exploitation team together at the U-I
studio for a huddle on promotional plans for
up-coming product to be released during the
next few months. Long-range blue prints
were also mapped on pictures in production.
The U-I exploiteers drew up campaigns
on "Sign of the Pagan," "So This Is Paris,"
"'Six Bridges to Cross," "Destry," "Foxfire,"
"West of Zanzibar," "Man Without A Star,"
and "The Far Country". Plans for two films
now shooting, "The Shrike" and "To Hell
and Back", were also discussed during the
conference.
The meeting was attended by Charles
Simonelli, Philip Gerard, Jeff Livingston,
Herman Kass, of the home office staff, and
Robert Gillham, v. p. of Cunningham and
Walsh, U-s ad agency.
(Coiitinuvd un I'agc 28)
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FIRE-REDHEAD

Ballyhcoks a showman can latch on to
with both fists abound in "Fire Over Africa",
Columbia's Technicolor thriller. They are
readily apparent in the flash pressbook conjured by ad chief Howard Le Sieur and his
boxofficers, spotlighting the violent action,
the intrigue of Tangier, the titian-tressed
Maureen O'Hara's sex appeal as the "Girl
Who Lives By Her Smile" and Macdonald
Carey's ruggedness as the "Man Who Lives
By His Gun!" Around these have been built
a powerful group of ads, provocative in art
and copy, and several good exploitation ideas.
Among the best of the latter is a "FireRed" campaign tying in the title, the star's
flame-colored hair and the fiery excitement
of her role. In line with this, for instance, is
a theatre-sponsored beauty contest for girls
with fire-red hair, worked in with beauty
shops and newspaper; "fire-red fashions" for
store displays — apparel, lipsticks, jewelry,
etc.; a florist tie-up for a "Maureen O'Hara
Fire-Red Rose"; beauty shop promotion of
fire-red hair styles. And how about enlisting the fire-department with a redheaded

beauty on one of the trucks, for a flash
street campaign to be used in a co-op for a
fire-prevention drive.
Displays featuring the O'Hara allure are
another natural, such as the cut-out standee
below, left. This can be made up from blowup of one of a set of special art stills (five
still sets are available), and the bigger the
better. Or it can be bought, in full-color and
life size for $18 on special order. Feature of
pressbook is various uses of individual stills
for types of displays and tie-ups.
Good combination of stunt and display is
shown below, right, in the "Wanted" poster,
made from ariother of the art set stills.
Poster is easily prepared by local printer for

YHEY'VE GOT A DATE
WITH DESTINY!
. . . In Tonei*r~<lty of ifrang*
pl«oBur*« and Buddan d«ath»l

HARA

posting in windows, tacking on poles, etc
Potency of the ads is evident in the pai
shown below, center. Again it's the O'Har.
s.a., hinting at her role with the gun-in-the
garter art, and strong action elements. Not
copy under action scenes, like, "Kissed — b;
a bullet!" and under headline: "Tangiercity of strange pleasures and sudden deaths!
Headline highlights, in addition to thos
shown: "A Lady From Nowhere . . . and
No-Good Guy!" and "They Bask in Evil . .
Playing Winner Take All in the Casbah!"
High-powered radio-TV campaign is out
lined in detail, including direct approach ti
local TV station. Radio spots are hot cop>
as: "Maureen O'Hara as that lady from no
where! With no visible means of supper
except her smile! Macdonald Carey as a no
good guy — with a gun! Together they set
'Fire Over Africa' hotter with excitemen
than anything you've seen on the screen i
a year! Filmed in Tangier! That city
strange deaths and stranger pleasures!"
Noteworthy is the herald with teaser cove
shout: "You'll Always Find Their Kind
Where the Forbidden is For Sale!"

Maureen 'Macdonald
O'HARA- CAREY
.TECHNICOLOR
Maureen
A GIRL WHO
LIVES BY
HER SMILE...

O'HAR
/

A
Macdonald

AND A MAN
WHO LIVES
BY HIS CUNI

imS

WOMAN

IS DANGEROUS!

CAREY

For Complete Details, See
Maureen
O

HARA

Macdonald
* CAREY

TECHNICOLOR
<~. ..TECHNICOLOR
Color by TECHNICOLOR
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EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of the issue

FIRE

OVER

AFRICA

Hearty, robust action drama, spiced with sex and
ghter nnoments. Indicates that Columbia's "Fire
Iyer Africa" has the stuff that satisfies in the mass
Market. With bosomy, flame-topped Maureen O'Hara
nd rugged, crew-cut Macdonald Carey co-starred,
ie marquee is not neglected.
The O'Hara lovely, as an American secret agent
umped into mysterious Tangier to uncover a smugling gang, is subjected to a series of gunfights, knifigs, kidnappings, hijacking, chases and assorted
lanhandling which would have tested the endurance
f Pearl White. She starts on her way to the inner
Ircle of the smuggling ring when tough, on-the-make
;llow American Carey lands her a cabaret job with
ne of the suspected leaders, BInnie Barnes. From
laf point, it doesn't take long for the red-top to
lunge deep into the cauldron of intrigue. On the
erge of obtaining the evidence needed to uncover
arnes' cohorts, Maureen is overcome by the gang
nd spirited to their hideout. Fighting like a wildcat,
ie is forced to kill Barnes but is carried away further
y the gang as they make a last-ditch effort to flee
ie country. That's when Carey, who turns out to be
secret agent himself, gets into the act. Leading the
uthorities to the rescue, he and the smugglers smash
out in a furious free-for-all on the beach. Carey
ersonally frees the damsel in distress, with a romanc tour de force in sight.
Despite her energetic pursuits, the well-proporoned heroine is revealed in a variety of costumes
imed at making the ladies sigh and the guys gape.
Producer M. J. Frankovich and director Richard
ale tra;isported the cast of American principals and
ichnicians to the locale to capture authenticity, and
le production was shot by the Technicolor cameras
ght on the spot in Tangier and Malaga, on the
panish coast. Robert Westerby penned the script.

The scenes, from top: Maureen O'Hara is suspicious of
Macdonald Carey's motives in unexpected visit to her
bedroom: Binnie Barnes' artillery, Harry Lane's bulk, don't
give Miss O'Hara much choice: grisly corpse (Hugh McDermott) greets startled heroine: futile struggle to escape
strong-armers Lane and Gerard Tichy.

^
f Continued from Page
'2V^<it
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Fox's
P. A. boxofficers,
Campaigns under
20th Record
Century-Fox
Charles Einfeld, have set one of the largest
personal appearance campaigns on record
for the opening of five CinemaScope productions in NYC. A total of nine film headliners are currently making radio, TV, and
press appearances for "Woman's World,"
"The Adventures of Hajji Baba," "Carmen
Jones," "Desiree" and "There's No Business
Like Show Business".
Arlene Dahl, one of the featured stars in
"Woman's World", is in from Hollywood
for a round of activities on the picture,
which includes a spot on the Milton Berle
TV show. Tub-thumping for "The Adventures of Hajji Baba" are its fern star Elaine
Stewart and producer Walter Wanger. He
is slated for at least 11 TV and radio shows,
with a like schedule being set for Miss Stewart. "Carmen Jones" is being heralded by
its producer-director Otto Preminger, and
stars Dorothy DEndridge and Harry Belafonte in a sock TV-radio-press campaign.

Loew's Orpheum in Boston used this effective lobby display three weeks in advance of the
opening of Columbia's "On the Waterfront". The cutout baling hook is some seven feet high.
Showmen Briefs
Joseph Hegeman, New Orleans p. r. man,
has been set by Allied Artists' ad chief John
C. Flinn to handle exploitation of "The
Human Jungle" in key-city openings
throughout the South.
Fox Denver Theatres' usherette training
program (Film BULLETIN Sept. 6) has
captured the interest of theatremen across
the nation. Circuit publicity director Paul
H. Lyday reports inquiries coming to his
desk indicate this valuable public relations
activity may be put inJo action by other
astute showmen.

Jane Russell, star of UA's forthcoming
CinemaScope-color musical "Gentlemen
Brunettes," receives a big splash in the November issue of Esquire mag via a striking
gatefold photo designed to attract the attention of all males over the age of six.

The
key art for
Paramount's
record-sized
newspaper
and
magazine ad campaign on
"White Christmas" gets the
once-over at the Westport,
Conn., studio of artist Stevan
Dohanos. Looking it over are,
I. to r.: Dohanos, Irving Berlin, Buchanan Advertising
Agency executive George
Richardson, Paramount ad
manager Sid Blumenstock
and Buchanan v. p. Roy Winkler. The illustration depicts
Bing Crosby singing the title
song against a battlefield
background, while co-star
Danny Kaye sitting on stage.

Metro's "Brigodoon" lends itself to a great variety of window tie-ups. Two of the many employed
to plug the NYC Radio City Music Hall engagement are seen above: left, a display of scene
enlargements in the House of Travel; right, visit Scotland display in the window of the British
Irish Railway Agency. Dress shops, music and stationary store windows also were used in tie-ups.
Page 28
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Advance publicity for "Desiree" will be
racked up in coming weeks via a p. a. tour
by Merle Oberon. Building up -steam for
the Christmas opening of "There's No Business Like Show Business" is singing star
Johnnie Ray and 3-time Academy Award
winner photographer Leon Shamroy.

Use Radio, Schine Showmen Told
"Never underestimate the power of radio
because of TV!" is the suggestion passed on
to Schine circuit managers by their publicity
department.
And that's a sound bit of advice of all showmen.
The Schine men were told that they can
do far more with local radio stations than
with television in the way of promotion. A
case in point is the tie-up made by Harry
Unterfort, who struck a good bargain with a
radio station in Syracuse. Losing contestants
on a quiz progjram are awarded a pair oi
tickets to either the Paramount or Eckel
Theatre. Payoff for the two theatres comes
in the form of six daily plugs for their current shows.
This is truly a lot cf publicity for a few
passes. Theatremen everywhere would do
well to contact their local radio stations f'^r
a talk with program directors about tie-ups.
Radio is in competition with TV, and movie
men will find broadcasters a willing ally.

'Woman's

New York, Chicago and Hollywood have no exclusive patent on the gala
movie Dremiere. Showmen in every hamlet and medium size town in America, by
applying a little sweat and imagination, can make a "preem" the big event of
their community. Promote the American Legion band, the school band, the
marching clubs, the C of C and other civic organizations to join in a gala parade.
Make an award to a prominent citizen on your theatre stage. Perhaps the company distributing the film can contribute one of its personalities who might be
on tour. Whatever you do, you will be accomplishing the powerful effect of institutionalizing your theatre as the center of community life. If Buffalo, Jackson,
Mississippi, and Pittsburgh (see below) can do it, you can. Stage a premiere,
Mr. Showman!

Bob Murphy, of the Buffalo
Century Theatre, fired on
impressive promotional campaign for the opening of
Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Egyption". Highlight of the colorful festivities for the 20thFox CinemaScope feoture
was this attention-getting
parade which attracted thousands of onlookers. Stunts
like this not only pay off
with valuable word-of-mouth,
but often garner plenty of
free press breaks.

World premiere of United
Artists' "Jesse James' Women," at the Royal Theatre
in Jackson, Miss., was preceded by a week-long program of parades and star
appearances. On opening
night, crowds were treated
to a roundely of squaredancing
as these
an'
gals
heated
up the boys
asphalt.
The stunts and the film received wide TV and press
coverage for the full 7 days
of ballyhoo.

Stanley-Warner showmen
Henry Burger and Phil Katz
gave the Hollywood treatment to the debut of Paramourt's "Rear Window" at
Pittsburgh's S^anley Theatre.
Klieg Lights, TV coverage,
and a host of celebrities —
headed by Alfred Hitchcock
— all lent crowd-attracting
sparkle miere.
to Thisthesnappy
local High
preSchool band also livened
the occasion.

World'

Hosiery Tie-in
20th Century-Fox's "Woman's World" is
getting a smash selling program aimed at
the fem trade via a massive national merchandising tie-up set with Glen Raven
Hosiery. Keyed to the October release of
the CinemaScope production, G-R has titled
its campaign, "Everything Comes Alive in
CinemaScope." Charles Einfeld's exploiteers
have scored an important break as the
hosiery company's entire fall advertising,
publicity and exploitation drive is directly
linked to the all-star romantic comedy.
This comprehensive program is calculated
to reach some 35 million persons through
'af>W
every thtiis com< A^iVft
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Part of lavish window display and in-stcre kit
being made available
in Glen
promotion-merchandising
campaign is Raven's
this attractive
standee which showcases G-R's hosiery in a
CS frame plugging 20th-Fox's "Woman's World".
advertising in national mags, local newspapers and radio, augmented by in-store
promotion in thousands of Glen Raven outlets.
Mag schedule includes full-page ads in
Charm (Sept.), Glamour (Oct.), Modern
Screen (Nov.), plus insertions in December
issues of Good Housekeeping and Seventeen. Readership is estimated at 21 million.
In addition. Glamour mag will run a feature
entitled, "A Woman's World is Made of
Wonderful Things" in its November number.
Ad mats slanted for local markets are
available, and five free and five 50-50 co-op
newspaper ads are being offered for key and
small city campaigns timed to "Woman's
World" openings. Air spots supporting
national ad campaign will tie-in with local
newspaper ads, also on a co-op basis.
Glen Raven outlets are being provided
with attractive window displays and in-stcre
decorations all designed with a CinemaScope
motiff and generously crediting the 20thFox producton.
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MADE
Gov't Regulation Bill Ready
D-Day will be October 12, according to an
Allied States Spokesman. On that date, the first
of its three-day national convention to be held in
Milwaukee, Allied will explode its A-Bomb in the
form of a bill to regulate interstate commerce in
films.

Says Abram F. Myers, Allied's board chairman and general counsel: "Copies will be distributed at the first session so that the assembled exhibitors will have ample time to study the bill
before acting on it. The Convention Committee
reports that a large crowd of exhibitors from all
sections of the country will be on hand to discuss
the measure and decide whether to make an allout effort to secure its passage by Congress."
Allied's battle cry in this fight which now
seeks recourse to governmental regulation ii that
the exhibitor is "entitled to a profit". It contends
that distribution has created an artificial film
shortage from which flow such evils as excessive
film rentals, oppressive terms, lack of prints and
delayed availabilities.
"It is amazing," declares Myers, "that the film
companies by their confiscatory pricing policies
have driven exhibitors to the contemplation of this
drastic step. But our appeals for a modification of
these policies have for the most part fallen on deaf
ears and the trade papers' admonitions that the
distributors take action to avert the impending
crisis have been ignored."
Disney Sets Own Distribution
Having terminated its distribution tie-up of
many years standing with RKO, Walt Disney's
future product will be distributed through Buena
Vista Film Distribution Co., the physical handling
falling to the National Film Service organization.
Included in this new arrangement are the completed CinemaScope "20,000 Leagues Under The
Sea" and two forthcoming C'Scope cartoon features, "Lady and the Tramp" and "Sleeping
Beauty". Buena Vista was formed one year ago as
a wholly owned subsidiary of Disney Productions.
Chas. Skouras Would Produce
The exhibition wing of the industry, weary of
the scant menu served up by the film-makers
wants to open its own kitchen and cook for itself.
So said Charles P. Skouras, president of National theatres, who came to New York to meet
with the press and with brokers and security analysts. He indicated the Justice Department is casting a benign eye upon the plight of theatremen,
recognizing that they are confronted by an entirely different situation than that existing at the time
of the Consent Decree. Under the circumstances,
it is considering proposals which would permit
those circuits formally connected with production
to enter production.
Skouras claims his National chain, a 350-odd
theatre group, requires about 32-37 films annually
over and beyond those offered by established production companies. His company would like to
make 2 or 3 features for the first year. He emphasized the need for more first class product to
draw people away from the TV sets, and, moreover, urged prospective independent producers to
roll up their sleeves as quickly as possible.
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The Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital 1954 Christmas Salute
was officially launched via a
closed circuit telephone broadcast to all exchange cities outHning the Salute's objectives.
Program originated in Columbia
offices of Abe Montague, president of WRMH.
Barney Balaban was awarded
the President's Medal for Humanitarianism by the Metropolitan Council of B'nai B'rith in
NYC for "35 years of dedicated
service to B'nai B'rith and to his
man."
fellow
Eric tract
Johnston's
MPAA from
conhas been extended
the expiration date in 1958 to
1962. This squelched rumors
that retiring NY Governor
Thomas E. Dewey was offered
the post.
Peter W. Geiger takes over
top spot in the NY office of the
Bank of America's motion picture department.
Walter Branson, RKO sales
chief, and Joseph Tushinsky, coinventor of the Superscope lens,
have gone to Europe to attend
exhibitor demonstrations of the
wide screen proces-s.
Nine major film companies
are cooperating with COMPO to
distribute "This Is Your Army,"
55-minute Technicolor documentaryfense.
produced
of DeRelease isbysetDept.
for Dec.
13.
Si Fabian, S-W Corp. pres.,
flew to London to attend the
first European showing of "This
Is David
Cinerama."
(Skip) Weshner will
represent Figaro productions in
the selling of "The Barefoot
Contessa" through UA.
G. Griffith Johnson, MPEA
v.p., headsdivision
the association's
European
under the
supervision Ralph Hetzel, international dept. chief.
Francis M. Winikus, UA adpub topper, announced the
further expansion of the company's exploitation staff with the
appointment cf Earl Keate to a
permanent field force post. This
makes a total of ten permanent
exploiteers on the UA staff.
Winikus also named Samuel J.
Friedman to succeed Charles
Handel, resigned.
Oldest theatre cashier in the
business, 87-year-young Kate
Gould, will be honored at
Allied's
forthcoming
in
Milwaukee.
She hasconvention
cashiered
at the Crystal Theatre, Glencoe,
Minn, since 1909.
Maxwell Cummings, president
of Canada's Associated Screen
News, Ltd. announced appointment of Kenneth Cooper as Ontario sales mgr. for the company.
Frank Petraglia joins Disney
Productions to handle music exploitation under Abe Glaser, it
was announced by Leo F.
Samuels. A veteran publicist
(formally with RKO), Petraglia
"'/ill also assist in national exploitation of Disney product.

NEIVS
III. Confab Previews TOA Meet
The regional meeting of the United Theatres
of Illinois (TOA) in Springfield, provided a sharp
preview of the exhibition storm which threatens
break at the TOA convention in Chicago, Oct. 31
to Nov. 4.
Addressing a session of the meeting, TOA
general counsel Herman M. Levy, reported, "I am
shocked to hear of the many apparent violations
of the decrees in U. S. vs. Paramount in this and
in other areas . . . but I am heartened by the fact
that the exhibitors concerned have agreed to put
their complaints in writing, giving the time, place,
name of sales representative, and the demands
made by him, so that appropriate action can be
UT of Illinois president George Kerasotes hit
at distribution from another angle, saying, "The
distributors should exert all their efforts to assist
taken." in selling their product in a showmanexhibitors
ship manner to the theatre-going public, rather
than exercising all their efforts to secure unreasonable and unequitable film rentals." Kerasotes declared, "Securing high percentage terms does not
necessarily or ultimately result in high film rentals."
An open forum discussion, was highlighted by
complaints of: (1) some distributors conditioning
the sale of one picture upon another; (2) Allocation of cheaply made pictures in the 50 percent
bracket merely because of grossing potential, disregarding cost of production; (3) The enforcement
of unfair availabilities through print shortages.
Elected regional vice president of the Waukegan district of UT or 111., was Hank Rhyan,
Times Theatre.
Theatres On Rise
Counting motion picture theatres through the
toubled days of the attendance depression, was
much like keeping track of the little Indians in the
poem. First there ten — then there were nine. From
COMPO comes news indicating both a stabilization and increase in actively operating houses. On
August 1 the figure was 18,351, according to Sindlinger & Co., business researchers retained by
COMPO. Last March operating theatre totals had
dipped to a post-war low of 17,464.
Robert W. Coyne, COMPO special counsel,
says this compilation resulted from a constant two
year check on theatre operations. While the 18,351
total is an estimate, Sindlinger anticipates a remote margin of error. Its statistics on theatre aggregate at close of 1953, varied only 1.3 percent
from that of U. S. Census.
Perhaps the happiest feature of the Sindlinger
Gtudy flows from its finding of an estimated gain
of 887 actively functioning houses since March 1,
1954, just one month prior to the effective date of
the admission tax reduction.
As matters now stand, the August 1 total is
only 755 theatres short of the highest number of
operating houses since 1946. That number was
19,106, recorded in 1950. The principal variation
is seen in the slide-off of four-walled houses and
the rise of open-air establishments. In 1950. for instance, there were 16,904 for the former; 2,202 of
the latter. The most recent figures list 14,301 fourwalled houses; 4,050 drive-ins.
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a movie. Artistic wants are vague and diffused; emotional responses unreasoned. Accordingly, surprise —
the hallmark of all good entertainment — is never-ending. When the nervous system is given a good shaking
out, most folks leave in a generally satisfied frame of
mind.
(3) DEMAND.

Hollywood cannot possibly supply

the public's demand for pictures of a certain degree of
excellence. This is true likewise of personalities. Th.
entire 40 year history of the movie business sustains
this fact, irrespective of depressions, cc^mpetition or
other factors. The procf is in the budgetary and salary
rcales of picture-making.
No student of primary economics believes that Miss
Bosumy Bess is worth $150,000 per picture, or that a
film dealing with redskins biting the dust warrants an
outlay of 2 million. Under the rigidly objective standards of the marketplace, these expenditures appear
wanton and extravagant.
But the fact remains that public demand — as measured by bcxoffice — completely rationalizes and justifies
these figures.
The answer is tied up in the scarcity value of good
films and particular stars. There is only one "Gone With
the Wind." one DeMille, one Bogart, one Monroe. The
situation is parallel to some 30 or 40 million buyers all
bidding for a single prize. The crowd's fancy becomes
an inflationary force, building up incredible demand
pressure in the face of scant supply.
The industry struggles incessantly to meet these pressures, because only thus can it prosper.
Look back to filmdom's worst years. You could compile quite a list of multi-million grossers and highest tax

Studio
(Continued from Page Size-ups
IS)
Henry lUankc producer, (iordon I)oni;las diector. Douglas recently inked a new lont^tcrm contract with Warners and his first
director's assijinnient under the pact will he
"The McConncll Story" (Alan i.add. June
Allyson), WarnerColor — 'bioK ci^i (he late
jet-pilot ace. Captain Joseph AfcConnell.
INDEPENDENTS

Makelim

Release Delayed

Kling Studios Join Inde Ranks
II.Xl. K MAKKl.lMS i 1- !■( )K I S | ( )
Ret his production program off the Rronnd
have run into much delay, not wholly unexpected by this dei)artMient. He had originally planned lo release his first feature in October, but since the film probably won't ro
into production for possibly si.\ weeks, it
appears unlikely that distribufion will beRin

Off

Stutlios

bracket performers all basking in an unflagging demand,
while their more mediocre companions went abegging.
(4) PAYMENT SIGHT-UNSEEN. Two great presale barriers stand between consumer and merchant.
They are, namely, (a) the climate of public opinion, and
(b) personal examination.
In motion pictures you buy first, assess later. Beyond
the opinion cf your friends and published reviews, the
public buys sight-unseen, betting, as it were, in the dark
that it will like what it sees. Under the circumstances
the public must have confidence in the entertainment
value of movies. There is no bargaining at the boxoffice, no trial examinations, no credit. Its cash on the
barrelhead — direct and without reservations.
The significance of this situation PRwise, of course,
is tied up in pre-selling and pre-conditioning the public,
both as to individual films, and to movies as an institution. Hat's off to the industry's exploitation and advertising talent on this score!
And so the paradox is now complete. The motion picture industry, in spite of itself, has through the years
built as novel and rewarding a clientele as exists anywhere in the business scene. It has lived without a formalized public relations program simply because the
very act of movie-going has set up some peculiar traditional relationships with the public on its own. They
have effected an enviable and profitable mass opinion.
But times are changing. A few of our traditional relationships are a bit frayed and worn by father time.
There is a need for stock-taking, and, accordingly, in
our next chapter we shall explore the highly topical
matter of — Our Status. What It Is and What We Want
It To Be. On this subject will be presented the views
of many movie industry leaders in all branches.

before January. Makelim reports he will
roll three additional productions in fast succession, and they should all be ready by the
time the first is released.
The inde producer expects to have 3.000
theatres lined up by the end of next month,
to i)articipate in his exhibitor Ruarantee plan
for marketinR pictures. At that time, he will
close the charter membership, which entitles
all of the participants to share in the profits
after the production cost of each picture is
amortized.
Each of the proposed 12 pictures to be
made under the arranRement will be budReted at $426.()()0 and will be sold to participatiuR theatres on flat rentals. Makelim
declares that low budRets do not indicate
that product will he of the Class "H" variety, inasmuch as his orRanization has minimized many heavy distribution expenses. At
least two of the features will be in color, and
"name" casts will be used in all films, it is
reported.
A new entry to the ranks of inde i)r()ducers is the KlinR Studios, which is e\pandiiiR its activities to include a proRram

of three theatrical features. Lee lUevins.
vice-president in charge of the studio, which
has been a rental lot to date, says the first
venture will be "Miracle .At Santa Anita,"
to be launched in January, on a $300,000 to
$600,000 budRct.
Joe Kaufman, who recently completed
"1-onR John Silver" in .Australia, is also establishinR a ])ermanent inde company-, with
headquarters to be set up in Sidney. He is
buyiuR the Fagewood Studios there, and
plans to produce "Come Away, Pearler,"
story of pearl fishing, as his next feature.
Independent pictures now shooting, or due
to roll in the next couple of weeks are: "The
\"ampire's Tomh" (Hela Lugosi), Edward
1). \\'ot)d producer-director; "Enchanted
Isle" (Alan Xixon), a Ron Ormond production to be lensed in Hawaii; "King Dinosaur"Dour
(
Henderst)!!. Wanda Curtis), an
A\ Zimhalist production to be produced and
directed by Bert I. Ciordon, and "Criswell
Predicts to 1999", a feature-length color film
revolving around astrologist Criswell, to be
I'roductions.
lirciduced
under the banner of Ricliier- I'erk
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BOWERY BOYS MEET THE MONSTERS. THE Bowery
Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Edward Bernds.
JuneDirector
Comedy. Boys become Involved
with mad doctor, electronic robot and gorilla. 44 min.
DESPERADO. THE Wayne Morris. Director Thomas
Carr. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Fighting
to free Texas from carpetbaggers after Civil war,
young man is doublecrossed by friend and framed
for murder. 81 min.
July
RETURN FROM THE SEA Jan Sterling, Neville Brand.
Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when executive
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
in battle.
home a hero to marry girl he loves. 80 min. Returns
WEAK AND THE WICKED. THE Glynis Johns John
Gregson. Producer Victor Skuteiky.
Director
LeeThompson. Drama. Framed in fraud case young J.woman
IS sentenced to two years in prison. She is thrown
among wicked women and involved in escape. 72 min.
August
KILLER LEOPARD Johnny Sheffield Beverly Garland
Produced ar« directed by Ford Beebe. Melodrama
Boniba
beautiful
screen70 star
husband helps
in wilds
of Arfica.
min. track down runaway
SECURITY RISK John Ireland. Dorothy Malone Producer William F. Broidy. Director Harold Schuster
Melodrama. FBI agent on
thwarts communists
who kill scientist and stealvacation
secret papers. 49 min
September
HUMAN JUNGLE. THE Gary Merrill. Jan Sterling Producer Hayes Goeti. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps
cleans up tough section and solves murderpolice
32 squad
JUNGLE GENTS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall Imin
Bowery
Boysl. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds
Comedy. Discovering that one of the boys can actually smell
the gang44 goes
min to Africa to find a
stolen diamonds.
fortune indiamonds,
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly Western. Ex-convict is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding
town of outlaws. 49 min.
October
DANGER POINT Mark Stevens. Martha Hyer Joan
Vohs. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Stevens
Me.odrama. Former detective released from prison
after serving long term
he didn't commit
seeks revenge against men forwhocrime
framed him
TARGET EARTH Richard Denning, Virginia Gray Producer Herman Cohen. Director Sherman A Rose
Science
Earth is invaded by army of robots
planet Venus
the Fiction.
from
TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT Technicolor. David Niven
Yvonne
do Carlo.
Barry 88
FItigerald
min. . Comedy. Irish
comic flavor.
fantasy with
November
BOB MATHIAS STORY, THE Bob Mathias Melba Mathias. Ward Bond. Producers James L. Fallon William
E. Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sports drama
Biography
school days ofto Olympic
present. Decathlon champion from high
Coming
ANNAPOLIS STORY. THE Technicolor. John Derek
Kevin McCarthv, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch
Director Don Sicgel. Drama.
who graduated
from Annapolis together splitBrothers
over a girl but are
eventually
reconciled
during
combat
as iet fighter
pilots in Korea
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcev, Hunti Hall
IBowery Boys) Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Nernds. Comedy. Bowery Boys find Aladdin's
magic lamp and
to Bagdad. 44 min resulting adventures take them
DYNAMITE ANCHORAGE
Morris, Dane Clark
Carole Mathews Producer Wayne
F. Broidy. Director
Harold Schuster. MelodramWilliam
a.
Port
Warden of Los
Angeles harbor learns docked freighter
has atomic
bimb
aboard
which
is
to
be
set
off
in
communist plot
to destroy the harbor.
nnLUMniA
JUNGLE MANEATERS Johnny
Weissmuller, Karin Booth,
Producer Sam Katzman June
Director Lee Sholem, Adventure-melodrama, Jungle Jim tracks down diamond
smuggler who is jeopardizing peace of jungle. 48 min.
FILM
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SARA'CEN ELADE. THE Technicolor. Ricardo Montalban,
Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle.
13th century
swashbuckler withCostume
Montalbanmelodrama.
in a vendetta
to avenge
his
father's murder, joining in the Crusades. 74 min.
CAINE MUTINY, THE I July
Pre-release) Technicolor. HumBogart, Van Edward
Johnson,Dmytryk.
Jose Ferrer,
FredStanley
MacMurray.phreyDirector
Producer
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy
destroyer.
min. Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
HELL BELOW125 ZERO
Mark Robson. Producers Irvina Allen, Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
complication for x-navy skipper in the Antartic. 91 min.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones,
Clift. Director
Vlttorio
Sica.
ProducersMontgomery
David O. Selznick
and de Sica.
Drama.de Made
in
Italy,
T'Bicycle
Thief")
de
Sica'i
first
English
language film. 43 min.
OUTLAW STALLION. THE Technicolor. Phil Carey,
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DirecFred F, leads
Sears. toWestern
devotion
wild torstallion
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
44 min.to
August
LAW VS. BILLY THE KID. THE Technicolor. Scott
Brady, Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
William Castle. Western. Revenging himself on crooked
sheriff and outlaw gang, Billy the Kid runs afoul the
law. and is eventually killed by his best friend. 73 min.
PUSHOVER Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey. Producer
Jules Schermer. Director Richard Quine. Melodrama,
Detective
fallshimin against
love with
for
her turns
law.gunman's
88 min. girl. His desire

Features

THEY
WEST Producer
Donna Reed,
Francis.Western.
Dlrec- ||
tor PhilRODEKarlson.
LewisRobert
Rachmil.
Doctor atwhenfrontier
Armv post toIncurs
officers
he administers
hostileenmity
Indiansof fellow [
THREE FOR THE SHOW CInemaScope, Technicolor.
Betty Grable,
Gower Director
Champion,
JackPotter.
Lemmon. ProducerMarge
Jonle &Taps.
H. C.
Musical.
Musical
comedy
writer
reported
killed
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to bestin
friend
VIOLENT MEN, THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Barbara
Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J.
Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry
officer leads small ranchers against encroaching land
baron.
I. F. E.

SENSUALITA English, Eleonora Rossi Drago. PontiDe Laurentis production. Director Clemente Fracasti.
Drama.
Rice"
of two men and a girl inj
the
wheat "Bitter
fields of
Italy,story72 min,
HELL RAIDERS OF August
THE DEEP English Language.
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa,neDeLaurentis Producers.j
Director Duillo Coletti. WarJudrama.
Deals with the adventures of min.
Italian Navy frogmen during World War II.
War II, 93

EREAD, LOVE ANDSeptember
DREAMS Sub-titles. GIna LolloSeptember
brlglda, Vlttorio DeSlca. TItanus Films production. DiBLACK DAKOTAS. THE Technicolor. Gary Merrill,
rector
Luigi
Comenclnl.
Wanda Hendrix. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Direclife In a mountain Drama.
town. Joys and minor tragetor Ray Naiarro. Western. Confederate spys plot to CITYdies ofSTANDS
English. Silvana Pampanini,
send Sioux Nation on warpath thereby tieing up large Amedeo Nazzarl,TRIAL
Director Luigi Zampa, Melodrama.
Union army force. 45 min.
Suspense
story of murder investigation in corrput i
BULLET IS WAITING, A Technicolor. Jean Simmons,
city.
105 min.
Rory Calhoun,
Brian Farrow.
Aherne. MeloPro- GOLDEN COACH, THE English. Technicolor. Anna
ducer Howard Stephen
Welsch. McNally,
Director John
Magnani, Director Jean Renoir, Musical drama, 17th
drama. Plane crash strands sheriff and suspected murcentury tale of beautiful actress. 105 min.
derer in California wilderness. Violence flares when
All star cast. Producer
they seek shelter In lonely cabin occupied by a Cesare
EngHsh.Portrayal
THE CITY
LOVE INZavattlni.
Omnibus.
of various ways
beautiful girl. 82 min.
of love and women who practice them presented in_
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
"March
of
Time"
style.
110
min,
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
wom^n who sells hfrsolf and becomes a partner in
October
murder to achieve selfish ends. 90 min.
AIDA Color Eng, Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell,
Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Director
Ballet
October
Verdi's
Opera. and
ClementetweenFracassi.
Egyptian princess
love be-of
girlofforrivalry
slavestory
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Egyptian officer. 110 min.
Director Ella Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter Involved in GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silvana
Vlttorio Gassman.
Eleonora Rossi Drago,
racketeers' domination of longshoremen Is moved to Pampanini, Dino
De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. Director
Producers
rebel against the syndicate by love of woman. 108 min.
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
ring involvExpose of 75vice
Comenclnl.
Luigiing qlrls
who enter Drama.
dance marathon,
min,
Donna Reed. DIanne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
A English Language, Silvan*
HUSBAND FOR ANNA,D. F.
Davanzati. Director G. Da
Pampanini. Producer
three
years
earlier, cowboy returns home to clear
his name.
77 min.
and tribulations of woman in
Santis. ofDrama.
Coming
search
love andTrials
husband. 105 min.
English Language. Manna
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE Theodoli.
Director L. Da
CANNIBAL ATTACK Johnny Weissmuller. Judy Walsh.
Vlady. Producer NIccolo
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Jungle
between two 15-yearlove
of
Story
Drama.
Felice.
olds
which
ends
tragically.
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
November
CANGACEIRO
by Vera
Productions
with all-Brazilian Produced
cast. Director
Lima Cruz
Barreto.
Action
Mangano.
Silvana in
Lang. engages
Eng.bandit
WALL ury
rivalry
Turn-of-cent
Adventure. THE
drama. Story of bandits who terrorized Brazil for AGAINST
Mangano.
of
love
for
with police officer
almost
100
years
and
lived
by
their
particular
code
HURDY-GURDY Pathecolor. English. Producer, Lu«
of honor and justice.
Films. Director Ettore Glannini. Ballet-drama. ThreeDETECTIVE.
Alec Guiness,
rector RobertTHEHamer.
Producer Joan
VivianGreenwood.
Cox. ComedyDi- century
story of Naples told thru medium of ballet.
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest Continuity
ages.drama involving "show busithru the by
ness" famllvprovided
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ov-^onvi^t< usino it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
MADEMOISELLCarloE GOBETTE Eng. Lang. Silvana PamDapporto. Excelsa-Amato production.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara.
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director Comedy panini,
drama. Dancer becomes entangled with law
because
of
-canty
costume.
RichardcialsSale.
Adventure-meller.
Tangier
customs
offiemploy woman secret agent to help break up THEODORA. SLAVE
English!
Pathecolor.
EMPRESS
smuaaling rina.
n by Lux.
Italo-French co-productio
Director Riccardo
I WAS A PRISONER IN KOREA Robert Francis DIanne
Freda. Historical
Beautiful slave girl rises tobecome
Empress ofdrama.
Byzantine
Foster, Brian Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director
VOICE OF SILENCE
Eng. empire.
Lang. Rossana Podesta.
Lewis Seller. War drama. U. S. Intelligence officers
Greco. Produced by Cines-Franco London.
masquerade as collaborators in Korean prison camp in Cosetta
Drama. Story of men who make 3-day religious retreat
order to spv on the Communists.
and families and sweethearts they leave behind. 85 min.
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor, George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson saves wrongly convicted man from hanging and
puts down threat of Indian war,
INDEPENDENTS
PHFFFT Judy Holllday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. Comedy. Bored by their marriage, professional couple find
th^t thoir freedom is even worse.
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.
TRIPOLI
Paul Director
Henreid, Felix
Pa- PRIVATE HELL 36 September
Ida Lupino,
SteveDirector|
CochProducerTechnicolor.
Sam Katzman.
ran, Howard Duff.IFIImakersI
Producer Collier
Young.
Feist Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
Don Siegel. Melodrama. Police detectives working on,
aid of pirate leader to help drive savage hordes
murder case steal some "hot" money and are eventn-j
from her kingdom.
ally trapped by police captain. 81 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
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INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
October
\NISHING PRAIRIE iBuena VIstal Technicolor. Proicer Walt Disney. Nature Documentary. 71 min.
Coming
AO AT THE W0.7LD iFilmakersl Frank Loveioy. Keefe
asselle. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
se. Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
Ir gang.
young couple's infant, father goes gunning
RASHOUT IFilmakersl William Bendix, Arthur Ken!dy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster,
elodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
ail of violence with only two surviving to reach
iche of stolen money.
LIPPERT

ne Adele Jergens. Pro6 CHASE, THE Glenn Ju
Langan.
jcer Robert L. Lippert. Jr. Director Arthur Hilton,
ction drama. Rookie cop goes on patrol car duty,
kes part in chase by aoto, boat and helicopter that
ids in shooting of payroll robbers. 65 min.
TO KILL Dane Clark. Producer Anthony Hinds,
irector Montgomery Tully. Mystery drama. Desperate
jsiness man hires thug to kill him so his wife can colct insurance. Changes his mind and barely escapes
eath,
to 75learn
ose call.
min. that his wife was responsible for
July
IVER BEAT Phyllis Kirk, John Bentley. Producer Heran Cohen. Director Guy Green. Mystery drama. Girl
idio operator on U. S. freighter becomes unwitting
:c«5iory to diamond smugglers. Teams with detective
1 investigate murder and round up gang. 73 min.
August
HUNDER PASS Dane Clark, Andy Devine. Producer
obert A. Nunes. Director Frank McDonald. Western
rama Party of whites crossing hostile Indian country
ith a suspected renegade is attacked by tribes.
Renegade" is vindicated as Army agent. 74 min.
September
IL£NT RAIDERS Richard Bartlett, Earle Lyon. Producer
arle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Action drama,
even-man patrol lands on Normandy beach. Works its
ay ttirough
enemy
ieppe
commando
raid.forces
65 min.In preparation for the
ERROR SHIP William Lundigan, Naomi Chance. Proucer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mysjry drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds it has
een used to cache highly-explosive atomic formula,
oards
yachttheforsecret.
sea-chase
scape with
72 min.after plotters attempt to
NHOLY FOUR, THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
lichael Carreras. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
rama. Husband returns after four-year memorv loss
*'■.r- and
which of wife's three suitors tried to
him. find
80 min.
October
EADLY GAME Lloyd Bridges. Producer. Robart
»nbar. Director Dan Blrt. Mystery drama. American
ovelist in southern Spain becomes involved in murder,
lackmail and smuagled microfilm of secret formulas.
lEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
' the Spanish "Joan of Arc," who persuades Spain's
rmy
to resist
but dies as a besieged city
ills and
French Napoleon,
rule prevails.
November
ACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon. Proucer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
rama. Former auto racing champion quits big race
•hen his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
•omeback
rand Prix. and wins back his wife by winning the
Coming
HEY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady Raymond Burr,
lelodrama Fashion model sold into Braiilian slavery
ng escapes and enlists aid of American who exposes
ealthy Brazilian as ringleader.
LACK PIRATES, THE AnscoColor. Anthony Dexter,
on Chaney, Jr. Producer Robert L. Lippert, Jr. Diector Allen Miner. Adventure. Pirates terrorize town
>rcing villagers to dig for buried treasure under
hurch. Young townsman brings their destruction.
'■-ASS TOMB, THE John Ireland Melodrama. Side10W barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl,
i/ith numerous carnival characters among the suspects.
•>t
the glass tomb where the
arkermystery
presentsis resolved
his latest atattraction.
vlETHD-GDLDWYN-MAYER
4EN OF THE FIGHTING, une
LADY Ansco. Van Johnson,
Valter Prdgeon. Louis Cafhern, Frank Loveioy. War
rama. Navy fighter squadron in Korea overcomes tre■lendous odds to save blinded pilot. 80 min
TUDENT PRINCE, THE CinemaScope, Ansco Color.
>nn Biyth, Edmund Purdom. John erlcson. Producer
vrthur Freed. Director Vlncenfe Mlnelli. Musical. Film
eriion cf Romberg's operetta. 107 min.
FILM

GONE WITH THE WIND July
Reissue I Technicolor. Clark
Gable, Vivian Leigh. 222 min.
VALLfcf Parker.
OF THE Producer,
mNGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor
Eleanor
Sam Zimbalist. Director R.
Pirosh. Adventure drama. Young archeologist aids
beautiful
olrl
to
carry
on
dead father's
find lost tomb of Egyptian Pharoah.
86 min. ambition ot
August
HER TWiLVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Prooucer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the91 problem
of sharing her
living room
13 males.
min.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Procucer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Cutdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel marries Powell and takes her into the hills of
Oregon
wh?re she is brothers.
facd with103orosoect
his six semi-clvlllzed
min. of living wrrn
BETRAYED Eastman.September
Clark Gabie, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved in espionage and romance in occupied Holland
during World War II. 108 min.
October
BEAU BRUMMEL Technicolor. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era. dashing cavalry captain gains reputation for revolutionary
fashions but personal ambitions bring disaster. 113 min.
ROGUE
Robert Nayfack.
Taylor, Janet
Leigh. Roy
George
Raft.
ProducerCOP_
Nicholas
Director
Rowland.
Drama. Slick detective sergeant plays both sides of
the the
law error
until ofhishisbrother's
him
ways. 92 death
min. and a woman show
November
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell. Debbie Reynolds. Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
sisters In screwball family of health addicts. 119 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS, THE Technicolor. Van John,
son, Elizabeth Taylor, Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to tragedy 123 min.
December
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new Coming
torpedo explosive. 90 min.
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Gene Kelly.
Van Johnson Cyd Charisse. Elaine Stewart. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Mlnnelll. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once a century. 108 min.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope EastmanColor. Grace Kelly
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Miningbia, engineer's
against
the lungles
of Columand bandits tobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him to a treasure of another kind.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing In romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern. Marlon Brando. James
Mason. Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman.Assassination
Director J-sseph
L. Manklewlcz.
drama.
of Caesar,
with friendHistorical
Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Casslus et al. 121 min
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams,
HowardCinemaScope.
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
4 Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city Is
Invaded by Hannibal.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilderness life until finally trapped by woman as proficient
In the woods as he is.
PAHAMQUNT
ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
DIeterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
in Ceylon, falls In love with
e foreman and plans to
Junhis
run away with him. Plague
strikes and in crisis she
finds she still loves her husband. 103 min.
SECRET OF THE INCAS Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Nicole ducerMaurey,
Robert Young.
ProMel Epstlne.Thomas
DirectorMitchell,
Jerry Hopper.
Melodrama.
American pilot stranded In Peru ioins a renegade in
searching for lost Inca treasure. 101 min.

OCTOBER

SUMMARY

Exhibitors should hove o minimum of
27 new feofures available in Octob«
Paromount hasn't announced re!eas
for the month, but it is expected the
the company will distribute at least
one picture. UA still leads the producr
parade with four slated for October.
Fox will release three in CinemaScope
and WB. one. Twelve of the upcoming
films ore in color.
Dee for sOctober distribatioa a.*e:
ma
dra
3 Musicals
o
l
6 Me rns
2
Comedies
te es
1 Scieace Fiction
3 Wes atur
e
1 Decamefltary
3 Adv
August
ABOUT MRS. LESLIE Shirley Booth. Robert Ryan. Producer Hal Wallls. Director Daniel Mann. Drama. Worooming houseabout
ownerownfindsIll-fated
tenant'saffair.
problems
her toman reminisce
104 lead
min.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Lelch. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly announces that Jerry Lewis Is dyin-j of radiation poisonand he is95given
Janeting Leigh.
min. one last fling at life by reporter
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart. Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Melodrama. Freelance photographer becomes involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder. 112 min.

s
September
SAERINA Humphrey
Bogart. Audrey Hepburn. ama8
Wl'liam Holden. Producer and director Billy V/ilder.1
Dr
C9m»dy. after
Two she
rich returns
brothersfromfallyear
for Inth Paris.
= Ir chauffeur's
daughter
113 mIn.
Coming
ERIDGES AT TOKO-RI. THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
[et pilotsWarplayed
against
background of plan and execution of Korean air raid.
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke,
Eric Fleming. Producer George Pal. Director Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Flioht to Mars from man-made
soace station 1000 mlies above the earth.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence when he tries comeback.
LOVE IS A WEAPON VV-Technlcolor. John Payne,
Mary Murphy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Fhil
Karlson. Melodrama. Going to South America to
locate
priceless
murder and
intrigue.ruby Payne becomes involved in
MAMBO Silvana Mangano, Michael Rennle, Vlttorio
Gassman,
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& DeLaurentis. Shelley
Director Winters.
Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Venetian
shopgirl
attains
success
but
meets
with
broken romance along the way.
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technlcolor. James Cagney,
Vlveca Llndfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner
befriendsandyoung
man only
to be rewarded with doublecross
attempted
murder.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Loveioy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskln. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air
Command,
non-stop
flight. he is envolved in crash and historic
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technlcolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
Hal Wallls. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. ExGl's
join small
where becomes
one strives
to becomee
aromantic
clown
and circus
the other
involved
in a
triangle
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technlcolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-iewel thief Is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Pontl DeLaurentls. Director Mario
Camarini.
Adventure
Spectacle.
Ulvsses as taken
from the
Odessey. Homeric feats of

WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technlcolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecGREATEST SHOW ON July
EARTH, THE (Reissue) TechniEscapingwhofrom
Devil's
color James Stewart Betty Hutton, Cornel Wilde,
Islandtor Michael
three Curtlz.
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the
Charlton Heston, 153 min.
verge of bankruptcy.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye. Mai
WHITE CHRISTMAS Technicolor. Bing Crosby, Denny
Zetterllng. Producers asd directors Norman Panama
Kaye,
Producer
Robt
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist In E.
Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtlz. Musical.
Two World
Paris und»-goes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of War II buddies team as entertainers after war. become Involved with sister act which threatens their
man'"-,
the female
has same
ptex. gets finds
involved
In spy psychiatrist
plot and murder.
103 corrvmin.
plans for Broadway show.
BULLETIN — THIS
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REPUBLIC
HELL'S HALF ACRE Wendell Corey, Evelyn Keyes
e
Elsd Lanchester. Associate
John H.
Junproducer-director
Auer. Mystery meiodranna.
Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
in 1941 but his crinne-ridden past destroys hope for
the revival of marriage. 91 min.
July Wendell Corey, MarLAUGHING ANNE Technicolor.
garet
Lockwood.
Forrest
Tucker. Producer-director
Herbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable
schooner captain
tries to save girl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy. 91 min.
August
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of, if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally. Associate
producer-director
Drama.
Woman newspaper
owner is William
confrontedSeifer.
with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
September
TOBOR THE GREAT
Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man
in
foiling
steal secret formula. 77 min. enemy agent's plot to
October
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Youno
wagesDirector
range Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage. 90 min.
November
SHANGHAI
STORY.
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel. Associate
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
against Red
police.of Shanghai's International SettleComing
ATOMIC KiD, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson,
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring.
HELL'S
Cameron,
Asso.
producer OUTPOST
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
in rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam. Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
ROOGIE'S BUMP Robert Marriot, Ruth Warrick, Brooklyn Dodgers'
Sports
comedy.
Little stars.
boy triesJohn
out Bash
for andproductions.
makes the Brooklyn
Dodgers'
team.
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama. Ycung engineer fights to recover timberland inheritance from tycoon who killed his father.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood. Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure romance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the ^wner
UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Don Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes involved with gold hoard and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle in the desert. 70 min.
RKQ

SILVER LODE Technicolor.
John Payne, Dan Duryea,
June
Lizabeth Scott Producer
Benedict Bogeaus. Director
Allan Dwan. Western drama. Townspeople alienate
upstanding citizen accused of murder and daughter of
cattle baron who stands by him. 80 min.
SINS OF ROME Massimo Girotti, Ludmilla Tcherina.
Producer Consorzio Spartacus. Director Riccardo
Freda. Adventure. Roman gladiator leads revolt and
attempts to unite slaves against Roman army. 75 min.
July
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN IReissuel. Danny Kaye,
Farley Granger. Jeanmaire 112 min.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlin.
Romantic
girl" her
is placed
custody of
writer comedy.
who wants"Bad
to study
type forin
story he is writing. 98 min.
August
NO RELEASES
September
AFRICA ADVENTURE PatheColor. Producer Robert C.
Ruark Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
ofRuark's
Africa. 3-month
64 min. safari through unexplored sections
FILM

October
PASSION SuperScope, Technicolor. Cornel Wilde,
Yvonne de Carlo. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alan Dwan. Drama.
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns tnat boyfriend is really in love with her married
sister.der thinking
She thereupon
frames
sister for back.
husband's murthat willComing
bring boyfriend
AMERICANO, THE SuperScope, EastmanColor. Glenn
Ford, Frank
Romero,
UrsulaCastle.
Thiess.Action
Producer RobertLovejoy,
Stillman.Cesar
Director
William
drama.can rancher,
Delivering
prize
Brahma
bulls
to
South
AmeriTexas cowboy becomes involved with
murder, bandits and romance.
BIG RAINBOW SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centering around hunt for sunken treasure.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetilaff.
Romantic
adventure.
Further adventures
of Sinbad
and his
40 thieves.
Double
romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.

2DTH

CENTURY-FDX
une

DEMETRIUS AND
GLADIATORS
CinemaScopeTechnicolor.
Victor THE
Mature,
Susan Hayward,
Michael
Rennie, Debra Paget. Producer Frank Ross. Director
Delmer Daves. Historical drama. Begins where "The
Robe" ended
tells instory
slavewhere
Demetrius
whose
Christian
faith and
is tried
the of
arena
he is forced
to fight as gladiator. 101 min.
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
Debra Facet. Michael Rennie. Producer Leonard
Goldstein. Costume adventure. Prince of Bagdad helps
people along the Nile throw off yoke of evil ruler
and gains beautiful princess for his wife. 71 min.
July
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ, THE Technicolor. Dale
Robertson, Debra Paget. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
t)irector Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
gambler
find father's
him
from sets
ci'.argeoutof tocheating.
88 min.killers and absolve
GARDEN OF EVIL CinemaScope Technicolor. Gary
Cooper, Richard Widmark, Susan Hayward. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adventure
drama. Three gold hunters become involved with a
beautiful woman and death inside Mexico. 100 min.
August
BROKEN LANCE CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, Richard Widmark, Spencer Tracy, Jean
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmytryk. isWestern
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
wife
caught indrama.
feud with
for
control of homestead. 96 min.
RAID, THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Anne Bancroft,
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederate
raid on town in Vermont in retaliation for the burning of the Atlanta. 83 min.
September
EGYPTIAN CinemaScope,
Deluxe Color. Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Edmund Purdom. Producertorical
Darryldrama.
F. Thirteen
Zanuck. Director
centuriesMichael
before Curtiz.
Christ Hisan
Egyptian physician seeks secret of life. 140 min.
October
ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE CinemaScope Deluxe Color. Elaine Stewart, John Derek. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Weis. Adventure romance.
Young Persian
barber leavesaction
his shop
in seek
of adventure. After horse-sword
in desert
he rescues
Princess and prevents war.
CARMEN JONES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Harry
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandridge. Producerdirector Otto Preminger. Musical drama. Follows plot
of opera and novel in new setting in which young
soldier headed for flying school has his life ruined
by sensuous girl.
WOMAN'S WORLD CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
Clifton
Webb,
June Allyson,
Heflin,
Lauren
Bacall, Fred
MacMurray,
ArleneVanDahl,
Cornel
Wilde.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Jean Negulesco.
Comedy drama. President of auto company seeks a
new general manager and places three candidates and
their wives in situations for observation. 94 min.

December
THERE'S
NO BUSINESSEthel
LIKEMerman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Scope Technicolor.
Marilyn Clnem.
Monroe I
Dan
Dailey,
Donald
O'Connor.
Producer
Solvaudevlll
Siege i
Director Walter Lang.
Musical.
Married
Comi
ng with the love c
team ingrain their three children
show business.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A Ricardo Montalbarl
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murde
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer.
UNITED

ARTISTS

une
CHALLENGE THE WILD Color Corp. of America
George and Sheila Graham. Producer and directed b
Frank Graham. Nature documentary. Family explore
the
Greatby North
Country,
where wild life remains un "J
touched
civilization.
69 min.
GOG 3D Color Corp. of America. Richard Egan, Cor
stance Dowling, Herbert Marshall. Producer Ivan Tori
Director Herbert L. Strock. Science-fiction. 85 min
HOBSON'S
CHOICE Charles
BrendaPro:D,
Banzie. Producer-director
David Laughton,
Lean. Comedy.
perous bootmaker finds his life complicated when h
tries to direct wedding plans of his daughters. 107 min
MAN WITH A MILLION Technicolor. Gregory Psck
Jane Griffiths. Producer John Bryan. Director Ronal
Neame. Comedy. Poverty-stricken but honest man i
given million pound note to prove theory that merel
possessing it, but never spending it will bring hir
good fortune. 90 min.

ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
July CRUSOE PatheColor
Dan O'Herlihy.
Producers
Dancigers,
Ehrlich.
Director Luis
Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. Henr
Fror
Daniel
Defoe's
classic
of
the
shipwrecked
the native who became his man Friday. 90 min.sailor am
APACHE Technicolor. Burt Lancaster, Jean Peters. Pro
ducer Harold Hecht. Director Robert Aldrich. Western 111
One-man
war Army.
waged91 by
United States
min. Apache chief against th
LAWLESS RIDER. THE Johnny Carpenter, Franki
Darro. Producer Carpenter. Director Yakima Canuti
Western. Deputy poses as outlaw and breaks ui
gang terrorizing ranchers.
RETURN TO TREASURE ISLAND PatheColor. Daw
Addams, Tab Hunter. Producers Aubrey Wisberg am
Jack Pollexfen. Director E. A. Dupon-f. Romanti
adventure. 75 min.
August
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Sin,
Lollobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vittorii
Vassarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelor
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has bee
set that all males over 20 must be married. 86 min
DIAMOND
WIZARD. Steven
THE Dennis
Sheridan. Producer
Pallos.O'Keefe,
DirectorMargare
Denni
O'Keefe.
Suspense
thriller.
Treasury
agent
thief who stole million dollars from U. S.tracks
vaultsdowit<
spend on production of man-made diamonds. 83 min.
DOWN THREE DARK STREETS Broderick Crawford
Ruth Roman. Producers Arthur Gardner & Jules V
Levy. Director Arnold Laven. Melodrama. 85 min.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Pro
ducer Peter De Sarigny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst
Air-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in Work
War
pilot's
ploit IIin backgrounds
locating enemyreconnaissance
convoy, sealing
fate daring
of Nazisex
Afrika Corps. 98 min.
VICTORY AT SEA Producer Henry Salomon. Narrate;
by Alexander ofScourby.
Film-and-musi<
dramatization
war and Documentary.
its human sidelights.
96 min
GOLDEN MISTRESS. September
THE Technicolor. John Agar, Rose
marie Bowe, Producers Richard Kay & Harry Rybnick
Director Joel Judge. Adventure. Fortune hunter fight'
Voodoo and savages in search of "lost treasure o
the untamed." 82 min.
JESSE JAMES' WOMEN Print by Technicolor. Peggie
Castle, Jack Beutel. Panorama production. Directoi
Don Barry.
Western.outlaw.
Another
retelling of the adven
tures
of the famous
83 min.

KHYBER
PATROL Director
Color Corp.
of America
Egan,
Dawn Addams.
Seymour
Friedman.Richard
Adventure:
drama. Officer in British Lancers in India prevents
massacre of garrison. 71 min.
SUDDENLY
FrankDirector
Sinatra,Lewis
Sterling
November
Robert Bassler.
Allen.Hayden.
Suspense Producer
drama.
BLACK WIDOW CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
Story of attempt to assassinate the President. 77 min.|
Heflin, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tierney, George Raft.
Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama.
October
Younginfogirllovegoesaffair
to which
New York
writer and
falls
leads toto become
her murder.
BAREFOOT
CONTESSA,
THE Technicolor. Humphrey'
DESIREE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Marlon Brando,
Bogart.Director
Ava Gardner.
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro produc-l
Jean Simmons. Merle Oberon. Producer Julian B'au- tion.
Joseph L.Edmond
Mankiewicz.
drama
stein. Director Henry Koster. Drama. Story of NaStory
of
poor
Spanish
girl
who
achieves
movie sfar-l
poleon's
rise
to
power
and
eventual
defeat
at
Waterdom
and
finds
true
love
which
leads
to
tragedy
bt-i
loo told from the viewpoint of girl whose love for the cause she gives her husband an heir he was unablel
general is never fulfilled.
'
to beget. 128 mins.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
HLE KIDNAPPERS. THE Duncan Macrae. Jean Andern. J. A. Rank production. Director Philip Leacock.
omedy-drarra.
Story of two little boys who "steal"
iby, Scotia.
set against
Dva
93 min. background of turn-of-the-century
PERATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, Irja Jensen,
oducer Fred Feldkannp. Director Jack Alexander,
■ama.
story inof hiding
ex-Soviet
clerk Igorof
ouzenkoBased
sinceongoing
undercodeprotection
aiadlan government. 77 min.
TTING EULL CinemaScope EastmanColor. Dale
jbertson, Mary Murphy, J. Carrol Naish. Producer
'.'5 R.minutes.
Frank. Director Sidney Salkow. Western drama.
Coming
^TTLE TAXI Sterling Hayden, Marshall Thompson,
rthur Franz. Producers Ivan Tors. Art Arthur. Direcr Herbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopter
quadron's rescue exploits in Korea.
-:ACHC0MBER, the Technicolor. Robert Newton,
lynis Johns. Producer Wm. Mac(?uitty I J. A. Rank),
rector Muriel Box. Drama, Romance between drunken
itcastin and
sister on plague-stricken
land
Indian missionary's
Ocean.
;AUTIES of the night Gerard PhiJipe, Gina Lollo-igida. Franco-London producer. Rene Clair. Fantasy-ama. Struggling music teacher finds his dreams of
ealizes "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
HAMPION (Reissue) Kirk Douglas. 99 min.
OOD DIE YOUNG. THE Gloria Grahame, Richard
ssehart John Ireland. Remus Production. Director
;wls Gilbert. Melodrama.
OME OF THE BRAVE (Reissue) Douglas Dick, Frank
jvejoy. 86 min.
THELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLlammoir, Suinne Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles,
rama. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 92 min.
OMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
jsan Shenta'l. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
astellanl. Romantic drama. Film version of Shakeseare's immortal classic. 140 min.
HIELD English.
FOR MURDER
JohnDirector
Agar,
laria
ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien,
Schenck.
' Brien. Melodrama. Fast-shooting detective becomes
'tvolved In robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min.
TEEL
CAGE.Swartz
THE and
Paul Doniger.
Kelly. Maureen
O'Sullivan.
roducers
Director
Walter
oniger. Drama. 85 min.
IGER AND THE FLAME. THE Technicolor (Filmed In
idlal. Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
woman's Illheroism
'ifory
ght forof freedom.
min. In 19th century Indian
WIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Berqerac.
reducer Maxwell Se+ton. Director David Miller. Rolantic
melodrama.
Ex-actress
romantically
ith crooked
international
business
man on involved
French
viera finds real happiness with young artist. 89 min.
ERA CRUZ Technicolor. Gary Cooper, Burt Lancaster.
Ucht-Lancaster
)utdoor adventure.production.
96 min. Director Robert Aldrich.
^VHITE ORCHID. THE Color Corp. of America. William
'undigan,
Peggie Cast'e.
Producer-director
Reginald
eborg. Adventure.
Archeologist
and fem photographer
sk Mexican jungles to seek lost tribe. 88 min.
UNIVERSAL-INTl
LACK HORSE CANYONJuTechnicolor.
Joel McCrea,
ne
ari Blanchard. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
•lie Hibbi. Western. Wild stallion escapes stock
anch and lives In hills. Efforts of girl rancher to reapture horse are thwarted by neighbor until roving
owboy comes to her aid. 82 min.
)RUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audle Mur>hy Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucker. Director
an Juran. Western. Trouble when cold miners
ireak treaty with Indians. 78 min.
July
:GG AND I. THE (Reissue) Claudctte Colbert Fred
vlacMurray, Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride. 108 min.
•OHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis Piper Laurie
'roducer
William Alland. Director George Shermen.
)rdma. Young
designer deveJops sport car
o save falling automotive
auto
succeeds when he wins
ross country race. 85company,
min.
'ANGANYI
KA Technicolo
r. Van
Heflin. RuthDeRoman,
roducer Albert
J. Cohen.
Director
Toth,
Jutdoor drama. In forests of Africa, Andre
two lumbermen,
lAieaqured
by
hostile
natives,
put
down
uprising
(illing whiteman who incites the savages. 81 min. by
August
=RANCIS JOINS THE WACS Donald O'Connor Julia
^dams, Chill Wills. Zasu Pitts. Comedy. Veteran is
:alled back into service and through error Is assigned
'o
unit. Complications increase when his talklngnuleWACbuddy
is assigned to same outfit. 94 min.
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
<ock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Jirector Douglas SIrk. Drama. Playboy atones
for
Jeath of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming adoctor devoting himself to humanity. 108 min.
FILM

September
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH, THE CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV is defeated
by
young knight
for treason.
99 min.whose family was unjustly executed
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-ounfirhter becomes involved
in family feud which resolves Into one of the most
famous gun battles of the West. 80 min.
HIGH AND DRY (J. A. Rrank) Paul Douglas, Hubert
Gregg. Producer Michael Truman. Director Alexander
MacKendrick. Comedy.
October
NAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden, Gloria Grahame. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
Detective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
through murderer's machinations. 86 min.
WEST O? ZANZIBAR IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
saves native tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers.
November
BENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson. Arlene
Dabl. fVoducer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native uprking
and subsequently regains honor.
FOUR houn.
GUNS
THE Producer
CORDER Technicolor.
RoryDirecCalColleen TOMiller.
William Alland.
tor Richard Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw is
reformed from bankrobbing
ways by love of woman.
Coming
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Directorand George
Sherman.
Western.
Is vio-of
lated
whitemen
invade
Indian When
land treaty
in search
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors.
DESTRY Technicolor. Audle Murphy, Marl Blanchard,
Lyie Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Must eventually resort to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corlnne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Arrthony Mann. Outdoor
drama Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tag with gold, love and sudden death.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAN WITHOUT A STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas.
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching big cattle interests.
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CInemaSc«pe, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-dlsastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attlla and Huns.
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julia Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man Is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews. Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is
let to
martial
for safety
desertion.by army captain subject to court
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Nelson. Corlnne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
nightclub entertainer, cashier and French heiress.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker, Howard
Duff. Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Gold mine owners become involved in war with crook who tries to force them from
their gold claims.
WARNER

July
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY. THE CinemaScope WarnerColor. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laraine Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Wellman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on plane bound from
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
feeling when faced with prospect of death. 147 min.
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Beatty.
Pat O'Brien,
Mickey E.Spillane.
Producer Robert
M.
Fellows.
Director James
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus is sabotaged by homicidal maniac. 93 min.
August
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Craine. Producers Hetlman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance invesjourneys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim totigatorfinance
Violence
and
romance result. 102 min.
KING RICHARD AND THE CRUSADERS CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo, George
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical adventure. Action-romance during Third Crusade to drive Mohammedans from Holy Land. 113 min.
September
BOUNTY
HUNTER.Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott,
Marie Windsor.
Sam Bischoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff. 79 min.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb, Ben Alexander,
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb.
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing with commission of crime and detection
of criminal. 89 min.
October
STAR ISland,BORN.
A
CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason, Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but 182ran't
leads
min. prevent his drinking which
November
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Audrey Djiton. Producer-director Delmar Daves. Western. Veteran Indian fighter is commissioned by President to negotiate without use of arms with renegade
Indian
band.to force
In spite
of peaceful
must resort
to bring
peace. efforts whitemen
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Robert MItchum, Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hunter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman.
Adventure drama. Family on snow-bound cattle ranch
have their lives altered
when huge mountain lion
Coming
invades the area.
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo
Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
k't
Storybehind.
of World War II Marines and the girls they
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jsiness-wise
Analysis
of the
>lew Films

. . It is not enough to talk bravely of quality as a substitute for quantity. Exhibitors have theatres to keep open
. . . Those who dream that this business is now their
exclusive oyster should heed the axiom

that someone

will always create the supply to meet the demand

STAR IS BORN
AU BRUMMELL
JRES OF HAJJI SABA

Distribution

Heads

Report

on

PASSION
E OVER AFRICA

THE

PRINT

SITUATION

. .

"DEEP IN MY HEART"
From its first sneak Preview, the word spread like v jdfire that Leo's big new musical is something to RC [R
about. Sigmund Romberg's life and songs come tc tie
screen truly as "The Musical With A Heart" wit|22
Romberg song hits from 11 of his greatest opere'as
presented by the most imposing roster of star er -rtainers ever. Jose Ferrer superb as Romberg; W]s
Oberon at her best as Dorothy Donnelly; songar
Helen Traubel one of the world's great entertair -s.
(See balance of great cast below.) Producer Rier
Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Screen play by L. nard Spigelgass.
Plus: Doe Avedon, Tamara Toumanova, Paul Stev^rt,
Isobel Elsom, William 01 vis, James Mitchell, /id
Guest Stars: Walter Pidgeon, Paul Henreid, Rosen ry
Clooney, Gene and Fred Kelly, Jane Powell, ic
Damone, Ann Miller, Cyd Charisse, Howard Eel.
Tony Martin. From the book by Elliott Arnold. T
by Technicolor.

"BEAU BRUMMELL" (^^M
Says Film Daily: "One of the most read about mo^
in years. A 'feud' between cities as to which has le
best dressed and most chivalrous men is snowbahg
around the country." One city after another prot ts
that they have the leading "Beau Brummells." X)
newspapers published the Associated Press stor\of
Washington, D. C.'s challenge (White House hiu
Brummells Eisenhower and Nixon). Just part of le
promotion for a terrific picture. A magnificent S]Ctacle in color, a powerful love story starring Stevrt
Granger, Elizabeth Taylor. Peter Ustinov with Rolrt
Morley. Producer, Sam Zimbalist. Director, Cu is
Bernhardt. Screenplay by Karl Tunberg. Based m
the play written for Richard Mansfield by Clyde F. h.
Print by Technicolor.
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M-G-MI"

Here's an "On-The-Scene"
Report
for the Exhibitors of America!

BIGGER

AND

MORE!

M-G-M's got the pictures! We'll tell you about a
few of them here. CuiTent, coming and in production, M-G-M attractions are leading the way
in the industry upbeat. Bigger productions and
more of them is the keynote as the World's Largest Studio works day and night to bring you
Big Money

Shows!

'S DARLING" iCmemaScope-Coh
"JUPITER
Eye-filling
spectacle, screen magic on a gigantic sc e,
comedy, wonderful satire, great song numbers. Ezzling scenes: Hannibal's army crossing the Alps v:h
his elephant cavalry; the clash of armies in the att:k
on Rome: Roman statues coming to life for an umrwater spectacle; Dance of the Elephants; and miy
more. Top cast: Esther Williams, Howard Keel, M£?e

and Gower Champion, George Sanders, Rich-d
Haydn, William Demarest and hundreds more .\
beautiful Roman girl diverts Hannibal from his ass.
on Rome and falls in love thereby. Producer Ge.
Wells. Director George Sidney. Screenplay by Doroiy
Kingsley. Yes. the coming darling of the screen, rfilling in its CinemaScope and Color magnitude
"JUPITER'S DARLING."
Based on the play ''Road To Rome" by Robert E. S.rwood. Choreography by Hermes Pan. Songs by Buotl
Lane, Harold Adamson.

"THE

LAST

TIME I SAW
(Technicolor)

PARIS"

A wonderful ticket-selling title. A real love si(^,
heart-stabbing, compelling, absorbing. They meeiin
the chaos of V-E Day celebration in Paris. She gjss
him a fleeting but passionate kiss. They find e'Ji

her again and marry after a mad courtship. Engulfed
■ the social whirl, the drinking, the flirting, tragedy
;-ikes. But an irresistible compulsion brings back the
J -ayed lover to the scene of his first flaming meeting.
iarring Ehzabeth Taylor, Van Johnson, Walter Pidon, Donna Reed with Eva Gabor, Kurt Kasznar. Procer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks.
ireenplay by Julius J. and Phihp G. Epstein and
chard Brooks, based on a story by F. Scott Fitzrald. A screen masterpiece filmed in magnificent
jchnicolor in real Parisian locations.

"BAD

DAY AT BLACK ROCK"
(CinemaScope — Color)

; line-tingling suspense, the kind that makes movie
j:s, takes place amidst a brooding row of houses in
. tiny desert town (especially constructed near Lone
ne, Cal.). Virtually every one of its handful of
i.izens is involved in a murder during a brutal out'jst of mob violence. Four years later a stranger
; rives. What happens is something for the gooseinples. Great Cast: Spencer Tracy, Robert Ryan
;d Anne Francis, Dean Jagger, Walter Brennan,
.hn Ericson, Ernest Borgnine, Lee Marvin, Russell
')llins. Producer Dore Schary. Director John Sturges.
ireenplay by Millard Kaufman. CinemaScope and
• )lor give bigness to a big theme. Adaptation by Don
.cGuire based on a story by Howard Breslin.

"THE GLASS SLIPPER" (Co/or)
i beloved "Lili" continues to enchant New York
ter a year and a half, the same star, producer,
rector and writer (who did ballet librettos, lyrics
id screenplay ) have collaborated on a new triumph,
ppeahng Leslie Caron, Edwin H. Knopf, Charles
alters, Helen Deutsch have done it again— aided
,■ co-star Michael Wilding with Keenan Wynn,
Isa Lanchester, Barry Jones, plus the work of dancenius Roland Petit featuring his world-famed Ballet
' Paris. Leslie Caron is utterly adorable as the lonely
ullery maid who overcomes untold obstacles of
)verty and mistreatment and the competition of the
vored girls to win the prize catch! Drama and dance
id dehcious humor, sadness and sigh-inducing romance
the music of Bronislau Kaper will keep audiences
iithralled and uplifted.

"ATHENA"

(Co/or)

ptiy described as "The Nature Girl With The Body
?autiful," "ATHENA" is a refreshingly different
nd of musical comedy enacted by a group of effer■scent personahties who keep things fast-paced: Jane
)well, Edmund Purdom, Debbie Reynolds, Vic
amone, Louis Calhern with Linda Christian. Evelyn
arden, Ray Collins. Written by William Ludwig and
ionardSpigelgass. Produced by Joe Pasternak. Direcd by Richard Thorpe. Print by Technicolor. Athena
one of seven daughters of a faddist colony and into
is setting comes a pompous young lawyer who soon
arns uninhibited and primitive ways of life and love,
eautiful nature girls, hilarious activities of the faddist
•lony, add up to an appealing love story, an attrac3n for young and old. Songs by Hugh Martin and
alph Blane.

"THE

PRODIGAL"

(CnemaScope -Color)

One of the great film spectacles of all time. Lana
Turner is the pagan beauty. Edmund Purdom is the
prodigal son. Co-starring Louis Calhern with Audrey
Dalton, James Mitchell, Neville Brand, Walter
Hampden, Taina Elg, Francis L. Sullivan, Joseph
Wiseman. Sandra Descher. Breathtaking scenes:
Heathen Temples of the ancient Idol-Gods, Baal and
Astarte; the teeming streets of Damascus and all the
fabulous settings that occupy more than 400,000 square
feet outdoors and four of the world's largest indoor
stages. There are 18 speaking parts and in its spectacular scenes 4.000 extras are employed. Producer Charles
Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Screenplay by
Maurice Zimm. Prepare for a CinemaScope and Color
attraction beyond your wildest imagination. Adaptation from the Bible story by Joe Breen, Jr. and Samuel
James Larsen.
IN

PRODUCTION!

"HIT THE DECK" {CinemaScope -Color) — Not since "Anchors
Aweigh" such rollicking entertainment. Three sailors on the
loose in 'Frisco meet a night club singer, an actress and the
Admiral's daughter. Starring Jane Powell, Tony Martin,
Debbie Reynolds, Walter Pidgeon, Vic Damone, Gene Raymond,
Ann Miller, Russ Tamblyn with Kay Armen, J. Carrol Naish,
Richard Anderson, Jane Darwell. Screenplay by Sonya
Levien and William Ludwig, based on the musical play "Hit
The Deck" by Herbert Fields, presented on the stage by
Vincent Youmans from "Shore Leave" by Hubert Osborne.
Joe Pasternak, producer. Roy Rowland, director. 14 top songs
from the master, Vincent Youmans. Lyrics by Leo Robin,
Clifford Grey and Irving Caesar, choreography by Hermes Pan.
"MOONFLEET" (CinemoScope-Co/or)— Great story of daring exploits with its background of rugged English Coast and its
story of a young boy and the man he idolizes, a brooding
adventure in a strangely contrasting triangle of exotic women.
The cast: Stewart Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders,
Joan Greenwood with Jon Whiteley, Melville Cooper. Screenplay by Jan Lustig and Margaret Fitts based on the novel by
Lang.
J.
Meade Falkner. Producer John Houseman. Director Fritz
' IT S ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER" fOnemoScope Co/or) — Another
Big musical under way. Gene Kelly, Dan Dailey. Cyd Charisse,
Dolores Gray and Michael Kidd. Producer Arthur Freed.
Directed by Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen. Written by Betty
Comden and Adolph Green.
"INTERRUPTED MELODY" fCmemoScope-Co/or) — Curtis Bernhardt, director, and Jack Cummings, producer, are making a
picture with the promise of "The Great Caruso." It is based
on the dramatic life story of Marjorie Lawrence, opera star,
who overcame disaster at the height of her career. Starring
Glenn Ford, Eleanor Parker with Roger Moore and Cecil
Kell.»way. Written by William Ludwig and Sonya Levien.
\n the Cutting Rooms: "GREEN FIRE" (C>nemaScope-Co/orJ — High adventure in the quest for an emerald mine. Filmed in South
America, it stars Stewart Granger, Grace Kelly, Paul Douglas.
John Ericson with Murvyn Vye and hundreds of others. Andrew
Marton, director. Armand Deutsch. producer. Written fo^the
screen by Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts. "MANY RIVERS TO
CROSS" (CinemoScope Co/or) — Fast-moving action picture rich
with laughter, romance, suspen.se. Colorful background of
pioneer America. Starring Robert Taylor and Eleanor Parker
with Victor McLaglen, Russ Tamblyn, Jeff Richards. James
Arness. Producer. Jack Cummings. Director, Roy Rowland.
Screenplay by Harry Brown and Guy Trosper based oo
a story by Steve Frazee.
SOMETHING TO REMEMBER: Preparing "BEN-HUR ' in the
fabulous dimensions of CinemaScope, Color and with Stereophonic Sound!
YOUR FUTURE: Hitch your wagon to the Studio of the Stars!
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The follouing ica.s urittcn by
Philip R. ff ard. Financial Editor, for his regular department,
but tie feel that its unusal significance requires that it appear
un this page — Editor"? XoTt.
Newton's Law of Gravity and
the vagaries cf the investment
business tell us that movie shares
cannot keep appreciating forever.
Simply put, whatever goes up must
come down. Common caution
warns that the oeculiar conditions
that have jet-powered the upward
surge in film stocks must certainiy
diminish, or possibly vanish. What
happens then? What happens v/hen
the Bermuda honeymoon is over,
the rose petals fall, and the hard
facts of "normalcy" begin to assert
themselves? What will be the fate
of film company earnings? Wiil
the issues hold steadfast? Will
they buckle?
Three factors — abcve all others
— loom behind the great profits
comeback of the movie production
interests. One is the accent on exciting new physical scope, bigness
and grandeur (some say quality
has run second best thus far to this
consideration). Second is the return of the TV-tiring public, attracted principally by the exciting
dimensions of the movie medium.
The third item is the subject of
this bulletin.
Enlightened appraisal of business conditions demands a glimpse
of the trouble zones, as well as the
glittering prospects. For lo these
many months this ccrner has rationalized the instrinsic economic
health of the industry. It has dissented with the defeatists who classify the recovery as a bogus, shortlived phenomenon, the last spasm

of a wounded animal. This observer has taken the sanguine
course because we are convinced
that the movie industry's recovery
is solidly rooted in the medium's
fundamental public appeal, and in
generally sound management.
Nonetheless, one of the filmmakers most precious current ass^ets appears something less than
wholesome. Failure to take corrective steps could mean dark
clouds ahead. As matters stand, it
has precipitated one of those classic
struggles between buyer and seller,
a conflict in which the underlying
issue pivots on the disequilibrium
between supply and demand. In
brief, production-distribution has
goin? for them the plushest sellers'
market in motion picture history.
When

recovery hit the filmmakers smack-dab in the face
about a year ago, even the most
prolific among them were caught,
as they say, unzippered. A few cf
the more productive major studios
responded with increased volume,
but the others, stripped bone-deep
by the economy drives, allowed
fate to dictate the course. Production continued at a very cautious
rate. As they pondered the wisdom
of augmenting production, grosses
zoomed up and film profits started
to mount at a dizzy rate. A bonanza struck Hollywood.
What does a manufacturer do

under

these windfall circumstances? He sits tight, cf course.

At the other pole of the industry, exhibitors were suddenly findthey years.
hadn't seen
in some
threeing faces
or four
Showing
up,
too, were scores of pink-cheeked
youngsters who thought movies
were a heck of a big TV screen.
Before you could say "From Here
to Eternity" the lines began forming on the right. The only problem at hand was to find something
to show them.
While exhibitors found themselves trapped competition,
in the "paradise"
untrammelled
inducedof
by the competitive bidding system,
the film distributors have been
cavorting in the Valhalla cf a joyous sellers' market. In the earlier
days of the recovery, theatremen
were so happy to find the patrons
returning that they showed little
reluctance to meet the terms asked
by the film companies. But, short
suoply heated red-hct by heavy demand gets to be pretty expensive
business, and the tempers of film
buyers have been rising in corresponding ratio to the increase in
film terms. Now they appear to be
erupting into unbridled antipathy.
At this writing, strident calls for
redress are still reverberating from
Milwaukee, petitioning a course
few would have believe possible a
year ago : governmental regulation
over sales practices. TOA, meanwhile, is issuing the war-chant :
"It's time fcr the grass root to
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share in the harvest." That group
convenes at month's end, and some
more fireworks can be expected.
Various regional exhibitors groups
are warming up on their own.
If, as theatremen charge, the production-distribution branch is now
eating so high cfiF the hog and only
pickin's are left for theatres, they
( Continued on Page 6)
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(Continued from Page 5)
are doomed to learn a lesson in
economic principles. It is said
nature abhors a vacuum. So, too,
does the marketplace. If the
volume of film production does not
meet the needs of theatres, it is inevitable under our free enterprise,
non-monopolistic economy that
fresh elements will rush in to fill
the void that exists between supply
and demand. Concrete signposts of
this phencmenon already stud the
highways of moviedom.
To protect its vast investment in
brick, mortar and equipment, exhibition ispushing hard to increase
the volume of production. Independents are humming, and a raft
of name stars have been attracted
by profit-sharing
deals. Major
studios have been forced to shelve
more than a few important projects, owing to the unavailability of
topflight performers. The number
of new people working their way
into film production is growing almost daily. TV film makers are
casting loving glances at the potential of modest-bracket theatre
pictures. As you will find reported
in the Studio Size-Ups section of
this issue, the softening of private
banking capital for independent
ventures is the offshoot of the rapid
return of investments on today's
film production.

Eniightened corporate management plots long-range programs
for the welfare of stockholders.
Good relations with customers is
elementary to the accomplishment
of this mission. It is not beyond
logic that in time a buyers' market
may emerge from the present situation. The profit motive has
wrought stranger climaxes. Now
that the jaws of agitation are open
so wide, perhaps
seme of the
keener film executives aiready have
punctured a hole in the rosy haze
surrounding them and see a
day
when the tables might be turned.
They can be expected, in their wisdom, to dictate a prolonged campaign of fence-mending. After all,
customers do not grow on sycamore trees, and it is not enough to
f»<3» I
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A young and beautiful actress friend
cf mine named Dana Wynter, who has
been making a hit on TV and will make
her Broadway debut in December, recently stirred the emotions of that great
talent-spotter Howard Hughes.
Soon after I had written an article
on her for "Look" magazine, a gentleman representing Howard Hughes Productions asked me for the lady's telephone number.
In due course Miss Wynter was invited to Hollywood for a screen test —
all expenses paid, and handsome compensation for any television jobs she
lost while on the Coast.
It was an opportunity many another
aspiring actress would have given her
pretty ears fcr, but Dana knew the
score. "Howard Hughes? RKO?", she
said. "Sorry. You can consult my agent."
Which just goes to show something
or other.
The present status of RKO, can, perhaps, best be described as one of suspended animation. But to paraphrase a
famous Churchillism, seldom have so
many sought to buy so little.
That fabulous financier, Floyd Odium.,
who originally sold RKO to Hughes at
a handsome profit, has again possessed
himself of a large parcel of stock and
has offered, though in vain, to buy
Hughes out.
Why should a man like Odium be so
interested in aco.uiring a company which
has virtually ceased f:lm production and
which, in yet another economy wave,
has been discharging personnel from
most departments?

Another person who finds the lure of
RKO irresistible is Eliot Hyman, boss
of Associated Artists, who is reportedly
willing to pay Hughes $15,000,000 for
the RKO backlog for television purposes, which backlog, according to
talk bravely of quality as a substitute for quantity. Exhibitors have
theatres to keep open, and they
need a certain quantity, as well as
quality, to stay in business.
Those who dream that this business is now their exclusive oyster
should heed the axiom that someone will always create the supply
to meet the demand. And someone might be left holding a big
empty bag.

RKO

President James R. Grainger, "is
*
*
*
not for sale".
Then there is a multi-millionaire trio
composed of William Zeckendorf, the
New York real estate meteor, Lawrence
Rockefeller, and the Greek shipping
magnate, Aristotle Anasis, who are supposed to have made an abortive bid for
all Hughes' enterprises — films, aircraft,
aviation, engineering and beer.
But the most interesting person to
have seen Howard Hughes "on an industry matter" is Spyros P. Skouras,
president of Twentieth Century-Fox,
who was recently locked in conversational embrace with him in Las Vegas.
Their meeting has set tongues wagging. One theory is that Skouras, on
behalf of his friends Zeckendorf, Rockefeller and Anasis, was trying to get
them together again with Hughes.
Another is that, with CinemaScope
safely launched on a worldwide basis.
Skouras is now busying himself with
Ediophor, Twentieth's Swiss-invented
system of big-screen theatre color television, and is scouting facilities for it.
Spyros has long dreamed of using
Eidophor to "pipe" to theatres throughout the United States live performances of great Broadway shows, operas,
concerts, circuses and the like which the
great masses of American people could
never otherwise enjoy.
Perhaps the vast, almost idle sound
stages on the RKO lot could be used in
this grand conception: to stage such
mammoth spectacles and to house the
complex electronic devices for relaying
them from coast to coast.
^
-f V
When Murray Silverstone, head of
Twentieth Century-Fox International
heard that John Davis, Managing Director of the Rank empire in Britain, had
accused him of unfairly criticizing the
British film industry "out of pique", and
because 20th couldn't get its way with
the Rank Organization. Murray gave
me his reply, which I have since relayed to London:
"We broke with Rank," said Murray
Silverstone, "because we were dissatisfied with the archaic one-week booking
system prevailing in Britain — the only
country in the world which has it. We
feel a picture should play as long as the
public calls for it.
"So far from our wanting to 'get our
way' with Rank, we went our own way,
of our own volition, and haven't the
trip.
slightest intention of making the return
"Before Davis makes any further attacks on me and my company, he had
better remember that he ewes his start
in the industry to me and Oscar
Deutsch. When we were mapping
policies for Odeon Theatres we appointed Davis as the company's chief
Ouch!
accountant . . ."
— Leonard Coulter
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Allied O.K. s Regulafion Bill
Hurricane Hazel had nothing on another storm
that raged last week in Milwaukee. While the exact direction of the Milwaukee tempest is still in
doubt, it will loom ominously on the industry horizon for at least the next ninety days. Members of
the Allied convention were fanned from both directions, regarding the upcoming vote on the proposed bill asking for government regulation of distribution. After listening to pleaS from their
leadership for a weapon with which to fight
against rising film terms and exhortations from
distribution to come .back to the arbitration table,
the militant conventioners adopted a resolution
offered by Col. H. A. Cole authorizing the board
of directors to present to the next session of Congress the much-discussed bill to regulate picture
prices (see page 25). Whether or not the bill,
drawn by Allied counsel Abram F. Myers, will
actually be brought for legislation hinges directly
on developments between Allied exhibitors and
distribution between now and the date Congress
reconvenes, January 3, 1955.
In his keynote speech, Myers blamed the product shortage as the number one bugaboo, saying.
"All our other difficulties flow directly or indirectly from this basic evil ... if the product shortage
could be ended overnight and the bargaining power
of the theatres thereby be restored, we could dispense with at least one very difficult item on the
agenda."
Approval of the control measure came after the
convention heard William F. Rodgers. Allied
Artists sales consultant, and William C. Gehring,
20th-Fox assistant general sales manager, speak
against Federal control. Rodgers said government
regulation would not solve the problems, and that
once it intervened it would never release the industry from control. Gehring pointed to progress
made in recent months saying, "There is nothing
in government control that promises anything of
value to the industry. Far more can be gained by
negotiation and discussion."
The convention approved a one-year renewal of
the organization's membership in COMPO.
Shurlock Replaces Breen on Code
Joseph I. Breen. long the arbiter of movie
morals, has relinquished active direction of the
Production Code Administration. His successor is
Geoffrey M. Shurlock, who served as assistant to
the Code administrator for the past several years.
Breen will continue as special consultant for the
next seven years.
In announcing the MPAA board's approval of
Shurlock, Eric Johnston termed him an "extremely able, respected and experienced executive".
DCA Plans New Type Distribution
Sectional, rather than national, release will be
the formula used by the recently formed Distributors Corp. of America. Country will be divided
into five areas, with playoffs running successively.
DCA president Fred Schwartz cited two major
advantages of his release plan: (1) Greater concentration on point-of-sale promotion and (2)
fewer prints will be required for adequate servicing.
P«]t 10
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The Allied convention reaffirmed its interest in arbitration
— but only if film rentals are included. , . Paramount, Warner
Bros, and Columbia came in for
heavy attack in the reports of
the film clinics conducted during
the Milwaukee meeting. They
were described as the "biggest
offenders" in the matter of excessive-film terms. Gome delegates urged that bookings be
withheld from Columbia.
The Supreme Court agreed to
hear the case of Independent
Poster Exchange, Philadelphia,
operated by Mitchell Pantzer
and Charles Lawler, against National Screen 'Service and the
eight major film companies. In
granting the writ of certiorari,
the court was setting aside, temporarily, atleast, a Circuit Court
decision throwing out their monopoly charge against NSS and
the majors.
Walter Branson, RKO worldwide sales chief, and Joseph
Tushinsky, co-inventor of Superscope, received the plaudits of
more than 600 English exhibitors
at demonstrations of the wide
screen process in London, the
company reports. Superscope
showings also are set for Paris
and Rome later this month.
Milton R. Rackmil is in Hollywood for conferences with U-I
studio officials.
Si Fabian, returning from
London, reports the opening of
Cinerama "received a wonderful
reception fro"i the British
people."
was honored
his home Fabian
town Paterson,
N. by
J.,
Oct. 12, at a testimonial dinner
celebrating his fortieth year in
show business.
Roy M. Brewer rejoins Allied
Artists where he will take over
exchange operations. He had resigned his post of executive aide
to president Steve Broidy, some
months ago, to run for the presidency of lATSE.
David A. Bader, veteran industryite, succeeds Jacques Kopfstein as general sales mgr. of
Atlantic Television Corp., it was
announced by president Robert
M. Savini.
Stanley J.
Brody itjoined
publicity
forces,
was UA's
announced by ad-director Francis
M. Winikus. Brody is veteran
press rep of Rockfeller Center
playhouses. Cinerama Corp.,
Roxy Theatre, and NBC.
Lee Roy Hobson succeeds
Marvin Goldfarb, resigned, as
manager according
of RKO's
branch,
to Denver
H. H.
Greenblatt, domestic sales chief.
Lorin D. Grignon, 20th-Fox
development engineer, receives
the 1954 Samuel L. Warner Gold
Medal Award from SMPTE for
his contribution to the developer'on Pdsc Mi)

NEIVS
Broidy
Upbeat bright
On AA's
Future
An exceedingly
future was
painted for
Allied Artists by president Steve Broidy at the
company's three-day annual sales meeting last
week in Chicago. He said the company has never
been in a sounder position financially and productwise, and revealed that, "Very soon we hope to
have another important announcement to make
concerning additional top creative talent coming
A program of 37 features for the 1954-55 season
over to
us."
was
announced
to the sales force by executive
producer Walter Mirisch, who declared that it has
the "greatest boxoffice potential" in Allied Artists'
history. At least two of the films will be in CinemaScope and seven in Technicolor.
Sales consultant William F. Rodgers also took
a peek at AA's future: "Never to my knowledge
has there 'oeen such a demand for more of the
better class pictures. Never to my knowledge has
a response been so recognized as is evidenced by
the clear thinking and effective action of your executives to meet this demand. They have accepted
this challenge as it should be met — with the caliber
of product that will move you rapidly to the front
rank of importance."
McCee TOA Keynoter
Pat McGee, whose yeoman efforts were so instrumental in reduction of admissions taxes, will
deliver the keynote address at the 1954 TOA Convention Oct. 31-Nov. 4 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago. His talk is due at opening business session the afternoon of Nov. 1
TOA asked the Motion Picture Association of
America to return to its practice of financial support for national exhibitor conventions and put
the bite on MPAA for $10,000. Last year, MPAA
nixed such bids by TOA and Allied when some
company heads balked at supporting affairs at
which their company's policies were denounced.
Allied made no bid this year.
Open forum for drive-in operators was set for
the morning of Nov. 3. under supervision of Jack
D. Braunagel and William T. Powell, co-chairmea
of TOA's drive-in committee.
Allied Courts TOA
Let's start going together. Allied president Ben
Marcus said to TOA president Walter Reads. Jr.
in a letter petitioning for a united front of exhibitors in the Allied-declared state of emergency.
Reade replied last week that Marcus' views will
be presented to the TOA board of directors at the
forthcoming convention in Chicago, starting October 31. "Upon the conclusion of our convention
I shall transmit to you the board's decision concerning the contents of your letter."
Marcus' offer for the two national exhibitor
bodies to "keep company", made on the eve of his
organization's national convention, was centered
around Allied's claim that there exists a grim
necessity for exhibitor unity in the face of the
product shortage and high rentals. While a merger now was "premature and inadvisable." Marcus
felt, "this, I believe, would be the proper time due
to the common threat which is about to destroy
(Continued on Page M))

Distribution

One of the explosive elements that has
been causing many exhibitors to blow their
tops in recent months has been the alleged
shortage of prints. Some exhibitor leaders
have charged, via their organization bulletins,
that certain distributors have reduced the
number of prints in their exchanges, with the
result that subsequent-run theatres are finding it difficult to book films on availability.
In an effort to learn the true status of the
print situation. Film BULLETIN

ALLIED

ARTISTS

wrote direct-

PRODUCTIONS

The writer can assure you that we have had no complaints whatsoever regarding the so-called shortage of
prints. As far as Allied Artists is concerned, we have found
the situation to be a shortage of playdates rather than
prints, for we have had plenty of prints available on ail
our pictures.
As a matter of record, on "Riot In Cell Block U", we
had a little over 500 prints, which is the highest number of
prints in the history of this Company.
On all our so-cailed "A" group pictures, we have as
many or even more prints than we have ever had.
On our smaller pictures, we have no regular print
quota, for we make up as many prints as may be needed.
Trust that this will give vou some idea of the print
situation as far as Allied Artists is concerned.
M. R. GOLDSTEIN
General Sales Manager

COLUMBIA

PICTURES

CORPORATION

Abe Montague has asked me to answer for him your
letter of August 25. We have found it necessary to maintain areasonably flexible policy on prints and, consequently, cannot give you the specific answers you request.
Sales problems and sales methods have changed so in
recent years that it is impossible to reduce the question of
prints to a mathematical formula. Our orders vary, depen-

Heads

Report:

ly to the sales heads of all national distribution companies, asking several pertinent
questions concerning their policies on prints.
In some cases, the answers gave all details; in
others, the replies were only partially responsive. However, it appears from the information placed at our disposal that the seeming
print shortage is due more to the multiple
bookings factor than to any reduction in the
number of prints being made on most features. We present here distribution's report
on the print situation. — Editor's Note.

dent on whether the picture involved is going to be distributed slowly or on a saturation basis.
We would prefer, at least for the time beine, not issuing any specific information on this question.
PAUL N. LAZARUS, JR.
I ice-l'resident

' 'Emu vr^as^
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

*'
PICTURES

We appreciate your concern with the print problem
and I wish it were simply a matter of answering your three
questions and the four sub-questions to give you the picture of our print situation, but the figures I could give to
you — where you ask for specific figures — would not be a
true reflection of the case. In fact I could make them look
extremely favorable to us. I can answer your third question specifically by saying that there has been no reduction
in the number of prints we supply on our pictures as a
matter of policv or regular practice. We had some extreme
difficulty in getting cur full quota of prints on a couple of
pictures fast enough, but these were isolated instances
brought about by a combination of circumstances which
we couldn't control. As a matter of fact we actually are
buying mere prints in proportion to the number of contracts sold, or houses equipped to use them, as the case
may be, than it was our custom to do before the advent of
the new techniques.
You ask, "What is the number of prints made today
on vour A and B releases?" To answer would require that
we break the figures down for each succeeding picture
since the release of "Knights Of The Round Table", our
first CinemaScone attraction, because the number of thea( C.ontiniifd on Pdjic 12)
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tres equipped to run CinemaScope pictures has constantly
changed and our print quotas revised upwards. As stated
above, this quota has consistently been higher in relation
to the number of theatres equipped to use them than our
previous quotas on pictures in the same potential grossing
class.
For lesser pictures, our quotas are also higher than in
times past for in addition to buying more prints, we have
expended considerable money on a system of national allocation and booking of prints to assure their maximum
utilization. This applies to CinemaScope pictures as well.
As mentioned above, to give you a statistical picture
of the number of prints we serve would require breaking it
down over a long period of time and "by-picture". To
make a comparison meaningful it would require also that
we go back and ^ive you the basis of our determination of
these print quotas by including the number of theatres
equipped, the number of these we expected to sell, or did
sell, etc., until the cnlv conclusion that could be reached
by anyone well enoup^h versed to analyze the figures would
be that which we stated at the outset — that instead of reducing our print quotas we have actually increased them.
I trust that you will accept this reply to your letter as
an honest attempt to o;ive you a true report on the print
situation at MGM. We have no wish to evade the issue.
As stated above, I repeat that it is not practical to
answer the whole question by supplying a few figures to
be compared one against the other. This might be an easy
way to answer your letter but it would not be the proper
reply — or an accurate one — to give to you.
CHARLES M. REAGAN
/ icc-I'rcsidcnl and Gi'itcrdl Sales Manas:;er

PARAMOUNT FILM DISTRIBUTING
'*
fi i^p
CORPORATION
For your information, the trend in print cost over the
past ten years has been constantly "up". Quite naturally,
two factors enter into this. First, the number of prints
itself and second is the overall plus factor represented by
the ever increasing number of technicolor pictures.
In 1944 Paramount used a maximum of 288 prints on
its top pictures and 194 prints on its secondary pictures.
By 1950, these figures had increased from 194 to 280 and
from 288 to 400 respectively. Of course, these figures have
been topped since then by anywhere from 10 to 20 prints
on individual pictures.
A. W. SCHWALBERG
I'rrs'dcnt and Ccncral Sales Manager

employed in varying sizes of aspect ratios as well as the
many systems of sound reproduction. We are now experiencing extended holdovers, moveovers and multiple bookings, which, previous to a year ago did not exist as they do
at the present time. Therefore, we can rightfully say that
there is no definite amount of prints that are made for each
picture, and we try to operate on the basis that as long as
the bookings exist, and are profitable, we will make the
necessary number of prints to fulfill such demands. You
can be sure that the number of prints or print cost is only
a consideration when the ratio of cost to income becomes
too objectionable.
Sorry I can't be more specific but these are the conditions that exist today.
R. W. ALTSCHULER
Vice-President, W orld-ivide Director of Sales

RKO

RADIO

PICTURES,

The opportunity you afford RKO, and I presume the
ether major distributors, to explain the so-called print
shortage in order to promote better exhibitor relations, is
appreciated. I regret, however, that no categorical answer
can be given to your several questions.
Today, conditions in both distribution and exhibition
differ in many respects from those prevailing at the time
when there were no exhibitor complaints.
Every picture presents an individual problem, particularly the big ones that run longer and on which more day
and date engagements prevail. As you know, many availabilities have been moved up.
As far as cur company is concerned, there has been no
reduction in print orders — in fact, on many pictures we are
using more prints than before. The quantity varies with
the importance and popularity of the subject.
There have been very few complaints about RKO service because we instituted a sytem of staggering releases
throughout the country, for the benefit of exhibitors and
ourselves. This was thoroughly explained to the committee from the Allied States Association that visited our
home office recently, and I believe they expressed their
satisfaction to our sales manager at the time, Charles
Boasberg.
I think your desire to suggest ways and means to alleviate the "print problem" is most commendable, but I
hope you will excuse me from giving you figures that
would mean nothing in the light of current conditions and
a system of our own that is working out satisfactorily.
WALTER BRANSON
// orld-H ide Sales Manai^er

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
CORPORATION

REPUBLIC

PICTURES

CORPORATION

You can well appreciate that within the last twelve
months the whole p. ''em of distributio has changed,
particularly as a resu,
f 'hp new mediur
^at are being
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Fortunately, we have no problem with prints.
We are putting out more prints today than ever before due to the fact we have to supply two types of prints

( Conlimicd <in I'apr 2'J )

"A

Star

Is Barn"

(CinemaScope)

Su4iHC^ 'RiUcH^ O O O O
Superb entertainment. Powerful drama, exceptional music.
Close to the zenith in all departments. Mognltude of preselling, dIus intense oublic interest in Garland comeback,
makes this one of most eagerly awaited films in years. Top
grosses everywhere assured. Look for this great film to
leave new boxoffice records in its wake.
The acid test cf aU great art rests finally with the
emotions. What matters the intellect when the reflexec;
bring those little involuntary shivers? What matters objective analysis when ycu feel the nervous system uncoil
to the warmth of the stimuli? What matters dispassionate
review when you feel something seize the spirit and wring
out that inpulsive, unrequited thrill which only those rare
moments of high achievement can awaken? By either
emotional or rational standards, "A Star Is Born" stacks
up as extraordinary entertainment. To say otherwise is to
admit one's heart is out of kilter. In its most memorable
passages, it could melt the heart of a commissar in the
frozen Siberian wastes.
Perhaps the one secret of this remarkable picture,
above all of its brilliant assets, is its sheer humanity. Of
this substance, the Moss Hart screeplay has spooned out
some whopping, extra-economy size doses. Even before
the cameras started grinding, there existed sentiment
aplenty in the Judy Garland comeback story, with which
so many millions of movie fans are familiar, and which fact
will contribute liberally to the exploitable aspects of the
film. Hardly a scene passes without a jab at the tear ducts
or at that cranny of the soul wherein lurks the warm stuff
of human compassion. The tale of a courageous little songand-dance girl (Garland) on the way up, a movie star on
the way down, and their bittersweet relationship against
the swirling Hollywood backdrop will exert a fetching appeal upon all audiences. Word-of-mouth will send "A Star
Is Born" rolling like a snowball to mountainous grosses.
The decision to mount the exceptional 1937 version as
a musical this time has proved sheer genius. Jack L. Warner has every reason to be proud of this achievement, and
he deserves highest praise for his willingness to gamble a
fortune on the production. For all its near-record 182
minutes, the film is miraculously devoid of soft spots, save
in one or two instances. Withal, it maintains exceptional
fluidity, generates a gathering excitement and clutches the
spectator's interest from start to finish.
Not only are the Harold Arlen, Ira Gershwin numbers
stunningly crafted and interlarded into the dramatic development with an unaffected ease and spontaniety. but
they brinp; a welcome relief from the biting and often pathetic tone of the script. Miss Garland's treatment of "The
Man That Got Away" ranks with the most spellbinding
blues renditions within memory. Other Arlen-Gershwin
numbers like "Got To Have Me With You" and "Somewhere There's A Someone", and Leonard Gershe's "Born
In A Trunk" wonderfully abet the story-telling.
Director George Cukor, whose emotion-evoking
talents are firmly established, has never applied a more
skilled hand. His touches are everywhere, most apparent
perhaps in the innumerable little tableaus which build

Drunk, the has-been actor embarrasses his uije on.
the night of her triumph as an "Oscar" winner.
flesh, sinew and muscle into the tale. Poignant example:
Mason and some seamy-side housewives bickering over
his autograph on a boarding house rooftop. Producer Sidney Luft. who fashioned this masterpiece, provided production values on a scale lavish and ornate, but unostentatious. The very grandeur of the Hollywood locale serves
to intensify the vastness of the personal tragedy. The
cameras were turned about face to capture some of the
most detailed and intimate glimpses yet seen of the movie
capital. And much cf it is caught without benefit of makeup. In some rare moments, Cukor actually kids the pants
oflf the the industry. With benefit of Technicolor and CinemaScope, Hollywood comes alive in way that is sure to
prove that it is still the glamour spot cf the globe.
Judy Garland turns in a performance of classic proportions. Added to the impish charm which endeared her
to millions as a juvenile is a hauntingly sensitive maturity
and depth. She brinp-s to the screen that rare and shadowy
substance which, for want of a better term, is called style.
It is possessed only by a Pickford, a Chaplin, a Garbo. Her
Vicki Lester emerges one of most gallant heroines in ages.
James Mason is the surprise of the film. As the liquorridden Norman Main, he scores with such sincerity and
realism one imagines he was born to the role. He empitomizes human weakness so afifectingly, the audience must
fight off a lingering sorrow for the man's unhappy lot.
Jack Carson, switching from his usual tomfoolery, registers strongly as a heavy, and Charles Bickford's producer
is restrained and believable.
The story follows Garland from career as dance-band
singer to movie opportunity as result of rescuing Mason,
an aging and alcoholic matinee idol from public embarrassment in one of his drunken orgies. Mason lights the
fires of confidence in the halting young girl and becomes
champion of her cause. She emerges a smash success, and
though aware of his failings, she elopes with Mason. The
two drift apart as Judy rises to new heights and Mason,
his career now a shambles, succumbs entirely to drink.
Learning by chance that Garland, still deeply in love, plans
to forsake films in order to nurse him to health. Mason
manifests his undying devotion by giving her the only gift
left at his disposal, his death. (PHIL)
Warner Bros. 182 Minutes. Judy Garland. James Mason, Jack Carson. Charles
Blckford, Tom Noonan. Producer Sidney Luft. Director George Cukor.
MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 16
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BASIL RUYSDAEL-JANINE PERREAU • BARRY KELLEY- PHILIP AHN
Screen Play by SETON I. MILLER and STEVE FISHER • Based on the story by LESTER YARD
Associate Producer
FRANK LLOYD
and Director

CURTAIN.

Adventures of Hajji Baba" (CinemaScope)
Su^iHM ^(HtiK<^ O Q O
Action houses should find this an especially rewarding attraction. Swashbuckling desert escapades, sultry harem
dancers showcased in CinemaScope and De Luxe color are
selling angles. Strong exploitation angles to bolster general
runs. Least appeal for discerning audiences.
Arabian Nights tale that would have taxed even the
imagination of Scheherezade, this Walter Wanger-Allied
Artists production (20th-Fox release) is a rampant exercise in desert derring-do. Catering to the whims of undiscriminating audiences, it is geared to stimulate only superficial emotions. Its strongest appeal is to adventure fans
of all ages. Robust action begins when low-born John
Derek aids beauteous princess Elaine Stewart in escaping
her domineering father to marry Arab nobleman Paul
Picerni. Joining a caravan, Derek and Stewart are beset
with one stirring encounter after another. Events blaze as
they are captured by hard-riding desert amazons. Derek is
first romanced by their leader and then both he and Stewart are tortured. Rescued by Picerni, they learn he is
really a blackguard at heart. Derek is hard-pressed in
sword battles and Sahara intrigue before he eventually
saves Stewart for himself. Stewart, harem girls, womenwarriors all, have their visual appeal exploited down to the
last comma and period of the Code.
Pressbcok illustrations feature action-romance montage with ad line: "More Fabulous Than The Tales Of
The Arabian Nights . . . More Exciting Than^The Travels
Of Marco Polo . . ." (NEIL)
20th Century-Fox. 94 Minutes. John Derek, Elaine Stewart, Amanda Blake, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Weis.

"Fire Over

Africa"

Tailored for action spots where fair-to-good returns are in
prospect. Bally houses can have field day with abundant
sex-violence angles. O'Hara-Carey marquee, Technicolor
settings additional assets. Not much for class houses.
Melodrama involving smugglers, secret agents, intrigue, and assorted carnage spun cut amid exotic Tangierian settings. Plot machinations are subordinate to the
welter of violence, which will excite thrill fans and, at
best, amuse discriminating audiences. Believability is often
tossed to the four winds as U. S. undercover agent Maureen O'Hara is plunged into smuggling ring operating on
African coast. So secret an agent is she that not even her
fellow-operators know her. She eventually falls in love
with her chief suspect (Macdonald Carey), who also happens to be a cloak-and-dagger agent. This, of course, complicates the romance, but does provide some interesting
sex angles. Stock action and suspense situations develop
as O'Hara gets the goods on the gang. But the manhandling to which she is subjected in the process, plus an abundance of gun-fist-knife skirmishes will please the violence
addicts. It's blood-and-thunder in tried-and-true style.
Pressbook ads feature the decollete of O'Hara with
the catchline: "They Bask In Evil . . ." (YORK)
Columbi*.
Minutti.
Maurttn
O'Hara,
Macdonald
Mtddielon 84
Producer
M. J.
Frankovich.
Director
Richard Carey,
Sale. Binnie Barnes, Guy
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"Beau flrummell"
Scuutc^ I^cUCk^ O O

O

Rating is for metropolitan first-runs only; grosses will slide
down on lukewarm word-of-mouth. Sumptuous production,
star names, Metro pre-selling campaign will hike draw in
opening engagements. Averoge values for family market.
Weakest in action and hinterland houses.
Historical drama has been given first-class Metro
treatment production-wise, boasting flamboyant costuming
and attractive Stewart Granger-Elizabeth Taylor marquee.
Obviously aimed at discriminating audiences, this EastmanCclor feature is hindered by weak plot and erratic
character motivations. Set in 18th Century England, "Beau
Brummell" is adaptation of Clyde Fitch play dealing with
the loves and intrigues of the famous Beau Brummell
(Granger) amid the courtly splendor of King George III.
Escapades of Granger as he romances a titled lady (Taylor), selfishly exploits his friendship with the Prince of
Wales (Peter Ustinov), and sets London society agog
with his fashion innovations, does provide some fairly
entertaining drama. But the plot is out of focus in regard
to both Stewart and Taylor's character deliniations, with
the result that audiences are more apt to be frustrated
than entertained. Stewart is often too much a rogue to be
a hero, then too much a hero to be a rogue. Fem audiences
will also be nonplussed by the unfruitful Stewart-Taylor
romance, and tho Stewart's deathbed scene provides
powerful histrionics for the soap-operites, the tragic ending is depressing. Lack of action will retard it for thrillseekers. Exploitation hooks give sub-run showmen elements for effective local selling campaign. (NEIL)
MGM. 113 Minutes. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Ustinov, Robert
Morley. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Directed by Curtis Bernhardt.
"Tl
rassion "

O.K. western with extra values in title, star names, color.
Routine script, characterizations will retard it in class
houses. Individual exhibitor exploitation in intended market could improve average business outlook.
Tale of vengeance travels a well-worn cinema trail,
but does develop enough violent entertainment to satisfy
the action fans. Title to the contrary, this Yvonne De
Carlo-Cornel Wilde starrer contains very little sex or romantic interest, which is apt to disappoint thrill seekers
lured by the obvicus exploitables. Returning to a ranch
were he had an affair with De Carlo a vear before, Wilde
finds she has given him a son. Action erupts when the
ranch is attacked by renegades in Wilde's absence, and all
are killed excent Wilde's son and the twin sister of the
baby's mother. The child, believed dead, is rescued by an
Indian. Aided by the twin sister (De Carlo), Wilde sets
out for revenge, in spite of warnings from local police.
Suspense-action pace increases as he cuts down the killers
one by one. Direction and performances merely follow the
routine demands of the script.
Ads feature illustrations of action sequences with the
catchline: "So Stormy! So Violent! So Intense! It Had
To Be Called Passion!" (PHIL)
RKO. 84 Minutes. Cornel Wilde, Yvonne De Carlo, Raymond Burr, Lon Chaney.
Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan.
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Three to Roll in Oct. As
'Name'
Near Completion
THREE Films
AA FEATURES
WILL BE
launched this month, giving the company its
l)eak production period for the year. Two
others, which started earlier, are in final
stages of shooting.
First of the new pictures "High Society"
I Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Bowery Boys) —
r.eii Schwalb producer, William Beaudine
director, is slated to roll on October 18.
This will be followed on October 25 by
"Sweet Charity" (Richard Conte) — William
Broidy producer, Frank McDonald director. Later this month, "Tonight Is Forever,"
a Lindsley Parsons production yet to be
cast, is scheduled to start. The latter replaces "City That Never Sleeps," which was
announced last issue, but has been moved
back to a later date.
Filming is due to wind any day on " l lur.lack Prince" (Errol Flynn, Joanne Dru.
I'eter Finch), in CinemaScope & Technicolor— Walter Mirisch producer, Henry
Levin director, and "John Brow-n's Raiders"
(Raymond Massey, Debra Paget, Jeffrey
Hunter) — Vincent M. Fennelly producer,
Charles Marquis Warren director.
Producer Lindsley Parsons has signed
Waren Douglas to write the screenplay for
"Desperate Women," based on the best seller
by James D. Horan, for a November start.
This is the story of Pauline Cushman, the
Southern actress who served as a L'nion spy
during the Civil War.
Two other productions are thus far slated
for November filming; "The Phcni.x City
Story" (Glenn Ford, Edward G. Robinson.
George Raft), Samuel BischofT's initial film
for Allied Artists release, and "Dangerous
Assignment" (Brian Donlevy) — William F.
Broidy producer, Hal Walper director.
COLUMBIA
Facing Casting Problems,
Studio Launches Talent Drive
COLUMBIA, PERHAPS MORE riLW
any other studio in Hollywood, is going allout to develop and exploit new acting talent
— a sorely needed commodity in these days
when picture after picture is being In Id up
for lack of adequate casts. Production head

Harry Colin feels thai a fund of fresh talent
being.
is essential to the industry's future wellNot only is the studio pushing its neopliytes into important roles on the home lot,
but loan-outs for outstanding parts at other
studios is becoming a common practice.
In line with this policy, executive producer Jerry Wald plans to showcase his young
hopefuls in a movie version of "Jily Dear
Children," which served as John Barrymore's last starring stage vehicle. 17 years
ago. A host of new contractecs will appear
in the film.
A similar efifort will l)e used to uncover
new producer and director talent, we are
told. Wald has set Blake F.dwards, onetinie
actor and screenwriter, to make his directorial debut on "Exactly Like You." the next
F"rankie Laine starrer, which rolls in December, with Joni Taps producing.
At the same time, every effort is being
made to secure topflight nanus froi;; otT tin.
lot to head up important productions. Negotiations were almost completed at the time
Film BULLETIN went to press for I'etty
Grable to take over the stellar assignment in
"Pal Joey," which rolls late this year, and
for Spencer Tracy to star in "Reminiscences
Of A Cowboy," set for filming in early '55.
"5 Against i iie House" ( (iuy Madist n,
Roddy McDowall), previously scheduled as
a United .Artists release, will be distributed
by Columbia. Producer Stirling Silliphant
and UA execs had a misunderstanding just
as the feature was slated fo go into production.
Six features are in production here, witli
three more slated to roll later tliis month.
Now shooting: "Tight .Spot" (Ginger
Rogers, Edward G. Robinson) — Lewis J.
Rachmil producer, Phil Karlson director;
"My Sister Eileen" (Janet Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon, Aldo Ray), CinemaScope & Technicolor — Fred Kohlmar producer, Richard Quine director; "The Monster Beneath the Sea" (Kenneth Tobey,
Faith Domergue), Sam Katzman production
— Charles Schneer producer, Robert Gordon
director; "The Man From Laramie" (James
Stewart, Arthur Kenned\-, Cathy O'Donncil), CinemaScope & Technicolor — a William Goetz production, Anthony Mann director; "Cell 2455" (William Campbell.
Katlirvii Grant) — Wallace MacDonald producer, h'red .'-^ears director; and "The (Inn
That Won the West" (Dennis Alorgan,
Paula Raymond), Katzman production —
William Castle director.
None of the three films slated to roll later

in the month had been cast at this writing.
They are: "Trouble On the Streets," Lewis
J. Rachmil producer, Arnold Laven director;
"Black Alley," Lewis J. Rachmil producer,
director still to be named, and "Chicago
Syndicate," Katzman production.
LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Future Release Plans
Call For Four-Per-Month
ROBERT L. LIPPERT HAS REturged from Europe, where he conferred
with producer James Carreras, of Exclusive
Films, about a possible expansion of future
production. He hopes to build up the flow
of Lippert releases to a minimum of four per
month.
Two pictures are in production at the
present time for Lippert release; "Air Strike"
(Richard Denning, Gloria Jean), Trucolor —
Cy Roth producer and director, and "Quartermass" (Brian Donlevy), a joint LippertAnthony Hinds production — Compton Bennett directing on location in England.
Robert Lippert, Jr., is supervising the final
editing on his recently completed "The Black
Pirates," while readying another production
for a December 1 start. It will be titled
"\'iolent Land," and probably will be filmed
in ^lexico.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Month's Top Producer With
8 Shooting; 6 in CinemaScope
MGM WILL OUT-STEP ALL OTHER
studios in production volume this month.
Eight features, si.x of them in CinemaScope
and color, are on the October schedule. Barring unforseen casting snarls, which is fast
becoming Hollywood's No. 1 bugaboo, this
same high level of production should continue at the studio throughout the remainder
of the year.
All five of tiie pictures presently before
the cameras are in CinemaScope. They are:
"Moon Fleet" (Stewart Granger, Viveca
Lindfors, Joan Greenwood, George Sanders)
— John Houseman producer, Fritz Lang director; "Boulevard In Paris" (Anne Baxter,
Steve I'orrcst) — Henry Berman Producer,
Mitchell Leiscn director; "Hit the Deck"
(Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Ann Miller,
/Continued on Page 18)
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'Pony Martin. \ ic Damonc)— Joe Pasternak
producer, Roy Rowland director; "Interrupted jMeiody" (Kleanor Parker, Glenn
Ford, Cecil Kellaway)— Jack Cummings producer, Curtis Bernhardt director; and "It's
Always Fair Weather" (Gene Kelly, Cyd
Charissc, Dan Dailey)— Arthur Freed producer. Gene Kelly and Stanley Doncn codirectors.
On October 25, two new features, in black
and white and conventional lensing. will he
launched: "The Marauders" (Dan Duryca.
Jeff Richards. Keenan Wynn)— Arthur
Loew, Jr., producer. Gerald Mayer director,
and "Scarlet Coat" (Michael Wilding. Cornel
Wilde)— Nicholas Nayfack producer, John
Sturges director. Rounding out the month's
slate is "Love Me Or Leave Me" (James
Cagney, Doris Day), which producer Joe
Pasternak and director Charles Vidor will
place before the cameras on the 28th.
Four important properties are now being
scripted for early 19.S5 lensing. First will be
"Green Mansions," to be lenscd in South
Africa, possibly with Edmund Purdom
starred. Producer Arthur Freed and director
Vincente Minnelli are aiming it for a January start. Also set for foreign filming
around the same time is "Swordsman of
Siena" (Stewart Granger), to be produced
by Nicholas Nayfack. These will be followed by "Body Beautiful" (Esther Williams)— Joe Pasternak producing, and "The
Wild Shores of Love" (Elizabeth Taylor)
— Sam Zimbalist ])r<>(lucer.

PARAMOUNT
New VV Projection Seen
Most Useful to Drive-Ins
I'AKAMUUN'r HAS COME CP WITH
a new method of VistaVision projection for
large theatres and drive-ins. This involves
sending special prints with oversized frames
horizontally through a modified jirojector.
This type of projection is conii)atiblc with
the "Lazy 8" photographic method being
employed in all new Paramount productions.
At a recent press demonstration in Hollywood, a screen measuring 60 feet wifle by
32 feet in height was employed, with excellent clarity and definition.
Obviously, this new development is not
aimed at the average theatre, as was i)ointed
out at the showing by \. l-raiik l'"reeman.
However, he did say that he hoped to see
five or six of the nation's largest theatres
eventually equipi)ed for it. The big "pitch"
will be tf) the drive-ins.
The cstimal<'d cost of a horizontal i)rojector head is $2,000, I'rccman said, i)f)inting
out that the figure could be lowered to
around $L5(K) with mass production. This
compares to a cost of from $800 to $1,000 on
|)resent standard heads. The horizontally
mounted head projects a frame mf)re than
P«qt It
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two and one-half times the size of the conventional 35mm frame.
]\y the end of this month. Paramount will
have six pictures in production, including
DeMille's "The Ten Commandments." and
The Court Jester".
starrer, "has
the
The Danny
latter, Kaye
incidentally,
been given a
four-month shooting schedule by Norman
Panama and Melvin Frank, who will produce and direct.
Other features cither now m production or
slated to roll later in the month are: "You're
Never Too Young" (Dean Alartin, Jerry
Lewis) — Paul Jones producer, Norman Taurog director; "The Desperate Hours"
(Humphrey Bogart, Fredric March, Martha
Scott, Arthur Kennedy) — William Wylcr
l)roducer-director; "The Trouble With
Harry" (Fldmund Gwenn, John Forsythe) —
Alfred Hitchcock producer-director, and
"Lucy Gallant" (Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire Trevor) — a Pine-Thomas production, Robert Parrish director. The entire
slate is in VistaVision & Technicolor.
REPUBLIC
Studio Shifts Into fligh
Four Features Now Shooting
THE LONG-AWAITED PICK-UP IN
production finally got underway at Republic
this month. Four features are now shooting
— equal to the total number of films turned
out by the company in the eight months
previous.
The most recent entry, and by all odds the
most important, is "The Admiral Hoskins
Story" (Sterling Hayden, Alexis Smith,
Dean Jagger), which associate producerdirector John H. Aucr put before the cameras on location in Hawaii, October 8. Also in
this high budget class is "Magic Fire"
(Yvonne DeCarlo, Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortesa, Rita Gam), whish is before the
Trucolor cameras in Germany since October
2 — William Dieterle producing and directing.
The other two pictures now shooting are:
"Santa F"c Passage" (John Payne, Rod Cameron, Faith Domergue), Trucolor — Sidney
Picker associate producer, William Witncj'
director, and "Timberjack" (Vera Ralston,
Sterling Hayden, David Brian, Adolphe
Menjou, Hoagy Carmichael), Trucolor — Joe
Kane associate producer-director.
Coming up within the next two weeks is
"Rebel Island" (not cast) — Edward Ludwig
associate producer-director.
Two more features have just been added
to the Republic slate for late fall or early
winter filming. The first of these, "Hinky
Dink," will be a co-production project to be
made in conjunction with Mickey Rooney's
independent company, starring Rooney. The
actor will share the |)ro(lucer credit with
Maurice Duke. The second is ".^mokejumper.' ' which deals with paratroopers
droppedtionalinto
areasbe offilmed
America's
forests.Haming
This will
with natiic
cooperation of the Agriculture Department.

RKO
Meager Staff Remains

As

Lot Turns to All-lnde Product
RKO'S REMAINING STAFF IS IN A
state of complete demoralization as a result
of the latest wholesale firings which cut
every department to skeleton proportions.
The announcement that four independent
films for RKO release are scheduled to go
before the cameras during October and November has failed to revive the spirits of
the few veterans still on the payroll, who
have seen this once great coinpany deteriorate into its present state of inactivity.
At this point, hardly anyone in Hollywood
expects the Hughes-owned company ever to
get back into production on its own, and are
only hoping that rumors of an impending
transfer of ownership will materialize.
If any encouraging word has come from
the present ownership, it was the announcement that there is no truth to reports that
the company's 800-picture backlog is about
to be sold to television. This rumor was
spiked by J. R. Grainger, in a telegram addressed to the trade press and all important
theatre operators.
"Bow Tamely To Me" (Piarbara Stanwyck), Superscipe & Technicolor, the first
of the four indes set for fall production, went
before the cameras on October 11 — Benedict
Bogeaus producing, Alan Dwan directing.
Nat Holt's "Seven Bad Men" (Randolph
Scott, Forrest Tucker, Superscope & Technicolor rolls on October 18 — Tim Whalen
directing. This will be follow-ed on October
25 by Frederick Brisson's "The Girl Rush"
(Rosalind Russell), VistaVision & Technicolor— Robert Pirosh directing. "Syndicate"
(not cast). Technicolor, a King Bros, production isslated to start on Novernber 22.
F^dmund Grainger also has started lining
up his slate of 10 independent fihns to be released through RKO, although no definite
shooting dates have been set at this writing.
His first production likely will be "O
Promised Land" (Alan Ladd), which George
Marshall will direct. This will be followed
by a big-scale musical with a Hawaiian
background. He also is plantiing to set up
co-production deals with English and Cierman producers during a visit to Europe
early next month.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

'55 Schedules

Revised

Only 20-22 C'Scopers Planned
2()rH'S PROJECTED PLANS FOR 36
CinemaScope pictures during the coming
year came in for some sharp revision after
lengthy consultations between president
Spyros Skouras and studio chief Darryl
Zanuck. ,'\s things now stand, the company
will make only 20 to 22 films this semester,
although augmenting the i)rogram with an
undetermined number of independent films
to be produced both here and abroad.
Among the outside productions which will

Sizc-ups
Studio
lulp t(i 1)1 lister next year's relcasinj; slate,
arc a number of films to be made in England
hy Alexander Korda for world-wide release
by Fox. The American company will assume
m.ist of the financing. First of these films
will be "The Deep Blue Sea" (Vivien Leigh,
Kenneth Moore), which Korda expects to
launch before the end of the year with Anatole Litvak directing.
Three t 'Scope features are in production
at the present time: "The Racers" (Kirk
Douglas, Gilbert Roland, I'.cla Darvi, Cesar
Romero, Katy Jurado)— Julian lilaustein
pioducer, Henry Hathaway director; "The 7
N car Itch" (Marilyn Monroe, 'I'om Ewell) —
Charles Feldman and I'.illy Wilder i)roduc\\v^. Wilder directing, and "A Man Called
I'cter" (Richard 'J'odd, Jean Peters) —
.^aniuel (i. Engcl producer, Henry Koster
director.
Units arc lensing backgrounds in Europe
for "Lord \ anity" (Robert Wagner, Clifton
Webb), which rolls in November — Charles
Hrackett producer, Delnar Daves director,
Fortune" (Clark
and in Japan for "Soldier of which
also gets
Gable, Susan Hayward),
away in November — Ruddy .Xdler i)roducer,
Edv\ard I)in\tr.\k director.
At the time the revised schedule wa> announced, Skouras stated that it was deemed
advisable to cut down on the slate after a reevaluation of the "enormous business" being
done by Fox's CinemaScope pictures. Another answer was given by Zamu k a few days
later, when he addressed a western division
sales conclave at the sUidio. He said: "We
arc learning that ciualit.w ii<it (|uantity. is the
salvation of the motion picture industrw Just
because our picture production is limited ti>
major releases, do not think budgets are
down, .'\ctually, our costs have gone up because there can be no stinting du casts,
stories and production \ahns when all
studios are trying to outdo each other in top
quality entertainment, as the\- are t<)d:i\'. '
Zanuck pointed out that for e\ir.\ story
properly which reaches the screen, two and
one-quarter properties have to bi' sheKcd.
li< cause the proper stars aren't a\ ailal)lc lur
casting.
One thing is certain, the revised schedule
for next year, is in no way due to unsatisfactory returns on the first year's CinemaScope releases. The first ten pictures released in C'Scope liave now recouped their
negative costs and are playing for profils.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Superscope Adopted by Hecht
For 'Vera Cruz' Anamorphics
\\vx H r - L A N c A s r 1-. R • s •• \- R A
Cmz" (Gary Cooper, Hurt Lancaster), will
he i)rinted in the newly-perfected Super■.(.ipc wide-screen process. Harold Hecht
inniiunccd last week that an initial nrder had
In 1 11 placed with Technicolor for 2()() Sui)ei si upe prints ami UK) standard prints following disclosure by Joseph and Irving Tushin-

sky that their jjrocess is now compatible
with CinemaScope projection ec|uipment.
Hecht said that tests had proven Superscope
answers "every requirement of clarity, depth
and size which exhibitors and the general
public can demand." A heavy advertising
campaign will exploit Superscope to the
trade.
Five top-budget films are currently in production for UA release, with another pair
slated to start next week. Topping the list
is Stanley Kramer's "Not As .\ Stranger"
(Robert Mitchuin, Olivia De Havilland,
I'rank Sinatra, (iloria (Irahame, llroderick
(. rawfcird. Charles ISickford), Kramer directing. The picture has been gi\cn a 7()-day
shooting schedule, almost a third lunger time

than an>- previous Kramer productions.
Others
now shooting
"The Diana
Kentuckian"
(Rurt Lancaster,
Dianeare:Foster,
Lynn,
John Mclntire, Una Merkel), CinemaScope
& Technicolor — Harold Hecht producer,
Burt Lancaster director; "Gentlemen Marry
Brunettes" (Jane Russell, Jeanne Grain,
Scott Brady, Alan Young), Technicolor, a
Russ-Field-Voyager production — Robert
Bassler producing, Richard Sale directing, on
location in Paris; "Big House U. S. A."
(Broderick Crawford, Ralph Meeker), a BelSire production — Aubrey Schenck producer,
Howard W. Koch director, and just winding
up — "Night Of The Hunter" (Robert Mitchum, .Shelley ^\'inters, Lillian Gish), a Paul
(Continued on Page 20)

Charles Laugh+on directing Shelley Winters. Head
cameraman Stanley Cortez stands behind Laughton.
"NIGHT OF THE HUNTER" (Paul Gregory-United Artists Release)
CinemaScope & Technicolor
stolen bank loot, in order to accomplish
the year's
to be one
promisesmelodramas
, inofthe vein of his mission, the "heavy" in the p:ece
suspense
topThis
(Robert Mitchum), marries the children's
such thrillers as "The Window", "Spiral
mother (Shelley Winters), who is mesStaircase" and "Jeopardy". From an exmerized byhis religious rantings.
ploitation angle: it has the additional
value of a pre-sold title (the novel by
Started August 18. Winding this month.
Davis Grubb has been a best-seller for Budget: approximately $1,500,000.
into
Laughfon's
months),
Cast: Robert Mitchum, Shelley Winters,
popular
and twoentry
of direction,
the field Charles
Lillian Gish, Evelyn Varden, Peter Graves,
boxoffice stars to head the cast. The
story revolves around the attempts of a Billy Chapin, Sally Jane Bruce, Gloria
Castillo. Producer, Paul Gregory. Direccruel, hymn-shouting West Virginia crimitor, Charles Laughton. Director of Cinenal, who terrorizes two small children, to
matography, Stanley Cortez.
learn where Iheir dead father has hidden
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Release Schedules

s Laughton diGregory
. production. Charle
recting

With Top Co-production Deals
LEO McCAREY IS ABOUT TO
close a deal with Warners to bring his

The two films for L'.\ that start shooting
this week are Zane Grey's "Robber's Roost"
(George ^lontgonicry ), which re-activates
the Leonard Goldstein company, and "Top
of the World" (Dale Robertson. IVank
Lovejoy), a Landmark Production. "Roost"
will be produced by Robert L. Jacks. Sidney Salkow will direct in EastmanColor.

Hecht-Lancaster's next production. "Marty" (Ernest Borgninc. Betsy Blair), is slated
to tee off on November 1— Harold Hecht
producing, Dclbcrt Mann directing.
From Venice, Italy, comes word that
"Summertime", the Katherinc Hepburn
starrer, is nearing completion. This EastmanColor production is being produced by
and directed by Uavid Lean.
Lopert
llya

Bolstered

property ".Adam and Eve" to the Burbank
studio. This is the latest move in Warner's
growing trend toward bolstering its release
schedule with top co-production deals. It is
understood that the deal will be similar to
the one signed with Leland Hayward, who
is
currently making "Mister Roberts'' for the
company.
Jack Warner is also building up his company's own producer and director rosters in
order to maintain the present heavy flow of
production. Frank Rosenberg reported on
the lot a few days ago to start pre-production work e>n Ben Hecht's "Miracle in the

Rain," his first assignment under a recently
signed term contract. Director Nicholas Ray
also checks in this month to start a new
non-exclusive termer. His first project will
be the drama, "Rebel Without A Cause,"
adapted from the book by Dr. Robert Al.
Linder. Both films are tentatively slated to
get underway shortly after the first of the
Arwin Productions, headed by Doris Day's
husband, Martin ilelcher, has scheduled a
new musical, to star Miss Day. also for
year.
early 1955 filming. It is a comedy western
musical, titled "Nothing But A Woman,"
and will be produced under the same arrangements as Miss Day's most recent picture for Warners, "Young At Heart".
Batjac Productions, headed by Robert Fellows and John Wayne, and by all odds Warners' most prolific independent unit, has
added still another important property to its
growing slate of 1955(Continued
productions.
Titled.
on Page
30)
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Outside Star Deals Add
Lustre to Future U-l Product
C-l LACKIXC. .AX IMPRESSIVE ROSter of stars under contract, is continuing its
policy of seeking outside star names to head
up casts of future pictures. What with June
.Mlyson and Jose Ferrer currently working
on the lot, a deal just closed with Barbara
Stanwyck to make another picture here, and
a pact near the inking stage with Joan
Crawford, next year's U-I releases carry
considerable marquee lustre.
.According to well-informed sources on the
lot, only a conflicting commitment kept Lana
Turner from starring in the forthcoming
"Tacey Cromwell, ' for which .\nne Baxter
was just signed.
.Miss Stanwyck's film, which is due to
start about the first of the year, will be
"There's .Always Tomorrow," a romantic
drama, with Ross Hunter producing. Joan
Crawford's projected vehicle will be "Woman On the Beach." a suspense melodrama.
In all, U-l will have six pictures in work
this month, including the following four, already before the cameras: "The Shrike"
(Jose Ferrer, June .Allyson) — .Aaron Rosenberg producer, Jose Ferrer director; "Lady
Godiva of Coventry" (Maureen OHara,
Gerogc Nader, Victor McLaglen), Technicolor— Robert Arthur producer, .Arthur
Lubin director; "To Hell and Back" (.Audie
Murphy, Marshall Thompson). CinemaScope
& Tcchnicolnr — .Aaron Rosenberg producer.
Jesse Hihbs director, and "Justice Comes To
Tomahawk" (Lex Barker, Mara Corday,
Stephen McNally). EastmanColor — Howard
Pine producer. Jack Arnold dircctc)r.
'i wo black and white features go before
the camera-, later m the month: "Kiss of
F-'irc" (Jack i'alance. Rhonda Fleming) —
Sam Marx jir'idurer, J<>c Newman director,
and "The Mummy" ( lUid .Abbott, Lou Costello) — Howard Christie producer, Charles
Laniont director.
P«gt 20
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"TO HELL AND BACK"
( Unlversal-lnrcmatlonal)
CinemaScope
Tcslinicolor

American troops advance through shellt'lre. Above, two soldiers
drag a wounded buddy -from a mud hole in No Man's Land.
Audie Murphy stars in this film version
of his autobiography, which was published
abou^ two years ago. The picture starts
with his early youth, as an orphan reared
in a Texas children's home, and carries
through his courageous war years, which
won him the title of World War M's most
decorated hero. Almost the entire picture
is being filmed at fort Lewis, Washington, and has been given the full cooperation of (he Army and War Department.
The commanding general of the Washington Army post made it possible for the

studio to film an entire regiment in action
— saving the producers thousands of dollars, and providing authentic scenes which
otherwise would not have been possible.
Started: Sep>. 10; winding late this
month. Budge?: approximately $1,000,000.
Cast: Audie Murphy, Morshall Thompson, Art Aragon, Charles Drake, Gregg
Palmer, Jock Kelly, David Janssen, Bruce
Cowling, Richard Castle. Producer, Aaron
Rosenberg. Director, Jes:e Hibbs. Cameraman, Maurey Gertsman.

MADE

THE

NEIVS

WARNER, GARLAND. LUFT
JACK L. WARNER busses JUDY
GARLAND under watchful eye of husband-producer SID LUFT as the trio
attend the Hollywood premiere of "A
Star Is Born." Gala Hollywood and
New York premieres of the Cinemascope dazzler made bold-type news
throughout the nation and succeeding
events indicate that Miss Garland and
the Brothers Warner have a real boxoffice-buster.
o
ERIC JOHNSTON signaled that a new
era hai been entered by the film industry, and the current business upswing
harks the death knell for "the dragon of
fear." Arriving in Hollywood for conferences with studio chiefs, the MPAA
president warned, however, that serious
economic problems besetting production, distribution and exhibition remain
to be solved. One economy plan being
considered is consolidation of physical
distribution into one agency in each exchange city, with all companies sharing
cost!!.

ABRAM F. MYERS keynote speech
kicked off the red hot Allied Convention
in Milwaukee, with the declaration that
two major issues are before the industry
and the convention: government regulation and the product shortage. The
convention put its stamp of approval on
the former by empowering the Allied
board to introduce the regulatory bill,
drawn by Myers, before the next session
of Congress, if future conditions warrant.
0
HERMAN ROBBINS, National Screen
Service president, was named chairman
of the 16th Annual Showmanship Dinner of the Motion Picture Pioneers by
Jack Cohn, president of the film veterans' group. Nov. 17 event honors Si
Fabian as "Pioneer of the Year".
0
SPYROS P. SKOURAS received from

MYERS

the Broadway Association's president,
ROBERT K. CHRISTENBERRY, a
special award honoring CinemaScope's
first anniversary. The scroll salutes
Skouras and 20th-Fox for "the revolutionary motion picture process which
has brought new prosperity to the theatres of New York and the world."

ROBBINS

JOHNSTON

CHRISTENBERRY, SKOURAS
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on a picture, at the time it is being played. We stretch the
PRINT

SITUATION

(Continued from Page 12)

cn our CinemaScope pictures and which pictures are all
Class "A". We have to supply stereophonic as well as optical prints.

We are now spending more than twice what we spent
when all of our pictures were made in 2-D due to the very
high cost of Eastman color stock, plus the processes involved in making CinemaScope prints, such as striping
and re-recording after the striping.
We do have a few 2-D pictures and we put out a sufficient number of prints commensurate with the quality of
the pictures.
While I have not answered your questionnaire exactly,
I felt there was no need for it inasmuch as there are no
complaints against our company in respect to a shortage of
prints.
AL LICHTMAN
] ice-President and Director oj Distribution

Jner€*€i,s^^''
"Subsiuniial
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
In response to your
print buys — whether we
can tell you very frankly
substantial on all brackets

inquiry as to the United Artists
have increased or decreased — I
that cur increase has been very
of pictures.

For example, when "Cyrano" was released, ii had a
total of 249 prints. "Home of the Brave" had 286, "The
Men" 284, "Champion" 360. These were popular and high
grossing pictures.
By comparison, our recent release are as follows:
"Beachhead" 315, "African Queen" 367, "Moulin Rouge"
372, "Return to Paradise" 365, "High Noon" 414, "Moon
Is Blue" 406, "Beat The DeviT 502.
The prior print orders of pictures in the classification
of "Go Man Go" and "Heidi", ranged from 150, not exceeding 200. The actual print buy on "Go Man Go" is 263
and "Heidi" 306.
In cur opinion, the biggest factor in causing this increased demand for prints, is the elimination and shortening of many clearances in the past three years.
WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN
Vice President in Charge of Distribution

rules of good business many times, in order to accommo- j
date a demand. The number of prints we buy varies great- j
ly because of this policy.
|
When Universal sells a contract for a specific availability we consider it our obligation to serve a print on
that availability. This is simply a question of honoring a
contract. We do not tolerate and to our knowledge do not
ever employ prints as an excuse for delaying an availability. We have had so few customer complaints in this cate-

FILM
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for our method of handling the "print problem."
It would take too long to detail the mechanics of our
handling prints. However, cur clearing house in the Home
Office is set up in such a flexible manner that we can move
prints arcund the country with a speed hard to believe. >
The success of this play rests largely with the understanding of all our branch bookers that they are to make avail- ,
able any possible opening on a print for the use of someone
else — and they do it.
Day and date accounts have increased as much as ,
fourfold in seme large cities. In one city, for example,
there is a break-date available to as m.any as 32 theatres.
We provide for that contingency. Many exhibitors buy at
the last minute, decide to buy some other picture more
suitable to their taste, (available at the same time) thus
leaving idle and unused, most of our 32 prints set aside for
their protection. This is repeated in other cities. We have
had little luck trying to get our customers to buy far
enough in advance to help us approximate print needs.
We announced in 1953 before starting our first CinemaScope picture, that we would provide a so-called standard version for those theatres not equipped for CinemaScope. This is in line with our policy of making available
to all theatres, all of our pictures. As a result, we are
handling many different kinds of prints on "Black Shield
Of Falworth". We now have working the greatest number
of prints ever bought on a Universal picture, in the current release "Magnificent Obsession". There is much more
that might be said, but perhaps we can cover it best by
telling you we watch our business very closely through
our local people and we take care of the needs of our customers from day to day without regard to hard End fast
rules. The answer must lie in the fact that we have not
had any of the much heralded "print problem" and judging
by what cur customers tell us, we have taken care of them
in a satisfactory manner.

INC.

We find it difficult to answer your recent letters regarding "print shortages" by use of figures alone. In the
case of Universal, figures mean nothing. No matter what
numbers of prints we cite as having been bought on certain pictures, someone would find it possible to say "inadequate". We prefer detailing Universal's policy with
respect to caring for its customers.

We buy whatever number of prints seems necessary
r»q» 22
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gory, we can say it doesn't exist for us.
We have been fortunate in getting pretty wide distribution on most of cur pictures. This in itself should speak

CHARLES J. FELDMAN
Vice-J' resident and General Sab's Manager
UNIVERSAL

|

WARNER

BROS.

PICTURES.

INC.

Quick check discloses that if anything we have increased the number of prints available on each subject.
BENJAMIN KALMENSON
J ice-President and General Sates Manager

6XHIBITORS

FORUm

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
RESULT OF FILM RENTALS
AITO of la., Neb., S. Dak. & Mid-Central
At long last the small independent exhibitors have apparently been made to realize
by their own experience with some distributors, and the lack of profits in their theatres,
that the limit has been reached and far ex. t-eded in film rental demands, with no signs
I any let-up. That by their own "easy" acceptance of the ever-upped terms of greedy
and ruthless distributors these last several
years, precedents have been set, so that today ZSVc and 359^^ are nothing but memories;
409^ is now the floor, and SOVc common and
customary. That 70-30-10 (with 5(Wc floor
lo destroy the 109^^ ) is here, and that W/(
and 909^ rentals, plus a share of theatre
concessions are just around the corner. That
these distributors clearly have no intention
uf lessening the pressure, or giving any independent exhibitor a break despite full
knowledge of the exhibitor's plight, which is
a matter of Government record. Rather, they
have been steadily increasing this pressure
ot insatiable demands for the last penny with
each succeeding season ur so-called "toi)
picture".
It is perhaps coincidence that this long
overdue arching of exhibitors' backs against
policies that are destroying them should have
occurred at or about the same time as ¥.. 1).
r. and our customary annual series of
Regional Meetings, but it is certain that at
these meetings we have been privileged to
witness this amazing change and the determination with which these people are going
about what they believe is a fight-to-thelinish for survival. Never, in over thirty
year, have we seen such firmness of purpose
manifest in these ranks!
The position they have taken is simply
this — that picture shortage or no picture
shortage, they have had it, more than
tnuugh; and they will hereafter deal only
with those companies who will sell them at
lair, profitable flat rentals and serve them
ilecently fresh dates while national publicity
IS still effective; otherwise, they will continue
to use older and so-called lesser pictures
which they have found they can get by with
to smaller losses by proper booking, combinations and ingenious showmanship.
.As often happens when easy and lush
routines are upset by underdog rebellion.
Mime of the local distributors, managers and
salesmen particularly, apparently unable or
unwilling to realize their jobs are entirely
dependent upon our theatres staying open,
are much disturbed that the "ungrateful exhibitors" have seen fit to present a solid
front in opposition to more unreasonable
deals' being jammed down their gullets, and
reports flow in of fabrication, profane namecalling and violent threats against their former easy-marks and "buddies". For shame!
Scaring people that way! What sort of
"super-salesmen" have we?
The exhibitors, entirely undisturbed, ])crhaps even amused by these outbursts, ap-

parently feel such childish actions have no
place in the serious business of a fight lor
survival. The exhibitors want fair, profitable
flat rentals and decent dates, and, they mean
to have these, or, that company is out until
it meets these terms! This corner has no
hesitancy in predicting that these independent exhibitors, furious and coldly determined as never before, and with solid lines
of opposition to unfair deals forming in all
directions, will win this battle!
16 MM.

COMPETITION
ITO of Ohio
La>t week, thousands of families in Columbus received in the mail a circular from
the Franklin County Historical Society offering eight pictures in a series for $1.00. Nonmembers could join the Society by simply
paying the $1.00. There were si.v Fox pictures and two Warner pictures in this group,
the newest of them being " The Will Rogers
We called W Lichtman of Fox, who took
Story".
the question up immediately but so far we
have received no answer. W^arner Rros. informed us that the film companies are now
being sued by the Government to compel
them to sell 16 mm. film. Mr. Lichtman was
concerned about the same thing but W arners
flatly refused to do anything about the eight
shows for $I.(M); Fox, as yet. has not ad\ise<l
us one way or the other.
Most exhibitors can't understand why
these companies can't ask groups like this to
pay 50Vr or even 70% for pictures just like
they do exhibitors. If they are afraid the
Government would say this is pricing the
customers out of the market, what's the difference between these societies and the exhibitor who is also being priced out of the
market '
ON

ADMISSION TAXES
ATO of Indiana
In the successful campaign to secure relief
from the Federal Atlmissioiis tax, the first
efforts were made before the November elections. Candidates for Congress were approached and sounded out before you and
your associates had to mark your ballot.
This same procedure is necessary in this
November's selection of Representatives and
Senators for the Indiana General Assembly
which will meet in January of 1955. Don't
let November 2 arrive without knowing how
each of your candidates feel toward your
business. This is important. For one thing,
the .American Municipal .Association, claiming a membership of 12.0(K) municipalities, is
promoting the idea that Congress reduce the
admissions tax in order that it might be reimposed by municipalities. Of course, such
a contention is absolutely false because Congressmen and Senators as well as many
other officials made it very plain that relief
was accorded to the motion picture industry
for the single reason that the industry was
in distress as a result of the tax.

AlOI is not opposed to any program that
will provide funds for Indiana cities and
towns — we only insist that any levy be
shared by all without discrimination. The
costs of maintaining our cities should be
borne by all business men, all wage earners,
all professional men and all receivers of
dividends and interest. Such a tax on all income would naturally be low and a ceiling
should be fixed. It should only be effective
after a local referendum and it should have
an automatic expiration date after which the
voters of a community would again decide
whether or not it should be continued.
There also may be agitation for censorship
in the next Indiana Legislature because of
the events of the past year. Remember, the
U. S. Supreme Court and the Courts of Ohio
and Pennsylvania did not say that censorship was unconstitutional, but only the language of particular statutes. New York has
re-enacted a censorship law in accord with
Supreme Court findings. So determine your
candidates attitude on this subject, also.
After you have visited your candidates for
the State Legislature (and local Council and
Mayorality candidates) please let this oflice
know what commitments you receive.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
ITO of Ohio
Hill liachert. Star Theatre. Coshocton, has
made up a memo pad in the form of a
scratch pad, with spaces numbered one to
five. Each time the student pays the regular
price, one of the spaces is stamped or initialed. When all five have been used, he
gets a free admission. The hack of it has
room for the student's name, grade and
school.
Perhaps some slight encouragements like
this is necessary for the student. If it is
granted to him as a privilege, he is mcire
likely to be well behaved in the theatre. Just
because a youngster turns 12 does not mean
that he has more money. Junior high school
and high school students usually have only
the money their parents allow them. They
should be encouraged to attend the theatre
lest they lose the habit when they get older
and use their own money.
GOOD

TIME TO SAY THANKS
ATO of Indiana
A year ago at this time we were asking
you to contact your U. S. Senators and Congres men to secure their commitment to vote
for relief of our industry from the Federal
Admissions tax. Now that Congress has
granted this relief we again urge you to contact these same men and thank them for
their past help and ask them if you can be
of any assistance to them. This time you can
go to them without askiii.g anything for
We may need their help again some day,
yourself.
but if the only time we ever approach them
is when we have troubles or are asking for
favors, we may not be received too cordially.
Please make this contact during October.
FILM BULLETIN
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Follouing is the letter sent by Allied
States Association counsel Abram F. Myers
to exhibitors with copies of the government
regulation bill:
To All Exhibitors:
Herewith is a bill to regulate interstate
commerce in motion picture films drafted by
the General Counsel pursuant to instructions
of the Board of Directors for presentation
to and consideration by the exhibitors in attendance atAllied's Silver Anniversary Convention to be held in Milwaukee on October
12, 13 and 14, 1954.
It is believed that this is the first attempt
made in this country to provide price regulation for so diverse a product as motion pictures and the problems presented are most
difficult. Some of the Scandinavian countries
prohibit the charging of film rentals over a
certain amount (e.g. 35%) but such flat prohibition is not possible under our constitutional system. Stripped of necessary legal
verbiage, the bill provides that all persons
engaged in licensing films for public exhi-

A

TEXT

by

af

BILL

GaMyernment

Pictures

and

bition in theatres shall file wth the Federal
Trade Commission fair and reasonable classifications of films and theatres, together
with fair and reasonable film rentals for each
classification, and before licensing any motion picture to a theatre shall first allocate it
to a proper classification.
If a substantial number of exhibitors challenge the reasonableness (and hence the
legality) of the film rental designated for
any classification of pictures for any type of
theatres, or the allocation of any picture to
a particular price category, the Commission
may serve a formal complaint on the producer or distributor involved and hold a
hearing thereon.
If the Commission shall conclude that the
challenged pricing or allocation is unlawful,
it shall issue an order specifying the reasonable film rental or allocation to be followed.
If during the pendency of any such proceeding the respondent continues to charge the
challenged film rental or persists in the challenged allocation, and lower film rentals or

BILL

To regulate interstate commerce in motion picture films
and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled.
Sec. 1. Findings and declaration of policy
(a) That the communication of information, intelligence and news and the providing of entertainment
through the public exhibition of motion pictures in theatres, and the free flow of motion picture films in the channels of commerce, have an important bearing on the public
education, health, morals and general welfare at all times
and are essential to the public safety in time of war and
hence are affected with a public use.
(b) That the motion picture business beinp; an important communications medium as well as a creative art,
it is essential to the public interest that it be protected
from domination or control by any one branch thereof and

Caniral

Theatres

allocations are ultimately prescribed by the
Commission, exhibitors may sue for the difference between the prices paid and those
prescribed, unless the money is voluntarily
refunded.
In addition to provisions for securing fair
and reasonable film rentals, the draft denounces as unlawful and provides for cease
and desist orders against certain trade practices which were enjoined in the Paramount
Case. These provisions were drawn with a
view to eliminating the glaring loopholes in
the consent decrees. Enforcement is lodged
with the Federal Trade Commission to relieve the elderly Federal judges assigned to
the case of the burden and the antitrust
Division of its unwelcome duty of enforcing
the decrees by means of contempt proceedings.
There will be a question and answer session on the bill at the Convention and the
exhibitors will be afforded ample opportunity
to study the measure before deciding
whether an all-out effort should be made to
secure its enactment by the 84th Congress.

that the theatres remain open in order that they may continue to afford wholesome entertainment to millions of
Americans, retain thousands of employees in gainful employment and continue their contributions to the national
defense and public welfare.
(c) That because of their educational and cultural influence and the entertainment they afford it is essential to
the public interest that motion picture films, which are the
subjects of commerce, be made available to all theatres on
reasonable terms and conditions to be adopted or prescribed, as hereinafter provided, and that the theatres be
protected against unfair trade practices to the end that all
Americans, wherever located, may have the opportunity
to see such pictures.
(d) That the producers and distributors of motion pictures have drastically reduced the supply thereof in recent
years and have imposed upon the theatres unfair and oppressive trade practices which have led to domination of
(Continued on Page 26)
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(Continued from Page 25)

the theatres' operating policies, with the result that the
theatres, deprived of their bargaining power, and are compelled to submit to harsh and unreasonable terms and conditions of license which, unless modified, will result in the
elimination of many theatres, especially those serving the
populace in the residential sections of the cities and in
small towns and rural communities.
(e) That in order that motion pictures may be preserved for the use, benefit and enjoyment of the American
people, in order to prevent the domination of the theatres
by the producers and distributors of motion pictures and
in order to protect against the unemployment and loss of
investment which would result from the forced closing of
many theatres, it is necessary for the Congress to regulate
the leasing, licensing and distribution of motion pictures
in commerce as in this Act provided.
Six. 2. Definitions

Fcr the purposes of this Act, unless the context otherwise requires —
(1) The term "motion picture," or "motion picture
film." or "picture," or "film" or "print" means a positive
motion picture film released by any producer or distributor
of motion pictures and leased, licensed, distributed, transported, or delivered in commerce either directly or through
branch offices or exchanges to theatres.
(2) The term "negative film," or "negative print," or
"negative" means the negative film or master film that
emerges from the studio cameras and from which the posi'
tive prints, used in the theatres, are made.
(3) The term "theatre" or "motion picture theatre" includes any place in which motion pictures are publicly exhibited regularly, not sporadically, and to which an admission price is charged, including drive-in theatres.
(4) The term "exhibitor" or "operator" means the
person actually operating a theatre or theatres, whether as
proprietor or lessee, and in whose name or in whose behalf
contracts are executed fcr films to be exhibited in said
theatre or theatres.
(5) The term "producer" means a person engaged in
the production of motion pictures by recording photoplays
or other subjects, including news events, on negatives by
means of a camera either with or without accompanying
sound, including those who license their pictures directly
to the theatres or through owned, controlled or affiliated
corporations or through corporations acting as distributing
agents by contract.
(6) The term "distributor" means any person who engages in the distribution of motion pictures to theatres
whether as seller, lessor or licensor and whether the distribution iseffected by means of sale, lease, license, contract or other type of ap^reement whereby film is supplied
for public exhibition in theatres, including those who distribute their own pictures or the pictures of producers with
whom they are affiliated by stock ownership, or for whom
they act as distributing agents by contract.
Pagt 2i
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(7) The term "lease" or "license" includes the making
of a license agreement, lease, contract, or any form of
agreement or understanding whereby a film, the distribution of which is controlled by one of the parties, is supplied for exhibition in a theatre or theatres operated by
an exhibitor.
(8) The term "film rental" includes the compensation
paid or to be paid by an exhibitor to a distributor for the
use of a film for public exhibition regardless of whether
such compensation is designated in the license or known
to the trade as "film rental," "license fee," "flat rental,"
"percentage," "sliding scale," "split," or by any other
name.
(9) The term "clearance" means the length of time
which elapses between the running of a picture in a prior
run theatre and the time when it may be run in a subsequent run theatre in a given area, regardless of whether
such clearance is provided for in license agreements, or is
imposed by the distributor without any such agreement, or
is observed by custom.
(10) The term "availability" means the time when a
print of a picture that has been licensed to an exhibitor is
made available to him fcr exhibition in a theatre.
(11) The term "film exchange territory" means the
area surrounding the film exchange of a distributor within
which the film exchange delivers films to the theatres.
(12) The term "person" or "persons" includes, in addition to individuals, partnerships, corporations and associations existing under or authorized bv the laws of the
United States, the laws of any State or Territory, or the
laws of any foreign country.
(13) The term "Administrative Agency" means the
Federal Trade Commission.
(14) The term "commerce" means trade, traffic, commerce, transportation, or communication among the several States or in the District of Columbia and includes (but
without limitation) commerce between any State or the
District of Columbia and any place outside thereof, except
a foreign country.
For the purposes of this Act (but in nowise limiting
the definition of commerce) a transaction in respect of any
film shall be considered to be in commerce if the film is a
part of that current of commerce usual in the motion picture business whereby motion pictures are produced in one
State, or abroad, leased for exhibition in States other than
than those in which they are produced, and the District of
Columbia, and are distributed to the theatres by the producers or distributors directly or through local exchanges
in the several States and the District of Columbia, the
films circulating from the exchanges to the theatres located
in the respective film exchange territories and then back
to the exchanges, from whence they are either shipped into
other exchange areas for exhibition purposes or are returned to some central point for junking and salvage.
Transactions normally in the current of commerce according to the customs and usages of the motion picture business shall not be deemed out of that commerce because of
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any device designed to remove such transactions from the
provisions of this Act.
Sec. 3. Excessive film rentals proliihited
(a) It shall be unlawful for any producer or distributor in the course of commerce to demand, charge or receive
as compensation for any motion picture licensed for public
exhibition in a theatre film rental in an amount greater
than the amount which the producer or distributor has
theretofore certified to the Ao-ency as the maximum film
rental for the class of picture and type of theatre involved
in the transaction.
(b) On or before the effective date of this Act every
producer or distributor engaged in licensing motion pictures to theatres in commerce shall file with the Agency
reasonable classifications of the motion pictures which it
may offer for license, designating such classifications by
letters of the alphabet beginninp^ with A for the best pictures; at the same time each producer or distributor so engaged shall also file with the Agency reasonable classifications of theatres such as (but without limitation) first run
large city, key neighborhood, subsequent run city, first run
suburban, first run medium town or city and first run small
town. It is the purpose of this provision to establish reasonable classifications of pictures and theatres which wiil
permit of the determination of the fairness and reasonableness of the maximum film rentals filed with the Agency as
far as possible on the basis of such classification without
the necessity of deciding in every instance the amount of
money which a particular theatre should pay for a particular fiim.
(c) In arrivinp^ at reasonable classifications of films
and theatres the several producers or distributors may lawfully confer with one another and with representative
groups of exhibitors, anv provision of the antitrust laws to
the contrary notwithstanding; or the Agency may call representatives ofthe producers and distributors and the exhibitors into a trade practice conference with a view to
settling by agreement any problems growing out of the
determination of reasonable classifications of pictures and
theatres, or any other problems growing out of the administration ofthis Act ; provided, however, that the immunity
under the antitrust laws herein conferred shall not extend
to cooperation or agreement among producers or distributors in fixing film rentals.
(d) It is recognized that certain types of pictures are
better attractions in some areas than others and a producer
or a distributor, with the permission of the Ap'ency, may
allocate a particular picture for a higher classification in
some areas than in others, but there shall be no systematic
or unwarranted territorial discrimination in the allocation
of pictures.
(e) In connection with the filing of the classifications
of pictures and theatres, and on or before the effective date
hereof, each producer or distributor shall file with the
Agency its individual maximum film rentals for each of the
several classifications of pictures for each of the several
types of theatres and in filing such maximum film rentals

each such producer or distributor shall certify to the Agency that such prices are fair and reasonable.
(f) The maximum film rentals so filed may be stated
in terms of flat rentals, percentages of gross receipts, or
any combination thereof; provided, however, that when
prices are stated in terms other than flat rentals, the producer or distributor shall also file a formula for estimating
the money value of the terms so stated based on the producers' or the distributors' experience in dealing with theatres of the desip-nated type over a reasonable period of
time ; provided, further, that nothing contained in this
paragraph shall entitle any exhibitor to pay for a picture
the amount estimated by use of such formula instead of
the terms provided in the license agreement.
(g) On and after the effective date no producer or distributor engaged in commerce shall license for public exhibition in a theatre any motion picture released by it subsequent to said effective date, unless or until it has classified such picture as hereinbefore provided and certified
such classification to the Agency for filing; and on and
after said effective date no producer or distributor shall
offer any picture released subsequent thereto for license to
any theatre in the course of commerce at a film rental in
excess of the film rental or terms which it has previously
certified to the Agency as fair and reasonable for that class
of picture for exhibition in the type of theatre involved in
the transaction; provided, however, that nothing herein
contained shail prevent a producer or distributor from arranging, under rules and regulations to be prescribed by
the Agency, for a suitable number of test runs of a picture
before classifying it; and, provided, further, that records
of attendance and receipts of such test runs shall be retained by the producer or distributor for the information
of the Agency or other tribunal of competent jurisdiction
in case the picture's classification is thereafter drawn in
question.
(h) In offering its pictures for license on competitive
bidding to two or more theatres which are in substantial
competition, a producer or distributor engaged in commerce may be relieved of the prohibition against charging
more than the maximum film rentals filed with the Agency
only if such competitive bidding is requested in writing by
one or more of the exhibitors involved in the bidding and
then only under rules and rep^ulatiors prescribed by the
Agency to insure fairness in the conduct of the bidding
and to prevent discrimination in awarding the pictures.
Sec. I. L n fair trade practices
(a) The performance by any producer or distributor
in the course of commerce of any of the following acts is
hereby declared to constitute an unfair trade practice and
to be unlawful :
(1) Granting of a license for the public exhibition of
a picture in a theatre by which the admission prices to
the theatre are determined by the producer or distributor as a condition to licensing the picture, or are fixed by
the parties to license agreement either by an express
(Continued on Page 28)
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provision contained therein or by any written or oral
agreement, express or implied, or any understanding
whatsoever.

(2) Granting any clearance between theatres not in
substantial competition.
(3) Granting or enforcing any clearance against a
theatre or theatres in substantial competition with the
theatre receivino- the license for exhibition, if such clearance is in excess of what is reasonably necessary to protect the licensee on the run granted. Whenever the
legality of any clearance is brought in question in any
proceeding under this Act, the burden of sustaining the
legality thereof shall be upon the producer or distributor.
(4) Performing or entering into any license in which
the right to exhibit one picture is conditioned upon licensee's takinf^ one or more additional pictures, or refusing to license to an exhibitor a picture desired by him
unless he submits to licensinp; another picture or pictures which he does not wish to license; provided, however, that nothing herein contained shall be deemed to
prevent a producer or distributor from licensing to an
exhibitor at one time as many pictures as they may
agree upon, so long as the exhibitor's theatre is not in
substantial competition with that of another exhibitor
who also wishes to license the same pictures on the
same run; and, provided, further, that if any group license contains pictures over 4,000 feet in length which
have not first been trade shown, the licensee shall be
given the right by the licensor to reject 20% of such
pictures which have not been so trade shown, such right
of rejection to be exercised one at a time in the order of
release within ten days after the licensor has afforded
the licensee an opportunity to inspect the picture, but if
such opportunity has not been afforded before the licensee's availability date for the picture, he may reject
it then.
(b) Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to abrogate or impair the Agency's powers and duties under
Sec. 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act with respect
to unfair methods of competition in commerce in so far as
those provisions may apply to acts and practices of the
producers or distributors other than those enumerated
herein.
(c) No order of the Agency entered pursuant to this
Act or judgment of a court enforcing the same shall in any
wise relieve or absolve any producer or distributor from
liability under other antitrust acts.
(d) This Act is hereby declared to be an antitrust law
within Section 4 of the Clayton Act authorizing private
actions for triple damages by persons injured in their business or property by reason of anything forbidden by the
antitrust laws; provided, however, that no such right of
action shall accrue hereunder in respect of any act or practice involved in any proceeding by the Agency excent for
failure or refusal to obey an order of the Agency or the
judgment of a court enforcing such an order, or charging
ftq* U
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an unreasonable film rental for a picture after a reasonable
rental therefor has been prescribed by the Agency.
(e) Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to abrogate or impair the judgment of any court heretofore
entered against the producers or distributors, or any of
them, enjoining trade practices similar to those herein declared unlawful, nor shall the existence of any such judgment be deemed a reason for not administering and enforcing the provisions of this Act.
Sec. 5. Powers and duties of the Agency
(a) It shall be the duty of the Federal Trade Commission, herein called the Agency, to administer, carry out
and enforce the provisions of this Act.
(b) In performing its duties hereunder the Agency
shall have and exercise the powers and duties conferred
upon the Federal Trade Commission by Sec. 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act with respect to the prevention of unfair methods of competition in commerce and
shall follow and observe the procedure therein outlined in
so far as such procedure may be appropriate to proceedings under this Act. With respect to complaints issued
under Sec. 4 hereof, involving alleged unfair trade practices, all the procedural requirements of the Federal Trade
Commission Act shall apply.
(c) Any producer or distributor against whom the
Agency may enter an order under this Act shall have and
enjoy the same right to a judicial review of such order as
is provided in Sec. 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act,
and the provisions of that section with respect to the judicial enforcement of the Commission's orders shall also
apply to proceedings under this Act.
(d) Upon the receipt of informal complaints from 25
or more exhibitors to the effect that the maximum film
rental or terms certified by a producer or distributor for a
particular classification of pictures is unfair and unreasonable, or that the allocation by a producer or distributor of
a particular picture to a certain classification is unfair and
unreasonable, and the Agency being of the opinion that the
complaints are substantial and that a proceeding in respect thereof would be consistent with the purposes of this
Act, it shall be the duty of the Agency to issue and serve
on the producers or distributor in question a formal complaint stating its charges.
(e) If after a hearing the Agency shall be of the
opinion that the complaint is well founded it shall issue
and serve on the respondent producer or distributor an
order which, in addition to requiring the respondent to
cease and desist from charging an unfair and unreasonable
film rental for pictures allocated to a particular classification, or from continuing the unfair and unreasonable
classification of a particular picture, shall also prescribe
the fair and reasonable film rental or terms for pictures
within the classification in question, or require that a particular picture be allocated to the proper classification, by
a mandatory order.
(f) In considering and passing upon the maximum
prices for any classification of pictures certified by a pro-
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ducer or distributor, and in considering and passing upon
a producer's or distributor's allocation of
particular classification, the Agency shall
sideration the following factors (together
relevant factors), according to each such
Agency in its discretion deems proper:

a picture to a
take into conwith any other
weight as the

(1) The average film rentals or customary terms
charged and/or received by the producer or distributor
for its several grades of pictures durinp^ the past ten
years or such less period as the Agency may deem adequate.
(2) The gross income and net profits of the producer
or distributor as shown by its annual reports for the
past 10 years, or such reports for such less time as it
may have been in business, and the producer's or distributor's most recent quarterly or half yearly financial
statements.
(3) The average or customary film rentals paid by or
terms and conditions exacted from the complaining exhibitors over such period of time as the Agency may require, for pictures of the class in question.
(4) The gross receipts and net profits of the complaining exhibitors severally for such periods and reported in
such form as the Agency may require together with information showing the percentage of such gross receipts
paid out for film rentals during the period designated by
the Agency.
(g) Whenever it shall appear to the Agency that it is
essential to the proper administration of this Act to obtain
pertinent information from both the producer and the distributor of a picture, it is authorized to require the production of such information.
(h) In deciding whether challenged film rentals and
terms or allocations of pictures are fair and reasonable, the
Agency shall strive to secure the continued successful
operation of the distributors and of as many theatres as
possible by providing a fair and equitable division of the
boxoffice gross receints as between exhibitors and producers or distributors, recognizinp^ that due to differences in
size, location and grossing potential the same ratio of film
rentals to gross receipts cannot be prescribed for all theatres; and the Agency in arriving at just and fair determinations may proceed with a due regard for the successful
operation of exhibitors and the producers or distributors
over quarterly, half yearly or yearly periods without requirement that it guarantee a profit to either with respect
to any particular transaction; and in all cases the Agency
shall consider the price trends of the producer or distributor respondent in recent years and the effect thereof on its
own earnings and the earnings of complaining exhibitor),
giving due weight to any increases in the net earnings of
the producers or distributors following price rises that may
have occurred in recent years.
(i) In administering and enforcing this Act the Agency may make and issue rules and regulations necessary and
appropriate to the performance of its duties hereunder;
and in makino; rules of procedure the Agency shall require
that all proceedings under this section of the Act be con-

ducted with the utmost expedition consistent with the elfectivs performance of its duty and the requirements of
due process of law.
(j) If after a complaint has been issued challenging
the maximum film rental or terms certified by any producer or distributor for any class of pictures, or a complaint has been issued challenging the allocation of a picture to a particular classification, and the producer or distributor repondent nevertheless continues to charge such
maximum film rental or continues the challenged allocation pending the outcome of the proceeding, the complaining exhibitors, and any other exhibitors who have paid
under written protest, shall be entitled to recover any
amount paid by them for the picture or pictures in excess
of the fair and reasonable film rentals prescribed by the
Agency, by joint or separate actions in any court of competent jurisdiction, unless the same shall be voluntarily
refunded.
(k) In administering this Act the Agency shall have
and exercise the powers conferred by, and the Attorney
General and the several departments and bureaus of the
Government shall be P'overned by the provisions of. Sections 6, 7, 8 and 9 of the Federal Trade Commission Act;
and in the exercise of its powers thereunder the Agency
may require the producers or distributors, or any of them,
to furnish the information described in paragraph (f), subparagraphs (1) and (2), of this section together with such
additional pertinent information as it may deem appropriate in advance of the issuance of any formal complaint and
for use in preparing for the prompt administration of the
Act and in compiiino^ the report called for in the next succeeding paragraph; and any or all information so furnished
may be used as evidence in proceedings under this Act
whenever admissible under the rules of procedure without
requiring the production of like information by the respondent inevery case.
(1) Three years after the effective date of this Act the
Agency shall submit to Congress a report on the state of
the motion picture industry and its experience and observations concerning the administration of this Act, together
with its recommendations as to whether the Act should be
strengthened or modified in any particular or whether conditions in the industry have so improved that the Act can
safely be repealed.
Sec. 6. Enforcement
The provisions of Sec. 10 of the Federal Trade Commission Act providing for the punishment of these who refuse to testify or answer lawful inquiries or produce documentary evidence, and those who make false entries in reports to the Commission or in corporate records or who
remove records out of the United States, shall apply to the
Agency's administration of this Act.
Sec. 7. Effective date
This Act shall be effective six months after its enactment.
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Size-ups
udio
St
(Continued
from Prize 20)
"("'est l.a (nierrc." it is the story of the
I'Vciich Lafayette I^scadiillc durin.u World
will be directed by W'illiain
War I. and
who co-authored the story. It will
Wellman
be filmed in CinemaScope and W'arncrC olor.
Five features currently shooting for Warners include three in CinemaScope & WarnerColor. and a pair of minor black and
white entires. The (. 'Scopcrs are: " The Sea
t hasc" (John Wayne. I. ana Turner, Tab
Hunter, Lyle Hettger) — John l-"arrow director, no i)roducer credit to be listed; "Mister
Roberts" (Henry I-^onda. James Cagney,
\\'illiam Powell. Jack Lcmmon) — Leiand
Hayward producer, John I'ord director, and
'Strange Lady In Town" (Greer (iarson,
Dana Andrews, Cameron Mitchell) — Mervyn
LcRoy producer-director. The black and
whites: "Jump Into Hell" (Jacques Sernas,
Kurt Kaznar) — David Weisbart producer,
David J?utler director, and "Target Zero"
(Richard Conte, I'eggie Castle) — David
Weisbart producer, Harmon Jones director.
INDEPENDENTS
Indes Find Soft Financing
New Companies Being Formed
THE GF..\EK.-\L TREND IN .M(ynON
picture business continues to be reflected in
the availability of new finances for backing

independent product. Walter E. Heller and
C ompany of Chicago, which has been a
major source for backing inde producers in
recent years, is reportedly about to expand
its $3,()0().()0() revolving fund, due to the unexpected fast pay-off of films.
The Heller group is currently interested
ill three major inde productions now before
the cameras. For Stanley Kramer's "Not
As A Stranger," Heller is supplying all of
the cash, with certain deferments supplied
by Kramer. A similar arrangement has been
worked out on Russfield-Voyager's "Gentlemen Xfarry Firuneltcs" and Paul (ircgory's
"Night ( )f The Hunter".
ISecause of the swift payoff, it is likely
that the Heller Company will double the
number of independent productions which it
backs by early 195.S.
Several new independent production companies are now being formed, protiiptcd, no
doubt, by the more readily available financing of such groups. Landmark Productions,
Inc., headed by Michael Baird and Lewis R.
h'oster, is one of the newest, having just announced ayearly program of three pictures,
{•"irst on the slate, just assigned to Lhiited
.Artists for release, is "Top of the World"
(Dale Robertson, Frank Lovejoy, Evelyn
Keyes), which gets underway October 28 —
Lewis Foster directing. This will be followed by "The Sodbusters," an outdoor
drama scri])tcd by Foster, from an original
by Da\ id Dortort.
Nat C. Goldston is another addition to the
inde ranks, having just acquired the William
Sloane novel, "To Walk the Night". No
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all of US, to possibly start going together and to
keep company." This, he added, would also tend
over a period of time to "prove our compatibility."
"It would give the exhibitors of America a great
moral uplift if all exhibitor organizations woiild
declare their unreserved support of the Allied Declaration of Emergency, and I would like to see the
present EDC of Allied develop into a United
Emergency Defense Committee to be known as
UEDC."
Copies of the Marcus letter were sent to ITOA's
Harry Brandt and SCTOA's Harry Arthur. Both
replied and agreed to meet with Allied to discuss
cooperative action on product shortage and film
terms; neither mentioned the government regulation provision.
Makelim Rolls Crowing
The Makelim Plan was riding high toward r.nd
possibly beyond its goal of 3000 participating theatres as the giant Stanley Warner circuit pledged
more than 200 of its theatres to play the exhibitorsponsored product. John Wolfberg, vice-president
of Makelim Productions, noted that the SW deal
had been cleared with the Department of Justice.
Other recent deals include 35 Malco Theatre's
in the Memphis area and some 40 Walter Reade
houses. Wo'.fhcrg expected that Fabian Theatres
would enter the fold imminently and held high
hopes that some of the AB-PT southern groups
would soon be enlisted.
P«gt 30
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ment of stereophonic sound for
motion pictures. Announcement
was made by Herbert Barnett,
president of SMPTE.
C. S. Perkins replaces E. O.
Wilschke, resigned, as operating
mgr. of Altec Service Corp.,
company
announced.exec-v.p. H. M. Bessey
Special exhibitor groups from
all over the east will attend testimonial luncheon for Charles
Boasberg, Oct. 21 at the Hotel
Astor. Walter Reader, Jr., Samuel Rinzler and Joseph Seider
are co-chairmen for event.
Samuel Chernoff is IFE's new
midwest district manager replacing Bernard J. McCarthy, it was
reoorted by Bernard Jacon,
sales-distribution v. p. . . . Sid
Mesibov has been appointed to
?n exploitation post, by ad-chief
Jonas Rosenfield, and will handle
the national release of the Pathecclor feature, "Theodora, Slave
Empress'' in cooperation with
exploitation mgr. Bernard Lewis.
UA opened its new Philadelphia branch office building, dehandleactivities.
the company's
expandedsigned tosales
It will
also serve as headquarters for
eastern district mgr. John Turner. Mort Magill is branch mgr.

starting date has been set as yet.
FVed Schwartz, president of Distributors
Corp. of America, is about to launch that
new organization's first of 12 pictures scheduled for the year. It will be a feature cartoon version of The Broadway hit, "Finian's
Rainbow," and will be budgeted at well over
a million dollars. Ilarry Fitzgerald has already been cast as the voice of Finian, and
negotiations are miderway to get Ella Logan
and David Wayne, from the original cast, to
reprise their roles.
I'ilmakcrs Productions, which is jjioducing six i)icturcs during the current year, is
upping next year's slate to seven, according
to president Collier Young. "Private Hell
36" is currently in release and two more
films, "Crashout" and "Mad At the World",
arc ready for ti'Stribution.
Only one independent picture is now filming without a releasing commitment, although ft)ur more are slated to get underway
within the next three weeks. Ncnv shooting
is; "The X'anipirc's Tomb" (I'-e'.la Lugosi,
Devila, Lyle Talbot) — an Edward D. Wood,
Jr., Production — Wood personally producing
and directing.
Coming up arj: "The Number One'' (still
being cast) — Budd Boetticher producer-din ctor; "No Pla ce I o Hide " (Marsha Hunt,
David ;l'-ian), a Josef Shaftel production to
be filmed on location in Manila; Landmark's
"Top of the World", and "Vengeance Is A
Stranger" (not cast), to be made on location
in Hawaii — Ron Ormond producing and directing for Pol\nesian Productions.

News
Barnes Looks Askance at- NT Plans
National Theatres' bid for entry into film production ran up against a snag even before actual
submission of the plea to the Department of Justice. Assistant Attorney General Stanley N. Barnes
openly declared his opinion that D of J approval
to NT would bring up "too many very difficult
problems" and foresaw little possibility of zn OK.
But, he added, "I don't want to pre-judge the
question until I have all the facts from National
As a former production-distribution affiliate, NT
Theatres."
must
satisfy the Federal Court that its film-making activities would not unduly restrain competition in the industry.
Profits
Columbia's yearly net shot up to $3,595,000 for
the 52 weeks ended last June, its highest profit
since the record 1946-47 year. This compares with
last year's $942,000 net. Before taxes, profit was
$8,381,000, compared with $2,149,000 last year.
Earnings per share were $4.41 against 50 cents
for 1953.
Allied Artists showed a net of $414,000 for the
fiscal year ended last July 3, compared with $411,000 in the previous semester. However, a $150,000
bigger taxincreased
bite cameclose
out of
year's take.
income
to this
$2,000,000
aboveGross
the
1953 total.

SHOWMEN — Send Us Material, Including Photos, on Your Picture & Institutional Campaigns. Theatremen Can Help Each Other, and the Industry at Large, By Exchanging Ideas.

MERCHANDISING

Songs Sell 'Annapolis Story*
Allied Artists has latched on to the effective popular song exploitation stunt, often
used by the majors, to exploit the company's
recently completed "Annapolis Story." "The
Engagement Waltz," theme music for the
picture, is being published by Tonecraft
Music, and Malrose Music will bring a
special release of "Navy Blue and Gold,"
which also is featured in the film.
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COMPO's Youth' Press Pitch
COMPO ad number 28 in the Editor &
Publisher series, makes an effective pitch for
free newspaper space for film industry events
by pointing up the appeal motion pictures
have for young people. Captioned, "Youth
Should Be Served," the ad points out:
"Young people are ardent motion picture
enthusiasts. Therefore, newspapers are
certain to capture their reading interest byprinting more picture news."

^^

^^

Two of the flashiest premieres ever to sparkle
on Broadway marked the debuts of United
Artists' "The Barefoot Contessa" and Warners'
"A Star Is Born" (which also got the bright
klieg light treatment in a lavish Hollywood premiere). Left: "Star" New York opening was a
twin-theatre extravaganza at the Paramount
(shown) and Victoria theatres. Also pictured are
film's producer Sid Luft, star Judy Garland and
WB's distribution chief Ben Kalmenson who were
among large contingent of celebrities attending
the affair. Below: Surging crowds, surrounding
star Ava
"Contessa"
premiere, areGardner's
checked byarrival
police.at Guards
hold back
autograph-seekers as Miss Gardner appears in
Capitol theatre during opening week. (Bottom
row I. to r. ) Executive v. p. of Stanley Warner
Samuel Rosen and Mrs. Rosen; UA board cha'rman Robert S. Benjamin and Mrs. Benjamin; producer Joseph L. Mankiewicz and his wife were
among guests of honor. Both events racked up
extensive coverage by TV, radio, newsreels
and the press.
Stars selling tickets at theatre boxoffices is a
sure-fire method of starting a buyers stampede.
Top: Curvacious Elaine Stewart deals 'em out at
the NYC premiere of her 20th-Fox starrer, "The
Adventures of Hajji Baba". Actress later signed
autographs and posed for photos in lobby. Bottom: William Holden has crowds lined up for
Paramount's "Sabrina" opening in Boston. Star
hypoed benefit sale which was turned over to
fund to restore the Old North Church steeple.
Couturiers' 'Desiree' Campaign
Charles Einfeld's 20th-Fox boxofflcers
have launched a bang-up promotional campaign built around the Command Performance opening of upcoming C'Scoper "Desiree" in November. Leading tailors and
dressmakers, in conjunction with NY department stores and specialty shops, are designing and merchandising special lines of "Desiree" dresses, hats, coats, suits, shoes,
jewelry and other accessories. Campaign for
the Marlon Brando starrer will eventually
be extended to key cities through the country.
Famous fashion models are being lined up
to display the special creations at the opening of the film, and participating merchants
will tie-in "Desiree" plugs on TV, radio, and
in press advertisements.
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in the wonderful new hio-scretv. process
vistaVisioh

.excinrj new tn«tj»d
VISUyiSiOH
of motion picture production »/id
presentation. ..bringini to the big
screen - clarity . . . brCliance . . . fjljstage impact never before irtsagined.
A eved by its gant negative process,
■> -^'t^iongivesbreatii-takingrealism
'.'e screen... a new eiperienee in
" : : . "-r. picture enjo>Tnen t.

BING in<i DANNY
teaimfd for the first time
bdsg yiKi a wonderftil nekigf
of entertainment And when
t>!«y sag and dir.ce wth
ROSEM.UIY and \'ERA-EIJLEN
It wiD wtm you lilu
QuTitmaj poncht

Metro's local field man: Ed Goiter scored a
root tie-in for "Brigadoon" v/hen Gimbel's Philadelphia store built its 112th anniversary celebration around the picture. Gala parade featured Scotch
pipers(inset).
in kiltsStore
and windows
"Brigadoon"
star Elaine
Stewart
displayed costumes from film and promoted local
opening at Viking Theatre.

ROSE.\L\RV

CROSBY- KAYE
.^DEAN JAGGER
ROBERT EMMETT DOIAM

CLOONEY*
VERA
ELLEN
IRVING BERLIN -MICHAErCURTiZ
f ASNA, NORMAN PANAMA
o«d MjKol Nu-U'i ^»s« t, lcb..i »••,-Cdorly TECHNICOLOR

WORLD PREMIFRE
THURSDAY - NADIO CITY MUSIC HAU.
Paramount used full-page reproductions of this striking ad in all the major NYC newspapers to
herald the premiere of the company's first VistaV.sion film, "White Christmas," at the Music Hall.

'Woman's World' Ford Tie-In
Schine showmen are being notified of the
excellent possibilities for a tie-in with the
Ford Motor company on 20th-Fox's "Woman's World". At the end of the film, Fox
thanks Ford and gives the auto firm credit
for cooperation in making available advance
styles and materials for use in the CinemaScope production. Schine's publicity flash
points out that 1955 Ford, Lincoln and Mercury models will soon be out and local dealers will "welcome with open arms" the opportunity to promote 1955 models and clear
their showrooms of '54 cars through tie-in
merchandising campaign.

Arfhur Murray-RKO Co-op
RKO's ad department has set a tie-in
campaign with Arthur Murray Studios to
herald the forthcoming Glenn Ford starrer,
"The Americano". A dance, performed by
Abbe Lane in the Robert Stillman production, will be taught by Murray schools
throughout the country. Each of the studios
will receive promotion material on creating
interest in the new dance, as well as the picture. Included are mailing pieces and contests with free dance lessons as prizes.
Studios will also be advised to cooperate on
exploitation campaigns with exhibitors playing the RKO film.

Jeff Chandler (3rd from left), star of U-I's
CinemoScoper "Sign of the Pagan," sits in on
promotion plans for film with boxofficers (I. r.)
Herman Koss, Phil Gerard, Charles Simonelli,
Henry Linet, and Jeff Livingston.
Winners of Walter Reade Theatres' President's Drive receive their prizes from president
Walter Reode, Jr. (right). Prom left ore: circuit
v.p. Edwin Gage; Joe Sommers, 3rd prize; Frank
Dean, 2nd; and Mrs. Ann DeRagon. 1st.
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FLASHY
Walter Wanger, no unfamiliar hand
at making movie spectacle ("Arabian
"Joan of Arc"),
Nights", "Gung Ho!",
has artfully employed the scope of
Cinemascope in this first venture with
the wide-screen medium. He has taken
a frivolous little Cinderella-in-reverse
tale about an imaginary Persia of old,
stocked it with attractive people, warm
romance, harem dancers and wild deeds
of adventure.

In the adept hands of 20th CenturyFox showman Charles Einfeld and his
staff of boxofficers, "The Adventures of
Hajji Baba" becomes: "More Fabulous
"!
than the Tales of the Arabian Nights
More Exciting than the Travels of
Marco Polo! . . . More Spectacular than
the Splendors of Kubla Khan!"
Topping vivid illustration of hardriding desert horsemen, flashing scimitars and wriggling dancers in the proP«]* J4
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at the loveup in rapture perfor
Baba qaies Bowe)
Left: Hajji (Rosem
ms an
as she
arie
ly Avesha
table
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ADS,

LITHDS

A

vocative newspaper ads is the promise
that "Cinemascope Becomes a Magic
Carpet as It Takes You to the Land of
Flaming Beauty, Reckless and Fiery
!"
Roman
do the Fox exploiteers overlook
Nor ce
the potential in the theme song recording by the popular Nat King Cole. It
ed in the ads, and theatremen
featur
is
are urged to tie in with local dealers
for maximum promotional effect via

POSTERS

Lithos on "Hajji Baba" are
among the most colorful
and effective of recent seasons. The posters present a
scop-,
kaleido
c of
romatiion
polych
romance
ic illustrat
t
24-shee
.
allure
,
action
is seen here.
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music stores and music counters in department stores, disk jockeys, jukeboxes and theatre p.a. systems.

are deTwo pages in the pressbook l,
ribvoted to a set of four wonderfu
tickling teaser ads that give this amusing adventure film the tongue-in-cheek
treatment (see opposite page). They
are bound to stir plenty of word-ofand showmen should use them
h, ely.
moutnsiv
exte

NemaScOPe
\J[dlyeatures of
N DEREK tuiHE SIM

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of the issue
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Above: Hajji Baba and Princess Fawzia lashed to rocks
in the desert sun by the beautiful, but fierce, Turcoman
amazons. Below: One of the series of provocative
teasers from the pressbook.

This is the frothy tale of a handsome young barber and a
beauteous Persian princess, who were meant for each other. The

Let's^ getandon Hajfi Baba's
magic have
carpet ^ l)^

story, appreciating the visual wonders of CinemaScope, doesn't
take itself seriously, and is content to serve as the framework for
some stunning views of Persian minarets and towers, sandparched deserts and snow-clad mountains, plenty of derring-do
and the gyrations of a host of luscious dancing girls.
Hajji Baba (John Derek), son of a Persian barber, happens
to be setting out into the world in quest of fortune at the same
moment that the lovely orincess Fawzia (Elaine Stewart) is try-

ourselves

ing to escape from her father's palace to avoid being given
away as the bride of an unwanted royal suitor. As the gods
planned it, Hajji Baba carries her off Into the desert, and they
soon know that love is their dish. Before the pair eventually melt
into each other's arms, they are ( I ) captured by a band of
fierce desert amazons, (2) hung out in the broiling sun to face
a torturous death, (3) rescued, (4) separated, (5) reunited. In
various interims, the handsome barber's son engages a variety
of foes in battles of swords and wits, always coming out the
victor. If you don't take it seriously, it's fun.

a bail !
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All The

ALLIED

Vital

ARTISTS

July
RETURN FROM THE SEA Jan Sterling, Neville Brand.
Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when executive
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
in battle.
Returns
home a hero to marry girl he loves. 80 min.
WEAK AND THE WICKED. THE Glynis Johns, John
Gregson. Producer
Victor inSkuteiky.
Director
LeeThompson.
Drama. Framed
fraud case
young J.woman
is sentenced to two years in prison. She is thrown
among wicked women and involved in escape. 72 min.
August
KILLER LEOPARD Johnny Sheffield, Beverly Garland.
Produced an^ directed by Ford Beebe. Melodrama.
Bomba helps beautiful screen star track down runaway
husband in wilds of Arfica. 70 min.
SECURITY RISK John Ireland, Dorothy Malone. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Harold Schuster.
Melodrama. FBI agent on vacation thwarts communists
who kill scientist and steal secret papers. 69 min.
September
JUNGLE GENTS Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall, IBowery
Boysl. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy.
Discoveringthethatgangone goes
of the boys can actually smellindiamonds,
fortune
stolen diamonds. 64 min. to Africa to find a
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ex-convict is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws. 69 min.
October
BOB MATHIAS STORY, THE Bob Mathias, Melba Mathias. Ward Bond. Producers James L. Fallon, William
E. Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sports drama.
Biography of Olympic Decathlon champion from high
school days to present. 80 min.
HUMAN JUNGLE. THE Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section and solves murder. 32 min.
November
CRY VENGENCE Mark Stevens, Martha Hyer, Joan
Vohs. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Stevens.
Melodrama. Former detective released from prison
after
serving long
didn't commit
seeks revenge
againsttermmen forwhocrime
framedhe him.
TARGET ducer
EARTH
Richard
Denning,
Virginia
ProHerman Cohen. Director Sherman Gray.
A. Rose.
Science Fiction. Earth is invaded by army of robots
from the planet Venus. 75 min.
December
PORT OF HELL Wayne Morris, Dane Clark. Marole
Mathews. Producer William F. Broidy. Director
Harold Schuster. Melodrama. Port Warden of Los
Angeles harbor learns docked freighter has atomic
bomb aboard which is to be set off in communist plot
to destroy the harbor.
TONIGHT'S
THE NIGHT
Technicolor. Comedy.
David Niven,
Yvonne
de Carlo,
Barry 88
Fitigerald.
Irish
fantasy with
comic flavor.
min.
Coming
ANNAPOLIS STORY. THE Technicolor. John Derek,
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch.
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
eventually
reconciled during combat as jet fighter
pilots in Korea
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall,
IBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Nernds. Comedy. Bowery Boys find Aladdin's
magic
lamp64 min.
and resulting adventures take them
to Bagdad.
rni.UMniA
July
CAINE MUTINY. THE I Pr.-rel.asel Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart, Van Johnson. Jose Ferrer Fred MacMurray. Director Edward Dmytryk Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman
of a mutiny aboard a U. S Navy
125 min.
dittroyer. Wouk,
FILM
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HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
Mark Robson. Producers Irvinrj Allen. Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
complication for x-navy skipper in the Antartic. 9! min.
INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones,
Clift. Director
Vittorio
Sica.
ProducersMontgomery
David O. Selinick
and de Sica.
Drama.de Made
in Italy, l"Bicycle Thief") de Sica's first English
language film. 63 min.
OUTLAW STALLION. THE Technicolor. Phil Carey,
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DirecFred F. Sears.
devotion
wild torstallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
64 min.to
August
LAW VS. BILLY THE KID. THE Technicolor. Scott
Brady, Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katiman. Director
William Castle. Western. Revenging himself on crooked
sheriff and outlaw gang, Billy the Kid runs afoul the
law. and is eventually killed by his best friend. 73 min.
PUSHOVER Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey. Producer
Jules Schermer. Director Richard Quine. Melodrama.
Detective
love with
for
her turnsfallshimin against
law. gunman's
88 min. girl. His desire
BLACK DAKOTAS, September
THE Technicolor. Gary Merrill,
Wanda Hendrix. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray Nazarro. Western. Confederate spys plot to
send Sioux Nation on warpath thereby tieing up large
Union army force. 65 min.
BULLET IS WAITING, A Technicolor. Jean Simmons.
Rory Calhoun,
Brian Farrow.
Aherne. MeloProducer Howard Stephen
Welsch. McNally,
Director John
drama.
Plane
crash
strands
sheriff
and
suspected
murderer In California wilderness. Violence flares when
they seek shelter in lonely cabin occupied by a
beautiful girl. 82 min.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner in
murder to achieve selfish ends. 90 min.
October
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden.
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Elia Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers'
of by
longshoremen
is moved
rebel against domination
the syndicate
love of woman.
108 min.to
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Donna Reed, Dianne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
three
years
earlier, cowboy returns home to clear
his name.
77 min.
November
BLACK KNIGHT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Alan Ladd,
Patricia Medina. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R.
Broccoli. Director Tay Garnett. Adventure.
CANNIBAL ATTACK Johnny Weissmuller, Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director
RichardcialsSale.
Adventure-meller.
Tangier
customs
employ woman secret agent to help
break offiup
smuggling ring. 84 min.Coming
CANGACEIRO
by Vera
Productions
with
all-Brazilian Produced
cast. Director
Lima Cruz
Barreto.
Action
drama. Story of bandits who terrorized Brazil for
almost
100
years
and
lived
by
their
particular
code
of honor and justice.
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. Director Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using It for some unorthodox crime-busting.
I WAS A PRISONER IN KOREA Robert Francis, Dianne
Foster, Brian Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director
Lewis Seller. War drama. U. S. intelligence officers
masquerade as collaborators in Korean prison camp in
order to spy on the Communists.
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson saves wrongly convicted man from hanging and
puts down threat of Indian war.
PHFFFT Judy Holliday. Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. ComeBoredfreedom
by theiris marriage,
that dy.
their
even worse.professional couple find
PIRATES OF TRIPOLI Technicolor. Paul Henreid, Patricia Medina. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Felix
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid
of
from her pirate
kingdom.leader to help drive savage hordes
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THEY RODE WEST Donna Reed, Robert Francis. Director Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil. Western.
Doctor at frontier Arm:' post incurs enmity of fellow
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
THREE FOR THE SHOW CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Betty Grable, Marge & Gower Champion, Jack Lemmon. Producer Jonie Taps. Director H. C. Potter.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to best
friend
VIOLENT MEN, THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Barbara
Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J.
Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry
officer leads small ranchers against encroaching land
baron.
I. F. E.
HELL RAIDERS OF August
THE DEEP English Language.
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa, DeLaurentIs Producers.
Director Duilio Coletti. War drama. Deals with the adventures of min.
Italian Navy frogmen during World War II.
War II. 93
BREAD. LOVE ANDSeptember
DREAMS Sub-titles. Gina Lollobriglda, Vittorio DeSica. Titanus Films production. Director
Lulgl
Comenclnl.
dies of life in a mountain Drama.
town. 90Joys
min.and minor trageCITY STANDS TRIAL English. Silvana Pampanini,
Amedeo Nazzari. Director Luigi Zampa. Melodrama.
Suspense story of murder investigation in ccrrpuf
city. 105 min.
GOLDEN COACH, THE English. Technicolor. Anna
Magnani. Director Jean Renoir. Musical drama. 17th
century tale of beautiful actress. 105 min.
LOVE IN THE CITY Engiish. All star cast. Producer
Cesare Zavattini. Omnibus. Portrayal of various ways
of love and women who practice them presented in
"March of Time" style. 110 min.
October
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silvana
Pampanini, Eleonora Rossi Drago, Vittorio Gassman.
Producers DIno De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. Director
Luigi Comencinl. Drama. Expose of vice ring involving girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.
HUSBAND FOR ANNA, A English Language. Silvana
Pampanini. Producer D. F. Davanzati. Director G. De
Santis. Drama. Trials and tribulations of woman in
search of love and husband. 105 min.
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE English Language. Marina
Vlady. Producer NIccolo Theodoli. Director L. De
Felice.
Story of love between two 15-yearolds
whichDrama.
ends tragically.
November
AGAINST THE WALL Eng. Lang. Silvana Mangano.
Adventure.
Turn-of-century
engages in rivalry
with
police officer
for love ofbandit
Mangano.
AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell.
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Director
ClementetweenFracassl.
Opera. and
Verdi's
Egyptian princess
slavestory
girlofforrivalry
love be-of
Egyptian
officar.
I
10
min.
HURDY-GURDY Pathecolor. English. Producer. Lux
Films. Director Ettore Giannlni. Ballet-drama. Threecentury story of Naples told thru medium of ballet.
Continuity
ness" familyprovided
thru the by
ages.drama involving "show busiMADEMOISELLE GOBEHE Eng. Lang. Silvana Pampanini, Carlo Dapporto. Excelsa-Amato production.
Comedy drama. Dancer becomes entangled with law
because of :canty costume.
THEODORA. SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. English.
Italo-French co-production by Lux. Director Riccardo
Freda. Historical drama. Beautiful slave girl rises to
become Empress of Byzantine empire.
VOICE OF SILENtE Eng. Lang. Rossana Podesta.
Cosetta Greco. Produced by Cines-Franco London.
Drama. Story of men who make 3-day religious retreat
and families and sweethearts they leave behind. 85 min.
INDEPENDENTS

PRIVATE HELL 36 September
IFilmakcrsI Ida Lupino. Steve Cochran, Howard Duff. Producer Collier Young. Director
Don Siegel. Melodrama. Police detectives working on
murder case steal some "hot" money and are eventnally trapped by police captain. 81 min.
PRODUCT

INDEPENDENTS (ConHnued)
October
VANISHING PRAIRIE IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Producer Walt Disney. Nature Documentary. 71 min.
Coming
MAD AT THE WORLD IFilmakers) Frank Loveioy, Keefe
Brasselle. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
Esse. Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
killgang.
young couple's infant, father goes gunning
for
CRASKOUT IFilmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Kennedy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster.
Melodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
trail of violence with only two surviving to reach
cache of stolen money.
LIPPERT
July
RIVER BEAT Phyllis Kirk. John Bentley. Producer Herman Cohen. Director Guy Green. Mystery drama. Girl
radio operator on U. S. freighter becomes unwitting
accessory to diamond smugglers. Teams with detective
to investigate murder and round up gang. 73 min.
August
THUNDER PASS Dane Clark, Andy Devine. Producer
Robert A. Nunes. Director Frank McDonald. Western
drama. Party of whites crossing hostile Indian country
with a suspected renegade Is attacked by tribes.
"Renegade" is vindicated as Army agent. 76 min.
September
SILENT RAIDERS Richard Bartlett, Earle Lyon. Producer
Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Action drama.
Seven-man patrol lands on Normandy beach. Works its
way through enemy forces in preparation for the
Dieppe commando raid. &5 min.
TERROR SHIP William Lundlgan, Naomi Chance. Producer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mystery drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds It has
been used to cache highly-explosive atomic formula.
Boards with
yachttheforsecret.
sea-chase
escape
72 min.after plotters attempt to
UNHOLY FOUR. THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
Michael Carreras. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
drama. Huiband returns after four-year memory loss
to
tr-' and
which of wife's three suitors tried to
murder
him. find
80 min.
October
DEADLY GAME Lloyd Bridges. Producer, Robert
Dunbar. Director Dan BIrt. Mystery drama. American
novelist In southern Spain becomes involved in murder,
blackmail and smuaQ'ed microfilm of secret formulas.
SIEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
of
"Joan of Arc,"
who aspersuades
<rmythe toSpanish
resist Napoleon,
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
falls and French rule prevails.
November
RACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte. Marl Aldon. Producer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
drama. Former auto racing champion quits big race
when his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
comeback
Grand
Prix. and wins back his wife by winning the
Coming
THEY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady, Raymond Burr.
Melodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
ring escapes and enlists aid of American who exposes
wealthy Brazilian as ringleader.
BLACK PIRATES. THE AnscoColor. Anthony Dexter,
Lon Chaney,
RobertPirates
L. Lifrpert,
Director Allen Jr.
Miner.Producer
Adventure.
terrorizeJr.town
forcing villagers to dig for burled treasure under
church. Young townsman brings their destruction.
GLASS TOMB. THE John Ireland. Melodrama. Sideshow barker is key figure In slaying of a young girl.
With numerous carnival characters among the suspects,
the mystery is resolved at the glass tomb wtiere the
barker presents his latest attraction.

September
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved in espionane and romance in occupied Holland
during World War II. 108 min.
October
BEAU BRUMMEL Technicolor. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Sam Zimballst. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England durina Nacoleonic era. dashing cavalry captain oains reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions bring disaster. 113 min.
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson,
Charlsse,
Stewart.
Producer
Arthur
Freed. Cyd
Director
VincenteElaine
Minnelli.
Musical.
Film
version of Broadway show about village In Scottish
Highlands which appears only once a century. 108 min.
ROGUE COP Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh. George Raft.
Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Slick detective sergeant plays both sides of
the
law error
until ofhishisbrother's
him the
ways. 92 death
min. and a woman show
November
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
sisters in screwball family of health addicts. 119 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS. THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth Taylor, Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to tragedy. 128 min.
December
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive. 90 min.
Coming
BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK Technicolor. Spencer Tracy.
Walter Brennan. Robert Ryan, Dean Jagger. Anne
Francis. Western drama. Whole town tries to cover up
murder ot Japanese-American who was murdered
during the war.
DEEP IN MY HEART Technicolor. Jose Ferrer. Helen
Traubel. Merle Oberon. Walter Pidgeon. Producer
Roger Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Musical drama.
Biography of the immortal composer SIgmund Romberg.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Mining engineer's
against
the jungles
of Columbandits of
tobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him tobia, aand treasure
another
kind.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing In romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern. Marlon Brando, James
Mason. Greer Garson. Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Historical
drama. Assassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus. Cassius et al. 121 min.
JUPITER'S DARLING CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Esther Williams. Howard Keel, Marge 4 Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
McLaglen. ProRobert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor
ducer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland.his Historiwilderfrontiersman enjoys
Kentucky
calness romance.
life until finally trapped by woman as proficient
In the woods
as he Is.
PARAMDUOT

METHO-GDLDWYN-MAYER
July
GONE WITH THE WIND IReissue) Technicolor. Clark
Gable, Vivian Leigh. 222 min.
VALLEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor,
Eleanor Parker. Producer, Sam Zimballst. Director R.
Pirosh. Adventure drama. Youna archeologlst aids
beautiful
oirl ofto Egyptian
carry on Pharoah.
dead father's
find
lost tomb
8& min. ambition ot
August
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
bovs'
schoolwith
copes
with the91 problem
of sharing her
living room
13 males,
min.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel marries Powell and takes her into the hills of
Oregon where she is fac<"d with orosoect of living with
his six seml-elvllized brothers. 103 min.
FILM

TechniTHE IReissue)
EARTH,
ON July
SHOW
GREATEST
color. James
Stewart,
Betty Hutton,
Cornel Wilde,
Charlton Heston. 153 min.
Mai
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye,
Panarna
Zetterling. Producers and directors Norman
ventriloquist in
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American
Paris und^'goes psychonanalysis to overcome a fearcorrv-of
mart,'»- , finds the female psychiatrist has same
plex gets Involved In spy plot and murder. 103 mm.

)VEMBER

SUMMARY

Although planned releases for November presently add up to 27, six of
these features are under the IFE banner. Of the major companies UA is
high with five scheduled. CinemaScope i
releases will reach a one-month high
with five listed for distribution, two
each from Fox and Warners, one from
MGM.
Fifteen films are in color.
The November program includes:
7 Melodramas 4 Musicals
5 Dramas
3 Westerns
5 Adventures 2 Comedies
1 Science Fiction

September
REAR WINDOW Technicolor.
James Stewart, Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Melodrama. Freelance photographer becomes Involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder. 112 min.
October
SABRINA Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
WIMIam Holden. Producer and director Billy V/ilder.
C»medy. after
Two she
rich returns
brothersfromfallyear
for intheir
daughter
Paris.chauffeur's
113 mm.
November
WHITE CHRISTMAS VV-Technlcolor Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye,
Producer
Robt.
E. Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney.
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtiz. Musical.
Two World
War IIcomebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war.
beinvolved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show. 120 min.
December
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technicolor. Dean Martin.
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru. Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. ExGl'sclown
join small
where becomes
one strives
to becomee
aromantic
and circus
the Coming
other
involved
In a
triangle.
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI. THE Technicolor. William Holden. Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
against
background of plan and execution of Korean air raid.
CONQUEST
SPACE Georce
Technicolor.
Eric Fleming.OFProducer
Pal. Walter
DirectorBrooke,
Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
COUNTRY GIRL. THE BIng Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence when he tries comeback.
LOVE IS A WEAPON VV-Technicolor. John Payne,
Mary
Murphy.
ProducersGoing
Pine-Thomas.
Karlson.
Melodrama.
to South Director
America fhilto
locate and
priceless
murder
intrigue.ruby Payne becomes involved in
MAMBO Silvana Mangano, Michael Rennie, Vittorio
Gassman,
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& DeLaurentls. Shelley
Director Winters.
Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Venetian
shopgirl
broken romance
alongattains
the way.success but meets with
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner
befriendsandyoung
man only
to be rewarded with doublecross
attempted
murder.
STRATEGIC
AIR COMMAND
Technicolor.
wart, June Allyson,
Frank Lovejoy.
Producer James
SamuelSte-J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air
Command,
non-stop
flight. he is envolved In crash and historic
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant.
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Mario
Camarini. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric feats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecDevil's
Escapingwhofrom
Curtiz. Comedy.
Island,torofMichael
three
convicts
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge
bankruptcy.

August
ACOUT MRS. LESLIE Shirley Booth, Robert Ryan. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Daniel Mann. Drama. Wohouseabout
ownerownfindsill-fated
tenant'saffair.
problems
her toman rooming
reminisce
104 lead
min.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Lei^h. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mlstakenl'/ announces that Jerry Lewis is dying of radiation poisoning and he Is given one last fling at life by reporter
Janet Leigh. 95 min.
IS YOUR PRODUCT
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Coming
HEPUBLIC
July
LAUGHINS ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Curey, Margaret
Lockwood,
Forrest
lucker. Producer-director
Herbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable
schooner captain
tries to save nirl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy. 91 min.
August
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love
of gunman
againstthangroup
of antirailroad
rancherswhois helps
worthher more
money
sne
dreamed of, if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire. Stephen Mc
Nally. Associate
producer-director
Drama.
Woman newspaper
owner is William
confrontedSeiter.
with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer YounQ
wagesDirector
range Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage. 90 min.
ROOGIE'S BUMP Robert Marriot, Ruth Warrick, Brooklyn Dodgers'
comedy.
Little stars.
boy triesJohnout Bash
for andproductions.
makes the Sports
Brooklyn Dodgers' team.
September
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
against Red
police.of Shanghai's International SettleTOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in 77foiling
steal
secret formula.
min. enemy agent's plot to
Coming
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring.
HELL'S OUTPOST
RodJoseph
Cameron,
Asso.
producer
and director
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
■ n rich pays
tungsten
mine learns
that friendship of honest
people
off better
than crime.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama. Young engineer fights to recover timberland inheritance from tycoon who killed his father.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed b/ Herbert Wilcox. Adventure ronance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the owner.
UNTAMED HEHESS Judy Canova. Do.i Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes involved with oold hoard and battle
royal in pseudo medieval castle in the desert. 70 min.
RKD
July
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN IReissuel. Danny Kaye,
Farley Granger, Jeanmaire. 112 min.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlin.
Romantic
girl" her
is placed
custody of
writer comedy.
who wants"Bad
to study
type forIn
story he is writing. 98 min.
Aue:ust
NO RELEASES
September
AFRICA ADVENTURE PatheColor. Producer Robert C.
Ruark. Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
ofRuark's
Africa. 3-month
64 min. safari through unexplored sections
October
PASSION Technicolor Cornel Wilde. Yvonne de Carle.
Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alan Dwan. Melodrama South American vaquero sets out on mission of
vengence when his family is kliled by bandits. 84 min.
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jaton, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns tn»t boyfriend Is really In love with her married
sister. She thereupon frames sister for husband's murder thinking that will bring boyfriend back. 91 min.
FILM

November
CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus.
Director Allan Dwan. Western. Daughter of rancher
becomes involved in Indian war and cattle rustling
when her father is massacred by renegade braves.
Coming
AMERICANO, THE SuperScope, EastmanColor. Glenn
Ford, Frank
Romero,
UrsulaCastle.
Thiess.Action
Producer RobertLovejoy,
Stillman.Cesar
Director
William
dra.ma.can rancher,
Delivering
prize
Brahma
bulls
to
South
AmeriTexas cowboy becomes Involved with
murder, bandits and romance.
BIG RAINBOW SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centering around hunt for sunken treasure.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles.
SON OF SINBAD 3D Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally
Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer Robert
Spark's.
Director Ted
Tetilaff.
Romantic
adventure,
further adventures
of Sinbad
and his
40 thieves.
Double
romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.

20TH

CENTURY-FDX

My
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ, THE Technicolor. Dale
Robertson, Debra Paget. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
gambler
find father's
him from sets
chargeoutof tocheating.
88 min.killers and absolve
GARDEN OF EVIL CInemaScope Technicolor. Gary
Cooper, Richard Widmark, Susan Hayward. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adventure
drama. Three gold hunters become involved with a
beautiful woman and death Inside Mexico. 100 min.
August
BROKEN LANCE CInemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, Richard Widmark, Spencer Tracy, Jean
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmytry^k. IsWestern
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
wife
caught Indrama.
feud with
for
control of homestead. 96 min.
RAID, THE Technicolor. Van Heflln, Anne Bancroft,
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederate
raid on town In Vermont in retaliation for the burning of the Atlanta. 83 min.
September
EGYPTIAN CInemaScope,
Deluxe Color. Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature, Gene TIerney, Edmund Purdom. Producertorical
Darryldrama.
F. Thirteen
Zanuck. Director
centuriesMichael
before Curtli.
Christ Hisan
Egyptian physician seeks secret of life. 140 min.
October
ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE CInemaScope Deluxe Color. Elaine Stewart, John Derek. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Weis. Adventure romance.
Young Persian barber leaves his shop in seek of adventure. After horse-sword action In desert he rescues
Princess and prevents war. 94 min.
CARMEN JONES CInemaScope, Technicolor. Harry
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandrldge. Producerdirector Otto Preminger. Musical drama. Follows plot
of opera and novel in new setting in which young
soldier headed for flying school has his life ruined
by sensuous girl. 105 min.
WOMAN'S WORLD CInemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
Clifton
Webb,
June Allyson,
Heflln,
Lauren
Bacall, Fred
MacMurray,
ArleneVanDahl,
Cornel
Wilde.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Jean Negulesco.
Comedy drama. President of auto company seeks a
new general
three candidates
their
wives inmanager
situationsandforplaces
observation.
94 min. and
November
BLACK WIDOW CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
Heflln, Ginger Rogers, Gene TIerney, George Raft.
Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama.
Young
to which
New York
writer and
falls intogirllovegoesaffair
leads toto become
her murder.
DESIREE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons. Merle Oberon. Producer Julian B'austein. Director Henry Koster. Drama. Story of Napoleon's rise tothepower
and eventual
defeatloveat for
Waterloo told from
viewpoint
of girl whose
the
general is never fulfilled.

LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A Ricardo Montalban.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer.
PRINCE OF PLAYERS CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Richard Burton, Maggie McNamara, Jch.T Derek, Raymond Masse/. Producer-director Philip Dunna.
WHITE FEATHEa CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Robert Wagner,
Debra Paget. Producer Robert Jacks.
Director
Richard Webb.
UNITED

ARTISTS

July CRUSOE PatheColor.
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
Dan
O'Herlihy.
Producers
Dancigers,
Ehrlich. Director Luis Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. Henry
From
Daniel
Defoe's
classic
of
the
shipwrecked
sailor and
the native who became his man Friday. 90 min.
APACHEducer Technicolor.
Burt Lancaster,
Jean Peters.
ProHarold Hecht. Director
Robert Aldrich.
Western,
One-man
war
waged
by
Apache
chief
against
the
United States Army. 91 min.
LAWLESS RIDER, THE Johnny Carpenter, Frankie
Darro. Producer Carpenter. Director Yakima Canutt.
Western. Deputy poses as outlaw and breaks up
gang terrorizing ranchers.
RETURN Tab
TO TREASURE
ISLAND Aubrey
PatheColor.
Addams,
Hunter, Producers
Wisberg Dawn
and
Jack
Pollexfen.
Director
E.
A.
Dupon-t.
Romantic
adventure. 75 min.
August
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Gina
Lollobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon. Vlttorio
Vassarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
set that all males over 20 must be married. 86 min.
DIAMOND
WIZARD, Steven
THE Dennis
Sheridan. Producer
Pallos.O'Keefe,
Director Margaret
Dennis
O'Keefe.
Suspense
thriller.
Treasury
agent
thief who stole million dollars from U. S.tracks
vaultsdownto
spend on production of man-made diamonds. 83 min.
DOWN THREE DARK STREETS Broderick Crawford,
Ruth Roman. Producers Arthur Gardner S Jules V.
Levy. Director Arnold Laven. Melodrama. 85 min.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer
DirectortoBrian
Hurst.
Air-warPeter
drama.De Sarigny.
British attempt
hold Desmond
Malta in World
War II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exIn locatlna
enemy convoy, sealing fate of Nazis'
Afrika ploitCorps.
98 min.
VICTORY AT SEA Producer Henry Salomon. Narrated
by Alexander Scourby. Documentary. Fllm-and-music
dramatization of war and Its human sidelights. 96 min.
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September
GOLDEN
THE Richard
Technicolor.
Agar,Rybnick.
Rose- i
marie Bowe.MISTRESS,
Producers
Kay &John
Harry
Director Joel Judge. Adventure. Fortune hunter fights
Voodoo and savages in search of "lost treasure of
the untamed." 82 min.
JESSE
WOMENPanorama
Print by production.
Technicolor. Director
Peggie
Castle, JAMES'
Jack Beutel.
Don Barry.
Western.
Another
retelling
of
the
adventures of the famous outlaw. 83 min.
KHYBER
PATROL Director
Color Corp.
of America
Egan,
Dawn Addams.
Seymour
Friedman.Richard
Adventure
drama. O'ficer in British Lancers in India prevents
massacre of garrison. 71 min.
SUDDENLY Frank Sinatra, Sterling Hayden. Producer
Robert Bassler. Director Lewis Allen. Suspense drama.
Story of attempt to assassinate the President. 77 min.
October
BAREFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphrey
Bogart.tion.Ava
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro producDirectorGardner,
Joseph L.Edmond
Manklewicz.
drama
Story domofand poor
Spanish
girl
who
achieves
movie starfinds true love which leads to tragedy
because she gives her husband an heir he was unable
to beget. 128 mins.
LITTLE KIDNAPPERS, THE Duncan Macrae, Jean AnderSOB. J. A. Rank production. Director Philip LeacocI'
Comedy-drama.
Story of two little boys who "steal "
baby,
set against
Nova Scotia.
93 min. background of turn-of-the-century

OPERATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, Irja Jensen
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander
Drama. Based on story of ex-SovIet code clerk Igor
Gouzenko since going in hiding under protection of
Canadian government. 77 min.
SITTING EULL CinemaScope EastmanColor Dale
Murphy,
Carrol Naish.
WRobertson,
R. Frank.Mary
Director
SidneyJ. Salkow.
Western Producer
drama
105 minutes.
November
December
SHIELD
FOR
MURDER
JohnDirector
Agar.
THERE'S Scope
NO Technicolor.
BUSINESSEthel
LIKEMerman,
SHOW BUSINESS
CinemaMaria English ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien.
Schenck.
Marilyn Monroe,
O'Brien Melodrama. Fast-shooting detective becomes
Dan
Dalley,
Donald
O'Connor.
Producer
Sol
Siegel.
Involved in robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min.
Director Walter Lang. Musical. Married vaudeville
team
ingrain their three children with the love of
show business.
SNOW CREATURE
Paul Wilder.
Langton, Melodrama.
Leslie Denlson.
ducer-director W Lee
70 min.ProBULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
TWIST OF FATE 6inger Rogers, Jacques Bergerac.
Producer Maxwell Se+ton. Director David Miller. Romantic melodrama.
Ex-actress
romantically
with croolied
international
business
man on involved
French
Riviera finds real happiness with young artist. 89 min.
WHITE ORCHID, THE Color Corp. of America. William
Lundigan, Peggie Caste. Producer-director Reginald
Leborg. Adventure. Archeologist and fern photographer
risk Mexican iungles to seek lost tribe. 88 min.
VOU KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE Technicolor. Aklm
Tamlroff, Donald Sinden. Sarah Lawson. Producer Peter
Rogers. Director Ken Annakin. Comedy. Intoxicated
British sailor fashions "secret" weapon from pawnbroker's sion.complications.
welds it to 105
foreign
wi^h hilarious
min. destroyer's deck
Coming
BATTLE TAXI Sterling Hayden, Marshall Thompson,
Arthur Franz. Producers Ivan Tors. Art Arthur. Director Herbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopter
Squadron's rescue exploits in Korea.
BEACHCOMBER, THE Technicolor. Robert Newton,
Glynis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty I J. A. Rankl.
Director Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
outcast
sister on plague-stricken
island in and
Indian missionary's
Ocean.
BEAUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard PhiJipe. Gina Lollobrigida. Franco-London producer. Rene Clair. Fantasydrama. Struggling music teacher finds his dreams of
Realizes "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
CHAMPION IRelssue) Kirk Douglas. 99 min.
GOOD DIE YOUNG. THE Gloria Grahame. Richard
Basehart. John Ireland Remus Production. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama.
HOME OF THE BRAVE (Reissue) Douglas Dick, Frank
Lovejoy. 86 min.
OTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suunne Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles.
Drama. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 92 mm.
ROMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
Susan Shenta'l. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
Castellani. Romantic drama. Film version of Shakespeare's immortal classic. 140 min.
STEEL
CAGE,
THE and
Paul Doniger.
Kelly, Maureen
O'Sullivan.
Producers Swartz
Director
Walter
Doniger. Drama. 85 min.
TIGER AND THE FLAME. THE Technicolor (Filmed in
India! . Producer-director Sohrab M Modi. Adventure
Story foroffreedom.
woman'sI I Iheroism
fight
min. in 19th century Indian
VERA CRUZ Technicolor. Gary Cooper, Burt Lancaster.
Hecht-Lancaster
Outdoor
adventure.production.
94 min. Director Robert Aldrich.
UNIVERSAL-INTI
July
EGG AND I, THE (Reissue) Claudette Colbert, Fred
MacMurray, Mariorie Main, Percy Kilbride. 108 min.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie
Producer William Alland. Director George Shermen.
D'ama. Young automotive designer deveJops sport car
to save failing auto company, succeeds when he wins
cross country race. 85 min.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin. Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
b»'paqured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
ki ling whiteman who incites the savages. 81 min.
August
FRANCIS JOINS THE WACS Donald O'Connor Julia
Ada ms. Chill Wills, Zasu Pitts. Comedy. Veteran Is
called back into service and through error Is assigned
to WAC unit. Complications Increase when his talkingmule buddy is assigned to same outfit. 94 min.
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
R3:k Hudson. Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director
Douglas
Slrk.
atones
for
dp<th
of one
man .ind
the Drama.
bllndnoss Playboy
of a woman
bv becoming adoctor devoting himself to humanity. 108 min.
Sevtember
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH, THE CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Janet Lolqh. David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV is defeated
bv
young knight
for treason.
99 min.whose family was unjustly executed
DAWN AT S0C0R:<0 Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunf Irhter becomes Involved
in fao*ily feud which resolves Into one of the most
famous gun battles of the West. 80 min.
HIGH AND DRY |J. A. RrankI Paul Douglas, Hubert
Gregg Producer Michael Truman Director Alexander
MacKendrick. Comedy. High strung executive planning
to redecorate Scottish castle finds furnishings have
been consigned to dilapidated little freighted. In tracking down boat, he finds new lease on life. 93 min.
October
NAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden, Gloria Grahame. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
Detective tracking down cop-killer almost loses \ob
through murderer's machinations. 86 min.
FILM

November
BENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson. Arlene
Dabl. producer led Richmond. Director Lasio ilenedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native uprising
and subsequently regains honor.
FOUR GUNS TO THE tORDER Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Colleen Miller. Producer William Alland. Director Richard Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw is
reformed trcm banKrobblng b.' woman's Icve. 63 min.
RICOCHET ROMANCE Marjcrie Main, Chill Wills. Producer Robert Arthjr, Richard Wiison. Director Charles
Lamont. Comedy. Zany owner and staff of dude ranch
resort to hairbrain schemes to entertain guests. 80 min.
Coming
A & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Eud Abbott. Lcj
Costello, Fred Clark, L"nn Sari. Producer Howard
Christie. Director Charles Lamont. Comed". AT.C invade Hollywood
the early I900's
becomedowninusual ofshenanigans
while and
tracking
swindler volved
of InS5000.
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor Mature. Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Directorand George
Sherman.
Western.
Is vio-of
lated
whitemen
Invade
Indian When
land treaty
In search
gold, famous chief leads his band In all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors.
DESTRY Technicolor. Audle Murphy. Marl Blanchard,
Lyie Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Must eventually resort to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws.
FAR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman Corlnne Calvet, Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Arrthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
pla. s tag with gold, love and sudden death.
FOXFi:; Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and half-breed
m'ning
en-i^ineer
has forrockv
roing Near-disaster
because of hisfinally
arnbltion and
her wish
attention.
brings them together.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorle Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAN WITHOUT A STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence In grazing
land against encroaching big cattle interests.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nelson Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Meiodrama Seouel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster toIs wreak
brouchtterror.
to civilization for study,
where it goon''.
escapes
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaSocpe. Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance. Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Slrk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attlla and Huns.
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julia Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is let to safety by army captain subject to court
martial for desertion.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven Gene Nelson, Corlnne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Qulne. Comedy. Three
sailors In Paris become romantically entangled with
nightclub entertainer, cashier and French heiress.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist Is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in Interplanetary war.
WEST O? ZANZIBAR (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
saves native tribe being exploited by Ivory smugglers.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker, Howard
Duff. Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hlbbs.
volved in war Western.
with crookGold
who mine
tries owners
to force become
them fromintheir gold claims.
WARNER

RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Clyd«
Beatty,
Pat O'Brien,
Producer Robert
M. Fellows.
Director Mickey
James E.Splllane.
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus is sabotaged by homicidal maniac. 93 min.
August
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Craine. Producers Hellman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance invesjourneys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim totigator
finance
Violence
and
romance
result.
102 min.
KING RXHARD AND THE CRUSADERS CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo, George
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical adventure. Action-romance during Third Crusade to drive Mohammedans from Holy Land. 113 min.
September
BOUNTY
HUNTER.Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott,
Marie Windsor.
Sam BIschoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff. 79 min.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb. Ben Alexander,
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb.
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing with commission of crime and detection
of criminal. 89 min.
October
STAR ISland,BORN.
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason,
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl Is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but 182can't
leads
min. prevent his drinking which
November
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Audrey Dalton. Producer-director Delmar Daves. Western. Veteran Indian fighter Is commissioned by President to negotiate without use of arms with renegade
Indian band. In spite of peaceful efforts whitemen
must resort to force to bring peace. I I I min.
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Robert Mitchum, Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hunter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman.
Adventure
Family onwhen
snow-bound
cattle ranch
have their drama.
lives altered
huge mountain
lion
Invades the area. 102 min.
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Story of World War II Marines and the girls they
left behind.

BROTHERS

July
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY. THE CinemaScope WarnerColor. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laralne Day Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Wellman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on plane bound from
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
feeling when faced with prospect of death. 147 min.
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bounds of basic truth and propriety. Between the two extreme poles the bargain
is struck. It's as normal and traditional
as the moon and stars.
Lo, the poor film salesman; he's come
upon troubled times. Not only is it his
lot to put up with importunate superiors
who demand more and more sales, when,
in fact there is precious little to sell, but
he now faces a new cause for heartburn.
The suggestion is offered that his conduct
be fully reported to home offices by the
theatre accounts he calls upon.
"Why don't you write up a report on
the salesman telling just what happened,
what was said, prices quoted and names
of pictures offered, his attitude, and any
other information you might feel necessary to the case . . . This would run them
crazy . . ."
This is the crux of a quotation in a
recent exhibitor's bulletin, which considers this a fitting come-uppance for the
reports salesmen make on their real or
fancied visits to theatremen. The veracity
of these reports — the bulletin implies — i3
not always in keeping with scientific accuracy. It is alleged by implication, for
instance, that salesmen are not indisposed
to listing calls on theatres when in reality
the closest they come is Max's Bar &
Grille, some 70 miles away.
Who propounded this ingenious system
of surveillance over the slippery salesman? You guessed it. A kindred soul, a
former salesman — himself probably a low
quota specialist who might have rated
honor student in all the malpractices
about which he now puts exhibitors on
guard.
Now let's come to earth. We have far
more profound subjects to occupy us than
to take time concocting clever little
methods of tattle-tail. Let's face it— salesmen are salesmen, be their goods sewing
machines, pots and pans, or motion pictures. There are traits peculiar to the
breed. Goofing off is one; an occasional
dip into the overstatement is another.
Everyone knows it. Smart buyers act
accordingly.
Any exhibitor worth his salt realizes
where the idioms of exaggeration end and
hard facts begin. If the theatreman-customer is gullible and doesn't keep apace
of the industry, he makes himself doubly
susceptible to the overly ambitious salesman. Honest film peddlers on the other
hand, will not infrequently color their
pitch with hyperbole, but stay within the

When the ordinary conduct of selling
lapses into violations of the law or outright dishonesty, that's a different story,
and exhibitors are surely justified in informing a salesman's superiors, swiftly
and in detail. The language of the Consent Decree has set up standards of fair
selling practice which must be observed
by all. Forced selling, misrepresentation,
conditioning the purchase of one picture
upon others — these practices should not
be tolerated by any exhibitor, and it
would have a salutary effect upon culpable salesmen if they were reported to
their home offices.
But that is one thing. Typical salesmanship is another. Let's leave the
second-grade tactics to children in the
schoolyards.

P. R. Feature
The third chapter of "Our Relations With the Public — and
Ourselves", the story of Motion
Picture Industry public relations,
appears in this Issue. In the current installment, author Philio R.
Ward calls upon a number of industry leaders to answer the
queries: "What's Right and
What's Wrong with Movie Industry Public Relations?".
The next chapter of this exclusive BULLFTIN feature will
deal with recommendations for
improving our P. R.
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Charles

Skauras

The wonderful story of Charles
Skouras is not the exclusive copyright of the movie world. It belongs
rightfully to America, and primarily
to people everywhere in whom the
hope for self-elevation springs eternal. It is a story of our country at
its best.
In offering up her welcoming
shores to this penniless, haltingly
bespoken immigrant some fifty years
ago, this nation clutched to her
bosum another in that long line of
foreign sons who were to give their
adopted land gifts far in excess to
what they took. Mr. Skouras ascended from the humblest beginnings to become one of the greatest
titans of American industry. Along
the way, he ranked not once but
twice as the highest salaried executive in the land. Withal, Mr. Skouras repaid his debt for the limitless
opportunities offered him with an
uncommon reciprocity.
Proving beyond doubt the rewards
of industry and strong faith in good
causes, in 1929, their holdings financially dissipated, Charles, and his
brothers, Spyros and George, rolled
up their sleeves and undertook the
groaning task of rebuilding anew.
How well they built! His business
acumen ranked with the best brains
in motion pictures or any other
enterprise. To the industry he so
dearly loved he brought a boundless
zest for showmanship.
To the world beycnd movies, Mr.
Skouras gave of himself amply and
without motivation. His philanthrophies, of course, are legend. But
more than anv of his singular, earthly works, Mr. Skouras' greatest deed
was simply being himself, and thereby creating the legacy so uplifting
to the masses. By dint of sheer
honest labor, together with a native
perspicacity and drive, he made the
American dream come true.
Film BULLETIN
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A young girl once came to the late, famous Father
Healey of Dublin and confessed she feared she had incurred the sin of vanity. "What makes you think that?"
asked her father confessor. "Because every morning
when I look into the mirror I think how beautiful I am,"
said she. "Never fear, my girl," was the reassuring
reply. "That isn't a sin, it's only a mistake."
In this chapter, the motion picture industry takes a
long, hard and studied look into the mirror. But its perception of itself comes out a mite less vaingloriously
than that of the young lass from Ireland. By the words
of many of its major spokesmen, the movie business
may be more sinner than mistaken.
Film BULLETIN polled leaders of the three industry
branches on the following questions (with a promise of
anonymity to those so desiring) :
1. What's right with our Public Relations?
2. What's wrong with it?
3. What are your recommendations?
Any survey on a subject such as public relations must
inevitably be fraught with difficulties, for no one can

supply exact answers. It is like asking yourself to record what others think of you. And in the final analysis
public relations is just that — the consummate reaction
of the community or nation to the industrial manners
and personality of an enterprise. Accordingly, the
diverse contributions presented herein probably constitute the industry's first serious symposium on the halffcrgotten issue of winning outside friends and influencing customers.
WHAT'S RIGHT WITH
OUR PUBLIC RELATIONS?
Sad to say, public relations "rights" sell at a premium. Few respondents could assuredly point to concrete, positive, premeditated programs of actions. On
but three avenues of thought did replies run anywhere
close to unanimity. And two of these have no roots
whatever in organized industry PR planning. They
exist as intrinsic forces springing from the very essence
of the motion picture itself. In the preceding installment they were aptly termed "silent" public relations.
First silent element is the very quality of the Hollywood output itself. At its best the motion picture ranks
as the most exciting, pleasurable and rewarding medium
available to the average man, woman and child. At less
than its best, it is still a great entertainment buy, but
the subject of severe criticism and even derision. Accordingly, from this oft-stated viewpoint emerges one
great PR thesis : when movies are good, cur public relations are good; when they are bad, our public relations
are bad.
(Continued on I'liffr H)
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This is the unit for us to move through to become a

Second of these silent factors is the so-called new look
of movies. Nothing over the past quarter century (since
films learned to talk) has stirred the public imagination
as the great technological revolution of the past two
years. The industry has added a new breathtaking

solidifying force able to act in our own behalf."
Two men who have worked in COMPO report at first
hand on the all-industry organization's good offices.
Trueman T. Rembusch, speaking from the exhibitor's
wing, cites it as an example of directed, hard-hitting PR
in action :
"COMPO in the tax campaign, and this is little
known throughout the industry, completely reversed
the opinion of Washington politicians toward the industry. They accomplished this by conducting the tax campaign on a very high plane. They stuck to the facts and

physical scope that frames the screen with a dimension
that is often overpowering. Overnight, as a result of the
technological innovations, an almost vanishing institution became the subject of drums of printers' ink, and
the word "movies" returned to fashionable conversation.
The effectiveness of these intrinsic components can
be attested to by the great comeback story of movies.
Recent boxoffice vitality demonstrates that the silent
factors have brought our public relations to a new high,
and they seem to be improving every hour the projector
unwinds.
Notwithstanding, the industry cannot rest on its oars
and fasten its PR potential to the coat-tails of the silent
factors. Public relations counsellors warn against complacency. They will tell you that it is precisely in the
best times that management must strengthen the foundation of a business, organize supporting PR actions to
elevate and sustain respect for the industry, as such. It
is inevitable that films cannot perpetually hew to highest levels of achievement. What is to happen in periods
when quality dips, cycles through which an art-industry
like ours most certainly must pass? To ride out smoothly such troubled times, movie business must lay the
groundwork in advance through the medium of planned,
motivated, coordinated PR programming.
Among agencies potentially equipped to perform
these functions, COMPO stands out like a polar cap in
a vast, parched desert. Of its capacity as an effective
opinion-shaping, friendship-winning force, there is general accord. There is accord, also, that beyond COMPO
virtually nothing else of a formalized public relations
nature exists at the national level. COMPO is the great
white hope.
Charles Einfeld, the advertising executive, sums up
the sentiment of most contributors in saying:
"My feeling is that public relations-wise, we are for
the first time beginning to see the active development
of COMPO as the overall voice of the industry, and the
industry is bound to profit. This is really the first step
in the right direction. There is no longer the slightest
doubt that COMPO has shown itself as an organization
which can function, when all of us take an interest in it.
P«q* 8
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fought for the industry's rights. They avoided chicanery
and sharp practices and as a result even the Administrative branch, who fought COMPO so diligently, after
the fight was over called in certain leaders of COMPO
and complimented them on the clean way the tax fight
had been carried on. The tax fight, therefore has produced long-lasting good public relations for the industry
in Al
Washington."
Lichtman, distributor, says :
"Within our industry, COMPO has helped our relations with the public by providing a sounding board for
differences, preventing the airinq^ of irrelevant matters
before the public."
Another independent theatreman, Col. H. A. Cole, of
Texas, gives his version of the extent to which COMPO
breathed fresh life into our moribund public relations :
"My first PR experience (very bad!) came at the climax of our tax fio-ht in 1953 when the president vetoed
our bill and quite a number of newspapers over the
country, with complete lack of knowledge and understanding, gave us a pretty rough going over. That could
have and should have been prevented and, taking a lesson, we established a press relations bureau in COMPO
and did, in my belief, a swell job of educating these same
newspapers to sympathetic attitudes. Result : so far as
I know there was only one adverse editorial in any
newspaper in the United States when the tax bill finally
went through, and that came because the local job had
not been done."
Withal its high deeds, COMPO is still a limping
body, ham-strung by limited financial resources, lack of
full industry-wide support and not infrequently by the
following, which Mr. Rembusch says often mitigates its
good work :
". . . Irresponsible minorities within the industry committing acts of poor taste, ill manners, striving for the
fast buck and to hell with the hereafter, so that COMPO
has had terrifically rough sledding in trying to overcome
the public's lonp: standing low regard for the industry."
United Artists' national advertising director Francis
M. Winikus puts the problem in these practical terms:
"What we need is a continuing, long-range, roundthe-calendar program to sell the public on the great job
( ('.(inliniird tin I'tipr IR/

FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
NOVEMBER
I, 1954
By Philip R. Ward
WELL, IT HAS FINALLY COMEl— the profit-taking,
that is. To readers of Financial Bulletin the sell-off
should represent no surprise, as the predominant theme
of our last two columns dealt largely with the bold defiance of gravity, market theory and precedent by the
leading film company issues. To quote from the Bulletin
of October 4 :
"Actually a sell-off is inevitable . . . The market
will shortly want to test the true soundness of
cinema stock recovery, determine whether
shares buckle or hold fast. If the group exhibits the strength expected, a fresh base will
then manifest itself from which even more exciting gains can be realized."
Let's examine the graph below for a moment :
m BULLETIN

Cinema

Aggregate*

pattern. In all, theatre group slid 2^/8. as National Theatres weakened under selling influence after crashing
the $10 barrier for the first time. One bright spot in a
glum October was RKO Theatres, up fractionally, the
sole gain recorded. Possible reason : decrease of stock
capitalization during the month from 680,777 to 676,977
shares.
0
Explanation for the market slump varies, but there
can be no dispute with the theory that cinema shares
had finally reached the optimum point where price was
in consonance with (or possibly slightly ahead of) business conditions and the figures on the books. Then,
too, the October market was of sluggish character generally, possibly in pre-election anticipation of a Democratic victory. Many investors hibernated prior to the
wave of year-end tax selling.
0
Another answer carrying weight with the professional elements is the grave intra-industry situation. The
prospect of a civil war between exhibition and distribution— with the threat of governmental regulation of the
industry looming as the sour remedy — is hardly upbeat
fodder for sophisticated traders. Nevertheless, the movie
business is intrinsically sound and further stock advances appear justified, retention of holdings warranted,
and Durchases at the lower lines recommended. All that
stands in the way of a newly fashioned surge is the industry to put its house in order.
O
O

FILM COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPANIES
*Cumi)o.scd (if rnrcjully selected reiiresenlatite intltistry issiirs.

Film shares broke precipitously for the first time since
April, although a minor setback did assert itself midway through June. Thanks to the great August upshot,
one month rally in 25 years, production
heartiest
the
company equities are still suspended in the upper ozone,
relative to month-by-month 1954 figures. At 1441/$ in
the Cinema Aggregate, these issues rest at their third
highest level of the year.
The profit-taking played no favorites. Losses were
registered clear across the slate, with Columbia dipping
most sharply, 5^ points, likely prompted by anxious
gain-realizing in the wake of record income figures.
Columbia had been heavily discounted prior to recent
release of its 52 week post-tax net of 3.5 million. Universal showed greatest resistance to the downside pressures.
0

On the exhibition side, the sell-off marred an immensely impressive record of small but healthy monthly increments. Another glance at the chart bears out the

TV SET SALES ARE BOOMING AGAIN, and this is
another reason for motion picture leaders to wipe away
the traces of self-satisfaction. Despite recent price increases by manufacturers, retail volume is hearty, the
estimate being that 7 million sets will be purchased over
the year, a climb of some 600,000 over 1953 and just
200,000 short of the 1950 record year. Production of receivers in September, according to the Radio-ElectronicTelevision Manufacturers Assoc. totaled 920,700, the
second greatest output yet attained by the industry.
0
0
TIP OF THE ISSUE: Chesapeake Industries, Inc.,
selling Over-the-Counter at about 4. Strong prospect
that this company of diversified interests, including
Pathe Laboratories, oil and building equipment, will
acquire New York's Colonial Trust Co. — active in film
financing. More on this in succeeding Bulletins.
O
O

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE: Will, or will not, Columbia's president, Harry Cohen, unload his currently
valuable 150,000 shares holding — as rumor recurs once
more? If so, why in the face of his company solid performance?
Film BULLETIN
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"Phftft"
"The Barefoot Contessa"
Su^iHe44, ^atU^ O O O

Strong adult entertainment will find best reception in deluxe
metropolitan situations. Values less for the hinterland and
in family houses. National pre-selling campaign, star names,
Mankiewicz Acamedy Award fame. Technicolor, are potent
assets. Returns hinge on exploitation of sex-drama angles.
Writer-director Joseph L. Mankiewicz ("All About
Eve," "Letter to Three Wives") once again peels back the
vreneer from an assortment of characters who inhabit the
orbit that is Hollywood. Probin^^ into the souls of a luscious peasant girl, sn ex-alcoholic movie director, a Texas
millionaire, a gigolo press agent, he has turned out another
hard-hitting dramatic entertainment which, while it may
not be exactly the dish for small town family trade, will
definitely appeal strongly to sophisticated, adult moviegoers. Using flash-back and off-screen narration, Mankiewicz tells the story of Spanish peasant dancer Ava Gardner, who is discovered by has-been director Humphrey
Bogart and voluble publicity man Edmund O'Brien.
Backed by playboy-producer Warren Stevens, Bogart
brings Gardner to Hollywood, where she quickly becomes
a star. Her desires for affection are deftly traced by Mankiewicz— always within confines of good taste — and the
more earthy aspects are depicted through symbolism
which may be missed by the average audience, certainly
by the inexperienced. Bogart's wholesome romance with a
script girl serves as a sort of catalysis for the plot's lurid
aspects. Gardner eventually finds true love with an Italian
count (Rossano Brazzi), only to learn ori her wedding
night that he is impotent because of war wounds. Tragedy
strikes when she tries to give him a son thru relations
with another man and Brazzi kills her because he believes
( riiil )
her unfaithful.
UnitedsanoArtists.
128 Minutes.
Ava Figaro
Gardner,
HumphreyDirector
Bogart, Joseph
Edmond L.O'Brien,
RosBrazzi, Valentina
Cortesa.
production.
Mankiewicz.

"The Black Knight"
^uiiMtM ^atitf Q O O
Rating applies to action market where exploitation, Alan
Ladd name will give this good returns. Technicolorful period
adventure has fair values for general-runs.
This latest rendition of the days of King Arthur involves young sword-maker Alan Ladd, who rises up to defend England, the King, and Christianity from encroaching, treacherous pagans. Adept at these swashbuckling
roles, Ladd goes careening thru his assignmnt in a manner
that generates plenty of blood-and-thunder entertainment
for the thrill-seekers. Authentic settings shot on location
in England lend substance to the good production.
Whether it be learning the passap'e of arms in order to
avenge the murder of his noble lord, jousting with assorted varlets who plot against King Arthur, or saving his
fair love (Patricia Medina) from fate worse than death,
Ladd carries off each feat with customary stern-jawed
aplomb that is sure to please his fans. Miss Medina and
romantic angles are subordinate to the more pressing demands of combat.
( X'oil i
Columbia IWarwickl. 85 Minulet. Alan Ladd. Patricia Medina. Peter Gushing.
Harry Andrews Producer Irving Aileand and Albert Broccoli. Director Tay Garnett.
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Powered by Judy Holliday name, interest-provoking title
and laughs, good returns are in prospect for metropolitan
class and family houses where sophisticated comedy clicks.
Less in rural market. Little here for action situations.
Light situation comedy draws heavily from talents of
stars to produce sparkling entertainment. Story of sophisticates (Judy Holliday-Jack Lemmon), whose marriage
goes on rocks because of hairbrained marital difficulties,
isn't built on a particularly original plot, but smart dialogue and clever character delineations will keep most
audiences chuckling, if not exactly regaled with laughter.
Amusing situations develop when Lemmon moves in with
bachelor Jack Carson and tries to start new life without
Holliday. She, in turn, also seeks new interests. Carson
aids and abets the fun as he arranges date for Lemmon
with Kim Novak, who tosses plenty of curves, physcial
and psychological, in effort to trap him. Holliday also
takes a brief, tho humorus, fling with a TV actor. Under
Mark Robson's direction the pace is bright and frothy as
the couple turn to various zany pursuits in order to find
happiness, with the inevitable end always in sight. Film
is well-spiced with sex although it is presented in a way
that will titillate, and not infringe on good taste. Rates as
one of the better class comedies of the season. (York)
Columbia. 91 Minutes. Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson, Kim Novak,
Luell Gear. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson.

"Bengal

Brigade"

Rates higher in action situations where derring-do elements
will be well received. Rock Hudson-Arlene Dahl marquee,
well-mounted Technicolor production are plus-factors. Fair
values for family audiences; least for class houses.
Although the Benp^al Lancers tale has been reworked
innumerable times, this Universal-International entry is
one of the better renditions, with plenty of rock-and-sock
outdoor action and swashbuckling heroics. Once again the
devil-may-care British officer (Rock Hudson) disobeys
orders and thereby saves the regiment. For his trouble,
howeve, Hudson is reprimanded, and with stricken pride,
resigns from the service to become a big game hunter and
guide. Romance is also complicated because Hudson's
love interest, Arlene Dahl. is daughter of commanding officer (Toris Thatcher) who court-martialed him. Suspense
and intrigue develop when Hudson learns of threatened
native uprising, and seeking information, pretends to turn
traitor and joins the rebels. Violence and rugged action
flare as Hudson is almost assassinated, saved by beautiful
native girl (Ursula Thiess), rallies loyal native forces to
put down rebellion, regains his lost honor and love by saving Thatcher and Dahl. Performances are geared to produce exciting entertainment, nothing more, with the
charms of Dahl and Theiss thrown in as an extra dividend.
Pressbook exploits Hudson name, illustrates him in
action with catchline: "When One Man Stood Alone
Against A Hundred Years Of Hate And Faced The Savage Fury Of India's Great Rebellion."
( IMiil i
Universal-International. 87 Minutes. Rock Hudson, Arlene Dahl, Ursula Thiess,
Thorin Thatcher, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
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Record Line-Up for 1954-55

Lot Hums

37 Set— Two C'Scopers, 7 Color
ALLIED ARTISTS' EXECUTIVE
l)ro(lucer Walter Mirisch completed tlie

Silliphant's
Inde Joins
Studio TO
FOUR NEW FILMS
ARE SLATED

initial blueprint on his company's 1954-55
program, which includes a record line-up of
J7 tilms — two, and possibly more, in CineniaScope, and seven in Technicolor.
Negotiations for additional high calibre
tiilent are underway. Mirisch reports, and at
kast two important deals are expected to
jell this month. \.\ already has signed pacts
with such top names as John Huston, W illiam VVyler, Billy Wilder, Samuel BischofT.
Humphrey Bogart and Gary Cooper.
Plans are in work for the company to take
.\er the secondary, or subsequent-run, distribution of all features to be produced by
1 Hstributors Corp. of America, headed by
Century Circuit prexy, Fred Schwartz. DC.\
will have a limited sales organization sufficient to serve circuit and first-run operations.

I

\
I
I
II
I'

COLUMBIA

Ten top pictures will spearhead the company's program to be released between now
and next August. This group includes: "Cry
Vengeance" and "Target, Earth," in November; "Tonight's the Night," December; "The
Big Combo,"
January; "The .Annapolis
Story," February; "John Brown's Raiders,"
March; "Shotgun,"
April; "The Black
Prince," in CinemaScope, May; "Hold Back
the Night." June; and "Mother, Sir," July.
In addition, there will be four Lindsley

jI Parsons productions, four from William F".
j Broidy Productions, four Bowery Boys
comedies, two Bill Elliott westerns, and two
I in "Bomba, the Jungle Boy" series.
'
"Sweet Charity" (Richard Conte), which
was slated to roll in late October, has been
Iiost(5oned until November 20. In its place,
William F. Broidy launched "Riders of the
Ruby Hills' (Zachary Scott. Carole Mathews)— F"rank McDonald
directing. The
only other picture shooting is "High Society" (Bowery Boys) — Bep Schwalb producer,
William Beaudine director.

With 7 Shooting

roll at Columbia this month, giving the company a total of seven in production. Two of
these are in CinemaScope and Technicolor,
and the balance in standard black and white.
Topping the list of new entries is Stirling
Silliphant's production, "5 Against the
House" (Guy Madison, Kim Novak), which
the studio recently took over following a
disagreement between Silliphant and United
.•\rtists. Phil Karlson moves in as director
on the feature, replacing Peter Godfrey. In
line with Columbia's new policy of featuring
young stars, several cast changes were made
with Miss Novak taking over the top fern
role.
Others scheduled for shooting this month
are: "Chicago Syndicate" (Dennis O'Keefe,
.Abbe Lane, Xavier Cugat), a Sam Katzman
production, Fred Sears directing; "Duel On
the Mississippi" (Patricia Medina), also a
Katzman production, the director yet to be
designated, and "Trouble On the Streets"
(not cast) — Louis J. Rach.niil producer, Arnold Laven director.
One other Katzman production, "Creature
With the .Atom Brain" (Richard Denning),
is in the early stages of lensing — Ed Kahn
directing. This replaces "Robin Hood, Outlaw," which Katzman had to postpone for
the second time, due to casting difficulties.
C ompleting the November line-up are two
CinemaScope and Technicolor films which
have been shooting since mid-September:
"My Sister Eileen" (Janet Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon, .Aldo Ray) — Fred Kohlmar producer, Richard Quine director, and
"The Man From Laramie" (James Stewart,
Cathy O'Donnell) — William Goetz" initial independent production being directed by .Anthony Mann.
Copa Productions' first feature for Columbia release, "The Stalk," which was to have
started next month, has been postponed until
spring, in order to give the picture's star

and co-producer, Tyrone Power, an opportunity to accept a Broadway play.
-According to a source close to executive
producer Jerry Wald. Columbia hopes to
put "Joseph and His Brethren" back before
cameras in December or January. .All background filming on the multi-million dollar
production was completed in Egypt three
months ago. Several name players are being
lined up to head up the cast.
LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Lippert Drops Distrib Reins
To Concentrate on Top Product
ROBERT L. LIPPERT IS TURNING
over the active supervision of his distribution company to Edmund J. Baumgarten
and, henceforth, will limit his activities to
financing top budget productions.
The veteran exhibitor and distributor announced his new status at a press conference in Hollywood, a few days ago, declaring the industry "now affords the greatest
opportunity in the world if the right pictures
areBaumgarten
presented." has been his executive assistant for several months, and, prior to that,
was associated with the Bank of .America
film financing division.
Lippert would not disclose details of his
new venture, but indicated that he intended
to get it underway immediately following
his return from a cross country tour in behalf of three top-budget films which his company will release. He expects to be gone
about three months, devoting his time to advance ballyhoo on "They Were So Young"
(Scott Brady, Raymond Burr, Johanna
Matz), ".A Race For Life" (Richard Conte,
Mari .Aldon). and "Black Pirates" (.Anthony Dexter, Martha Roth, Lon Chancy) —
in .AnscoColor.
.As Lippert gives the reins to Baumgarten,
the company has a backlog of 11 pictures
completed for the 1954-55 season. Four of
these are now in release, and "The Seige,"
which deals with Napoleon's .Army in Spain,
(Continued on Page 16)
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is due to sio out this month. Others scliedulcd for early release include: "They W ere
So Young," filmed in four countries as Lippert's highest budget picture to date; "A
Race For Life." "Black Pirates," "'riie I'.lack
I'earl," "The Silver Star" and "The Class
Tond)".
Now in production in I-.ngland is "Shock"
(P.rian Donlevy, Alargia Dean, Jack Warner)— an Anthony Hinds-Lippert co-production, Conipton Hennett directing; and "Air
Strike" (Richard Denning, (iloria Jean) —
being produced and directed by C y Roth.
These will be followed 1)\ "Tiie \ iiileiit
T.and" (not yet cast), to be made in Mexico
in color; and "The Lonesome Trail" — Robert
I.. I.iiipert. Jr. i)r(iducing on both features.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
First Metro Inde Release

light the Ruth F.tting biopic, "Love ^fe Or
l.(.a\e Me" (Doris Day, James Cagne\). in
C inemaScope and a color process as yet not
designated.
.\mong the new properties being prepared
for iM-oduction next _\'ear are: "Star liriglit,"
an original story of three young girls seeking careers in Hollywood — George Wells to
produce: "International Re\iew" (Howard
Keel), a musical sijectacle to be filmed
against the background of luiropean capitals
— Joe Pasternak to produce; and "Charlemagne," based on the life of the I'rench Ising,
and "The Trial," a dramatization of the
Harpers prize novel — both to be produced
by Charles Schnee.
PARAMOUNT

Par to Make 20-24 in '55
On Million-Plus Budget Average
PARAAIOUNT'S 1955 SCHEDULE
will encompass 20 to 24 films turned out on
an average budget of $1,300,000, according
to Dun H:irtman, the studio's jirodnction

chicl. All of the 20 pictures included in the
niiniiiiuni I'lgure arc either completed, in ])roduction or ready to roll. Tliev represent a
total outlay of $36,0()(),()()(), and four of the
productions shooting during Xo\cmbcr will
account for approximatel\' one-third of that
figure.
Topping the list now working is Cecil 15.
DeAIille's "The Ten Ci)mmandments"
(Charlton Hcston, \'u\ l!rynner, .Anne I'axter, \'\onne DeCarlo, Debra Paget, Nina
I'och, E(lw;ird (i. Robinson), which went
before \ isla\'isinn cameras atop .\lt. Sin;u
late last month. The minimum figure now
set on the production is $7,5()0,()()(). ■"The
Court Jester" (Danny Kayc, .Angela Lansbury), a Dena jM-oduction which Alelvin
h'rank and Norman Panama will produce
and direct, gets away on Novend)er 15. It
is working on a four-month shooting schedule and carries a budget of $3,5()0.()(;0.
Completing the November lineup arc:
"^"ou're Never Too \'omig" (Dean Alartin,
Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn), Technicolor —
Paul Jones producer, Norman Taurog director; and two in black and white \'ista\'ision ■

May
Be Ball-Arnaz
lucy' Film
HOLLVWOOI)
IS ]',rZZlX(i
WITH
re|K)rts that MGM is about to close a deal
with Lucille I'all and Desi .\rnaz' television
company for release of an independentlxmade
film, onwholly
financed
by the
T\' be
outlit,
and made
an inde
lot. This
would
the
first time that Afetro has okayed such a releasing arrangement — having been the sole
holdout in Hollywood against any form of
participation deals.
The ])icture would star .Arna/ and Miss
r.all and would closely follow the line of
tiieir weekly television show. Project resembles Jack Webb's recent feature for
Warner release, based on his lA' show
"Dragnet" — differing only in that Warner
financed their release, and also i)ro\ided
studio facilities.
Meantime, Metro's own production program continues to operate at the same high
level hit around mid-October. Si.\ pictures,
all but one in CinemaScope and color, are
now before the cameras, with a seventh due
to start on November 10. Now shooting are:
"Scarlet Coat" (Cnmel Wilde, :\lichael Wilding, Anne Francis, deorge Sanders), CinemaScope and EastmanColor — Nicholas Nayfack producer, John Sturges director; "The
Marauders" (Dan Duryea, Jefif Richards,
Janna Lewis), in AnscoColor — Arthtu- Loew,
Jr. producer, Gerald Mayer director; "It's
Always l-'air Weather" ((iene Kelly, Cyd
Charisse. Dan Dailey, Michael Kidd), CinemaScope and Technicolor — Arthur l-'reed
producer, (iene Kelly and Stanley Donen
co-directors; "Inten nptcd Melody" ( Kleanor I'arker, Glenn l-"(ird), ( ineniaScope and
KastmanColor — Jack ( ummings iiroducer,
Curtis liernhardl director; "llii ihr Deck"
(Jane i'owell, Debbie Reynolds. Ann Miller.
Tony Martin), Cinema.ScoiH- an<l Technicrdor — Joe Pasternak producei, Roy Rowland director; anrl "l!onle\ard in Paris"
(Anne liaxler, Steve Rowhunl), CinemaScope anilMitchell
J-'.aslmanColor
— Henry Herman
producer,
Leisen direrim.
On Noveiid)er Id, )>ro(lncer lo-cpli I'^-..
Icrniik .ind director ( harles \'idoi will gre( n
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Betty Garrett, Bob Fosse, Janet Leigh, Tommy Rail in a fast routine
"MY SISTER EILEEN" (Columbia) CinemaScope & Technicolor
This musical re-make of the 1942 boxgirls who invade New York to make their
marks — one as a writer, the other as a
office hit shapes up as one of the year's
top tunefilms, boasting at least two sureshow
girl. It's played for high comedy,
fire Hit Parade tunes by Jules Style and
and, on the basis of the daily rushes, reLeo Robbin, an exceptionally clever script
portedly comes off with maximum results.
Started September 10 and will not wind
plus the dancing, singing and acting talents of Janet Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack
until the end of the year. Budget: around
Lemmon and Aldo Ray. It also should
$2,000,000. Release about mid-1 955.
Cast: Janet Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack
profit considerably from the talk generLemmon, Aldo Roy, Kurt Kaznar, Bob
ated by Rosalind Russell's recent Broadway hit, "Wonderful Town," based on the Fosse, Tommy Roll. Producer, Fred Kohlsame story. The plot line follows the trials mar.
Director, Richard Quine. Director of
and tribulations of two starry-eyed Ohio
Cinemaphotography, Charles Lawton.

Studio
Size-ups
— " riie 1 )espci;ite Hour>" ( H uiiiplirey llo_;irt. Fredric March, Martha Scott) — W'ili;un W'yler producer-director, and "The
\'(.^c Tattoo" (Anna Maunani. Burt Lana-ter) — Hal Walli^ Ijroduccr. Daniel Mann
lircctor.
\n eunexi)ccte(l addition to the 1955 slate
ainc when producer Frederick Jirisson
in ved his Rosalind Russell starrer, "The
iirl Rush" to the Paramount lot after breakup with RKO four days before the picture
- to roll. It is rumored that the chantre
- precipitated by F'loyd I>. Odlimi, whose
\tlas Corporation — odds with Howard
4uL;hes — controls the I'risson project.
Anionu features under discussion to boost
lu 1955 program over the 20 films now ac"Uiited for, is "The Cheat," which likely
M co-star I'ob Hope and Maurice Che• r. Hoi)e is in F.urope talking with the
Mch star about the property. There is
- a strong likelihood that Ponti-di Lau(iitis, the Italian himakcrs with whom
' -iimouiit has a contract, may turn out
1 f)ne to three high-budgeters. One of
-r may be "War and Peace." based on
Tolstoi novel, which Ponti-di Laurenti-' announced as a $4.()()(), ()()() production
■w to be scheduled.
\n announcement is expected witliin the
• few days, outlining Sol C. Scigel's 10iire independent i)rogram for Paramount
the next five years. The ex-20th Cen-Fox producer checkeil onto the Paramt lot ten days ago.
REPUBLIC
yates-Rank Agreement

Set

)AR Films On '55 Distrib Slate
RKl'Cr.LlC IS LINIXC LP WITH
I'ritish producer J. .Artiiur Rank to launch
Aidespread showings of British iiicturcs in
\nicrican theatres. As an opening wedge in
drive, Kei)ublic has acquired distribution
its on five Rank films tn bi- fi-autred on
lu 1954-55 release slate.
\ spokesman for Rank, in commenting on
'ii deal, stated: "This is our first move to
ik into the United States market. Before
.ire finished, we are going to see that the
n;iss of American cinemagoers will see picuits from Britain."
I'ilnis included in the Republic deal are:
I >octor in the House.
Prouble In Store."
I"rbidden Cargo.
The Squared Ring"
iiul "Day To Remember."
I'Icpublic also is continuing to stej) up its
production program, with three films
A shooting and a fourth due to start in a
>\v days. By all odds the most important
•I thes^ is "Magic I'ire" (^'vonne DcCarlo.
Kiia Gam, Carlos Thompson), which proliu (.r-director William Dieterle is filming in
" tniany. The picture will cost over $1,000.and i> being made on a big-production
ale.
No less than 3.000 extras have been aplearing in scenes at the opera house in

Wiierzburg, tor the past ten days. Beginning next week, a 12-truck caravan will proceed along the (jerman opera house circuit,
stopping at Weisbaden. I'ayreuth. .Schweitengen and Munich for actual shooting. The
picture will require approximately three
months to film.
Also shooting, and similarly budgeted far
above the Republic "norm" are: "The Admiral Hoskins Story" (Sterling Hayden.
.\lexis Smith, Dean Jagger) — John H. .Auer
director; and "Santa Fe Passage" (John
Payne. Rod Cameron. Faith Domergue) —
Sidney Picker producer. W illiam Witney director.
On November 29. Judy Canova will start
"Lay That Rifle Down." her ne.xt starring
film for Republic. The only casting thus far
is her lO-year-old daughter. Tweeny.
F"rank Lloyd is preparing another topbudget outdoor action feature, "Texas", to
be made some time this winter, in color —
Sterling Hayden starred. The script will
deal with incidents leading up to and including the .Mamo. Hayden will enact the
role of famed pioneer Jim Bowie.
RKO
Brisson Unit Exits Lot
As Other Inde Features Roll
WHKN 1-RKDKRICK BRISSON CANcelled out his deal for RKO to distribute
"The Girl Rush" (Rosalind Russell, Eddie
Albert), it complicated still further the acute
l)roduct shortage here.
Nevertheless, two other indcs did get
tmderway during the past fortnight to give
the RKO lot its first glimmer of activity in
many weeks, l-'irst of the pair to go was
"Bow To Me Tamely" (Barbara Stanwyck.
Robert Ryan. David F^arrar) — a I'enedict
liogeaus production in SupcrScope and
Technicolor — .Allan Dwan directing. 'Three
days later, it was joined by Nat Holt's production of "Seven I'ad Men" (Randolph
Scott. Forrest Tucker. Mala Powers. J. Carroll Naish). also in SuperScope and 'Technicolor— 'Tim Whelan directing.
King Brothers also have announced a midNovember starting <late for their next inde
film for RKO release. "'The Syndicate."
However, inasmuch as no cast or director
has been set, it appeaers likely that the start
will be pushed back.
'The distribution deal with Edmund Grainger Productions has been signed and will
go into effect around January 15, when
Ciraingcr launchese the first of a series of
" .\" films. The exact title of the initial production has not been selected, but a spokesman for Grainger says the picture will be in
'Technicolor, and budgeted at $1.5()0,()00.
Second film on the slate is "Oh, Promised
Land," the James Street best-seller, which
will get underway in May. with .Man Ladd
expected to star.
RKO placed an order for 400 prints, its
biggest order in several years, for the 'Technicolor production of "'The Big Rainbow."
which pemiercs in St. Louis on December
21. 'Two hundred of the prints will be in
SuperScope, the Tushinsky compatible anamorphic wide screen process.

20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Inde Product Hypos Outlook
For
Next Year's
Release
Sked
CURRENT
DISCUSSIONS
T.ETWEEN
20th Century-Fox and numerous foreign and
domestic independent production companies,
indicate that the 1955 release slate may yet
approximate the level of 36 filiTis originally
contetnplated.
F'ox
recently cut itsAsownreported
output last
to a issue,
ma.ximum
of 20 to 22 features, following consultations
between Spyros Skouras and Darryl Zanuck.
Lew Schreiber just returned from abroad
where he conducted prelitninary negotiations
with producers in England. France. Germany and Italy on possible CinemaScope
production. In some instances. Fo.x will
assist in financing the films, and in nearly
all. will handle American distribution.
.•\lexander Korda will film a remake of
"F'our Feathers" in the anamorphic process,
for Fox release. It is scheduled to start in
January, and will be followed by a second
CS feature, "The Deep Blue Sea," starring
Vivien Leigh — Anatole Litvak directing.
Fo.x distribution has also been set for
"'The Number One" (Anthony Quinn, Maureen O'Hara). a Carol Case-Budd Boetticher
inde to be filmed in Mexico, starting in about
30 days.
.\mong Fox's own '55 releases, yet to be
filmed, are ten features based on best seller
books. These include: "Soldier of Fortune"
(Clark Gable), from the forthcoming novel
by Flrnest K. Gann. which goes into proin about tenbased
days; on"Lord
(Robert ductionWagner),
the \'a!iity
Samuel '
Shellabarger Literary Guild selection — due
to start this week; "The Left Hand of God"
( Ciregory Peck), taken from the William E.
liarrett novel; "The Gun and the Cross,"
adaptetl from Isabelle Ziegler's best selling
book. "The Nine Days of Father Serra";
"'The Tall ^len" (Clark Gable), from the
novel by Clayton F"isher; "The Wandering
Jew." a immortal classic by E. 'Temple
'Thurston; "Sir Walter Raleigh," from the
story of
by jungle
Mindret
Lord, by
and Sasha
"Tigero,"
novel
adventure
Siemel.a
storyAlexander
adaptationstheinclude:
theOriginal
story of
Great; "India,"'
"Saber
Tooth," an adventure tale of prehistoric
monsters; "Queen of Sheba;" "'The Lady
and the Tiger;" "The Girl in the Red \'elvet
Swing." and "Jewel of Bengal" (James
Stewart, Jane Russell).
Two pictures now in production arc: "'The
Seven Year Itch" (Marilyn Monroe, 'Tom
Ewell. Sonny Tufts) — Charles Feldman and
Billy Wilder producers, Wilder also directing; and "A ]Man Called Peter" (Richard
Todd, Jean Peters) — Samuel G. Engel i)roducer, Henry Koster director.
Due to roll during the ne.xt fortnight are:
"Soldier of Fortune" (Clark Gable) — Buddy
.■\dler producer, Edward Dmytryk director;
"Lord \'anity" (Clifton Webb, Robert Wagner)— Charles Br^ckett producer, Delmar
Daves director; and "Daddy Long Legs"
(Fred .■\staire. Leslie Caron) — Sam D. Engel
producer. Jean Negfllesco director. \\\ are
in CinemaScope and color.
(Continued on Page 24 J
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/('.oriliniicd from Paf;c S)
that the film industry is doing and the splendid variety
of quality entertainment that movies and movies alone
offer.

tively in local movements for
ty; they make their theatres
gencies, and in general take
tude toward their community

"In COMPO. we have the instrument that can implement this program. But as COMPO is constituted today, the job can't be done. If the industry public relations is to become a permanent, rather than periodic
push, COMPO must acquire a full-time, full-scale publicity staff to continually develop, prepare and plant
material that will tell our story.

ably responsible business man. And that's about all that !
is done on a constructive basis so far as public relations

"In the past, it has been the practice for member
companies to contribute time and effort to industry campaigns. However, no company can devote its attention
to industry promotion over an extended period of time.
With an adequate force, COMPO can and will achieve
this goal. I am aware that such a program will represent a sizeable investment, but the results will most
certainly justify the cost.
"I have had the experience of participating in suggested COMPO programs with advertising-publicityexploitation heads of our industry's major film distributors. The problems existent were interpreted generally on an individual company level. Each company
had its own pre-conceived advertising and publicity
policy which it was concerned about protecting. To my
way of thinking, the various producer, exhibitors and
distributor interests should nominate a slate of COMPO
personnel, supply this group with an agreed-upon budget for operation and allow them freedom of action.
Most certainly, financial backing for this set-up should
not be the sole responsibility of the distributing companies but should be subscribed to by all phases of the
industry."
Local Level PR

the good of the communiavailable for use in emer- I
the same responsible attias does any other reason- ,

is Walter
concerned."
Reade, Jr. ranks the theatreman as the most
important public relations force within the industry :
"The motion picture industry ... is not without an
enviable 'good record' of public relations — which record
(with due respect to production and distribution) has |
been attained chiefly by exhibition, because it deals
chiefly and more directly with the public, with citizens
of Main Street, U.S.A., who spend their cash at the box
office seeking entertainment.
"The exhibitor, more than any other business man,
has rendered an invaluable and singular community service for which his theatre and his theatre alone is suited,
by virtue of its auditorium, its screen, its stage, its
entertainment services, its personality, the public interest in it, and the ability of its management to stage,
promote, produce, and advertise. The exhibitor is a
working member of civic and welfare organizations and
assists all reputable local groups in their programs. He
originates activities that are in the public interest for
the community's welfare. His theatre is an institution
through which flows the community's civic life. He is
a good citizen, a good neighbor, and a good business
man. He takes advantage of all opportunities, in good
taste, to call attention to his theatre as a community
institution."
Tax Relief Thru Unity
Public relations unity between exhibition and production is not only an academic goal, but has precedent in

At the grass-roots level of public relations, exhibitors
present a solid front in defense of their contributions,
are often at loggerheads with distribution and production interests, chiding them to fill their end of the bargain. The conflict is essentially one of nominating responsibility for concrete PR action. A prominent
southern circuit head who prefers anonymity states
the case :

fact. United California Theatres' Michael Naify writes:
"The job done particularly by the exhibitors in rallying support for the elimination of the admission tax was
particularly noteworthy. The actual work where it
counted most was done by hundreds of exhibitors
through a chain of command originating at a national
level. It was a case of an issue which had united supon all levels."
Col.portCole,
expanding his earlier discussion of COMPO,
explains how the ball was picked at the local level:

"Perhaps the chief trouble with the whole thing is
trying to define 'the motion picture industry'. A motion
picture is a film made in Hollywood and that is that.
The film having been made is shown in a theatre, and I
guess it remains a motion picture, but that part of it is
surely a theatre industry, with very little in common
with those Hollywood producers or national distributors. So:

I'.ditiir and rul)lislu'r; which magazine, as you know, is
the trade publication of the newspaper fraternity. We

"The more responsible of the exhibitors have a very
definite feelinp of responsibility to their immediate
neighbors. Such managers are generally a part of the
local picture, belonging to civic clubs, participating ac-

realized, however, that resting on our oars with the expectation and hope that every newspaper publisher
would read and be impressed by our ad was not enough.
(('.ontiniifil on Papr 23)
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"From the local angle we here in Texas (I hate to call
attention to my home state all the time but I know that
home state and I know the job that was done there)
took the very fine material in the advertisements in
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'Continued from Page 18)
We, therefore, circulated copies of these ads to every
major city in the state through an exhibitor or an exhibitor-organization and insisted on a personal visit to
the editor of the newspaper, calling his attention to this
ad and discussing it fully with him, showing the position
of the industry. You might be amazed at the cordial
welcome we received in these interviews and the results
speak for themselves."
While exhibitors maintain their's is the lion's share of
specific PR action, an important film executive wishing
to go unnamed sets forth this little catechism :
"To improve public relations, theatremen should take
pride in their theatres, see that they are clean and not
reeking with popcorn and buttersauce. The manager of
a theatre should be interested in his patrons, should not
hide under the boxoffice for fear there might be some
complaints. He should be available for people coming
in and going out. He should write letters to his mailing
list with seme casual observations in them and generally
make his patrons feel that the movie theatre's a pretty
good place to go to. He should be consistent with his
prices and not jugple the schedule several times during
the day according to whether he has a hit or not. Theatre advertising should be improved from a typographical point of view. The ad should look less messy and
not as if a cat made blank ink-traces across the page.
The theatre should have a policy — a style — and feel itself a part of the community, with the best interests of
the community uppermost."
Charities Cited
Motion picture industry charities are cited by a number of respondents as our most shining PR deed. A
cardinal axiom of enlightened public relations practice
states there is little place for false modesty in the
modern commercial jungle. We have been far too
silent with our philanthrophies. In the words of Lcew's
executive Howard Dietz :
"I do think the movie industry ought to spend a little
time, effort and money impressing on the public the
good things about the industry. Motion picture people
are so naturally charitable that the public takes it for
granted and gives the industry no credit for doing what
other industries do in the way of public service with a
fanfare. Our War contribution was not considered as
outstanding as that of the cigarette companies when actually it was the most contributory, gratuitous service
rendered by any American institution."
Beyond emohasizing the high potential of COMPO,
stressing the grass-roots contributions of exhibition, together with brief citation of industry good works, replies
to our questions voice precious little else in the way of
muscular PR accomplishments. A few pay passing
tribute to those heroic but unsustained thrusts at the
recent attendance depression, such as the "Movietime
U.S.A." campaign, and the "Movies Are Better Than

OURSELVES

Mmprvssvd
Ever" effort. The latter slogan, sponsored by 20th
Century-Fox at the time of deepest depression, must be
cited as the first attempt to bestir exhibitors out of the
lethargy into which they had fallen. Unfortunately, it
was an ill-starred project because the industry was inadequately armed to back up the claim. In the words of
Wometco circuit's Bert Toppan, "It was ill-timed because movies were not better than ever."
These noble efforts, together with others like the
speaking tours in which such figures as Ronald Reagan,
George Murphy and many more have been engaged, irrefutably helped to keep the public finger sensitive to
the pulse of movies. But, inspired and herculean as they
were, they could no more effect a national good regard
for the industry than could the Mississippi be dredged of
its silt with fire buckets. Nothing can substitute for
planned, coordinated public relations action inspired at
the national level, commandeering the confidence and
cooperation of every exhibitor at the grass roots.
WHAT'S WRONG WITH
OUR PUBLIC RELATIONS?
It was amazing to learn how many top men in movie
business feel it has NO public relations to speak of.
Even among those who singled out COMPO as a tangible manifestation of movie public relations in action,
sentiments were usually comingled with reservations.
"Fine, but . . ." they would say, and go on to cite its
limitations. To paraphrase an important mid-west exhibitor, COMPO is still a defensive weapon, an instrumentality to extinguish fires, mend fences. Seme day,
he wrote, with industry backing, it may grow into an
offensive machine that will be capable of influencing the
masses to believe that movies are one of America's premier institutions. For the time being, that job is not
being done.
Listen to Columbia's Abe Montague:
"I sometimes question whether we do have public relations— at least favorable public relations. This industry has done so much for so many outside. Had it been
handled by any other industry, it would have been developed into outstanding public relations."
The president of one of the nation's leading theatre
circuits writes :
"Good public relations must be earned; they are not
just a matter of slogans and slick publicity stunts. Sometimes people in our business do things and say things
that make headlines, but only cause misunderstanding
trouble."circuit official, likewise preferring to go unandAnother
named, puts it this way :
"I sometimes wonder why we wait so long to rally
behind good causes of a public relations nature, as exemplified bythe tax fight. Our efforts in this direction
are so minute, as is, it seems that only the bursting of
the dike can awaken us to reality. The time to worry is
(Continued on Page 26)
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Size-ups
io
StudIrani
(Cunlinili'd
/\i,:,'C 17)
UNITED

ARTISTS

$6 Million Ad Budget Set
er' Films
For 12 '55 'Blockbust
L NITKI) AKTISIS IS ALLOCATING
;i $6.00().(K)() advcrlisiiiii ;iiul exploitation budget to ballyhoo an even dozen of its top
1935 releases, which will be handled as
••special-," and .liMribnted at the rate of one
])tr nionih.
IiuhuUd on the list of specials are: Stanley KranurV -Xnt As A Stran-er" (Olivia
De llavilland, Robert Mitchuni), now in
Marry I'.rnnettes"
lenien
-CK-nt
pr.xlnc
Russell, Scott llrady ),
Jane
Grain,
( jeannetion;
a Russ-Ficld-\'oyat;er production in Technicolor, shooting in Kuroi)e; Hecht-Lancaster's
•■\'era Crn/" ((iary Cooper, lUirt Lancaster); .1.Arthur Rank's •'Ronieo and Juliet"
(Laurence Harvey, Susan Slieiitall); Paul
(;re;^ory's "Xiiiht of the Hunter" (Robert
Mitclniin. Shelley Winters); Rank's "The
Plain" (Gregory Peck); llya Lopert's
■•I'urple
Time of the Cuckoo" (Katharine Hepburn);

and the followint; still to be filmed; "The
Way West," a Hecht-Lancaster production:
Robert Rosscn's "Alexander the Great;"
Paul (irciiory's "The Naked and the Dead"
(Robert Mitchuni); and another Jane Russell starrer Iroui Russ-Kield-\'oyager.
l-'ive i)ictures in production for United
Arli-ts release are: Hecht-Lancaster's "The
Kentuckian" ( lUirt Lancaster, Dianne Foster. Diana Lynn), in CineniaScope and Technicolor— Harold Hecbt producer, Hurt Lancaster director; "I'.it; House U.S.A." (Rroderick Crawford. Ralph Meeker) — Aubrey
Schenck ijroducer. Howard W. Koch director; "Marty" ( l*"rnest Hortininc, Betsy
r.lair), another Hecht-Lancaster production
— Hecht producing, Delbert Mann directing;
••\ot As A Stranger" (Olivia De Havilland,
Robert .Mitchuni, l-'rank Sinatra, Gloria
(iralianie, l!roderick Crawford), — Stanley
Kramer producer-director, and "Gentlemen
Marry llrnnettes" (Jane Russell, Jeanne
Craine. Scott l!rady. .Alan Young, Rudy
Vallee) — Richard Sale and Robert Waterfield. co-i)roducers. Sale director.

gels far bigger than iioriiial lor U-T. Probably the two top features to roll this month
will be "Female ( )ii The Beach" (Joan
Crawford. Jeff Chandler) — .Albert Zugsmitli
producer and Joseph Pe\ne\' director;
"'I'acey Cromwell" (.Anne IJaxter. RockHudson). Technicolor — Ross Hunter producer. Jerry Hopper director, and ".All That
Heaven .Allows" (Jane W'yiiian), Technicolor— Ross Hunter again producing, the director not yet set.
Other November starters are: " The Cult
of the Cobra" (Faith Domergue, Kathleen
Hughes) — Howard Pine jjroducer. F^rank
Lyons director; "Third Girl F'roni the
Right" (Piper Laurie, Alamie Van Doren),
Technicolor — Sam Ivfarx producer, F'ddic
lUi/zell director; "The A[uii]iiiy" (P>ud -Abbott, Lou Costello) — Howard Christie producer, Charles Lamont director, and "Kiss
of Fire" (Jack Palaiicc, Rhonda Meniing) —
Sam Ahirx producer, Joe Newman director.
Now shooting are: "To Hell and liack"

(.\ndie Murphx ), CinemaScope and Teclinrcidor — .Aaron Rosenberg j^roducer, Jesse
Hibbs director; "The Shrike" (Jose Ferrer,
June -Allyson) — Aaron Rosenberg ijroducer,
[•"errer director, and "The Purple Mask"
( Tony Curtis, Coleen Miller), CinemaScope
and Technicolor — Howard Christie producer,
linice Hunibcrstone director.
In order to fulfill this heavy production
schedule. U-I is again building its producer
and director ranks. Richard Wilson, who
left the studio a year ago, has just been resigned to a new term producer pact, and
Abner Biberniaii has inked a long term deal
as a director.
Despite the greater emphasis on large
scale dramas and musicals, U-I will continue
to turn out product from its "corn" hopper.
.A new Ma and Pa Kettle conied\- has just
been assigned to Richard Wilson, and
Donald {)'Coiinor has agreed to another
"hTaucis" picture, this one to be titled "The
Navy Gets F'rancis."

"THE 7 YEAR ITCH "
(20th Century-Fox)
CinemaScope & Technicolor
On the basis of its long, successful Broadway run, plus reams of publicity garnered by
Marilyn Monroe during the New York filming
of certain of the scenes, 20th-Fox stands to
have a sure-fire winner in this brood, modernday farce. It is the story of a plain, hardworking, middle class New Yorker (Tom
Ewell) who becomes infatuated with a glamorous neighbor (Marilyn Monroe), while
his wife is away on a summer vacation. A
highlight of the picture will be the Walter
Mitty-like dream sequences in which he features himself the great lover who completely
overpowers his great amour.
Shool'ing started September 8, and will be
completed in another two weeks. Release is
scheduled for late winter or early spring.
Budget: approximately $2,000,000.
Cast: Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell, Evelyn
Keyes, Carolyn Jones. Producers^ Charles
Feldman and Billy Wilder. Director, Billy
Wilder. Cornerman, Milton Krasner.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Boilers Fired For New Surge
Seven to Join Three Shooting
lA l•.R^' 1)1:P AR I'.Ml-.XT A T C.\l\ l.Rsal-lnlernational has heeii working overtime
the past two weeks, i>rei)aring for a sudden
IModiictioii upsurge whiih kicks off this
month. C)ld i)ro))erties have been suddenly
revived, new ones are being rushed through
the scripling rlepartment, and outside package deals are being corralled to give the
studio its busiest period since F.d Muhl look
o\(T the i)ro<luclion reins eight months ago.
Among features being sped into the mill
are scvi-ral whitli l>oast name casts and budPaqo 24
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Marilyn Monroe is seen above In scenes of
passion and humor with co-star Tonn Ewell.

Studio
WARNER

Size-ups
BROTHERS

Pact Set With Ladd Unit
Giving Lot Biggest Inde Tie-In
A NKW LOXG-TKRM DKAl. W I TH
Alan l.add's Jatiuar i'rodiictions for tlu- pio.liution and distribution of a ninnber of features at Warner I'.rotlicrs lias been siijned.
following tlie tir-t screcninsi of Jaguar's
ricently completed "Druiii I'.eat" (Alan
Ladd. Audrey Dalton). This jjlaces Warlurs out in front anions Ht)lly\voo(! studios
w liicli have tie-ins with independent units
opcratint; on major lots.
Accordinsi to a source close to Ladd, he
liM])es eventually to build up his ct)mpany to
tlie point where it will turn out a slate comirable to Wayne- i-'ellows I'.atjac Produciis, wliich also releases through Warners.
lAvo important new films have just been
added to Warner's own schedule: "Sincerely
^ iiurs," to star pianist-TX' star Libcracc. and
Xnyels With Dirty l-"aces." a musical remake of the 1938 boxotVice hit. I'rank Sinaira is beinfi sou{;ht as the star of the latter
film, which Henry Blauke will produce. I'oth
idnis arc expected to .uo before cameras
:iround the first of the year.
The budi;et on Moulin Production--' "Moby
Dick" (dret^ory Peck, l.eo (ienn, Richard
r.aschart), which John Huston is i)roducint;
and directin;; for W arner release, has been
uiipcd another million dollars to the $4,();M).I". class, as a result of beiii;.; forced to mo\ e
■ition shootini; from Ireland to Spain.
The currently t'dmiii^ "Misler ixobert^"
(Henry I'onda. James ta^iuy. William
I'owcll). also ran into bad luck when direc■ John l'"ord had to be rushed to the lio>■al for cmerj;ency surgery. Mervyii I.eRoy
will finish the picture.
I'our other features now in |)roduclioii are:
lump Into Hell" (Jacques Sernas. Kurt
Kasznar) — David W'cisbart pro<lucer. l)a\id
r.utler director; "Strange Lady in Town"
(Greer (iarsoii, Dana .Andrews, Cameron
Mitchell), CinemaScopc and W'arnert olor —
Mervyn LeRoy ])roducer-director; " The Sea
Chase" (John Wayne, Lana Turner), lineinaScope and W arncrtOlor. and " Target
Zero" (Richard COnte, Peiiuie t'astle) —
David W'cisbart producer, Harmon Jones director.

of the drive beinu carried on by most ^luilios
to tind new pictures to bfilster their own
latiiiing production.
Perhaps another reason is the urowin ;
number of independent distribution uroups
which have sprung up in recent months. For
example, the new Distributors Corp. of
America, headed by Fred Schwartz, has been
.grabbing off some of the choice independent
product which normally would have gone to
one of the majors. His most recent acquisition is "I .Am .-\ Camera" (Julie Harris.
Shelley Winters), to be turned out in F.ngland by Remus productions. .Although no
attempt will be made to go into mass distribution, Schwartz says, nevertheless, he
■0
intends to have four to six top-quality re;
leases each year. A deal has just been signed
whereby DC.A will finance and distribute a
Joan Crawford starrer. "The Way We Are",
which Robert .Aldrich will jiroduce and
direct starting next May.
On the production front, there is good
news for the small town exhibitors who
have been crying for the type of low-budget
westerns formerly turned out by Republic.

.\ccording to a statement from Roy Rogers
Enterprises, the No. 1 cowboy star is preparing to form his own theatrical film comI):iny to produce three to six oaters per year.
Cnitcd .Artists ;'nd .Allied .Artists both are
known to be bidding for distribution rights,
but, as yet, no decision has been reached.
Other new jiroduction companies recently
formed include Parlianuiu Pictures, headed
by .\1 O'Keefe. which jll^I co;n])leted "Men
of Sherwood l"ore>t" (Dun Taxlor, I'.iken
Moore), in England and is now setting up
shop for Hollywood feature production: and
Magnum Productions, headed by John I'.ash.
The latter expects to get underway by the
first of the year with "Xe\er Leave Me." to
be followed by "Dream Mercliani," based on
a novel by Harold Robbiii'-, one of the i)artners in the corporation.
The only uncommitted indeiiendent film
now shooting is Carl Hittleman's "Kentucky
■Rifles" (Maureen C3'Sullivan, Lance I'uller).
which Hittleman is personally producing and
Ira S. Webb directing. Hittleman's next film
will be "The liuckskin Lady," wliich rolls
in January.

"MR. ROBERTS "
(Warner Brothers)
CinemaScope and Vycrne;Colo7
As a besy-selling novel, a prizewinning Broadway plays, and a
record-breaking road-show, "Mr.
Roberts" has a huge pre-sold audience to assure it's place among the
yeor's big boxoffice hits. The screenplay takes little levity with the original story of a South Pacific Navy
supply outfit which combats boredom with prankish and oftimes bawcy horseplay. Henry Fonda, who appeared in the Broadway and road
companies for over four years, is cast
in the starring role, and Leiand Hayv/ard produces, as he did the legit
versions.
Started: September 1 ; due to wind
around the first of November. Budget: upwards of $3,000,000.
Ccs>: Henry Fonca, James Cagney,
William Powell, Jack Lemmon, Ward
Bond. Producer, Leiand Hayward.
Directors, John Ford and Mervyn LeRoy. Cameraman, Winton Hoch.

The next bii; production set to t^o is " Tlie
Giant" (William H olden), which producerdirector Georue Stevens hopes to roll around
1 >eceniber 1. Grace Kelly is under considerluin for the co-starrint; role, provided a
m-out can be arraiiijed with .MGM.
INDEPENDENTS
Distribs Grab Inde Films
To Bolster Sagging Backlogs
IKWKR AND l-'KW l-.R l.\l)Kl'i:Xdcnt films are Koin^ into productitm without
previous releasing commitments, as a result

Below, crew a\ The Reluctant feasts their eyes, thru binoculars, on the lovely nurses at
the new island hospital. Above, Mr. Roberts (Fonda) talks to crew member Bill Henry.
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( ('.Diitiiiucd jnim I'anc 23)
before trouble begins. Then lay the spadework and man
fortifications which may preclude the troubles entirely."
Allied Artist's John C. Flinn compares movie PR
efforts with those of industry at large:

PUBLIC-AND
3take

DUR5ELVES

JVews

people, dating from way back, that theatrical industries
are untrustworthy. People suspect anyone who isn't in
the same kind of business they're in. Living by wits,

". . . although there have been some fine industry campaigns which have penetrated to the public, there has
not been a concentrated and continued drive, such as
sponsored by other top industries, including steel,
oil, etc."
And he follows with this interesting comment :
"We all know that competition is most healthy, but
perhaps too much competition among the different film
companies has resulted in a lack of unity to sell an overall picture of the industry."
On the question of manpower
PR, Mr. Flinn says:

to handle the movies'

talent and invention has always been viewed as something immoral. I am afraid that this will never be
changed, and I am also afraid that when it is changed,
if it is, there'll be something wronger with show business than exists today. The popularity of personalities
in show business emphasizes their irregularities. At the
same time it gives no stress to their regularities because

"There are some outstanding men in the public relations field within our industry, such as Charles Einfeld,
David Lipton, Howard Dietz and others . . . However,
these men have a great responsibility to their own com-

that
isn't news."
A large
number of writers see the insatiable thirst for
news of a purple hue at the bottom of this public relations difficulty. Says a Canadian respondent:

panies and cannot give the industry's over-all relations
the time required. It is also extremely difficult for a
company man to give an unbiased picture of the over-all
industry without tending to emphasize the importance

"When Fidler, Hopper or Winchell start blowing off^
about the orgies, the drunks, the mate-swappings and
the divorces, you can throw out 15 million dollars of
previous up-beat publicity and watch it sail away with
the first strong wind. You don't have to go that far.
Talk of extra-lavish parties and extraordinary salaries,
immediately places Hollywood in the South-of-France

of his own employer to some degree."
Failure to discharge a formalized, self-sustaining,
positively-directed PR drive must be classified as a sin
of omission. Among sins of commission, none disturbed
our respondents as much as the issue of Intra-Industry
Relations. The consensus revolved around this tenet:
before seeking the good will of outsiders, the first task is
to effect harmony within the industry family. Since this
particular subject is fraught with such gravity and moment, itwill be discussed fully in the following chapter.
Movie Personalities
Two completely divergent attitudes were expressed
by various contributors to this symposium on the subject of movie personalities and their conduct. Trueman
Rembusch, from Indiana, lashed out violently :

"What's wrong with our Public Relations? Speaking
in the vernacular of my fourteen year old boy 'they
stink'. They stink from Ingrid Bergman affairs; they
stink from the Rita Hayworth affairs. They stink because the industry, unlike professional baseball, didn't
have the guts to fight through the Finneran Plan and
bar those actors and actresses from the screen who commit irresponsible acts and drag the industry through
the mire."
Howard Dietz takes a benevolent view of the popular
Hollywood portraiture (without condoning major vices,
of course;. Speaking as a veteran of many phases of
show business, he rationalize a not infrequently misconstrued segment of the American scene:

"There is a tradition on the part of conservative
P«q* 2«
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category
and all that
means."
In a previous
chapter
of this series, it was
that a famous Hollywood extravagance and
times gaudy antics serve to stimulate public
the industry, and, hence, is an invaluable PR
see no reason to alter this viewpoint.

developed
its someinterest in
agent. We

The problem, it appears, is one of examining our traditional relationship with the press, particularly columnists. Marc Wolf, of Indianapolis' Y & W Management
Corp., makes a point on this subject :
"It is my opinion that we have been very lax in advising the public of the many fine things being done constantly bymembers of our industry to offset the scandal
which is being written up by the columnists ... As long
as there are writers who make a living from trying to
send out stories of a scandalous nature, we should have
writers who tell of our good deeds."
A few years back, Silas F. Seadler made an exceptionally illuminating (and readable) move in that direction.
In a little phamplet titled "Speak Up, Movie Folk!" Mr.
Seadler listed some of the most recurring down-beat
platitudes leveled at the industry — and proceeded to map
out some dandy quashers. Here's an apropos example:
"WHEN THEY SMEAR HOLLYWOOD—
Point out that :
When people are in the limelight they're an easy target.
A couple of film folks step out of line — just as people
do now and then in any other community — and thou-

I
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PURLIC-AND

Your

sands of hardworking, homeloving, decent men and
women are condemned. Hollywood is human — neither
more or less. Just like the people who smear it. The
difference is that when any among the 2,785,643 residents of Los Angeles County get offside, they are linked
with Hollywood in the headlines if they have had but
the remotest connection, past or present, with the life
of the film center."
Another PR evil which might be included in this vein
is spelled out by a leading southern circuit leader:
"Some
doubtful
which is
far as the

exhibitors, less responsible ones, are led into
if not salacious advertising by the material
supplied them. The irresponsible ones go so
sex pictures.

"But there seems to be no feeling of public responsibility (excepting for the Production Code) on the part
of Hollywood, or, in particular, those who control the
publicity which emanates from Hollywood. The general
attitude is that Barnum was right in that it is sufficient
that they be talked about, regardless of what is said."
The industry's public relations standing has been considerably weakened in recent years by the lachrymose
"sympathy" bestowed upon it by so-called friends.
Listen to Bob O'Donnell:
". . . It is an irritation to receive the constant sympathy of those who believe that our business is on the
rocks. Regardless of the near truth reflected in this attitude, Iwould greatly welcome more optimism now in
our trade papers, in the daily press. Wall Street Journal,
and so on."
Fresh Blood Lacking
Wometco Circuit's Harvey Fleischman shows how
this sentiment is injuring the industry's reputation as an
attractive career for fresh blood :
"It is my opinion that one of the reasons we don't
have as many people interested in becoming part of exhibition isbecause we've hammered about poor prospects of the motion picture industry in the face of television competition.
"Many college kids whom I have interviewed for jobs
have indicated to me they feel that their future would
be more secure in the television end of the amusement
industry since they 'believe that the theatre's days are
numbered'."
Al Lichtman pursues this point further:
". . . We have not yet learned to stand up and be
proud of our industry. Many of its detractors continue
to abuse us because we prefer to take the easy way out
and be silent. We have not yet educated the public that
Hollywood is a symbol of progress, rather than a word
for a state of mind."
He claims we lack the discretion of concealing our
private family quarrels from the public :
"We still fight our battles in the newspapers over
matters which should be settled among ourselves. We
have not learned to be statesmen. In a great many
cases, we are still petty politicians."

OURSELVES

Mntlustri/
Other PR gripes included the trend toward misleading advertising, poor taste in film promotions, the sale
of films to television and the subsidization of TV interests by production elements. One issue happily missing from comment is Communist infiltration, indicating
the thoroughly competent job of surveillance performed
by industry watchdogs in ridding itself of red taints.
Any comprehensive study of movie public relation
would be incomplete without an appraisal of the industry's varied publics. Bob O'Donnell performs this service in a brief, but thoroughly comprehensive breakdown :
"Theatre-going public : Our public relations with our
theatre-going public is generally good. People have
shown irritation at advanced prices on special attractions during past months. The flurry of unsettled prices
is now about over, it seems, and these complaints have
subsided. We hope roadshow pictures and advanced
admission prices can be kept to a minimum from now on.

■'Non-theatre-going pul.lic : There is little evidence, at
least in this part of the country, that we have yet been
able to 'reach' and recapture our lest audience. To the
man or woman who has not been to a movie in months
the normal, routine advertisino' appeal thru the usual
channels means little and the impact is negligible. TV,
it seems, offers the best medium to sell our best current
product and it is most effective at the national level.
"Daily press: Public Relations with the daily press
is generally good, although it is our impression that
most papers do not accord to the movies the publicity
they deserve in terms of quality of entertainment provided, and relative attendance figures. Generally speaking, one top downtown movie theatre will play to more
people in a year than will the home baseball team. Yet
the publicity accorded the sport, as opposed to the
movie, will be out of focus. The movies advertise daily
— the baseball club, seldom.
"National magazines: Most national magazines are
very kind to us including such as Red Book, Cosmopolitan, Good Housekeeping. However, Time and Newsweek seem to be often over-critical and cynical in their
reviews of our product, and whoever reviews motion
pictures for these magazines has generated a down-beat
attitude towards our industry.
"Fan magazines: Fan magazines seem as popu'ar as
ever — among the fans. They help nail to the movie theatres those who are now regular customers. However, it
seems to some of us that they ought to carry more adult
fare. Adults generally simply pick up a fan magazine,
look at the pictures and disdain the story material.
"Congress: Our public relations with the Congress
must be good. The evidence is in."
The next c/iaplcr trill deal ivilh lite Recommendations made by industry leaders and discuss the
essential subject of Intra-Industry Relations.
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all season

showmanship

points

the

way

to

profits!

You can't let summer's lieat wilt your entliusiasm ... or winter's cold cool your ardor for selling your shows
You've got to heep crowing i£ you want to keep tke crowds coming . . .You've got to keep sliowing 'em wliai
you've got . . . sliowing 'em with trailers on your screen . . . displays in your lobby, out front and away from
that builds profits is an all-year-round business!

1^

theatre . . . and posting all over town . . . 'cause the Showmanship

MERCHANDISING

'Workshop' Confabs Spreading
The first in the series of Metro's Ticket
Selling Workshops kicked off in Pittsburgh
with some 350 theatremen attending, including managers and representatives from the
Shea, Stanley Warner and Manos circuits.
The roundtable sessions, being sponsored by
MGM vice-presidents Charles M. Reagan
and Howard Dietz, are designed to find new
ways and means of increasing business at
theatre boxoffices.
Mike Simons, chief cf customer relations
for Metro, is conducting the woikshopi with
the assistance of exploitation director Emery
Austin. Specially se■
lected panelists are
chosen for each session to cover a wide
field bearing on promotion and coordinated audience selling
activities.
9
^
-...^^^H Additional workim^^^^H shops will be held in;
Indianapolis, Nov. 16;
H
^^^
^1 .^^
^^^^A^k
^B
^^^
Boston, Dec. 6; CoSIMONS
lumbus, O., March 1,
and Billings, Mont.,
May. 10, Foster B.
Gauker, Metro Indianapolis branch manager, is working with
Indiana Allied president Roy Kalver and
secretary William, on
plans for the Hoosier
confab.
In Boston, Benn H.
Rosenwald, M-G-M
manager, is working
with Melvin B. Safner
and Herbert Brown,
convention chairmen
for the annual meeting
of Independent Exhibitors, Inc. and DriveIn Theatre Association of New England,
^^1^^
^^■^^^ aMUM
to set the workshop for
the day preceding the
^^m^^^l^m^l
BROWN
convention.

&

EXPLOITATION

DEPARTMENT

/

Syracuse bus riders were given shock treatment by Loew's State manager Sam Gilman for the opening of UA's "Suddenly". This strilcing blowup of Sinatra sparked attention in cruise around town.

'Carmen' Gets Big Premiere
Broadway was treated to another colorful
Hollywood premiere when 20th-Fox's latest
CinemaScoper, "Carmen Jones", bowed at
the Rivoli. Charles Einfeld's exploiteers did
it up brown — in this case red — as batteries
of searchlights flatbed the area with a crimson glow to light the arrivals of producerdirector Otto Preminger and stars Dorothy
Dandridge, Pearl Bailey, Olga James and

Joe Adams. A 34-city coast-to-coast TV and
radio network carried event into millions of
homes chalking up some effective pre-selling.
Additional high-pressure publicity was
garnered through newsreels, newspaper still
photographers, wire service lensmen and a
crew
the RCA-TV
show "Tonight.''
Filmedfrom
highlights
of premiere
were also
carried on a late Steve Allen network show
in addition to in-person appearances of stars.
(Continued on Page 30J

RKO boxofficers making available a Ruffian's Rogue's Gallery of stills to theatres playing "Passion".
Harry Schreiber, manager of Palace in Columbus, used them to fashion this eye-catching display.

THUR10ai4

RUFFIANS

ROGUES

GALLiRl^

mi
Common wealth Ticket- Bonus
With the basic aim of inducing the moviegoing habit among children. Commonwealth
circuit's Don Tillotson, in Holton, Kansas,
is employing a bonus admission idea to keep
the, -kiddies coming to the Arcadia Theatre
on Saturday matinees. Tillotson passes out
t*" each child a bonus card which has printed
around the margin 1, 2, 3, F— the latter
meaning Free. The youngsters are invited
to present the card to the doorman each
Saturday matinee to be punched, and each
time they reach "F", the visit is on the house.

CORNEL WILDE
YVONNE DcCARLO

1
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Powerful

'Contessa' Campaign

A stunning promotional barrage on "The
Barefoot Contessa" is being layed down by
the United Artists showmen under Francis
M. Winikus. Flashy window displays and
street ballys are part of the vast campaign
to push the engagement at the NYC Capitol,
and to set the pattern for this Bogart-Gardner starrer throughout the country.
Seen at left, top, is a window display at
Macy's famous department store. The lifelike cutout of Ava Gardner is draped with a
"Contessa" styled jacket. Macy's is also
pushing the film with other window and
counter displays. This kind of point-of-sales
promotion will be employed in other cities.
Another eye-catching display seen in New
York is the one in the center, in Lewis &
Conger's window, featuring a blow-up of
Miss Gardner draped in a bathtowel. The
idea cf hanging garments and various accessories on cutouts of film figures is an arresting gimmick that bound to draw attention.
At the left, bottom, lovely models are
caught on 5th Avenue displaying tiaras and
"Contessa" gowns. They were carrying
shoes over their arms to underscore the title,
and distributing cards announcing the picture's run at the Capitol.
Another jumbo campaign is being handled
on the West Coast by Leon Roth in advance
of the film's premiere on November 4, at the
Los Angeles Fine Arts. This is planned to
be the biggest opening ever staged by UA,
and Roth is giving the event an intensive
publicity campaign in all L. A. newspapers
and via TV and radio, in addition to citywide merchandise tie-ups.

(('.imlinuvd from Page 29)

UA's Francis M. Winikus (lefr). national
ad-pub-exploitation director, and Merrill Watson, v.p. of National Shoe Manufacturers Asso.,
launch a nationwide tour of a fabulous collection of gem-studded shoes that will spearhead
a footwear tie-in campaign on behalf of "Barefoot Contessa". In cooperation with five leading shoe manufacturers, local engagements of
"Contessa" will be boosted with national mag
and newspaper ads, plus in-store promotions.
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Irving Berlin (3rd from I.), swinging thru
Boston on a promotion tour for Paramount's
"White Christmas", meets with a group of New
England exhibitors and press representatives.
From left are: Joe Saunders, American Theatres
buyer; Al Siner, mgr. of the Strand, Providence;
Berlin; Ed Cantor, American Theatres gen, mgr.;
Henry Schwartzberg, American Theatres chief
buyer; Louis Gordon and Arthur Lockwood of
Lockwood & Gordon circuit, and Newell
Kurzon of the Kurzon chain.

As in Hollywood and NYC premieres, Judy
Garland gave "A Star Is Born" her personal
send-off In Chicago. Top: Illinois Governor &
Mrs. Stratton receive Garland's autograph.
Bottom: John Scully, Mrs. Scully, (daughter of
John Balaban), Garland, Mrs. Balaban, Balaban
& producer Sid Luft attend supper party given
by Balaban after opening. Warner exploiteers
under Mort Blumenstock have used the premiere
splashes to reap priceless publicity and produce
0 wealth of pre-selling via breaks in the press,
radio, TV and newsreels.

'Carmen'-LIFE Co-op
The break for "Carmen Jones" on the
cover of the November 1 issue of LIFE, and
on 4 pages inside, does not end the national
publication's promotion of the 20th-Fox
musical hit. It just kicked off one of the
largest co-op campaigns ever engineered
jointly by a magazine and a film company.
On the day of the world premiere at the
NYC Rivoli last week, the publication started
sponsorship of radio spot announcements,
which ran for four days. Leading newspapers in key cities throughout the country
also carried LIFE's weekly ad, featuring a
reproduction of the Dorothy Dandridge
cover, with copy crediting Otto Preminger's
CinemaScope production. Special cards were
posted at thousands of newsstands in hundreds of cities. Blow-up reproductions of the
LIFE cover will be available to theatres.

Sally Wile being crowned Queen of the Screen
Publicists Guild's annual Movie Page Ball by
Guild president Harry Hochfeld (20th-Fox
artist), while M.C. Al Mendelsohn (U-I publicist) looks on. More than 500 advertisingpublicity staffers of Warner Bros., Columbia,
United Artists, Fox, U-I, newspaper and trade
press reporters were on hand for dance and show.
'Star Is Born' ContestA natural contest to plug "A Star Is Born"
was conceived by John Denman, manager of
the Denver Theatre. Promoting a tie-up with
the Rocky Mountain News, Denman, had
that newspaper publish six (one each day)
old movie scenes from pictures in which new
stars were born. Contestants were asked to
name the film and the new star who was
born, as well as to complete the statement:
"I like musical movies because . . ."
Paul H. Lyday, publicity director of Fox
Inter-Mountain, reports that the stunt garnered araft of free space in the Denver daily.
Two costumed Nubians seen below paraded
Broadway with appropriate signs ballying
Walter Wanoer's "The Adventures of Hajji
Baba " on behalf of the New York City Globe.

4 Advance build-up for Universal-International's production of "The Galileans", by
Frank G. Slaughter, includes
competition for the coveted
role of Mary Magdalene.
Seen here are three U-i officials with three International
beauties vying for the part.
In the usual order: David A.
Lipton, vice-president and
advertising chief; Myriam
Verbeeck of Belgium; Alfred
E. Daff, executive vice-president; Nivole Maurey of
France; Gia Scala of Italy;
Robert Palmer, studio talent
executive.
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Wolfson Hifs Allied Bill
All industry eyes were turned to Chicago this
week, where the TOA convention was held, to see
what form their heralded "Grasr. Roots" campaign
would take. Allied, at its confab in Milwaukee,
had plainly begun the first strains of a cooperation
overture with TOA, and speculation ran rife as to
whether or not TOA might harmonize in Allied's
government regulation movement.
However, Mitchell Wolfson, chief of Wometco
Theatres and past president of TOA, tipped off
the tune that was expected to be played at the
Chicago meeting in a statement condemning
Allied's control bill. Wolfson flatly declared:
"We are very much opposed to Allied States'
plan to seek Federal control of film distribution. I
have read Mr. Myers' bill and it gives me the
shivers. I continue to believe in the people of
America and their common sense which will regulate business so that it shall provide continued
safeguards and opportunities for our children and
their children; but I am strongly opposed to the
loss of the American concept of a free market
which this bill proposes by substituting control by
the Federal Government."
Wolfson, who is co-chairman of TOA's theatre TV committee, continued:
"The making of more pictures must be encouraged by exhibitors. For this reason, there
must remain hope of gain if we are to hope that
there will remain those willing to risk making pictures of unusual boxof?ice value. Limit the hope
and you limit the hazard men are willing to face;
predetermine his potential and you will preempt
his performance."
Wolfson agreed that exhibitors "should continue aunited fight for fair prices and policies, but
we should not seek the help of professional politicians who owe no allegiance of heart and may
well become guests who will eat more than we can
place on the table." He called for "more pictures
— not more policies" saying, "We should work to
that end in unity and not force prices up by trying
to out-bid each other."
Wolfson concluded with this well-turned metaphor which will probably be oft-repeated by
others who oppose government regulation: "Those
who grow fat on government by bureaucracy
would welcome another teat to milk. I'd prefer we
keep that nourishment for those who own the cow."
Theafremen Unite Against Slot-TV
Sides have been finally drawn for the Slot TV
battle which has been looming on the horizon for
more than a year (I'ilm r.ULI.K I i X Oct. 19,
Nov. 2, Nov. 16, 1953), when exhibition set up a
committee to organize "all groups interested in
preserving free home television for the American
people." Co-chairmen of the group are Alfred
Starr, Nashville circuit operator and former TOA
president, and Trueman Rembusch, Indiana theatreman and past president of Allied. Fabian Theatres executive Philip F. Harling and James Arthur,
of S. Cal. Theatre Owners, were named treasurer
and secretary, respectively. The group is said to
represent 95 percent of the organized theatre owners in the country.
Zenith Radio Corp., along with Paramount
Pictures' Telemeter Corp., one of the biggest proPago 32
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Top United Artists execs,
Arthur B. Krim, Max E. Youngstein and Arnold M. Picker, returned from their individual
tours of the four corners of the
globe where they spread glad
product tidings.
Krim's trip
encompassed a six-week
swing
through company offices in the
Middle and Far East. Accompanied throughout most of bis
trio by Picker, he kicked off the
Asian phase 35th
of theAnniversary
company's
worldwide
celebration. Youngstein set campaigns heralding international
premieres of "The Barefoot Contessa"
Rome. in Paris, London and
At the 2-day 20th-Fox southern sales division meeting in
Miami, assistant sales chief W.
C. Gehring met with division
head Harry Balance, assistant
Paul C. Wilson, and branch managers D. M. Coursey, Atlanta;
John E. Holson, Charlotte, Mark
Sheridan, Jr., Dallas; T. P. Tidwell, Jacksonville; T. W. Young,
Memphis; W. A. Briant, New
Orleans, and M. W. Osborne,
Oklahoma City.
Ted Schlanger, Stanley Warner Philadelphia zone mgr., beca'^e a grandfather when his
daughter, Marilyn (Mrs. Samuel
aSugarman,
boy.
Tampa) gave birth to
Board of Directors of the
Stanley Warner Corp. declared
a dividend of 25c per share on
the corporation's common stock,
payable Nov. 24.
Nick Pery, Columbia International managing director for
Europe and the Near East, was
made a v. p. of the company, it
was announced by Joseph A.
McConville.
U-I's Norman Weitman, former Washington sales mgr., replaces Leo Greenfield, resigned,
as Albany branch mgr.
Veteran RKO executive Richard Mahn has been appointed
Labor Relations Director of
RKO studio.
August Marchesi of Amboy,
111., was elected regional v. p. of
the UTO of 111.
New Jersey Allied holds a
membership luncheon meeting at
the Ritz Restaurant in Passaic
on Thursday, Nov. 18. It will be
followed the same evening by
the annual Beefsteak Dinner.
Exploitation Productions, Inc.
will release "Laurel and Hardy
in Utopia," the first film made
by L&H since 1945, it was announced by gen. sales mgr. Jack
H. Harris.
Howco Productions, Inc, has
opened a new film exchange in
Memphis tn be known as the
Howco Exchange of Tennessee,
Inc. Sales chief Scott Lett said
W. C. Kroeger will head the exchange, which will handle releases, Filmakers and Samuel
Goldwyn re-issues.
Died: Oscar Ruby, 57, Columbia Cleveland branch mgr.

NEWS
ponents of Slot TV, responded to exhibition's opposition through its president. Commander E. F.
McDonald, Jr., who declared, "The attempt by
movie theatres to block subscription TV is like
trying to stop the wheels of progress with a fly
swatter, and will prove to be as futile as other attempts by other industries to kill off competition
that might cut into profits." McDonald said, however, "This does not mean that we expect subscription TV to replace the movie theatre . . .
what subscription TV will do is add greatly to the
amount of top quality film entertainment seen by
the public, which means greater production by
Hollywood for both the theatre and the home
TOA leader George Kerasotes, for one exhibiboxoffice."
tor, was not impressed. He issued a statement saying, "Ccin-in-the-Slot TV, as currently proposed
by the petitions pending before the FCC, is a very
real and ominous threat to our business of motion
picture exhibition."
AB-PT Exec Upbeat on Business
A rosy financial future was painted for the industry by American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres v.p. Edward L. Hyman on a visit to
Hollywood. Touring the studios, Hyman declared
a strong fourth quarter in 1954 was in prospect,
and "an even more acceptable first quarter in
1955." He said his prediction was based on the
quality of product to be released during the next
few months.
Industry Mourns Charles P. Skouras
The death of National Theatres president
Charles P. Skouras, 65, following a heart attack,
left a shocked and saddened industry. Entering
exhibition in 1914, with his brothers Spyros and
George, he was long a stalwart leader in the exhibition field. On the national scene, Skouras
served as chairman of the Fourth War Loan campaign, was an executive of the Greek War Relief
Association, and was active in innumerable charitable drives and causes. He was founder of the
Saint Sophia Cathedral (Greek Orthodox), Los
Angeles, and with his brothers supported its construction.
Columbia Releases to TV
Columbia Pictures has disposed of a batch of
its old westerns and cartoons to TV. In making
the announcement, executive vice-president Jack
Cohn hastened to ward off the anticipated exhibitor outcry by assuring the trade that "This in no
way alters our company's policy of not releasing
our features for television showing." The films
being made available, Columbia said, "Have no
further potential for reissues."
The publication "Harrison's Reports" stated
in its October 30 issue that Columbia acquired a
50 percent interest in Hygo Corporation, the television film sales agency which will handle distribution of the pictures, as part of the deal. "Harrison's" also put the total of films at 20 westerns
(starring Bill Elliott and Russell Hayden) anJ
200 cartoons, and alleged that some of the westerns are only 10 years old, not 15 years or more,
as claimed in the company's announcement.

n
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Vista-Verse
When Paramount launched its VistaVision
It drew from some folk fust mild derision
Because the system was not new.
They said. .411 it could do
W as make a film gigantic:
Bui. unlike 'Scope, not panoramic.
The .scoffers claimed it was a fact
That VV lacked the big impact
Mafestic sweep, and sense of drama.
That made a wow of Cinerama.
But VVs newest Look this Fall.
As demonstrated at the Music Hall.
Is very good indeed. On mammoth .screen.
E'en the tiniest detail can be seen.
Thanks to the projectors, shining new,
I p in the booth where, hid from view.
The film moves in a speedy glide.
Two frames at once, running side by side.
The result is first-rate, strong and clear:
But a note of warning's in place here:
This horizontal system of VV
Is not for the likes of you and me.
As Paramount admits without restraint,
"For the little theatre, this just ain't
The system". Rightly, the company trains
its guns
On the Road Show moguls, not the 'sub runs".
For them — and for the bigger drive-ins. too,
It should provide much extra revenue.
*
*
V
As a stockholder and board member of
the rejuvenated, revitalized United Artists,
Matty Fox should be ever conscious of
the well-being of the motion picture exhibitor.
He is a film man of long standing, who
having served the Skouras Theatres for
six years in the 'thirties', been a Universal
Pictures vice-president, joined the able
group which won management control of
United Artists from Mary Pickford and
Charles Chaplin. Since then he has been
involved in big screen television and
three-dimensional projection.
Now, however, Matty Fox is fishing in
darker waters. As president of Skiatron
TV he has petitioned the Federal Communications Commission to authorize a
limited system of subscription television.
He has told the U. S. Government in
his petition that the public wants to see
"new feature movies" at home.
I iftvite Mr. Fox to answer in this column one plain, straightforward question:
"How can you, as a partner in a company whose prosperity is based solely on
the theatre man's goodwill, justify to the
exhibitor your advocacy of toll-TV and
the sale of 'new feature movies' to this
competitive medium?"

Fax

...

. . . Price

All his life Walter Lantz, who started
as an artist, has been making cartoons
(Bugs Bunny, Woody Woodpecker, et
al), handled these last 25 years by Universal.
Now Walter has a "beef". He wants
higher rentals for his shorts. Why? So
that he can avoid cutting his cartoons
down from six minutes to five and, if
possible, raise the running time from the
present six to eight minutes, while providing better sound and better stories.
There are some producers whose claim
to increased prices have little or no justification, which is why, being in no position to reason with exhibitors, they have
to bludgeon them. But not Walter Lantz.
He has quite a case: one that deserves a
sympathetic ear.
Since 1941, said Walter the other day,
the cost of making a six minute cartoon
has jumped from $15,000 to about $30,000.
The union scale for animators, for instance, isup from $80 to $147 a week. But
there has been no increase in rental for
years.
"If," said Walter modestly over luncheon, "we could get from every U. S. exhibitor an increase equal to just one admission our troubles would be over." In
other words, Lantz could immediately
start making eight minute cartoons with
a "plus" quality.
When I warned Walter that this might
not be the appropriate moment to broach
the subject, because of exhibitors' anger
at current film prices, he reminded me
that he has to wait about four years, and
get 15,000 bookings, before he begins to
show a profit on his negative cost. "And
don't forget", he added, "I'm using my
ownFrankly,
money."as he also admitted, Lantz
cartoons would disappear entirely from
the motion picture screens of America if
it were not for the side-revenues obtained
from comic-book publication, merchandising and overseas film rentals. Publishing
and merchandising today provide Walter
with fully 30 per cent of his annual
income.
Foreign exhibitors — as he found on his
recent 4000-mile European trip — publicize
and promote cartoons. American theatremen seldom do so. They regard the cartoon merely as a program "filler"; yet
surveys show that where two houses are
showing features of approximately equal
entertainment "pull", the one which also
has a well-made cartoon will generally do
better business. "It could do still better
business", Walter Lantz claims, "if the
exhibitor exploited the cartoon. It needn't

Qu^ry
far

far

Vartaans

cost another penny; just a line in his
regular advertisement."
Frankly, I feel that this is one of those
rare cases in which an increase has been
well-earned, and is thoroughly deserved.
*
*
*
Allied has warned distributors to
stop their tricks.
"Or else we'll ask the Government
to act:
"To regulate the booking terms of
motion This
pix." is the time for Allied
Beware!
to use tact,
hs actions and its attitudes to
soften.
Thetoorisk
is great in crying "ff'ulf!"
often.

Dear Ginger Rogers, where have
? a wonderful show.
OnyouTV been
you've
} ou act like a princess and look like
a queen.
If hy
did Hollywood let you go?

The kind of ballyhoo that does pay off
is the Hollywood gossip column. The
other day in Editor and Publisher the
"Bible of Journalism", there appeared a
letter from one Irwin R. Franklyn which
made a lot of sense to me. Wrote Mr.
Franklyn: "I frankly do not believe that
the majority of entertainment-seekers are
gudied in selecting the play or the movie
they wish to see by the opinions of even
the most learned of critics . . . The
present good business and the past successes enjoyed by the motion picture industry are due to such columns as those
written by Louella Parsons about Hollywood, its stars and its products".
*
*
*
One of the most intriguing chapters in
the Floyd Odium-Howard Hughes struggle for the soul of RKO has yet to be
written. It was Odium, you remember,
who first sold RKO to Hughes. Odium
has been trying to buy the company back,
without success. Now, "The Girl Rush",
starring Rosalind Russell, which was to
have been made in association with RKO,
is to be produced and distributed by Paramount. Who made the switch? Frederick
Brisson, President of Independent Artists,
"in behalf of Floyd Odium, who controls
Independent Artists Pictures, Inc."
Film BULLETIN
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THIS

All The

ALLIED

Vital

ARTISTS

July
Brand.
RETURN FROM THE SEA Jan Sterling, Neville
Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.executive
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
in battle.
Returns
honne a hero to marry girl he loves. 80 min.
WEAK AND THE WICKED. THE Glynis Johns, John
Director J. LeeVictor inSkuteiky.
Gregson. Producer
Thompson.
Drama. Framed
fraud case young woman
She is thrown
prison.
In
years
two
to
Is sentenced
among wicked women and involved in escape. 72 min.
August
Beverly Garland.
KILLER LEOPARD JohnnybySheffield,
Ford Beebe. Melodrama.
Produced anfd directed
Bomba helps beautiful screen star track down runaway
husband in wilds of Arfica. 70 min.
Dorothy Malone. ProIreland,
RISK F.John
SECURITY
Director Harold Schuster.
Broidy.
ducer William
thwarts communists
vacation
on
FBI agent
Melodrama.
who
kill scientist and steal secret papers. 49 min.
September
Hunti Hall, IBowery
JUNGLE GENTS Leo Gorcey,Director
Edward Bernds.
Boysl. Producer Ben Schwalb.
can actualof
one
that
Discoveringthe gang goes theto boys
Comedy.
Africa to find a
ly smellindiamonds,
fortune
stolen diamonds. 64 min.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Vincent M. Fennelly. WesCollins.is Producer
D. Ex-convict
Lewis tern.
made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws. 69 min.
October
MaTHE Bob Mathlas, Melba
STORY.
MATHIAS
BOB
William
thias Ward Bond. Producers James L. Fallon,
E Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sportsfromdrama.
high
Decathlon champion
Biography
school days ofto Olympic
present. 80 min.
Jan Sterling. ProHUMAN JUNGLE, THE Gary Merrill,
MurderHayes Goeti. Director Joe Newman.
ducer
police squad,
meller. Young police captain revamps
min.
82
murder.
cleans up tough section and solves
November
Hyer, Joan
CRY VENGENCE Mark Stevens, Martha
Director Stevens.
Vohs. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
prison
from
released
detective
Former
Melodrama.
commit
didn't
he
crime
for
term
long
serving
after
him.
framed
who
men
seeks revenge against
Gray. ProDenning, Virginia
Richard Director
EARTH
TARGET ducer
Sherman A. Rose.
Herman Cohen.
Science Fiction. Earth is invaded by army of robots
from the planet Venus. 75 min.
December
Marole
Morris, Dane Clark. Director
PORT OF HELL WayneWilliam
F. Broidy.
Mathews. Producer
Harold Schuster. Melodrama. Port Warden of Los
freighter has atomic
learns todocked
harborwhich
Angelesaboard
is be set off in communist plot
tobomb
destroy the harbor.
THE NIGHT Technicolor. David NIven.
TONIGHT'S
Yvonne de Carlo. Barry Fitigerald. Comedy. Irish
fantasy with comic flavor. 88 min.
Coming
THE Tectimcolor. John Derek,
STORY.
ANNAPOLIS
MIrisch.
Diana Lynn. Producer Walter
Kevin McCarthy,Siegel.
Brothers who graduated
Drama.
Director Don
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
eventually reconciled during combat as jet fighter
pilots in Korea.
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall,
IBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director EdAladdin's
Boys findtake
Comedy. Boweryadventures
Nernds. and
wardlamp
them
magic
to Bagdad.
64 min. resulting
COLUMBIA
CAINE MUTINY. THE I July
Pre-release) Technicolor. HumBogart, Van Edward
Johnson,Dmytryk.
Jose Ferrer,
FredStanley
MacMurray.phreyDirector
Producer
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy
destroyer 125 min
HELL BELOW ZERO Technicolor. Alan Ladd. Director
Mark Robson Producers Irving Allen. Albert Broccoli.
Sea adventure. Murder and elements combine to make
complication lor i-navy skipper In the Antartlc. 91 min.
FILM

YOUR
Details

on Carrent

PRODUCT

SD Coming

INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones, Montgomery Clift. Director Vittorio de Siea.
Producers David O. Selznick and de Sica. Drama. Made
in
Italy, film.
("Bicycle
language
63 min. Thief") de Sica's first English
OUTLAW STALLION. THE Technicolor. Phil Carey,
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DirecFred F. Sears.
devotion
wild torstallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
64 min.to
August
LAW VS. BILLY THE KID, THE Technicolor. Scott
Brady, Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katiman. Director
William Castle. Western. Revenging himself on crooked
sheriff and outlaw gang, Billy the Kid runs afoul the
law, and Is eventually killed by his best friend. 73 min.
PUSHOVER Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey. Producer
Jules Schermer. Director Richard Quine. Melodrama.
Detective
fallshimin against
love with
for
her turns
law.gunman's
88 min. girl. His desire
BLACK DAKOTAS. September
THE Technicolor. Gary Merrill,
Wanda Hendrix. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray Naiarro. Western. Confederate spys plot to
send Sioux Nation on warpath thereby tieing up large
Union army force. 65 min.
BULLET IS WAITING. A Technicolor. Jean Simmons,
Rory Calhoun, Stephen McNally, Brian Aherne. Producer Howard Welsch. Director John Farrow. MeloPlane crash strands
sheriffViolence
and suspected
murdererdrama.
in California
wilderness.
flares when
they seek shelter in lonely cabin occupied by a
beautiful girl. 82 min.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Friti Lang. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner In
murder to achieve selfish ends. 90 min.
October
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Elia Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers' domination of longshoremen is moved to
rebel against the syndicate by love of woman. 108 min.
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Donna Reed, Dianne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
three years earlier, cowboy returns home to clear
his name. 77 min.
November
AFFAIRS OF MESSALINA. THE Maria Felix. Georges
Marchal. Director Gallone. Historical drama. 106 min.
BLACK KNIGHT, THE Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Patricia Medina. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R.
Broccoli. Director Tay Garnett. Adventure. Poor
sword-maker rises up to become knight and saves King
Arthur. England and Christianity from pagans. 85 min.
CANNIBAL
ATTACK
Johnny
Weissmuller,
Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam
Katiman.
Director
Lee Sholem.
Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Fra^nkovlch.
Director
RichardcialsSale.
Adventure-meller.
Tangier
customs
employ woman secret agent to help
break offiup
smuggling ring. 84 min.Coming

Features

THEY RODE WEST Donna Reed, Robert Francis. Direc
tor Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil. Western
Doctor at frontier Army post Incurs enmity of fellov
officers when he administers to hostile Indians.
THREE FOR THE SHOW ClnemaScope, Technicolor
Betty Grable, Marge S Gower Champion, Jack Lem
mon. Producer Jonle Taps. Director H. C. Potter
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed ii
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to bes
friend.
VIOLENT MEN. THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Barbar.
Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J
Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalr>
officer leads small ranchers against encroaching lane
baron.
I. F. E.
August
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP English Language
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa, DeLaurentis Producers
Director Dulllo Coletti. War drama. Deals with the ad
ventures
of min.
Italian Navy frogmen during World War II
War
II. 93
BREAD, LOVE ANDSeptember
DREAMS Sub-titles. GIna Lollo
brigida, Vittorio DeSIca. Titanus Films production. Di
rector Luigi Comencini. Drama. Joys and minor traqe
dies of life in a mountain town. 90 min.
CITY STANDS TRIAL English. Silvana Pampanini
Amedeo Nazzari. Director Luigl Zampa. Melodrama
Suspense story of murder investigation In corrpu'
city. 105 min.
GOLDEN COACH, THE English. Technicolor. Anne
Magnanl. Director Jean Renoir. Musical drama. I7tl
century tale of beautiful actress. 105 min.
LOVE IN THE CITY English. All star cast. Produce.
Cesare Zavattini. Omnibus. Portrayal of various way
of love and women who practice them presented ir
"March of Time" style. 110 min.
October
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silvan
Pampanini,
Eleonora
Rossi Drago,
Producers Dino
De Laurentis
& CarloVittorio
Pontl. GassmaDirect
Luigi Comencini. Drama. Expose of vice ring invoi
ing girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.
HUSBAND FOR ANNA. A English Language. Silvan,
Pampanini. Producer D. F. Davaniati. Director G. Di
Santis. Drama. Trials and tribulations of woman i'
search of love and husband. 105 min.
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE English Language. Marin,
Vlady. Producer NIccolo Theodoli. Director L. Di
Felice.whichDrama.
Story of love between two 15-year
olds
ends tragically.
November
AGAINST THE WALL Eng. Lang. Silvana Mangano
Adventure.
Turn-of-century
engages In rivalr
with
police officer
for love ofbandit
Mangano.
AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwe
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Director
Clemente Fracassi. Opera. Verdi's story of rivalry be
tween Egyptian princess and slave girl for love o
Egyptian officar. Pathecolor.
110 min.
HURDY-GURDY
English. Producer, Lui
Films. Director Ettore Glannlni. Ballet-drama. Three
century story of Naples told thru medium of ballet
Continuity
ness" familyprovided
thru the by
ages.drama involving "show bus!
MADEMOISELLE GOBETTE Eng. Lang. Silvana Pam
panini. Carlo Dapporto. Excelsa-Amato production
Comedy drama. Dancer becomes entangled with la*
because of icanty costume.
THEODORA. SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. English
Italo-French co-production by Lux. Director RIccardc
Freda. Historical drama. Beautiful slave girl rises tc
become Empress of Byiantlne empire.
VOICE OF SILENCE Eng. Lang. Rossana Podesta
Cosetta Greco. Produced by Clnes-Franco London
Drama. Story of men who make 3-day religious retreat
and families and sweethearts they leave behind. 85 min

CANGACEIRO
by Vera
Productions
with
all-Braiilian Produced
cast. Director
Lima Crui
Barreto.
Action
drama. Story of bandits who terrorized Brazil for
almost
100
years
and
lived
by
their
particular
code
of honor and iustlce.
DETECTIVE.
Alec Gulness,
rector RobertTHEHamer.
Producer Joan
VivianGreenwood.
Cox. ComedyDidrama. British made, with Gulness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.
BAMBOO PRISON Robert Francis, Dianne Foster, Brian
Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Seller. War
Drama. U. labS.
Intelligence
orators in Korean
prisonofficers
camp masquerade
in order to as
spy colon
the Communists.
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery. Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katiman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson saves wrongly convicted man from hanging and
INDEPENDENTS
puts down threat of Indian war.
PHFFFT Judy Holllday, Jack Lemmon. Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson, Comedy. Bored by their marriage, professional couple find
that their freedom is even worse.
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.TRIPOLI
Paul Director
Henreid, Felix
Pa- PRIVATE HELL 36 September
Ida Lupino,
SteveDirecton
CochProducerTechnicolor.
Sam Katiman.
ran, Howard Duff.IFllmakersI
Producer Collier
Young.
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists Don Siegel. Melodrama. Police detectives working oni
aid of pirate leader to help drive savage hordes
murder
case bystealpolice
somecaptain.
"hot" 81money
from her kingdom.
ally
trapped
min. and are eventn-l
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INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
October
/ANISHING PRAIRIE IBuend Vista) Technicolor. Proiucer Walt Disney. Nature Documentary. 71 min.
November
^ALF A CENTURY OF SONGS IContinental MP Corp. I
^erraniacolor. Eng. sub-titles. Silvana Pampanini, Relate Rascel. Director Domenico Paolella. Minerva. Ei:elsa-Roma Folms. Musical. History ot Italy during
jrrent century is told in song. 95 min.
Coming
i4AD AT THE WORLD IFilmakers) Frank Lovejoy Keefe
irasselle.
ProducerWhen
Collier
Director
' Harry
:sse. Melodrama.
youngYoung.
hoodlums
accidentally
(ill
young
couple's
infant,
father
goes
gunning
^
or gang.
:RASH0UT IFilmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Kenledy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster
vielodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
rail
vrolencemoney.
with only two surviving to reach
:ache ofof stolen
LIPPERT

JIVER BEAT Phyllis Kirk, John Bentley. Producer Herman Cohen. Director Guy Green.
drama Girl
adio operator on U. S. freighterMystery
becomes unwitting
iccesjory to diamond
smugglers. Teams
with
0 investigate murder and round up gang. 73detective
min.
August
THUNDER PASS Dane Clark, Andy Devine. Producer
Robert A. Nunes. Director
Frank McDonald.
Jrama. Party of whites crossing hostile Indian Western
•ith a suspected renegade is attacked by country
tribes.
Renegade" is vindicated as Army agent. 76 min.
September
ilLENT RAIDERS Richard Bartlett, Earle Lyon Producer
:arle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Acjion drama
i>even-man patroJ lands on Normandy beach. Works its
«ay
enemy
Jieppethrough
commando
raid.forces
65 min.in preparation for the
TERROR SHIP William Lundigan, Naomi Chance Proiucer W. H. Williams.
Vernon Sewell
; ery drama. Writer buysDirector
derelict ship, finds itMyshas
seen used to cache highly-expl
osive
atomic formula.
Joards yacht for sea-chase after plotters
attempt to
escape with the secret. 72 min.
JNHOLY FOUR. THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
j^ichael
Carrerai. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
Jrama. Huiband
returns after four-year memory loss
o tr;- and
which of wife's three suitors tried to
nurder
him. find
80 min.
October
3EADLY GAME Lloyd Bridges. Producer Robert
Junoar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
'Ov.hst in southern Spain becomes
involved in murder
nd smuggled microfilm of secret formulas. 63 min. '
November
'1^*^^' Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
>t the Spanish "Joan of Arc," who persuades Spain's
irmy
to resist
but dies as a besieged city
alls and
French Napoleon,
rule prevails.
December
lACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon Prolucer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence
Fisher. Action
irama. Former auto racing champion quits
race
vhen his best friend crashes to death. He big
makes
omeback
and winsii
back his.
wife by winning^ thea
Pr
srand
Coming
HEY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady, Raymond Burr,
-felodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
""'..t"!^*
aid of American who exposes
' ^""^ asenlists
'ealfhy Braiilian
ringleader.
■LACK PIRATES. THE AnscoColor. Anthony Derter
on Chaney, Jr.
Robert L. Lippert Jr Diector Allen Miner.Producer
Adventure Pirates
terrorize town
orcing villagers to dig for. buried
treasure under
nurch. Young townsman brings their destructio
n.
iLASS TOMB. THE John Ireland. Melodrama Sidehow barker is key figure in slaying of a young
girl,
vith numerous carnival characters among the suspects
learkermystery
is
resolved
at
the
glass
tomb
where
the
presents his latest aHraction

7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummlngs.
Bicector Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel marries Powell and takes her into the hills of
Oregon
where she is faced with prospect of living with
his SIX semi-clvillied
brothers. 103 min.
September
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful girl becomes involved inespionaoe and romance In occupied Holland
during World
War II. 108 min.
October
BEAU bethBRUMMEL
Technicolor.
Stewart Granger, ElizaTayloi. Producer Sam Zimbalist.
Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era,
dashing cavalry captain gains reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions bring disaster. I 13 min.
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse, Elaine Stewart. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minnelli. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once a century. 108 min.
ROGUE COP Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh. George Raft.
Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Slick detective sergeant plays both sides of
the
law error
until ofhishisbrother's
him the
ways. 92 death
min. and a woman show
November
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
sisters in screwball family of health addicts. 119 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS. THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth Taylor, Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummlngs. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to tragedy. 128 min.
December
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive. 90 min.
DEEP IN MY HEART Technicolor. Jose Ferrer, Helen
Traubel. Merle Oberon, Walter Pidgeon. Producer
Roger Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Musical drama.
Biography of the immortal
composer
Sigmund Romberg.
Comi
ng
BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Spencer Tracy, Walter Brennan, Robert Ryan, Dean
Jagger. Anne Francis. Western drama. Whole town
tires to cover up murder of Japanese-American who
was murdered during the war.
GLASS CLIPPER. THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron.
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Charles
Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story
of
Cinderella.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly.
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Mining engineer's
against
the jungles
of Columbandits of
tobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him tobia, aand treasure
another
kind.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern. Marlon Brando, James
Mason. Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Historical
drama. Assassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus. Casslus et al. 121 min.
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams.
HowardCinemaScope.'
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
& Gower Champion. George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummlngs. Director Roy Rowland. Historicalness romance.
frontiersman
enjoysas hisproficient
wilderlife until Kentucky
finally trapped
by woman
in the woods as he Is.
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor. Edmund Purdom, Lana
Turner, Audrev Dalton, James Mitchell. Producer
Charles Schnce. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical
drama Based on Parable of the Prodigal Son.
PAHAMDUNT

vlETHD-GDLDWYN-MAYFR
July
'°!*}
■able.
Vfvian Leigh. 222 min.IR«iss"e) Technicolor. Clark
ALLEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor
•anor Parker. Producer. Sam Zimbalist. Director R.
iroih Adventure drama. Youna archeologi
st aids
•»ut,ful
cirl to carry on dead father's ambition
ot
nd lost tomb
of Egyptian Pharoah. 86 min.
August
lER TWELVE MEN Ansco Co<or. Greer Garson Robert
van. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
eonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
"vi
schoolwith
copes
with the»l problem
of sharing her
ving room
13 malet.
min
FILM

NOVEMBER

SUMMARY

November release schedules new appear set wiHi 32 features available to
exhibitors. Of this total, however,
seven films are of Italian origin. 20thFez acquired two standard inde features for November distribution which
will augment the company's monthly
CinemaScope roster of two films.
Warners also will release two anamorphics, and MGM, one. Seventeen listed
for the month ore in color.
Set for November release are:
9 Melodramas 5 Musicals
5 Dramas
4 Westerns
5 Adventures 3 Comedies
1 Science Fiction
LIVING IT UP Technicohar. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Leich. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly announces that Jerry Lewis is dying of radiation poisonand he Is95given
Janeting Leigh.
min. one last fling at life by reporter
September
REAR WINDOW Technicolor.
James Stewart, Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Melodrama. Freelance photographer becomes Involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder. 112 min.
October
SABRINA Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
Wi'liam Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
Camedy. after
Two she
rich returns
brothersfromfallyear
for inth^^ir
daughter
Paris.chauffeur's
113 min.
November
WHITE CHRISTMAS VV-Technicolor Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye,
Producer
Robt.
E.
Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtlz. Musical.
Two World
War IIcomebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war.
beinvrilved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show. 120 min.
December
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. Exjoin small
where becomes
one strives
to becomee
aGl'sclown
and circus
the other
Involved
in a
romantic triangle. 104Coming
min.
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI. THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
ajgainst
background of plan and execution of Korean air raid.
CONQUEST OF SPACE Technicolor. Walter Brooke,
Eric Fleminn. Producer George Pal. Director Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
COUNTRY GIRL. THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence when he tries comeback.
LOVE IS A WEAPON VV-Technicolor. John Payne,
Mary Murphy. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Phil
Karlson. Melodrama. Going to South America to
locate
priceless
murder and
intrigue.ruby Payne becomes involved in
MAMBO Silvana Mangano, Michael Rennie, Vittorlo
Gassman, Shelley Winters. Producers Ponti S DeLaurentis. Director Robert Rossen. Drama. Beautiful
Venetian
shopgirl
broken romance
alongattains
the way.success but meets with
RUN FOR COVER W-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner befriends young man only to be rewarded with doublecross and attempted murder.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player Is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command,
non-stop
flight. he is envolved in crash and historic

July
GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH. THE IReissue) Technicolor. James Stewart, Betty Hutton, Cornel Wilde,
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant.
Charlton Heston. 153 min.
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Comedy
drama. Ex-jewel thief Is suspected of resumZetterliog. Producers and directors Norman Panama
his profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
name.
and MeJvIn Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in clear inghis
Paris unde'goes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
marr'"'
^ finds
the female
has same
Produced by Lux-PontI DeLaurentls. Director Mario
ptex, gets
involved
in spy psychiatrist
plot and murder.
103 conv
min.
Camarlni. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric feats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
August
WE'RE Bennett,
NO ANGELS
VV-Technicolor.
Humphrey
ABOUT MRS. LESLIE Shirley Booth, Robert Ryan. Pro- Joan
Aldo Ray.
Producer Pat
Duggan. Bogart.
Direcducer Hal Wallis. Director Daniel Mann. Drama. Wotor
Michael
Curtii.
Comedy.
Escaping
from
Devil's
Island,
three
convicts
aid
benefactors
who
are
on
the
rooming houseabout
ownerownfindsill-ftenant's
her toman reminisce
d ted fproblems
d Ir . 104 lead
min , verge of bankruptcy.
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Coming
flEPUBLIC
July
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Curey, Mdrqaret Lockwood. Forrest Tucker. Producer-director H*rbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable schooner captain
tries to save girl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
dvenget death and claims boy. 91 min.
August
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of. if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire. Stephen McNally Associate producer-director William Seiter.
Drama. Woman newspaper owner is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Youno
wagesDirector
range Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage. 90 min.
ROOGIE'S BUMP Robert Marriot, Ruth Warrick, Brooklyn Dodgers'
comedy.
Little stars.
boy triesJohnout Bash
for andproductions.
makes the Sports
Brooklyn Dodgers' team.
September
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tanglers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
against Red
police.of Shanghai's International SettleTOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in 77foiling
steal
secret formula.
min. enemy agent's plot to
Coming
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring.
HELL'S OUTPOST
Cameron,
Asso.
producer
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
■ n rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama. Ycung engineer fights to recover timberland inheritance from tycoon who killed his father.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure romance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
(puietstays
Man".to
An
In Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had always used Is closed
by the owner.
UNTAMED HEIRESS Judy Canova. Do.T Barry. Comedy.
Judy becomes Involved with gold hoard and battle
royal In pseudo medieval castle in the desert. 70 min.
RKO
July (Reissue). Danny Kaye,
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN
Farley Granger, Jeanmaire. 112 min.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds Producer Harriet Parsons. Director Frank
Tashlin.
Romantic
girl" her
Is placed
custody of
writer comedy.
who wants"Bad
to study
type forin
story he Is writing. 98 min.
August
NO RELEASES
AFRICA ADVENTURESeptember
PatheColor. Producer Robert C.
Ruark. Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
ofRuark's
Africa. 3-monfh
44 min. safari through unexplored sections
October
PASSION Technicolor Cornel Wilde, Yvonne de Carlo.
Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alan Dwan. Melodrama. South American vaquero sets out on mission of
vengence when his family is killed by bandits. 84 min.
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason. Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learnt that boyfriend Is really in love with her married
titter.der She
for husband's
thinkingthereupon
that will framet
bring sister
boyfriend
back 91 murmin
November
CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA Technicolor Barbara
Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan Producer Benedict Bogeaus
Director Allan Dwan. Western Daughter of rancher
becomet Involved in Indian war and cattle rustling
when her lather it matiacred by renegade braves.
FILM

December
AMERICANO, THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Frank
Loveioy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess. Producer Robert
Stillman. Director William Castle. Action drama. Delivering priie Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
Texas cowboy becomes involved with murder, bandits
and romance.
Coming
BIG RAINBOW SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centering around hunt for sunken treasure.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gomel. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh, Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana S
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan iungles.
SON son,
OF SallvSINBAD
DaleProducer
RobertForrest,SuperScope,
Lili St. Cyr,Technicolor.
Vincent Price.
Robertture.Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetrlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.

2QTH

CENTURY-FOX

GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ,
THE Technicolor. Dale
Robertson, Debra Paget.Jfiy
Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
gambler
find father's
him
fro.Ti sets
chargeoutof tocheating.
88 min.killers and absolve
GARDEN OF EVIL CinemaScope Technicolor. Gary
Cooper, Richard Widmark, Susan Hayward. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adventure
drama. Three gold hunters become involved with a
beautiful woman and death inside Mexico. 100 min.
August
BROKEN LANCE CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, Richard Widmark, Spencer Tracy, Jean
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmytryk. isWestern
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
wife
caught indrama.
feud with
for
control of homestead. 96 min.
RAID, THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Anne Bancroft,
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederate
raid on town in Vermont in retaliation for the burning of the Atlanta. 83 min.

LIFE IN THE BALANCE. A RIcardo Montalban.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer.
PRINCE OF PLAYERS CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe
Richard Burton, Maggie McNamara, John Derek, Raymond Massey. Producer-director Philip Dunne.
WHITE FEATHER CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe
Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Robert Jacks
Director Richard Webb.
UNITED

ARTISTS

ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE PatheColor
Dan O'Herlihy.
Producers
Dancigers,
Ehrlich.
Director Luis
Bunuel. Oscar
Adventure
drama. Henry
From
Daniel
Defoe's
classic
of
the
shipwrecked
the native who became his man Friday. 90 min.sailor and
APACHEducer Technicolor.
Burt Lancaster,
Jean Peters.
ProHarold Hecht. Director
Robert Aldrlch.
Western
One-man war waged by Apache chief against the
United States Army. 91 min.
LAWLESS RIDER, THE Johnny Carpenter, Frankie
Darro. Producer Carpenter. Director Yakima Canuft
Western. Deputy poses as outlaw and breaks up
gang terrorizing ranchers.
RETURN TO TREASURE ISLAND PatheColor. Dawn
Addams. Tab Hunter. Producers Aubrey Wisberg and
Jack PoMexfen. Director E. A. Dupont. Romantic
adventure. 75 min.
August
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Ginj
Lollobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vittorio
Vassarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
set that all males over 20 must be married. 86 min.
DIAMOND
WIZARD, Steven
THE Dennis
Sheridan. Producer
Pallos.O'Keefe,
DirectorMargaret
Dennis
O'Keefe.
Suspense
thriller.
Treasury
agent
thief who stole million dollars from U. S.tracks
vaultsdownto
spend on production of man-made diamonds. 83 min.
DOWN THREE DARK STREETS Broderick Crawford,
Ruth Roman. Producers Arthur Gardner & Jules V
Levy. Director Arnold Laven. Melodrama. 85 min.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer Peter De Sarigny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst.
Air-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in World
War II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exin locating
enemy convoy, sealing fate of Nails'
Afrika ploitCorps.
98 min.
VICTORY AT SEA Producer Henry Salomon. Narrated
by Alexander ofScourby.
Film-and-music
dramatization
war and Documentary.
Its human sidelights.
94 min

September
EGYPTIAN CinemaScope,
Deluxe Color. Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Edmund Purdom. Producertorical
Darryldrama.
F. Thirteen
Zanuck. Director
centuriesMichael
before Curtiz.
Christ Hisan
Egyptian physician seeks secret of life. 140 min.
September
GOLDEN
MISTRESS,
THE Richard
Technicolor.
Agar,Rybnick
Rosemarie Bowe.
Producers
Kay SJohn
Harry
October
Director
Joel
Judge.
Adventure.
Fortune
hunter
fights
ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE CinemaScope DeVoodoo and savages in search of "lost treasure of
luxe Color. Elaine Stewart, John Derek. Producer Walthe untamed." 82 min.
ter Wanger. Director Don Weis. Adventure romance.
Young Persian
barber leavesaction
his shop
in seek
of ad- JESSE JAMES' WOMEN Print by Technicolor. Peggie
venture. After horse-sword
in desert
he rescues
Castle,
Jack Beutel. Panorama production. Director
Princess and prevents war. 94 min.
Don Barry. Western. Another retelling of the adven
tures of the famous outlaw. 83 min.
CARMEN JONES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Harry
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandrldge. ProducerPATROL Director
Color Corp.
of America
Egan,
director Otto Preminger. Musical drama. Follows plot KHYBER
Dawn Addams.
Seymour
Friedman.Richard
Adventure
of opera and novel in new setting in which young
drama. Officer in British Lancers in India prevents
soldier headed for flying school has his life ruined
massacre of garrison. 71 min.
by sensuous girl. 105 min.
SUDDENLY Frank Sinatra, Sterling Hayden. Producer
WOMAN'S WORLD CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Clifton
Webb,
June Allyson,
Heflin,
Lauren
Ba- Robert Bassler. Director Lewis Allen. Suspense drama.
call, Fred
MacMurray,
ArleneVanDahl,
Cornel
Wilde.
Story of attempt to assassinate the President. 77 min.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Jean Negulesco.
Comedy drama. President of auto company seeks a
October
new general manager and places three candidates and
their wives In situations for observation. 94 min.
BAREFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphrty
Bogart,tion.Ava
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro producNovember
DirectorGardner,
Joseph L.Edmond
Manklewici.
dramaBLACK 13 Peter Reynolds, Rona Anderson. Producer F. Story domofand poor
Spanish
girl
who
achieves
movie starfinds
true
love
which
leads
to
tragedy
beProudlocks. Director K. Hughes. Melodrama. 75 min.
cause she gives her husband an heir he was unable
BLACK WIDOW CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
Heflin, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tierney, George Raft. to beget. 128 mins.
Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama.
LITTLE son.KIDNAPPERS.
THE Duncan
Macrae,Philip
JeanLeacock.
AnderYoung
New York
become
writer
and
J. A. Rank production.
Director
falls intogirllovegoes
affairto which
leads toto her
murder.
95 min.
Comedy-drama.
Story of two little boys who "steal"
DESIREE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Marlon Brando,
baby, Scotia.
set against
Nova
93 min. background of turn-of-the-century
Jean Simmons. Merle Oberon. Producer Julian B'austeln. Director Henry Koster. Drama. Story of NaOPERATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, Iria Jensen.
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander.
poleon's rise tothepower
and eventual
defeatloveat for
Waterloo told from
viewpoint
of girl whose
the Drama.
Based on story of ex-Soviet code clerk Igor
general is never fulfilled.
Gouzenko since going In hiding under protection of
OUTLAW'S DAUGHTER, THE EastmanColor. Bill Wil- Canadian government. 77 min.
liams Kelly Ryan. Producer-director W. Barry. Western.
SITTING BULL CinemaScope EastmanColor. Dale
Robertson, Mary Murphy, J. Carrol Naish. Producer
December
W.
Frank. Director Sidney Salkow. Western drama.
105 R.minutes.
DEVIL'S
HARBOR
Richard
Arlen,
Greta
Gynt.
Producerdirector C. Dean. Melodrama. 71 min.
November
OTHER WOMEN,ducer-directoTHE
Hugo 81Haas,
r Ha s. Drama.
min. Cleo Moore. ProSHIELD
FOR
MURDER
JohnDirector
Agar,
Maria English. ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien.
Schenck.
THERE'S Scope,
NODeluxeBUSINESS
LIKE Merman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Color. Ethel
Marilyn CinemaMonroe,
O'Brien. Melodrama. Fast-shooting detective becomei
Involved in robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min.
Dan
Dailey,
Donald
O'Connor.
Siegel.
Director
Walter
Lang.
Musical.Producer
Married Sol
vaudeville
PaulWilder.
Langton,Melodrama.
Leslie Denlson.
Proteam Ingrain their three children with the love of SNOW CREATURE
ducer-director W. Lee
Himalaya*
show business.
mountain monster terrorizes New York 70 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
TWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers. Jacques Bergerac.
Producer Maxwell Se4ton. Director David Miller. Romantic melodrama.
Ex-actress
romantically
with crooked
international
business
man on involved
French
Riviera finds real happiness with young artist. 89 min.
WHITE ORCHID. THE Color Corp. of America. William
Lundigan, Peggie Castle. Producer-director Reginald
Leborg. Adventure. Archcologist and fern photographer
risk Mexican jungles to seek lost tribe. 88 min.
rOU KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE Technicolor. Akim
Tamiroff, Donald Sinden, Sarah Lawson. Producer Peter
Rogers. Director Ken Annakin. Comedy. Intoxicated
British sailor fashions "secret" weapon from pawnbroker's sign,complications.
welds it to 105
foreign
with hilarious
min. destroyer's deck
Coming
BATTLE TAXI Sterling Hayden. Marshall Thompson,
Arthur Franz. Producers Ivan Tors. Art Arthur. Director Herbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopter
Squadron's rescue exploits in Korea.
BEACHCOMBER, THE Technicolor. Robert Newton,
Glynis Johns. Producer Wm, MacQuitty I J. A. Ranki!
Director Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
outcast
sister on plague-stricken
island in and
Indian missionary's
Ocean.
BEAUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard Phiiipe, Gina Lollobrigida. Struggling
Franco-London
Fantasy-of
drama.
musicproducer.
teacher Rene
finds Clair.
his dreams
Realizes "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
CHAMPION IReissue) Kirk Douglas. 99 min.
GOOD DIE YOUNG. THE Gloria Grahame, Richard
Basehart.
JohnMelodrama.
Ireland. Remus Production. Director
Lewis Gilbert.
HOME
Lovejoy. OF86 THE
min. BRAVE (Reissue! Douglas Dick, Frank
OTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suzanne Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles.
Drama. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 92 min.
ROMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
Susan ShentaN. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
Castellani. Romantic drama. Rim version of Shakespeare's immortal classic. 140 min.
STEEL CAGE. THE Paul Kelly, Maureen O'Sullivan.
Producers Swartz and Doniger. Director Walter
Doniger. Drama. 85 min.
TIGER AND THE FLAME. THE Technicolor (Filmed in
Indial Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
Story foroffreedom.
woman'sIllheroism
fight
min. in 19th century Indian
VERA CRUZ Technicolor. Gary Cooper, Burt Lancaster.
Hecht-Lancaster
Outdoor
adventure.production.
94 min. Director Robert Aldrich.
UNIVERSAL-INTL
July
EGG AND I, THE IReissue) Claudette Colbert, Fred
MacMurray, Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride. 108 min.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive deiigner deveJops sport car
to save failing auto company, succeeds when he wins
cross country race. 85 min.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleaqured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing whiteman who incites the savages. 81 min.
August
FRANCIS
JOINS
THE
WACSPitts.
Donald
O'Connor,
Adams, Chill Wills, Zasu
Comedy.
VeteranJuliais
called back into service and through error is assigned
*o WAC unit. Complication! Increase when his talkingnnule buddy is assigned to same outfit. 94 min.
(MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
l^ock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter,
pirector
Douglas
Sirk.
atones
for
Jeath of one
man and
the Drama.
blindness Playboy
of a woman
by be:oming a doctor devoting himself to humanity. 108 min.
September
3LACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH. THE CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, David Farrar.
'reducer
DirectorHenry
Rudy Mate.
idventure.Robert
Plot Arthur.
to overthrow
IV is Romantic
defeated
>Vor treason.
young knight
whose
family
was
unjustly
executed
99 min.
)AWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
.aurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherinan. Western, Gambler-gunfiohter becomes involved
n family feud which resolves into one of the most
amous gun battles of the West. 80 min
HIGH AND DRY (J. A. Rrankl Paul Douglas. Hubert
^'eqq. Producer Michael Truman. Director Alexander
vlacKendrick. Comedy. High strung executive planning
0 redecorate Scottish castle finds furnishings have
leen consigned to dilapidated little freighted. In trackng down boat, he finds new lease on life. 93 min.
October
lAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden, Gloria Grahame. Proucer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama,
'etective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
irough murderer's machinations. 8& min.
November
ENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson. Arlene
'ahl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
•riod adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
idian service, learns of threatened native uprising
"d subsequently regains honor. 87 min.
FILM

FOUR GUNS TO THE BORDER Technicolor. Rory Calhoun. Colleen Miller. Producer William Alland. Director Richard Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw is
reformed from
bankrobbing
bv woman's
83 min.
RICOCHET
ROMANCE
Marjone
Main, Chilllove.
Wills.
Producer Robert Arthur, Richard Wilsen. Director Charles
Lamont. Comedy. ZanyCoowner and staff of. dude -ranch
resort to hairbrain schemesmitongentertain guests. 80 min.
A & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott. Lou
Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
Christie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedv. A&C invade Hollywood of the early I900's and become inusual shenanigans while tracking down
swindler volved
of in$5000.
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Rosr
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adrentore-melodrama,
Young offIrishyokepatriot
plays oppression.
active part- in attempting to
throw
of English
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. When treaty is violated and whitemen invade Indian land In search of
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors.
DESTRY Technicolor. Audle Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
Lyie Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Must eventually resort to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws.
FAR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Airthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
pU"c ijg with gold, love and sudden death.
FOXFIRE Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler. Dan Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and half-breed
mining engineer has rockv going because of his ambition and her wish for attention. Near-disaster finally
brings them toaether.
JUSTICE COMES TO TOMAHAWK Technicolor. Lex
Barker, Mara Cordav, Stephen McNallv. Producer
Howard Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman
setting tween
outwarrino
to solve
robberies
brings peace becattle staoe
men and
sheepherders.
LADY GODIVA OF CONVENTRY Technicolor. Maureen
O'Hara,
GorgeDirector
Nader,Arthur
VictorLubin.
McLaglen.
Robert Arthur.
HistoricalProducer
drama.
Tale of how beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from
disastrous war through her famous horseback ride.
LOOTERS. THE Rory Calhoun. Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is Involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles oo to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processina
MAN WITHOUT A STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching big cattle interests.
REVENGE OF THE CREATURE 3D. John Agar, Lori Nelson. Producer William Alland. Director Jack Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
brouchtterror.
to civilization for study,
where it goon".
escapes
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaSc«pe, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaqing Attila and Huns.
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis. Julia Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is
let to
martial
for safety
desertion.by army captain subject to court
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Nelson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
nightclub entertainer, cashier and French heiress.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war.
WEST Or ZANZIBAR IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
saves native tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker, Howard
Duff, Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Gold mine owners become involved in war with crook who tries to force them from
their gold claims.
WARNER

BROTHERS

August
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE
lechnicolor. Dana Andrews.
Jeanne Craine. Producers Heltman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance invesjourneys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim totigator
finance
Violence
and
romance
result.
102 min.
KING RICHARD AND THE CRUSADERS CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo, Georg*
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical adventure. Action-romance during Third Crusade to drive Mohammedans from Holy Land. 113 min.
BOUNTY
HUNTER,Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott,
September
Marie Windsor.
Sam Bischoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff. 79 min.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb, Ben Alexander.
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb.
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing
commission of crime and detection
of criminal.with89 min.
October
STAR ISland,BORN.
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason,
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuft.
Director Georne Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but 182can't
leads
min. prevent his drinking which
November
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Audrey Dalton. Producer-director Delmar Daves. Western. Veteran Indian fighter is commissioned by President to negotiate without use of arms with renegade
Indian band. In spite of peaceful efforts whitemen
must resort to force to bring peace. Ill min.
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Robert Mitchum, Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hunter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman.
Adventure
Family onwhen
snow-bound
cattle ranch
have their drama.
lives altered
huge mountain
lion
invades the area. 102 Coming
min.
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Storybehind.
of World War II Marines and the girls they
k-ft
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Julie
Harris.
Dean,EliaRaymond
Producer
John
Steinbeck.James
Director
Kazan. Massey.
Drama. Story
of young
man's efforts to win love of domineering father.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Jack Hawkins, James Justice, Dewey Martin, Joan
Collins. Producer-director Howard Hawks. Historical
adventure. Recounting of the pharaoh who built first
great pyramid and the ruthless queen who brought
about his downfall
SILVER CHALICE. THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Virginia
Angeli.Young
Producerdirector Mayo,
Victor JaJck
Saville. Palance,
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
smith who
fashions
cup
used
at
Last
Supper
also becomes involved in cause of Christianity.
YOUNG AT HEART CinemaScope, MarnerCoIor. Doris
Day, Frank Sinatra, Ethel Barrymore, Robert Keith.
Producer Henry Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas.
Musical. Love affairs of three musical sisters become
entwined with hilarious and heart-tugging complications.
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

ORDER

NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses
that are adjustable
A prompt order will reserve your
POLALITE glasses
and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY
July
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY.
THE CinemaScope WarnerEXPRESS LINES, INC.
Color. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laraine Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Wellman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on plane bound from
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-0100
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
Washington, D. C: DUpoiit 7-7200
feeling when faced with prospect of death. 147 min.
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Member National Film Carriers
Beatty.
Pat O'Brien,
Mickey E.Spillane.
Producer Robert
M. Fellows.
Director James
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus is sabotaged by homicidal maniac. 93 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
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Talent
Hollywood's talent, long famous
for both depth and diversitv. is in
grave danger of drying up. This
corollary aspect of production's newly conceived scarcitv philosophy has
been receivinp^ little attention in today's dollar-happy atmosphere, but
we suggest that it is a painful possibility which should give pause to
those who make movie production
policy, as well as to those who contemplate long-range investment in
our industry.
One of the cinema's keenest students, Britain's Roger Manvell has
said: "The modern world is more
interested in personalities than in
stories, in clothes and luxury than
in art." The rank and file loves personalities. Ittalks not plots, technical wizardry, nor production values.
It remembers the faces — and the
bodies, too. The exciting physical
form has long been movies' life-line.
Practical movie people have always
been well aware of the importance
of personalities to the mass audience. From Bronco Billy, to Pickford, to Valentino, to Brando,
American films have dominated the
world market on the basis of its
precious "star system".
Whence did those shining luminaries, who brightened filmdoms
skies, excited the public and brought
the cash pouring in a torrent to boxoffices, come? Most of them first
glimmered ever so faintly in a minor
role in a minor film. How many new
faces can we expect to discover in
this day of production restricted to
"fewfer and bigger" pictures, and
stocked with only so-called "sureshot" performers?
The production scarcity thesis is
the culprit behind the shunting-off
of new talent. As matters stand,

fresh blood is almost inevitably
barred from the exclusive gates of

ground by which the star system
could develop its heirs apparent.

"big" picture undertakings by the
very dictates of economics. Few
companies are willing to risk multimillion dollar budgets on untested,
unseasoned performers. Expediency
says po with the tried and true
names. As a consequence, a sort of

The sound stages of the lowerbracket productions should be
viewed as any substantial business
does its laboratories or drawing
boards. There, personalities could be
groomed and styled for the bigger

star system upper caste, an oligarchy of "old-pros" has come into
existence by sheer dint of this hard
money thinking.
There can be little argument with
the emphasis on "bigness '. The
trend toward the so-called quality
film is manifestly profitable and is
unquestionably one of the principal
factors in movie rejuvenation. The
danger, however, is in accentuating
this mode of production to the sacrifice of groomine; stellar performers
for the future. We do not require a
life insurance actuary to tell us that
by the next national census more
than a few of the old-pros will have
retired to pasture. Who will replace them?
The answer lies in more production. For its survival, present and
future, the industry needs a greater
volume of well-made, lower-bracket
productions. Not only would this
immediately provide sufficient grist
for the mills of exhibition, it would
— to the point of this discussion —
establish the much-needed proving
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projects ahead. Likewise, the behindthe-scene creative talent — writers,
directors, art and musical directors.
For the product famine has not
created a closed shop condition in
terms of actors alone. Failure to encourage the highest calibre young
manpower available exposes the industry to further losses to television,
which has already siphoned off more
than its share of vital young blood.
We

live today in an atmosphere

of prosperity revived, drinking deeply of the glory of this moment. But
it behooves the industry to remember that this success will have little
meaning tomorrow, unless a bloodline of talent is propagated to consolidate and carry on into the future.

Columbia Pictures has paced off
a giant stride in the direction of
intra-industry amity by its creation
of a $10,000,000 fund designed to
subsidize worthy independent production ventures. To overheated and
product-parched exhibitors this
timely move is as stimulating and
refreshing as an ocean breeze. Theatremen were quick to acknowledge
the frankness of Columbia president
Harry Cohn in squarely facing up to
the issue and aying: "We are aware
that the so-called product shortage
has been and will continue to be the
industry's prime problem."
Perhaps announcement of the Co( C.oniintied on Pa^c 24)
Film BULLETIN
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IV.

that when movies axe good our public relations are
good. When they are bad our public relations are bad.
The preceding chapter conducted an all-industry symposium in which leaders of the three branches offered

The s^ood book says man cannot live by bread alone.
The bible of corporate management say industry cannot survive on sales and profits alone. Both require
something more, somethino' deeper to make them whole.
We shall leave mankind's spiritual needs to the theologians. As for business at large, suffice it to say mere
dollar reward becomes a hollow and, perhaps, fleeting
thing unless it is accompanied by the greater riches of
reputation, stature, prestige and public esteem.
Public relations practice is calculated to inspire these
psychic returns. Fundamentally, it is the art of cultivating lasting friendships, fashioning bonds of rapport
between company and public. As a practitioner of this
art, the movie industry has resembled somethinp- less
than a Dale Carnegie.
It has stumbled, mumbled, and rather ineptly pleaded
its case before the bar of public opinion. One would
think it were a dainty, shrinking violet at a lumberjack's dance. Actually, false modesty is as out of date
in modern business as a pack-ass on the New Jersey
Turnpike. But it is not modesty that has kept this industry from telling its story with pride. It is merely
that the movie business has never fashioned the tools
with which to perform the job.
In previous installments it was established that certain "silent^' factors, intrinsic, deep-rooted appeals of
the motion picture itself, have kept our public relations
alive and kicking. From this concept emerged the thesis
pact 6 Film BULLETIN
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their viewpoints on these questions: (1) "What's right
with our Public Relations?" (2) "What's wrong with
it?" Throughout, little unanimity of opinion existed on
any phase of movie PR save the high potential of
COMPO as the formal public realtions arm of the business. Even here the response was fraught with reservations aplenty.
Pervading the answers of most respondents was noted
a sharp cleavage of thinking respecting the delegation
of responsibility for concrete PR action and leadership.
Production-distribution elements called upon exhibitors
for greater grass-roots efforts. Theatre respondents, in
turn, chastized the film-makers for failing to provide
direction and organization at the national level.
This tone may be noted in the present installment
which treats the last query in Film BULLETIN'S PR
questionnaire: "What are your recommendations?" In
this section, industry spokesman attack the problems of
bettering and revitalizing our almost moribund public
relations. The symposium represents, in our opinion,
as enli.ghtened and well-reasoned a cross-section of management thinking as can be found in this or any other
industry. We now turn over most of this chapter to the
practical people of movie business.
From Marc Wolf, the Indiana exhibitor, comes a call
for a working alliance with Main Street business, which
he foresees as a boon to all — movie and non-movie establishments alike:
"To me the most important thing we can do to im-

OUR

RELATIONS

WITH

Thvntrvs

THE

A

PUBLIC-AND

Community

press people of the importance of the motion picture
theatre is to tell a story which must 'hit home" to every
business man in our communities.
"We should point out that the motion picture theatre
has always been a great lure for bringing people downtown or to a shopping district, and when thev come to

DUR5ELVE5

Asset

"Television is a tremendous threat to the movies for
a number of reasons but to me one of its main inducements is that it brings the family together. Having
gotten the family back together for the first time in
decades, the movies should capitalize on this TV advantage by promoting the movies as the place for the
family to go on its night out.
"The family thing should be worked out so that the
prices were decreased when a man and woman appeared
at the box-office together: a further decrease for a manwoman and one child ; and a still further decrease for
every additional youngster.
"Most movie-goers are youngsters. Use the youngsters to get the older people back into the theatres. If
the production people continue to put out good shows

the movies all other businesses have an opportunity to
make sales. The restaurants can sell food, the gasoline
stations can sell gas. etc.
"The new medium of TV works in reverse. It keeps
people at home and there is one fact that cannot be contradicted— you cannot sell a man anything when he is
sitting at home.
"Therefore, except for those actively engaged in the
television business itself every business is hurt by television. When a man stays home with his family they
do not have a chance to look in the store windows or
visit the stores. They are not out where they can buy
food in the restaurants. They are not available for sales
by anyone, so it behooves any good thinking business
man to help promote an industry which brings people
out of the house and which indirectly places them in a
position to do business and not to promote an industry
which keeps people at home."
Mr. Wolf made the point that, while the brightly-lit
theatre is a lure, a closed theatre depreciates the value
of all properties in the area. This is an argument for
exhibitors to use in enlisting the help of ether merchants
to support the theatres in their neighborhoods. He
continues :
"It is my opinion that if we can tell this story to
enough business men in all lines of business that they
will realize that in helping the movies to stay open they
are indirectly helping their own business. I think we
should emphasize the point I mentioned above — you
cannot sell a man anything when he is sitting at home.
I believe if we can convince many in other lines of business that they help themselves if they help create more
interest in the motion picture theatres of their community that we will be doing a very constructive public
relations job."
Promote movies as a "Family Affair" is the advice of
Wometco Circuit's Bert Toppan:
"My recommendation for a theme for an industrywide campaign would be to plug Movies Are A Family
Affair.

some of the oldsters may regain the movie habit."
But institutional campaigns such as Mr. Toppan suggests are sound only when there is repetition, followthrough, and olanned direction at a national level, according to Michael Naify of United California Theatres:
Film Companies' Responsibility
"Any form of institutional advertising must have continuity and be part of an extended series to have any
possibility of impact on the public. The obvious place
for the origination for such material lies within the advertising departments of producing studios, who, we
are led to believe, hire the best brains in the advertising
line to sell their pictures. The creative talent of these
people should provide proper direction for a national organization ofthis character. When the producers recognize their responsibility to their industry and provide
the vision which great industries should have through
their leadership, then it will naturally flow that the exhibitor will take his place to complement that of the
Mr. Naify goes on to plead the exhibitors' case in regard to national PR campaigns :
producers."
"Exhibitors generally are willing to contribute for
purposes of a specific character with definite objectives.
The experience that most exhibitors have had in the
past in joining organizations, has done little, if anything, except for people in the industry to become better
acquainted. Exhibitors on a local level are unable to
stand the cost of a well-planned public relations program. It would appear that it can only be undertaken
on a national basis where the cost is more evenly distributed. Its success is dependent on the creation of
specific ideas which indicate tangible benefits rather
than the intangibles which are generally thrown into
institutional advertising."
Al Lichtman, the 20th Century-Fox executive believes
we could take a long forward step toward PR improvement by manifesting a bit more pride in our industry:
". . . We

have not yet learned to stand up and be
I Continued on Page 20)
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I SAW
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TIME

M-G-M presents . Color by Technicolor ."THE LAST TIME
I SAW PARIS" starring Elizabeth Taylor . Van Johnson
Walter Pidgeon . Donna Reed, with Eva Gabor.Kurt Kasznar
Screen Play by Julius J. & Philip G. Epstein and Richard
Brooks . Based on a Story by F. Scott Fitzgerald . Directed by
Richard Brooks . Produced by Jack Cummings

(AVAILABLE IN PERSPE( TA STEREOPHONIC
ONE-CHANNEL SOUND)

OR

Big Money!

DEEP

H

PARIS

REVEL!

E ART

IN

MY

{Color)

M-G-M presents'' DEEP IN MY HEART" starring Jose Ferrer
Merle Oberon . Helen Traubel • and Guest Stars: Walter
Pidgeon . Paul Henreid • Rosemary Clooney • Gene & Fred Kelly
Jane Powell . Vic Damone .Ann Miller . Cyd Charisse . Howard
Keel . Tony Martin . with Doe Avedon . Tamara Toumanova
Paul Stewart • Isobel Elsom . William Olvis • James Mitchell
Screen Play by Leonard Spigelgass • From the Book by Elliott
Arnold • Based on the Life and the Melodies of Sigmund
Romberg • Photographed in Eastman Color • Print by Technicolor .Directed by Stanley Donen . Produced by Roger Edens
(AVAILABLE IN PERSPECTA STEREOPHONIC
ONE-CHANNEL SOUND)
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By Philip R. Ward
INVESTORS

WHO

KNOW

A GOOD

THING

when

they see one had better pull cut the stops and cHmb
aboard the Decca-Universal bandwagons while the
climbing's good. A year or two from now, Judy Garland may be singinp^ a sad sequel to her current lament
which could go — "There's nothing sadder than the stock
that got ahh-way." For these two issues, especially Universal, are fast disappearinp- from the realm of public
trading. Milton R. Rackmil, an investor, who likewise
knows a good thing, is capably attending to that. In
Mr. Rackmil's case, however, market prospects of the
two issues didn't exactly drop into his lap by a stroke of
fortuity. He is president of both organizations.
Together with his associates, Mr. Rackmil has to date
assembled a portfolio in excess of 500,000 Decca shares,
representing about a 31% interest in the firm — more
than enough to control. Since a number of minority
interests are closely holding their own equities, it is
questionable if more than 50% of the capitalization is
available for public play.
Tighter still is the hold on Universal shares. Over the
past several years Decca has been systematically purchasing the film company's common. At last glance,
Decca owned some 73% of the latter. Assuming closely
held minority ownership is keeping another 10% out of
trading circulation, there is left a scanty residue of only
15-18%. It appears certain that Decca will gobble up
most of this balance in time.
As matters stand, investors warm on Universal prospects may shortly have to manifest their confidence
through the medium of Decca shares. Investment in
the disc firm might well represent the sole avenue by
which to latch on to U-I profits.
0
Now all this could be in the very best interests of the
share-buying public. Mr. Rackmil is highly perspicacious
individual. By diversifing in motion pictures, and more
particularly into Universal, he did very, very well by
his Decca stock-holders. A year ago, Decca profits
amounted to 35 cents a share. Today its nine-month
report — this time includinp^ U-I earnings — totals $1.42
a share. About 80% of this pick-up derives straight
from the film company.
Then, too, look at the market reaction. At mid-summer, Decca's price hovered just under $10, had been
locked in a narrow 5 ^, band between "high" and "low"
during the year's first six months. Then came those upbeat U-I half year profit figures. As a consequence, the
market discounted Decca to its present $15 level. A
50% capital gain in four months. Not bad!

Now at the helm of both companies in terms of management, plus stock control (Mr. Rackmil's 31% of Decca gives him at least a 24% interest in U-I), its president should steer his concerns to new and greater gains.
Here is a man who turned movie-bull during the industry's blackest hour. With the fractious, disruptive elements within Decca pretty well dispersed, the Rackmil
management of both Decca and Universal bodes well
for investors in those companies.
O
BRIGHT

SPOT

O

OF THE

MONTH

turns out to be

Columbia Pictures' staggering profits gain as reported
in its annual statement for the year ended June 26.
Earnings were up seme fourfold, from the prior year's
$.99 per share to $4.41 in 1954. A sales dollar volume of
$80.2 million broke the Columbia record and represented
a rise of $20 million over the preceding year. In a highly sanguine message to stock-holders. President Harry
Cohn revealed the creation of a $10 million fund which
will be devoted to financing of independent productions.
0
ANSWER

OF THE

ISSUE.

On November

1, Finan-

cial Bulletin asked the Question of the Issue: "Will or
will not Columbia President Harry Cchn unload his
currently valuable 150,000 shares — as rumor recurs?"
Those rumors may now be quashed. Mr. Cohn has just
signed a spanking new five year contract. We wish
him well.
o

o

ALLIED ARTISTS HAS PASSED A MILESTONE
with its declaration of the first cash dividend on common in company history. The sum — 10 cents — will be
payable on January 3 to holders on record as of December 3. This action will hasten the metamorphosis which
AA is now undergoing between minor and major league
operations. As this corner has so continually plumped,
AA represents the most dynamic growth potential in
the industry. Its star is just now ascending.
0

O

MARKET NOTES. Movie fans are consuming more
peanut-chews, popcorn and other high calorie delights
than ever. ABC Vending, a firm that profits principally
through the appetite of theatre patrons, reports nine
month sales of $37.5 million. Refreshment concessions
are truly big business ... A recent stock market sale
consisted of a single block unit of 6000 20th-Fox shares
that went at $28 . . . Five fresh investment bulletins by
leading brokerage sources cite National Theatres as top
movie selection.
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"Drum Beat" (CmemaScope)
Scuine^ ^atcHf O O O
Rating is for action situations. Believable characteriiations,
historically grounded script, provide elements vi^hich will appeal to family audiences. Values less for class market.
Alan Ladd name, CinemaScope, WarnerColor, good assets.
This first entry from Alan Ladd's new independent
unit, Jaguar Productions, is an exciting, actionful recounting of the Modoc Indian uprising in the Oregon-California
territory. Colorful CinemaScope backgrounds enhance the
sweep of the story. While there is savagery aplenty in
Indian vs. Army clashes, the script avoids many of the
usual cliches which often abound in western epics of this
kind. Early plot twist has veteran Indian fighter Alan
Ladd being assigned by President Grant to put down an
uprising by the Modocs without the use of arms. Interest
develops as the intrepid Ladd strives to negotiate peacefully with the renegade braves being led by Charles Bronson. Only after the Modocs stage a massacre and treacherously slaughter the members of a peace commission, is
Ladd given permission to quell the violence at any cost.
Mild romantic interest is provided by Marisa Pavan, an
Indian girl who gives her life to save Ladd, and Audrey
Dalton, who gets him at the fade-out. Rugged performances are the order and all register well.
i Xeil i
Warner Bros III Minutes. Alan Ladd, Audrey Dalton, Marisa Pavan, Robert
Keith. Jaguar production. Director Delmer Daves.

"Black Widow" (CinemaScopE)
Scuute^ ^citUt^ Q O O
Slick whodunit calculated to register good grosses in both
action and class markets. Fair returns in family situations on
basis of marquee draw. Values least in hinterlands. Hardhitting sex-violence angles give potent exploitation fodder.
The elements of an intriguing murder mystery are
played out on the wide CinemaScope screen in DeLuxe
color, to good effect. Although it moves slowly during
fifteen minutes or so, the action then picks up considerable
speed and developes tight suspense under deft handling of
producer-writer-director Nunnally Johnson. An old hand
at turning out the unusual and unexpected, Johnson not
only keeps the identity of murderer withheld throughout
film, but he springs a series of surprises that build entertainment effectively to trap-snapping climax. Melodrama
unwinds via the flashback route recounting events which
lead up to murder of a devious young woman (Peggy Ann
Garner) who has come to New York to seek fame as a
writer. Befriended by Broadway producer. Van Heflin,
Garner is allowed to use his swank apartment while his
wife (Gene Tierney) is away. Tension starts to build when
Tierney returns home to find Garner strung up in bedroom. Heflin is suspected — especially when it develops
that Garner was not the sweet, innocent girl she appeared,
but had been using everything she had to make the big
time. Heflin tries to find real killer. Events finally prove
Gamer had been involved in affair with stage star Ginger
Rogers' weakling husband. Reginald Gardiner. Detective
George Raft checks in with a few more surprises, and it
turns out that Rogers is the killer i IMiil i
lOlh C.nlury.Fo.. 95 Minut.s Ginger Roq.r: Van Heflin, Gene Tierney, George
R»ft, R«g,n«ld Gardintr. Peggy Ann Garner Producer-director Nunnally Johnson.
Ng* 10
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"Canaen

JoBes"

(CinemaScope)

Su^ine^ T^aUtt^ Q O O
Grosses mi9ht be oatstandln^ in metropolitan first-runs and
class market. Vahivs less in family houses and rural situations. Proper exploitation of earthy elements could turn up
surprise grosses in action spots. May generate audience
resistance in some Southern areas because of all-Negro cast.
Strong nationol pre-selling, upbeat word-of-mouth, sexdrama-music exploitables should sustain good b.o. generally.
Producer-director Otto Preminger has turned out one
of the best ofF-beat, adult entertainments of the year in
this CinemaScope DeLuxe color version of Oscar Hammerstein II's hit Broadway musical. Originally taken from
Bizet's famous opera, this edition is a lusty combination of
sex, violence, drama and music, topped off with a dash of
tabascomedy. Story involves a young soldier (Harry Belafonte) who is corrupted by the hot-blooded Carmen (Dorothy Dandridge), whom he murders when she throws him
over for another man. Both story and lyrics have been
modernized, and the film unwinds in straight dramatic
style at a pace which never lets interest lag. Voices of the
stars have been dubbed in the singing sequences (excepting Pearl Bailey's number), with excellent results. During
a nightclub scene. Bailey checks in with the show-stopper,
"Beat Out
trayal of a
ate charms
Dandridge
could well

the Rhythm on the Drums." Belafonte's porman who is completely undone by the passionof a woman, is an outstanding accomplishment.
fairly burns up the screen in a performance that
start a panic at boxoffices. A bonus for dis-

criminating audiences is the fine treatment given Bizet's
score by musical director Herschel Burke Gilbert.
( Phil )
20th Century-Fox. 105 Minutes. Dorothy Dandridge, Harry Belafonte, Olga James,
Pearl Bailey. Producer-director Otto Preminger.

"Operation

Manhunt"

Spy melodrama is good bread-and-butter programmer for
action market. Unknown cast makes individual exhibitor exploitation key to boxoffice returns.
Deals with life of ex-Soviet code clerk, Igor Gouzenko,
after he exposed a Russian espionage ring in Canada.
"Operation Manhunt" has been given effective semi-documentary treatment by former March-of-Timers Westbrook
Van Vorhees (narrator), Fred Feldkamp (producer), and
Jack Alexander (director), who have surrounded the action
with an aura of authenticity. Plot involves efforts of Russians to locate and murder Gouzenko (Harry Townes),
who is living quietly in rural Canada with his family. Suspense isdeveloped as the Reds have another agent (Jacques
Aubuchon), approach Canadian officials under pretense of
deserting the Russians, if he can first talk with Gouzenko.
Surprising, actionful ending has the intended assassin, Au- j
buchon, actually wanting asylum, and he, too, deals a dam- '
aging blow to the Russian spy network in Canada. Both
Townes and Aubuchon register strongly in their roles,
which are played in low key and aided by effective, subtle
photography.
Strong selling angle is notoriety accorded Gouzenko
in the press, his fame as a symbol of freedom triumphing
over communism.
( Vorki
United Artists. 77 Minutes. Harry Townes, Irja Jensen, Jacgues Aubuchon. Robert
Goudier. Producer Fred Feldkannp. Director Jack Alevander.
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HARRY COHN spread some sunshine
on the dreary product shortage outlook
with the announcement that Columbia has
set aside $10,000,000 for the financing of
independent production. The Columbia
president said, "We are aware that the
so-called product shortage has been and
will continue to be the industry's prime
problem. I can think of no better way to
alleviate the situation than to provide a
large sum of money for the support of
new film projects."

COHN

BAKER, YATES. ALTSCHULER

O
MILTON R. RACKMIL and his associates obtained control of Decca Records
by recently acquiring one block of 103,000
shares and another 75,000 shares, which
he will vote as trustee. Rackmil thereby
occupies a controlling position in Universal Pictures, subsidiary of Decca. The
importance of Universal to the disk company can be measured by the fact that
Decca's nine-month financial statement,
closed Sept. 30, reveals a profit of $1.42
a share, against a year ago when profits
amounted to only 30 cents a share. Universal is responsible for eighty per cent
of the pickup.
O
ARTHUR B. KRIM and ARNOLD M.
PICKER, UA president and foreign distribution chief, respectively, returned
from a six-week tcur of the Far and
Middle East to announce that world-wide
billings, for the period they were abroad,
totaled $7,000,000, highest in UA history.
Indications point to a company gross of
close to $50,000,000 in 1954.
o
ELMER C. RHODEN, named to succeed the late Charles P. Skouras as president of National Theatres, now holds one
of the world's top exhibition posts. Rhoden, 61, entered the industry in 1912 as a
salesman with General Film of Omaha,
later organized the Midwest Theatre
Circuit in Kansas and Missouri, and sold
out to Fox West Coast Theatres, was
named president of Fox-Midwest.
o
HERBERT J. YATES, back at the Republic Pictures helm after a month-long
convalescence from an operation, stirred
reports of a production upsurge at the
Radford Avenue lot. He was welcomed
by studio v. p. Jack E. Baker and worldwide sales chief Richard W. Altschuler.
O
STEVE BROIDY made news with the
announcement that Allied Artists has declared its first cash dividend on the common stock. A payment of 10 cents a
share will be payable January 3 to stockholders of record on December 10. Tieups with top film-making personnel and
star talent indicate the dividend marks a
m.ilestone in AA's move into major production prominence.

RACKMIL

RHODEN

PICKER & KRIM
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By JAY ALLEN
ALLIED

ARTISTS

Three Minor Efforts Roll
'55
In Early TIME
BeginMARKING
Major
ALLIEDFilms
ARTISTS,
until it converts to the "major league" at
the beginning of '55, will have three minor
league films in production this month.
Now shooting are: "Rider of the Ruby
Hills" (Zachary Scott, Carole Mathews, Lola
Albright, Barton MacLane, Dick Foran) —
William F. Broidy producer, Frank McDonald director; and "Code Three" (Bill
Elliott, Keith Larsen) — Vincent M. Fennelly producer, Dan Ullman director. This
will be ex-scripter Ullman's first assignment
as a director. Completing the month's lineup will be "Sweet Charity" (Richard Contc),
which producer William F. Broidy and director Frank McDonald have set for a November 29 start.
Negotiations were opened this month to
film a theatrical version of the popular television series, "Racket Squad." At this writing, it was indefinite whether Allied would
produce the film or whether Hal Roach, Jr.,
who owns the TV package, will film it for
AA release.
No new films have been definitely scheduled for December starts as of now, but
Lindslcy Parsons will probably launch "The
Hijacker" some time around the first of the
month. Casting is expected to get underway
within the next few days. This will be one
of Parsons highest-budgeted pictures to date.
"High Society" (Bowery Boys), was completed ten days ago, Ben Schwalb producing,
William Beaudine directing.
COLUMBIA
Company

Finances Inde Films

In Move to Ease Film Shortage
IX A MOVE TO SATISFY THE
hungry theatres, and to diversify its production activities, Columbia has allocated $10,0(X).Of)f) to be used exclusively for financing
of top-bracket independent production both
here and abroad. This marks one of the
most forward steps taken by any major
studio to hcljt alleviate the current product
shortage.

"We are aware that the so-called prodi.ct
shortage has been and will continue to be
the industry's prime i)rMblem," the announccP«q« 14

Film BULLBTIN

ment by president Harry Cohn said. "I can
think of no better way to solve the situation
than to provide a large sum of money for
the support of new film projects." Cohn
pointed out that his own studio will continue to deliver its full program of companymade pictures.
Two independent projects were divulged
at about the same time: "The Prisoner"
(Alec Guinness) and "Terror in the Night,"
to be produced and directed by Andrew
Stone, from his own screenplay. The latter
film is expected to roll in early December.
A deal also was closed this month for Columbia to release the Mike Frankovich feature, "Deadlock" (Jean Simmons, Stewart
Granger), which is about ready to roll in
England. In this case, however, Columbia
will not participate in the financing.
Harry Cohn put a stop to the recurrent
rumors that he will dispose of his Columbia
^tock by signing a new five-year contract.
Accordiiig to those close to him, Cohn is
highly optimistic about the future of the picture business — a mood which was reflected
in his recent stockholders report. The Columbia executive stated: "We have now
definitely overcome the so-called threat of
television, as well as other dangers and difficulties which, for a time, were being pointed
up by Pessimists. Instead, we now have
learned that there is no ceiling for pictures
of Four
top quality."
pictures are now in production here,
with a minimum of four more slated to roll
between now and mid-December. Shooting
now are: "My Sister Eileen" (Janet Leigh,
Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon, Aldo Ray), in
CinemaScope & Technicolor — Fred Kohlmar
producer, Richard Quine director; "The Man
From Laramie" (James Stewart, Cathy
(J'Donnell, Arthur Kennedy), CinemaScope
& Technicolor — a William Goetz production,
Anthony Mann directing; "Five Against the
House" (Guy Madison, Kim Novak, Brian
Keith) — Sterling Siliphant producer, Phil
Karlson director; and "Chicago Syndicate"
(Dennis O'Keefe, Abbe Lane, Xavier Cugat)
—director.
a Sam Katzmaii production, Fred I*". Sears
Coming up within the next few weeks:
"Duel on the Mississippi" (Patricia Medina),
Katzman production, William Castle to
direct; "The Gentle Wolfhound" (not cast)
— Fred Kohlmar producer, Richard Murphy
director; "Trouble On the Streets" (not cast)
— Louis J. Rachmil producer, Arnold Lavcn
director; and "Devil Goddess" (Johnny
Weissnuiller), another Katzman jiroduction.
Spencer Bennett to direct.

LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Lippert Slows Film-Making
Pending Top-Budget Financin
LIPPERT PRODUCTIONS HA
little current activity, pending Robert 1
Lippert's entry into the field of financin
top budget productions. Only one picture i
shooting at the present time, the Michae
Carreras-Anthony Hinds feature, "Shock
(Brian Donlevy, Margia Dean), which i
being lensed in England, Val Guest directinf
One new project has been added to the lis
of films slated to roll between now and th
end of the year. That is "The Silver Star
(Jimmy Wakely), which Earle Lyon wi
produce, with Richard Bartlett set to direc
Wakely has composed a title song which h
will sing in the film.
Other features set for filming between no\
and the first of the year are: "The Violen
Land" (not yet cast), to be made in Mexicc
in color, and "The Lonesome Trail," bot
to be produced by Robert L. Lippert, Jr.
Since the last Size-Ups report, producer
director Cy Roth has completed filming "Ai
Strike" (Richard Denning, Gloria Jean).
M ETRO-GOLDWYN-M

AYER

Todd-AO Deal Near to Shoot
Xharlemagne';
Brando May
MGM IS REPORTEDLY
ON Sta
THI
verge of closing a deal with the Todd-.'KC
company to film "Charlemagne"' in the 6
mm process, according to Charles Schne(
who will produce the picture. Marlon Brand
is being sought for the title role of the film
which carries a $5,000,000 budget. Shootint
is due to get underway in late Spring on th
French-Spanish border.
As in the case of "Oklahoma," currentb
filming on the MGM lot in the Todd-A(
process,
likely that "Charlemagne"
wil
be lensedit is
simultaneously
in CinemaScope
for subsequent release.
Another Metro production which promise!
to rank among the most expensive films t(
be turned out by the Hollywood filmakers
next year, is "International Revue," whicf
will require more than a year to make. Th<
picture will be made in 40 countries abroa|l
and, when completed, will run between threj
(Continued on Page li)
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total shooting schedule of approximately
six months. Release will probably be around
zc-ups
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and four hours. Leslie Caron, Gene Kelly
and Howard Keel are set for the top roles
with Metro's entire star roster scheduled to
appear in various sequences. Although no
budget has been announced, a high source at
the studio tells Film 15ULLETIN it likely
will run around $5,000,000.

If anybody is asking us (and they're not!)
we don't like the project. These hodge-podge
films rarely are successful.
Metro has run into some stiff competitive
bidding on the proposed second Lucille l')allDesi Arnaz picture, announced here last
issue. Both Warner Brothers and UniversalInternational reportedly are making huge
offers to the TV stars.
MGM has six features in production at the
present time, with a seventh due to roll next
month. In work now are: '"Interrupted
Melody" (Eleanor Parker, Glenn Ford),
CinemaScope & EastmanColor — Jack Cummings producer. Curtis Bernhardt director;
"It's Always Fair Weather" (Gene Kelly,
Cyd Charisse, Dan Dailey), CinemaScope &
Technicolor — .Arthur F'reed producer. Gene
Kelly and Stanley Uonen co-directors; "The
Marauders" (Dan Duryea, Jeff Richards,
Keenan Wynn), AnscoColor — Arthur Loew,
Jr., producer, Gerald Mayer director; "Scarlet Coat" (Cornel Wilde, Michael Wilding,
Anne Francis, George Sanders), CinemaScope & EastmanColor — Nicholas Nayfack
producer. John Sturges director; "Love Me
Or Leave ^fe" (Doris Day, James Cagney),
CinemaScope & EastmanColor — Joe Pasternak producer, Charles \'idor director, and
"Hit The Deck" (Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Darnone, Tony Martin, Ann
Miller). CinemaScope & Technicolor — Joe
Pasternak producing, Roy Rowland director.
Although it is not definite, plans are to
Start background filming, at least, on
"Swordsmen of Sienna" (Stewart Ciranger),
before the end of the year. Director Andrew
Marton is now scouting locations abroad.
PARAMOUNT

Christmas '55.
Cameras are due to roll November 15 on
"The Court Jester" (Danny Kaye, Glynis
Johns, Angela Lansbury, Basil Rathbone),
which Norman Panama and Melvin Frank
are producing and directing in Technicolor.
Others in work are: "You're Never Too
Young" (Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana
Lynn, Raymond Burr), Technicolor — Paul
Jones producer, Norman Taurog director;
"The Rose Tattoo" (Burt I^ancaster, Anna
Magnani) — Hal Wallis producer, Daniel
Mann director; and "The Desperate Hours"
(Humphrey Bogart, Fredric Alarcli, ^lartha
Scott, Arthur Kennedy) — William Wyler
producer-director.
Shooting is slated to get underway December 1on "The Vagabond King" (Kathryn Grayson, Oreste Kirkop, John Derek).
Technicolor — Pat Duggan producer, Michael
Curtiz director. This will be followed on
December 6 by Independent Artists' "The
Girl Rush" (Rosalind Russell, Fernando
Lamas, Eddie .'\lhert), which Frederic Brisson will produce and Robert Pirosh direct.
"Intermission," an original story b\- Robert

Smith has been added to the 1956 produ
tion program, and Paul Jones has be(
handed the producer assignment. Story dea
with the life of bandleader Red Nicho
(who") and how he left show business
the '2()'s to nurse his young daughter bac
to heahli.
Pine-Thomas Productions, which wouni
up its distribution deal with Paramount win
"Lucy Ciallant," has just signed a new de;
with the company for an undisclosed nun
ber of pictures. First on the new schedul
will be "Lincoln McKeever," novel of
frontier
Lipsky. defense lawyer, written by Eleano

REPUBLIC
Yates Back At Desk
Activity Expected to Spurt
PRESIDENT HERBERT J. YATES I
now back at the studio helm after a month'i
convalescence following an operation, thing;
are expected to start humming. Several pro
jects that have been on tap will probabl

"HIT THE DECK" ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) CinemaScope & EastmanColor
"Hit the Deck" was first made by RKO back in 1930. Now, Metro, is producing
the great musical comedy, with music by Vincent Youmans. It will have a total of 14
songs and dance numbers. It revolves around thetroubles of three sailors, on leave in
Sail Francisco. The sister of one of them, played by Jane Powell, is dating Gene Raymond, and when the boys decide he is a wolf and try to break up the romance they get
into complications. Walter Pidgeon
portrays
Admiral
of both
Jane the
Powell
and father
Russ
Tamblyn, one of the sailors. Vic
Darnone and Tony Martin ore the
other two gobs. Debbie Reynolds
and Ann Miller are entertainers
who become the heart interest
of two of the boys.
Started August 31; due to
wind in late October. Budget:
in the $2,000,000 class.
Cast: Jane Powell, Debbie
Reynolds, Ann Miller, Tony Martin, Vic Darnone, Walter Pidgeon, Gene Raymond, Russ Tamplyn. Producer, Joe Pasternak.
Director, Roy Rowland. Cameraman, George Folsey.

Lot Leads Laggards
In Meeting Exhibitor Needs
PRf )DUCT-STA R \- K 1 ) E.\ H 1 11 l i e ) RS
may find it a bit difficult to get steamed u])
about Parainount's i)ublicity in connection
with the cost of Ten Commandments''.
They can hardly he blamed if, in reply to
this company's claims that the new DeMille
project will carry an all-time high budget,
they ask Paramount: "What have you done
for us lately?" Needing product to keep their
theatres running today, there is not too
much interest in an isolated project a year
removed. And this studio is among the lagKards in filling the needs of theatremen today.
DeMille. by the way, will complete loc.ition filming in Egypt by the end of the year
and will return to Hfdiywood for about
three months at the studio work, making a
P«q* 1*
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Top: Admiral Pidgeon reprimands gobs Tamblyn,
Darnone, Martin, while, below, Ann Miller, Debbie
Reynolds and Kay Armen appeal for their boyfriends. Left: Jane Powell sings and dances to the
lilting Youman s tune, "Sometimes I'm Happy '.

ze-ups
Si
St
start ud
rollingio
within the
next few weeks.
The dearth of product has been reflected
in a drop in company earnings. During the
39 weeks ended last July 31, profits skidded
some seven percent, compared to last year,
due to the small number of 1954 releases.
No one realizes better than Vates that
there is a ready market for good films, and
he plans to start Republic in the direction of
meeting the needs of the market. Meanwhile,
he is looking forward to big things from the
forthcoming "Timberjack"' (Vera Ralston.
Sterling Hayden, David Brian), Trucolor
outdoor drama now being readied for release.
One picture is shooting at the present
time, with another due to roll shortly. Now
before the cameras is "^lagic Fire" (Yvonne
De Carlo, Carlos Thompson, Rita Gam, Velentina Cortesa), shooting on location in
Munich, Germany, in Trucolor — William
Dieterle producer-director.
Next to go will be "Rebel island" (not
yet cast), in Trucolor — Kdward Ludwig producer-director.
Sterling Hayden's option has been i)icked
up by the studio for two more pictures within the year. His first assignment is expected
to be made within the next two weeks, as
Republic readies a substantial pick up in
production for around the first of the year.
RKO
Inde Films Stir Studio
Powell Plans Wayne Western
WITH TWO INDKl'KNDKX r Pit Hires for RKO release shooting on the lot
and a third due to start this month, the
-himbering Gower Street giant is again
-Imwing faint signs of life, albeit there still
1- nothing definitely slated by the Hughes"wned company, itself. The nearest indica•iMii that anything is even being planned for
nlining is an announcement by Dick Powell
ihat he has been set to make a western, starring John Wayne, in 195.r This will mark
1' iwell's debut as an executive producer.
-Nevertheless, new contracts with indcpeniltnts are being negotiated by RKO executi\cs, indicating that the lot will at least be
busier in the months ahead than it has been
I 'r most of the year just drawing to a close.
' Mie such deal was just closed, calling for
Kling Pictures Corp., headed by Roberi
Kirinberg, to turn out a slate of three filiii>
ill 1955 for RKO distribution. David Butler.
\\\\o recently left Warner Brothers after an
:l^s()ciation of many years, has been signed to
lirectxill three films. Slated to roll first is
Miracle .\\. Santa Anita," an original by
bert Harari, to be lensed in SuperScope
il Technicolor.
Casting is also about to get underway on
Sam Weisenthal's upcoming inde, "Bitter
Sage," based on the Frank (iruber novel.
\\ eisentlial already has approached ^^G^I

about loan-outs of Robert Taylor, as star,
and Roy Rowland, as director.
Edmund Grainger confirmed an earlier
report that the first of his slate of pictures
for RKO release will be filmed in the Hawaiian Islands. He has registered the title.
"Hawaii." which will be lensed in color and
SuperScope.
The two independent films now shooting
are: Filmcrest's "Escape to Burma" (Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Ryan. David F'arrar.
Murvyn Vye) — Benedict Bogeaus producer,
Allan Dwan director, and Xat Holt's "Seven
Bad Men" (Radolph Scott, Forrest Tucker,
Mala Powers) — Tim W'helan directing. Both
arc in SuperScope & Technicolor.
November 22 is the tentative starting date
for the King Bros'. "The Syndicate," although neither a director nor top players
have >et been signed.

20TH

CENTURY-FOX

CS Making Big Pay-Off
Fox to Increase Inde Releases
20TH CENTURY-FOX, WITH 13
CinemaScope pictures thus far in release,
has recouped negative costs in the domestic
market alone on all but the most recent ones
to go into distribution, according to a top
executive at the studio. As of the first of
this month, the 13 releases had brought in
over $50,000,000 in rentals. Profits on ten of
the 13 are now over $2,000,000 each.
Production currently is slightly below
normal on this lot, with only two pictures
shooting now. An additional pair are set to
roll next week. Shooting: "A Man Called
< Continued on Page 18)

"NOT AS A STRANGER"
(Stanley Kramer — United Artists)
Based on the best selling novel by
Morton Thompson, this is the first film
to be directed, as well as produced, by
Stanley Kramer. Robert Mitchum plays
Lucas Marsh, the sensitive young doctor who remains dedicated to his profession despite his discovery that it is
sometimes sullied by medical men
whose personal faults affect their work.
Olivia De Havilland is seen as Kristina, the surgical nurse who becomes
his devoted wife and eventually helps
him find himself. Frank Sinatra is Al
Boone, Mitchum's gay roommote. The
supporting cast is unusually strong.
This cast, combined with the popularity
of the novel, should make this an
eagerly-awaited film.
Started September 28; due to wind
late October. Budget: $2,000,000.
Cast: Robert Mitchum, Olivia De
Havilland, Frank Sinatra, Gloria Grahome, Broberick Crawford, Charles
Bickford, Myron McCormick, Lon
Chaney. Producer-director, Stanley
Kramer. Cameraman, Frank Planer.

Above: Producer-director Kramer rehearses Olivia de Havilland in a surgery
scene. Below: Frank Sinatra and Robert Mitchum with a group of fellow medical
classmates. At right: Broderick Crawford, as Dr. Aarons, in a tense moment.
Film BULLETIN
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Size-ups
io
Studfrom
(Continued
Page 17)
Peter" (Richard Todd, Jean Peters, Marjorie
Rambeau)— Samuel G. Engel producer,
Henry Koster director, and "Daddy Long
Legs" (Fred Astaire, Leslie Caron)— Samuel
D. Engel producer, Jean Negulesco director.
Next week's starters will be: "Soldier of
Fortune" (Clark (iable, Susan Hayward)—
Buddy Adler producer, Edward Dmytryk
director, and "Lord Vanity" (Clifton Webb,
Robert Wagner)— Charles Brackett producer, Delmar Daves director. Miss Hayward,
who had withdrawn from the cast of
"Soldier of Fortune" last month, due to her
inability to make the foreign location junket,
re-joined the cast after certain scenes were
rewritten allowing her to do all of her work
here.
The growing list of Fox releases contributed by independent companies will be
swelled still further with formation of a new
company by Harry Brandt, New York theater operator, and English producer George
Minter, to turn out four CinemaScopers for
Fox distribution. Brandt will furnish the
dollar cost on the American stars to be used
in the pictures, while Minter will take care
of the British cast and production layout.
Their first picture will be a new version of
the Charles Dickens classic, "Tale of Two
Cities."
One of Fox's own top properties, "Tigrero," based on the Sasha Siemel best-seller,
has just been added to Samuel Engel's production slate. A cast and director will be
set within the next few weeks, in anticipation of late December or early January
tilniiiig.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Foreign Pics to Up Releases
Six Domestic Films Now Rolling
UNITED ARTISTS. WITH THE
heaviest releasing schedule of any company
in the business, will bolster next year's
schedule still further with the addition of a
number of foreign films. President Arthur
Krim says the addition of the foreign product will have a two-fold purpose of providing product-hungry U. S. exhibitors with
more pictures, and to bring revenue to film
companies abroad.
"(ihengis Khan," the Philippine-made film
which UA handled last year, is a strong possibility for re-release, using a big exploitation program to back it up. Others coming
up arc "The Tiger and the Flame," made in
India, and "Ifugao," made in Manila.
Six pictures for UA release are in production at the present time, with several others
slated to roll before the end of the year. Currently shooting: Two Hecht-Lancaster productions, "The Kentuckian" (Burt Lancaster, Diane Foster, Diana Lynn), CinemaScope & Technicolor — Harold Hecht producer, Burt Lancaster director, and "Marty"
(Ernest BorKiiine, Betsy Blair)— Hecht producer. Dcibcrf Mann director; "Gentlemen
P*qt II
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Marry Brunettes" (Jane Russell, Jeanne
Grain, Scott Brady, Alan Young, Rudy
\'allee). Technicolor, a Russ-Field-Voyager
production — Richard Sale and Robert Waterfield co-producers, Sale director; "Not As A
Stranger" (Olivia de Havilland, Robert Mitchum, Frank Sinatra, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford), a Stanley Kramer production— Kramer producing and directing;
"Big House U.S.A." (Broderick Crawford,
Ralph Meeker), a Bel Air production — Aubrey Schenck producer, Howard W. Koch director, and "Top of the World" (Dale
Robertson, Evelyn Keyes, Frank Lovejoy,
Nancy Gates) a Landmark productionLewis R. Foster and Michael Baird co-producers, Foster also directing.
Among those coming up in the near future
is "The Beast of Hollow Mountain" (Guy
Madison), to be produced in CinemaScope
& Technicolor by William and Edward Nassour. This is an interesting project. It will
be a combination live action and animation
feature employing a new animation process
known as Regiscope, which was used by the
Nassours previously in "Ring Around Saturn." Madison will be cast in the role of a
modern-day cowboy who tangles with a prehistoric monster.
Others soon to start are: "Kiss Me Deadly" (now being cast), a Parklane production
— Robert Aldrich to produce and direct;
"Canada's Great Man Hunt" (Fldward G.
Robinson, George Raft), to be co-produced
by Sam BischofF and David Diamond, and
"Kentucky Rifle" (Lance Fuller, Cathy
Downs, Jeanne Cagney, Chill Wills), a Howco production in AnscoColor — Carl K. Hittleman producer-director.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Muhl Sets Up Exec Group
To Cope With Exanding Efforts
EDWARD R. MUHL, VICE-PRESIdent in charge of production here, has
created a new studio executive committee to
keep pace with the company's expanding
operations. This latest step in a long-range
program, which he has been putting into
efifect since taking over the production reins
from William Goetz, is aimed at integrating
executive
efficiency. and creative functions for greater
The new group, which will operate directly
under Muhl's supervision, is composed of
James Pratt, executive manager of the
studio; Morris Davis, business manager;
Robert Palmer, talent executive; Ray Crossett, scenario and story editor; Wayne
Weiner, in charge of industry relations;
George Douglas, manager of operations, and
Ernest Nims, editorial executive.
F"inding and building new talent will continue to play a key role in Universal plans,
and will be one of the first matters taken
under advisement by the new executive committee.
At the present time, the studio is spending
over $l,00n,0(M) annually on this talent program. As of now, there are 48 players on
the contract roster, plus 20 others on singlepicture contracts.

Two of U-I's most important pictures ot
1954 will get underway late this month, raising the total number of films in work to
seven. On November 18, producer Ross
Hunter and director Jerry Hopper will
launch "Tacey Cromwell" (Anne Baxter,
Rock Hudson, Julia Adams), and on November 25, the cameras are set to roll on "Female On the Beach" (Joan Crawford, Jeff
Chandler) — Albert Zugsmith producer,
Joseph Pevney director.
Now shooting: "The Purple Mask" (Tony
Curtis, Colleen Miller, Dan O'Herlihy),
CinemaScope & Technicolor — Howard Christie producer, Bruce Humberstone director;
"Cult of the Cobra" (Faith Domergue, Richard Long, Marshall Thompson) — Howard
Pine producer, Francis Lyon director; "The
Mummy" (Bud Abbott, Lou Costello) — Howard Christie producer, Charles Lamont director; "Third Girl From the Right" (Rory
Calhoun, Piper Laurie. Jack Carson), Technicolor— Sam Marx producer, Eddie Buzzell
director, and "Kiss of Fire" (Jack Palance,
Rhonda Fleming), Technicolor — Sam Marx
producer, Joe Newman director.
V^ARNER

BROTHERS

Inde Releases Sought As
Production Hits Year-End Dip
PRODUCTION HAS DIPPED SOMEwhat from its high level of the past few
months at Warner Brothers, with only four
pictures shooting at the present time. Unless
schedules are re-shuffled, there wlil be no appreciable pick-up before the first of the year.
Nevertheless, Jack Warner is negotiating
with several independent units about obtaining releases to bolster next year's distribution
slate. One inde acquisition is "The River
Changes" (Rosanna Rory, Harold Marisch),
which Owen Crump is currently lensing in
Europe on the fringe of the Iron Curtain.
The story, which Crump wrote, deals with
the people of a village that is put behind the
Iron Curtain when a river alters its course,
cutting the residents. The cast is all foreign.
In what is described as a "a judicious
tightening up," the studio has decided to
slice 27 minutes from "A Star Is Born."
Two new features placed on Warners |
slate for late winter or early spring filming
are: "Miracle in the Rain" (Jane Wyman)
and "Pete Kelly's Blues" (Jack Webb), biopic of the orchestra leader.
Four pictures now shooting are: "Strange
Lady in Town" (Greer Garson, Dana Andrews, Cameron Mitchell) — Mervyn LeRoy
producer-director; "Mister Roberts" (Henry
Fonda. James Cagney, William Powell. Jack
Lemmon, Ward Bond) — Leland Hayward
producer, John Ford director; "The Sea
Chase" (John Wayne, Lana Turner, Tab
Hunter, Lyle Bettger) — John Farrow director, no producer credit to be listed; and the
Moulin production "Moliv Dick" (Gregory
Peck, Leo Genu, Richard Basehart). Technicolor— John Huston producer-director. .-Ml
but "Moby Dick" are in CinemaScope and
WarnerColor.
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(Continued from Page 7)

proud of our industry. Many of its detractors continue
to abuse us because we prefer to take the easy way out
and be silent ... We have not yet learned to be statesmen."
This leads one to wonder how the industry can reasonably expect the esteem, respect and good regard of
outsiders when, indeed, it displays so little in itself.
Continuing on this tact, Interstate circuit's Bob
O'Donnell would like to remedy the public relations injustice done the industry by those so-called "sympathizers" who lose no opportunity in consoling us over
depressed business conditions:
"It is an irritation to receive the constant sympathy
of those who believe that our business is on the rocks
. . Success begets success. People follow the crowd.
Let's shineup up our diamonds and wear them prominently again."
"Let's shine up our diamonds . . ." as sound and happy
a PR gesture as any showman could suggest.
Another prominent exhibition man, who desires
anonymity states :
"Let's tell the world we're alive and kicking. One
reason they were ready to bury this industry is that we
did everything expected of the deceased but rent the
hearse. Nothing depresses the patron like a long face
in the lobby. Showmen must look happy."
Advertising executive Charles Einfeld places the PR
stress on the local level:
"Showmanship on the local level is one of the most
important links in community public relations, and
since it pays off at the boxoffice, I would emphasize, as
I have so often done, that a bigger and continuing effort
be made."
Good Films PR Factor
And let us not overlook the instrinsic PR value of the
movie itself, says Mr. Einfeld, both as to form and substance :
". . . We should lose not opportunity to drive home
the superior entertainment values of motion pictures,
stressing constantly the revolutionary new developments that have made, are making, and will continue
to make movie-going an irresistible habit."
Wometco's Sonny Shepard regards the press, representing but one of the industry's numerous publics, an
especially juicy PR target, well worth cultivating:
"Our recommendations are that the industry continue to work through COMPO and to make every
effort to win the POod will and understanding of the
newspaper people on the local level as well as the national level. This can be done through each individual
theatre manager, through our large film companies in
their publicity and public relations departments, and
through our screens, in the case of having newsreels
F«q« M
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cover events that show the motion picture industry in a
favorable light and by being sure that every theatre
throughout the country uses film material that is good
for us.
"There is no end to the number
tion picture industry can do, such
films for television in connection
or any other appeals that are in

of things that the moas providing stars for
with national drives,
the public service and

will be a credit to the motion picture industry."
Rhoden Sees TV Ally
While many theatremen regard TV

as the deadly

threat to their business. National Theatres' newly
named president Elmer C. Rhoden makes out an eloquent and persuasive case for television — as a PR ally
and a ticket-selling instrument. And Mr. Rhoden adequately documents his brief :
"At the moment the only institutional advertising we
have is the Academy Award program. This has directed
the public's attention to the motion picture industry in
a most effective way over the year, but especially so
during the past two years. I doubt very much if the
people of this industry, especially the producers, realize
the tremendous impact that the last television broadcast
of the Academy Award winners had upon the motion
picture box offices throughout this country, particularly
on the motion picture films that were in current releases, or at least were playing the subsequent runs.
"Let me cite a specific example of just what this television broadcast did for a suburban theatre in Kansas
City. This particular theatre had an average gross of
$916 per week for the past twenty weeks. The average
weekly loss was $20. It had played "Roman Holiday"
with a very good companion picture on a double bill,
but lost money. In fact, the gross on the original 4-day
run was $601 and we lost $20. This house had not
played "Here to Eternity", but we had held other suburban runs of this picture and the gross was unsatisfactory. Our city booker was fortunate enough to have
"Roman Holiday" and "From Here to Eternity"
booked on a double bill opening the day after the
Academy Award program was presented and here is
what happened. The first week grossed $5,297 ; the second week $3,322 and the third week $2,146, or a gross
total of $10,765 resulting in additional film rental to the
producers of over $4,500 and a gross income to the theatre of $3,600.
"Now this is just one instance of the tremendous boxoffice value of National institutional advertising. There
are thousands of theatres throughout the United States
that had similar experiences.
"Arent" these facts conclusive? Don't they prove that
we are 'sleeping at the switch'? That we are passing up
the greatest opportunity in show business not to have
weekly industry institutional advertising programs on
one of the leading networks of television? Our circuit
of theatres would be most happy to give a contribution
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tc some organization, preferably COMPO (because it
represents all branches) to spearhead a series of hour
television programs.
"The facts that I have recited are proof of the tremendous opportunities that lie ahead for this industry if
they would only unify themselves on a constructive program. Certainly these national broadcasts will not favor
special interests. It will be puttine over the idea to the
millions of television viewers that motion pictures are
improving in quality. We are making a direct appeal to
the class of people who were formerly theatre goers. We
have the opportunity to recapture the lost audience.
"Why did the suburban house in Kansas City do so
much business on these two pictures, when the first run
on these same pictures failed to do a satisfactory gross?
There is only one reason and that is because our former
customers had their ears and eyes glued to the television

sets. But it proves that if we can present an impelling
television program, that they will leave their television
sets and go back to the theatres.
"To me our problem on institutional advertising is a
very simple one. All it requires is to get the leading
men in the production and exhibition fields together in
one room and act upon a wU conceived program of national advertising via television.
"We have an organization ready and willing to take
on such a project. I refer to COMPO. If the Board of
Directors of COMPO will issue the appeal and set the
date and place, I will drop all future plans and make
that meeting the number one on my future agenda!
Nothing could be as important, and nothing would do
the industry so much good !"
Several respondents praised COMPO's institutional
ads, which have been appearing in Editor & Publisher,
and called for more of the same. One mid-western theatreman, who asks to be unnamed, cites the ads as "the
best example of nationally conceived PR propaganda
I've ever seen in my time". Col. H. A. Cole pointed
out in the previous installment how the Texas exhibitors
circulated the COMPO-sponsored ads directly to their
lo(;al newspapers and urged Lone Star state theatremen
to call personally on the publishers to discuss the ads
and movie industry problems. The Colonel has another
suggestion for local level PR:
"Speakers on the local level, systematically planned
and carried out, constitute another activity. I do not
(Continued on Fape 30 J
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Views on Industry's P. R.
By Robert W . Coyne. Special Counsel,
Council of Motion Picture Organizations. Inc.
WHAT'S RIGHT
bution, Exhibition and all
In COMPO we finally
allied crafts and organizations associated with the
have an organization which
production,
sales, exploitacan speak for the entire intion, exhibition and the
dustry on all matters of
publication of news and ingeneral industry imporformation relating to motance. Through COMPO,
tion pictures and its perin the recent tax fight, we
sonalities.
not only have established
cordial relations with the
Through our recent
series of 26 ads in Editor
national Administration
& Publisher, and our other
from the President and the
communications to the
Secretary of the Treasury
down but also have won
press, we have established
the admiration and respect
a much more cordial relaof Congressional leaders of
tionship with the newspapers,
and pubboth parties by our carelishers of theeditors
country,
and
fully prepared and well
a better understanding of
documented data on the
the community from both
statistical and economic
an economic and cultural
position of the industry.
standpoint. Proof of this
What is more important,
we have brought our local
improved and healthier cliexhibitors and industry
mate with the nation's
representatives into close
press is apparent from the
almost complete absence of
personal contacts with
adverse criticism by the
their United States Senators and Representatives
press
the industry's
who make the laws which
plea fortoFederal
tax relief
and
the
increased
number
have such a vital bearing
of
favorable
editorials
supon the operation and
porting
such
action
in
the
growth of the motion picrecent tax campaign. In
ture business. Through
these contacts we have
addition, replies of newsmade known to our Federpaper editors who were
queried as to whether they
al legislators the economic
liked the Editor & Puband other problems with
lisher ads were overwhich the industry is conwhelmingly favorable, and
fronted. In proof of this,
shortly.
more than 100 members of
a new series will be started
Congress voluntarily appeared or wrote to the
WHAT'S WRONG
House Ways and Means
Committee in support of
Primarily, what's wrong
the Mason Bill granting
with our business is the
tax relief to the industry.
tendency of some individuals to rush into print
Furthermore, we have established convincing proof
with grievances, real or
of the good that may be
fancied, on intra-industry
matters in a bid for public
accomplished for the industry when all its elesupport. We wash too
much of our soiled linen in
ments unite and work harmoniously in a common
public and the whole incause. COMPO is the
dustry suffers as a result.
Unfortunately, it is a fault
vehicle through which such
common to most amuseunity may be obtained and
deserves the continued supment enterprises — the the(Continued on Page 30)
port of Production, DistriFilm BULLETIN
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Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
MARTIN SPEAKS
E. D. Martin, President of TOA, at Banquet of
the Missouri-Illinois Theatre Owners, St. Louis.
I cuter my year as president of TOA not
without fears and trepidation. Today, the
exhibitors of this country are in a precarious
position. The seller's market created by tiie
distributors, whether consciously or unconsciously, the shortage of good pictures, the
shortage of prints, and the prohibitive film
rental demanded for the pictures that arc
available are all combining to threaten the
continued existence of most of us.
Perhaps these problems are not soluble,
but we would be acutely derelict in our duty
if we did not attempt to solve them. ( )ur
immediate answer and solution is to stimulate independent production. This we shall
do (and all exhibitors everywhere are cordially invited to join us, whether TOA or
not), through the medium of the independent
production finance company which was
launched at the TOA Convention in Chicago
last week.
If that plan fails, and it dare not, we shall
return to the chaotic position we are in now,
at the mercy of the producers and distributors. L'nfortunately there are many producers and distributors that do not understand
our problems and are not sympathetic. This
situation must be corrected for an end must
come to the strife in our industry.
BIG SCREEN ADVICE
Albert M. Pickus, Vice President TOA, at annual
convention
Missouri-Illinois Theatre Owners.

There is great confusion in exhibitors'
minds on the subjects of large screen projection, new types of equipment, etc. There
has been so much confusion that many exhibitors do not know where to turn, or what
to do, and they are further frustrated by the
fear that any conditions to the physical aspects of the equipment in their theatres are
not warranted by the size of the theatre, by
the gross of the theatre, or by the value of
the theatre. I want to try to clear up some
of that confusion.
There is no necessity to change from the
so-called small screen to a larger picture
ratio, provided, however, that 2D prints of
CinemaScope, ?.nd of other new processes
pictures, are made available. Mr. Al Tichtman, vice president and general manager of
Fox, said at our TOA Convention in Chicago last week that his company's Cinema.Scope pictures were not yet available in 21);
that he hf>ped they never would be, even
though his company still intended to keep its
promise to release them.
If yon are willing to wait for that day,
then you have no j)roblem. Hut for those exhibitors who do not wish to wait, or, because
of the shortage of product, cannot wail,
there is a problem. It seems to me that the
latter group of exhibitors should: (1) install
a large screen, after careful investigation
anfl advice, so as to be able to get the best
r<'flrrtivp light setup for the pririicular thear«q« 22
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tre. I"or tile average small theatre the cost
of the large screen is not more than $1,000.
And (2) install a short focal lens. For an
additional $710, if they wish to be able to
show all CinemaScope pictures on the w^de
screen, they are able to buy a pair of anamorphic lenses. Prints are being released
with one-track optical sound.
There is no reason to make any investment
in stereophonic sound.
You must make these decisions after due
investigation, counsel, and thought. Do not
get high pressured into things you do not
want and do not need. Take these thoughts
into account:
(1) What amount of product is available
to you if you do nothing, or, if you do part,
or, if you do alP
(2) What is your competitive position?'
Are you being hurt because you have not
modernized your projection equipment?
What are your neighbors doing?
(3) Have you kept your house in order,
aside from equipment? Are your customers
getting the best in cleanliness, service and
courtesy
ON

DISNEY & SOUND
ITO of Ohio

There's an old joke with the tag line,
"Hold your hats boys, here we go again." It
is applicable right now to Walt Disney, who,
through his brother Roy, has announced
that early prints of "20,000 Leagues Under
the Sea" will be available only with stereophonic sound. He talks about technical and
financial difficulties at the same time uttering
the usual platitudes about wanting to do
business with everybody. It is difficult to
understand that Disney does not have the
money to make optical prints and release
them at the same time as those with stereophonic sound. It would seem that Spyros
Skouras could offer Mr. Disney some
"sound" advice.
ON ITOC'SCOPE
of Ohio
After many conversations in Milwaukee
and a long and careful study of the situation,
I now believe that Fox would be wrong to
make its pictures available in the old dimension. They have eliminated the requirement
of stereophonic sound; they have agreed to
sell flat; they have agreed to financially
assist an exhibitor who cannot afford the
expense of converting to CinemaScope. If
"The Robe" and some of the other fine pictures were made available in 2-D it would
be, in my opinion, a step backward.
Please note that I am careful to say that
this is only a ])ersonal opinion. Fox executives have come through on their promise
to assist exhibitors financially to install CinemaScope. This involves a considerable sum
in a drive-in and if the exhibitor could not
afford it, 1 believe F'ox will assist him. It is
an expense that he must go to in order to
keep up with the times.

TICKET

SALES WORKSHOP
ITO of Ohio
Having arranged for one of these at your
convention in Columbus next March, we
"scouted" the first one in Pittsburgh last
week. Any theatre owner can profit by one
of these sessions and he will doubly profit —
if he has more than one theatre — by bringing his managers along. When you go home
you can add to your list of "Things I never
knew 'til now?
Although we will have such a forum in
March, by that time, new ideas and new advertising and exploitation techniques may be
developed, so I will not be dulling the edge
of our own workshop by giving you some
of the high-lights.
Edward M. Hyde, advertising director of
the Sharon, Pa., Herald made a number of
interesting observations. He suggested that
every ad should carry the time of the feature showings. He also suggested that a lot
of the credits that are carried mean nothing
and waste space. He urged greater use of
the new'spaper's own mat services for borders, decorations, etc. He urged that something be said about each picture in addition
to the title and the stars.
Discussing these things, one by one, the
time of the feature showings is very important. There is a school of thought which is
against this because it does not encourage a
constant traffic but rather one that comes in
spurts. On the other hand, many a theatre
goer has not liked a picture because he came
in the middle of it, sat through another feature or some shorts and then saw it from
the beginning. A picture is made to see from
beginning to end. Many pictures are completely incomprehensible to the person who
comes in the middle.
On the matter of credits, the film companies are bound by contract to include
certain names in the credits. Directors, producers, associate producers, set dressers,
sound engineers, etc. are all important to a
picture
but they don't mean a thing at the
box
office.
Using the paper's own mat service is an
excellent idea. Any advertising man on a
newspaper can suggest methods for using it.
For example, if you have a double feature
show, remove the borders from the press
book ads and substitute one border about
the two ads for the whole show.
You'll find turkeys for Thanksgiving,
holly for Christmas and cupids for New
Year's in the newspaper's mat service as well
as all kinds of other seasonal designs.
Saying something about the picture is also
an excellent idea. For instance if a picture
has had a long run in a nearby city, be sure
to mention that. We don't mean New York
or Los Angeles or Chicago. Catchlines arc
not often included in the smaller ads and
some of ihcm may not fit your situation but
you can find plenty of them in the press
book ads which can be used to replace the
dropped credits.
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hour,
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Christmas
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By doing this you help provide
haven

a

of healing; of TB care and

Research, for your friends, for your
family, and

for yourself.

Give to the Christmas

Sometfun^io he Cjkate^^
At this Thanksgiving Season, let us be
grateful that there IS a Will Rogers Hospital — that WE own it — where we can
conduct TB Research, and where we can
heal tuberculosis at NO CHARGE TO
PATIENTS

Salute -NOW!

Located at Saranoc Lake, N. Y., your Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital has maintained an average
rate of TB healing of 90%-p/us of all its cases.
More than fwe/ve hundred cures have been
attained.
for all in It's
the Insurance for you — and Assurance
AMUSEMENT
INDUSTRY

HOSPITAL^-fT
MEMORIAL
ROGERS
NATIONAL OFFICE: 1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
^
Will Rogers Hospital gratefully acknowledges contribution of ad production by Universal Pictures Company, Inc., and of space by this publisher
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Viewpoints

Exhibitars

(Continued from Papc 5)

lumbia plan will bestir some of the
other film companies, which are
treating the boilinp^ scarcity problem
with an almost detached, unhurried,
academic air. To the theatremen
facing the problem of keeping their
theatres in operation, the matter is
anything but academic. Finding product, any calibre of product, has become an agonizing 365 day-a-year
job.
Accordingly, exhibitors have
warmly embraced the intent and
substance of the Columbia announcement. Assembled in convention when the news broke, TOA
leaders hailed the move as perhaps
the first real blast in unloosening
the product log-jam. Allied States
general counsel Abram Myers said
Aliied's governmental regulation bill
could well go into "deep-freeze" if
other film companies were to follow
Columbia's lead.
Actually the plan to finance independent production is no panacea.
$10,000,000 cannot provide enough
pictures, nor can the efforts of one
company alone produce a groundswell. But it is a practical and
praiseworthy effort to alleviate the
shortage.
The chief values of the Columbia
program are threefold: (1) It dramatically substitutes action for lip
service at a time of bitter intra-industry discord and ferment. (2) It
establishes a precedent for other
film-makers to follow either through
similar appropriations for independent films, or by utilizing their own
facilities for increased product. (3)
It definitively acknowledges the
existence of the problem through the
good offices of a top film executive.
Some others have adopted the
ostrich-in-the-sand attitude, disavowing by their silence that there is,
indeed, any problem at all.
In both the long and short run
Columbia stands to benefit through
this move. Diversification of production activities is sound business, a
shrewd hedge against losses in one
phase of operation or the other. But
beyond this, the company will gain
immeasurably in good will by striving to meet its customers' needs.
f*9» 24
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Roy and Walt Disney are, I hope,
touching wood.
The next few months could be crucial
to them.
They have their costliest picture,
"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea" almost ready for business.
They have severed their distribution
contract with RKO and are now in the
throes of setting up a release organization
of their own.
Out in California they have embarked
on creation of a vast fun fair type of proAnd at this decisive moment in their
affairs they have dared do something no
ject.
other important film producer would have
risked. They have moved into television
with a weekly hour-long show, called
Disneyland, for which they are using malease. terial originally made for theatrical re*
*
*
The second stanza of Disneyland featured "Alice in Wonderland" — certainly
not an old film. It was premiered in New
York as recently as the Spring of 1951;
hence it cannot be classified as an "oldie".
Though the TV version was abbreviated from the original, all its essential
elements were presented on TV. I estimate that about two-thirds of the film
was seen by viewers.
Disneyland is so good that it has most
of the critics turning handsprings and
predicting that it will replace all existing
Wednesday night TV favorites in the
popularity listings.
Experts tell me that it may not make
much money for the Disneys, but it will
be of immense help to their merchandising department (toys, books, badgets,
etc.) and will give them a strong publicity
boost.
How exhibitors will feel about this
entry into television is another matter.
There will almost certainly be squawks of
dismay from those theatremen who hold
that anyone who provides TV with saleable film material is engaging in hostile
activities.
The brothers Roy and Walt must have
weighed that possibiHty. Presumably they
hold the view that the re-release possibilities of "Alice"', or of anything else
they supply to TV, can be enhanced by
"airing" them to home viewers in condensed form — on the theory that only by
going to the motion picture theatre can
the public see the "real thing" in full, rich
color, life-size and without cuts.
*
*
*
There is something to be said for that
opinion, but if we accept the view that

&

Disneyland

public interest in movies can be intensified by pre-release over TV, there is no
telling where we will all end up.
Perhaps the most significant result of
the Disneys' new venture is the possibility
of their having opened the floodgates.
Jack Cohn, executive vice-president of
Columbia, has already announced the sale
to the Hygo Corporation, a TV sales outfit, of 200 old cartoons and 20 westerns
"which have no further potential for reissues". All are between ten and fifteen
years
old.
Personally
I don't take this deal too
seriously. The more old, out-of-date junk
of this kind that is sold to TV the better
it will be for theatre business, which is
handling product vastly superior to that
of only a few years ago.
*
*
*
There has been such improvement in it,
in fact, that the major studios' backlog
pictures in general probably have a far
smaller TV value than has been commonly supposed. Films like "The Robe",
"Waterfront", "Eternity", "Star is Born",
"Moulin Rouge" and others have educated
the public to better things.
Nevertheless, Wall Street's financial
bloodhounds, who are rarely interested in
looking farther than the next fast dollar,
are already sniffing about for purchasable
backlogs. If they succeeded in getting
Ihold of any there could well be a temporary outburst of pressure-selling of
damage to the film industry.
About the best unpremeditated comment on the films-versus-television controversy Ihave heard for some time came
the other day from Dick Powell, who has
just finished producing Howard Hughes'
multi-million dollar "The Conqueror".
We were lunching at Sardi's when Dick
let slip the remark, "If the picture flops —
though I don't think it will — I guess I'll
have
television".
"Andto stay
if it in
doesn't?"
I asked.
"In that event," said Dick, "I'll get out
Thus did Powell — who with Charles
Boyer and David Niven controls one of
of
TV".
television's
most successful dramatic
shows, "Four Star Playhouse" — admit,
rather devastatingly, that TV is still second choice as a medium of mass entertainment.
*
*
One of these days the brothers Roy and
Walt Disney may reach the same conclusion. Critical acclaim is one thing,
financial success another.
Despite
the success that Disneyland
is meeting.
Thein proof
of the TV pudding s
the eating!
— Leonard Coulter

I

MERCHANDISING
Big 'Hansel & Creter Tie-ups
A sparkling array of promotional tie-ups
has been set for Michael Myerberg's "Hansel
and Gretel" by RKO boxofficers that should
generate a wealth of national and local publicity and advertising. The campaign is timed
for nation-wide coverage in conjunction with
playdates. Local level promotions will be
ready for the Christmas holiday release of
the Technicolor puppet film, reports WorldWide Sales Manager, Walter Branson.
The National Biscuit Company will distribute a"Hansel and Gretel" cookie with
the new product being advertised on the
packages of NBC's three leading products,
Ritz Crackers, Grahams and Saltines. Package ads plug the RKO release with the line,
"At Your Local Theatre." Similar counter
displays will boost the product and the picture. NBC is also launching a national newspaper, mag, TV and radio sales campaign for
the cookie, with appropriate credit for film.
The Independent Grocers Alliance Distributing Company is running a "Hansel and
Gretel" coloring and jingle contest through
more than 5,000 of its outlets and will tie it
in with local bookings of the film. In addition, IGA will run full-page ads in some
2,000 newspapers carrying the local theatre
playdate, and will distribute handbills and
posters plugging the contest and the picture.
Other tie-ins in the voluminous merchandising campaign include co-ops with Mars
Candy and Dell Publishing Company.

&

EXPLOITATION
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'Pagan'
Art
Here is an advance
view of the striking
art heralding Universal's forthcoming CinemaScope
spectacle. "Sign of
the Pagan", story
of Attila the Hun,
who warred against
Christianity.
Sketches of the
four principal characters depict Jeff
Chandler as Mercian, the sandalmaker's son, who
became ruler of the
Roman Empire;

V 5. 'am^

SJqN
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Jack Palance as Attila, the ruthless
barbarian; Ludmilla Tcherina, as the
Princess of Constantinople, and
Rita Gam, as Attila's daughter who
succumbs to civilization.

'Desiree' Disc Campaign
With campaigns tied to recordings of film
theme songs paying off so handsomely for
recent 20th-Fox releases ("Three Coins in
the Fountain", "Woman's World", "Hajji
Baba"), Charles Einfeld's boxofficers have
set the biggest recording tie-up to date for
the latest CinemaScoper, "Desiree".
A total of eight versions of "The Song
From Desiree" are being rushed into national release by the top disc producers. Among
the name artists to release versions of the

Reproductions of fhe electronically-controlled
Kinemin dolls (Gretel, Hansel, Rosina Rubylips,
Singy, the bear) used in Myerberg's "Hansel
• nd Gretel". Dolls will be available for sale
by theatres playing the RKO release.

new ballad (subtitled, "We'll Meet Again")
are Bing Crosby (Decca), Johnnie Desmond
(Coral), Jane Froman (Capitol), and the
Paul Weston Orchestra (Columbia).
All of the record companies are providing
their outlets with promotional material
boosting the Marlon Brando starrer, and
record shops are being urged to cooperate
with exhibitors on local level campaigns.
(More SHOWMEN on Page 28)

Credit United Artists' showmc
under Francis M. Winikus, with pr4
moting one of the biggest magazini
co-op advertising campaigns of all
time to herald four of the company's
upcoming specials.
A series of full-page, five-color, as
well as black-and-white, ads placed by
the Van Heusen Shirt Company will
showcase "The Night of the Hunter,"
"The Kentuckian," "Not As A Stranger" and "Vera Cruz" in Life, Esquire,
Time, and The SEP. Combined reader
ship will total close to 70 million in
the U. S. and Canada. Ad series kicks
off in February, 1955, and runs
through June.
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"THE

BAREFDDT

Pressbaah

'Her shoes... oddly
enough ihey ^ t>re
what made me

: many
Irelalions
couaselori
can
tilingshe

suspect something.
I found them .
in the strangest

, some
[ iliem punishable ^
1)V law.

places..."

"Whatever it^^-^^'''^^^^
you're
it- whether
name with
it or catch it.
born
Maria had it . . . ."
-A- Above are catchline excerpts from the
series of six excellent teaser ads. They lend
themselves to lobby enlargements.
The newspaper ads are outstanding. The
two seen below give some idea of the strong
emotionai impact they convey.

, Hor/f/s
//rqt/fifit/
Anima/ /

r
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Offers
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Already one of the most highly publicized
pictures of the year, via a glittering New
York premiere and star Ava Gardner's U.S.
and 'South American p.a.'s, the Joseph Mankiewicz Technicolor drama, "The Barefoot
Contessa," boasts one of the strongest campaigns generated for a film this year.
For several months in advance of the film's
opening, Miss Gardner received a whopping
play in the national magazines, from LIFE
down. Her beauteous physical assets were
displayed in every conceivable posture, and
the role of the Contessa was proclaimed as
revealing a "new Ava." And many critics
agree that■ it is her finest dramatic role.
■A
United Artists'
boxofficers, under the direction of Francis M. Winikus, have backed
this advance build-up with a splendid pressbook that is crammed with promotions,
ballyhoo stunts and sock ads, while capitalizing fully the star values of Bogart and
Gardner. The campaign is focalized on one
of the most magnetic pieces of advertising
art seen in recent years: a striking illustration of the glamorous Contessa carrying her
shoes and embraced by a shadowy male
figure (see opposite page). Accompanying
this attractive art is the startling catchline
that describes her as "The World's Most
Beautiful Animal." All of which should
serve to conjure up in the public mind the
attractive concept of a very intriguing lady.

Shatvmen

VUC^
MWUS • StUWUtS
Innumerable tie-ins have been arranged to
keep interest mushrooming. Macy's department store adopted a "Contessa" theme for
window and in-store displays in all of their
five stores and similar tie-ins can be arranged on a local level; a national tie-up
with the Florists Association is set and theatremen can promote local flower shops to
develop window displays using stills from
the picture plus window cards giving full
film and star credits, and five shoe companies are servicing their dealers with promotion material, giving instructions to cooperate with local theatre playdates.
Jantzen has launched a "Contessa" swim
suit tie-in in 200 leading department stores,
backed by a full-page two-color ad in Harper's Bazaar. Here too, theatremen can
work with local Janzten dealers for co-ops
on playdate.
Sure-fire TV and radio aids also are offered exhibitors. A set of three TV slides
are available which can be flashed on the
screen in rapid succession, providing an effective attention-getter. Free radio spot
discs allow for live policy announcements at
the tag end and contain 1-minute, 30-second
and 15-second announcements.
The free-trip contest tie-in (see below) is
practically ready-made for all theatres. Read
the details and participate in a stunt that
will excite your patrons.

*THM

TRIP CONTEST

/fir »(wA/v Ifosf
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I

where UA's
To ItalyContessa'
Trip
'The Barefoot
Was
Filmed, Because:". Contest is
geared to create plenty of
hot word-of-mouth which
should pay off at the b.o.

BOGART GARDNER

"■^ .'mmimi'
P«gi 2«
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This contest, which has been
arranged in cooperation with
Italian Lines, is a national
contest closing July 1, 1955,
which will give every theatre
playing
a chance
to
cash "Contessa"
in on the promotion.
Exhibitors can stage the contest by distributing entry
blanks thru travel agencies,
their theatres, and possibly
in cooperation with local
newspapers. A tie-in should
also be possible with radio
and TV outlets. Deadline for
entries should coincide with
the
day of
run. last
Entries
willthebe theatre's
sent to
the UA home office and a
national panel of judges will
select the best letter on: "I
Would Like To Win, For Myself And A Companion, A

CONTESSA
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...Ai Guests of
FIRST PRIZE WINNER AND COMPANION v/;li travel aboard the new
S $ CRtSTOFOlO COlOMeO OR S S. ANDREA
DORM OR ONE OF THE OTHER POPULAR VESSELS OF THE ITALIAN LINE . .
TWO WEEKS FREE at the new
HOTEL MEDiTERRANEO. . .One oi the Famous
five BEUOJA HOTELS IN ROME, ITALY

BAREFOOT
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of the issue

Under the tutelage of director Bogart,
a Hollywood has-been, the Spanish
cabaret dancer beconnes a movie star.
[HE

BAREFOOT

EONTESSA

Writer-director Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
vho wrote such fine film plays as "All
\bout Eve" and "Letter to Three Wives",
las again woven a striking entertainment
nvolving Holljrwood lore and personaliies. "Contessa" is the story of a Spanish
)easant dancer. Ava Gardner, who is
)rought to stardom through the efforts of
skidding Hollywood director, Humihrey Bogart. Although desired by many
nen, her affairs of the heart are reserved
mly for those of her own lowly, earthy
irigin. That is. until she is swept off her
eet by the handsome Count Torlato'"avrini (Rossano Brazzi). This is her one
eal love. But the Contessa is a woman
narked for tragedy. Learning on her
vedding night that her noble husband is
mpotent as the result of war wounds, she
eeks to give him a son through another.
iut the Count, not understanding, fires a
'Ullet into her heart.

Unable to shake the peasa
from her feet, the Contessa
emotional outlet with her own

SHOWMAN
(.itnUniwd Iron Puic 23)

WORKSHOP

CALL
TONIC

With enthusiasm running high amonj
showmen who attended the first session o
MGM's Ticket Selling Workshops in Pitts'
burgh, Indianapolis theatremen are giving
every indication of a record turn-out foi
the second stanza on November 16.
Metro branch manager Foster B. Gaukei
in that city will host the conference, whicl
is being coordinated with the convention o:
the Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana.
The successful Pittsburgh forum was con
ducted by Mike Simons, Metro customer
relations chief; Emery Austin, exploitation
head, representing Howard Dietz; Erv
Clumb, Milwaukee theatreman; Herbert I
Brown, Massachusetts exhibitor; Edward M
Hyde, newspaper ad man, and Max Reilly.
TV station ad chief.
More than 300 theatre owners, managers'
and ad-publicity men participated in discussions and exchange cf ideas on methods of
boosting business at the boxoffice. The sue
cess of this roundtable can be measured by
the messages of commendation which flowed
into the Metro home office. These comments indicate that the forums, while they
may not introduce new and startling innovations for attracting patrons to theatres,
are performing the valuable service of refreshing exhibitors in the basic concepts oi
showmanship and public relations. The general attitude of the Pittsburgh assemblage
was that the workshops, if they accomplish
nothing more than that, are a tonic.
For many it will inspire re-evaluations,
as it did for Mel Katz (Fabian Theatres,
Johnstown, Pa.) who said: "Surprised to
learn how much I knew — and how much I
forgot!" Marty Shearn (Fairmont Theatre.
Fairmont, W. Va.) also gained a new perspective, saying it was "like looking into a
mirror to try to find out what may be wrong
with yourself. The answers were given to
youForat Ray
this meeting."
Smith (Shea Circuit, NYC) it
meant the clarifying of a goal — "Forums of
this kind brings us face to face with the realization that we generally do not do all we
could tc sell our attractions. In other words
it Bennett
gives us aAmdur
new incentive."
(Garden Theatre, North
Side, Pittsburgh) believed that — "Psychologically these meetings are good for our
business. Future meetings should stress
greater advertising aid for the neighborhood
Industry observers generally agree that
theatres."
Metro's Ticket Selling Workshops will provide an exhibitor with a blueprint, by which
he can clarify his individual problems, reacquaint himself with the basic principles of
showmenship, and thereby plot a constructive campaign to improve boxoffice grosses.
Top Group: Some 300 exhibitors jam William
Penn Hotel ballroom for ticket selling workshop.
Second
Group:
(I. toexhibitors
r. ) M-G-M's
MikeI. Simons
and Emery
Austin,
Herbert
Brown
and Ervin J. Clumb addressing the meetin9.
Third Group: the Stanley Warner circuit contingent. Fourth Group: Independent exhibitors
reflect intense interest in discussions. Bottom:
Display of advertising material on front of dais.
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Fabian Drive Winners
Concluding its three-month showmanship
tribute to president Si Fabian, Pittsburgh's
Stanley Warner zone has chosen ten managers as winners of its Fabian Fabulous
Forty drive. Zone manager M. A. Silver,
along with district managers, film buyers
and bookers, and advertising chiefs, reviewed
pressbooks, newspaper tear sheets, and other
campaign evidence in selecting the winners
of $475.00 in prizes.
In first place was William Wyatt (Virginian Theatre, Charleston, W. Va.), with
Anthony CoUincini (Manos, Greensburg,
Pa.) and Henry Rastetter (Warner, Erie,
Pa.)~ tieing for second place.
In awarding the prizes. Silver said he was
pleased to see such outstanding campaigns
from men in the field, and that excellent
representation had come from the subsequent
and small town situations, as well as the
larger first-runs. Silver stressed that only by
continuously applying and revamping the
many tried and true result-getting ideas of
showmanship to fit today's needs can the
continued
uptrend
the nation's box-offices
be
maintained
and inincreased.

Premiere

Pittsburgh's outstanding campaigns for
the past three months are being sent to New
York, where, in competition with work from
managers in other SW zones, a final winner
will be chosen, to receive a two-week trip
to England.

^ Top: Police struggle to hold back crowds that came
)liddle:
cheer Mr.
celebrities
at "Carmen
Jones"
premiere,
and Mrs.arriving
A! Lichtman,
and Mr.
and Mrs.
Jack
ohn entering Rivoli Theatre. Bottom: Mr. and Mrs.
' harles Einfeld, and Mr. and Mrs. John Raiss chat before
jrtain goes up. Top right: Jammed sidewalks indicate
interest premiere created.
Briefs
UA's "Shield for Murder" is receiving
Dme effective plugging on a nation-wide TV
et via co-op commercials sponsored by
hesterfield cigarettes. Tie-up includes the
erry Como Show and Dragnet.
Large aquariums are being made available
ir lobby displays and publicity stunts for
le world premiere and openings of RKO's
ane Russell starrer, "Underwater!" The
inks will be used to hold mermaids, sharks,
r whatever gimmicks theatre showmen can
Iream up, and are constructed of a new
jiminated glass fibre which assures constant
'ater temperature and allows clear photoraphs to be taken.

♦ A natural for music shop
tie-ups is this striking window
display
on " 20th-Fox's
men Jones
In Glmbel's "CarNYC
store. This large poster from
the Otto Preminger production, scene stills and record
albums
of thecredits
film's to
famous
score, with
the
Rivoli Theatre are included in
display. Similar tie-ins can be
made on local level bookings.

Gag picketing gimmick was used by Paramount Theatre manager Don Haley, in the campaign for Los
Angeles four-theatre premiere of UA's "Suddenly".
This teen-age group staged mock protest over star
Frank Sinatra's switch from crooning to straight drama.
The "new" Frankle routine eyed potent promotions
with disc jockies, music stores, and radio stations.

'Desiree' Promotion
20th Century-Fox's premiere specialists,
under Charles Einfled, are firing the boilers
for a Command Performance opening of
"Desiree" at the Roxy. The promotional
campaign, which is launching the Marlon
Brando starrer, shapes up as one of the most
extensive ever prepared for a CinemaScope
production.
The premiere will be attended by descendants of royal European families, who
will be announced by six heralds, dressed in
authentic styles of the French Directoire
period. Proceeds from the opening go to the
March of Dimes.
Groundwork is being also set for the national release of "Desiree" (around Thanksgiving) in a drive that includes: department
and specialty store tie-ins in conjunction
with clothing styles; and national and local
co-ops with publishers and reprint publishers
of the Annamarie Selinko best-selling novel.
Film BULLETIN
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(Cuntinued irom Page 21)

mean by this a speaker sent from New York or somewhere in Idaho, although this might occasionally be
valuable, although expensive. But in nearly every state,
if the effort was made and the planning was efficient,
there could be found local speakers for audiences at local
gatherings. You know, you do not necessarily have to
have a big convention to make this true : a Lions. Rotary
or Kiwanis luncheon gets pretty close to the grass
roots !"
Self-regulation, to rid the industry of evils which he
claims are deeply rooted in certain aspects of the business, is the strongly worded recommendation of outspoken Trueman Rembusch, the Indiana independent:
"Let's stop emphasizing^ sex to sell motion pictures.
Right here and now, I want to declare that the American people are fed up with sex. They get it morning,
noon and night in the newspapers, on the radio, on television, and by other advertising media which handle it
much mere artfully than the exploitation departments
of the motion picture companies.

Compo Counsel
(Continued from Page 21)
atres, baseball, boxing,
football and others. Other
major industries — automotive, steel, oil, chemical,
public utility and others —
also have their internal
quarrels and their strongly
opinionated executives, but
they manage to settle most
of these quarrels around a
conference table or, if
necessary, to take them to
court where they are gentrally settled in a calm judicial atmosphere without
a fanfare of publicity and
personal recriminations.
There is also too much
loose talk on the part of
publicity seeking individuals and too little regard on
the part of a very few persons as to the effect of their
personal conduct on the industry's public relations.
Unfortunately, it is the
misdeeds of the few which
win the headlines while the
normal behavior of the
great majority goes unnoticed. Another disturbing element is the occasional effort of some individual or corporation to
try to capitalize on a piece
ftqt 30
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Coyne's Views
of unfavorable publicity by
the questionable exploitation of the individual or
picture involved.
RECOMMENDATIONS
A concerted effort on the
part of each individual in
the industry to establish
and maintain close personal and friendly relations
with his national, state and
local legislators, with his
local newspaper editor and
with the heads of religious,
fraternal and civic organizations. To take an interest
in civic affairs and to offer
his services and facilities
in any worthwhile cause
which does not seriously
interfere with the conduct
of his business. By doing
so the exhibitor and other
industry representative will
establish the fact that the
motion picture business is
not all centered in Hollywood or New York, but
that it is primarily a local
business.
Less name calling and
the use of a conference
table instead of a soap box
to settle disputes.
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"If we don't clean up our own mess important groups
will be goaded into regulating our industry and thereby
cleaning it up for us. The time is late, very late. We
must take positive action through COMPO. Exhibitors
in the grass roots must make every effort locally to improve their public relations, to train their employees to
act as enthusiastic public relation agents for the industry. The Johnston office must take action against companies that flaunt the code. The actors must take action
against their members who continually and persistently
ignore conventions."
P. R. Everybody's Job
The public relations chore, says Walter Reade, Jr.,
is part of the overall duties of each individual member
of the industry, be his station high or low:
"Every person on our payrolls is in public relations,
and everyone of them should be made aware of that
fact. Because the function of public relations is not
limited to a small staff of experts, or to any one executive. It is a philosophy of operation that must permeate
the entire industry — from the presidents of the major
companies down to the cashier and janitor of the theatres. Everyone in this business should share in the job
of getting the essential facts about our industrjr — production, distribution, and exhibition — across to the public— the services it renders and the high place it occupies
in every community."
Nonetheless, there remains the main day-to-day problem of planning tangible public relations efforts, formalizing them, translating them into action, coordinating
activities between the several branches, and generally
administering whatever campaigns and operations that
are to be undertaken. All this requires leadership — and
organization. Someone or some agency must perform
the groaning task. By the almost unanimous acclaim
of industry leaders, COMPO is the only agency on the
scene today with a potential for doing this. But does its
current setup of finances and organization qualify
COMPO realistically to assume such a burden? The
general view seems to be that it is not adequately
equipped tospondents carry
out the task. Here's what some resay ;
A Far West sockesman, operator of a small circuit
who asks that his name be withheld, qualifies his
COMPO support for the job with a big "if":
"The Council of Motion Picture Organizations could
be the greatest thing that ever happened to movie industry public relations IF the film executives and the
big circuit operators would not regard it as their private
property. COMPO needs money to carry out its
function. I say the big companies would profit immeasurably ifthey would provide funds and some personnel, then turn the task over to the direction of a
small committee of practical big city and small town
showmen — without further direction from film execu-
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The head of one of the nation's largest circuits, also
requesting anonymity, states :
"COMPO is a great implement to improve public relations for us — if we give COMPO the freedom, manpower and money with which to do the job ... It seems
that in recent years everybody has suddenly become a
public relations expert. I recommend that we place ourselves in the hands of men skilled and trained in that
profession, and that we have confidence in their abilities. We have many such men in our industry."
Industry advertising men, keen to the practical factors, have other interesting views. For instance, Francis
Winikus, who writes with first-hand experience in
COMPO activities, suggests an industry-wide forum
approach to aid in solving PR problems :
"I have had the experience of participating in suggested COMPO programs with advertising-publicityexploitation heads of our industry's major film distributors. The problems existent were interpreted generally
on an individual company level. Each company had its
own pre-conceived advertising and publicity policy
which it was concerned about protecting. To my way
of thinking, the various producer, distributor and exhibitor interests should nominate a slate of COMPO personnel, supply this group with an agreed upon budget for
operation and allow them freedom of action. Most
certainly, financial backing for this set-up should not be
the sole responsibility of the distributing companies but
should be subscribed to by all phases of the industry.
Calls for PR

Conference

"As a step toward implementing this program, I
would suggest an industry-wide conference or forum
which would specify institutional problems on the local
and national level. Nor would the responsibility of the
participating organizations end with the conclusion of
the meeting. Producers, distributors and exhibitors
would continue to supply ideas, personnel and facilities
to back a continuing campaign. But once a plan was
adopted and a fuU-fledp^ed COMPO ad-pub-exploitation
force created, the major obstacles to an effective institutional selling effort would be surmounted."
Allied Artists' John Flinn also believes it is extremely
difficult for a company man to render an unbiased picture of the overall industry without somehow emphasizing the importance of his own employer. Therefore,
say he :
"Perhaps like other industries, we should hire an outstanding industrial public relations firm, with each
branch of the business contributinp^ to its support."
Abe Montague, the Columbia Pictures executive,
comes up with a somewhat similar suggestion :
"It would be a worthwhile seminar if the best brains
of the industry, without the pride of authorship, would
sit down and review what has not been done and review
what should have been done, and then have somebody

OURSELVES

Seminar

who has the confidence of the industry — if that be possible— do what should be done, because in my book public relations is very, very important. '
'Speak Up', Says Seadler
No set of recommendations for improving our public
relations would be complete with further reference to
Silas F. Seadler's wonderful little pamphlet, "Speak Up,
Movie Folk!" The M-G-M advertising executive presents a set of general PR principles for movie people to
use in boosting their industry as an institution. "You've
Got A Right To Say". Mr. Seadler points out:
"I'm proud to be part of the motion picture industry,
to work in it and make my future in it. The movie industry has always aimed at serving and pleasino^ the
public. We can't always be right, but our average is
high. Ours belongs high among American industries
that contribute to the economy, the happiness and the
welfare of the nation. We employ some 200,000 persons
in the Hollywood studios, the home offices in New York,
the film exchanges in 31 American cities, and the 19,311
theatres in all communities throughout America.
"It's a patriotic industry to which the President of the
United States said after the war: "I express my gratitude to the motion picture industry for the extraordinary service it rendered.' That's a continuing service,
in peace as well as war. I'm proud to have a share in
this service and haopy to be one of a mighty industry
that has millions of loyal fans whose applause and support are the most conclusive vote of confidence of all."
The job of sifting the voluminous recommendations
offered by a large number of exhibitors and film men
was not an easy one. Many in each branch wrote with
strong unprintable feeling about the alleged failures of
the ether branch to perform their PR functions for the
benefit of the industry. We endeavored to sort out only
the more temperate and constructive suggestions.
The inevitable conclusion this writer formed from the
contributions of practical industryites is that virtually
everyone in movie business knows that a formalized PR
program is needed, and that it would profit the industry
at large
questionintoin concrete
everyone's
mind is how
this
idea vastly.
can be The
translated
action.
There must be an answer, and we might suggest that
it is the duty
industry's
construct
it and ofsettheit in
motion. practising showmen to
Let us close this chapter on a note of caution by
Charles Einfeld :
"Because we so often have, after reaching an
vanced position, gone into a retrograde movement,
principal recommendation is that, takino^ cognizance
the foregoing points, we held the line and continue

admy
of
to

push forward from there. "
TItt' next chapter icill deal uith Intra-ludustry
Kelations — a di^icitssion of what is perhaps the
movie industry's most neglected public: itself.
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July
RETURN FROM THE SEA Jan Sterling, Neville Brand.
Producer Scott R. Dunlap. Director Lesley Selander. War
drama.
Chief Bos'n's
of destroyer
when executive
officersMateare takes
killedcharge
in battle.
Returns
home a hero to marry girl he loves. 80 min.
WEAK AND THE WICKED, THE Glynis Johns, John
Gregson. Producer Victor Skutezky. Director J. LeeThompson. Drama. Framed in fraud case young woman
is sentenced to two years in prison. She is thrown
among wicked women and involved in escape. 72 min.
August
KILLER LEOPARD Johnny Sheffield, Beverly Garland.
Produced arrd directed by Ford Beebe. Melodrama.
Bomba
beautiful
screen70 star
husband helps
in wilds
of Arfica.
min. track down runaway
SECURITY RISK John Ireland, Dorothy Malone. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Harold Schuster.
Melodrama. FBI agent on vacation thwarts communists
who kill scientist and steal secret papers. 69 min.
September
JUNGLE GENTS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, (Bowery
Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Discovering that one of the boys can actually smell diamonds, the gang goes to Africa to find a
fortune in stolen diamonds. 64 min.
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ei-convict is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws. 69 min.
October
BOB MATHIAS STORY, THE Bob Mathias, Melba Math ias. Ward Bond. Producers James L. Fallon, William
E. Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sports drama.
Biography of Olympic Decathlon champion from high
school days to present. tO min.
HUMAN JUNGLE, THE Gaiy Merrill, Jan Sterling. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section and solves murder. 82 min.
November
CRY VENGENCE Mark Stevens, Martha Hyer, Jean
Vohs. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Stevens.
Melodrama. Former detective released from prison
after
serving long
didn't83 commit
seeks revenge
againsttermmen forwhocrime
framedhe him.
min.
TARGET EARTH Richard Denning. Virginia Gray. Producer Herman Cohen. Director Sherman A. Rose.
Science
Earth 75is min.
invaded by army of robots
from
the Fiction.
planet Venus.
December
PORT OF HELL Wayne Morris, Dane Clark, Marole
Mathews. Producer William F. Broidy. Director
Harold Schuster. Melodrama. Port Warden of Los
Angeles
harborwhich
learns docked
has atomic
aboard
be set freighter
off in communist
plot
tobomb
destroy
the harbor.is 80to min.
TONIGHT'S
THE NIGHT
Technicolor. David Niven,
Yvonne
de Carlo,
Barry 88
Fitzgerald.
Comedy. Irish
fantasy with
comic flavor.
min.
Coming
ANNAPOLIS STORY. THE Technicolor. John Derek
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch!
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers
from Annapolis together split over awhogirlgraduated
but are
eventually
reconciled during combat as jet fighter
pilots in Korea.
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall,
ISowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director EdNernds. Comedy. Bowery Boys find Aladdin's
magic wardlamp
and
to Bagdad. 64 min. resulting adventures take them
COLUMBIA
July
CAINE MUTINY, THE I Pre-release ) Technicolor. Humphr.y Bogart, Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Merman Wouk, of a mutiny
aboard a U S Navv'
d»itroy»r 125 min.
HELL BELOW ZERO T.chnicolor. Alan Ladd Director
Mark Robson. Producers
Allen. Albert Broccoli
Sea adventure. Murder andIrving
elements
to make
complication for «-navy skipper in the combine
Antartic. 91 min.
FILM
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&) Coming

INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones, Montgomery Cliff. Director Vittorio de Sica.
Producers David O. Selznick and de Sica. Drama. Made
in
Italy, film.
("Bicycle
language
63 min. Thief") de Sica's first English
OUTLAW STALLION, THE Technicolor. Phil Carey,
Dorothy Patrick. Producer Wallace MacDonald. DirecFred F. Sears.
devotion
wild torstallion
leads toWestern
capture drama.
of horseBoy's
thieves.
64 min.to

Features

PIRATES OF TRIPOLI Technicolor. Paul Henreid, Patricia Medina. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Felix
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid
of
from her pirate
kingdom.leader to help drive savage hordes
THREE FOR THE SHOW CinemaScope, Technicolor
Betty Grable, Marge & Gower Champion, Jack Lemmon. Producer Jonie Taps. Director H. C. Potter.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
Korea
friend returns home to find wife remarried to best

August
LAW VS. BILLY THE KID, THE Technicolor. Scott
Brady, Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
William Castle. Western. Revenging himself on crooked
sheriff and outlaw gang, Billy the Kid runs afcul the
law, and is eventually killed by his best friend. 73 min.
PUSHOVER Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey. Producer
Jules Schermer. Director Richard Cpuine. Melodrama.
Detective
love with
for
her turnsfallshimin against
law.gunman's
88 min. girl. His desire

VIOLENT MEN, THE Technicolor, Glenn Ford, Barbara
Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J.
Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry
officer
baron. leads small ranchers against encroaching land

BLACK DAKOTAS, September
THE Technicolor. Gary Merrill,
Wanda Hendrix. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray Nazarro. Western. Confederate spys plot to
send Sioux Nation on warpath thereby tieing up large
Union army force. 65 min.
BULLET IS WAITING, A Technicolor. Jean Simmons,
Rory Calhoun, Stephen McNally, Brian Aherne. Producer Howard Welsch. Director John Farrow. MeloPlane crash strands
sheriffViolence
and suspected
murdererdrama.
in California
wilderness.
flares when
they seek shelter in lonely cabin occupied by a
beautiful girl. 82 min.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner in
murder to achieve selfish ends. 90 min.
October
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden.
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Elia Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers'
of by
longshoremen
is moved
rebel against domination
the syndicate
love of woman.
108 min.to
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Donna Reed, Dianne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
three
years
earlier, cowboy returns home to clear
his name.
77 min.

HELL RAIDERS OF August
THE DEEH English Language
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa, DeLaurentis Producers.
Director Duilio Coletti. War drama. Deals with the adventures ofmin.
Italian Navy frogmen during World War 11
War II. 93

November
AFFAIRS OF MESSALINA, THE Maria Felix, Georges
Marchal. Director Gallane. Historical drama. lOi min.
BLACK KNI6HT, THE Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Patricia Medina. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R.
Broccoli. Director Tay Sarnett. Adventure. Poor
sword-maker rises up to become knight and saves King
Arthur, England and Christianity from pagans. 85 min.
CANNIBAL
ATTACK
Johnny
Weissmuller,
Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam
Katzman.
Director
Lee Sholem.
Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling rinfl. 84 min.
December
PHFFFT Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. Comedy. Bored by their marriage, professional couple find
that their freedom is even worse. 88 min.
THEYtor RODE
WEST Producer
Donna Reed,
Francis.Western.
DirecPhil Karlson.
LewisRobert
Rachmil,
Doctor at frontier Armv post incurs enmity of fellftw
officers when he administers
to hostile Indians. 84 min.
Coming
CANGA'CEIRO
by Vera
Productions
with
all-Brazilian Produced
cast. Director
Lima Cruz
Barreto.
Action
drama. Story of bandits who terrorized Brazil for
almost 100 years and lived by their particular code
of honor and justice. 92 min.
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. Director Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 91 min.
BAMBOO PRISON Robert Francis, Dianne Foster, Irian
Keith. Producer Iryan Foy. Director Lewis Seller. War
Drama U. S. intelligence officers masquerade as c»llaborators
in Korean prison camp in order to spy on
ttie
Communists

1. F. E.

BREAD, LOVE ANDSeptember
DREAMS Sub-titles. Gina Lollo
brigida, Vittorio DeSica. Titanus Films production. Director
Luigi
Comencini.
dies of life in a mountain Drama.
town. 90Joys
min.and minor trageCITY STANDS TRIAL English. Silvana Pampanini.
Amedeo Nazzari. Director Luigi Zampa. Melodrama.
Suspense story of murder investigation in corrput
city. 105 min.
GOLDEN COACH, THE English. Technicolor. Anna
Magnani. Director Jean Renoir. Musical drama. 17th
century tale of beautiful actress. 105 min.
LOVE IN THE CITY English. All star cast. Producer
Cesare Zavattini. Omnibus. Portrayal of various ways
of love and women who practice them presented in
"March of Time" style. 110 min.
October
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Silvana
Pampanini, Eleonora Rossi Drago, Vittorio Gassman.
Producers Dino De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. Director
Luigi Comencini. Drama. Expose of vice ring involving girls who enter dance marathon. 75 min.
HUSBAND FOR ANNA, A English Language. Silvana
Pampanini. Producer D. F. Davanzati. Director G. De
Santis. Drama. Trials and tribulations of woman in
search of love and husband. 105 min.
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE English Language. Marina
Vlady. Producer Niccolo Theodoli. Director L. De
Felice.
Story of love between two 15-yearolds
whichDrama.
ends tragically.
November
AGAINST THE WALL En«[. Lang. Silvana Manqano.
Adventure. Turn-of-century bandit eafages in rivalry
with police officer for love of Manfano.
AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell,
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martlno. Director
Clemente Fracassi. Opera. Verdi's story of rivalry between Egyptian princess and slave girl for love of
Egyptian officer. 95 min.
HURDY-GURDY Pathecolor. English. Producer, Lux
Films. Director Ettore Giannini. Ballet-drama. Threecentury story of Naples told thru medium of ballet.
Continuity
ness" familyprovided
thru the by
ages.drama Involving "show busiMADEMOISELLE GOBETTE Eng. Lanq. Silvana Pampanini, Carlo Dapporto. Excelsa-Amato prodactieo
Comedy drama. Dancer becomes entangled with law
because of icanty costume.
THEODORA, SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. English
Italo-French co-production by Lux. Director Riccardo
Freda. Historical drama. Beautiful slave girl rises to
become Empress of Byzantine empire. 88 min.
VOICE OF SILENCE Eng. Lan?. Rossana Podesta
Cosetta Greco. Produced by Cine»-Fraaco London.
Drama. Story of men who make 3-day religious retreat
and families and sweethearts they leave behind. 85 min.
INDEPENDENTS

MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George MontPRIVATE HELL 36 September
IFIlmakersI Ida Lupino, Steve Cochgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
ran. Howard Duff. Producer Collier Younq. DirMtor
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat MasterDon Siegel. Melodrama. Police detectives workinf o»
son
wronglyof Indian
convicted
murder
case bystealpolice
somecaptain.
"hot" 81noney
puts saves
down threat
war. man from hanging and ally
trapped
min. and are eventnB U L L E T I N — T H I S IS YOUR PRODUCT

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
October
ANISHING PRAIRIE (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Prcucer Walt Disney. Nature Documentary. 71 min.
November
ALF A CENTURY OF SONGS (Continental MP Corp. I
srranlacolor. Eng. sub-titles. Sllvana PampaninI, Reato Rascel. Director Domenlco Paolella. Minerva. Ex;lsa-Roma
Folms.
Musical.
jrrent century
Is told
In song.History
95 min.of Italv during
Coming
'IAD AT THE WORLD (Fllmakers) Frank Lovejoy Keefe
'asselle.
Producer
Collier
Director
' Harry
ise. Melodrama
. When
youngYoung.
hoodlums
accidental
ly
II
young
couple's
infant,
father
goes
gunning
^
ir ga
ng.
RASHOUT (Fllmakers) William Bendlx. Arthur Kenedy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster
lelodrama. Six convicts escape from prison
ail of violence with only two surviving to leaving
reach
3che of stolen money.
LIPPERT
July
IVER BEAT Phyllis Kirk,
Bentley. Producer Herlan Cohen. Director Guy John
Green. Mystery
Girl
sdio operator on U. S. freighter becomesdrama
unwitting
ccesjory to diamond smugglers. Teams with detective
> investigate murder and round up gang. 73 min.
August
HUNDER PASS Dane Clark, Andy Devine. Producer
obert A. Nunes. Director Frank McDonald. Western
rama. Party of whites crossing hostile Indian country
ith a suspected renegade is attacked by tribes.
Renegade" is vindicated as Army agent. 74 min.
September
ilLENT
RAIDERS Richard Bartlett, Earle Lyon Producer
arle Lyon.
Director Richard Bartlett. Aciion drama,
even-man patrol lands on Normandy beach. Works Its
ay
enemyraid.forces
leppethrough
commando
45 min. in preparation for the
ERROR SHIP William Lundlgan, Naomi Chance. Proucer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mysery drama. Writer
buys derelict ship, finds it has
een used to cache highly-expl
osive atomic formula
oards
yacht
for
sea-chase
scape with the secret. 72 min.after plotters attempt to
INHOLY FOUR. THE Paulette Goddard.
Michael Carreras. Director Terence Fisher. Producer
Mystery
rama. Hutband returns after four-year memory
loss
3lurder
tny and
find
which
of
wife's
three
suitors
tried
to
him. 80 min.
October
lEADLY GAME Lloyd Bridges. Producer Robert
'unbar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
ovelist in southern Spain becomes involved in murder,
id smuggled microfilm of secret formulas. 43 min.
November
lEGE. THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
frmythe Spanish "Joan of Arc." who persuades Spain's
fo resist
but dies as a besieged city
rule prevails.
French Napoleon,
and
alls
December
ACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon. Proucer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher.
rama. Former auto racing champion quits bigAction
'hen his best friend crashes to death. He makesracea
■omeback
rand Prix. and wins back his wife by winning the
Coming
HEY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady. Raymond Burr.
Melodrama. Fashion model sold Into Brazilian slavery
^'"^ °* American who exposes
'ealthy Brazilian as ringleader.
LACK PIRATES. THE
. Anthony Dexter
on Chaney, Jr. ProducerAnseoColor
Robert L. Llprpert Jr.
Diector Allen Miner.
Adventure. Pirates
terrorize town
wcing villagers to dig for buried treasure
under
nurch. Young townsman brings their destruction.
-LASS TOMB. THE John Ireland. Melodrama.
how barker is key figure In slaying of a young Sidegirl
»ith numerous carnival characters among the suspects
le mystery is resolved at the glass tomb where the
arker presents his latest attraction.

7Jane
BRIDES
FOR 7 BROTHERS CInemaScope Ansco Color.
Powell.
Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical
Keel marries Powell and takes her into the Comedy.
hills of
Oregon
where she is brothers.
faced with103prospect
his six semi-civilized
min. of living with
September
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful girl becomes involved in espioaane
in occupied Holland
during World
War II. and108romance
min.
October
BEAU BRUMMEL Technicolor. Stewart Gra nger, Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Sam Zimballst. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era, dashing cavalry captain calns reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions bring disaster. I 13 min.
BRIGADOON CInemaScope, EastmanColor. Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson,
Charlsse,
Stewart.
Producer
Arthur
Freed. Cyd
Director
VIncenteElaine
MInnelll.
Musical.
Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once a century. 108 min.
ROGUE COP Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh, George Raft.
Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Slick detective sergeant plays both sides of
the
law error
until ofhishisbrother's
him the
ways. 92 death
min. and a woman show
November
ATHENA CInemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically Involved with
sisters in screwball family of health addicts. 119 min.
LAST iriME I SAW PARIS. THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth Taylor, Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to tragedy. 128 min.
December
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boultlng. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive. 90 min.
DEEP IN MY HEART Technicolor. Jose Ferrer, Helen
Traubel, Merle Oberon, Walter PIdgeon. Producer
Roger Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Musical drama.
Biog of Immortal composer
ComiSIgmund
ng Romberg. 132 min.
BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK CInemaScope, Technicolor.
Spencer Tracy, Walter Brennan, Robert Ryan, Dean
Jagger, Anne Francis. Western drama. Whole town
tires to cover up murder of Japanese-American who
was murdered during the war.
GLASS SLIPPER. THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Charles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story
of Cinderella.
GREEN FIRE CInemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Mining engineer's
against
the jungles
of Columbandits oftobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him tobia, aand treasure
another
kind.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing In romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason. Greer Garson. Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Historical
drama. Assassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Casslus et al. 121 min.
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams,
HowardCInemaScope,
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
4 Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set In Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
Invaded by Hannibal.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CInemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilderness life until finally trapped by woman as proficient
in the woods as he is.
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor. Edmund Purdom, Lana
Turner, Audrey Dalton, James Mitchell. Producer
Charles Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical
drama. Based on Parable of the Prodigal Son.
PARAMOUNT

4ETH0-GDLDWYN-MAYER
July
•ONE WITH THE WIND IRelssue) Technicolor. Clark
-able. Viyian Leigh. 222 min.
ALLEY OF THE KINGS Eastman Color. Robert Taylor
leanor Parker. Producer, Sam Zimbalisf. Director r!
irosh Adventure drama. Youna archeologlst aids
eautiful Qirl to carry on dead father's ambition of
nd lost tomb
of Egyptian Pharoah. 84 min.
August
ER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
yan. Producer John
Houseman. Director Robert Z.
eonard. Comedy-romance.
Sole woman teacher
oys school copes with the problem of sharing Inhera
ving room with 13 males. 91 min.
FILM

Au
ABOUT MRS. LESLIE Shirley Booth, Robert Ryan. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Daniel Mann. Drama. Worooming houseabout
ownerownfindsill-fated
tenant'saffair.
problems
lead
her toman reminisce
104 min.
LIVING IT UP Technicolor. gDean
st Martin, Jerry Lewis,
u
Janet Leinh. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly announces that Jerry Lewis is dying of radiation poisoning and he is given one last fling at life by reporter
Janet Leigh. 95 min.

NOVEMBER
Exhibitors ore assured of at least 33
new features in November. Seven of
those to be distributed, however, are
i
foreign films. Republic has no releases
listed for the month. UA will be top
distributor, among the majors, with I
five features available. Five of the
new films are in CInemaScope — two
each from Fox and Warners, one from
Metro. Nineteen are in color.
Scheduled for November are:
8 Melodramas 5 Musicals
7 Dramas
4 Westerns
5 Adventures 3 Comedies
1 Science Fiction
I
October
SABRINA Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
Wpliam Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
C»medy. after
Two she
rich returns
brothersfromfallyear
for Intheir
daughter
Paris.chauffeur's
113 min.
November
WHITE CHRISTMAS VV-Technicolor Sing Crosby. Danny
Kaye,
Producer
Robt.
E. Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtiz. Musical.
Two World
War IIcomebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war,
beInvolved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show. 120 min.
December
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. Exjoin small
where becomes
one strives
to becomee
aGl'sclown
and circus
the other
involved
In a
romantic triangle. 104Coming
min.
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI. THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and
Seaton.
drama. Admiral's
relationship
with and
Navyexecution
jet pilotsWar
ground of plan
of played
Korean against
air raid.backCONQUEST
OF
SPACE
Technicolor.
Walter
Eric FlemlnQ. Producer George Pal. DirectorBrooke,
Byron
Haskln. Science fiction. Flloht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
COUNTRY GIRL. THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton.
Drama. Once-great
star finds he has
lost self-confidence
when heBroadway
tries comeback.
DESPERATE HOURS. THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama.
Escapedresidents.
convicts take refuge In suburban
home
and terrorize
LOVE IS A WEAPON VV-Technicolor. John Payne,
Mary
Murphy.
ProducersGoing
Pine-Thomas.
Karlson.
Melodrama.
to South Director
America Philto
locate
priceless
ruby
Payne
becomes
involved in
murder and Intrigue.
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire
PineThomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrlsh. RItter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
MAMBO Silvana Mangano, Michael Rennle, Vlttorlo
Gassman,
Producers
PontIBeautiful
& DeLaurentls. Shelley
Director Winters.
Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Venetian shopgirl attains success but meets with
broken romance along the way.
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technlcolor. James Cagney,
VIveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner
befriendsandyoung
man only
to be rewarded with doublecross
attempted
murder.
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS. THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Mllly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama.
Story of
children
into showbuslness
whenEddie
his Foy
wife who
dies.takes his
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player Is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air
Command,
non-stop
flight. he is envolved in crash and historic

TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technlcolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE VV-Technlcolor. John
Forsythe, Shirley McLean, Edmund Gwenn. Producerdirector Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy-drama. Nice old
gentleman Is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death Is complicated by number
September
of angles including pretty widow.
REAR WINDOW Technicolor. James Stewart, Grace
TWO
CAPTAINS WEST VV-Technicolor. Fred MacKelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Melodrama. FreeMurray, Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pinelance photographer becomes involved with Greenwich
Thomas. Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure. Recounting
Village characters, society girl and murder. 112 min.
of famous Lewis and Clark expedition.
BULLETIN — THIS
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PARAMOUNT (Continued)
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Sllvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Mario
Camarini. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric feats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Hunnphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecCurtii. Comedy.
Escapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three convicts
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy.
HEPUBLIC
July
LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Curey, Margaret
Lockwood,
Forrest
Tucker. Producer-director
H<rbert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable
schooner captain
tries to save girl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain
avenges death and claims boy. 91 min.
August
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers Is worth more than money she
dreamed of, if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen McNally. Associate
producer-director
Drama.
Woman newspaper
owner is William
confrontedSeiter.
with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Young
wagesDirector
range Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage. 90 min.
ROOGIE'S BUMP Robert Marrlot, Ruth Warrick, Brooklyn Dodgers'
Sports
comedy.
Little stars.
boy triesJohn
out Bash
for andproductions.
makes the Brooklyn Dodgers' team.
September
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tanglers-born beauty find excitement and
love Inmentaiding
people
of Shanghai's International Settleagainst Red
police.
TOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake. Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in 77foiling
steal
secret formula.
min. enemy agent's plot to
Coming
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring.
HELL'S OUTPOST
Cameron,
Asso.
producer
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way Into obtaining Interest
in rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama. Young engineer fights to recover timberland Inheritance from tycoon who killed his father.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure romance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
of his
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
Scotland
to visit
champion
the inpeople
whose
livelihood
is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the owner.
RKQ
July
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN (Reissue). Danny Kaye,
Farley Granger, Jeanmalre. 112 min.
SUSAN SLEPT HERE Technicolor. Dick Powell, Debbie
Reynolds Producer Harriet Persons. Director Frank
Tashlin.
Romantic
girl" her
is placed
custody of
writer comedy.
who wants"Bad
to study
type forin
story he is writing. 98 min.
Au£:ust
NO RELEASES
September
AFRICA ADVENTURE PatheColor. Producer Robert C.
Ruark Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
ofRuark's
Africa. 3-month
44 min. safari through unexplored sections
October
PASSION Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Yvonne de Carlo.
Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alan Dwan. Melodrama. South American vaquero sets out on mission of
vengence when his family is killed by bandits. 84 min.
November
CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan Producer Benedict Bogeaus.
Director Allan Dwan. Westef^v. Daughter of rancher
becomes involved in Indian war and cattle rustling
when her father is massacred by renegade braves.
FILM

THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell.
Rick Jason, Dan Ouryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns that boyfriend is really in love with her married
sister.der She
for husband's
thinkingthereupon
that will frames
bring sister
boyfriend
back. 91 murmin.
December
AMERICANO. THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Frank
Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess. Producer Robert
Stlllman. Director William Castle. Action drama. Delivering prize Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
Texas cowboy becomes involved with murder, bandits
and romance.
HANSEL & GRETEL Technicolor. Klnemln-puppets. Producer Michael Myerberg. Director John Paul. The
famous fairy tale. 75 min.
UNDERWATER SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centering around huntComing
for sunken treasure.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gomel. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the i3th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles.
SON son,
OF SallySINBAD
Dale Producer
RobertForrest,SuperScope,
LIU St. Cyr,Technicolor.
Vincent Price.
Robertture.Sparks.
Director
Ted
Tetilaff.
Romantic
advenFurther adventures of SInbad and his 40 thieves.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
20TH

CENTURY-FDX

July THE Technicolor. Dale
GAMBLER FROM NATCHEZ,
Robertson, Debra Paget. Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Director Henry Levin. Action drama. Son of river boat
gambler
find father's
him
from sets
chargeoutof tocheating.
88 min.killers and absolve
GARDEN OF EVIL CinemaScope Technicolor. Gary
Cooper, Richard Widmark, Susan Hayward. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Hathaway. Adventure
drama.
involved100withmin.a
beautiful Three
woman goldand hunters
death become
inside Mexico.
August
BROKEN LANCE CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, Richard Widmark, Spencer Tracy, Jean
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmytryk.
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
wife isWestern
caught indrama.
feud with
for
control of homestead. 94 min.
RAID,
THE
Technicolor.
Van
Heflin,
Anne
Bancroft,
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederate
raid on town in Vermont in retaliation for the burning of the Atlanta. 83 min.

January Technicolor. Harr
CARMEN JONES CinemaScope,
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandridge. Produce
director Otto Premlnger. Musical drama. Follows pic
of opera and novel Co
in mi
newngsetting in which youn
soldier headed for flying
school has his life ruine
by sensuous girl. 105 min.
I
LIFE IN THE BALANCE. A Ricardo Montalbar
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murde
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of severe
killings falls into hands of real murderer.
PRINCE OF PLAYERS CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe
Richard Burton, Maggie McNamara, John Derek, Ra>
mond Massey. Producer-director Philip Dunne.
WHITE FEATHER CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe
Robert Wagner,
Debra Paget. Producer Robert Jacks
Director
Richard Webb.
UNITED

ARTISTS

ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
July CRUSOE PatheColor |
Dan O'Herllhy. Producers
Oscar Danclgers, HenrJ
Ehrlich. Director Luis Bunuel. Adventure drama. Froir'
Daniel
Defoe's
classic
of
the
the native who became his man shipwrecked
Friday. 90 min.sailor anc
APACHE Technicolor. Burt Lancaster, Jean Peters. Pro.
ducer Harold Hecht. Director Robert Aldrich. W«tt«rn.(
One-man
war Army.
waged91 by
United States
min. Apache chief against th«
LAWLESS RIDER. THE Johnny Carpenter, Frankie
Darro. Producer Carpenter. Director Yakima Canutt
Western. Deputy poses as outlaw and breaks up
gang terrorizing ranchers.
RETURN TO TREASURE ISLAND PatheColor. Dawn,
Addams, Tab Hunter. Producers Aubrey Wisberg and
Jack Pollexfen. Director E. A. Dupont. Romantic
adventure. 75 min.
August
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Gina
Lollobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vittorio
Vassarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
set that all males over 20 must be married. 84 min.
DIAMOND WIZARD. THE Dennis O Keefe, Margaret
Sheridan. Producer Steven Pallos. Director Dennis
O'Keefe.
thriller.dollars
Treasury
thief who Suspense
stole million
fromagent
U. S.tracks
vaultsdownto
spend on production of man-made diamonds. 83 min.
DOWN THREE DARK STREETS Broderick Crawford,
Ruth Roman. Producers Arthur Gardner & Jules V.
Levy. Director Arnold Laven. Melodrama. 85 min.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer Peter De Sari^ny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst.
Air-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in World
War II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exIn locating
enemy convoy, sealing fate of Nazis'
Afrika ploitCorps.
98 min.
VICTORY AT SEA Producer Henry Salomon. Narrated
by Alexander Scourby. Documentary. Fllm-and-music
dramatization of war and its human sidelights. 94 min.

September
EGYPTIAN CinemaScope,
Deluxe Color. Jean Simmons,
GOLDEN MISTRESS,September
THE Technicolor. John Agar, RoseVictor Mature, Gene Tierney, Edmund Purdom. Pro- marie Bowe. Producers Richard Kay & Harry Rybnick.
Director
Joel
Judge.
Fortune hunter fights
ducertorical
Darryldrama.
F. Thirteen
Zanuck. Director
Michael
Curtii.
Hiscenturies before Christ an Voodoo and savages Adventure.
in search of "lost treasure of
Egyptian physician seeks secret of life. 140 min.
the untamed." 82 min.
JESSE JAMES'
WOMENPanorama
Print by production.
Technicolor. Director
Peggie
October
Castle,
Jack Beutel.
ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE CinemaScope De- Don Barry. Western. Another retelling of the adventures of the famous outlaw. 83 min.
luxe Color. Elaine Stewart, John Derek. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Wels. Adventure romance.
KHYBER
PATROL Color Corp. of America Richard Egan,
Young Persian
barber leavesaction
his shop
in seek
of adDawn Addams. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure
venture. After horse-sword
in desert
he rescues
drama. Officer in British Lancers in India prevents
Princess and prevents war. 94 min.
massacre of garrison. 71 min.
WOMAN'S WORLD CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
Frank Sinatra, Sterling Hayden. Producer
Clifton Webb, June Allyson, Van Heflin, Lauren Ba- SUDDENLY
Robert Bassler. Director Lewis Allen. Suspense drama.
call, Fred MacMurray, Arlene Dahl, Cornel Wilde.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Jean Negulesco.
Story of attempt to assassinate the President. 77 min.
Comedy drama. President of auto company seeks a
new general
three candidates
October
their
wives Inmanager
situationsandforplaces
observation.
94 min. and
BAREFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphrey
Bogart,tion.Ava
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro producNovember
DirectorGardner,
Joseph L.Edmond
Mankiewlcz.
drama
BLACK 13 Peter Reynolds, Rona Anderson. Producer F, Story of poor Spanish girl who achieves movie starProudlocks. Director K. Hughes. Melodrama. 75 min.
dom and finds true love which leads to tragedy because she gives her husband an heir he was unable
BLACK WIDOW CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
Heflin, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tierney, George Raft. to beget. 128 mins.
Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrar.a.
LITTLE KIDNAPPERS, THE Duncan Macrae, Jean Ander
son. J. A. Rank production. Director Philip Leacock.
Young
New York
writer
.■ nd
falls Intogirllovegoes
affairto which
leads toto become
her murder.
95 nin.
Comedy-drama.
Story of two little boys who "steal"
DESIREE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Marlon Brando,
baby,
set against
Nova Scotia.
93 min. background of turn-of-the-century
Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon. Producer Julian B'austeln. Director Henry Koster. Drama. Story of Na- OPERATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, Iria Jensen
poleon's rise tothepower
and eventual
defeatloveat for
WaterProducer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander
loo told from
viewpoint
of girl whose
the Drama.
Based on story of ex-Soviet code clerk Igor
general is never fulfilled.
Gouienko since going in hiding under protection of
OUTLAW'S DAUGHTER, THE EastmanColor. BUI Wil- Canadian government. 77 min.
liams, Kelly Ryan. Producer-director W. Barry. Western.
SITTING BULL CinemaScope EastmanColor. Dale
Robertson, Mary Murphy, J. Carrol Naish. Producer
December
W.
Frank. Director Sidney Salkow. Western drama
lOS R.minutes.
DEVIL'S
HARBOR
Richard
Arlen,
Greta
Gynt.
Producerdirector C. Dean. Melodrama. 7! min.
November
OTHER WOMEN,ducer-directoTHE
Hugo 81Haas,
r H^as. Drami.
min. Cleo Moore. Pro- SHIELD FOR MURDER Edmond O'Brien, John Agar,
THERE'S Scope,
NODeluxeBUSINESS
LIKE Merman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Maria English.
Producer
Aubrey detective
Schenck. becomes
DirectciColor. Ethel
Marilyn CinemaMonroe,
O'Brien.
Melodrama.
Fast-shooting
involved in robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min.
Dan
Dalley,
Donald
O'Connor.
Siegel.
Director
Walter
Lang.
Musical.Producer
Married Sol
vaudeville
PaulWilder.
Langton.Melodrama.
Leslie Denlson.
Proteam
ingrain their three children with the love of SNOW CREATURE
ducer-director W. Lee
Himalayan
show business.
mountain monster terrorizes New York 70 min.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
rWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergerac.
Producer Maxwell Se+ton. Director David Miller. Romantic nnelodrama.
Ex-actress
romantically
with crooked
international
business
man on involved
French
Riviera finds real happiness with young artist. 89 min.
mtlTE ORCHID. THE Color Corp. of America. William
Lundigan, Peggie Cast:e. Producer-director Reginald
Leborg. Adventure. Archeologist and fem photographer
risk Mexican jungles to seek lost tribe. 88 min.
VOU KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE Technicolor. Akim
Tamiroff, Donald Sinden, Sarah Lawson. Producer Peter
Rogers. Director Ken Annakin. Comedy. Intoxicated
British sailor fashions "secret" weapon from pawnbroker's sign,complications.
welds it to 89foreign
with hilarious
min. destroyer's deck
Coming
BATTLE TAXI Sterling Hayden, Marshall Thompson,
Arthur Frani. Producers Ivan Tors, Art Arthur. Direclor Herbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopter
Squadron's rescue exploits in Korea.
BEACHCOMBER, THE Technicolor. Robert Newton,
Slynis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty I J. A. Rank).
Director Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
outcastin and
sister on plague-stricken
island
Indian missionary's
Ocean.
BEAUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard PhiJipe, Gina Lollobrigida.
Franco-London
Fantaiy-of
drama. Struggling
musicproducer.
teacher Rene
finds Clair.
his dreams
Reallies "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
CHAMPION (Reissue) Kirk Douglas. 99 min.
GOOD DIE YOUNG, THE Gloria Grahame, Richard
Basehart, John Ireland. Remus Production. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama.
HOME OF THE BRAVE (Reissue) Douglas Dick, Frank
Lovejoy. 84 min.
OTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Sulanne Cloutier. Produced and directed by Wallas.
Drama. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 92 min.
ROMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey,
Susan Shentall. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
Castellani. Romantic drama. Rim version of Shakespeare's immortal classic. 140 min.
STEEL
CAGE.Swarti
THE and
Paul Kelly,
O'Sullivan.
Producers
Doniger.Maureen
Director
Walter
Doniger. Drama. Deals with needs and desires of
men confined to prison. 86 min.
TIGER AND THE FLAME. THE Technicolor (Filmed in
India). Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
Storyforoffreedom.
woman'sIllheroism
tight
min. in 19th century Indian
VERA CRUZ Technicolor. Gary Cooper, Burt Lancaster.
Hecht-Lancaster
Outdoor
adventure.production.
94 min. Director Robert Aldrich.
UNIVERSAL-INTl
EGG AND I. THE (Reissue) Claudette Colbert, Fred
MacMurray, Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride. 108 min.
JOHNNY DARK Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer deveJops sport car
to save failing auto company, succeeds when he wins
cross country race. BS min.
TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. In forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleaqured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing whiteman who incites the savages. 81 min.
August
FRANCIS
JOINSWills,
THE Zasu
WACSPitts.
Donald
O'Connor,
Adams, Chill
Comedy.
VeteranJuliais
called back into service and through error is assigned
to WAC unit. Complications increase when his talkingmule buddy is assigned to same outfit. 94 min.
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming adoctor devoting himself to humanity. 108 min.
September
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH. THE CinamaScopa,
Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Janat Laigh, David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV is defeated
by treason.
young knight
for
99 min.whose family was unjustly aiacutad
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunfighter becomes involved
in family feud which resolves into one of the most
famous gun battles of the West. 80 min.
HIGH AND DRY (J. A. RrankI Paul Douglas, Hubert
Gregg. Producer Michael Truman. Director Alexander
MacKendrick. Comedy. High strung executive planning
to redecorate Scottish castle finds furnishings have
been consigned to dilapidated little freighted. In tracking dowr^ boat, he finds new lease on life. 93 min.
October
NAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden, Gloria Grahame. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
Detective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
through murderer's machinations. 84 min.
November
BENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native upriting
and subsequently regains honor. 87 min.
FILM

FOUR houn,
GUNS
THE Producer
BORDER William
Technicolor.
RoryDirecCalColleenTOMiller.
Alland.
tor Richard Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw is
reformed from
bankrobbing
bv woman's
83 min.
RICOCHET
Marjorie
Main, Director
Chilllove.
Wills.
Producer RobertROMANCE
Arthur, Richard
Wilson.
Charles
Lamont. Comedy. Zany owner and staff of dude ranch
Coming
resort to hairbrain schemes
to entertain guests. 80 min.
A & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott. Lou
Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
Christie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. A&C invade Hollywood
the early I900's
becomedowninusual ofshenanigans
while and
tracking
swindler volved
of in$5000.
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Voung Irish patriot plays active part in attempting to
throw off yoke of English oppression.
CHIEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Directorand George
Sherman.
Western.
is vio-of
lated
whitemen
invade
Indian When
land treaty
in search
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors.
DESTRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
Lyie Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Must eventually resort to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws.
FAR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Airthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tag with gold, love and sudden death.
FOXFIRE Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and half-breed
mining engineer has rocky going because of his ambition and her wish for attention. Near-disaster finally
brings them together.
JUSTICE COMES TO TOMAHAWK Technicolor. Lex
Barker,
Mara Director
Corday,JackStephen
Howard Pine.
Arnold.McNally.
Western. Producer
Lawman
setting tween
outwarring
to cattle
solve stage
robberies
brings
peace
bemen and sheepherders.
LADY GODIVA OF CONVENTRY Technicolor. Maureen
O'Hara,
GorgeDirector
Nader,Arthur
VictorLubin.
McLaglen.
Robert Arthur.
HistoricalProducer
drama.
Tale of how beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from
disastrous war through her famous horseback ride.
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams. Thomas
Gomel. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved in murder plo^
when small fortune is found on plane.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main. Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processinq
MAN WITHOUT A ^TAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Jeaone Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching big cattle interests.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar.
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization for study,
where it goon".
escapes
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaSc«pe, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Roman centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns.
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julia Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depresiion era. man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is let to
martial
for safety
desertion.by army captain subject to court
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Ne^son, Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
nightclub entertainer, cashier and French heiress.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war.
WEST OF ZANZIBAR
(J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
saves native tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker, Howard
Duff, Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Gold mine owners become involved in war with crook who tries to force them from
their gold claims.
WARNER

BROTHERS

August
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE lechnicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Craine. Producers Heltman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance invesjourneys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim totigatorfinance
Violence
and
romance result. 102 min.
KING RICHARD AND THE CRUSADERS CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo, George
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical adventure. Action-romance during Third Crusade to drive Mohammedans from Holy Land. 113 miir.
BOUNTY
HUNTER,Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott,
September
Marie Windsor.
Sam Bischoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff. 79 min.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb, Ben Alexander,
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb.
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing
commission of crime and detection
of criminal.with89 min.
October
STAR ISland,BORN.
A CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason,
Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuft.
Director Georrje Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but 162can't
leads
min. prevent his drinking which
November
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Audrey Dalton. Producer-director Delmar Daves. Western. Veteran Indian fighter is commissioned by President to negotiate without use of arms with renegade
Indian band. In spite of peaceful efforts whitemen
must resort to force to bring peace. I I I min.
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Robert Mitchum, Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hunter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman.
Adventure
Family onwhen
snow-bound
cattle raneh
have theirdrama.
lives altered
huge mountain
lion
invades the area. 102 min.
December
YOUNG AT HEART WarnerColor. Doris Day, Frank
Sinatra, Ethel Barrymoe, Robert Keith. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Love affairs
of three musical sisters
become entwined with hilarious
Coming
and heart-tugging complications.
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Storybehind.
of World War II Marines and the girls they
left
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Julie
Harris, James Dean, Raymond Massey. Producer John
Steinbeck. Director Elia Kazan. Drama. Story of young
man's efforts to win love of domineering father.
LAND
OF THE PHARAOHS
CinemaScope,
WarnerColor.
Jack Hawkins,
James Justice,
Dewey Martin,
Joan
Collins. Producer-director Howard Hawks. Historical
adventure. Recounting of the pharaoh who built first
great pyramid and the ruthless queen who brought
about his downfall
SILVER CHALICE. THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Virginia
Angeli.Young
Producerdirector Mayo,
Victor Jajck
Saville. Palance,
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
smith who
fashions
cup
used
at
Last
Supper
also becomes involved in cause of Christianity.
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7. Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

ORDER

NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses
that are adjustable
A prompt order will reserve your
POLALITE glasses
and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY
July
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY, THE CinemaScope WarnerEXPRESS LINES, INC.
Color. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laraine Day. Producers Wayne-Fellows. Director William Wellman.
Drama. Passengers and crew on plane bound from
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-0100
Honolulu to San Francisco each experience different
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
feeling when faced with prospect of death. 147 min.
RING OF FEAR CinemaScope WarnerColor. Clyde
Member National Film Carriers
Beatty,
Pat O'Brien,
Mickey E.Spillane.
Producer Robert
M.
Fellows.
Director James
Grant. Melodrama.
Circus is sabotaged by homicidal maniac. 93 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT
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"Hansel and Gretel" is the miracle that happens only once to the very young ...at heart.
And all the New York critics and the long lines at the box office must be young at
heart, because

they agree that "Hansel

and Gretel"

"A fine film for children . . . should delight fanciful
grown-ups, too! Mr. Myerberg's daring has admirably
paid off ... a charming entertainment in both the
musical and the novelty line. This picture has the quality
of a truly visualized fairy tale."
— 6oj/ey Crowfher, New Yorfc Txm^t
"It calls for cheers. The Kinemins walk, talk, sing and
dance as though they were really olive. Displays on
imaginative eye for the picturesque."
— Kofe Comeron, Dot'y Newf
"Hansel and Gretel" certainly solves
the problem of where to take the
young ones on a holiday or birthday
outing. The elusive spirit of fantasy
has been caught with sprightly deli-

is great entertainment

cacy that is likely to spread its enchantment over Broad-^
— A/fon CooHr, New York Wor/d-Te/egron
way for many a month."
"The picture can be summed up as a very remarkable!
achievement."
—Archer W/nsfen, New York Po
"A charming musical—Rose
fantasy."
Pe/jw»c(f, New York JournoZ-Americanl

"Rises Into great and exalted beauty . . . literally singsj
Its way Into your heart." —Jesse Zonser, Cue Mogozinel
"Amazingly Real. Myerberg has created a wonderful!
ml
AIP4,,
fairy tale that will be loved by allCAchildren
and manyj
adults. 'Hansel and Gre"PS
tel' is a masterpiece of
mechanical creation that
now h
\
""^NSft
Ore
evolves w ith delightful
/ Will 8f
charm
whimsy."
—Frankand
Quinn,
Daily Mirror

MICHAEL

for everybody.

MYERBERG

tie. 8^
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presents

cxmxSb

Distributed by
R K O
RADIO
Full Length Feature Musical Fantasy
in FAIRYLAND
COLOR by TECHNICOLOR
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The proposal by Al Lichtman for
an all-industry roundtable conference for the purpose of airing differences on a face-to-face basis is a
statesmanlike effort. Every element
in the industry should give it every
chance to succeed in melting the icebarrier that presently chills the relationships ofexhibitors and distributors.
The plan is noteworthy for a number of reasons. Primarily, it would
break precedent by banding together
not only sales managers and other
distribution personnel for huddles
with exhibitor leaders, but it calls
for the presence of film company
presidents as well. This would certainly facilitate the effectuation of
decisions without untoward delay.
Then, again, reconciliation may
move a step closer to realization by
exposing the company presidents to
a direct, first-hand encounter with
exhibitor grievances. It is a difficult
task for theatremen to elicit sympathy from filmdom's top brass by
such proxy devices as convention
oratory, news stores, letters, and
public declarations. It is a matter of
concern to contemplate the number
of company presidents who possibly
might not possess a complete and
thorough grasp of exhibition's thinking or appreciate in full the tone of
its present temper. Nothing in this
world can remedy discord between
parties so effectively and sensibly as
the face-to-face unburdening of differences. In this type of atmosphere,
each side is free to argue rebut, bargain and bend — all without recourse
to the transmission of results second-hand to top echelon, policynfiaking levels. These are but a few
of the fruits to be gained by endorsing Mr. Lichtman's idea.
It is unfortunate that doubts already are being raised about the

tewpoints
2 9, 19 5 4 / VOLUME
2 2, NO. 24

feasibility of the plan. The contention that it is virtually impossible to
collect a group of busy film presidents together in the same city is as
lame and specious an excuse as
we've ever heard. Company presidents are distinguished and respected gentlemen all. but they are
not Olympian deities. Those who
might imagine they are beyond the
pale of meeting with their customers
had better come out of their ivory
towers.
'We can only hope that all film
company presidents will match Mr.
Lichtman's statesmanship by embracing his idea. We suggest that it
behooves them to do so, for there
exists deadly peril to the entire industry in the real or imagined sickness of any one of its segments.
If nothing ultimately comes of the
Lichtman suggestion, he, personally,
at least, will have scored a signal
victory. Mr. Lichtman is to be commended for his sincere interest in
improving intra-industry relations.

This

Is

Opinion
^iy
What is pulse-beat of exhibition
on the raging issue of Federal regulation offilm terms? This is the subject-matter of Film BULLETIN'S
recent "This Is My Opinion" poll.
Beginning in this issue is a twopart study of exhibitor thinking on
such topics as the Allied States Federal intervention measure, other
forms of government relief, intraindustry regulation of sales practices
and arbitration. The poll sought also
— in order to rationalize all the
sound and fury of late — to learn how
deep-seated is exhibitor antagonism
to current film pricing.
It will interest the reader to learn
that polices come from every corner
of the nation. They include exhibitors of the stripe of National Theatres' president Elmer Rhoden, as
well as one operating a 226-seat
house in a tiny New Mexico desert
town.
A short time ago about two-thirds
of the Allied States Convention ap-

NEXT ISSUE

RELATIONS

proved the measLU-e petitioning Federal regulation of film prices. The
poll covers a great many Allied
members, including president Ben
Marcus, as well as members of the
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and other independent associations. Grass-roots, neighborhoods,
circuits — all are represented.
It is our hope that the results of
this study will shed some light upon
matters that are currently beclouded.

J^lisusiny
T^l^visian

?

The value of television as an advertising medium is solidly established: no question about it. Film
company and theatre showmen are
(Continued on Page 7)
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"Desiree"
"Track

of the Cat" (CinemaScope)
l^atuu^ Q O O

SUACHC^

(CinemaScope)
^Cltut^ O

O

O

Best returns in prospect for action situations. Robert Mitchurn name will aid initial draw. Will require strong exploitation of sex-violence angles. Only fair values for class and
family spots. CinemaScope, unusual Warne:Color filming of
basically black-and-white settings are word-of-mouth assets.

On basis of Marlon Brando name, sure-fire exploitables, and
strong pre-selling campaign by Fox boxofficers, good business is in prospect for plush first runs and class houses. Fair
elements for family audience appeal. Unsuitable for action
enthusiasts. CinemaScope and Deluxe color will aid draw.

In telling the story of a ranch family isolated by winter and plagued by a marauding mountain lion, director
William A. Wellman again uses the character-study technique reminiscent of his "High and the Mighty." Performances are sharp and the action generates some tight suspense, but the overall result produces depressing entertainment. Weakness of this Wayne-Fellows production is that
it is bogged with down-beat characters and motivations.
Head of the family (Philip Tonge) is an alcoholic; the
mother (Beulah Bondi) a nagging cynical woman; the
eldest sister (Teresa Wright) an embittered old maid; the
youngest son (Tab Hunter) a weakling dominated by his
hard-bitten brother (Robert Mitchum). and the hired hand
(Carl Switzer) an eld Indian half-childish with age. Only
bright spot is the appearance of pert Diana Lynn, but she
is involved in a blighted love affair with Hunter. Early
events move slowly, but interest picks up when Mitchum

Filmization of Annemarie Selinko's novel, about the
silk merchant's daughter who loves Napoleon, shuns the
spectacular military aspects of the Little Corporal's life
to deal with his romantic and family problems. "Desiree"
leans heavily on characterization and dialogue for its
drama. In the hands of Marlon Brando, the great general
becomes a vital human being, always fascinating. Scripter

actually sets out to shoot the lion and is killed. Hunter's
pursuit of the cat results in his becoming a man.
i IMiil )

Daniel Taradash ("From Here to Eternity") has resorted
to the episodic technique in order to cover behind-thescenes facets of Napoleon's personal intrigues during his
rise to power and eventual downfall. As a result, many of
the momentous events which shaped his life take place
off stao'e. In the title role, Jean Simmons' characterization
is often no more than a surface show, although a few
scenes with Brando achieve a fair measure of dramatic impact. Director Henry Koster has turned cut a colorful
pageant, elegant in costuming and settings, which will provide discriminating patrons with pleasing, if not exciting,
entertainment.
( Xeil )

Warner Bros. 102 Minutes. Robert Mitchum. Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab
Hunter. Wayne-Fellows production. Director William Wellrnan.

20th Century-Fox. 110 Minutes. Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons, Michael Rennie,
Merle Oberon, Cameron Mitchell. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Henry Koster

"Ttie Last Time I Saw Paris"
ScuOtea^ T^atUHf O O O

"Deep In My Heart"
ScuiHc^
1^<^tcK^ Q O Q

Boasts sure-fire boxoffice factors in Elizabeth Taylor, Van
Johnson, Technicolor and Paris. Should strike home in appeal to family market. Story has poignancy, but overly
contrived for class audiences.

Lavish musical, should get big money. Romberg's biography
replete with universally loved melodies, sung and danced by

This M-G-M

technicolored heart-throb drama, adapted

from F. Scott Fitzgerald's famous novel, "Babylon Revisited", of?ers bright star appeal in uniting Elizabeth Taylor and Van Johnson, but the sentimental story, set in
Paris immediately after the last war, is overlong and sometimes superficial. Latter factor, and some skin-thin dialogue, may not please discriminating filmgoers. Taylor
and Johnson portray a married couple deeply in love; he a
struggling Paris journalist continually aiming at "bestseller" authorship, she a fun-loving daughter of an elderly
American expatriate (Walter Pidgeon) living in France.
Story takes them thru a poignant courtship in whirlwindpaced Paris, their marriage and parenthood. An improbable marital flare-up winds up in tragedy; bitter and drunk
after a night escapade, Johnson accidentally locks his wife
out in a freezing rain. She catches pneumonia and dies.
This plot unfolds as flashback; the p^'^sent sequence has
the unhappy, reflective widower returning, after a trip to
America, to reclaim his daughter from his sister-in-law
(Donna Reed), who had sheltered the girl since her
mother's death. Close-up of breath-taking love scenes between the pair gives film a warm romantic quality. ( \'an i
MGM ill Minuttt Eliidbtlh Taylor, Van Johnson, Walter Pidgeon, Donna Reed
Eva Gabor Produced by Jack Cumminqs. Directed by Richard Brooks.
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host of "guest" stars. Will delight music lovers. Strongest
appeal to family trade.
Metro's version of Sigmund Romberg's life story is
one of the year's big musicals — probably the biggest, if not
the most original. Interspersed throughout an easy flowing, albeit overlong plot about the composer are renditions
of many of his wonderful songs, performed by a galaxy of
guest stars. Rosemary Clooney, with husband Ferrer, depict "The Midnight Girl"; Gene Kelly and brother Fred
tap cut a snappy routine to "Dancing Around"; Jane
Powell and Vic Damone musically portray "Sweethearts"
from "Maytime"; Ann Miller and company swing it in
"Artists and Models"; William Olvis, a promising newcomer, powerfully sings "Deep In My Heart" from "Studen Prince"; Tony Martin and Joan Weldon do an atmospheric "Lover Come Back To Me" from "The New Moon";
Howard Keel sings the title song from "My Maryland".
Best of the musical sequences is an exotic dance to "One
Alone", from "The Desert Song", by Cyd Charisse and
James Mitchell, a bit of topnotch choreography by Engene
Loring. Jose Ferrer rolls through the Romberg characterization with one hand tied behind his back. Highlio^ht is
his one man play scene, running thru all the characters in
a resume of an Al Jolson musical comedy,
i W ah )
MGM. !32 Minutes. Jose Ferrer, Merle Oberon, Helen Traubel, Doe Avedon,
Walter
Paul Henreid,
Edens. Pidgeon,
Director Stanley
Donen. Tamara Toumanova, Paul Stewart Producer Rogtr

tewpomts
(Continued jrom Page 5)
firmly convinced that TV is an incomparable instrument for promoting public interest in motion pictures, and that it has played no small
role in the boxoffice bcom of recent
months.
In the rush to adopt video, one
pertinent question should be asked,
and answered: What is the best
method of presenting our movie
merchandise to the vast living room
audience? It must be answered lest
we rush pell-mell to the enticing, but
uncertain, conclusion that the mere
showing of scenes from the new
films is the one effective and the
most dramatic method of advertising
them. We are not so sure; as a matter of fact, we are developing some
gnawing doubts.

terviews with Gregory Peck and
John Huston, star and director of
"Moby Dick", and this proved to be
a highly effective bit of promotion
for that forthcoming Warner release.
This, by no means, is meant to
decry the immense publicity impact
of a feature spot on the "Toast of
the Town" program Sunday evenings, nor to deny that Sullivan has
proved himself, among broadcasters,
one of the best friends our industry
has. The sole purpose of these observations isonly to recommend an
open mind on the techniques we
should employ in using TV as an
advertising medium.

Universal-International is to be
congratulated on its policy of providinp^ exhibitors with conventional,
as well as anamorphic, prints on all
its CinemaScope pictures. Announcement was made last week

that today's movies, far from having
made fabulous technical strides in
the past two years, are pictorially
about on par with these of the Keystone Cops era.

that U-I's first C'Scope production,
"The Black Shield of Falworth", already has played some 600 theatres
in conventional aspect ratio — and on
regular availabilities.

in a well-equipped theatre ; they
suffer additional hazards of poor reception in "frinpe" areas and other
places where interference with electronic signal plays havoc with reception.
Ed Sullivan recently televised an
amusing sequence from "The
Tirne I Saw Paris". It was an
tion of the scene as the theatre
ence saw it a few days later
New York premiere.

Last
aboraudiat its

On the following Sunday, Sullivan's program presented filmed in-
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Samuel Goldwyn, who enjoys flying trial balloons, has just sent another up. He has been telling news-

The

announcement proudly declared that this policy has been so

"overwhelmingly endorsed by exhibitors from Coast to Coast" that the
company wiil pursue the same practice with regard to all future CinemaScopics, includino^ the forthcoming spectacle, "Sign of the Pagan".
We say "proudly" because it is
quite evident that Universal's management does take pride in this
phase of its operations, regarding it
as a manifestation of the company's
interest in the welfare of ALL theatres, whatever their physical limitations or grossing capacity. In this
day cf BIG pictures, BIG theatres,
BIG grosses — and the devil take the
little guy — it is a most refreshing
attitude.

processes he will use to shoot "Guys
and Dolls". He is reported deliberating between CinemaScope, ToddAO and VistaVision.
Since Sam Goldwyn's loquacity is
seldom without motive, we can assume that he let loose these remarks
with the object of stirring up exhibitor reaction. With a total investment that will run between three
and five million dollars, the producer
can hardly be blamed for testing
customer sentiment in advance. Perhaps we can give him some idea of
how theatremen are thinking.
Since Mr. Goldwyn has given
some indication that he is considering a special distribution setup, ala
Disney, and an advance release of
"Guys and Dolls" in several key
cities, a Todd-AO version of the
musical might be an effective roadshow medium. Exhibitors would object only because they need product
badly, and this would delay its general release.
As between CinemaScope and
VistaVision, exhibitors would hardly hesitate to give Goldwyn their
choice. CinemaScope is an established, pre-sold boxoffice factor,
whereas
VistaVision
is generally
(Continued on Page 8)
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Tell

papermen in Hollywood that he's
not sure which of the new filming

Film clips, when viewed on a television screen, tend to degrade the
quality available in the motion picture theatre of today. They convey
absolutely nothing of the scope and
magnitude of a wide-screen film projected by modern methods. Indeed,
they are usually so imperfect as to
suggest to the average TV viewer

Film clips, unfortunately, are subject not only to the physical limitations of the television screen — particularly in reproducing film — and
the inability cf the TV cameras to
translate the rich detail obtainable

This is business democracy in action. By thus endeavoring to serve
the needs, and meet the desires, of
all its customers, Universal-International has adopted a practical, common-sense policy, which should be
accepted by every film company.
U-I, meanwhile, will reap a harvest
of goodwill, which it fully deserves.
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(Continued from Page 7)
viewed as its country cousin, with
little drawing power.
Exhibitors, we believe, would tell
Mr. Goldwyn: Give us "Guys and
Dolls" in our most popular process,
CinemaScope. and if you give us a
great musical, there is no reason
why you can't draw a gross of many
millions. "The Robe" in CinemaScope has earned, to date, $38,000,000, of which $31,000,000 has come
from the U. S. and Canada alone.
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The age of specialization and departmentalization will soon be
catching up with our industry's ancient merchandising system, according to Steve Broidy, dynamic president of Allied Artists. He seems to
believe that our sales and exploitation operations are chugging along
like a Model T on industrial highways full of Thunderbirds.
Speaking before the Screen Publicists Guild in Los Angeles last
week, Mr. Broidy had this to say:
"In place of the so-called endless
belt operation of sales and exploitation as we know them today, I envision units of three or four men
from the publicity and advertising
departments devoting their entire
efforts over a period of months, perhaps a year, solely on three or four
pictures.
"In other words, I think our industry soon will be operating under
a new system of merchandising
specialists."
Whether movie merchandising
methods are antiquated or not, Mr.
Broidy should be saluted for bringing into true perspective the crucial
role played in the progress of our
industry by its advertising, publicity, exploitation manpower.
As Mr. Broidy pointed out, this is
a business of talent and personalities,
and every film produced is a brand
new piece of merchandise. The men
who have the job of exploiting those
products to the trade and to the public are as important as any single
element in this art-industry of ours.
P«g« ■
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Fa bian
Word from Washington is that the
Federal Communications Commission has
now buckled down to the job of preparing for hearings into the question of
whether pay-as-you-see television is to
be allowed.
Apparently, the procedure to be followed is that the FCC will make a ruling
and will then invite interested parties to
offer their comments, or register their
objections.
My spies in the capitol tell me a ruling
is likely within the next two or three
months.
^
*
*
If this is true, I hope concerted exhibitor action in self-defense won't be long
delayed.
Toll-TV could, in some parts of the
country, be disastrous for the motion picture exhibitor.
And remember, the exhibitor can look
for some of the Hollywood producing
interests to oppose them in this battle.
Paramount Pictures, for instance, is the
controlling factor in Telemeter, one of
the leading slot-TV outfits. It is not
inconceivable that Paramount's longrange policy is aimed toward plunging
into toll-TV.
As things stand today it is doubtful
whether even the present television networks would put up much opposition to
the Toll-TV idea. They're too busy fighting each other to bother much about it.
And, contrary to earlier expectations,
they tend to the view that so long as they
can sell program time to advertisers and
sponsors — who provide their income —
they haven't need to*worry.^
Exhibitors are probably going to have
to wage this fight themselves, and they
had better gird themselves for this struggle. Their big hope is that outside support might be organized to help, for the
root and essence of this problem is of
great public significance:
Can channels on the air be reserved for
those who can afford to pay, or should
they be available to all?
*
*
*
I wonder what Si Fabian was thinking
when, at the Motion Pictures Pioneers'
showmanship dinner this year, they
saluted him for his 40 years in the business?
When, for instance, after Si had carefully prepared a speech, chairman Herman Robbins got up and said he had
decided there would be none, and the
entire audience whooped "Hooray!"
*
*
*
When the Deep River Boys opened the
proceedings with a harmonious rendition
of "Our Gal Sal" but with a different

Though

ts

lyric, in which appeared the line relating
to the Stanley Warner company's purchase of the International Latex Co.:
For Latex makes Play lex
And girdles jump hurdles.
*
*
*
When news analyst John Daly turned
back
few pages
Guy when
Si's"
family a history;
back into"Our
the days
Si's father, Jacob Fabian, once a penniless
immigrant, opened the for-then fabulous
Regent Theatre in Paterson New Jersey,
where Si, a lanky redhead, worked as a
balcony usher (10 cents admission in the
afternoons, 15 cents in the evenings and
25 cents for reserved loge boxes).
When he heard, after many years, his
old pig-Latin
lation. Mule. nickname "Yulmee" — transWhen Walter Abel described the opening of one of the Fabian theatres (in Atlantic City) featuring a street parade of
the local constabulary, during which time
there were four jewel robberies!
And of how Si, as a youngster, wrote
poetry and in later years, became the industry's champion snorer ("even includ*
:f: *
ing Ned Depinet").
It was quite an event. Old hands tell
me it was the best Pioneers' dinner for
some years.
For a change, instead of the audience
rising and applauding the gentlemen on
the dais, the dais customers rose and
saluted the audience.
It was refreshing, too, to notice that
when distinguished visitors were introduced two of them. Serge Semenenko,
banker and film financier, and David G.
Baird, financial genius of the Stanley
Warner
Corporation, both stood up— and
blushed deeply.
*
:i: *
Lowell Thomas was the only one of a
long list of narrators who didn't use a
script. He was word perfect. Excusably
he used the opportunity to plug Cinerama.
But he didn't forget to make one admission: if Si Fabian hadn't acquired the exhibition rights of Cinerama when he did,
it would possibly have died.
And, for once, the fellow who wrote the
show, Mort Sunshine, was given program
credit for his work. About time!
*
*
*
Metro's salesmen hat e been told,
"Don't talk your product down :
Just treat our films as though they're gold.
The matter
finest 'buys'
in Town.
No
what your
private view.
Be careful what you utter.
For every downbeat word from you
Afjccts your bread and butler".
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By Philip R. Ward
QUIETLY AND WITHOUT FANFARE, motion picture shares staged a stirring November comeback. At
1613/8 in the Film BULLETIN Cinema Aggregate, industry securities are now pegged at their highest levels
since mid-1948, down-side turning point of the attendance depression.
To accomplish this trick, the entire cinema slate had
to rebound sharply from a severe October sell-off and
stem a flood of profit-taking, which reached alarming
proportions within the ranks of several film company
issues. A considerable amount of "in and out" speculation in film shares culminated in October, a month traditionally given to re-assessment and gain-realizing.
Movie stocks have been the subject of numerous investment firm touts all year long, especially as solid shortterm capital gain bets. As the chart below bears out,
considerable profits were registered in both August and
September, thereby building the climate for October's
sharp decline.
It has been the contention of this corner that security
prices still have a short way to go to achieve levels in
consonance with the general improvement of business
conditions. November's rally justifies that belief. Film
bulletin's Cinema Aggregate records this gain and
illustrates the year-long status of both film company
and exhibition issues.
Film BULLETIN

Cinema

Aggregate*

Allied Artists moved up
but still manifests doldrum tendencies. This could be good news to eagleeyed investors looking for good, underpriced situations.
Some exciting prospects are latent in this company —
come mid-1955 — when its new-look in production policy
will just begin to reveal itself.
0
Improvement within exhibition ranks likewise developed during November, but failed to show the fire of
the film-makers. All in all, the theatre list gained V/s
over October, but failed to match its year high of 37^.
Currently recorded at 37^, exhibition stocks are priced
at their second best level of 1954.
o
o
TRENDS TO WATCH: 1955 will see a record number
of bank loans to independent producers, as film money
grows softer, in the realization that the climate for quick
return, as well as safety, has seldom been better. In the
meantime, more and more of the major studios will follow the Columbia lead by establishing revolving funds
of their own, in order to woo profitable independent ventures. Under this condition, product scarcity may well
abate by the time the warm weather rolls around.
0
o
A DYNAMIC POPULATION TREND is playing directly into the hands of the movie industry, according
to Robert S. Driscoll, vice president of Affiliated Fund,
one of America's leading investment trusts. He writes :
"The motion picture industry can realize larger admissions from the millions of youngsters now reaching
school age. The greatest proportionate attendance at
motion pictures is by young people, 65^f of attendance
being not above 30 years old. In the 12 to 30 year
groups, where attendance normally is 55^r, there
presently exists a subnormal population distribution.
But time is all that is required to remedy this shortage.
There is considerable evidence that as a child approaches
the end of his grammar school stage, he tends to lose

OK

!■>'/• «0V
OCC
1954
NOV.
FILM COMPANIES
THEATRE COMPANIES

^Composed of carefully selected representative industry issues.
The film company group is now at its 1954 high point,
having dashed a thumping 17^4 points over the prior
month. As encouraging as the collective highland fling
in the Aggregate are the individual performances of the
constituent companies. Columbia bolted 3^ points over
the one-month term; Loew's spurted 17/^; Paramount,
Sy^; 20th-Fox, 2^; Universal a whopping Sy^. Among
the lower priced shares Republic picked up Ys, but inactive RKO fell in the midst of more Howard
Hughe confusion — a rumor which had Hughes selling
all of his diverse holdings, except RKO, to financial
wizard Zeckendorf. Nothing materialized — natch!
P«g« 12
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interest in television and wants to assert his 'independence' by being entertained away from home."
O
O
IT IS COMFORTING TO KNOW that film directors,
who must venture the hazards of the stratosphere and
the perils of under-water, will be fully and liberally recompensed. The Screen Directors Guild and the Association of Motion Picture Producers have drafted a pact
calling for extra pay when their members work in airplanes or shoot under water. The scale runs like this:
maximum per day for flight work, $73.15; for filming
requiring below-water work, a maximum of $44.00 a
day. Just how the value of these specialized performances was measured was not stated, but it makes facinating reading all the same.

This
Is My
Opinion'
Cxclu^ine ^BDLLETIM ?eatun

Tliink

Grovernment

In the issue of Federal regulation of film prices, the
motion picture industry sits astride a volcano. No one can
be certain when, if at all, the top will blow off. But this
much is known : the lava of exhibitor acrimony rages close
to the surface. A formal measure petitioning relief by
government has already been drafted and approved by a
majority of a leading exhibitor body — the Allied States
Association. Its introduction on Capitol Hill awaits only
the pleasure of Allied's board of directors.
In the face of this eventuality, it is incumbent upon
industry leaders to determine quickly the mind of exhibition at large as respects this explosive subject. Film
BULLETIN has undertaken a project in that direction by
conducting a national poll of 1000 representative theatre
operators, touching upon the issue of governmental control of the pricing structure, as well as number of corollary
subjects.
Aims of the poll were fourfold: (1) to determine the
temper of exhibitor thinking regarding government regulation as set forth by the Allied bill, as well as other forms
of federal controls; (2) to learn, in the event governmental
relief is unacceptable, what alternative solutions exhibition
is prepared to endorse; (3) to determine if, indeed, the alleged abuses of distribution are as grievous as claimed; (4)
to solicit these findings far from the heat and oratory of
association meetings. Voting conditions resembled the
private, reflective calm of the ballot booth, a place where
citizens theoretically vote as their good conscience dictates.
Each "voter" was required to identify himself and his interests, but had a pledge of anonymity, if he so desired.
Five questions were put to the theatremen. They are
reproduced below, together with the voting results on each :
i. / f/o □ do not\Z\ /avor Allied's Bill to
regulate film prices by having the Federal Trade Commission govern classification of films and theatres.
(RESULT:

29^ "do"; 71' r "do not".)

About

Regulation

2. I do
do not Q favor any form of
government regulation to control film
rentals.
(RESULT: 26^ "do"; 74^r "do not".)
3. I believe film rentals have risen to an uneconomic level for: (a) All Theatres; (b)
Small Theatres; (c ) None.
(RESULT:) 48.4-;. "all theatres"; 47.2<:f "small
theatres" ; 4.49f "none".)
4. I do \^ do not Q favor a system of
intra-industry regulation to classify films
and theatres as a means of price control.
(RESULT:

47''^ "do"; 53^r "do not".)

5. I do{^ do not Q believe an arbitration
system for our industry should make film
terms arbitrable.
(RESULT: 62^ "do";38''. "do not".)
The mere recital of the figures above do not tell the
whole story of exhibition thinking. Comments were solicited on the poll forms and a large number offered their
views in detail thereby affording this study an insight into
the reasons behind the vote, as well as a recital of the
reservations felt by many who voted one way or the other
on the various questions. A cross-section of these comments has been culled to document representative points
of view.
A total of 519 returned poll forms — an amazing response of approximately 52' ( — which points up the keen
interest in the issues. Allied, TOA and non-affiliated members were polled in a ratio consistent with membership in
the various exhibitor groups. Care was taken to achieve
geographic diversity, as well as balance between small,
medium and king-size theatre operators. The majority of
respondents might be classified as "grass-roots"
( Continued on theatrePufie 14)
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men, the element to whom the subject of film terms is most
sensitive. Nonetheless, a liberal number of circuit executives also were asked to express their opinions and some
prominent names will be found in the succeeding analysis.
It is estimated that the contributors to this poll directly
control some 7500 theatres.
While this survey cannot, of course, be construed as
the absolute voice of exhibition at large, the sample obtained is greater than that generally used by professional
political-opinion and market-research agencies. Geographically, numerically, and as to the economic and property
status of respondents, this poll is representative, and
should net vary widely in error with a lOOfr enumeration
of the exhibition population.
QUESTION

NO. 1

/ c/o □

do Do
not □
jaior All'cd's Ivll. Do
etc. Not
29' r
71%
What does this vote signify? From the comments of
the polices certain conclusions may be drawn. A strong
majority of those opposed (the
objected on the
grounds of principle. To them, control of film terms under
a federal aegis is more repulsive than the abuses of which
they nonetheless complain. The fact that they would spare
distribution the pains of government regulation does not
imply, they say. that they do not wish to see that wing of
the industry receive its come-uppance. This frame of mind
caused many to cast a reluctant "do not". Another element in this category, also of high number, was wary of
the ultimate consequences to exhibition itself. It was for
"self-protection" — as the term was used — that they also
voted against the Allied proposal.
On the other hand, an articulate, and substantial, minority {29' I ) claimed that ultimate preservation of the industry rides the wings of federal regulation. Many in this
group would have it known that they prefer cooperation
and rapproachment to heal the breeches that exist between
buyers and sellers of film product.
It should be quickly stated that no love for distribution's pricine practices is held by the 1\' ( who would not
buy the Allied brand of federal regulation. Let's examine
a series of reasons why they nonetheless vetoed this form
of recourse, and also learn something of the temper of the
voter as to how long he will hold to his position. Typical
is the comment of Harold Hedler, of Newaygo, Michigan:
"Distributors have frankly intimated that the small
theatres mean nothing to them — that the big money is in
the larger theatres. Thus they are not interested in helping
the small theatre. I am opposed to government control
wherever oossible; but I am afraid the distributors can
push their unreasonable tendencies too far, and many who
are now opposed to control will finally be for it — in order
to survive."
Ray McFarlane, of Arbuckle, Cal., offered a response
that was also typical. Film terms are unreasonable, BUT:
"Government control never helped anything."
Page 1<!
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Allietl
Bill
L. M. Conrad, Park Theatre, Meadville, Pa., speaks
for a huge group that vote government protection only —
"If an equitable agreement cannot be reached with distributors .. . All we ask is fair play, a chance to make a
profit, a chance to preserve in our business."
Mr. Conrad and the group his words represent feel
that good conscience dictates a vote in the negative — for
the rnoment.
Although he personally rejects government regulation
as a solution, Joseph P. Uvick, the Detroit independent,
levels a sharp attack against what he terms "monopolistic''
distribution practices, as the cause for exhibitor agitation.
The producers obeyed the law and gave up their own theatre holdings, but, contends Mr. Uvick, they made themselves the partners of all exhibitors by "declaring themselves in via percentage demands plus preferred playing
time." He accuses the film companies of "adhering to
arms-length, mistrustful methods of carnival days . . . exhibitors are still treated as itinerants."
His conclusion: "Exhibitors flounder, then protest,
then turn to government, as they did before. Is it any wonder, even if we know that government interference is not
the right course?"
As stated earlier, a large block of the polices felt that
the clutches of government would be a greater evil than
the wrongs requiring remedy. In the words of Harry
Pickett, Jr., Carver Theatres, Charlotte, N. C. :
"I feel that Allied's attempt to bring more government
regulation in the industry is the worst thing that could
happen. The government was brought into the industry
and now instead of knowing that we will at least have
product for another year, as under the old system of buying, we hardly know if we will have product for another

The blessings of independence takes primacy over all
month."
else
to an unusually well populated complement of pollees.
The language of A. E. Blakkolb, of Bonesteel, South Dakota, fairly bristles with freedom's old sweet song:
"I certainly do not believe in government regulation
in the theatre industry. And I sincerely hope that the producers and theatres will be able to work out something
equitable for both parties before this bill is adopted. After
all, what made this country of ours so great? What are we
fighting for? Government regimentation or individuality?"
These, the defenders of an unrestricted, free-enterprise climate of business relations, might be termed the
"minute-men" of this survey. Another, W. V. Nevins, 3rd,
Campus Theatre, Alfred, N. Y. puts it this way:
"I just prefer to do my own battling on prices. Government regulation would net help anything along the lines
needed in the film industry."
T. A. Higdon, of Texas' Frontier Theatres, suggests
(C.onliniicil an I'dfif H^l
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exhibition devote less time to griping, more to the immediate problem of stimulating business:
"When our rentals reach an uneconomic level, we
prefer to take our complaints direct to the distributor . . .
and with very few exceptions, we get results.
"In my opinion, too many people are spending too
much time trying to figure too many ways to buy film
cheaper — when if this same allotted time were devoted to
a concentrated effort to increase p:rosses, the uneconomic
rentals would at least partially adjust themselves."
Another anti-regulationist, Clive Waxman, of the Independent Exhibitors Theatre Service, Grand Rapids,
Michigan, envisions little reform in governmental interference. Merely look back to the consent decree, says he:
"It is my personal opinion that government regulation
will do less for the exhibitors than it will do for the distributors— as has proven to be the case with the Consent
Decree, which was never the basic idea of the majority of
exhibitors it was supposed to serve . . . The government is
not the answer. Self government within the industry can
be the answer."
Among the larger circuit heads, Myron Blank of Central States Theatre Corp., sees in federal stewardship the
possible death knell of the entire industry: "
"I am sure most exhibitors realize that government
control of a creative art will just plain destroy the entire
industry. Many exhibitors faced with the problem of going
out of business and losinp- most of their investment anyway don't care and if they are gcing out of business would
just as soon pull everyone else down with them. It is an
understandable situation, but in my opinion government
regulation of the industry will be a similar cure to a doctor
prescribing potassium cyanide for a sick patient."

HOW

BEN

MARCUS

VOTED

This is Iwiv Ben Marcus, president of National
Allied, answered the Film BULLETIN poll on
Government regulation of film prices: No. 1 — DO;
No. 2— NO ANSWER; No. 3— ALL THEATRES;
No. 4— DO; No. 5 — DO. He made the following
comments:
"It is very difficult to answer definite I DO
OR DO NOT APPROVE or favor government
regulation in control of film prices. Any definite
answer would be subject to certain qualifications.
"No one is foolish enoup^h to think that
government regulation is the best answer to our
problems. However, as a last resort and selfpreservation, I would favor government regulation if all other efforts of self-regulation have
been exhausted.
"I am sure that the Allied leadership, and I
can safely say the rank and file members, would
welcome another try with distribution to settle
our problems in a fair and suitable manner.
"I am of the opinion that there is still time to
try and settle our differences in an amicable
manner, if distribution will signify a sincere desire to further discuss these problems."
ment. Insterspersed among the many independents voting
"do not", we might mention a few circuit leaders, representing as they do, a considerable bulk of theatres. They
include T. C. Baker, Affiliated Theatres, Indianapolis;
Myer S. Fine, Associated Theatres, Cleveland; Charles R.
Gilmour, Gibraltar Enterprises, Inc., Denver; Ethel Miles,
Midwestern Booking Agency, Columbus, Ohio ; Elmer

Jack Clark, of Chicago's Tiffin Theatre, sheds some
light on the circumstances surrounding: the Allied convention's vote on the bill :

Rhoden,
National
tre Service,
Seattle. Theatres; Maurice Safifle, Saffle's Thea-

"I attended Allied's Milwaukee Convention, at which
the motion was made and 'passed' authorizing Allied's officers to request Federal Control of our industry. The motion was originally passed so quickly that it was all over
before the delegates were aware of what was taking place.
It was only as a result of the grumbling on the part of
some plebians that the chairman reopened the subject for
further discussion. This was followed by more pep talks
in favor of Federal Control by Allied leaders, and men who
had previously committed themselves. Once more a vote
was taken — approximately two-thirds of the delegates
stood in favor of the bill. When they were seated, only
three of us rose in opposition to the bill. In other words, approximately one-third of the delegates, not understanding
the nature of the bill, did net vote one way or the other."

While the anti-regulationists offer a wide variety of

The roll-call of these opposed to Allied's measure is so
extensive, soace does not permit additional "anti" comP«q» U
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rationalizations of their votes, the "pro" segment (29'' r) is
a much more homogeneous body. The common refrain:
Distribution has simply gone too far. Deep-seated ire pervades the majority of replies. It was an oddity — and evidence of the great confusion that exists in the industry's
thinking — that whereas quite a few opponents of federal
intervention openly apologized for failing to vote distribution into the clutches of government, many proponents
apologized for taking that very course. The bill, said they,
is exhibition's last, desparate hope. This ring of frustration is amplified in the words of J. linger, Mayfair Theatre, Hillside, N. J.:
"I am reluctant to have government step in, but what
is there to lose? Distribution is now regulating entirely
their way! Can it be worse if the government steps in?
I don't see how that is possible."

((.onlhuivd on /'(/.ffc IS)
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COLUMBIA

AA Pushing Its Way

Will Be Busiest Lot

Into Ranks of Majors
ALLIKl) ARTISTS L( )XT1XUES TO
push its way forward to its announced t;oal

For Balance of the Year
IN A .M(nK lU CORRAL TOP
notch properties, both from the best-seller
book lists and the Broadway stage, Columbia is completing plans to bankroll legitimate
shows. Particular emphasis, we understand,
will be placed on musicals.
Teeing off this new i)rogram is the purchase of film rights to the current Broadway
hit comedy, "The Solid Gold Cadillac," as
the next vehicle for Judy Holliday. It is reported that songs and music may he added
to
the film, although "Cadillac" will not be
a musical.

of major studio status. 'i"he company has
been voted into the Association of Motion
Picture Producers, and it declared its first
dividend on common stock.
In alitjnint; itself with the .AMI'P, the
studio automatically was withdrawn from
membership in the Independent Motion Picture Producers Association. The new affiliation becomes effective January 1, 1955.
Shootinii schedules, on the company's expanded program of to]) budtjct features, are
undergoing a reshuffling in order to get
underway immediately after the turn of the
year. First of the big films to be made, under
the recently signed particii)ation deals, will
be a (lary C ooper starrer to be produced and
directed by William W'yler. It will be a
human interest story made under the ae.siis
of Cooper's own comi)any.
Next on the .schedule will be ".Xrianc.'' to
he produced and directed by liilly Wilder,
starting shortly after mid-year.
Walter Wangcr has assigned Norman
Taurog to direct "Mother-Sir" (Joan Hennett) which will get underway in January.
.\lso slated for a January start is "Hold I'ack
the Night" (Richard l'.asehart. Neville
Brand) which will be produced by Walter
M irisch.
Writers are currently at work on a trio of
upcoming productions to be turned out by
W illiam i?roidy, following his "Twilight
.Mley" (not yet cast), which rolls next
month. The three stories being scripted are:
"Woman's Reformatory," tf) roll shortlx
after the first of the year; "The Last ^fis/ sion," and "Vaqui Drums."
Two pictures now shooting are: "Code
Three" (l?ill Elliott, Keith Larsen) — \incent
M. Kennelly producer, Dan Ullman director,
and "Sweet Charity" (Richard Contc, Ruth
Hussey) — William I". Hroidy producer,
Frank MacDonald director.

Among the important new tune films being
lined up for 1953 jjroduction is a musical remake of the old Clark Gable-Claudette Colbert comedy hit. "It Happened One Night."
Negotiations have been on hot and heavy
(luring the past fortnight to secure June
.\llyson and Robert Mitchum for the starring roles, and Dick Powell to handle the
directing. Casting of Betty Grable in the
starring role of another top-budget musical,
"Pal Joey," also appears to be near the inking stage.
Moss Hart, recently signed to a threepicture screen-writing deal, checke<l in this
month to start scripting "The Eddy Ducliin
Story," which Jerry Wald will i)roduce and
George Sidney (borrowed from Metro) direct. It appears likely that Hart also will
direct a limited numl)er of pictures for the
studio.
A survey of all major studio production
schedules indicates that Columbia will be the
busiest lot in town for the next two to three
months. By mid-December, there will be a
total of ten pictures shooting, with a half
dozen more lined up to start during January
and February. Six are working now, including: "My Sister Eileen" (Janet Leigh, Betty
Grable, Jack Lemmon. Aldo Ray), CinemaScope an<l 'Technicolor — Fred Kohlmar i)roducer, Richard Quine director; "The Man
I'rom Laramie" (Jimmy Stewart. Cathy
O'Donnell), a William Goetz production in
CinemaScope and Technicolor — Anthony
Mann director; "Five Against the House"
(Guy Madison, Kim Novak, Brian Keith) —
Sterling Silliphant producer, Phil Karlson
director;
"Chicago
Syndicate" (Dennis

O'Keefe. Abbe Lane. Xavier Cugat )— a Sam
Katzman production, Fred Sears director:
"L^eadlock" (Stewart Granger, Jean Simmons)— a Mike Frankovich production in
'Technicolor, shooting in England — Maxwell
Seton producer, Arthur Lubin director, and
"Duel On the Mississippi" (Patricia Medina). Sam Katzman production. William
Castle director.
Slated to roll during the first two weeks in
December are: "Devil Goddess" (Johnny
Weissmuller) — Katzman production. Spencer Bennett director: "The Gentle Wolfhound" (still being cast)— Fred Kohlmar
producer, Richard Murphy director; "Trouble
On the Streets" (not cast) — Louis J. Rachmil producer. Arnold Laven director, and
the -Andrew Stone inde. "'Terror in the
Night" (Vince Edwards, Hildy Parks),
which Stone both produces and directs.

Early 1955 starters will include "Queen
Bee" (Joan Crawford)— Jerry Wald producer. Ronald :MacDougall director; "The
Gilded Rooster" (Victor ]\Iature)— William
Fadiman producers. Robert Parrish director,
and two from the Sam Katzman unit. ;Mature was signed to a two-picture pact.
In order to execute this heavy schedule,
Columbia is making a concerted effort to
build up its roster of producers and directors. Joan Harrison and William H. Wright
have been added to the producer roster during the past fortnight, bringing the total
count to eight, not including exec producer
Jerry Wald.
LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Two Films Now Shooting
Four Added To Release Slate
THE LIPPERT RELEASING SLATE
.got a boost this month with addition of four
features to be turned out by Earle Lyon and
Richard Bartlett, starting with the currently
filming "The Silver Star" (Edgar ]?uchanan,
Marie Windsor). Lyon will produce and
r>artlctt direct all four. The second, "Lonesome Trail." originally slated as a Robert L.
Lippert, Jr. production, gets underway
around mid-December.
Only one other film for Lippert release is
now shooting. "Shock" (Brian Donlevy,
Margia Dean.
Warner)
Guest directing, which Jack
is being
lensed — in\'alEngland
by
(Continued on Page 20)
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Pal Amusement Company's (Georgia) Pete Brice put
the problem in these practical terms :
'If our industry is to continue to expand and exert its
growth, then the distributor must realize this to the extent
of rendering fair and equitable film terms.
"We are now in the process of converting many of our
theatres to CinemaScope. Many of our situations need
renovating with air conditioning, modern seats, up to date
fronts. But how can all this be done with conditions under
which we find ourselves to date?
". . . Surely we pressed more dollars but our profits
have certainly taken a decided decline . . . We are making
a concerted effort to keep some of our theatres open which
have continually operated in the red. And unless we get
some assistance from the distributor, these houses will
close ... I am definitely in favor of some form of price

af

F4*€l€*r€il

€ antral

government. They ask the opportunity to compete in a
free market, wherein supply and demand are allowed to
function along natural and unrestricted lines. When some
agency disrupts this natural balance of the marketplace,
police action, they reason, is clearly the logical step.
Actually, says Joseph J. Rohan, of South Gate, Cal.,
it is a purely democratic, highly American tradition for the
unprotected to pray the powers of government in the preservation ofits self-interest:
"Because of the power of influencing the American
voter is still possible by the less powerful exhibitors (exhibitors have no influence in our courts and are not united)
the use of legislation is the only practical means left to
balance the scales to bring about the fair pricing of film
so necessary to the existence of the average exhibitor. No
exhibitor should be forced to pay a price for film which
necessarily brings to him a certain loss for operation dur-

regulation . . ."
Talk of conspiracy among distributors crept into a
near dozen comments. Agent Forrest White, of Ind-Ex
Booking service, Dallas, Texas, exemplifies this viewpoint:
"Apparently the distributors concertedly have cut
down on releases and prints and stupidly tell their customers they are not interested in their operating overheads.
What other resort do we have? I believe there is more
collusion among distributors today than at any time in the
history of our industry."
But. like Allied president Ben Marcus, and most in the
minority category, Mr. White prefers not to seal the regulation issue with too much finality:
"I prefer no government regulation if distributors by
proper film rentals and trade practices would recognize exhibitors right to make money too."

ing that period."
And thus it stands. For the Allied measure 29^} ;
against it 71^^. On each side we have noted a gnawing
frustration, an uncertainty, a disinclination to plunge
"whole hog" into the uncharted waters of Federal regulation, yet finding present conditions untolerable, unworkable. If one conclusion can be drawn from Question 1, it
is this : while our study of opinion shows a strong tide
against Government regulation, the feeling against present
film pricing practices is so strong that it could force a shift
in the current before long.
0
0
/ do Q

QUESTION NO. 2
do not Q
fcn or any form of Government, etc.
Do
Do Not
26^f

74^r

There are some who may say recourse to governmental administration of film prices is symptomatic of weakness in a free enterprise society. Fight your own fights,
they say. A handful of others interpret this form of petition as having socialistic significance, foresee the day when
the state may directly control the very means of film-making. Lest the reader misconstrue the motives of those in
support of the Allied measure, let it be said no such thinking is even remotely evident. In their considered judgment,
the exhibitor has been maneuvered into an inferior position
in negotiating for films, and they simply feel that a call to
the government is justified. Under some circumstances,
this line of reasoning commands the greatest degree of respect. Unpopular, but necessary, alternatives are never
easy to accept, and it takes men of courage to advance
them in the face of the severest opposition.

If significance can be drawn from the results above, it
is twofold: (1) even fewer respondents would favor a substitute or differently worded government measure than the
one drafted by Allied counsel Abram F. Myers; (2) among
those favoring regulation in the first instance, the Allied
bill is quite adequate.

The pro-regulation crowd is no band of ninnies.
Among their advocates are such large and respected leaders of exhibition as Michael Naify, Glen Dickinson, Joseph
Finneran — a few of the toughest fighters in the trade.
These men. together with a large number of grass roots
operators, do not seek hand-outs, charity, or gifts of

found use of the word "any" objectionable. He would have
preferred a more qualified query specifying other forms of
Government control. Actually, the purpose of Question
No. 2 was to test the satisfaction of pro-regulationists with
the specific shape and content of the Allied bill.

P«qt It
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The validity of the foregoing figures may be attacked from several vantages. First, it is obvious that no
other regulatory proposals could be compared with Allied's, simply because there are no others in existence. It
is asking too much of busy exhibitors, not one in a hundred of whom are lawyers, to visualize other forms of
bureaucratic control. If exhibitors want relief, it is up to
their local and national association leaders to supply the
means and the language. Another difiiculty flows from the
generality of the question. Joseph Finneran, for instance,

As the percentages reveal, opposition to intervention
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is great, with or without the Allied Bill. The slightly
heavier vote favoring Allied's measure may be attributed
to the fact that one question asked about something specific, the other about academic possibilities.
In general comments followed the same course respecting Question No. 2 as with Question No. 1. Two
opinions are offered herein dealing with the dangers of
Federal controls generally. From the state of Texas comes
the impassioned plea of a circuit executive desiring anonymity :
"I think any normal ten year old child would know
that it is dangerous for any industry to seek government
regimentation of their business. We have had a demonstration in railroads, utilities, and other lines. Those certain
people in the industry who recently have given great publicity to the idea of government control to regulate film
prices of the Motion Picture Industry are the same people
who clamored for the government to eliminate block buying of pictures and divorcement of exhibition and production.
"I definitely do not want government intervention in
our business. We have already had too much, which is
causing trouble for all exhibitors."
Mr. J. N. Law, Town Hall Theatre, Lebanon. Ohio,
heartily seconds this viewpoint :
"We are of the opinion, and the opinion is based on
experience, that every time the government undertakes to
meddle in any business, it succeeds in making it worse. It
generally is supervised by some group who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to govern. So
far as we are concerned, we have found (with the exception
of two companies whose product we don't use) the rest
have enabled us to stay in business, by selling us the product at a price we could afford."
We may infer from this section that those who do not
want the Allied bill want no form of government regulation. Regulation advocates, on the other hand, will stand
pat with Allied. It was anticipated that some might feel
that the Allied measure too harsh; others that it could be
harsher yet. These expressions were not forthcoming. Exhibitors apparently are of little mind to shop for additional
regulatory ideas.
0
O

100

QUESTION NO. 3
/ bclicic film rrnldls tunc risen to an uneconomic level for:
ill Theatres □
Small Theatres □
Sone □

SMALL

NONE

Film

Prices

In view of the results to Questions 1 and 2, the casual
reader may ask himself: Why all the fuss? If so great a
segment of exhibition is unwilling to accept a federal wardship over film pricing, perhaps the abuses are not so grievous as they appear. Lest this misintrepretation arise, let
the reader study carefully the figures of the instant section. Notwithstanding the resounding vote of "NO" to all
modes of governmental regulation, there can be no doubt
as to the existence of a problem. A thumping 95.6'' c of all
pollees — large, medium and small operators — believe that
film prices have risen to uneconomic levels. This sentiment
was practically as strong among powerful circuit buyers
as among one-theatre operators.
It was no surprise to find that 47.2''r of the respondents checked "small theatres". The trade's little fellows
were the hardest hit by the attendance depression, and
they have been slowest to recover. It was the general cry
of those grass roots exhibitors who voiced detailed
opinions that, although their grosses have increased, most
of the added revenue is being siphoned right back to distribution inthe form of higher film rentals.
On the other hand, a major surprise developed in the
tabulation of
theatres" by
operators are
is significant

the "ail theatres" vote. It ran ahead of "small
1.2''^, indicating that even the large theatre
protesting current film pricing. Certainly, it
to find men of the calibre of E. C. Rhoden,

National Theatres head, checking "all theatres" in his
ballot.
The thinking cf many circuit executives is summed up
by a prominent New England operator (who asked that
his name not be
up. but today's
to amortize the
Complete

used) in these words: "Things have picked
film prices will have us going a long way
red ink of the depression years."
objectivity demands this explanation:

among those scoring "all theatres", at least 30'' r of pollees
could be classified at small- or medium-sized exhibitors
who may or may not have knowledge of large theatre conditions. It is quite possible that some of them, taking for
granted that the plight of their own smaller houses is
typical, followed through by checking "all theatres".
On the main issue, however, there can be no question;
the percentage of those feeling that film prices have
reached uneconomic levels would have been no different,
and the very weight cf the figure (95. 6^^) attesting that
sentiment should — more than any other result of this poll
— cause distribution's leaders to sit up and take notice.
The majority of smaller exhibitors were quite candid
in stating that they knew nothing of the problems of the
bigger houses, there being quite enough to fret about in
their own situations, thank you. Listen to Thomas E. Orr,
of Alabama's DeKalb Amusement Co.:
"I am unadvised as to the large, deluxe operations, but
I do know in small operations film rentals are becoming
disastrous."
Mr. Orr voted "do not" to Federal regulation.
Among

those who voted in favor of regulation is M.
(('.(inliniied tin I'age 24)
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PARAMOUNT

e-ups
dio
Stu
( C.ontiniicd
from Page Siz
17)
Michael Carreras and Anthony Hinds undor
a co-production set-up witli the American
distribution company.
Lippert has picked up the option on Johanna Matz, the Huropean actress, to star in
a second film to be made abroad in 1955. i luactress recently co-starred with .Scott IJraily
and Raymond Burr in ' They Were So
^'oung."
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Method To Reduce C'Scopics
To Standard Size Will Save $
MGM WILL HE ABLE TO EFFECT
considerable savings in the filming of future
C'inemaScope productions, as a result uf successful experiments in de-anamorphising
CinemaScopc negatives, therel)y eliminating
the use of standard camera e(|uipment for
simultaneous lensing.
MGM plans to make standard prints available for subsequent release on all CinemaScope features. By eliminating the extra
camera, it is hoped that budget cut-backs
may run as high as five to ten per cent, according to Metro laboratory technicians who
have been working on the problem. A MicroPanatar printing lens developed by the Panavision Corp., makes it possible, they point
out, to obtain a "fiat" inter-negative from
the anamorphic negative, and then transfer
to the standard prints.
With more and more of the M(;M product
being earmarked for CinemaScope lensing,
this can become a very important item. All
of the three remaining features slated to roll
during the remainder of the 195-1- calendar
year will get the anamorphic treatment.
Moreover, four of the five pictures now
shooting, are in CinemaScope.
The three C'Scopics coming uj) during the
next month are: "The Cobweb" (Lauren
Bacall, Richard Widmark, Charles Boyer) —
John Houseman producer, Vincente Minnelli
director; "The King's Thief" (Edmund Purdom, Ann Biyth) — Edwin H. Knopf producer, Hugo Fregonese director; and "P>howani Junction" (Stewart Granger, Ava Gardner)— Pandro S. Berman producer, Gef)rge
Cukor director. "Cobweb" will be in EastmanColor, the other two in Technicolor.
I he five features now shooting are: "Interrupted Melody" (Eleanor Parker, Glenn
Ford, Cecil Kellaway) — Jack Cummings
producer. Curtis Bernhardt director; "It's
Always I'air Weather" (Gene Kelly, ("yd
Cliarisse, Dan Dailey) — Arthur Freed producer, (iene Kelly and Stanley Donen codirectors; "Scarlet Coat" (Michael Wilding,
Cornel Wilde, Anne Franci.s, George Sanders)—Nicholas Nayfack producer, John
Sturgcs director; and "Lf)ve Me f)r Leave
^fe" (Doris Day, James Cagney, Cameron
Mitchell) — Joe Pasternak j.roducer, ( harles
\'i<lor <lire( ior.
Paq» 20
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Par Says Don't Blame Us
Alone for Product Shortage
DESPrrE THE PERSISTENT NUDging of product-hungry exhibitors, it appears
that there will be no increase in Paramount's
limited production schedule for next year.
Executives of the company, taking a defensive stand, doggedly retort that they are
ready, willing and able to make more pictures if exhibitors can provide thcni with
acceptable ideas. They claim their only
limitation is in the number of suitable properties available.
In line with this somewhat negative reasoning, they argue that the cut-back in releases for next year, is considerably less than
their detractors make out. "We haven't
made more tiian 26 pictures in an\' of the
last five years," one high-ranking official of
the company said, "so there is no reason for
shifting the responsibility for the current
situation onto our shoulders."
At the present time, the Paramount lot is
quite busy, with five pictures shooting, two
in preparation, and 11 in various stages of
editing". This marks the peak of activity here
for the entire year. Of course, no one can
tell how long it will be before this product
evet gets to theatres.
Now lensing are: "The Desparate Hours"
(Humphrey Bogart, Fredric March, Martha
Scott, Arthur Kenned}') — William Wyler
producer-director; "The Rose Tattoo" (Burt
Lancaster, Anna Magnani) — Hal W'allis producer, Daniel Mann director; "You're Never
Too Old" (Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis) —
Paul Jones producer, Norman Taurog director; "The 'i>n Commandments" (Charlton
Heston, ^'ul I'rynner, Anne Baxter, Yvonne
De Carlo, Edward G. Robinson, Vincent
Price, John Derek) — Cecil B. DeMille producer-director, and "The Court Jester"
(Danny Kaye, Glynis Johns) — the team of
Panama and Frank producing and directing.
The latter three are in Technicolor.
Coming u]) in December are: "The Girl
Rush" (Rosalind Russell, Fernando Lamas,
Eddie Albert) — Frederick P)risson producer,
Robert Pirosch director, and "The Vagabond
King" (Kathryn Grayson, Oreste Kirkop) —
Pat Duggan jiroducer, Michael Curtis director. Both are in Technicolor.
REPUBLIC
Five Films, Still Uncast,
Due To Roll in Six Weeks
DESPi ii-: rill-: i-wcr rii \r casting is still up in tiie air on the entire slate.
Republic executives say that rt\e pictm-es are
definitely scheduled to roll between now and
Jaiuiary 10. Thi> will be the biggest production splurge the lot has witnessed in well
over a \ear.

First of the
cameras will be
which
livan hasassociate
set for

quintet to go before the
"I Cover the Lnderworld,"
producer
WilliamThisJ. will
O'Sullate next week.
be

followed by "^lan From Texas.'' which associate producer Joseph Kane will lens on
location in Texas.
On January
films, producer,
"Rebel Island"
—
Edward
Ludwig3, two
associate
and an
untitled feature still to be assigned to a producer, are due to start. "San Antonio De
Bexar" — Frank Lloyd associate producerdirector, will complete the slate, rolling January 10.
Ray ^Milland signed his contract to direct,
as well as star in, "The Gunman," which will
be one of Republic's costliest productions to
date. A topline actress is being sought for
the fern lead. Production is scheduled to
start in March.
Pre-recording gets underway within the
ne.xt two weeks on the upcoming Judy
Canova starrer, "Lay That Rifle Down,"
which goes into actual production around
the first of February.
More than 120 theatrical western films
starring Gene Autry and Ro.\- Rogers were
placed on the T\' bidding block by Republic at a reported asking price of $30,000 per
picture. The deal is said to be for three runs
per video market over a three year period.
RKO

Stages Completely Dark
WITH THE
OF TWO
End
Before Year's
SetCOMPLETION
Nothing
independent productions rolling on the lot,
and the postponement of a third, slated to
have started a week ago. RKO is once again
a ghost studio. Not a single one of its sound
stages is lighted. Everything is in the talking stage.
"The Syndicate," which the King Brothers
had previously scheduled to start on November 22, was called oft until some time
next year, due to casting difficulties. It will
probably follow another of their upcoming
projects, "The Boy and the Bull," which
may get underway in late January.
Both "Escape to Burma" (Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Ryan. David Farrar, Murvyn
Vye) and "Seven Ikul Men" (RandoI|)h
Scott, Forrest Tucker, INIala Powers) wound
up shooting ten days ago — the latter several
days
aheadproduction,
of schedule.
"Burma"
was a
Filmcrest
produced
by Benedict
Bogeaus and directed by Allan Dwan. "Bad
Men" was a Nat Holt inde, lenscd in Tedinicolor and SuperScope — Tim Whelan directing.
Holt is reported to be so enthused over
the rushes on "Seven Bad Men," that he is
allocating a $250,0(X) ad budget on the film,
with the intention of boosting the figure even
higher if pre-release datings hold up to his
exiiectations.
Negotiations were almost completed at
press time for producer-director David Butler to buy Gene Markey's novel. "Kingdom

the cameras immediately after the first of the

Size-ups
Studio
of the Spur," as his second picture under a
three-feature deal with Kling Pictures for
RKO release. This would follow "Miracle
At Santa Anita," which he has given a January 1 starting date.
Whether or not any of the other indes
committed for RKO release will get underway before the end of the year is still undecided. However, it seems altogether likely that the current hiatus will carry through
I he entire month of December. Only Sam
W'eisenthal's production of "Bitter Sage"
(not yet cast) appears to be a possibility for
December filming.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Zanuck Stocking 20th
With Top-Drawer Stories
THERE WILL BE XO SHORTAGE
of story properties for filming in 195.^ at
20th Ccntury-Fo.x, no matter how loudly
certain other companies lament the dearth of
adequate film material. The constantlj- growing array of best-selling novels, plays and
original story ideas being corralled !>>' l)arr>i
F. Zanuck proves beyond any question of a
doubt that there are plenty of properties
around if the movie-makers will seek them
out and gamble on their judgment.
Within recent months, Fo.\ has invested
over $5,()()0,0()0 in story material, with new
purchases continuing at the rate of one and
two per week. Since the last Size-Ups report,
for example, the Westwood company has

year. These are: "The Tokyo Story," to be
filmed on location in Japan — Buddy Adler
producing, Samuel Fuller directing; "Violent
Saturday," also to be produced by Adler,
with Richard Fleischer, who recently completed directing Walt Disney's "20,000
Leagues Under the Sea" set to direct, and
"The Left Hand of God," which has been
postponed twice previously due to other
commitments of Gregory Peck, who was set
to star. Rather than hold it up still further,
Zanuck is now trying to get Humphrey Bogart as a replacement.
Four pictures are shooting at present, with
a fifth due to start this week. Those now in
production are: "A Man Called Peter" (Richard Todd, Jean Peters, Marjorie Rambeau) —
Samuel G. Engel producer, Henry Koster
director; "Daddy Long Legs" (Fred Astaire,
Leslie Caron, Terry Moore) — Sam D. Engel
producer, Jean Xegulesco director; "Soldier
of Fortune" (Clark Gable, Susan Hayward,
Michael Rennie) — Buddy Adler producer,
Edward Dmytryk director; and "Magnificent
Matador" (Anthony Quinn, Maureen
O'Hara), formerly titled "The Number
One." The latter film, incidentally, is being
made under Edward L. Alperson's National
Pictures banner instead of as a Budd Boettichcr-Carroll Case production, as previously
reported.
Rolling this week is "Lord X'anity" (Clifton Webb, Robert Wagner), which has been
held up due to casting of a fem lead. It is
almost a certainty that a loan-out would he
okayed by MGM for Lana Turner to take
over the role. Charles Brackett produces the
picture, with Delmer Daves directing.
UNITED

per cent on recent L'A releases." He compared this to studios offering their own facilities, where overhead is figured at a minimum of 25 per cent.
One financing deal has just been worked
out with Anatole Litvak, whereby he will
produce and direct three high-budget films
for UA release. The first project will be an
adventure yarn with a Far East backgound,
to be lensed on location there.
Three pictures for UA release are before
the cameras at the present time. They are:
"Gentlemen Marry Brunettes" (Jeanne Grain,
Jane Russell, Scott Brady, Alan Young,
Rudy Vallee), a Russ-Field-Voyager production in Technicolor, shooting in Europe —
Richard Sale and Robert W'aterfield co-producers. Sale also directing; "Not As A
Stranger" (Olivia de Havilland, Robert
Mitchum, Frank Sinatra, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford), a Stanley Kramer production which he both produces and directs;
"Mart>" (Ernest Borgnine, Betsy Blair), a
Hecht-Lancaster project — Harold Hecht
producing, Delbert Mann directing.
Next to roll likely will be "Kiss Me Deadly" (Ralph Meeker), third of the Mickey
Spillane novels to be produced and directed
by Robert Aldrich.

ARTISTS

Youngstein Cites Financing,

"Of Hope and Glory," which has a romantic
theme laid against a background of war. .At
least two other important properties are expected to be added to the list within the
next few days.

UNITED ARTISTS, WHICH HAS A
revolving fund of $20,000,000 currently being
used to finance indc producers releasing
through the company, will shortly up that
figure to $30,000,000, according to Max

Fox also appears in line to obtain distribution rights on a picture based on Ernest

"^'oungstein, UA vice-president. The current
$20,000,000 figure, incidentally, is exclusive
of funds being recouped from iiictures now
in release.

Zanuck has ordered a spccd-U|) in preproduction planning on three important
properties, which he hopes to place before

"In addition," Youngstein said, "producers
can make their own deals for studio space
and facilities which has resulted in the reduction of overhead costs to as low as five

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

acquired the novel, "Good Morning Miss
Doe," 13th ranking book on the national
best-seller list; "The \'iew From Pompcx's
Head," a highly-touted new novel b\- Hamilton Basso, and a Lionel Shapiro original,

Hemingway's forthcoming novel, to be produced independently by Frank McCarthy
and William Lowe, former editor of Lfiok
magazine. The novel, as yet untitled, will
have an African locale, and will be filmed on
location in that country, starting some time
in 195.r

with sales and merchandising approval. More
often than not, he said, the distribution organization doesn't even see the film in rough
cut unless it is by invitation of the producer.

Low Overhead

as Lures to Indes

Youngstein told the Hollywood press that
his company has ^■irtuall.^• unlimited funds
at its disposal to back and develop sounii
independent packages. "No pictures is too
big for UA to back, provided it has the ingredients for commercial success."
He further pointed out that U.A grants
inde producers complete creative autonomy,

Promise of 'Paris' Revives
Studio Interest in Musicals
MUSICALS, WHICH ONCE PLAYED
such an important role in the success of this
studio, are again receiving much attention.
The enthusiastic response which has greeted
preview showings of "So This Is Paris,"
prompted studio toppers to make plans for
increased tunefilm production. Story analysts have been instructed to be on the lookout for prospective musical properties, and
talent scouts are combing the woods for new
singers and dancers.
Five pictures currently are in production,
with a si.xth scheduled to roll around midDecember. Those working : "Third Girl From
the Right" (Rory Calhoun, Piper Laurie,
Jack Carson, Mamie \'an Doren, Reginald
Gardiner), in Technicolor — .Sam Marx producer, Eddie Buzzcll director; "I'emale On
(Continued on Page 22)
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tlic I5each" (Joan Crawford. Jeflf Chandler)
— Albert Zu)j;sinitli producer, Joseph Pevney
(lircctor; "Abbott and Costello in the Mummy"— Howard Christie producer, Charles
Lamont director; "Tacey" (Anne Baxter.
Hock Hudson. Julie Adams), in Technicolor
— Ross Hunter producer, Jerry Hopper director, and "Kiss of Fire" (Jack Palance,
Barbara Rush), also Technicolor — Sam Marx
producer. Joe Newman director.
Starting in mid-1 )ecember will be "All
That Heaven Allows" (Jane Wyman, Rock
Hudson) — Ross Hunter producer, Douglas
Sirk director.
Universal-International executives have
issued instructions to all directors henceforth to confine the action in CinemaScope
productions to a 2 to 1 aspect ratio, although
the films themselves are shot in the 2..xt to 1
ratio. The order is the result of reports that
certain exhibitors have been showing CinemaScope films in the lower ratio, thereby
loi)ping off the sides of any action that may
be taking place there.
Also. U-1 is eliminating the standard
camera for shooting duplicate versions of
CinemaScopers. relying solely on optical reduction prints made from the original anamorphic negatives. Universal, incidentally,
is the only company releasing CinemaScope
and standard versions of its film simultaneously.
Producer Howard Christie has been quoted
as saying that the making of standard prints
from the CinemaScope negative adds only
about $40. ()()() to the cost of the production,
whereas standard prints obtained by the use
of a second camera run around $100. 000.
WARNER

BROTHERS

W'Orking conscientiously to bolster the number of releases to come out of Hollywood
next year. At the present time, 13 features
are being edited at the studio, four more are
in production, another is ready to roll within
the next few days, and a half dozen more are
slated to go in the first few weeks of the new
year. Shooting now are: "Strange Lady In
Town" (Greer Garson, Dana Andrews,
Cameron Mitchell) — Mervyn LeRoy produccr-directt)r; "The Sea Chase" (John
Wayne, Lana Turner) — John Farrow director, no producer credit to he given; "The
River Changes" (Rosanna Rory) — Owen
Crumindc is both producing and directing
in Germany, and "Aloby Dick" (Gregory
Peck. Leo Genu. Richard Basehart) — Moulin
Production. John Huston producer-director.
All but the latter two are being lensed in
CinemaScope & WarnerColor.
The cameras will roll in about ten days
on "The McConnell Story" (Alan Ladd.
June Allyson), story of the late jet ace —
Henry Blanke producer, Gordon Douglas
director. It will be in CinemaScope &
WarnerColor.
Among the productions being readied for
lensing early next year are: "Illegal" (Edward G. Robinson) — Frank P. Rosenberg
producer. Lewis Allen director; "Giant"
(Rock Hudson), to be produced and directed
by George Stevens; "So Shall I Live," a
story of juvenile delinquency — to be produced by Frank Rosenberg. Another likely
project is "L^.S.S. Marblehead," also to be
produced by Rosenberg.
'"'The Darkest Hour," a new novel by William P. McGivern has been set as the next
Alan Ladd Jaguar production for the studio.
No starting date has been set, pending the
completion of Ladd's role in "The McConnell Story."
INDEPENDENTS
Whitney-Cooper

J. L Announces 'Open Door'
To Attract Inde Producers
JACK L. WARXKR HAS THROWN
has thrown the lUirbank studio doors wide
open to "any producer with a i)ackage which
holds promise as top film entertainment."
In a policy statement to the Hollywood
I)ress, Warner said: "We believe that the
public wants superior entertainment, great
I)ictures made from important stories by the
\ cry best creative talent. It is our policy,
and always has been, to present that kind of
I)icture>-, whether they arc produced indeI)endenll>- with Warners financing or by our
own studio organization. We maintain an
open door for i)roducers, directors, writers
and artists, and we intend to go out and
energetically search for creators with ideas."
Warner made the statement in answer to
exhibitor complaints about product shortage,
empliasi/iiig that the 22 independent i)roductions coming up for release by his cmipany
i> an industry record for a production-distribution organization. He |)ointed out that
many more such deals are being iug<iliated.
There can be no rlf)ut)t that Warners is
P«q« 22
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Unit

Adds Lustre To Inde Rani^s
CORNELIUS VANDERIULT WHITncy. one of the country's wealthiest men. is
back in pictures again, having formed C. V.
Whitney Pictures, Inc., with Merian C.
Cooper named as vice-president in charge of
production. W'hitney is due to arrive in
Hollywood in a couple of weeks to take an
actise part in the unit which will turn out
two or more films annuall\-. First to go will
be " The .Searchers," a new ne)vel by .'Man
LeMay. to be produced on a $2,000,000
budget.
\'anderbilt's first motion picture \eiUure
^vas when he and his cousin. Jock Whitney.
heli)ed back Daxid O. Selznick's "Gone With
the Wind." It is understood that he will
wholly finance the new company's operation.
0
.Xnother new company which plans to go
into immediate production has been fornu'd
by John Collier (who recently completed the
screenplay on "I Am A Camera") and director Henry Cornelius. Their initial venture
will be an omnibus feature, "Weird Tales,"

based on three Collier yarns. It will be
filmed in London after the first of the year.
Each short story will have a British and
American star in it. Alec Guinness is the
only name set thus far.
o
Thomas Les, author of "The Wonderful
Country", and director Robert Parrish have
formed another inde unit. They plan to fihn
Lea's novel early next year.
Production of independent pictures not
committed for major company release
promises to hit the highest peak in many
months during December. Seven productions
definitely will be in work, with two or three
others possibly to be added v\ithin the next
few days. The line-up, as of now-, is: "The
Big Bluf?" (John Bromfield, Martha Vickers,
Robert Hutton), being produced and directed
by W. Lee Wilder; "I Am A Camera" (Julie
Harris, Shelley Winters), a Remus Production for Distributors Corp. of .America release— Henry Cornelius director; "No Place
to Hide" (David Brian, Marsha Hunt), a
Josef Shaftel production shooting in Manila
— Shaftel both producing and directing;
"Kentucky Rifle" (Chill Wills, Lance Fuller,
Cathy Downs), a Howco production in
AnscoColor — Carl K. Hittleman producerdirector; "The Indestructible Man" ( Lon
Chaney, Jr., Marian Carr). a Polle.xfen production— Jack Pollexfen producer-director;
and a catoon version of the Broadway musical, "Finnian's Rainbow," which will feature
the voices of Frank Sinatra, Ella Logan.
Barry Fitzgerald — Maurice P>inder co-producer. John Hubley director. The latter will
be released by Distributors Corp. of America, which now has nine releases either completed, in production or in preparation.
0
Elmer C. Rhoden, new president of National Theaters told a Hollywood press conference, the other day, that the chain will
bankroll more independent pictures, in keeping with the wishes of the late Charles P.
Skouras, whom he succeeds. He estimated
that exhibitors need from 30 to 3.t more top
quality pictures annually to end the product shortage. He said the National Theaters chain would only provide finances, however, and would not enter production on
its own.
o
The riicatcr ()\\ners of .America have
been petitioned by b^ilmakers Corp., lo pro\ide enough additional financing to allow
for a production increase up to 12 films per
year. Previous plans called for seven
h'ilmakers releases ii\ 19.xt.
o
"D.iy of Triumidi" (Joanne Dru, Lee J.
Cobb), the recently completed James K.
Fricdrich-Century Films feature, will be distributed by George J. Schaefcr, who will
lorni a special organization to handle the
EastmanColor spectacle based on the life of
Christ, The pictures will open in key cities
during the holidays, with extended road
show nms at increased prices.

MADE

THE

NEWS

JOHN DAVIS, managing director of the
J. Arthur Rank organization, arrived in
Hollywood declaring reports that RanK
would secure American houses to exhibit
his product were "premature." Davis said
that no action will be taken until free convertibility of sterling had been restored.
Davis also denied stories that he would
discuss a production deal with Republic,
saying Rank's only business with that
company was their current five-picture
distribution r^eal.
O
A. MONTAGUE, Columbia distribution
V. p., told a meeting of Allied of Illinois
that his company would help theatre
owners in distress, but cautioned exhibition against trying to get help for theatremen not really in need. Montague declared that Columbia's recent allotment of
$10,000,000 to aid independent production
emphasized the company's desire to help
theatre owners and relieve the product
shortage.

MILLAND & YATES
RAY MILLAND & HERBERT J.
YATES signed a contract for the actor

present methods of doing business, "we
will and must evolve a new set of trade
practices, which will be favorable to both
the buyer and the seller." The Stanley
Warner president expressed great faith in
the future declaring, "The theatre screen
is still the greatest medium for storytelling that has ever been invented and I
see nothing on the horizon that can surpass it."
o

to direct, as well as star in. Republic's
"The Gunman." This will be Milland's
first effort with the megaphone, culminating a long-awaited ambition to direct. The
film will be one of Republic's costliest
productions.
O
HERBERT BARNETT, president of the
Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, and net an exhibitor, urged
theatremen to welcome rather than fight
Slot TV. Barnett told the annual convention of Motion Picture Exhibitors of
Florida that rather than wait to see what
effect pay-as-you-see TV will have on theatres, "it may be well to consider playing
an active part in providing
this service."
o

AL LICHTMAN, author of the plan for
a distribution-exhibitor roundtable, announced that the first step for such a conference would be taken November 30. The
20th-Fox distribution chief will then present a formal proposal, to the scheduled
NYC meeting of the sales managers committee of the Motion Picture Association
of America.

MONTAGUE

WILLIAM GOLDMAN, prominent, Philadelphia exhibitor and film producer, has
agreed to serve as general chairman of
the Motion Picture Associates Dinner
Committee, which will stapre one of the
season's biggest industry events in the
Quaker City on January 18. Occasion will
be highlighted by dedication of a replica
of the early movie nickelodeon, donated
by Goldman, at the Franklin Institute.

ARTHUR L. MAYER, author and
foreign film distributor, unburdened himself of some pet peeves. He chastized all
segments of the film industry. "If we persist in some of our current follies, a great
many of us soon will be needing charity."
Speaking at a luncheon meeting of the
Motion Picture Theatres Association of
Canada, Mayer chided: exhibition, for
government regulation demands; distribution, for the inadequate flow of product
and apathy toward small theatres; production, for overlooking "the fourth dimension of self-restraint and good taste."
0
DAVID BADER, industry veteran and
former member of Film BULLETIN
staff, was elected president of Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers. Others
elected: Martin Davis, vice-president;
Harold Danziger, secretary; Hans Barnstyn, treasurer.

GOLDMAN

FABIAN
SI FABIAN, honored as Motion Picture
Pioneer rf the year, told the gathering at
the annual banouet that in view of the

LICHTMAN
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(Continued from Page 19)

C. Moore, Lakeshore Theatre, Jacksonville, Florida. Mr.
Moore, who has served as president of the Southeastern
Theatre Owners Association, as well as the Florida Theatre Owners Association, blasts out against alleged malpractices ofdistribution in this language:
"I am firmly convinced that the producers have risen
to an all time high of arrogance and indifference to the
plight of theatre owners and their declining grosses,
countering with ever-increasing film rentals, percentages,
road shows, preferred playing time and print shortages. I
can personally assure you that availability means nothing
anymore, but yet we are sold that way, but there are no
prints, and we are frankly told that we are sold on print
availability. In my instance I have a 49-day availability,
which means simply nothing, as many times that means
six months, yet the prices are the same. Regulation is bad,
but anything is better than the present condition."
A Rocky Mountain circuit leader (small town operations) presents the practical problems of the grass-roots
theatreman in a liberally documented argument. This exhibitor, prefering anonymity, voted for Federal controls,
but believes a greater appreciation of the case herein
offered could forstall that course :
"If the film companies would sell films to small towns
on a small guarantee before percentage commences, a lot
of the agitation now prevalent in the industry to get the
Government to intercede would be eliminated.
"On small grosses small towns cannot pay 35^/ or
40^.r, or say nothing about 50%.
"Small towns should not be forced to have to play
'extended time'. A picture, if played a week in a small
town, will show some gross each night, but if it is played
two days, of the week's business will come in on the
two days. On an extra day booking, even if on a big picture, asmall town does $150.00, 60% of this would have
come in on one of the other days, leaving only $60.00 extra
for the exhibitor, which won't take care of his house expense, as he only gets 35, 40 or 50% of the $60.00, so the
third day is a definite loss. Forced additional playing time
is a very bad abuse the film companies are forcing on the
small towns. In small towns we have to change often so
people will have a place to go. If we run long runs our
customers will find other things to do and we eventually
lose many customers.
"Sell 'em so the exhibitor can make a few dollars. Let
him play 'em on his house policy, which he must believe
is the best for his theatre, and you won't have exhibitors
getting behind the movement to get the Government's
help, by talking to their congressmen about needing help."
J. K. Makover, of the Edmondson Village, in a Baltimore suburb, soeaks for a number of respondents who run
specialized operations.
"Our theatre is a high cost operation because we believe in top maintenance and unusual services to our paP«gt 24
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Stirred

tip

trons. The average weekly gross is between $4,000 and
$5,000. We operate at a profit, and always have in the five
and one half years we have been open. However, due to
high film rentals we are unable to make a profit that is consistent with the investment or the effort that is expended.
We thought, when the tax was removed that profits would
increase, but the film distributors are getting practically all
of the difference. Never before, has the industry, as a
whole, had such wonderful opportunities for the future, but
it is being, and will continue to be, frittered away by shortsighted people who do not have the industry as a whole at
heart, but are interested only in making a fast buck, come
what may. It is truly a pity !"
This lament is of the same fabric as many others
written in reply to Question 3. It is simply impossible to
Mevote space to the voluminous complaints received. But
enough already has been shown to show there is no doubt
that exhibition feels deeply aggrieved by present film pricing policies. As pointed out earlier, the distribution branch
of the industry can derive little comfort from the vote
against Government regulation, since the antagonisms that
have been stirred up in exhibition's ranks might quickly
widen support of that undesirable recourse.
So, let us sum up the results of Questions 1, 2 and 3,
taken together. Since exhibition so lopsidely believes film
prices rest at uneconomic levels, but nonetheless scuttles
the recourse to government, it must mean (1) that theatremen maintain that their problems with the film companies
can still be worked out by intra-industry means, or (2) that
theatremen would do nothing but wait for the problems to
iron themselves out by evolutionary economic forces.
The polices made it clear with a vengeance that the
latter course is not what they intend. Exhibition is impatient, fitful, restless. It rejects government intervention
in its affairs, but it demands some solution to film price
problem. The next two questions were couched specifically to determine what kind of a solution they desired. The
response to Questions 4 and 5 will be examined and analyzed in the next issue of Film BULLETIN.
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Caaperaiian
Credit an outstanding p.r.
project to Fox Inter-Mountain's publicity director, Paul
H. Lyday. As the result of a
suggestion made by Lyday to
the News Editor of the Rocky
Mountain News, the institutional advertisement at right
ran in the News to boost
movie-going in the area.
Art work, make up and space
were all contributed by the
News staff. This unique newspaper break, of course, received
favorable reception and, as Lyday suggests, it is something
that could be used in other situations. Mats or glossy proofs
can be obtained, on request,
from Jack Foster, Editor,
Rocky Mountain News, Denver, Colorado.
The Denver paper used the
idea to build good will among
an important segment of its
advertisers. The following letter was sent to all exhibitors in
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the area by the News' advertising director, B. W. Lewis:
"Once again, the Rocky
Mountain News has demonstrated its friendship and cooperation for your industry by
publishing the attached page,
over our own signature and at
our own expense, urging the
public to go to the movies.
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"We hope this will produce
bigger and better boxoffice.
"We thank you for your continued support and good will."
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♦ Jack Thoma. manager of
the United Artists Theatre In
Chicago, did a switch on the
old palnn reading ganne and
had Windy City pedestrians
reading legs in his advance
bally campaign
for These
UA's
"Barefoot
Contessa."
shoeless
cuties
had
the
film's
title painted on their legs,
which, at the very least, had
every male on the south
shore of Lake Michigan acquainted with the Manklewici production. Fortune telling by genuine gypsies at d
theatre-front stand, was part
of the stunt.

the

M0FS/

NT 'Showmanship' Meet
Elmer C. Rhoden, new National Theatres
president, one of the most exploitationminded men extant, designated "Showmanship" as the theme of the circuit's first divisional conference since he took charge. It
will take place Nov. 29 in Los Angeles.
Included among the 86 executive heads
from 21 states will be John B. Bertero, Frank
H. Ricketson, Jr., Alan May, Edwin F. Zabel and Richard Braus. Also to attend:
James Runte, Senn Lawler, M. Spencer
Leve, William Thedford, William Moclair,
Robert W. Selig, Gordon Hewitt, Dave
Idzal and Harold Seidenberg.
(Continued on Page 26)
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Schine*s Ford Tie-in
Schine Showmen are being advised of a
neat tie-in which can be worked with local
Ford agencies to plug 20th's "Woman's
World," or any other film.
Ford has made a scale model of their new
Thunderbird, powered by batteries, which
the company is planning to give away to its
leading franchises. Foster Liederbach, manager of the Kentucky Theatre, Lexington,
arranged with his local Ford dealer to display the model in his lobby. Plans are being
made to give the Thunderbird replica away
at a special Christmas show. In the meantime, the Kentucky Theatre has a potent
gimmick for drawing passersby into its
lobby. Where this Ford co-op cannot be
used, perhaps a tie-in could be set with some
other local sport-car dealer to showcase one
of his models in a busy theatre lobby.

^ Los Angeles Paramount
manager Don Haley (upper
right), used this bevy of
bally beauties as an animated billboard for UA's
"Suddenly." Bouncing around
town eight abreast, the gorgeous group had motorists
climbing sidewalks and pedestrians walking into lamp
posts, in a way no plastered
24-sheet ever could. Gals
had em coming and going,
too. Spelling out the title of
the picture with placards in
front, the octet carried photos of star Frank Sinatra on
their backs. Frankie never
had it so good!
Top: Attractive window display tie-in was made
with the R. H. White Co. department store for
Warner Bros. "A Star Is Born" engagement at
Boston's Metropolitan Theatre. Bottom: J. F.
Osterstock, manager of the State Theatre, Easton. Pa., arranged this window break with the
local Woolworth outlet for theatre's run of the
Judy Garland starrer. Similar displays were
also set with record shops and music stores.
Gardner Tours for 'Contessa'
Ava Gardner is launching another global

The Little Carnegie theatre (NYC) used
eye-catching window showcases in two wellpopulated midtown locations to plug IFE's cinemaopera, "Aida." The Doubleday Book Shop,
seen above, used record albums of music heard
in the film as well as star and production stills.
British Overseas Airways Corp. used exhibits
borrowed from a museum, also posters and stills.
♦ Lee Ann Merriweather, Miss America of 1954,
christens a cable car named "Desiree ' in a high
spot of ceremonies held as part of the extensive
campaign which launched 20th Century-Fox's
C'Scopic story of Napoleon at the Fox Theatre
in San Francisco. Premiere was a benefit performance for the San Francisco Newspaper
Guild, which of course, rated the Marlon Brando
starrer plenty of attention in all the news outlets.
♦ Chicago pedestrians were seeing double as
these twin models graced busy Loop streets with
placards heralding the premiere of UA's "Twist
of Fate" at the Monroe Theatre. Stars Ginger
Rogers and Jacques Bergerac also made extensive p. a. rounds in a smash promotional campaign which triggered the opening of the picture.
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publicity spin to boost "The Barefoot Contessa." The star of the Joseph Mankiewicz
production had previously conducted an explosive, headlining international tour thru
Latin America.
Following appearances in Tokyo, Hong
Kong and Singapore, Miss Gardner will fly
to Rome, where "Contessa" was filmed, to
attend Italy's first showing of the United
Artists release. Paris, Berlin and Madrid
are also scheduled, with London the termipoint on New
Day.
Miss natingGardner
will Year's
be accompanied
by
David Hanna, publicity man for Figaro, Inc.,
producers of "The Barefoot Contessa."
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two days before the premiere, N.Y. newsThe debut of 20th-Fox's latest Cinemapapers carried prominent stories concerniScopic, "Desiree," was the beneficiary of
a most fortunate coincidence, when just
ing the discovery of letters written to Napoleon, by his empress Marie Louise, during the most dramatic years of his life.
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alstcr-ln-Uw.
elenoTj
of a rtccother

Above: Scene of tremendous crowd gathered
outside the Roxy as stars and fllnn industry
personalities arrive for command performance
premiere of "Desiree". Bottom left: Fox
vice-president Charles Einfeld chats with
comedian Jack Benny prior to the opening.

Bob Turner,
of Seattle's
Fifthdowntown
Avenue
Theatre,
had manager
this shoeless
model tour
streets carrying a handbag with a provocative
sign, "It's better with your shoes off! — Main
1686." Teaser effectively aroused curiosity of
passersby, and on dialing the number they heard
a sweet-voiced theatre gal inviting them to come
up and see UA's "Barefoot Contessa" sometime.
Magazine Breaks
Several upcoming releases are being
plugged to good advantage in a number of
the country's top-rated mags. Kicking off
the national publicity push on Darryl F.
Zanuck's presentation of Irving Berlin's
"There's No Business Like Show Business"
is a striking two-page layout in Look which
tags the film as "1954's most opulent musical" and gives some neat breaks to the CinemaScopic's six stars.
Mcrt Blumenstock and his Warner exploiteers launched their long-range campaign
on the Moulin Production, "Moby Dick," via
a Life mag showcase titled "Moby Dick is
Missing." Story involves loss of 92-foot
model whale used in the filming of Herman
Melville's classic novel. The Gregory Peck
starrer also received a whale of a selling job
on Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the Town" TV-er
through the presentation of Sullivan's filmed
location interview with director John Huston and Peck.
Warner boxofficers have also arranged a
series of fan mag breaks for the New Year's
release of "Young At Heart." Ten film-addict slicks will devote their covers to stars
Doris Day and/or Frank Sinatra with liberal
credits for the WarnerColor musical.
RKO's first SuperScope production,
"Underwater!" is effectively heralded via a
provocative cover shot of star Jane Russell
on the December 1st issue of People Today.
Inside, a four-page feature headed, "Jane
Russell — Torrid New Film," deals extensively with the RKO drama.
UA's Hecht-Lancaster production, "Vera
Cruz," was brought to the attention of millions of Tempo's readers when the Nov. 15
issue of the pocket mag selected the Gary
Cooper-Burt Lancaster starrer as Movie-ofthe-Week. Same issue also carried a threepage illustory on Ava Gardner, spotlighting
"Barefoot Contessa."
Film BULtETIN
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September
JUNGLE GENTS Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall, IBowery
Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Discovering that one of the boys can actually smellIndiamonds,
the gang64 goes
fortune
stolen diamonds.
min. to Africa to find a
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ex-convlct is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws. 69 min.
October
BOB MATHIAS STORY, THE Bob Mathlas, Melba Mathias. Ward Bond. Producers James L. Fallon, William
E. Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sports drama.
Biography
Decathlon
champion from high
school days ofto Olympic
present. tO
min.
HUMAN JUNGLE, THE Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling. Producer Hayes Goeti. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section and solves murder. 82 min.
November
CRY VENGENCE Mark Stevens, Martha Hyer, Joan
Vohs. Producer LIndsley Parsons. Director Stevens.
Melodrama. Former detective released from prison
after
serving long
didn't83 commit
seeks reveoge
againsttermmen forwh»crime
framedhe him.
miiv,
TARGET EARTH Richard Denning, Virginia Gray. Producer Herman Cohen. Director Sherman A. Rose.
Science Fiction. Earth
Invaded by army of robots
from the planet Venus. 75Is min.
Deeember
PORT
OF
HELL
Wayne
Morris, Dane Clark, Marol-e
Mathews. Producer William
F. Broldy. Director
Harold Schuster. Melodrama. Port
Warden
Los
Angeles harbor learns docked freighter has of
bomb aboard which Is to be set off in convnunlstatomic
plot
to destroy tt)e h»rb»r. 80 min.

TONIGHT'S
THE NIGHT
Technicolor. Comedy.
David Niven,
Yvonn* de Carlo.
Barry 88
Fitzgerald.
Irish
fantasy with comic flavor.
min.
Coming

ANNAPOLIS STORY, THE TechnTcoIor. John Derek,
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirlsch.
Director Don Slegel. Drama.
who graduated
from Annapolis together splitBrothers
over a girl but are
eventually
reconciled
during
combat
as jet fighter
pilots in Korea.
BIG COMBO, THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian
Donlevy Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
Lewis. Crime melodrama. Frantic
police. boss wipes
out hii own gang In effort to evadesyndicate
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall
IBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Nernds. Comedy. Bowery Boys find Aladdin's
magtc tamp and resulting
adventures take them
to Bagdad. 64 min.
CODE 3 Bill Elliott, Keith Larson, Helene Stanley.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director
Ullman
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes from Dan
to
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. Her hospital
subsequent
murder it mistakenly blamed on him.
GOD'S
Massey,
Debra Paget
Jefferey ANGRY
Hunter. MAN Raymond
M. Fennelly.
Director Charles M. Producer
Warren. Vincent
Action drama.
Deals with
fanatical John Brown's violent crusade to free slaves.
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey. Hunti Hall, Amanda
Blake. Producer Ben Schwalb Director
William
dine. Comedy. Bowery Boys become Involved InBeauplot
to steal inheritance of society family
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De
Carlo. Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Deputv sets out to
avenge murder
of U. S.andMarshal,
plicated by gun-runners
Apaches.with' the trail comFILM

on Current

&) Coming

COLUMBIA

ARTISTS

August
KILLER LEOPARD Johnny Sheffield, Beverly Garland.
Produced arfd directed by Ford Beebe. Melodrama.
Bonnba helps
beautiful
screen70 star
husband
In wilds
of Arfica.
min. track down runaway
SECURITY RISK John Ireland, Dorothy Malone. Producer William F. Broldy. Director Harold Schuster.
Melodrama. FBI agent on vacation thwarts communists
who kill scientist and steal secret papers. 69 min.

PRODUCT

August .
LAW vs. BILLY THE KID, THE Technicolor. Scott
Brady, Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katiman. Director
Wllflam Castle. Western. Revenging himself on crooked
sheriff and outlaw gang, Billy the Kid runs afoul the
law, and is eventually killed by his best friend. 73 min.
PUSHOVER Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey. Producer
Jules Schermer. Director Richard Qulne. Melodrama.
Detective
love with
for
her turnsfallshimIn against
law. gunman's
88 min. girl. His desire
BLACK DAKOTAS, September
THE Technicolor. Gary Merrill,
Wanda Hendrlx. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray Nazarro. Western. Confederate spys plot to
send Sioux Nation on warpath thereby tieing up large
Union army force. 65 min.
BULLET IS WAITING, A Technicolor. Jean Simmons,
Rory Calhoun, Stephen McNally, Brian Aherne. Producer Howard Welsch. Director John Farrow. Melodrama. Plane crash strands sheriff and suspected murderer In California wilderness. Violence flares when
they seek shelter in lonely cabin occupied by a
beautiful girl. 82 min.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner in
murder to achieve selfish ends. 90 min.
October
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Ella Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers'
of by
longshoremen
is moved
rebel
againstdomination
the syndicate
love of woman.
108 min.to
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Donna Reed, DIanne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
three
years
earlier, cowboy returns home to clear
his name.
77 min.
November
AFFAIRS OF MESSALINA, THE Maria Felix, Georges
Marchal. Director Gallone. Historical drama. 106 min.
BLACK KNIGHT, THE Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Patricia Medina. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R.
Broccoli. Director Tay Garnett. Adventure. Poor
sword-maker rises up *o become knight and saves King
Arthur, England and Christianity from pagans. 85 min.
CANNIBAL ATTACK Johnny Welssmuller, Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring. 84 min.
jyecember
PHFFFT Judy Holllday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. Comedy. Bored by their marriage, professional couple find
that their freedom Is even worse. 88 min.
THEYtor RODE
WEST Producer
Donna Reed,
Francis.Western.
DirecPhil Karlson.
LewisRobert
Rachmll.
Doctor at frontier Army post incurs enmity of fellow
officers when he administers to host-He Indians. 84 min.
January
VIOLENT MEN, THE CInemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn
Ford, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J. Rachmll. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry
encroaching
land officer
baron. leads small ranchers against
Coming
CANGACEIRO Produced by Vera Cruz Productions
witli all-Brazilian cast. Director Lima Barreto. Action
drama. Story of bandits who terrorized Brazil for
almost
of ho*>or 100
and years
iustlce.and92 lived
min. by their particular code
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. Director Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using It for crime-bustlng. 91 min.
BAMBOO PRISON Robert Francis, DIanne Foster, Brian
Keith. Producer tryan Foy, Director Lewis Seller. War
Drama. U. S. intelligence officers masquerade as collaborators InKorean prison camp In order to spy on
ttie Communists.
BULLETIN
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JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny Welssmuller, Jean Byron
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Charles S. Gould. Ad
venture. Johnny breaks spell of white jungle priestes
who Is lone survivor of anclnet civilization.
LONG GRAY LINE, THE CInemaScope, Technicolor
Tyrone
Power, Arthur.
MaureenDirector
O'Hara,
ducer Robert
JohnRobert
Ford. Francis.
Drama. Pro
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Mont
gomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer San
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Master
son saves wrongly convicted man from hanging an<
puts down threat of Indian war.
PIRATES OF TRIPOLI Technicolor. Paul Henreid, Pa
tricia Medina. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Felii
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlist
aid of
kingdom.leader to help drive savage horde:
from her pirate
SEMINOLE UPRISING Technicolor. George Montgotn
ery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katiman. Director Ear
Bellamy. Western. Young army officer Is assigned to
a boy. warring Indian chief whom he had known
ascapture
TEN WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Joce
lyn Brando, Richard Boone. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Bruce Humberstone. Western. Cattleman tries
to bring law and order to empire he carved with
blood, sweat and gunpowder.
THREE FOR THE SHOW CInemaScope, Technicolor.
Betty Grable, Marge & Gower Champion, Jack Lemmon. Producer Jonle Taps. Director H. C. Potter.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed i«
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to best
frlendWOMEN'S
PRISON
Lupino, Bryan
Jan Sterling,
Cleo
Moore, Howard
Duff.IdaProducer
Foy. Director
Lewis
Seller.
Melodrama.
Story
of
mis-run
prison
which
contains both men and women.
WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader
Is released from prison, but his efforts to go straight
old
are gang.
complicated when he becomes involved with
I. F. E.
August
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP English Language.
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa, DeLaurentIs Producers.
Director Duilio Coletti. War drama. Deals with the adventures ofmin.
Italian Navy frogmen during World War II.
War II. 93
BREAD, LOVE ANDSeptember
DREAMS Sub-titles. GIna Lollobrigida, Vittorlo DeSIca. Titanus Films production. Director
Luigi
Comenclni.
dies of life In a mountain Drama.
town. 90Joys
min.and minor trageCITY STANDS TRIAL English. Sllvana Pampanini,
Amedeo Nazzarl. Director Lulgl Zampa. Melodrama.
Suspense story of murder Investigation in corrput
city. 105 min.
GOLDEN COACH, THE English. Technicolor. Anna
Magnani. Director Jean Renoir. Musical drama. 17th
century tale of beautiful actress. 105 min.
LOVE IN THE CITY English. All star cast. Producer
Cesare Zavattlnl. Omnibus. Portrayal of various ways
of love and women who practice them presented in
"March of Time" style. 110 min.
October
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Sllvana
Pampanini, Eleonora Rossi Drago, Vlttorio Gassman.
Producers DIno De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. Director
Lulglgirls
Comenclni.
Expose of 75vice
ing
who enter Drama.
dance marathon.
min. ring involv- T
HUSBAND FOR ANNA, A English Language. Sllvana
Pampanini. Producer D. F. Davaniati. Director G. De
Santls. Drama. Trials and tribulations of woman in
search of love and husband. ICS min.
TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE English Language. Marina
Vlady. Producer NIccolo Theodoll. Director L. De
Felice.whichDrama.
Story of love between two 15-year- i
olds
ends tragically.

November
AGAINST THE WALL Eng. Lang. Sllvana Mangano.
Adventure.
Turn-of-century
engages in rivalry
with police officer
for love ofbandit
Mangano.
AIDA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell,
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer F. De Martino. Director '
Clemente Fracassi. Opera. Verdi's story of rivalry between Egyptian princess and slave girl for love of
Eg,yptlan oUicer. 95 min.
HURDY-GURDY Pathecolor. English. Producer, Lu>
Films. Director Ettore Glannlnl. Ballet-drama. Threecentury story of Naples told thru medium of ballet.
Continuity
ness" familyprovided
thru the by
ages.drama involving "show busiPRODUCT

(I. F. E. Continued )
MArDEMOISfLLE GOBETTE Eng. Lang. Silvana Pampanini, Carlo Dapporto. Excelsa-Amato production.
Comedy drama. Dancer becomes entangled with law
because of jcanty costume.
VOICE OF SILENCE Eng. Lang. Rossana Podesta
Cosetta Greco. Produced by Cines-Franco
Drama. Story of men who make 3-day religious London.
and families and sweethearts
they leave behind. 85retreat
min.
December
THEODORA, SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. English.
Italo-French co-production by Lux. Director Riccardo
Freda. Historical drama. Beautiful
slave girl rises to
become Empress o^ Byzantine entire. 88 min.

Coming
AIR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. Don Haggerty. Producer-director Cy Roth. Action drama. Commander of Navy jet fighter squadron aboard aircraft
carrier copes with conflict among his men, resolved
when pilot leads to safety rival lost in fog.
GLASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Melodrama. Sideshow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
With numerous carnival characters among the suspects,
the
the glass tomb where the
barkermystery
presentsis resolved
his latest atattraction.
SHOCK!! Brian Donlevy, Margia Dean, Jack Warner.
Producers Michael Carreras. Anthony Hinds. Director
Val Guest. Science-fiction drama. Rocket pilot returns
after fliqht to outer space in form of monster capable
of absorbing all life around him, until scientists and
police combine to destroy him.

INDEPENDENTS
September
PRIVATE HELL 36 IFilmakers) Ida Lupino, Steve Coehran, t-loward Duff. Producer Collier Young. Director
Don Siegel. Melodrama. Police detectives working on
murder
case bystealpolice
somecaptain.
"hot" 81money
ally
trapped
min. and are eventnOctober
VANISHING PRAIRIE IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Producer Walt Disney. Nature Documentary. 71 min.
November
HALF A CENTURY OF SONGS IContinental MP Corp.)
Ferraniacolor. Eng. sub-titles. Silvana Pampanini, Renato Rascel. Director Domenico Paolella. Minerva. Excelsa-Roma Folms. Musical. History of Italy during
current century is told in song. 95 min.
Coming
MAD AT THE WORLD IFilmakers) Frank Lovejoy, Keefe
Brasselle. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
Esse. Melodrama. When
young hoodlums accidentally
killgang.
young couple's infant, father goes gunning
for
CRASHOUT IFilmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Kennedy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster.
Melodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
trail of violence with only two surviving to reach
cache of stolen money.
LIPPERT
August
THUNDER PASS Dane Clark, Andy Devine. Producer
Robert A. Nunes. Director Frank McDonald. Western
drama. Party of whites crossing hostile Indian country
with a suspected renegade is attacked by tribes.
"Renegade" is vindicated as Army agent. 76 min.
September
SILENT RAIDERS Richard Bartlett, Earle Lyon. Producer
Earfe Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Action drama.
S«v«n-man patroJ lands on Normandy beach. Works its
way
enemy
Dieppethrough
commando
raid.forces
45 min.in preparation for the
TERROR SHIP William Lundigan, Naomi Chance. Producer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mystery drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds it has
been used to cache highly-explosive atomic formula.
Boards yacht for sea-chase after plotters attempt to
escape with
the secret. 72 min.
UNHOLY FOUR, THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
Michael Carreras. Director Terence
Mystery
drama. Huiband returns after four-yearFisher.
memory
loss
to
try
and
find
which
of
wife's
three
suitors
tried
to
murder him. 80 min.
October
DEADLY GAME Lloyd Bridges. Producer, Robert
Dunbar. Director Dan Birf. Mystery drama. American
novelist
in southern
Spain ofbecomes
involved in63 murder,
and
smuggled
microfilm
secret formulas.
min.
November
SIEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
of the toSpanish
"Joan of Arc,"
who aspersuades
Spain's
«rmy
resist
but 63dies
falls and
French Napoleon,
rule prevails.
min. a besieged city
December
RACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon. Producer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
drama. Former auto racing champion quits big race
when his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
comeback
wins back his wife by winning the
Grand
Prix. and
6? min.
BLACK PIRATES, THE AnscoColor. Anthony Dexter,
Lon Chaney, Jr. Producer Robert L. Lippert, Jr. Director Allen Miner. Adventure. Pirates terroriie town
forcing' villagers to dig for buried treasure under
church. Young townsman brings their destruction.
January
SILVER STAR. THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
Lon Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
Bartlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
first
gun-shy. but
cleans up pioneer town
n a showdown
gun eventually
duel.
THEY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady, Raymond Burr.
Melodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
ring escapes and enlists aid of American who exposes
wealthy Brazilian as ringleader.
FILM

METRD-GOLDWYN-MAYER
August
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Coior. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the9! problem
of sharing her
living room
13 males.
min.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comedy.
Keel marries Powell and takes her into the hills of
Oregon where she is faced with prospect of living with
his six semi-civilized brothers. 103 min.
BETRAYED Eastman.September
Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful alrl becomes involved in espionage and romance in occupied Holland
during World War 11. 108 min.
October
BEAU BRUMMEL Technicolor. Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director C. Bernhardt. Drama. In England durina Napoleonic era. dashing cavalry captain gains reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions bring disaster. I 13 min.
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Gene Kelly,
Van
Charisse,
Stewart.
Producer
ArthurJohnson,
Freed. Cyd
Director
VincenteElaine
Minnelli.
Musical.
Film
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands which appears only once a century. 108 min.
ROGUE COP Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh, George Raft.
Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Slick detective sergeant plays both sides of
the
law error
until ofhishisbrother's
him the
v/ays. 92 death
min. and a woman show
November
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
sisters in screwball family of health addicts. 95 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth
Taylor,
Donna Brooks.
Reed. Producer
Cummings.
Director
Richard
Drama.JackAspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to rtagedy. 116 min.
December
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive. 90 min.
DEEP IN MY HEART Technicolor. Jose Ferrer, Helen
Traubel, Merle Oberon, Walter Pidgeon. Producer
Roger Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Musical drama.
Biog of immortal composer
Sigmund Romberg. 132 min.
Coming

DECEMBER

SUMMARY

The total of 2S new features, which
will be avoiloble to exhibitors in December, ranks among the very lowest
one-month quotas of the year. Republic. RKO, 20th-Fox. and UA will be the
leading distributors with three each.
One of RKO's releases will be the first
film in the SuperScope process. Thre^
CinemaScope features will be distrit
uted, one each from Fox, U-i and War
neds. Fifteen of the films are in color
Releases fall into the following catc
6 Melodramas
5 Dramas
gories:
1 Fantasy
5 Adventures

2 Musicals!
3 Westerns!
3 Comedie

MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance.
frontiersman enjoys his wilderlife untilasKentucky
finally
in the nesswoods
he is. trapped by woman as proficient
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor. Edmund Purdom, Lana
Turner, Audrey Dalton, James Mitchell. Producer
Charles Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical
drama. Based on Parable of the Prodigal Son.
PARAMOUNT
August
ABOUT ducerMRS.
LESLIEDirector
Shirley Daniel
Booth, Mann.
RobertDrama.
Ryan. WoProHal Wallis.
rooming houseabout
ownerownfindsill-fated
tenant'saffair.
problems
her toman reminisce
104 lead
min.
LIVING IT UP Technicol-or. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Leigh. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly announces that Jerry Lewis is dying of radiation poisoning and he is given one last fling at life by reporter
Janet Leigh. 95 min.
September
REAR WINDOW Technicolor.
James Stewart, Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Melodrama. Freelance photographer becomes involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder. 112 min.
October
SABRINA Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
Wi'liam Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
C«nedy. after
Two she
rich returns
brothersfromfallyear
for intheir
daughter
Paris.chauffeur's
113 min.
November
WHITE CHRISTMAS VV-Technlcolor BIng Crosby, Danny
Kaye,
Producer
Robt.
E. Dolan.Rosemary
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtlz. Musical.
Two World
War IIcomebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war.
beinvolved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show. 120 min.
December
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technlcolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. Exjoin small
where becomes
one strives
to becomee
aGl'sclown
and circus
the other
involved
in a
romantic triangle. 104 min.

BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Spencer Tracy, Walter Brennan, Robert Ryan. Dean
Jagger, Anne Francis. Western drama. Whole town
tires to cover up murder of Japanese-American who
was murdered during the war.
GLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
January
Charles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor. William Holof Cinderella.
den, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. ProGREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
ducers Perlberg
andComing
Seaton.
Warplayed
drama.
Admiral's
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
relationship
with Navy
jet 103
pilotsmin.
a.gainst
backDeutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
ground of Korean
air raid.
Miningbia, engineer's
battle
against
the
jungles
of
Columand bandits to obtain emeralds eventually leads
him to a treasure of another kind.
CONQUEST
SPACE George
Technicolor.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Eric Flemina.OFProducer
Pal. Walter
DirectorBrooke,
Byron
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
space
station
1000
miles
above
the
earth.
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
JULIUS CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Seaton.
Drama. Once-great
star finds104he min.
has
Mason, Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
lost self-confidence
when heBroadway
tries comeback.
Houseman. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Historical
drama. Assassination of Caesar, with friend Antony
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Cassius et al. 121 min.
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Es- home
and terrorize residents.
ther Williams,
HowardCinemaScope,
Keel. Marge EastmanColor.
S Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. DirecLOVE IS A WEAPON VV-Technicolor. John Payne,
tor George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
Murphy.
ProducersGoing
Pine-Thomas.
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for Mary
Karlson.
Melodrama.
to South Director
America Philto
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is locate priceless ruby Payne becomes involved in
murder and intrigue.
invaded by Hannibal.
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PARAMOUNT (Continued)
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technlcolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Producers PineHeston. Claire
Thomas.
DirectorTrevor.
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
MAMBO Silvana Mangano, Michael Rennie, Vittorio
& DePontiBeautiful
Producers
Gassman.
Drama.
Robert Rossen.
Director Winters.
Laurentis. Shelley
Venetian shopgirl attains success but meets with
broken romance along the way.
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner
befriendsandyoung
man only
to be rewarded with doublecross
attempted
murder.
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS. THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope.
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. Comedy-drama. Story of Eddie Foy who takes his
children into showbusiness when his wife dies.
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE VV-Technicolor. John
Forsythe. Alfred
Shirley Hitchcock.
McLean. Edmund
Gwenn. Producerdirector
Comedy-drama.
Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
TWO CAPTAINS WEST VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers PineThomas. Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure. Recounting
of famous Lewis and Clark expedition.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Mario
Camarinl. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric feats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WE'RE NO ANGELS VV-Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. DirecEscapingwhofrom
Devil's
Island,tor Michael
three Curtiz.
convicts Comedy.
aid benefactors
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy.
REPUBLIC
August
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman
againstthangroup
of antirailroad
rancherswhois helps
worthher more
money
she
dreamed of, if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen Mc
Nally. Associate
producer-director
Drama.
Woman newspaper
owner is William
confrontedSeiter.
with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
OUTCAST. THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Youno
wagesDirector
range Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage. 90 min.
ROOGIE'S BUMP Robert Marriot, Ruth Warrick, Brooklyn Dodgers'
comedy.
Little stars.
boy triesJohnout Bash
for andproductions.
makes the Sports
Brooklyn Dodgers' team.
September
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
of Shanghai's International Settleagainst Red
police.
TOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man In 77foiling
steal
secret formula.
min. enemy agent's plot to
December
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring.
HELL'S
Cameron,
Asso.
producer OUTPOST
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way Into obtaining interest
■ n rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure ronance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
In Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
when a private road they had always used is closed
by the owner.
Coming
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam. Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dielerle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
TIMBERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden.
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama. Young engineer fights to recover tlmbtrland inheritance from tycoon who killed his father.
FILM

RKD
NOAugust
RELEASES
AFRICA ADVENTURESeptember
PatheColor. Producer Robert C.
Ruark. Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
Ruark's
3-month
safari
through unexplored sections
of Africa. 64 min.
October
PASSION Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Yvonne de Carlo.
Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alan Dwan. Melodrama. South American vaquero sets out on mission of
vengence when his family is killed by bandits. 84 min.
November
CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus.
Director Allan Dwan. Westerrti. Daughter of rancher
becomes involved in Indian war and cattle rustling
when her father Is massacred. 88 min,
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns tnat boyfriend is really in love with her married
sister.der She
for husband's
thinkingthereupon
that will frames
bring sister
boyfriend
back. 91 murmin.
December
AMERICANO, THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Frank
Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thless. Producer Robert
Stillman. Director Willia/n Castle. Action drama.. Delivering prize Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
Texas
cowboy becomes Involved with murder, bandits
and romance.
HANSEL & GR£TEL Technicolor. Kinemin-puppets. Producer Mlctiaet Myerberg. Director John Paul. The
famous fairy tale. 75 min.
UNDEfiWATBR SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centering around huntComing
for sunken treasure.
CONQUEROR, TH€ CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gomez. Producer-director E)ick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
JE'f
John Wayne,
Janet PILOT
Leigh. Technicolor,
Producer JulesSuperScope.
Furthman. Director
Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
GInber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles.
SON son,
OF SallySINBAD
Dale Producer
RobertForrest.SuperScope,
Llli St. Cyr,Technicolor.
Vincent Price.
Robertture.Sparks.
Director
Ted
Tetilaff.
Romantic
advenFurther adventures of SInbad and his 40 thieves.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.

2DTH

CENTURY-FDX

August
BROKEN LANCE CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, Richard Widmark. Spencer Tracy, Jean
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmytryk.
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
wife IsWestern
caught Indrama.
feud with
for
control of homestead. 96 min.
RAID,
Technicolor.
Heflin,
Anne Bancroft,
RichardTHE
Boone.
Producer Van
Robert
L. Jacks.
Director
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederate
raid on town in Vermont in retaliation for the burning of the Atlanta. 83 min.
September
EGYPTIAN CinemaScope,
Deluxe Color. Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Edmund Purdom. Producertorical
Darryldrama.
F. Thirteen
Zanuck. Director
centuriesMichael
before Curtiz.
Christ Hisan
Egyptian physician seeks secret of life. 140 min.

BLACK WIDOW CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
Heflin, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tierney, George Raft.
Producer-director
Nunnally
Johnson. Melodrama.
Young
New York
become
writer
i-nd
falls intogirllovegoes
affairto which
leads toto her
murder.
95 min.
DESIREE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon. Producer Julian B'au- ,
stein. Director Henry Koster. Drama. Story of Na- I
poleon's
rise tothepower
and eventual
defeatloveat for
Waterloo told from
viewpoint
of girl whose
the '
general Is never fulfilled. I!0 min.
OUTLAW'S
DAUGHTER, W.THE Barry.
EastmanColor.
liams. Producer-director
Western. 75Billmin.WilDecember
DEVIL'S HARBOR
Arlen,7! Greta
director
C. Dean. Richard
Melodrama.
min. Gynt. ProducerOTHER WOMEN.ducer-directoTHE
Hugo 81Haas,
r Ha s. Drama.
min. Cleo Moore. ProTHERE'S Scope.
NODeluxeBUSINESS
LIKE Merman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Color. Ethel
Marilyn CinemaMonroe,
Dan
Dalley,
Donald
O'Connor.
Producer
Siegel!
Director Walter Lang. Musical. Married Sol
vaudeville
team ingrain their three children with the love of
show business.
January
CARMEN JONES CinemaScope, Technicolor. Harry
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandrldge. Producerdirector Otto Premlnger. Musical drama. Follows plot
of opera and novel in new setting In which young
soldier headed for Coming
flying school has his life ruined
by sensuou-s girl. 105 min.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A Ricardo Montalban.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer.
PRmCE OF PLAYERS CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Richard Burton, Maggie McNamara, John Derek, Raymond Massey. Prochjcer-director PhlUp Dunne.
WHITE FEATHER CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Robert Wagner,
Debra Paget. Producer Robert Jacks.
Director
Richard Webb.
UNITED

ARTISTS

August
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Glna
Lollobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vittorio
Vassarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
set that all males over 20 must be married. 86 min.
DIAMOND
WIZARD, Steven
THE Dennis
Sheridan. Producer
Pallos.O'Keefe,
DirectorMargaret
Dennis
O'Keefe.
thriller.dollars
Treasury
thief
who Suspense
stole million
fromagent
U. S.tracks
vaultsdownto
spend on production of man-made diamonds. 83 min.
DOWN THREE DARK STREETS Brodenck Crawford,
Ruth Roman. Producers Arthur Gardner & Jules V.
Levy. Director Arnold Laven. Melodrama. 85 min.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer Peter De Sarlgny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst.
Air-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in World
War II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exin locating
enemy convoy, sealing fate of Nazis'
Afrika ploitCorps.
98 min.
VICTORY AT SEA Producer Henry Salomon. Narrated
by Alexander ofScourby.
Fllm-and-music
dramatization
war and Documentary.
Its human sidelights.
96 min.
September
GOLDEN
MISTRESS.
THE Richard
Technicolor.
Agar,Rybnici.
Rosemarie Bowe.
Producers
Kay &John
Harry
Director Joel Judge. Adventure. Fortune hunter fights
Voodoo and savages In search of "lost treasure of
the untamed." 82 min.
JESSE
WOMENPanorama
Print by production.
Technicolor. Director
Peggie
Castle, JAMES'
Jack Beutel.
Don Barry.
Western.
Another
retelling
of
the
adventures of the famous outlaw. 83 min.
KHYBER PATROL Color Corp. of America Richard Egan,
Dawn Addams. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure
drama. Officer in British Lancers in India prevents
massacre of garrison. 71 min.
SUDDENLY
FrankDirector
Sinatra,Lewis
Sterling
Robert Bassler.
Allen.Hayden.
Suspense Producer
drama.
Story of attempt to assassinate the President. 77 min.

October
BAREFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphrey
October
Bogart,tion.Ava
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro producDirectorGardner,
Joseph L.Edmond
Manklewicz.
drama.
ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE CinemaScope DeStory domofand poor
Spanish
girl
who
achieves
movie starfinds true love which leads to tragedy
beluxe Color. Elaine Stewart, John Derek. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Weis. Adventure romance.
cause she gives her husband an heir he was unabi*
Young Persian
barber
leaves
his
shop
in
seek
of
adto
beget.
128
mins.
venture. After horse-sword action In desert he rescues
LITTLE son.KIDNAPPERS,
THE Duncan
Macrae.Philip
JeanLeacock.
AnderPrincess and prevents war. 94 min.
J. A. Rank production.
Director
WOMAN'S WORLD CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
Story of two little boys who "steal"
baby,
set against
Clifton Webb, June Allyson, Van Heflin, Lauren Ba- Comedy-drama.
Nova Scotia.
93 min. background of turn-of-the-century
call. Fred MacMurray, Arlene Dahl, Cornel Wilde.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Jean Negulesco.
OPERATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, Irja Jensen.
Comedy drama. President of auto company seeks a Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander.
new general manager and places three candidates and
Drama. Based on story of ex-Soviet code clerk Igor
their wives in situations for observation. 94 min.
Gouienko since going in hiding under protection of
Canadian government. 77 min.
November
SITTING BULL CinemaScope EastmanColor. Oal«
Robertson, Mary Murphy, J. Carrol Nalsh. Producer
BLACK 13 Peter Reynolds, Rona Anderson. Producer F. W.
Frank. Director Sidney Salkow. Western dram*.
Proudlocks. Director K. Hughes. Melodrama. 75 min.
105 Rminutes.
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UNITED ARTISTS (Continued)
November
SHIELD
FOR
MURDER
JohnDirector
Agar,
Maria English. ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien,
Schenck.
O'Brien.
Melodrama.
Fast-shooting
detective
becomes
involved in robbery-jlaying of gambler.
80 min
SNOW CREATURE Paul Langton. Leslie Denison
ProW. Lee Wilder.
mountain monsterducer-directorterrorizes
New Melodrama.
York 70 min.Himalayan
TWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergerac
Producer Maxwell Setton. Director David Miller. Romantic melodrama. Ex-actress romantically involved
with crooked
international business man on
Rn-fera firxJs real happiness with young artist. 89French
min.
WHITE ORCHID. THE Color Corp. of America. William
Lundigan, Peggie Castle. Producer-director Reginald
Leborg. Adventure. Archeologist and fem photographer
risk Mexican jungles to seek lost
tribe. 88 min
>Oy KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE Technicolor. Akim
Tamiroff, Donald Sinden, Sarah Lawson. Producer Peter
Rogers. Director Ken Annakin. Comedy. Intoxicated
BrttrsJi sailor fashions "secret" weapon from pawnbrolw's
sign,complications
welds it .to 89foreign
hilarious
witti
min. destroyer's deck
December
ROMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey
Susan Shentall. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
Castellani. Romantic drama. Rim version
of Shakespeare's immortal classic. 140 min.
STEEL
CAGE,
THE
Paul
Kelly,
Maureen
O'Sullivan,
Producers Swartz and Doniger. Director
Walter
Doniger. Drama. Deals with
needs
and
desires
of
men confined to prison. 86 min.
Coming
BATTLE TAXI Sterling Hayden, Marshall Thompson,
Arthur Franz. Producers Ivan Tors, Art Arthur. Director Herbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopter
Squadron's rescue exploits in Korea.
BEACHCOMBER. THE Technicolor. Robert Newton,
Glynis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty I J. A. Rank)!
Director Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
outcast
sister on plague-stricken
island in and
Indian missionary's
Ocean.
BEAUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard PhiJipe, GIna Lollobrlgida. Struggling
Franco-London
Fantasy-of
drama.
musicproducer.
teacher Rene
finds Clair.
his dreams
Realizes
"pood
old
days"
also
have
problems.
min
GOOD DIE YOUNG. THE Gloria Grahame, 84
Richard
Basehart,
John
Ireland.
Remus
Production.
Director
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama.
OTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suzanne Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles.
Drama. AND
FilmingTHEof FLAME.
Shakespeare's
famous classic.
92 min.in
TIGER
THE Technicolor
(Filmed
India). Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
Story foroffreedom.
woman'sI I Iheroism
fight
min. in 1 9f h century Indian
VERA CRUZ IHecht-Lancaster) Technicolor Gary
Cooper, Burt Lancaster, Denise Darcel, Cesar Romero. Producer James Hill. Director Robert Aldrich.
Western drama. Two American soldiers of fortune become
involved in the Mexican Revolution against Err.
pcror Maximilian.
UNIVERSAL-INTl
August
FRANCIS
JOINSWills,
THE Zasu
WACSPitts.
Donald
O'Connor.
Adams. Chill
Comedy.
VeteranJuliais
called back into service and through error is assigned
to WAC unit. Complicatient increase when his talkingmule buddy is assigned to same outfit. 94 min.
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by becoming adoctor devoting himself to humanity. 108 min.
September
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH, THE CinemaScope.
Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Janet Leigh, David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV is defeated
by
young knight
for treason.
99 min.whose family was unjustly executed
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunfighter becomes involved
in family feud which resolves into one of the most
famous gun battles of the West. 80 min.
HIGH AND DRY IJ. A. RrankI Paul Douglas, Hubert
Gregg. Producer Michael Truman. Director Alexander
MdcKendrick. Comedy. High strung executive planning
to redecorate Scottish castle finds furnishings have
been consigned to dilapidated little freighted. In tracking down boat, he finds new lease on life. 93 min.
October
NAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden, Gloria Grahame. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
Detective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
' ' ^ugh'murderer's machinations. 84 min.
November
BENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native uprklng
and subsequently regains honor. 87 min.
FOUR GUNS TO THE BORDER Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Colleen Miller. Producer William Alland. Director Richard Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw Is
reformed from bankrobbing by woman's love. 83 min.
FILM

RICOCHET ROMANCE Marjorie Mam, Clvi*1 Wrlls. Producer Robert Arthur, Richard Wil-son. Director Chartes
Lamont. Comedy. Zany owner and s+aff of dude ranch
resort to hairbrain schemes to entertaJn guests. 80 m'cr.
December
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaSoope, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Rornan centurior, leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker, Howard
Duff, Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Gold mine owners become involved in war with crook who tries to force them from
their gold claims.
Coming
A & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Barl. Producer t+oward
Christie. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. ASC invade Hollywood
the early I900's
becomedowninusual ofshenanigans
whMe and
tracking
swindler volved
of in$5000.
CAPTAm LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudsar, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
T^oung offIrishyokepatriot
plays oppression.
active part in attempting to
throw
of English
CHTEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. When treaty is violated and whitemen invade Indian land in search of
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors.
DESTRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Marl Blanchard.
Lyie Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets cut to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Must eventually resort to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws.
FAR COUNTRY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenbern. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Drivin-j a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
pla/s tag with io\d. love and sudden death.
FOXFIRE Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and half-breed
mining engineer has rockv going because of his ambition and her wish for attention. Near-disaster finally
brings them together.
JUSTICE COMES TO TOMAHAWK Technicolor Lex
Barker, Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer
Howard Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman
setting tween
outwarring
to cattle
solve stage
robberies
brings peace bemen and
sheepherders.
LADY GODIVA OF CONVENTRY Technicolor. Maureen
O'Hara.
GeorgeDirector
Nader,Arthur
Victor
McLaglen.
Robert Arthur.
Lubln.
HistoricalProducer
drama.
Tale of how beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from
disastrous war through her famous horseback ride.
LOOTERS. THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomel. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash Is involved In murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane.
MA & PA KETUE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes
overplant.
the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing
MAN WITHOUT A .STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas.
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director King Vidor. Western. Range war flares
when small ranch owner tries to fence in grazing
land against encroaching big cattle interests.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronid
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster toIs wreak
broughtterror.
to .civilization for study,
where it goon".
escapes
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis. Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews. Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is
let to
martial
for safety
desertion.by army captain subject to court
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Nefson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
nightclub entertainer, cashier and French heiress.
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow. Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet In Interplanetary war.
WEST Or ZANZIBAR IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel. Sheila Sim. Producer L&slie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
saves native tribe being exploited by ivory smugglers.
WARNER

KING RICHARD RexAND THE CRUSADERS CinemaScope.
WarnerColor.
Harrison, Virginia Mayo, George
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical adventure. Action-romance during Third Crusade to drive Mohammedans from Holy Land. 113 min.
September
BOUNTY
HUNTER.Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott.
Marie Windsor.
Sam Bischoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards
obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail complicated
by crooked sheriff. 79 min.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb, Ben Alexander.
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb!
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing
commission of crime and detection
of criminal.with89 min.
October
STAR IS BORN, A CinemaScope Technicolor. Judy Garland, James Mason, Jack Carson. Producer Sid Luft.
Director Georne Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but 154can't
leads
min. prevent his drinking which
November
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope, WarnerCoior. Alan Ladd,
Audrey Dalton. Producer-director Delmar Daves. Western. Veteran Indian fighter is commissioned by President to negotiate without use of arms with renegade
Indian band. In spite of peaceful efforts whitemen
must resort to force to bring peace. I I I min.
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Robert Mitchum, Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hunter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman.
Adventure drama. Family on snow-bound cattle ranch
have
lives 102
altered
invadestheir
the area.
min. when huge mountain lion
December
SILVER CHALICE. THE CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Virginia Mayo, Jack Palance, Pier Angeli. Producerdirector Victor Savllle. Historical drama. Young stiver
smith who fashions cup used at Last Supper also becomes involved in cause of Christianity.
January
YOUNG AT HEART WarnerCelor. Doris Day, Frank
Sinatra, Ethel Barrymoe. Robert Keith. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon mi
Douglas. Musical. Love affairs
ngentwined with hilarious
of three musical sistersCobecome
and heart-tugging complications.
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Storybehind.
of World War II Marines and the girls they
left
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Jalie
Harris, James Dean, Raymond Massey. Producer John
Steinbeck. Director Ella Kazan. Drama. Story of young
man's efforts to win tove of domineering father.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Jack Hawkins, James Justice, Dewey Martin, Joan
Collins. Producer-director Howard Hawks. Historical
adventure. Recounting of the pharaoh who bu+lt first
great pyramid and the ruthless queen who brought
about his downfall

BROTHERS

August
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Cralne. Producers Hellman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance invesjourneys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim totigatorfinance
Violence
and
romance result. 102 min.
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Yes, you've got the greatest ''captive audience" in tlie world sitting in
your theatre! 100% of your advertising
dollar
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So sock 'em hard with trailers that sell your shows ... in
. . . from your screen. Trailers that sell your special events,

contests . . . trailers that sell what
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you want

to sell !
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PARIS"
MY

JANUARY
"GREEN
FIRE" (CinemaScope — Color)
M-G-M presents in CinemaScope • Stewart Granger • Grace Kelly
Paul Douglas in "GREEN FIRE" • co-starring John Ericson
with Murvyn Vye • Written for the Screen by Ivan Goff and Ben
Roberts . Photographed in Eastman Color • Directed by Andrew
Marton . Produced by Armand Deutsch

been

screened

is just a

in various stages
right after "THE

and the great Christmas -New

HEART,"

MARCH
HIT THE

"BAD
DAY
AT
BLACK
ROCK"
(CinemaScope — Color)
M-G-M presents in CinemaScope • Spencer Tracy • Robert Ryan
in "BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK" . co-starring Anne Francis
Dean Jagger • Walter Brennan • John Ericson • Ernest Borgnine
Lee Marvin • Russell Collins • Screen Play by Millard Kaufman
Adaptation by Don McGuire • Based on a Story by Howard
Breslin • Photographed in Eastman Color • Directed by John
Sturges • Produced by Dore Schary

attractions below

hits! Following

a consistent flow of top product

JANUARY

M-G-M!

Years

showmen

may happily depend
from M-G-M. THRIVE IN '55!

DECK

(CinemaScope— Color)

M-G-MPowell
presents
CinemaScope
THE •DECK"
starring
Jane
• Tonyin Martin
• Debbie"HIT
Reynolds
Walter Pidgeon
Vic Damone • Gene Raymond • Ann Miller • Russ Tamblyn
with Kay Armen • J. Carrol Naish ♦ Richard Anderson . Jane
Darwell • Written by Sonya Levien and William Ludwig . Based
On the Musical Play "Hit the Deck" by Herbert Fields • Presented
On
the Stage
Youmans
From "Shore
Leave"
by
Hubert
Osborneby •Vincent
Music by
Vincent •Youmans
• Lyrics
by Leo
Robin, Clifford Grey and Irving Caesar • Choreography by
Hermes Pan . Photographed in Eastman Color • Directed by
Roy Rowland • Produced by Joe Pasternak
MARCH

"INTERRUPTED
MELODY
(CinemaScope — Color)
M-G-M Glenn
presentsFord
in CinemaScope
"INTERRUPTED
starring
• Eleanor Parker
• with Roger
Kellaway . Screen Play by William Ludwig and
Based On Her Life Story by Marjorie Lawrence •
in Eastman
Color • Directed by Curtis Bernhardt
Jack
Cummings

n

MELODY"
Moore
• Cecil
Sonya Levien
Photographed
• Produced by

FEBRUARY

APRIL

"MANY
RIVERS
TO
CROSS"
(CinemaScope — Color)
M-(;-M presents in CinemaScope "MANY RIVERS TO CROSS"
starring Robert Taylor • Eleanor Parker • with Victor McLaglen
Russ Tamblyn • Jeff Richards • James Arness • Screen Play by
Harry Brown and Guy Trosper . Based on a Story by Steve
Fra7.ee . Photographed in Eastman Color • Directed by Roy
Rowland • Produced by Jack Cummings

fcoM
SLIPPER"
GLASS
THE presents
M-G-M
"THE GLASS SLIPPER" starring Leslie
('aron • Michael Wilding -with Kecnan Wynn.Estelle Winwood
Elsa Lanchester • Marry Jones • Written for the Screen by Helen
Deutsch • Ballets by lioland Petit • Featuring Ballet dc Paris
Photographed in Eastman Color • Directed by Charles Walters
Produced by l^dwin H. KnopI

FEBRUARY

APRIL

"JUPITER'S DARLING" (CinemaScope-CoIor)
M-G-M {ircscnts in CinemaScope "JUPITER'S DARLING"
starring Esther Williams . Howard Keel . Marge and Gower'
Champion • George Sanders • with Richard Haydn • William
Demarest . Screen Play by Dorothy Kingsley • Based on the Play
"Road to Rome" by Robert E. Sherwood • Songs: Burton Lane
and Harold Adamson • Photographed
in Eastman Color • Directed
by (Jeorge Sidney • Produced by George Wells

"BEDEVILLED"
(CinemaScope — Color)
M-G-M presents "BEDEVILLED" in CinemaScope • starring
Anne Baxter • Steve Forrest • with Simone Renant • Maurice
Teynac • Robert Christopher . Joseph Tomelty and Victor
Francen • Based on an Original Story and Screen Play by
Jo Eisinger • Photographed in Eastman Color • Directed by
Mitchell Leisen • Produced by Henry Berman
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Fight

Slai'TV
Subscription TV is effecting a
beachhead that seriously threatens
the exhibition forces of our industry.
Already, advanced battalions are
striking to seize a foothold within
the FCC by a means of well-reasoned and convincing petition.
Heavier batteries incessantly assault
the Congressional fort with compelling propaganda. Psychological warfare devices tell the public battle is
being waged in its name. And alliances, meanwhile, have been drawn
with certain diverse and articulate
interests, principally on the basis of
economic considerations. Others will
surely be weaned into the Toll Entente out of similar concern. In sum,
the enemy is strong in numbers and
resourceful.
At this very moment, the motion
picture industry must rally to defend
itself. Nor is this call to arms mere
sabre-rattling. The alarums are
sounded. The issues are clearly
staked out. The battle is on. The potential damage to our industry is no
less than catastrophic.
A frightening complacency is
noted in some quarters. There are
theatremen who soothe themselves
with reassurances that some mechanical hindrance or the problems
of distribution and collection will
stymie pay-as-you-see television, or
that it will fall of its own economic
impracticability. Discard those false
hopes! Any engineering or distributive roadblocks, rest assured, will be
overcome by American ingenuity.
Whether the coin system can be
economically feasible in the long run
' is a moot question. Some argue that
it will fail, that the gregarious
American public will tire of sitting
home, and of watching a small
screen. Maybe so. But the motion
picture theatres, only now recover-

13, 1954
ing from the ravages of commercial
television's initial onslaught, cannot
sit out a couple years' test of the
public's appetite for slot-TV. Even
if the pay-as-you-see ultimately
fails, there would be no theatre industry left when the issue is resolved.
This is chiefly an exhibitor's problem. True, the film companies have
a stake in the issue, but they might
conceivably be tempted to take a
gamble on those wild estimates of
untold millions that are supposed to
flow from first-run films via the toll
systen>. Haven't we already seen
Paramount Pictures flirting with it,
investing in Telemeter, sponsoring
tests with its new films ! While the
other film companies today stand
firm for theatre exhibition, who can
tell what legal, legislative or economic pressures might be brought
to bear to change their course.
So, this is a battle theatremen will
have to fight — and it could very well
be their struggle for survival.
Spadework has been started by
the Joint Committee on Toll TV, led
by Messrs. Rembusch and Starr, but
its efforts thus far have been limited
by a makeshift organization and lack
of funds. The best defense is a slashing offense. The campaign cannot be
confined to the legalistic argument
that pay-to-see TV is an infringement of the free airwaves. The full
story of theatres versus home-confining slot-television, with all the
economic
implications,
must be
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carried dramatically to every retail,
wholesale and production branch of
every industry in the land. On the
theme, "when people go out, they
buy!", we should be able to enlist
the support of American business at
large. On this ground, we believe,
the menace of the coin system can
be exposed to Congress, to the FCC,
to the public.
This kind of a campaign cannot be
run on air and water. It requires
fuel, in terms of cash. We call upon
every exhibitor to recognize the danger, and to be prepared to pay the
costs of this fight for survival.

Still

Glaws

We cannot agree with those who
contend that the cutting of 30
minutes from the original version of
"A Star Is Born" will noticeably impair the boxofflce potential of the
great Warner
drama.

Brothers' musical-

In a recent Sunday column. Bosley Crowther, eminent movie critic
of the New York times, declared
himself "in a grave dilemma" in considering "A Star Is Born" for his list
of Ten Best for 1954. He deplored
the trimming of the film, and called
for "reviewers to show disfavor for
such post-release tampering." One
exhibitor organization bulletin expressed the fear that publicity about
the cuts would have an unfavorable
effect on the public.
In our own test of audience reactions, we asked four people to
view the trimmed 154-minute version, two of whom had already seen
the 184-minute original, and to submit opinions in writing, without
prior discussion with their co-viewers. Here are their brief comments,
the first two being by those who had
also seen the original :
(1). "The shorter version moves
faster in developing the story. I
(Continued on Page 13)
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By Philip R. Ward
REST EASY. YE MERRY GENTLEMEN, good tidings are on the way. At yuletide, 1954, come omens of
such portent as to brighten the countenance of a
Scrooge. The year ahead — by majority investment forecast— promises much the same bull-fever as sundrenched '54. This consummate judgment envelops the
market as a whole, but holds — beneath the surface —
special significant to the cinema category — which we
shall examine shortly.
In assessing the '55 market at large, the language of
Arthur Wiesenberger & Co., as projected in a unique
manual entitled "Favourable Omens for 1955, is representa ive :
"Economic progress has lagged in the sense that
business activity has not yet shown marked improvement. Nevertheless, earnings and dividends have maintained their broad upward trends. The balance of evidence continues to suggest that we are still in a major
bull market that 1954 has not exhausted, and that stocks
will sell materially higher prior to any truly heavy liquidation resulting in serious decline.
"Our view is and has been that September, 1953,
witnessed the beginning of a major bull market that
should carry the Dow-Jones Industrial Average well
above 400 and last through 1955 and probably beyond."
O
The Wiesenberger report submits a theory for contemplation far over and beyond the ordinary prognosis.
Back in 1939, a serious student of the market, named
Lawrence Smith, made the discovery that "a 10 year
pattern or cycle had more or less faithfully reproduced
itself in stock price movements over a period of 58
years." Within these 10 year frameworks certain years
were characterized by dominant stock movements,
either upward or on the downside. For instance, seventh
and tenth years (i.e. 1937, 1940; 1947, 1950) showed declining tendencies. Second, fourth and sixth years
showed firm qualities. Strong gains were evidenced in
the eighth and earlier months of the ninth year. The
most powerful and consistent advances were reserved

wartime influences. Four of the non-conformities
showed gains rather than declines. As final evidence,
Wiesenberger broke down the total 69-year analysis
into months, coming up the finding that 73.8 of all fifth
year months were marked by rising prices. Well !
O
O
FILM SHARES GENERALLY ARE LONE WOLF
performers, more often than not deviating from the
course of overall market movements. Over the past
fourteen months industry issues resisted four prominent
average declines, powered to one of its greatest one
month (August) rallies while the blue-chippers remained sluggish. The reason: cinema industry conditions had little in common with external business activity. Movies had to shake a slump peculiar solely to
itself. While many an industry over-extended in the
early Fifties, cinema was digging in, pruning waste,
effecting economies. When it cut
it had a big gap to close to catch
cordingly, with profit conditions
actually outgained the field. But
leadership than that of a lapped
back into the contest.

the corner in late '53,
up to the pack. Acrife, industry issues
it was less a race for
runner trying to get

0
By this date cinema shares have rejoined the balance of big business as a relatively healthy, liquid and
self-sustaining enterprise. We look for this return to
normalcy to produce a broader sympathy between film
shares and the balance of the market. Industry securities should no longer remain the bastard play of the big
board, photo-plate sensitive to every speculative current
and whisper. With boxoffice returns on a steadily rising, unfluctuating keel, the movie business bodes well
to take its place among the semi-blue chip elements of
the market and keep a balanced pace with American
business in general.
O
O

for the fifth year slot (those ending in the "5" digit).
The Wiesenberger inference, as if you didn't know already, isthat there are only a few stock shopping days
to 1955.
0

LEAP-FROG ADVANCES BY REPUBLIC have the
traders talking. Low-priced speculative plays (Republic
moved from 5 to 7 in three sessions) are hearty meat to
the "in and out" boys, and to listen to them talk, the
Yates operation drew clear of them before you could
say Gene Autry. Probable reasons for the rise: (1) A
notable year end shopping spree for stocks lagging badly behind wide gains in their respective industrial

One further note on this cycle theory. In the 15
years since its publication, actual movement has run
counter to projected movement only six times, removing the major thesis of the study far from the realm of
chance. The distortion years 1943, 1946, 1947, 1948,
1950, 1951 were fraught with unnatural economic and

groupings. There's quite a bit of this at the moment
among the lesser rails, liquor distillers and holding companies. The idea is to dig out the underpriced issues
before the momentum of the industries at larp^e pulls
them up by their bootstraps. (2) A contemplated sale
of some Republic pictures — produced between 1940-1947
— to television for a fancy figure.
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In the preceding installment, the Film BULLETIN
study of exhibition's attitudes toward regulation of film
prices by the Government, or by other means, revealed
decisive answers to the first three questions in our "This
Is My Opinion" poll:
(1) A strong tide of sentiment against Allied's proposed bill to regulate terms by having the Federal Trade
Commission govern a system for classifying films and theatres; 71% against — 29% in favor.
(2) Equally strong sentiment against any other form
of government regulation to settle the film pricing issue;
74% against — 26% in favor.
(3) Expression by an overwhelming majority of the
polled theatremen that film prices have reached an uneconomic level; 48.4% said for "all theatres" — 47.2% for
"small theatres" — 4.4% voted "none".
Thus, having learned that government regulation of
any design is unacceptable to exhibition, but that some 9
out of 10 exhibitors regard present-day film pricing with
disaffection, the answers to Questions 4 and 5 in the poll
take on real significance. What, we asked, are exhibition's
views on the pricing problem as an intra-industry matter?
Should there be some form of industry control? Should
film terms, as Allied has insisted, be arbitrable? It was to
search out the answers to these general queries that we
directed the specific Questions 4 and 5, which are discussed
in the second section of this study.
QUESTION
/ Do Q
Do Not Q
intra-industry regulation
and theatres as a means
Do

NO. 4
favor a system of
to classify films
of price control.
Do Not

47%

53%

3eatun

About

Regulation
It is immediately evident from the closeness of this
vote that many theatremen, who would not consider any
form of government regulation, do favor a system of regulating prices via some industry agency. Whereas only
29% voted for having the Federal Trade Commission do
the regulating, 47% would accept the intra-industry
method of classifying films and theatres.
Let us make it clear promptly that the 47% who voted
"do" on Question 4 did not plump for the idea wholeheartedly; there were plenty of qualifications.
Typical of endorsers of an intra-industry method of
price regulation is Philadelphia's I. Borowsky, who asserts
that it would be workable only if pains were taken to insure adequate exhibitor representation:
"If an intra-industry system is established, it must be
very impartial, consisting of members of all types of distributors and exhibitors, down to the smallest operator;
representatives who can look out for the views of men in
his same position. Otherwise I don't think it will mean
anything. It must not be controlled by the distributors or
the type of exhibitor who sides with the distributor for
his own benefit."
But even though he is an advocate of some kind of
intra-industry regulation, Mr. Borowsky proceeds to sound
the keynote worry which caused the majority to veto the
classification idea:
"I think No. 4 is the most important question. You
cannot classify each theatre individually as to price — but
something has to be done to help the small theatre by not
pricing him out of business."
The chief reason behind rejection of a classifying system lay in the skepticism advanced by so many exhibitors
as to its workability. "Exhibitors are not sufficiently oneminded, cohesive, as compared with producers to make it
a practical system," says a Detroit exhibitor, who asked to
remain anonymous. M. Miller of Passaic, N. J., visualizing
(Continued un Page 8)
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perhaps a trend toward blanket classifications — the path of
least resistance — "Each theatre is an individual problem."
What is to happen to those situations that fit into no
hard and fast niche? G. G. Griffin, of the Caso Theatre,
Plattsmouth, Nebraska, talks for the small town showman:
"If prices of film were regulated according to size of
town it would put us out of business. We are a 5,000 population town only 18 mile from Omaha. All pictures are
held back until Omaha milks them with extended runs.
What theatregoers are left here will not wait until we get
them, so they go to Omaha to see them. When we do get
a picture, it is only natural that Omaha is playing a bigger,
newer and better picture. We cannot pay near the film
rental that outstate towns of similar population pays. How
could any commission classify towns like ours near big
*
*
A New York City exhibitor, prefering to go unnamed,
cities."
terms any classification system "a premature form of regulation." He wonders why classifications and modes of redress should be established before the grievances are
registered. "The determination of whether or not a picture is over-priced, should wait," says he "until the exhibitor in the case actually files a specific complaint." He goes
on to state that it will be virtually impossible to rationalize prefashioned, inflexible class categories for every type
of film, every type of house ; what may be an A picture in
a class theatre could be a D picture in a neighborhood, and
vice versa, of course.
It is interesting to return to two pollees, both typical
of their respective groups, who were cited earlier in comments on Question 1. California's Joseph J. Rohan voted
for government regulation but has his own intra-industry
ideas as to how that extreme may be avoided :
"An honest approach to counteract the trend now so
evidently approaching us for governmental control would
be the setting up of a bureau, financed jointly by the distributors and the exhibitors, whose function would be to
assist all exhibitors by showing them how to obtain the
best method of operation for their situations. Such an organization, byhelping exhibitors to cut their costs by
better management and increase their revenue by better
promotion and merchandising, would enable the ultimate
number of theatres to remain open. Such an interwoven
organization could get the distributors an honest look at
the exhibitors problems and also insure their films high
*
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Clive R. Waxman, it is recalled, voted against federal
controls,
profits." stating that it would do even less for exhibition
than for distribution. Now head of the Independent Exhibitors Theatre Service, a buying-booking agency, Mr.
Waxman served eight years as sales supervisor in the
home office of a major distributor. He believes selfgovernment is the only answer. But most important to
Page 8
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ex-distributor Waxman is the lack of personal consideration and understanding shown to the exhibitor by the
home-offices of distribution. His formula : let the field
people of distribution, the folks who know first hand the
individual problems of their exhibitor customers, establish
and approve the terms. Here's what he says :
"It is my personal opinion that, until such time as the
local branch managers of the several distributors are
recognized as being the only distributor-representative
who know their territory, and are given the authority within their local exchange territories to establish terms, and
approve deals for the theatres under their jurisdiction,
there will never be an equitable basis for establishing
rental terms for the several classifications of theatres involved."
During his work in distribution Mr. Waxman, as sales
supervisor, enjoyed the authority of approving or rejecting film contracts without ever visiting the branches that
obtained the deals.
"It is my personal opinion that the same condition applies today to those whose assignments are to govern the
approval or rejections of contracts from theatres whose
only existence is on a typewritten sales control card, and
whose location merely appears as a 'fly-speck' on the map.
In this seller's market — even the branch manager is impotent to establish fair terms for any situation."
This thesis, that film terms be regulated at the local
level of distribution by branch managers fully conversant
with the problems of the individual theatre, is fully endorsed by Harry Pickett, Jr., of Craver Theatres, Charlotte, N, C:
"I am of the firm opinion that each theatre must be
handled on a basis of the house's ability to pay. No one
man or group of men sitting in New York or Hollywood
can set a policy that will fit all theatres. The branch managers should be chosen for their ability to know the territory and to make the best deals possible. If they accept a
deal that should be approval enough. If they are not this
type of manager, then they are in the wrong position."
A considerable number of pollees branded the classification proposal as unworkable solely on the grounds of
the time it would waste, the delays that would inevitably
arise. In practical terms, they see a cumbersome bureaucracy of filing, hearings, meetings, deliberation, and finally
execution of the decision. What happens in the meantime?
The complainant may lose his run, availability, not to
mention his customers. Other opportunistic exhibitors on
a similar run may seize the opportunity to capitalize upon
the situation by meeting the terms asked and beating
the run.
All in all, it appears that the idea of setting up a system of classifications for films and theatres strikes a vaguely responsive chord in the thinking of many exhibitors, but
it would have to be refined down to the ultimate detail to
(Continued on Ptigv 26)
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MILTON R. RACKMIL announced that
Universal has allocated "the highest production budget in the 42 year history" of
the company. Opening the studio sales
conference, Rackmil declared: "My goal
in assuming the presidency of Universal
Pictures Company in 1952 was to keep
the company in the forefront of the motion picture industry and to continue to
advance its successful destinies." He said
these aims have not only been realized,
but "each successive year has seen our
company better its record-breaking performance of the previous year." Pointing
to features scheduled for release in 1955,
the U-I president voiced his confidence in
the future. "We are looking forward to
another year of successive boxoffice hits
which should further add to the splendid
relationship which we at Universal feel
we enjoy with our exhibitor customers."
MYERS
ABRAM F. MYERS, Allied's general
counsel, who has been living in the eye of
a hurricane ever since authoring the
government regulation bill, told a convention meeting of Independent Exhibitors of New England that "relations of
Allied and the film companies are not at
an impasse." He reiterated that the door
was left open at Milwaukee and that
Allied has contacted distribution executives since then. "Some of these interviews have been productive of beneficial
results," Myers said and reported that "it
is expected that Mr. (Ben) Marcus will
call a meeting of the full committee before
the board convenes in February."
0
ROY O. DISNEY sought to clarify Walt
Disney Productions' policy of distributing
"20,000 Leagues Under the Sea" exclusively in magnetic stereophonic sound for
the first 90 days of its release. Triggered
by a telegram from TOA president E. D.
Martin, which criticized the policy, Disney
said it was "only good business and common sense" because stereosound "is an
integral part of the story."

DISNEY
Paq* 10
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CHARLES J. FELDMAN,
at Universal-International's
studio sales conference, announced that the company
will deliver "a total of 32
major pictures" during 1955,
maintaining "a continuous
flow of outstanding product
to its exhibitor customers."
Making pre-conference plans
are: (1-r) : Edward Muhl, Alfred E. Daff, Feldman, David
A. Lipton, Clark Ramsey,
Sam Israel, Charles Simonelli.

RACKMIL

U-I SALES CONFERENCE

S. H. FABIAN added a new head of
steam last week to pressures building up
the one big exhibitor organization idea.
The Stanley Warner president told the
Oklahoma Theatre Owners: "It is my
firm conviction that all the energy being
expended by both sides in exhibition is
being largely wasted. This same amount
of effort channelled into one big organization, could in six months, move the motion picture industry ahead five years in

PAT McGEE proposed a plan to solve
distribution's problems with small situations which are too costly to sell and require low flat rentals. He suggested establishment of a cooperative buying and
booking service in each exchange center
to service them. Speaking at the Theatre
Owners of Oklahoma convention, McGee
said, "The co-op should be headed by a
man of integrity . . . acceptable to distribution .. . with no participation in proceeds of either the theatres he buys for,

its thinking."

or in the savings on film rentals."

FABIAN

McGEE

MADE

NEWS

SPYROS P. SKOURAS will be honored
at a dinner concert sponsored by the
American Fund for Israel Institutions "in
recognition of his leadership on behalf of
Israel through the American Fund" at
the Waldorf, Jan. 5. Stanley-Warner
chief Si Fabian, chairman of the Dinner
Concert Committee, made the announcement.
*
*

ELMER C. RHODEN, National Theatres chief, set an
aggressive promotion pattern
for the circuit in a four-point
business booster program at
NT's recent convention in
Los Angeles. Main feature of
the blueprint is a $500,000
budget for research work in
promotional advertising and
sale of motion pictures. NT
executives are (1-r): John B.
Bertero, Frank H. Ricketson,
Jr., Rhoden, Edwin F. Zabel,
Alan May, Richard P. Brouse,
Senn Lawler.

WILLIAM

THE

DAVID A. BADER, who recently joined
Atlantic Television Corp. as sales chief,
has been made a v. p. of the company, it
was announced by president R. M. Savini.

MAX

E. YOUNGSTEIN heads the entertainment committee of the National Home
for Asthmatic Children at Denver and
will co-sponsor, with TV's Robert Q.
Lewis, a "Parade of Stars" show in NYC
on Jan. 8 for the benefit of the institution.

RHODEN & NT EXECUTIVES

GOLDMAN,

prominent Philadelphia exhibitor, discusses plans for his
presentation of a model
Nickelodeon at Franklin Institute. Dedication of this
shrine to the industry, will
highlight the Motion Picture
Associates Dinner honoring
pioneers of the Philadelphia
movie industry in the Quaker
City, Jan. 18. L. to r.: George
Beattie, Goldman, Lester
Kriegcr, Sam Diamond.

WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN serves as
distributor chairman in the 1954-55 National Conference Drive in observance of
Brotherhood Week, it was announced by
John H. Harris, National Chairman of
the Amusements Division. UA ad-pub
director, Francis M. Winikus, will direct
publicity for the Brotherhood campaign.
Industryites heading regional groups for
the drive are: Jack Beresin, Si Fabian,
Theodore R. Gamble, Rotus Harvey,
Robert Hoff, John F. Jones. M. A. Lightman, Bob O'Donnell, F. H. Ricketson,
Jr., Robert J. Wilby, Marc Wolf.
TOA's joint Board of Directors and Executive Committee mid-winter meeting is
scheduled for Feb. 13-15 in Washington,
D. C. Walter Reade. Jr. and Alfred Starr,
chairmen of the board and committee, re*
spectively, will preside
at* the meetings.

GOLDMAN

& MP ASSOCIATES

LEWISTOWN, Pa. witnessed one of the
season's brightest theatre openings when
Harold D. Cohen relighted the completely renovated, 2400-seat Center Theatre
*
on November 30. *
DUKE

CHARLES

M. REAGAN

called the

CLARK

replaces W. C. Hames,

resigned, as branch mgr. of UA's Dallas
exchange, it was announced by general
sales mgr. B. G. *
Kranze.*

trade press together last week to "MGM's
1955 Motion Picture Theatre Celebration"
which will salute the nation's exhibitors
and encompass a high-powered product

NATHAN FLEXER, Waverly, Tenn.
exhibitor was elected president of MPTO
of Ark., Tenn., and Miss, at the organi*
« in Memphis.
zation's 45th convention

promotion bearing the slogan, "There's
More Fun at the Movies." In heralding
the campaign, Metro's vice president-sales
chief said, "I believe there is every indication that 1955 will be a great movie

MORT

MAGILL,

former UA

Phila.

branchtrictmgr.,
is now
Buena
Vista's
dissales chief
for the
Philly,
Wash.,
and Pitts, exchange areas.

year and that the upswing started in '54
will continue and will be accelerated."
Reagan said 15,000 theatres are expected
to participate in the "Forward In "55"
drive, which kicks off on New Year's
Day and runs until April 30, or beyond.
REAGAN

NAT D. FELLMAN, veteran industryite
was made executive assistant to StanleyWarner v.p. Harry M. Kalmine. Kalmine
also announced the promotion of Charles
A. Smakwitz from Albany zone mgr. to
zone mgr. of S-W New Jersey theatres,
succeeding Frank Damis, resigned.
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"So This Is Paris"
^euine^ l^atln^ O O O
Tunefilm should jingle cash registers all down the line in mass
market. Fair values for class situations; least in action runs.
Tinseled production numbers, froth comedy, Tony CurtisGloria de Haven names all bedecked in Technicolor, provide
plenty of angles for provocative campaign.
Slick featherweight musical sparkles and glitters as it
bounces thru frothy fable of American swabbies who set
out to take Paris by storm and wind up staging benefit
show for French orphans. Although scripter Charles Hoffman dipped into the old hat for plot and complications,
the story is adequate for rollicky roundelay of songs,
dances, comedy and love-making. On liberty in gay Paree,
Tony Curtis, Gene Nelson and Paul Gilbert pair up with
nite club entertainer Gloria de Haven, cashier Mara Corday and French heiress Corinne Calvet. In melee that follows, the Curtis-de Haven romance becomes entangled
with the Nelson-Calvet duet and the whole gang becomes
envolved in complicated effort to aid orphans in financial
distress. Result provides bevy of angles for musical interludes to generate pleasing entertainment for escapist audiences. All of the tunes are originals, by Pony Sherell and

Phil Moody, except the McHugh-Fields oldie, "I Can't
Give You Anything But Love," around which is staged
the film's best production sequence. Tony Curtis fans
should be happily surprised by their idol's handling of his
hoof-and-mouth assignments. Nelson and de Haven also
register well. U-I unleashed a bevy of cute .starlets to
decorate the footage. (York)

"Masterson

of Kansas"

Rating should be higher in Western market for which this
Technicolor actioner is tailored. Fast pace, effective performances, make it OK programmer for family trade.
Turned out in tried-and-true outdoor action style
which will satisfy the oater-addicts. "Masterson of Kansas" boasts three of the West's most famous gunslingers
— Bat Masterson, Wyatt Earp, Doc HoUiday — which, in
itself, provides potent exploitation fodder to bait Western
clientele. Plot neatly lines up this trio against renegade
cattlemen who try to frame an innocent man (John Maxwell) for murder, and threaten to bring on an Indian war.
Shooting action is triggered when sheriff Masterson
(George Montgomery) sets out to clear Maxwell who incurred wrath of cattleman (Bill Henry) by negotiating
Indian treaty which provided grazing land for tribal reservation. Henry tries to set Holliday (James Griffith)
against Masterson, but Griffith's attraction to Maxwell's
daughter (Nancy Gates) leads him onto Montgomery's
side. Smash action sequences include mob storming jail
to lynch Maxwell and blazing finish when the three gunfighters take on Henry's gang in lead-flying foray. (Philj
Columbia.Producer
72 Minutes.
George Director
Montgomery,
Willes.
Sam Katiman.
WilliamNancy
Castle.Gates, James Griffith, Jean

"The White

Orchid"

Universal-International. 94 Minutes. Tony Curtis, Gloria de Haven, Gene Nelson,
Corinne Calvet, Paul Gilbert. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard (?uine.

"The Yellow

Mountain"

Serviceable Western entry for fair-to-good returns in action
houses. Suitable as second feature in naborhoods. Nothing
here for class market. Violence, romance are the selling
angles. Technicolor an asset.
Gold and a girl are the basis for this latest venture into
the old West. While the plot follows a familiar pattern,
considerable mayhem of gun-fist variety goes careening
across the screen. Director Jesse Hibbs has kept the pace
fast and interesting, and the principals adequately fulfill
the script's demands. All in all, this generates sufficient
excitement to satisfy desires of action fans and entertain
less discriminating audiences. Violence sparks when Lex
Barker and Howard Duff clash over old feud, ending with
the pair again becoming friends. Barker to share in Duff's
gambling hall and gold claims. Story then launches onto
twisted path of counter double-crosses and intrigue involving battles for control of a mountain bearing rich gold
vein. Salty old prospector, (William Demarest), in debt
to Duff becomes center of fight when it turns out his claim
contains lode. Romantic complications are built around

Best suited to action market. Bally houses can exploit violence-sex-adventure angles to boost mild mara.uee draw.
Fair entry for general runs; least suitable in class houses.
Eastman color shots of Mexican jungle scenery an asset.
Involves writer-archeologist's (William Lundigan)
quest for tribe, deep in Mexican interior, who still live by
customs of ancient Toltec civilization. Although plot is
complicated by usual romance-melodrama angles, enough
suspense, action, and sex elements are present to satisfy
patrons in film's intended market. Learning of lost civilization, Lundigan sends for photographer to accompany
him on search and is dismayed when curvacious Peggy
Castle arrives instead of anticipated man. Castle vamps
guide, Armando Silvestre, into leading them into jungle.
Events on peril-laden trek cause Lundigan to fall in love
with the gal, but she only has eyes for the guide. Considerable violence is generated, first by clashes between
the men over Castle, later when natives plan to sacrifice
the trio to ancient Toltec gods. Colorful photography provides eye-catching vistas of jungle backgrounds, and Toltec pyramids, which were shot on Mexican location. Traditional cliff-hanging climax has Lundigan and Silvestre
saving Castle from sacrifice amid inferno of native village
put to the torch.
Pressbook features ads illustrating provocative action

Demarest's daughter, Mala Powers, in triangle with Duff
and Barker. Blazing windup has pair defending Demarest
against unscrupulous mining interests, with Barker get-

sequences with catchlines: "See The Sacrifice Of The Captive Virgin Goddess . . . Her Name Was Extabay . . .

ting the girl. ("Xfil i
Uni»«rt*l-lnt«rn*tion*l. 78 Mlnul«». Lai Barker, Mala Powers, How'ard Duff William Dtmarttt, John Mclnlir*. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jesse Hibbv.

Evil . . . Exotic . . . Enticing ..." i Phil )
United Artists. 81 Minutes. William Lundigan, Peggy Castle, Armando Silvestre,
Rosenda Monteros. Producer-director Reginald LeBorg.
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lewpoints
(Continued from Page 5)
think it will be better boxoffice than
the longer one."
(2) . "I missed only one sequence
(when Garland and Mason made
love under the sound 'mikes'), otherwise I think the story benefits by
the cuts."
(3) . "I loved it! My only complaint isthat the 154 minutes seemed
like less than one hour."
(4) . "A great picture. A real
'Oscar' contender. Garland and Mason wonderful. The public will never
know where a cut was made; I
couldn't tell."
Many exhibitors are of the opinion
that the 154-minute running time is
far more practical. As a matter of
fact, we understand that Warner
Bros, were petitioned by a number
of prominent theatremen to tighten
up the picture, in order to allow for
faster audience turnover.
As it stands today, "A Star Is
Born" is something of which the
entire motion picture industry can
well be proud. We believe it will be
a great success everywhere.

Thai
Sl€»€»ps
Those who fear the dire effects
that could result from government
intervention on the film pricing
problem should derive some grains
of comfort from the remarks of
Abram F. Myers, author of the bill
to invoke Federal supervision.
Without discarding the potential
legislation as a threat. Mr. Myers
had this to say in an address before
the Independent Exhibitors of Boston convention last week :

the thinking of the Allied leaders. In
the angry tensions that have arisen
of late, there is a tendency to exaggerate and to generalize about the
motives
of AUied's
flirtation and
withimplications
Federal intervention.
It is difficult to believe that Myers,
president Ben Marcus and most
other leaders have any real appetite
for Government controls. Spokesmen for the organization have indicated clearly that they prefer a more
temperate approach to solving current problems. But there can be no
doubt that the leaders of Allied, and
of the TOA, too, are being subjected
to heavy pressure from the ranks to
find means of relieving the difficult
product and pricing circumstances
which now beset the sub-run theatres in most situations. Our own
poll of circuit
and attitudes
"grass roots"
exhibitors on their
toward
Federal or intra-industry controls of
film terms (results of which are
being published currently in Film
BULLETIN) reveals a strong tide
of sentiment running in favor of
some ameliorative action.
Perhaps the Allied leadership can
rightly be accused of bluffing.
Whether or not that is the case, it
is clear that they hoped ultimately
to avoid calling upon the big stick
of Government intervention; that's
why they deliberately paved escape
corridors alonp^ that undesirable avenue of relief. Mr. Myers, in his Boston speech, said, "Fortunately, the
relations of Allied and the film companies are not at an impasse . . . The
door was left open and Allied representatives have been in contact with
film company executives since the
Milwaukee Convention . . . Some of

on."
It is well to reflect upon this

these interviews have been productive of beneficial results."
This is most heartening, for it
manifests a willingness on the part
of the film executives to consider the
problems of complaining exhibitors,
as well as a desire on the part of the
Allied leaders to grasp at any conciliatory straws floating on the
troubled waters.

"sleeping bear" proposition, for it
provides an interesting insight into

This is fortunate, for an intransigent attitude by either side could

"If the bill is never released from
the den where it is now hibernating,
it still will have accomplished a
/great deal of good. It is up to the
film companies to say whether they
want to let the sleeping bear snooze

rouse that "sleeping bear", perhaps
even against the wishes of the very
organization that brought it into
being. We hope the beast is fed the
opiates of conciliation and arbitration, so that it might sleep forever.

#
ffi m

r.R.
paiy

n

When the newspaper publishers of
this country decided a little more
than a year ago to mount a huge
campaign to promote their interests,
they chose as their theme the slogan
"All Business Is Local".
That theme roughly expressed the
idea that in the over-all picture of
the nation's economy the dominant
feature must always be the community— the local business man, the
local merchant, the local consumer.
With something of the same philosophy MGM has come up with a
campaign of such outstanding merit
that it deserves the very serious consideration of the average exhibitor.
We use the phrase "average exhibitor" deliberately, because this crusade, based on the slogan "There's
More Fun at the Movies" is not designed as a big, mammoth, all-industry affair, but as a practical businessgetting aid to the local theatre,
keyed to his individual requirements
and tailored to his peculiar requirements.
Charles M. Reagan, Loew's general sales manager, who has so successfully inherited from Bill Rodgers
a capacity fcr keeping MGM's customers happy, believes that the appropriate moment for such a campaign is when "this business is firmly established on the road to recovery"— which is now.
Using coldly practical methods of
merchandising, the company will introduce early next year advertising,
publicity and promotion aids intended to emphasize and dramatize
its belief that "the best place to see
(Continued on Pape 16)
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a motion picture is in a movie theatre, and that the entertainment being
provided in such theatres today is
the finest in the world."
More: MGM's plans do not focus
on the glorification of Hollywood,
for the industrys' revenues don't
come from there. They come from
the theatres. So, without cost, there
will be available to all exhibitors,
whether they are MGM customers
or not, special advertising material
for lobbies and screens, news releases and special stories for the
press, radio and television and other
aids calculated to stimulate local
imagination and showmanship so
that the motion picture theatre can
be made to assume a more important
place in local life as a community
center which deserves greater prestige than it has hitherto enjoyed.
Wherever possible, local exhibitors will be helped to find a "peg" on
which to hane co-operative advertising and a variety of other stunts.
The pressbook, for example, will
contain a specimen article about the
history of a local movie theatre, so
that similar articles can be suggested
by other exhibitors to their neighborhood newspapers.
If MGM's performance measures
up to its promises — and Charlie
Reagan is not the kind of man who
gives his word lightly — this campaign should set every exhibitor oft
to a flying start in what promises to
be a banner movie year.
We extend to Mr. Reagan and to
the MGM showmen who conceived
and will execute this program, our
heartiest congratulations. This is
showmanship and public relations at
their best.

Lester Martin, the New York businessman who in 1953 made himself a nuisance
to the directors of Columbia Pictures by
elleging that it was a badly run business,
and demanding the right as a stockholder
to inspect the company's accounts and
records, has now been given a legal right
to see the books.
It was given him in a ruling by the
Court of Appeals, after Columbia has resisted his application, and had called him
"a professional stockholder agitator".
Since the battle began, as everyone in
arouse "squawks of dismay from
those theatremen who hold that anyone who provides TV with saleable
film material is engaging in hostile
activities".
This must have touched Disney on
a sore spot, because he now says the
motion picture industry might have
been better off to link-up with TV
years ago, instead of fighting it, and
that it is an excellent medium for
creating "excitement" for movies,
thus boosting their boxoffice potential.
He

admits, however, as Film

BULLETIN hinted, that "Disneyland" will probably prove to be a
money-losing operation in itself, and
pdds that it is still, to him, secondary to theatrical motion picture
production — which was precisely the
point of our prior comment.
Now, perhaps, having admitted
that we were right, Walt Disney will
be wise and generous enough to deal
with another point.
"Disneyland" is televised throughout a large section of the country at
the peak business hour for most motion picture theatres. By the time
the program is over there is little
time for the average family to get
out of the house to see a movie.
If, therefore, the Disney brothers

Walt Disney has taken it upon
himself to answer in some detail the
comments printed in the November
15 issue of Film BULLETIN, when
we remarked that the launching of
his "Disneyland" television show on
Wednesday nights would probably
16
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are putting "Disneyland" together,
at such great expense to themselves,
merely because of its publicity and
boxoffice promotion value, plain
commonsense indicates that it
should be moved forward to an hour
at which it would not be competitive
with the theatre; say, between six
and seven o'clock.

the industry knows, Columbia's fortunes
have vastly prospered. All Mr. Martin
probably will find, when his accountants
get busy with the figures, is that it is an
extremely well-run company.
*
*
*
Bruce Newbery, late of Republic, who
has now teamed up with Carl Dudley of
Vistarama fame (they have a $2,000,000
revolving fund with which to make six
features a year for the next six years)
told me the other day that no distribution
arrangements have been set.
"We have plenty of time", said Bruce.
"We shan't have our first picture ready
for some months. But I doubt whether
we shall release through any of the majors. After all, they have their own pictures to promote and handle; outside films
necessarily get subordinate treatment.
And United Artists, a fine outfit, is loaded
down
product." problem should not
The with
distribution
disturb Messrs. Dudley and Newbery. A
hungry market exists today for worthy
films, and their will be plenty of bidders
for the distribution rights, if their product
measures up to desirable standards.
^
^
Some of Hollywood's drum-beaters are
moaning about the aura of respectability
which has descended on the film colony —
no scandals, no orgies, no drug-fests.
Nothing, they groan, which will give them
front pages from coast to coast.
Film stars, it seems, behave like fairly
normal folk when they have unshackled
themselves
from studio contracts. It's just
too bad!
Personally, I find it all very refreshing.
The too-intimate glimpses into film stars'
private lives which have been dished up
in the past have had a disastrous effect on
public opinion. They have destroyed the
illusion of beauty, romance and glamor
which the pioneers of publicity took such
great pains to foster.
And those shampoo ads on television
don't help either!
It is still possible to find new stars, to
create new stars, to boom new stars without dipping into the garbage can.
The supreme example of how a girl can
even today be developed as an entertainment idol is Grace Kelly, the most excitnew screen personality for many a
long ingday.
*
*
*
What a great day it will be for the
movies when RCA is able to market, on a
competitive basis, its new 21 -inch color
television receivers. The proposed retail
price of $895 rules or.t the possibility of
mass production in 1955, though a limited
number will be on sale as from January.
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COLUMBIA

AA at Low Ebb; Exhibitors

Cohn May Land Release

Would Welcome Programmers
ACTIVITY HERE IS AT A LOW
level. AA seems to be marking time while
preparing its move over into the "major"
ranks. But it is a pity that this lot isn't turning out some useful product to satisfy the
great hunger of thousands of theatres, while
waiting for Messrs. Huston, Wyler and
Wilder to start their big projects. W'e are
firmly convinced that there would be plenty'
of profit in a batch of those despised "program" pictures of yore.
Only one Allied Artists picture is shooting
at the present time, with nothing else
definitely scheduled for production before
January. "Twilight Alley" (Richard Conte,
Constance Smith, Bruce Bennett), which
started November 29, will continue through
most of the month — William F. Broidy producing, Frank McDonald directing.
"Code 3" (Bill Elliott) was completed ten
daj's ago; Vincent M. Fennelly producer,
Dan Ullman directed.
Two features are being readied for filming
in January: "The Hijackers" (not yet cast)
— Lindsley Parsons to produce and Harold
Schuster to direct; and Sam Bisclioff's independent production "Pheni.x City" (not yet
cast), which BischofT will also direct.
AA's first big CinemaScope feature, completed two months ago in England under the
title "The Black Prince" has been re-titled
"The Warrior" (Errol Flynn, Joanne Dru,
Peter Finch). It goes into release early '55.
Papers were being drawn up last week for
AA to release Gravis Productions' "Hell's
Horizons," which rolls around mid-month.
Tom Grics, who wrote the script, also will
serve as director, Wray Davis producing.
A long-range move in the direction of alleviating the talent shortage, caused by production curtailment and losses to television,
was announced last week by Walter Mirisch.
The AA production head said that the studio
will establish a dramatic school and start
interviewing young performers shortly after
tlje first of the year, with the view to building up a stock company of promising actors
and actresses.
Mirisch will supervise the school personally, his aim being to select from eight to fifteen people each year. Screen tests will be
given the most likely prospects and they
will be awarded contracts for varying periods
from six months to seven years.

Of Whitney-Cooper Films
ALTHOUGH XO OFFICIAL CONfirmation could be obtained, it is understood
that Harry Cohn has the inside track on millionaire C.V. Whitney's slate of high-budget
pictures, to be turned out during the next
two years. Coupled w-ith the company's
numerous other releasing tie-ups, this would
establish Columbia as one of the top most
distributors of independent product.
Whitney and his production vice-president,
Merian C. Cooper have just signed John
Ford to direct three productions on the
slate, beginning with "The Searchers," which
is expected to roll in early 1955, on a $3,000,000 budget.
Other important independent productions
to be made for Columbia release in 1955:
"The Calico Pony," with Van Heflin possibly starred — to be filmed by Ted Richmond
and Copa Productions; a modern version of
"Macbeth" (John Ireland, Joanne Dru) — a
Mike Frankovich production which goes before the cameras in England, during February; "Safari," a CinemaScope & Technicolor
feature to be lensed in Nairobi, Africa, by
Warwick Productions, and William Goetz'
"The Babylonians."
In addition, Columbia has added three
more features to its ,own 1955 production
schedule. These are: "The Doll Maker,"
based on the Harriet Arnow best-seller, to
be produced by William Wright; "FlameOut," story of U. S. Air Force jet pilots, to
be produced by Arthur Gardner and Jules
Levy, and "Antonia," re-make of the 1948
Rita Hayworth hit, "Gilda," with Glenn Ford
and Kim Novak tentativey pencilled in for
the starring roles.
The studio also is negotiating with Ernest
Hemingway for the screen rights to "Across
the River and Into the Trees." The deal appeared to be almost definite, inasmuch as
executive producer Jerry Wald has registered
the title with the MPA.
Within the past fortnight, Columbia acquired all stock rights in 11 films produced
under the Stanley Kramer aegis, thereby
winding up the deal signed by the two jjrincipals four years ago.
Six pictures are shooting at the present
time: "My Sister Eileen" (Janet Leigh, Betty
Garrett, Jack Lemmon), CinemaScope &
Technicolor — Fred Kohlmar producer, Richard Quine director; "Five Against the

House" (Guj- Madison, Kim Novak, Brian
Keith) — Sterling Siliphant and John Barnw'ell producers, Phil Karlson director;
"Deadlock" (Stewart Granger, Jean Simmons), aMike Frankovich production being
lensed in England — Maxwell Setton producer, Arthur Lubin director; "Duel On the
Mississippi" (Patricia Medina) — Sam Katzman producer, William Castle director;
"Devil Goddess" (Johnny WeismuUer) —
Katzman producer. Spencer Bennet director;
and "Terror in the Night" (Jack Kelly,
Vince Edwards, Hildy Parks) — Andrew
Stone producing and directing.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Musicals To Dominate
Metro's '55 Schedule
DORE SCHARY, M-G-M PRODUCtion chief, has sent out the word that young
players on the studio rolls are to be given
bigger and better parts, in an effort to build
up new boxoffice stars to replace the older
ones which have been carrying the load too
long. Moreover, each new production which
has been added to the 1955 slate, indicates a
breaking away from minor-budget fare. The
emphasis here next year is to be on big,
lavish productions.
As examples of the type of production
being planned for next year, Schary has just
added some big musicals to the program:
"Jumbo," to be produced by Roger Edens
and directed by Stanley Donen, with Debbie
Reynolds and a long list of guest stars;
"Don't Go Near the Water" (Esther Williams), to be produced by George Wells;
"Star Bright," being written by William
Ludwig and Ruth Brooks Flippen, for an
all-star cast; "The Girl on Cloud Seven," an
extravaganza-type tunefilm, from an original
story idea conceived in the front office, and
"Kismet," from the current Broadway hit.
These are in addition to the half-dozen or
more musicals already announced — all carrying big money budgets.
The top production of the year, however,
will be a re-make of "Ben Hur," which Sidney Franklin will direct. This w'ill be Franklin's first megging stint since he turned producer ten years ago, and his first work of
any kind since he took a leave of absence
from the studio almost a year ago.
Of less note from a budgetary standpoint,
but certainly not as to boxoffice potential, is
a second feature to be made for Metro by
(Continued on Page 18)
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Desilu Productions, with Lucille ]5all and
Desi Arnaz in the starring roles. The deal
was siiined ten days ago, culminating lengthy
negotiations.
Also set for production early next year is
the Lillian Roth story, "I'll Cry Tomorrow"
(Susan Hayward)— Lawrence Weingarten
producer, Charles Walters director.
Now shooting are: •'Interrupted Melody"
(Glenn Ford, Eleanor Parker)— Jack Cumniings producer, Curtis Bernhardt director;
"It's Always Fair Weather" (Gene Kelly,
Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse)— Arthur Freed
producer, Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen codirectors; "Scarlet Coat" (Cornel Wilde,
Michael Wilding, George Sanders) — Nicholas
Nayfack producer, John Sturges director;
"Love Me Or Leave Me" (Doris Day, James
Cagncy, Cameron Mitchell) — Joe Pasternak
producer, Charles Vidor director; "The Cobweb" (Richard Widmark, Lauren Bacall,
Charles Boyer) — John Houseman producer,
Vincente Minnelli director, and "Blackboard
Jungle" (Glenn Ford, Ann Francis, Louis
Calhern) — Pandro S. Berman producer.
Richard Brooks director. All but the lastnamed are in CinemaScope & color. Coming
up Decend)er 15 is "King's Thief" (Ann
Blyth, Kdnuind Purdom), in EastmanColor
— Edwin H. Knopf producer. The director
was not set at this writing.

PARAMOUNT
Report Par Plans To Lease
For 'Commandments'
Theatres
IRADE CIRCLES
ARE BUZZING
with rumors that Paramount intends to grab
the whole hog on initial showings of Cecil B.
DeMille's "The Ten Commandments," by
leasing upwards (>{ SO theatres outright to
roadshow the religious spectacle.
Naturally such a plan would be contingent
on securing Justice Department approval, inasmuch as Major film companies are enjoined from such practices by the anti-trust
decree. However, this does not seem to have
deterred Paramount's plan, according to reliable sources who insist that discussions on
the matter are now at a fairly advanced stage.
Since the picture will not be ready for
showing before the end of 1955, it seems
likely that it would not be available to exhibitors through regular distribution channels until well info 1957, or even as late
.-.s 1958.
Paramount is winding up the 1954 calendar
year with six pictures shooting. The current
line-up: "You're Never Too Young" (Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn) — Paul
Jones prf)ducer, Norman Taurog director;
"The Desperate Hours" (Humphrey Bogart,
I'Vedric March) — William Wyler producerdirector; "The Rose Tattoo" (lUirt Lancaster, Anna Magnani) — Hal Wallis producer,
Daniel Mann director; "The Ten Conimandnients' (Charlton Heston, Anne I'.axter, Yul
I'.rynncr, Yvonne Dc Carlo, Edward G.
Rnhinson) — Cecil B. DeMillc producer-direc( r •' 1 11, f'ourt Jester" (Danny Kaye, GlynPoq- 18
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nis Johns) — Norman Panama and Melvin
Frank producing and directing, and "The
Girl Rush" (Rosalind Russell, Fernando
Lamas) — Frederick Bris.son producer, Robert
Purosh director.
"The Vagabond King" (Kathryn Grayson,
Oreste Kirkop, Walter Hampden, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke), which was to have started today, has been delayed until December 20,
due to casting difficulties. Pat Duggan will
produce and Michael Curtiz direct.
REPUBLIC
Casting Roadblock

Stalls

Republic Production Plans
THE YEAR-END PRODUCTION
splurge which Republic had planned for this
month has run up against the casting bugaboo, which has been plaguing every studio
in town. As a result, only one or two of the
five pictures slated to roll between December
1 and January 10 will get away on schedule.
At the present time, not a single camera is
turning here, although all five of the planned
productions
are ready
a moment's
notice, if suitable
casts tocanrollbe onrounded
up.
"I Cover the Underworld," which associate producer William J. O'Sullivan will
make, and "Man From Texas," on associate
producer-director Joe Kane's schedule, are
still possible starters for this month, although no one in a responsible position will
go beyond the "we hope" stage in discussing
"San Antonio De Bexar," slated to be one
them. "
of the company's biggest productions of the
year, has been postponed for lack of adequate stellar talent. Frank Lloyd, who is
assigned as associate producer-director on
the picture, is negotiating with two possible
leads for the production, but frankly admits
that there seems little likelihood that they
can be rid of previous commitments in time
to meet the scheduled January 10 starting
date.
Republic has acquired one new releaese to
bolster its lagging backlog. That is the Empire Production, "Yellowneck" (Lin McCarthy, Stephen Courleigh), lensed in color
in the Florida Everglades. The picture was
purchased outright from the inde production
company for an undisclosed amount.
Despite the bleakness of Republic's current production situation, president Herbert
J. Yates has purchased two properties for
1955 filming. One of these is "The Long
Watch," a sea story by Robert Mirvish
which Yates has earmarked for round-theworld Icnsing, including such far-off sites as
France, the Philippines, Port Said, Hong
Kong and New York. Yates plans to visit
personally each site after the first of the
year, to finalize arrangeinents for shooting.
A freighter will be leased for actual lensing
of the action, which takes place aboard a
derelict cargo ship.
The second new property is Mary Brinker
Post's novel, "Annie Jordan." published by
Doubleday, which has sold in excess of
1,250,000 copies. It is the story of a beautiful
girl from Seattle's skid row who fights her
way up to a position of social power. Filming is slated to start in early Spring.

While Hughes & Odium

Talk,

No Shooting Likely Before Feb.
NO MATTER WHAT THE OUTCOME
of the latest talks between Howard Hughes
and Floyd Odium, by which Odium hopes to
persuade Hughes to allow Atlas Corp., to
take over this studio, there will be no pictures filming here before early February.
The first production to light the darkened
soundstages likely will be "The Treasure of
Pancho Villa," which Edmund Granger Productions will produce for RKO distribution.
Grainger currently is negotiating with Van
Heflin and Gilbert Roland to enact the two
male leads in the film, to be lensed in SuperScope & Technicolor.
This will be followed, a few days later, by
the King Bros.' "The Boy and the Bull," to
be lensed in Spain — Irving Rapper directing.
This also will be in SuperScope & Technicolor.
Another Grainger project will be "Oh
Promised Land" (Alan Ladd), to roll in
April. Based on the James Street best-seller,
it will be filmed in CinemaScope & Technicolor.
Grainger's slate of pictures originally was
to have been financed by National Theatres,
under terms of an arrangement made with
the late Charles Skouras. However, he has
now gone elsewhere for his backing.
Although many people in Hollywood feel
that Hughes probably never will make another picture at RKO, we hear that he is
still negotiating with Mario Lanza for one
and possibly more films to be made at the
studio. A source very close to Lanza provides the information that all details have
been worked out, with the exception of finding a suitable story.

20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Zanuck Adds Four To Dec.
Schedule, Brings Total to 7
A YEAR-END PRODUCTION SPURT
is getting underway at Fox, as a result of a
reshuffling in schedules ordered by Darryl
F. Zanuck, following his return from Europe.
Four new features get the December goahead, bringing the month's total production
to seven pictures.
In addition to "Lord Vanity" (Clifton
Webb, Robert Wagner) and "Violent Saturday" (Victor Mature, Sylvia Sidney, Stephen
McNally), both previously slated for December lensing, Zanuck has rushed in "Pink
Tights" (Sheree North, Johnny Ray) and
"The Tokyo Story" (Robert Stack, Shirley
Yamaguchi). Producers and directors, respectively, on the four new productions are:
"Vanity," Charles Brackett and Delmcr
Daves; "Saturday," Buddy Adler and Richard Fleischer; "Tights," Samuel Engel and
Henry Koster; "Story," Buddy Adler and
Samuel Fuller.

Size
Stud
The threeio
productions
carried-ups
over from
last month are: "A Man Called Peter"
(Richard Todd, Jean Peters) — Samuel Engel
producer, Henry Koster director; "Daddy
Long Legs" (Fred Astaire, Leslie Caron,
Terry Moore, Thelma Ritter) — Samuel
Engel producer, Jean Negulesco director;
and "Soldier of Fortune" (Clark Gable,
Susan Hayward, Michael Rennie) — Buddy
Adler producer, Edward Dmytryk director.
A biopic of the late Fanny Brice has been
added to the schedule of productions to go
into work early next year — Henry and
Phoebe Ephron producing. Mitzi Gaynor is
tentatively set to play the starring role.
In order to demonstarte to producers how
to get the most value out of CinemaScope,
Fox has started work on a feature-length
film which will present technical information
on the Westwood company's own experiences with the process. The film will cost
$250,000.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Sam Goldwyn, Jr. Joins UA
Producers; First Rolls in Feb.
SAMUEL GOLDWYN, JR., HAS SET
up his own independent production unit and
will turn out a slate of three pictures during
1955 for United Artists release. He will
lead off the slate with "Sharkfightcrs," an
original by Jo and Art Napoleon based on an
incident of Naval heroism during World
War II. The film is slated to roll in February, UA providing the bankroll.
Other properties which young Goldwyn
plans to film next year are "Linuett Moore,"
by James Edward Grant, and "The Dancing
Detective," by Cornell Woolrich. All three
pictures will be filmed on his father's lot.
Victor Saville also plans to work out a
long-term deal with UA, covering a number
of features which he has been planning to
make for several months. Although no
definite deal will be set until after the first of
the year, it is understood that UA execs
have agreed, in principle, to his proposal.
A minimum of three features for UA from
as many different indes, are being readied for
January filming. Aubrey Schenck and Howard W. Koch, who are planning five pictures for the year under their Bel-Air banner, will launch "Rebel in the Town" (not
yet cast) early in the month. At about ihi'
the same time, the Nassour Bros, are slated
to get underway with "The Beast of Hollow
Mountain" (Guy Ma<lison) — William Nassour producing and Edward Nassour directing. On January 15, Robert Rossen will start
"Alexander the Great" (Richard Burton), to
be lensed in CinemaScope & Technicolor.
Jack Palance is up for the co-starring role.
Three pictures for UA release are shooting at the present time. They are: "Kiss Me
Deadly" (Ralph Meeker, Paul Stewart) —
Robert Aldrich producer-director; "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes" (Jane Russell, Jeanne

Grain, Scott Brady)— Richard Sale and
Robert Waterfield co-producers. Sale directing, and "Not As A Stranger" (Olivia de
Havilland, Robert Mitchum, Frank Sinatra,
Gloria Grahame) — Stanley Kramer producerdirector. Barring last minute casting snarls,
these three will be joined later in the month
by "Canada's Great Manhunt" (Gay Nelson), the initial Samuel BischofT-David
Diamond production, Lewis Allen directing.
Also being readied for production early
next year are the following trio: "Fierce Is
The Desert Wind," an Edward Small production to be lensed in CinemaScope; "The
Sodbusters," a Landmark Production to be
produced and directed by Michael Baird and
Lewis R. Allen; "A Killer Is Loose," Robert
Goldstein-Robert L. Jacks production.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Lull Lifting; Nine Films
Slated To Roll In 3 Months
THE PRODUCTION LULL HERE IS
lifting and Universal-International is shifting into high gear again. A minimum of nine
pictures — three of them musicals- — are to be
lensed during the next three months. Four
of the nine are presently before the cameras,
with a fifth due to start on December 18, and
at
least two to go in both January and
February.
Now shooting are: "Third Girl From the
Right" (Rory Calhoun, Piper Laurie, Jack
Carson), Technicolor — Sam Marx producer,
Eddie Buzzell director; "Kiss Of Fire" (Jack
Palance, Barbara Rush), Technicolor — Marx
(Continued on Page 20)

"DADDY LONG LEGS"
(20th Century-Fox
CinemaScope & Technicolor
This musical adaptation of
the Gene Webster literary
classic shapes up as one of
'55's top tunefilms. Some
view it OS a potential Academy Award winner. Fred
Astaire is cast in the title
role of the wealthy young
American businessman, a
"hep" jazz devotee, and Leslie Caron portrays a French
orphan whom he adopts. She
does not learn the identity of
her foster-parent until the
very end. Terry Moore porAstaire's niece.
Caron,traysThelma
Ritter, Terry
Moore, Fred Clark, Ray Anthony and His Orchestra.
Producer, Samuel G. Engel.
Director, Jean Negulesco.
Cameraman
Leon Shomroy.
Started November 13; due
to wind around the first of
the year. It is budgeted in
the $2,000,000-plus class.
Cast: Fred Astaire, Leslie

Above: Astaire, Miss Caron and director Negulesco discuss a scene.
Below: Astaire and Caron !n the "Guardian Angel" dream dance.
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, Joe Newman director; "Tacey"
producer
(Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson, Julie Adams),
Technicolor — Ross Hunter producer, Jerry
Hopper director, and "Female On the
Beach" (Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler) — Albert Zugsmifh producer, Joseph Pevney director. The December 18 starter will be "All
That Heaven Allows" (Jane Wyman, Rock
Hudson, Agnes Moorhcad), Technicolor —
Ross Hunter producer, Douglas Sirk director.
Slated for January: "The Private War of
Major Benson/' which Charlton Heston will
make on a percentage deal — ^Howard Pine
producing, and a remake of the 1940 Marlenc Dietrich-John Wayne starrer, "The
Spoilers" (Anne Baxter, Rory Calhoun) —
Robert Arthur producer. In February, the
cameras will roll on "There Always Be
Tomorrow" (Barbara Stanwyck, and probably Fred MacMurray) — Ross Hunter producer, and "The Second Greatest Sex" (not
cast) a folklore musical to be directed by
George Marshall. A third possible starter is
"So This Is Rio," Richard Quine directing.
WARNER

Comedians

Benny & Burns

Finance Movie With TV Comic
JACK BENNY AND GEORGE BURNS
have joined forces to produce and completely
finance TV comic Jackie Gleason in "The
Jack of Spades." The film will be directed
by Norman Krasna, who wrote the screenplay, and will get underway by July, '55.
Under terms of the deal being worked out,
Krasna and Gleason will each own .one-third
of the picture, with Benny and Burns owning the remaining third.
The partners have decided that no distribution deal will be made until after the
initial runs of the picture.
Distributor's Corp. of America, which is
rapidly becoming one of the most formidable
production-distribution companies in the industry, has just selected Milton Pickman to
head up its production department. He will
assume the new post immediately, supervising production on "Finian's Rainbow," cartoon feature being co-produced by Maurice
Binder and DCA.
Two pictures are shooting at the present
time without releasing commitments. These

are: "Girl Murdered" (Lawrence Tierney,
Kathleen Crowley, John Carradine) — produced by Burt Kaiser, and directed by Bruno
De Sota, and "No Place To Hide" (David
Brian, Marsha Hunt), a Josef Shaftel production shooting in Manila — Shaftel producing and directing. One other independent,
"Five Guns West" (John Lund, Dorothy
Malone) is being filmed for distribution by
American Releasing Corp. Roger Corman
produces and directs.
Coming up shortly after the first of the
year: Negro musical, "The Bull Drew Aces"
(Eddie "Rochester" Anderson) — a Rochester
production to be lensed in VistaVision and
color — Harrison Dunham and William Ward
producing; "Apache Blood" (Bruce Bennett), to be produced and directed by
Maurice Geraghty from his own screenplay.
Carl Dudley has announced plans for production of six features per year for the next
six years. Associated with him will be C.
Bruce Newbery, former head of Republic
distribution, and Richard Goldstine, vicepresident in charge of production.
A revolving fund of $2,000,000 has been
set up to finance production, Dudley said.
All pictures will be photographed with newly
improved Vistarama anamorphic lenses, and
in Eastman Color.

BROTHERS

Kazan Signed for Several
Films; Hayward Deal Brewing
ELIA KAZAN, WHO RECENTLY
finished "East of Eden" for Warners, has
been signed to produce and direct an unspecified number of pictures for this studio
on a non-exclusive basis. This will not conflict with 20th Century-Fox deal, which calls
for him to make several films for that company over a period of time, at the rate of one
every 20 months.
A deal is also being discussed with Leland
Hayward, whereby the veteran Broadway
producer will make all of his growing slate
of pictures for Warner release. Hayward
recently completed "Mr. Roberts" for WB
release, and has acquired the rights to three
other properties, "Spirit of St. Louis," the
Charles Lindbergh biopic; J. P. Marquand's
best-selling novel, "Point of No Return", and
Ernest Hemingway's "Old Man and the
Sea," which will star Spencer Tracy.
Two pictures are in work here at the present time: "The McConnell Story" (Alan
Ladd, June Allyson) — Henry Blanke producer, (jordon Douglas director, and "The
Sea Chase" (John Wayne, Lana Turner, Tab
Hunter) — John Farrow director, no producer
credit to be given.
The George Stevens-Henry Ginsberg pro<hiction of Edna Ferbcr's "Giant" is being
readied for a late January start. Thus far,
only Rock Hudson has been signed. Other
pictures slated to roll early in the new year
are: "Illegal" (Edward G. Robinson) — Frank
P. Rosenberg producer, Lewis Allen director; ".So Shall I Live," a story of juvenile
d(linf|ucncy, also f)n producer Rosenberg's
slate; and "I'.S.S. MarbUlicad."
P«q« 20
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"Drink, you harpooners!" Captain Ahab (Peck) orders his crew. "Drink
and swear. God hunt us all if we do not hunt Moby Dick to his death!"
Producer-director Huston has spent are being authentically filmed as Portuguese whalemen harpoon the sperm whales
many years preparing this re-make of
Melville's story of whaling men and the from open long boats. Final scenes will be
ships they sailed. Much of the lensing has shot at Associated Studios, Elstree, England, where an enormous outdoor marine
been done in the Irish seaport town of
now is nearing completion with a backing
Youghal, which represents New Bedford,
Massachusetts, locale of the original ten stories high and deepwater accomodations for a dozen boats.
story. When bad weather continued to
Started July 15; due to wind in late
hold up production, the company moved
to Spain where shooting is scheduled to January. Budget: $4,000,000.
continue for another four weeks. AddiCast: Gregory Peck, Leo Genn, Richard
tional sequences are being lensed off Fish- Bosehart, Harry Andrews, Semus Kelly.
guard, South Wales, at Madeira and the Producer-director, John Huston. CinemaAzores, where open boat whaling scenes
tographer, Ossie Morris.
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Backing up the largest production budget
in the history of Universal-International will
be the most extensive pre-selling budget ever
to be allocated by the company, it was announced last week by v. p. David A. Lipton.
In revealing 1955's promotional blueprint,
Universal's chief advertising executive says,
"Pre-selling plans for all pictures to be released during the early months of 1955 already have been finalized. Since this group
of pictures represents the greatest variety in
entertainment appeal ever delivered by the
company, each campaign has been tailored
with extreme care in order to reach the
maximum audience for each type of picture."
The U-I boxofFicer states that in order to
attract the infrequent moviegoer, as well as

Universal's David A. Lipton: "It is our
objective for the coming year to surpass
everything we have done to date . .
regu.ar patrons, more coverage of specialized
magazine, TV and promotion fields would
augment the usual pre-selling channels.
"It is our objective for the coming year
to surpass everything we have done to date
in the way of publicity-advertising-promotional pre-selling," declares Lipton. "Our
budgets for the year have been set to provide us with the financial resources to do a
record-breaking job. We have the finest product in the history of the company and we
have the plans and man-power to do the job
that will re-affirm our reptuation for delivering pre-sold product."
Already underway, points out Lipton, are
extensive campaigns on the CinemaScope
spectacle, "Sign of the Pagan," and the gay
Technicolor musical, "So This Is Paris."
(Continued on Page 24)

These striking lobby displays are whetting appetites of patrons of the NYC Paramount
in anticipation of the Christmas opening of Warner Bros. CinemaScopic, "The Silver Chalice."
4 World premiere of Irving Berlin's "There's No
Business Like Show Business" will be a benefit
on behalf of the Actor's Fund of America.
Charles Einfeld's exploiteers have set an extensive campaign to boost benefit ticket sales. The
American Theatre Wing will have six actresses
selling tickets on a tour of Manhattan nightclubs. Hotels, restaurants, niteries, and legit
houses, plus various actor's guilds, also will cooperate in publicizing the Fox C'Scopic. Discussing plans for the gala event are (l-r): Warren Munsel, AF secretary; Al Lichtman; star
Mitii Gaynor; Walter Vincent, AF president,
and Roxy Theatre director, William Moclair.
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savage action, and sex. Keyed to stimulate imaginations, in conjunction with
the ads, are the catchlines: "When A
Warrior's Might, A Woman's Faith
And A Pagan's Ruthless Lusts Battled
For The Fate Of CiviUzation !" . , .
"Against The Unleased Fury of Attila
The Ravager Stands The Sword Of A
Warrior And The Love Of A Woman !"
All of the posters, window cards and
heralds contain the same attentioncatching aspects of the newspaper ads.
Indicative of the foresight employed by
Universal showmen in preparing all
accessories, the word "CinemaScope"
is placed where it can be easily blocked
out by exhibitors playing non-anamorphic engagements.

LAVISH

POMP

Universal-Internation's "Sign of the
Pagan" is a loaded exploitation natural.
David Lipton and his boxofficers have
primed all the promotional guns in
their arsenal for a powerful show-shock
attack which should penetrate deep
into the ranks of the movie-going
public.
An effective pre-selling infiltration
began in November — and is still underway— in the big national publications
boasting a combined readership of over
87 miUion. Mag campaign features a
full color double spread in Look, a
color page in Life, and tinted ads in
the top Sunday supplements. This
Week and Parade. Full page fan ads
were also run in Modern Screen, Screen
Stories, Movie Land, Motion Picture
and TV Magazine.
Striking newspaper ads prominently
feature Jeff Chandler, Jack Palance,
Ludmilla Tcherina and Rita Gam, and
vividly illustrate the CinemaScopic's
varied elements of romantic adventure,

PAGAN'

C'SCOPIC

SPECTACLE!

JEFF CHANDLER JACK PALANCE LUDMILLA TCHERINA RFTA GAM
with JEFF MORROW. CEORGF IKH.RNZ . EDi'ARD FRANZ ■ ALE^XANDER SaH]RBY
twf <ci«3 DOUGLAS SIRK OSCAR BROONEY •«) BARRt lYNDON ■s^r, o«a, a^^^t^ ■ pm^ ALBERT ). COM EH * imrji ?imm. mm

tKTfXTtJMH(flT<
An unusual variety of striking ads effectively depict the sv/eeping spectacle of the film and,
as this sample illustrates, they graphically project elements of romance, savager, action.
TV

TIE-INS

CAMPAIGN

Calculating to draw

TV

addicts

away from their living-room screens,
U-I has provided a set of five television
trailers which sell the magnificence of
the CinemaScope version of this spectacle. Set is free and consists of two
one-minute trailers and three 20-second
spots. Trailers are prepared to allow
time for exhibitors theatre slide and
playdate plug by station announcer.
Both Telops and Slides may be
bought, with or without the mention
of CinemaScope, and can be used as
tailpieces for TV trailers or 10-second
spots.

A contest — always good for attention in the local newspapers or via throw-aways — has been
concocted by the exploitation dep't. Six sketches of famous conquerors (three shown here) challenge contestants to identify history's pagans by their signs. At the bottom
of each
additional
clue.character
Mats mayIs an
be
obtained in two column
widths and can be run one
daily for a one-week newspaper
As an
native, contest.
tie-ins could
be altermade
with six merchants with each
reproducing a single mat on
circulars. Copy on throwaway advises readers to visit
all six merchants to complete
the series. Suggested prize:
Free tickets for those bringing a correct
set of six idenn)it.H.. tifications
to boxoffice.
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An effective merchandising tie-in has
been set aimed at attracting the fem
trade. Ancient gold jewelry, worn by
principals in "Pagan", inspired costume pieces manufactured by American Beauty of Elgin, 111. The manufacturer will supply its outlets with ad
mats and window displays spotlighting
Allison Hayes, who is featured in the
The pressbook also suggests appicture.
proaching department £tores and women's shops with the idea of Pagan
Lingerie, Pagan Red Lipstick, etc . . .
"all inspired by the pagan nights and
golden days of Rome's barbaric era as
seen in 'Sign of the Pagan'." Special
stills for such tie-ups may be ordered
from U-I's exploitation department.
STUNT
Neat tip for attractive stunt is to have
one or several men dressed as Roman
soldiers stand along top of theatre marquee, properly spotlighted and furnished
trumpets (imitation wood props painted
gold). At regular intervals, they raise
prop trumpets while an amplified recording plays a flourishing fanfare. Pressbook
suggests contacting radio stations for
help In getting "trumpet-flourish" record.

Attila, the Hun (Jack Palance), baf+les Roman troops in his march against civilization.
Historical CinemaScopic spectacle deals with the savage Hun, Attila, who
united barbaric hordes which nearly succeeded in destroying the civilized
world. With the Roman Empire split between Constantinople and Rome, centurian Jeff Chandler is sent from Rome to check on loyalty of the Eastern
forces. Chandler becomes romantically involved with the Emperor's beautiful
sister, Ludmilla Tcherina. Attila arrives in Constantinople and Chandler is
forced to demonstrate the art of Roman warfare to the ravaging chieftan's
daughter, Rita Gam. Thus equipped with knowledge of Roman tactics,
Attila advances on Rome, but is finally defeated.
Stars Rita Gam, Jack Palance, Jeff Chandler engage in Bacchanalian orgy tat Constantinople.

/
(Continued from Pap:e 21)

'Cruz' Ad-Promot-ion Campaign
One of the broadest advertising-promotion
campaigns in United Artists' history is in
the works for Hecht-Lancaster's "Vera
Cruz." UA national ad-pub director Francis
M. Winikus announced that the multifaceted program will blanket entire country.
The push for this first Superscope release
will be triggered thru full and half-page
color splashes in the following magazines:
This Week, Look, Life, American Weekly,
Seventeen, Redbook, The New York Times,
Esquire and Men's Apparel Arts.
A whole flock of merchandising tie-ins
have been set for the Gary Cooper-Burt
Lancaster starrer with such outstanding
commercial concerns as Winchester Firearms, Van Heusen Shirts, Berkray Corp.
(maker of men's jackets), Duane Jewelry,
Hollywood Bread, and a host of other manufacturers. The program will result in a
wealth of tie-in advertising in i bulging lineup of the country's top mags.

Fox 'Show Business' Tie-In
Charles Einfeld's Foxploiteers are giving
"There's No Business Like Show Business"
a promotional campaign calculated to make
the musical CinemaScopic a household word
overnight. In a reported million dollar national program, 20th-Fox has set a tie-in
with Natlynn Junior Original dresses, based
on merchandising of modes inspired by the
star-loaded production.
The six-month campaign will feature TV,
radio, newspapei and magazine advei'tising
on both national and regional levels. Promotions will include fashion shows and contests, crediting the Fox film. Natlynn is providing 5,000 of its outlets with promotional
kits containing point-of-sale material and instructions to cooperate with local theatres
playing "Show Business." Program will roll
into high gear during the holiday season to
hypo picture's initial playdates.
Similar pitch to the male element is being
made in a tie-un with Westbrooke Clothes.
As part of this campaign, the leading men's
clothing concern is running a contest around
"Show Business" star Donald O'Connor.
Open to men between the ages of 15 and 30,
the competition is based on theme, "Westbrooke Clothes, as worn by Donald O'Connor, are best for me because ..."
National mag advertising in publications,
Guch-as Esquire, has been set by Westbrooke, augmenting local theatre tie-ups in
each of its retail outlets across the country.

'Underwater' Preem Underwater
Howard Hughes will present what
promises to be the most unique motion picture premiere in history when RKO's
"Underwater" bows in January at Silver
Springs, Fla. Prompted by the film's title,
RKO boxoRficers are holding the world preview in the only logical location . . . underwater. Celebrities and the press will be provided with aqualungs, but those wishing to
remain dry, will view the proceedings from
six electrically-driven submarines.
I Macy's annual Thanksgiving Day parade provided film
Industry showmen with important opportunity to ballyhoo
up-coming product. Warner
exploiteers fashioned an attractive float (top), garnished with star Virginia
Mayo, which rated plenty of
attention for WB's CinemaScopic, 'The Silver
Newly minted
DCA Chalice."
plugged
its forthcoming release,
"Long John Silver" (left)
via a live-action float spotlighting an inflated fish and
Jackie Cooper. Parade was
televised over 73 stations of
NBC network and was given
extensive press coverage.
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f ASH^CN f^AESJC COOMEO BY MARtETTA SILK CO.
LOOK OF THE STABS;
Mag ad is part of extensive tie-in 20th-Fox
has set with national dress-making company,
Natlynn, on behalf of Berlin's "Show Business."
Manager Charlie Zinn, Radio City Theatre,
Minneapolis, set this department store hosiery
tie-iup to build Interest in his run of UA's,
"The Barefoot Contessa." Lobby fortune teller
was also a feature of comprehensive campaign.

ON*IKEWATERFRob
SflO^THiTSOOOO
PERSON

when Columbia s On The Waterfront -^it the
three-quarter of a million mark in attendance at
the NYC Astor, the 750,000th patron rece'ved o
barrel of gifts. Seen at the presentation are
(l-r): Eva Marie Saint, film's star; Howard LeSieur, Columbia ad-pub director; Jack Cusack,
Astor mgr.; Shelia Haynes, the lucky guest.
Breaks In the Mags
Gloria Grahame graces the cover of the
weekly tab, News, to exploit her two upcoming UA releases, "The Good Die Young"
and "Not As A Stranger." Mag also carried
a six-page feature devoted to "The Nine
Lives of Gloria Grahame."
20th-Fox's upcoming C'Scopic "A Man
Called Peter" is receiving a potent boost in
the December issue of The Reader's Digest,
which is featuring a special Christmas sermon by the late Peter Marshall, on whose
biog the Fox film is based.
Special exhibitor's campaign book on stereophonic sound, issued by Fox, contains complete advertising, publicity and exploitation campaigns for merchandising of magnetic stereosound to the public.

Continuing its program of providing exhibitors with technical and promotional material on recommended procedures for CinemaScope exhibition, 20th-Fox has issued an
important business-booster for theatres
equipped with stereophonic sound. This sales
aid is a campaign book containing fresh material as well as ideas employed by theatremen who have exploited stereosound to good
advantage at the boxcffice.
The manual is being sent to all of the 3500
theatres in the U. S. and Canada currently
equipped with stereosound and to leading
production, exhibition, advertising, and publicity executives. It is loaded with stunts and
ads'* calculated to make dimensional sound a
continuing plus value for any CinemaScope
picture played. The publicity section contains aseries of news stories describing the
development of stereophonic sound and its
association in the world-wide success of
CinemaScope.
A group of attractive ads, in one, two and

three column sizes, are presented which may
be adapted to selling stereosound on any
company's C'Scopic. Also carried in the ad
section are special ads for campaigns on
"The Miracle of Stereophonic Sound," CS
short explaining dimensional sound and comparing it to regular optical sound. This CS
subject is available free to theatremen.
The manual also offers tips for exploitation via lobby and theatre-front displays,
heralds, throwaways and direct mail pieces
to local civic organizations, newspaper editors, broadcasters and telecasters, and to the
theatre's regular mailing list.
TV Boosts Laurel & Hardy Film
The famous Laurel & Hardy comedy
team garnered some important publicity fot
their first new comedy feature in 10 years,
"L & H in Utopia," via an appearance on
the highly rated TV show, "This Is Your
Life." Film is being released by Exploitation Productions, Inc.

Couple of cufies on bicycle-built-for-two pedaled
around Chicago's Loop to garner attention for
opening of UA's "Suddenly" at Roosevelt theatre.
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Arbitration,

(Continued frcm Page 9)
satisfy them. Even to most of those who gave it an aye
vote, the scheme apparently seems half-baked. So, let us
turn attention to the alternative proposal offered in our
poll:

O
QUESTION

O
NO. 5

/ Do □
Do .\ot Q
hclieic an arbitration system
for our industry should make film terms arbitrable.
Do
Do Not
62%

38%

This result vi^ill prove surprising to many. Here we
have a clear-cut majority — better than 3 of every 5 — voting
to endorse the concept of an overall arbitration system —
and more particularly — specific arbitration of film terms.
This vote supports Allied's advocacy of an arbitration
system that includes film rentals, or, as recently modified,
film "policies". Inasmuch as the valid respondents to our
poll consisted of a majority of non-Allied members, the
count on this question can be regarded by Allied's leaders
as representing a clear victory for their position throughout the exhibitor body. It is that, to a certain degree, but
net as conclusively as the "do" and "do not" result, itself,
would seem to indicate.
Comments accompanying the poll forms did not categorically embrace arbitration of film pricing. Once again,
as in the answers to Question 4, reservations abound.
Many respondents who marked No. 5 "do" placed their
emphasis upon a desire to see a general arbitration system
worked out for the industry, expressing the hope that film
terms might be arbitrable, but voicing a willingness to go
along with arbitration sans that point. Many adopted a
skeptical "show-me" attitude. Others said arbitration of
film terms would be wonderful, but doubted that it could
be made to work. The big question in almost every approving pollee's mind seemed to be about the mechanics of
arbitrating film terms.
Grass roots exhibitor Arthur B. Clarke, Grand Theatre, East Greenville, Pa., like many another respondent,
favors film terms arbitrable, but asks:
". . . Would it be flexible enough for all situations, or
would it blanket-classify pictures? If so — it's no good."
This worry — creation of hard-and-fast classification
slots without allowance for individual differences — it will
be recalled, worried many in considering an intra-industry
administration of film pricing. In fact, this grave concern
lay beneath most of the doubts of exhibition concerning
the use of any and all agencies of recourse, be they government, intra-industry councils, or boards of arbitration.
Thomas E. O rr, president of DeKalb Amusement Co.,
Alabama, states the case for an arbitration method to fit
the local situation :

"As to whether I would favor arbitration of film rental
P*<j« 2t
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prices would depend on the way the arbitration board and
panels are set up. If it is to be set up and operated by the
American Arbitration Society with appeals of local boards
to New York, then I say no. It is to slow and the expense
outweighs the advantages gained, if any.
"If it is set up on the local level and an appeal board
for each state composed of men with knowledge of the
operations of the business and with limitations on cost to
participants, then I would say yes, by all means."
The chief difference between the 62% who favor arbitration and the 38% who do not is one of degree, rather
than kind. Most of the former group consider this means
of solution the most moderate and businesslike at hand;
and if doubts exist, at least a great many are hopeful that
a workable system may eventually evolve. The minority
on this question, for the most part, seem to view arbitration of film rentals as impractical. Too many imponderables, they say.
The president of one of the deep South's leading circuits, preferring anonymity, puts it this way:
"We favor arbitration generally, but film terms are
too variable to be subjected to arbitration. The arbitration
board would be, in our opinion, swamped."
A fair number of the "do nots" said flatly that the industry's historic method of settling film prices is still the
best; that is, between the individual buyer and the seller.
This thesis is bouyed up by the claim that today's price
difficulties really stem not from film terms generally, but
only from the big. upper-bracket pictures. If each and
every film were to be arbitrable, say some seasoned theatremen, the entire motion picture industry would soon be
bogged down in a morass of petitions, arguments and delays that would disrupt the entire distribution of films.
Central States Theatres' Myron N. Blank feels that
despite the need for reform, arbitrating film terms would
stifle the production urge :
"I might be an idealist but I believe that through
proper organization in each exchange area something can
be done to brin^ about a fair division of the box office revenue. Film terms can never be arbitrated. I know if I were
to make a picture or create any product, I would not do so
if I thought a disinterested party would be allowed to
other respondents, although likewise nettled
the item."
priceSeveral
by the alleged abuses of distribution, cite this same argument. Free enterprise, they say, dictates a more natural
function of the price mechanism. Mike Blank, however, is
not without a suggestion as pertains to arbitration generally and to the solution of price disputes, as well:
"Ultimately. I believe a system of arbitration will be
set up in our industry to handle all problems except film
rental. Tied with this, I believe there should be a Conciliation Board established which can handle film rental problems. This Board should consist of exhibitors only, but if
distribution wanted representation I am sure there would

6XHIBITORS

FORUm

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
SMALL THEATRE RELIEF
Morton Tune, Vice President of Tennessee
TOA, at a regional meeting in Jackson.
On April 1, we were all \ er>- happy. For
most of us in these small towns, the tax had
been completely removed and we thought
that we would be able to divert this saving
towards improving our properties and equipment and perhaps spend a little more for advertising to get people in at the box office.
However, the distributors were actually more
alert than wc were and we now find that
there is no money left to jingle in our
pockets — they have taken the relief right
away from us. It seems as though all pictures of any importance arc now being
I)riced at S0''/( and up. Some of us have had
the courage to say no — but certainl_\- it has
worked a hardship on us. We need the product, but need it at a price which will allow
us a legitimate profit.
What are we going to do about the situation? If we don't do something soon, the
film companies are going to be back in the
theatre business — they are literally going to
take over our theatres — if the\- iiave not already (lone so.
Just before the TOA Convention, I received a telegram from Walter Reade, Jr.,
then President of TO.A and now Chairman
of the Hoard, asking me to attend a meeting
especially for small theatre owners and to
bring some ideas with me.
In giving consideration to his request, I
began to wonder if at the state level wc
couldn't set up a series of Service Committees to be at the service of those exhibitors

GOVT
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who have exhausted every effort of their
own to solve their difficulties. This Service
Committee would have the weight of the
state association behind it and would be
available to all members in good standing
who file a legitimate complaint in writing.
We would propose to attempt a solution of
the problem by honest, across the board
negotiations, starting first at the branch
level, but going all the way to the home
office, if necessary. I believe that this committee should handle all grievances, including obvious unjust film rentals. I don't
know that the distributors will talk to a committee about such matters, but I do know
that all they can do is to throw us out, and
certainly we can keep going back until someone in authority realizes that as a state group
we mean to get help for our fellow member
if he is entitled to it. And that will do it,
one way or the other.
The distributors say that thc\- are always
ready to negotiate; we certainly are ready to
negotiate, but we must negotiate from the
same unified strength that they do. It is my
honest belief that they will listen to us and
that if we have a legitimate problem, it can
be solved, perhaps not at the local level,
though I think we should start there, but
ccrtainl\- at the top level.
ON INDE PRODUCTION
Walter Morris. National Director to TOA, at
regional meeting held by Tenn. TOA in Memphis.
At the recent national convention of TOA
a resolution was unanimously passed instructing the Board of directors to take
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be no objection. This Board could go into any pricing
problem of the exhibitor ; figures of any confidential nature
could be disclosed to the Board, and remain confidential,
so that a proper decision could be arrived at. As in a Court
of Equity, any exhibitor who misrepresents or enters with
unclean hands, will receive no justice . . . This Board, in
turn, could make recommendations to the distributing
company being complained against. The approval of the
action of the Board would rest finally with the head of the
distributing company which was being complained against.
"In other words, each exhibitor, no matter how large
or small, would have a chance to thoroughly discuss his
problems before a .o;roup that understood exhibition and
the conditions of the area. In most cases the Board's recommendations will be sustained if this
* system will work."

steps toward launching the organization of
a production financing group owned by the
exhibitors of the United States. This is one
of the most positive steps yet taken 1)\- any
organization to break the stranglehold that
the distributors now have on our theatres b_\an enforced and artificially created sellers'
market. We found in our initial meeting in
Jackson, Tenn., that exhibitors of every size
are ready to support the steps taken in Chicago. All are in agreement with us that we
will get no really positive relief from tiie
greed that seems to have taken over the
supply branch of this business until we have
reached the point where we can say XT) with
the positive assurance that we will still ha\e
an adequate supply of pictures for r)ur
screens here in Tennessee and elsewhere.
I urge you to support every independent
offer to reach a solution to this problem.
Support Hal ^lakelim, support Fred
Schwartz, support the Filmakers, lend an
attentive and sympathetic ear to the small
independent distributor ■\\hen he calls on
you. Remember that through him and his
ctiort may come yovn- salvation. Certainly it
is clear that help will not come from any
other direction.
-Above all, when you receive additional information from the Exhibitors Film Financial Group, give it your immediate consideration. This is a company which will not be
owned by TO.\ or by any other individual
or small group. Once organized and on the
way, it will be owned by you and your
brother exhibitors, if you give it the same
support that it received initially in Chicago.

"This is my opinion: The major film companies (or at
least the biggest of them) have apparently come to the
conclusion that they do not need the business of the
smaller sub-run theatres. Eventually they will probably
find that they need us badly, but right now it is a tough
job to keep a three- or four-change per week house operating. What little product is around is being held at a premium by film companies. We theatremen had better make up
our minds to ask Uncle Sam to step in and help us, or we
had better stand together and insist that the distributors
give us an arbitration system that will deal with film terms,
as well as other trade problems. I'm not for government
regulation right now, but I will be if the film companies
don't give us a chance to bargain for film on some basis

From New England comes a grass roots voice that
asks to be unnamed :

of equity."
Thus ran the answers to Question 5. While it is quite
clear that arbitration of film terms is desired by the majority of exhibitors, their views on how this might be accomplished are marked by doubts and qualifications. In effect,

"Your poll is titled, 'This Is My Opinion', and I would
like to give you mine without reservation, but I prefer not

most of the 62% who voted "do" to this question say, "IF
a workable plan for arbitrating film terms can be evolved,

to stick my neck out publicly, so I'll ask you not to print
my name.

we are for it."
Can someone solve that "if"?
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August
KILLER LEOPARD Johnny Sheffield, Beverly Garland.
Produced and directed by Ford Beebe. Melodrama.
Bomba helps beautiful screen star track down runaway
husband in wilds of Arflca. 70 min.
SECURITY RISK John Ireland, Dorothy Malone. Producer William F. Broldy. Director Harold Schuster.
Melodrama. FBI agent on vacation thwarts communists
who kill scientist and steal secret papers. 69 min.
September
JUNGLE GENTS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, IBowery
Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Discovering that one of the boys can actually smellIndiamonds,
the gang64 goes
fortune
stolen diamonds.
min. to Africa to find a
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ex-convict Is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws. 69 min.
October
BOB MATHIAS STORY, THE Bob Mathlas. Melba Mathias. Ward Bond. Producers James L. Fallon, William
E. Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sports drama.
Biography of Olympic Decathlon champion from high
school days to present. 80 min.
HUMAN JUNGLE, THE Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section and solves murder. 32 min.
November
CRY VENGENCE Mark Stevens, Martha Hyer, Joan
Vohs. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Stevens.
Melodrama. Former detective released from prison
after
serving long
didn't83 commit
seeks revenue
afainsttermmen forwhocrime
framedhe him.
min..
TARGET EARTH Richard Denning, Virginia Gray. Producer Herman Cohen. Director Sherman A. Rose.
Science
Earth 75is min.
invaded by army of robots
from
the Fiction.
planet Venus.
December
PORT OF HELL Wayne Morris, Dane Clark, Marole
Mathews. Producer William F. Broldy. Director
Harold Schuster. Melodrama. Port Warden of Los
Angeles
harborwhich
learns docked
has atomic
aboard
be set freighter
off in communist
plot
tobomb
destroy
the h*rb»r.is 80to min.
TONIGHT'S
THE NIGHT
Technicolor. Comedy.
David Niven,
Yvonne
de Carlo,
Barry 88
Fitzgerald.
Irish
fantasy with
comic flavor.
min.
Coming
ANNAPOLIS STORY, THE Technicolor. John Derek,
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter Mirisch.
Director Don Siegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
from Annapolis together split over . a girl but are
eventually
reconciled during combat as jet fighter
pilots In Korea.
BIG COMBO. THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian
Donlevy. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
Lewis. Crime meledrama. Frantic syndicate
out his own gang in effort to evade police. boss wipes
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall,
IBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Nernds. Comedy. Bowery Boys find Aladdin's
magic
lamp44 min.
and resulting adventures take them
to Bagdad.
CODE 3 Bill Elliott, Keith Larson, Helene Stanley.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Dan Ullman.
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes frem hospital to
try
to talk
wife eut ofblamed
divercing
him. Her subsequent
murder
is mistakenly
on him.
GOD'S ANGRY
Raymond
Debra Paget,
Jefferey
Hunter. MAN
Producer
VincentMassey,
M. Fennelly.
with
DealsDirector Charles M. Warren Actl«n drama.
fanatical John Brewn's violent crusade to free slaves.
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall, Amanda
Blak.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudin« Comedy Bcwery Boys became involved in plot
to steal inheritance of society family.
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De
Carlo. Zachary Scett. Producer John Chamiilon. Director Lesley Selander. Western. De^ut" sets out to
of U. S.andMarshal,
• venqe murder
Apaches.with' the trail complicated by gun-runneri
FILM
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COLUMBIA
August
LAW VS. BILLY THE KID, THE Technicolor. Scott
Brady, Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
William Castle. Western. Revenging himself on crooked
sheriff and outlaw gang, Billy the Kid runs afoul the
law, and is eventually killed by his best friend. 73 min.
PUSHOVER Fred MacMurray, Phil Carey. Producer
Jules Schermer. Director Richard Quine. Melodrama.
Detective
love with
for
her turnsfallshimin against
law. gunman's
88 min. girl. His desire
September
BLACK OAKOTAS, THE Technicolor. Gary Merrill,
Wanda Hendrix. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray Nazarro. Western. Confederate spys plot to
send Sioux Nation on warpath thereby tieing up large
Union army force. 65 min.
BULLET IS WAITING. A Technicolor. Jean Simmons,
Rory Calhoun, Stephen McNally, Brian Aherne. Producer Howard Welsch. Director John Farrow. MeloPlane crash strands
sheriffViolence
and suspected
murdererdrama.
in California
wilderness.
flares when
they seek shelter in lonely cabin occupied by a
beautiful girl. 82 min.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Fritz LanQ. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes involved with married
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner in
murder to achieve selfish ends. 90 min.
October
ON
WATERFRONT
Brando, Karl
Maiden,
Lee J.THE"Cobb,
Eva Marie Marlon
Saint. Producer
Sam Spiegel.
Director Elia Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers'
of by
longshoremen
is moved
rebel
againstdomination
the syndicate
love of woman.
108 min.to
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Donna Reed, Dianne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
three
years
earlier, cowboy returns home to clear
his name.
77 min.
November
AFFAIRS OF MESSALIN^A. THE Maria Felix, Georges
Marchal. Director Gallone. Historical drama. 106 min.
BLACK KNIGHT. THE Technicolor. Aian Ladd
Patricia Medina. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R.
Brocc»li. Director Tay Garnett. Adventure. Po»r
sword-maker rises up to became knifht and saves King
Arthur, England and Christianity from pagans. 8S min.
CANNIBAL
ATTACK
Johnny
Weissmuller,
Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam
Katzman.
Director
Lee Sholem.
Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
MacDonald
M. J. Frankovich.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring. 84 min.
December
PHFFFT Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlrnar. Director Mark Robson. ComeBoredfreedom
by theiris marriage,
that dy.
their
even warse.professional
88 min. couple find
THEYtor RODE
WEST Producer
Donna Reed,
Francis.Western.
DirecPhil Karlson.
LewisRobert
Rachmil.
D'^rtor at frontier Armv post incurs enmity of fellriw
officers when he administers to hostrle Indians. 84 mir\.
January
VIOLENT MEN. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn
Ford, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry officer leads small ranchers against
encroaching land baron.
Coming

Features

BAMBOO PRISON Robert Francis, Dianne Foster, Brian
Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Seller. War
Drama. U. S. intelligence officers masquerade as collaborators in Korean prison camp in order to spy en
tie CommuRists.
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny Weissmuller, Jean Byron.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Charles S. Gould. Adventure. Johnny breaks spell of white jungle priestess
who is lone survivor of ancinet civilization.
LONG GRAY LINE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Tyrone ducerPower,
MaureenDirector
O'Hara,
Robert Arthur.
JohnRobert
Ford. Francis.
Drama. ProMASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson saves wrongly convicted man from hanging and
puts down threat of Indian war.
PIRATEStriciaOFMedina.TRIPOLI
Paul Director
Henreld, Felix
PaProducerTechnicolor.
Sam Katzman.
Feist. Costume adventure. Morrocan princess enlists
aid
from ofher pirate
kingdom.leader to help drive savage hordes
SEMINOLE UPRISING Technicolor. George Montgomery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl
Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to
ascapture
a boy. warring Indian chief whom he had known
TEN WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Jocelyn
Brando,BruceRichard
Boone. Producer
Joe Brown.
Director
Humberstone.
Western.Harry
Cattleman
tries
to bring law and order to empire he carved with
blood, sweat and gunpowder.
THREE FOR THE SHOW CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Betty Grable,
Gower Director
Champion,
Lemmon. ProducerMarge
Jonie & Taps.
H. Jack
C. Potter.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to best
friend.
WOMEN'S
PRISON
Lupino, Bryan
Jan Sterling,
Cleo
Moore, Howard
Duff.IdaProducer
Foy. Director
Lewis
Seller.
Melodrama.
Story
of
mis-run
prison
which
contains both men and women.
WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader
is released from prison, but his efforts to go straight
old gang.
are
complicated when he becomes involved with

I. F. E.
August
HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEEP English Language.
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Cossa, DeLaurentis Producers.
Director Duilio Coletti. War drama. Deals with the adventures of Italian Navy frogmen during World War II.
War II. 93 min.
BREAD, LOVE ANDSeptember
DREAMS Sub-titles. Gina Lollobrlgida, Vittorio DeSica. Titanus Films production. Didies ofrector
lifeLuigiinComencini.
a mountain Drama.
town. 90Joys
min.and minor trageGOLDEN COACH, THE English. Technicolor. Ann^
Jean Renoir. Musical drama. 17th
Magnani.taleDirector
century
of beautiful actress. 105 min.
October
Silvana
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language.Gassman.
Pampanini, Eleonora Rossi Drago, Vittorio
Producers Dino De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. Director
Expose of vice ring involvComencini.
Luigiing girls
dance marathon. 75 min.
who enter Drama.

November
Lang Silvana Manqano.
WALL
THE
AGAINST
ry bandit
enqaqes in rivalry
Adventure. Turn-of-centuEnq.
with police officer for love of Manqano.
Sophia Loren, Lois Maxwell.
AIDA Color Eng. Nar.Producer
CANGACEIRO Produced by Vera Cruz Productions
F. De Martino. Director
Ballet Corps of Rome.
with all-Brazilian cast. Director Lima Barreto. Action
Verdi's story of rivalry be-of
Opera.
Fracassi.
Clemente
drama. Story of bandits who terrorized Brazil for
tween Egyptian princess and slave girl for love
almost 100 years and lived by their particular code
E^y^tian eUicer. 95 min.
of hooor and t»st-ice. 92 min.
DETECTIVE, THE Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. DiDecember
rector Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. English.
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest THEODORA.
co-production by Lux. Director Riccardo
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for Italo-French
Freda. Historical drama. Beautiful slave girl rises to
ei-c*nvicts, usinq it for crime-bustinq. 91 min.
become Empress of Byzantine empire. 88 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
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September
PRIVATE HELL 36 (Fllmdkers) Ida Lupino. Steve Cochran, Howard Duff. Producer Collier Young. Director
Don Siegel. Melodrama. Police detectives working on
murder
case bystealpolice
somecaptain.
"hot" 8!money
ally
trapped
min. and are eventnOctober
VANISHING PRAIRIE IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Producer Walt Disney. Nature Documentary. 71 min.
November
HALF A CENTURY OF SONGS IContinental MP Corp.)
Ferraniacolor. Eng. sub-titles. Silvana Pampanini, Renato Rascel. Director Domenico Paolella. Minerva, Excelsa-Roma
Folms.
Musical.
current century
is told
in song.History
95 min.of Italy during
Coming
MAD AT THE WORLD IFilmakers) Frank Lovejoy, Keefe
Brasselle. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
Esse. Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
killgang.
young couple's infant, father goes gunning
for
CRASHOUT IFilmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Kennedy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster.
Melodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
trail of violence with only two surviving to reach
cache of stolen money.
LIPPERT
August
THUNDER PASS Dane Clark, Andy Devine. Producer
Robert A. Nunes. Director Frank McDonald. Western
drama. Party of whites crossing hostile Indian country
with a suspected renegade is attacked by tribes.
"Renegade" is vindicated as Army agent. 74 min.
September
SILENT RAIDERS Richard BartleH, Earle Lyon. Producer
E«H* Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Aciion drama.
Seven-man patrol lands on Normandy beach. Works its
w*y through enemy forces in preparaHon for the
Dieppe commando raid. &5 min.
TERROR SHIP William Lundigan. Naomi Chance. Producer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mystery drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds it has
been used to cache highly-explosive atomic formula.
Boards with
yachttheforsecret.
sea-chase
escape
72 min.after plotters attempt to
UNHOLY FOUR, TH£ Paulette Goddard. Producer
Michael Carreras. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
drama. Hutband returns after four-year memory loss
to try and
which of wife's three suitors tried to
murder
him. find
80 min.
October
DEADLY GAME Lloyd Bridges. Producer, Robert
Dunbar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
novelist in southern Spain becomes involved in murder,
and smuggled microfilm of secret formulas. 63 min.
November
SIEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
of
"Joan of Arc,"
who aspersuades
armythe loSpanish
resist Napoleon,
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
falls and French rule prevails. 63 min.
December
RACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Mari Aldon. Producer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
drama. Former auto racing champion quits big race
when his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
comeback and wins back his wife by winning the
Grand Prix. 69 min.
BLACK PIRATES, THE AnscoColor. Anthony Dexter,
Lon Chaney,
RobertPirates
L. LIppert,
Director Allen Jr.
Miner.Producer
Adventure.
terrorizeJr.town
forcing villagers to dig for treasure under church.
Young townsman bring their destruction. 74 min.
'anuary
SILVER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor.
Lon Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
Bartlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
first gun-shy, but eventually cleans up pioneer town
in a showdown gun duel.
THEY WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady, Raymond Burr.
Melodrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
ring escapes and enlists aid of American who exposes
wealthy Brazilian as ringleader.
Coming
AIR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean. Don Haggerty. Producer-director Cy Roth. Action drama. Commander of Navy jet fighter squadron aboard aircraft
carrief copes with conflict among his men, resolved
when
leads THE
to safety
lost Producer
in fog. Anthony
GLASS'pilot
TOMB,
John rival
Ireland.
Hinds. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Sideshow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
With numerous carnival characters among the suspects,
the
mystery
the glass tomb where the
barker presentsis resolved
his latest atattraction.
SHOCKII Brian Donlevy, Margia Dean, Jack Warner.
Producers Michael Carreras. Anthony Hinds. Director
Val Guest. Science-fiction drama. Rocket pilot returns
after flight to outer space in form of monster capable
of absorbing all life around him, until scientists and
police combine to destroy him.
FILM

METflD-GOLDWYN-MAYER
August
HER TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys'
schoolwith
copes
with the91 problem
of sharing her
living room
13 males.
min.
7 BRIDES FOR 7 BROTHERS CinemaScope Ansco Color.
Jane Powell. Howard Keel. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Outdoor Musical Comeoy.
Keel marries Powell and takes her into the hills of
Oregon where she is faced with prospect of living with
his six semi-civilized brothers. 103 min.
BETRAYED Eastman.September
Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful girl becomes involved 'm espionage
in occupied Holland
during World
War II.and108romance
min.
October
BEAU bethBRUMMEL
Technicolor.
Stewart Director
Granger,C. ElizaTaylor. Producer Sam Zimbalist.
Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era, dashing cavalry captain gains reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions bring disaster. I 13 min.
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse, Elaine Stewart. Producer
Arthur Freed. Director Vincente Minnelli. Musical. Film
version of Broadway show about village In Scottish
Highlands which appears only once a century. 108 min.
ROGUE COP Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh. George Raft.
Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Slick detective sergeant plays both sides of
the
law error
until ofhishisbrother's
him the
ways. 92 death
min. and a woman show
November
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Twoinyoung
men become
i"nvolved
with
sisters
screwball
family ofromantically
health addicts.
95 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS. THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth Taylor, Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to rtagedy. 116 min.
December
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boultlng. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive. 90 min.
DEEP IN MY HEART Technicolor. Jose Ferrer, Helen
Traubel, Merle Oberon, Walter Pidgeon. Producer
Roger Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Musical drama.
Blog of Immortal composer Sigmund Romberg. 132 min.
January
BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Spencer Tracy, Walter Brennan, Robert Ryan, Dean
Jagger, Anne Francis. Western drama. Whole town
tires to cover up murder of Japanese-American who
was murdered during the war. 82 min.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Mining engineer's
against
the jungles
of Columbandits oftobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him tobia,aandtreasure
another
kind.
100 min.
Coming
GLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Charles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story
of Cinderella.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama,
and pathos told entirely through the
medium comedy
of the dance.
JUPITER'S DARLING CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Esther Williams, Howard Keel, Marge & Gower Champion. George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historienjoys his wilderfrontiersman
calness romance.
life until Kentucky
finally trapped
by woman as proficient
in the woods as he is.
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor. Edmund Purdom, Lana
Dalton, James Mitchell. Producer
Turner, Audrey
Charles
Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical
drama. Based on Parable of the Prodigal Son.

DECEMBER

SUMMARY

Distribution schedules for December
have reached a one-month lew for the
year, with only 23 new features available for national release. Both RKO
and Warners shifted major features
from December into Jonuary, leovinc)
the latter without a single new release
this month. Leading distributors will
be Republic, Fox, and UA, with three
each. U-l and Fox will each release
one CinemaScope feature. Twelve
films in the line-up are tinted.
Exhibitors will have available:
6 Melodramas 3 Westerns
5 Dramas
3 Adventures
1 Fantasy 2 Musicals
3 Comedies

LIVING IT UP Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Janet Leigh. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
Taurog. Comedy. Dr. Dean Martin mistakenly announces that Jerry Lewis Is dying of radiation poisoning and he is given one last fling at life by reporter
Janet Leigh. 95 min.
REAR WINDOW Technicolor.
James Stewart, Grace
September
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Melodrama. Freelance photographer becomes Involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder. 112 min.
October
Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
Humphrey
SABRINA
WiMiam Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
for intheir
brothersfromfallyear
rich returns
Two she
C«inedy. after
113 min.
Paris.chauffeur's
daughter
November
WHITE CHRISTMAS VV-Technicolor Bing Crosby, Danny
Producer Robt.
Rosemary
Kaye,
Curtlz. Musical. Two World
Michael Vera-Ellen.
DirectorClooney,
Dolan.
E.
after war, beentertainers
as
team
War IIcomebuddies
involved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show. 120 min.
December
r. Dean Martin,
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-TechnicoloGabor.
Producer
Dru, Zsa Zsa
Lewis, Joanne
Jerry
Hal Wallis.
Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. ExGl's
join small
where becomes
one strives
to becomee
a clown
and circus
the other
involved
in a
romantic triangle. 110 min.
January
William HolBRIDGES AT TOKO-RI, THE Technicolor.
den, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. ProAdmiral's
drama.
Warplayed
and Seaton.
ducers Perlberg
backa.gainst
pilotsmin.
jet 103
with Navy
relationship
raid.
airFebruary
ground of Korean

MAMBO Silvana Mangano, Michael Rennle, Vittorio
& DePontIBeautiful
Producers
Gassman,
Drama.
Robert Rossen.
Director Winters.
Laurentis. Shelley
with
meets
but
success
attains
shopgirl
Venetian
Coming
broken romance along the way.

Walter Brooke,
Technicolor.
SPACE George
CONQUEST
Pal. Director Byron
Eric Fleming.OFProducer
from man-made
Mars
to
Fliaht
fiction.
Science1000 miles above the earth.
Haskin.station
space
Crosby, William Holden,
COUNTRY GIRL. THE Bing Perlberg.
Director George
Producer Wm.
Grace
Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
Seaton. Kelly.
lost self-confidence when he tries comeback. 104 min.
Bogart, Fredric
DESPERATE HOURS. THE Humphrey
Wyler.
Producer-director William
March, Martha Scott. convicts
In suburban
refuge
Escapedresidents. take
Melodrama.
and terrorize
home
LOVE IS A WEAPON VV-Technicolor. John Payne,
Pine-Thomas.
ProducersGoing
Murphy.
Mary
America Philto
to South Director
Melodrama.
Karlson.
involved in
becomes
Payne
ruby
priceless
locate
murder and intrigue.
Charlton
Wyman,
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane
PineProducers
Ritter.
Thelma
Trevor,
Claire
Heston,
builds
Woman
Thomas. Director Robert Parrlsh. Drama.
town.
oil
Texas
booming
In
store
fabulous department
PARAMOUNT
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Hersholt. Producers
Viveca LIndfors, John Derek, JeanRay.
Western. TwoPine-Thomas. Director Nicholas
to be reman only
young
befriends
Westerner
fisted
murder.
August
attempted
and
warded with doublecross
ABOUT MRS. LESLIE Shirley Booth, Robert Ryan. Pro- SEVEN LITTLE
Hope,
Bob
r.
VV-Technicolo
FOYS, THE
ducer Hal Wallis. Director Daniel Mann. Drama. WoShavelMel
Director
Rose.
Jack
Producer
Vitale.
Milly
man
rooming
house
owner
finds
tenant's
problems
lead
Eddie Foy who takes his
son. Comedy-drama. Story of
her to reminisce about own ill-fated affair. 104 min.
children into showbusiness when his wife dies.
BULLETIN — THIS
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PARAMOUNT (Continued)
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stewart. June Ailyson, Frank Lovejoy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved In crash and historic
non-stop flight.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technlcolor. Gary Grant,
Grace Kelly Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-iewel thief is suspected of resumhis profession
and seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghis
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY. THE VV-Technlcolor. John
Forsythe, Shirley McLean. Edmund Gwenn. Producerdirector Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy-drama. Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death Is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
TWO CAPTAINS WEST VV-Technlcolor. Fred MacMurray, Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers PineThomas. Director Rudolph Mate. Adventure. Recounting
of famous Lewis and Clark expedition.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas. Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Mario
Cdmarlnl. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric feats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.
WE'RE
NO ANGELS
VV-Technlcolor.
Humphrey
Joan Bennett,
Aldo Ray.
Producer Pat
Duggan. Bogart,
Director
Michael
Curtiz.
Comedy.
Escaping
Devil's
Island, three convicts aid benefactors whofrom
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy.
REPUBLIC
August
JOHNNY GUITAR Trjcolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of. If railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuIre, Stephen Mc
Nally. Associate producer-director William Selter.
Drama. Woman newspaper owner Is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 mIn.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Westernducer YounQ
wagesDirector
range Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage. 70 mln.
ROOGIE'S BUMP Robert Marrlot, Ruth Warrick, Brooklyn Dodgers'
Sports
comedy.
Little stars.
boy triesJohnout Bash
for andproductions.
makes the Brooklyn Dodgers' team.
September
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tanglers-born beauty find excitement and
love inmentaiding
people
against Red
police.of Shanghai's International SettleTOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in 77foiling
steal
secret formula.
min. enemy agent's plot to
December
ATOMIC KID. THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role In atomic-spy ring.
HELL'S OUTPOST
Cameron,
Asso.
producer
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. LesHe
Mck drama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining Interest
in rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime.
TROUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margiret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure roriance.
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"ThechQuietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood Is .hreatened
wh*n a private ro^d they had alv/ays used is closed
by the owner. 91 min.
Coming
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam. Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
TIMBERJACK
Vera Ral:'-)n,
David Brian. Trucolor.
Producer-director
JosepliSterling
Kane. Hayden,
Outdoor
melodrama. Young engineer fights to recover timberland Inheritance from tycoon who killed his father.
11 KO
August
NO RELEASES
September
AFRICA ADVENTURE PalheColor. Producer Robert C.
Rujrk Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
olRuark't
Africa. 3-month
&4 mln. safari through unexplored sections
FILM

October
PASSION Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Yvonne de Carlo.
Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. MeloProducer drama.Benedict
Sou!:i American vaquero sets out on mission of
vengence when his family is killed by bandits. 84 min.
November
OF MONTANA Technicolor. Barbara
QUEEN
CATTLE
Stanwyck. Ronald Reagan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus.
Director Allan Dwan. Western. Daughter of rancher
becomes Involved In Indian war and cattle rustling
when her father Is massacred. 88 min.
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns tnat boyfriend is really In love with her rtiarried
for husband's
sister.der She
thinkingthereupon
mln.
back. 91 murboyfriend
bring sister
that will frames
December
A-MERICANO. THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford. Frank
Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess. Producer Robert
Stillman. Director William Castle. Action drama. Delivering prize Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
Texas
cowboy becomes Involved with murder, bandits
and romance.
HANSEL & GRETBL Technicolor. Kinemin-puppets. Producer Miehaet Myerberg. Director John Paul. The
famous fairy tale. 75 min.
January
UNDERWATEIt SuperScope Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and Intrigue
centering around huntComing
for sunken treasure.
CONQUEROR, THE CInemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
Gomez. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope, Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, David Farrar. Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman. Director Josef
von Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
GInber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans In Guatemalan jungles.
SEVEN BAD MEN Superscope, Technicolor. Randolph
Scott, Mala Powers, Forrest Tucker. Producer Nat Holt.
Directq_r Tim Whelan. Western.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally Forrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robertture.Sparks.
Director Ted
Tetzlaff.andRomantic
advenFurther adventures
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.
TARZAN'S HIDDEN JUNGLE Gordon Scott, Vera Miles.
Producerventur. Sol Lesser. Director Harold Schuster. Ad-

2DTH

CENTURY-FQX

August
BROKEN LANCE CinemaScope Technicolor. Robert
Wagner, Richard WIdmark, Spencer Tracy, Jean
Peters. Producer Sol C. Siegel. Director Edward Dmytryk. is"Western
Cattlerenegade
baron'shalfsonbrothers
by Indian
wife
Indrama.
feud 96with
for
control ofcaught
homestead.
mln.

DESIREE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Marlon Brando.
Jean
Producer Story
Julianof B'austeln. Simmons,
Director Merle
Henry Oberon.
Koster. Drama.
Napoleon's
rise
to
power
and
eventual
defeat
Waterloo told from the viewpoint of girl whose loveat for
the
general Is never fulfilled. 110 min.
OUTLAWS
DAUGHTER. W.THEBarry.
EastmanColor.
liams. Producer-director
Western. 75Billmin.WilDecember
DEVIL'S HARBOR
Arlen,7! Greta
director
C. Dean. Richard
Melodrama.
min. Gynt. ProducerOTHER WOMEN.ducer-directoTHE
Hugo
Haas,
r Ha s. Drama. 81 min. Cleo Moore. ProTHERE'S Scope,
NODeluxeBUSINESS
LIKE Merman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Color. Ethel
Marilyn CInemaMonroe,
Dan
Dailey,
Donald
O'Connor.
Producer
Sol
Siegel.
Director Walter Lang. Musical. Married vaudeville
team ingrain their three children with the love of
show business.
January
CARMEN JONES CInemaScope, Technicolor. Harry
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandridge. Producerdirector Otto Preminger. Musical drama. Follows plot
of opera and novel in new setting in which young
soldier headed for flying
school has his life ruined
Coming
by sensuous girl. 105 min.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A RIcardo Montalban.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer.
PRhNCE OF PLAYERS CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Richard Burton, Maggie McNamara, John Derek, Raymond Massey. Producer-director Philip Dunne.
WHITE FEATHER CinemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Robert Jacks.
Director Richard Webb.
UNITED

ARTISTS

August
CROSSED SWORDS PatheColor. Errol Flynn, Gina
Lollobrlgida.Director
Producers
Barrett Period
Mahon,adventure
Vlttorio
Vassarottl.
MiltonJ. Krims.
drama. Adventures of pair of very eligible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
set that all males over 20 must be married. 86 min.
DIAMOND
WIZARD. Steven
THE Dennis
Sheridan. Producer
Pallos.O'Keefe,
DirectorMargaret
Dennis
O'Keefe.
Suspense
thriller.
Treasury
agent
thief who stole million dollars from U. S.tracks
vaultsdownto
spend on production of rnan-made diamonds. 83 min.
DOWN THREE DARK STREETS Broderick Crawford,
Ruth Roman. Producers Arthur Gardner & Jules V.
Levy. Director Arnold Laven. Melodrama. 85 min.
MALTA STORY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer Peter De Sarlgny. Director Brian Desmond Hurst.
Air-war drama. British attempt to hold Malta in World
War II backgrounds reconnaissance pilot's daring exIn locating
enemy convoy, sealing fate of Nazis'
Afrika ploitCorps.
98 min.
VICTORY AT SEA Producer Henry Salomon. Narrated
by Alexander ofScourby.
Film-and-music
dramatization
war and Documentary.
its human sidelights.
96 min.

September
GOLDEN
MISTRESS.
THE Richard
Technicolor.
Agar,Rybnick.
Rosemarie Bowe.
Producers
Kay *John
Harry
Director Joel Judge. Adventure. Fortune hunter fights
Voodoo and savages in search of "lost treasure of
the untamed." 82 min.
JESSE JAMES' WOMEN Print by Technicolor. Peggie
Castle, Jack Beutel. Panorama production. Director
Don Barry.
Western.outlaw.
Another
retelling of the adventures of the famous
83 mln.
September
EGYPTIAN CInemaScope,
Deluxe Color. Jean Simmons,
KHYBER
PATROL
Color
Corp.
of
Egan,
Dawn Addams. Director Seymour America
Friedman.Richard
Adventure
Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Edmund Purdonn. Pro- drama.
Officer
in
British
Lancers
in
India
prevents
ducertorical
Darryldrama.
F. Thirteen
Zanuck. Director
centuriesMichael
before Curtiz.
Christ Hisan
massacre of garrison. 71 min.
Egyptian physician seeks secret of life. 140 min.
SUDDENLY Frank Sinatra, Sterling Hayden. Producer
Robert Bassler. Director Lewis Allen. Suspense drama.
Story of attempt to assassinate the President. 77 min.
October
ADVENTURES OF HAJJi BABA. THE CInemaScope DeOctober
luxe Color. Elaine Stewart, John Derek. Producer WalBAREFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphrey
ter Wanger. Director Don Wels. Adventure romance.
Young Persian
barber leavesaction
his shop
In seek
of adBogart,tion.Ava
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro producventure. After horse-sword
in desert
he rescues
DirectorGardner,
Joseph L.Edmond
Mankiewlcz.
drama.
Princess and prevents war. 94 min.
movie starachieves
who
girl
Spanish
Story domofand poor
finds
true
love
which
leads
to
tragedy
beWOMAN'S WORLD CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe.
gives her husband an heir he was unable
Clifton
Webb.
June Ailyson,
Heflin,
Lauren
Ba- to beget.cause she128
mins.
call, Fred
MacMurray,
ArleneVanDahl,
Cornel
Wilde.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Jean Negulesco.
Jean AnderMacrae,Philip
THE Duncan
J. A. Rank production.
Leacock.
Director
Comedy drama. President of auto company seeks a LITTLE son.KIDNAPPERS.
new
general
manager
and
places
three
candidates
and
"steal"
who
boys
little
two
of
Story
their wives in situations for observation. 94 min.
.
Comedy-drama
set against
baby,
93 min. background of turn-of-the-century
Nova Scotia.
November
OPERATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, Irja Jensen
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander.
BLACK 13 Peter Reynolds, Rona Anderson. Producer F. Drama.
Based on story ol ex-Soviet code clerk Igor
Pioudlocks. Director K. Hughes. Melodrama. 75 min.
since going in hiding under protection of
Gouzenko
BLACK WIDOW CinemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
Canadian government. 77 min
Heflin, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tierney, George Raft.
r. Dale
SITTING BULL CinemaScope EastmanColo
Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama.
Mary Murphy, J. Carrol Nalsh. Producer
Robertson,
Young
New York
become
writer
and
R. Frank. Director Sidney Salkow. Western drama
W.
falls intogirllovegoes
affairto which
leads toto her
murder.
95 min.
105 minutes.
BULLETIN — THIS
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RAID, THE Technicolor. Van Heflin, Anne Bancroft.
Richard Boone. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director
Hugo Fregonese. Action drama. Historical Confederate
raid on town In Vermont in retaliation for the burning of the Atlanta. 83 min.

UNITED ARTISTS (ConHnued)
November
SHIELD
FOR
MURDER
JohnDirector
Agar
Maria English. Producer Edmond
Aubrey O'Brien,
Schenck.
O'Brien.
Melodrama.
Fast-shooti
ng
detective
becomes
involved in robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min
Leslie Denison ' ProLangton,Melodrama.
Paul Wilder.
SNOW CREATURE
W. Lee
mountain monsterducer-directorterrorizes
New York 70 min.Himalayan
TWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergerac
Producer Maxwell Se+ton. Director David Miller. Romantic
Ex-actress romantically involved
with crooked melodrama.
international business
Rrviera finds real happiness with youngmanartiston 89French
min
WHITE ORCHID. THE Color Corp. of America. William
Lundigan, Peggie Castle. Producer-director Reginald
Leborg. Adventure.
t and fem photographer
risk Mexican junglesArcheologis
to seek lost
88 min
YOU KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE tribe.
. Akim
Tamiroff, Donald Sinden, Sarah Lawson,Technicolor
Producer
Peter
Rogers. Director Ken Annakin. Comedy. Intoxicated
British sailor fashions "secret" weapon from pawnbroker's sign,complicatio
welds itns.to 89foreign
min. destroyer's deck
with hilarious
December
ROMEO AND JULIET Technicolor. Laurence Harvey
Susan ShentaN. Producer J.
Rank. Director Renato
Castellani. Romantic drama. A.Film
version of Shakespeare's immortal classic. 140 min.
STEEL
CAGE.
THE
Paul
Kelly,
Maureen
O'Sullivan.
Producers Swartz and Doniger. Director
Walter
Doniger. Drama. Daals
with needs and desires
of
men confined to prison. 86 min.
VERA CRUZ IHecht-Lancaster) Technicolor. Gery
Cooper, Burt Lancaster, Denise Darcel, Cesar Romero. Producer James Hill.
Robert Aldrich.
Western drama. Two AmericanDirector
soldiers of fortune become
involved
in
the
Mexican
Revolution
against Emperor Maximilian.
Coming
BATTLE TAXI Sterling Hayden, Marshall Thompson,
Arthur Franz. Producers Ivan Tors, Art Arthur. Direclor Herbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopter
Squadron's rescue THE
exploitsTechnicolor.
in Korea. Robert Newton
BEACHCOMBER.
Glynis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty I J. A. Rank)!
Director Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
outcast
sister on plague-stricken
island In and
Indian missionary's
Ocean.
BEAUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard PhiJipe. Gina Lollobrigida. Struggling
Franco-London
Fantasy-of
drama.
musicproducer.
teacher Rene
finds Clair.
his dreams
lle.slizes
"qood
old
days"
also
have
problems
min
GOOD DIE YOUNG. THE Gloria Grahame, 84
Richard
Basehart. John Ireland, Remus Production. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama.
OTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Sulanne Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles.
Drama.
FilmingTHEof FLAME,
Shakespeare's
famous classic.
92 min.in
TIGER AND
THE Technicolor
I Filmed
Indial. Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
Story foroffreedom.
woman'sI I Iheroism
fight
min. in 19th century Indian
UNIVERSAL-INTl
August
FRANCIS
JOINS
THE
WACSPitts.
Donald
O'Connor,
Adams, Chill Wills, Zasu
Comedy.
VeteranJuliais
called back into service and through error is assigned
to WAC unit. Complications increase when his talkingmule buddy is assigned to same outfit. 94 min.
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson. Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Doug'as SIrk Drama. Playboy atones for
-'-'^*h ofcominone
man devoting
and ♦he blindness
a woman 108by min.
beg adoctor
himself to ofhumanity.
September
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH. THE CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, David Farrar.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure Plot to overthrow Henry IV Is defeated
by
young knight
for treason.
99 min.whose family was unjustly executed
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Liurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman Western. Gambler-gunfighter becomes involved
"1 family feud which resolves info one of the most
famous gun battles of the West. 80 min.
HIGH AND DRY (J. A. RrankI Paul Douglas, Hubert
G'egg. Producer Michael Truman. Director Alexander
MacKendrick. Comedy. High strung executive planning
to redecorate Scottish castle finds furnishings have
been consigned to dilapidated little freighted. In tracking down boat, he finds new lease on life. 93 min.
October
NAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden. Gloria Grahame. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
Defective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
thro(jgh murderer's machinations. 84 min.
November
BENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native uprking
and subsequently regains honor. 87 min.
FOUR GUNS TO THE BORDER Technicolor. Rory Calhoun. Colleen Miller. Producer William Alland. Director Richard Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw is
reformed from bankrobbing by woman's love. 83 min.
f ILM

RICOCHET ROMANCE Marjorie Main, Chill Wills. Producer Robert Arthur, Richard
Director Charles
Lament. Comedy. Zany owner Wilson.
and staff of dude ranch
resort to hairbrain schemes to entertain guests.
80 min.
December
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaSc«pe, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen.
Sirk. Historical adventure.
Rorrian Director
centurion Douglas
leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns. 92 min.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker, Howard
Duff, Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Gold mine owners become involved in war
with78crook
their gold
claims.
min. who tries to force them from
January
DESTRY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
Lyie Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Must eventually resort to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Nelson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors In Paris become romantically entangled with
nightclub entertainer, cashier and French heiress.
WcST Or ZANZIBAR IJ. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
Coming
saves native tribe being
exploited by ivory smugglers.
A & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
Christie. Director Charles Lament. Comedy. A&C invade Hollywood
the early I900's
becomedowninusual ofshenanigans
while and
tracking
swindler volved
of inS5000.
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young Irish patriot plays active part in attempting to
throw off yoke of English oppression.
CHfEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Directorand George
Sherman.
Western.
is vio-of
lated
whifemen
invade
Indian When
land treaty
in search
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenbero. Director An-lhony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Orlvin-j a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
pla'.'S tag with aold. love and sudden death.
FOXFIRE Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and half-breed
mining engineer has rocky going because of his ambition and her wish for atfenticn. Near-disaster finally
brings them together.
JUSTICE COMES TO TOMAHAWK Technicolor. Lex
Barker, Mara Corday, Stephen McNally. Producer
Howard Pine. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman
setting tween
outwarring
to solve
robberies
brings peace becattle stage
men and
sheepherders.
LADY GODIVA OF CONVENTRY Technicolor. Maureen
O'Hara,
GeorgeDirector
Nader,Arthur
Victor
McLaglen.
Robert Arthur.
Lubin.
HistoricalProducer
drama.
Tale of how beautiful Lady Godlva saves England from
disastrous war through her famous horseback ride.
LOOTERS.
THE RoryIHoward
Calhoun,
Julie Adams,
Gomez. Producer
Christie.
Director Thomas
Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is Involved in murder plot
when small fortune is found on plane.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles oo fo Hawaii where Pa
takes
overol^nt.
the running of -his rich brother's fruit
processlna
MAN WITHOUT A .STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron RosenDirectorranch
King owner
Vidor. tries
Western.
Range inwargrazing
flares
when berg.
small
to fence
land against encroaching big cattle interests.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
John Agar,
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland.3D.Director
Jack Lori
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization for study,
where If goon".
escapes
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is
let tofor safety
martial
desertion.by army captain subject to court
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet in interplanetary war.
WARNER

KING RICHARD AND THE CRUSADERS CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Rex Harrison, Virginia Mayo, George
Sanders. Producer Henry Blanke. Director David Butler.
Historical adventure. Action-romance during Third Crusade to drive Mohammedans from Holy Land. 113 min.
September
BOUNTY
HUNTER.Producer
THE WarnerColor.
Scott,
Marie Windsor.
Sam BIschoff. Randolph
Director Andre
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the frail complicated
by crooked sheriff. 79 min.
DRAGNET WarnerColor. Jack Webb, Ben Alexander,
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb.
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing
commission of crime and det«ction
of criminal.with89 min.
October
STAR IS BORN. A CinemaScope Technicolor. Judy Garland, James Mason, Jack Carson. Producer Sid Luft.
Director Georne Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is given
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marries him but can't prevent his drinking which
leads to disaster. 154 min.
*
November
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Audrey Dalton. Producer-director Delmar Daves, WesVeteran Indianwithout
fighteruseis commissioned
by Presidenttern.to negotiate
of arms with renegade
Indian band. In spite of peaceful efforts whitemen
must resort to force to bring peace. I I I min.
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Robert MItchum, Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hunter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman.
Adventure
Family onwhen
snow-bound
cattle ranch
have their drama.
lives altered
huge mountain
lion
invades the area. 102 min.
December
NO RELEASCS
YOUNG AT HEART January
WarnerColor. Doris Day, Frank
Sinatra, Ethel Barrymoe, Robert Keith. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Love affairs
of three musical sisters
become entwined with hilarious
February
and heart-tugging complications.
SILVER CHALICE, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Virginia
Mayo, Saville.
Jack Palance,
Angell.Young
Producerdirector Victor
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
Coming
smith
who
fashions
cup
used
at
Last
Supper
also bocomes involved In cause of Chrlsli jnity.
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo
Ray,
Mona War
Freeman,
Nancy Olson.
Story
of World
II Marines
and theWargirlsdrama.
they
Ic't behind.
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Julie
Harris, James Dean, Raymond Massey. Producer Jchn
Steinbeck. Director Elia Kazan. Drama. Story of young
man's efforts to win love of domineering falher.
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Jack Hawkins, James Justice, Dewey Martin, Joan
Collins. Producer-director Howard Hawks. Historical
adventure. Recounting of the pharaoh whs built first
gr^jt
pyramid
ab - J t his
downfalland the ruthless queen who brourhf
YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPOr:3IBILITY
A'\TF/ JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member Nalioniil Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

■

BROTHERS

August
DUEL IN THE JUNGLE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Jeanne Craine. Producers Hellman & Owen. Director
George Marshall. Adventure drama. Insurance invesjourneys to diamond
Africa andoperations.
finds "dead"
man filed
claim fotigatorfinance
Violence
and
romance result. 102 min.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

ORDER

NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses
that are adjustable
A prompt order will reserve your
POLALITE glasses
and insure delivery for juture bookings.
HIGHWAY
EXPRESS LINES,

INC.

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcusf 4-0100
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
Member National Film Carriers
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wilderness
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Coast!

HERE'S
YOUR
ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME
CHANCE
TO
VISIT AFRICA!
enterprising showman is going to win an all-expense-paid, three
trip for two to Zanzibar and other fascinating countries in Africa,
for the best promotion

mf/^yi/f
yVV^«

campaign

on WEST

OF ZANZIBAR.

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE FOR FULL DETAILS
AND BIG CONTEST CAMPAIGN PACKAGE TO:
Mr. Charles F. Simonelli, Universal Pictures Company,
445 Park Avenue, New York 22, New York.

Every contestant

will win

an exciting

prize!

starring
ANTHONY

STEEL

SHEILA

SIM

Stofy and Direction by HARRY WAH- Proiuced by LESLIE NORMAN • Screenplay by MAX CAHO and JACK WHIHINGHAM
A MICHAEL BALCON PRODUCTION - A J.ARTHUR RANK ORGANIZATION PRESENTATION -A UNIVERSALINTERNATIONAL RELEASE
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lERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE
SHOW BUSINESS

THE SILVER CHALICe'^
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\D DAY AT BLACK ROCK
YOUNG AT HEART \J
THE COUNTRY GIRLv/
GREEN FIRE
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Produced by SOL C. SIEGEL • Directed by WALTER LANG
Screen Play by PHOEBE and HENRY EPHRON
From a Story by LAMAR TROTTI
Lyrics and Music by Irving Berlin
Dances and Musical Numbers Staged by Robert Alton
COLOR By DE LUXE
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"DEEP

IN

MY

KISSE
HEART"

Biggest 1st Week Gross of Any
Xmas Pictuje in Music Hall
History! {Nationwide tip-off:
Paul
Hochuli of Houston Press has
\
revised his 10 BEST list to include
it! Watch for more!)
"THE LAST TIME

PARIS"
SAWBusiness
IGreat
Coast-to-Coast!
"BAD DAY AT
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JUST

A

"BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK" (January)
{CinemaScope — Color) • starring Spencer Tracy • Robert Ryan
co-starring Anne Francis • Dean Jagger • Walter Brennan . John
Ericson • Ernest Borgnine • Lee Marvin • Russell Collins

OF

"GREEN FIRE" (January)
(CinemaScope — Color) • starring Stewart Granger • Grace Kelly
Paul Douglas • co-starring John Ericson . with IVlur\ yn Vye

M-G-M's

"MANY RIVERS TO CROSS" (February)
{CinemaScope — Color) • starring Robert Taylor • Eleanor Parker
with Victor McLaglen • Russ Tamblyn • Jeff Richards . James Arness
"JUPITER'S DARLING" (February)
(CinemaScope — Colors • starring Esther Williams • Howard Keel
Marge and Gower Champion . George Sanders • with Richard
Haydn . William Demarest

FEW

CELEBRATION
RELEASES!
Ask

your

Branch

for

other fine films
available!

"HIT THE DECK" (March)
(CinemaScope — Color) . starring Jane Powell . Tony Martin
Debbie Reynolds .Walter Pidgeon • Vic Damone Gene Raymond
Ann Miller . Russ Tamblyn • with Kay Armen J. Carrol Naish
Richard Anderson . Jane Darwell
"INTERRUPTED MELODY" (March)
(CinemaScope — Color) • starring Glenn Ford • Eleanor Parker
with Roger Moore . Cecil Kellaway
"THE GLASS SLIPPER" (Apn/j
(Color) • starring Leslie Caron • Michael Wilding . with Keenan
Wynn • Estelle Winwood • Else Lanchester . Barry Jones
"BEDEVILLED"
(April)
(CinemaScope
-Color)
starring Anne Baxter
. Steve Forrest'With Simone
Renant • Maurice
.Tcynac • Itoberl Cliristopher . Joseph Tomelty and Victor Prancen

Audience
Sensational!
ROCK"
BLACK Preview

The

Ye

fir

1954 will be inscribed, indelibly
and forever, in the annals of motion
picture history as The Year of Recovery. It will be remembered as
the year in which a new physical
form, first bestirred by Cinerama
and the quest for a third dimension,
was given firm shape by the courage
and imagination of a man named
Spyros Skouras. And it will be remembered, too, as the year when
much-maligned Hollywood rose to
its greatest heights, producing a
proud brand of film to satisfy the
customers who had been lured back
to theatres by the exciting technological changes.
Today, recovery is history, not so
ancient, it's true, but history nevertheless. We can only hope that the
film makers will not new sink back
into their easy chairs to enjoy a
slumber induced by the sweet music
of their profit statements. Recovery
is but the first step up from the brink
of oblivion. Too much self-satisfaction could be fatal. If there is any
particular lesson we should have
learned from the several unhappy
years preceding '54, it is this: the
motion picture is a dynamic force: it
cannot endure in an atmosphere of
complacency. That is as true in this
happier day as it was in the adversity of yesterday. Let us, then, look
to the future.
1955 should be The Year of Consolidation. Having adopted a new
physical shape that won popular
fancy, and having proved its ability
to provide a consistent flow of topdrawer product, the industry should
now set forth on a program designed
to solidify the gains and build for the
years to come. Several primary projects that should be undertaken
come to mind.

The film studios, either individually or collectively, should establish a
technological laboratory where, by
planning and experimentation, refinements and improvements in the
cinema techniques will be constantly
effected. No particular filming or exhibition process should be regarded
as the end-all.
A full-scale, concerted program
should be prosecuted to remove or,
at least, minimize the causes of strife
between the exhibition and distribution branches. This is a project that
requires the industry's best brains
and the exercise of real statesmanship. Until a greater degree of harmony than now exists is effectuated,
the gains wrought in '54 cannot be
considered as having solid substance.
This is the year to make a reality
of public relations, which is so essential to the continuing well-being
of any industry that functions in
such proximity to the public at
large. The film companies should
not pass the buck on this issue to
their customers, the exhibitors. It
calls for planning and guidance on a
national basis. A substantial section
of the American population has been
won back to the movie theatre, but
millions in that "lost" or "neverfound" audience offer a fertile field
to plough with a well-conceived, persuasive P. R. program.
Yes, 1955 should be The Year of
Consolidation, but it should also be
a year of progress.
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Who's behind this sudden, refreshing,
burst of publicity by RKO?
What does it portend?
It's a long time since, as happened the
other day, RKO's sales meetings in New
York closed with an open luncheon party
to industry notables.
No speeches, no pressure, no "pitch" to
exhibitors: just a pleasant, informal gettogether.
And now the RKO boys are talking
about taking a small party of trade folk
down to Florida next month for an Aqualung Party — an underwater screening of
"Underwater". Quite an idea! It should
net RKO the publicity sweepstakes for
January, 1955.
At the aforesaid RKO luncheon Bob
Mochrie, now with Sam Goldwyn, without realizing he was in danger of being
quoted, was overheard talking about his
boss, describing him as the one great individualist left in the business — a man who
knows what he wants, who uses his own
money to get it, who doesn't give a damn
for industry opinion — and yet can be the
most complete charmer of them all when
he feels like it!
*
>:= *
being the where
season they
for gifts,
let's toss
a This
few bouquets
belong.
My
own personal list of film industry charmers— men who, by the warmth and sincerity of their personality, can win friendship and keep it through the vicissitudes
of day-to-day business — includes the following: Spyros Skouras. Arthur Krim,
Charlie Reagan, Bill Rodgers, Charlie
Einfeld, Sam Rinzler, Max Youngstein.
Of course, there are others, but this handful have something extra.
Until I came to America from "furrin
parts" five years ago, and found myself
thrust willy-nilly into the movie maelstrom, Iknew only one member of the
film trade press. Since then I have met
and worked with them almost daily.
They're a fine bunch of fellows motivated
by a single thought and ideal — don't let
the industry down. That kind of dedication isn't common in journalism.
Film BULLETIN
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WHAT'S AHEAD IN '55? Under current conditions,
the easy prognosis would be that progress will hold to
substantially the same key as the past 12 months. It's
entirely possible that business may even exceed '54.
Then again it may not, for the economic story of '55 will
likely pivot upon the resolution of a number of weighty
imponderables. One — the national economy — is out of
the grasp of industry management. But the others are
controllable to varying degrees, and, if prudently
handled, 1955 may make its predecessor look like a
junior league course in money-making.
those imponderables look like :

Here's what

(1) The National Economy. In recovery '54, the
movie business passed throueh a cycle that for the most
part made it insensitive to general business conditions.
On the stock exchange it actually out-pointed the general market, often spurted while others sagged. Now
that business is on a higher but more level plateau,
cinema earnings, as well as securities, will show a greater sympathy to outside economic influences. As the
national economy p^oes, so will go the fortunes of filmdom. This, we believe, will be the case" in 1955 to a
wider extent than in several years past.
O
(2) Internal troubles. Buyer-seller warfare, intensified in 1954, mav linger to haunt the industry throughout '55. Don't, for a moment, believe that intra-industry
antagonisms cannot spread to the earnings statements.
The present film-makers conceivably could find themselves facing stiff competition, if, independent producers,
top^ether with exhibition-sponsored production projects,
pet rolling in high gear. With or without government
regulation, the exhibitor-distributor battle bodes ill. The
movie policy-makers would do well to heed this danger.
O
(3) Product Scarcity. This affliction is, of course, one
of the principal sources of the bitter intra-industry problem. Sellers' markets are never healthy in the long run,
when precipitated by unnatural influences. Exhibitors
require mere product; film-makers, operating on the
thesis of optimum return per picture, refuse to open
their productive facilities to supply it. A controlled
market may ultimately militate against film company
earnings, for the simple reason that fresh elements will
rush in to restore the natural supply-demand balance.
Eventually, they may even preempt the dominance of
the established film-makers.
0

(4) Slot-TV. Subscription-television merchants have
already worked their way into Congressional limits and
are pressuring legislators to approve the idea of a TV
Pjq» 6
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boxoffice in every home. If and when it comes, the earning power of film stocks may be sharply emasculated.
O
(5) Color TV. The movies have surged back from the
first withering onslaught of home TV. Soon, perhaps in
'55, the second charp^e of video, this time in full-hued
regalia, will have to be met. The impact of color television will be heavy at first, but nothing like the crushing effects of the medium's first three years. Nevertheless, color TV is a competitive factor that will have to
be faced within this or next year.
0
O
THERE

ARE

BRIGHT

SPOTS

on the horizon, too.

(1) Film Company Earnings. Exultation of Columbia
stockholders and officials at the recent meeting typifies
the hiph spirits of the entire film-makin? branch.
Equity-holders should remain in similar good humor
over the first quarter of '55, at least, possibly into the
half-way mark. This is not meant to imply that the
trend cannot go further. But those imponderables just
cited could throw roadblocks, and next summer is a mite
to far ahead for comfortable surveillance.
0
(2) Rise of the Independents. 1955 may well be the
year of the independent producer. Two factors virtually
force his emergence : (a) critical shortage of films ; (b)
softening of credit by leading financial houses in appreciation ofthe swift and certain return on investment
in today's market. In the long run this may bite into
the earnings of the majors, but should establish greater
general prosperity for the industry as a whole.
O
(3) Diversification. Next year will see a greater emphasis on "spreading-around" by cash-laden companies.
Making girdles, selling toys, hunting oil — these maneuvers arm management with sound hedges against
bad times, agument income in good times. Diversification also draws into film ranks wise and capable executives from industry beyond; witness Milton Rackmil's
fine job at Universal.
One phase of the diversification trend that worries
theatremen is the potential move by film companies into
competitive television, especially toll-TV. Most of the
picture executives are shunning that medium, believing
that theatre revenue is safer and sounder. Most bullish
slot-TV advocate is Paramount. In his recent report to
that company's stockholders, president Barney Balaban
said: "It seems that there will be an acceleration in
public interest and discussion about pay-as-you-see television in 1955. We feel that the practical advantages of
the Telemeter system (Paramount is majority stockholder) of subscription television makes it outstanding
in the field."

Grant that the light of wisdom shine upon the statesmen of the
world that they may guide Mankind upon the road to Peace. Grant us
tranquility in which freedom can flourish and in which men will build,
rather than destroy.
Give us the reason to understand what is right and the courage to
heed the dictates of our conscience.
Grant that the i>eople of the earth may come to know that Love is
God's blessing upon those who love, hate his curse upon those who hate.
Breathe into our hearts the spirit of Good Will, that we may always
and forever do unto others as we would have them do unto us.
Preserve, in Thy infinite wisdom, the bounties with which Thou hast
endowed our wonderful land, and, above all else, perpetuate the greatest
of these bounties, our Freedom.
Grant unto the people of the motion picture industry an ever deeper
sense of responsibility in their roles as creators and exhibitors of this
wondrous medium of entertainment and enlightenment. Reveal to the
makers of motion pictures the ways by which they may pursue their art
with good taste and integrity. To those whose theatres provide enchantment upon silver screens, show the way to conduct their business
with dignity.
Grant that the motion picture flourish this new year, while earning applause for the happiness and surcease it brings to the people of the world.
Amen.
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Public relations is a misnomer. The term would have
you think that the public — in its broadest sense — is the
sole target of P.R. techniques. That is far from the
truth. There are "publics" beyond mere consumers or
ootential consumers whose good regard and confidence
is just as vital to management as the good folks who
make the cash registers sing in the retail outlets.
Industry, for instance, is obliged to maintain an agreecible rapport with such diverse elements as employees,
stockholders, the community, government, suppliers,
creditors, distributors — and within its own family. It is
the function of judicious P.R. practice to effectuate a
base of sympathy and understanding between the interests of management (which it represents) and the
interests of these specialized classes. Accordingly, if it
weren't so gosh darn unmusical to the ear, "publics relation" would be the better term.
Let's briefly capsulize some of the movie industry's
current relationships. As cited in earlier chapters, romantic involvement between movies and the greatest of
all its publics — the mass-entertainment market — has
been something less than history's greatest passion.
Someone may be wooing this lovely creature, the paying
public — perhaps TV, perhaps the promoters of organized sports — but hardly movies. Indeed, movies have
long been something of a smug and indolent lover, content to rely solely on its product, a bit too shy (or vain,
as the case may be) to roll its eyes and sell itself. Sooner

or later this cinematic John Alden will have to speak for
itself. Silence is anything but golden in today's loudly
competitive struggle for markets.
Among several other publics movies have fared better.
For a spell stockholder hassles were blanketing the industry like a plague of locusts. You had but to count
ten to find some of the best brains in the business
charged with mismanagement and waste. Currently all
appears to be sweetness and light between investors and
management. Black ink and green dollars have a quaint
way of effecting harmony out of disharmony.
Movie employee relations are generally no worse, perhaps abit better, than those of industry at large. Wage
scales for non-artistic personnel rank with the best; for
creative talent, in Ap^a Kahn multiples. Chief blister in
employee relations is the cyclical nature of film employment which an emphasis on expanded production
could cure.
Suppliers and creditors are currently falling over
themselves in a vertigo of good feelings. Its new-found
prosperity phase has suddenly made Hollywood a lush
customer. And nothing renders a more happy climate
of business relations than the knowledge that one customer can pay his bills. Bankers, too, are casting loving
glances cinema-side, reassured by turnstile figures that
loans can be safe and sound. So sure, in fact, that wellfinanced independents are springing up all over the
California landscape.
These presently happy relationships derive not so
much from long-term management planning or patient
cultivation as they do from the heady climate of the
times.. They are essentially money-matches, borne of
(Continued on Page 111)
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mutual opportunism and mutual gain, and so long as
present conditions hold, our P.R. weather forecast is
sunny and fair. That's the way it is without specific,
formalized public relations machinery. Allow conditions
to slip back to the sunless skies of 1950-1953 and love
will fly out the window.
Community relations are somewhat obscure. First
there is Hollywood, the plant-town. As a place on the
map in southern California, housing a giantic industrial
operation, Hollywood community relations are of less
significance nationally than, say. Willow Run, Akron, or
hundreds of other plant-towns desperately dependent
upon factories for their life processes. Filmland is unlike
those communities, blares and blurbs of the press agents
to the contrary. True, it owes certain social responsibilities to its residents, but there isn't the urgent social
and economic inter-denendency between town folk and
industry. Hollywood is less a body politic, less a geographic location, than it is a concept — the movie (and to
a certain degree, the art) capital of the world.
More vital is the matter of local community Hfe in relation to the some 18,000 movie theatres across the
nation. These houses and the men who run them constitute the true P.R. lifeline of the industry, and it is at this
level that most of its public relations takes seed. The
exhibitor must be one part showman, one part businessman, one part solid citizen. Beyond the movies it sees
on his screen, the public evaluates filmdom mainly in
terms of the character of the man standing hard by the
lobby door. This phenomena is especially dynamic at
the grass-roots and local neighborhood levels. Many a
theatre surviving the attendance depression did so by
dint of a coterie of loyal and unswerving patrons who
v^ere convinced their local theatre still offered the most
stimulating, pleasurable and relaxing entertainment buy
for the money. This achievement must be credited to the
resourceful efforts of the individual exhibitor. For there
v/as hardly anyone save he to toot the horn for movies
in those sad and frustrating days of two years back.
In Film BULLETIN'S recent P.R. Poll, exhibitors
cited lack of support and initiative by the film producers
as one of the most glaring "wrongs" in industry management. They feel too much of the public relations
burden is theirs already ; how about help from the national companies, they ask.
"Relations with government," wrote Bob O'Donnell,
the Texas showman, "must be good. The evidence is
in." And so it seemed. Certainly, the tax victory raised
the industry's stature in the U. S. Congress. Unfortunately, the useful effects of that splendid accomplishment
may now be dissipated as a result of a fuss within the
movie family.
Talk of Federal regulation brings us smack dab into
the movie industry's most elementary "public": itself.
Like many a family situation, the tripartite household of
Paq* 10
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cinema is not without its admixture of deep mutual dependency, seldom-expressed devotion and querulous relations. In human intercourse, it is natural to accentuate the negative, suppress the positive. So it is in intraindustry relations.
It is ironic that an enterprise so ostensibly without
tongue or spirit in its dealings with outside publics,
kicks up like a team of hellcats at home. Movie business
will never qualify for a Nobel Peace Prize if its internal
conduct is any criterion. And this situation must be examined in a comprehensive study of motion picture
public relations.
Let's smear a specimen of internal movie business relations on a slide and look at it under the microscope.
The individuals who people each of the industry's
three branches are not unlike those in other endeavors.
There are men of wisdom and men not so wise. There
are hagglers and men of quick decision. There are
(Continued on Page 27)
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The primers of public
relations tell us that we
first must put our house,
our family relationships, in
order. Second is the relationship tothe community,
our neighbors. And then
third, the public, our
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fact it. There is
ing reappraisal."
not an audience of 80,000,000 a week for motion pictures. We are not the compelling, consuming source
of interest that we once
were. We are not major
sources of revenue to newspapers and magazines. The
number of habitual picture
goers has dwindled to a
very low number and their
age is a tender one. The
number of infrequent picture-goers has multiplied.
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our family, the motion picture industry. We can pre.
sent it to Hollywood and
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Are we willing to accept
the fact that the new mogood.tion pictures are for a selective audience? They are
not habitual motion picture
goers. cause
They
don't go
they always
go beon
Tuesday. They go because
they want to see that particular picture. It is expensive. Itis a problem of
planning. It is an event. It
involves selection.
On what basis do people
— the occasional picturegoers — select the films they
want to see? Once we
realize that we are after a
selective audience, and
once we get a general idea
of what they want, we have
made a start.
We know that they want
something that will be in
some small way, or in some
big way, challenging. It is
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Adapted for the Screen and Directed by Renato Castellani • A J. Arthur Rank Organization Presentation

1

HOWARD HUGHES & FLOYD ODLUM made the headlines by doing
nothing. That is, these contestants for
RKO Pictures control both allowed the
company's stock redemption deadline to
pass without offering up their stock at the
quoted $6 per share. Reports in brokerage
circles that Odium plans to bypass
Hughes' blockade by buying shares on
the open market, last week sent the price
of RKO common soaring well above the
$6 redemption figure. It hit over SYz at
mid-weel:.
o

KRIM
ARTHUR B. KRIM revealed that UA's
30th Anniversary year w^ill be the greatest in company history with the 1954
gross set at $43,000,000. The UA president anticipates that the company's forthcoming lineup of "blockbusters" should
push 1955 returns up to the $50,000,000
mark. Leading the product parade will be
Hecht-Lancaster's "Vera Cruz", the Gregory Peck starrer, "Purple Plain", and J.
A. Rank's "Romeo & Juliet."
o
WILLIAM GOLDMAN & PAUL GREGORY, president and v. p. of the newly
organized production unit, Gregory-Goldman Enterprises, set plans for their first
film, "The Naked and the Dead." Expected to roll before June, the picture will
star Robert Mitchum, with Charles
Laughton directing. After conferring with
leading Pennsylvania exhibitor Goldman,
Gregory also inspected the Nickelodeon
being constructed at the Franklin Institute under Goldman's sponsorship. Designed as a shrine to the motion picture
industry, the Nickelodeon will be dedicated on January 18.

BARNEY BALABAN's recent report to
Paramount stockholders, dealt briefly
with the prospects for International Telemeter Corp., one of the leading Slot-TV
systems. Said Balaban: "There has been
a great deal of activity and steady progress in those areas of television and
electronics in which we are engaged
through subsidiaries and affiliates. With
reference to International Telemeter Corporation, inwhich this Corporation holds

READE
WALTER READE, JR., who is associated with Continental Distributors, revealed that the releasing organization has
developed an exhibitor participation plan
aimed at increasing the flow of product
and assuring inde producers of greater
and preferred playing time. In a joint announcement with Continental president
Frank Kassler, Reade said the plan will
permit exhibitors to aid in financing product. Participants will, of course, share
in the profits. Continental has already acquired rights to J. A. Rank's Alec Guinness starrer, "To Paris With Love," for
distribution in the Western Hemisphere.
0

BALABAN
a majority interest, it seems that there
will be an acceleration in public interest
and discussion about pay-as-you-see television in 1955. We feel that the practical
advantages of the Telemeter system of
subscription television makes it outstanding in the field." Paramount holds a controlling interest in Telemeter and is the
only film company actively engaged in the
controversial pay-as-you-see television.

SOL C. SIEGEL, in NYC for the pre- ^
miere of his CinemaScope production,
"There's No Business Like Show Business," gave further impetus to the rising
stock of the inde producer saying, "Heads
of studios realize that the independent
and semi-independent producers are a
better bet for the company because of
the profit incentive . . . The market we're
in today is approaching the ideal situation, and there is no telling how high we
will go." Siegel now heads an independent unit at Paramount and some observers are speculating that his presence
may be the harbinger of that studio's
first plunge into CinemaScopics — a
process which, up to now. Paramount
has scourned.

C. J. TEVLIN, JAMES R.
GRAINGER & EDMUND
GRAINGER (RKO studio
chief, president and inde
producer, respectively) completed negotiations and
signed pact calling for RKO
distribution of product to be
filmed by the newly minted
Edmund Grainger Productions, Inc. First feature
under the inde deal is scheduled for an early 1955 start.
GOLDMAN
P*gt 12
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JOSEPH A. McCONVILLE, president
of Columbia International since the combeenKaster,
electedsucceedchairman ofpany's
the founding,
board. hasLacy
ing McConville as president, also was
elected to the board , . . WARNER
BROS, has given the original negative of
Irvingis the
Berlin's
is behalf
the Army"
This
Army,"This
Inc. on
of Armyto
Emergency Relief . . . WILLIAM H.
THEDFORD was named president of
Evergreen 1 State Amusement Corp, National Theatres affiliate operating theatres
in Oregon and Washington.

NEWS

CHARLES LAUGHTON will be honored with a life-membership medallion from
Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, on January 18. This event vdll be in connection
with the dedication of the Nickelodeon
shrine being donated to the Institute by
exhibitor-producer William Goldman, and
with the Motion Picture Associates annual welfare dinner, to be held in the
Quaker City on that date. The dinner will
honor veteran exhibitors Al Boyd, Ben
Amsterdam, William C. Hunt and Abraham Sablosky.
George Jessel
will be toastmaster.
Sam Diamond
is chairman.
*
*
*

H. COHN

J. COHN

HARRY & JACK COHN, sitting on top
of Columbia's net profit of more than 31/2
million dollars for 1953-54, had a field
day at the annual stockholders meeting.
Again proving that "nothing succeeds like
success," president Harry Cohn's contract was extended for an additional fiveyear period, and the present board of directors was reelected. Profit-happy shareholders, like trained seals, authorized the
no par value common stock, both issued
and unissued, be changed into common
stock with par of $5.00 per share, approved increase of common stock from
1,000,000 to 2,000,000 shares. A laugh was
provided when Cohn Brother Harry
offered to "go five rounds" with anyone
who doubted his good health.

ERIC A. JOHNSTON made all kinds of
news during the past fortnight. At a press
conference, the MPAA president announced that after meeting with film company executives, indications are that distribution isclose to an agreement on an
arbitration system for the industry. He
also said that to the best of his knowledge
the issues of pre-release and damages had
been "thoroughly thrashed out" and
would not block arbitration. The touchy
subject of arbitrating film policies, insisted
upon by Allied States Assn., was avoided.
Late in January, he will again set off
for the middle east to represent the White
House at conferences with Israeli and
Arab officials on the controversial Jordan
Valley power development.

SIEGEL

JOHNSTON

FRANK J. DAMIS left his post as Stanley Warner N. Jersey zone mgr. to join
Confection Cabinet Corp., a theatre vending and concessions company. CCC has
recently obtained the Eastern Drive-In
Corp. which operates drive-ins in N. J.
. . . FRED MEYERS of UA was elected
president of the N. Y. Film Board of
Trade, succeeding Lou Allerhand of
Loew's . . . JONAS ROSENFIELD, JR.,
IFE's v. p. in charge of ad-pub-exploitation, was spotlight speaker at a dinner for
Boston film critics given by Miss Viola
Berlin of the Exeter Theatre . . . OSCAR
HAMMERSTEIN II has been named
chairman of awards for the Amusement
Industry Division of Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies' Second Annual Mark of
Achievement luncheon at the NYC Sheraton Astor, January 20.
*
*
*
ARNOLD

M. PICKER, UA foreign distribution v.p., is back at his desk after a
tour of company European offices . . .
ROBERT F. BLUMOFE, UA chief of
West Coast operations, is in NY for meetings with home office execs on forthcoming product . . . VARIETY CLUB
TENT #10 of Indianapolis, a live-wire
philanthropic force in the mid-west, recently presented a 90-minute TV report
to the community concerning its activities
in the field of Cerebral Palsy. A year
ago, the Tent handled a CP Telethon
which raised $264,000 to benefit those
stricken by the disease.
CLAUDE
Republic's
new Dallas ATKINSON,
branch mgr., is
moving
over
from the same post in Oklahoma City.
Succeeds John Hoolihan . . . GERALD
SHEA, president & g.m. of Shea Enterprises announced that Al Foley will manage the Lawler Theatre, Greenfield, Mass.
and that Bill Kibrige moves into the manShea's
Park theatre
in
Westfieldagerial. slot
. .at
JACK
KIRSCH,
AT of 111.
president, is chairman of the Cook County
Theatre Week for 1955 March of Dimes.
*
*
*
Died: SAM FEINBLUM, 59, veteran
head booker for Columbia's NYC branch
. . . JOHN E. SCOTT, in Omaha, former
20th-Fox branch mgr. for 20 years.
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Leagues

Under the Sea" (C'Scope)
l^atuu^ O O O

Disney's best live-action film should be bright prospect for
youngsters and the male trade. Big b.o. factor will be kids
pressuring their elders to take them. Widespread advance
campaign, potent exploitabies guarantee good returns.
Exciting underwater melodrama in Technicolor represents Walt Disney's most ambitious live-action production
to date. It's preat for the kids and the men, but will face
a tough pull with the distaff trade. Filmization of imaginative 19th Century Jules Verne novel is like a good comic
book come to life, but should engender enough excitement
to satisfy most moviegoers. Despite attempts to inject
philosophical conclusions to the high melodramatics, script
and direction never permit it to reach full adult plane. Lack
of women in cast is another barrier to female draw. Story
tells of a French scientist and two companions, captured
by an apparent sea-monster, which turns out to be the first
submarine. Captain is a half-mad inventor taking vengeance on a hostile world. Thrills include violent sinkings
at sea, frenzied struggle with a giant squid, battle with
sharks, clash with cannibals on a desert island and a climactic explosion in which all the sub secrets are destroyed.
James Mason is effectively sinister as the psychopathic
captain who creates his own undersea world. Kirk Douglas, in a comedy role, sings a sea chanty, carries on duet
with a seal, but never comes through as a heroic figure.
Paul Lukas is colorless as the scientist and Peter Lorre is
wasted in a nondescript serio-comic role. I Pliil )
Buena Vista IWalt Disney) 124 Minutes. Kirk Douglas. James-Mason. Paul Lukas,
Peter Lorre. Robert J. Wilke. Carleton Young, Ted De Corsia. J. M. Kerrigan.
Producer Walt Disney. Director Richard Fleischer.

"Bad Day at Blacli Rock" (CinemaScope)
l^cUcHf O O O
Suspense-drama will get good grosses generally if campaigns are tailored to specific situations. Not a Western —
strong dramatics, well-rounded performances will draw in
class market. Will satisfy action fans.
Set in a tiny western town just after World War II,
"Bad Day at Black Rock" is a tough and highly dramatic
study of courage standing against evil This Dore Schary
production develops gripping entertainment around story
of a man who inadvertently stumbles on community which
is degenerating because of a crime committed by some of
its members. Tension and excitement begins building from
opening sequence when Spencer Tracy arrives in Black
Rock seeking Japanese father of dead soldier who won
medal in battle action. Tracy, hampered by crippled arm,
is immediately met with open hostility by townspepole.
Mention of Japanese farmer's name virtually panics the
citizenry. Related scenes build strong sympathy for Tracy
as he constantly backs down before bullying tactics of
townsmen and their ringleader (Robert Ryan). Although
early footage is talk-laden, effective C'Scope photography,
depth performances and astute direction by John Sturges
never allow interest to lag. Tracy learns that Ryan and
his men murdered the Jap in a patriotic orgy after Pearl
Harbor. Fightine against odds, he finds allies among the
decent townspeople ; killers are brought to justice. ( Xcil )
MGM 82 Minut«j. Sp*nc*r Tracy. Robert Ryan, Ann* Francis, Dean Jagger Walter
Brenntn. Producer Dore Schary. Director John Sturges.
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"The Silver ChaHce" (CinemaScape)
ScuiKC^ I^ClU^U^ O O O
Good spectacle has elements for satisfactory boxoffice response generally. Exploitation assets, plus biblical theme,
will draw both action and family markets.
Hollywood's latest venture to dramatize the trials and
devotion of the early Christian converts lacks originality of
narrative, falling generally into the framework of better
biblical films that have recently preceded it. As spectacle,
"The Silver Chalice" is generally satisfying, occasionally
impressive. CinemaScope lends sweep to the big scenes,
and WarnerColor is used effectively, with restraint, never
lush, never heavy. Rather complicated story, adapted from
Thomas B. Costain's best-seller, revolves about effort to
fashion and preserve the cup from which Christ drank at
the Last Supper. Basil (Paul Newman), gifted sculptor
of Antioch, freed from slavery by the disciple Luke and
Joseph of Arimathea, agrees to cast the holy cup in silver.
In Jerusalem, he is torn between love for Joseph's granddaughter, Deborra (Pier Angeli), and his childhood sweetheart, Helena (Virginia Mayo), now assistant to Simon
the magician (Jack Palance). Basil marries Deborra and
goes to Rome to complete his work on the cup. Simon,
lusting for power, has established himself in Nero's court,
intending to destroy the cup as symbol of Christianity.
Simon, actually believing himself a new Messiah, attempts
to demonstarte his divinity by flying from the huge Tower
of Light and falls to his death. To appease the mob, Nero
has Helena killed. The chalice disappears in the ensuing
riot. Peter says that it will reappear at a propitious time
in the future. Jack Palance's Simon is a fine characterization, the only standout. Miss Mayo, Walter Hampden and
Joseph Wiseman are adequate, Pier Angeli and newcomer
Paul Newman, resembles Brando, somewhat less so. (Bret)
Warner Bros. 140 Minutes. Virginia Mayo. Paul Newman. Pier Angeli. Jack Palance. Walter Hampden. Joseph Wiseman. Producer-director Victor Saville.

"Green

Fire" (CinemaScope)

ScMutc^ ^cUiiU^ O G O
Star names and C'Scope will carry this to slightly aboveaverage grosses. Best for action houses. Obvious plot
weakens it for discriminating people.
This MGM EastmanColor production is a run-of-themill adventure. Fortunately, Grace Kelly, Stewart Granger and Paul Douglas bolster its boxoffice prospects. Obsessed with a desire to find the "green fire" (emerald) in
Colombia's lost Carrere mine, mining engineer Granger,
with friend Douglas, encounters bandit attacks, landslides,
and romantic complications with Miss Kelly, who operates
a coffee plantation. From the standpoint of action and suspense, story reaches its peak in sequence depicting fight
between two workers, causing an avalanche that traps
Granger. Douglas saves him just before the entire tunnel
caves in. Solid performances by Kelly, Granger, Douglas
and Murvyn Vye, as El Morro, bandit leader, lend a bit of
flavor to this otherwise stereotyped plot. Romantic conflict developes because of Kelly's yearning for security and
Granger's greed and thirst for adventure. Windup has
Granger losing the mine in a fiery battle with Vye and his
men, and realizing that Kelly is all he desires, i W altz 1
MGM 100 Minutes. Grace Kelly. Stewart Granger. Paul Douglas. John Ericson,
Murvyn Vye. Producer Armand Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton.

TherG's No

Business Like Show
(CinemaScope)

"The Country

Business"

ScUiHCM

ScMute^ 'R<ntcK<^ O O O O
Can't miss being top grosser. Wonderful entertainment for
every member of family. Entrancing combination of heart
and sock Berlin tunes. Advance ballyhoo and "don't miss"
word-of-mouth point to bountiful boxoffice down the line.
The best musical film to come out of Hollywood in
years! Irving Berlin, who can't seem to miss for clicking,
has come up with another smash in "No Business Like
Show Business" that bids to top his past successes. It
has everything one could ask for in the way of musical
entertainment. Lavish, oftimes spectacular, it's loaded with
sock tunes, thrilling production numbers, enhanced notably
by CinemaScope, and the most wonderful use of color
(DeLuxe) to date. Yet for all its bigness, it has more
heart than a half dozen musical books put together. Under
Walter Lang's canny direction, the excellent cast delineates a saga of a show business family that intertwines the
emotions and risibilities, as well as the senses, to wrap up
a two-hour package of unadulterated enjoyment. The
Phoebe and Henry Ephron screenplay, based on a Lamar
Trotti story, forms a sturdy framework for the Berlin
sparklers, masterful choreography and spectacular staging. Story bep'ins in 1919 with Ethel Merman and Dan
Dailey as a married song-and-dance team on the vaudeville circuit. Their three youngsters, Donald O'Connor,
Mitzi Gaynor, Johnny Ray, infused with show business
blood, rebel against schooling, join Mom and Pop for a
sock family routine. The act is imperiled when Ray leaves
to study for priesthood and O'Connor falls for Marilyn
Monroe, chorine who exploits O'Connor to gain stardom,
but falls for him meanwhile. A jealous tiff between the

Girl"

I^CltiK^ O

O

O

Adult drama with strong prospects for class market. Stars,
provocative theme offer hefty lure in all but action houses
and hinterland, where abundance of dialogue may pall.
One of the better dramas of the year, "The Country
Girl" is mature film fare bound to create talk and wantto-see generally. Having much of the quality of the Clifford Odets' original play, it is virtually a photographed
stage play which concentrates almost exclusively on the
psychological aspects of a man-wife relationship. There is
consequently very little action and a great deal of talk ;
virtually every scene is a colloquy in which the principals
take part. But the talk is very good ; it provides an engrossing and sensitive examination of a marriage that has
failed while the self-respect of an alcoholic husband and
his wife has dwindled. Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly and William Holden all turn in fine performances. Plot concentrates almost exclusively on stage star Crosby, who has
lost confidence in himself and seeks solace in the bottle,
and his wife, Kelly. Holden, producer of the play in which
Crosby is to appear, attempts to gain an understanding of
both marital and professional situation in order to save his
play, and falls in love with the actor's wife in the process.
He helps them restore their marriage, guides the star to a
successful comeback. (Bret )
Paramount 104 Minutes. Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly, William Holden. Producer
William Perlberg. Director George Seaton.

"Young

At Heart"

Su^iKC^ 'RcUlH^ O O O
Rating for family market and juke-box trade drawn by DaySinatra names. Leisurely pace, romantic accent negate it
for action market. Star-pairing strong selling angle.

sparkles, it is Ethel Merman's surprisingly adept dramatic
performance which dominates. She uncorks a characterization that helps build the film into socko all-around diversion. Kudos to Darryl F. Zanuck, producer Sol C. Siegel,
and Irving Berlin for map:ical musical entertainment.

Remake of highly-successful "Four Daughters" (1938).
Musically entertaining, with sock tunes given top-flight
delivery by Doris Day and Frank Sinatra. Falters in heart,
pathos and gentle humor that graced original. Major drawback is rambling script, synthetic motivation in romantic
complications of Julian Epstein-Lenore Coffee screenplay.
Songs incidental in romantic tale of three (not four)
daughters in musical household, whose heart affairs go
into who-loves-whom maze when dashing composer Gig
Young settles in their Connecticut cottage. Tangle gets
worse when gloomy, cynical pianist-singer Sinatra enters
picture (film runs 40 minutes before he appears). Day jilts
Young at altar to run off with Sinatra, struggles to help
him rise above his self-styled doomed-by-fate philosophy.

Robert Alton's staging of the dances and musical numbers is superlative. Employing color like a Rembrandt,

He deliberately crashes his car, but wife's faith and love
pull him through for happy ending. Tunes are high spots,

young pair lands O'Connor in the hospital,
and he runs off when Dailey rebukes him.
further when Dailey disappears to look for
man carries on alone. Joyful reunion takes

after a binge,
Act dwindles
him and Merplace in stun-

ning production number at an actors' benefit show as Merman leads out her brood, with O'Connor now in the Navy,
Ray an Army chaplain. While everyone in the cast

Alton's masterpieces combine a nice interplay of subdued,
almost black-and-white, scenes with brilliantly tinted
shouts of vividity for some breathtaking scenes.

with Day
Willing &
"Just One
sings his

glittering in half dozen, particularly "Ready,
Able"; Frankie socking over "You My Love",
of Those Things" and "One For My Baby". He
hit title song at opening and close. Henry

'Pressbook chockful of selling aids, live ad copy and
display. "In all the world there's no music like it ... no
cast like it ... no story like it ... no show like it! It's the
musical CinemaScope was made for!" (Wax)
20th Century-FoK 117 Minutes. Ethel Mermen, Dan Dailey, Donald O'Connor, Marilyn Monroe,
Ray,LeeMitii
Gaynor,
Richard
McHugh,
RhysJohnnv
Williams,
Patrick.
Producer
Sol C.Eastham,
Siegel. Hugh
DirectorO'Brian,
Walter Frank
Lang.

Blanke's production gets deluxe treatment in WarnerColor. Personable cast, headed by Young, Ethel Barrymore, Dorothy Malone, give one-dimensional performances
under Gordon Douglas' like direction. (Barn)
Warner Bros. 107 Minutes. Doris Day, Frank Sinatra, Gig Young, Ethel Barrymore,
Dorothy Malone, Robert Keith, Elisabeth Fraser. Director Gordon Douglas.
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Production Pickup Looms
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Producers

Being Added

4 Features Slated for Jan.
ALLIED ARTISTS' SLOW-MOVING
production program may take a much-needed
spurt after the turn of the year, if present
plans don't bog down. Seven films, including one CinemaScopic, are slated to roll between January 1 and March 31. Four are
scheduled to start in January, two in February and one in March.
Heading up the list is the C'Scopic
"Wichita" (Joel McCrea), which producer
Walter Mirisch will launch on January 10.
This will mark McCrea's initial stint for the
company, under terms of a multiple picture
deal signed two weeks ago. The balance of
the January slate include William Broidy's
"Neon Rainbow," also to start on the 10th;
Ben Schwalb's "Royal Rogues" (Bowery
Boys), on the 26th; and Broidy's "Women's
Reformatory" on the 26th.
"Hold Back the Night" (Richard Basehart, Neville Brand) is due to roll on February 12— Hayes Goetz producing. This will
be followed on Feb. 28 by "Lord of the
Jungle" (Johnny Sheffield) — Ford Beebe
producing. Sam BischofF has set March 10
as starting date for "Phenix City."
At this writing, directors had not been
definitely set on any of the seven pictures,
and the casting set is that indicated above.
McCrea's second AA release has been announced for filming in early Spring. This
will be "Gun Point," in CinemaScope &
Technicolor — Vincent M. Fennelly producing, Alfred Werker directing. Other new
properties slated for Spring filming include:
"Rescue Squad," story of the operations of
a Sheriff's Department rescue force operating in the mountain areas — to be produced
by Fennelly, and "Son of Jack Slade," a
sequel to "Jack Slade." Lindsley Parsons
will produce the latter, John H. Burrows
serving as associate producer.
None of the big pictures to be turned out
under the recently signed participation pacts
with name producers and stars, will get
under way until early summer. First of
these will be a Gary Cooper starrer to be
produced and directed by William Wylcr.
John Huston probably won't launch his
initial AA production before early October.
One picture is shooting on the lot at the
present time, "Twilight Alley" (Richard
Contp, Constance Smith) — William F. Broidy
producer, Frank McDonald director.
U
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To Handle Big '55 Program
IN PREPARATION FOR WHAT APpears to be Columbia's biggest production
year since before the war — at least from the
standpoint of quality films, Jerry Wald has
started building up his producer roster for
the 1955 slate. Philip Yordan, who wrote and
produced "Anna Lucasta" and scripted "Detective Story" is the latest addition, having
just been signed to a long term producerwriter contract.
This gives the Gower Street studio a total
of six producers at the present time, with
others expected to be announced within the
next month. The current roster includes, in
addition to Yordan, William Fadiman, William H. Wright, Fred Kohlmar, Roy Huggins and Jonie Taps.
One new director, Anthony Mann, also has
been placed under contract by the company.
His first assignment will be "The Gilded
Rooster" (Victor Mature), to be produced
by Bill Fadiman, starting February 16.
Two new features have been scheduled for
January filming, both to start on the 18th.
"The Calico Pony" (Van Heflin), is Copa
Productions' first for Columbia release,
under a multiple picture deal signed three
months ago. This is the company owned by
Tyrone Power and Ted Richmond. It will
be lensed in CinemaScope & Technicolor —
Richmond producing, George Sherman directing. Jonie Taps launches his musical
production, "Here Comes the Bride"
(Frankie Laine, Keefe Braselle), Technicolor
— Blake Edwards directing.
Pre-production work also is slated to get
underway in January for two other important films: "The Solid Gold Cadillac"
(Judy HoUiday), based on the Broadway hit
— Fred Kohlmar producing, and "Music By
Duchin," a biog of the late pianist, Eddie
Duchin — Jerry Wald personally producing,
George Sidney directing.
Four pictures are shooting at the present
time: "My Sister Eileen" (Janet Leigh, Betty
Garrett, Jack Lemmon), CinemaScope &
Technicolor — Fred Kohlmar producer, Richard Quinc director; "Deadlock" (Stewart
Granger, Jean Simmons) — Maxwell Seton
producing for executive producer Mike Frankovitch, on location in England — Arthur
Lubin directing; "Duel On The Mississippi"
(Patricia Medina, Lex Barker), Technicolor
— Sam Katzman producer, William Castle

director; and "Devil Goddess" (Johnny
Weissmuller), Katzman production. Spencer
Bennett directing.
Negotiations are underway for the release
of two more independent productions to be
made abroad in 1955. Columbia may also
share in the production of one of them,
"War and Peace," planned by Dino De
Laurentis, the Italian producer. The second
project being discussed is a straight releasing deal on N. Peter Rathvon's "Special
Delivery" (Joseph Gotten, Eva Bartok),
which is slated to go before the cameras in
Weisbaden, Germany, next spring.
LIPPERT

PRODUCTIONS

Lippert Resumes

Direct

Sale of Its Oldies to TV
THE BACKLOG OF MORE THAN
100 old theatrical films which have been distributed to TV for the past year by Official
Films, will henceforth be handled by Lippert's own television subsidiary, Telepictures. The Lippert subsidiary originally released the pictures to teevee, until a year
ago,
when
a distribution deal was set with
Official.
Official's sales volume of the Lippert films
is reported to have been over $1,000,000 during the year in which it handled distribtition.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Steps Up Color Lab Output
To Handle More CinemaScopics
WITH ALMOST ITS ENTIRE CINEmaScope slate scheduled to be lensed in
EastmanColor, MGM is greatly expanding
its laboratory facilities to speed up print
output. With the installation of new equipment earlier this month, it is now possible
for the studio's lab men to turn out 2,800,000 feet of the color film per week — almost
double that of any other production company in town. Technicians claim that very
little savings can be cflfected for Metro in
doing its own printing. The EastmanColor
stock requires a total of 22 baths in processing, and the raw stock price is the same for
every o' c, so that both items are necessarily
fixed. Nevertheless, with five CinemaScope
color filiTis now in production, and a half
dozen more slated for the first half of 1953,
(Continued on Page 18)
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Doris
AND Frank
Sing 'EM AS
Only THEV CAN!
■YOU MY LOVE'
TIL MY LOVE COMES TO ME'
•JUST ONE OF THOSE THINGS'
'ONE FOR MY BABY'
•SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME'
■YOUNG AT HEART'
■THERE'S
HOLD ME AINRISING
YOUR MOON'
ARMS'
■READY WILLING AND ABLE^

Nobody

knew what

Barney would do nextand she didn't care,
just so he did it
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the time-saving clement alone makes it a
wise investment.
The quintet of CinemaScopers before the
cameras are: "It's Always Fair Weather"
(Gene Kelly, Cyd Charisse, Dan Dailey,
Michael KidcD— Arthur Freed producer,
Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen co-directors;
"Scarlet Coat" (Cornel Wilde, Michael Wilding, George Sanders, Anne Francis) —
Nicholas Nayfack producer, John Sturges director; "Love Me Or Leave Me" (Doris
Day, James Cagney, Cameron Mitchell) —
Joe Pasternak prodticcr, Charles Vidor director; "The Cobweb" (Richard Widmark,
Lauren Bacall. Gloria Grahame, Charles
Beyer, Lillian Gish)— John Houseman producer, Vincente Minnelli director; and
"King's Thief" (Ann Blyth, Edmund Purdom) — Edwin H. Knopf producer, Hugo
Fregonese director.
The only other feature now shooting is the
black and white production, "Blackboard
Jungle" (Glenn Ford, Anne Francis, Louis
Calhern) — Pandro S. Berman producer,
Richard Brooks director.
Next to roll will be "Bhowani Junction"
(Ava Gardner, Stewart Granger), which goes
on foreign location late in January — Pandro
S. Berman producing, George Cukor director. It will be lensed in CinemaScope and,
due to the overseas shooting, will use Technicolor rather than EastmanColor.
Pre-production work also will get underway in January on "Teahouse of the August
Moon" (Glenn Ford) — John Houseman producer.

PARAMOUNT
Pine-Thomas

Quit Paramount

See Better Chance Freelancing
ANY PROSPECTS FOR AN INcrease in Paramount's limited releasing slate
for next year were dashed the other day,
when the Pine-Thomas unit, which has produced atotal of 77 pictures for the company,
announced plans to exit the studio upon delivery of "Lucy Gallant," which they recently completed.
The move is prompted, tlie two Bills said,
by the current trend offering inde producers
greater opportunities under freelance operation. Henceforth, they plan to make no
financing or releasing deals until they have
packaged a story, stars and director. By so
doing, they believe it will be possible to effect
more advantageous studio arrangements.
To compensate, in part, for the loss of this
most prolific unit , Paramount has been
scouring the field for possible replacements.
One new unit is headed ])y Jack Rose and
Melville Shavclson, who recently completed
their first joint venture, "'J"hc Seven Little
Foy.s" (Bob Hope). The producers agreed
to move their Scribe Productions unit to
this lot for an undisclosed number of films
lor Paramount release. They arc setting up
t slate of three more Hope starrers, to be
jointly produced by Scribe and Hop^' over
P«g« IB
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the next five year. First will be "Beau
James," from Gene Fowler's biography of
the late Jimmy Walker.
The new Sol C. Seigel unit also is getting
its slate in order to go into production early
in 1955. In all likelihood, the first Seigel
production will be "Miss Liberty," the Irving
Berlin Broadway musical of six years ago.
The composer and Seigel are about ready
to sign the papers. Seigel also acquired the
rights to "The Captain's Table," an English
novel by Richard Gordon, and assigned John
Michael Hayes to write the screenplay.
Danny Kaye's Dena Productions has set a
new deal for a third picture, !'The Red

Nichols Story," to star Kaye, on a 50-50
profit participation basis.
In reiterating the Paramount policy of
"quality rather than quantity," Don Hartman, the company's production chief, told
sales and distribution executives at a studio
conference, the other day, that he can foresee
single picture grosses running "as high as
$50,000,000 or $100,000,000," by concentrating solely on bigness in production values.
At the present time, all stage space on the
lot is filled to capacity, for the first time in
a year. Pictures currently at work include:
"The Vagabond King" (Kathryn Grayson,
(Continued on Page 20)

1 c^,-.
"THE DESPERATE HOURS"
(Paramount)
This William Wyler production, based on
the best-selling novel by Joseph Hayes, Is
the story of what happens inside a suburban
American home when three convicts invade it
after their escape from a Federal prison.
Humphrey Bogart, plays the vicious leader of
the trio. Other cast toppers include Fredric
March and Martha Scott, the husband and
wife who are forced to give asylum to the
criminals; pendent
Dewey
Martin plays
deyoung brother;
RobertBogart's
Middleton,
the brutish third convict. For 24 terrible
hours the pressure on the family mounts. But
the tension begins to tell on Bogart, too.
First, theon money
for which
doesn't
arrive
schedule;
then he
his waits
kid brother
deserts him. Eventually, he is taken.

At
right: Robert
Middleton
opens
the
door for Gigan
unsuspecting
Young, while Mary
tha ScottandlookMar-on
Murphy
in horror, and
Humphrey Bogart,
on landing, prepares to spring
Itno action.
Below:
director ProducerWilliam
Wyler watches Bogart andhearse aMarch
scene. re-

Shooting started October 19; due to wind
in about two weeks. Budget: $2,000,000-plus.
Cast: Humphrey Bogart, Fredric March,
Martha Scott, Arthur Kennedy, Dewey Martin,
Gig Young, Mary Murphy, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director, William Wyler. Cameraman, Lee Garmes.

Si -il ..^^

theatre

en Dad gives the word that this is
night to go out, do they know what's
playing at your theatre?
If the family lines up in front of yoar
boxoffiee, it means you've done a lot of
that shouting called Showmanship . . .
of posting all over town . . . Standees
in your lobby . . . Displayaways and
Heralds away from theatre . . . and
trailers selling every feature on your
screen!

They can't help knowing

what's play-

ing when you use that kind of Showmanship .. . and your boxoffiee will
know it, too !

nuTionfli

SERVICE
PMifB/iBr Of me/nousmY

RKO
Size-ups
io
Studfrom
(Continued
Page 18)
Oreste Kirkop, Sir Cedric Hardwicke),
Technicolor— Pat Duggan producer, Alichael
Curtiz director; "You're Never Too Young"
(Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis), TechnicolorPaul Jones producer, Norman Taurog director; ''The Desperate Hours" (Humphrey
Bogart, Fredric March, Martha Scott) — William Wyler producer-director; "The Rose
Tattoo" (Anna Magnani, But Lancaster)—
Hal Wallis producer, Daniel Mann director;
"The Court Jester" (Danny Kaye, Glynis
Johns), Technicolor — a Dena Production,
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank producers and directors; and "The Girl Rush"
(Rosalind Russell, Fernando Lamas, Eddie
Albert, Gloria de Haven), TechnicolorFrederick Brisson producer, Robert Pirosh
director.

REPUBLIC
Yates Reported Cooling Off
Toward Sale of Films To TV
HEKliERT J. YATES, WHO HAS
been rumored to be on the verge of dumping
a block of 27 top Republic features on the
television market, may change his mind after
sampling the bids which TV stations are
currently making for such product. It is reported that Yates turned down a $4,000,000
offer from an eastern television distributor
for the 180 to 200 pictures which Gene Autry
and Roy Rogers made for this company.
According to a source close to the Republic president, he decided that the bid,
which represents only about $20,000 per picture, wasn't even worth consideration.
Whether the bids on the 27 feature films,
which he has considered selling, will be more
to his liking, remains to be seen. But as of
now, his enthusiasm is definitely cooling.
Casting snarls on the slate of five pictures
which Republic has been trying to get rolling in recent weeks are gradually being
worked out, so that most of them will be
ready to roll during January. "I Cover the
Underworld," which R. G. Springsteen is directing for associate producer William J.
O'Sullivan, finally got started, with Sean
McClory, Joanne Jordan and Ray Middleton
in the top roles. This is the only picture in
production on the lot at present.
With the signing of Lee J. Cobb, John
Payne and Mona Freeman to head the cast
for "Man From Texas," this high-budget
western has been put back on the slate, and
earmarked for a January 3r(l starting date.
Joe Kane will handle the associate producerdirector chores.
One new property, an original musical
titled "Latin Quarter," has just been ac(luircd by the studio, and assigned to associate producer Sidney Picker. It is being
readied for early spring filming.
A new multiple-picture contract, covering
a two year period, has been handed Sterling
Haydcn. It is understood that Hayden's new
pact calls for a total of four films to be
made over the two year period.
Pagi 20
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Tone Brightens With Six
Indes Readying 7-12 Features
1955 IS BEING USHERED IN A MORE
hopeful tone at RKO, with independent producers launching a minimum of seven, and
possibly twelve, features during the first six
to eight weeks of the new year.
Edmund Grainger Productions has two
Technicolor-Superscope films slated to go
during that period: "The Treasure of Pancho Villa," to be shot in Northern Mexico,
and
JamesandStreet's
"Ohthe Promised
Land."
Directors
casts for
two pictures
are
now being set.
Benedict Bogeaus, who just finished "Escape to Burma" (Barbara Stanwyck, Robert
Ryan), is preparing to launch another Stanwyck starrer, as yet untitled, in early February. David Butler is prepping "Miracle At
Santa Anita" for a January start. King
Brothers Productions will be ready to roll
around the first of February on "The Boy
andNattheHolt
Bull."
Productions starts a second film,
to follow his recently completed "Seven Bad
Men," in late January; and Sol Lesser, who
just finished "Tarzan's Hidden Treasure"
begins his next picture in February. James
R. Grainger, RKO president, who announced
the upswing in production, said there would
be five more films started during January
and February, but declined to identify them.
The company now has four top-budget
features completed and awaiting release:
"Underwater," "The Conciueror," "Son of
Sinbad" and "Jet Pilot."
In addition, RKO is set to release a total
of six CinemaScope cartoons for Walt Disney, during the coming year.
The largest individual film advertising
budget in RKO history has been allocated
by Howard Hughes to launch the release of
"L^nderwater:' (Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland,
Richard Egan), which gets a big underwater
premiere next month in Silver Springs,
Florida. The outlay will include $400,000 for
national magazines, $350,000 for radio and
TV, $155,000 for outdoor billboards, $75,000
for exploitation.
20TH

CENTURY-FOX

Three New C'Scopics Set
For Jan., Making Total Six
CASTING DIFFICULTIES, WHICH
delayed the start of several films, have now
been worked out, and three more features
will go into production during January.
Thus, by the middle of the month, Darryl
F. Zanuck will have a total of six CinemaScopics shooting, representing a total budget outlay of approximately $15,000,000.
"Tokyo Story" (Robert Stack, Shirley
Yamaguchi), has been moved up to January 10— Buddy Adler producing and Samuel
Fuller directing. "Lord Vanity" (Clifton
Webb, Robert Wagner) is now set for a
January 17th starting date — Charles Brackett
producing and Delmcr
Daves directing.

"Pink Tights" (Sheree North, Johnny Ray)
will follow on January 24 — Samuel G. Engel
producing, Henry Levin directing. Levin replaces Henry Koster, who has been shifted
to
another production coming up in early
February.
These features, added to the three now
shooting, will consume all available soundstage space on the lot. Shooting are: "Daddy
Long Legs" (Fred Astaire, Leslie Caron,
Terry Moore, Thelma Ritte) — Samuel G.
Engel producer, Jean Negulesco director;
"Soldier of Fortune" (Clark Gable, Susan
Hayward, Michael Rennie) — Buddy Adler
producer, Edward Dmytryk director; and
"Violent Saturday" (Victor Mature, Sylvia
Sidney, Tommy Noonan) — Buddy Adler producer, Richard Fleischer director.
In addition, there is one independent
shooting for Fox release, the National Pictures' "Magnificent Matador" (Maureen
O'Hara, Anthony Quinn) — Edward L. Alperson executive producer, Carrol Case acting producer, and Budd Boetticher director.
Two high-budgeters are scheduled to roll
in February. "Sir Walter Raleigh" which
will mark Bette Davis' return to the screen
after a two years absence. Richard Todd will
play the title role in the picture, to be produced by Charles Brackett and directed by
Henry Koster. The second February starter
will be "How To Be Very, Very Popular"
(Marilyn Monroe) — to be produced and directed by Nunnally Johnson from his own
script. Negotiations are on to secure Jane
Russell for a co-starring role in the picture.
Also coming up during the first half of
the new year will be "The Tall Man" (Clark
Gable, Jane Russell, Guy Madison), from a
novel by Clayton Fisher — William Hawks
and William Bacher co-producing, Henry
King directing, and the current Broadway
musical, "Can Can" — Nunnally Johnson producing and directing, in addition to writing
the script.
Producer Julian Blaustein exited the lot,
following a five year association with 20th.
At the same time, the studio announced that
George Stevens has been signed to a twopicture producer-director pact. No assignment has been made, however, due to
Stevens' Bros,
current
project "The Giant" for
W'arner
release.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Volume, Plus 'Blockbusters'
Makes UA Popular with Exhibs
INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION FOR
United Artists continues to run ahead of the
output at most major studios. At present,
three pictures are filming and another pair
are being made ready to roll in January.
1955 will see this company release more product than any other major, and with an
ample share of "blockbusters." This accounts for the company's wide popularity in
exhibitor circles.
Slated for a January start is Philip A.
Waxman's "Postolero" (Jack Palance) to be
directed by David Miller, who megged Palance's first Hollywood hit, "Sudden Fear."

e-ups
Stu
This one,dio
dealing withSiz
the regeneration
of a
gunman, will be wholly financed by \\'axman. Also rolling during the first month of
the new year will be William and Edward
Nassour's "The Beast of Hollow^ Mountain"
(Guy Madison, Sarita Monteil) — Edward
Nassour directing.
Pictures for UA release in production at
the present time are: "Canada's Great Manhunt" (Edward G. Robinson, George Raft,
Audrey Totter) — Bischoff-Diamond production, Lewis Allen directing; ParklaneSaville's "Kiss Me Deadly" (Ralph Meeker,
Paul Stewart, Cloris Leachman) — Robert Aldrich producer-director; "Gentlemen Marry
Brunettes" (Jane Russell, Jeanne Grain,
Scott Brady, Alan Young, Rudy Vallee),
Technicolor — Russ-Field-Voyager production, Robert Bassler executive producer,
Richard Sale and Robert Waterfield co-producers, Sale directing.
Paul Gregory and director Charles Laughton are scouting locations in the Bahamas
for a spring start on Gregory's second independent production, "The Naked and the
Dead". This will be the first project for the
new Gregory-Goldman organization. Editing and scoring are in the final stages on
Gregory's "Night of the Hunter."
Two new Hecht-Lancaster productions
have been added to the 1955 slate. In September, they expect to launch "Trapeze,"
with Lancaster in the starring role, Carol
Reed directing, on location in England and
Europe. This will be followed in December
by "Until They Sail," the James Michener
story, to be directed by Lancaster.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Rackmil Formula for U-l
Reveals Him A Keen Film Man
THE RECENT SALES-PRODUCTIONadvertising meeting held at this studio revealed one principal conclusion: U-I again
will be the studio of diversity in '55.
While most other majors are thinking only
in terms of reduced volume and big-budget
productions almost exclusively. Universal
will undertake to deliver a varied program
of big ones and modest budgeters. This
company has profited handsomely on its less
costly Technicolor westerns, adventures and
costumers. This type of product will continue to play an important role in U-l's output for 1955.
President Milton Rackmil, for a comparative newcomer to this business, shows himself to be a mighty astute film man. In addressing the studio meeting, he stressed two
primary objectives of his regime: (1) pro(luc^tion of "boxoffice hits"; (2) the "splendid
relationship" U-I enjoys with its exhibitor
customers. That's really getting down to
basic business factors, and his remarks reveal the Universal boss as a keen executive.
In order to execute the more ambitious
phases of its production program, U-I is
leaning heavily toward best-selling novels as

a story source. To date, 13 novels have been
acquired, with others still in prospect. At
least 75 per cent of the slate is to be filmed
in color, and top star nam.es will be brought
in to head up casts of the big ones, using
percentage deals as inducements. Deals have
already been worked out with James Stewart, Tyrone Power, Gregory Peck and
Alan Ladd.
Novels on the productions agenda include:
"Away All Boats," by Kenneth Dodson;
"New Heaven, New Earth," by Arthemise
Goertz; "All That Heaven Allows," by Edna
and Harry Lee — Jane Wyman and Rock
Hudson set to star; "The White King," by
Samuel B. Harrison; "The Rawhide Years,"
by Norman Fox — Tony Curtis and Arthur
Kennedy to be starred; "The Galileans," by
Frank G. Slaughter; "Dolly Hession," by

MacKinlay Kantor; "Apache Agent," by
Woodworth Klum; "Law Man," by Lee
Leighton; "The Outer Darkness," by W. R.
Burnett; and "Dead Man Pass," by Peter
Lavk'son.
A musical, based on the old comedy hit,
"My ^lan Godfrey," also has been placed on
the new year's slate. Rock Hudson and
Julie Adams likely will star in the picture, to
be titled "1011 Fifth Avenue". Ross Hunter
is set to produce, Douglas Sirk to direct.
Four pictures are shooting at the present
time: "Ain't Misbehavin' " (Rory Calhoun,
Piper Laurie, Jack Carson), previously titled
"Third Girl From the Right" — Sam ^larx
producing and Eddie Buzzell directing;
"Kiss Of Fire" (Jack Palance, Barbara
Rush) — Sam !Marx producer, Joe Newman
(Continued on Page 22)

'GENTLEMEN
MARRY
Technicolor
BRUNEHES"
(Russ-FieldVoyager
Production for
United Artists
Release)

This musical-comedy has all the ingredients of a real boxoffice bonanza. Written by Anita Loos
and Richard Sale,
who authored the
similarly titled hit,
"Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes", it is being
lensed in Paris, actual locale of most
of the action. Story
is built around Jane
Russell and Jeann6
Crain, who comprise
a nite club sister act.
They are persuaded
to go to Paris to
meet Scott Brady and
Alan Young, who
promise to set them
up in a big musical
revue.
Started September
13; due to wind
around the first of
the year. Budget:
$l,500,000-plus.
Cast: Jane Russell,
Jeanne Crain, Scott
Brady, Alan Young,
Rudy Vallee,Producer,
Gwenn
Verdon.
Robert Bassler, director, Richard Sale.
Cameraman, Desmond Dickerson.
From top, down: Jane Russell and Jeanne Crain attract two French mashers
while masquerading as the famous Jones Sisters act of the I920's. Gwen
Verdon shows the girls how to wow a French audience. Jane Russell, Scott
Brady, Rudy Vallee, Alan Young, Jeanne Crain rehearse their nightclub act.
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Other new properties on the slate include:
"A Case of Identity," real-life story of a
New York Stork Club musician falsely convicted of a holdup, with Frank Sinatra being
Sierra," a re-make of
"High Bogart
to star;
paged
starrer, with
Humphrey
the 1941
Jack Palance the probable star; "I Died A
Thousand Deaths," suspense drama with a
prison background, to be produced by David
Weisbart, and directed by Walter Doniger.
Latter megged "Duffy of San Quentin" for
the company, last year.
Distribution rights have just been acquired
on Hall Bartlett's independent production,
"Unchained" (Elroy Hirsch, Barbara Hale),
completed a few weeks ago.
Three pictures for Warner release are now
being filmed: Moulin Productions' "Moby
Dick" (Gregory Peck, Leo Genu, Richard
Basehart), Technicolor — John Huston producer-director; "The Sea Chase'' (John
Wayne, Lana Turner), CinemaScope &
\VarnerColor — John Farrow director, no
producer credit given; and "The McConnell
Story" (Alan Ladd, June Allyson, James
Whitmore),
CinemaScope
W^arnerColor
Henry Blanke
producer, &Gordon
Douglas—
director.

e-ups
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(Continued
from Page Siz
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director; "Tacey" (Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson. Julie Adams) — Ross Hunter producer,
Jerry Hopper director; and "Female On The
Beach" (Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler. Jan
Sterling) — Albert Zugsmith producer. Joseph
Pevney director. All but the last-named are
in Technicolor.
Coming up in January and Fel)ruary are:
"All That Heaven Allows" (Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson) — Ross Hunter producer,
Douglas Sirk director; "The Private War of
Major Ilcnson" (Charlton Heston) — Howard
Pine producer, director not yet set; "The
Spoilers" (Anne litxter, Jeff Chandler, Rory
Calhoun) — Robert Arthur producer, no director set; "The Rawhide Years" (Tony
Curtis, Arthur Kennedy) — Stanley Rubin
producer, director not set; "There's Always
Tomorrow" (Fred MacMurray, Barbara
Stanwyck, Joan Bennett) — Ross Hunter producer, and a musical, "The Second Greatest
Sex" (Keith Andes) — .Albert J. Cohen, producer, George Marshall director.
WARNER
WB

BROTHERS

INDEPENDENTS

Projects Lined Up

Stars Continue to Form

For Gable, Lanza, Sinatra
NEW PROPERTIES FOR 1955 FILMing are being scheduled at a rapid rate by
this company. Six productions were set during the past fortnight, some of them among
the more ambitious projects undertaken by
the Burbank company in recent years.
As an example, Clark Gable has just been
signed to star in a production of Eleanor
liuckles' new novel, "The Lion's Share".
Willis (ioldbeck will produce. Another major
project is an operatic-type musical, based on
(iounod's "Faust," for which Mario Lanza
is up for the starring role, and Jack Palancc
set to play Mephistopheles. 'J'here's talk
that the entire Metropolitan Opera Company
ensemble may be secured for the picture.

SHOWMEN

Send

Own Production Companies
AIORE AND MORE HOLLYWOOD
stars- are entering independent production.
Within the past ten days, Ann Sothern, Lex
Barker, Abbott and Costello, and Doris Day
have all announced plans to produce and
star in their own productions. Aliss Sothern
plans to go into production on a slate of
three of four films, when she completes her
current television series early next summer.
Barker has set "The Great Fall" as the first
film for his Delbar Productions. Because his
U-I pact forbids it, Barker will not appear in
the picture himself, but will topline two
other male stars.
Abljott and Costello will be associated

. .

—
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with their representative, Eddie Sherman, in
an inde feature due to go before the cameras
in Europe this spring. Miss Day has just
signed Robert Carson to write the screenplay
of "Rhythm and Blues," which is based on
her own life story. It will be filmed next
summer, in association with her husband,
Marty Melcher.
Other inde productions which have just
been announced for 1955 filming include:
"The Big Brass Band" (Frank Sinatra), a
Jesse Lasky project which he has been preparing for the past three years; "Black Sunday" (Anthony Quinn), to be made by Edward L. Alperson and Budd Boetticher, following completion of their currently filming
"The Matador" for 20th-Fox; "The Norman"
(Jack Palance), a Charles Marquis Warren
feature to be lensed in Europe; and a musical feature, "Springtime in Copenhagen" to
be filmed abroad by producer Paul F. Heard.
Hal Roach, Jr., one of Hollywood's busiest TV producers, also is entering the theatrical features phase of production with a
slate of four films — all to be turned out in
1955. Two of the four will be based on his
television properties, "My Little Margie"
and "Racket Squad."
Only one inde now shooting is not committed for major studio release. That is:
"Hold Back Tomorrow" (Cleo Moore, John
Agar) — Hugo Haas producer-director. Three
more are slated to roll in January: "Curly"
(Cornel W'ilde, and possibly Jane W'j-man),
a Theodora production — Wilde to produce,
and John Sturges tentatively penciled in as
director; "Mriacle At Guadalupe" (not cast)
— Gerry Brant producer, Sidney Salkow directs, and "The Lonesome Trail" (not cast) —
Earl Lyon produces, Richard Bartlett directs.
Distributors Corporation of America is
completing arrangements to increase its
capitalization by as much as 50 or possibly
even 100 per cent, according to president
Fred Schwartz. This is prompted by the
enthusiasm of exhibitors in buying up the
initial $1,000,000 issue of preferred stock. A
statement just issued by the company, reveals that the purchasers of this first issue
own a total of 1,005 theatres.
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20th-Fox proved just what the
title says with its pre-Xmas Roxy
premiere of "There's No Business
Like Show Business." With 100
cops detailed to quell the mobs
clamoring for a glimpse of show biz
names that minked and white-tied
endlessly into the New York filmhouse, it was a showman's Paradise.
With 50th Street and Seventh Ave.

On p. a. tour for his UA starrer, "Vera Cruz",
Gary Cooper aids the Toys- For-Tots Christmas
drive in New Orleans, playing host to campaign "queen and king". The Yule drive was
co-sponsored by Marine Fighter Squadron
143, commanded by Maj. Carol Bernard, right.
Fabian's 'Fabulous 40* Winner
Irving Hillman, manager of the Roger
Sherman Theatre, New Haven, now knows
what one of those fabulous jackpot winners
feels like. Winner in Stanley Warner's "Fabian's Fabulous Forty" contest, which celebrated Si Fabian's 40th year in show business, Hillman's loot included two weeks vacation in England with the Mrs., a mink
stole, diamond studded watch, luggage, etc.
Runners-up were William Wyatt, Virginian Theatre, Charleston, W. Va. ($1500 U. S.
Bond), and Frank Costa, Warner Theatre,
Ridgewood, N. J. ($1000 Bond).
Best series of promotions award went to
Claude Land of Silver Theatre, Silver
Springs, Md. Best series of kiddie show activities was wen by Jack Harvey, Palace
Theatre, Danbury, Connecticut.
COMPO

renamed "Show Business Square"
for the occasion (see below), premiere activities were telecast in an
hour-long show sponsored by Nash,
with George Jessel m.c.ing. It was
the first commercially-sponsored
film premiere telecast in history, a
notable innovation. Also on hand
for highlights were Mutual network's Ray Heatherton, Armed
Forces Radio and Voice of America,
newsreel, newspaper and top wire
service coverage. The outpouring oi
show biz toppers included, of course,
Irving Berlin and four of the picture's six stars: Ethel Merman, Dan
Dailey, Johnnie Ray, Mitzi Gaynor.
Proceeds from the premiere went to
the Actors' Fund of America.

s No. 33

"A Newspaper Natural, It Seems To Us"
is
thead provocative
latest
for Editor &overture
PublisherinonCOMPO's
behalf of
film industry p.r. No. 33 in a series of
"friendly talks" tosses forth the as-yet-unfinished project of a nation-wide poll of the
public for best movie, performances and
most promising young players.
"Because moviegoers are newspaper readers," says the ad, "the poll, it seems to us,
offers an excellent opportunity for newspapers to participate. The nature of this participation, of course, is something that will
have to be worked out between newspapers
and local theatres." COMPO adds, "it would
be helpful, while we are working out the details, if we had some newspaper reactions
to it . . . Any suggestions?"
(Continued on Page 26)

Above, Borough president Julan Jack
dedicates "Show Business Square",
with Dan Dailey and two cuties assisting. Right, the premiere, from top:
W. C. Gehring, Dan Dailey, Warren
Munsell, Actors' Fund sec'y. Ethel Merman Is flanked by Roxy's William Moclair and Nat'l Theatres' Frank H.
Ricketson, Jr. At pre-premiere dinner,
Fox v.p. Charles Einfeld, Mitzi Gaynor
and her husband. Jack Bean, Mrs. Einfeld. Bottom, stars and Berlin to sell
tickets at the Roxy on opening day.
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PICTURE
■YOUNG

AT

HEART'

DAY-SINATRA
With two red hot boxoffice names
Uke Doris Day and Frank Sinatra, and
a hit song title, the Warner sho'wmen
just did what comes naturally and built
a smart sellin^^ campaign around this
"dream team." While "Young at
Heart" offers large, tuneful portions of
vocal interludes by these two famous

FRANK

SINATIlA/i

OFFERS

'DREAM

POWER

CAMPAIGN

songsters, it also capitalizes on their
dramatic talents. Combination is calculated to provide exhibitors with
plenty of angles to draw most types
of audiences.
Newspaper ads effectively^ illustrate
the romance-music-drama facets of this
Henry Blanke production and carry
interest-provoking catchlines like :
"Mad For Each Other And Singing
Their Hearts Out For You" . . . "Together For The First Time! Terrific
From The First Moment!" . . . "Nobody Knew What Barney Would Do
Next And She Didn't Care, bust So He
Did It With Her!" Copy also plays up
Sinatra's award-winning fame.
MERCHANDISING TIE-INS
Pressbook offers a number of smart

Young

f
.. LiKe girl goes with boy
;i Like Helen goes with Troy
Like Cleo goes with patra
» rppris goes w.th Sinatra^:.

DORIS

FRANK

DAY

SINATRA

Young

at Heart

DOMIS ANdFUAMKi
AS OmLV TMlv CAM'
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suggestions for ad and display tie-ups
with local merchants and shops, which
can be worked around stills of eyecatching scenes from the picture. Typical ideas : Use still of Day-Sinatra enNext And She Didn't Care, Just So He
jewelry store and photographer's studio
which entitles young couples purchas^ Newspaper ads, such as these, play-up teaming ot b.o. stars Doris Day and Frank Sinatra,
and capitalize their singing and dramatic talents.

'Young at Heart" Quiz Mat

TEAM'

ing engagement gifts at cooperating
jeweler during run of film to be photographed free of charge. Cute shot of
Day and Ethel Barrymore with baby
can be made up into an effective
counter and window display-piece for
co-ops with specialty shops, toy and
department stores. For use in all tieins, WB boxofficers suggest the slogan: "For The One Who Is 'Young

At Heart'."
STUNTS
Prior to film's opening, announce a
talent search for three sisters (like the
three Tuttles in "Y at H") who sing,
dance or play musical instruments.
Then have the girls entertain at the
opening. Other ideas include : announcement that married couples from
town named Frank and Doris will be
admitted free on opening night ; invite
local gals, resembling Doris Day, to
submit photos to be posted in lobby.
Then have patrons vote on the best
look-alike and invite the winner to be
first-night guest of honor; wealth of
newspaper space should be garnered
from a jitterbug contest for persons
over sixty who

are still "Young at

Heart."

\

idea-loaded pressbook provides numberable angles for attention-getting campaigns which include
a "Young At Heart" quiz and a fashion tie-up with local newspapers. Mats are available for a
cute "test-yourself" herald adaptable to both throw-aways and newspaper features. Quiz asks provocative questions to determine just how young-at-heart the reader really is and suggests seeing
the WB film at local theatre. Fashion mat discusses current trends in ladies' wear and shows off
Doris Day's "Y at H" wardrobe. Excellent for newspaper tie-ins with your local millinery shops.

6XHIBITORS

FORUm

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
ON

PRODUCT

DEARTH

youngsters in California who could be developed into stars if producers would only
Excerpts from address made by TOA's Pat
make the effort.
McGee to S. D. Exhibitors Asso., Sioux Falls
In the meanwhile, this very policy of fewer
It is significant to note the continuing re- • but bigger pictures, with no willingness to
action on the part of producers and distriburisk featuring a young but capable player,
tors in the light of the platform adopted by makes the producers themselves victims of
Theatre Owners of America, during the Chithe policy of which they have made exhibicago Convention the first week of November.
tors the victim. As the stars get older and
The really important things which were de- retire, without suitable replacements being
clared to be a matter of policy and extra
trained, the salaries of those who remain are
effort, were the need to create more product,
naturally forced up by the spirited bidding
for w-hich exhibitors show complete willingfor their services, in which the agents for the
ness to aid in financing, and the awareness
stars take full advantage. The higher the
of the problems of the small town exhibitor,
less the stars want to work bewith the desire on the part of everyone to salaries,cause the
of high income taxes, and thus you
keep him in business.
see the result of the fewer but bigger picture
To put the second topic first, you see that
policy, all of which raises costs which in turn
Fox and ^letro have both made published
force higher film rentals. Yet, despite all
statements as to their willingness to sell the
this, we see a few newcomers rising to starsmaller theatres on a flat rental basis and
dom. You see Grace Kelly, Tony Curtis,
one W'hich will enable them to stay alive.
Rock Hudson, and others like them coming
Other companies, including Columbia, have
to the fore. Just think what would happen
evidenced similar wishes, but are not taking
if a determined effort were made to develop
very rapid steps to put them into operation.
new personalities, thus widening production
1 feel that if we close our exhibitor ranks
possibilities.
and try to meet these distributors halfway
and on a workable plan, we can get somePAR SUSPENDS TOLL TV
thing accomplished quick enough to serve
ITO of Ohio
the purpose.
Now as to this matter of the need of more
The Toll TV experiment in Palm Springs,
product. You really get into a complicated
Calif, has been shut down. Paul ^McXamara,
an executive of International Telemeter
discussion. Let's take production-distribution views into account. They say first, that
Corp., a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures,
theatre owners are selfish and that wc wish
says it was closed down for the summer because many of the residents moved away
to buy pictures on a buyer's market, thus
getting more favorable terms, and of course.
during the midsummer heat. It's not too hot
now, but the system has not been reopened
I would prefer that to the present seller's
market. The moment that the exhibitors'
because of — get this — "a shortage of first
finance group was organized, in which every
run movies". Authority for this is the New
exhibitor should invest something, a total of York Times. The Times story adds the
further information that Paramount was the
between forty and fifty millions of dollars
was mentioned by various producers as al- only film studio to allow Telemeter to use
its movies for the Palm Springs experiment.
ready being available for financing of independent productions. All of us saw this in A look at Paramount's release schedule
shows that Mr. McXamara knows what he
the trade press. It is obvious that the present
distributors of pictures would like to control
is talking about in this respect anyway. Apall pictures produced from all possible
parently there isn't enough in Telemeter yet
to induce Paramount to make more pictures.
sources, releasing such film in such convenient order as to maintain a seller's market.
These producers say that they are not
LONG RUNS FALLACY
solely responsible for making fewer pictures.
AITO
of la., Neb., S. D. & Mid-Central
They say that television and other factors
cause them to lose money on the "R" pictures and forced them to be eliminated. They
cite the lack of good story ideas, the lack of
sufficient stars, the fact that only the big
picture makes money, and that there isn't
room for any other type. I don't doubt there
\ists a shortage of stars and good techians. It was recently reported that a
number of good story ideas were waiting
tmtil the right male star became available. In
it very admission you must clearly see
It fio film company now in production has
,1 continuing program for the development
( i new personalities. They wait for someone
< Kc to take the chance on the young personality in the hope that when he has been
developed, they can borrow him when they
li.ivc a suitable rule. There are dozens of

Present trends toward "fewer and bigger''
pictures and longer 1st runs at hi.gher admission prices, with prohibitive terms, "no
prints" and other clearance "gimmicks" to
keep them from the great numbers of the
American public served by the territory's
outlying smaller theatres for long periods of
time, up to a year or more, do not create
new movie patrons and expand our industry's
market. Any child would know the exact
opposite is true! These practices may grab
some e.xtra "quick bucks" on the favored
early runs, but when pictures, no matter how
big or good, are withheld 'til all advance
publicity is lost and all freshness gone, they
do no better than program business in the
small towns and sub-runs and help to drive
the public to T\'.

WB

SALES POLICY
ATO of Indiana
Wilbur Snaper in the course of his business and not as a member of the Emergency
Defense Committee had a discussion with
Ben Kalmenson and the following are Snaper's impressions thereof: that Mr. Kalmenson
has given instructions to his various branches
that those theatres that have been buying
pictures on a flat basis previously, may still
buy all pictures flat except "A Star is Born."
This includes CinemaScope pictures with
the exception of "A Star is Born." As to
price, this is subject to negotiation by the
exhibitor but I am quite sure that it is not
his iijtent to make it impossible to buy
through unreasonable increases, if any increase is warranted.
ilr. Snaper adds: "I know for a fact that
he has already put this policy into effect in
certain divisions and I suggest you advise
ourFOX
units." AIDS

CS FINANCING
ITO of Ohio
Some time ago, Spyros Skouras offered to
assist any exhibitor who was unable to finance the -installation of CinemaScope. As
far as we know, no one has taken him up
until last week.
One of our members, the Star Theatre in
Dresden, with 146 seats, the smallest operating theatre in the state — open six days
every week — told the writer about two weeks
ago, he was having difficulty in maintaining
his grosses with the limited supply of nonCinemaScope film. He makes three changes
a week. Earl Starner, the owner, has the
confidence necessar\- to make a good showman. Obviously with this small capacity,
Mr. Starner has never been able to amass
any captial. The only reason he is not hungry is because he has a job, the proceeds of
which he puts into the Star Theatre to make
it more attractive to the people of Dresden.
Having determined to avail himself of the
new process, Mr. Starner requested his fellow members through this bulletin last week
to sell him a screen.
The writer calfed William C. Gehring,
general sales manager of Twentieth CenturyFox, ilr. Gehring asked which supply house
^Ir. Starner dealt with. It was National
Theatre Supply Co. in Cleveland. A little
later, ^fr. Gehring returned the call to say
he had talked with Frank Massek, manager
of National Theatre Supply Co. in Cleveland
and that Mr. Starner could have the lenses
on his own terms.
This is positively true. The terms are astounding and could be more generous than
Mr. Starner requires. Furthermore, they
have absolutely nothing to do with the price
of Twentieth Century- Fox pictures. It is
entirely conceivable that Mr. Starner could
install lenses assisted by Twentieth CenturyFox and never play a Fox picture. In view
of ilr. Gehring's statements to the Milwaukee convention and his interest in this exhibitor, this is highly unlikely, however.
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(Continued from Page 10)

argumentative men and men of docile temperament. In
general, movie people are quick-witted, imaginative and
sentimental. They do not lack ambition. They want to
make a living, comfortably sustain their families, and
enjoy the better things in life. No one deliberately
wishes to create friction, unsettle the routine of his business life and waste time conjuring devilish reprisals
upon imaginary tormentors.
Why

then do otherwise reasonable and astute businessmen like this large southern exhibitor (preferring

to go unnamed) respond to Film BULLETIN'S
Relations questionaire in this harsh tone :

Public

"As to distribution, it hasn't either public relations or
social consciousness. No group ever wanted to operate
its business so much in the dark as does that one ... I
have no particular recommendation unless it be the advice to exhibitors to run their own business and try to
divorce themselves as far from Hollywood as the local
department store is from the conditions which may exist
in a cotton factory or among the girls who make the
gloves — which may be wonderously good for all

THE

Foster

PUBLIC-AND
industry

DUH5ELVE5
Strife

prices for its "merchandise", it operates in a sort of state
of perpetual anarchy, businesswise. Since all deals for
the sale and purchase of films are negotiated, the people
who conduct the industry's commercial transactions are
subjected to far greater day-to-day stress and strain
than any other business group that comes to mind.
Accepting the premise that the relations within an industry's family circle does have a strong bearing on its
relations with the outside public, it is immediately
understandable that the movie business faces an unusually difficult task in this respect. It is — and, to a
degree, must always be — a house divided. Those who
deny this have their heads in the clouds and their feet
off the ground. The very best that can be hoped for in
this strange business is that its businessmen will learn
to give and take. Since so many — on both sides — are
eager only to take, solution of the essential intra-industry aspect of the industry's public relations must hinge
on mechanics being devised to minimize the inevitable
frictions.
In our P.R. questionaire, two prominent theatremen
dealt with the intra-industry problems in a manner that
(Continued vn Page 31)

I know."
Why? Let's examine that speciment §lide under the
microscope a bit further.
No Fixed Price
At the bottom of virtually all industry quarrels is the
method by which motion pictures are sold and bought.
The product has no established price! Values reside in
the abstract. On each picture produced and offered for
sale negotiations start, theoretically, from scratch.
The seller asks all the traffic will bear. The exhibitor
buys blind, theoretically, because each film is like a
brand-new piece of merchandise, bearing^ no relation to
business yesterday, tomorrow, or to the theatre on the
other side of town. "One man's meat, another man's
poison" can hardly have better application than in
movies.
This peculiarity of the business mechanics springs,
obviously, from the fact that it is an art-industry. There
can be no fixed price for motion pictures, any more than
there can be fixed prices for the works of creative artists.
The oddity of the motion picture is that it has certain
commercial aspects that set it apart from any other art.
Movies are not created in attics by hungry artists. They
are produced in vast studios by the combined talents of
many artists, hundreds of technicians and laborers. They
are sold by hundreds of salesmen to thousands of theatres, which show them to millions of people, why pay
the millions of dollars that are poured into the industry
to keep it rolling.
Thus, you can see, this is quite a unique kind of art.
and industry. And, because it is impossible to set fixed
Paqq 28
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Farnol Says,
(Continued from Page 10)
no different from the policy
pursued by Life Magazine.
Their leg art and their devotion to the body beautiful
is calculated and shrewd.
They know when to bring
in the History of Western
Man. They have a fine
position of constantly being
a little ahead of their readers, of providing them with
cerebral as well as physical
stimulation.
Motion pictures, to regainence,
any will
parthave
of their
audito entice
them back by challenge
and stimulation. There's no
magic to bring them back
in droves. Many came
back, attracted by the literary genius of "From Here
to Eternity." Many came
back because of that photograph of the lovers on
the beach, too. It was
something that you couldn't get on television. "Executive Suite" had the shining brillance of acting at
its best. It was something
to see, to talk about, to
which you could send your

Tight Back'
friends. "Hans Christian
Andersen" brought delighted children in armies.
It was a legend, a happy
legend, and happy songs.
It started many young
peopleture going.
on a career of picAnother way of saying
what I consider vital to
the restored vigor and life
of our industry is that each
picture must have the germ
cf an appeal, an intellectual stimulation and challenge, atalking point.
This germ provides
public relations with something to talk about, a story
to tell. It fortifies our
claim that we have something that no one — not
radio or television, nor
even the theatre — has.
But public relations and
all the promotion in the
world are of little help until
the product, pictures, is
planned
for theand
newforselective audience
the
appeals that must be used
to reach that selective
audience.
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Will Rogers Hospital gratefully acknowledges contribution of ad production by Colunnbia Pictures Corporation and of space by this publisher.
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'Continued from Page 28)
dramatizes the temper of contemporary feeling about
exhibitor-distributor relations.
Michael Naify, of United California Theatres, Inc.,
believes good public relations should begin at home —
and presents his platform :
"It is difficult to have good public relations wrhen
there is bad relations betvi^een the people who make the
product and the people who distribute for them.
Distributor Interest In Outlets
"It is basic that good relations can only exist when
the manufacturer is sufficiently interested in his outlet
to see that he is able to operate at a profit and keep the
cutlet alive. It is an unhealthy situation that there is
no such feeling of responsibility on the part of the producers of motion picture business. Good public relations
can flow mere normally when for the most part there is
good relations within the industry which must deal with
the public.
"Good public relations requires that:
"a. Producers must establish a set of principles or a
code which would govern their business relationships
with the exhibition end of the business ;
"b. It must be predicated on a basis which will enable
the exhibitor to have continuity in his community and
bring an end to the hand-to-mouth existence on which
much of the exhibition end is now operating;
"c. Provision must be made for a consistent source of
ideas and materials originating at a national level which
can be selectively utilized as it fits the local situation;
"d. The services of the same people who did such a
fine job on the reduction of the admission tax is available where the purpose serves the interest of the industry as a whole ;
"e. There has been much talk of the establishment of
a permanent research group for research in new
methods of presentation as well as theatre design. It
could also include advertising techniques."
Walter Reade, Jr., like many another exhibitor, feels
there is insufficient communication between buver and
seller. He suggests opening some down-to-earth diplomatic relations. His program :
"I believe that the weakest link in our present chain
cf public relations activity has been, and continues to
be, the lack cf communication and cooperation by production and distribution with exhibition.
"Therefore, I think that production and distribution
should cultivate the exhibitor's — and possibly mere important, his manager's — friendship, loyalty, and active
interest by:
"(1). Keeping their welfare constantly in mind in
every decision which could oossibly have a bearin<? on
them.
"(2). Gaining their steady interest by keeping them
informed about the things that matter to them; take

Bvgin

OURSELVES

ut

Home

them into their confidence whenever possible ; try to
provide them with advance notice of their activities and
developments in which they might be interested.
"(3). Enlisting their active help in promoting the industry's welfare; educate them in industry problems, in
industry promotions, and in their role as a member of
the industry.
"(4). Taking full advantage of every opportunity to
increase their confidence, respect, and appreciation of
the industry and its leaders."
Mr. Reade's conclusion: "It logically follows that the
relationship of production and distribution with exhibition is the most important phase of our industry's public
relations. The attitude of most of our patrons, and of
all citizens in the community, reflects what the m.anagers and other theatre employees say and what is their
general attitude toward the industry and its product."
Muddled intra-industry relations cannot help but have
its effect upon the filmdom's public relations generally.
Each time mere soiled laundry is scrubbed in the
columns of the daily newspapers, the reputation and institutional prestip-e of movies is shoved a notch lower in
the public's mental catalog.
And it is high time that film executives ceased the
immature practice of blaming their own intra-industry
P.R. shortcomings on "those damned exhibitcrs", who,
they believe cause them trouble. If they spent as much
time wooing exhibitors good-will as they do complaining, their problems would be minimized tenfold.
Wherein lies the answer? How can comity repiace
cress-purposes? By what formula might order come out
of confusion?
Arbitration undoubtedly could provide part of the
answer. It will not rid the industry of all its ills. But
in this hcur of intra-industry strife, its curative properties are good enough.
Flexible Arbitration Needed
The broadest possible method of arbitration is needed.
It should cover, if possible, the broadest number of arbitrable subjects, otherwise it will be toothless. Arbitration should go to the grass roots. Exhibitors complain that New Ycrk approvals and policies cannot take
coenizance of individual problems of far-removed theatres, that there can be little tolerance or sympathy when
there is no understanding. If the arbiters are ensconced
in ivory towers in a major metropolis, there will be no
arbitration to satisfy exhibitors.
Only by neatly and fairly putting its own house in
order can the motion picture industry undertake the
vital task of building a firm public relations bulwark
around itself. Only then can it establish itself in the
public mind as a worthy and an enduring institution.
The concluding chapter in our P. R. story will deal with
Institutionalizing. If e will take a look at what other industries do to create a "habit" for their products, and
what the movie business has failed to do along these lines.
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ARTISTS

September
JUNGLE GENTS Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall, I Bowery
Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy. Discovering that one of the boys can actually smellindiamonds,
the gang44 goes
fortune
stolen diamonds.
min. to Africa to find a
TWO GUNS AND A BADGE Wayne Morris. Director
Lewis D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Ex-convict is made deputy sheriff. Finds love and
new life by ridding town of outlaws. 69 min.
October
BOB MATHIAS STORY. THE Bob Mathias, Melba Mathias. Ward Bond. Producers James L. Fallon, William
E. Selwyn. Director Francis D. Lyon. Sports drama.
Biography of Olympic Decathlon champion from high
school days to present. 80 min.
HUMAN JUNGLE, THE Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling. Producer Hayes Goeti. Director Joe Newman. Murdermeller. Young police captain revamps police squad,
cleans up tough section and solves murder. 32 min.
November
CRY VENGENCE Mark Stevens, Martha Hyer, Joan
Vohs. Producer LIndsley Parsons. Director Stevens.
Melodrama. Former detective released from prison
after
didn't83 commit
seeks serving
revenfe long
againsttermmenforwhocrime
framedhe him.
mla.
TARGET ducer
EARTH
Richard Director
Denning, Virginia
ProHerman Cohen.
Sherman Gray.
A. Rose.
Science Fiction. Earth Is invaded by army of robots
from the planet Venus. 75 min.
December
PORT OF HELL Wayne Morris, Dane Clark. Marole
Mathews. Producer William F. Broldy. Director
Harold Schuster. Melodrama. Port Warden of Los
Angeles harbor learns docked freighter has atomic
bomb aboard which Is to be set off In communist plot
to destroy the harbor. 80 min.
TONIGHT'S
THE NIGHT
Technicolor. Comedy.
David Niven.
Yvonne de Carlo,
Barry Fitzgerald.
Irish
fantasy with comic flavor. 88 min.
January
BIG COMBO, THE Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian
Donlevy. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Joseph
Lewis. Crime melodrama. Frantic syndicate boss wipes
out his own gang in effort to evade police.
BOWERY TO BAGDAD Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall,
IBowery Boys). Producer Ben Schwalb. Director EdNernds. and
Comedy.
Boweryadventures
Boys findtake
Aladdin's
magic wardlamp
resulting
them
to Bagdad. 64 min.
TREASURE OF RUBY HILLS Zachary Scott, Barton MacLane, Carole Mathews, Dick Foran. Producer William
F. Broldy. Director Frank McDonald. Western. Two big
cattle ranchers drive small cattlemen from government
range and then start range war to gain control cf
that valuable country.
Coming
ANNAPOLIS STORY, THE Tectimcolor. John Derek,
Kevin McCarthy, Diana Lynn. Producer Walter MIrisch.
Director Don Slegel. Drama. Brothers who graduated
from Annapolis together split over a girl but are
eventually
reconciled during combat as jet fighter
pilots In Korea.
CODE 3 em Elliott, Keith Larson, Helene Stanley.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Dan Ullman
Murder melodrama. Veteran escapes from hospital to
try to talk wife out of divorcing him. Her subsequent
murder is mistakenly blamed on him.
GOD'S ANGRY
Raymond
Debra Paget,
Jefferey
Hunter. MAN
Producer
VincentMassey,
M. Fennelly.
Director Charles M. Warren. Action drama. Deals with
fanatical John Brown's violent crusade to free slaves.
HIGH SOCIETY Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall, Amanda
BIdke Producer Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudint. Comedy. Bowery Boys become involved in plot
to steal inheritance of society family.
SHOTGUN Technicolor. Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De
Carlo, Zachary Scott. Producer John Champion. Director Lesley Stiander. Western. Deputy sets out to
avenge murder
of U. S.andMarshal,
plicated by gun-runnert
Apaches.with' the trail comFILM

on Current

PRODUCT

&) Coming

COLUMBIA

September
BLACK DAKOTAS, THE Technicolor. Gary Merrill,
Wanda Hendrlx. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray Nazarro. Western. Confederate spys plot to
send Sioux Nation on warpath thereby tieing up large
Union army force. 65 min.
BULLET IS WAITING. A Technicolor. Jean Simmons,
Rory Calhoun,
Brian Farrow.
Aherne. MeloProducer Howard Stephen
Welsch. McNally,
Director John
drama.
Plane
crash
strands
sheriff
and
suspected
m.urderer In California wilderness. Violence flares when
they seek shelter In lonely cabin occupied by a
beautiful girl. 82 min.
HUMAN DESIRE Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame,
Broderick Crawford. Director Friti Lang. Melodrama.
Korean war veteran becomes Involved with married
woman who sells herself and becomes a partner in
murder to achieve selfish ends. 90 min.
October
ON THE WATERFRONT Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden,
Lee J. Cobb, Eva Marie Saint. Producer Sam Spiegel.
Director Ella Kazan. Melodrama. Ex-fighter involved in
racketeers'
of by
longshoremen
is moved
rebel against domination
the syndicate
love of woman.
108 min.to
THREE HOURS TO KILL Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Donna Reed, DIanne Foster. Producer Harry Joe Brown.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Framed for murder
three
years
earlier, cowboy returns home to clear
his name.
77 min.
November
AFFATRS of MESSALIN^A. the Maria Felix, Georges
Marchal. Director Galione. Historical drama. 106 min.
BLACK KNIGHT. THE Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Patricia Medina. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R.
Broccsll. Director lay Garnett. Adventure. Poor
sword-maker rises up to become knight and saves King
Arthur, England and Christianity from pagans. 85 min.
CANNIBAL ATTACK Johnny Weissmuller, Judy Walsh.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Lee Sholem. Jungle
meller. Jungle Jim solves mysterious cobalt thefts by
savage cannibal tribe.
FIRE
OVER Carey.
AFRICAProducer
Technicolor.
Maureen O'Hara.
MacDonald
M. J. Fra_nkovIch.
Director
Richard Sale. Adventure-meller. Tangier customs officials employ woman secret agent to help break up
smuggling ring. 84 min.
December
PHFFFT Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Jack Carson.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mark Robson. ComeBoredfreedom
by theirIs marriage,
that dy.
their
even worse.professional
88 min. couple find
THEY RODE WEST Technicolor. Donna Reed, Robert
Francis. Director Phil Karlson. Producer Lewis Rachmil.
Western. Doctor at frontier Army post incurs enmity
of fellow officers by administering to Indians. 84 min.
January
CAMBOO PRISON Robert Francis, DIanne Foster, Brian
Keith. Producer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Seller. War
Drama. U. labS.
intelligence
orators In Korean
prisonofficers
camp masquerade
in order to as
spy colon
the Communists. 80 min.
MASTERSON OF KANSAS Technicolor. George Montgomery, Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director William Castle. Western. Bat Masterson saves wrongly convicted man from hanging and
puts down threat of Indian war, 73 min,
VIOLENT MEN. THE CInemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn
Ford, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Rudolph Mate. Western. Ex-cavalry officer leads small ranchers against
encroaching land baron.
96 min.
Coming

Features

CREATURE WITH THE ATOM BRAIN Richard Denning.
Science fiction. Deported mobster with help of mad
scientist creates monsters from dead men planning to
murder men responsible for his conviction.
DETECTIVE. THE Alec Gulness, Joan Greenwood. Director Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for crime-busting. 91 min.
FIVE AGAINST THE HOUSE Guy Madison, Brian Keith,
Kim Novak. Producers Slllphant, Barnwell. Director
Phil Karlson. Comedy-melodrama. Loony plan to rob
Reno gambling den just for fun turns Into real thing.
JUNGLE MOON MEN Johnny Weissmuller, Jean Byron.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Charles S. Gould. Adventure. Johnny breaks spell of white iungle priestess
who is lone survivor of anclnet civilization.
LONG GRAY LINE. THE CInemaScope, Technicolor.
Tyrone ducerPower,
MaureenDirector
O'Hara,
Robert Arthur.
JohnRobert
Ford. Francis.
Drama. ProMONSTER BENEATH THE SEA Donald Curtis, Faith
Domergue, Kenneth Tobey. Producer Sam Katzman. DIrecord Richard Quine. Science fiction. Hydrogen bomb
explosion creates enormous sea monster which threatens
the Pacific Coast.
PIRATES OF TRIPOLI Paul Henreld, Patricia Medina.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Felix Feist. Costume
adventure. Morrocan princess enlists aid of pirate
leader to help drive savage hordes from her kingdom.
SEMINOLE UPRISING Technicolor. George Montgomery, Karin Booth. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Earl
Bellamy. Western. Young army officer is assigned to
ascapture
a boy. warring Indian chief whom he had known
TEN WANTED MEN Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Jocelyn
Brando,Bruce
Richard
Boone. Producer
Joe Brown.
Director
Humberstone.
Western.Harry
Cattleman
tries
to bring law and order to empire he carved with
blood, sweat and gunpowder.
THREE FOR THE SHOW CInemaScope, Technicolor.
Betty Grable,
Gower Director
Champion,
Lemmon. ProducerMarge
Jonie & Taps.
H. Jack
C. Potter.
Musical. Musical comedy writer reported killed in
Korea returns home to find wife remarried to bett
friend .
WOMEN'S
PRISON
Lupino, Bryan
Jan Sterling,
Cleo
Moore, Howard
Duff.IdaProducer
Foy. Director
Lewis
Seller.
Melodrama.
Story
of
mis-run
prison
which
contains both men and women.
WYOMING RENEGADES Technicolor. Phil Carey, Gene
Evans, Martha Hyer. Producer Wallace MacDonald.
Director Fred F. Sears. Western. Former outlaw leader
is released from prison, but his efforts to go straight
are gang.
complicated when he becomes involved with
old

I. F. E.
BREAD. LOVE ANDSeptember
DREAMS Sub-titles. Gina Lollobrlglda, Vlttorio DeSIca. TItanus Films production. Director
Luigi
Comencini.
dies of life in a mountain Drama.
town. 90Joys
min.and minor trageGOLDEN COACH. THE English. Technicolor. Anna
Magnanl. Director Jean Renoir. Musical drama. 17th
century tale of beautiful actress. 105 min.
October
GIRLS MARKED DANGER English Language. Sllvana
Pampanini, Eleonora Rossi Drago, Vlttorio Gassman.
Producers DIno De Laurentis & Carlo Ponti. Director
Drama. Expose of vice ring involvComencini.
Luigiing girls
who enter dance marathon. 75 min.

November
Lois Maxwell,
AIOA Color Eng. Nar. Sophia F.Loren,
Director
Ballet Corps of Rome. Producer De Martino.
CANGACEIRO Produced by Vera Cruz Productions
Verdi's story of rivalry be-of
Clemente Fracassi. Opera. and
with all-Brazilian cast. Director Lima Barreto. Action
love
for
girl
slave
princess
Egyptian
tween
drama. Story of bandits who terrorized Brazil for
Egyptian oUicer. 95 min.
almost 100 years and lived by their particular code
of h«n«r and ixstice 92 min.
December
CHICAGO
SYNDICATE
O'Keefe, Director
Abbe Lane.
THEODORA, SLAVE EMPRESS Pathecolor. English
Xavier Cujat.
Producer Dennis
Sam Katzman.
Fred
Italo-French co-production by Lux. Director Riccardo
Sears, Crime melodrama. Young accountant joins crime
Freda. Historical drama. Beautiful slave girl rises to
become Empress of Byzantine empire. 88 min
syndicate to get proof of gangster's crimes.
BULLETIN — THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

coming
INDEPENDENTS
AIR STRIKE Richard Denning, Gloria Jean, Don Haggerty. Producer-director Cy Roth. Action drama. Commander of Navy jet fighter squadron aboard aircraft
September
carrier copes with conflict among his men, resolved
when
pilot
leads to safety rival lost in fog.
PRIVATE HELL 36 (Fllm^kers) Ida Lupino, Steve Cochran, Howard Duff. Producer Collier Young. Director
SHOCK!!
Brian
Donlevy, Margia Dean, Jack Warner.
Don Siege). Melodrama. Police detectives working on
Producers Michael Carreras, Anthony Hinds. Director
murder
case
steal
some
"hot"
money
and
are
eventnVal
Guest.
Science-fiction
drama. Rocket pilot returns
ally trapped by police captain. 81 min.
after flight to outer space in form of monster capable
of
absorbing
all
life
around
him, until scientists *nd
October
police combine to destroy him.
VANISHING PRAIRIE IBuena Vistal Technicolor. Producer Walt Disney. Nature Documentary. 71 min.
November
METRD-GOLDWYN-MAYER
HALF A CENTURY OF SONGS IContinental MP Corp.)
Ferraniacolor. Eng. sub-titles. Sitvana Pampanini, Renato Rascel. Director Domenico Paolella. Minerva, Excelsa-Roma
Folms.
Musical.
September
current century
is told
in song.History
95 min.of Italy during
BETRAYED Eastman. Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Melodrama. Beautiful airl becomes involved tn espionage and romance in occupied Holland
January
during World War II. 108 min.
20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA IBuena Vistal CinemaScope, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, James Mason.
October
Paul Lukas, Peter Lorre. Producer Walt Disney. Director Richard
Fleischer.
classic
adventure
tale. Fantasy.
122 mm. Filming of Jules Verne's
BEAU bethBRUMMEL
Technicolor.
Stewart Director
Granger,C. ElizaTaylor. Producer Sam Zimbalist.
Bernhardt. Drama. In England during Napoleonic era, dashComing
ing cavalry captain gains reputation for revolutionary
fashions, but personal ambitions bring disaster. I 13 min.
MAD AT THE WORLD IFilmakers) Frank Loveioy, Keefe
Brasselle. Producer Collier Young. Director Harry
BRIGADOON CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Gene Kelly,
Esse. Melodrama. When young hoodlums accidentally
Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse, Elaine Stewart. Producer
Arthur
Freed. Director Vincente Minnelli. Musical. Film
kill
young
couple's
infant,
father
goes
gunning
for gang.
version of Broadway show about village in Scottish
Highlands
which appears only once a century. 108 min.
CRASHOUT IFilmakers) William Bendix, Arthur Kennedy. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis Foster.
ROGUE COP Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh. George Raft.
Melodrama. Six convicts escape from prison leaving
Producer Nicholas Nayfack. Director Roy Rowland.
trail of violence with only two surviving to reach
Drama. Slick detective sergeant plays both sides of
cache of stolen money.
the
law error
until ofhishisbrother's
him the
ways. 92 death
min. and a woman show
LIPPERT
September
SILENT RAIDERS Richard Bartlett, Earle Lyon. Producer
Earle Lyon. Director Richard Bartlett. Acjion drama.
Seven-man patrol lands on Normandy beach. Works its
way through enemy forces in preparation for the
Dieppe commando raid. &5 min.
TERROR SHIP William Lundigan, Naomi Chance. Producer W. H. Williams. Director Vernon Sewell. Mystery drama. Writer buys derelict ship, finds it has
been used to cache highly-explosive atomic formula.
Boards with
yachttheforsecret.
sea-chase
escape
72 min.after plotters attempt to
UNHOLY FOUR, THE Paulette Goddard. Producer
Michael Carraras. Director Terence Fisher. Mystery
drama. Hu&band returns after four-year memory loss
to
try and
which of wife's three suitors tried to
murder
him. find
80 min.
October
DEADLY GAME Lloyd Bridges. Producer, Robert
Dunbar. Director Dan Birt. Mystery drama. American
novelist in southern Spain becomes involved in murder,
and smuggled microfilm of secret formulas. 63 min.
November
SIEGE, THE Special Cast. Historical spectacle. Story
of the toSpanish
"Joan of Arc."
who aspersuades
army
resist Napoleon,
but dies
a besiegedSpain's
city
falls and French rule prevails. 43 min.
December
RACE FOR LIFE, A Richard Conte, Marl Aldon. Producer Mickey Delamar. Director Terence Fisher. Action
drama. Former auto racing champion quits big race
when his best friend crashes to death. He makes a
comeback
wins back his wife by winning the
Grand
Prix. and
6? min.
BLACK PIRATES, THE AnscoColor. Anthony Dexter,
Lon Chaney,
Jr. Producer
RobertPirates
L. Lippert,
Director Allen Miner.
Adventure.
terrorizeJr.town
forcing villagers to dig for treasure under church.
Young townsman bring their destruction. 74 min.
January
SILVER STAR, THE Edgar Buchanan, Marie Windsor,
Lon Chaney. Producer Earle Lyon. Director Richard
Bartlett. Western. Newly-elected young sheriff is at
first gun-shy, but eventually cleans up pioneer town
in a showdown gun duel.
THEY^ WERE SO YOUNG Scott Brady, Raymond Burr.
MeltJdrama. Fashion model sold into Brazilian slavery
ring escapes and enlists aid of American who exposes
wealthy Brazilian as ringleader.
February
GLASS TOMB, THE John Ireland. Producer Anthony
Hinds. Director Montgomery Tully. Melodrama. Sideshow barker is key figure in slaying of a young girl.
With numerous carnival characters among the suspects,
the mystery is resolved at the glass tomb where the
barker presents his latest attraction.
FILM

November
ATHENA CinemaScope. EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom,
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical comedy. Two young men become romantically involved with
sisters in screwball family of health addicts. 95 min.
LAST TIME I SAW PARIS, THE Technicolor. Van Johnson, Elizabeth Taylor, Donna Reed. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks. Drama. Aspiring
novelist, thinking himself a failure turns to life of playboy which leads to rtagedy. 116 min.
December
CREST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. AngloAmerican temperaments get a workout during the development of a new torpedo explosive. 92 min.
DEEP IN MY HEART Technicolor. Jose Ferrer, Helen
Traubel, Merle Oberon, Walter Pidgeon. Producer
Roger Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Musical drama.
Biog of immortal composer Sigmund Romberg. 132 min.
January
BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK CinemaScope. EastmanColor
Spencer Tracy, Walter Brennan, Robert Ryan, Dean
Jagger, Anne Francis. Western drama. Whole town
tires to cover up murder of Japanese-American who
was murdered during the war. 82 min.
GREEN FIRE CinemaScope, East/nanColor. Grace Kelly,
Stewart Granger, Paul Douglas. Producer Armand
Deutsch. Director Andrew Marton. Adventure drama.
Mining engineer's
against
the jungles
of Columbandits oftobattle
obtain
emeralds
eventually
leads
him tobia,aandtreasure
another
kind.
ICQ min.
February
JUPITER'S
DARLING
Esther Williams,
HowardCinemaScope,
Keel, Marge EastmanColor.
& Gower Champion, George Sanders. Producer George Wells. Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Set in Roman era,
mythical dictator trying to find suitable husband for
beautiful daughter has problem solved when city is
invaded by Hannibal.
MANY RIVERS TO CROSS CinemaScope EastmanColor.
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Victor McLaglen. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Roy Rowland. Historical romance. Kentucky frontiersman enjoys his wilderness life until finally trapped by woman as proficient
in the woods as he is.
Coming

r
jANUARY SUMMARY
I
The January product picture remains
gloomy with only 23 new features ■
scheduled
for release.
Two December
of <hese '<
films were carried
over from
listings. Columbia, Universal and Allied |
Artists shape up as the leading sup- |
pliers with three each. CinemaScope
releases are rising with five scheduled
for the month, two from Metro end
one each from Fox, Columbia and
Buena VistOi Thirteen of the upcoming
features are in color.
Available to exhibitors are:
5 Dramas
3 Adventures
5 Wesrerns
3 Musicals
1 Fantasy 2 Comedies
4 Melodramas

PARAMOUNT
September
REAR WINDOW Technicolor.
James Stewart, Grace
Kelly. Director Alfred Hitchcock. Melodrama. Freelance photographer becomes Involved with Greenwich
Village characters, society girl and murder. 112 min,
October
SABRINA Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
WiMiam Holden. Producer and director Billy Wilder.
for inth»ir
brothersfromfallyear
rich returns
Two she
Camedy. after
daughter
Paris.ch=>uffeur's
113 min.
November
WHITE CHRISTMAS VV-Technlcolor BIng Crosby, Danny
Robt.
Producer
Rosemary
Kaye,
E.
Dolan.
DirectorClooney,
Michael Vera-Ellen.
Curtli. Musical.
Two World
War 11comebuddies
team
as
entertainers
after
war,
beinvolved with sister act which threatens their
plans for Broadway show. 120 min.
December
THREE RING CIRCUS VV-Technlcolor. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Pevney. Comedy. Exjoin small
where becomes
one strives
to becomee
aGl'sclown
and circus
the other
involved
in a
romantic triangle. 110 min.
January
BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI. THE Technicolor. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney. Producers Perlberg
and Seaton.
drama.
Admiral's
relationship
with Navy
jet pilotsWarplayed
a.galnst
background of Korean airFebruary
raid. 103 min.
CONQUEST
SPACE George
Technicolor.
Eric Fleming.OFProducer
Pal. Walter
DirectorBrooke,
Byron
Haskin. Science fiction. Fliaht to Mars from man-made
space station 1000 miles above the earth.
MAMBO Silvana Mangano, Michael Rennle, Vittorio
Gassman,
Producers
PontiBeautiful
& DeLaurentis. Shelley
Director Winters.
Robert Rossen.
Drama.
Venetian
shopgirl
attains
success
but
meets
with
broken romance alongComing
the way.
COUNTRY GIRL, THE Bing Crosby, William Holden,
Grace Kelly. Producer Wm. Perlberg. Director George
Seaton. Drama. Once-great Broadway star finds he has
lost self-confidence when he tries comeback. 104 min.
DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents.
FAR HORIZONS VV-Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Charlton Heston, Donna Reed. Producers Pine-Thomas.
Director
Rudolph
Mate.expedition.
Adventure. Recounting of famous Lewis
and Clark

GLASS SLIPPER, THE EastmanColor. Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding. Producer Edwin Knopf. Director
Charles Walters. Musical fantasy. Retells the story
of Cinderella.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
LOVE IS A WEAPON VV-Technicolor. John Payne,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Mary
Murphy.
ProducersGoing
Pine-Thomas.
Kelly. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
Karlson.
Melodrama.
to South Director
America Philto
drama, comedy and pathos told entirely through the
locate
priceless
ruby
Payne
becomes
involved in
medium of the dance.
murder and intrigue.
PRODIGAL, THE Technicolor. Edmund Purdom, Lana
LUCY GALLANT VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Turner, Audrey Dalton, James Mitchell. Producer
Heston, Claire
PineCharles Schnee. Director Richard Thorpe. Biblical
Thomas.
DirectorTrevor,
Robert Thelma
Parrish. Ritter.
Drama. Producers
Woman builds
drama. Based on Parable of the Prodigal Son.
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.
BULLETIN— THIS
IS YOUR PRODUCT

PARAMOUNT (Continued)
RUN FOR COVER VV-Technicolor. James Cagney,
Viveca Lindfors, John Derek, Jean Hersholt. Producers
Pine-Thomas. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. Twofisted Westerner
befriendsandyoung
man only
to be rewarded with doublecross
attempted
murder.
SEVEN LITTLE FOYS. THE VV-Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Milly Vitale. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson.
Comedy-drama.
Story of
children
into showbusiness
whenEddie
his Foy
wife who
dies.takes his
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Loveioy. Producer Samuel J.
Briskin. Director Anthony Mann. War drama. Big league
ball player is recalled to Air Force. Joining Strategic
Air Command, he is envolved in crash and historic
non-stop flight.
TO CATCH A THIEF VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Grace Kelly. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Comedy drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumand seeks to catch real thief to
clear inghishis profession
name.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE VV-Technicolor. John
Forsythe, Shirley McLean, Edmund Gwenn. Producerdirector Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy-drama. Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow.
ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced byAdventure
Lux-PontiSpectacle.
DeLaurentis.Homeric
Directorfeats
Marioof
Camarini.
Ulysses as taken fro,-n the Odessey.
WE'RE Bennett,
NO ANGELS
VV-Technicolor.
Humphrey
Joan
Aldo Ray.
Producer Pat
Duggan. Bogart,
Director
Michael
Curtiz.
Comedy.
Escaping
Devil's
Island, three convicts aid benefactors whofrom
are on
the
verge of bankruptcy.
REPUBLIC
August
JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns
love of gunman who helps her against group of antirailroad ranchers is worth more than money she
dreamed of, if railroad crossed her land. 110 min.
MAKE HASTE TO LIVE Dorothy McGuire, Stephen Mc
Nally. Associate producer-director William Seiter.
Drama. Woman newspaper owner is confronted with
hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison
term for murder. She could have saved him and he
plans revenge by ruining life of their daughter. 90 min.
OUTCAST, THE Trucolor. John Derek, Joan Evans. ProWilliam J.westerner
O'Sullivan.
Western.ducer Younn
wagesDirector
range Bill
war Witney.
against
unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage. 90 min.
ROOGIE'S BUMP Robert Marriot, Ruth Warrick, Brooklyn Dodgers'
comedy.
Little stars.
boy triesJohn
out Bash
for andproductions.
makes the Sports
Brooklyn Dodgers' team.
September
SHANGHAI
STORY, Associate
THE Ruth Roman,
Edmond O'Brien,
Richard Jaeckel.
producer-director
Frank
Lloyd. Suspense melodrama. Disillusioned American
doctor and Tangiers-born beauty find excitement «nd
love inmentaiding
people
of Shanghai's International Settleagainst Red
police.
TOBOR THE GREAT Charles Drake, Karen Booth.
Science fiction. Adventures of 10-year-old boy and
mechanical
man in 77foiling
steal
secret formula.
min. enemy agent's plot to
December
HELL'S
Cameron,
Asso.
producer OUTPOST
and directorRodJoseph
Inman Joan
Kane. Leslie.
Melodrama.
Korean vet who tricks his way into obtaining interest
in rich tungsten mine learns that friendship of honest
people pays off better than crime.
January
ATOMIC KID, THE Mickey Rooney, Elaine Davis. Asso.
producer Maurice Duke. Director Leslie Martinson.
Comedy drama. Surviving atomic blast in Nevada,
Rooney plays role in atomic-spy ring.
THOUBLE IN THE GLEN TrueColor. Margaret Lockwood, Orson Welles, Forrest Tucker. Produced and
directed by Herbert Wilcox. Adventure ronance
StoryAmerican
by Maurice
Walsh, author
"Thechild,
Quietstays
Man".to
An
in Scotland
to visitof his
champion the people whose livelihood is threatened
whon a private roi<d they had always used is closed
by the owner. 91 min.
Coming
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor Rhonda Fleming, Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam, Carlos Thompson. Producer-director
William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biography of immortal composer Richard Wagner.
TIM8ERJACK Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Sterling Hayden,
David Brian. Producer-director Joseph Kane. Outdoor
melodrama. Young engineer fights to recover timberland inheritance from tycoon who killed his father.
FILM

RKD
AFRICA ADVENTURESeptember
PatheColor. Producer Robert C.
Ruark. Documentary. Filming of newspaper columnist
Ruark's
3-month
safari
through unexplored sections
of Africa. 64 min.
October
PASSION Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Yvonne de Carlo.
Producer drama.Benedict
Bogeaus.
Director
Melo-of
South American vaquero
sets Allan
out onDwan.
mission
vengence when his family is killed by bandits. 84 min.
November
CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus.
Director Allan Dwan. Western. Daughter of rancher
becomes involved in Indian war and cattle rustling
when her father is massacred. 88 min.
THIS IS MY LOVE PatheColor. Linda Darnell,
Rick Jason, Dan Duryea, Faith Domergue. Producer
Hugh Brooke. Director Stuart Heisler. Drama. Girl
learns tnat boyfriend is really in love with her married
sister.der She
for husband's
thinkingthereupon
that will frames
bring sister
boyfriend
back. 91 murmin.
December
HANSEL & GRETBL Technicolor. Kinemin-puppets. Producer Michael Myerberg. Director John Paul. The
famous fairy tale. 75 min.
January
TARZAN'S
HIDDEN
JUNGLE
Gordon
Scott,Schuster.
Vera Miles.
Producer Sol Lesser. Director
Harold
Adventure.
February
UNDERWATER SuperScape Technicolor. Jane Russell,
Gilbert Roland. Producer Harry Tatelman. Director
John Sturges. Adventure drama. Action and intrigue
centering around hunt Coming
for sunken treasure. 99 min.
AMERICANO, THE Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Frank
Lovejoy, Cesar Romero, Ursula Thiess. Producer Robert
Stillman. Director William Castle. Action drama. Delivering prize Brahma bulls to South American rancher,
Texas c«wb»y becomes involved with murder, bandits
and romance. 85 min.
CONQUEROR, THE CInemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead, Thomas
G»m£z. Producer-director Bick Powell. Historical adventure. Tale of the 13th century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
ESCAPE TO BURMA Superscope, Technicolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, David Farrar, Robert Ryan. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Producer Jules Furthman, Director Josef
v»n Sternberg. Drama. 119 min.
QUEST FOR A LOST CITY Eastmancolor. Dana &
Ginber Lamb. Sol Lesser Productions. Adventure documentary. Explorers search for last stronghold of ancient
Mayans in Guatemalan jungles. 60 min.
SEVEN BAD MEN Superscope, Technicolor. Randolph
Scott,
DirectorMala
Tim Powers,
Whelan. Forrest
Western.Tucker. Producer Nat Holt.
SON OF SINBAD SuperScope, Technicolor. Dale Robertson, Sally F»rrest, Lili St. Cyr, Vincent Price. Producer
Robert
Sparks.adventures
Director Ted
Tetzlaff.andRomantic
advent»re. Further
of Sinbad
his 40 thieves.
Romance pairs Robertson-Forrest, Price-St. Cyr. 90 min.

DESIREE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Henry Koster. Drama. Story of Napoleon's rise tothepower
and eventual
defeatloveat for
Waterloo told from
viewpoint
of girl whose
the
general is never fulfilled. 110 min.
OUTLAW'S
DAUGHTER, W.THEBarry.
EastmanColor.
liams. Producer-director
Western. 75Billmin.WilDecember
DEVIL'S
HARBOR
Richard
Arlen,7! Greta
director C. Dean. Melodrama.
min. Gynt. ProducerOTHER WOMEN,ducer-directoTHE
Hugo
Haas,
r Ha s. Drama. 81 min. Cleo Moore. ProTHERE'S
NO BUSINESS
LIKE Merman,
SHOW BUSINESS
Scope, Deluxe
Color. Ethel
Marilyn CinemaMonroe,
Dan
Dailey,
Donald
O'Connor.
Producer
Siegel!
Director Walter Lang. Musical. Married Sol
vaudeville
team ingrain their three children with the love of
show business. I I 7 min.
January
CARMEN JONES CInemaScope Deluxe Color. Harry
Belefonte, Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Dandridge. Producerdirector Otto Preminger. Musical drama. Follows plot
of opera and novel in new setting in which young
soldier headed for Coming
flying school has his life ruined
by sensuous girl. 105 min.
LIFE IN THE BALANCE, A Ricardo Montalban.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer.
PRhNCE OF PLAYERS CInemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Richard Burton, Maggie McNamara, John Derek, Raymond Massey. Producer-director Philip Dunne.
WHITE FEATHER CInemaScope. Color by Deluxe.
Robert Wagner, Debra Paget. Producer Robert Jacks.
Director Richard Webb.
UNITED

ARTISTS

September
GOLDEN
MISTRESS,
THE Richard
Technicolor.
Agar,Rybnick.
Rosemarie Bowe.
Producers
Kay &John
Harry
Director Joel Judge. Adventure, Fortune hunter fights
Voodoo and savages in search of "lost treasure of
the untamed." 82 min.
JESSE
WOMENPanorama
Print by production.
Technicolor. Director
Peggie
Castle, JAMES'
Jack Beutel.
Don Barry.
Western.
Another
retelling
of
the
adventures of the famous outlaw. 83 min.
KHYBER PATROL Color Corp. of America Richard Egan,
Dawn Addams. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure
drama. Officer in British Lancers in India prevents
massacre of garrison. 71 min.
SUDDENLY Frank Sinatra, Sterling Hayden. Producer
Robert Bassler. Director Lewis Allen. Suspense drama.
Story of attempt to assassinate the President. 77 min.

October
BAREFOOT CONTESSA, THE Technicolor. Humphrey
Bogart,tion.Ava
O'Brien.Romantic
Figaro producDirectorGardner,
Joseph L.Edmond
Mankiewicz.
drama.
Story of poor Spanish girl who achieves movie stardom and finds true love which leads to tragedy because she gives her husband an heir he was unable
to beget. 128 mins.
LITTLE KIDNAPPERS, THE Duncan Macrae, Jean Anderson. J. A. Rank production. Director Philip Leacock.
Comedy-drama.
Story of two little boys who "steal"
baby,
set against
Nova Scotia.
93 min. background of turn-of-the-century
OPERATION MANHUNT Harry Townes, Irja Jensen.
2DTH CENTURY-FDX
Produce- Fred Feldkamp. Director Jack Alexander.
Drama. Based on story of ex-Soviet code clerk Igor
Gouzenko since going in hiding under protection of
Canadian government. 77 min.
September
EGYPTIAN Cinemascope,
Deluxe Color. Jean Simmons,
BULL CInemaScope EastmanColor. Dale
Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Edmund Purdom. Pro- SITTING
Robertson, Mary Murphy, J. Carrol Naish. Producer
ducertorical
Darryldrama.
F. Thirteen
Zanuck. Director
centuriesMichael
before Curtiz.
Christ Hisan W. R. Frank. Director Sictney Salkow. Western drama.
105 minutes.
Egyptian physician seeks secret of life. 140 min.
November
October
FOR MURDER
JohnDirector
Agar,
ADVENTURES OF HAJJI BABA, THE CInemaScope De- SHIELD
Maria English.
ProducerEdmond
AubreyO'Brien,
Schenck.
luxe Color. Elaine Stewart, John Derek. Producer WalO'Brien.
Melodrama.
Fast-shooting
detective
becomes
ter Wanger. Director Don Wels. Adventure romance.
involved in robbery-slaying of gambler. 80 min.
Young Persian
barber leavesaction
his shop
in seek
of adventure. After horse-sword
in desert
he rescues
SNOW CREATURE
PaulWilder.
Langton,Melodrama.
Leslie Denison.
Producer-director W. Lee
Himalayan
Princess and prevents war. 94 min.
mountain monster terrorizes New York 70 min.
WOMAN'S
Technicolor.
Webb,
June WORLD
Allyson,CInemaScope,
Van Heflin, Lauren
Bacall,Clifton
Fred
TWIST OF FATE Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergerac.
MacMurray, Arlene Dahl, Cornel Wilde. Producer
Producer Maxwell Sexton. Director David Miller. RoCharles Brackett. Director Jean Negulesco. Comedy
mantic melodrama. Ex-actress romantically involved
drama. President of auto company seeks a new genwith
crooked international business man on French
eral manager and places three candidates and their
Riviera finds real happiness with young artist. 89 min.
wives in situations for observation. 94 min.
WHITE ORCHID, THE Color Corp. of America. William
Lundigan,
Peggie Castle.
Producer-director
Reginald
November
Leborg. Adventure.
Archeologist
and fem photographer
BLACK 13 Peter Reynolds, Rona Anderson. Producer F
risk
Mexican
jungles
to
seek
lost
tribe.
88
min.
Proudlocks. Director K. Hughes. Melodrama. 75 min.
YOU KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE Technicolor. Akim
BLACK WIDOW CInemaScope, Color by Deluxe. Van
Tamiroff, Donald Sinden, Sarah Lawson. Producer Peter
Heflin, Ginger Rogers, Gene Tierney, George Raft.
Rogers. Director Ken Annakin. Comedy. Intoxicated
Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Melodrama.
British sailor fashions "secret " weapon from pawnYoung
New York
become
writer
crnd
falls intogirllovegoes
affairto which
leads toto her
murder.
95 min.
broker's sign,complications.
welds it to B9foreign
with hilarious
min. destroyer's deck
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UNITED ARTISTS (Cenlmutd)
December
ROMEO AND JULIET Ttchnicolor. Laurence Harvey.
Sutan Shentafl. Producer J. A. Rank. Director Renato
Castellaoi. Romantic drama. Rim version of Shakespe*re'J immortal classic. 140 min.
STEEL
THE and
Paul Donlger.
Kelly, Maureen
O'Suilivan.
ProducersCAGE, Swarti
Director
Walter
[>*niger. Drama. Deals with needs and desires of
I men confined to prison. 86 min.
VERA
(Hecht-Lancaster)
Technicolor.
Cooper,CRUZ
Burt Lancaster,
Oenise Darcel,
Cesar Gary
Romero. Producer James Hill. Director Robert Aldrich.
Western drama. Two American soldiers of fortune become
peror involved
Maximilian.in the Mexican Revolution against EmJanuary
BATTLE TAXI Sterling Hayden, Marshall Thompson,
Arthur Franz. Producers Ivan Tors, Art Arthur. Director Herbert Strock. War drama. Deals with Helicopter
Squadron's rescue exploits in Korea.
BEACHCOMBER, THE Technicolor. Robert Newton,
Slynis Johns. Producer Wm. MacQuitty (J. A. Rank).
Director Muriel Box. Drama. Romance between drunken
outcastin and
sister on plague-stricken
island
Indian missionary's
Ocean.

Coming
BEAUTIES OF THE NIGHT Gerard PhiJipe. Gina Lollobrigida. Struggling
Franco-London
Fantasy-of
drama.
musicproducer.
teacher Rene
finds Clair.
his dreams
Realizes "good old days" also have problems. 84 min.
GOOD DIE YOUNG, THE Gloria Grahame, Richard
Basehart, John Ireland. Remus Production. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Melodrama.
OTHELLO Orson Welles, Michael MacLiammoir, Suzanne Cloutier. Produced and directed by Welles.
Drama. Filming of Shakespeare's famous classic. 92 min.
SABAKA Technicolor. Nino Marcel. Boris Karloff, June
Foray. Producer-director Frank Ferrin. Adventuremelodrama. Indian elephant trainer avenges murders
of sister and husband by followers of fire cult. 77 min.
TIGER AND THE FLAME, THE Technicolor (Filmed in
India L Producer-director Sohrab M. Modi. Adventure
Story foroffreedom.
woman'sI I Iheroism
fight
min. in 19th century Indian
UNIVERSAL-INTI
September
BLACK SHIELD OF FALWORTH, THE CinemaScope,
Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Janet Leigh, David Farrar.
ProOucer Robert Arthur. Director Rudy Mate. Romantic
adventure. Plot to overthrow Henry IV is defeated
by treason.
young knight
for
99 min.whose family was unjustly executed
DAWN AT SOCORRO Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie. Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman. Western. Gambler-gunfighter becomes involved
in family feud which resolves into one of the most
famous gun battles of the West. 80 min.
HIGH AND DRY [J. A. RrankI Paul Douglas, Hubert
Gregg. Producer Michael Truman. Director Alexander
MacKendrick. Comedy. High strung executive planning
to redecorate Scottish castle finds furnishings have
been consigned to dilapidated little freighted. In tracking down boat, he finds new lease on life. 93 min.
October
NAKED ALIBI Sterling Hayden, Gloria Grahame. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Melodrama.
Detective tracking down cop-killer almost loses job
through murderer's machinations. 86 min.
November
BENGAL BRIGADE Technicolor. Rock Hudson. Arlene
Dabl. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Laslo Benedek.
Period adventure. British officer, unjustly barred from
Indian service, learns of threatened native uprising
and subsequently regains honor. 87 min.
FOUR GUNS TO THE BORDER Technicolor. Rory Calhoun. Colleen Miller. Producer William Alland. Director Richard Carlson. Western. Not-so-bad outlaw is
reformed from bankrobbing by woman's love. 83 min.
RICOCHET ROMANCE Marjorie Main, Chill Wills. Producer Robert Arthur, Richard Wilson. Director Charles
Lamont. Comedy. Zany owner and staff of dude ranch
resort to hairbrain schemes to entertain guests. 80 min.
December
SIGN OF THE PAGAN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Jeff
Chandler Jack Palance Rita Gam. Producer Albert J.
Cohen. Director Douglas Sirk. Historical adventure.
Rornan centurion leads near-disastorous resistance
against the ravaging Attila and Huns. 92 min.
YELLOW MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Lex Barker. Howard
Duff, Mala Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Gold mine owners become involved in war with crook who tries to force them from
their gold claims. 78 min.
FILM

January
DESTKY Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard,
Lyie Bettger. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director George
Marshall. Western. Non-gun toting sheriff sets out to
clean up lawless town by using the courts. Must eventually resort to gun-slinging to overcome outlaws.
SO THIS IS PARIS Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Gloria
DeHaven, Gene Nelson, Corinne Calvet. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Richard Quine. Comedy. Three
sailors in Paris become romantically entangled with
nightclub entertainer, cashier and French heiress.
WEST Or ZANZIBAR (J. A. Rank) Technicolor. Anthony
Steel, Sheila Sim. Producer Leslie Norman. Director
Harry Watt. Adventure. African national park warden
saves native tribe being
exploited by ivory smugglers.
Comi
ng
A & C MEET THE KEYSTONE KOPS Bud Abbott, Lou
Costello, Fred Clark, Lynn Bari. Producer Howard
Christie. Director Charies Lamont. Comedy. A&C invade Hollywood
the early I900's
becomedowninusual ofshenanigans
while and
tracking
swindler volved
of in$5C00.
CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Adventure-melodrama.
Young Irish patriot plays active part in attempting to
throw off yoke of English oppression.
CHTEF CRAZY HORSE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor Mature, Suzan Ball. Producer William Alland. Director George
Sherman.
Western.
is vio-'
lated and
whitemen
invade
Indian When
land treaty
in search
of
gold, famous chief leads his band in all-out war
against soldiers and prospectors.
FAR COUNTRY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman Corinne Calvet. Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenbern. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
pla'.'s tag with oold, love and sudden death.
FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster
finally brings them together.
LADY GODIVA OF CONVENTRY Technicolor. Maureen
O'Hara,
GeorgeDirector
Nader,Arthur
Victor
McLaglen.
Robert Arthur.
Lubin.
HistoricalProducer
drama.
Tale of how beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from
disastrous war through her famous horseback ride.
LOOTERS, THE Rory Calhoun, Julie Adams, Thomas
Gomez. Producer Howard Christie. Director Abner
Biberman. Outdoor melodrama. Mountain guide aiding
survivors of plane crash is involved In murder plot
when small fortune Is found on plane.
MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles oo to Hawaii where Pa
takes ever the runnin-Q of his rich brother s fruit
processing clant.
MAN FROM BITTER RIDGE, THE Lex Barker, Mara Corday. Stephen McNally. Producer Howard Pine. Director
Jack Arnold. Western. Lawman setting out to solve
stage robberies brings peace between warring cattle
men and sheepherders.
MAN WITHOUT A STAR Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Jeanne Grain, Claire Trevor. Producer Aaron RosenDirectorranch
King owner
Vldor. tries
Western.
Range inwargrazing
flares
when berg.
small
to fence
land against encroaching big cattle interests.
REVENGE
OF THE
CREATURE
-ohn Agar.
Nelson. Producer
William
Alland:3D.Director
Jack Lorl
Aronld.
Melodrama. Sequel to "Creature from the Black LaMonster tois wreak
broughtterror.
to civilization for study,
where it goon".
escapes
SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS Tony Curtis, Julie Adams.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph Pevney.
Crime drama. A product of the slums in the depression era, man is helped to go straight after years of
crime thru help of understanding cop.
SMOKE SIGNAL Technicolor. Dana Andrews, Piper
Laurie. Producer Howard Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Western. Squadron of cavalry trapped by Indians
is
let to
martial
for safety
desertion.by army captain subject to court
THIS ISLAND EARTH Technicolor. Jeff Morrow, Faith
Domergue. Producer William Alland. Director Joe
Newman. Science-fiction. Atomic scientist is kidnapped by spacemen to aid foreign planet In interplanetary war.
W.ARNER

BHDTHEHS

October
STAR ISland,BORN,
A
CinemaScope
Technicolor.
James Mason, Jack Carson.
Producer Judy
Sid GarLuft.
Director George Cukor. Musical drama. Girl is giv»n
chance at movie stardom by prominent star. She
marriesto disaster.
him but 154can't
leads
min. prevent his drinkin9 which
November
DRUM BEAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Audrey Dalton. Producer-director Delmar Daves. Western. Veteran Indian fighter is commissioned by President to negotiate without use of arms with renegade
Indian band. In spite of peaceful efforts whitemen
must resort to force to bring peace. I I I min.
TRACK OF THE CAT CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Robert Mitchum, Teresa Wright, Diana Lynn, Tab Hunter. Batjac production. Director William A. Wellman.
Adventure drama. Family on snow-bound cattle ranch
have
lives 102
altered
invadestheir
the area.
min. when huge mountain lion
December
NO RELEASES
January
YOUNG AT HEART WarnerColor. Doris Day, Frank
Sinatra, Ethel Barrymoe, Robert Keith. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Musical. Love affairs
of three musical sisters become entwined with hilarious
and heart-tugging complications.
February
SILVER CHALICE, THE CinemaScope WarnerColor.
Virginia
Mayo, Saville.
Jack Palance,
Angeli.Yeunq
Producerdirector Victor
HistoricalPierdrama.
silver
smith who fashions cup used at Last Supper also becomes involved in cause
of Christianity. 131 min.
Coming
BATTLE CRY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray. Mona Freeman, Nancy Olson. War drama.
Story of World War II Marines and the girls they
left behind.
EAST OF EDEN CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Julie
Harris, James Dean, Raymond Massey. Producer John
Steinbeck. Director Ella Kazan. Drama. Story of young
man's eftorts to win love of domineering father.
LAND
OF THE PHARAOHS
CinemaScope,
WarnerColor.
Jack Hawkins.
James Justice,
Dewey Martin,
Joan
Collins. Producer-director Howard Hawks. Historical
adventure. Recounting of the pharaoh who built first
great pyramid and the ruthless queen who brought
about his downfall
UNCHAINED
EIroy Hirsch,
Barbara Prison
Hale, Chester
Morris. Producer-director
Hall Bartlett.
drama. Story
of
men
confined
in
California's
prison
without
bars,
the Institution for Men at Chino.

YOUR SERVICE— OUR RESPONSIBILITY
NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

ORDER

NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses
that are adjustable
A prompt order icill reserve your
POLALITE glasses
and insure delivery jar future bookings.

HIGHWAY
BOUNTY
HUNTER, September
THE WarnerColor. Randolph Scott,
Marie Windsor.
Producer Sam Bischoff. Director Andre
EXPRESS LINES, INC.
de Toth. Western. Man who lives by rewards obtained
for hunting criminals finds the trail
complicated
by crooked sheriff. 79 min.
Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-0100
Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
DRAGNET
WarnerColor.
Jack
Webb,
Ben
Alexander.
Ann Robinson. Producer Stanley Meyer. Director Webb!
Member .\ational Film Carriers
Crime drama. Full length feature similar to TV show
dealing
commission of crime and detection
of criminal.with89 min.
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OTTO PREMINGER presents OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN'S

from 20th Century-Fox

CIN
emaScoPI^
starrinf

HARRVBELAFONrE-DOROrHyDANDlGE
PEARL BMyOlGAMMESIOEAOlS
Produced and Directed by
Books and Lyrics by
OTTO PREMINGER
OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN, 2nd
Screen Play by HARRY KLEINER
color by Deluxe

"it*s a pleasure to do
business with 20th!"
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